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Cherqi~~r::v; ~- :'lnvest~qati011s' in.,the Field of Siliea!e-Clzemist7'Y'_ 
IV. Some data on tlw Jfeta- and 01,tlw-Silicates of the bivalent 
lYJetals: BeJ'ylliwh, Magnesium, Calcium, Strontium, Barium, 
Zinc, Cadmium, and Manyanese." By Prof. JAEGER and 
Dr. VAN .KLOOSTER. 

(Oommunicateq in the meeting of Nov. 27, 1915.) 

~ 1. In connection with the investigations into the crystallisation
phenomena of ('omplex, moIten silicate-magmas, as they we re com
menced in this laboratory, but stopped for some time since August 
1914, - it was necessary for our pUl'pose to study in the fir5t 
pIace again the solidifying phellomena of the pure siIicates of the 
alcaline earths and of ziilC, cadmium, and manganese. 

The data about the melting-' 'and Bolidi(ying~points and about 
sevel'al properties of tbe just named substanceó found in literatu're 
are ratheï' discordant and often con tradie tOl'y. As far as the silicates 
of caláwn and magnesium are concel'Ilt::d, definite results can be 
said to bave been obtained now in the very accurate investigations 
from the Geophysieal Labol'atol'Y in JiJ> asMngton 1). Some of the 
data obtained there are onee more -reviewed at tbe end of this note 
for tbe purpose of comparison with those established here. 

About the melting- and solidi(ying-points of the silicates of the 
othel' bivalent metals : Sr, Ba, Zn, Cd and Be, there has not yet been 
obtained any eertainty, while about those 'of Mn, onIy a few, rather 
uncertain data are available. 1 

Indeed sevûral investigatiolls 2) of these silicates have been published; 
but the experimentaI methods were in all those cases sueh, that no 
reliable results could be expected, as' wiU appeal' elearJy in the 
following pages. 

For witbout an)' exception, cooling-curves wel'e aJways used in 
tbese determinations, which, - as has been already repeatedly 
proved, and is again stated here by us, - ean ne\'er give any 
reliable result in the case of silicates, not even in the most favour
able cirrumstances. Furthermore in nOL one of these cases suffieient 
attention was given to the {Jl'eparation 'Of, completely pure produets, 
nor to the complete chemical homogeneity of the molten substances; 
neither was a redueing atmosphel'e avoided with respect to the 

~l) ALLEN, WHITE alld WRIGHT, Amer. Journ. of Science 21,89.(906); ALLEN, 
WRIGHT and CLEMENT, ibid. 22, 385. (1906); A. 1. DAY and SHEPHERD, Amer. 
Journ. of Science 22, 265 (1906); ALLEN anu WHITE lbid, 27, 1. (1907); SHEP
HERD and RANKIN, ibid. 28, 293. (1909). 

2) STEIN,'W ALLACE, LEBEDEW, Zeits. f. anorg. Chem. 55, 63, 70. See {he lite-
rature gi ven furthel-on. '; 
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presence of the silicate and the thermo-elemerIt. FinaUy in no case 
the infection of the used thel'mo-elements was controlled, neither 
were the obtained data reduced on the nitrogen-gasthermometer of 
JiVasltington. A short review of the data given in Iiterature wïII 

soon persllade the reader of the facts mentioned. 

~ 2. According to STEIN 1) a molten mass of the <;omposition 
81,8i03 crystallises at~ 1287° O. He prepared the compoun1d by melt
ing together the oxides, carbonates and hydroxides with silica in 
tubes of ca1'bon, while in his measurements the porcelain prQtecting 
tube of the thermo-element was placed in mo&t cases quite bare 
into the molten mass. As he mentions, the colour of his products 
was indeed more or less dark-gray, as a eonseql1ence of the admixed 
carbon. The specific gravity should be 3,89 or 3,91; no glass was 
obtained. According to W AI,T,ACE 2) llOwever the soJidi(ying-point of 
SI'8iOa should be 1529° 0.; he worlred in an analogous way, and 
says, that the solidified substance!:J were al ways greatly contaminated 
by. ~dr.nixed carbon, their 1 colour being thus blade or bluish-blác/c. 
The crystallised prod ucr sllou/d b~ verJ analogol1s to calcil1m-meta
Rilicate: very strongly birefringent, (lbliquely or normally extinguishing 
monoclilljc prisms. Evidently this analogy must be present between 
this compound and the pseudo-wollastonite, the common solidifying
product of the molten calcium-metasilieate. Tbe last modification 
being typically pseudo-hexagonal, the same should be the case wlth 
8r8iOa ; howevel', this i!:J nowhere mentioned by the author, and 
thus needs more detailed study. 

Aceording to STEIN BaSi03 crystallises at '1368° 0.; the product 
should possess aspecific gravity of 3.77, and also be obtained in 
the form of a glass with a specific weight of 3.74. In this case also 
all experiments were made in carbon-tubes, and all solidifiing-points 
were determined by means of cooting-curves. 

According to LEBEDEWa) the solidifying-tem'perature is: 1438° 0.; 
tbe method used was tbe same. The product is according to this 
au thor monoclinic, and isomorphous with CaSiOa ; but it is not said 
witb which modification of it. -

On the contrary W ALr.ÁCE finds j 490° O. for tbe solidi(ying-point, 
and in contrast to S'lEIN'S experience, only a single crystalline 
modification, instead of two different ones. 

I 

. 1) G. STEI~, Ze~ts. f. Anorg. Chem 55. 159. 163. (1907). 
2) R. C. WALLACE. Zeits. f. Anorg. Chem., 63, 9. 10. 11. (1909). 
3) P. LEBEDEW, Zeits. f. Anol'g. Chemie, .70, SOl, 317 (1911). 

58* 
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A meltingpoint of 1494° O. for BaSiOs is aIso given by VOLOSKOV, 
Ann. Instit. Polyt. St. Peterbburg, 15. 421. (1911). 

ZnSiOa , prepared, by melting together ZnO and SiO~ in porcelain 
crucibles, is said to crystallise at 1429° 0.; the glass of this silicate 
ShOllld possess a greater specitic weight (3,86) than the cl'ystals (3,42). 
Finally STEIN gives as solidifyillg-temperature of S1'2Si04: 1593° 0.; 
t,he specific gravity being 3,84, and fol' {he glass: 3,57. In the same 
way Zn2Si04 would crystalIise at 1484° 0., and showaspecific 
weight of 3,7. 

About Ba2Si04 it is only mentioned, that products soiIed by 
carbon· were obtained; no data about melting-tempel'ature or proper
ties are given. Data about beryllium-silicates: BeSiOs and Be2Si04 aî'e 
onIy few: STEIN mentions, that the meltingpoint of BeSiOs was too 
high, to be determined by means of toe thermo-element. Above 2000° O. 
the substance becomes a thin liquid; the specitic gravit.y of the 
cl'ystaUme product is glven as 2,35. Be2Si04 has evidently a very 
high meltingpoint, and crystallises readily; mOre detailed data are 
absent. ' 

On the silicafes of rnanHanese an investigation is published by 
DOMUNCKEJ. 1); he mentions the compounds MnSiOa and .1l![n~Si04' 
and ~says, that they melt under partial decomposition. However for 
MnSiOs the composÎtlOn of ~the molten mass can only differ slightly 
from that of the pUl'e compound. The temperatures are related as 
follows: for MnSiOa : 1215° 0., and for Mn2Si04 : about 1323° O. 
Between the two compollnds th ere would be a eutectic point at 1185° O. 

If we now consider, that the data given for SrSiOs differ 242° 0., 
for BaSiOs 122° O. from each other with different authors; that 
in no case the influence of the heating in an atmosphere of carbon
monoxide on these prodllcts and on the thermo-elements was inves
tigated, and that always the unreliable cooling-method was used in 

\ 

the study of these silicates, - then a renewed study of the phe-
nomena here occurring can hardly be said to be superfluous. Some 
few data about these substances, although yet incomplete, may 
therefore be given already in the following pages. 

§ 3. The pure sihcates were prepal'ed by repeatedly heating and 
melting together the purest, finely powdered quartz, and chemically 
pure S1'C()s and Ba CVs in the calculated quantities., The employed 
SrCOa was free from barium-oxide, the BaCOa free from strontium
oxide. Both substances appeared to have no other impurity than an 

1) F. DOERINCKEL, Die Metallurgie, 8. 201. (1911). 

liL ....:: _____ _ 
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insignificant trace of iron. The quartz was of American origin, and 
may be considered to be al most 100 % Si02 • 

The finely powdered and well mixed materjals were several times 
heated in the platinum-resistance-furnace in iridium-free platinum
crucibles, and then melted in the FLETcHER-furnace. 

Then they were ground and s1eved, and these manipulations were 
l'epeated, as comrnonly, three Or t'our times. Notwithstanding all 
care, an analysis of the products proved, that t.he composition again 
differed from the theoretica] one. Thus the calculated quantity of 
carbonate or silica was added, and all mentioned manipulations were 
again repeated several times. If analysis bhowed tbe composition of 
the finely ground product not yet to be the true one, the deficient 
quantity of one of the components was again added, etc. If by at 
least two analyses it was proved, that the product showed the rigbt 
compositiQn, it was used for the final determinations. To study the 
inflllenrè of a slight exce&s of one of the components on the melting
point, we investigated also in some cases a not yet quite pure 
preparation. 

All thus prepared compounds of Ba, Sr, Be, Zn and Cd were 
stainlessly white, and beautifully crystallised; only in the preparing 
of tbe zinc-salts sometimes a sligbt bluisb or pink tinge was observed, 
evidently caused by the introduction of a trace of platinum from the 
walls of the crucibles; in the case of the pink manganese-compounds 

\ 

a partial brown rolouring appeared to be unavoidable in the repeated 
heatings. 

§ t. Stro1?tium~metasilicate. A preparation 
analysis gavo the following numbers: 

Observed: 
3'ï,59°/Q 

62,40% 
37,70°/0 
62,35°10 

Calculated: 
36,78% 
63,22%' 

and whieh thus showed yet an exeess of 0,87 % Si O2 , was firat 
used for the meltingpoint-determinations. With thermo-element III 
we found suecessively: 

16509 M. V., with a furnace-gradient of 30 M. V., per mmute. 

16501 M.V., "" " " 45 M.V.,,, " 
16495 M.V., "" tI " 40 M.V" " " 
16505 M.V., "" " " 70 M. V., " " 

mean.: 16502 M.V .. ± 7 M.V. (uneorr.). 

The correction for this thermo-element at this temperature being 
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- 26 M.V., the meIting-point can thus be fixed at 16-176 M. V. ± 7 M.V., 
this being: 1577,°5 ± 0,5 O. on the nitrog'en-gasthermometer. 

This compound crystallises perfectly, althollgh perhaps not so 
extraordinarily rapidJy as toe baril1m-silicate. In cooling-experiments, 
where the molten ,mass was shaken continllally by oscillations 
prodllced by repeatedly tapping and _knocking the MARQUARDT-tube, 
even with a gradient of 3°,5 or 5° O. per minute, the liquid could be 
undel'cooled down to 1239° 0., a spontaneous crystallisation afterwards 
occul'l'ing, l in w,hich the temperature rO'3e to 13imo O. because of the _ 
relatively 19reat heat-effect. ln anotber experiment undercooling was 
produced to about 1264°0. in this way, a riseoftemperaturethere
upon being observed aftel' crystallisation, up to 1347° O. Two refractive 
indices of the solidified substance were measured: 12 1 = 1,595 
± 0.001, and n~ = 1,625 ± 0,001. 

Now the preparation was improved by addition of the calculated 
amount of S1'C03 , the mixture repeatedly heated and melted, and 
again several times analysed. The' data obtained were now: 

Observed: calculated: 
36,4.0

/ 0 36.5 0
/ 0 36,780

/ 0 

63,60/0 63,5 0
/ 0 63, 220/0 

'rbe deviation from the theoretical composItion is only about 
0,3 010 i the influenee on the meltingpoint appeared to be vi'Îthout 
significanee. 

In the nsnal way we now determined the melting-point of this 
beautifully crystallised, ll'reproachably white product i with the same 
element 111 we found &uccessively the following values for the 
E. :tV!. :b"'., of it at the meltingpoint: ( 

16515 M.V., with a furnace-gradient of 45 M.V, per minute. 

16496 M.V., "" " " 50 M.V. - " " 

_16501 M.V., "" " " 50 M.V." " 
Mean: 16504 M.V., ± 10 M.V. (uncorr.) 

Aftel' correction (-26 M.V.), the true melting-tempel'ature may 
thus be fixed at 16478 M.V. ± 10 lVI.V., this corresponding with: 
1578° O. ± 1°. An excess of 0,9 010 (weight proc.) of Si02 seems 
t~' cause a lowel'ing of the meltingpoint of about 1° O. 

On cooling thc molten mass it was ob::;erved, that with undet\cooling 
to about 12200 lVI. V. and with continual tapping of the crucible,' 
eve1'y solidifying-temperature between 1306° and 1364,0 O. could be 
found. 80 e.g. we rooled in one of the expel'iments with a velocity 
of 4,°5 per minute; the result was an unde:rcooling to 1225° 0.,' and 
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crystallisation at 1364° C.; in a second experiment crystallisation 
oceurred at 1306° C., aftel' undercooling to 1222° C., with a gt'adient 
of 3,°5 C., per minute. Here also the cooling-ruryes did not give 
in any case a reliable temperature for the equilibrinm liquid ~ solid : 
nU thus obtained data appem'ed to be 230° 01' 240° C. lower than 
tlw real lempe1'ature oJ equilibrium j01' the tmnsition solid ~ liquid. 
These experiments and the analogous ones in the case of the Ba
sili~ate and other objects, must prove, that even merhanical stirring 
of the liquid during its cooling, e.g. by means of electro-magnetic 
stirl'ers, a::i proposed by som~ investigators, is not able to produce 
the reaching of equilibrium in the ease of sueh silicate in a sufficient 
way. Even nnder those circumstanres the coolillg-rnethod remains 
an unreliable one. 

St1'ontiwn-metasilicate crystallises on slow cooling of the molten 
mass in glittering, il'regularly bounded, flat crystals. In most cases 
tbel:.e are penetration-twins Ol' again more complirated aggregations, 
which are also produced in more rapid cooling of the liquid. Often 
the boundaries of the different united crystals are irregular, sometimes 
bowevel' clearly rertilinear. Every cl'ystal shows a fine twin-striation, 
parallel to tbe extinction-dit·ections. Very probably the silieate is 
monoclinic. 

On the border of the field in con
vergent polarized light a single 
branch of an hyperbola is "lsible. 
The refractive index in tbe direction 
of the striation is about: 1 590; 
pel'pendicular tn Jt: 1.620. Some
times also long ~at needies were 
found, with oblique extinction. 

The angle of E'Xtinction is about 
18° 'with respect to the length
dn·ection of the needie. The crystals 
are Yery strongly bil'efringen t; by Wig 1. St?·ontium·Metasiticate, 

moJten and sohdified. means of the immersion-method two 
refi'actl\7e.indiees were detel'mined to be: n1 = 8.n95 ± 0.003, and 
n, = 1.624 ± 3.003. The double refraction is about; 0.029 to 0.030; 
at another time we found: n) = 1.590 ± 0.003, and n, = 1,620 ± 
± 0.003. 

The specific gravity of the solidified product was pycnometrically 
determined in ortho-ch1orotoluene to be: d40 = 3.652 at 25°.1 C: . 

By quenching the molten substance, heated to 1637° C., in 
mercury or water, a beautiful colonrless, and almost perfectly 
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isOtL'OpOllS glass was obtained. However the substance will cl'ystallise 
so easily, that also here some crysialline particles always appeal' 
to be present. The refractive index of the glass was: nn = 1.618 ± 
± 0.002; in the immersion liquid nsed it produced a beautiful pink 
colour (monochrome-effert). At 25°.2 O. the glass possesses a speciflc 
weight of: cl4~ = 3.540; the specific yolume thus being greater than 
that of the crystalline substance. On carefully heating the glass 
becomes gradually opaquë nnder transformation into a microcrys
talline mass. 

§ 5. Barium-Metasilicate' BaSi G 3' 

This compound was prepared in a quite analogolls way as in the 
case of the strontium-salt. It may be remarked here, that the purëst 
bariumsilicates of commerce, e.g. the product of KAHLBAUM, always 
contain an appreciable quantity of water (11 or 12 Oio); if tbis is 
eliminated, the subRtance appears furthermore nE'ver to contain more 
than about 70 % of BaG, i.e. about 1.8 % less than cOl'l'esponds 
with the theor~tical composition. Of ten also some sodium is found 
as an impurity. 

The heated mixtures of the components were melted three times 
at 1650° 0., ground, sieved and again melted. The thus obtained 
product, with refractive indices of about 1.666 to 1.669, was 
analysed. The numbers found are: 

Observecl : 
Si02 29,48 oio 
BaO 70,50 010 

29,44 0
/ 0 

70,53 oio 

Calculatecl : 
28,22 oio 
71,7~ oio 

In the case of this substance the meltingpoint was determi.ued 
several times with the aid of thermo-element IV. The following 
value& were found: 

16799 M.V., with a furnaçe-gradierÎt of 30 M. V. pel' min. 

16783" ',,,,,, " "26,, 
16812" "" " 
16799" "" " 

" 
" 

" 50 " 
" 19 " 

Mean: 16799 M.V. ± 13 M.V, (uncorr.). 

" 
" " 
" " 

The correct ion for this thermoelement at this temperature being 
- 8 M.V., the melting-point of this product can be fixed upon : 
16791 M.V. ± 13 M,V" corresponding with ~1603° ± 1° O. on the 
nitl'ogen-gasthel'mometel'. 

Because the substance could not yet be ('onsidel'ed as a pel'fectly 
pure BaSiOzl it was improved by addition of BaCOs' l'epeat~dly 
heated ft,nd then analysed, We found the following numbers: 

T 
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Obse1'vecl : 
8i02 28,24 0

/0 28,19 0
/ 0 

BaU 71,75 0/0 71,85 0/0 

903 

Calcztlated : 
28,22 0/0 

71,780/0 
The product could now in deed be considered as a chemically 

pure BaSiOs' The determination of the meltingpoint was now' 
l'epeated, and gave with element III the following values: 

16823 M.V., with a furnace-gradient of 40 M.V. per minute 

16825 " "" " " ,,33;, " " 
16838" "" " " "45,, " " 

Mean: 16838 M.V. ± 6 M.V. (uncorr.). 

The correction being here - 26l\LV., tlle meltingpoint of pure 
BaSiOa can thus bE' tixed at: 16803 M.V. ± 6 M. V., cOl're&ponding 
with 160,*° ± 00 ,5 C. (G. Th.). An excess of 1,7( % weight proc. 
Si02 tl1us lowers the meltingpoint about 10 C. 

The specific gl'avity of the cl'y"stalline product appeared at 250 ,1 C. 
to be cl4 0 = 4.435. It crystallises on slow cooiing of the molten 

I mass in flat, small crystals, which only show a feebIe bil'efringence : 
0.003 or 0.004; this is consequently 7 or 10 times smaller than in 
the case of the stroutiumqalt. For the refractÏve indices we found: 
1.667 and 1.670, both numbers with deviations of about ± 0.001; 
greater crystals often show an ll'reguiar \ extinction. ( 

To obtain a glass, the substauce was heated to 1650° C. and 
then suddenly quenched in cold mercury. Notwithstanding all endeav
our, we did not tiucceed in chauging the mo~teu product iuto a 
glass, because of the exceedingIy rapid cl'ystallisatiou of the sub
stance. The melting-point is according to this so sharp, that BaSiOs 
may be recommended as a new substance for the calibration of 
thel'lnoelements. 

Aftel' all attempts to get some informahon aboüt a polymorphic 
tranElltion with S1'SiOs aud BoSiOs had been without success, we 
tried to obtain yet a second modificahon of these compounds by 
means of fluXEls. For that pur pose 0,5 gram of pure BaSiOs were 
mixed with 1 gram of sodium-wolframate, and in the same way 
0,5 gram of Plll'e S1'SiOs with 1 Ol' 2 grams of the same salt, 
and then heated at 8600 O. during 72 honrs. Neither in these expe
riments, nor ,in othel's, where we started with SrSiOs-glass, did we 
succeed in obtaining other cl'ystais than those formel'ly obtained 
by the melting of the salts. 

Finally we wish to drawattention hel'e aiso to the results, which 
were obtained by means of the cooling-method, just because one 
wouid pel'haps expect to find here in this favourable case some 
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agt'eement between the thus obtai.l1ed solidifying-points and the true 
temperature of equilibrium. 

At 14000 M. V. (1371 0 0.) the whole mass was again a viscous 
liquid, wh11e the cooling-velorit)' was 3°,5 C. per minute; aft,er an 

'ul1dercooling to 1365° C., the liquid crystallised by shaking and 
tapping the crucible, and the temperatnre increased to 1376° C. 
Another time we obóerved undercooling to 1349° O. and a cryótal. 
lisation at 1364° C.; in yet another experiment, with val'ied tempera· 
ture-gradlent, undel'cooling occurred down to 1306° C., crystallisation 
setting in at 1326° C.; etc. Tbus eyen in this extraordinarily favour
able case the temperature of crystallisd.tion appears to be completely 
dependent upon the preliminary treatment of the molten mass, and 
upon the particulai' way, in which the heat is wtthdrawn: it is 
possible to find as solidifying-;point any a1'bitml'Y ternpemtu1'e. 

The complete impracticabihty ~f the cooling-tnethod is bere also 
proved in an indisputable manner. 

~ 6. By the way it merits attention, that the tempE'ratures of 
observation in this and the foregoing case, are close to the extreme 
limit, to which the platinum-resistance-furnaces can again be applied, 
The effect of electrieity-Ieakage out of the beating-coil, w hieh oceurs 
by the transport of the ions in the white-hot air-column, appeared 
to be rather appreciabie; aud it was absolutely necessary now to 
eliminate these disturbances by means of a protecting shield of zero
potential round the thermo-elements, by conducting the electrical 
charges to the earth-surface. The conduction-wires of the F ARADAY

cage were therefore lengthened, and soldered to {he pJatin Um-Cl'll
ctbles by means of the oxygen-flame. On!y b,} these precautions it 
appeared possible to make the fin al measUl'ements, without being 
trou bIed by leakage-phenomena any more. 

~ 7 _ We prepared by synthesis also the ol'tlw-silicates of barium 
and strontium. However the meltingpoints appeared to be here so 
high, that the substances could no longer be melted in platinum
crucibles, while all attempts to determine some reliable rnelting
point by rneans of the optical pyrometer, using a carbon-shoricircnit
ing fUl'nace, had to be given up hecause of the reaction between the 
carbon and (the silicates. 

~ 8. Zinc-Metasilicate: 
and Willernite, 

ZnSi03 ; Zinc-Ol'tl108ilikate: Zn2Si04 , 
I 

These compounds were all prepared from pure Zno and Si 0, ) 
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by melting them together in il'idiumfl'ee platmum-crucibleE> .. The 
cI'ystallised products are in most cases slightly pink Ol' pale blue 
tinged by metal extracted fi'om the walls of the cl'uribles. We used 
in the synthesis also ZnCOa, but with Ie ss result. Analysis of the 
productR proved, that originally too mnch Si()~ was present; but 
tlle evaporation of the Zn 0- appeared however to be only very 
slight, if the crucible was covered 1). Aftel' several impl'ovements, 
we obtained a product, whose analysis ga,'e' 

Obse1'ved: 
ZnO 42.43 0

/ 0 

Si O2 57.80 oio 
42.24 oio 
57.68 oio 

Ca lcu la te cl : 
42.55 oio 
57.45 0

/ 0 

The obtained, stainless white substanee conld thl1S he considered 
to be pure ZnSiOs' With thermoelement TI the E.M.F. at the melt
ing-tempet'èltnre was determined to be' 

14786 M.V., wJth a furnaee-gradient of 75 M.V. pel' minute. 

14804 M.V., "" " " 70 M.V." J' 

14780 M.V., "" " " 50 l\i.V." " 
Mean: 14799 M.V. ± 12 'M.V. (uncorr.). 

The corl'ection of this thermoelement being at this temper'aiure 
about -10 M.V., the reduced E. M. F. can be fixed upon 14789 M.V. 
± 12 M. V., cOl't'esponding with a meltingpoint of 1437° ± 1° C. 
Acrol'ding to STErN 2) the meltingpoint is: 1429° C.; arcording ,to 
VAN KWOSTER a): 1419° C., but in both cases the experiment" were 
made in the accustomed way. In cooling-experiments a solidifying
point was observed beneath 13700 M. V.; nor did we get any 
positive result in experiments, where the strongly heated substance 
was suddenly quenched in cold merenry, because in the quenching
product there were always erystals fonnd besides the glassy substanee. 

The solidified mass is weakly birefringent and has of ten a porcelain
like aspect, the grains of it being thus only transparent at the 
exirème borders. Evidently the pl'oduct eonsists of very complicated 
parallel aggregations of thin, feIty needIes. The refl'active indices 
were: n1 = 1.623 ± 0.006, and n2 = 1.616 ± 0.006, the bil'efi'ingenee 
thus being 0.007. The determination of the indices is very troublesome ; 
for the glass we found a mean valu€.' of J .650. The specific gl'avity 
of the cl'ystallised ZnSiOa at 25° C. is: cl40 = 3,52. 

1) Using ZnGOs instead of ZnO with the synthesis, the loss of Z110 by flytng 
away, appears to be much more appreclable. 

2) STEIN, Z. f. Anorg. Ohem. 55. 165. (1907). 

S) VAN KLOOSTER, Z. f. Anorg. Chem. 69. 135. (1910). 
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In an analogous way we prepared also the ZinC-01'tho-silicate: 
Z~Si04' A[so here the loss of ZnO dnring melting appear'ed to be 
by no means appreciabie. Analysis of the used flnal product gave 
the following vaIues: 

Observed: 
SiOs 26.94 0

/ 0 

Zno 73.12 0/0 

Calculated: -
27.03 0/0 
72.!:)7 0/0 

In a series of experiments, in which the furnaee-gradient wab 
abont 50--54 lVI.V. per minute, we found with thermoelement i1 
at the meltingpomt an E. 1\11. F. of: 15667 ± 5 lVI. V. (uneorr.). 
Aftel' l'educing this vaIue on the nitrogen-gasthermometer-seaie ~eol'!,. 
- 9 lVI. V.), th is E. M. F. can be fixed at: 15658 ± 5 M. V., 
eorresponding to 1509.°5 C. ± 0°.5. 

On cooIing, ti. feeble effect was observed under 14900 M.V.; but 
neither in this way, nor by sudden quenehing of the heated mass 
byeaid ruereury, we eould obtain any reliable result. According to 
STEIN 1) the solidifying-temperature is 1484° C. 

The erystalliserl substanee consists of irreguIarly bordered birefringent 
grains or seaIes; for the refmetive-indH'es we {ound the following 
values: n 1 = 1.719 ± 0.003 and n2 = 1.697 ± 0.004. The blre
fringenee is: 0.022. For the pnrpose of comparison we investigated 
agam a natural Willernite (from ~Ioresnet); the indices and the 
birefringence appeared to have the same values as the mentioned 
ones; so that there can be no doubt whatever, that the two preparations 
are identical. Also we had at our disposal a beautifully crystallised 
prepal'ation obtained by GORGEU ~), w hieh eonsisted of broad needies 
wlth rectangular extinetion and posItive birefrjngenee. The refractive 
indices were: n 1 = 1.720 ± 0.003 and ns = t.693 ± 0,006; the 
birefringenre was about: 0.027. So all these preparations evidently 
represent one and the same modification of 'Zn2Si 0 4 , identiral with 
the Willernite. 

~ 9. Cadrniurn-rnetasilicate: CdSi08 and Cadmium-ortlwsilicate: 
CdsSi04 • 

From a hydrated, erystallised cadminm-nitrate pure CdO was 
prepared by heating, and from this the ort ho- and meta-silicates 
were obtained by melting it with SiOs in platinum-erneibles. 

1) STEIN, Z. f Anorg. Chem. 55. 165. (1907). 
!!) A. GORGEU, Bull. de la Soe. Min. de Franee 10, 36, 264. (1887). We bring 

here anee more our thanks to Prof. P. GAUBERT in Paris, who was 50 kind as 
to gi~e us these preparatiolls for our purpose. 
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cao appeared always to volatilise in an appreciable quantity, 
the preparatlOn of products of the right composition thus being hIghly 
impeded. In the case of the ortho-silicate, a beginning of layel·
formation could be observed; however the layers disappeared finally 
aftel' repeated melting. _ 

Finally we fOllnd by analysis of the product: 

For CdSiOs 32,1 % Si02 ; calculated: 31,96 % 

67,8 °10 CdO; " 68,04 % 

For Cd2Si04 19,7 % SiOz ; 

80,2% CdO; " 
" 

The ortho-silicate thus may not be considered to be completely 
pure, containing about 0.5 % SiOz too much; becallse of the very 

Irapid evaporation of CdO at 1400° O. however, it will only be 
accidentally possible to obtain a 100 ° '0 CdzSi04 in this way. 

For CdSiOa we determinated in a series of successive experiments 
(with tbermoelement IJ) the E. M. F. at the meltingpoint to be 
12435 ± 5 M. V. (uncorr.). Aftel' correction this can be fixed at: 
12426 ± 5 M. V., corresponding to :J 241 ° ± 0°,5 O. 

On cooIing we fOllnd, aftel' undercooling to 12240 1\1. v., a soli
di(ying-point at 12285 M. V., i. e. at about 1229° O. 

Experiments with the use of the quenching-method in mercl1l'y 
were also made; we found, that: 

Aftel' heating at 12480 M. V. and quenching, all was glassy. 
" " ,,12460 M. V. " " "" " 
" " ,,12450 M. V. " " 

there were cl'ystals 
and glass present. 

" " ,,12440 M. V."" idem. 
The meltingpoint must therefore be situated at about 12455 M. V., 

(uncoI'r.), which aftel' correctlOn corresponds to 1243° O. 
The crystallised product consists of beautiful, but irregularly 

bordered crystals with parallel extinction and strong birefringence. 
The refl'active indices were both gl'eater than 1,739, but the lack 
of liqUIds with higher refractive index made a more accurate 
determination IÎlomentaneously impossible. 

The specific gl'avity of the molten land then solidified CdSzOa 
was: d40 = 4,928 at 25°, O. 

For CdzSi04 we found in tbe same way: E. M. F. = 12460 ± 
± 10 M. V., Ol', aftel' correction (-10M. V.): 1242° ± 1° 0; this 
meltingtemperature being practically identical with th at of the meta
silicate. , 

In cooling a heat-effect was observed at 12280 M. V., i. e. at 
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about 1228° C. Quenching-eAperiments gave no positive results; a 
single indrcation was obtained, which ('ould lead to the conc]usion, 
that the meltmgpoint should lie in de nelghbourhood of J 25601\11. V. 
i. e. at about 12b2° C. The crystallised substance consists of irre
gnlarly shaped, stl'ongly birefringellt grains, probably l'esembling ~ 

those of al'tificial willemite, which probably is isomorphous- with 
the Cd-compound. Both refractive-indices are greater than 1,739. 

§ 10. .L"tlanganese-111etasilicate,. Manganese- Orthosilicate; Rhoclonite 
and Teplwoite. ~ 

The ortho-, and meta-silicate of manganese weJ'e obtained from a 
basIc rnanganese-cal'bonate, whjch, as analysis showed,- contained 
54,1 °10 MnO, and 'from pure quartz. Because on melting jn platl
num-crucibles in the open air, always black needIes of higher oxides 
were observed, the components wel'e th en melted in the FLETcHIm
furnace in gl'aphite-crncibles, closed with a cover of the same 
material. Cel'tainly a rose roloured product was now obtained; but 
the cl'ucibles burnt vel'Y I'apidly, and the carbon sOil,ed the silicate 
too much, to continue the experiments any longer in this way. 
Thus tbe graphite-crucible 1I1 the FJ.EToHER-furnace was again re
placed by a platinum-cl'llcible, wbicb was tightIy closed by a cover 
of graplute, turned on the lathe. In th IS way we obtained a pure 
rlwdonite, Ol' by quenching in cold water, a pink glass, which on 
heating in the BrNsEN-flame was again transformed into a red crys
talline mass. Analysis gave the following data: 

Crystals: Glas8 : Calculated: 
Si02 46.25°/0 46.20°/0 45,95°/0 
MnO 53,8 °10 53,8 °10 54,0 °10 

So the product still contains 0,25 °10 Si02 too mllch i but it was 
only accidentally possibl~ to approach nearer to the theoretical com
positIOn. 

The preparation of the ol'tho-siIicate occurred in quite the same 
way; aftel' twofold cOl'l'ection, the analysis gave: 

Obse7'ved: Calculated : 
SiO~ 29,60°/0 29,82°/0 
MnO 70,4 °10 70,2 010 

" 
The product has a brownish-black roIour, and consists of glittering 

cl'ystals, which on grinding gi ve a grey powder. 
Be{sides the artificial 1'lwclonite. JJnSiOg , -we also investigated the 

meltingpoints, etc. of a number of natural, very pure and selected 
1'llOdonites froin Radau-Tal, fl'om Franlclin J.V" J., from Auvergne 
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and from Langb;n in Sweden. On melting them exposed to the air 
as weIl as in a nitrogen-atmosphere, the)' always become darkeI' by 
a decornposition, and by a slIght oxydatlOn. However, this seerns 
to have no appreciable influence on the meltingpoint, but only 
makes the localisation -of the heat-effects on the curves more tl'ouble
some. In all cases we found on these curves tMee successive 
heat-effects, which however, on fepeated melting of the mass were 
gradually effaced, a more detailed research must bring a fnH decision 
as regards the trlle significanee of these successive effecis. The 
measurements were made with thel'moelement II; the results, aftel' 
correction, are reviewed 111 the following table: 

-
I I Natural Rhodonites. 

tJ Artijicial Prom 
lê Rhodonite Radau-Tal - , I From \ll From Fran1k I From Auvergne 

[zn, N. J.) I I Longban 2) 

M.V. ° c.1 M.V. ° C. M.V. 0c. M.V. ° C. M.V. 0c. 
, in air 

( 

I 12820 1274° 12620 1257° 12185 1221° 12800 1272° 12740 1267° 

2 12024 1208 - - 11410 1156 - - - -

J 10920 1115 - - - - - - - -
, 

in 
nitrogen 

-
I 12810 1213° 12535 1259° 12175 1220° 12134 1267° 12710 1265° 

2 12050 1210 - - 11500 1164 12000 1206 - -
j - - - - - - - - - -

I 12800 1272° 12770 1270° , 

2 12020 1207 - - - - - -

J 11180 1137 

- In cooUng-experiments undercooling of 10 or 40 M.V. below th€' 
maximum crystalHsation-tempel'atures immediately following, appeared 

1) The rhodonile from these places is analysed by PIRSSON j he determined: 
Si02 : 46,1% j HnO: 34,3°/0; FeO: 3,60/0 j ZnO: 7,3%; CaO: 7,0%; MgO: 1,3%' 

~) According 10 an analysis of LINDSTROM the rhodomte of Langbcln contaills: 
Si02 : 47,7°/0; MnO: 31,6%; FeO: 0,5% j CaO: 18,2%; JfgO: 1,2%. The 
Swedtsh l'hodomtes seem to contain no ZnO or only traces of it. 

I 
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to be possible; these ('rystaltisation-tempel'atures were however 
álways 260 to 700 M.V. lowe1' than the melting temperatures; also 
in this case the sald method can never lead to the knowledge of 
the equilibrium-iempel'atures. 

Tbe meltingpoint of pure 1'hodonite th us may be fixed at 12n° 
± 1 0 C.; evidently there are two transition-temperatures at resp. 
1208° C. and 1120° C. Furthel'mol'e the melting-points of all natural 
1'lwdonites appeal' to be lower: for the rhodonite from AuveJ'gne it 
is almost equal to that of the artIfieiaI product, and the same ean 
be said of the firsi transition-point: 

Auvm:qne: 
Sweden: 
Radau-Tal: 
Franklin N.J.: 

M eltingpoint : 
1270° 

1266° 

1258° 

J 22J ° 

Transitionpoint : 
1206°. 

The optiral properties of the solidified produets with the al'tificial 
and natural rhodonites were also identiral with each other: 
11,1 = 1,739 ± 0.003 and 122 = 1,733 ± 0.003; the birefringence ir:. 
only feebIe, about· 0,b07. For the glass we found: 12 = 1,700. 
The beautiful crystals are parallelogl'ammatically shaped, with an 
obtuse angle of about 107°, and an extinction-angle of 14°. There 
can be no doubt about identit,1J of both kinds of crystals. Por the 
natural rhodonites some data are reviewed here: 

Rhodonite from Rhodonite [rom Rhodonite [rom 
J Franklin, N. J. Rhodonite from Lang Radau-Tal Auvergne 

Natural After being Natural Af ter being Natura! I Af ter being Natural After be 
Crystal meIted Crystal melted Crystal I melted \ Crystal melte 

in air , 
nl = 1.722 nl = 1.712 nl = 1.736 nl= 1.733 nl = 1.729 nl = 1.725 nl = 1.702 nl = 1.' 

n2 = 1.709 n2= 1.705 n2 = 1.129 n2 = 1.722 n2 = 1.722 n2 = 1.716 n2 = 1.693 n2= 1.' 

;] = 0.013 6 = 0.007 6=0.007 6= 0.011 6= 0.007 6= 0.009 J=0.009 J=O.' 
in nitrogen 

nl = 1.729 
.J., 

- - - - - - -
n2= 1.122 

J = 0.007 
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The specific gravity of the crystalliseä },{nSiO, i~ d4o= 3,716 at 
25° C.; for the glass :d40 = 3,48." ~ I;' \ ,\ \ .. :""', 

With artific{aL jJ{n/3i04 no relj~bl~t rneItingpointt\co~lld\'Bè fOllnd; 
; l ~ , 

the compound became gradually darker by decompositlOn., Withl a 
, , \' ~ 

natural Mn2Si04 , a teph1'oite of Spa1'ta (N.J.), we founcl wHh 
thermoelement 1 V surcessively: 

E.M.F. at the meltingpoint: 13185 M.V., if the furnace-gradient was 

60 M.V. per minute. 

I • 12~91 M.V., if the furnace-gl'adient was 

I 40 M.V. per minute. 
'. 

Mea'~: 13088 M.V. ± 9 l\LV. (uncorr.) 

whicb, aftel' corr~ction, ~or~'esponds to: 1292° ± 8° C. Tbe meIting
point is not sbarp; fOl! tbe artificial, pure silicate it p:robably wiU 
be h~qhe1', in ágreement w,irh the tempel'ature mentioned by DOEHINC-

KEL (1323° C.~. _ \_ 
The melted and again solidified artifirial J11J1 2Si04 diffel'ed rather 

appreciably fl'om the natural. tepllroite used; while the latter had 
the refractive indires: UI =::\.1,709, and n 2 = 1,693, the birefringence 
being: 0,016, - t11e indices of the melted firtificial product appeared 
both to be ,c;reater than 1, 73~. Whethel' this solidlfied product repre
sents anolher modification of the substance, or an impure and par
tially deeom posed tephroite, ean now hardly be said; the speeiiic 
weight of the al,tifieial, melted and again solidified J.lfn2Si()4 is: 
d40 = 4,043 at 25° C. 

For the purpose of comparison we investigated also a beautifully 
crystallised preparation of GORGEU 1), w hich was obtamed by the 
interaction of MnC12 and Si02 , under eo-operation of introduced 
water-vapour. {his 1'7wdonite consisted of optically negati\'E') often 
irreglllarly extingllishing, trirlinic needles; 11,1 was greater thal1 1,739 
and n2 was 1,728; birefeingence about: 0,013. The corresponding 
teph1'oite had the shape of gt'eyish-brown, flat, metallic looking 
needles, whieh probably were of rhombie symmetry, and whose 
l'efraetive indices appeal'ed both to be greatet' than 1,739. 

~ 11. It', now we summal'ise the results of these and fOl'mer 
detel'minations, we can give the following survey: 

1) GORGEU, loc. cito 
59 .. - - ~ 

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. X VIlT. 
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Compound 

BeSt 03 

MgSiOs 

Mg2Si04 

CaSi03 

Oa2Si04 

SrSiOa 

Sr2Si04 

BaSi03 

Ba2Si04 

ZnSiOs 

Zn2Si04 

CdSi03 

Cdr.Sz04 

MnSi03 -' 

MnoSi04 
(tepÏlroite) 

CaMg(SiOS)2 

I 

\ 

\ 

I 
Specitic Meltingpoint Weight 

>1750o C. 

15540 C. 3.175 

>17500 C. -
\ 

1540~C. -
2130~ C. 3.27 

1578° ± 1° C. 3.652 

>1750~ C. -
1604° ± 0.°5 C. 4.435 

>17500 G. -
14370 ± 1° C. 3.52 

1509°.5 ± 0.°5 C. -

1242:> ± 0.°5 C. 4.928 

1252~ tot 1243° ± 1° C. -

1273° ± IOC. 3.116 

12.90° tot 1300° C. 4.044 

1391° C. 3.275 

" 

I I I Observers Refradion, etc. 

JAEGER and VAN KLOOSTER I -

, \ 

-
ALLEN and WRIGHT n( = 1.641; n2= 1.648; n3 = 1.663 

- -
DAV, ALLEN, SHEPHERD and WHITE nl ,;, 1 609 i n2 = 1.650 

.) 

id. nl = 1.714; n2 = 1.720; n3 = 1.737 

JAEGER and VAN KLOOSTER nl = 1.620; nJ = 1.590 

id. -
id. nl = 1.670; nz = 1.667 

r 

id. -
id. n( = 1.623; n2 = 1.616 

ld. nl = 1.119; nJ = 1.691 

id. Both greater than 1.139 

id. , Both greater than 1.739 

id. n( = 1 739; n2 = 1.733 

id. Both greater than 1.739 ~ , 
ALLEN and WHlTE nl = 1.664; n2 = 1.671; n3 = 1.694 

-

I] 

1 
:1 
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Very remarkable is the high specitic gravitJ of tlle cacbni'llm
metasilicate. 

Melt~ng·temperature 
in °0. 

1800· 

1700· 

1600· 

151)0· 

1400· 

1300" 

·1200· 

,,1 

Re -

\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 

1554'"; 
Mg 

9 24 

Be Mg 

1604' ... 
Ba 

1273" .:d,.....: • .~.:s Mn 1242· CJ.) <1l 

Cd ~~ 
C)'<1l 

40 55 65 87 11Z 137 
._~ 

S~ 

Ga Mn Zn St Gd Ba 0-..... 0 
< 

Fig. 2. 
WitI! respect to thê melting-points of the meta-silicates (fig. 2), it 

may yet be remarked, that those of tbe Cao, S,'-, and Ba-silicates 
inc1'ease in an almost 1'ectilinear way with increasing atomic weight 
of the corresponding metal, while those of the Jlfg-, Zn-, and Cel
salts appeal' to cleaease in an analogous way with iJlcl'easing atomie 
weight of the metal. BeSi03 on the one side, Jl{nSiOs on the olhel' 
slde seem, however, to be quite apart from bath these homologous 

I groups. 
For the 01,tlw-silicates the availabJe data are toa few, to obtain 

an annlogous c1assification with any certainty. In every case evi
dently the meltingpoints of SI'2Si04 and Ba2Si04 are probably situated 
lfl- the Yicinity of 2200° C., while that of Be2 Si04 must be even 
mueh higher. In ronnection with this it would be interesting to in
vestigate, if pel'haps Be2SiO 4 does not possess further properties, 
which would make it reeommendable as an extl'ernely refl'áctol'y 
material. 

G1'oningen, Ortober 1915. Unive1'sity-Labomtory f01' Inotganic 
\ and PILysical CILemist1'Y. 

59't-
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Physics. - "An interpolationjo7'mula j01' J'esistance-thermornet7'Y 
at low temperatures". By Dr. F. ZERNIKE. (Oommunicated by 

Prof. H. HAGA). 

(Uommuni.cated JU the meeting of _October 31, 1914.) 

1. lntroduction. In using resistance-thermometers to measure low 
temperatUl'es with some accurar,y one is of ten hampered by the 
difficulty to deduce the temperatnres. from the measured resistances. 

This difficulty is partly due to a want of fixed points whieh could 
reproduce the absolute scale of temperatm'es with the required 
accuracy. 

To a great extent the difiiculty mentioned must be ascl'ibed to the_ 
lack of an interpolatlOn-formula which enables us to use a l'esistance
thermometer, aftel' calibration at a few standard-temperatul'es, at all 
intermediate tempel'atul'es. For the following reasons sueh a formula 
is much more lleCe'lSary in our case, particularly for the commonly 
used platinum-l'esistance than in that of most other physical meailures. 

First of all the resistance is not a "sImpie" function of the temperature, 
i.e. the higher derivatives of this function are large, whieh makes 
linear interpolation impossible even in small interva)s, or quadratie 
interpolation in somewhat larger intervals. Ordinarily graphiral in
terpolation wiIl be used in such a case. Bowever this will not 
remove tlle difficulty here, at least if an accuracy of 0.°01 or 0.°02 
is l'equired - as we shall suppose in the following. For a large 
scale drawing would then be requil'ed and the few known points 
would not allow to fntce- the curve unambigllouS'Y. 

Some yeal's ago considerations of this kind made me try the 
suitability to this pnrpose of many different formulae. I made use of 
the e:s:perimental data of ONNES and OH.Y 1), in particular of those 
concerning the platinum wü~e Ptl and the very pure gold wire AUIlI. 

Temperatures wel'e used aftel' reduetion to the thermodynamic scale 
and resistances reduced as far as possible to the values for pure 
metals by 'lubtracting from evel'yone the resistance at the absolute 
zero, whieh "as found by extrapolation, This was done in accord
ance with the well-known experiments of KAMERUNGH ONNES at 
the temperatm'es of liquid helium, which had refuted the eurrent 
opinion that the resistance would become infinite at the absolute 
zero of temperature. Thus these experiments explained the failure 
of former ,atteropts to find adequate formulae for, the resistance 

1) Leiden Communications No. 95 and 99, these Proceedings 9, 207 and 10, 200, 
\ 

\ , 
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at low temperatures 1). However I did not succeed any better for a 
long time aftel'wards. It is now evident that this was caused by 
6tarting from the supposition, which seemed obyious, that the vanish
ing of the resistanee in approaehing the absolute zero had to be 
represented by a law of exponential eharacter 2). The principal 
dlfticulty was to represent by or,e single formula the resistanre6 at 
the temperatures of hquid hydrogen together with those at higher 
temperatures. I wished however to maintain the condition that 
both regions should be represented -by one formula, in order to 
make possible an illterpolation in the interval between the boiling
point of hydrogen and the melting-point of oxygen, where no mea
sures with the gas-thermometer are avaj]ab1e. 

2. Depenclence f01' T small. WIEN 3) was the first to show the 
possibility of a different law for the resistance at the )owest tem
peratures in a paper in which from eel'tain theO'retica1 suppositions 
he dedllced a decrease proporiional to T3. I verified at onee that 
the hydrogen-temperatures wOl~]d be much more c]ose]y represented 
by sueh a dependenee than by exponential forms. 

GRUNEISEN 4) haa pointed out that the temperatllre-dependence of 
the product Tcp shows a great resemblanre to that of the resistance 
of the same meta] , especially at low temperatures. He suggests furtller 
that both these qllantities might be proportional to a universal 
flll1rtiol1 of T / To' the same for all metals, To being a "characteristic 
temperature" of the meta1 P). I The data avaJlable to test both these 
rules are, however, of mueh lower accnracy than that wanted here. 
Thus e. g. the specific heat-fol'mula of DEBIJE 6) conld eertainly yield 
a fair representation of the resistanee, but not with an acruraey in 
any way comparable to that needed for resistance-thermometry. 

It appears to me that the coincidence found by GRUNEISEN may 
have a theoretical foundation. If slIeh be the case the ru]e wou1d , 

1) Compare the formu1ae with 5 and 6 constants to he found in different Leiden 
Oomm. and a1so in the dissel'tation of Dr. CLAY, Leiden 1908. 

2) This is a1so the case with the formu1ae of ONNES, Comm. 119, Proceedings 
13, 1093 and of LINDEMANN, Berlin Sltzungsher. 1911, 316, which do not aim at 
sueh a high accuracy. 

S) Berlin Sitzungsherichte 1913, 184: 
4) Verh. D. Phys. Ges. 15, 186 (1913). 
5) With respect to this point the result by MEISSNER, Verh. D. Phys. G 16, 

262 (1914) is interesting. According to his experiments the conduction of heat 
would show a wholly different va1ue of To, somewhere like half the value fol' 
other phenomena. , , 

0) Ann. d. Phys. (4) 39, 789 (1912). 
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cel'tainly hold tbe more exactly as the temperatures considered are 
lawel'. ThllS I think It highly probable that the resistance vanishes 
proportional to ']14 at the absoillte zero, as - according to DEBIJE

CV vanishes in the same way as T3. 'rhe followjng' Table r shows 
that the resistance of gold at hydrogen-temperatures 1) exhibits this 
pl'oportionahty with a fau' approximation, if an additive resistance, 
cal1sed by traces of impmities, is taken into account. 

TABLE I. 

T 
I 

Observed 0.2687 + 
I 

Observed -
resistance Au 5.56.10-7 T4 Comp. 

I -

14.18 0.2910 
I 

0.2913 -0.0003 

15.83 0.3037 0.3037 0 -
17.30 

\ 
0.3190 0.3185 + 5 

19.00 0.3412 0.3412 0 

20.35 
I 

0.3621 0.3644 -0.0023 

3. The new jo 1'17l'ltla. It is easy to put down an algebraic form 
which shall 'be pl'oportJOnal to T for large vallles of the variabie 
T, but proportional to T4 for ve1'y small values. A fraction sueh as 

T4 
. . . t 1) 

will do. For a large value of T we ean develop into descending 
powers: 

W=-T---+ --- T + ... 1 b (b 2 C)_l 
a a2 a3 a2 

. . (2) 

fol' a small Tinto ascending powers of T: 

W = 2. T 4 _ ~ Ta + (C~ _~) 'l'a + ... d d2 d3 d2 • • • (3) 

From these formulae we see that the coefficient a determiues tbe 
dependence at high tempel'atures, cl that at low tempel'atures, wlJile 
the coefficients band edetermine the way in which the two regions 
are linked together. , 

In repl'esenting the platinum-l'esistance it wOllld seem advisable 

1) From IÜMERLINGH ONNES and HOLST, Leiden Comm. 142 these Proceedings 
17, 508. 
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to make use of the well-known fact th<tt OALLENDAR'S formllia holds 
at higher temperatures, which simply means th at the resistance can 
be represented there by aquadratic form of T. Therefore I tried 
to make formula (1) suitable fol' high tempm'atures by adding to 
the numerator a term -- kT5, in which k has to be determined 
from OALLENDAR'S constant. 

This ver,}' term 8eems to hindel' a clobe fit at low temperatures. 
Now HENNING 1) found later that at low temperatures OALLENDAR'S 
formula did not deviate gradually t'rom experiment, but that, on the 
contrary, it fits exactly down to 230° abs., deviating at once very 
markedly beLow this temperatllre. So it seemed useless to look 
for one formula suitable for both regions above and below that 
temperature, and I thus confined myself to test the unehanged 
formula (1) for temperatures below 230°. 

Sorne tentative computations with the expel'Ïmental matel'ial of 
KAMERUNGH ONNES and OLAY, and of HENNING, mentioned above, 
showed at once the suitabllity of the formula in question. Taking 
into account the addltive resistance caused by implll'it16s, the forrnula 
may be put thus: 

Ct: 
W= + w , .... (4) 

1 +al'-1+!11'-2+r't'-3 

'in which 't' has been substituted for 0.01 T to gl'asp easiel' the order 
of magnitude of the different terms. In (4) the coefficients a, ij, r do 
no longel' depend on the particular vaLue of the resistance, but merely 
Ion the inherent properties ~f the metal expel'lmented on. Besides, 
impm'ities giving only approximately an increase in re'3i8tance which 
'is independent of temperature, the constants a, (3, r will depend, 
though slightly, on the purity of the metaJ. 

The computatións gave for Pt as the best values of the eonstants 
something like: 

a 
0.13 

or 0.17 

!1 
0.16 
0.12 

r 
0.08 
0.09 

I did not undertake a more precise determÎllation with the aid 
oL the data available, as the Lelden observers had announced the 
publication of a new calibmtion of the Pt-thermometer carried out 
in 1913. 

4:. Deterrnination of t/u!' constants. [n Leidell Oommunications 
N°. 141a S) KAMERLINGH ONNES and HOLST give the results of a yery 

1) Ann. d. Phys. (4) 40, 635 (1913), 
2) These Proceedings 17, 501. 
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accuraie comparison, at, a, great· numbel' of temperaiures, of the 
platinum-thermometer desig!!~d by Ptl" with the H2 aud He-ther
mometers, together with the reductio1,ls to the thermodJnamical 
scale. Their figl1re 1, l'epl'esenting only the resistance above 56°, 
shows once more the peculiar way in which the resistance decreases 
when the temperature is lowered. -

I started my computation from the COl'rected indications of the 
H~-lhermol1leter, designed by 0 II2 by the authol's, and the eOl'responding 
resistances, both taken from their Table 1. The absolute tempel'atme 

( 

of the ti'eezing-point was assnmed to oe 273.09. In Table IJ I have 
inserted the values of Tand J/V that have been used 1). 

In order to calculate the constants we put the formula th us : 

(5) 

Assuming a suitable valne tal' ZIJ, we shall find from this formuIa 
four linea!' equations fol' a, b, c, and cl by using four temperatul'es. 
To begin with, a vaIue of ZIJ may be found grapbically. If anothel' 
value of ZIJ is assumed, th is changes only tile left-hand side of the 
foul' equations (5). Thus tIle corresponding change of the unknowns 
is easily surveyed, and 'W is finally chosen in sneh a way that the 
formula gives the best approximation at a few othel' temperatures. 

It was found undesirable to nse more than one hydrogen tempe-, 
ratUl'e in the four equations. On the other hand we cannot do 
without one snch a Iow tempel'atul'e if we want to deiel'mine c and 
cl aceurately. 

From tbe four temperatures T = 170.39, 90.27, 60.57 and 20.42, 
I found, taking 'lIJ = 1.26.2, the valnes of the unknowns given 
as "first approximation" in Table IlL Fl'om these were computed the 
remaining discrepancies ai. the athel' 'temperatures. A second appl'oxi
mation was uext found ti'om the same equations, changing' the 
constant tel'ms so as to get smaIl deviations at the temperatlU'es 
170, 90, 60, and 20, at which tht' fil'st approximation naturally 
fitted exactly. Thus the deviations could easily be distributed more 
even1y. The l'esulting const~nts have again been inserted in Table lIl, 
wh ere as Table Il gives under the heading W~ the l'esistances cal- ' 
culated therefrom, the next column showing the deviatioll from 
experiment. 

-" 

1) The values at the last four temperatures in Table 1I have not been used; 
that at 77.91 was excluded because of an obvious printel"s error in the ,original 
paper. This' error has been corrected here aftel' the indicati~n of Prof. ONNES. 
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T ABLE Il. 

- W2 W Wd corres-I 
T W-W2 W-Wd ponding 

observed computed computed b.T 
-

0 
Q Q. 10-4 Q S!, 10-4 !! 0.001 

14.70 1.453 1 . .45406 - 10.6 1.45385 - 8.5 + 16 
- , 

16.04 1.531 1.53201 - 10.1 1.53184 - 8.4 + 13 

17.01 1.601 1.59983 + 11.7 1.59969 + 13.1 - 17 

18.04 1.685 1.68326 + 17.4 1.68317 + 18 3 - 21 

19.45 1.819 1.81786 + 11.4 1.81784 + 11.6 - 11 
I 

20.43 1.924 1.92624 - 22.4 1.92626 - 22.6 + 19 
I 

56.93 15.119 15.1255 - 65 15.1260 - 70 + 13 

60.57 17.097 17.1026 - 56 17.1027 - 57 + 10 
\ 

68.38 21.491 21.4859 + 51 21.4847 + 63 - 12 

86.36 31.904 31.9010 + 30 31.8966 + 74 - 13 

90.27 34.180 34.1808 - 8 34.1759 + 41 - 7 

142.66 64.189 64.2008 - 118 64.1969 - 79 + 14 

159.53 73.629 73.6366 - 76 73.6361 - 71 + 13 

110.39 79.674 79.6655 + 85 79.6676 + 64 - 12 

193.52 92.422 92.4111 + 109 92.4196 + 24 - 4 

211.59 102.280 102.2987 - 187 102.3115 - 315 
1 

+ 58 

230.00 112.278 112.3206 - 426 112.3407 - 627 + 115 

273.09 135.450 135.6372 - 1872 135.6754 - 2254 + 418 

77.91 26.988 26.9797 + 83 26.9771 + 109 - 19 

5. Computation with least squares. In order to get my final 
solution I yet applied corrections determined by the method of least 
squares to the 'values found fol' w, a, b, c, and cl, though it was \ 
hal'dly to be expected that the experimental values would th us be re
presented much closer. Thence the mther lengthy computation was 
principally made for another reason, viz. for the determination of 
tbe weights of the unknowns. lndeed the preceding calculations 
showed clearly that the constants band c could not be found very 
accurately from the data, a small change of the constant terms of 
the equations causing a great deviation In the unknowlls. 
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The form (5) eould not be used for the least-square solutiori, 
as the left-hand side of that formula is known with greatly differ-

I • 
ent aceuracJ al. thEl dIfferent temperatures, whIle UJ has also to be 
corrected. Tlms the only expedient is to use the differenrial formnla, 
and this implies a rather accurate rouple of values of the unknowns 
to start with. Thel'efore the seeond appl'oximation could not be 
dispenóed with. 

In compntmg resistances from formula (5) it is most convenie!)t 
to transform it as follows: 

100 
W= +w . ~ 

al'-l + bl'-2 + Ct'-3 + dl'-4 
Herefl'om we find as the form of the equations of condition : 

6w + 6al'-1 (~oowy + 6bl'-2 (~ûowy + 

+ 6C7:-3 (W W)2 --1-6dr-4 (W W)2= w-W 
100 I 100 ~ 

in which 6a, 6b, 6c and b.d are negative eorrections. 
At the temperatures of Iiquid hydrogen one same change of 

resistance eorresponds to a change of tempel'ature from 5 to 6 
times larger than at the higher temperatures. For tbat reason a 
weight 30 was gÏ\"en to the 6 corresponding eqllations of condition, 
taking the weight of the 9 other ones as ~nity. 

,The corrections found from the normal equations were applied to 
the constants of the second approximation, thus yielding the fin al 
solution stated in Table lIl. The weights found for these quantities 
have been inserted in the following line of that tabIe. It will be seen 
at once from these weights that b and c cannot be determined 
accurately. The mean errors have been derived from the weights by 
assuming the mean error of a single resistance somewhat arbitrarily 
as ± 0.001 .2. Oomparing these mean errors, stated in the fifth 
line of TuNe In, with the quantities themselves, to which they belong, 
it might seem that these quantities have been given far too accnrately. 
Sneh is indeed the case, if tbe cunstants founel are merely to be 
eompal'ed with numbers of the ~ame kind calculated from other 
experimental data. It is quite another thing however if the constants 
are to be used for interpolation, i.e. for the investigated thermo
meter itself. Then they ought not to be l'ounded off any more, as 
in that case other mean errors apply that are given in the lowest 
line of Table VI. These give namely the prèeision of each unknown 
separately, i. e. i! a dejinite vahte is assumed beforehand f01' 
the othe1' unknowns. The weights from which these errors have been 
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derived are simply equal to the coefficients of each unknown in lts 
own normal equation. 

T ABLE III. 

w a b c d 

First approximation 1.245 I 1.881 I 0.2946 0.2348 0.18046 

Second approximation 1.249 1.8868 0.2852 0.2388 0.18046 

FinaI soIution 1.24874 1.884918 0.289523 0.236524 0.180648 

Weights 32.7 33 5 4.94 7.53 55.6 

Mean error ±.00018 ± 000173 ± 000450 ±.000364 ± 000134 

m. e. for formula 7 14 21 26 20 

6. Result. Finally Table TI shows the comparison of the resistan· 
ces computed from the definitive constants, with the experJmental 
values. It will be seen from the co] umn for W- Wd that the ob. 
servations are represented a little better stIll. The sum of the squares 
of the deviations shows a deCl'ease from 87 to 72. In the last 
column the quantities W- Wd have been transformed into the 
equivalent differences of temperatul'e. Now the uncertainty of a 
determination with the gas-thermometer is stated to be 0.°02, trom 

T ABLE IV. 

T I W I LW I 6 2W 
11 

T I W I 6W I f::,2W 

10 1.2966 
I 

120 51.3535 -0.0439 
0,5806 5.6938 

20 1.8772 +1.2563 130 57.0473 411 
1.8369 5.6521 

30 3.7141 1 4868 140 62.7000 373 
3.3237 

150 I 
5.6154 

40 7.0378 1.1854 68.3154 329 
4.5091 5.5825 

50 11.5469 0.7336 160 73.8979 289 
5.2427 5.5536 

60 16.7896 3780 170 79.4515 254 
5.6207 5.5282 

70 22.4103 1608 180 84.9797 219 
5.7815 5.5063 

80 28.1918 + 454 190 90.4860 193 
5.8269 5.4870 

90 34.0187 - 109 200 95.9730 168 
5.8160 5.4702 

100 39.8347 349 210 101.4432 150 
\ 5.7811 5.45?2 

110 45.6158 434 220 106.8984 - 0.0129 
5:7377 5 4423 

120 51.3535 -0.0439 230 112.3407 

-' 
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which we conclude that our formula 1'ep1'esents all points below 
2000 within the errors of obser'vation 1). 

TABLE V. 

T I 
w Il 

T 
I 

w _ 
11 

T 
1 

w 
= 

1 1.24875 55 14 1022 73 24.1347 

2 1.24883 56 14.6307 74 24.7118 

3 1.24917 57 15.1637 75 25.2900 

4 1.25008 58 15.7016 76 25.8691 

5 1.25197 59 16.2436 77 26.4489 

6 1.25534 60 16.7896 78 27.0294 

7 1.26079 61 17.3392 79 27.6104 
, 

8 1.26898 I 62 17.8922 80 28.1918 

9 1.28064 63 18 4484 81 28.7738 

JO 1.29657 64 19.0074 82 29.3561 

11 I 31758 65 19.5691 83 29.9386 

12 1.34454 66 20 1333 84 30.5213 

13 1.37831 67 20.6997 85 31.1041 

14 1.41978 68 21.2682 86 31.6871 

15 1.46981 69 21.8385 87 32.2701 
~ ( 

16 1.52926 70 22.4103 88 32.8531 

17 1.59896 71 22.9838 89 33.4360 
~ 

18 1.67968 72 23.5586 90 34.0187 

19 . 1.77219 
1 

20 1.87715 \ 

21 1. 99519 

22 2.12687 

A few words about the temperatures above 2000
• There the 

deviations are seen to increa8e l'apidly. If we had used the 
propol'tions W/Wm .oD , instead of the resistances themselves - as 

1) Yet it wil! be noticed that the deviations, at least those at liquid oxygen 
temperatures, are not distributed at random, but show a regular course. From 
this ~e draw the conclusion, intCl'esting in itself, th at the mutual agreement! of 
these measurements is much better tban would be indicated by all accuracy 
of 0°,02. Surely this only tells something about the purely accide~tal errors. ' 

= 
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it is of ten done, Ül~ order to construct the formula sueh that it 
identically equals 1 at tbe freezing-point - it would have been 
impossible to ohtain the close agreement at low tem peratures .. 

Besides I gi\'e the constants for formula (4), which may be useful 
in comparing the results -for other Pt-wil'es with tbe data used here. 
These constants ean evidently be found from b, c, and cl by division 
by,a: 

a 
0.1536 

P 
0.1255 

r 
0.0958 

A. sun'es of the course of W, as it follows from our formula, is 
given in Table IV, in which we find W for every ten degrees, 
with first and second differences. The same TIllrnbel's which served 

_ fOl; this compntation, wera also used for the ten times smaller 
temperatllres of Table V. 

It will be seen from the firsL numbers in that table, that even at 
helinm·temperatul'es the formu1a IS in a sense in accordance with 
experiment, yielding a resIstance invariable within the errors of 

J , 

observation. However it may ve1'y well be that more accurate 
measurements in that reg ion wW show mthel' large deviatioIls 
from the formula. Indeed our formula is based on the assllmed 
!Jehaviour of the resIstance of pure metals at the absolute zero, 
which appeared probable partlyon theoretical grounds, and may 
also be expressed t1ms: the resistance and its first th ree derivatives 
with respect to T vanish at T = O. Now I on1y dropped the 
first of these four ronditions in the application to a slightly 
impure metal, whilst it seems possib1e, in view of th~ results 
for constantin ~l.nd manganin, that at least also the second one, 
dTV/dl' = 0, is no longel' exactIy.satisfied as soon as impurities al'e 
present. Therefore the accuracy of the four assumptions can only 
be tested experimentally by compal'irlg wil'es of different degree 
of' purity. 

Further 'fabIe V. gives a part of a table fol' every degree, as it 
would be caleulated from the fOl'mula for practical use. The numbers 
given have been obtained from Table IV by interpolation with thi1'Cl 
cl(fle}~ence8. Even tbis did not yield the exact value for the th'st five 
temperatures, 55° to 60°. Therefore they have been computed 
downright from the formula. On the other hand the iniel'polation 
be~omes much simplel' above 90°. 

7. 4pplication of the formula to OtlW7' metrds. 
In r wbat is mentioned above the snitability of the new fOl'mula 

has been tested for the most important case in practice, that of the 
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Pt-reslstance for which more accurate measures at more points aI'e 
available than for any othel' metal. Still it may be of i.nterest to 
mention also the l'esult:3 obtained with the formula for two different 
gold-wires aml fol' mercUl'J. Table VI shows rhe values of the con
stants, together with the deviations from experiment 1). 

I 
I 

AUIl 

Hg 

1 
Au[ 

w a ~b c 
0.265 \ 0.2056 0.04218 0 

0.5700 0.2646 - 0.040 0.0569 
o 9.360 0.437 0.0568 

TABLE VI. 

Observed AU[l Observed 
T T 

Hg 

d 
0.01425 

0.00186~ 

0.00146 

Observed 

computed -Comp. I computed -Comp. computed -Comp. 
I 

I I I 
0.0001 0.0001 0.001 

14.18 0.2908 + 2 14.16 0.6108 + 40 4.19 0.0581 - 2.1 

15.83 o 3039 - 2 15.79 0.6272 + 14 4.27 0.0614 -- 1.4 

17.30 o 3190 0 17.00 0.6416 +3 4.33 0.0639 - 0.3 

19.00 0.3408 + 4 17.96 0.6542 0 4.37 0.0656 0 

20.35 0.3618 + 3 19.35 0.6756 - 7 14.57 0.939 0 

65.18 2.2906 - 5 \20.31 0.6916 - 5 15.78 1.0(j7 +2 

12.58 2.6763 0 20.48 0.6946 0 17 89 1.294 +4 

83.31 3.2309 + 3 68.22 2.6093 0 20.39 1.563 0 

87.99 3.4710 0 78.28 3.0917 0 80.92 8.100 -14 

90.75 3.6117 - 7 90.27 3.6549 0 90.13 9.088 0 

116.52 11. 914 +86 

A bove 100° the dedations for H,q increase grad nally, ju st as for 
Pt above 200°. The close agreement in the region of liquid hydrdgen, 
however, is rernarkable. The computed curve has been dmwll thl'ollgh 
both extreme temperatures of th at region, thl'ough a mueh lower 
one and through a mueh higher one, and by that means it gets 
automatically the l'equired curvature in the hydl'ogen·region. This is 
especially rernarkable as the ctll'vatme appeal's to be pl'actically zero. 

1) Au! and Hg after the expel'iments of ONNES and HOLST, Leiden Cornm. 
142a, these Proceedings 17, 508, Au!! from Knso:M and ONNES, Comm. 143, 
Proc. 17, 894:. 
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The greater deviations for Au[[ at the lowest tem peratures should 
be ascribed to the influence of impurities. The 'greatel' value of w 
already is an indication that AUll is much less pure than AUr. 
Further the same remarks appl,}' here that have been made in ~ 6 
about the resistance of Pt at helium-temperatures. 

Physics. - "Tile magnetic 1'otation of the plane of polarisation 
in titane tetracMol'ide". Ir. By Prof. L. H. SJERTSEMA. (Oom

municated by Prof. H. A. LORENTZ). 

(Communicated in the meeting of October 30, 1915). 

In a preceding communication 1) the results have been recorded 
of observations on the negative magnetic rotation of TiOl4 for differ
ent wavelengths, and an investigation was announced on the question 
whether the di'3persion of rotation agrees with ,what was to be 
expected according to theory. 

The theories of the magnetic rotation bring it in connection with 
the ZEEMAN-effect, and lead to formuJae in which' the rotation is 
represented as the Bum of a number of tel'Jlls, each C'orresponding 
to a free vibration of the substance. Similar fOl'mulae also hold 
fol' the inde~ of refraction. An investigation as to whether the 
observations are m harmony with the theory will, therefore, have 
to lead to the drawing up of formulae of the form required by the 
theory, l'epresenting the observed indices of refraction and constants 
of rotation, alld containing m both rases t/le same free frequencies. 

For the theoretic formulae we shall ba ve to start from those 
which have been derived by LORENTZ in the Encykl. der math. 
Wiss. 2

), which will, however, be su~jected to some modifications. 
First of all we can keep in view th at we shall only apply the 

formulae for wavelengths far from a free vibration, and that thel'efol'e 
we need not take absorption into consideration. This rendel's it 
possible for us to put the constant g in the formulae in question zero, 
which simplifies them considel'ably. 

ln- another respect extension is, however, necessary. As here the 
formulae will be applied to liquids it is no longer allo wed in the 
computation of the force ftcting on a charged particle to neglect the 
term proportionate to the polarisation, which must ue added to the 

1) These Proc. XVIlI p. 101. 
2) LORENTZ. Theorie del' magneto·optische Phánomene. Encykl. d. math. Wiss. 

V. 3. p. 199. 
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eleetrical force 1). vVe shall take for this term t P, l'epresenting by 
P the dielectrical polarlsation. In the formnla mentioned in the 
cited tl'eatise nnder (38) 2) this modified valne wil! then have to be 
talsen nnder the sign of summation for the electrical force. Following 
the derivation fmther as it has been given in the treatise in §§ 49 
and 50, we find for the index of refraction n outside the magnetie 
field: 

n2 
- 1 C 

---1.80 b ----1.8 
2 12 - dil'" • 2 - d n -, Vo"-V 

in which v represents the frequency of the considel'ed light vi bra
tions (number of vibrations in 2% seconds), V o free frequencies, while 
the constants C aL'e in connection with LORENTZ'S constants B thl'ough 
the l'elation 3) : 

C = :2 Bb) = 2 :2 Bh+) = 2 :2 Bh-) 
/1 /2+ /2-

and S is introduced by way of abbreviation for the sum SoA. 
Expressions for the magnetir l'otation per unitJ of length are 

fonnd from the valnes of the indIces of refraetion of circularly 
polal'ized light rays in the magnetic field by means of the lmown 
relation 4) 

r V 
'lf' = - (n - n+) 

20 

in which c denotes the velocity of light. 
For the values of 12+ and n __ we find in an analogous way as 

in § 57 of LORENTZ'S treatise: 

n.+ - 1 2B{» 
---''--- = J,. 80 b ... :2 = J,. S+ n 2 + 2 ~ 11 V 2 __ (V_Ó(/))2 ~ + /2+ 0 

n 2 -1 2B{/) 

n-: + 2 -= i 8a1 b1'" :; V
o 
2-(v-d{/) )2 = i 8_ 

- 2-

In whieh ó(/) represent the maglletie displacements through the ZJilEl\fAN

effect. It follows from this that: 

l+fS+ . 1-1- tS-
n2 = n- - ...,-----:--+ 1-1-8+ - - 1-i8-' 

Taking into account that n+ and 1L diffel' only little fL'Om ~~, 

and likewise S+ and S- little from S, we find: 

1) LOREN'fZ, loc cit, p. 228. 
~) loc. cito p. 229. 
3) loc. cito p. 236. 
4) loc. cito p. 245. , 
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Further: 

Moreover 

so that we find: 
2v 2(n 2 +2)2 1 

t/J = Sal bi ..• ---~ BlI) á(l) . 
gen (V o 2_V2)2 ~ 

12+ 

If we call /::;.k) the magnetic displacement for the nnity of magnetic 
force, we find for the constant of rotation "1.: 

2v 2 (n2+2)2 1 • 
"I. = gen Sa1bl ... (v

o 
2_V2 )2 L B(I) /::;. (I) • 

12+ 

Representing the sums :2 BI) /::;.(Y) by D we rome to a formula: 
12+ 

• ~ 2v2 (n2+2)2 D 
X - 9 Sa, bi" (2 ')' en V o -V· • 

We shall now try to determine the constants C and D in such 
a way that these formulae represent the observations, the same free 
frequencies being taken for n and x. 

We shall then have to fix how many free frequencies we shall 
assume, as the number of terms in the sum Sa,b corresponds with 
this. We can be led in this by what is lmown for the dispersion ' 
of the index of refraction. As was already mentioned in the 
fi1'st _ communiration, it is found that the dispersion of transparent 
5ubstances can be explained by assuming a smaH number of ultra
red, and also one or more ultraviolet free fl'equencies. It must be 
tl'ied, therefore, in the first place whether the assumption of one 
ultrared and one ult1'aviolet'freqnency Jeads to Oul' pl1l'pose. 

Then two terms must occur in the sum S for the index of 
refraction. In the usual way we shall suppose the red free frequency 
so small th at _v 2 may be substituted for V02_V~ fol' the frequencies 

60 
Proceedings Royal Aca~_ AmsLerdam. Vol. XVIlI. 
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of the visible :::;pectrum. We ean omit the term for the ultrared 
äItogether in tl1e sum /3 for the constant of rotation, as for tbis 
term we may put bk) = 0, so that then we tind a one-term form 
for the constant of rotation, namely: 

21'2 (n + 2)2 D 
Q = 9 en . (1' 2_V2

2
Y' 

This form has been examined for the constants of rotation of the 
first series of observations (preceding communication p. 103). 

Observations of the index of refraC'tion for different wave]engths 
have been made by H. BECQUERElJ 1). He found: 

C DE, F G 
n = 1,5948 1,6043 1,6171 1,6293 1,6357. 

By the aid of this an interpolation formnla has been calculated, 
and with th is the values of n for the wavelengths occurring in the 
two tables with results have been determined. Then the values of 
D and Vo have been determined' by the method of the least squares 
fo1' the ihst series. The agreement appeared unsatisfactory. 

lf it is further tried to represent BECQUEREI:S yalues for the index 
of refraction with the found free frequency (1'0

2 = 40,381.10~0) by 
a form 

it is found that th is is only possible wh en a negative value is taken 
for A. This resuIt must be rejected, as A = t:2 EtYl must always 
be positive. 

We shall therefore introduce an ultrared and two ultraviolet 
free frequencies, namely one far in the ultraviolet, so that 1'0 2 can 
be substitllted for 1'0

2
- 1'2 in the cOl'l'esponding terms, and one at a 

moderate distance from the visible spectrum. Two terms must th en 
occur in the Sllm in the expres sion for the constant of l'otation, and 
we must therefol'e put, 

Q= Da+ ' 
21'2 (n2-j-2)2 ( Db) 

ge11 (1'b2_1'2)2 

whereas for n a form of thrE'e terms must be taken, viz.: 

n2 --1 Cb Cc 
--=Ca +----. 
n 2 +2 1'b2-1' 1'2 

The vulues Da, Db and 1'b of the first form have been calculated 

1) H. BECQUEREL. Ann. d. Gh. et d. Ph. (5) 12 p. 82 (1877). 

r777CO 
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by the method of least squares, and separately for the two series 
of observations. A preliminary investigation had namely shown 
that the observations with the mercury arc lamp (tabie p. 103) 
yield a dispersion curve which slightly deviates from that of the 
second series (tabie p. 105). 

We found:-

(I) 0= 6499 - 10-25 
2v2 (n2+2)2 ( 302930.1060 ) 

" gen ' (47,485.1030-v~)~ 

(Il) n = 5388 - 10-21 ; 
2v2 (n 2 +2)2 ( 298540.1060 ) 

" gen ' (48,161.1030-v2)2 

The agreement may be judged from the subjoined tabie, in which 

.À.vac. p Q 
Qcalc. Qobserv. 

(min. per gauss. cm.)' 

0 

(I) 0,5782 0,00668 - 0,02292 - 0,01624 - 0,01618 

0,5462 0,00752 - 0,02771 - 0,02019 - 0,02023 

0,5087 _0,00874 - 0,03576 - 0,02702 - 0,02705 

0,4806 0,00987 - 0,04463 - 0,03476 '- 0,03468 

0,4723 0,01024 - 0,04794 - 0,03770 - 0,03782 

0,4359 0,01219 - 0,06859 - 0,05640 - 0,05633 

(11) 0,6452 0,00441 - 0,01557 - 0,01116 - 0,01083 

0,5956 0,00521 - 0,01983 - 0,01462 - 0,01471 

0,5601 0,00592 - 0,02417 - 0,01825 - 0,01830 

0,5245 0,00679 - 0,03030 - 0,02351 - 0,02349 

0,5097 0,Ö0722 - 0,03363 1 - 0,02641 - 0,02643 

0,4889 0,00789 -- 0,03941 - 0,03152 - 0,03170 

0,4840 0,00806 - 0,04101 - 0,03295 - 0,03325 

0,4723 0,00849 - 0,04528 - 0,03679 - 0,03689 

- 0,4694 0,00861 - 0,04646 - 0,03785 - 0,03778 

0,4688 0,00863 - 0,04670 - 0,03807 - 0,03843 

0,4623 0,00889 - 0,04954 - 0,04065 - 0,04054 

0,4495 0,00945 - 0,05601 - 0,04656 - 0,04686 

0,4436 0,00973 
, 

- 0,05948 - 0,04975 - 0,04927 

0,4355 0,01013 - 0,06481 - 0,05468 - 0,05439 

60*' 
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also the two pal'ts of which Q is composed, have been given sepa
l'ately, namely: 

2v2(n 2 +2)2 2v2(n2+2)2 Db 
P Da and Q= .---

gen gen (v o 2_V2)2 

In this it should be borne in mind that everr value of the 
series (I) is built up of the avel'age of six detel'minatiOJls, those of 
the second series being derived from one determination. In the 
former greater accnracy is, therefore, to be expected. -

At tlJe same time the influence which the two free frequencies 
have on the constant of l'otation, appears from the tabie. We see 
that that of the ultraviolet frequeney at moderate distance by far 
preponderates. 

We ean compare the dispersion of the constant of rotation found
here with H. BECQUl!lREI:S determinations 1). He found fol' the relative 
values of the constant of rotation 

eDE b F G h 
Q/{!D = 0,637 1,000 1,590 1,730 ~,271 4,328 5,450 

while from the formula found above fol' series (I) foIIows: 

0,688 1,000 1,538 1,661 2,177 3,967 5,259 

The dispersiOll found here is, therefore, considerably Ie ss than 
BECQUEREL'S. 

We can then try to represents BECQUEREL'S five values of n by 
a formula 

n 2-1 Cb Cc 
--=Ca +---
n2 +2 Vb 2

- V2 v2 

taking for Vb 2 fit'st the value 47,4A5.1030
, then 48,161.1030

• These 
calculations too have been cal'l'ied out by the method of least 

Observed 
I 

Calculated 

n 
n2-1 

I II n2+2 = 

C 1,5948 0,33970 0,33966 I 0,33968 

D 1,6043 0,34407 0,34413 0,34411 

E' 1,6171 0,34996 0,34997 0,34995 

F - 1,6293 0,35548 0,35547 0,35546 

G 1,6557 0,36726 0,36723 0,36726 
1 

1) H. BeCQUEREL, Ann. de Gh. et de Ph. (5) 12 p. 35 (1877). , 

""'C' 
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squares. We found 

(I) 
n 2-1 24850. 10 30 0,04707. 1030 

--= 028204 -I- --'--_. 
n 2+2' I 47,485. 1030_ v2 v2 

(lI) 
n2-1 26182.1030 0,04315.10 30 

--= 0 27587 + --' ----
n2+2' 48,161.10 30 _v2 v2 

The agreement appears from the foregoing table which shows 

that a representation of the two quantities with the same free 
freqQencies is possible. 

It may be further examined in how far the found numerical 
values of the coefficients are in agreement with what theory would 
lead us to expect. For a comparison with the theory it is necessary 
to recalculate the constant of rotation in the new theoretical unities 
used by LORENTZ. We find then: 

(I) X = 0,06702 - 10-25 
2v2 (n2+2)~ ( 312,37.10 60 

) 

gen (47,485.1030- v2)2 

(ZI) 

A comparison with the above derived theoretical formulae yields 
first of all (the indices "2+ being further omitted): 

(I) 

(11) 

1 t. _'2 Ba = 0,28204, 
va

2 

= 0,27587, 

1 
- ~ Ba l::.a = 0,06702.10-25 

Va
4 

= 0,05556.10-25 

or if we introduce a mean value l::.am for the different values l::.a: 

(1) :2 Ba = f. 0,28204 vas, 

(11) = f. 0,275871:0,2, 

from which follows 

l::.am '2 Ba = 0,06702.10-25 va4 

= 0,05556.10-25 Va 4 

l::.am = (1) 1;584.10-26 va
2

, l::.am = (II) 1,343.10-26 va2
• 

If we take for l::.am the normal value of the magnetic resolution 

we find: 

(I) 1'0,2 = 2014.1030
, :2 Ba = 852.10 30 

(11) = 2376.1030
; = 983.1030 

and from th is the wavelength: 
Àa = (I) 0,0000042 cm. = (11) 0,0000039 cm. 

which really repl'esents a wavelength very far in t11e ultraviolet. 
The following terms gi \'e 
(I) t'2 Bb = 2,4850.10 30

, 

(I1) = 2,6182.10 30
, 

:2 Bb l::.b = - 312,37 10 36 

= - 307,84.10 35 
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from which, again assuming a 
(I) 2 Bb = 3,73.103°, 
(II) r = 3,93 103°, 

To 

93~ 

mean value D.blll> follows: 
D.bm = - 0,838.107 

= - 0,784.107 

Vb 2 = (I) 47,485.103°, = (U) 48,161 .103°, 
correspond the wavelengths 

).b = (I) 0,0000274 cm, = (H) 0,0000272 cm. 
From the third term can only be derived: 

2Bc = (I) 0,0706.1030
, = (U) 0,0647 .103°. 

First of all we can draw the conclusion from these results that 
the found coefficjents cannot lay claim to great accnracy. Small 
deviations in the dispersion curve from these series give al ready 
pretty great deviations in the coefiicients and the v~lues derived 
from them. Only Î.b agrees for the two series. 

It further appears that really the dispersion of the index of 
refraction as weIl as that of the constant of rotation can be repre
sented by the assumption of free frequencies: 

1. one far in the ultraviolet, so that the corresponding terms 
can be considered constant, with a norrnal magnetic resolution, 

2. one in the ultt'aviolet at a moderate distance from the visible 
spectrum, 

3. one in the ultrared. 
For the second wavelengtb, which gives terrns which have a 

preponderating iufluence on the dispersion, we must assume a nega
tive magnetic resolution of a value amounting to about aquarter 
of the normal value. As was already remarked in the first commu
nication this negative magnetic resolution can be accounted for by 
assuming couplings between the electrons. 

. Ne2 

In LORENTZ'S theory the quant{ty B is an abbreviation for Al), 

in which A is closely connected with the mass of the vibrating 
particles. The faét that fot' 2Bc, connected with the ultrared wave
len~th, a much smaller value is found than for the other wavelengths 
is in keeping with the view that the ultrared vibrations are executed 
by vibrating molecules, so that much larger masses come into play. 

Taking everything together it may be said that the dispersion of 
TiCI. can be explained by the theory of LORENTZ • 

Delft. 

1) LORENTZ, loc. cito p. 229. 

• Pltysical and elect1'oteclmical labomt01'y 
of the Tec!mical Dniversity. 

-
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Geophysics. - "The pl'opagation of sound in the atmosphel'e". 
By Dr. E. VAN EVERDINGEN. (Oommunicated by Dr. J. P. VAN 

DER STOK). 

(Commuaicate~ in the meeting of October 30, 1915). 

§ 1. In various investigations on the propagittion of heavy sounds 
over great distances, especially in the case of volcanic eruptions :md 
explosions, deviations have been found, partly reguIar, partIy irregular. 
Tbe souree of sound is always surrounded by an area of regular 
Ol' irreglliar shape, where the sound is heard everywhere; but the 
source is far from being always situated symmetrically within this 
area, and the dimensions of the latter are not even in the first place 
determined by tbe intensity of the sound. In many cases a second 
area of audibility occurs, separated from tbe first by a region where 
no sound at all is heard. Sometimes this second area partly surrounds 
the first, sometimes it only consists of isolated spots - ortly this 
can be said generally, that the smallest distance fr om the source of 
sound fol' this second area as a rule is much more than 100 KM. 
and that the intensity of sound at this smallest distance is by no 
meanr, smaller than at the outer border of the first area of audibility, 
which is much nearer to the source of sound. 

To illustrate this we have collected on plaie 1. some of the cases 
that have been investigated most carefully. 

4. (Fig. 1). Dynamite explosion (15000 KG.) at FÓl'de in West
falen, December 14th 1903. In vestigated by Dr. G. VON DElIf BORNE I). 

The sm all crosses indicate, in th is and all following figures, the 
I pI aces where sound was heal'd, the clrcles those where nothing 

was heard. 
With one single exception the pI aces where the explosion was 

heard are enclosed by two border-lines: the th'st line smaIl, 20 to 
50 KM. round Förde, but dispIaceà towards NW., the second one 
large, with an inner border at abont 110 KM., and reaching outwards 
to about 180 KM.. within a sector of 90') opening E. of Forde. 

2. (Fig. 2). Dynamite explosion (25000) KG.) neal' the Jungfrau 
railwayon November 15th , 1908. Jnvestigated by Dl" A. DE QUERVAIN 2). 
Again with one exception the l'egion of audibility may be divlded 
into two parts: Tbe first, which extends from the "Eigerwand", 
where the explosion occurred, some 30 KM. towards NE. and NW., 
whereas at a distance of 60 tot 70 KM. sound was hem'd at isolated 
mountain summits; the second mu('h larger, within a sector with 

1) Die EI'dbebenwarte 4, p. 1-4, 1904. 
2) Annalen der Schweizel'Ïschen Meteorologischen Zentralanstalt; J 908. 
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an opening of 90° towards NE., the inner border being formed by 
a circle with a radius of about 140 KM., the outel' border lying at 
about 180 KM. not counting isolated spots at 200 and 220 KM. 

Rence in both cases the two are as of audibiliry are separated by 
an interspace, which VON DEM BORNE baptized "Zone des Schweigens" 
and which we sháll call the "silent region" . 

3. Three eruptions of the volcano Asama in Japan, investigated 
by S. FUJlWHARA 1). ~ 

a. December 7th 1900. (Fig. 3). Heavyeruption, in which the 
sound and air-wave broke woodwork and windowpanes at a distance 
of more than 10 K.M. With the exception of one report, all pI aces 
wh ere the sound was heard are enclosed within a single line, starting 
from a place at the coast South of the volcano, passing by the vol
cano at a small distance W" estward, cutving round towards a place 
on the coast NE. of the volcano and, of course, following the coast 
thence. Within this area there lies a smaller one on the south 
coast wh ere nothing was heard. 

Remarkable is the propagation of sound in almost exclusively 
easterly directions, coinciding with the direction in which the ashes 
feIl. The extreme distance is about 300 KM. 

b. (Fig. 4). December 25 tl1 1910. Moderate el'uption. The sound was 
heard ectstward up to a distance of J 00 KM., and moreover at two 
isolated spots at 130 and 210 KM. distanre. To the west there is 
sca.rcely other than abnormal audibility, which starts at 90 KM. 
and goes on up to 150 KM. 

c. (Fig. 5). April 4th 1911. Also a moderate eruption. First region 
of audibility smalI, nowhere surpassing the 50 KM. limit; second 
region largel' and at 120-210 KM. mostly in westerly directions. 
The density of the reports is especially large at 140-150 KM. in W. 

In all, siJent regions occur in 9 of the 18 cases which were 
investigated by FUJIWHARA, at least if we decide to use that name 
for every region of silence which is bounded inside and outside by 
regions of audibility. The distances vary between 90 and 220 KM .. -
usnally betwj:len 120 and 200 KM. 

4. A case of gunpowder and dynamite explosion at Kobe on 
A pril 3ld 1910, described by the same investigator (Fig. 6). The 
region of audibility is single and much more regnlarly shaped than 
is the case in most of the volcanic eruptions, but still far from 
symmetriral round the souree of sound. The "silent reg'ion" indicated 
in the chart is somewhat dubious, being supported by only one 
obser\ration. 

1) Bulletin Central Meteorological Observatory Japan, 11, 1. 1912. 
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5. (Fig. 7). The explosion of the gunpowder-magazine at Wiener
Neustadt on June 7th ~912 (200.000 KG.), investigated by J. N. DÖRR 1). 
Here the inner region of audibility is de'Teloped almo&t exclusively 
eastward and extends there to 120-140 KM., neglecting isolated 
reports; the outer region lies exclusively on the westside, where it 
forms almost half a cil'cle, beginning at 160 KM. and reaching so 
far as 300 KM. 

For want of space in Figs. 2, 3 and 4, here and there a group 
of reports is indicated by a single cross and a number; the same occurfl 
in Fig. 7, on account of the mode of representation chosen by DORR. 

§ 2. Part of the irregularities tn the propagation of sound in the 
above cases ean be accounted for by the nature of the sUl'face. The 
propagation mostly in one direction, so far as the inner region is 
concerned, may sometimes be easily explained by the presence of 
mountains, which prohibit propagation in a definite direction. 

Besides, it is long since the theory in elementary form was 
proposed, which ascribes the abnormal propagation of sound to the -
influence of variations in temperature and wind-velocity in the 
superposed layers of air in the atmosphere. Usually the starting' 
point has been the supposition, th at the velocity of sound in moving 
air is equal to the vector-sum of the velocity of sound in air at rest 
and the velocity of the wind, whereas the infl uence of temperature 
was allowed for in the usual way. 

FUJIWHARA 2) has treated the problem by drawing up the hydrodynamic 
equations for sound motion in a moying medium. The solution, 
however, meets with such difficulties that he was obliged to content 
himself with an approximation for the case of the simplest supposi
tions: a windvelocity in the. same direction at all heights, and 
increasing or decreasing uniformly with height, and an equally linear 
variation of the velocity of sound on account of the variation in 
temperature. Tt appears that in this case the solution practically 
agrees with the supposition mentioned above. 

Even without going into particulars or calculations, it is easy to 
see how, by certain suppositions about the vertical distribution of 
wind-velocity, peculiarities of the propagation of sound, esperially 
the silent region, may be explained. 

The influence of temperatnre, which in the mean decreases upwards, 
is a decrease of the velocity of sound, which causes the sound-rays 

1) Wien. Sitzungs Berichte Ua. 122, p. 1683, 1913. Meteorologische Zeitschrift' 
32 p. 207, 1915. 

~) 1. c. p. 24. 
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to cufve upwards fL'om the earth. Hence each ray, which deviates 
eveL' so little fL'om the horizontal direetion, will depart faster and 
faster from the earth, and that is the reason for the relatively low 
audibility of sounds in the free air under normal conditions. A. wind 
e. g. from the SW., increasin~ upwards, may counteract this tem
perature-effect, and lead to an increase upwards of the velocity of 
sound for propagation in noI'th-easterly direction - the sound-rays 
are curved towards the earth: wUh a linear variation of the velo
city of sound the radius of cUL'vature in .each point of the orbit ~is 

Va, if Va means the veloeitr of sound in the summit of the orbit 
c 

and c the variation in "elocity per unit of length. The sound may 
then return to the earth up to great distam'es in north-easterly 
dh'ection, aftel' a path through the atmosphere with small friction 
and I'elatively AmaH loss of intensity. 

If we then suppose, that at a certain heigbt the increase of wind
velocity ends or changes in a decrea'le, (resp. that the SW.-wind 
changes into a NW.-wind Ol' into a wind of still more northerly 
direction), then the ray, the sllmmit of whieh jllst lies at th at height, 
will be the last to return to the earth. A. slightly steeper ray is 
curved up wards above this le\'el and cannot return to the earth 
for the next future. If we assume at a greater height another in
crease of the wind from the SW., then once more a curvature 
towards the earth mar be found and at gl'eat distances the ray 
may reach the earth. 

Towards tbe SW. the curvature of the ray from the earth is 
increased by a SW.-wind. Hence very little sound wiU reach the 
earth there. But if at a higher level a strong wind from NE. occurs, 
then a second region of audibility maJ be found at a greatel' distance. 

For a direction perpendicular to that of the wind as a first approxi
mation no change in the norma1 propagation is found. 

From a theoretica1 standpoint litt1e cao be opposed to this mode 
of explanation; the suppositions as to the increase of wind with 
height, which have been made, are sometimes to be regarded as 

i 

not improbable But we know of no rase, where, on the basis of 
measurements Ol' even estimates of windveloeity at great height above 
the plaee of observation the' LJ1'oof was obtained, that the peculiari~ 
ties of the propagation of sound may be exp1ained entirely by the 
\ariations of wind. 

§ 3. An entirely different aspect was opened by VON DEM BORNE'S 1) 
supposition, that ~ the appearance of silent l'egions ought to be ascribed, 

1) Physikalische Zeitschrift, 11 p. 483, 1910. 
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in some cases at least, to the change in composition of the at mos-
phere, which is caused by the unequal decrease of the partial 
pressUl'es of the constituentE> of the atmosphel'e. 

If no mixing by convective currents occurred, each of the gaseous 
constituents of the atmosphel'e would form, entü'ely according to 
its own laws, an atmosphere, the pressUl'e ZJ of which at the height 
h would be given apPl'oximately by a formuIa such as 

llTo 
lOf! P = log Po - ET· 

In consequence hereof at great height tbe den ser gases can only 
occU!' to a very small percentage, and the lighter constituents, of 
which hydrogen is the most generally known, must gl'adually begin to 
domineer. The convection-cul'rents alter this state of aft"airs onIy so 
far as the lower atmospbere (the tl'oposphere) is concerned. Above 
10 or 11 KM. (at least in the temperate zone) little com ection 
occnrs, and above tbis level the change in cOIIJPosition begins never
theIess. Above that same level the fall of temperature with height ceases. 

As the velocity of sound in hydl'ogen is much greater than that 
in nitrogen or oxygen, it follows from this, that at very great heights 
the velocUy of sound increases so much that the sound rays are 
curved towal'ds the earth. This is illustrated by fig. 8, which bas 
been deduced from suppositions to be mentioned aftel'wards. 

VON DEM BORNE'S hypotheses diffel' only quantitatively trom these 
- the entil'ely smooth character of the sound rays is quite in har
mony wHh his reasoning. Thel'efore it is really a pity that the words 
"total reflection" have not been avoided, and that he and his sup
porters, especially WEGENER, have repeatedly spoken of "reflection 
agaillst the hydl'ogen atmosphere". Many writers, therefore, thought 
themselves entitIed to dispose of this theory simply by drawing 
attention to the gradual character of the change in density. Our 
figure 8 shows that, notwithstanding that gradnalness, a sharp limit 
is produced, within which no sound can oe obsel'ved, unless pal'ti
culal' circumstances cause an entirely unusual 'course of the l'ays of 
little elevation. 

Without for the moment going into the details of the nllmel'ical 
reslllts, which are obtained according to different hypotheses about 
the constitution of tile atmosphere, we indicate here the principal 
features which the silent l'egion ought toshowaccording to thisexplanation. 

1. At the outer limit of the silent region a comparatiyely large 
intensity of sound must be expected. The intensity of the sound 
withjn the sUl'face between A and B ought to be much gl'eater than 
that between C and D. 
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2. Apart from disturbances by intluence of wind and temperature, 
the silent region ought to be situated symmetl'ically with respect to 
the sou ree of sound, and the abnol'mal audibility should be found 
on every side, at least in diametrically opposed points. 

_. 
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§ 4. Before proceeding we will communicate the resuIts of an 
investiga.tion about the observations of the roar of cannons made 
by a nllmber of observers of the Royal Dutch Meteorological Insti
tute, temporarily reinforced by other correspondents. These observa-

. tions have been continued until now by some observers, but have 
been rather numerous during the months October-February. A 
preliminary report about the results for October 8th appeal'ed in the 
periodical "Hemel en Dampkring" for October 1914, p. 81, and was partly 
reprinted by Prof. MEfr\ARDUS in "Meteorologische Zeitschrift" for 
Ma)' 1915, p. 199. The latter paper gave us the opportunity of 
extendmg the observational area. for October 8th east and southeast
ward, so that almost half a circle round the SOUl'ce of sound neal' 
Antwerp was fol'med. 

On account of the extl'aordinarily large number of separate sounds 
thel'e was no possibihty of attributing the observations of definite 
sounds to well-defined causes. The only thing possible was to classify 
the reports according to the ctegree of clearness with which the 
sound was heard, the duration of the obser\'ations and the degree 
of certainty with which a dil'ection was indicated. In figures 9-16 
this is shown by mdicating a report without particul!1rities by -, 
a report of moderate intensity and numher of the sounds by + and 
the reports of very heavy sounds, acrompanied by vibrations of 
wmdow-panes, etc. by =F. A circle, which sometimes occurs, means 
that there is a definite statement that no roar of cannons was 
observed. 

In all fignres circles have been _ drawn indicating the distance 
from the source of sound. 

Fol' the bombardment of Antwerp, especially heavy on October 
7th _9th , the place from where the heaviest gunfil'e was directed 
was known exactly enongh, a little nol'th of Malines. Fol' the othel' 
cases of more numel'ous reports we had first to find out from 
what part of .the battlefield the sounds might have come. Very 
useful in this inquiry has been a complete number of the mail
edition of the "Nieu we Rotterdamsche Courant" and a collection of 
the copies of that paper for periods of 10 days from the date chosen, 
which we obtained through Mr. VAN MANEN, one of the editors of' 
the paper, from Miss Dl'. OH. VAN MANEN. We readily grasp this 
opportunity to repeat h6re our cordial thanks for this co-operation. 
In the second place we used the monthly war-reviews, published 
by the "Times". 

By combining the infol'mation from different sources we succeeded 
in ever)' case in obtaining a high degree of certainty about the 
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cause of particularly intense noiaes of the war. For the na val battIes 
the detel'minations of plaee aften wel'e vague enough, nevertheless 
the place indirated will not be far from the real one. We shaU 
enumerate here the dates; 

October 7th_9th • Bombardment of Antwerp, 
" 17th , Naval battle on the North Sea, ending in the 

" 
18th , 

" 

" 

" 
28 th • 

November 1st• 

Janual'y 2Jth. 

destruction of 4 German torpedo-destroyers. 
First bombarding of Gel'man positions at the Yser 
by English naval guns. 
Heavy fighting on the [ine Ostend-Nieuport
Ypres. 
Heavy fighting at the Ysercanal (Y) : t11e Germans 
force theiI' way over the Y5er. Severe fighting E. 
of Ypres (Yp) and S. of Lille. 
Heavy Engliah naval guns (12-inch) bombard 
heavy German al'tillery in Flanders. 
Severe attack of Germans on Y pl'Ps. English 
naval guns in action. Heavy fighting at Dix
muiden, on the Lys, and at Messines. 
Naval battle in the NOl'th Se a, ending in the 
sinking of the "Blücher", ' 

In one of the figures (fig, 11) the supposed position of the English 
naval guns and the places mentioned in the above list are indicated, 
by their initial letters; at the ciJ'cles these same letters indicate 
their centre. 

§ 5. The silent 1'egion, 
The little chart for October 8th (October 7th and 9th with fewer 

reports show exactly the same features) farms a very clear example 
of a silent region. Though th ere are a few reports in our country 
between t.he circles with 100 and 158 K.M, radius, these do 
not count against the numerous reports within the circle of 100 and 
without that with 158 K.::Y.I. radius, Especially remarlmble is th at 
at the vel'y large distance of over 158 K.M. reports appeal' again, 
which talk of vibrating window-panes etc. - a thing which never 
occurs in the silent region. 

Same observers reported that the sound arrived at a rather 
large angle with the horizon. 

The reports, collected quite independently by :MEINARDUS, fall 
exactly into line with the Dutch ones. In the neighbourhood of 

J Oleve a few reports faU within the circle of 158 K.M. radius, but 
we must take into account th at these reports were not asked for 

--, 

_ t 
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until several days aftel' the siege of Antwerp, and that, with a view 
to a preliminary account in the press, suggestion Ol' mis takes in 
dates appeal' not quite impossible, whereas in our eountry th ere ean 
be no question of such a thing. 

If we consider that orllater occasions also the lightships "Schollwen
bank" and "Maas" sent iJl reports, we are entitled to sa,y th at the 
inner circle has beeil yerified over 180°, the outer one over more 
than 90°. 

lt is th is syrnmetry with regard to the sonrce of sound which 
speaks immediately against ever)' effort to explain this silent region 
by influence of wind. Any wind, which keeps fhe same direction 
over a certain tlistance, must form a limit of the area of audibility, 
whieh is less curved than the cirrle round the SOU1'ce of sound 
through the point, where the ray that has the same direction as the 
wind reaches the surface on ce more. 1

) No trace of sueh a thing is 
shown he~·e. We shall see afterwards, th at also meteol'ological obser
vations do not give any reason to ascrihe the reappearance of the 
sound at 160 K.M. and farther to the influence of the wind. 

Whereas th is seemed to be in support of VON DEM BORNE'S view, 
the distance was somewhat at variance with that view. Indeed, 
VON DRM BORNE calculaled that the shortest distanre at which the 
rays curved back by the high atmosphere should reach the surface, 
was 114 K.M. 

One might be inclined to think that meteorological circumstances 
might be the l'eason wlly auothel' vo.lue for the minimum distanee 
was found. In' calculating the inf)uences to be expected, it soon 
appears that these Î11f)uences will be hardly perceptible. We return 
to this question in § 8 and will see first, whether the silent region 
was sho wn also on othel' days, and w hethel' other distances were 
observed on these occasions. The various dates will be tl'eated 
in succession. 

§ 6. October 17th . The initial position of the battle has been 
assumed according to a report of the "Drathning Sophia", who 
reported to have been at 3°45' E. Long. and 53°3' N. Lat. when 

1) Indeed, fol' a direction making an angle cp with the wind, the velocity of sound 
V at the level of tbe maximum windvelocity v becomes VI' = VI + V cos cr; hence 
the initial angle of the ray, which becomes horizontal at tbis level, is determined by 

V; 
sin ct,!, = J7 + ; . When cp grows, sin "" increases and every element of the 

l_COSC[) • 

orbit is langer the more (f) increases. For a definite value of rp, ct,!, may become 
imaginary: in that case the area of aonormal audibility, belonging to this wind· 
distl'ibution, is enclosed within a definite sector: 
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she saw the battle developing to the West, and continuing in a 
northerly direction. 

The reports from the south originate from the battlefield in Bel
gium or northe1'11 France, and indeed generalIy indicate a southerly ~ 

direction as origin. The three reports in Groningen and Friesland 
are distingnished in the first· place by the. time of obsel'vation, which 
falIs between 2 and 4 p.m., hence exactly the time of the battle 
in the NOl'th Sea, and indicate northwesterly or southwesterly 
directions. The distance from the most westerly places of observa
tion to the line of battle is about 160 KM. Evidently the first area 
.of audibility did not extend to the North Sea Is1es. 

October 18th • The English naval guns were reported to have fired 
from war-ships lying 4 KM. oft' the -coast at Nieuport. 

With the rel~tivelr scarce reports fro~ Zealand, the numerous 
reports from the pl'ovince ~(Juth-Holland form a striking contrast; 
these reports begin at the circle of 160 KM. l'ound Ypres, on which 
circle- a report of vibrating window-panes occurs. The reports of 
heavy sounds 011 the 196 KM. line have been connected with the 
naval guns. We shall see th at a distance of about 200 KM. is met 
with every time when these guns have been in action. 

October 22nd• Very heavy was on th is day the roar of Call110nS 
in Zealand - according to one observer more intense than during 
the siege of Antwerp. The observations at Zierikzee and Stavenisse,
where one noted very heavy sound, the other nothing at all, 
might be taken to indicate that some cause put a sharp limit to the 
fi.rst region of audibility. But the circllmstance that the ooservation 
at Zierikzee was made on a light-house may have had a cedain 
influence. 

The sudden ceasing of reports past the limit of 100 KM. makes 
the reappearance at about 160 KM., where also heavy sounds are 
reported (Noord wijk) the more striking. It is ~ open to doubt whether 
the second region of audibi1ity had realIy as sharp an outer limit 
as would seem. In Limburg the line of 218 KM. runs along olfr 
frontier, and on the whole the l'eports are scanty. 

October 24th • As compared with the simple picture oft'ered by 
the 22nd of October, this day at first seems very perplexing. However, 
the reports along the New Waterway, now met with for the first 
time, find their natm'al expljlnation in the fighting at Lille (R.) -
there are two silent regions here, and both have as outer limit a 
circle with a radius not far from 160 KM. It is open to doubt 
whethet' the line of 200 KM. has any meaning here. 

October 28111 • Accol'ding' 10 t11e reports, no less thau 16 English 
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men-of-war joined in the bombardment of the Flemisb Coast, and 
12-inch gUllS wel'e said to have been in fiction. 
; And yet, in Zealand this time little was hem'd. 80 much the 
'3tronger wel'e the battle-noises at great distance. Tbe line of' 160 KM. "\ 
plays a certain part again, but th at of 200 KM. likewise is clearly 
indicated. The reports ti'om the province of Gl'oningen give a north
erly origin, but evidently as far as Kampen and Dalmsholte (280 
KM.) the soulId of the naval gllns penetrated. 

November 1 ,c. The location of the battle is based upon cOl'l'esponding 
reports from English and Gel'man sides, which place the end of the 
fighting, at wbich moment probably' the bombal'dment was most 
severe, at 40 sea-miles W. of Helgoland. Also in this case thel'e is 
no real si1ent l'egion; ho wever, if we look at the heayy sounds, 
which wère frequent enollgb here, one sees tbat these are _ wanting 
between the circles of' 118 and 175 lOL l'ound the terminal spot of 
the battle, whereas they are l'atiJel' nllmerous in the prmrince of' 
North-Hollanc1 at the line of' 198 KM. Hence there is sufficient 
evidence of' an incl'eased audibility beyond 160 KM. 

Co llcludin,q , we think we are allowed to say that in many of these 
cases ar! increasecl audibility lws been estnblislwcl nea)' the line of 
160 KM., and tlult beyonrl tltis {ine 17101'e rom' of cannons was Item'd 
than in the belt ~f 40 01' 60 KJI!.! b01,dm'ed outwal'ds by t/ds cil,de. 

In none of these cases is there a cleal' indication of a unilateral, 
asymmetrical pl'opagation of the sound - but only ral'ely the reports 
wel'e numel'OUS ellongh to allow definite conclllsions in this respect. 

7. The foregoing shows clearly, in our opinion, that under the 
widely varying meteorological circllmstances occurl'ing in our conntfy 
on the days mentioned, there was never an indication of' a silent 
reg ion that would end as early as 114 KM. FOl' the rest, howe\'er, 
the stale of' things l'esem,bles in lllauy respects that state which VON 
DEM BORNE'S theol'Y would lead one to expect. The question therefore 
aJ'ises: how is it to be explained tbat this theory is not verified 
quantitatively? 

We have ah'eady observed that the meteorologi('al cirCllmstances 
cafl alter little in the minimum distance. Hence nothil1g' relllains 
bnt a criticism of' the hypotheses abont the cOlllposition of' the 
atmosphel'e, on which VON DEM BOI1NE'S theol'y is founded. 

VON Dim BORNE takes 280" abs. fol' tbe terupel'ature at the Bllrface, 
2200 abs. at 12 KM. and a constant tempel'atllre fr0111 there. In' 
explaining' his fOl'lllUlae he starts from the assumption thai the 
moleclllar weight of the air remains constant. up 10 12 KM. in 

61 
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. X VIII. 
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consequence of the convection currents; above that height_e\'ery 
pal'tial pt'essure diminiehes accol'ding to its proper molecll!al' weight. 
The pal'tiaL pressures at 10 KM. height are taken fl'om HANN 1) ; 
here, ho wever, the influence of mixture, though th is influence is 
discussed, seems not to have been taken into account; this makes 
a difference in the first place fol' the percentage of hydrogen, which 
without mixing has incl'eased 31

/ 2 times already. at 10 KM. The 
influence of this omission on the molecular weight in the f!l'st 
20 KM. is very smaIl, but at great heights the differences are large 
enollgb. MOl'eovel', the calculation bas been lal'gely simplified by 
considering tlle atmoóphel'e as l.JL1ilt up of two gases: hydrogen 
and an imaginal'Y gas with a molecular weigbt 28.6. For the per
centage of hydrogen at the smface, HANN takes- 0.01 h; from one 
of VON Dl~M BORNE'S iJlustl'ations we take: 

o 20 40 60 80. :100 KM. 
0.01 0.1 3.0 37.2 94.4 98.6 h 

The sma!Jest distance at which sound l'ays may return to the 
eartb is with these assumptions 114 KM .. ; the sound ray becomes 
horizontal at a height of 75 KM. 

Of his method of calculation of the sound rays, VON DEM ~ORNE 
only says that it was tedious and was perforrned only in a cursory 
way. When it appeared from a pl'eliminal'y control-calculation. that 
near tile summit of the Ol·bit the calculation ought to be made 
rathet· exactly in order to avoid great errors, we sought a mode of 
calculation, which, without taking too much time, wOllld give resl11ts 
exact to about 1 KM., for the horizontal pl'ojection of the sound rays. 

The folLowing general course was taken: 
'Starting from different assumptions, to be mentioned afterwards, 

the composition of the atmospbere was calculated from 10 to 10 KM. 
by ronsidering the partiaI pressure of each gas to decrease above 
the level of :J 0 KM. accordmg to the law: 

I 
ATo 

log P = log Po - H'1" 

the meaning of which is snffi.ciently,known. Above 20 KM. T was 
taken = 215, fl'om 10-20 KM. 223, from 0 to 10 KM. 2556. 2) 

From the composition thus obtained, the molecular weight was 
calculated and thence the velocity of sound hy the fOl'mula: 

V=V ~/T (.lo 
o ']' 

o (.l 

1) Lehrbuch der Meteorologie. 2te Auflage. p. 7. 1 n05. Iu the third editiou 
(1914) the calculatiou!l of HUMPHRI:YS, to be meutioned hereafter, are also quoted. 

2) The lattel' value as assumed by' HANN, l.c. 'p 8. 
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Fl'om a gl'aphical representation of these velocities, the veloeities 
of SOlllId at 5, 15, 25 KM. etc. were read, and in order to simplify 
the calcnlation 'we assumed thai for the lesb curved part of the 
Ol'bit a. sufticient approximation was obtained by considering these 
veloeities as constant ev-ery time over 10 KM. 

Starting from some initial zenith-distance of the ray a o we find 
ah from sin ao : sin alt = Vo .' Vlt; the horizontal projection of the 
bound l'ays is then given by .2 10 ~CJ alt. 

For the more curved part of the Ol'bit and especially w hen it 
becomes horizon tal, this' method, howeyel', wOllld canse too great 
errors. It appeared, that up to the last 5 KYI. height a sufficient 
accuracy was obtained by making {be calculation by steps of 1 
instead of 10 KM.; hence reading the velocity at eacl! full KM. and 
using the mean value, w hich practically means calculating j 1 steps, 
the fh'st and last of which only conllt for Olle half. 

Also th~ method would cause en'ors for the last' kilometers as 
the tg. approaches 00 rol' Ct = 90°. 

To get a simple approximation here, \ve used the simplified 
differential-equation of the Ol'bit fol' t11e cas.e where the velocity 
of sound at this height ~aries in a linear way, hen('e may be 
represented by v = vn-eh. 

If we call x and hl the co-ordinates of a point of the orilit, starling 
from the summit of the orbit as origin, then : 

co tg 
(Jh 

d,'/] 
IJ c 

sin Ct = - """"7 1 - - lt = 1 - c'lt 
VII Vil 

(I-c'lt) dit 
d,'/] = dit tg ct = ---=-=~=:c-: 

V 2c'lt-c'21t2 

1 , , lt V/ 2vn 
.'IJ =:-.::-:;- IV2clt-c'n2 lo =lz ---1. 

C Vn vit 

On fmther inquiry it appears th at in this case the Ol'bit is a 
1 Vn 

circle with a radius --, = -, 
c c 

The appl'oximation obtained in this way happens to be closes~ in 
the vicinity of the ray whi('h reaches the earth at the minimum 
distan('e from tlle souree of sound, because this ray is invel'ted in 
the l'egion where the velocity of sound varies most l'apidly, and 
therefol'e the curve of sound-velocities shows an infJexion. 

Tltis method of calculation was a1so applied to the l'esults com
mnnicated graphically by VON DElIl BORNE for the velocity of sound 

131* 
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with his sllppositions. Thongh the order of magnitndé fol'· the 
distances at which the ray returnR to the eal'th remains the same, 
all distances, and with them the radius of Lbe silent l'egion, become 
sensibly smaller. 

We gi ve hete only 

a. 

a. 30°56' 
24°27' 
20°53' 
19°12' 

tbe resnIts near this point: 

Height H, where the 
ray becomes horizontal. 

75 KM. 
80 
85 
90 

Return to the 
earth at distance D. 

114 KM. 
103 
109 
131 

Hence at all events we find a value for the limit of the silent 
region, ütr from those encountered in reality. - f 

In the first place, we had to consider fnrther the suppositions 
on the composition of the atmosphere made by othel' writers. 

h. WEGI!:NER'S 1) hypo thesis about the occurrence of geocoronium 
in the atmosphere. 

WEGENER takes at the surface the lower percentage of hydrogen 
0.0033 % according to RAYI.EIGH, but does not allow for the mixing 
by convection curl'ents. As VON DEM BORNE practically did not do 
that either, or at least only very partially, WEGENI!:R'S percentage 
of hydl'ogen l'emains much lower. 

o 20 40 60 80 100 KM. 
Hydrogen 0.0033 0.0 1 12 55 67 
Geocoronium 5 19 29 

Part.ially the low percentage of hydrogen is balanced by the 
hypothetical g'eocoronillln, as this would be 5 times lighter than 
hydrogen. On the whoie, therefore, the course of the rays is only r 

slightly changed, as the course depends on t he l'apid decrease of 
the molecular weight between 60 and 80 KM. 

The limit of the silent region is iudicated by the following sets 
of values: 

a H. D. 
16°4:3' 105 148 
20°26' !-)5 118 
31 °4:4' 82.7 121 
42°32' 77.2 151 , 

If these data are combined in a graphic (fig. 8), we find as limit 
of the silent region 114 KM. for an initial angle of 25° of the 
sound ray. 

1) A. WF.GENER, Beitl'äge ZUl' Geophysik, 11, p. 104, 1912. 
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Hence also thi8 figure is far below 160 KM. We may remal'k. 
here ,by the way, that the addition of geocol'onillm 'accèlerates the 
decl'ease of density. bet ween the heights of 80 and 90 KM., where 
the inversion of the ray takes pI ace, and hence adds to the shortening 
of the distance. Therefol'e, if indeed the siIent region in the case 
of no distm'bance ends at 160 KM., this is not in fayonr of 
WEGENER'S hypothesis, and we ShOllId be forced at all events to the -
conclnsion, that the quantity of geocoronil\ln ought to be much 
smaller than was assumed by WEGENER. 

C. HUMPHRI!:YS' 1) calculation, "hereby the mixing jn the lowest 
11 KM. is taken into account, but the percentage of hydrogen at 
the' surface is again put equaI to 0.01 0

/ 0 , The temperature was 
taken eql1al to 284 abs. at' the surface, thence decreasing by 6" per 
KM. up to 11 KM., and thence equal to 218° abs. 

HUMPHREYS' calclilation has not been execnted with the same 
accuracy in all details, so that his figures show a somewhat irl'eglllar, 
qourse. Starting from his fundament~I hypothesis, we find the 
following percentages of hydrogen: 

0 20 40 60 80 100 KM. 
0.01 0.04 0.7 10.7 67.7 97.3 

This again does not produce much al Leration and we find in the 
same way as before: 

a H. D 
34°27' 85 135 
27°18' 90 118 
22°47 1 95 120 
20°25' 100 131. 

The limit of the silent region then comes at 117 K.:!.VI. fol' an 
angle of 25°. 

As the suppositions of WEm~NER and HUilfPHREYS, apart from geoco
ronium, differ principally in two respects : th~ percentage of hydrogen 
at the sUl'face and the influence of mixing in the lower 10 or 11 
KM., two further calculations wel'e made in order to elucidate the 
influence of each of these factors: 

d. Accol'ding to WEGENER'S hypotheses, but with 0.01 0 10 hydl'ogen 
as assumed by HANN and HUMPHREYS (wltich means that the quantity 
of geocoronium, whieh at 200 KM. is pilt equal to that of hyul'ogen, 
becomes much largel') . 

• 1) W. J. HUMPHREYS. Bulletin Mount Weather ~, p. 66, 19Q9. 

" 
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e. Withont geoeoronium, but with a hydrogen percentage as assumed 
by ~W EGENER. and moreovel' mixing up to 10 KM. 

At gl'eater heights the percentnge of hydrogen then become&: -

cl. 
e. 

o 
0.01 
0.0033 

20 
0.14 
0.014 

40 
2.6 
0.25 

60 
30.4 

5.2 

80 
68.7 
42.3 

, 

100 
70.5 
91.0 

120 KM. 
67.0 
98.2 

These assurnptions are the n:~ost divel'ging as to the quantity of 
hydrogen, a thing which becomes especially important at 60 KM. 

The course of tlle rays is then characterised by the following figures : 

(J H. D. 
d. 31°5' 75 124 

23°29' 81.7 106 
20°38' 85 102 
L8~27' 90 119 

~. 
(> 

90 38°48' 160 e. 
30°32' 95 133 
25° 4' 100 126 
21°49' 105 131 

Minimum distance for cl ± 102 e ± 126. 

We see, how the deerease of the q uantity of hydrogen leads to 
shifting the limit of the silent l'egion farther olf. Thel'efore the 
qlleshon arises: Is there a 1'eason to assurne a still smaller quantity 
of hydrogen? 

This really appears to be the case. The determination by OJJAUDE 1), 
in which ve['y large quantities of air were liquefied, led to the resl1lt, 
that the' volume percentage of hydrogen in the atrnosphere at tile 
sUl'face would be only 0.0001, against 0.0005 Helium. For the three 
rare gas es Neon, Helmm and Hydrogen together 0.0021 was found. 

The most recent determination of these constituents was made by 
ERDMANN 2) in samples of ah', collected at val'Ïolls heights in the 
atmosphere at the, time of the nearest approach to the earth of the 
tail of HAIJLEY'S cornet çm 18/19 May 1910. Tbe qnantity of air in 
these determinations was never more than 650 crn3

• Per liter of air 
26 to 37 rnrn 3. of the gases mentioned was found; only fol' the 
beight of 4500 to 8000 M. it was possible to ascertain the presen('e 
of hydrogen by means of the spectl'Oscope, most clearly in the latter 
case. Hence at the sllrface the percentage of hydrogen is far below 0.0026. 

From tlle increasing proportion of rare gases with gl'eater height 

1) G. OLAUDE, O.R. 148 p. 1454, 1909. 

2) ERDMANN, Ergebn. d. Arb. d. K P. Aeron. Obs. Lindenberg, 6. p. 227, 1911. 

- ./ 
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we may conclude, that· the mixing by convection CUl'L'ents is imper
fect; tbis incl'ease however is l'athel' irregnlal' aud smaller than 
ought to be expected without mixing. On account of the nncertainty 
of the determinations and the unlmown percentage of hydrogen it 
lS not possible to calculate the degree of mixing. 

Still another consideration leads us to reckon for the higher strata 
with the possibility of a much smallp,r percentage of hydrogen. For 
a long time it has been doubtecl; on acconnt of the kinetic theol'y 
of gases, th at it would be possible fOl' hydl'ogen to remain Ï1) the 
earth's atmosphere; since its presence in the lowel' strata has been 
put beyond doubt, the possibility has been 1ll'ged that hydrogen is 
being produred continually at the SUl 'face , e.g. fl'om mineral waters, 
etc. If this be right, it might be th at in higher Rtrata in consequence 
of the powerful ultra-violet radiation a combination with ox)'gen took 
place, and hence the percentage of hydrogen happened to be much 
lower than we should have to assume accol'ding to tile gas-Iaws. 

In order to determine t'tlrther the influence of the decrease In 

the percentage of hydrogen, we first calculated how the course of 
the rays would he if there were no hydrogen at all. The gaseous con
stituent, which then comes under \'onsideration first, on account of 
its low molecular weight, is Helium. Starting from the figure 0.00015°/Q 

Helium at tbe sUl'face, as assumed HANN, we arrive at the following 
composition of the atmosphere : 

o 20 40 60 80 100 
N 78.03 81.8 87.5 91.5 92.9 78.5 
o 20.99 17.7 12.3' 8.4 5.5 :-10 
Ar 0.94 0.5 0.2 
He 0.00015 0.1 ' 1.6 18.5 

120 
23.8 
0.6 

75.6 

140 KM. 
2.2 

97.8 

As the change from the "nitrogen-atmosphel'e" to the "helium
atmosphere" occurs at much greater height thall that to the "hydl'ogen
atlIlosphere", and mOl'eover the velocity of sound val'ies more gl'adually, 
the Round l'ays now become higher and less cLll'ved. The results are: 

f. a 

42°18' 
35° 8' 
31°30' 

H. 
120 
125 
130 

D. 
218 
193 
196 

The limit lies at about 190 KM. for rays with an initial ang'le of 34°. 
Hence, in order to arrive at a limit of 160 KM. we have to 

assume a small percentag'e of hydl'ogen in lhe higher btrata. That 
this percentage ought to be vel''y small appears from the calculation 
whieh, by way of test, was made with a percentage, 6 times 
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smaller than the smal!est pel'cen rage assl1wed thl1S fa I' in Out' calcll-
lations i.e. 0.00055 0

/ 0 , 

This gives as composition : 

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 KM. 
N 78.03 81.8 87.5 90.8 82.6 28.9 2.5 0.2 
0 20.99 17.7 12.3 8.3 4.9 l.l 0.1 
Ar 0.94 0.5 0.2 
H 0.00055 0.7 10.9 63.1 89.6 93.1 
He 0.00015 0.1 1.4 6.8 7.9 6.7 

and for the sound 1'ays: 

g. u H. D. 
42°33' 100 184 
27°41' 110 13~ 

21 ° 8' 120 142 
19°20' 130 223 

The limit is fOllnd hel'e at 136 KM. for an initial angle of 25°. 
It is this calculation which senred as a basis fol' fig. 8. 

By a 1'ol1gh intel'polation we find tllat the limit of 160 KM. would 
be obtained at a percentage of hydrogen, amounting to 0.0001 at 
the sm·face. It would be useless to make this estimate more arcurate, 
as in all preceding calculations certain influences, e.g. the rlll'vatUl'e 
of the ea1'th'8 surface, have been left ont of consideration, and the 
.t:es U lts thel'efore have no. absolute value. Moreover it appears thaf 
at present a lal'ger percentage of Helium is assumed than we 
del'ived from HANN and othel's. When Prof. E. COHEN was so kind 
as to dl'aw my attention to the research of OJ,AUDJil, time faited to 
make another calcnlation with a percentage of Helium about three 
times larger. The ol'der of magnitude of OUl' reslllt, howevel', wiII 
not be altel'ed by tllis circumstance, and the percen tage of hydrogen 
ca1culated will remain very nea1' that determined by Cr,AuDE. 

~ 8. We have tl'eated the calculations abon t the sound orbits in 
air at rest somewhat at length, in order to make clear that the 
data about the constitntion: of the atmosphere are by no means so 
accurately known, that one would be in a position to l'eject VON DElII 
BORNE'S explanation only because the limit of the silent region does 
not oceur at 114 KM., as VON DEl\l BOHNE'S calculation wOllld have 
it. It appeal's to us, that gh-en the uncertainty existing in this respect, 
more weight ought 10 be attached to the s/tape of the silent region 
and the distl'ibution of sound intensity at its limit than to the ahsolute 
dimensions, and we have pointed out already that in th is respect 

- ( 
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the results for October 8;h al'e very mueh in favour of that explanation. 
\Vhen DE QUERVAIN 1) mainta.ins, that even in this case the proof 
has not been given that the sileni region shows a circulur form, 
this can only refel' to (he absence of reports from the southern 
battlefields. But he forgets to remark that already the semi-circulal' 
form following from the reports obtained, nay, e"en a cil'cul<:tl" form 
over 90°, eomes into conflict with what onght to be expected in 
the case of a wind inflllenee, sufficien t to make the sounds return 
to the earth at 160 KM. distance from the souree. 

As may appeal' from w hat precedes, we a,re of opinion, that the 
two explanations of the silent region, w hieh we shall caU for the 
sake of brevity the physical and the meteol"ological e:\.planation, are 
both tl'lle and ought to be' applied in combination. The qllestion then 
al'ises: how is the path of the rays changed speaking generally , e.g. 
in case g, wh en the air is not at rest or large irregularities of the 
temperatnre gradient occur? 

We leave on one side at this moment the rays, starting with a smal! 
elevation, whicb wiJl contribute most to the audibility in the first 
region, and shall concentl'a~e our attention on tlle rays in the neigh
bourh00d of 25° zenithclistance, which reaeh the surface again at 
the border of the siJent region, Secondly we have ih mind, that 
disturbances by wind and tempel'ature wiJl be confined almost wholly 
to the first 10 KM., at least in the temperate zone; in the strato
sphere no g1'eat \'ariations of wind or temperature occur. Then we 
mayalso perceive, without going into details, that even very heavy 
disturbances in the lower strata can exel't on1y little influence on 
the position of the silent l'egion. E.g'. if we take an increase of wind 
of 0.5 M. per 100 M., as DE QUHRVAIN assumes in his case, then the 
velocity of sound at 10 KM. height is incl'eased by 50 M. for 
horizontal propagation in the direction of the wind, but on I)' by 
50 sin 25° Ol' 21 M. fOl" a ray of abont 25° zenithsdistance. The 
veloeities of sound in case p at the height of 10 KM. are thus 
rhanged in the pl'opOl'tion 1 : 1.07, which changes the elevation there 
on1y from 22°37' into 24°13'. Nevertheless this might ha\'e a rather 
great influence on the limit of the silent reg ion, were it not that 
fol' the fmther pl'opagation the role of the ra)' with initial angle 
of 25° is taken up by the ra)', which starts with 23° 30' and enters 
the stratosphere at nn angle of 22° 37'. The entil'e change in the 
total horizontal path of the rays with minimum distance wil1 henee 

1) Die Umsehau, 19, N~. 27, 1915. Here a case of a very widespread audibility 
of roar of eannOJlS in the Sundgau on Deeembet' 25th 1914 is described, in wbieh 
the propagation is rather unsymmetrieal and the silent region of little importanee. 
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be eonfined to at most the difference ~ X 10 (tg. 23° 49'-tg. 23°3'), 
that is about 0.32 KM. 

Variations in the fall of temperature, e~en considerable in versions, 
have neither a great influence on these steep l'ays, the rnore so, 
because the mean fall of temperature over 10 KM. scldom undergoes 
great variations. E.g. a sudden rise of temperature of 10°, which 
was not balanced afterwards, would at 5 KM. increase the velocity 
of sound in the proportion/1: V~gg, wbich would alter the elevation 
by 0°30'. In other words: for these steep sound ray s . even the most 
heavily disturbed air behaves as a bad window-pane for a perpen
dicuIarly incident ray: it goes through almost undistut'bed. Henee tbe 
sound, refl'aeted by the high stl'~ta of the atmosphere, always returns to 
the earth at praetiéally the same distance; regular modifications of the 
sound-limit, which are conneeted with the regular and pretty great 
veloeitiès, which may occur.in the higher atmosphere, wiU always 
show the same features, since we may assume at these considel'ahle 
heights a practically constant state of motion. 

§ 9. From tbis we may immediately infer, that the singularly 
shaped silent l'egions, observed in many of the cases quoted in tbe 
intl'oduetion, eannot be aseribed to a co-opel'ation of the refraction 
in the high atmosphere and the disturbances of the ]ower atmosphel'e, _ 
but ought to be explained by the latter alone. That in these and 
othel' cases the reglllal' second region of audibility does not appeal', 
will of ten. be explained sufficiently by tbe fact, that tbis ,sound is 
l'ather weak, absolutely speaking, and may easily be eovered by sounds 
transferred in anothel' way. Moreovel' we have all'eady indieated 
the possibility, th at originaily little sound is' emitted in certain 
definite direetions. In the case of yolcanic eruptions the emitted hot 
gas es and vapoul'S, mixed witb ashes, may cause tremendons disturb
anees in the distribution of windvelocity and temperature. Yet it 
seems to us, that amoug these cases some indications are fOlllld o( 
an increased audibility at distances of the order of 140-160 KM. 

a. In the case of the dynamite-explosion at the Eigerwand (2' 
near the Bodensee, distance exactly 160 KM. 

b. December 7th 1909 Asama 170 K.l\L (Fig. 3) 
April 4th 1911 " 140" (Fig. 5) 

" 3rd 1911 " 150" 
I 

December 25th 1910 

" 
2nd 1912 

" 
" 

145 " 

140 " 

(Fig. 4) 
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c. At the gunpowder explosion at Wiener-Neustadt, where the 
second area, 'not counting spmious observations, begins only at 
160 KM. Whether the greatest intensity of sound, "vhich was founu 
here at 210 KM., might be ascribed to a special distribution of the 
energy of sound at the sOUl'ce, Call110t be decided oy the present writel'. 

It would be possible in these cases to decide immediately whether 
the sound had made its way thl'ough the very high strata of the 
atmosphere, Ol' had been held baf'k in the lowel' 10 Ol' 20 KM., if 
the ti me of propagation were kuowlI accurately. Some data abou t this' 
point are indeed available, but of ten the accnrary leaves much to 
be desired. In the case of the explosion at the Eigerwand (2) the 
two statements for the immediate neighbollrhood abollt the time of
explosion differ by 2 minutes, and the times of propagation fol' distanres 
of 160 to 170 KM. vary from 3 to 13 min utes. Along the Ol'bit 
assumed by DE QUERVAIl\ for this distance, 8 to 9 minutes would be 
1'equired, fol' an orbit in case .q, ascending to a height of 115 KM., 
12,5 minute. Rence the mean time of observation is in favour of 
an orbit more like that of DE QUERVAIN, but the observation cannot 
be called decisive. 

In the case of the volcanic eruptions, investigated ,by FUJIWRARA, 

thanks to the observations of a number of meteorological stations, 
the uncertainty of the time determinatjons is not so great, though 
an uncertainty of 2 minutes fOt'ms no exception. Among' these 
there are at least two, that of December 7111 1909 and May 25th 

t910, where at distances above 140 km. beside normal, also abnormal 
large times of propagation Dccnr, whereas in the fOl'mer case times 
of 15 and 16 minutös ttl'e stated, which would agl'ee \'el'y weIl 
with a pl'opagation thl'ough the layers above 100 km. , 

Also in the Wiener-Nenstadt case at great distances times of pro-
pag'ation above the normal val ne at'e mentioned. 

Hence, though the times of propagation support to a certain de~l'ee 
tlle applicability of t,he physical' explanation, it cannot be denied, 
that the first impression generally pleads fol' a meteorological ex
planation; a decision however is not yet al'rived at. \ 

So we are- fOl'ced to the conclllsion that in the case of Ani werp, 
where the silent region appeared so extremely regular, extl'aol'dinal'y 
weather-cOllditions have co-opel'ated to p1'ocu1'e an image so little 
disturbed. 

FUJIWHARA, as w~l1 as DE QUERVAIN and DÖRR, has tried to ascl'ibe 
the abnormal propagation of the sounds to the meteorological in
fluences mentioned. Unhappily these wl'itet's did not ai; a rule disp~se 
of anything like suffîcient data. about tbe conditions in the higher 
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strata, so that they had usnally to res01't to suppositions or theoretical 
speculations. E. g. DE QUERVAIN in his case assumes, that from 4000 
to 11000 m. height a SW.-wind occnrred, increasing to a velocity 
of 35 m. per second, whereas the observation of oirrus-clouds in 
our country on the 15th gave Ci. in NW. (probably rising from 
NW.), and on the 16th and 17111 really a l'ather fast mot ion from 
WNW. (17 m. at 10000 m.) was stated. Inspection of the weather
chart, in connection with the rnotion of the isallobars, would lead 
one in the fil'st place to suppose a motion from SE. in the inter
mediate layers. If the sound rnys have really taken their way ex
clusively through the lower atmosphere, we should be more inclined 
to admit the intluence of a stl'ong inversion in the A-Cu-Ievel in the 
same manner as was obseryed on that day at a much lawer level at 
Lindenberg. Be thi.s as it may, observations of the air-motion in tile 
levels above 4000 m. over Switzerland fail on th is occasion. 

Fortunately, for same of the cases of roar of cannOIIS in the N ethel'
lands treated above, a greater certain!y exists. We have collected in 
a table the observations obtained from clonds, alld by ·means of 
pilot-balloons, kites and eable-balloons for the days mentioned, and shall 
con si der how far the pa1'ticula1'ities of the sound phenomena may 
be eXplained by these observations. 

The table gives in the flrst column the dates, in the second a 
short review of the weatherconditions, pl'incipally ~he distribution 
of pressure. Dnder the heading "Wind- and cloudmotion" then follow 
the obsel'vations of wind and clouds at the stations Helder (He), 
Flushing (VI) and Winterswijk (Wi), wbere the observations of clonds 
have been made since 1897 and have been madedaily since 1905, whereas 
at De Bilt (De Bl they are made on special occasions. The direction 
and relative velocity are determined accnrately by BESSON'S nepho
scope, the height of the clouds has to be estimated accol'ding to the 
type of cloud and hfis been put for simplicity equal to 1000 m. c 

fol' the lowel' clouds, 2000 m. for the Strato-Cumulus (St. Ou), 3000 m. 
for the Alto-Cumulus (A-Cu) and 10000 m. for the Oirrus (Ci). By 
these assumptions we al'~ enabled to calcnlate the velocity in meters 
per second. In consequence of variations in height for the lowel' 
CIOllds, the rea I velocities may differ from the calculated ones by the 
factor 0.4 to t.5; fOl:' the higher clouds the deviations will probably 
remain below 20 %, 

Evidently it was desirabie to supplement these estimates by more 
exact measurements, which might consist in observations with pilot 
ballaons, cable balloons, or kites. Dnhappily enough the first mentioned 
ob'3ervations haye suffered much by the difficulty of obtaining pilot 
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balloons during the war, a diffieulty which was s01ved on1y 
later. The observations with kit es and cable balloons at 80ester
berg (8) continue to suffer strong1;r under the absence of a pI'ivate 
geound, the negotifltions for whieh only recently met with snccess. 
By way of supplement, therefoee, under the heading "Distribution of 
wind and temperature", we have resorted to obseryations at Hamburg, 

, Lindenberg and Friedl'ichshafen, so far as these were at hand at the 
time. The latte l' have al ready been published i1l their definitive 
form 1), the former are quoted onl)' partially in the German daiiy 
weather reports and therefore may afterwards be 1argely supplemented 
or amended. Afternoon observations are indicated by adding the 
index p to the name of the station. 

On Octobel' 'Oth there w;as almost no increase of wind from the 
St.-Ou level up to the height wh ere the Oi floated, and certainly 
no incl'easing SW.-wind snch as would be required to bend back' 
to the eal'th rays whlch left the sou ree of sound with some elevation. 
Up to 2000 lVI. no S.-eomponents are met with, and no neal'el' than 
Helder a W.-Iy wind of some importanee. The direction of the Oi, 
obser\'ed at Flushing, is neal'ly pel'pendicular to the principal dil'e('
tion of propagation. Given the position of the antieyclone. In general, 
nothing else was to be expected. Renee the abnormal audihility as 
far as 220 KM. cannot be aseribed to an inerease of wind in the 
troposphere. One might suppose, that in tbe stratosphere an in
el'easing SW.-current or a decreasing NE.-c:url'ent reigned, and that 
these currents eaused the rays, practically straight in the troposphere, 
to eUl'\'e in the stratosphere. The smallest distance, at which the 
rays may return to the earth, is then determined by the height up 
to whieh one makes the wind inerease and by tbe amount of that 
increase. But in that way we can never get anything else but a 
curvature of the rays, whieh propagate the sound in the dil'ection of 
the wind. For a ray perpendicular to the wind the effect is praetically 
equal to zero, and the limit of the silent region camlOt be a cirele, 
but must show a smaller, perhaps even an im'el'ted eurvatUl'e so th at 
half a circle, as our figul'e 9 shows, cannot at all be explained in 
this way (see the footnote on page 941). 
- At this moment we indicate Ol1ee morel a remarkable deduetion, 

whieh must be made from the theory of the bending of sound rays 
in consequenee of the decrease of temperatUl'e with height. In the 
normal case of faIl of temperature with incl'easing height, the sound 
rays are curved from the sUl'faee upwards. Rays starting with a 

1) Ergebnisse der Arbeilen der f.rachenstation am Bodensee im Jahre 1914. 
Stuttgart 1915 .. 
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very small ele\'ation, therefore, depart faster and faster from the 
sUl'fare. Tt follows from this, that audibility at greater distanees is 
ouly possible, jf the &OUl'Ce of bound lies at some height above the 
surface ~nd rays occur which start with a negative elevation. Tbe ~ 

necessity of plaeing speakers in open air meetings on a platfor~ with 
a soundboal'd [l,bove thei r heads, depends on the same phenomena 
of course. 
, If then the alldibility at great distanceg on October 8th is not~ to 

be attribnted to the wind, how is the wide-spread tlrst area of 
audibility 10 be explained? 

The answer to this question is gll'eu by the asrensions of cable
balloons at Soesterberg on October 7th and 8tb. On the 7th a very 
strong Ïl1\'ersion was met witll at 1600-220Ö lV1. height, a l'i§e 
indeed from OOA to 9°.9 0; on the 81h the inversion Jay a 
Jittle higher, 2500-3000 M. aud had decl'eased to 3.8 ~ 10.8 or 
a little Jowel'. 

The massE'S of air, whieh were above Soesterberg on the 7th, 
moved southwarrl wit I! a small velocity, some 2 M. pel' seeond or 
7 KM. pel' hou1'. Fl'om a compal'Ïson with the observations at 
Friedl'iehshafen and Hamburg and witli the distribution of temperature, 
it appears certain enollgh, that the sOlltherly motion extended to 
Belgium and lasted for a considerabIe time. Thus in 24 hours a 
distance of 168 KlU. wonld have been traversed, so that tl~ose ~ 
masses of air found themselvea (hen above Belgium. 

There is every reason to assume, tbat especially in the early 
hours of the morning, when the sl1rface temperature feIl very low, 
the temperatIlre ,at 2000 M. was much higher than that at the 
sUloface, and at noon only a little lowel'. Under these cil'cumstances 
in the morning sound rays with art elevation even of 9') might be 
bent back to the earth at the limit of the inversion layer; if we 
assume reflection for simplicity's sake, they would reaeh the earth 
again at 12 KM. distance. Rays with a smaller elevation would 
return at a gl'eatel' distance, and tbis might be l'epeated several 
times, so that tbe rays undulated between the earth and the in ver- ~ 

sionlayel' until eithet' the energy was exhausted or the inversion 
layer ceased Ol' deel'eased and the rays ascended into space. It is 
reasonable to assume, that with the vel'y large angles of ineidenee, 
oceurring at the layer of discontinnity a great pl'opol'tion of' the 
energy of sound feU on the "l'eflected" rays, the more so because 

r 

the sk}' was evel'ywhel'e heavily clollded or overcast on October 
7th and 8th in our country. 

Sllm,ming up, we may say that the meteol'ologieal ~ircnmstances 
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on October' Sth were ex.traordinal'ily favourablc fol' a wide propa
gation of so'{md in the area whieh sllrrounded the source of sound, 
but that rays, stal'ting with large elevation were not distUl'bed at 
all in the lowel' strata, so that a return to the earth was made 
possible only in connection witb the change in composition of the 
higher strata of the atmosphere. 

October 17th • 'This time, too, almost no curvatu~'e is to be ex.pected 
for steep rays in the lowel' 10 KM.; the increase of wind fl'om 
NE. ± 5 M. to S. 10 M. per second in the Oi does not neutralize 
the curvature from the sm-face, caused by the normal decrease of 
tempel'ature. Also the inversions are of little importance, at least in 
our country and at Lindenberg. The tempemture does not at all 
rise to the surtace temperatnre. 

In consequence, little is heard in this country of tlw war-noises 
in Flanders. in Zealand-Flandel's nothing at all. The naval battle on 
the North Sea is likewise not heard at Helder and further in the 
province of North-Hollànd; the motion of the Oio from the South, indeed, 
was not apt to cause a downwaro curvature of rays from a Westerly 
direction. For the undoubtedly heard sounds in Friesland and Gro
ningen, thel'etOl'e, no other' explanation remains than the refraction 
by the higher strata of the almosphere. 

Octobe1' j Sth. Cirrus-obsel'vations have not come to our know
ledge; the weather conditions of the pl'evious day and the fact, that 
the high pl'essme was increasing, allow us however to assume, 
that no very great velocities occul'red in, higher strata. Hence there 
was only an increase of the NE. wind up to the A.Cu le\'el at 
+ 3000 M., an increase decidedly llnfavourable tor the refi'action of 
the sound towards the earth in the tropospher~, but of Jittle influence 
on the curvature of the sound rays in the higher atmosphere. rrhe 
ESE-wind, obtlel'ved with probably vel'y high A.Cu, has no iufluence 
on the propagation of the sound in a NE.-ly direction, as was 

,observed on this day. Inversions will have been of little impor
tance in our neighbourhood. 

That the NE-wind, increasing upwards, was unfavoul'able for the 
propagation near the surface appears clearly enough from the Elcarcity of 
observa,tions in Zealand, which contrast J'emarkably with the numerous 
reports, even of heavy sounds, beyond 160 KM. 

For tile fil'st time hel'e an indication appears of the limit of in
creased audibility at about 200 KM. from the place, where the 
English naval -guns were in action. If these gans were ÏJldeed the 
most audible ,at this distance,\we should have to assume, that the \'er,)' 
steep sound rays, wanted for the minimnm distance with these guns, 

" 
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were endowed wiLh 1ess energy than the 1ess steep rays, required 
fol' a distance of 200 KM. We cannot teil, whether th is assllmption 
be l'lgbt. but a priori it does not look improbable, that the distri
blltion of soulld ove!' the various inihal angles is not eqllul. For 
the noises of the battles on shore, w:he1'e also very steep guns are 
nsed, the distribution certainly will be more regulal'. 

October 22ncl• The SE. wind at the slll'face changes into a stl'onger 
S.-ly curl'ent, whirh increases up to the A-Ou-level. 

The consequences in .Zealand are evident; nllmerOllS reports of 
heavy roar of cannons, accol'ding to t:iome observel's strongel' than -
dming the siege of Antwerp. Bilt this pl'opagation does not extend 
beyond ± 100 KM.; th en a distinct silent region is shown. It would 
again be extremely al'brtral'y to ascrlbe the sounds beyond 160 KM. 
to the inflllence of wmd; up to the Oi.-level httle vöriation h-as 
been observed in the wind-velocIty, and we know that an important 
increase of the wind-velocity up to this level would be reqllired in 
order to allow the sound to be bent back. Inversions of some lm
pOl'tance failed further Eastward, and those in the low pl'essure area 
will probab1y have been even of less impol'tanre. 'fhe explanation 
by refl'action in the higher strata, on the contral'), does not meet 
with difficulties. 

Octobe?' 24/h • Neithel' the distribution of temperature nor the 
distrlbntion of wmd above ou!' country wel'e especlally favourable 
fol' a propagation of sound along the surface Ol' in the lowel' strata. 
The number of reports, but especially the intensity of the sound 
in Zealand, are indeed smaller than on October 22nd • Probably the 
raflier strong Souther]y curJ'ent, which moved above the Eastwil1d 
in Zealand, caused the r,tther l1umerous l'epol'ts in that qual'ter. 
Oonslderll1g the smaller llumbel' of reports from Zea.lalld, it is evident 
that the sounds, suddenly heal'd on that diLy on the SOllth-Holland
Isles and along the N ew W aterway, must certainly have belonged 
to a second area of audibility around Lille, fot' which the dista.nce 
again is in the neighbourhood of 160 km. 

October 28 tfz • Pl'ob~bly inversions were of little importance in OUt· 

neighbourhood. Also the IIlCl'eaSe of wind near the A-Cu-Ievel is 
s~anel' than on October 22nd , when the surface wind was SE. and 
hence the whole SW. wmd might be taken as increase of wind, 
whereas m thlS case all'eady at a prett.y small height above the 
surface a SW. wind blows, which then incl'eases only a littIe to 2 
and 3 km. Thus may be explained that in Zeall1nd sa Iittle was 
heard, while at the same time the naval guns were he(ll'd from 
about 160 to 300 km. In thiR case the possibility that an incl'ease 
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of wind towards the Oi-l~vel played a certain part cannot be denied, 
but it is probable, that this influence made the rays return to the 
surface at a distance greater than 160 km. Especially llUmerous 
are the reports near the circle of 200 km., as was observed every 
time in the case of the naval guns. 

Novembel' 1st• There is a rapid increa'3f' of wind upwards, but 
always in a SR-Iy direcLion, hence perpendicular to the dil'ection 
fr om the battleftelds towards our country, so that for this dirertion 
no influence was ro be expected on the bending back of the sound 
towards the surface. For a pl'opagation from the S. and still more 
from the SE. certainly some influence was to be expected, and it 
is possible that t11e rather confllsed picture, which the reports furnish 
on this day, ought to be ascribed to war noises from, much more 
sontherly quarteI's, whi~h were carried to our country this time by 
the strong upper wind, e. g. fl'om the Al'gonne. The inversions, 
extraol'dinal'ily large at Lindenuerg, must have been smaller over 
our country on account of the higher surface-temperatnre. 

Janua1'Y 24t1l • The inversion at Lindenberg is important enough; 
on account of the Sunday (October 18th and November 1st were Slln
days likewise) no observation from our country is available. Considering 
the position of the high pressure, the supposition that the invel'sion 
was present likewise above the North Sea and perhaps more intense, 
is not risky. De Bilt, Helder and Flllshing had an overcast sky all day 
and the temperatllre only rose to 2°, resp, 3°5 and 3°. Above the layer 
of fog probably the same or a slightly higher temperature will haye 
reigned. Hence it is possible, that rays but slightly inclined reached 
the inversion layer above the northern part of Groningen, and were 
bent back there, aided by an increasing North-component of the wind. 
We therefore leave undecided, whether the weak sounds, at the place 
where otherwise the silent region would have been, must be ascribed 

\ 

to altogether horizontal pl'opagation or io rays of littIe elevation 
bent back. The heavy sounds however at 170-200 KM., which 
emerge there suddenly enough, can be explained hardly otherwise 
than by propagation through the higher atmosphere. 

Vonclusions. 
1. In the literature of these last few years a nnmber of cases have 

been described, in which acrording io careful investigations in the 
propagation of heavy sounds through the atmosphere a "silent region" 
occurs. With the roar of cannons during the siege of Antwerp 
(October 7th_9th 1914) snch a silent region is displayed in an extra
ordinarily regular form, whereas on a number of other days of heavy 

62 
Proceedings Raya} Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XVIII. 
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fighling on shore 01' at sea, likewise more 01' less distinct silent 
regions may be indicated. 

2. The two theorles proposed for the expJanation of siJent regions: 
expJanatlOn by influence of varlatlOns of wind and temperature with 
height (e. g-;- JVIOHN, RAYI,EfGH, FOJIWHARA), and expJanation by the 
change 111 composJtion of the atmosphere in very high strata (VON 

DElIf BORNE) give siJent reglOns of a vet·y dIfferent character. The 
meteoroJoglcaJ theory leads one to expect i. a. asymmetry wlth respect 
to the souree of sound and difference between two mutually per- _ 
pendicular direetlOns, and permits all kinds of dIstances; the physical 
explanation requires complete symmetry wüh respect to the souree 
of sound. It is shown that the latter parhcularity is also preserved 
for the greater part, If considerable irregulal'lties occur in the distri
bution of wl11d Ol' temperature and that the outer limit of the silent 
region is thereby onJy slightly changed. 

3. Though for want of observations in most cases the pro of 
cannot be given, we must aSSlllne that the majority of the weil 
described cases of sllent regions have been caused by meteorological 
circumstances. 

4. Tbe meteorologicaJ observations in the upper air, made in or 
near OUI' country on the da.tes treated in this investigatIOn, fail to 
gtve an explanation of the silent regions observed, though they are 
sufficiellt to expJal11 the gl'eat differences in the first, normal area of 
audlbihty. 

5. Fot' the physwaJ expJanation of these siJent regions pleads the 
fa,ct, that the distance from its border to the probable source of sound 
has been always neat' 160 KM., and that no appreciable deviations 
from the Clrcular form have been found. ' r 

6. The figul'e, 160 KM., does not agree with the suppositions 
on which VON DElIf BORNE has founded his caJclllations, nor yet 
with other suppositions pubJished hitherto by meteorologists, but 
agrees fairJy weIl with the lOuch smaller percentage of hydrogen in 
the atmosphere according to OI,AODE, if we assume th at up to 10 KM, 
height the composition of the atmosphere does not undergo a per
ceptible change. 

7, .A. percentage of geocoronil1m as assmned by WEGENER is at 
val'lance wIth the reslllts of this investigation. Tf geocol'onium is 
present m the atmosphere, we think th at the amount must be much 
smaller than waR assumed by WI<~GENER. 
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Chemistry. - "Tlte fo'Ietastability of t!te Elernents anc! Clternical 
compounds in consequence of Enantiotl'o1JY 01' Monotropyancl 
its bearing on Clternist1'Y, P!tysics anc! Tec!tnics' , . 1. By Prof. 
ERNST OOREN. -

(Communicated in the meeting of June 26, 1915), 

1. On the basis of tlle researches on allotropy of the metals 
cal'ried out by myse1f and my collaborators, I pointeà out 1) that 
the strongly marked reluetance to llndel'go transformation shown by 
these elements is doubtless one of tbe reasons why these phenomena 
remained for so long undiscovered. 

However, by empIoying certain deviees (using the metals in a 
very finely divided state, adding an electrolyte) we sllcceeded in 
increasing tlle tt'ansition yelocity to such a degree, that the change 
of the metastab[(" to the stabie form ocenrs within a short time, so 
that these phenomena can 1l0W be stlldied in the labol'atol'y. 

2. Hadng stated that the meta[s as we have known them 
hitherto are metastab1ö systems, consisting of two (or more) allotropie 
forms, the question arose whether this might albo be the case with 
the non-metals and w:ith chemICal coinpollnds, i.e. whether we have 
to deal with a special property of tlle metals Ol' with a special case 
of a phenomenon occurt'ing quite generally In nature. 

We shall discnss in this and in some subsequent papers the 
materials whiçh seem to prove that this is l'eally the case. 

3. Oonsidering in the first place the non-metals, sulphul' at once 
attracts notice. Each page of the interesting investigation carried out 
by REICHmR 2) (The temperature of the aJIotl'opic ('hange of sulphur 
and its corl'elation with pt'esslll'e), which summal'iSeR a1so the observ
ations of others, shows that the same phenomena obs~rved by us 
in the case of the metals, play a role hère. 

4. I especially mention here the investJgations cal'ried out at the 
request of VAN 'T HOF] by Ruys 3), when he wintered in the Kal'a 
Sea. He detel'mined the rate of stabilisation of monocl1nic sulphur 
at 10w ternperatul'es. If molten sulphnr is quenched, on1y a small 
part llndergoeR immediate transformation into the l'hombic modlfî-

, 1) These 'Proceedmgs 16, 632 (1914); 17, 200 (1914); 17, 926, 1238 (1915). 
2) Disse1'lation, Amsteldam 1ö83. ZeiLschl. ful' Kristallographie 8, 593 (1884). 
3) Rec. des Trav. chim. des Pays·Bas 3, 1 (1884). 

62' 
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cation. The two forms coexist at low temperatlll'es (-360 to -150
-; 

_310 to -180
) for several days (12-10 days) and even at room 

temperature it takes a long time before the process of stabilisation 
has come to an end. 

These measuremenfs were confirmed by GERNEZ 1) some years later. 

5. Just as elect1'olytes cause an enormons acceleration of the 
rate of stabilisation of metals, so solvents act in the case of snlphu1'. 
Very smaIl quantIties are sufficient. (I al ready mention this here in 
connexion with some phenomena to be described in § ~). 

REICHER says: If suJpbur which has been crystallised from carbon 
disulphide is melted, without previously l'emoving the solvent com
pletely by drying, the solid monoclinic sulphur is ,very quickly 
transfo1'med into the rhombic form. If the sulphur is again melted, 
(dul'ing which procedure a part of the disulphide volatilizes) the 
transformation takes place more slowly and on treating the sulphur 
once again in th is way, the transformation velocity is still further 
decreased. 

6. Considering now the chemical compounds, inorganic as wen 
as organic, it may be pointed out that the nllmbe1' of subsfances 
known to show polymorphy increases every day. WhiJe a century 
ago onIy one such compound was known, to day we coun/' them 
by hundreds, if not by thollsands. There lies before us, the1'efo1'e, 
ready to be bl'ought under cultivation, a large reglOn in the domain 
of inorganic as weIl as of organic chemistry. 

With regard to those compounds which are ever,}' day in hands 
of the chernist I mention NH40I, NH4Br, Hglz. HgS, PbO, KNOs, 

AgNOs' Pb(N03)2, K~S04' K2Cr04, CaCO p KONS, NH40NS etc., etc. 
as being lmown in more than one form. In a good many cases 
these modifications are enantiotropic. 

7, The question aI'ises whether the same phenomena as have 
been obsel'ved with the metals also occur here, i.e. whether the 
same strong' retardations exist here, which make it possible for the two 
(or several) forms of chemical compounds to coexist within a range 
of tempel'atures where one or more of the modifications is meta
stabIe. The investigations I have now carried out prove that this is 
l'eally the case. 

8. Thallous picrate is especially suitable fol' sneh an investiga-
( 

1) Ann. de Chim. et de Phys. (6) 7, 233 (1886). 
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tion. W. O. RABE I) has carried oàt a very extensive physico-chemical 
research with this sllbstance, while S. STEVANovic') has made some 
crystallographic measnrements. Toe very marked change of colour 
which OCClll'S here renders the phenomena very suitable 1'01' demon
stration. Repeating and extending the experiments of RABE J have 
been able to confirm his results in all respects. 

9. The pure salt was prepared in the following way: Pm:e 
thallium was dissolved in snlphuric acid, and the thallous sulphate 
aftel' having been recrystallised three times, was dissolved in water. 
This solution was mixed with a solution of pure baryta in small 
excess. The sulphate of barium was filtered oif, and the solution of 
thallaus hydroxide neutralised by an aqueous solution of pierie acid. 
(The acid had been recl'ystallised thrice from alcohol). The thallaus 
picrate formed always (independently of tempel'atllre) separates out 
in the form of yel10w crystals. As soon as the temperature of the 
solution has fallen below 40°, red crystals also make their appea.r
anee and aftel' remaining in contact with the soilltion for same 
days (at room temperature) the whole crystalline deposit becomes 
red. The salt is thus recrystallised from water. 

17° 
The red crystals (d 40 = 3.16) are monoclinic, while the yellow 

25° 
on es (d- = 2.99) are triclinic. 

4° 

10. RABE has shown by rneans of solubility determinations in 
methyl and ethyl alcohol that the transition ternperatUl'e is 46°. He 
thought it would be impossible to detel'mine the transition point 
dilatometrically in this case, in consequence of the strong' retardations 
which OCCUl' here, but I have succeeded in fixing this point using' 
the dilatometer aftel' having abolished the retal'dation (adding borne 
water). In this way I also found 46° to be the transition ternpel'ature. 

11. The t'ed salt was thoroughly dried in vacua o~el' sulphuric arid 
fol' some weeks. Repeating and extending RABI!:'S experiments I gat 
the following l'esults: . 

1. If the dry red crystals are heated fot' 24 honrs at 76° (that is 
30° above the transition temperature !) yellow spots are forrned on 
the surface. 

2. If the dry red cJ'ystals are heated fol' some haurs to 100° (that 

1) Zeitschr. für physik. Chemie 38, 175 (1901). 

2) ~eitschr. für Kristallographie 37, 257 (1903). 

n 
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is 54 degrees above the transition temperatIlre!) there does not 
occur any rhange of coloU!'. 

3. lf they are heated in a perfectly dry rondition to 130°, rhe 
transformation into the yellow modIflcation OCCUl'S in a few seconds. 

J. If traces of any solvent are added (water, ethyl alcohol, methyl 
alcohol, ether) the transformation velocity incl'eases enormously. 
For in stance . If ft trace of water is added the transfol'mation occurs 
immediately at 100°. 

5. If tlle yellow cl'ystals are dl'ied thoroughly they remain unchanged 
below 46° (e.g. 11:t room temperatIlre) even if they ale in contact 
with the red oues. Having put into a dilatometer 150 grams of each 
modificatlOn, not the shghtest transformation could be-obser\'ed aftel' 
some months at 15°. (The bore of the capillary tube was 0.8 m.m. 
while the tral1E,formatlOn would be accompanied by a change of 
volume amounting to as much as 6 per cent). 

12. Tl1ese facts prove that, both above and below the transition 
temperature, we find in this case the same retardations as have 
been found with the metals . conseql!ently the compound, as we 
lmow it in a pnre state, is a metastable system. 

With the metals this is the general rule; stabilisation occurs only 
on USll1g special means. On the other hand, in the case of chemical 
compounds stabilisation takes places as it were ópontaneously, because 
lUlder those conditions which are mft with in the laboratory and 
in daily life, the substance w hich accelerates enormously the rate of 
stabilisation, a soh'ent, is al ways present. Special precautions must 
be taken here to exclude its pl'esence (even in traces). If these 
substances are not dl'ied very thoroughly, traces of the solvent are 
inrlnded in file cl'ystals and even these are sufficient to bring abollt 
the stabilisation with great velocity. (Oompare § 5). 

The pU1'e compound is thus to be regarded as a metastable system; 
tha.t we of ten get the stable modification is to be attributed to the 
presence of impurities (traces of any solvent). 

13. We shaIl deal later with a large number of snch cases, but 
one ?thel' example may be mentioned here. If KNO~ is healed above 
its tl'ansition tempm'atl1l'e (129°) it becomes thorougly dried in con
sequence of the high tempel'ature. If the dry salt is now cooled 
qnickly in dry sllrroundmgs, a range of temperatllres' is reached, 
wh ere the rate of stabIlisation (transfol'mation of ,~-KN08 into the 
a-modification) is so small, that the two forms remain coexisting. 

As there does not exist here a difference in colour between the 
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t\'\70 moditieation'I, the appearance of the substance does not ::;how 
that we are dealing with a metastable systern. Consequently, if 
the physical eonstants of this system should be determined, val'Ïous 
values would be found, wbieh would depend on the previous thermal 
Listol'y of the substance. 

lf this system is kept without special precautions, the material 
soon takes up enollgh water to be trausformed aftel' some time 
into the a-modification. I hope to report shortlyon the quantitative 
side of these phenomena. 

SUMMARY OF RESULTS. 

From the above it IS evident th at : 
1. The non-metals, as v. eIl as the metals, which are produced 

from their melts without special precautions are metastaL)le systems 
in consequence of allotropy 1). 

2. That the chemical compounds as weIl as the elements are 
metastable sJstems in consequence of polymorphy 2). 

3. That the physical as weU as the mechanical constants of all 
solid substances, at, hitherto known are fortmtons values; these 
being functions of the previous thermal history 3) of the substances, 
and they have to be redetermined with the pure a-, (j-, "/- . . 
modifications. 

Utrecht, June 1915. VAN 'T HOl!'F-Laboratory. 

Anatomy. - ",on the va,qu:; anc! hypoglos.nt) al'ea of Plwcaeha 
communis". By Dr. H. A. VERMEUJ.EN. (Commllnicated l.Jy 
Prof. BOLK). 

(Communicated in the meeting of November 27, 1915). 

Nucleus l1wtorius dorsalis va,qi. Tbis, for nearly 2/7, stretch es out 
spinally from the ('alamus. (Sel'les of 493 sections of 15 p" 138 being 
spin al and 255 frontal from tbe calamus, figs 1 and 7). lt appeal's 
with a few small eells (12-15 p,) dorsally fl'om the lateral portion 
of the canalis ce~tl'alis, which exhibits at this place on section 
the form of, a gl'oove running hOl'izontally> faidy wide in the 
middle and pointed at the sides. It is qllite obliterated; a normal 

1) This is also the case with sub stances showing dynamICal allotropy. 
') This is also the case witb substances showing dynamICal isomery. 
S) Strictly speaking: a function of the previous thermal, electrical, photochemi

cal .... history, or generally, of the whole previous history. 
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epithelium is not visible in any single section. The appearance óf 
the dorsal motor vagus nucleus is not constant in its most spinal 
portion, its first appearance is foUowed frontally by several sections -

frontal ...-

calamus 

Phocaena communis fig. 1. 
Dorsal motor vagus nucleus. 

~ spillal 

in which not one cell is to he seen. Spinally from the commencement 
we see cells at about the same level" and these might be e1'ro
neou8'ly taken to be cells belonging to the nucleus in question. A 
careful examination however, shows us that they lie rather more 
laterally, and fmther th at they are of' a somewhat larger type than 
the vagu8 cells which first occur. On the same level we cau also 
distinctly see accessorills roots appeal', and now and then we find 
the XI nucleus, with its somewhat largel' elements, present at the 
place where it can be most clearly demonsJrated, viz. on the border 
of anterÏor and posteriol' horns. Although only in a few sections, it 
has been demonstrated here that the XI nucleus may continue 
mediaÜy, i.e. in the dil'ection of the central canal. My experiences 
in Camelides and in the giraffe have eonvineed me that the eells 
just mentioned, sninal from the dorsal motor vagus nucleus, though 
rather more lateral and somewhat largel', are accessoriuscells and 
that at this place another portion of' the link in the ol'iginal connection 
betweell X and Xl nucleus is to be found. I shall return to this point 
later. The dOl'sal motor vagus nucleus is still very poorly developed, 
many sections aftel' its appearance sometimes a f'ew cells al:e to be \ 
seen successively in a horizon tal direction, and again they are 
combined in a smal! group. Of these groups, which consist of 6-8 
eells, it ean sometimes be demonstrated that eeIls of the distinct 
vagus type have left their place and have shifted in a ventro
lateral direction. During the development of the nucleus it remains 
'at first above the groove-like central canal, sometimes distinct 
commissllra cells occur here, so that in this animal, though less 
deyeloped than in Oamelides and even less than in Camelopardalus 
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giraffe, the two nuelei are connected right and left by a commissural 
nucleus in a very smail region. Sometimes 1t also grovi's out laterally 
and projects over the pointed end of the central canai (fig. 2). Directly 
spinal fl'om the calamus the nucleus has plainly shrunk in· size; 
it becomes 100se in form and its medial pole turns upwards. 
Aftel' this we see a peculiar opening of the canalis centralis. 
This has al ready widened to a groove 2.2 mmo in length and 
in the middle 9.5 mm. broad. Soon the groove deepens pit-like 
towards the back, and when it breaks through at the back wall of the 
oblongata it is 1.5 mm. deep and 0.830 mmo wide. The pointed 
ends of the central canal ean still be found in many sections as 
tapering bulgings of the base of the IV ventriele. The latter, by 

Fig 2. Phocaena communis. 
Nucleus motorius commissuralis vagi. 

reason of the said conditions in the caudal portion, assume a shape 
unusual in mammais, as the irregular walls of the deepest part are 
perpendicnlar and the base sketches out right and left like a groove 
(fig. 3). Wel! developed epithelium is neither present here, and the 
place of opening is therefore entirely fiUed with eell·remnants. The 
dorsal motor vagus nucleus has now grown thicker and has quite 
turned upwards again; it is strongest in the middle, has crept up 
against the above-mentioned peI'pendiculaI' portion of the ventriele 
wal! and soon spreads out with scattered eeUs in a curve laterally 
under the ependyma. In a few sections a distinct continuation is 
to be seen in a ventro-lateral direction, on the significance of which 
I shall venture shortly to express an opinion (fig. 3). In this region 
the nucleus contains two types of ceUs differing in size; it is often 
loosely built and very different in si ze, with a maximum of 40 ceUs. 
These conditions hold for many sections furthel' frontal1y. Mean
while the groove-like continuations of the base of the IV ventricle have 
grown smaller; soOn they disappeal', the perpendicular walls keeping 
their place fol'· some time. The nucleus, especially in the medial 
portion, has become thicker; it shows at this place a club-like 
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growth in a medio-ventral direction, which curves dorso-Iaterally, 
growing narrowel' at the same time, aftel' which the whole ends in 
a point under the ependyma in the direction of the side wall of 

Fig 3. Phocaena communis. 

Fig. 4. Phocaena communis. 
a. Ambiguus. v. Anterior horn. 
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thè' olJlongata. Wpen most developed' thi~ sidewállisallIlost reached 
(figs:: 4,5, and 6):-

The' .medial .out-grown portion . frequentlj shows gaps, so thát the 
numbel: of, ,eeIls -differs gl:eatly in sueéessive seetions. Still ,more so 
is. this the ca~e with, the' 'lat~ral part of' the nucleus which in general 
is also' mu~h looser, sometimes we see a more or .less horizontally 
running row of eeUs,' arrariged i~ a double row, tben again the 
row is. broken and one or two' tiny groups of cells ean be seen lying 
lateraUj;. The ,maximum number of eeUs eon tained by 'the nucleus is . 
bere 100. In this region, the base or' the I V ventriCle is fairly flat, 
and. Ihis can be be,tter seèn in afrontal direction. Simultaneously 
.the nucleus sketches itself out, and. the medial out-growth and the 
lateral pointed part of the. nucleus come to lie. in' one line: 'Furtber 
frolltally the whole diminishesin size, and\Te1'Y laterally,thöugh 
~ven more.centraIly, thel'e is a small group containing 12·-1.6 ?el~s, 
sometimes arl'anged in two rows, whieh nearly touch. tbe side wan 
of the oblongata. The eell-type and the ocçasional OCCUl'l'enee of 

'connecting eeUs ·with the main nueleus ,establish thè identity of tbis 
gl'Ollp. Of this elongated vagus nl1cleüs the tail..:end firstdisappears. 
and then the dOl'sal pOl'tiori .of the thiekened I?edial part. Of the 
rest ti. more central group of scattered eeIls 'l;l=lmalnS longest. " 

. Nucleus arnbiguus: Of~ '~he nucleu~': ambiguu;s in Phoeaena I have 

J' 

Fig'. 5. ,Phricaena communis. 
a. 'Ambiguus~ ','! . 

b. 'aónnection between anterior horn' and dors al motor vágus nucleu~.·· 
v~· . Anterior horn. " ".' ' , ." ,.' . " 

',l" . 
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not detected anytlJing before close to the calamus. At this height, as ~ 
has been mentioned above, we can see how the lateral pole of the 
nucleus motorius X dorsalis sends out cells in a ventro-lateral dIrec
tion (fig. 3). J.1aterally from nucleus XII these eeUs penetrate down
wal'ds. The phenomenon is onIy to be observed in a few sections 
spinally and frontally from the calamus, aftel' whieh the ambigu us, 
very poorly developed, appears. Accol'ding my opinion we have here 
a proof that the nucleus ambiguus origmates in the nucleus motorius 
dorsalrs vagi, a theoq wInch has been supported by KAPPERS on 
phylogenetic and ontogenetie grounds, and demonstrated by schen:!ata 
in hlS work: "Weitere Mitteilungen uber N eurobiotaxis. VII. Die 
phylogenetische Entwicklung der motOl'ischen Wurzelkerne in Oblon
gata und Mittelbirn, Folia neurobiologica. Bnd. VI. 1912." Through
out scores of sections tlle ambigu us is still poorly developed, and 

[, -vtr 
~ 

/ 

.-

Fig. 6. Phocaena communis. 

only rarely it contains a& many as 8, 10 or at the most 12 eeUs. 
Frequentl}' we see a few celIs perpendieularly under eaeh othel'. 
Rather more fJ'ontally the development improves, and occasionally 
as many as 24 ceUs ean be eounted in two or three groups perpen
dieularly above each other. Then folJow many sections in WhlCh we 
fairly eonstalltly find 10-12 cells, aftel' which a stronger develop
ment again commenees at the place where the tongue nucleus is 
quite separate from the cervical grey matter. We then see two 
groups lying one above the other, the dorsal one contaimng not more 
than 8, and the ventral one at the most 15 eells; sometimes the 
dorsal gl'OUp Iprojects somewhat laterally. This order is repeated. In 
an entire series of seetions practically nothing whatever IS to be 
seen of the nucleus, aftel' which a gradllal developmellt follows, 
when it begins to appeal' iu severaL gl'OUps. f 

Frequently we then see oue dorsal, one ventro-Iateral and one 
ventro-medial gl'OUp, in other cases only one or two of these groups. 
At the frontal pole of nucleus XII the frontal outgrowth has already 
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commenced. Very soon this eonsists of a complex of 75 rather 
scattered cells which incl'ease in number, aftel' which the nucleus 
here too frequently dlvides into two groups, a lateral one and a 
medial one. The lateral group rontains the largest numbel' of cells 
and the eeU type J is larger than that of the medial group. ThlS 
medial group is of varying size, diminishes, sometimes dIsappears, to 
reappear again and mcrease. We cau clearly see ceUs from the lateral 
group entering a more ~entl'al level. The medial group dIsappears 
for good, the lateral one dec~eases rapidly, and then graduaIly, 
becomes larger agam. On a closer examinatlOn, 1

4however, it will) 
appeal' to have tben reached the .rf-acialis region. 

In Phocaena the ambiguus passes\ directly into the nucleus facialis 
The fl'ontal pole of the ambiguus in tbis animal may be consldered 
to extend m this series abollt 90 sectIons frontally from tile nucleus 
motorlUs dOl'salis vagi (fig. 7). 

Fig. 7. Phocaena communis. 

EXPLANATION OF THE MARKS: 

t = calamus, 
/. t 

ft:: = ohva inferior, m;mJ = Nucl. IX, fllllll= NucI. X, 
"" 

\i 
~ = Nuc1· XI, _ = Nucl. XII + Cervicale I, ~ = connection between 

X dorsalis and X ventralis, r:::::l = Nucl. VII. 

Nucleus hypoglossi. T~e direct transition of tbe motor cervical 
column into the tongue nucleus is very distinctly seen in Phocaena 
(fig. 4 and 7). In the vicmity of the calamus we see that the 

I I 

I 
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large cel!::' of the anterior hom, which has meanwhile grown murh _ 
bhol'teI', have nnited into an oval-sbaped complex which is Sllrl'onnded 
by a fibre system. At the calamus a few cel1s have left the complex 
anel now lie under the lateral pomt of the newly opened central 
canal . (fig. 3). Somewhat frontally from the calamus no traces_ of 
similal' XII cells are to be seen, but they very speedily reappeal' 
and in a few sertions the direct eonnection between the tongue 
nuclens and the cervicaJ anterior horn gl'ay matter is qnite plain ~ 
(fi~. 4). There are th en 12-18 large XII ('e11s to be seen Jaterally 
under the base of the IV ventricle, nnder that the remains of the anterior 
horn stJll wen developed and eleady defined, and between are the 
connecting eeUs. T11e separation of tongue nucleus from the eel'vlcal 
gray matter IS eVldently dIfficuIt, fOl' about 100 sections ft'ontl:tlIy 
from the calamn'3 a smal! group of anterior hOt'll eells ran still be 
observed ventrally fIOm XII. 

Tbe eells in this group are largeI' than XII. eells, and the group 
also shows distinct l'emains of the surrounding fibre-system (fig. 5). 
Even w11en lt 11a'3 broken up, distrnct anterror harn eens are still found 
in tlle imrnediate nmghbourhood of the ventral pole of nucleus XrI, 
A remal'kable phenornenon presents itself here LateraJly from the 
anterlOl' 110rn rest a eeU gronp occurs, which deveJops 111 tl1e 
db'ection of the nucleuó motorius dorsahs vagi. It varies in strength 
and exhiblts the een type of the tongue nucleus, sometLmes we see 
a few eells and agam an eJongated group of 25-28 cells. In sevel'aJ 
groups there IS an actual bridge between the rest of anterior horn 
and vagus nucleus (fig. 5). 

A.s l'egards the development of the tongue nucleus itself, we see 
the medlal portIon appeal' th'st, m the angle bet ween the yentriele 
base and the fase. long. postelior. As long as the rest of the ante
rior horn is still present, this group is weIl developed, it is rather 
erowded and eontams eeIls whieh are but slightly smaller than the 
anteriol' horn ceIló. This medial group grows out in a lateral direction 
under the ependyma and simllltaneously sorne eells of a smaBel' type 
belonging to the ventfal group make their appearanee, they can be 
easily recogniserl (owing to the remarkable difference Il1 size ti'om 
the few front horn eeUs still present in (heir immediate vicinity. 
Very soon the ventl'al póle ótrengthens and then forms a whole with 
the eeU group 'ylurh has already developed in a dorsolatel'al direction 
to sneh a degree as to form a direct connection at that plaee 
between the eervical grey mattel' and X, dorsalis. In the same 
pl'eparations we see th at eeUs of smaller type have appeared between 
the lateral portion of the tongue nucleus and fhe adjacent vagus 

/ 
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nucleus (nucleus L intermedius?) The whole tongue nucleus has 
now become triangular, with the base towal'ds the ependyma; 
the ventral pole then contains the 8mallest cells, except for a 
few lying medially which have distinctly kept the anterior horn type. 
We now see repeatedly a c1ear division into 3 groups, a medio
dOl'sal, a Jatero-dol'sal and a ventral group; the whole may contain 
as many as 80 cells. The cells between tongue and vagus nucleus 
are often 80 numerous that tbey quite conneet the two nuclei. 
Further frontally the whole dimime.hes owing to all the groups 
becoming 100ser in ronstruction; the bridge which had meanwhile 
disappeared between the~ventml pole of XII and the vagus nucleus 
agam makes its appeal'ance, though In a less degree, and soon 
the tongue nucleus arranges itself in several small groups, 4, 5 and 
occasionally even 6 separate groups appearing. In the same regIOn 
tbe connecting link between XII and X dorsahs is again complete 
(fig. 6). Now the ventral portion disappears, and we se~ the rest of 
the nucleus divide again into a medlal and a latel'al portion, the 
lateral pOl'tIOn with large cells and the most strongly develope!l. 
Then the medial portion dlsappears, and finally the lateral. WheI) 
the medIal has disappeared, a few cells of .the ventral pole again 
make thelr appeal'ance in some seetions. 

Nucleus accesso1,ii. It IS a very remarkable feature m Phoeaena that 
the aecessorius nucleus can be traeed frontally to witlzin a few sections 
spinally from the calamus. There it ean be seen, though very poorly 
developed, with usually no more than 2 or 3 cells, at the place 
most clearly to be defined, viz. on thc lateral border of anterior 
and posterior horns. lts efferent roots follow. the much clll'ved 
postel'lOl' edge of the posterior horn. In some sections, in which 
nucleus Xl is present, the dIrect connection with the nucleus moto
rius X dorsahs can be observed. This takes place with but la few 
eells and ('an also óe demonstrated repeatedly 1ll more spin al regioJls 
(fig. 8). There we can frequently see the XI nucleus ale.o at the 

~ 

above-mentlOued place and likewise how it spreads in ventro-lateral 
dil'ection, along the dorso-Iateral edge of the anterior horn. At other 
places, on the contrary, it spreads along t.he lower edge of the 
posteriol' horn, and contains then 8-10 cells of a fall'ly smal! type, 
Frequently we see ventro-Iaterally from the posterior horn a separate 
cell gl'OUp of the Xl nucleus with 8-10 cells, and also radiations 
of it in the dil'e('tion of the medial grollp at the well-known place. 
The efferent Xl root runs beneath the formel' gl·Ol~p. Here, ~oo, 

conuecting ceUs a,'e to be seen from the media} grollp to X. dOl'e.alis 

r 
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(tig. 8). As usual the XI nucleus disappears and reappeal's periodic
ally. In this region several sharply outlined longitudinally running 
bundies have appeared in the middle-horn and aJso yentrally from 
it. These are stronger in a spinal direction, and in some of the 
sections have driven the medial group of XI cells, on the border of 
allterior and postel'ior horns, somewhat upwards, i.e. in the direction 
of the lateral group of XI ceUs, lying near the latero-caudal edge 
of the posterior horn. Since, further spinally behind the spinal pole 
of X dorsalis, the posterior horn turns much upwards, the lateral 

Fig. 8. Phocaena communis. 

~~;:,±:i;;;"" ]1./ 

,,\ \', "-

\ \ 

Fig. 9. Phocaena communis. 

group of the accessorius nucleus diverges more and more from the 
medial group, and as the efferent XI roots continue to follow the 
posterior horn, we see these in th is level arise in a region lying 
·more dorsally than frontally (fig. 9). 

Of the XI nucleus of Phocaena cells are thus to be observed: 
a. On the border of anterior and posteriol' horns, 
b. medially, in the direction of, and in connection with X dorsalis, 
c. ventrally from it, along the dorso-lateral edge of the anterior horn, 
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d. very lateral, near the latero-caudal border of the posterior horn. 
The opinion that these last cell-gl'oupS lying 'latel'o-dorsally belong 

to Jll1cleus XI I base upon the following considerations : 
1. The eeUs are of the same type. 
2. They oecur pel'iodically, like the medial nucleus group at the 

well-known place. 
3. They send out distinet continuations near the calamns, in the 

direetion of the medial group. 
4. The efferent XI roots follow the shiftings of these latero-dorsal 

gI'OUpS, which shiftings have to do wIth the position of the posterior 
horn, whieh is pointed the most upwards spinaUy. 

The Xl nucleus in Phocaena in general bas relatively small cells 
and is poorly de\'eloped at most places. 

Thp olwa inferi07' of the porpoise commences imrnediately behind 
the calamus and continues fl'ontally as far as into the reglOn of the 
nucleus facialis. It is pal'ticularly well developed, commences with small 
ceUs at the base of the rap hé, and immediately grows out parallel to 
the front wall of the oblongata. Very soon it beeomes thicker, the 

_ cell type beeometl lal'ger, and eells of the same type appeal' in t11e 
raphé (lof fig. 10).Rather more frontally a second, quite independent, 
group Itppears, just below the sUl'face, much smaller and quite lateral 
from the former group. The medial portion grows rapidly and 
stretches laterally in a point, thus following the frontal wall of the 
oblongata; the middle olive hkewise becomes t~icker, and the 
lateral portion l'emains relati vely smaU. Very speedily a third small 
gl'OUp appears l~terally (II of fig. 10). The large medial pOl'tion is 
at th'st separated from the frontal wall by arc-fibres \vhich issue from 
the raphé. This fibre system grows mnch stronger, and in It we see 
a new group appear, again independent oî other gl'OUpS. 

The middle olive above-mentioned has disappeal'ed, now howE'ver, 
in the ventral portion of the raphé, eeUs appeal' which rapidly 
increase in number l'ight and left in the heavy a1'c-fibre system 
ventrally ft'om the medial oH \ e, Thi& increa"e IS so ra,pid that a 
dorsal and a ventral medial obve can soon be distinguished (IJl of 
fig. 10). The raphé ceJls have then disappeared. Now the lateral 
portions of the large complex diminish, the dorso-medial olh e hkewise 
grows poorer, while the \'entl'o-medial portion, on the contrary, 

\ grows heavier and heavier. 1t bends dOl'sally in a strongly later'al 
curve, ventl'ally it follows, a1so in a curve, the frontal wall of the 
oblongata, so that the whole has the appearance at this place of a 
gigantic comma. The dOl'so-medial pOl'tion has then greatly decl'eased. 

63 
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam, Vol. XVIII. 
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lVleanwhile a new group has appeared laterally from the dorso-rnedial 
portion, and medrally from ihe efferent bypog10ssus root (IV of fig. 10), 
it becomes stronger and spreads ventro-laterally so that many XII 
bundies pass tbrough it lengtbwise; the dorso-medlal portion, originally 
so heavy, has all but dlsappeared, the ventró-medial t1ll'ns pronouncedly 
upwards and has so spread on the lateral side as to 10se its comma
hke shape (V of" fig. 10). Lrkewise the portions siruated laterally 
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have growll smaller and disappear by degl'ees. In the following 
stage the dorso-medial portion of the olive is elltirely gone, the 
velltro-medial, on the contrary, is particularly powerfully developed 
and much tnrned upwartls (VI of fig. 10). The portion through 
which the XII roots now make their way shrinks and also disappears. 
800n aftel', however, while the ventl'o-medial portion is becoming 
heavier, we see a new gl'oup appeal', also medially from the efferent 
hypoglossus root (VII of fig. 10). This group also develops rapidly, 
first in a ventl'o-Iatel'al dil'ection, aftel' which it takes a hook-like 
bend neal' the fl'ontal wall of the oblongata. The ol'iginallamella of 
this group gl'OWS up so high that its top reaches the level of the 
main mass lying medially. The latter is now particularly weIl 
developed, except that at the base it is not so broad as befol'e 
(VIII of fig. 10). The medial lamella of the last gl'OUp also grows 
upwards though not to such an extent as the lateral one. Aftel' this 
the whole complex dimini8heó. The medial main mass remains the 
lal'gest and longest, till finally th is also shl'inks l'apidly and disappeal's 
in a few sections. For referenee I have given 111 Fig. 10 under 
eaeh diagram the numbel' of sections fl'ontally from the calamus, 
with the indication of the place of which the diagram is made. 

In sevel'al mammals astrong development of the oliva inferior is 
accompanied by a slight development of the nucleus l'etieulal'is infel'lOl'. 
As lIlight be expected thel'efol'e, this reticular nucleus in the pOl'poise 
proves to be vel'y pOOl' considel'ing the gl'eat SIze of the oJive infel'ior. 
8imultaneously with the olive, and ventrally from the radix de
scendent V, a gl'oup of cells appeal's which for reticular elements are 
smalI. With the appearance of the ventro-medial olive, small raphé 
ceUs make their appea,rance in the dorsal portion of the raphé, and 
we also see direetly dOl'sal from the dorso-medlal olive a smaU
cellular nucleus, FUl'thel' fl'on tally several smaller gl'OU ps of retieulal' 
eells occur vel'y inconstantly in the substalltia l'eticularis. OnI)' the 
ventl'o-lateral portion extends in a,n upward dil'ection towards the 
side wall of the obl~llgata, all the _ rest l'emaiJls poorly deveIoped 
and frequently iuconstant. With the oIive the eIements of the l'eticu
Iaris gl'OUp also disappeal'. 

The considel'able development in Phocaena communis of the dOl'sal 
motor vagus nucleus and its extensiOll with the commissural nucleus 
has to do with the size and the cOJlsh'uction of the stomach in this 
anima!. (MAX WEBER. 8tudien uber 8äugetiere. Ein Beitl'ag ZUl' Frage 
nach dem Urspl'ung der Uetaceen; idem Anatomisehes übel' Cetaceen, 

I 63~ 
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morphologisches Jahrbuch. Bnd. XIII; S. A. ARENDSEN HEIN, Con tri
butions to the anatomy of iVIonodon Monocel'os, Verhandelingen van 
de Kon. Akad. v. Wetensch. te Amsterdam. 2de Sectie, Deel XVIII. 
N°. 3-4). AlthougIl Oetaceans do not rumi12ate, their stomaeh, like 
that of ruminant animais, consists of several di\'i&ions (in Phocaena 
four). In many, including Phocaena, the first only, like the 
oesophagus, has curaneous, glandless mucous membrane, the other 
divisioHs are very rich in glands. The fact th at in ruminants this 
nucleus is much better developed in comparison is undoubtedJy to 
be ascribed to the fact that the musculature of some divisions of 
the stomach, e.g. that for the pl'ocess of chewilJg 1he cud, is sh'ongel' 
than in Oetaceans. 

As regards tbe absence of' the nucleus ambiguus spinally from 
the calamus 1 wish fil'stly to remark th at in general the bulbar 
molor centra in question stretch but slightly spinally from the 
calamus, and in the second place to point out that in Phocaena the 
nucleus crico-arytaenoideus lateralis, which is innervated by the 
nerVllS l'ecurrens, is lacldng (WEBER, see above). The strong pharynx 
musculature and the consHierable development of the musculus 
tbyroideus (see above works), explain the extensive development of tlle 
frontal pat·t of the nuclens ambignus, the motor IX nucleus. The 
conlinLlation of this witlt nuclens VII, which in mammals has been 
demonstrated for a part in the dog, is otherwise a phenomenon also 
met with in rep til es and many fishes (KAPPJilRS). 

In no mammal, so fal' as I lmow, has ihe tongue nucleus preserved 
such a pronolmced bil'd-type as in porpoises. Whereas I was able 
to show the connection between nucleus XII and the cervical grey 
matter in Oamelides and Oamelopardalus giraffe spinally from the 
calamus, in the porpoise only the frontal half of the tongue nucleus 
is free, and only thel'e is it at the pI ace wh ere we know it to be in other 
mammais, viz. latera11y from the fasc. long. pos., directly below the 
epeudyma. lts spinal half, which is joined to the cervical grey matter, 
thereby lies in a more ventral level than in othel' mamma.ls. This 
phenomenon is explained by the facL that Oetaceans have no organ 
of taste, or I1t least a very poorly deveJo(Jed one. The sense of 
taste in mammals is largely localised in the taste buds of the 
tongue. RAWlTZ has demonstrated that taste-buds are even entirely 
wanting on the tongue of Delphinus Delplus. (Beitráge ZUl' mikros
kopischen Anatomie der Oetaceans 1I, Uebel' die Zl1nge von Delphinus 
Delphis, Internationale Monatschrift für Anatomie und Physiologie. 
Bnd. XX 1903). In most mammals it has worked itself' quite free 
from the cervical grey matter neurobiotactically in a more fronto-
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dorsal region thus reaching the sensory centra which con trol the 
taste. Where this tendency is not evinced, or but slightly, the 
XII nucleus has comparatively kept its original connection, and 
is, still wholly or pal,tially cOl1l1ected with the motor cervical grey 
matter of wbich it is the direct continuation. For this reason it lies 
in such ani mals more spinally and more ventrally than in animals 
with a finer sense of taste where, in obedience to neul'obiotactic 
ihfluences, it has had to separate from the cervlCal grey matter in 
order to shift in a fronto-dorsal dil'ection, The connection of the 
frontal remnant of the cervlCal grey matter with tbe nucleus motOl'ÏL1S 
dOl'salis X, which in Phocaena OCCUl'S throughout a small extent 
but nevertheless very distinctly, is likewise a pl'illlltive phenomenon 
which has been described by KAPPERS in the Alligator and in Birds, 
and I have obsen'ed it to a slight degree and in a more caudal 
region in tbe giraffe. 

Aftel' tlle extremely strong deyelopment of the oliva inferior, its 
late appearance, not until near tbe calamus in the porpoise, is 
remarkable. 

CONOLUSIONS. 

1. In Phocaena the dOl'sal motor vagus nucleus spreads out only 
throllgh a small pOl'tion, not more than 2/1' spinally from the calamlls. 
In this portion the nucleus itl poorly developed, at fil'st it does not 
even occur constantly, In tbe same reg ion an equally poorly develop.ed 
commissural vagus nucleus OCCUl'S. As far as tbe immediate vicinity 
of the calamus its direct connection with nuclens Xl eau be l'epeatedly 
demonstrated. At tbe time of its gl'eatest de\ elopment it is club-shaped, 
the broadened portion is directed medially; the tail running under 
the ependyma may even nearly l'each tbe side wall of tbe oblongata, 
This tail, frequently loosely built, of ten breaks up into different eeU 
groups, The cells, to a maximum nUl1lber in each section of 100, 
are of two types and different in size. 

2. Of the nucleus ambigulls not a tl'ace is to be seen spinally 
from the calamus, though in ser.tions spinal1y and frontally fl'om 
the calamus befol'e its appeal'ance distinrt l'adiations can be seen 
from the dOl'sal motor vagus nucleus in a ventl'o-latel'al direction, 
which in my opinion confirms KAPPERS' theol'y that in mammals at 
least the ambiguus is a splittillg of the dOl'sal motor vagus nucleus. 
The frontal extrernity of the ambiguus in Phocaena is vel'y large, 
and begins at the feontal pole of tbe tongue nucleus; it passes directly 
over into the nucleus facialis. 
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3. The nucleus hypoglossi in Phocaena is throughout the half of 
its extent joined to the ventral cel'vical grey matter, and consequently 
lies as fal' as ita spinal half is concerned, in a more ventral l'egion 
than in other mam mals. In the frontal portion of this connection a 
cell group appears, lateral fl'om the anterior horn rest, which in 
sevel'al sections is very distinctly connected with the dorsal motor 
vagus nucleus. Likewise the connerting nucleus between tbis vagus 
nucleus and the tongue lllicleus (nucleus intermedius?) is in many 
places weIl developed. The free tongue nucleus is grouped into [hree, 
and more frontally into as many as si.x, groups of cells. 

4. As far at) the immediate vicinity of the calamus, efferent acces-
sorius roots can be observed. The XI nucleus in genéral is poody 
developed, and only exceptionally does it eontftin 8-10 cells. The 
cells al'e of a small type. Until near the calamus it can be met with 
in the angle betvveen the anterior and posterior ~orns; spinally it 
may radiate from here in a medial direction (connection with-X 
dOl'salis), along the dorso-Iatel'al edge of the fl'ontal horn, i. e. in a 
ventl'o-lateral direction nnd upwards along the lower edge of tbe 
posterior horn. A separate cell group of it is repeatedly to be obsel'ved 
at the caudo-ventral angle of the posterior horn. 

I 

5. The oliva inferiol' appears ,'ery late, viz. near the caJamus; it 
spreads very far fronlally however into the facialis region. It is 
extraordinarily developed. In its development several groups appeal' quite 
independently of each other. First next the raphé a portion develops 
ventralIJ ' which grows \ out rapidly and is eonnected at first for a small 
distance through the l'aphé with the cOl'responding portion of the 
othel' side. Aftel' ihis a second porti on appears ventrally from the 
first, and is also at fh'st connected with that of the other' side by 
a.n intel'mediafe olive. This second portion develops very strongly, 
and pushes the fil'st-mentioned upwards, whereby the latter gl'adually 
shrinks, and finally dlSappeal's befol'e the part lying distally has 
attained its greatest development. These parts farm together the 
medial olive. As a third gronp of eells there appears in the frontal 
third portion of the lasf-mentioned, and laterally from it, a complex 
ronsisting of two lamella, a short medial one and a long lateral 
one. This cOl'l'esponds with the principal olive. Besides these thl'ee 
main groups, seyeral smaller ones appeal' from the beginning, but 
also later, invariably in the lateral l'egions, and remain a longel' or 
shortel' time. Their identification is not sure. 

6. The nucleus reticularis inferior contains small eeUs and is 
poorly developed. 
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Chemistry. - "Glutaconic acid". (I). By Dr. P. E. VERKADE. (Oom
municated by Prof. J. BÖESEKEN). 

(Communicated in the meeting of NovembE'r 27, 1915). 

In a series of very interesting communications 1) entitIed: "The 
chemistry of the glutaconic aC'ids" J. F. THORPE has given a fairly 
complete survey of the peculiar structure and isomel'ism phenomena 
noticed more in particular in the case of the alky 1 and ary I deriva
tives of glutaconic acid ano their anhydrides, dicarboxy-esters etc. 

A short time before the appearance of the first publication of this 
series (in 1911) I had noticed, in an effort to cletermine the hydration 
constant of the glutaconic anhydride, deviations in the normal pro
gl'ess of the hydration process which could not then be explained, 
bnt the explanation of which iR now very simple owing to the 
above mentioned investigations of THORPE (according to which this 
anhydride must be regarded as 6. hydroxy- a. pyrone). In other 
words the results obtained by THORPE by means of a ]JU1'ely chemi
cal p,,:ocess were confirmed by a physico-chemical method. 

It speaks for itself that 1 subsequently tried to also confirm other 
pecuIiarities of these acids by a physico-chemical investigation; in 
the Rubjoined, a start is made with the pub1ieation of the results 
attained. 

By various ways, which need not be discussed here, 
has demonstl'ated that in the glutaconic acid molecule: 

OOOH - OH 2 - OH = OH - OOOR 
a ~ r 

the a and the r position are identica1. It appeared, fol' instance> 
that from the a Et. r Me. a-carbethoxyglutaconate: 

(Et 000)2 . 0 Et - OH = OMe - 000 Et 

as weIl as from a Me. r Et. a-cal'bethoxyglutaconate: 

(Et 000)2 . OMe - OH = C Et - 000 Et 

the same acid was formed by a very careful hydrolysis (whel'e a 
reversal was excludecl). A true methylene group (OH2-) is not 
present in these acids; one of the H-atoms of this group is mobile 

1) THORPE, Soc. 87, 1669 (1905) etc. 
THORPE and THOLE, ibid. 99, 2187, 2208 (1911). 
THORPE and BLAND, ibid. 101, 856, 871, 1557, 1739 (1912). 
THORPE and WOOD, ibid. 103, 276, 1579, 1752 (1913Ji 105, 282 (1914). 

Soc. 87, 1669 etc.; 99, 2187, 
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and is simultaneously under ihe influence of both tile a; and the y .. 
carbon atom, whieh is best symbolised as follows: 

".---.... ,'-- ... 

C 0 0 af - c ie - è áe - è",'Je- co 0 at:, 
...... ~ 

In this case the double bond lS "jloa tin,q" , In one of the following 
communications I hope to elucidate this formula by a model. 

[In the aa-dialkyl-snbstituted acids these mobile hydrogen atoms 
are wanting. These acids, in fact, form a separate class where the 
double bond is fixed Imd thus a pure cis-transisomerism occurs.] , 

If an acid belonging' to the "mobile class" is dehydrated under 
definite conditIons a hycb'O:.lJyanhycl1'icle IS formed, namely a deri
vative of the a-pyrone: 

OH-O=O 

f '" o 0 '" / OH=OH 
I 

If now th is hydroxyanhydride is rehydrated in turn the original 
1W1'lnal acid is genel'ally regenerated, fol' in stance : 

C'Je - CO COf-COOdt .Cd( - cooat 
11 \ I ' "-, I - .... 

c;{e \ ........ 
fALe. 0 ~ --;c1{ ~ 

I / 11 I I / I .. 
\ ,.~ 

C~ - (- o~ c. ïJe. - CoO~ .... C à{ - cootJe 

Hence, the formation of the normat acid is preeeded by that of 
another one, the labile acid. In some cases - whel'e the hydl'ogen 
atoms wel'e less mobile, - this labile acid has been successfully 
isolated, namely by hydration of' the hydroxyanhydride with an 
excess of strong alkali, Ol' with dilute alkali in presence of casein 
as anticatalyst. 

This labile acid possesses two bonds and, therefore, should be 
obtainable in two forms (cis and trans); this indeed has succeeded 
with j3-phenyl-a-glutaconic acid 1) so that we 1l0W know three iso
merides of the acid, \vhieh is certainly the most powerflll support 
1'01' THoRPE's eonceptions. The other labile acids are, as yet, knpwn 
in one form only; pl'obably (with the exception' of the a-benzyl-J1-
methylglutaconic acid) this is always the cis-form. 

~ 1) Soc. '103, 1579. 
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Now what about the relation of the glutaconic acid in regard to 
this theory? 

r. Glutaconic acid may be obtained by a number of "ery different 
proeesses, whirh will be discussed here, lJI·iefly. 

A. Method of CONRAD and GUTHZEIT 1). By condensation of 2 mols. 
of malonic ester and 1 mol. of chloroform with sodiu m ethoxide, 
Na-dicarboxylglutaronic ester is formed which is then separatect anel 
saponified. 

With this method of preparation are closely connected: 
1. that from isoaconitic ester 2) which is formed for instanee, by 

incomplete saponification of the dicarboxy 19lutaconic ester. 
2. that from 6. etlw,vy. a pY1'one 3.5 clica7'bo,vylic este1' 3) (formed 

by distillatioll of the dicarboxy I ester etc.). 
The melting points of the acjds thus obtained mostly val'y between 

130°-134°. 
B. PECHMANN-BLOISE 4) based on the saponification of the glutaconic 

ester formed by cleavage of ace tic acid from the acetyl-fJ-o,vyglutal'ic acid. 
C. Me'thod of MORGEN&TERN and ZERNER 6). By sapollification with 

stl'ong alkali of the fJ-oxyghdaric dinitrile obtained by the action of 
potassium cyanide or dichlorohydrin a little glutaconic acid w.:as also 
formed. The melting point is given here as 129-129~.5. 

D. Method of VON PEGlIIANN 6
), which is based on tlle decomposition 

of cumalic acid (a-pyrone 3 carboxylic acid) by boiling with baryta. 
The acid so obtained is stated to meIt at 132-134°. 

E. lVIethod of BUCHNER 7). The acid is formed by the saponifiration 
of the dimethyl ester formed in company with that of Trans 1. 2. 
tl'imethylene dicarboxylic acid by cleavage of nitrogen from the 
ac/'ylcliazoacetic ester (pYl'azoline 3.5. dicarboxy lic ester.) 
. The acid so obtained meIted at 127-128°. 

In addition thel'e occur in the litel'atllre a few other methods of 
preparation Ol' formation, of less importance. 

ln RICHTER'S Lexicon a distinction is made between : 

cis-propen. ay. dical'bonsaure (ciE.-Gllltakonsaure) 
and isom-propen. ar. dicarbonsaure (Glutakonsaul'e). 

The statements in the literature relatmg to the above syntheses 

1) Ann. 222. 253 (1883); Ber, 15. 2841 ~1882) etc. 
2) CONRAD and GUTHZEIT: loc. cito 
3) GUTHZEIT and DRESSEL: Ber. 22. 1425 (1889). 
4) Ann. 261. 157 (1891): Ber. 24. 3250 (1891), Bull. (3) 29. 1013 (1903). 
6) Sitz. ber. Akad. Wien 119. 589 (1910). 
6) Ann. 264. 301 (1891). 
7) Ber. 23. 703 (1890), Ann. 273. 2~8 (~893). 
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are however distributed al'bitrarily over these two "isomerides" so 
that this distinction is quite worthless. 

A serious investigation as to the eventual identity of all these kinds 
of glutaconic acid has nevel' been taken i!J hand; the investigators 
have always been content to 'p1'onounce this identityon account ofthe 
melting point of the diffel'ent acids 1) whir.h was always fairly weIl 
the same. Still a similar invesrigation would be of importanee; 
suppose the identity of all the acids was established, it would then ~ 

be evident that there exists one form of glutaconic acid which 
exceeds over all other possible isomerides by a very great stability, 
for this variety was formed in all kinds of conclitions. A simllar 
great difference in stability does not occur as fal' as \ I know with 
a series of cis·transisomerides. Hence, I haye endeavoured in the 
firRt place to furnish the proof for this identity. 

It should be mentioned here that PERKIN and TATTERSAU 2) have 
tried in various ways to obtain a second isomerides of glutaconic 
acid, but always without success. They always obtained either the 
acid already knowll or the tmns·trimethylenedica1'boxylic acid. 

Il. The question whether to the known glutaconic acid appel'· 
tains the cis· or the trans-formula has been decided by HUORNER 3) in 
fM'our of the cis·formula and thi~ on account. of the ready formation 
of anhydride on boiling with acetyl chloride. This way of arguing 
is not satisfactory; it is generally known that fumaric acid on treat· 
ment with acelyl chloride 4), phosphoruspentoxide 5) Ol' pentachloride 6) 

is con verted into maleinic anhydride. Moreovel', the formation of 
anhydride pro(~eeds anything but rapid. 

If to t11e glutaconic acid apperlains the symmetrie stl'ucture sug· 
gested by THORPE it may be expected that this aeJd wiU possess 
neithel' all the characteristic properties of the cis· nor all those of 
a trans·acid, but will behave either as a cis or trans in reactions or 
uefinite properties, which can give exclus~ve e\'Ïdence as to cis· Ol' 

trans·positions of the carboxy 1 groups. 
I have been ab Ie to demonstrate the COl'rectness of thiE:. view in 

the case of a few reactions and properties. 

1) Compare BUCHNER: Ber. 27. 881 (1894). 
2) Soc. 87. 361 (1905). 
3) loc. cit. 

40) ANSCHUTZ: Ber. 14. 2792 (1881). PERKIN : Bel'. 15. 1073 (1882). 

5) TANATAR: Journ. Russ. phys. chem. Ges. 22. 312. 
6) VOLHARD: Ann 268. 255 (1892), 278. 31 (1893). 
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lIl. It was possible à prIOrI that in this acid wherein we a'lsume 
the presence of a floating double bond the reduction velocit~7 should 
be different from that of an acid with an ordinary double bond. I 
have, therefore redl1ced glutaconic acid and also aconitic acid 1) 
(wh ere we meet with a similar mobile hydrogen atom) a-acording 
to the methods of PAAL, S'KITA, and WUJIJSTÄTTER, meaRured the velo
cities of these reductions, and compal'ed them with those of sorne 
other unsaturated acids. And indeed some peculiar differences now 
came to light. 

Whether the velority measured is a tl'ue 1'eaction vel(lcity or some 
kind of clijlusion velo city does not matter here. Fot' in the latter 
case some diffeI'ences in diffusion power would have heen noticed 
between these two kin dE. of double bonds. The reduction experiments 
execl1ted, howevel', elllcidated tbis question somewhat; hence, I 
wiII again re fel' to the mechanism of these reduction processes 
more fuIly. 

IV. According to THORPE'S investigations 2) glutaeonie acid yields 
all hydroxyanhydride: 

CH-C=O 
f "-, 

CH I 0 (6. hydroxy a pyrone) 

'" / CH=C-OH 

whieh on hydration under different conditions -- hence, also with 
strong alkali or in the pl'esence of easein - repro duces the same 
acid (mp. 137°). The labile acid whose fOl'mation precedes that of 
the normal acid is, therefore, ver)' unstable. 

The question IlOW arose, however, whet11er the existence of 
this labile acid (of the labile acids, respectively) might not be 
demonstrated by a physico-chemical process. For tbis it was necessary 
to observe as accurately as possible the course of the hydration of 
the hydroxyanhydride uIlder various conditions and at different tem
peratures. These expel'iments will also be communicated fuUy in 
what follows. 

P1'eparation of ghttaconz'c acid by dijJ'el'ent met/wds. 

A. Tbe object was attained most rapidly by the process of CONRAD 

1) BLAND and THORPE: Soc. 101 1490 (1912). 
2) Soc. 101. 863 (1912). 
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, 
and GUTHZEIT; this howevel', is expensive as it starts with malonic 
acid and yields at most onlJ 20 0

/ 0 , 

The reaction between Na-malonic ester and chloroform took place 
entirely aceording to the directions OLCONRAD and GUTHZEIT, but 
with sufficient pl'ecautions much larger quantities (say 100 gl'ams) 
can be opel'ated with. The yield of Na-dicarboxy 19l1ltaconic ester 
recrystallised from alcohol is bad (40-42 0/0 of the theoretical) bu~ 
as demonstrated 'by OOUTELLE 1) in a \rery elaborate research it 
cannot be improved. 

Fl'om 'this Na-compound the ester was liber'ated with dilute acetic 
acid. The saponification of this dicarboxy 19l1ltaconic ester to glu ta
cOllic acid has been studied elaborately br GUTHZÉIT and BOLAl\[ 2). 
They found that a saponification of the esters with alkalis gave very 
bad results as a considerable portioll decomposed into malonic acid 
and formic acid; on the other hand the saponification with hydro
chloric acid proceeded ütirly rapidly. This, I have carried out as 
follows: 

Portions of 30 grams of the ester wer~ boiled with thrice the 
volume of hydrochloric acid (10 % HOI) \tnd half the volume of 
alcohol in a MONTAGNE 3) reflux apparatlls until the evolution of 
carbon dioxide has ceased, which took about seven hOUl·S. 

According to GUTHZEIT and BOI,A:M the reaction mixture must now 
be evaporated until a separation of crystals takes place at the surface ; 
sometimes this succeeds, but frequen tIy the crystallisation does not 
set in and aviscid. syrllp is obtained chiefly consisting of ~-oxyglu
taric acid formed by the action of water on the glutaconic acid. 
The oest plan, however, is as follows: 

The liquid is neutl'alised with sodium hydroxide saturated with 
ether, again acidified with sulphurü.' acid and then extl'acted conti
nuously with ether. Aftel' drying over calcium chloride the etl~ereal 
Soilltion is mixed with benzene and then left to itself, on evaporation 
of the ether a yield is obtained of 50 0/0 of the theoretical qllantity -
of glutaconic acid which is nearly white and melts above 130°. 

The cru de acid was titrated with baryte: 

0.1749 gram required 26.55 cc. Ba(OH)2 0.1009 n. ~l. 130.6 

0.1468" "22.77,, " 0.1009" M. 130.7 
Theory M. 130.05. 

The pnrification of the acid took place by recrystallisation from 

1) J. pl'. (2) 73. 49 (lÇl06). 
2) J. pro 54. 372 (,1896); 58. 407 (1898). 
3) Chem. Weekb!. 7. 375 (1910). 
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ethel'-benzene or by precipitation of the ethereal solution with 
petroleum ether. Amyl acetate (as recommended by TUTIN 1) is less 
suitable becanse glutaconic acid is still too soluble therein. 

The acid melted finally without decomposition aL 136°-138°. 
B. Ver.)' splendid reslllts are obtained by the process of VON PF.CH

MANN-BLATSE. Stal'ting with citric acid, acetodicarboxylic acid was 
prepared according fo the directions of JERDAN 2) and this was reduced 
fo ~-oxyglutaric acid by VON PF.CHMANN'S process, aftel' which the 
glutaconic diethylester was obtained according to BLAISE via ~-oxy
glutaric ester and acetyl·~-oxyglutaric acid. The yields are those 
stated by BI.AISE: 500 gl'ams of crl1de acetonedicarboxy lic acid gave 
+ 140 grams of gll1taconic est,er b.p. 128°-132° at 15 m.m. 

I saponified this ester by boiling with 100
/ 0 aqueous potassium 

hydroxide, using a little more than the theoretical quantitJ, until all 
had dissolved. The Sollltion was then acidified with sulphuric acid 

I 

and continuol1sly extracted with ether. This saponification was faidy 
weIl quantitative. 

The acid when recl'ystalised as stated above meHed at 136°-138°. 
C. According to the method of lVlORGENSTERN and ZERNER a 

prolonged boiling with strong aqueous potassiûm 1tychwvide of ~-oxy
gllltaricdinitrilene we should expect, a priori, no glutaconic acid but 
fI-oxyglutaric acid instead. Howevel', FWHTER and DREn'us 3) showed 
that fI-oxJgllltaric acid (analogous to the monobasic oXJ-acids inves
tigated by FITTIG 4) is converted on boiling with alkali into gluta
conic acid. In the sJ'nthesis of MORGENSTERN and ZERNER, glutaconic 
acid is, thet'efore, a secondary product and I only needed to inves
tigate the acid obtained by FWHTER and DRl<lYFUS method" 

Pme ~-oxyglutaric acid was obtained from the crnde syrup of this 
acid Ó) by warming for a few days with copper acetate. The Ou-salt 
was filtered off, washed with water and alcohol and decomposed 
with H2S, when the aqueous soilltion of the acid was evaporated 
to dl'yness in vacuum. 

10 gram!'> of that acid yielded, aftel' 24 bonI's boiling with 50 
gl'ams of 100

/ 0 potassillffi hydroxide, on extl'action with ether 5 grams 
of glutaconic which aftel' purification melted at 135°-137°. 

1) Soc. 91. 1144 (1907). 
2) Soc 75. 809 (no te} (1899). 
3) Bel'. 33, 1452 (1900). 
4) Ann 283, 58 (1894). 
0) The non-crystallisatioll of this crude syrup is attributed by VON PECHMANN 

JENISCH (loc. ciL) to the presence of a hypotheticaZ lactide-like s~tbstance. In 
reality, th is syrup contains considerable qllantities of (3,ox~Jglutaric ester (formed 
on evapól'ation of the alcoholic extl'acts) as was convincingly shown on distillation, 
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For pl'epal'ing large quantities of glutaconic acid this methed is 
c~nainly the Olle to be most l'ecommended; it is cheap and gives 
relatively high yields. 

D. 10 gl'ams of cumalinic acid were boiled with 60 grams of 
barium hydroxide in a l'eflux appal'atns~ until the bright red liquid 
was nearly coloul'1ess, which took ± 15 homs. A.fter removing the 
barium cal'bonate precipitate, the filtrate was shaken with ether, the 
barium was precipitated with sulphuric acid and aftel' fUtration the 
Iiquid was extracted eontinuously with ether. 

1 so obtained 1.7 gram of gluLaconi~ acid, melting aftel' the usual 
recrystallisation at 135°-137°. The yield amounted to 18% of the 
theory thus corresponding with VON PECHMANN'S stat~ment. , 

E. The linking of diazoacetic ethyl ester to acrylic I methyl estel' 
was cal'ried out as follows. 

A.n equimolecular mixture of ooth esters was heated in areflux 
apparatus for 2 days at ± 50°. The reaction ihen take~ pI ace without 
an,t sensible generation of heat Ol' elimination of nitrogen. 

The (generally thick-fluid) reaction product was heated in the same 
flásk at ± 180° and kept at this temperature until no more nitrogen 
was evolved. The residual oil was then distilled and the fraction 
107-117° at 10 m.m. was collected. The yield of the mixture of 
glutaconic acid and trimethylenedicarboxylic ester, as 66% of the 
theoretical amount. 

The ester mixture was now boiled with 100
/ 0 aqueous potassimn 

hydroxide, slightly in excess of the th'eoretical quantity, until all has 
iust dissolved; the whole was acidified with sulphuric acid and con
tinuously extracted with ether. 

Owing to tbe extraordinary resemblanee in properties between 
gl u taconic and transtrimethy lenedicarboxy lic acid (in all sol vents 
these acids are both more or less soluble to the same extent w hilst 
the salts also do not exhibit serions differences) the separatioJl is 
very troublesome ; it further appeared that in addition to these acids 
a11othe1' cis-trimethylenedicarboxylic acid was present (although in 
smaller quantities) which IDight have been expected theoretically. !:Sy 
fractional crystallisation from water, from ether (with or' without 
addition of uenzene) and from ethyl acetate, I finally su~ceeded in 
obtaining the three acids in a pure conditiol1. 

a. Tmnst1'imethylene 1.2 dical'bo,vylic acid is, of the three acids, 
the one most soluble in ether and least soluble in ethyl acetate. It 
possessed all the properties comrnunicated for this acid by BUCBNER 
(loc. cit.). M.p. 175°. 

b. Ghüaconic acid melts aftel' l'epeated recrystallisations from ether-
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benzene at 136° -138°. In contrast with the adds mentioned under 
a and e it instantly reduced alkaline permanganate. 

e. Cis-tl'i~llethylene 1.2 dieal'bo::rylie acid has not been found by 
BUCHNER in tbis syntheóis. This ether is the first to pass into ether 
as it is very insolllbie in water. The m.p. was :139° in agreement 
with the statements in the literatllre; 011 mixing witb acid b or 
otherwise pl'epared glutaconic acid a considerable melting point 
depression occllrred. The acid did not reduce alkaline permanganate 
and was lIOt attacked by sodium amalgam at boiling heat. 

0.1131 gram required: 8.35 cc. N/9.48 b~ryta M = 130.2 
Theory M = 130.05 

I hope to refer to a few properties of these trimethy lenedi 
carboxy lic acids later. 

ldentity of the glutaeonie (leids obtained. 
The glutanic acid obtained according to the methods A-E had 

always fairly weU the same melting point (136°-138°); moreover, 
on mixing the various specimens the melting point l'emained quite 
unchanged. The appearance of the crystal-mass and the l'elative 
solubilities are the same for all specimens investigated. It is, there
fore, certain that all t/w met/wels investigated yield tJle sa772e acid. 

The identity 'of these acids is confirmed by the results to be 
discussed in the communication to follo\\'; all kinds of the acid 
bebaved in the reactions to be stated, in e::ractly the same manne1'. 
In each method of preparation it is was tried cal'eflllly whether even
tually an isomel'ic gilltaconic acid was present, but always without 
any reslllt, howevel'. 

The BÜCHNER diazoacetic ester synthesis has also a double theore
tical importance. 

1 st. Let us imagine the linking as follows: 

G-'Je... - C 'Jf- C oo){e 
I ----+ C dCl.= C"Je - C 00 Ate 

..Jf 
-l 00 C _ C at'''''''''- 11 

'--.K 
U 0 0 C - c df- ~Jt- = JY 

( 

, 

, If now nitrogen is split off we obtain the glutaconic acid in the 
syrnrnetrie form as first proposed by PERKIN and TATTERSHL 1) 

HOOC-CH- OH-OH-OOOR. 
I I 

2nc1• The formation of cyclopropane derivatives beside an isomerie 

1) Soc. 87, 361 (1905). 
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unsaturated acid 1) is interesting because it again shows the sligltt_ 
d~ffe1'ence in ene1'!:!y bet ween 3-ring and double bond) a fact also 
al ready noticed by others. 2

) The difference in tension in the 3-rings 
and 2-l'ings is not so considerable by a Long way as demanded by 
the l'ing-tension theory of VON BAEY1!iR. That this theory does not 
hold good has been demonstl'ated by me pl'eviously by means of 
ql1antitative measllrements. 3) 

P1'opel'ties of glutaconic acid. 
The properties of this acid have already been frequently described; 

attention may be called to a few facts only. 

a. The melting point, aftel' keeping the acid fol' months over 
phosphorus pentoxide in vacuum is still quite unchanged. Hence, _ 
there is no question of anhydride formation in these cirC'lmstances. 

b. On evaporating an aqueous solution of the acid we obtain 
beside a little ~-oxyglutaric acid a brown sticky mass, from which 
is extl'acted by ether a very impure brown-coloul'ed glutaconic acid. 
The acid, therefore, appeal's to partly resinify. 

c. ·Wïth feITie chloride no discoloration takes place in alcoholic 
solntion, bnt in aqueous soilltion a b1'ownislt-red coloration occurs. 
Oontrary to UONRAD and GUTHZEIT'S statement 4

) this solution remains 
unchanged on boiling and no ferric hydroxide is deposited. 

Attempt to find a new synthesis of glutaconic acid. 
By THORPE and ROGERSON 6) ~-alkyl dern'atives of glutaconic acid 

luwe been pl'epared by condensation of N a-cyanacetic ester with 
acetylacetic ester or alkyl del'i\'atives thel'eof, fol' instance 

eN 
I . 

U<Me 
11 OH 

OHNa + OH ~ EtOOC.UNa(ON)-OMe=OH-OOO Et 
I ' I 
OOOEt OOOEt (Ethyl a cyano ~ methylglutaconate). 

On saponification with strong h} drochloric acid these esters yielded 
the desired acid in varying' quautity of ten beside pY1'idine derivatives. 

1) The unsaturated condition of glutaconic acid is also shown by the convers ion 
into dibromo·acid dioxyglutanic acitl, wilh bromine alld potassium permanganate, 
respecti vely. . 

2) BÖESEKEN: Overzicht der koolwaterstoffen I, p. 209 and 266. 

) 3) Handelingen XVe Ned. Natuur- en Geneesk. ~ollgres, p. 234. 
1) Ann. 222, 254 (18~3). 

G) Soc. 87, 1685 (1905). , , 

( 
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The 5uspicion now arose that the (readily obtainable) N a-formyl
acetic estel' would react with cyanacetic acid as follows: 

ON 
I 

O<H 
11 ONa 

OH2 + OH ~ EtOOO.ONa(CN).OH = CH.COOEt + H20 
I 
OOOEt 

I 
OOOEt (Ethyl a cyano glutaconate). 

This indeed appeared to be so. 
, 60 grams of Na-formylacetic ester (which according to a statement 
in the liter at ure onIy consists of the desired compound to the extent 
of about 70 %) wel'e dissolved in 150 cc. of absolute alcohol. Imme
diately afterwards 45 grams of cyanoaceti(' ester were added and the 
whole heated on a boiling waterbath for ± half an hoUl' (unti! 
the decomposition sets in). The yellow gelatinous cuntents of the 
flask were then taken IIp with dilute hydrochloric acid and th€' 
liquid shaken with ether. Aftel' wasping with dllute soda solution 
and water the ether was evaporated. The result was 30-35 grams 
(± 45 % of the theory) of a pale yellow, ,-ery thick viscid oil. 

In its properties tl1is ester completely resembIed the n-cyanoglu
taconic ester obtained by GUTHZEIT and EYSSEN 1) from iso-imidodi
carboylglutaconic ester with a-cyanoglntaconic ester prepared with 
aqneous sodillm hydroxide. It had a very bitter taste, gave a carmine
red colonr with ferrichloride in Itlcoholic solntion and could not be 
distilled under anr circumstances. 2) 

Hy saponifying the ester with acids or alkalis GUTHZEIT and EYSSEN 
could isolate neitlte?' glutaconic acid no?' any otlW?' product of hydro
lysis. I have myself tested this saponification with dilute potassium 
hydroxide, potassiuIU methoxide, hydrochlorir acid (10 % HOI), 
concentrated slliphuric acid and 30% hydrogen peroxide +potassium 
hydroxide and tested the reaction fll1ids careflllly with regard to the 
pl'esence of glutaconic acid, malonic ácid ethy 1-2.6-dioxypyridine.5. 
carboxylate, 2.6.dioxypyridine.5.carboxylic acid and 2.6.dioxypyridine, 
all products which lllight be expected here in consequence of the 
research of TrroRPE and ROGlmsoN. The result, however, was always 
negative. 
I The acid thus prepared is, therefol'e, certain to have another 
structnre. Probably it possesses an iso-imido structure: fol' instanee 

I 1) J. pl'. Chem. l2) 80. 34 (1909). 

2) The cyanoaconitic esters prepared by ERREI.tA P ASCIA130SCO (Bel'. 34. 3704) 
cannot be distilled even in vacuum without dt)composition. 

64 
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COOEt 
I 

C-C=NH 
11 I 

OH 0 
I I 

CH=C-OEt. 
In harmony with this is the fact that in aU the saponificatioll 

methods investigated ammonia is 1'eadily split off. There ought then 
to be fOl'med 6. ethotlJy a pyrone clerwatives; the carmine color~tion 
which occnrs with all saponification products when exposed to the 
air eertainly points in this direction. 1) -

An effort to effect condellsation of the Na-formy lacetie ester wWl -
malonic ester to isoaconitic este1': 

H 
/ 

C-ONa 
11 
OH 
I 
OOOEt 

OOOEt 
I + CH2 

600Et 

COOEt 
I 

~ OOOEt -CH=CH-CNa 

(tl'iethy l-isoaconitate) 

I 
COOEt 

ended in failure. The two esters eertainly react on each other, but 
form Na-malonic ester and free formylacetic ester, the latter of 
which is subsequently converted into fOl'mylglutaeonic ester and 
trimesinic ester. 2) It is, therefore, a simple double decomposition. 
Nor has TaoRPE succeeded in getting the malonic ester to react 
with acety I-acetie ester. 

Chemistry. - "On 81ack Plwsplwrus" 13
). By Prof. A. SMITS, 

G. MEYER, and R. PH. BEeK. (Communicated by Prof. J. D. 
VAN DER WAA1.S). 

(Communicated in the, meeting of November 27, 1915). 

1. Introduction. 
Besides a second modification of white P, BRIDGMAN 4) obtained 

last yeal' a black form by subjeeting white P at 2000 to a pressure 
of from 12000 to 13000 kg. per c.m 2

• 

1) So, for illstance, several of the anhydrides of the glutaconic series (which 
are hydroxypyrone del'ivatives) obtained by TJ-IORPE and others give a dark wine 
red coloralion when their neutral solution is exposed to the air. 

2) Compal'e also WISLICENUS and BINDEMANN. Ann. 316. 18 (1901). 
3) ln th~ translation of the Dutch communication some passages have been 

challged. 
4) Journ. Amer. Chem Soc. 36, 1;344 (1914). 
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Violet phosphorus 1), however, was not converted to black phos
phorus under the same circumstances. 

That we had to do here with a new modification became probabie 
first on account of the high spec. gravity of the substance, viz. 2,69, 
the spec. gravity of violet phosphol'uS varying belween 2.21 and 
2.34 according to our measurements, and secondly because black P 
possesses electric conductivity, whereas violet P is an jsolator for 

, electricity. 
To ascertain the place of hlaek P with regal'd to the violet 

condition of phosphol'us, BRIDGMAN detel'mined the vapoul' ten sion at 
a few temperatures, according to a method of HITTORF'S 2), whicp. 
comes to this that a small weighed quantity of phosphorus is pumped 
inlo a vaCllum, and is then heated in a sealed vessel of known 
capacity at a definite temperature, lill the space is filled with the 
vapour, whieh is saturate with respect to the solid phosphorus. Then 
the vessel is ql1ickly taken out of the bath of constant tempel'ature, 
and cooled exposed to the air. Under these circumstances the vapoul' 
condenses to white phosphorus, whieh can then be determined by 
tl'eating the contents of the vp,ssel with OS2' and welghing the w hite 
phosphol'l1s or the remaining quantity of the original form. We then 
find the vapour ten sion by making an assumption about the si ze of 
the phosphorlls molecule in the gas-phase at the temperature of 
investigation, and at a pressure equal to that of the saturate vapour. 
On the ground of the investigations by STOCK, GIBSON, and STAMM 3) 
BRIDGl\fAN assumed P4' 

Violet and black phosphorus were examined in this way at the 
boiling temperature of merClll'y and of sulphur with the following 
result : 

.. -
B1ack P Violet P 

Temperature vapour tension 
in cm. Hg. 

vapour tension 
in cm. Hg. 

357.1° 2.3 5.2 

443.7 73.2 

445.2 58.5 

It follows, therefol'e, fJ'om this table that the vapoUl' tension of 
black P was found Jowel' than that of violet P. 

1) BRlDGMAN writes red phosphorus, but as what is meant here is phosphorus 
which is almost in internal eqUIlibrium, we write violet phosphorus. 

~) Pogg. Ann. 126, 193 (1865). 
3) Ber. 45 3527 \1912). 

64* 
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As BRIDGMAN says, we should be inelined to infer that black 
pLIOSphol'LlS is the stable modification, but he did not su cc eed in 
confirming this conelusion in allotber way. Thus he heated among 
othe1's a vaClwm in whieh a dish with black and a diflh with violet 
phosphorns was placed, at 445 0 fol' six hom's. If black P was really 
the stabIe, violet P the metastable modification, the weight of tile 
black P woulà have to increase at the expense of the violet P.
Instead of an inel'ease in weight of the black P an exceedingly 
smail decrease of weight was found. 

He further heated vIOlet and blaek P together in an exhausted 
glass tnbe at 6200 for 20 minutes. The violet P meIted, the blaek 
dld not. If now the black P was the sta bIe modification, the black 
P would have to inerease in, quantity at the expense of the molten 
violet modlfication; tb IS, however, was not tbe case. 

2. Undel' the vapou1' p1'essu1'e the black phosplwnlN is probably a 
metastable state. 

When this paper by BRIDGMAN appeared, the vapour pressure line 
of the violet P bad all'eady been detel'mined, and now it was very 
remal'kable that as was explicitly stated, aftel' evaporation of the 
violet P in vacua at 360'J SMITS and BOK HORST 1) obtained a substance 
w hich possessed a vapour tension of 0,64 atmospheres at 445°, as 
appears from the curve N°. 75, whereas BRIDGMAN found that the 
black P at the same temperatm'e showed a vapour tensioll of 58.5 
cm. Hg. or 0,77 atm. 

Hence lt appeared that th is substanee obtained by SMITS and 
BOKHORST, possessed a smaller vapour tension than BRlDHMAN'S black P. 

Now it was furthel' found by SMITS and BOKHORST that the sub
stance with th is abnorrnally low vapour tension was a state of the 
violet phosphol'uS which had been greatly disturbed by the said 
evaporation, and that aftel' heating of this substance at 4100 in 
contact wtth 1~5 010 iodine the internal. equilibrium had set in again, 
and the substance had resumed the normal vapour pressUl'e. 

ft followecl frorn these etcperirnents tltat BRIDGMAN'S black plws
plwrus, at least ~lndel' the vapou1' pl'essure, is probably not the stable 
rnodification. 

3. Vapour pl'essure cleterrninations. 
It seemed, however, very desirabIe more closely to examine this 

new fOl'm of the phosphol'us, for which l'eason a request was sent 

1) TLese Proe XVlI, p' 962. 
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to Mr. BRIDGMAN for a small quantity of his black phosphorus, 
which request was complied with the greatest readiness. 

As the blaek phosphorus rontained carbon, our first work was 
to remove this carbon, which was attained by pounding it fine and 
then washing it with water 1). Then the black phosphorus was 
extracted in a Sohxlet-apparatus wlth OS2' flll'ther washed with 
alcohol, then, wWJ an aqueous solutlOn of ammonia, and finally 
dried in vacuum over P20ó. 

With application of the same method, in WhlCh the vapour pres
sure of the violet phosphol'llS was detel'mined, the vapoul' pressure 
of the product thus obtained was measured, in which it appeal'ed 
th at the pUl'ification descl'ibed here was perfectly inadequate to 
rernove the kel'osene from the black phosphol'us, which substance 
had been used by BRIDGMAN as pressure-liquid. 

It appeal'ed namely, that already at 3000 O. a gas eseaped, in 
consequence of which within half an hour the pl'essme had become 
2 atrnospheres higher than the vapour ten sion of the violet phospho
rus at thi'5 ternperature. 

In order to expel as rnllch as possible the kerosene evidently 
dissolved in the black phosphorus, tlle substance was conveyed into 
a vessel of the form as given in tig. 1. 

Fig. 1. 

The black phosphorus was put in the globe a, aftel' which the 
tube cl was fused t~. Then the tube c was connected with the 
Gaede-pllrnp, and the apparatus was exhausted. Aftel' this the 
apparatus was placed in an air bath, tbe temperatm'e of w h{ch 
,,,,as gradually raised to ± 2600 C. Tbis heating had to' take place 
slowly, as otberwise the powde,·y black phosphol'us would fIy 
away for the greater part in consequence of the quick generation 
of gas, and would get into the pnrnp. By arranging the apparatus 
as described here, we ensured that wben any fjying up took place, 
the phosphorus blown f1'om globe a got jnto globe b, and rernained thel'e. 

The first prepa.ration was heated up to 2600 O. in tbe way described 
here for a day, dlll'ing which part of it of COUl'&e evaporated, and 
deposited in the form of white phosphorus in th at part of tube 
c which was outside the air bath. 

1) The black phosphorus tlms obtained melted without any l'esidue tO-<I colout'
less liquid. 

I 
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Aftel' this heating the phosphol'us was onee more extraeted in the 
way described above, and finally dried, aftel' which we eould again 
proeeed to the vapoul' pressure determination. 

A& the evapol'ation in question must give rise to a disturbanee 
of the internal equtlibl'ium of the blaek phosphorus, the method of 
investigation was now this that we immediately heated to slieh 
a high temperature that on the ground of the investigation of the 
violet phosphorus we ean expect the setting in of the lllternal equi
librium within a eomparativel~· short time. 

The result was as follows: 

Temperature 

566° 

580 

Vapour tension in atmosphere§ 

Black P 

28.7 (constant) 

38.8 \ 

Violet P 

28 1) 

36 

Hence it follows from thIS th at the vapoul' ten sion of black P at 
566°, with only a diffel'ence of 0,7 atm., tallied wi~h that of the 
violet P, but we thought the prepal'ation had not yet been sufficiently 
freed from volatile kerosene residues, for at hIgher temperature the 
pressure rose slowly, and at 5800 the pressure was already 2,8 
ntmospheres higher than that of the violet P. A correction for the 
pressure eould not be applied, beeause the apparatus burst, sa that 
the pressure of tbe remainder of the gas at lower temperature conld 
not be determined. 

To expel the kel'osene more eompletely another quantJty of blaek 
phosphorus was heated at 3000 in the way described, for thl'ee days, 
and then again, just as the pl'eceding preparation, purified and dried. 

The VapOlll' tension determination of this preparation gave the 
following result: 

Vapour tension in atmospheres 
Temperature 1--------,----

81ack P Violet P 

5150 

552 

8.5 (increasing) 

21.8 (constant) 

10.5 

21.0 

At 5150 the pressure was still l'ising aftel' ± 30 minl.ltes' heating, 
probably on arcount of the internal equilibrium not yet having set 

1) Read from the vapour tcnsion·line of the violet phosphorus. 
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in. At 552°, however, the pressure was soon constant, 80 that it 
could be read accurately. 

Aftel' this reading the apparatus was cooled to examine how great 
tbe pressul'e of tbe l'emaining gas was at the ol'dillal'y temperature. 
We were, namely, convineed that now to~ gases had escaped, and 
wanted to apply a cOl'rection tor thlS. At the ordinary temperature 
a pressure of 30 cm. Hg was, indeed, still found, which corresponds 
to a pressul'e of 1,1 atm. at 552°. If we correct the vapollr pressure 
at 552° with this pre~sure, the vapour tensioll of black phosphorus 

( at 552° becomes 20.7 atm., the vapour tension of violet phosphol'uS 
amounting to 21.0 atm. 

In the experiments discussed hel'e we have, therefore, tried to 
expel the volatile kerosene residues from the black phosphorus by 
evapol'ating the substance in vaeuum at 260° resp. 300°. In this 
way of purifieat.ion we eould of course, hardly go to higher tem
peratures than 300°, because else a too great loss thl'ough eyaporation 
would take plaee. 

As it was, perhaps, neeessary fol' a most thol'ough removal of the 
kerosene to heat to higher temperatures, we made at last the follow
ing experiment. 

Black phosphorus was placed in a thick-walled tube of sparingly 
fusible glass; then the tube was exhausted and soldered to. Aftel' 
this the tube wa') suspended in a bath of molten KNOs-NaN0 2 , 

whieh bath was heated up to 550°. 
Aftel' this heating had been continned for half an hour, the tube 

with phosphorus was taken out of the bath, in whieh white phos
phorus deposited out of the vapour. Aftel' coohng the tube was 
opened under CS2 , and the mass extraeted as usual with QS2 and 
ammonia, etc. 

This prepal'ation, of whieh we expected a favoul'alJle result, yielded 
what follows for the determination of the vapour tension. 

Vapour tension in atmospheres 
Temperature 

Black P Violet P 

515° 8.5 (increasing) 10.5 

553 19.3 (tncreasing) 21.5 

567 28.6 (constant) 28.5 

578 39.5 \. 35 

At the temperatllres 515° and 553° the intel'llal eqllilibrimu had 
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evidently not yet set in, whereas this was indeed the case at 567Q
• , 

It was therefore supposed th at now at a higher temperature like-
wise agreement with the vapour tension line of violet phosphorus 
would be obsel'ved, but when the temperature was raised to 578°, 
a slow incl'ease of pl'eS'3ut'e took place. When the experiment was 
fimshed the pressure amounted already to 39,5 atm., the vapou1' 
tension of violet phospbol'US amounting to 35 atmospheres at the 
same tem pemture. 

Aftel' cooling to room tempel'atnre (17°) the pressLU'e appeared to 
amount to 20 cm. Hg. This pressure corresponds to 0,77 atm. at 
578°, so that the cOlTeeted pressure amounted to 38,7 atm., Le. 
3,7 atm. hIgher than the vapour tension of violet phosphorus. 

From the vapoul' tenSIOn determinations of the blaek pbosphorus _ 
mentioned here it follows that at a tempel'atul'e ± 560° a vapom' te11-
sion is observed about equal to that of vlOlet phosphorus. At lowel' 
temperatures the vapoul'te11sion of the black P was found below, 
and at higher temperatures above that of the violet. 

It might be supposed that it is possible that the vaponr tensio11s 
of the black modification aetually lie under the \'apour tensi011 line 
of the vIOlet phosphorus at temperatures below ± 560°, and above 
it at hIgher temperatures. Then the two vapour tension lines wOllld 
intersert, and this intersectIOn would mean a transitioJl point between 
the black and the violet phosphorub. A closer examination, ho wever 
shows that th is would mean a highly remarkable phenornenon. 'f 

To demonstrate this, we must on ce more return to the fact that 
SMITS and BOKHORST have sueeeeded in distUl'bing the violet phos
phorlls in sueh a way that a vapour tension line was obtained from 
which followed that the vapour ten sion of this di'1ttt1,bed state of the 
violet phosphorus was smallm' than that of the blad;. Aftel' treatment 
with iodine at 410°, hence still below the snpposed transition point, 
the violet phospho1'lls entirely resumed its fOl'mer form, the vapour 
tension again becoming perfectly norm al. This normal p1'essm'e 
amounted to more than 2 atmospheres at 445°, the pressure having -
1'ise1l from a value below the vapour tension of the blad. phosphorus 
to a preSSllre far above that pressure. 

If the intersection supposed jnst now actually exlsts, the black 
pbospho1'us would be slabie below ± 560, and then the phenomenon 
would present itself that a state beginning with a vapour tension 
smaller than that of the stable state was converted by a catalyst at 
tempera1tu'es below that of the transition point to another state with 
a ldghm' pressure than the stabie state. 

We will point out here, that this is possible a~cording to the 
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theory of allotl'opy, but it is never observed and therE"fore we think 
it more prudent to suppose, for the present at least, that the inter
'3ection does not exist. We wIII suppose here, that the vapour tenslOn 
lme of the blark phosphorus thus as a wlwle lies above that of the 
violet phosphorus. 

Tbe investigations are continued and the results will be communi
cated in a second paper on this subject. 

A('rordingly the general result is this that helow 550° a very slow 
increase of pressure was obsel'\Ted, which is unquestionably partly a 
consequence of an internal tmnsforrnation, just as this was observed 
for the disturbed violet phosphorus. A httle above 550° the pressure 
genel'ally became pretty soon constant, ancl it was e.mctly this con
stant pressure that p1'etty weU ag ree cl with the pJ'essure of t!te violet 
phosplwnts. Above 570° the vapou1' tension of the black plwsplwrus 
1'08e consiclembly above t!tat of the violet phosplwrus. 

4. Determination of the t1'iple point temperature of the black 
plwspho1'us. 

To determine the temperature of the melting-point under the vapour 
pressure, we have made the following experiment. Three tubes ot 
thick-walled sparingly soluble glass were filled with th ree different 
substances, tube a was filled for 3/4 with the purest preparation of 
black phosphol'llS; tube b with the same black phosphorus + 1 0/0 
iodine, and tube c with violet phosphorus + 1 0/0 iodine. 

These thl'ee tubes were fastened together by means of copper 
wire, and suspended in such a way that they could be given an 
oSClllatmg motIOn. To make this sus pension apparatus heaviel', a 
copper bar of the same length as the glass tubes was fastened at 
the bottom. 

Then this appal'atus was llOW placed in a bath of a molten mixture 
of KNOa + NaNO~ of ± 200°, in WhICh a stirrer was placed, which 
brought about a uniform tempel'atnre. 

Aftel' a gauged thermo-element had been placed 
in the bath, which element had been insel'ted 
into one of the branches of a JtVheatstone hridge 

ii§E~~ b in the usual way, the nitrate bath was slowly 
c raised to higher temperature. 

In prelimmary expedments it had appeared 
}?jg. 2. that when black pho&phorus is rapidly heated, 

this substance does not begin to melt until a temperature is reached 
5° or 10° above the triple point temperat\lre of the \Tiolet phosphorus. 

As it was flOW wpposed that under these cirrumstances the velo-
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city of heating was too great to obtain a setting in of the internal 
equilibrium, we heated slowly in the fin al definitive experiment 
mentioned here, and the bath was kept at + 580° for half an hour. 

Then we made the temperatul'e rioe e,1Jceedingly slowly. 
We then observed that in tube b with black phospbol'uS + iodine 

melting made; its appearance fil'st, viz. at ± 587,5°, whereas in the 
tube c, filled with violet phosphorus witb iodine melting was observed 
at 589,5°. In tube a, which contained black phosphol'uS without 
iodine, melting did not make its appearance before 598°. 

When th is bad been asrertained, the bath was brought back to 
± 588° as soon as possible. Only ± 1/4 of the black phosphorus in 
tube a had then been melted. Our pur pose was to examine wh ether 
the black phosphorus withont iodine would exbibit complete melting 
on continueel heating a( the same tempel'ature as tIle black phos
phorus + a trace of iodine. This experiment sbowed that this was 
actually the case, and that af ter ± an hour's heating at 588° the 
black phosphol'lls had completely melted to a colonrless liquid. This 
experiment was l'epeated with the same result. 

Accordingly the in vestigation described here yielded the result 
tbat the black phosphol'uS melts at ± 2° lowel' temperature tban 
the violet phosphorus; thus the proof has been furnished that the 
violet phosphorus as was to be expected, appears at higher 
temperatm'es at least as the stabIe modification. 

§ 5. Explanation of tke bekavioul' of the blac/e plwsplwrus. 
Tt is now the question how the phenomenon is then to be ac

counted for that tbe black phosphorus, which we suppose for the 
present the metastable modification, undel' vapour ten sion shows an 
initial vapour tension lower tban that of tbe unary violet modifica
tion. lt seems absurd that a metastable state of an element or a 
compound can have alowel' vaponr ten sion than tbe stabie state, 
and this would really be impossible when we had to do with a 
subst~nce bnilt up of one kind of molecules or atoms, but when an 
element or a compound is complex, th is is very weIl possible, but 
only for a metastable state not being in internal equilibrium. 

To make this clear we shall suppose the system phosphorus to 
be built up of two kinds of' molecules, a and {J, and the P,X-section 
of the pseudo system to have a shape !'ts indicated in fig. 3 at a 
temperattU'e of 200°. 

The internal equilibrium in the vapol1r at different pressures is 
indicated by the line Guo ,Qu. 

At Gu this line meets the line Gb of the pseudobinary system, 
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or in other words the !ine indicating the vapours which can coexis! 
with the mixed crystal phases bSf3.'I1.' 

In ~ase of behaviour as a unary substance solid violet phosphorus 
Su will therefore deposit from the vapour at Gu, and this conversion 
will continue on diminution of volume till everything has been con
verted to solid violet phosphorus. 

If we now eontinup to compress, the intel'l1al equilibrium in the 
I solid violet phosphol'llS moves along the line Su S' u. 

L ~u S 1'1 
I 
I 

p I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Fig. 3. 

s' U 

P 

• 

~ 

• • • • : 

--~ .b 
x 

Fig. 4. 

Let us now suppose the point P to cOl'respond to a pressllre of 
12000 kg. as in Dr. BRIDGMAN'S experiment. This point is then 
reached on account of t11e liquid phase L'u being converted to P 
unde!' the same presslll'e. Let us now suppose that the pressure is 
quicldy diminished to 1 atmosphere, then it is clear that the internal 
equilibrium will not be able to change in accOl'dance with the 
pressllre, and we tben get a fixation of a state which C'orresponded 
with an internal equilibrium at a higher pressure. 1t is, therefore, 
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clear that we shall get asolid substance containing more of the 
J1-pseudo component than corresponds to the internal equilibrium, 
and this involved a smaller vapour tension. 

If this substance is examined, a vapour ten sion will be round 
at lowel' temperatnre which lies below -that of the unary stabIe 
state. If, ho wever, we heat up to temperatUl'es at which the internal 
equilibrium begins to set in with appreciable velocity, the vapour 
tension will rise and become equal to that of the stabie unary state. 

There is, howeyer, still another case possible. 
It is possible that the black phogphol'uS is not a state to which 

the violet phosphorus is ronverted at higher pressure ma continuous 
way, but a new modification, which is stabie at higher pressure. 

If this is really the case the black pho'3phorus will owe its orlgin 
to a kind of molecule which has not been taken into account i.n 
our repl'esentation fig.~. To keep the repl'esentatlOn as simple as 
possible, however, we shall assume that' the P,X-sectioll at 2000 is 
given by fig. 4: 

When the substance behaves as a unary one SUl deposits from 
the vapour on diminution of volume. The line SUl S' u indicates the 
change of the internal equihbrium with the pressure in the solid 
unary phase. 

In the point S' "'I tbis line me ets the region where unmixing-takes 
place in the pseudo-binary system, in consequence of' which on further 
diminution of volume the solid phase S' UI is converted to S' 1I2 111 

case of unary behaviour. Here a transition pomt therefore occurs, 
and at higher pressures the internal equilibrium moves along the 
line S' 112 S"U2 in the new phase. 

If now the mixed crystals Srx
M 

are supposed to be violet alld S~.M 

to be black, then a transition point between violet and bIf}ck phos
phorus is assumed here. If we suppose this transition point to lie 
e. g. at 10000 atmospheres at the assumed temperature, black phos
phorus is metastable nnder the vapour pressure. 

Now the unary equilibrium between black phosphorus and vapour 
ib indicated in fig. 4, by the points G' U and S' 1.12' the cOl'responding 
equilibrium for the violet phosphorus being denoted by the points 
Gu and SUl' trom which it therefol'e appears that the vapour tension 
of the metastable phosphorus is greater than that of the stabIe Yiolet 
phosphorus, 

These considel'ations in themselves are therefore not sufticient to 
account for the fact that the black phosphorus, as 'We jirst get it, 
at first possesses a vapolll' ten sion smaller tban the violet. To explain 
this behaviour we must, just as in our discussion of fig. 3, come 

.. 
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to the conclusion th at the\black phosphorus, coming from the state 
p undel' lower pressure, has not been able to follow the line of 
the mternal equilibrium, in consequence of which a metastable mixed 
crystal phase S has arisen at the ordinary pressure, which possesses 
a smaller vapoUl' tension than the violet modification, because of its 
gl'eater content of the less volatile com}.JOnent. Wem ust, therefore, 
assume a fixatIOn of a state which was a state of in tern al 
eqUIhbrium at ve1'y high pl'essure, so th at the phenomena obsérved 
also fOl' the black phosphol'uS furnish an Important support for th~ 
theory of allot1'opy, If the black phosphorus were no new modi
fication, the fact that this sullstance melts at a temperatll1'e ± 2° 
Jower than the violet phosphorus would have to be att1'ibuted to 
contaminations, and then it would have to appear, moreover,-' that 
on being heated aL e.g. 5800 black phosphorus is converted to violet 
phosphol'llS when in contact with a trace of iodine, On investigation 
this proved, howeve1', not to be the case, the colout had remained 
blad, ::md the spec. grav. was 2.71 before and aftel' the experiment. 

In this way it had, therefo1'e, been proved th at the black phos
phorus is really a new modification, the triple point temperature of 
which lies at most 2° under that of the violet phosphorus. Hence 
the vaJ.lour tension of the black phosphorus must be higher than 
that of the \'iolet, but this difference seems not to manifest itself 
until temperatm'es above 5600 are reached. The continued investi
gations will declde, as we hope, if this temperature is perhaps a 
tl'ansition point. It follows from the vapour tension determinations 
of the solid and the liquid violet phosphorus that at 587°, the triple 
pomt temperature of the black phosphorlls, the vapour tension of 
the violet pbosphol'uS is + 5 atm. less. 

6. Dr. BRIDGMAN'S recent 1'esearcl!eiS. 

In connection with a cOl'l'espondence betwE'en Dr. BRIDGMAN and 
myself, Dl', BRIDGMAN has undertaken some more investigations, which 
have yielded very important results, and plead in favollr of the 
view that the black phosphorus is a new modification, which occurs 
stabie only at very high pressure. 

At 200° U. white phosphorus was compressed to 4000 kg. with 
addition of a trace of the catalyst sodillm 1), The result was that 
the white phosphal'us wholly transformed into "red" phosphorus, of 
which Dr. BRIDGl\fAN says that it was "distinctly violet in appearance". 

We may probably conclude from this that at 200° C. and at a 

1) Dr.' BRIDGMAN found that Na acts here catalytically. 
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p,'essure of 4000 kg. the violet phosphorus is the sta bIe modification. 
When the former experiment was repeated only with this difference 

th at instead of to 4000 kg. the white phosphorus was compressed 
to 12000 kg., black phosphorus was formed. It seemB not too hazat'd· 
ous to derive from this that there exists a transition point between 
violet and black phosphorus and that this must 1ie at 2000 C. 
between 4000 and 12000 kg. 

Now it is not be denied that this view is attended with difficulties, 
though they are not snch as ro make the above view untenable. 

These difficulties cönsist in this that all attempts made by Dr. 
BRIDGMAN to convert violet phosphorus into black, have failed. Violet 
phosphorus was mixed with a small quantity of iodinE' and then ~ 

compressed at 2000 C. to a pressure of 12500 kg, 1'01' 5 ' /2 hom's, 
without any conversion to black phosphorlls taking place. 

He has further made this experiment; violet phosphol'uS was com
pressed to 12500 kg. at 2000 C. in contact with white phosphorlls 
in tbe hope that when black phosphorus transformed to black phos
phol'us, the same thing would also take place with the violet, but 
the resnlt was negative. White phosphorus was converted to black, 
but the violet remained unchanged. 

This, now, is undoubtedly sllrprising, especially for those who 
have never made a particular study of the phosphorus, and yet 
this resl1lt is not in contradlction with what has been found 1'01' 

phosphorus of late. 
Experiment has taught that the intern al tl'ansfol'mations of the solid 

violet phosphorus only proreed with appreciable velocity at tempe
l'atures above 4000 C., so that it is not astonishing that at 2000 C. 
and at a pressure of 12500 kg. the transformation of' violet to black 
phosphorus, which is accompanied with a chemical reartion, is not 
to be realized, thongh increase of pl'essure makes the velocity of 
l'eaction incl'ease. 

That uilder the same circumstances of' temperature and pressUl'e 
the white liquid phosphorus is indeed, converted into black phos
phol'uS is not astonishing, as here the formation of' nuclei in a _strongly 
metastable liquid is concerned. This pl'ocess, which is proceeded by 
a chemical reaction in the liquid, can take place with gl'eat velocity, 
whereas the conversion of the solid vi9let into tbe solid black ph ase, 
for ,'17hich a reaction in the sotid phase must take place, does not 
take place appreciahly. The facts stated by Dr. BRÎDGMAN are remark
able, but they are not in conflict with what bas ,become known 
about the violet phosphorus of late: 

When we succeed in subjecting the violet phosphol'llS to a higher 
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pressure at a temperature of 400° or 500°, the conversion to black 
phosphorus eau probably be realized, but an investigation at this 
high tem perature probably brings great difficuIties with it. 

In virtue of Dr. BRIDGMAN'S investigations and ou1's the part of 
the P, T diagram that is of interest he1:e can be srhematically given 
as follows: 

13000KG 

p 

Fig. 5. 
Sl = violet phosphol'uS 
82 = blaek 

e 

L 

b = triple point of the violet P 

6'2 =" """ blaek P. 
The line df is the transition line between violet and blaek P. 

About this line the following l'emark may be made: BRIDGMAN did 
not suceeed in conve1'ting white phosphorus into the bIack modi. 
t1eation at 175°; even at a pl'eSSlll'e of 13000 kg, the formation of 
black phosphorus failed to appeal'. This fact probably points to this 
that at 175° the transition pl'essure lies higher than 13000 kg. At 
200°, however, he sl1ceeedeu in doing so, and from this it would 
follow that at this temperatul'e the transition temperatllre lies al ready 
considel'ably below 13000 kg. 

7. Appm'ent contradictions. 
If we work qllickly thE:" bIaek phosphorus, in the state in whieh' 
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we get it, would give a vapour tension line as inrlicated here by 
the dotted line gh, if the kerosene rests could be quite l'emoved, 
from which it fol1ows directly that this substance will not begin to 
melt. until a temperatnre is reached higher than the triple point 
temperature of the violet form. 

This black phosphorus is, however, a disturbed metastable state, 
hence a state that is outside internal equilibrium. When this state_ 
is found in molten violet phosphorus at a temperatl1re somewhat 
above 589.5°, there wilt be a tendency towards a more stabIe state, 
which can set in superficially at least without the substance tmns
forrning itself internally in consequence of tbis that, the liquid COll

tinuing to be in intemal equilibnurn, ct deposits on the solid ph ase, 
or that i3 passes fl'om the soJid phase into the liquld. If the former 
takes place more quickly than the latter. the soIid substance increases 
at the-expense of the liquid, if the latter takes place more quickly 
than the former, the liquid illcreases at the expense of the &olid 
sllbstance. In the former case we might get, in case of a sufficlent 
quantity of 1!.he solid substance, the solidificatioJl of a stabIe liquid 
in inte1'l1al equilibrium to a sohd metastable substance being outside 
internal equilibrium. This would, howevel', not be in conflict witb 
the second law of Thermodynamics, be('ause the state of the system, 
taken as a whoie, would have passed mto a state of smaller meta
stability. 

In the second case we get meIting of _the solid ph ase, and this is 
exactly what Dr. BRlOGMAN has obser\'ed, 

Now the internal transformations that take pI ace at the stated 
temperatnre in tlle solid black phosphol'uS have not been mentioned. 
This setting in of the internal equilibrium leads to a lowering of 
the meltingpoint, so that also this pl'ocess will eventnally lead to a 
melting of the original black phosphorus. 80 long, however, as the 
solid substance continues to exist, the fOl'egoing continuE's to hold. 
This phenomenon is in close connection with another which has -
rtlso been mentioned in the introduction, and was also observed by 
BRIDGMAN. Violet and black phosphorus were heated at 445° in the 
same vacuum. The disturbed black phosphol'uS baving a )smallel' 
vapour tension at that tempeI'ature than the violet, it was expected 
that this black phosphorus would incl'ease at the expense of the 
violet. The result was, however, that the black P slightly decreased 
in weight. 

Here too it is noteworthy that the black P tends to pass into a 
more stabie form; tbis is possible even without internal transforma
tions , taking place, when only, what IS certainly the case here. 

• 
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internal equilibrium pl'evaiJs and continue" to prevail in the vapour. 
Tht" black P can pass to a less metastable state by means of 

the vapour, which, as has been said, is permanently in internal equi
librium, and that either by a depositing from the vapour on the 

. black phosphorus, or by {J evaporating from the black phosphorus. 
It is to be expected that both processes take place. In the course 
of the ei..perlment of conrse also a slight internal transformation 
wIlI also have taken place. This transform at IOn , indeed, leads to a 
higher vapour pressl1l'e, but OUl' l'easoning is only valid for the 
period that the vapour tension of the disturbed black phosphorus 
has not yet l'lSen above that of the violet. 

That the phenomenon discussed here does not come in coJlision 
with the second law of Thermodynamics either, is clear, since the 
state of the system, taken as a whoie, again undergoes such a 
change that the metastability decreases. 

The process under discussion taking place at constant tempel'atul'e 
and constant pl'essure, viz. at the vapour pressure of violet phos
phorus, we IIllght also say that notwlthstandmg the substance which 
at first possessed the lowest vapoul' ten sion, evaporated, the total 
thermodynamic potential has decreased. 

(To be continued.) 

Ano1'g. Chem. Labomtory of the University. 
Amsterdam, Nov. 26, 1915. 

Chemistry. -- "The composition of the hydrocMorides obtainecl 
f?'om formaldoxime". By Dr. O. H. SLUITER. (Oommunicated 

by Prof. A. F. HOLLElIIAN). 

(Communicated in tbe meeting of November 27, 1915). 

A mixture of equimoleculal' quantities of hydroxylamine and for
maldehyde in aqueous solution yields aftel' shaking with ether and 
dl'ying the same over calCIum cblodde, a 80JutlOn of t'ormaldoxime. 
l'his gives with dry hydrogen chloride an amorphous white pred
pitate of a hydrochlol'ide. On dissolYing tbis in boiling methyl 
alcohol alld adding, when coId, a large E'xeess of dry ether, a colourless 
oil is formed which soonel' Ol' later solidifies for the greater part 
to a crystalline mass. Of this R. SCHOLl,1) remarks that it has a 

1) Ber. 24, 579 (1891). 
65 

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XVIII. 
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val'iab,le composition owing to a progl'essive change during the 
formation of tbe salt, whereas VVo R. DUNSTAN and A. L. BOSSI 1

), 

on the strength of some very concordant analyses, declare that the 
salt consists of three mols. of oxime ~ith one mol. of hydrogen 
chloride. Other papers on tlns subject are not known to me. 

In order to stndy these contradictory results I have repeated these 
prOCebSe& and greatly val'ied the concentration of the ethel'ealoxime 
solution as weIl as the amount of hydrogen chloride in trod u
ced. I noticed that the primarily formed salt loses considerable 
amounts of hytlrogen chloride when exposed to the air, or in vacuo 
over sulphuric acid, or over potas'3ium hydroxide. Rence, analyses 
of different specimens never yielded a concordant hydrogen chloride 
content. This could be determined sharply by titration with sodium 
hydroxirle and phenolphtalein as indicator, or with silver nitrate 
according to VOLHARD. 

When I freed the pl'Oduct that had been recrystallised once from 
methyl alcohol and then flOm ethel', from the adhering ether at 
60° 111 a rapid current of air fOl'ced throllgh a wash-bottle contain
ing ::;ulphllric acid charged with hydrogell chloride, the compound 
obtained appeared to contain but little more than one mol. of oxime 
to one mol. of hydrogen chloride. In vacuo over sulphuric acid 
it lost so much sulphul'IC acid. in a few hours that it contained 
about two mols. of oxune to one mol. of hydrogen chloride. Much 
more acid was Hot given oif readily. Specimens which had been 
kept fol' half a yeur in dry surroundings appeared to be partially 
liquefied and yet still contained two mols. of oxime to one mol. of 
hydL'ogen chloride. By repeated rerrystallisatlOns and drying for 
weeks in vacuo over potassium hydroxide a salt was finally obtained 
containing approximately three mols. of oxime to one mol. of 
hydrogen chloride. More acid, ho wever, could not be eliminated 
in this manner. 

The above mentioned coloul'less oil from which the salt crystals -
are deposIted was freed from ether by means of a CUl'rent of dry 
air at 60°. This oil stdl gave oif hydrogen chloride in the air and 
could not be got to sohdify by cooling to - 20°. Aftel' remaining 
fol' weeks in vacuo over sulplluric acid it appeared to contain about 
two mols. of oxime to one mol. of hydrogen chloride. On dIstilla
tion at 1 atm. pressure it suffel'ed, at about 110°, a decompositlOn 
similar to that of the solid salts at 130° with violent evolution of 
hydrogen chloride. 

From these observations I think I may conclude that, in agreement 
1) Journ. Chem. Soc. 73, 357' (1898). 
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with the communication by SCHOLIJ (I. c.) a change takes place in 
the salt mol. under the influence of the free acid. By measuring 
the power of the bases which are the foundation of the different 
salts, I have endeavollred to get an insight into the nature of 
t,his change. 

Fot' this pnrpose I have observed their catalytic influence on the 
saponifiration of ethyl acetate and on the inversion of suc'rose at 
25°. The velocity constants of the salts (k') were compared with 
those of equivalent qualltities of free hydrochloric acid (k). 

The catalytic influence of the neutral salt molecules of the oxime 
was compensated as much as possible in the free acid by the addition 
of varying amounts of common salt which I we re so chosen as to 
correspond with the non-hydrolysed pOl'tion of the oxime salts. VVe 

k' 
ma." then put the degree of hydrolysis as x = k' From this, the 

dissociation C'onstant of the base may be calrlliated from the formnla 
I-x 

kb = Kw -- in whieh k represents the ion-product of water 
N.x 2 

(1,1 . 10-14 at 25°) and .LV the normality of the solution. There was 
found on: 

Saponification with the salt containing 1 mol. of oxime to 1 mol. of BCl 

l'v. salt k' .LV. H Cl k I x kb.iO-13 

0,050 
0,100 
0,200 

3,857 
5,712 
8,859 

0,050 + 0,03 N aOI 

0,100 + 0,08 " 
0,200 + 0,16 " 

14,72 
29,60 
62,40 

0,2620 
0,1930 
0,1419 

23,85 
24,05 
23,65 

Saponification with the salt containing 3 mols. of oxime to 1 mol. of BCl. 

0,050 8,047 0,050 + 0,02 NaOI 14,22 0,5659 3,007 
0,100 13,52 0,100 + 0,05" 29,47 0,4587 2,854 

\ 

0,200 21,37 0,200 + 0,13" 62,28 0,3431 3,097 

Saponijication with the liquid salt containing abollt 2 mob;. of oJJime 

0,050 
0,100 

13,77 
27,77 

to 1 mol. of HCl.\ 

\ 

Here x nearly beromes = 1 so that kb cannot 
be determined from tlIis with sllfficient accllracy. 
kh is, ho wever, much smaller than in the case 

I of the previous salts. 

Inve1'sion with the salt con1aining 3 mols. of oxime to 1 mol. of BCl. 
65*' 
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0,050 

0,100 

0,200 

10,03 

17,64 

26,71 

1010 

0,050 + 0,02 NaOI 

0,100 + 0,05 " 

0,200 + 0,13 " 

18,32 

38,55 

80,58 

0,5472 

0,4575 

0,3315 

3,356 -

2,877 

3,376 

Similar measurements with solid oxime salts containing less than 
thl'ee and more than one mol. of oxime in one mol. of hydrogen 
chlol'Ïde yielded constants l.ring bet ween the values found fol' leb. 
The results of the inversion measurements showed a satisfa.ctol'Y 
agreement with those of the saponifiration. 

From these val nes of kb it appears that when the solid salt contains 
less acid, the power of the base decl'eases considerably, whilst the 
base of the liquid salt is by far the weakest of -all. Bence, nnder 
the influence of hydrochlorir acid, a shifting of atoms appears to 
set in, thu& causing the basic properties to dlminish. 

Tn the case of tpe unimolecnlar oxime thus rearrallgement might 
be callsed by the formation of fOl'mamide 

CB 2 : NOH ~ 0 CB. NH~ . 

Of formamide, however, no well-defined hydrochlól'ic compounds 
are known. I am thmkll1g of undertaking a further investigation of 
the same. f 

This shifting, however does not seem to me as being very likely 
becanse lhe acetyl- and the benzoyl del'ivative, also the fOl'mad
oxime themselves are tl'imoleclllar. Moreover, the existence of a salt 
(OH 2 • NOH)a . HOI is difficult to taUy with the said shifting. 

The t'actg may be hetter explained by assllming a cyclic formation 
of three molecules of oxime. The structme of the base of the primal'ily 
formed chloride would then be: 

H2 

/~ 
HOIN NIOH 
H2 C eH, 

~/ 
OH 

One mol. of this base is capable of combining with three IDols. 
of hydrogen chloride; its dissoriation constant is about kb = 23 .10 -13. 

For acetoxime kb = 6,5 X 10-13 at 25°, whereas the higher homo
lognes scal'cely possess any basic properties. Hence, for formaldoxime 
we may expect a similar high value for kb, _ 

If now nnder the influence of hydrochloric acid a BECKMANN 

rearrangement sets in, the OH-group wonld change place with the 
H-atoms attached to O. 
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The base of the secondary-formed hydrochloride would then possess 
the following structure 

HOH 

/C~ 
RIN NIH 

HO ~ C OR 
H~H 

(II) 

H 

One molecule of this base is capable of combilling, with one mol. 
of hydrogen chloride only, to a sohd salt, its dissociation constant 
is onIy lCl~ = 3.10-13• In fact, similar imido-compounds are exceed
ingly fee bIe bases; dissociatIOll constants thereof are not known. In 
the case in question the pl'esence of the secondary alcohol group 

/ 
H. C. OH will, owing to its property of forming salts with weak 

"-
bases, still further Jower the basic character of the imido-group. 

The base of tbe liquid hydrochloride 1S still weaker than that of 
the two solid salts. Hel'e, tbe BEGI{MANN reaI'rangement appears to 
have also passed throllgh the second phase, thus {orming the car

/ 
bonyl group C: 0, the cycle being brok en up. Whether we are 

"-
really dealing here with a derivative of formamide can only be 
decided when the hydrochloride of this snbstallce has been more 
closely investigated. 

How can the above structure formulae explain lhe remarkable 
decompositions whiéh DUNSTAN and Bossr (loc. cit. p. 358~ have 
studied. An aqueous Soilltion of the salt (CH2 : NOH)a HOI or of 
the trimolecular acetyl derivative, heated with an excess of hydl'O
chloric acid in a sealed tube at 120°, yielded aftel' a few hOI11's a 
mixture of hydroxylamine and formaldehyde on one side and of 
ammoma and formic acid on tlJe other side. The more concentmted 
the hydrochloric acid the more of the fil'st mixture was fOl'med. 

An excess of H-ions would shift the equilibrium between the 
trimolecular bases in the dil'ection of the stl'ongest base as this 
suffers most from salt fOl'mation. In fact, this stl'ongest base (1) 
must according to its stl'llctm'e, yield hydroxylamine and fOl'malde
hyde with absorption of water. The weaker base, however, must 
then yleld ammonia and fOl'mic acid, which is, of course, to be 
experted from the structnre. 

The reduction of the salt (CH 2 : NOH)3' HOI, whel'e accol'ding 
to DUNSTA.N aud BOSSl (loc. cito p. 359) all the nitrogen is convel'ted 
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into ammonia, is also in harmony with the stl'uctul'e of the weake§t 
base (Il). For, when the OH-group is attached to nitrogen it may 
he reduced more readily than when attaehed to carbon. Hence, the 
strongel' base (I) ollght, on reduction, tg yield methylamine. This, 
in fact, has proyed to be ihe case when the methyl derivative is 
reduced, any how to a large extent. 

These matters will be further explained in a more extended 
artiele in the Rec. t1'. Chim. d. Pays-Bas in wluch tbe analytical 
figures and the titration and rotation figllres of the velo city measu
rements will be also given. 

Oximes being amphoteric electrolytes, 1 have tried to determine 
also the dissociation constant of the acid. From the dried ethereal 
solution of formaldoxime a small quantity of asolid sodium salt 
is precipitated by sodium methoxide. This however, is so nnstable 
that I have not been able to sufficiently purify it to execute trust
worthy velocity measurements with it. 

's-Hertogenbosch, Nov. 1915. Lab. B. B. S. 5 j. c. 

Astronomy. - "On the 01'bital planes o} JZlpite1"s Satellites, as 
de7,ivecl /1'0111, rneasurernents made at Berlin. By Pl'of. W. " 
DE SITTEH. 

(Communicated 10 the meeting of pecember 18, 1915). 

In the years 1906 to 1909, with the RFPSOLD micrometer attached 
to the nine inch telescope by FRAuNHoFER of the Observatory at 
Berlin, Dr. P. GUTHNIUK made th ree yaluable series of observations 
of the four oid satellites of Jupiter, fl'om which he derived t11e 
position of the orbital planes of these bodies. 1

) The observations 
were compared with SAMPSON'S tables. As Dl'. GUTHNICK remarks, 
his results, especially those for the sateUites II and IV, agree bettel' 
with my theory of 1908,2) than with SAlIIPSON'S. The comparison 
with my theor'y made by GCTHNICR was however of a preliminary 
nature, and it appeared desirabie to carry it out more in detail. 

The immediate results from GUTHNICK'S discussions are the correc
tions to the adopted elements, which are given on th€' pages 121 
nnd 122 of his paper, together with the resulting' final inclinations 
and nodes referred to the adopted fundamental plane. This funda-

1) Veröftentlichungen der Kön. Sternwarte zu Berlin-Babelsberg. Band 1. Heft 3. 
~) Tbese Proceedings, March 1908 j Vol. X, pages 653-673 and 740-729. 
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mental plane is defined by its inclination and node referred to the 
fixed Ol'bit of Jupiter of 1900. O. These are 

(/) = 3°.10350 

V!= 316°.0510 -0°.0000023 t 

The longitude of the node is counted from the fixed equinox 
of 1900. 0 along tile ecliptic of 1900. 0 to the node of J 1I piter's 
Ol'bit, and hence along this orbit. The time t lS counted in days 
from 1900 Jan. 0 mean Greenwich time. Tlle inclination and node 
of Jupiter's orbit are 1) 

1=1°.3098 Q,o = 99°.4244 

From these we derive the inclination and node of the fundamental 
p]ane on the fixed echptic of 1900.0, and cOllnted fl'om the fixed 
equinox of 1900. 0 : 

l' = 2° 11/ 45.1'3 
N' = 336° 52' 44'/ -3.'/99 Ti 

where now the time T is cOllnted in tropical years. The longitudes 
are counted from a point 0', wInch diffel's 180° from the node V!, 
and whose distance fl'Om the node N' is thus 

O'N' =-200° 5\)/57'/ - 0'/,97 1'. 

The corresponding vallles of my theory are 
I = 2°12' 8".7 

N = 336 24 24 - 1/1 34 T 

O'N' = 200 37 40 - 1 .24 T. 

Let now i and g, be the inclination and node of a satellite's orbJt, 
and put 

p=~ising 
q= icosg,. 

and the same with arcents, when referred to GUTBNTCK'S fundamental 
plane. The longitude of the node is coun ted fl'om the point 0 [or 
O'J and the inclination i [Ol' i'J is expre'3sed in degrees. We then 
find the following formnlas of tl'ansformation 2) 

wh ere 

1) GUTHNlCK, 1. c. page 17. 

p = pi _ aq/ + P( 
. (1) 

q=q/ + ap/ + Q 

2) GCTHNICK, in transforming from my fundamental plane to his, has only used 
the inclinations and nodes on Jupiter's orbit, thus taking no account of the fact 
that his fundamental plane is referred to HILL'S fi.xed orbit of Jupiter, and mme 
to LEvERRum's moving orbit. 
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a = 0 .00438 -- 0 .0000142 T 

P= + 0°.01465 - 0°.0000266 T 
Q = + 0 .01256 - 0 .0000101 T. 

The values of p' and q' cau be derived at ouce from GUTHNICK'S 

final resnlts. I have reduced tbe results fol' the different satellites to 
one and the same epoch for each of the three series, for whICh the 
epoch of satellite II was chosen. The corrertións to be applied to ~ 
the other satellites on thi"l account are very small and only in one 
or two cases affected the fourth decimal place. 1 thus fonnd: 

1 

PI' ql' 
1 

P2' q2' 
1 

Ps' Q3' -I Pi Q4' 
, 

° ° 0. ° o ° ° ° 1907.183 +0.0451--0.0086 - 0.4478+0.1260 -0.0058 - 0.1286 +0.1846+0.2943 

1908.235 .l. 0149- 0203 -- 4065--r 2152 - 0278- 1308 + 1884+ 2897 I 

1909.265 - 0157- 0433 - 3644+ 3038 - 0428- 1300 + 1828+ 2924 

These must now be transformed to my fundamental plane by the 
equations (1). We find: .. 

. 
I PI Ql I P. Q2 

1 
P3 Q3 I P4 Q4 

° 0 1907 +0.0596 +0.0041 
o 0 

-0.4338+0.1366 
° 010 0 

+0.0093-0.1161 +0.1978+0.3076 

1908 + 0294- 0077 - 3930+ 2260 -- 0128- 1184 + 2016+ 3030 

1909 - 0011- 0309 - 3513+ 3148 - 0278- 1177 + 1960+ 3057 

These are thus mean elements as derived from the observations 
for the respective mean eporhs. In comparmg them with the theory 
we must therefore ]eave out of account those theoretical terms, of 
which the period is short compared with the periods covered by 
the observations of each series. These latter periods are 191, 197 
and 105 days in the three cases. Snch terms, however, do not exist. 
Beyond the so called "secular" terms, there are tel'ms with pel'iods 
in the neighbolll'hood of 6 years, and some small terms with a 
period of about 248 days. All these have been taken into account 1). 
1 then find the followmg theoretical values: 

1) GUTHNICK only takes account of the "secular" terms and rejects the others, 
which he caUs "kurzperiodisch". 
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I PlO qlO I P20 q20 I Pao qao I P40 q40 

o 0 o 0 o 0 0 0 

1907 -r0.0163~0.0116 -~4514-r0.1303 --0.0073--0.1175 4-0.2032~.3009 

1908 + 0132- 0097 -- 4104+ 2213 - 0160- 1194 + 2054+ 2954 

1909 -- 0058- 0203 - 3522+ 3045 -- 0245-- 1201 + 2083+ 2938 

The differences bet ween the obsel'vations and the theory are thus : 

I b.PI t::,.ql I t::,.P2 b.Q2 I t::,.P3 t::,.Q3 I bh /J.Q4 

0 0 0 0 o 0 o 0 
1907 -r0.0433-0.0075 +0.0176+0.0063 +0.0166+0.0014 --0.0054+0.0067 

1908 + 162+ 20 + 174+ 47 + 32+ 10 -- 38+ 76 

1909 -r 47- 106 + 9+ 103 - 33+ 24 -- 123+ 119 
, 

.For the sake of comparison I add the differences with SAMl'SON'S 

theory expressed in the same units. It will be seen that, with a 
few exceptions, the 6p! and 6q! are smaller than the 6p!' and 6q! '. 

I 
b.Pl' b.QI' I t::,.P2' b.Q2' I b.P3' I Q3' 

I b.Pl t::,.Ql 

0 0 I 0 0 o 0 o 0 
1907 + 0.0274--0. 0109 -0.0106-0.0341 -0 0034-0.0124 --0.0182+0.0266 

1908 I 81- 38 -- 177- 343 - 172-- 147 -- 168+ 216 -r 

1909 -- 9- 250 -- 386- 265 - 218- 153 -- 212-!- 234 
I 

The mean el'ro1's, expressed 111 the same unit, are 

I Pl and Ql I P2 and Q2 I P3 and Q3 I P4 and Q4 

1907 ± 0.0095 ± 0.0060 ± 0.0040 ± 0.0027 

1908 and 1909 ± 73 ± 46 ± 29 ± 17 

From the residuals 6p! and 6q! I have derived the quantities 
6x! and 6y!, WhlCh I also used in my discussion of the Cape 
obsel'vations 1), by the formulas 

6mz = ~rllj6pj 
J 

6y! = ~ d y 6q,J , 
J 

1) Annals of the Cape Observatory, Volume XII, Parts 3 and 5. 
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If for dij we take the values corresponding to the masses derived 
by me, and which are given in Cape XlI, 5, p. 14, Table X, we find 

I ~Xl llYl I 6 X2 DY2 I L\ X 3_ t;Y3 I t;X4 ~Y4 

1907 -t0. 0430--0. 0076 +0.0158+0.0060 I -t0.0174+0.0008 -0.0023+0.0069 

1908 + 158+ 19 + 171+ 45 + 41+ 2 - 30+ 76 

1909 + 47-- 108 + 14+ 98 
I 

- 18+ 11 -- 125+ 122 

We can now determine the quantities gi and G~ by the equations 1) 

!Ji sin Gi = te lO + 1::. tei 

!Ji cos Gi = YIO + 1::.Yi, 
where Xio and Yio are defined by 

teio = "Ii sin ri 

Yio = "Ii cos n. 
Here "Ii and 11 are the "own" inclinations and nodes, and are taken 
from my theory of 1908. We then lind 

I gl Gl I 
g2 G2 I 

g3 G3 I g4 G4 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1907 0.0690 89.6 0.4542 288.90 0.1797 188.84 0.2475 127.67 
/ 

1908 0405 109.8 4559 301.54 1825 195.61 2465 128.36 

1909 0385 170.4 4740 313.17 1834 200.06 2362 129.65 

If now we neglect a possible correction to the position of the 
equatorial plaue, i.e if we suppose the fundamental plane of my 
theory to coincide exactly with the mean equator of Jupiter, then 
gz and G~ must be considered as observed values of "12 and n, and 
consequently we find corrertions to the theory 1::."I~ = g2 - "I~ and 
1::.1';,= Gi - n. These corrections are given below. I hftve alRo 
carried out the same computations for the values of pi and qi result
ing from; the fi\'e Cape series, which are given in Cape XlI 5, 
page 17, Table XII. These we re first redllCed from the tabular 
fundamental plane used in the reduction' of the observations to the 
flnal fundamental plane of my theory. Then the dÜrerences 1::.Pi, 1::.qi 
were formed exactly as has been explained above for the Berlm 
observations; from these 1::.xi and 1::.Yi; were cDmputed and finally 
gi and Gi. We thus find: 

1) These are the formulae (11) of Cape Xll, 3, p.102, if we take xoo = Yoo = O. 
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I ~Yl ~rl I ~Y2 ~r21 ~Y3 ~ l's I ~Y4, ~r4 

1891. 75 
0 

-0.0028+12.3 
I 

+0.0005 
0 

0.00 
0 

+0.0010-0.97 
0 

+0.0036-0.26 

-
1901.61 + 55+ 1.0 - 9+1.12 - 105- .77 - 67+ .24 

r 

1902.62 + 50- 1.0 - 19- .03 - 36- .63 - 19- .64 

1903.72 - ' 57-16.1 + 23- .30 + 20+2.59 - 34+ .90 

1904.89 + 22-12.3 + 4- .89 + 63+ .15 + 26- .32 

1907.183 + 408+17.4 - 141+1.35 - 42-5.32 - 61- .92 

1908.235 + 133-15.2 - 124+1.57 - 14-1.20 - 71- .92 

1909.265 + 113- 6.0 + 57+ .99 - 5+ .65 - 174- .32 

These residuals, or rather the values ~')]z and ~Yi from which 
they were derived, might now be used as the basis of' a discussion 
similar to the one carl'ied out by me in Cape XII, 3 and 5, for 
the derivation of new corrections to the inclinations and nodes. The 

I - case of satellite I is worthy of notice. Each of the series 1891--
1904 and 1907-1909 considered separately se ems to point to a 
negative correction to the adopted motion of the own node [11' The 
two series taken together, ho wever, confirm the theoretical value. 
Fol' a thorough discussion of all the orbital planes, however, the 
difference of epoch between the observations of Berlin and the Cape 
is still too short. We shall have to waiÎ till about 1920. 1

) This 
discussion must necessarily be supplemented by a new investigation 
of the inequalities in the longitudes for the determination of the 
masses. The observations which are now being made at the Cape 
and at Johannesburg will furnish a valuable malerial for such an 
in vestigation. 

1) See Oape XII, 3 p. 121 and "Elements and masses" p. 720. [Proceedings 
Amsterdam, Mareh 1908, Vol Xl A summary of the present state of the theory 
anà of the investigations whieh are still desirable, is given in History and Descrip· 
tion of the Oape Observatory, pages xcvii to ei. 
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Chemistry. - "In-, mono- and divariant equilibria". IV. Ey Prof. 

F. A. H. SCHREINEMAKERS. 

(Communicated in th~ meeting of N?v. 27, 1915). 

7. Anothel' representation of P, T-diagrams. 
In order not to extend unnecessarily the number of drawings of 

P,T-diagrams, we shall represent these diagrams in another way. -
We take e. g: the P, T-diagram in fig. 2 (II) 1); we shall repl'esent 
this by the following fignre, wbich w~ shall eaU a symbolieal repre
sentation of this diagram. 

Stab. (1) (5) (4) (3) (2) (1) 

I I I I I I I I I I I 
Metast. (3) (2) (1) (5) (4)' 

(1) 

In the P,T-diagram Lfig. 2 (U)] the stabIe parts of the curves 
suceeed one another in the succession (1). (5), (4), (3), (2), (1), viz. 
starting from curve (1) in right-hand side direC'tion; this succession 
is represented in the symbolical representation (1) by the upper line. 
In order to avoid er-rors this line is indicated by "stab." 

The Jower line, which is indicated by "metast." relates to the 
metastable parts of the curves. Oonsequently it is apparent from 
the symbolical representation, in accordance with the P, T-diagram 
[fig. 2 (II)], that between curves (1) 'and (5) rhe metastable part 'of 
curve (3) is situated; between (5) and (4) the metastable part of 
curve (2) etc. It is also apparent that curve (5) is situated between 
the metastable parts of the curves (2) and (3) etc. Ourve (1) is 
situated bet ween the metastable parts of the curves (3) and (4); 
this shows itself distinctly when we imagine the diagram (1) to be 
continued further towards the right. 

In order to see from the diagram, which curves are situated at 
the l'ight and at the 1eft of a defiriite curve, for instance of curve (1), 
we' take into considel'atioll that the limit between at the right and 
at the left of curve (1) is formed by the metastable part of this 
curve (1). Hence we see that (5) and (4) are situated at the right, 
(2) and (3) at the left of (1). It is also appal'ent that (4) and (3) 
are situated at the right, (1) and (2) at the left of curve (1)). , 

1) .The Roman nnmerals I, II, or Hl between parentheses refer to communi· 
cation I, 11, or lIl, 
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We can also, include into the symbolical representation the different 
regions ; when we do this fol' the pl'evio?s diagram (1), then we 
find the diagram (2). 

Stab. (1) (5) (4) (3) l2) (1) 

-I 

234 _I 123 

+ 
125 

\ 

145 1 345 

-I 
u:; 235 235 245 245 ::: 
0 134 135 135 134 (2) ...... 

-\ QJJ 124 124 CD 
;:.., 

I I I I I 
Metast. (3) (2) (1) (5) (4) 

Hence we see that the regions 234, 235, and 134 are situated 
between the curves (1) and (5) and that these l'egions are intersected 
by the metastable part of CUl'\'e (3); etc. The region 235 extends 
over curve (5), the region 124 over curve (4) etc.; this is indicated 
by the hOl'izontal connecting line. It seems in diagram (2) that the 
region 134 consists of two, parts, separated from one another. This 
is, however, not the. case; this l'egion extends itself viz. from 
curve (5) over curve (1) up to curve (2); this extension over curve 
(1) is indicated in the diagi.'am also by a horizontal line. 

Now we shall also replace the P,T-diagram of fig. 6 (lU) by a 
symbolicaI representation. In fig. 6 (lU) the regions are not indicated" 
we shall, howevel', include the,m into the symbolical representation: 
The same as from the .P, T-diagram, we see from 

stab. F I AI DI BI Cl 

(AE) -- (AE) -- (AE) -- (AE) 
(DE) -- (DE) -- (DE) 

(AC) --(AC) --(AC) 
(BF) --(BF) --(BF) 

(AB) --(AB) (BE) --(BE) 

EI 

(DF)--(DF) (CD) --(CD) (CF) -- (CF) 
(AF) (AD) (BD) (BC) (CE) (EF) 

FI 

metast. j" jl ~I ~I 

(3) 

the symbolical representation that the curves are f'orming three' 
bundies, viz. one thl'eecurvical bundIe (AI DI BI), one twocllrvjcal, 
bundie (Cl EI) and one onecur\'ical bun dIe (FI). 
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The regions are indieated in diagram (3) by placing between 
parentheses the two missing phases; the meaning of (AF) is e. g. 
the region with the phases B, C, D, and E. 

Altogether we find 15 regions ; some of these regions extend over 
one or more curves; this is indicated in the diagram by horizontal 
connecting lines. 

'rhe same as in thé E, T-diagram itself, we ean easily dednce the / 
position of the regions also in the sy rnbolical representation. 

We have e. g. to find the region (AF) between F' and A'; between 
F' and D' the region (DF), which extends itself consequentlyover 
A'; between F' and B' the region (BF) which exteuds itself, 
therefore, over the curves A' and D'. Between F' and C' we find 
the region (CF); th is region \ CF) does not extend itself over the 
curves A', D' and B', for in thai case it would extend itself also 
over the metastable part of curve F', which is not allowed ; con
sequently it goes starting from F' over curve E' towards C'. 
Between F' and E' we find the region (EF). When we act in the 
same way with each of the otlLer curves, then we find a partition 
of the regions as in tht' symbolical 'representanon (3). 

In this diagram (3) we see again the confirmation of the rnle that 
each region, which extends Hself over the stabie or metastable part 
of a curve F' p, contains also the phase F p. We see e. g. tbat the 
regions rBF) , (DF) and (AF) extend themselves over the metastable 
parts of the curves C' and E'; each of tbese regions contains t11e 
phases C and E. The regions (BFi and (DF) extend themsel ves 
over the stabIe pat't of curve A'; both the reglOns contain the phase 
A. The region (AE) extends itself over the stable parts of the curves 
D', B' and C' and over the metastable part of curve F'; It contains 
the phases B, C, D, and F; etc. 

8. Systems with an arbitrary number of components. 
Up to now we have applied the method for deducing the 

P, T-diagrams only 011 binary, ternary, and quatel'nary systems. We 
have acted in that case in the following way. 

We represented the eompositions of the phases, occurring in the 
invariant equilibrium, by points in a concentration-diagram. This 
concentration-diagram was a straight )int1 fol' binary systems, for 
tel'nary systems aplane, fol' quaternary systems the space. 

The points, which indlcate the compositions of the phases, may 
be- situated with respect to one anothel' in these diagrams in different 
ways; we found for binal'y systems one'-position [fig. 2 (1)1. for 
ternary systerns three different positions [fig. 1, 3 and 1) (m], for 
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quaternary systems foUl' different positions [figs. 1, 3, 5 and 7 (lIl)]. 
As to each of these different positions a definite P, T-diagram 

belongs, we found for blTIal'y systems one I fig. 2 (I)J, for ternary 
systems three [figs. 2, 4 and 6 (U)] and for quateornary systems four 
[figs. 2, 4, 6, and 8 (lIl)] different types of P, T-diagrams. 

As we can no more represent the concentration-diagram for sys
tems with more tban four components (unless in a space with more 
than th ree dimensions) we can no more apply in the same way the' 
method which we have followed till now. 

Yet we ma)' dedu('e, as we shaH see furthor, for each arbitral'y 
system the different types of P,T-diagrams. Before discussing th is 
question we shall first indicate in what way we eau deduce in\ 
each defimte case the cOl'l'esponding P, T-diagram. 

We consider a system of n components, in the invariant point of 
which the n + 2 phases Fl' .. lJ~l+ 2 occur. The n + 2 monovariant 
curves (Fl ) ••• (~1+2) start from this point. When the compositions 
of the n+ 2 phases are known, then, af> we have seen in commu
nication I, the reactions, w hich OCCUI' in earh of the monovariant 
equilibria (Fl ) ••• (Fu+2) are completely defined. 

We write for the reaction betwee,n the phases of the equilibrium CFl): 

a2F2 + a~F3 + ... + an+2F,1+2 = 0 
for the reaction of the equilIbrium (F2 ): 

blFl + baFa + ... + bn+2Fn+2 = 0 

for the reaction of the equilibrium (Fa): 

clFl + c2F 2 + c4F 4 + ... + Cn+2.F:.+2 = 0 

(4) 

(5) 

. . (6) 

etc. As in all n + 2 mono variant equilibria occur, consequently 
we have also n + 2 equations of reaction. 

These n + 2 equations, however, are not independent of one 
another, but they Me mutually dependent, viz. in this wa,}' that two 
of them are sufficient to define the others. When we know for 
instanee the equations of reaction for the equilibria (FJ and (F2) , 

th en we find them fol' (Fa)' by eliminating Fa from both the first. 
Thel'efol'e, wh en we eliminate Fa from (4) and (5), then we find (6). 
In order to find the equation for the equilibrium (F4) , we eliminate 
F 4 from (4) and (5); etc. 

Oonsequently we find: wh en we know the equations of l'eaction 
for 2 of the 11, + 2 equilibria (F1) ••• (.lt~1+2), then those for the n 
other equilibria are also lmown. 

We may express this a180 in the following way: we cau represent 

( 
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with the aid of the nather phases the composition of two af tile 
phases af n + 2 phases, which oC'cur in an invariant point. 

We mayalso say for this: in a space with n -1 dimensions we 
ean represent each point with the aid of nather paints of tbis space. 

We shall fil'st apply our pl'eviaus considel'atians ia a case. 
treated al ready farmerly, viz. to a ternary system. In an invariant 
equilibrium the phases p) Q, R, S and T occur; we caU the curves 
starting fram the invariant point P', Q/, R', S/ and T'. 'Vhen the 
campasitions of the phases are known, we can find the eqlla~ians af 
the reactions as we have proved above. We aSSllme that this reachon 
is for tbe pbases of the equilibrium P/: 

6Q=R+2S+3T. 

and for the phases of the equilibrium Q': 

9P = 2R + 3S + 4T 
It follows from (7): 

Q' I P' I R' S' T' 
and fram (8): 

R' S' T' I Q' I P' 

. (7) 

(8) 

(7a) 

(8a) 

. We have written (7 a) and (8n in such a way that P' is situated 
at the right of Q'. [Let the reader draw these and the fallowing 
curves in a P, T-diagram in arder ta facilitate the matter; (9) gives 
a symbohcal represE'ntation of tbe P, T-diagmm.] 

I 

Stab. (2' P' T' S' R' Q' 

I r I I 1 I I 1 I ) 1 

Metast. T' S' R' Q' P' 
(9) 

As in accordallce with (7 a) R', S' and T' must be situated at the 
right of P' and in accordance with (8a) these curveR must be 
situated at the left of Q', they are sitllated, therefore, between the 
metastable prolangatian af P' and Q' . Reversally the metastable 
pralongations of R', S' and T' must be situated between P' and Q' . 
. NQW we have yet to define the pasitian of the curves R', S' and 
T' with respect ta one another. For this we elllninate R from (7) 

and (8); we find: 

12Q= 9P+ S+ 2T (10), 

consequently : 

Q' I B' I P' S' T' (iOa) 
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Henf!e .it is apparent that, 8' and TI must be sitl1ated at the same 
side of RI as PI; conseq uently RI must be situated as is indirated 
in (9). In order to find still the position of SI and TI with respèct 
to one' another; we eliminate S from (7) and (8); we find: 

18 Q + R = 18P + T . . (11) 
consequently : 

QI RI IS' IPI TI . . , . (11 a) 

Henee it is apparent th at SI must be situated uetween R' and T', 
so that 'the diagram is defined. When we eliminate T from (7) and 
(8), we' tiIid : . 

\ 

(12) 
consequently: 

Q' R'S' I T' I P' . (12a) 

which is in accordance with the position of the curves in the diagram. 
Oonsequently we find: when the relations (7) and (8) exist between 

the five phases, then we obtain a P,T-diagram, which can be repre
sented symbolically by (9). The curves form three bundies, viz. one 
threecurvical bnndle (T' 8' R') and two onecurvical bundles, viz. the 
curves P' and Q'. Oonsequently the diagram belongs to type III 
[fig. 6 (U)]; therefore, the five phases form the anglepoints of a 
biconrave quintangle. 

Now we take as example a system of five components, so that 
we can represent no more the position of the phases with respect 
to one another, unIe ss in a space of four dimensions. When we 
Imow howeyer the compositions of the seven phases P, Q, R, S, 
T, U, and V, which occur in a septuplepoint, then the reactions, 
which can occur in the 7 monovariant systems are known. When 
we assume that the reactlOn between the phases of the equilibrium 
pi is: 

Q + 2R + 3S = T + U + 4: V (13) 
and the reaction between the phases of the equilibrium Q': 

. 2P+R+ T=S+2U+ V . (14) 

We find for tIle reaction. between the phases of the equilibrium 
R' by elimination of R from (13) and (14): 

Q+5S+3U=4P+3T+2JT. (15) 
It follows fpr the reaction of the equilibrium S' that: 

Q+6P+5R+2T=7U+7V (16) 
fol' the reaction of the equilibrium T' that: 

Q + 2P + 3R + 2S = 3 U + 511 (17) 
fol' the l'eaction of the equilibrium U' that: 

66 
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. X VIII. 
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2Q+3R+7S=2P+3T+7V. 

And for the reaction of the equilibrium VI th at : 

Q+ 7S+ 7U=8P+ 2R+5T 

It follows from those equations of reaction that: 

QI R' S' IPII T' UI V' 
Q' S' U' I R' I pi T' V' 

,Q' P' R' S' I Til U' V' 

(i3a) S' UI V' I Q' I pi R' T' 
. (i5a) pi Q' R' T' IS'I UI V' 

(i7a) QI RIS' I U'I P'T' V' 
Q' S' U' I V'I pi R' T' . 

(18) 

. (19) 

(iJa) 

liGa) 
(i8a) 

(19a) 

In (13a) and (i4a) we have raken P' at th~ right of Q', sa 
we shall do it also in the P. T-diagl'am. [Let the reader draw in_ 
order to facilitate the matter th is and the following curve in a P,T
diagram; then he wi11 see that (20) gives a symbolical repl'esentation 
of thisj. Further it is apparent- from (i3a) and (iJa) that RI is 
situated at the 1eft of PI and at the right of Q', consequently 
between P' and Q'. It follows further from (i3a) and (14a) th at S' 
is sitnated at the left of P' and of Q', consequently in the angle, 
fOl'nled by the stabIe part of Q' and the metastable part of P'. It 
fo11ows also from (13a) and (i4a) that T' is situated at the right 
of P' and Q', consequently within the angle fOl'med by the stabIe 
part of P' alld the metastable part of Q'. 

As howe\'er this allgle is divided into two parts by the metastable 
part of curve S', we have still to define the position of S' and T' 
wIth respert to one another. We see this e. g. from (lGa) from which 
it is apparent that 1" must be situated on the same side of S' as 
the curves P', Q' and R'. Oonsequently curve 1" is situated within 
the angle, formed by the stabie part of P' and the metastable part of S'. 

Further it follows from (i3a) that U' and V' are situated at the 
l'ight of P', from (i4a) it fo11ows that these curves are situated at 
the left of Q', consequently U' and V' are situated within the angle 
formed by the metastable parts of P' and Q'. However we find 
yet also within this angle the metastable part of curve R', so that we 
have stIll to define the position of R', U' and VI with respect to 
one another. We find th is easily from (i5a); hence it is apparent 
that U' is situated on the same side of R' as QI and S'; con se
quently U' IS situated within the angle formed by the metastable 
parts of the CUl'ves R' and P'. Further it follows thai V' is situated 
on the same side of R' as the curves P' and T', so that VI must 
be situated between the metaFltable parts of R' and QI. 

We have defined, therefore, the position of the curves in the 
P, T-diagram, although we have only used four [i3a, i4a, i5a and 

J 

I' , 
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. 16aJ of the seven relations. The partition of the curves, which follows 
from 17 a, 18a and 19a, is in accordallce with thé P, T-diagram. 

Stab. 

00 

§ .... 

Stab. 
(20) 

Metast. 

It is apparent from the P, T-diagram or fl'Om its symbolical rep re
sentation (20) that the ClUTes form five bundIes, viz. the two two
curvical bundies (P' T') and (S' Q') and the three onecurvical bundies 
V', V' and R'. ' 

When we include also the regions in the diagram, then we find 
the symbolical representátion (21) 

P' T' V I V' S' Q' R' P' 
--(ST) (ST) --(ST) --(ST) --
--(RV)--(RV) (US) --(RS) (RV)--
--(QT) (QV) --(QV)--(QV) (QT) --(QT)--

(PU) --(PV) --(PU) (RV)--(RV)--(RU) 

éJJ 
Q) 
;... 

(PV)--(PV) (SV)--(SV) (PS)--(PS)-~(PS) (21) 
--(RT) (TU)--(TU) (QV)--(QU) (RT) __ 

(PQ) --(PQ) 
(PT) (TV) (7j V) (Sr;) (QS) (QR) (PR) 

Metast. l,~, ~,J,J, ~,&, 

We find 21 regions, some of them extend themselves over one or 
more curves; this is indicated in the diagram by horizontal lines of 
conjunction. The region (ST) seems in (21) to consist of two parts, 
separated from one anothel'; this is howevel' not the case, both the 
pal'ts meet one another viz. over curve P'. 

The region (ST) goes therefore starting from curve S' over Q', 
R' and P' up to T'; it is apparent that it cannot go starting from 
S' ovel' U' and V' towards T'; viz. in this case it would cover 
the metastable part of curves S' and T', which is not alloweq. 

The same applies to the regions (RV), (QT) and (RT), which 
consist in (21) also seemingly of two pal'ts separated from one anothel'. 
We also see again the confirmation of the ruJe th at each region, 
which extends itself over a curve F' p, contains the phase Fp• 

It appears from the previous considerations : when we know the 
compositions of the phases, occurring in an invariant point, th en 
we can deduce the corresponding type of the P, T-diagram. 

Leiden, ArlO1'!J. Chem. Labomtol'Y. (Tv bIJ ( continueel). 

\ 
-I 

I 
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Chemistry. - "In-, mono- and clivfl1'iant equilibria". V. By) Prof. 

F. A. H. SCHREINElIfAKERS. 

(Communicated in the meeting of December 18, 1915). 

9. Another deduction of the P, T-diagramtypes. 
Up to now we have dednced the P,T-dlagramtypes for unal'y, 

binal'y, ternary and quaternal'Y systems and we have indicated also 
In what way we can find the P,T-dmgramtype for every defimte 
system, compoaed of an arbitral'y number of components. W_e have, 
however, supposed in all these deductions, that e~ther the concen~ 
tratlOn-dzagramtype Ol' the compositions of the phases, occurring in 
the invarIant point, are known. Now we shall dedllce, without 
knowing the type of the concentratlOn-diagl'am or the composition 
of the phases, the different types of the, P, T-dmgmm, which ~ay 
OCCLU' in an al'bItrary system of n-components. 

111 our previous considel'ations we have intl'oduced the idea 
"bundIe of curves". A bundie of curves is formed viz. by curves, 
which follow one another in a P,T-diagram, without being i'leparated 
from one another by metastable parts of curves, 

In fig. 2 (I) the curves (1) and (4) farm, therefore, a twocul'vical 
bundJe, the same is the case with the cur\'es~ (1) and (5) and also 
with the curves (2) and (3) of fig. 4 (11). [We have to bear in mind 
tlMt the figs. 4 (11) and 6 (Il) have to be changed mutually, as IS 

all'eady communicated 111 the previous publication J. Jn fig. 2 (lIl) 
we find thl'ee twocul'vical bun dIes, viz. B' + D', A' + F' and 
C' + E', in fig. 4 (lIl) the twocurvical bundie B' + D' and in 
fig. 6 (lIl) the twocuJ'vical bundie U + E'. 

We iind an example of a threecurvical bllndle in figs. 6 (lI) and 
6 (lIl), of a fomcur, ical bundle in fig. 8 (lIl) r viz. A' + D' + B' 
+ C'J. 

A bundIe of curves is consequently limited at the right and at 
the left by Olle or more mE"tastable parts of curves. As a limit 
we may caU one single cnrve, which is situated between two 
metastable parts of curves, a "onecurvical bundle". In fig. 1 (I) 
and 2 (Il) each curve forms, thel'efore, a onecurvical bnndle. 

Consequently we find in fig. 4 (lI) two twocurvical - and Olle 
onecurvical bUlldIe ; in fig. 6 (II) one tbreecul'vical and two one
cnl'vical bundles, etc. 

It is evident tbat also the metastable parts of tbe curves form 
bundies, so that we mayalso speak of olle- and morecllrvical meta
stabie bundies. 
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In order to find the different types of the P, T-diagrams, we shall 
use the following theses . 

. In a P, T-diagram always a same number of bundies is situated 
at the right and at the 1eft of each bundle of curves. 

In every P, T-diagram the n umber of bundies of curves IS always 
odd and thl'ee at least. 

In accordance with thlS property, which we óhall show further, 
in a P, T-diagram occur, therefore, 3 or 5 or 7 etc. bun dIes of 
curves and diagral!}S with 2 or 4 or 6 bundies cannot exist. 

In the cases treated up to now, we see the cOJlfil'mation of these 
rules. In each of the figs. 1 (I), 2 (I), J (Il), 6 (II), 2 (lIl), 6 (Hl) 
and 8 (lIl) we find th1'ee bllndles in each of the figs. 2 (II) and 
4 (lIl) and in the symbolical diagram 21 (IV) we find five bundIes. 

We may deduce the above-mentlOned rules a.o. in the followmg 
way. First it is apparent that a P,T-diagram with only one 
single bundie cannot exist; in this case viz. one region at least 
should exist with a region-angle, larger than 180°, WhICh is not 
possible in accordance with our previouó considerations. 

Now we take in an arbitrary P,T-diagra01 a bundIe of curves ; we 
rall the stabie part of tbis bundIe a, the metastable part b. Now we 
go from a towards b along a cUl'\'ed line whirh doee not go throngh 
-the invariant point. Starting from a this curve intersects fil'st a 
metastable, aftel'\vards a stabie, further again a m€'tastable, afterwards 
again a stabIe bundie, etc. Art'Ïved at b, we have consequently 
intersected just as many metastable bundies as stabie ones. [At least 
1 metastable and 1 stabie bundie.] Thel'efore, when we find n 
metastable bundies going front a in righthandsiae direction towal'ds 
b, then we find there also n sta.ble bun dIes. As, however, evei'Y 
metastabJe bun dIe, which is situatea at 1he l'ight of a, is the pro
longation of a stabIe bundIe, which IS situated at the Ieft of a, 
conseql1ently at the left of a also n stabie bundies must be sltuated. 
Therefore we find: at the right and at tlle left of every bundIe of 
curves always a same number of bundies is situated. Hence it 
follows immediately that the total number of curves is dlways odd 
and three at least. 

Now we shall deduce the different types of P, T-diagrams with 
the aid of these properties. 

1. Unary systems. (One component; three curves.) 
In an unary sJstem th ree curves occur, which have to be divided 

in accordance with our previolls considerations over an odd number 
of bundies (three at least). This can take place only in one single 
way, viz. in, sueh a way that th1'ee onerul'vical, bundies ·arlse. 
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Uonsequently one single type flxists only; this is represented in 
fig. 1 (1). We mayalso represent this diagram by BI + BI + BI: 
This means that the P, T-diagram consists of thJ'ee onecurvical bundlès. 

2. Binary systems. (Two components, four curves). Four curves 
may be divided over three bundIes ÎIlone single way only, viz. 
in sueh a war that one bundle contains two curves and two bundies 
each one curve. We J'epresent this by BI + BI + B 2 [the symbol 
Bn l'epresents a bundie which contains n curves]; this means that 
the P, T-diagram consists of two onecurvical and one twocurvical 
bundie. Fig. 2 (1) gives a represcntation of this diagram. ' 

3. Ternary systems. (Three components, fi \'e. curves). 
When dividing five curves into an odd number of bundies we may 

distingnish hvo principal types, viz. a division over 5 and over 3 
bundles. With a division over 5 bundles, the diagram: 

BI + BI + BI + BI + BI 

arises, cOllsequently a P, T-diagram with five' onecurvical bundles, 
as is also represented in fig. 2 (H). 

W ith a di vision over 3 bundles 2 diagrams may al'ise, viz.: 

BI + BI + Bs and BI + B 2 + B 2 • 

The first diagram consists of two onecurvical and one threecul'
vical bundie and is represented in fig. 6 (1I), the second consists of 
one onecurvical and two twocurvical bundies and is drawn in fig. 4 (1I). 

4. Quaternary systems. (Four components, six curves). 
When dividing the 6 curves into bundJes we may aJso distinguish 

two principal types, viz. a division over 5 and over 3 bundies. 
With a division over 5 bundies the diagram 

BI + BI + BI + BI + B 2 

arises, consequently a P, T-diagJ'am with one twocurvical and four 
onecurvical b~mdles. We find tbis drawn in fig. 4 (lID. 

With a division over 3 bundles the diagrams: 

BI + BI + B4' BI + Bz + Bs and Bz + B 2 + Bz 

may arise. 
The first consists of one fourcllrvical and two onecurvical bun dIes, 

we find this in fig. 8 (lIl); the second cOllsists of one onecurvical, 
one twocurvical and one threeeurvical bundle and is drawn in 
fig. 6 (lIl). The third consists of th ree twocurvieal bun dies and is 
found in fig. 2 (Hl). 

5. Quinary systems. (Five components, seven curves). 
With a division of 7 curves into an odd number of bundies we 
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ean distinguish three pdneipal types, viz. a division into 7, 5 or 
3 bundies. 

With a didsion of 7 curves into 7 bundies, the diagram 

BI + BI + BI + BI + BI + Bl + BI 

arises, consequently a diagram with 7 oneeurvieal bundJes. It is 
represented in fig. 1 by a. 

(E) 

(8) 

(Al 

fA} 

(E) (J)J 

Fig. 1. 

Fig. 2. 

(R) 

.... 

et--

Ir) 

lp} 
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With a di vision of the curves over 5 bundIes the diagrams: 

Bl + Bl + Bl + Bl + Bs , Bl + Bl + BJ + B 2 t B 2 

and Bl + Bl + B 2 + Bl + B 2 r 

The first of these diagrams consists of one thl'eecurvical and four 
'onecul'vical bundies, it is represented in fig. 1 by b. 

The second and third diagrams con sist both of three oneéurvical 
and two twocurvlCal bundies. These diagrams differ, howevel', mutu
a11y, becallse the bundies of curves have another position with 
respect to one another. The second is represented in fig. 1 by c 
the thil'd by cl. 

When dividing the curves over three bundies the diagrams: 

Bl + Bl + B5 , Bl + B 2 + B4 , Bl + Bs + Bs and B 2 + B 2 + Bs' ~ 
arise. The first consists of one fi vecUl'vical . and two onecurvical 
bun dIes ; we find it in fig. 2 e. The second consists of one onecul'vicaI, 
one tworul'viraI and one fourcurvical bundie [fig. 2 iJ. The third 
consists of one onecurvical and two fhreeClll'vical bundies [fig. 2 g l ; 
the fourtll consists of one threecurvical and two twocurvical bundies 
[fig. 2 hJ. 

Consequently we find that in a quinal'y system exist the eigbt 
types of the P,T-diagram, which are drawn in the figs. 1 and 2. 

In the previous communication IV we have deduced the type of 
the P,T-diagram for a definite case of a system of five components. 
For this we found the symbolical diagram 20 (IV); this consists of 
three onecurvical bundies (viz. V', U' and R') and of two two
curvical bllndles (\Tiz. P' T' and S' Q'). We have seen above that in 
this case two types may be distinguished; it is apparent ti'om the 
symbolical diagram that it belongs to the type: Bl + Bl + B 2 + 
+ Bl + B2 ; consequently it may be represented by fig. 1 d. 

6. Senary systems rsix components; eight cur\·esJ. 
When dividing eight curyes into an odd number of bundies we 

may distinguish again three principal types, viz. a division into 
7, 5 or 3 bundIes. We then find the following eleven types of dia
grams in which for the sake of simplification the letter B is 
omitted. 

1+1+1+1+1+1+2 
1+1+1+1+4 , 1+1+1+2+3 , 1+1+2+1+3 , 
1 t1+2+2+2, 1+2+1+2+2,1+1+6,1+2+5, 
1+3+4,2+2+4,2+3+3. @ 

The reader can easily draw or reprebent symbolically these types 
of P. T-diagrams. . . , 
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7. Septenary systems [se ven components, nine curvesJ. It is 
evident th at we may now distinguish four principal types, viz. a 
partition over 9, 7, 5, or 3 bundies. We find the following seventeen 
types of diagrams. 

1+1+1+1+1+1+1+1+1 
1+1+1+1+1+1+3,1+1+1+1+1+2+2, 
1+1+1+1+2+1+2,1+1+1+2+1+1+2 , 
1+1+1+1+5,1+1+1+2+4,1+1+2T1+4, 
1 + 1 + 1 + 3 + 3 , 1 + 1 + 3 + 1 + 3 , 1 + 1 + 7 _ 1 + 2 + 6', 

r 
1+3+5, 1+4+4- , 2+2+5, 2+3+4 ,3+3+3. 

Consequently wè find one diagram with 9, four diagrams with 7, 
five wIth 5 and seven with 3 bundIes. 

It. is evident that we ma,}' find in the same way as above also 
the types of P, T-diagrams for s,}'stems with more than seven com
ponents. Aftel' the previous deduchons it is quite unnecessary to 
further discuss this matter. 

Now we shall still briefty discuss the occurrence of symmetry in 
the P, T-diagrams. We eaIl a diagram a symmetriealone, when all 
bundies contain an equal number of curves. Consequently we may 
distinguish different cases of symmetry, viz. with onecurvical, two-
cUJ'vical, threecurvical bundies, etc. _ 

Symmetry with onecurvical bundies is only possible as the num
bel' of bun dies is always an odd one, when the P,T-diagram contains 
an odd number of curves. Consequently it can occur pnly in systems 
with an odd number of components, therefore in systems with one 
component [fig. 1 (l)J, wüh three components [fig. 2 (II)J, with five 
ccomponents [fig. 1 a J, with seYen components l the diagram 
1+1+1 +1+1+ 1'+ 1J, etc. 

As tlle nu mb el' of_ bundIes IS' al ways an odd one, (2n + 1) and 
three at least, symm~try with twocuryical bun dIes is only possible 
wh en the P, T-diagram contains an even number of curves (4n + 2), 
~ix at least. ConsequentIy it can occur, only in systems with 4n 
components, therefore in systems with ! components [fig. 2 (IIl)J, 
in systems with 8 components, etc. 

As the number of bundies is 2n + 1, symmetry with threecurvical, 
bnndles is on]y possible in diagl'ams of systems with 3 (2n,+ 1) -
2 = 6n + 1 eomponents. In a system with seven components the 
diagram is, therefore: Ba + Ba + Ba. ( , 
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It is apparent fl'om these considerations th at symmetl'y is possible in 
everr sJ/stem, of which the numbel' of curves is eqnal to or a multiple,-
of 3, 5, 7 ... (2n + 1). In systems, in which the number of curves 
is 4, 8, 16 ... 211 thel'efore in systems with 2, 6, 14 ... (211 - 2 
romponents, symmetry is nevel' possible.- We see the confirmation 
of this for systems with 2 components in fig. 2 (I), for those with 
6 components in the deduced types of diagrams. 

In connection with the deduction of the types of the P, T-diagram 
disf'ussed abûve, of course the question arises: the P, T-diagram-types 
deduced above, may they all really exist; Ol' in other words: is it 
possible to find fo).' every P, T-diagram-type of a system of n-com
ponents, really n + 2 phases of such a composition th at they lead 
to th at P, T-diagram? We can also put in short this question in 
this way: does a definite type of concentl'ation-diagram belong to each 
of the P, T-diagram-ty pes, deduced in the way treated above? We 
may show that this is the case indicating in which way we can 
find with each given P,T-diagramtype a corresponding concentration
diagram. 

For this we take fig. 3; this repre
sents a P, T-diagram of n + 2 curves, 
which are divided over different bundies 
(A), (B), (C).... Although in this 

:IJ figure all bundies, except (A) and (R) 
are drawn onecurvical, yet we assume 
in our considerations that they are all 
morecul'vical. We caU the curves of 
bundie (A), gOillg from the left towards 
the right (Al)' lAs), (As) ... ; those of 

Fig. 3. bun dIe (B), also going from the 1eft 
toward& the right (B l ), (B2), ••• ; the same applie.s to the CUl'ves of 
the other bundies. We caU the n + 2 phases occurring in the invariant 
point: Al' As, As· .. Bl' Bs ... Cl' C2 • " etc. 

Now we shall deduce the reactions, which may occur between 
those phases. Pl'eviously we have seen that they are completely 
defined, when we know two equations of reaction. In order to 
determine these reactions, we start from the reactions which answer 
the 'position of the curves with respect to curves (Al) and (Rl); we 
eaU those curves the position-curves. [Of course we may choose for 
this eV'1ry two arbitrary curves]. 

We find from fig. 3 for the reaction of the phases with respect 
to curve (Al): 
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1\RI + 1'2R 2 + ... + 8181 + 8 282 + ... + tI Tl + t 2 T 2 + ... = I (1) 
a2A2+a t A s+ .. +blBl +bkB 2+,,,+Cl Cl +CzC2 +·,·+dl D l +d2D2+··· \ 
in which the reaction-coefficients 7"11'2' .. etc. are however unknown, 
but they are all positive. The sum of the reaction-coefficients at the 
right and at the 1eft of the sign of equation mU'lt be the same. We 
find from fig. 3 for the reaction of the phases with respect to 
curve (RJ; 

1,12R2 + T'aRa + ... + s'181 + 8'282 + '.' + t'l Tl + t'2 T 2 + ... ! 
+ a'lAl + a'2A2 + ... = b'lBl + b'2B 2 + . . . . (2) 

c' 1 Cl + C' 2 Cz + ... -I-- d' 1 D 1 + d' 2D 2 + ... 
in which ihe reaction-coefficients are still also unknown, but they 
are all positive. Also again the sum of the reaction-coefficients at 
the right and at the 1eft of the sign of equation must be the same. 
We multiply (1) by A. and deduct (2) therefrom; we find: 

A.1\Rl + (ÄT2 -T'2) R 2 + ... + (;81-8\) 81 + (ÄS2-S'2) 82 + ... 
+ (Àtl-t'l) '1\ + (lt2-t'2) T 2 + .. , = J 

a'lAl + (l.a 2 + a'2) Az + (A.as + a's) Aa + ... + (A.bl-b'l)BI + . (3) 
(lb2-b'2) B 2 + ... + (J.Cl-C'l) Cl + (I.C2-C'2) C2 + ... 

+ (Àdl-d'l) Dl + (A.d2 -d'2) D2 + ... 
In this equation (3) the coefficient a'l of the phase Al is a1ways 

positive. 
In order to find ,from (3) the reaction with respect e.g. to curve 

(Cl)' we put: 

C' 
i,c l - C' 1 = 0 consequently A. = ---.l. 

Cl 
. . , . . (4) 

Rence we find some conditions, which the reaction-coeffi('ients in 
(1) and (2) must' satisfy. It is apparent viz. from fig. 3 that all the 
('urves of the bundies (T), CA) and (B) are situated on the same 
si de of curve CCl) as curve (Al)' As in (3) the coeffi('ient of Al is 
positive, the coefficients of A2' As, ... and Bl> B 2 ••• in (3) must he 
also positive and those of the phases Tl> T z' ••• negative. The first 
condition, viz. ,that the coefficients of Az, A3' . .. are positive, is 
satisfied; we write the two other conditions : 

b' b' b' t' t' 
A. > --2, i.. > ---=, Ä >.---:. etc. i.. < ..2, i.. < -=- etc.. • . (5) 

bI b2 ba tI tz 

in which ;. has the value, indicated in (4). 
Furthel' it is apparent from fig. 3 th at the curves (C2 ), (Cs), ... 

and the bundies ,D), (R) and (S) are situated on the other side of 
curve (Cl) as curve (A 1)' Rence it follows that in (3) the coefficients 

I 
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o~ .the phaSfS C2 ,Ca ... and Dl, D2 ••• are negative, those of th~ 
phasès RI.R2'" and 81' 8 2 , •• must be positive. Consequently we 
find ~ 

. . . • (6) 

(wberein ), has again the vaIue, mdicated in (4). Consequently we 
find the following: when the curves must be situated with respect 
to curve (Cl) as is assumed in fig. 3, then the coefficients of the 
l'eaction-equations (1) and (2) must satisfy the condltlOIIS (5) and (6). 

Let us take still another example. In order to find from (3) the 
reaction with respect to e.g. curve (Da) we put: 

! 0 

d' 
Á da-d'a = 0 consequently À =~. 

da 
. . . . . (7) 

In ,fig. 3 the curves (Dl) and (D
2

) and the bundles (A), (B) and 
(C) ate situated on the same side of curve (Da) as curve (Al)' The 

I 

coefficients of the phases Dl and D2' those of Al, A 2 ···, BI, B 2 ••• 

and Cl> C2 ••• in (3) must, thel'efore, all be positlve. Rence it follows: 

d' d' ), > ~ J. >--.:: 
dl d2 

bi bi c' ),> -b\ ),>~ etc. ),>2, 
b2 Cl 

(8) 

wherein ).. has the value, indicated in (7). 
, . Further it follows from fig. 3 th at the curves (D4), (Di)'" and 
the bundies CR), (S) and (T) are situated on the other side of curve 
(Da) as curve (Al)' The coefficients in (3) of the phases D4' Do ... 
must, therefore, be negative, those of the phases RIJ R2 ••• , SI,82 ••• 

and Tl> T2 • " must, therefore, be poóitive. Rence It follows: 

. d' d' I ), < ~, I. < ~ etc. ').. > r \ À> ria etc.) 
ra 

\ • . • (9) 
I I ti ti \ 

d4 do r 2 

), > ~, À > ~ etc. ), > 2, À>"": etc. 
8 1 82 t t2 J 

wherein À. has again the vaIue, indicated in (7). 
Consequently we find: when the curves must be situated with 

.respect to curve (Da) as is assumed m fig. 3, then the coefficients 
. of the reaction-equations (1) and (2) must satisfy the conditions 

8)- and (9). 
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We eould a:et in the same way for each of the curves of' fig. 3; 
then we find all conditions whieh must be satisfied by the coefficients 
from (1) and (2). It follows, ho wever, rat her 800n from a comparison 
of fi~. 3 with the reactIOn-equation (3) that the conditions are: 

(10) 

and 

(11) 
< C'l < C'2 < ... < t'l < t' 2 <. . < d'l < d' 2 < ... 

Cl C2 tI t 2 dl d2 

The reader will easIly find a regularity in these conditions (10) 
and (11) in eonnection with fig. 3. In (11) we find viz. first the 
eoefficlents, relating to the phases of bundIe (R), afterwards to the 
phases of bun dIe CB), then to those of bundle (8), further to those 
of bundIe (C), etc. and for each bundIe in the same order, in whieh 
the curves in that bundIe succeed one another from left to right. 

In these condItions tile reaction-roefficients a'l and 1\ of the ph as es 
Al and Rl do not oecur; this is based on the fact that we have 
taken the curves (Al) and (Rl) as position-curves. 

Now the question arises whether we can always find reaetion
coeffieients, satisf'ying 

Tl + 1'2 + ... SI + S2 + ... + tI + t2 -t ... = t 
= a2 + aa + ... + bI + b2 + ... + Cl + C2 + ... + dl + d2 ••• 

(12) 

~"2 + T 'a + ... + s\ T S'2 + .. + t\ + t '2 + ... -t a'l + a'2 + ... = I 
bI b' I I + + d' + d' + \ (13) = 1 + 2 + ... + Cl + C 2 ... 1 2 ... 

and also (10) and (11). It is evident that this is always the case 
and that we can find large series of values for those coefficients. 

Wh en we take definite values f'or the coeffieients in (1) and (2), 
then the question arises whether the compositions of' the phases are 
defined by this. We see, howevel', at onee that this is not at all 
the case and that th05e eompositions may stIll change within very 
large limits. With each type of the P,T-diagram consequently 
infinitely many coneentration-diagrams cOl'respond, which are, 
ho wever, all bound to the same hmiting conditions LiO, il, 12, and 
i3J and. they form, therefore, a definite type of coneentration
diagram. \ , 

When we take a ternary system, it appeal's easily that the com
positions of t1le phases are not perfectly defined, even if we assume 
definite values for the reaction-eqnations: 
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IJet us take e.g. the reaction-equation: 
aA + bB=cC + dD. 

Henee it is only apparent that the four phases form the 
anglepoints of a convex quadrangie, the point of intersection of the 
diagonals divides the diagonal AB into parts, which bear to one 
another the relation a: band the dmgonal CD into parts which 
bear to one another the relation as c: d. Hence it is \not only 
apparent that in!initely manr quadrangles exist, but also that the 
placë of those quadrangles in the flat plane is still quite arbitrary. 

Consequently we are allowed to conelude from the previous 
considerations: 

the P, T-diagramtypes, deduced above, can all exist; with each 
of the P,T-diagramtypes corresponds a definite type of the con cen
tration-diagram, which may be deduced in tbe way indicated above. 

Herewith, of course, the question is not solved whether in the ex
perimental examination of all systems e.g. with 5 components, all 
eight P,T-diag1'amtypes possible (fig. 1 and 2) will occur. For this 
it is necessary that the phases really oceurring, lead to the eight 
possible types of the concentration-diagram and only the experiment 
can deeide that. 

Now we shall apply the previous eonsiderations, in order to find 
with some P,T-diagramtypes"a corresponding coneentrationdiagram
type. The types of concentrationdiagrams, belonging to the P,T
diagram types of the binary, ternary and quaternary systems have 
already been diseussed before (I, II and lIl). As these concentration
diagramtypes were represented graphieally, we have followed the1'e 
the reverse way, viz. we have deduced from these types the corl'e
sponding P, T-diagramtypes. 

We take for ,an example a system with 5 components, in tlte 
invariant point of which the seven phases A, B, C, D, E, F, and 
G occur; we assume that the P,T-diagram consists of 70necurvical 
bundles, as in fig. ia. We ehoose the curves (A) and rE) as position
curves. The reactions are: 

eE+1F+gG=bB+cC+dD 
fF+IG+dA=~B+dC+~D 

The reaction-coefficients must satisfy: 
e + 1 + 9 = b + c + d • . • (14) 

l' + I + al = bi + Cl + dl • " • (15) 
and also the conditions (10) and (11). 1t is evident that (10) dis
appears and that (11) passes into: 

bi F Cl I dl 

-';<1 <-;<g<ä, . . . . . . . (16) 
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by which the concentrationdiagram-type is defined. When we wish 
a definite example, we may ·take among others: 

2E+F+3G=4B+C+D 
F+9G+A=2B+2C+7D 

wherein the coefficients satisfy (14), (15) and (16). 
Now we take a system wUh 5 components, in the invariant point 

of which the phases P, (J, R, S, T, U, alld V occur; we take 
fig. 1 d for the type of the P, T-diagram. 

When we take (R) and (U) as position-curves, the equations of 
the reactions are: 

uU+sS+qQ=pP+tT+vV 
s' S + q' Q + 1" R = p' P + t' '1' + v' V. 

De reaction-coefficients have to satisfy: 

u+s+q=p+t+v ~+i+~=~+t+d 
and 

p' t' s' q' v' -<-<-<-<-P t s q 1 V 

by which the type of the concentration-diagram is defined. We may 
take among others as a definite example: 

3U+5S+Q=4P+3T+3V 
7S+2Q+3R=2P+3T+7~ 

These are viz. the reaction-equations (15) and (18) which we have 
used in communication IV for the deduction of fig. 1d [symbolically 
represented in communication IV by (20) and (21)]. 

As third example we take a system with 5 components, in the 
inval'lant point of which the phases A, B, C, D, E, F, and G occur, 
for the type of the P, T-diagram we take fig. 2g. We take (A) and 
(E) as position-curves, so that the equations of the reactions are: 

e E + f F + 9 G = b B + c C + d D. 
f' F + 9' G + a' A + b' B + c' C = d' D. 

The l'eaction-roefficients ~ave to satisfy: 

e + f + g = b + c + d f' + g' + a' + b' + c' = d' 
Y d f ~ 4 
b >; and Y<;<d 

by which the type of the concentration-diagram is defined. 
We may take among otllers as a definite example: 

2E+3F+2G=B+2C+4D 
3 F + 8 G + 3 A + 4 B + 2 C = 20 D. 

The reader mayalso easily apply these considerations to othe~ 
types of the P, T-diagram. 

Leiden, Ano'l'g. Cltem. Lab. (To be continued). 
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Pliy;sics. - "The viscosity of liquefied ,qases. lIl. The ape'l'iodic 
1'otational motion of a spkere in a viscous liquid." Sy Prof. J. E. 

VERSCIIAFFELT. (Oomm. N°. 148d from the Physical Labol'atory 

at Leiden). (Oommunicated by Prof. H. KAMELlNGH ONNES), 

(Communicated in the meeting of November 27, 1915). 

1. In my previous communication (Oomm.148b) on the rotationál 
mption of a sphere in a yiscous liquid the motion was supposed to 
be periodic 1). The question as to whether the lllotion can be aperiodic 
and, if so, what conditions the periodicity of the motion is subject 
to, did not n~ed' to be raised for the experiméntal object of the 
theoretical in"estigation. For the sake of compJeteness and with ä 
view to the possibility of determining the viscosity of a liquid by 
the observation of an aperiodlC motion, we heIe give the solution 
of the case in question. 

It may be seen at onee, that aperiodieHy is out of the question 
in the case of a sphere oscillating in an infinitely extended liquid. In 
the discussion of the similarity of the motione (Oomm. 148c) it appeared, 
that in every liquid to each set of values of J( (moment of inertia 
of the oscilJating system) and M (moment of the rotational couple) 
a definite set of values of T (time of swing) and ó (logarithmic 
decrement of the amplitude per time of swing) corresponds; Tnever 
becomes infinite, the neeessary condition fol' the transition from a~

periodic to au aperiodic motion, uniess in rhe limit, when Mbeeomes 
zero. But in that case b" as weIl as b' become zero, therefore b is , 

1) It seems advisable to emphasize the fact, that theoretically our equations are 
only valid lor infinitely small ve}ocities; this was possibly not stated with sufficient 
distinctness in the ,previous cO,mmunication. It is only with small velocities that 
a motion of the liquid in spherical shells can be assumed, because in that case 

• I 

the centrifugaI action which is proportional to the square of the angular velo city 
may be disregarded. With a constant angular velocity the centrifugaI force would 
everywhere -be neutralized by pressure-differences, but in our case, where lIJ de
pends on r, this is not the case, and the rotating spherc acts on the liquid as a 
centrifugal pump (vid. STORES, Math. and Phys. Papers, 1, p. 88), in such a manner, 
that a circulation of the '!iquid arises fl'om the equator towards the poles. This 
is easily seen by considering, that the centrifugal force points everywhere away 
from the axis and -is zero over the external boundary and along tbe- axis so that 
the circulation of that force round the closed path: equatorial radius-quadrant 
of meridional circle E'-axiJl-quadrant of meridional circle E, is positive. How 
great,. practically, tbe influence of the cen trifu gal act ion is with small angular 
ve10cities; would have to be specially ihvestigated (cornp. also RAYL-.E'WH, Phil. 
Mag., (4), 36, 354, 1893; Sc. Papers, IV, 78; LAMB, Hydrodynamics, p. 54 7-4~~; 
G. ZEMPLÊN, Ann. d. Phys., 38, 84, 1912.) 
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zero, as also k, so that properly speaking we are not dealing with 
an aperiodic, but with a statioijary motion, albeit one which proceeds 
infinitely slowly.1) 

2. On the oUler hand the motion may be aperiodic, when the 
liquid has an outside boundary. This was found to be the case in 
a qualitative experiment with glycerine. It is also easily seen theo
retica!ly in the extreme rase, where a sphere swings inside a second 
sphere, which is only very Uttle larger (section 19 of the previous 
communication); for th at case we found that 

R 
L = .§.. 3I:R3

'Y1 -- • (41) 
" "R'-R' 

so that L is independent of the period, and by the relation 

Kk2 + Lk + M = 0 . . • . . (26) 
k is only imaginary, i.e. the motion is periodic, when 

_ R4 
L 2 < 4ltfK or VMK> {n- R---'-- 'rJ. • • • (33) 

-R 
If for instance R = 10 and R' - R = .1, with water ('rJ = .01) 

as the liquid, the motion will no longer be periodic, when MK is 
smaller than 16.106

• 

3. A general survey of the various possibilities in this extreme 
case is gi ven by the accompanying graphic representation (fig. 1), 
which is of the same nature as that which was given in Comm. 
148c for an iufinitely extended liquid. 

K M 
The quantities ()] = Land y = L were taken as the parameters 

characterising the condition of motion ; the periodie time is given 

by To = 231: V~ . 
y 

A.s long as the motion is periodic, we have, owing to Lil = 0 
(comp. equation 28) 

']'2_1' 2 ~2 ~ 1 L 1 
___ 0 =-and _= __ =_. 

T
0

2 431:2 T 2 Is... 2.'11 
. . . (54) 

By the aid of these equations the curves T = 31: and :r = 2:r 
were drawn (shown as continuous curves; they are asymptotic to 

1) The circumstance that in the case of an infinitely extended liquid the motion 
cannot be aperiodic; also follows at once from. the fact, that L'l (equation (30) 
of the predous communication) cannot be zero (comp. further down section 5), 
when b' = 0, unless bil = O. 

67 
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XVIII. 
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the corresponding To·lines) and similarly the curves cf = :;r and ó = 2:;r 
(these curves are dotted). 

The curve (ó= 00, T= (0), which forms the boundary bet ween 

1~\--#-~-----+--~-------+-----------1--------~~ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 

" .... .... 

-... 

~=l:rc --- ---
1-:; - -.. T=oo 
f=;r ---_ 

the region of the periodic and aperiodic conditions, is shown by a 
I 

somewhat bólder line. This limit is of course found by equating the 
two roets of eqnation (26), i.e. by putting Ls = 41VI J( Ol' xy = t. 

lnside the aperiodic region the equation 

( Ó)2 Ó 
K T -LT + M = 0, . (55) 

holds Ol' 
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( Ó)~ Ó 
T fC + Y = T; 1) 

o 
the lines, along which T is constant, are straight lines which are 

tangents to the boundary curve; a few of these lines are shown in 
()' 

the diagram (they are dotted: T -= !, 1 and 2).~) 

4. We will now discuss the general caf:le, in whieh H-R is not 
infinitely small. For an aperiodic motion it is necessary that k in 
equations (8) and (8') be real, i. e. k" = 0, and as in our physical 

problem le' is neressarily negative, it follows that b = V ~ le = 

= V--~; is purely imaginary; thel'efore b = b" i, whel'e b 

= V~ ó. In that case the expression for 1t (eqnation 17") becomes: 
'1jT 

. a Ra' . 
u = D -;a [b" (R'-r) cos b" (R'-r) - (b"2 R 'r+l) sin b"(R'-r)], (56) 

1) Properly speaking the quantities .; and T have no physical meaning in this 

case, but the ratio : represents the logarithmic decrement of the amplitude per 

unit of time. 

, 2) These lines are really only needed on one side of the point of contact, viz. 
above it, for the following reason. To every point of the aperiodlc region two 

values of : belong, viz. the two roots of equation (26); calling these k1 and k2 
/ j' 

which are both negative the equation of the aperiodic, motion will be 

a = al eklt + a2 e~t. . (56) 

At least this would be the case, if from the beginning the motion of the sphere 
satisfied the equation 

cfa da 
K-+L-+Ma=O. 

dt 2 dt 
(24) 

as in the case of a periodic motion (comp. § 4 of comm. 148b, note) jour theory, 
however only applies aftel' an infinite time, so that for practical purposes we need 
only consider one of the terms of (56), namely the one wllh the :;;maller value of 

: ' a~ that term must become predominant after a sufficiently long time 

We may thus confine ourselves to equations of the same form as (8) and (8') 
and the previous calculutions which were based on these equations are appllcable 
in the present case. 
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where -
D=b" (R'-R) cos b" (R'-R) - (b" 2 RR + 1) sin bil (ljl'-R); (56') 

U is thus real 1). 
The form of expression (56) sllggests )he case of stationary waves, 

for a given value of b", u becomes zero for definite values of r, 
which means that nodes wouJd be formed at definite distances from 
tbe centre. This cannot bappen, however, between Rand R': that 
nodes cannot exist in tbis region becomeb clear at onee, if we eOll
bider that at constant value of b" tbe number of nodes would have 
to increase witb diminisbing vallles of R or increasing valnes of R', 
which is impossible, as at r = R' the1'e is always a node and at 
l' = R there can ne'-er be one. 

The absence of nodes is due to tbe fact, that there is a definite 
limit, which is a function of R'-R, wbich bil cannot exceed, so 
that u cannot become zero for any possible vaille of 1" Fo!' u must 
never become mtinite, therefore D never zero, and b" (R'-R) must 
alwl:tys remain smaller than the smallest ,alue which makes]) zero. 
Now it is clear, that, if b" (R'-R) always remains 80 smaH, that D 
cannot beèome zero, this cannot bappen eitber with the numerator 
of u. 

Rence it appea,rs al ready that, whereas, for R'-R infinitely 
o . 

small, b" and thus also T could assume all posslble values in the 

apel'iodic region, tbis is no long er the case for finite values of R'-R, 
and that for R'-R = 00 b" becomes zero, which completely îtgrees 
witb w hat was found before. 

5. As l'egards L, this quantity assumes the following form in the 
aperiodic region : 

:trRa't] 
L=!--! [- b"2R'R2 + 3 (R'-R)] bil cos bil (R' - R)

D 

-[3b"2R'R-b"2R~ + 3] sin b"(R'-R)1 , " (57) 

which is fOllnd from (24') by putting b = b"i or -othel'wi'3e dil'ertly 
by rneans of (56) according to § 8 (Oomm. 148b). This expression 
is agail1 real, as it should be according to (26). 

1) This conclusion ean also be drawn from equation (11). As a matter of faet 
the expression (56) ean be derived directly from (11) or (12) Jn tlus connection 
it may be noted, th at the case discllssed by ZE~[PLÉN in Ann. d. Phys. (4) 19 p. 
7~3. 1906 is aetually tbat of an aperiodic motion. His equation (14) is thus iden
tical wah our equation (56) except the small error pointed out in the pl'e\'ious 
communication (148b, § Hi note). 
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ó . 
A measurement of T 1. e. the logarithmie decrement for unit time 

WhlCh might be carried out by photographir registration would lead 
to rhe knowledge of 1] by equations (55) and (57). It is somewh'at 
doubtfuI, however, whether this method is really practicabie, in view 
of the circumslance that our eqnations are theoretically onlyapplir
able afrel' an infinit€' time; it IS true th at the expel'iments showed 
them to be practirally valid aftel' a very short time in the case of 
a periodic motion 1), but a special investigation would have to show 
w hether this would still be so in the case of an aperiodic motion 
or wh ether perhaps the decrement would only become constant' 
aftel' a long time, wh en the deviation has become much too small 

(} 
for the purpose of measurements. If T did not reach constancy within 

tlle limits of the observation, the above equations for the aperiodic 
motion would not be of any prl\ctical use. 

6. As with the periodie motion it is posslble by increasing K Ol' 

diminishing M to make the decrement ~, and thus b", as also b" 

(R'-R), so small that the expression (57) may be developed in a 
series according to powers of b" (R'-R). The first term of this series is 

(36) 

(comp. ~ 18 of the previons communication); so- th at, if no further 
tel'ms are needed, the calculation of "1 becomes very simpIe. In th at 
case the eondition fOl' aperiodicity would be 

R'3 
V MK < 4.1t R31'j R'3_R3 2) (58) 

7. Similarly to u, L cannot ~eeome infinite (equation 57); on 
the other hand L ean beeome zero and indeed the smallest value 

of b" fot' which L beeomes zero gives the upper limit of ~ in the 
T 

J) According to an observation wbieh was made in this conneetion with a 
sphere oseillating in a pmctically unbounded mass of water, with a time of swing 
of about 20 seeonds, the logarithmic decrement had become constant alreaily 
aftel' one half oscillation. 

~) In the lexperiment with glycerine mentioned before, where ; was of the 

order 0,1, R' = 3, R = 2, K = 545, M = 51, (J. = 1,2 and ~ = 10 about, b'l (R'-R) 
was of the oeder 0,1, so that the expresslon (36) held with neal' approximation. 
The condition (58) is satisfied, and th us the motioll was "actually aperiodic. 
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aperiodic region : indeed, as soon as L becomes negative, it is 
impossible to satisfy ê55) with a positive set of values of J( and~M. 

(j 
As oefore, in the aperiodic region the lines, along which - is 

T 
constant, are straight lines, determined byequation (55); the boundary 
bet ween the periodlc and the aperiodic regions (T = 00, (Y = (0) is 
the envelope of these straight hnes. The case is repl'esented In the 
adjoining qualitative diagram (fig. 2) which gives the condülOn wnen 

\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 

, , 
\ 

" , , 
" , 
ó' -~" tf:"",,"_ T ..... ..~ .... 

" 
K 

R'-R is fini te. Owing' to the values of ~ being limited in the 

aperiodic region the bounding curve does not touch the jJf-axis 
asymptotically as it did in the case when R' -R was infinitely 
small. In the periodic region the curves 0 = const. and T = const. 
are similar to fig. 1, except in so far a'l they now intersect the M-axis 
as in the diagram of Oomm. 148c, indeed fig. 2 obviously forms a 
transition bet ween fig, 1 and the diageam rnentlOned, in tIle latter 
of which the boundary coincides with the K-axis. 

8. The above equations also hold in the case, when R' < R. 
It a'ppeal's, however, th;tt by putting R' = 0 - in ordel' to pass to 
the case of a sphere filled with liquid - ~t becomes infinite fol' 
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l' = 01) which is an impossibility. This impossibility disappears, 
however, if b' = 0, whence I think may be concluded, that in this 
case, as with an inûnitely extended liquid, the motion can never 
be apel'iodic, but th at the limit of periodicity consists in an infinitely 
Rlow stationary motion CM = 0) 2). 

1) This is also the case with ZEMPLÉN'S equation (13) (loc. cit.) which was 
arrived at by takmg as a boundary condition not tbat the amplitude Ua is finite 
at the centre, as was ZEMPLÉN'S intention, but tbat uor3 is finite i in this case, 
therefore, Uo Itself can become infimte. 

2) In that case u = a (vld. § 23 of Comm. 148b) j ZEMPLÉN'S formula (13) is 
reduced to the same equation by taking m (i.e. b'l in our equations) infinitely smalI. 
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Physiès: . ~ "Entropy anc!" Probability." By O. POS'fMA. (Com
municated by ~rof. H. A. LORENTZ). 

(Communicated in the mf'eting lof November 27, 1915). 

~ 

§ 1. In tlle kinetic definition of' the entropy it is necessal'.V to 

determine a fllnction 8 which 1. satisfies the equation dS = dQ 
T 

on tt-al1sition from a state of equilibrmm to a l1eighbolll'ing one, and 
2. increases in an isolated system whirh is not in equilibl'inm. Many 
sueh detinitions have been given, in whirh now special attention 
was paid to öne, now to the orher property. The 8 that satisfie~ the 
second demand, must tIJen also satisf.y the first in the particnlar ca~e 
that thel'e is eqmlibrium. Addltional constants evidently have no 
influence (by constant we understand here for J: independent of 
energy and volume; for 2: independent of distl'ibution of place and 
velocity). 

In connection with the theory of quanta, however, these ~onstants 
have come more into the foregrollnd, specially for so far as they 

, depend on the elemental'y region ,q of the extensiOl1 in phase of the 
molecules and tlle number of molecnles ~V. Of late attentIon bas 
a1so been drawn to other properties which the entropy-fllnction should 
satlSf.r, and more particulal'1y: 3. the entropy of' a quantity of 
substance is equal to the sum of the entropies of its parts. Fnrther 
tbe dimension of the entropy has also become of more importance. 
When following PLANOJ{'S example we calculate the entropy in tlle 
state of equilibrium for a perfect gas bJ' the aid of the definition 
8 = Ic lo,q P (P = probability), and make use of the condition that 
pl'operty (8) must be fulfilled, we come to t11e conclnsion that the 
above mentioned elementary ree,ion.q must be proportional to N. 

Important objections are, howeyer, adduced against this result by 
LORJJ:NTZ in his article: "Observations on the theory of the mOl1-
atomie gages." 1) 

This result, hen ce alRo these objections are obviated by TETRODE 
b,v dlviding the expression fOllnd fol' the entropy by NI. In the 
cited article LOR]j,NTZ obsen"es, however, in reference to this that 
there is no physical reason to be fonnd for this division. 

The purpose of thi8 al'ticle is chiefly to sUQject the exisiing diffi
culties to a closer examination. 

§ 2. If we define the entropy by means of 8 = k lO,q P, the 

1) Verslagen Kon. Ale. v. Wel. Amsterdam, Deel XXllI (1914) p. 515. 

\ ' 
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probability P should firdt be, defined. In the calculus of probability 
it is customary to define the probability as: ,the ratio between tbe 
mllnber of cases of equal chance favoul'able to the event and the 
total numbel' of cases of equal chance. If there is not a finite nllmber 
of sncb cases to be indicated, we get instead the ratio' bet ween the 
region of the favomable cases and the total l'egion (either with a 
variabie weight Ol' without one). 

Wh en we wish to determine the pl'obability of a certain state fol' 
a gas mass (and henceforth we shall only consider perfect gases) 
we must understand by this region the region of the possible phases 
of the gas-mass on definite suppositions of energy and ,·olume. The 
region of the favourable cases is then Ihe phase-extensiol1 for which 
the state exists, the probability of w Ilich is to be determined. 

1Vhen following the example of BOJ.TZlIfANN and GIBBS we consider 
the weight-function at a definite enel'gy as a constant (or constant 
between E and E + dE) we get for the prolJability simply the 
l'elation between two regiolIs in the r-space, of 6.LY - 1 or 6N 
dimensions, accord~ng as we snppose definite Eo or variabIe E 
between Eo and Eo + dE. 1) , 

The fmmer is the more nalnral supposition when with EINSTEIN 

we think of a time-ensemble, so that the pl'obability i5 equal to the 
ratio between the time in which Ihe system is in tbe definite state 
and the total time. The second is more appropriate ",hen with GIBBS 

we think of possibilities existing simultaneously, 50 that we can 
imagine realit,}' to be fOl'med by a random choice from an ensemble. 
The result is of course the same in these two cases. 

If we choose the former method and lhink the state determined 
by tbe series of the vallles n1 , n~, etc .. which l'epresent the nllmbel's 
of molecules, the p's and q's of wbich lie bet ween definite limifs, 
the moleeule-phase-points, theJ'efol'e, iJl defirlÎte elements ,q of tbe 
tl-space (phase-extension of the single molecule), then for definiLe 
Eo the pl'obability of this state is eqllal to the fmction: 
part of the surface E (pq) = Eo in the Z·star of the r·space delprmined by that state 

total area of the surface. 
lf we follow the seeond method, the denominator becornes the 

contents of a thin sbell and the numel'atm th at part of the shell 
lying illside the Z-stal' in question. For tL pèrfect gas surface and 
shell are s phel'ieal. 

Now the question suggests itself~): is tbis fi'action also equal of the 

1) Here and in what follows ideas and names are made tlse of glven in the 
Encyclopaed. article by P. and T. EHRENFES1'. 

2) Cf. EHRENFEST. I. C. § 12 and § 13. 
68'!l 

" 
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ratio of the contents of th at Z-star to tbe contents 'of the "Séhaale" 
E (Z) = Eo, the tota1 of ihe stars, for which the energy =- Eo, if 
the energy fot' an element g is taken = that of the centre? It is 
easy to see that this is not the case, The fraction detinecl above 
has a variabie vnJue beginning witlf 0, if the surface of the shell 
touches the extreme points of the eells of which the star consists, 
increasing when the enel'gy approaches that of the centre, and after
wards decreasing again Lo 0. The last mentioned fraction has a 
definite value when the enel'gy is that of the sial' and else IS zero. -
That the quantities are not of the same order either, appears from 
this th at in the former case a definite distribuLion of state belongs 
to all kinds Ol shells, in the latter entircly to one "Scha~le", whel'eas 
reversely a definite "sUl'face" contains rnuch fewer mutnally differing 

distributiollS than a deftnite shell. The value of tbe quotient S ~tar 1 " 
" c )aa e 

is further toa dependel1f on cornpal'atively accid en tal cil'cumstances 
to serve as meaSl1l'e for the probability. 

The p1'obabiJity derÎned by us is, llowever, not easJ to caiculate, 
wllen as was supposed up to now, we thinl< the elemel1ts gN of 
the J!space a1'isen from cube-shaped l'egions g' and gil in the COl1-

figuration-extel1sion and the extension of momentum of the single 
molecule. Ir becomes easi~r when we think the r-space divided by 
E (pq)-sul'faces I1nd sllrfaces nOl'mal to them. 

If we think the r-space divided into a r'-space of the distribution 
of place and a r"-space of the distribution of momentum, we get 
as element: g'NX element in r"-space, Henre tbc chance io a 
eertain state now becOlues: 

Nf 
---- X g' N X element in r"-space 
12 1! n/ . . . . 

total extension 

in which element and extension are bath thOllght bounded' by the 
sUl'faces E(pq) = Eo and E (pq) = Eo + dE. 

N! a'N 
'l'his fraction is equal to: X '-;v X ratio ofthe spacial angles 

n j ! n 2! .,. v 1 

in r"-space = I N: X (tL)N X (d4(O)~ jf ctw = spacial angular 
n,.11 2 , ••• v :rr 

element fol' every molecule separately. 
Howeve?' this p?'obability z's ;zot applicable jOl' the entropy in tlte 

state oj eqzdlib?'ium. When, namely, 'ye make the probability maxi
mum, the obtained value P appears on calc!llation to depend na 
langer on E and v, sa thaJt k log P cannot represent the entropy 
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which we know from thermodynamics as a function of E ftnd v. 
Accordingly no body has as yei made use of the 1'ea1 fraction of 

pl'obability fol' the entropy; / always eilher the numerator or the 
denominator was taken 1) or a quantity which differed liWe from 
it. With regal'd to the latter it is noteworthy that in Ic log P terms 
without the factol' Nma,)' be cancelled against terms with the factor 
N, so that for the calculation of P quantities, the ratio of w hich is 
of lower order than N, come to the same thing. ' 

Tbe denominator which represents the whole extension is available 
in ihe state of equilIbrium, the numerator both in the state of 
equilibrium and outside it. lil the, state of equilibrium they represenL 
the same funclion of E and 'IJ, so that the' quotient is independent 
of it. We should fmther notice that if not the fraction of pl'obability 
it&elf is taken, but e.g. the numerator it is of no cOllsequenre how 
the space is divided into element3, since the extension itself, determined 
by the Eitate, is decisi ve. We may therefore just as weIl take the 

usual 
NI 

nt f n,J . .. 

~ 3. This expl'esflion is, however, open to the objection that the 
dimensions are not in order. In the expression /.; log P P must be a 
number without dimensions. If P has dimensions, the entropy wIll 
have logarithmie dimensions, i.e. increase or dect'ease by a definite 

1) In explanalion of this fact, which seems so strange at first sight, th at both 
numerator and denominator may be taken as measure for the probability, Prof. 
LoncNTz was so kind as lo Ulake lhe following remarks : 

Let Q be a comparalively large region in the phase-extension, (eilher reduced 
by a function of weight or not), Q' the part of Q that is left when a certain 
restriction (a) is introduced (e g. that the energy lies between two closely defined 
lümts) and Q" the part of Q' where besides e.g. the numbers of molecules are in 
the diITerent elements 121, n2 __ . The latter with restriction (a) may define abtale S. 

Now the probability of all the states satisfying (Ct) conjointly may be represented 

by P = g (1), or if the denominalor is disregarded by P = Q' (2). 

But when remaining inside the limits of the l'estriction (a) we pay attention to 

the st;te S, we may wrile for its probability P = ~:' (3). This becomes for the 

Q " 
most probable state: Pm = Q~' On account of the "sharpness" of the maxima 

Qm" differs so HttJe from Q' that (also in conneclion with lhe fa ct that log Q is 
reqUired for the calculation) Q' may be replaced by QfII". Now (2) becomes there
fare: P = QlII" ~4:). 

1t is clear: P is determined by the den01Uil1ato~' of \3) in (2), and by the 
numera,tar in (4). 
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value when the fundamental units are made a definite number of 
times lal'gel' Ol' smaller 1). rhe differential of tbe entropy wil! have 
othe1' dimensions tban the entropy itself etc.; in othel' words the 
entroPJ will not be a physical qualltity in the usual s~nse 2). Tbe 
same objection holds fOl' the denominatol'. To avoid this the numeraLor 
or tbe denominator Hself should not be taken, but it sbonld be 
divided by an expression of equal dimensions, e.g. by gN. _ 

Planck takes the numerator divided by gN; at least it comes 
to tbis when he defines the "therrnodynamic probability" as 
the number of possilJIe ways in which a certain distdblltion of 

NI 
state can come about. 'rhus we get: liTT = -::c_---

11/ ni . .. 
and flOW 

S = k log P is taken again. 
This omission of gN is an essential point; fol' the consequence 

of it is that PLANCK'S entropy fllnction contitÏns the element g; the 
original value was independent of g. 

Thus we find tbe vaIue: 

S = k ! N log N - :2 f lO,9 f dIJ - - N log do l if ,q = m 3 dfJ 

In this expression fol' S BOIJTZlIIANN had 1eft o~t the first and 
the third term as constants, tbrough wbich he a1'rived at: 

S = - Ic :E f log f do 

2 f log f dfJ is BOLTZMANN'S H fllnction, 
In Lhe state of equilibrium 

I 
S = k N li log (2 3l' m E) + log v - i log (t N) -l- t - loggl 

follows from PIJANCK'S formula, and 

S= kNltlo,cJ (211: mE) + log v -ilog (iN) + ï -lo,g Nl. 
fl'om that of BOLTZMANN. 

In BOLTZMANN'S formula the dimensÎons no longer come right; rbe 
property (3) from § 1, that the entropy of the whole is equal to the sum 
of the entl'opiés of the parts, howevel', does hold, which pl'operty 
does not come tl'ue in PI,ANCK, if no definite assumption is made avont 
p. To make up for this PLANCK assumes thatg is proportional tt> N, quite 
al'bitrarily in my opinion; the reasoning, namely, by which he tries 
to make plausible that this "elementary region of probability" wonld 
be pl'oportional to N, does not hold for a perfect gas 3). 

1) Unless also logaritbmic dimensions are assigupd to k, wbich n€'utralise tho 
I1rs1. ilut this woulrl he very unpractical. 

2) It should be remal'ked that GIBBS has not hesitated to state this abnormal 
behavioUl' of the entropy explicitly, Cf. on tbis § 4. 

S) Cf.: "Die gegenwärLige Bedeutung der Quantenhypothese für die kinetisclle 
Gastheorie" in "Vorträge ühel' die kinetische Theorie der Materie und der Electri· 
2;ität. vOn MAx PUNCK U a." Leipzig u. Berlin 1914. 
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Tt would have been better, it 8eem8 to me, to divide the "thermo
dynamic probability", which does not represent the originally meant 
probability at all now, also by NI, as TETRODE did fol' the denominator, 
by which propE'rty (3) is also satisfied. 

Instead of the numerator, LORENTZ llses the denomina.tor in his 
above-mentioned artiele. Tt may be represented by: 

~N-l 
(2 % Em)2 .2::rmvN 

.QdE= dE 
T(i- N ) . 

dV 
Now .Q represents the fllnction - introduced by GIBBS, of which 

dE 
the log forms one of [he three functions fol' the enfropy given by 
GIBUS (viz. (p). If we now still divide by gN, [tnd if we omit the 
terms which do not contain _N as a factor, we get again Pr,ANCK'S 
formula fol' S = k Log P. ' , 

TETRODE makes use of another function illtrodllced by GIBBS 1). 
This func'tion (V) does not represent the extension of the microcanonic 
ensemble, but the total extension below the E in question. We now find : 

V 

while TETRODE now puts: 

froll1 which follows: 

2..N 
(2%Em) 2 .vN 

r(i- N + 1) 

V 
S ...:.. Je loog N l~T,. g . LV _ 

S = Je log! i- loog (2 % E m) + log v - i- loog (i- N) - log N + -% - log ogJ 

which formula diffe!Os from thaf of PLANCl( in the term - log R, t 
having taken the place of to Propel'ty (3) is now satisfied without 
a speeial assllmption hàving to be made ab out the elelllentary volume g. 

Now the vindication of the division by gN and .NI is still to be 
discussedo As far as the former is cOllcerned, that the dimensions 
are not in order is of course no 'oeason LO divide pal'ticlllal'ly by 
gN, \IV hieh canses tbe l'esnlt to depend on 09, whel'eas it- would 
othet;wise be independent of it. 

When it has oncé bee~ assnmed that S = k log extension (eithel' 
of the state of equilibrinm alone, of all staies at definite E or) of 
all states between 0 and E), the division by qN may be jnstified 

~ c 

by this that not a pUl'ely microcanonic ensemble must be considered, 
but a roughly microcanonic Olie, in which elements of eel'tain 

1) Ho TETIlODE, "Die chemische Konstante der Gase und das elementare Wirk. 
ungsquanlum"o Anno der Phrso 38 (1912). ' 

\ 
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extension gN represent ca'3es of equal chance. Not the absolute 
extent of the phal:>e extension would therefore be of impol'tanre, but 
the number of fJnite cases of equal chance contained in it. 

If we assume that a gas, not in ~qllilibl'ium, can be represented 
by an arbHrary ensemble between narl'OW energy Iimits tending to 
a microcanonic ensemble whirh repl'esents the gas in the state of 
equilIhrium-, the elements g.Y have the prartical signification that 
they represent the extent of the parts of tlle ex ten sion with regard 
to winch the distl'lbntion has become homogeneous, whel'eas th is is -
not the case inside it, Then the elements gN would, there[o1'e, have 
no fixed extent, but this would depend on the time during which 
the considered gas iil left fo itself; they can, namely, be taken smaller 
as the "stirring" has continued longer. ' 

The division .by NI is necessal'y to enSllJ'e that the entropy of 
the whole is equal to the snm of the entropies of the parts lfor so 
far as these palts are lal'ge with respect to the space element g'), 
Ol' the extension of the whole equal to the product of the extensions
of the parts. As a justification of this the following explanation may 
be given. lf we have k sepal'ate quantities of gas, each of n mole
cules in a volume v, the total extension of nllS 111 the space of the 
distribution of pI ace is (vll )," = vlcn , If, however, the volumes vare 
not separated from each otber, but parts of a larger volume kv, we 
may not take vn for the extension of the parts, because there need 
not be n definite molecules in every volume v, but all tbe molecules 
of the vessel can get thel'e, It is, howeveL', difiirult to say, how 
much ever)' extension changes through the pal'ts not being separated, 
since the extensions are not independent of each other, Fol' tbe 
extension of all the states, in which there are n molecules ill the 
first volnme VI> is fol' the gl'eater part the same as that in which 
there are n molecules in v2 etc. We can, howevel', say what change 
must be eft'ected in the total extension in consequence of the absence 
of the partitions, 

We mnst, namely, take into account that the molecules from the dift'e
)rent (k) volumes v ean be interchanged, so that instead of the original 

. (kn)! 
extensIOn (vll)lc = vlcll must be taken: vlcll X -- Ol' in approximation : 

(n/)k 
(kn)lcn 

v7e l! -- =: (kv)7cn, whieh is also rhe extension which we should 
nlcn 

have found by direct caIclllation of the whoIe. The equation 
(kn)! N! 

(vll)'c X --= (kv)kn or (ull)'e X ~- = (kv)N eau now be taken as 
(nl)lc . (n!)k 

basis to obtain an ava.ilable fu.uction l which ean take the plac~ of 
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the extension eonsidered up to now. We ean, namely, wl'ite for this:-
(vn)k _ (lcv)N (~)7C _ ~.N 
( 

I)k - uf or ,- Nf . We take, therefore, now the function 
17. )v. n. . 

vn 
- instead of vn, and have retained the property (3). 
nl 

We arrive at the same result, when we do not take into account 
the interchanges between the molecules of the different parts v, 
but also disregard the individuality of the molecules of each part 
in itself, so that tIte numbel' of generic phases instead of the nllmber 
of speeific phases has become decisive. 1) 

The remark might be made th at a consideration as the above is 
mOl'e of a mathematical than of a physieal natl1l'e. Ir should, how
evel", not be overlooked that no physical reason is given either v\1hy 
the entropy should bave to be S = k log P or A, log extension. 

These functions ha'-e been taken 1'01' the entropy because they 
showed analogy with the thermodynamic entropy. lt is, therefore, 
natural to make changes in these functions which ren der the analogy 
more perfect, when It is seen that the analogy is not perfect yet. 
We ma)' also eaU the dlVision by N! ~l1ch a change, through w hieh 
we get a mathematically determined quantity, which satisfies the 
three or foU!' conditions mentioned in § 1. 

§ 4. We will now discuss for a moment the quantity for the 

entropy which GIBUS puts most in the foreground, viz. -ij = - f1elt, 
n 

in w hieh 11 = log Pand P = N' when D is the density of the 

system points in the element eh: of the r-space, and J.V the total 
.JJ-E 

number of system poin tso For a canonic ensemble P = es-, in 
which attention is drawn to the fact that P has the dimensions of 

1 
phase extension 

But then '1 bas Iogarithmic dimensions, bencEl also - 11; as was 
observed above, this is no quantitJ in the strict sense of the wOl'd. J

) 

E and iJ. ~eing of mutually equal dimension, aiso ti' must have 
logarithmic ,dimensions ; 'tI' and E have therefore different dimensions, 
are therefore dissimilar quantities. Yet GIBns speaks of .." aE> of the 
ene1':gy, fol' which the eoefficient of probability (P) = 1. 

1) Cf. al<;o: H. TETRoDE, "Theoretical Determination of the entl'opy constant 
of gases and liquids". These Proc. XVII p. 1167. 

~) Cf. GIBBS, Statistical Mechanics, p. 19. 
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f--E 
Tbe difficulties may be removed jf eT is considered as a value 

witb dimensions 0, and then multiplied by a constant C la bring 
the dimensions into order. 

The procedure is the same jn othel' parts of Physics whel;e ex~ 
ponential functions áre used. Hence the relative density would now 

>!J-E 

become Ce~, Ol' ratbel', because in tbis way we should get too 
E l!. 

many constants : Ce- -;-, sa that J Ce - ~ = 1. Now we should have-

- E 
to take for tbe entropy not the meall -log P or -log C +-, 

f) 

but the mean - lo.q lP X certain constant extension). If we now 
take ,qN for th is constant extension, sa that the farm within paren
theses represents the relative number of systempoints ove1' an ex~ 
ten sion element gN, we get, aftel' multiplication by the usnal con
stant le, Pl.ANCK'S above discussed formllla. 
, If besides we multipIy the farm, the logarithm of wbich is taken, 

by NI, we arrive at Tl!.TRODE'S farm uIa. 

Botany. - "On the mut~tal eifect of genotypic fact01's." By 
Dr. TrNE TAl\DfES. (Communicated by Prof. J. W. ~10LL). 

(Communicated in the meeting of November 27, 1910). 

The varieties of Linurn usitatissimurn L., which I have used for 
lIl)' crossing experiments, show three types with l'egard to tbe 
breadth of the petals. In two of these, however, the length of the 
petal is the same. ' 

The broadest and als 0 the longest petal belongs to the so ('alleel 
Egyptian f1ax. I have previously I) reported on the' variabiIliy-cllrve 
and the median value of bath length anel bl'eaelth.· In the present \ 
investigation, however, the nse of the mean va]ue was to be preferred, 
because in same cases the meaSUl'ements could noL be very numerous. 
Since this paper only deals with the bl'eadth, it will suffice to give 
the mean value of this dimension only. It is t3.4 millimetres. 

The breadth of the petal was forlIlerly taken and is still taken 
to be the greatest breadth. The colour of the flower of Egyptian 
llax is blue and has been l'epeaieelly discussed befare. 

1) Das Vel'halten tluktuierend variierel1der Merkmale bei der Bustardierung. Rec. 
d. Trav. bot. Néerl. Vol. VIII, 1911, p. 249. 
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Tbe second type, as regards breadth of the petals, oecurs in the 
oJ'dinary blue flax. commonly cultivated in the Duteh provinee of 
Groningen, and in the flax with white flowers, grown in some 
districts of the neighbolll'ing province of' Friesland. These two agl'ee 
in the length and also in the breadth of the petals. For plants 
grown nndel' identical conditions, the average bl'eadth of the petals 
from 30 flowers, taken from 30 different individnals, was 7.0 mmo 
fOt' the common blue flax and 7.1 mmo fol' the common white. The 
smal! diffáence between these values may here be neglected. 

The third type of petal-breadth orcUl'S in another val"iety with 
white flowel's. This was formerly described nndeI' the names Vilm01,in 
white 1) and crisped white ~). The Jatter name was applied to this 
variety to distinguish it from the cornmon white flax, whieh like 
the common blue and the Egyptian, has quite flat pelals, whereas 
in the crisped white flax the apical margin of the petal is somewhat 
crispy and rolled upwards at the siJes. The petals are fUl'ther 
distinguished from those of the common blue and white flaxes, by 
being much nal'l'owe~·. Sinre thE> margin is on1.r crisped at the top 
and the rest of the lamina is flat, the gl'eatest breadth is easily 
determined. In 50 different plants the bl'eadth of a single petal was 
measured: the mean was 3.3 mm., i.e. less than half that of the 
othel' white and of the common blue flax. The length of the petaI, 
however, is about the same on all three varieties. Thus for 50 petals 
the average was 10',1 mm., as against au average leng th of 10.6 mmo 
fol' the common white, and 10.3 mmo fol' the co mmo u blue flax. 
The Egyptian flax has much longer petals, their aveJ'age length 
being 16.2 mmo 

As is evident fl'om the averaga val nes for the petal-breadth viz. 
13.4, 7.1, 7.0 and 3.3 mm., the above mentioned varieties diffel' 
considerably in this character ; two of the four belong to th~ same 
type as l'egards breadtü, i.e. that of 7 mm., but these two diffet' 
in colour. This paper deals with the behaviour of the petal-breadth 
and the correlation bet ween breadth and colonr in the various 
crosses between the four varieties. For details regal'ding the behaviour 
of tlle colon!' of tlle flowers I refer 10 the above quoted paper of 
1915. Here it is enollgh to lmow that on cl'osbing a white with a 
blue variety, blue and white individllals occur in F 2 • The ratios of 
these do not concern us heré. First the successive crosses with 

I) The explanation of an apparent exception to MENDEL'S law of segregation. 
Proc. Kon. Akad. V. ~etensch. Amsterdam Vol. XVI, 1914, p. 1021. 

2) Die genotypische Znsammensetzung eipiger Varietäten derselben Art llnd iht, 
genetischer Zusammenbang. Rec. d. Trav. bot. Néerl. Vol. XII, 1915, p. 219. 

" . 
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their at!endant phenomena will be described, and th en conclusions 
will be drawn from the observations. 

The common blue and the cornmon white flax, differing in 
colonr but having the same a\'erage petaI-bl'eadth viz. 7 mm., whE'n 
crossed, give only pl'ogeny of the same type of bl'eadth. This shows 
that these two varieties have the same factor or factors fol' breadth 
of peta1. Since the blue and the white offsprmg agl'ee in bl'eadtb, 
the1'e is evidently in this crossing no relation between breadth and 
colou!' of the petal. 

The common blne flax (7 mm.) and the Egyptian flax (13.4 mm.) 
differ, in contradistinctlOl1 to the varieties of the previous cross, in 
bl'eadth, but not in coloUl'. The phenomena, observed in this cross 
wlth regard to breadth, have been previously 1) described by me 
in detail. The following excerpt from this paper wIlI suffice. The 
first generatiOll is intermeeliate, the bl'eadth -of the petal is about 
the avel'age of that of the pal'ents. In the second generation segre
gation into various types of breadth occurs. On account of fluctllat
mg varIability the limits bet ween the different groups cannot, 
however, be observed and all transitional states between {he breadth 
of the common flax and that of the Egyptlán are founel, but in 
defil1lte ratios. The most frequent breadth in F2 is approxi
mately the mean of the P-varieties, alld the llumber of indiVldllals 
having any particulal' bl'eadth dimmishes, the nearer tbis bl'eadth 
approaches that of the P-fol'ms. All F 2-indivlduals togethel' give a 
curve for the breaelth, appar6J1tly corresponding to a varrability
curve. The deduclion from the whole Ret of ~bservations was, that 
the Egyptian fJax has, compared with the common blue, a few 
more ordinal'y 1:l1endelian factors fol' broaduess. Since the whole 
offspring is blue and neverthelcss differs in bl'eaclth, tbe colou]' and 
breadth of the petals are evielently independent of each othel' in 
this crossing also. 

In the cross bet ween the coÏnmon whiie flax (7 mm.) and the 
Egyptian (13.4 mm.) which differ in cololU', as welt as in breadth) 
the phenomena observed with regard to breadth are thc same as 
those in the preceding cross. Here also the fil'st generation is inter
mediate and in the second generntion every transition between the 
breadth of the white and that of the Egyptian flax OCCUl'S in tbe 
ordinal'y manner. From this we may decll1ce, that these two varieties 
also differ in factors for broadness and that the Egyptian flax has 
a few more factors than the ('ommon white. The obbervations 
fmther show that, in this case also, there is no interdependence 

1) 1. c. Vol. VIII, 1911, p. 253. 
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between breadth and colour. For in the second generation there 
occnr among the white, as weU as among the blue flowers, narrow, 
braad and ilJtermediate petals of every kind, although the wbite 
P-varieLy is narrower than the bllle. Tbe factors fol' broadness and 
for colour evidently follow MENDEL'S law of segregation independently. 

On the other hand the behavioUl' of the breadth and its relation 
to colonr is quite different in tbe cross bet ween the ('omrnon blue 
(7 mm.) and the narrow-petalled white flax (3.3 mm.). Tbese two 
val'ieties, like the preceding pair, differ in bl'eadth as well as in 
colour. Here, however, all the blue descendants agree in breadth 
with the common blne flax and all the ""hite ones with the narrow
petalled whlte.

l 
Although the two P-varieties, as in the two pre\'ious 

crosses, differ in breadth, there are here no tl'ansüions. Two sharpl.r 
separated gr'oups arise, one with broad blue petals and the other 
with narrower white one8, each agreeing with one of tbe two 
val'ieties crossed. In this case there is therefol'e a connection between 
breadth and colonr, in contradistinction to the crosses previously 
discussed; the bl'oader petals are always blue, the narrower ones 
always white. 

Knowing only the phenomena occnrring in this cross, one would 
doubtless feel convinced, that one and the same factor, or a grollp 
of completely coupled factors produces here simnJtaneously the 
superior breadth and tbe blue colour of the pem!. We leam, however, 
Nom the investigation of anothet' cross, namely between the Egyptian 
(13.4 mm.) alld tbe nal'l'ow-petalled white flax (3.3 mm.) which also 
dlffer both in colour and in breadth, that the relation of breadth to 
colonr is a different one, although these factors are not wholly 
independent either, as was apparently the case in the ct'ossings 
discussed first. 

In this cross betweell the Egyptian flax and the narrow-petalled 
white v al'iety , the fi1'8t genel'atlon has blue petals intermediate in 
breadth between those of the parents. In tbe second generation the 
relation of white and blue individuals as io the breadth differs from 
that in the crosses alI'eady discussed. 

Of 300 different white-flowered F~-plants the bl'eadtb of the petals 
I 

of one flower was determined and also of 300 plants with blue 
flowers. W"hel'eas the petal-breadth in the narrow P-val'iety varies 
fl'om 2.1 to 4.2 mmo and in the Egyptian flax from 10.5 to 16.4 mm., 
the white P~-plallts gave for the breadth 2.1 to 10.4 mmo and tbe 
blue P~-plants 5.7 to 16.2 mmo 

The white F,-plants in genel'al have mllch narrower petals than 
the blue. Hence two groups are f'ormed, one with narrow wlüte 
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and the other with broader blne flowel's. These groups do not, 
howeve1', cOrI'espond to the white and blue P-varieties, as is the 
case in the cross between the nal'l'ow-petalled white and the common 
blue flax. The white ones are in general broadel' than the narrow
petalled white flax and the blue ones are~on the wllOle narrower 
than the Egyptian. In both tl'ansitional breadths ocr.ur between the 
two P-varieties. Nevertheless the phenomena do not agree with those 
observed in the cross between the eommon white and the Egyptian 
flax. for, although transitions do oecnr, tIle whlte and the bille l?:
indidduals are not identica1 in breadth, as in this last named cross. 
1'he white ones have na very braad, :md the bille ones na very 
narrow petals. In order to determine the extreme limit, whieh both 
groups ean reaeh, some of tlle white P 2-plants with the broadest 
petals were eultivated fnrther From the third generation so obtained 
a few of the bl'oadest were again selected f'or further cult1ll'e, and 
similarIy from the fOl1l'th and the I fifth generation. Although the 
nlltritional conditions ,were always most favourable, the greatest 
breadth observed in the 786 plants from the second jo the sixth genera
tion was 11.4 mmo This was in the fourth generation. Among the oft'
spring of this plant in thfl fifth and sixth genel'ation even this 
breadth did not oceur again; the maximum in Po was 10.5 mmo 
Evidently therefore the very, broadest white on es barely sll1'pass 
the minimum breadth of the Egyptian flax and do not even reach 
lts mean breadth. 

In the same way the narrowest blue ones wel'e cultivated further 
f'or some yeal's, the conditions being made less favûurable. 1'he 
extleme minimum was found to be 5.7 mmo Blue flowers with 
petals of the breadth of the nal'l'ow-petalled white flax did not occur 
at all among the 722 plants investigated np to the fifth generation. 

In this crossing then two groups are in deed formed, one wiLh 
narrow white and the other with broader blue flowers. This was 
also found to be the case on further eultivation of the heterozygotic 
F2 - and ~,-plants; the whites weJ'e a1ways on the whole narrower 
than the bille on es formed at the same time. 

1'he way in whieh the bl'eadth behaves in this crossing, is at 
first sight not in aceordanee with MENDEL'S segregation-Iaw. The two 
forms crossed show a great differenee in breadth and among the 
oft'spring intermediate forms are also fOllnd. Yet the second genera
tion does n_ot show the ordinary phenomenon of Mendelian segrega
tion, as is observed with chal'actel's . which va.ry in a tlllctuating 
manner, whel'e tlle limits between the dift'el'ent grOllps formed in 
P2 are obscured. In sueh cases the P~-individuuls together give a 
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curve for the breadth whieh extends from the minimum of tbe 
narl'ówest to the maximnm of the bl'oadest form, with the summit 
near the average of the two P-fol'ms. Here, however, the whole of 
the second generation gives a curve for the breadth, whieh indeed 
extends from the minimum of tlle narrow white to the maximum 
of the Egyptian flax, but whieh shows two summits between thesp. 
Since one part of the curve towards the minimum with one of the 
summits is tormed by the white, and I,he oiher part with the other 
~llmmit by the blne F 2-jndividuaIs, it is evident that there is here 
an intel'dependence between breadth allel cololl!'. Yet this l'elation is 
not slmply, that blue colour is associated with broadness, beeause 
the same factor Ol' factors simultaneously cause broadness and blue 
col ou!", or because the factors for broadness and those for colour 
are completely conpled, as is apparently the case i11 the crossing 
of the ordinal'y blue flax with the narrow-petalled white. If this 
were the case, th en all the white offspl'ing would have to show 
the type of broadness of the narrow-petalled white flax, and all 
the blue descendants the bl'oadness-t.ype of the Egyptian flax. 

This is not so, however, for white petals orcur, which are broader 
than tbe white P-val'iety and blue one8, narrowel' than the blue 
P-val'iety. In an attempted explanation we might a8SllITle incomplete 
coupling of the factors for b1'oadness and fol' colour, Ieading to 
very complicated l'elationships. This is, howe"e1', liJ great disadvantage 
and we are induced to seareh for another exp1anation of tbis pecu
Hal' interdependence between the two charactel's, which here presents 
itself. Now pl'eyions experiments on the crossing of these varieties of 
flax have demonstrated 1) the pres en ce of vadous factors and it is a 
knowledge of these and of thei1' action that enab1es IlS to give a satis
factory explanation, not only of tile phenomel1a attending the last 
mentioned crossing, but a]so of the faet, that in the val'lOuS crossings 
the bfhaviour of the bl'eadth and t1le connection between breadth 
and colou!' are so val'ied. 

Previously it waö shown, that the genotypic composition of the 
common blue and of the Egyptian flax fol' the colour of the flower 
is repl'esented, in the common blue and in the Egyptian flax, by 
the fOl'mula AABBCC, in the common white by AABB and in the 
narl'ow-petalled white by AA CC. 'rhe factors Band C actmg 
conjointly, cause the bllle colour, but are separately nnab1e to produce 
a blne colou!'. FUl'thermore Band C exel'cise an inflllence on other 
characters, as was pl'eviously discussed in detail. A is an intensiticat'ion
factor fol' the coloUl', bnt l'emains out of account here, 

1) 1. c. vol. XII, 1915, p, 217, 

\\ 
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A crossing of two of the varieties which has not yet been discl1s'sed 
here, viz. of the common white with the narl'ow-petalled white, 
shows on tbe basis of their genotJ pic composition, that the narrow
petalled white flax, although it has much narrower petals than 
the common white, nevertheless possesses the same factors for the 
breadth. 

Fot' in this crossing there arise in F~ white flowering individuals 
of the composition AAbbcc, in wbich the1'efore B as weU as Care 
absent and which have the same breadth as the common white 
flax. 'This proves, that the factors Band C do not regulate the 
bl'eadth of the petals, but that the1'e are present other factors for 
breadth in the two varieties crossed. If these factors for breadth 
were different for the two varieties, then the above mentioned indi
viduals would necessarily belang to different types of breadth, 
some narl'OW like the narrow-petalled flax, others broader like the 
common white or mtermedlate, possibly even narrower or broader 
than the P-varieties. This is not the case. All individuals of the 
composition AAbbcc are of the same type of breadth. From this it 
fo11ows that the common white and the narrow-petalled white flax 
have the same factors for breadth. Nevertheless the narrow-petalled 
flax is narrower than the common white. There is therefore present 
in these varieties same cause which partially inhibits the factors fol' 
breadth. ThIS must be the factor C, for as soon as Ihis factor is 
wanting as in the above mentioned individuals in F~ of the compo
sition AAbbcc; tbe bl'eadth is equal to that of the common white 
flax. This factor C, which together with B, gives the blue colour, 
is therefore seen to be an inhibitmg factor fol' the factors of breadth. 
The factor C also occurs, ho wever, in the common blue flax 
AABBCC, which is nevertheless not nal'rowel' than the common 
white flax. The l'eason for this must be the presence of factor B 
which pl'events the inhibiting action of Con the factors for breadth. This 
agree'l with w hat I have all'eady published 1) concerning the action of the 
factors Band C with reference to the crisping of the petal mal'gin, 
the number" of seeds pel' fruit and the germinating-powel' of the seed. 
Fot' the factor C IS also the rause of the cri&ping of the petal apex, of 
the diminution of the nl1mber ofseeds per fruit and ofthe diminl1tion of 
the germinating-power of the seed, whilst the factor B prevents this 
action of C. Here the same relation for broadness presents itself; 
C causes a diminution of breadth and B again abolishes the inhi
biting action of C. 

It is now necessary to examine whether indeed all tlle phenomena 
1) 1 c. Vol. XII, 1915, p. 217. 
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observed in the different crossings are fally and satisfactorily explained 
by this conception of the occurrence of factors of bl'eadth and the 
actiou of the factors Band C. 

Oommon blue f]ax AABBCC and common white AABB, which 
have the same bl'eadlh and when cl'ossed give only offspring of ihis 
breadth, do not form in crossing a single individual in which the 
factor C occurs alone, i.e. without B. Either C is absent from the 
offspring as in the white, or B occnrs together with C, as in the 
blue. The factors for broadness are not inhibited in any single 
individual and this explains why tile white, as weIl as the blue 
offspl'ing have all the same breadth. 

In crossing the common blue flax AABBCC with the Egyptian 
AABBCC, and the common white AAB B with the Egyptian 
AABBCCthel'e is not ehher produced any offspring in which C appears 
without B also. The factors for bl'oadness wel'e not inhibited in a 
single individual. The differences in breadth between the P-varieties 
of these two crossings will therefore not disturb the phenomena, 
which wiII present themselves in accordance with the law of segre
gation and th is is in deed observed. 

In the second crossing, namely that between the common white 
and the Egyptian flax, there exists in the P-varieties a difference in 
col ou!' as weIl as in breadth, and Ü was observed that these two 
characters behave quite independently of each other. This now 
becomes clear, fo!' C is absent from the whiLe offspring and the 
action of C is inhibited by B in the blue; the factors for broadness 
are not Iimited, in the white as little as in the blue individuals. 
But it furthel' becomes evident that complete independence of the 
colour and breadth is only superficial. In a certain sense th ere is 
indeed an interdependence between them, for the same factor C 
which is necessary for the occurrence of the blue colour. has a 
limiting action on the factors for broadness, and if the factor B 
alone were to disappeal' from the blue-flowering offspring, thel1 on 
this account colour as weIl as breadth would change. The colour 
would then become white, because C alone cannot produc~ blue, 
and the breadth wonld be lessened nnder the influence of C alone. 
In this crossing the relationship is, ho wever, so affected by the 
pres en ce of B that the interdependence between the factors fol' 
broadness and coloUl' is not noticeable and these characters beha.ve 
independently. It is thel'efol'e clear that when in a crossing- two 
characters behave quite independently we may not concll1de, that 
an interl'elation between the factors for these charactel's is wholly 
wanting. 

69 
P.roceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XVIll .. 
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In crossing common blue flax AABBCC wUh the narrow-petalled 
white AA CC, which differ in breadth and in colour, a complete 
connection was observed belween these two characters. All 
blne descendants had the broadness-type of the common blue 
flax, all white ones were of the narrow-type like the white P-varie
ty. This is now also qllite intelligible. It was shown above that 
the nal'l'ow-petalled white flax has the same factOls for broadness as 
the common blue. All offspring from the crossing of these two 
varietles will thel'efol'e have the same factors for broadness. Nowall 
the bllle descendants possess, in addition to these factors for broad
ne'lS also both the factors Band C, the white ones however have, 
besides the factors fol' broadness, only C. In all t11e blue thel'efore 
the factors for broadness are undisturbed, they wiJl in conseqnence 
all have the breadth of the blne P-variety. In the white Olies on 
the oOler hand the factors for broadness are inhibited, they will be 

) narrow Hke the white P-variety. It follows that in this case a]so 
the mterdependence between breadth and colonr iE> other than can 
be deduced off hand from this crossing. The blue colour and the 
greater breadth of the common blue flax are not caused by the 
presence of a single factor or group of factors, in the absence of 
which the colour is white and the breadth smaller, but the relation
ship 1S a diffel'ent one. The factor B which is vrcsent in the common 
bll1e flax, and absent from the narrow-petalled w hite, is not at the 
same time 11 factor fol' both, colour and broadness. In the two varie
ties t11ere are present broadness-factors other than Band they are 
ihe Eé:tme for both; but in the narrow-petalled white the} are inhi
bited by C, in the common variety they are unaffected owing to 
the presence of Band C together. 

Further the more complicated phenomena which were observed 
in the crossing between Egyptian AABBCC and the nal'row-petalled 
white flax AACC, can now be completely explained. The difference 
between these two varieties is, so far as the factors for broadness al'e 
concerned, exactly the 'same as that between Egyptian and common 
blue anel as that between Egyptian and common white flax. Fot' 
the narrow-petalled white fla~ has the same factors tOl' broadness 
as the common blue and the common white. Now since the broadness
factors follow the segregation law quite independently of the presence 
Ol' absence of the factors Band C, the offspl'ing will :tgree perfecUy, 
as regards presence of broadness-factors, with the offspring from the 
crossings of the Egyptian flax with the common blue or the common 
white. 

If no other causes were acting the individuals of F
J 

would together 
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show all transitions - of breadth from the common blue or white 
flax to the Egyptian. Indh iduals with petals as narrow as those of 
the narrow-petalled white flax would not occur, for as has been 
shown, this variety agl'ees lil factors fol' broadness with the common 
blue and common white flax. Moreover there would be no difference 
between the blue and the white. The phenomena are, 11oweve1', altered 
by the presence of the factor C by itself or of the factors Band C 
together. The blue offspring possesses B as weIl as C, the inhibiting 
action of C is therefore removed and the blue- individuals of F~ must 
show all transitions from the breadth of the common blue or wbHe 
to that of the Egyptian flax. The narrowest blue offspriJlg cannot 
therefore agree with the narrow-petalled P-variety, but with tbe 
common blue or white flax, the broadest must agree with the 
Egyptian as has indeed been observed. 

The white offspring of the crossing all possess the factor C only; the 
breadth in all individuals wiJl therefore be less than if it were exclusively 
the result of the existing factors for broadness. They are not, ho wever, 
all restricted to the factors for broadness of the narrow-petalled 
white flax, but some indIviduals eveu have the same factors fol' 
broadness as the Egyptian flax, ot11er8 are intermediate with regard 
to the factors for broadness. Individuals, which have the same factors 
for broadness as the nal'row-petalled white flax will agree also in 
greadth with this P-variety, becau':!e they, like it, have only the 
factor C. 'rhe indivlduals with the same factors for broadness as the 
Egyptian flax wiJl, however, not bave the type of broadness of this 
P-variety because of the presence of C, but they wil! be nart'ower. 
The white F~-individuals together will show therefore a breadth 
ranging between the minimum of the narrow-petalled white anel a 
breadth less than the maximUlIl of the Egyptian flax. The afore
meniioned observations agree with this) the bl'oadest white offspring 
from this crossing does not even reach the average of the Egyptian, 
hardly exceeds Hs minimum. 

The behayiour also in the third and following generations is seen 
to be in agl'eement with what has been discussed. A hetel'oz~'gotic 
blue plant of F2 , with petals 13 mrn. bl'oad, prodnced blue offspring 
with a breadth of 9.1 to 14 mm and white with a breadth of 7.1 
to 11.1 mmo Another narrower, hetel'ozygotic bl11e F,-individllal 
with a breadth of 9 mmo produced blne plants in F3 of 7 fo 10.7 
mmo in breadth and white ones of 4 to 6.5 mmo The first broader 
F 2-plant had more factors fOl' broadness t,han the second and this is 
also observable in the Offspl'ing, but in both cases the white Fa is 
lla1'l'OWer as a result of the infl uence of C. 

69*' 
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The foregoing shows that all the phenomena observed in the 
different crossings are, without exception, completely explained by 
the action of the factors Band C in relation to t11e factors for 
broadness which are present. Another -question now arises with 
refel'ence to the strengtb of the inhibitory influence of C: it IS the 
following. Does C exercise an influence on the factors for broadness 
occurl'ing in the common blue or common white flax only Ol' are 
the additional factors for broadness present in the Egyptian flax 
also subject to the inhibitory action of C? From the observations 
someihing indeed can be deduced with respect to this. Tbe average 
breadth of tbe common blue flax is 7.0 mmo and of the common 
white 7.1 mm., whilst that of the llarrow-petalled whlte is 3.3 mmo _ 
The breadth therefore is decreased from 3.7 to 3.8 mmo by the 
influence of C. Now in the crossing of the Egyptian flax with the 
narrow-petalled white the average breadth of 100 blue individu als 
in F

2 
was 10.8 mmo and of 100 white 4.6 mmo That is a difference 

of 6.2 mmo Here, where the broadness-factors peculial' to the 
Egyptian flax are also present, the decrease in breadth caused by C 
is more mal'ked. This is also evident from a comparison of the 
maximum that is reached by the white offspring of this crossing 
with the maximum of the Egyptian flax. The former amounts to 
11.4 mm., the latter to 16.4 mm., that is to say there is a difference 
of 5 mm., a good deal more therefore than tile diminution which the 
breadth of the <'ommon white flax suffers under the influence of C. 

As other investigators have many times shown there occur in the 
plant not only facto)'s which are quite independent of each other, 
but in many cases the perceptible actlOn of one factor depends on 
the presence or absence of one or' more other factors. It is even 
likely that no single factor is wholly independent of others, but that 
in many cases the factors only appeal' to be so, because in the 
investigation the two forms crossed, which are found to differ in 
respect of one glVen factor, are identical as l,'egards other factors 
connected with that one. Thus, for instance, from the crossing of 
{he common blue flax AABBCC with the common white AABB, 
it is only evident that the former has one factor more, than the 
latter, namely C, but not that this factor C is in a certain sense 
dependent on Band can only have an inhibitory action on the 
factors fol' broadness, if B is absent. 

The present inyestigation shows that the factors may be mutually 
intel'related in a complicated way and may exercise an inflllence on 
each other. In the varieties of Linurn ~lsitatis8irnurn which have been 
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investigated, the factors which are present for the breadth of the 
petaJ are inhibited by another factor C, whiist again another factor 
B is able to counteract the inhibltory action of C; B is the inhibi
tory factor of the inhibitory factor C. 

Because moreover the factors Band Ctogether cause the blue colout' 
of the flower, tIlere arise complicated relationships with regard to 
tIle interdependence between the breadth and the colour of the petal. 

There are various cases known of the existence of inhibIting factors, 
but so far as I know the existence of factors which are able to ' 
counteract the inhihitory action of inhibiting factors, has not hitherto 
been demonstrated. 

It is moreover evident from this paper that the different mutual 
crosE:ings of some varieties may lead to val'ying conclusions. 

When only tlle crossing of the common blue f1ax with the narrow
petalled white was investigated, one would ha"e come to the con
clusion, that in the common blue flax the breadth aud the colour 
are eaused by the same factor or factors, or that the factors for 
these characters are conlpletely C'oupled in these varieties. 

Knowing only the observations on the crossing of the Egyptian 
flax with the common white, one would have conclllded that the 
factors for the breadth and colour of the petal are completely inde
pendent of each other. 

From the crossing of the Egyptian with the narrow-petalled white 
flax, without a knowledge of the results of the othel' crossings, one 
would, on the otlle'!, hand, be obliged to postulate an interrelation 
bet ween the factors for broadness and colo"nr certainly insusceptible 
of further definition, whilst the factors for broadness apparently 
present here an exception to the Mendelian law of segregation. 

From th1s- it is seen that the phenomena are much more complicated 
than the two first-mentioned cl'ossing's by themselves give evidence of. 

But at the same time the investigation of the different cl'ossmgs 
together has proved, th at, when two chararlers in the crossing behaye 
quite independently, the inference cannot be drawn without further 
pro of that the1'e will also be no intel'l'elation whatevel' between the 
factors vyhich cause these characters. 

The above clearly shows how relative our knowledge is. VIews 
on the presence and action of factors obtained by an mvesti
gation of Ol1e single crossing, however simple and weU founded 
they m-;y be, are liable to modificatión when even only one of the 
forms investigated is crossed with a third form. Hence it is neeessal'y 
to cross the sam~ form with more than one partner In order to 
arri\'e step by step at the trutl],. 

G1'oningen. Botanical Laborato1'Y. 
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Physios. - "On the I'live1'sible change oJ the 1'emrtnent magnetisation 
with the temperature". By Dl'. G. J. EUAS. (Communicated 
by Prof. H. A. IJoREN'l'z). 

(Communicated in tue meetIng of December 18, 1915). 

When the temperature of a ferromagnetic body that possesses 
remanent magnetism rises, the magnetism changes too. Let us suppose 
e. g. that a decrease of tbe Olagnetisation corresponds to a rise of 
temperature. If tben the magnet is again cooled down to its original 
temperature, the magnetisation increases again, but does not return 
to its original value. A following I'ise of temperahu'e equa] to the 
first one rauses again a decrease of the magnetisation, but now a 
smaller one than "ms caused by the first I'ise. The next return 
to the original temperature brings the magnetisation onIy bark to 
a \'alue below that aftel' the first cooling. With continued changes 
of the temperatUl'e this goes on in the same way; the differences 
between the magnetisation aftel' two subsequent equal changes pf 
the tempel'atul'e in tbe same sen se become always smaller, till finally 
a state is reached in which the changes are reversible, that is to 
say, that by a rise of tempE'l'ature the magnetisation decreases as 
much as it incl'eases again by the following equal fall of the 
temperature. This reversibility only holds however behl\-'een the 
used limits of temperature; if these limits are taken widel', the 
cyclic process of heating and cooling must first again be gone through 
a few times, before the reversibility is reached. Thii reversible 
change we shall investigate here. With a change of temperature 
without more we shaH denote the reversible chauge. 

On this subject there are experiments of ASHWORTH 1) and DURWARD ~). 

Both have inves!'igated different kinds of 5teel; and cast-iron. The j 
first au thor obtained very different values for tbe change with the 
temperature, according to the kind of steel used. In most cases the 
cç>efficient a, defined by the equation 

M t2 = Mi! [1 - a (t2 - tJ] , 
was found to be positive. In this formula Mt~ resp. Mt1 is the 
magnetisation at the temperature ti resp. t~; tbe highest value found 
for steel was abotlt 0,0014, for cast-iron even 0,0029. For some 
kinds e. g. fol' piano-strings a had a negative value even down to 
- 0,0003. Further a proved to be strongly dependent on the thermal 
histol'y (process of hardening) of the material, while also the influence 

J) G. R. ASHWORTH. Proc. Roy. Soc. A. 62 p. 2101 1898. 
') DVRWARp. Sill. Journ. 5 p. 245, 1898, 
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of the dimensions of the magnet that was used, therefore of the 
demagnetising force pro\'ed to be great. So ASHWORTH found e.g. for 
one single piaqo-stJ'ing of certain dimensions a negative yaIue of a, 
while three equal and equally treated strings combined into a bun die 
gave a positi\'e valne of l:. 

In the expel'iments that are to be described here, iron and further 
also some kinds of steel were used. 

The i1'on (soft Swedish iron from G. E. MEISTl!lR'S SOHNE, Stettin) 
was investigated in the form both of bars and of a ring. In the 
fiest case the meaSUl'ements were magnetornetric, in the latter one 
ballistic. For the magnetometric measurement a TBOllfSON galvanometer 
was used. The rnagnet that had to be investigated was placed 
horizontal and perpendic111ar to the direction of the small magnets 
in the ga.lvanometer system. The deviation of the system by the 
pres en ce of the rnagnet was compensated by sending a CLll'l'ent throllgh 
the coils. The intensity of this CUl'rent was used as a meaSUl'e for 
the magnetic force that was exerted by the rnagnet. In order to 
H.void the influence of terrestrial magnetism the bar was always 
placed perpendicular to the magnetic meredian. 

The ballistic measurements were made by means of a flat coil 
that c0111d be bl'ought in to the in terferricum of the ring. 

Fot' the different forms used the demagnetising factors were very 
unequal. They had the highest value tor a bun dIe of bars with total 
diameter of about 1.5 cm and 24 cm length; and the lowest one 
for the torus with narrow intel'ferrÏcum. The magnetisation was also 

1 

varied within rather wide limits. The mentioned bundIe gave for a 
varÏation of temperatllre between 10° and 100° and for magne
tisations that were in the ratio J . 2 : 12 changes resp. of 3.7, 3,8 -, 
and 3,7%, Between the same limits of temperature a bar ofO,5 cm 
diameter and 21 cm length gave a change of 4,0% and one of 
0,3 cm diameter and 17 cAm length of 4,1 %

, In the two last cases 
the magnetisation was nearly as strong as the strongest magnetisation 
in the case of a bundie of bars. In all cases the magnetisatlOn did 
not reach its saturation value, though the strongest magnetisation 
did not differ much from it. For the ring made of iron of 23 mrn 
diameter and ha\'ing itself a diameter of about 10 cm with an inter
fel'l'icum of 2 mm a variation of 4 % was obtained for weak 
magnetisations between 20° and 100°. 

So the ,vaIues for the variations of temperature obtained for iron 
do not diffel' much hom each othel'. It is questionable, whether 
these diffel'ences have a reaI signiticance; probably they must be 
assigned to observation errors l ~s the methods used did not allow 
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gl'eat accuracy. Of all observatlons on Iron the mean is 3.86 % for 
a variation of temperature between 10° and 100°. 

Accordmg to the theory of the molecular magnetic. field of WEISS 
the spontaneous magnetisation of the "elementary crystals" which 
WElSS regards as the bmIding stones of the iron decreases with a 
rlse of the temperature. The law of this decl'ease is given by the 
formula 

jJ{ 38 jJ1 1 
Mo = cotlt T' jJ1

0 
- 38 M' 

T'Mo 

whel'e 111 is the magnetisation at the temperature r, Aio that at the 
absolute zero-point and 8 the OURIE-point. In this formula the mutnal 
action between the dIfferent elementary cl'ystals has been neglected. 
If by means of it we calculate the change between 10° and 100°, 
we obtain, taking for the OURIE-pomt 757° 0., 4,2 0/0, what agrees 
rather weIl wIth the experimentally found varIation of 3,9 % between 
10° and 100°. 

Also for steel the above described magnetometric method was 
used. To ren der possible however the investIgation of dIfferent parts 
of one and the same magnet a ballistic method was used. A flat coil 
placed round the experimental magnet could be shifted with regard to 
the latter over a small distanre. In order to make the deviation 
of the galvanometer not too great, it was for the greater part 
compensated by means of a second coil equal to the first one and 
mechamcally connected with it, 80 that It folIo wed its motion, 
mo, ing itself however in the opposite direction ; within th is second 
coil a second magnet was placed. If now the first magnet was 
heated, the baUistic deviation changed and from this the influence 
of the heatmg could be investigated. By bringing respectively different 
parts of the experimental magnet within the first coil, compensating 
each time by means of the second magnet, the rhange of the mag
netisatlOn could be determined for the different parts. 

For steel th~ results of ASHWORTH were confirrned. In the first 
place for different kinds of sleel very different values of a were 
found; the highest value for a very oid steel magnet viz., nearly 
0.0015, for other kinds of steel a was smaller, while piano-strings 
even gave a negative valne. 

By the mentioned ballistic method was found howevel', that the 
value of a was not the same for all parts of the magnet. Near the 
ends a proved to be largel' in the positive sen se than more towards 
the middle. Between 20° and 100° thE} change for the above men-
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tioned old steel magnet e.g. amounted to 12,9%
, nea1' the rniddle 

howeve1' to 8,5 %; fol' a magnet of ha1'dened steel the change near 
the end wa& 2,1 %

, at a distance frorn the end equal to t of the 
length 1,2 %' In both cases the coefficjent Ct was positive. For a 
bundie of piano-strings which each had a dIameter of 1,2 mrn and 
a length of 17,5 cm the change between 20° and1000was-3,9 % 

at the end and - 6,1 % at a distance from the end equal to t of 
the length. Aftel' partial dernagnetisation, by which the rnagnetlsation 
was diminished to 1 of its origmal value the change between the 
same temperature limits at the end was only -1,5 %' Magneto
metrically (now we are principally concerned with the action of the 
end of the magnet) there was found befOl'e the demagnetisation -3,3 % 

and afterwards -1,n % (here the tempel'atl11'e limits wel'e 10° and 
100°), From th is we might conclude that fol' steel the coefficient Ct 

depends on the magnetisation in this way that it increases in the 
positive sense according as the latter decreases. This agrees with 
wh at was found in the investigation of different parts of one and 
the same steel magnet, viz. that near the end a is grea,ter in the 
positive sen se than in the middle; fol' because of the demagnetising 
force tho magnetisation at the ends is much smaller than in the 
middle. 

December 1915. Physical Laborat07'y of the 
Teylm Institute. 

Physics. - "Some 1'e7fW1,ks on the hyclro,qen-molecule of BOHR

DEBIJE." By Miss H. J. VAN LEEUWEN. (Communicated by 
Prof. H. A. LORENTZ). 

(Communicated in the meetIng of December 18, 1915). 

~ 1. BOHR has been the fh'st who supposed the hydrogen-mole
cule to be fol'med by two nuclei which carry a positive elementary 
charge anti in w hich nearly the whole mass of the molecule is 
concentrated, together with two electrans which in the normal state 
cil'culate with a constant angular velocity w diametrically on a cil'cle 
that has its centre in the middle between the nuclei and its plane 
pE'rpendicular to theil' line of connectlOn, the "axis" of the molecule 1). 
BOHR supposes th at sueh molecular systems do no~ obey the laws 
of classic meehanics, that on the contral'y all motions of the electrans 
are bound by the condition that fol' each single electron the moment of 

I) N. BOIlR. On the constitution of atoms and molecules III. Phil. Mag. 6, 26, 
1913 p. 857. 
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momentllm with respect to the axis of the molecule must have the 
l~ 

value -, where h is PLANCK'S constant. 
2n 

Under the same suppositions as BOHR made on the constitution 
of the molecule, DEBIJE has investigated tbe forced vibrations wbich 
tbe system can execute under the influence of' the electric force of 
a transmitted light-beam 1). DEBI,TE supposes the mass of the nuclei 
to be so great that their motion may be llegleeted and further that 
these vibrations can be calculated according to the laws of ordinary 
mechanics. If the forced vibrations are known, the mean electrlc 
moment of the unit of volume is fOl1nd at the same time and trom 
this follows again the index of refl'action n. 

For this DE.BlJE finds: 

n'-l e2 r 2,97429 2,15347 I 
43tN = mw 2 

( 8 )2 + ( 8 ): + 
1 -- 0,412375w 1 - 0,556397w 

0,0276447 0,246581 + 0,579918 (1 - ~) 
+ ( )2 + ()2 + 1 _ 8 0,304388 + 1 _ :. 

2,412375w w 

0,246581 + 0,579918 ( 1 + ~Yl 
-1-------

0,304388 -I- (1 + ~Y 
w here: N is the number of molecules per unit of volume, 

- e the charge of the electron 
m the mass of the electron. 

l. (1) 

By comparison with experimental data of J. KOCR or C. and M. 
CUTHBERSON DEBIJE found: 

~=4,64.1017 or 5,01.1017 , 
m 

which value agrees -very weIl witb the data for the electrons trom 
cathode rays (5,58.1017), and for the moment of momentum of each 

h 
electron -- that is, within the limits of error, just what BoaR 

6,32 
had assumed. 

Now we will consider, ho wever, how the system behaves, firstly 

1) P. DEBIJE. Die Konstitution des Wassel'stoff·Molek-cils. Sitz. Bel'. München 1915 p.l. 
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if, as to Hs small vibrations, it oueys tbe laws of mechanics, secondly 
if it is restricted by BOHR'S condition. 

§ 2. I..Iet the distance between the nucle~ be '2a, the radius of the 
path of the electrons 1'. The conditions th at tbe nuclei are at rest 
and that t11e electrons circulate with the angular velocity (1), are 

e~ 

l' = V3a , (1)2 = - (3V3-1) . . . 
4mTa . (2) 

FOt" the ca5e that no extern al forces act on the system, tbe equa
tions, whlCh a('cording to DEBIJE hold fOl" the forced vibrations, 
become those for the free vibrations of the system. If 1'j' -{tu J'2 

and -{t2 are polal' coordinates for the two electl'ons in the plane of their 
path and Zu Z2 their distances to that plane, Xl> Yl> Zo X2, Y2, Z2 
the components of the electrostatic attractions and repulsions, all with 
respect to a system of coordin~ttes that also rotates with the angular 
velocity (1), then these equations are for the first electron 

m ~'I - 2m W 1\ {).I - In ~2 TI = XI COS -{tj + Y j sin-{tj 

mTj {).I + 2m W;I = - X j sin -{tI + Yj cos-{tj 

mZj =Zj 

For tbe second electron we find similar equations. If we introduce 

T j = l' + (h , 1'2 = l' + (/2 , -{t2 = {Joj + 3r + cp 

then Qp Q2' cp, ZI and Z2 may be treated as small quanÎities, of 
which we need only take the first powers (this is not allo wed for 
the deviations of {}j and {}2 themselves from the val nes they have 
in the stationary motion, because by a smaH change of the angular 
velocity -{tj and {}2 may obtain great deviations). '['he equations 
th en become 

.. ' . e2 (, 2" 4,,2-2a2 1 QI +(2) 
(1j-2W1,,\_(1)2(1'+ (11) =- -V--a + v-=S !!j + -42 --4-3-

m ~+~ ~+~ l' l' 

.. . e2 cp 
T-{t j + 2W!!j = - -8 m 1'2 

... e: ( 21' 41'2- 2a~ 1 QI +(2) 
!!2--2wTt'}~-W2(T+Q2)=- - V n+ n" + V .!!2 + -4 --A-a-

m 1" a'" T 2+a2W T~ 'H' 

.. • e2 p 
1'f): + 2W!!2 = - - -m 81,2 

.. e2 ( 3VS.c j Zj-Z2) 
Zj =m - 16,,3 +~ 

; _ ~ (~3VSZ2 Z2-Zj) 
.. 2 - m 161'3 + 81'3 
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If, further, we put 

(11 + (12 = a, (11 - (12 = (3, {)ol + {)o2 = f.,t, ZI + Z2 = '/, Zl - Z2 = d, 

and use the equations (2) we obtain 
... 15V3-8 ~ 
a - 2w ~~ - w' ~ = 4(3VB-l) w' a I 

r[.l + 2ooa=O . 

'" 15 V3 ! (3 - 200 rep - oo Z (3 = 00
2(3 

4(3V3-1) 

" . roo 2ep , 
rrp+2oo (3 = - ----

3V3-1 

3VB 
y + 4(3V3-1) oo

2

y = 0 

if + 3 V3-4 oo2ö- 0 
4 (3 V3-1) -

. (3) 

. . . . (4) 

. . . (5) 

. . . (6) 

From this we shall deduee the six principal modes of vibmtion 
of the system. We suppose that all qnantities eontain the time only 
in the factor ént, by which the differential equations (3)-(6) become 
ordinary linear equations whieh we shall indieate in the same order 
with (3/)-(6'). The dererminants of the systems (3') and (4') and 
the equations (5/) and (6') give us th en the six va lues of n. From 
the obtained equations (3') and (4') we caleulate for each value 
of n the complex rati.os between Tf.,t and a, "(j) and (3 and then 
know the form of vibration. 80 we obtain 

(A) from equations (6) the mode of vibration (A) in which both 
eleetrons execute linear vibrations along the Z-axis, in snch a way 
that they always have the same and opposite deviations; the frequency 
is nA = 0,27 oo. 

(B) from eqllation (5) the mode of vibration (B), in whieh they 
always have equal devîations in the same sense parallel to the 
Z-axis with the fl'equency nB = 0,556 w. 

(C) from the equations (3) nCI = ° and nC2 = ± 1,4:7 w. To nel 
belongs a mode of vibration Cl in which both electrons are dis
plaeed over the circle in the same sense; to whieh distlll'bänce the 
system is of course indifferent. To nc~ belongs a vibration Cz' in 
whieh both eleetrons descl'ibe equal and congrüent ellipses of the 
same position, but in such a way that the radii vectors are always 

a 
oppositely directed: - = =t= 20,64 i. 

rtL 
(D) from the equations (4) finally nni = ± j ,41 2w. In this mode the 

electrons describe equal 'and congruent ellipses of the same position 
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with radii yectors thät always have the same direction : ..! = ± 0,62 i; 
rep 

this we call tbe motion Dl' There is another mode of motion D~, 
in 'whicb the electrons describe straight lines and always have the 
same and equally directed deviations, but in which the fl'equency is 
inD~ =±0,55 iw. To the value -0,55 iw belorlgs the direction of motion 

.! = 0,49, which is indicated in the figure and in which the deviations 
rep i 

decrease exponentially; to +0,55iw belongs one, in which the deviations 
increase exponentially; the lines of motion being equally but oppositely 
inclined with respect to the circle in the two cases. In the scond case 

A 

B 

(J 
-=-0,49. 
rep 

core 

core 

core 

Core 

Fig. 1. 

The system therefore is unstable, as has already been remarked 
by BOHR 1) for all syatems consisting of two nuclei with a ring of 
electrons between them. 

§ 3. In the vibrations A, C: and Cs the molecule does not possess 
any resultant electric moment. Therefore an extern al electric fore 
will never set the molecule in vibration, in this way and if j!, c 

molecule had this motion, it v\Tould not exert an int1uence on thc 
propagation. 

It is othel'wise with the motions B, Dl and D~ . In DEBIJE'S dispersion 
formLlla" the second term cOfl'esponds to the motion E, the 1 st and 
31d terms together correspond to the motion Dl> the 4th and 5th together 
to the motion D2" This becomes evident by the following reasoning. 
The periodic electric force, which itself is propOl'tional to cos (st+p), 

1) N. BOHR, loc. cito 
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2% 
has along the Z-axis a component also with the period but 

s 

alollg the rotating axes in the plane of the path components propor
tional to cos (st+p) cos (wt+q), which may be split up into tel'ms 

271' 2% . 
with the periods -- and --. The electrlC moment which the mole-

s+w s-w 
cule has under the influence of the electl'ie force will depend 1inearly 

d 
on r, {3 and (p. If we write D fol' the sign of differentiation -, the 

dt 

equations (4) and (5) for these quantitiee may he brought into the form 

(D2 + n2DÜ (D2 - n2D2) {3 = 0 

(D~ + n~DÜ (D2 - n2D2) lP = 0 

(D2 + n: B) r = O. 

(The integration constants in the solutions (3 and cp must then be 
determined with regard to the equations (4)). 

For the fOl'ced vibrations we obtain instead of these equations: 

(D2 +- n2DI) (D2 - n2D2) {3 = F[3 +- .F~, I 
(D2 +-n2Dl) (D2-n2D2)cp=Ft( +-Fl" \ .... (7) 

(D2 + n2(3) r = F'l 

where F[3, F[3', F", F'(', F, are homogeneous, linear functions of the 
components of the electric force in the beam of light, taken with respect 
to the rotating system of coordinates, so that F[3 and Ft( have the 

2n , 271' 271' 
period --, F[3' and 11 a' the period -- and F'I the period -. 

s+-w 's-w s 
In virtue of the linear characteI~ of the equations (7) we may add 

the solntions th at would be obtained, first if on the right hand sides 
F[3 and F;';: stood alone, secondly if only F[3' and F '(' occurred there. 
In the first case we assume that {3 and (p contain the time on1y in 
the factor e!(s-f-o')t, in the serond that they are prop0l'tional to et(S-.,)t 

and so we' obtain 

F[3 
{3= - , 

(n2Dl-(s+w)2/!n2D2 + (s+w)21 

Ft( 
cp = - -----~------

In2Dl- (s+w)2I1n 2D2 + (S+W)2j 

and in the same way fol' r: 

In the expression for the moment of a molecule we obtain 
terms cOl'l'esponding 10 each of these, and the fh'st term in {3 can 
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be taken together with the first in r.p and also the second in (J with 
the second in (p. The mean moment of the molecule and therefore 
also the moment of the unit of volume with respect to axes fixed 
in sp ace have cOl'responding terms, but all with the pel'iod 
2n-
- 1). Rence the ratio of this moment to the electric force that excites it 
s 

has likewise corresponding terms; as Hns ratio determines the index of 
refraction, the latter must be expressed by an equation of the form : 

n'-l= 

= (1.1 + fJ.. ~ +~ 
In2 m-(s+w)2Iln2D2 +(s+w)21 In2DJ -(s-w)2Hn'D2 +(s+w) 1 n2B-s' 

or if we decompose each of the first two terms into terms with 
denominators of the second degree: 

n 2 -1= 

't' ,,' u' 
~ 1 + rs + 1"'2 + 

1 _ ( S )2 1 _ (~)' 1 _ ( S )2 
nDI--W '/tB ?lDl +W 

11./1 ,,'/ + r. + 1"'1 • 

(n;2 y + (1 _ ; y (n~2 y + (1 + : Y 
As nDI = 1,41 W , nB = 0,556 W , nD2

2 = 0,304 w2, the terms of 
this equation correspond to those of (1) in the same order. The 
determination of the numerators would only lead to an unnecessary 
repetition of the long calculations DEBIJE had to make. Without 
it we can see already that the second term point8 to resonance 
if s = nB, the firs1 if s + w = nDI' the thil'd if s - W = nDI, the 
fourth if s - W = inD

2
, the fifth if $ + W = inD

2
• ProfesRol' LORENTZ 

pointed out to me that by attending to the dispersion formula 
we should expect the unstable character of the hydrogen molecule 
of BOHR-DEBIJE. 

If now an electric force has worked on this system in the way 
assumed by DEBIJE, the electrons remain in positions and with 
veloeities which necessarlly must 'give rise to the modes of motion 
B, Dl and D 2 • Rence, aftel' having been exposed for some time to 
an external electric force the system would be destroyed. 

~ 4. Now we can try to limit the freedom of motion of the 
system in the plane of the path in such a way th at the motion 

1) As soon as the mean value has been determined with respect to the different 
ph as es of the electronic motion, this result is obtained. 
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D
2 

is exelllded. It is however not easy to do so for the motion D 2 , 

alone. We could prescl'ibe fol' the centl'e of mass of the electl'ons 
an elliptical path of the form belonging to Dl> but by this we 
should 100se the homogeneousness of the equations for the free 
vibratlOlls and the possibihty of sllperposing them on the forced 
vibl'atiolls. 

It is easily seen, however. what form the dispersion formuJa for 
hydrogen will take if the motion of the centre of mass of the 
electrons is limited to the axis of the molecule. We may as weIl 
exc]llde all distlU'bances in the plane of the path, as there is no 
electric moment iJl the case of the motions Cl an9 CZ ' The only 
moment of the molecule is now in the Zdirection and a calculation 
similal' to that of DEBIJE shows that in his dispersion formula onlr 
the sec~nd term I'emains, so th at 

or 

while the observations of KoeH give 

n - 1 = 1,36110-4 + 2,908. 10-37 8
2

• 

From tbis we obtain: 
w = 3,89 .1010 

and m.ing the vallle Ne = j ,289 . j 010 

!!... = 1,18. 1018 

m 

/' 

which is just twice what is found for [he cathode rays. If the charge 
of a hydrogen atom were twice that of tbe particles in the cathode 
rays or if Hs mass were hrtlf that of these latter eOl'pllscles RYDBERG'S 

constant as calculated by BmIR from his analogous hypothesis 
concerning the hydrogen atom would no longel' have t11e vaille (hat 
follows from the experiments 1). 

Let us further considel' the moment of l1l0menfum of each of the 
electrons. From the formula for th is moment 

mr~w = zit 

and fl'om that for the uniform rotation 

1) N. BOHR. On the constItution of atoms and molecules I Phil. Mag. 6: 26, 
1913 p. 1. 
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3 V3-1 e2 

'1"3= _ 
4 mw~ 

follows 

3 _ (3 V3-1)~ me4 

z _ . 
4 haw 

If here we take for e the valne 4,69 . 10-10 that has been found 
e 

for cathode rays (though the valne of - for these rays is different 
lil 

from that to which we have been led) we get 
1 

Z=--. 
8,02 

\ 

If we take e = 2 . 4,69 . 10-10 this beeomes 
1 

z = 2.53' 

1 
which no longer agrees with BOBR'S h)'pothesi": z = -. 

2~ 

One would be led to the same coneInsion if it were possible to 
obtain DEBT.m's 'dispersion fOl'mula without the twu last terms, i.e. 
withont those that have ealled fOl'tb om objeetions. The formllla 
would then be: 

n - 1 = 2Jl N-- 5,155 + 24,456 --; . e~ [ 8
2 

] 

mw 2 w· 
We should have: 

e _ 
w=1,712.1016 , -=7,238.101 / 

m 
and if we take e = 4,69 10-10 

1 
Z=--. 

7,27 

We must still mention that it is possible to give to the electrons 
sueh a mobility that an eleCll'ic moment in tlle plane of the path 
is possible, while still the system l'emains stabIe. For ihis pUl'pose 
we may aSSllme that the electl'oll'3 ean onl) eirClllate on a cirele 
with prescribed radius. As we must now introduce radial conneC'ting 

\ forces, one of the equaHons 2, that whirh conneets l' and w, must 
be omitted, a rotation with any angulal' velocity being now possible. 
Instead of the.equations (3)-l6) we get: 

~ = 0, 
.. e~(p 
(p+--=O, 

4m'l"3 

.. SVSe2 

r+ --y=O, 16m/,3 

. 
Pl'oceeuings Roya] AC.ld. Amsterdam. Vol. XVIII. 

70 
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from which we find the solutioIL 

[L - 2111t + n. 

Further it follows from these equations that (p and "/ are pel'Îodic 
functions of the time, so that the system -is stable. 

lf Peist , Qeïst and Beist are the cornponents of the electric force 
Eé· t in the beam of light, ~1:r, Mv and M z those of the electric moment 
of the molecule, both l'espectiyely along the X-,. Y-, Z-axis, of the _ 
rotating system of coordinates and if 

\ 

p=P+iQ, q=P~iQ, 

we find the relations: 

pié-i;'l_ ] 
ei(s-lI1.)t 

2 ' 
-(8- .iVI)2 + _e_ 

. 4m1,3 

2e2 R . Mz = - -__ ~_-::- eist. 
m 3V3 e2 

__ 82+ __ _ 
16mr3 

From this we !ind for the mean moment A1 of the molecule (in 
the supposition that fol' all molecules rand M have the same value) : 

e2 

Now,. while giving to - the value that belongs to cathode rays, 
m 

we are still free to choose a value for rand -,-"tl and we may do 
this in such a way that the equation changes into that of J. KOOH: 

n - 1 = 1,361 . 10-4 + 2,908 . 10-3i 82
• 

lndeed, if we put: 

IV = 16ml'~, z = 4 e2 
- .'lJy. 
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we- have' to solve the equations: 

3 V3 e2az 
tIJ=---:-::---

3 V3 e2 +z 
and 

z~ (a2 _b) - 6 V3 b e2 
Z2 - (81 a2 + 27 b) e4 z + 432 a2 ea = ° 

where 
1,361 

fL = --. 10-31 
30,1 

2,900 
b = --. 10-64• 

30,1 

This cubic equation has two positive roots, the first of which lies 
between 10-17 and 10-18 and, the second between 10-18 anti 
9.10-19 ; these are of no use as they do not give a positive value fol' 
x,1/. 'rhe third root is negative viz: 

z = - 2,6.10-18• 

With this we find 

tIJ = 9,0 . 10-51, y \ 3,9. 1032, 

so that 
r = 0,875.10-8, M = 2,0.1016• 

If with these values we ealculate tile moment of momentum 
7~ 

mr2 M, we find for it: -. Vi e are again led to the conclusion that 
5.1 ' 

l~ 
it is impossible to obtain agreement with the value -- intl'oduced 

6,28 
by BOHR. 

§ 5. Tt would certainly have been better if the way in which 
we limit the fl'eedom of motion of the electrons agreed more closely 
with - the restrietion which BOHR has introdueed for the electrons in 
the atoms, and which is one of his assnmptions on which the 
deduction of BALMER'S formllla rest6, viz. that for each electron 

. lt 
m1'~'\'Jo=-. 

2n 
If in this way we find stable configul'ations, we have to solve 

the diffieult problem to establish the eqllations of motion fol' a 
system,- fol' which the eqllations of cO!lstraint contain velocities as 
weU as coordiIaates. In dynamics we are taught how to form the 
eqllations of motion fol' those systems only in which the ~.ame con
nectiolls exist bet ween the veloeities and bet ween infinÏtesimal displa
cements (e. g. rolling without sliding) and this is not the case here. 

In order to in vestigate the stability we shall apply to this hydrogen
molecu~e the criterion, ,intl'oduced by BOHR-instead of that of ordinal'J' 
mechanics. This critel'ion is aR follows: 

70'1< 

\ \ 
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_ If in the motion considel'ed the total energy' of the system is a 
minimuru wiLh respect to all those distm'pances of the system in 
which the moment of mOl1lentum of each of the electrons remains 
nnchanged, the system will oe stabIe. lt must be rernarked, howevel' 
that, both for his hypothetic atoms and e. g. for the hydrogen
molecule BOHR examines only disturbances, which con sist in an 
incl'ease Ol' a decrease of the radIUs of the cil'cle on which the 
elertl'ons COl1tinlIe cil'culating uniformly and in which the moment 
of momentum keeps the same value as in the undisturbed motion. 
S!1ch a distul'bance, however, is na langer posslble now, for~ in 
the case of uniform rotation the values of 1'1 (= T 2 ) and thosE' of 
fi., (= it.) and a may be deduced from equations similar to (2); 
if besides we give the value of the moment, the value of r 1 will be 
determmed. The electrons cannot therefore describe a larger Ol' a 
smaller circle with the same \'alue of the moment of momentntn as 
in the undistm'bed motion. 

Fol' the atoms, i. e. for syslem& with one nucleus, about which 
electrons cireulate In a ch'cIe, L. FÖPPL ') has investigated disturb
anees of a more general kind. 'Ve shall now apply his mode of 
l'easonillg to the hydl'ogen molecule. Thus we have to take the 
sum of the kinetic energy l' and the potential energy P viz. 

P + 7 - ~ [; 2 + ; 2 -1_ r 2 iJ. 2 + l' 2.& • + ; 2 + ; 2 ] -l--2 1 2 1 1 2 2 1 2 I 

V1'/+(Zl+a)2 Vr'22+(z2- a)' VT2~+(z2+a)" 

Replacing .&, and .&2 by the values found from 
. h . h 

m"1
2 

{t, = - , mr2
2 

{t2 = -, 
2.7Z' 2~ 

and expanding in powel's of the small quantities that dE:termine the 
deviations from the &tationary motion, we obtain : 

e2 
\ 3 :/3 -1 V- I rn· . . . 

P + l' =;/ 4 -? 3 + .~! + 2"(Q/ +- Q2
2 + Z12 + r,/) 

e
2 

[3V3(ZI
2+Z2

2
) I q;2 (ZI-Z2Y +(21V3_12)Q1 2+ Q2 2 + (Q1+(>2)2J 

+ --; 32'1'2 T ï6 16r: 321,2 8r~ 
Or 

1) L. L?ÓPPL: Uebet' die Stabilit<it des Boaa'schen Atommodelles, Phys. Zeitschr. 
XV, 1914, p. 707. 
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e2 ~3v3-1 v- ! 'In. • • 
P+T=-;:/ 4 -2 3+~!+2(!?/+!?22+Z12+Z22)+ 

e2 [1,196(Z/+Z/) (ZI+Z2)2 q;2, !?1 2 +!?/ (!?I+!?2)2J + - + +--r 24 372--+ (8) 
r 32r2 16r2 16" 32r2 81,2' 

Aftel' intl'odllction of the condition fol' stational'y motion 

7~2 3 V3-1 - = (mr'~ W)2 = 'In r e2 ----
4~2 4 

the first power te1'111S have vanished as they ought t~. 

Formllia (8) shows that the hJ drogen molecule of BOHR-DEBIJE 
satisties BOHR'S criterion of stability. The question 1'emains in how 
far a system with a limitation of its freedom of motion consisting 
in the constancy of moments of momentum ean execute forced 
vibrations under the influence of external forces which without that 
restriction would change those moments. 

§ 6. Finally we may mention some remal'ks of others on the 
hypotheses of BOBR-DEBlJE. SOMMERFELD I) hae applied to molecules 
of a more cdmplicated structure the method of dednction of the 
dispersion formula used by DI~BrJE.. In his paper he says that DJl:!BTJE 
has shown that the fl'eqnencies of the free vibrations of the system 
need not be rea!. Snch aproot' however is not to be fOllnd in 
DEBIJl!1'S paper, ollly aremark about the good agreement bet ween the -
expel'imental and theoretical dispel'sion formulae exactlyon account 
of the terms that cannot become infinite fol' real fl'equencies of the 
transmitted light. 

OSEEN 2) sh9WS that MA 'üVEI,I:S equations Call11ot hold for the space 
between the atoms and molecules, if we suppose the electrons not to 
radiate and thel'efoJ'e give up tlle ,'alidity of tbose eqnations fol' tlle 
space within the atom Ol' molecule. HOVi'eVel' it is on their validity 
that DEBIJE'S deduction rests. 

~EESOM 3) bas investigated the magnetic properties and has been led to 
the conC'lusion that with this constitution ofthe molecules hydrogen would 
be paramagnetic with a snsceptibility onIy litile below that of ox,rgen. 

In cOllclusion, I should like to expl'ess my indebtedness to 
Prof. LORENTZ fol' his interest and many helpful suggestions. 

1) A. SmmERFELu: Die allgemeine Dispersiofi\:;fo\'mel nach dem BOHR'schen 
Madell: Sonderabdruck aus den Arbeiten aus den Gebieten der Pbysik, Mathematik 
und Chemie .1. ELSTI:R u. A. GEITEL gewidmet p. 577. 

2) C W. OSEEN: Das BOHR'sche Atommodell uud die MAXWr.LL'schen Gleichungen 
Phys. Zeitschr. XVI, 1915, p. 395. 

3) W. H. KEESOM: The secand vil'ial coeflicient etc. These Proc. XVIII p. 6S7~ 
note 2. 
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Chemistry. - "On Catalysis". BJ NJLRATAN DHAR. (Commnnicated 

by Prof. ERNST COREN). Part I. 

(Communicated in the meeting of Nov. 27, 1915.) 

The work on catalysis consists of the following main divisions: 
(1) Release in Elupersatul'ated systems. 
(2) Photo chemical actions. 
(3) Pseudo catalysis or induced I'tctions and catalysis in homogen

eous systems. 
(1) Release in wpe7'satumtecl systems. LgcocQ DE BOlSBAUDRAN tAnn. 

Chim. Phys. 1866 (4), 9, 173) was the firsf to show-that not only 
were erystal germs of the substanre itself ah Ie fo pl'ovoke the 
crystallization of supersaturated solutions, but that aJso germs of 
such substances as were isomorphous with the substance were able 
to do so. 

GERNEZ (Compt. rend. 1866, 63, 8-!3) showed that not only the 
crystal system required to oe the same in order to eaU for the 

\ 

crystallization but also, in the case of cl'ystals belonging to other 
than tlle holohedral class of any system, that is, crystals showing 
less than the fuIl symmetl'y of the system, the particular variety 
must be the same. 

J. M. THOMSON (Zeit. fUl' Kryst. 1881 6, 94) showed that strict 
isomorphism WI'l,S essential in the erystal germ and that the internal 
stl'llctUJ'e of the germ must be similar to that of the dissolved 
substance. 

Up till now this has been accepted by all scientists. Thus TUTTON 
in his large volume on Crystal!ography (1912) states: - "The state 
of supersatura tion ran be l'emoved not only by the agellcy of' solid 
germs (excessively minute crystals) of the dissolved substance itself, I 

but also by the action of solid germ crystals of a substance isomol'phous 
wlth it and possessing close similal'ity of moleculal' volume and of 
j he molecular distanee ratio". 

Moreover, the power of the release of supersaturation has been 
adopted as one ot' the tests fol' the determination of isomorphism. 

In this investigation on many isomorphous substances it will be 
shown that the above test is not generally applicable. 

Hydrated calcium C'hloride (OaOl~, 6 H20) is weJl known to be 
isomol'phous with strontium chloride (Sn012 , 6 H20) but the release 
of a sllpersatul'ated solution of ralcium chloride cannot be effected 
by strontium chloride. 

Also RE'l'GERS (Zeit. Pbys. Chem. 1889, 3, 289, 497; 4, 599) from 
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other evidences has shown th at calciu ai ft uoride is isomol'pltous 
'with calcium chloride, but it will be seen that calcium fluoride 
cannot release the supersaturation of a solution of calcium chloride. 

Experimental P1'ocedu1'e. 

A bulb was blown at one end of a clean piece of soft glass 
tubing of length of, about 12 ems. and of internal diameter of about 
10 mms. A little constrirtion was made neal' the open end of fhe 
tube in order to facilitate its sealing off. The buln tu be was careflllly 
cleansed and weil steamed and then dried in au air oven. Now tlIe 
tube was weighed (wJ and then a weighed amount of the substance 
(w 2 ) in question was pOllred upon a smaIl fllnnel held at the open 
end of the tube. By small adciitIOns of water the salt was completely 
dissolved anel the funnel was washed. (C.f. BHATTAORARYYA and DRAH. 

Proc. Royal Acad Amsterdam 1915, 18, 369). 
The tube was now heated to boiling of the solution over a BUNSEN 

ftame for some minutes and by some trials lt could be asrertamed 
that a supersaturated solution is obtained. 

In this connection it is worth while mentioning that stabIe super
saturated solutIOns of almo'3t all substances conld be prepared bJ 
this slmple method (e.g. supersaturated solutions of su eh sparingly 
soluble substances as potassium perchlorate, potassium chlorate, 
benzoir aCId, salicylic acid etc. have been prepared). 

The tube conlaining the sllpersatl1l'ated solation was cooled allel 
cal'efully sealed oft' at the constricted portioll and kept in an un
disttu'bed position. 

Usually aftel' the lapse of two hours the solution was vigorously 
shaken for some minutes in order to obsene the effect of mechanical 
shaking on cl'ystalhzation, but Il1 almost no cases did Cl ystallizatIOn 
begin on shaking. 

The bulb containing the solution as weIl as the sealed-off portion 
of the tube were weighed (wa) and from these we can calclllate 
tbe amoun t of sllpersatllralion. 

Now the mouth of the bulb was uroken and n. smail aruount of 
the isomol'phous substance was added and vigorollsly agitated for 
abollt 15 minutes. Ir no crystalhzation sets in, tl, small crystal of 
the dissolved sohd was added and shaken; in this case, COpiOllS 
('l'ystallization immediately begins.· 

In some cases, instead of llsing a weighed arnount of the substance 
each time, a concentrated solution of the substance is pl'epal'ed and 
standaL'dised. In each obsel'vation .5 r.e. of the standal'dised solution 
m'e used and thllS the amount of the substance taken is known, . 
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In all cases MEROK'S pure reagents were recrystallised and nsed 
in the present investigation. In order to avoid contamination of the 
i&omorphous substanc3 with germ crystais of the original substance, 
the isomorphous body was kept in a different room. 

Extreme care should be taken againsC the inoculation of the 
solutions with germ crystals, and in sealing off the tube care ShOllld 
be taken that no crystals are formed due to the evaporation of water. 

In all cases no crystaJlisation was produced with either calcium 
fluoride or strontium chloride (8rCI 2 , 6 H20) though the amount of 
supersatul'ation was fairly high. 

RETGERS (loc.cit) says, "CaF2 and CaC12 are both cubic, the former 
being nearly insoluble, the lattet· extraordinat'ily deliquesrent. Mixed 
crystals, therefore, cannot be formed fl'om an aqueons solution, yet 
the two compounds are lsomor·phous. Ir is quite possible that a 
rommon solvent might exist fl'om which mixed crybtals would be 
obtainable or the lattet' mighL be pbtained fl'om the fused mixture". 

81'012 , 6H 20 is weIl known 10 be stl'ictly isomorpholls with 
UaC1 2 , 6H20 (cf. ROSOOE'S Chemistl'Y, Vol. IJ (1913) p. 596). Yet 
81'C12 , 6H20 Ol' CaF 2 cannot release the supersaturation of a solution 
of calcium chloride. 

In GROTH'S "Introduction 10 chemical Crystallography" translated 
by MARSHALJ.l (1903) the following statement occurs, "copper sulphate 
CuS0 4 .5H2 0 is isomol'phous with sulphates of Magnesium, Man
ganese, Iron, Cobalt, Zinc and Cadmium". 

Pure samples of all these hydrated sulphates were tried for the 
relief of supersaturation of the solution of copper sulphate but 
crystallization began only in the h1ghly supersaturatcd systems, which 
were rather unstable; in the solutions containing as much as 60% 
of the salt in excess, there were no cases of OCCUl'l'enCe of crystal
lisatlOn by the isomorphous bodies. It was also observed that 111 the 
highly supersat urated systems, crystallisation was ::lometimes induced 
by such Aubstances as (NH4)2804' K 28(\ etc., which were not Ïso
mOl'phous wIth copper sulphate; evidently these form IJllAtable systems. 

The solubility data for cobalt sulphate are taken from. the work 
of WETZEL [Zeit. Phys. Ohem. 52, 395 (1905) J. In the case of 
cobalt sulphate cl'ystnls appeared with isomorphous substances only 
when thc solution contains more than 'W % of the dissolved salt in 
excess. EVldently at th is stage the supersaturated solution is unstable 
holding surh enormous amount of co balt sulphate in excess. As 
long as the sllpersaturated solution contained about 60 °10 of the 
dissolved salt in excess, there was no induction of crystallisation 
with the isomorphous sl1bstances. 
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CALCIUM CHLORIDE 5 cc. concentrated solution contain 1.882 grams and this volume used in each observation. 

-
(1) 

weight of bulb 
in grams 

(1) 16.9000 

(2) 26.7712 

(3) 22.4520 

(4) 19.2706 

(5) 22.6498 

(6) 21.3613 

(7) 22.4189 

(8) 27.3564 

t6) (3) (2) weight of (4) (5) calc. wt. in grs. (7) (8) wt. of bulb and solution in wt. of salt in weight of of salt dissolv- solubility at exces!> sol. in grams grams grams water In grams ed in 100 grs. the expo temp. 
of water 

20.4628 3.5628 1.8820 1.6808 113 . 103 at 31 
0 

9 grs. i.e. 9°;0 

30.2810 3.5098 Do 
. 

115.6 103 at 31 " 12
" 

I 1.6278 12.6 " 

25.9640 3.5120 Do 1.6300 115.4 100.4 at 29.8 15 
" " 15 Il I 

22.7352 3.4646 Do I 1.5826 119.5 100.4 at 29.8 19.1 " " 19" I 
Fresh solution used in the following observations, 5 cc. containing 1.3862 grams CaCI2' 

0 
25.0538 2.4040 1.3862 1.0178 136.3 J 103 at 31 33.3 grs i.e.320f0 

23.8548 2.4935 Do 1.1073 125.2 Do 22.2 " " 21 11 

24.9895 2.4706 Do 1 0844 127.8 100.8 at 30 27 Il Il 27 11 

29.7448 2.3884 Do 1.0022 138.3 Do 37.5 " " 36 11 

(9) 
remarks 

No crystals with 
CaF2, SrCI2, 
6 H20 etc . 

Do 

Do 

Do 

Do 

Do 

Do 

Do 

The solubility data for the salt are taken from the works of RoozEBooM (Ze it. Phys. Chem. 4, 42, I 889). " 

...,. 
o 
00 
-.;J 
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,1 

(1) 1 (2) 
W~ight .of, wt. of bulb 

bulb 'in and sot in 
,gra~s. grams. 

(1) 14.6840 15.8394 

(2) 20.2961 I 24.3065 

(3), 15.3816 

(4) 11.6392 

(5) " 1,6.5691, 

(6) 15.9582 

(1j 16.3368 

. (8) , 14.1459 

9)' 16.3565 

10) 11.1364 

:Ü} 17 :5816' 

18.5511 

21;,0092 

19.0395 

19.0178 

18.6052 

'16.3898 

1i:L5256 

19.1955 

19.6264 ' 

COPPER SULPHA TE (recrystallised several times). 

! (3) . 
wt. of sol. 
in grams. 

1.155'4' ' 

4.0098 ' 

(6) 
W 'I ~ 'lwt.~Uli 'wt of salt w~. of 'fater . ádc. a~ 

in grams. tn gral1Js anhydrous. 

0.4280 ' , 0.8821 '0;2733 

1.5169 ' 

3.1155 ' I' 1.1829 

3.3700", 1.3459 

'3.0412 

2.4208 

2.5106 

1.1849 

0.9686 

0.1541 

0.8594 

'0.6849 2.4698 

3.1196 ' 

2.2684 

2.2439 

, 1.0726 

1.3484 

0.9944 

1.0284 

2.16911.1103 

1.3661 

2.2586 

1.6214 

1.5812 

1.4602 

1.1864 

0.8610 

0.6470 

0.6567 

0.1089 

0.8721 2.6591 

2.D448 '1~0996~'I'-:L342'i '1'-: '(f:t8'49 

(7) , 
calc. wt. of 
anhydrous 
dissolved iri 
100 grs. of 

water. 

30.9 

, 31.8 

31.2 

,34.2 

38.4 

38.1 

39.9 

,-- 41.4 

48.5 

48.8 

52.3 

(8) 
, solubility 
at the expo 

, temp. 

(9) , 
excess 

(1O) 
reinarks 

25.1 at 32° 
.. I No ppt. with 

5.2 grs. i.e. 20010 Ferrous Sulph. 
Mangan. Sulph. 

, Do 

26.4 at 34° 

,26.1 at 33° 

Do 

6.1 " " ' 23" 

4.8" " , 18 ;; 

8.1 " " , 31 " 

12.3" ,,41 ,j 

, 26.4 at 34° 111.1,,, ",44,; 

25.1 at 32° 14.2" ,,56 ,j 

26.1 at 33° IÎ5.3 
t) " 

59,; 

26.4, at ,34° 122.1 ,; ,,83 ,j 

Do 122.4 " 

26. i at 33° 26.:2'" 

',' ,85" 

,,100 " 
I 

etc. 

Do 

,Do 
"Do 
,Do 

Do 

Dö 

Do 

PPt with 
FeS04,7H20 

Do 

Do 

The solubility. ineasurements of copper sulphateare taken Jrom the works of TREVOR [Zeit. Phys. Chem. 7, 470, (1891)]. 

f-'o 
00 
00 
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MAGNESIUM si..Ji:~PHÁ TE (Sevéral times recrystàlIised). 
. - . . 

I I 
~ 

(7) i (1) (2) (5) . 
(6) (8) 

weight of wt. of bulb (3) . (4) 
wt. of salt calc. wt. SolubiIity (9) (10) . . wt. of sol. , vyt. of salt wt. of water dissolved in bulb in and solution . in grams calc. as in grams ~100 grams at expo 'Excess Remarks 

. grams . in grams In grams . anhydrous ' Temp . water ~ .. 

" 
No crystals with 

(1) 21:7197 23.9475 
. 

1.5144 2,.1678 1.3395 0.6534 43.1 41.8 at 32° ,1.3 grs. i.e. 3% FeS04· 7Hp, 
~. 

CoS04, 7HO etc. ~ 

(2)' 17.4455 18.8555 1.4100 0.8722 0.4255 0.9845 43.2 -. Do 1.4 IJ .t) 4" Do 
i 

(3) 20.0162 21.9167 1.9005 1.1783 0.5748 1.3257 43.4 41.3 at 31° .. 2.1 11 " 5" Do 

(4) 19.0357 2'1.4067 
. 

2.3710 1.4895 0.7266 1;6444 ' 44.2 41.8 at 32° 2.4 6" Do 
" " 

~ 

(5) 21.4821 ·24.2951 2.8130 1.9107 0.9320 1.8810 . 49.5 Do 7.7 
" " 18" Do 

(6) 2r.7412 23.1232 1.3820 1.0020 0.4883 0.8937 54.6 Do 12.8 
" 

,,'30 11 Do· 

(7) . 20.9434 23.3876 2.4442- 1.8550 0.9048 1.5394 58.7 
~ 

Do 16.9 
" " 40" Do 

~ 

~ 

Recrystalfised samples of co balt sulphate (COS04, 7 H20), ferrous sulphate (FeS04' 7 H20), copper sulphate (CuSO~, 5 H20) etc. were 
tried for the release . of· the solution of MgS04, 7 H20 i but as soon as asmall crystal of MgS04, 7 H2Ó was added, copious, showers 
of crystals separate out. 

The solubility data for magnesium sulphate are taken from thework of Tn:'Ï>EN (Trans. chem. Soc .. 45, 409, 1884) .. 
/ . 

~ 

'~ 

·0 
00 . et:> . 

.) 
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(I) 
weight of 

bulb in grs. 

-

(1) 23.8198 

\ 

(2) 24.5896 

(3) 20.1232 

(4) 23 6198 

(5) 17.1925 

(6) 20.1015 

(7) 17.8698 

(8) 18.9898 

COBA.LT SULPHA.TE. 5 e.c. solution used in each observation containing 0.5245 grs. 

, 
(2) (3) (6) (7) (8) (9) wt of bulb wt. of sol. (4) (5) calc. wt. of salt solubility at wt. of salt wt. of water dissolved in excess remarks andso1.ingrs. in grams 100 grs. wa ter the exp Temp. 

- -
No crystals with 

25.4278 1.5480 0.5245 1.0235 51.24 
. 

42.26 8.98 grs. i.e.21 Ofo FeS04, 7H2O, 
MgS04, 7H20 etc. 

26.0872 1.4976 Do 0.9731 53.91 Do 11.65 " " 28 11 
Do 

22.0735 1.3503 Do 0.8258 63.52 Do 21.26 !I !I 50 !I Do 

Crystals with 
24.8586 1.2388 Do 0.1143 13.56 Do 31.30 !I " 14 "I FeS04,7H2O, 

MgS04, 7H .. O etc, 

Fresh solution used, 5 e.c. containing 0.7532 grs. 

18.9315 1.7390 0.7532 0.9858 78.45 42.26 36.19 grs. i.e. 850f0 CrystaIs wit&· 
FeS04, 7H20 etc.-

21.8585 1.7570 Do 1.0038 75.35 Do 33.09 " 11 79 " Do 

19 6172 1.7474 Do 0.9942 75.76 Do 33.50 " " 80 " Do I 

20.7438 1. 7540 Do 1.0008 ' 75.26 Do 33.00 " " 78 " Do 
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No crystals were obtained wIth the isomorphous sllbstance sodium 
selenate (Na2Se 04,10 H20), though the sollltion was highly super

,saturated containing as much as 10l) oio of the dissolved sllbstance 
in excess. The experiments were carried out in the month or 
February, when the temperature was about 25°. , 

In Indlan climate, supersaturated solutions of sodium sulphate cannot 
be obtained in the usual wa}' in the summer, sin ce the laboratory 
tempel'atul'e is about 33° or 34°, i.e. above the transition temper
ature of Na2SO 4' 10 HzO; (the transition temperature bemg 32.383 at 
the International Hydrogen thermometer). Oonsequently supersatu
l'ated SOlutlOl1S should be prepared at a temperature Jowel' than 32°. 

RETGERS (Ioc. ciC) has proved tbat sodium nitraLe and silvel' nitrate 
are isodimorphous. Under ordinary conditions, sodiurn nitrate is 
rhombohedral and has the specific gravity of 2.265; silver nitrate 
is rbombic and has a specific gravity 4.35. 

Mixed r.rystals were obtained by RI':TGERS, which were l'hombo
hedral; these contained from 0 to 52 ° 10 of AgNOa and gave for 
the curve repl'esenting the relation between specIfic volume and 
percentage composition a straight lme. If the specific gra\'ity, of 
the AgNÜs pl'e&ent in these rhombohedl'al crystals, IS calcnlated on 
the supposition of the additive nature of this property, the value 
obtained is 4.19, a vallle whirh is different from th at of the ordinary 
rhomblC form and hence it points to the existence of a labile rhomb
ohedral AgNOa in. the mixed crystals. Besides these rhombohedral 
crystals, he obtained also some crystals very rich in AgNOa and 
showing the ordinal'Y rhomblc form of AgNOa• Still NaNOa cannot 
release the state of supersaturation of silver nitrate. 

From KusTER's [Zeit. Phys. Ohem. 13, 445 (1894); 17,357 (1895)J 
work we know that benzoic acid can form solid solutions with 
salicyl ie acid. Yet either of the acids cannot release the snpersatllration 
of the other. 

So OSTWALD'S view [Ueber Katalyse - Deutsche Natul'f'orscher
versammlung zu Hamburg (1901)J that sllbstances which can form 
solid Soilltions, can release the state of' sllpersatl1ration of the other, 
is not applicable in the cases of benzoic and salicylic acids. 

The rata,lysis of the release in supersatllrated systems eau be 
faidy explained from OSTWALD'S law of snccessive reactions. Like 
all examples of catalytic reactions in these cases also we uotice 
the characteristic displ'opol'tion between the quantity of the acting 
substance arld the amount of the substance changed by its influence. 
By a partiele of dust far below the limit of what is ponderabie it 
is possible to cause the relief of snpersatllration of an indefinitely 

'. 
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"" (1) , 
weight of bulb 

'in grams' 

, (l) 18.2475 

· (2) 24.0665, 

· (3) 26.0215 

(4) 23.3123 

(5) 17.7841 

· (6) 22.6425 

(7) 15;3404 

(8) 21.4497 . 

,\ 

SODIUM SULPHATE 5 e.c. solution ~ontaining 0.4495 grams of Na2S04 used in each obqervation. ' 
. . . , 

, (3) - (6): 
(2) (4) ,- , (5) calc. wt.of salt (7) -

wt. of bulb and Weight of 'wt. of salt in weight of dissolved in solubility at (8) (9) 
sol. in grarris solution in grams ',' water in grams , 100 grams the exp,~ tem p. exeess remarks 

grams - water 

I - _ -

20.0010 " 1.7535 0.4495 1.3040 34.5 28 at 25° 6.5 grs. i.e: 23% No' crystals with 
- Na2Se04, 10 H20 
- '. 

25.8535 ' 1.7870 Do 1.3375 33.6 Do 5.6 " " 20" Do -
27.8535 1.8320 Do 1.3825 32.5 . Do 4.5 .,~ " 16". . Do -

24.9875 1.6712 Do 1.2217 36.8 Do 8.8 " ., 31" 
I I 

Fresh solution ~ontaining 0.3275 gram in 5' e.c~ used in the following observations. 

18.)536 0.9695 0.3275 0.6420 51 .28 at 25° 23 grs. i.e.820/o' 
J 

'23.7528 1.1103 Do 0.7828 , 41.8 Do 13.8 " " 49" 
.;. 

16.3549 1.0145 Do 0.6820 .' 47.6 . Do \, 19.6 " " 70'" 

22.3575 '0.9078 Do 0.5803 56.4 Do 28.4 " " 100" 

The sólubility data are taken from the works of BERKELEY (PhiI. Trans. 203 A, 209, :1904): 

\' 

,- Do 

Do 

Do 

Do 

, Do 

....... 
o 
e.o 
t.:) 
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(1) 
weight of' 

bulb in 'grs. 

0-

0' 

(1) 15.6596 

(2) 24.2692 

(3) 18.5866 

(4) 23.7015 

(5) 22.4538 

(6) 22.1445 

(7) 21.2375 

(8) 20.7538 

, 

I 

SILVER NITRATE 5 c.c. solution containing '1.0060 grams usedin each observation. 

, , '(2) , 
weight of -

bulb and 'sol. 
in grs. 

16.9645 

25.6067 

19.8869 

24.9835 

24.4538 

23.7855 

22.8235 

22.3202 

-

"(3) , . (6) 
(4) (5) , .- calc. weight (7) i 

, 
weight of weight of weight of dissolved in solubility at (8) (9) 

sol. in excess remarks 
-grams salt water 100 grams "exp. temp. 

water 

I 300 at 30° 
o , 

No CrystalS with 1.3049 1.0060 0.2989 337 37 grs. i.e. 12% sodium nitrate. 

1.3675 Do 0.3315 ,303.5 ' 283 at 28° 20 
" " 7" Do 

1.3003 Do 0.2943 342 300 at 30° 42 "" 14,. !'Do 

1.2820 ' Do 0.2760 
1 

364.5 Do 
1
64

.
5 

" " 21" Do 

Fresh solution containing 1.2354 grams in 5' e.C. of solution. 

1.5810 

1.6410 

1.5860 

1.5664 

. 1.2354 

Do 

Do 

Do 

.0.3456 

0.4056 

0.3506 

0.3310 

357 

304 

352 

373 
I 

I 

, 0 

° ,I 7 . 1 Ol No crystals with 
300 at 30 5 grs. I.e. 9 ,0 sodium nitrate. 

292 at 29° 12 
" " ' 4,,' Do 

300. at 30° 52 
" " '17" Do 

292 at 29° 81 
" " 28" Dp 

The solubility data used in the calculations for si!ver nitrate are taken from the works of TILDEN and SHENSTONE. 
, , . [Phi!. Trans. (1884), 23J. 

Jo->. 
o 
~ 
~, 

, 
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20

8 
-

I ' 

-""':Ii .0;, 

o 
. "rl 

(1) 
weight of 

bulb in grs. 

(I) 18.2425\ 

(2) 19.2487 

-/ (3) 18.3968 

(4) 21.8008 

(5) 22.7146 

(6) 18.753'2 

(7) 19.2315 I' 
(8)14.7832 I 

, , 

. BENZOIC Açm (recrystallised) 5 c.c. solution containing 0.0052 gr. used in each operation. 

(6) .. 
(2) .. (3) . (4) . (5) talc. wt. ofSub· (7) . (8) . (9) 

wt. of bulb . wt. .öf sol. wt.· of.·sub- wt. of wa.ter stance disSblV- solubility at 
and sol. in grs. in grs. stance in grs. in grams ed in 100 grs. the' expo Temp. excess· , retrtarks 

water 

I 
0.062 gr .. i.e. t!>% No ppt. with 19.3486 1.1051 0.0052 1.0999 0.472 0.41 at 300 

salieylic acid 
.. 

20.3689 1.1202 Do 1.1150 0.466 Do 0.056 " " 13" Do 
'\ 

, 19.3274 1.0206 Do 1.0154 0.512 . Do . 0.102 " " 25 JI 
Do 

22.8532 1.0524 Do 1.0472 0.496 Do 0.086 " " 20" Do. 

23.7238 1.0092 I ,. 'DO L0040 0.518, 00 0.108 " " 27 u . Do -

. Fresh soluti~n containing 0.0056 gr. in 5 e.c. used in .each expo 

19.7642 1.0140- I 0.0056 1.0086 0.555 0.41 at 300 0.145 gr. i.e.350f0 No erystals with 
. salicylic a.cid 

,20.2408 I 1.0093 
1 

Do 1.0037 .0.557· Do 0.147 " 11 36" Do 

15.7874 ' 1.0042 I Do. 0.9986 0.560 ' Do ,1 0
.
150 

" " 37" Do 
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..... ~ 

I 

::,0 
o 
t'> 
(I) 
(I) 

s-
C/'l en 

S' e. 
> 
t'> 
~ 

~ 

~ 
~ 
IJl 
p,. • 

ê 
-< e.. 
:><l, 
oC -~F 

-.:) 

'""" 

, 
(1) , (2) 

wt.of bulb wt. of bulb 
in grams- of sol. .in grs. 

- -

(1) 20.7236 . 21.7838 
, 

(2) 18.3572 19.3862 

(3) 19.3204 20.3512 

(4) 16.3885 17.3979 

(5) 23.8675 24.7935 

(6) 22.1214' 2'3.0560 

(7) 29.7518 21.6970 

(8) 14.1285 15.0997' 

SALICYLIC ACID '(recrystallised). 

. 5 e.c. solution containing 0.0032 gram u~ed in each observation. 

(6) 
(3) (4) (5) calc. wt.' of . (7) 

wt. of sol. wt: of sub- weight'of substance dis- solublity at , . 
.In grs. stance in grs. water in grs. soIved in 100 the èxp. Temp. 

" 
grs. of water 

-

1.0662 0.0032.' . 1.0630 0.301 0.27 at 30° 

. , 
1.0290, Do 1.0258 0.312 0.26 " 29° 

1.0308 Do .' 1.0276 0.311 0.27 ~ 30° 

1.0094 Do. 1.0062 0.318 0.26 " 29° 

0.9260 . Do 0.9228 0.347 I. 0.27." 30° 

Fresh solution, 5 e.c. containing 0.0035 gr. used in each expo 

- 0.9346 0.0035 0:9314 0.375 0.27 at 30° 

0.9452 Do 0.9417 0.371 Do 

0.9712 Do 0.9677 0.361 .Do \ 

. , 

(8) 
Excess 

, 
0.031 gr. i.e. 1 tÖfo 

9.052" " . 20 " 

0.041 " "30',, 

0.058" "22,, 

0.077" "28,, 

0.105 gr. i.e.380f0 

0.101 11 "37,, 

0.091.>, ,,33.11 

' . 

(9) . 
Remarks.· 

No crystals 
with Benzoic 

acid .. 
I . 
1 

Do 

Do 

Do I 

Do 

Do 

Do 

Do 

.(' 

....... 
o 
-~ 
~ 

, 
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lal'ge amoum of supersatllrated sOlution. OSTWAIJD (loc. cit) has 
shown 'that the smallest pal'ticle capable of release bas an approximate 
weigh! <of LO 11 gmm. 

In all these cases we have the formatign of a system the stability 
of \VblCh is not the gl'eatest possible nnder ple existing conditions 
of temperature and pressure. There are on the contrat'y other more 
stabIe conditions, which ttre characterised by the fact that in them 
a new phase, th at is, a physicaJly different component with other 
propel'lies makes lts appeal'ance, In the case of a supersaturated 
solutlûn of copper sltlphate, it is the solid pentahydrate. As a rule 
such a new phase does not appeal' of its own accOl'd and the system 
behaves as if it were in a state 'of equilibrium ruld hence stabIe 
supersatnrated solutions cau be kerJt unchanged for years; but if a 
small quantity of tlle ausent pIJase comes In contact with the meta
stabIe system, the action at o:pce sets in and the new phase incl'eases 
until eqmlibl'lum is established. Tlms we see that the essential con
dttion ió the pI'esence of a metastable system WhlCh only passes 
hom tbe more stabIe state b.r its inherent farces, aftel' the way 
has been opened to it by the extE'rnal addition of a gel'm crJ stal. 

The germ crystal is not the cause of the reaction beci1use it does 
not pl'ovic!e for the ti'ee energy necessary for the process, bnt is 
on]y the means of starting the process which goes to completion 
by its own forces aftel' it has been O11<'e begun. 

Now in a saturated solution of a substanc~ tbel'e is equilibrium 
between tbe solution and the solid pbase of tbat substance on1y; 
in a snpel'satnl'ated óollltion thel'e is an excess of the dissolved sub
stance. Rence It seems reasouabie that only the same soHd phase 
should l'eleàse its state of snpel'satul'ation; consequently it seems 
improbable from theoretical considerations that an isomol'phoLlS sub
stance with which the solutioll is not in eqUllibrium would be able 
to release its state of supel'satnration and this is corrobornted by 
experimen tal observations. 

Fl'om this investigation it is c1ear that isomol'phollS substances Ol' 

substances capable of fOl'ming solid solntions are not able to release 
tbe state' of supel'saturation of subslanees with whieh this work was 
undel'taktHl and hence considerable doubt is thl'own on this test of 
isomorphism long advocated by nUmel'OllS workers. 

In orde!.! to test the hypo thesis mOre thoroughly, works in non
aqueous solvents with various soillte::; are in 'pl'ogress, 

P1'esidency College, Calcutta. 
[mpe1'ial College 0/ Science, London. 
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Chemistry. "On Catalysis". By NU,RATHAN DHAR. (Oommunicated 
by Prof. ERNST COHEN). Part 11. 

(Communicated in the meeting of January 29, 1916), 

(2) Plwto-cltemical catalysis. 
Photo chemical reactions may roughly be divided into tvvo main 

groups: 
(1) Reversible reactions i.e. formation of an unstable system 

teverting to the initial state when light is removed. Here work is 
done against affinity. 

(2) IrrE'versible l'eactions i.e. acceleration of the change to a more 
stabie state; these may be divided into two subgl'oups: 

(a) Complete reactions; 
(b) Pseudo-reversible r.eactions. 
Examples. 

J.ig-ht 

(1) Reversible reactions: The symbol A ~ D typifies this, of which 
Dar1. 

the polymerisation of' antbracene is an example. 
WEIGERT (Ann. Phys. 1907 (IV) 24, 55) has shown that the in-. 

fluence of light on the reversible reaction of 00 + 01 2 ~ 00012 is 
purely catalytic and the position of equilibrium suffers no displacement. 

(2) (a) A case of a complete irteversible reaction is that of 
Hl + 01 2 ~ 2 HOI in light, HOI being stabie. 

(6) As a pseudo-reversible light-reaction, we may take the l'educ
tion of ferric oxalate: 

F 2 (020 4 )3 ~ 2 Fe C20 4 + 2 002 
U;ht 

to fel'rous oxalate. In the dark, ferrous oxalate solution is again 
oxidized by oxygen of the air to fen'ic oxalate, so we have: 

Fe'" ~ Fe" + x 
r,lght 

Fe"'~Fe"+y 
Dnrk 

In th ei!' experiments on the photo-chemical combination of hydl'ogen 
and chlorine, ROSGOE and BUN SEN (OSTWALD'S Klassiker N°. 34) obsel've 
that the acti vity of the rays from a definite source of light is diminished 
to a mnch greater extent in passing through a layer of the reacting 
gases than it is when the light is allowed to pass throngh an equi
valent layel' of pure chlorine. Sin ce the absorption dlle to ad mixed 
hydrogen is negligibly smalI, it is apparent th at the photo-chemical 
change, which oc('urs in the mixed gases, is accompanied by the 
absorption of light energy. This transformation of light energ'Y may 

71lk 
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Ibe l'egarded as the distinguishing chal'acteristic of all photo-chemical 
reactions. Fl'om the data obtained iu the experimenta,l investigation 
of a number of sllch reactions, it appem's that these are ill genelal 
ummolecular and have a very smaIl, !emperatme coefficient of 
ve]ocity. T11us, DEWAR (Chem. News 84, 281,293 (1901)) bas shown 
that at the temperature of liquid air (- 183°), photograplllc action 
is 20 % and at the temperature of liquid hydrogen (- 250°), it is 
but 10 % of its value at ordinary temperatures; but from VAN 'THoFl/S
l'ule ,ve linow that in ol'dinary chel1llcal l'eactions a 1'ise of 10° 
doubles the velocity of tbe l'eaction. These facts have led to the 
view that the absorbed raclJant energy is not directly ref:lponslble 

, for the chemical rhange, bnt that its action consists-in a pl'eliminary 
tl'a;1sfol'rnation of the l'eacting system. This change, wbich may consi~t -
in the 111 tramoleclliar tl'ansformation of tbe molecules of thc .Iight 
absol'bing substance Ol' in the fOl'mation of moleculal' complexes 
which act as l'eartion nuclei (cf. DHAR, Zeit. Elektl'ochem. 1914, 20, 
57) anel ('VEIGERT, Ann. Physik.1907(IV) 24, 243) is then followed 
by the chemical reac:tion proper and if Lhe speed of Ihe laltet' is 
l'eJatively vers large it is obvious that the rate of formation of tlle 
pl'oducts of the l)llOto-chemical change wilI be detel'mined by the 
speed at which the preliminary ligbt change occurs: as has all'eady 
been I'emal'ked in tbe work on snpel'satul'ation that the calalyst 
on]y arts as a Il11C'leus to a change wltich pl'oceeds by Hs inherent 
forces, Ihis also applies to the catalytic influence of light. 

Tbe law of mass action has been first applied in a special form 
by Wl'l'TIWI!lR (Pogg. Ann. 97, 304 (1856) in his WOl'Jr on the 
influence of light on chlorine water anti has been genel'n.lised by 
NJi!RNST (Theoretical Ultemistry 4 th edition p. 732) in homogeneous 
systelIls. In a homogeneous system the velocity of the l'eaction at 
any moment wiU be given uy the' kinetic equation 

dm 
11= -=kamb" ... - JCcP dq 

dt 

in which a, b, c, ... cl, , . etc. are the concentl'ations of the reacting 
subslances m, n ... p, q .. , tite numbel' of molecules of the several 
Sll bstances actually i11\ ol veel in the change and J( anc! JC are tlle 
velocHy coefficients of the two opposed reactions. Tbe values of f( 
and [(' depend on the intensity of the light neting on the system, 
and for light of the same kind, al'e, in cel'tain cases at an.)' rate 
pt'oportional tO the, intensity. 

In consequence of absorption, the light intensity "al'ies fi'om point 
to point of the 'reaction mixture with the l'esult. tbat diffel'enees in 
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èoncentration, due to the YaJ'ying reaction velocities, occur, which 
can only be equalised by the operation of diffllsion Ol' by mechanical 
mixing. On this account, it is evident tljat the velocity coefficients, 
which are obtained in any series of experiments can only represent 
avel'age value,>, whieh are influenced by the pal'ticular conditions 
Ul1del' which the reaction is allowed io take place. AJthough in the 
case of certain non -re \ ersible changes t he obsel'vations of the rate 
of change appeal' to be in satisfactory agreement with the above 
general equation of NEltNST, it seems impl'oba,blc that this can be 
l'egarded as the expression of the general law of photo-kinetics. 

Lurrnlm- and 'VEIGERT rZeit. Phys. Ohem. 1905, 51, 297; 53;385) 
are of opinion that the general equation is nOl applicable to 1'e\'e1'
sible photo-chemical changes and these antho1's formulate the law in 
the following words: "Thc qnantity of a substance, sensitive to light, 
whieh llnclergoes change in a given elemellt of volume pel' unit of 
time, is proportional to the light absorbed dnring tbe same time by 
the substance contained in th is volnme element." 

This is tbe g'eneral aspect of pbotochemical changes. 
In tbe present investig'ation il is shoWJl tbat lig'bt acts as a positive 

catalyst to a series of chemical reactions and that ligbt may be 
substHuted for many catalysol's in those cllanges. 

The reactions studied corne in the categol'y of il'l'evel'sible l'eactions 
i.e. group (2) of photochemical reactions (see page 1097). 

lllwnination of the plwtocltemical 1'er1ctinns stHdied. In all these 
obsel'vations direct snnlight Ol' diffllsed daylight was l1sed. The light 
of the sun, :whether in its direct form or as eliffuseJ c1aylight, is the 
most ayaiIable anel immediate SOUl'ce anel l1aturally is tbe nOl'mal to 
which, in regal'd' 10 colo11l', artificial light SOlll'ce must appl'oximate. 

I 

EXZJ81'imental p1'oce(h~1'e. 
It is self-evident that the chemical intensity of sllnligb t wOllld 

depenel on the snn's aliitncle. So in the present investigation, the 
difficulties, dlle to change of the sn n's altitllde, werp, avoicled bya con
comitant blank experiment cal'ried out under exactly similar condi
tions 111 dal'kness. Thus two similar thin glass 100 c.c. stoppered 
bottles wel'e taken and den,nseel; they \\ ere then steamed fol' balf an 
hOlle alld dl'iecl. Exactly tho same volume of solntion was added to each 
of thelll anel one was exposed to light, while 1hé othel' was eithe1' 
cov~red with a piere of thick black flannel Ol' pasted with a ihirk 
coatiJlg of bla,ck Japan (cf. OALDEC()TT. Pl'oè. Ohem. Soc. (1904) p. 
199) in order to cnt oir all lig'lJt 1'ays. GeneJ'aIly the bottle with 

.. 
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the black covering had a temperatnre slightly higher (about 0.5°) 
than the other one exposed to light. 

It is wel! known that bromine is sensltIve to sunlight and many 
photo bromination pl'ocesses have beeu studied. ROI.oJrI!' (ZeIt. Phys. 
Ohem. (1894) 13, 327) and recently BENRATH (Zeit. Phys. Ohem. 
1910, 74, 115) studied the action of bromine on oxalic acid In 

presence of sunlight and found that it proceeded more rapldly in 
light than In darkness. 

In the present investigation it IS shown that not only oxalic acid 
but oxalates and otlier organic acids as weil a& thelr sodium salts 
also are acted upon by bromine water more rapidly in light than 
in darkness. 

The bromine solution waEl standardJsed each day just befOl'e use 
by addin~ an excess of potassium iodide and titra,ted against standal'd 
sodinm thiosulphate, Always a blank experiment undel' exactly similal' 
conditions was made in order 10 get the data in darkness. 

In all cases the whole amount of the solution was titrated aftel' 
tbe lapse of the fixed time. The tempel'ature of the experiments 
was 30° O. 

Ammonium oxalate and bromine. 

Amount of 
Quality of LIght Time of bromine Ullchanged Volume of solution exposure added in bromine 

grams 

-
.a) Sunhght 8' 0.15872 0.00016 

! 
25 c,c, ~ ammonium 

oxalate and 25 c.c. 
Darkness 8' 0.15872 0.00223 bromine watet' 

b) Sunlight 20' 0.31744 0.00028 , 25 C.c. ~ ammonium 

\ 
oxalate and 50 c.c. 

Darkness 20' 0.31744 0.00325 bromine water. 

c) Diffused light 9' 0.15872 0.00103 
~ 25 C.c. ~ ammonium 

\ oxalate and 25 c.c. 
Darkness 9' o 15872 o 00221 bromine water. 

d) Diffused light 22' 0.31744 0.00147 

! 
25 C.c. ~ ammonium 

\ I 

oxalate and 50 c.c. 
Darkness 22' 0.31744 0.00321 bromine water. 
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Qual1ty of Light 

a) Sunlight 

Da'rkness -

b) Diffused light 

Darkness 

a) Sunllght 

Diffused light 

b) Sunllght 

Darkness 

c) DJifused light 

Darkness 

d) Dlffused light 

Darkness 

a) Sunhght 

Darkness 

b) Sunhght 

Darkness 

c) Dlffused light 

Darkness 

d) Diffused light 

Darkness 

, , ' 

1101 

Potassium oxalate and bromine. 

Amount of 
Time of bromme Unchanged 
exposure added bromme 

m grams 
I 

30' 0.15872 0.01258 
1 

I 

30' 0.15872 o 02831 I 
29' Do 0.02417 

29' Do 0.02813 

Oxahc aCid and bromine. 

11' 

11' 

35' 

35' 

60' 

60' 

95' 

95' 

40' 

40' 

60' 

60' 

80' 

80' 

120' 

120' 

0.06177 

0.06177 

0.12354 

• 0 12354 

0.12698 

0.12698 

0.15872 

0.15872 

0.00103 

0.03346 

0.00102 

0.05678 

0.00485 

0.05834 

0.00785 

o 06938 

Tartaric aCid and bromme. 

o 06527 

Do 

Do 

Do 

Do 

Do 

Do 

Do 

0.01035 

0.05875 

0.00835 I 

0.04875 

0.02238 

0.03975 \ 

0.01725 

0.02987 

I 
~ 

- ---- -------_. 

Volqme of solutlOn 

I 

N 
10 c c. 5" PotasslUm 

oÀa1at~ and 25 e.c. 
brom I e water. 

I 

I Do 

25 C.C ~ oxalic aCid 

and 10 c c. bromme 
water. 

25 c.c. ~ oxalic acid 

and 20 e.c. bromine 
water. 

50 c.c. ~ oxal1c acid 

and 20 e.c. bromine 
water. 

50 C c. ~ oxahc axid 

and 25 e.c. bromine 
water. 

~ tar~anc acid 50 c.c 

and 10 cc. bromme 
water; 

Do 

Do 

Do 
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Bromine and Sodium tartarate. 

Amount of I 
Quality of light Time of bromine Unehanged Volume of solution 

exposure added bromine 
in grams 

I 
a) Sunlight 25' 0.06527 0.01028 I : 50 e.c. sodium tar-

\ 
tarate and 10 e.c. bro-

Darkness 25' o 06527 0.05735 mine water. 

b) Sunlight 40' 0.12354 0.01832 
50 e.c. ~ sodium tar-

tarate and 20 e.c. bro-
Darkness 40' 0.12354 0.10374 mine water. 

e) Diffused light gO' 0.06527 0.01724 
50 e.c. ~ sodium tar-

tarate and 10 e.c. bro-
Darkness 90' 0.06527 0.03542 mine water. 

d) Diffused light 120' 0.12354 0.02238 
50 cc. : sodium tar-

tarate and 20 e.c. bro-
Darkness 120' 0.12354 0.04834 mine water. 

Bromine and~Citrie aCId. 
a) Sunlight 55' 0.06527 0.02014 

50 e.c. ~ citne acid 

and 10 e.c. bromine 
Darkness 55' 0.06527 0.05912 water. 

t 

b) Sunlight 75' 0.12354 0.03975 
50 e.c. ~ citrÎC acid 

and 20 e.c. bromine 
Darkness 75' 0.12354 0.10172 water. 

e) Diffused light 100' 0.06527 0.02175 
50 e.c. : eltrie acid 

~, 
and 10 e.c. bromine 

Darkness 100 0.06527 0.03487 water. 

d) Diffused light 140' 0.12354.,) o 04203 
50 e e. : citrÎC acid 

and 20 e.c. bromine 
Darkness 140' 0.12354 0.05875 water. 

Bromine and Sodium citrate. 
a) Sunlight 45' o 06527 0.01012 

50 e.c. : sodium ci-

trate and 10 c.c. bro· 
Darkness 45' 0.06527 0.05035 mine water. 

b) Sunlight 80' 0.12354 0.01894 
50 cc. : sodium ei-

trate and 10 e.c. bro-
Darkness 80' 0.12354 0.09575 mine water. 

c) Diffused light 100' 0.06527 0.01695 
50 e.c. : sodium ei-

trate and 20 e.c. bro-
Darkness 100' 0.06527 0.03172 mine water. 

d) Diffused light 150' 0.12354 0.02938 
50 e.c. : sodium ci-

trate and 20 e.c. bro-
Darkness 150' 0.12354 0.05613 mine water. 
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Bromine and lactic acid. 

Amount of 
Quality of light. Time-of bromine Unchanged Volume of Solution. exposure. added in bromine. 

grams. 

a) Sunlight 60' 0.06328 0.03458 
50 c.c. ~ lactic acid and 

Darkness 60' Do 0.04975 10 c.c. bromine water. 

b) Sunlight 125' Do 0.01032 
Do 

Darkness 125' Do 0.02419 

c) Diffused light 85' Do 0.02992 
Do 

Darkness 85' Do 0.03975 

d) Diffused lIght 150' Do 0.01038 
Do 

Darkness 150' Do 0.02045 
~I Sodium lactate and bromine. 

a) Sunlight 55' 0.12656 0.04872 N . 
100 c.c 10 Sodium lactate 

and 20 c.c. bromine 
Darkness 55" Do o 08532 water. 

b) SunlIght 130' Do 0.02319 
";;1' Do 

Darkness 130' Do 0.04875 

c) Diffused light 60' Do 0.06925 

Do 
Darkness 60' Do 0.08498 

d) Diffused light 160' Do 0.03012 

Do 
Darkness 160' Do 0.04234 

Bromine and malonic acid. 
a) Sunlight 25' 0.06275 0.02125 I t 5 Nl" o c.c. 10 ma omc aCId 

\ and 10 c.c. bromine 
Darkness 25' Do 0.04035 water. 

b) Sunlight 48' Do o 01238 I , , Do 
Darkness 48' Do 0.02345 

c) Diffused light 30' Do 0.02935 

! Do 
Darkness 30' Do 0.04005 

d) Diffused light 100' Do 0.00984 

! Do 

Darkness 100' - Do 0.01375 
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Bromine and potassium malonate. 

Amount of Amount of 
Quality of ligth Time of bromine unchanged Volume of solution 

exposure added in bromine 

I 
grams 

a) Sunlight 20' 0.12550 0.04475 - 50 Nt' e.c. 10 po aS"JUm 
, 

malonate and 20 e.c. 
Darkness 20' 0.12550 0.08532 bromine water. 

b) Sunlight 45' 0.06275 0.00684 50 e.c. ~ potassium 

malonate and 10 e.c. 
Darkness 45' 0.06275 0.01385' bromine water. 

e) Diffused light 25' 0.12550 0.05975 I 50 e.c. ~ potassium 

~ malonate and 20 e.c. 
Darkness 25' 0.12550 0.08235 bromine water. . 

d) Diffused light 50' 0.06275 0.00925 

I 50 cc. ~ potassium 

malonate and 10 e.c. 
Darkness 50' 0.06275 0.01285 bromine water. 

Malie acid and brom me. 

a) Sunlight 40' 0.06134 0.01532 50 e.c. ~ malie acid 

and 10 e.c. bromine 
Darkness 40' Do 0.05672 water. 

b) Sunlight 60' Do 0.01035 
Do 

Darkness 60' Do 0.04235 

e) Diffused light 80' Do 0.02238 
t Do 

Darkness 80' Do 0.03225 \ 

d) Diffused light 120' Do 0.01785 

! Do 

Darkness 120' Do 0.02435 
Sodium malate and bromine. 

a) Sunlight 25' 0.06134 0.01025 50 e.c. ~ Sodium malate 

and 10 e.c. bromine 
Darkness 25' 0.06134 0.05735 water. 

b) Sunlight 40' 0.12268 0.01832 50 e.c. ~ Sodium malate 

and 20 e.c. bromine 
Darkness 40' 0.12268 0.09875 water. 

e) Diffused light 120' Do 0.02675 
~ Do 

Darkness 120' Do 0.05324 \ 
d) Diffused light 90' () 06134 0'.01824 

I 50 e.c. ~ Sodium malate 

and 10 e.c. bromine 
Darkness 90' 0.06134 0.03725 water. 
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Quality of light. 

a) Sunlight 

Darkness 

b) Sunlight 

Darkness 

c) Diffused light 

Darkness 

d) Diffused light 

Darkness 

a) Sunlight 

Darkness 

b) Sunlight 

Darkness 

c) Diffused light 

Darkness 

d) Diffused light 

Darkness 

1105 

Glycollic acid and bromine. 

Amount of 
Time of bromine Unchanged 
exposure addedin bromine 

grams 

22' 
I 

0.06035 0.01234 
I 

22' 0.06035 0.04218 ~ 
45' Do 0.00597 

I I 

45' Do 0.02242 

25' Do 0.02234 

I 25' Do 0.04138 

50' Do 0.01075 
t I 

50' Do ! 0.02105 
, 

Sodium glycollate and bromine. 

20' 0.06035 0.00584 

11 20' 0.06035 0.03345 

50' 0.12070 0.00952 

I 50' 0.12070 0.06375 

55' Do 0.02475 

I 55' Do 0.06231 

24' 0.06035 0'.01375 

! 24' 0.06035 0.03205 

Volume of solulion 

50 c.c. ~ glycollic 

aCid and 10 c.c. bro
mine water. 

Do 

Do 

Do 

50 c c. ~ sodium gly-

collate and 10 c.c. bro-
mine water. 

50 c.c. ~ sodium gly-

collate and 20 c.c. bro-
mine water. 

Do 

50 c.c. ~ sodium gly-

coUate and 10 c.c. bro-
mine water. 

From a I glance at the foregoÏJlg tables it will be clear that the 
reaction velocitr is gl'eater with the salts than \vith the corresponding 
acids. Hence it call be inferred that the action of bromine takes 
place on the negative radicIes (e.g. tartarate ions, oxalate' ions etc.). 
It win be seen that oxalic acid and oxalates act most vigorously. 

Moreover it will be seen that in these actions the "Reciprocity 
La"," holds good; 'i.e. a photo-chemical change wiU be in general 
greater the greater the intensity of light. Ff we denote by A ~ B 
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the change, then the photo-chemlCal effect will be measurerl by a 
defil1ltjj quanttty of B produced from A. TlllS effect, wlllch may be 
termed E, should always cOl'l'espond to the same amount of light 
energy, 

The total amount of light or "Light flux" over a time t wiII be 
equal to It, where I is the mtensIty_ Then the photo-chemlcal effect 
E shonld be proportIOnal to thlS, i e . .E = KIt. ThlS IS the "Reel
pro~ity law", whieh states that the same photo-ehemlCal effect IS 

obtamed with a light sensitJve reaetion for the same amount of 
lIght, wh ether the mtensity be duninished and the tune pl'Opol'tIOn
atel y incl'eased or conversely. 

It will also be seen that in Slllllight the dlffel'ence-between the 
bromme that l'emains nnchanged In the exposed and covered bottles 
is very mar'ked, whilst In dlffused lIght the dlfference ib not so 
very marked. 

The oxidation of ethylalcohol by bromine 111 dllute aqueons solution 
has been 111\-estIgated by BUGARSZKY (ZeJt. Phys. Ohem. (HWi) 38, 
561, (1904), 48, 63, (1910). 71, 705) and he has fonnd that the 
reactIOn takes place in consecutlve stages, as represented by the 
formulae 

O.H 600H + BI'. = OH/JOH + 2 HBr I'. '(IJ 
OHsOOR + BI'. + H.O = OHaOOOH + 2HBr . (II) , ,I 

But he has not examined the effect of lIght on ,thl9 change. It 
has now been observed that the change takes plac6 more rapldly 
in sunhght and diffused dayhght from the followmg tabJes. SlmIlarl~' 

Bromme and ethyl-alcohol. 

Amount of I I 
I 

Qualtty of light. TIme of bromme I Unchanged Volume of solution. exposure. added bromme. 
in grams. 

I I
1 

, 
a) Sunlight 158' 0.06527 0.01545 I 

5 e.c. 'ethyl-alcohol and 
Darkness 158' Do 0.06412 10 c.c bromme water. 

b) Sunlight 286' Do 0.01084 l 10 e.c. ethyl· alcohol and 
Darkness 286' Do 0.04628 10 e.c. bromme water. 

c) Diffused ltght 159' Do 0.02895 

! 5 e.c. ethyl-alcohol and 
Darkness 159' Do o 06248 10 e.c. bromme water. 

d) Dlffused ltght 285' Do 0.02012 l 10 e.c. ethyl-alcohal and I 

Darkness 285' Do 0.04613 10 e.c. bromine water 
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Bromine and methyl-alcohol. 

-
Amount of 

Quahty of LIght TIme of bromme Unchanged Volume of solution. exposure added bromme. 
JU grams. 

I 
a) Sunhght 150' 0.06527 0.01I54 I 5 e.c. methyl-alcohol and 

Darkness 150' Do 0.06205 \ 10 c.c bromme water. 

b) Sunhght 280' Do 0.00903 

t 
10 e.c. methyl-alcohol and 

Darkness 280' Do 0.05420 10 e e bromme water. 

c) Dlffused light 155' Do 0.01998 

t 
5 cc. methyl-alcohol and 

Darkness 155' Do 0.06210 10 e.c. bromine water. 

d) Dlffused I1ght 283' Do 0.01610 ! 10 e.c. methyl-alcohol and 

Darkness 283' Do 0.05412 10 e.c. bromine water. 

It !las also been observed that the action of bl'omine on methyl 
alcohol IS albo accelerated by lIght. PRICE (Zeit. Phys. Ohem. 1898, 
27, 474) has shown that pel'sulphates slow1.v hberate lOdme from 
a solution of potassmm lOdide. 

Now rt bas been found out that persulphates can slowly libel'ate 
bromme from a soIutlOn of bromldes and that in presence of hght 
the actlOu IS mueh mOl e rapld than 111 darkness 

2 NaBr + Na2S20 S = 2 Na2S04 + Br2 • 

SodlUm persulphate and Potassium bromide. 

----
Quahty of Light. Time of I Amount of Volume of soIutIOn. exposure. I bromme hberated. 

I) Sunligh~ 300' 0.00508 25 e.c. N KBr and 10 e.c. 

Darkness 300' 0.00406 ~ sodium persulphate. 
\ 

2) Sunlight 420' 0.00687 
Do 

Darkness 420' 0.00515 

3) Sunl1ght 480' 0.00923 25 e.c. N KBr and 20 e.c. 
N 

Darkness 480' 0.00801 10 sodlUm persulphate. 

4) Dlffused light 540' 0.00116 25 e.c. N KBr and JO e.c. 

Darkness 540' 0.00712 ~ sodium persulphate. 

5) Dlffused light 620' 0.00916 25 e e. N KBr and 10 e.c. 
N d' persulphate. Darkness 620' 0.00849 10 so lum 
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It wiII be seen th at in all these cases in presence of light the 
chemical change is mnch more rapid than in darkness and so we 
see that light acts as a positive catalyst in all these reactions. 

Up till now pl'artically there was no il}stance known in which 
light was said to hase any influence on the aetion of free iodine 
on a reducing agent. Thus- LUTHÉa... an.d PWTNIKOFF (Zeit. Phys. Chem. 
61, 524 (1907)) have shown that the action of iodine on phosphor
ous acid is un-influenced by light. 

In the present investigatIOn it has been proved' that light has mueh 
influence on a number of oxidation& by iodine. Thus it bas been 
found thaI oxalic acid and oxalateR are acted upon hy iodine much 
more rapidly in light tban In darkness. ~ 

The action of iodine on the free acid is rather slow but the action 
on oxalates is fairly rapid. Hence a closer study was undertaken 
and it has been found out that the action of iodine on ammonium 
oxalate is quite regulal'. Thus a dozen observations we)'e made in 
the month of March under exactly similar conditlOl1s and concordant 
readings were obtained. 

As usual two 100 c.c. stoppel'ed bottles were taken and 50 c.c. 

~ ammonium oxalate and 5 e.c. ~ iodine were taken in each oi 

At 300 • 

Time of Amount of • 
Unchanged No of observation iodine added exposure in grams iodine 

~ Light 60' 0.0635 0.00012 
1) 

Darkness 60' Do 0.05178 

~ Light 60' Do 0.00011 
2) 

60' Do Darkness 0.05175 

~ Light 60' Do 0.00012 
3) 

Darkness 60' Do 0.05169 

) Light 60' Do 0.00012 
4) 

60' Do Darkness 0.05182 

~ Light 60' Do 0.00011 
5) 

Darkness' 60' Do 0.05179 

I Light 60' Do 0.00012 
6) 

60' Do Darkness 0.05175 
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them. One of them. was exposed to bright sunlight on clear days at 
12 III tqe noon, the other covel'ed wüh a pléce of black flannel and 
was placed by the bide of the other. Aftel' one bour's exposure the 
amOl1nt of l'esldual iodine was titrated against standard thiosulphate .• 

In the foul' followmg observations, in order to exclude air a 
current of nitl'og'en was passed tbrol1gh the sollltron and the bottles 
were stoppel'ed alld exposed at 12 in the DOOD as usual. 

l Light 60' o 0635 0.00012 
1) 

60' Do 0.05180 Darkness 

l Light 60' Do 0.00011 
2) 

60' Do Darkness • 0.05116 

l Light 60' Do 0.00010 
3) 

60' Do Darkness 0.05177 

I Light 
, 

60' Do 0.00012 
4) 

60' Do Darkness 0.05178 

In the four following observations a C'urrent of carbon dioxide 
"ras passed tllrough the mixture and thereby oxygen was exC'luded 
and the effect of carbon dioxide could be obsen'ed. 

Light 60' 0.0635 0.0001l 
1) 

Darkness 60' 0.0635 0.05176 

Light 60' Do 0.00012 
2) 

Darkness 60' Do 0.05175 

Light 60' Do 0.00010 
3) 

Darkness 60' Do 0.05180 

4) 
Light 60' Do 0.00012 

Darkness 60' Do 0.05178 

Evidently oxygen and carbon dioxide are without any influence 
on the actinometel'. ' 

Now the effect of diffused day·light was obset·ved. The bottles 
wel'e put in a shady place on bl'ight sunny days. 
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1) 
1 

Diffused light 

Darkness 

2) l Diffused light 

Darkness 

3) I Diffused light 

Darkness 

4) l Diffused light 

Darkness 

'rhe foJlowmg thl'ee 
of llltrogen. 

Diffused light 
1) 

, Dalknèss 

2) 

3) 

~ 

Diffused light 

Darkness 

Diffused light 

, Darkness 

The following thl'ee 
of carbon dioxide. 

1) 

2) 

3) 

Diffused light 

Darkness 

Diffused light 

Darkness 

Dlffused light 

1110 

190' 0.0635 0.01412 

190' Do 0.03925 

190' Do 0.01414 

190' Do~ 0.03925 

190' Do 0.01411 

190' Do 0.03925 

190' Do o 01411 

190' Do 0.03925 

experiments were carried out in an atmosphere 

190' 0.0635 0.01416 

190' Do 0.03928 

190' Do 0.01412 

190' Do 0.03924 

190' Do 0.01411 

190' Do 0.03926 

experimen ts wel'e carl'led out IJl an atmosphere 

190' 0.0635 0.01415 

190' Do 0.03928 

190' Do 0.01411 

190' Do 0.03928 

190' Do 0.01413 

Darkness 190' Do 0.03926 
EVldently tlle behavIOur of thlS aetinometer iE> quite reglllar. 
Potassium oxalate may be substituted for ammonium oxalate and 

the pota::.smm oxalate-iodine actinometer works as wel! as the ammo
nium oxalate-iodll1e actinometer. 

EDER'S (Sitzungsber. der Kaiserlirhen Akademie del' Wissensrhaften, 
Wien, October 1879) actinometer, which consists of a mixture of a 
saturnted solution of ammonium oxalate and mel'cllI'ic chloride, is 
generally used; but nnfortunJ.tely (here are severnl dlsad val1lages of 
th is actiuometer. WINTHRR (Zeit. Wiss. Photo (H.l09) r, 409) has 
shown that oxygen plays tlÎe pad of a ___ negatIve catalJ SOl' in the 
photo-catalysis of tbe reactIon of a solution of mercuric chloride and 
ammonium oxalate in light. It is well·known that aftel' exposure 
to sunlight EDER'S solution beg ins to separate mel'curoU'3 chloride 
according to the following equation: 
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2 Hg C12 + (NH4)2 0 20 4 = 2 Hg Ol + 2002 + 2 NH4 Ol. 
The above author has shown that the sensitiveness of EDJijR'S 

actinometel' may be increased eighty (80) tImes in absence of oxygen. 
NIoreover, ROLOFl!' (Zeit. Phys. Ohem. 13, 329 (1894)) has shQwn 

that rarbon dioxide, which is one of the pl'oducts of decomposition 
and consequently always present, largely incl'eases the sensitiveness 
of the above form of actinometer. 

The lodine-Oxalate actinometer wOl'ked out in th is investigation 
and which depends on the following l'eaction in presence of light 

12 + (NH4)20204 = 2002 + 2 NH41 
Ol' 

I~ + K2(\04 = 2 002 + 2 KI 
is absolutely free fl'om the disadvantages of the EDER Actinometer 
as has been proved by the foregoing tables that neIther oxygen nor 
carbon dioxide has any influence on IhlS artinometel'. 

lVlol'eovel' the estimation of iodine by standard sodinm thiosulphate 
is decidedly simpier and easier than the estimatiop of mercurous 
chloride in the EDER Actinometer. Obviously the use of the iodine
oxalate actinometel' is to be preferred. 

It has also been found out that iodine acts more l'apidly in 
presence of light on other organic acids and theil' sodium salts than 
in the dark. 

The action of iodine on fOl'mates wluJh takes place according to 
the following equation 

a.COONa + 12 = Nal + HI+002 

- is quite l'apid as will be shown in the following tabIe. 

Sodium formate and iodine. 

Quality of light Time of Amount of Unehanged Volume of Solution exposure IOdine added iodine 

a) Sunlight 15' 0.0635 0.00103 ( 40 e.c. Normal Sodium for-

Darkness 15' Do 0.00295 mate and 5 e.c. fa iodine. 

b) Sunlight 26' Do 0.00116 ! 20 e.c. Normal formate and - 5 N . d' 
Darkness 26' Do 0.00298 e.c. 10 10 me. 

e) Diffused light 40' Do 0.00154 140 e.c. Normal Sodium for-

Darkness 40' Do 0.00225 mate and 5 e.c. ~ iodine. 

d) Diffused light 85' Do 0.00142 ! 40 e.c. Normal formate and 

Darkness 85' Do 0.00224 10 e.c. ~ IOdine. 

72 
Proceedings R(lyal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XVIII. 
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Formic acid and iodine. 
--

Quality of, ltght. Time of Amount of Unehanged Volume of Solution. exposure. lOdineadded. lOdine. 

-
a) Sunlight 300' 0.0635 o 00642 ! 10 e.c. 387 normal formic 

Darkness 300' Do 0.00809 acid and 5 C.C ~ iodine. 

b) Sunhght 180' Do 0.00858 
( Do 

Darkness 180' Do 0.01023 

e) DIffused light 180' Do 0.00922 
( Do 

Darkness 180' Do 0.01092 -
d) Dlffused lIght 820' Do 0.00175 

~ Do 
Darkness 820' 

I 
Do 0.00201 

Ammonium oxalate and iodine. 

1) Sunlight 180' 0.0635 0.00321 ( 50 c e. ;. ammonium oxa-
(feebie) 

Darkness 180' 0.0635 0.04369 late and 5 e.c. ~ lodine. 

2) Sunlight 300' 0.1270 0.00823 150 e.c.;' ammonium oxa· 
(feebie) 

Darkness 300' 0.1270 0.09854 late and 10 e.c. ~ iodine. 

3) Sunlight 65' 0.0635 0.00013 150 e.c.;' ammOnIum oxa-
(bright) 

0.05140 I late and 5 c e. ~ iodine. Darkness 65' 0.0635 

4) Sunlight 170' 0.1270 0.01648 ! 50 e.c.;' ammonium oxa· 
(bnght) 

Darkness 170' 0.1270 o 09772 late and 10 e.c. ~, iodine. 

5) Dlffused ltght 240' 0.1270 0.02441 
Do 

Darkness 240' 0.1270 0.05871 

6) Dlffused light 190' 0.0635 0.01452 ! 50 N . • e.c. 5" ammonium oxa-

Darkness 190' o 0635 0.03985 late and 5 e.c. ~ lodine. 

Potassium oxalate and iodine. 
( N 

1) Sunhght 60' 0.0635 0.00011 150 e.c. '5 Pot. oxalate and 

Darkness bO' 0.0635 0.05140 5 N. d' e.c. 10 10 me. 

2) Sunllght 165' 0.1270 o 01657 N 
( 50 e.c. '5 Pot. oxalate and 

Darkness 165' 0.1270 0.09778 '0 N d' • e.c. 10 10 me. 

3) Diffused light 245' Do 0.02401 I Do 
Darkness 245' Do 0.05321 

N 
4) Diffused light 190' 0.0635 o 01412 ! 50 e.c. "5 Pot. oxalateand 

Darkness 190' 0.0635 o 03925 5 N. d' e.c. 10 10 me. 
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Oxalic acid and iodine. 

--
Quality of light Time of Amount of I Unchanged Volume of Solution exposure iodine added I iodine 

-
I) Sunlight I 210' 0.00635 0.00379 I 50 e.c. ~ oxalic acid and ' 

Darkness 210' 0.00635 0.00482 \ 5 e.c. l~ iodine. 

2) Sunlight 360' 0.01270 0.00693 ( 50 e.c. ~ oxalic acid and 

Darkness 360' 0.01270 0.00921 10 e.c. l~ iodine. 

3) Diffused light 420' 0.00635 0.Q0365 (50 e.c. ~ oxalic acid and 

Darkness 420' 0.00635 0.00407 5 N. d' e.c. 100 10 me. 

4) Diffused light 520' 0.01270 o 00785 ! 50 e.c. ~ oxalic acid and 

Darkness 520' 0.01270 0.00861 10 e.c. ~ iodine. 

Malonic acid and iodine. 

1) Sunlight 240' 0.00635 0.00483 
50 e.c. ~ malonic acid 

Darkness 240' Do 0.00565 
d 5 N. d' an e.c. 10 10 me. 

2) Sunlight 420' Do 0.00285 
Do 

Darkness 420' Do 0.00372 

3) Diffused light 480' Do 0.00245 
Do 

Darkness 480' Do 0.00288 

4) Diffused light 560' Do 0.00201 
Do 

Darkness 560' Do 0.00246 

Sodium malonate and iodine. 

1) Sunlight 180' 0.00635 0.00134 
50 e.c. : sodium malo-

Darkness 180' Do 0.00526 nate and 5 e.c. I~O iodine 

2) Sunlight 320' Do 0.00065 
Do 

Darkness 320' Do 0.00269 

3) Diffused light 360' Do 0.00148 
Do 

Darkness 360' Do 0.00251 

4) Diffused light 520' Do 0.00102 
Do 

Darkness 520' Do 0.00199 

72* 
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Lactic' acid ánd IOdine. 

-
QualIty of lIght TIme of Amount of Unchanged Volume of solutJon exposure lodme added lodme " 

-
r 1) Sunhght 300' 0.00635 0.00519 

I 50 c c. ~ iáctic acid 

Darkness 300' Do o 00595 and 5 c.c. i~ lodine. 
r 

2) Sunlight 340' Do 0.00501 I Do 
Darkness 340' Do o 00570 , , . , 

J 

3) Dlffused lIght ' 360' Do 0.00525 

( " Do 
, 

Darkness 360' Do o 00560 

4) Dlffused lIght 520' Do 0.00335 I - Do 
, 

Darkness 520' Do 0.00380 .. 
Sodium lactate and iodine. 

1~ Sunllght 250' 0:00635 o 00325 N 
50 c.c. 10 sodIllm Jac 

tate and 
N 

• barkness 250' 'Do o 00575 100 lodme. 

2) SunlIght 480' Do o 00135 
Do 

Darkness 480' Do 0.00295 

3) Dlffused light 490' Do 0.00203 

0.00292 
Do 

Darkness 490' Do 

4) Dlffused hght 560' Do 0.00113 
Do 

Darkness 560' Do 0.00215 

So m tartarate and iodme. 

a) Sunh%"ht 135' 0.00635 0.00148 , 50 N 
~ .... ~,.... (1 [ J e.c. "5 sodlum tal ta-

"r, Darkt'l'ess 135' Do 0.00381 ra te and 5 c.c. i~ i~dIne. 
'-

b) Sunhght 250' Do 0.00085 ., 
~ Do 

Darkness 250' Do 0.00213 

c) Dlffused light 200' Do 0.00272 
• r 

Darkness 200' Do 
" 
0.00356 

I 

d) Diffused light 240' ~ Do o 00132 N 
I 75 e.c. "5 sodIllm tart a-

I 
q r 

rate and 5 e.c. 1~ iodine. Darkness 240', Do 0.00205 

" , 
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Tarlaric acid~and iodine. 

Quality of hght Time of Amount of Unchanged Volu1!le of solutIon. exposure iodme added iod;me . -
a) Sunllght ,220 0.00635 0.00485 

1 
50 cc. ~ tartanc a<;.id , 

Darkness 220 ' Do 0.00589 and N 5 c.c., 100 lOdlne 

b) Sunhght 360 Do 0.00272 I Do 
Darknèss 360, Do 0.00386 

I 

c) Dlffused hght 380 Do o 00315 

! 
.; - Do 

Darkness 380 Do 0.00377 

d) Dlffused hght 520 Do o 00242 

L Do 
Darkness 520 Do o 00305 ,1 

, 

SodlUm citr~te and: iodme 

1) Sunlight . 135 I 0.00635 " 0.00051 50 c.c "!l sod~um cltrate 

Dl!rkness 135 Do 0.00244 d N d' an 5 c C. lGO 10 me 

2) Sunhght 250 Do ~0 .. 00029 J 

Do 
Darkness 250 Do 0.00141 

3) Diffused light 210 Do 0.00263 - ,.-
Do 

Darknèss 210 Do ,0 00321 r , 

4) Dlffllsed light 420 Do o 00121 
Do· 

Darkness 420, Do '- 0 .. 00185 ,-

Citnc aCid and iodme 

,lt Sunlight 180 o 00635 _ 0.00512 

I 
50 c.c. N .citnc acid 

ó) 

Darkness 180 Do 0.00603 d 5 N • d r 

an cc. IO~ 10 me 

2) Sunlight 380 Do ° 00283 
( 

, ') 

',. l ,'" , Do 
Darkness 380 Do 0.00315 ufJ 

3) Dlffused light 420 Do 0.00318 

t . 
C I 

J Do 
Darkness 420 Do ,0 00365 

4) Dlffused hght 520 • Do 0.00241 

L 
' : I, , 

Do 
Darkness 520 Dö 0.00303 ( ~ .. ~ Ir .., 

\ -
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Sodium Malate and iodine. 

Quality of light Time of Amount of Unehanged Volume of solution 
exposure iodine added iodine 

~ - I 
1) Sunlight 200' 0.0127 0.00415 '150 e.c. ~ so~u~ ~alate 

Darkness 200' Do 0.01072 and 10 e.c. 100 IOdme 

2) Sunlight 380' Do \ 0.00203 ! Do 
Darkness 380' Do 0.00552 

3) Diffused light 400' Do 0.00385 

t 
Do 

Darkness 400' Do 0.00539 

4) Diffused light 480' Do 0.00295 I Do 
Darkness 480' Do 0.00425 I 

Malie acid and iodine. 

1) Sunlight 210' 0.00635 0.00512 150 e.c. fa Malie acid and 

Darkness 210' Do 0.00595 5 e.c. :00 iodine solution 

2) Sunlight 390' Do 0.00229 
Do 

Darkness 390' Do 0.00320 

3) Diffused light 410' Do 0.00261 
Do 

Darkness 410' Do 0.00312 

4) Diffused light 520' Do 0.00187 
Do 

Darkness 520' Do 0.00248 

Sodium glyeollate and iodine. 

1) Sunlight 255' 0.00635 0.00203 t 50 e.c. fa sodium glyeol-

Darkness 255' ., Do 0.00458 late and 5 cc. 1~ iodine 

2) Sunlight 420' Do 0.00128 
Do 

Darkness 420' Do 0.00287 

3) Diffused light 480' Do 0.00147 
Do 

Darkness 480' Do 0.00224 

4) Diffused light 550' Do 0.00125 
Do 

Darkness 550' Do 0.00192 
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GlyeoJlate acid and iodine. 

--
Quality of light Time of Amount of Unchang,d I Volume of Solution exposure iodme added iodine 

1) Sunlight 250' 0.00635 0.00415 ( 50 e.c. ~ glyeollie acid and 

Darkness 250' Do 0.00542 5 N . d' e.c. 100 10 me. 

2) Sunlight 420' Do 0.00224 I Do 
Darkness 420' Do 0.00352 

3) Diffused light 480' Do 0.00217 

{ Do 
Darkness 480' Do 0.00275 

4) Diffused light 560' Do 0.00185 

I1 
Do 

Darkness 560' Do 0.00232 

_ From the fOl'egoing tables it will be seen tbat the action of iocline 
is more rapicl with the salts than with the acids. Hence it may be 
infel'red that iodine acts on the negative organic radicals (i.e. fOl'mate 
ion, malate ion, etc.). Moreover the. "Recipl'ocity Law" holds good 

Coneentrati,on of nitrite solution - 2N (0.991 factor). 

Quality of light Time of Amount of Unehanged I Volume of solution exposure iodme added iodine I 

1) Sunlight v 30' 0.0635 0.00128 1

1
50 c.c. Sud;um mld",.,d 

Darkness 30' 0.0635 0.03469 I 5 e.c. ~ lodine. 

2) Sunlight 125' 0.1270 0.00642 ( 50 e.c. Sodium nitrite and 

Darkness 10 N . d' 125' 0.1270 0.06832 e.c. 10 10 me. 

3) Sunlight 280' .01905 0.01135 ( 50 e.c. Sodium nitrite and 
N . d' Darkness 280' 0.1905 0.09985 15 cc'
10 

10 me. 

4) Sunlicht 25' 0.03407 0.00054 ! 10 e.c. Sodium nitrite and 

Darkness 25' 0.03407 0.01854 25 e.c. 1~0 iodine. 

5) Diffused light 100' Do 0.00663 

Darkness 100' Do 0.01235 
Do 

6) Diffused light 180' 0.0635 0.01101 (50 e.c. Sodium nitrite and 

Darkness N. d' 180' 0.0635 0.02195 5 e.c. 10 10 me. 

7) Diffused light 244' 0.1270 0.02403 t 50 e.c. Sodium nitrite and 
N. d' Darkness 244' 0.1270 0.04785 10 e.c. 10 10 me. 
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in all the instanees studied i.e. for equal times of exposure, the 
change is much more l'apid in sunlight than in diffused light. 

It lIas been found out that a solution of a nitrite slowI}' acts upon 
a solution of iodine and that the change is greatly accelerated bv 
snnlight; the change never proeeeds to com pfetion, since it is reversibie 

Na NO~ + 12 + H20 ~ Na NOs + 2 Hl. 
MOl'eovel' the hydriodic acid fOl'med acts on the nitrite. 

PUl'e sodium nitrite was pl'epared by tbe double decomposition 
bet ween silyel' nitrite and sodium chloride (Rày & DHAR, Trans. 

·Chem. Soc. 1913, 103, 10) and dissolved and standardised. 
The standal'd sodillm nitrite' solution was mixed with iodine and 

exposed as usual in stoppered bottles. (See table p. 1117.) 
Hydrazine hydrochloride and iodine. 

Quali.y of light Time of Amount of Unchanged Volume of Solution exposure iodine added iodine 

j N 1) Sunlight 255' 0.1270 0.01066 10 e.c. "2 (factor 1.156) 

hydrazine hydrochloride 
Darkness 255' 0.1270 0.01683 

land 10 c.c. ~ iodine. 

2) Sunlight 290' Do 0.00858 

i· Do 
Darkness 290' Do 0.01475 

3) Diffused light 240' Do 0.01712 

! Do 
Darkness 240' Do 0.01875 

4) Diffused light 70' 0.0635 0.00964 110 c.c. salt solution and 

Darkness 70' Do 0.01028 5 N. d' c:c. 10 10 me. 

5) Diffused light 135' Do 0.00488 I Do 
Darkness 135' Do 0.00642 

Hydroxylamine hydrochloride and iodine. 

1) Sunlight 255' 0.1270 0.00758 10 c.c. hydroxylamine hy. 
drochloride N (1.128 fac. 

Darkness 255' 0.1270 0.01295 tor) and 10 c.c ro iodine. 

2) Sunlight 45' 0.0635 0.00671 110 c.c. salt solution and 
5 N. d' Darkness 45' Do 0.00923 c.è. 10 10 me. 

3) Diffused light 75' Do 0.00651 
Do 

Darkness 75' Do 0.00747 

4) Diffused light 39 0.03175 0.00051 t 10 c.c. salt solution and 

Darkness 39' 0.03175 0.00077 2.5 c c. ~ iodine. 
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Evidentl}" light. markedly accelerates the artion of iodine on nitrite 
solutions. 

It has aIso been observed that in presence of light the action of 
iodine on hydrazine hydrochloride and hydroxylamine hydrochloride, 
is decidedly more rapid than in darkness. (See table p. 1118.) 

The oxidation of hypophosphorous acid by Iodine has been jnyes
tigated by vario1l8 workel·s. Rupp and FINCK (Arch. Pharm. 1902, 
240, 663) pl'opose for the estimation of hypophosphorous acid a 
method whieh is based on the fact th at in acid soIution the hypo
phosphorolls acid is oxidized to phosphol'oUS acid. STE~jLE (Trans. 

Hypophosphorous acid and iodine. At 28°. 
--

Quality of light I Time of Amount of Unchanged Volume of solution I reaction iodine adáed iodine 

N 
1) Sunlight 150' 0.03175 0.02475 

50 e.c. 10 (factor 0.852) 

Darkness 150' Do 0.02934 
hypophosphorous acid 

and 2.5 c.c. ~ iodine. 

2) Sunlight 250' Do 0.01396 

t 
Do 

Darkness 250' Do 0.01612 

3) Diffused light 160' Do 0.02689 I Do 
Darkness 160' Do 0.02912 

4) Diffused light 260' Do 0.01425 , Do 
Darkness 260' Do 0.01587 

Sodium hypophosphite and iodine. At 28°. 

N 
solutio 

1) Sunlight 140' 0.03115 0.01028 50 e.c. 10' salt 

Darkness 140' Do 
(factor 0.984) and 2.5 c.c. 

0.01385 N. d' 10 10 me. 

2) Sunlight 240' Do 0.00268 j 75 c.c. fo (facto, 0.984) 

Darkness 240' Do 0.00360 and 2.5 e.c. ~ iodine. 

3) Diffused light 150' Do 
'I N 

0.01115 50 e.c. 10 (factor 0.984) 

Darkness 150' Do 0.01378 and 2.5 e.c. ~ iodine. 

4) Diffused light 
N 

245' Do 0.00308 r ~c. 10 (faclo, 0.984) 

Darkness 245' Do 0.00356 and 2.5 c.c. ~ iodine. 
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,1 Ohem. Soc. 91, (1907), 1641) has again attacked the same l'eaction 
and has found out th at the l'eaction is unimolecular with respect to 
hypophosphorous acid, but ii is catalytically accelerated by hydrogen 
jons. Nobody bas examined the action of light on th is l'eaction. 

It has now been fOllnd oui that the action of iodiJle on the acid 
as weIl as its salts is eatalytically accelel'ated by sunlight as will 
be evident from the following tables, thOllgh LFTHER and PWTNIKOFF 

(Zeit. Phys. Ohem. 61, 524 (1907» have shown that light is without ~ 

any jnfluence on the action of iodine on phosphorous acid. (See p. 1119). 
Evidently light markedly aecelerates the action of iodine on hypo

phosphorous acid as weIl as hypophosphites. Here light plays the 
same part as hydrogen ions do in these oxidations. 

DAWSON and his pupils (Trans. Ohem. Soc. (1909), 95, 1860; 
(1913) 103, 2135) have shown that iodine acts slowlyon an aqueous 
solution of acetone and that the action is C'atalytically accelerated 
by hydrogen ions. According to the above authors the reaction takes 
place accol'ding to the following scheme 

I OHa COOHs ~ OH2 : 0 (OH) OHa 
I II CH2 : 0 (OR) OH s + 12 ~ ORs IC< .ORa 
OH 

III OH2 • IC <I . CHs ~ OH)OOCHs + Hl . 
OH 

Now it has been found ont that light acts as a positive catalysor 
in the above reaction. In the absence of an acid, the interaction 
between iodine and aqueous acetone proceeds very slowly; so at 
the beginning an equal amount of acid was added to each of the bottlps 
in order to accelerate the reaction. 

Acetone and iodine. --
Quality of light Time of Amount of Unchanged Volume of solution exposure iodine added iodine , 

1) Sunlight 360' 0.00635 0.00145 ! 5 o.o. l~ iodine .n~ 5 o.o. 

Darkness 360' Do 0.00248 acetone and 5 c.c. 10 Hel 

2) Sunlight 420' Do 0.00121 

t 
Do 

Darkness 420' Do 0.00225 

3) Diffused light 365' Do 0.00197 l 
, , Do 

Darkness 365' Do 0.00242 
I 

I 4) Diffused Iig~t 425' Do 0.00162 

~ 
, 

Do 
Darkness 425' Do 0.00219 

I 
\ 
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Evidently it is cJear that just as hydrogen ions catalytically 
aecelerate the action of iodine on acetone, so light is also a positive 
catalysor in the above reaction. I 

PIUCE 'Zeit. Phys. Chem. 1898, 27, 474) has shown that persnl
phates slovl'ly libel'ate iodine from iodides in aqueous solution accord
ing to the following equation: 

KzSzOs + 2 KI = 2 K2S04 + 12 , 

Accol'ding' to tlle chemical equation it sho~ld be one of the third 
order, but investigation by the Ot'dinary methods of chemical dynamics 
showed it to be of Ihe second order; ,evidently the reaction takes 
place in stages. Moreover. PRIOE bas shown that the 'l'eaction is 
sellsitive to the catalytic influence of iron and copper salts, a marked 

M 
acceleration being produced even in the presence of 6400 solutions 

of either ferrous suJphatp Ol' copper sulphate. In each case the 
acceleration is äirectly proportional to the concentration of the 
catalyst and in the case of iron salts independent of wbether it is 
added as fm'rous Ol' ferric salt. 

The action of light on this chemical change has now been in
vestigated and it has been found out that light, as in other instances, 

Sodium persulphate and potassium iodide at 30° -
Time of Amount of 

quality of light iodine Volume of solution exposure Iiberated 

,. N 
1) Sunlight, 100' 0.01054 

5 C.C. 10 persulphate and 

N • Darkness 100' 0.00926 10 C.C. 5" KI and 50 c.c. 

distilled water 
2) Sunlight 140' 0.01475 

Do 
Darkness 140' 0.01355 

3) Sunlight 80' 0.00732 
Do 

Darkness 80' 0.00638 

4) Diffused light 70' 0.00668 
Do 

Darkness 70' 0.00579 
N 

5) Diffused light 120' 0.01388 /10 C.C }S persulphate and 

Darkness 120' 0.01299 } 10 c.c. 5" KI and 25 c.c. 

water 
6) Diffused light 60' 0.00694 

Do 
Darkness 60' 0.00635 
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acts as a positive catalyst i.e. more iodine is liberated in presence_ 
of light than in da\·lmess. (See table p. 1121.) 

From a series of reactions inveE.tigated in this ronnection it will 
be seen that bromine and iodine are r~dllced and pass into ionie 
state i.e. berome bromidion (Br') and iodidion (I') respecti vely 
more rapidly in light than in darkness. Moreover, It has been seen 
that in the action of sodium persulphate on potassium bromide or 
potasshïm iodide, light acts as a positive catalyst i.e. Ül presence of 
light bromirlions (Br') and iodidions (I') are oxidized to free bromine 
and iodine more rapidly. Thus thi'3 process is the re verse of the 
former and this action of light forms an in stance of \'eyersible 
catalysis. It is weIl known that platinum black absörbs free oxygen 
and yields it again immediately to oxidizable substances, but it can 
also, by virtue of the same afflnity, take oxygen fr om substances 
capable of readil~T losing it. When platinnm black is dropped into 
hydrogen peroxide, the platinnm immediately takes up oxygen, probably 
forming an unstable oxide, which deromposes at onee. Platinum 
black thllS acts as a positive ratalyst in pl'ocesses invol ving tIJe 
addition or removal of oxygen, according to ClrCllmstanres. 

SABATIER (Rec. Gén. Chim. pure et appl. 1914 17, 185) in his 
lecture on catalysis stat es that finely dlVided copper or niekel placed 
in all atmospbere of hydJ'ogen, fix the gas temporarily and pass it 
on to other substances conversely in the presence of sllbstances 
rapable of giving up hydrogen, these metals take up hydrogen, 
whIeh is immediately set free. 

Thus SABATIÉR holds the view that the llnstable intermediate com
pounds (ol'med by catalysts can dete1'mine the reaetion in eithe1' 
dil'ertion and the author attempt"l to explain reversible catalysis 
by the hypothesis of "unstable intermediate compound" formatIon. 

As has al ready been observed, in the catalytic action of light on 
the oxidatioll of bromidion (Br') and iodidion (I') by pel'sulphates 
and the reduetion of free bromine and iodine by various l'educing 
agents (e. g. oxalic acid, oxalat<1s, hydroxylamine hydrorhlol'ide etc.) 
we have an instance of reversible catalysis; but SA13ATIER'S explana
tion eannot be extended to these actions, since light is not a material 
substancE' as used in the ordinal'y sense. 

The study of the influence of light was extended to various other 
reaetions. 

The mechanism of the red llction of mel'ru1'~c chloride by fOl'mic 
arld and formates has been investigated by PORTES and RUYSSJl,N 

I t' 

(Comp!. rend. 1876), 82, 1504) SCHA (Gazetta (1890), 20, 393), 
LIEBEN (Monatsh. (1893), 14, 750) etc. Recently FINDLAY and DAVIES 

I 
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Trans. Ohem. doe. (1913),103,1554) há"e attacked the same problem 
and have observed. that the redllction of mercuric chloride by sodium 
formate is a reaction of the second order and as the complete re
iLction appears to be represented by tlle equation 

2 HgOl 2 + NaOHO~ = 2 HgOI + NaOI + HOI + 002 

and it follows that the reaction must take place in stages. 
It has now been fOUlld out that light accelerates the reduction 

of mercul'ic chloride by fOt'mie acid I i.e. more mercurous chloride 
is formed in light than in darkness. 

Formic acid and mercunc chloride at 30°. 

Quality of light Time of HgCl formed Volume of Solution reaction In grams 

1) Sunlight 150' 0.02361 ( N 20 e.c. 10 HgCI2 and 20c.c. 

Darkness 150' 0.01886 3,87 Normal formic acid. 

2) Sunlight 123' 0.02006 

~ Do 
Darkness 123' 0.01486 

3) Sunlight 195' 0.06095 ~ 20 c c. ~ HgCI~ and 40 e.c. 

Darkness 195' o 04825 3.87 Normal formic acid. 

4) Diffused light 125' 0.01732 ~ 20 e.c. ~ HgCl2 and 20 e.c. 

Darkness 125' 0.01512 3.87 Normal formic acid. 

5) Diffused light 155' 0.02013 

~ Do 
Darkness 155' 0.01895 

The estimation of mercUl'OUS chloride was caI'ried out according 
to the method of KASTLE and BEA'l'Y (Amer. Ohem. Jour. 24, (1900), 
182). The prE'cipitate of Oalomel was decomposed by boiling sodium 
hydroxide solution 

2 HgOl -+ 2 NaOR ~ Rg20 + 2 NaOI + H20 
and the mixture is filtered through an asbestos filter and the filtrate was 
exactly neutralised wUh RNOa iLnd the chloridion (Ol') was estimated 
with dcci-normal or centi-normal silver nitrate using potassium ch1'o
mate as an indicator. The accuracy of this method was first determined 
by gravimetrie analysis and in all cases concordant resnlts were obtained. 

Mel'curic chloride is slowly reduced b~- slliphurous acid and at 
about 30°, the reduction is quite measurablè. The reaction takes 
place according to the following equation: I 

2 HgOlz + HzSOn + H20 ~ 2 HOl + H2S04 + 2 HgOl. 
It has been fonnd out that the reduction is mal'kedly accelerated 

by light as is evidenced. fl'om the following table: 
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Sulphurous acid, and mercurie chloride at 30°. 

Mercurous I Time of Quality of light chloride form- Volume of solution I reaction ed in grams 

1) Sunlight 270' 0.11328 
N 

~ ~ e.c. 10 HgCI2 and 20 e.c. 

Darkness 270' 0.10148 10 (1.25 factor) H2S03 

0.02832 
N 

2) Sunlight 120' ~ ~ e.c. 10 HgCI2 and 20 e.c. 

Darkness 120' o 02242 10 H2S03 

3) Sunlight 240' 0.05592 

~ Do 
Darkness 240' 0.04394 

4) Diffused light 250' 0.04876 

~ Do 
Darkness 250' o 04421 

5) Diffused light 280' 0.11185 
N 

~ ~ e.c. 10 HgCI2 and 20 e.c. 

Darkness 280' 0.10232 10 (factor 1.25) H2S03 

A solution of sodium hypophospbite slowly reduces 11 solution of 
mercurie chloride. The l'eactioll takes plllce according to the following 
equatioll : 

NaHzP02 + 4 HgOlz + 2 HzO = 4 Hgel + NaCI + HOI + H3P0 4 • 

The reactlOn is markedly accelel'ated by light as wil1 be evident 
from the following observations, which were cal'rÎed out at 30°. 

Quality of light 

1) Sunlight _ 

Darkness 

2) Sunlight 

Darkness 

3) Sunlight 

Darkness 

4) Diffused light 

Darkness 

5) Diffused light 

Darkness 

SodlUm hypophosphite and mercuric chloride. 

Time of Amountof HgCl 
reaction formed in grams 

48' 

48' 

Volume of Solution 

( 

25 e.c. hypophosphite solution ~ 
N ' 

(factor 0.981) and 10 e.c. 10 Hgcll) 

125' 

125' 

160' 

160' 

0.03304 

0.02596 

0.09834 

0.07638 

0.12862 

0.09654 

0.02854 

0.02558 

0.12895 

0.10321 

)1 
Do 

50' 

50' 

180' 

180' 

I 25 e.c. same hypophosphite solu· 

\ tion and 20 e.c. ~ mercuric,chloride. 

! 25 e.C. 5atne hypophosphite solu· 

\ tion and 10 e.c. ~ mercuric chloride 

I 25 e.C. same hypophosphite sol u 

~ tion and 20 e.c. ~ HgCI2 
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Tbe light sensiliveness of tbe mixtnre of HgOl 2 and (NH4)202Û4 
was first discovererl by PMNCHE (Jour. de Phaem. 1815 p. 49). 

BECQL'EREIJ and FRElIlY ("La 1 umière, ses causes et ses effet&", '1868, 
2 Bde, 2, p. 69) used a mixtuee containing 6.5 grams of HgOl 2 and 
12.5 gl'ams of oxalic acid dissolved in 100 cc. of water for the 
construction of their chemical photometer. 

In an int81'esting work "Etude SUl' Ia force chimique contmue dans 
la lumlère du &oleil", 1875, lVIARClIAND observed that tbe rate of 
decompositlOn of oxalic acid and merCUl'lC chloride in pre'3ence of 
light, is not regular. 

EDER (loc. cit.) in 1879 made a thorough study of this photometer 
and introcluced some corredions, by wlnch tlllS pholometer can be 
used in measuring acrurately the chemical inlensity of lIght. A light
sensitive mixture of ammonium oxalate and mel'curic chloride is 
known as EDER'S solution. , 

The action of light on a mixture of mercuric chloride and anl' 
other reducing organic acid seem3 not to have been studied. 

It has now been observed that many other organic acids can 
re duce mercl1ric chloride in presence of slmlight ; th us it has been 
ob'3erved that tartaric acid, citric acid, lactic acid, malic aCId, glycollic 
acid, malonic acid, mandelic arid, mucic acid, mono-rhlor-acetic acid 
etc. as wel! as tbeil' soluble salts slowly reduce mercuric chloride 
in presence of sunlight. 

In presence of dlffllsed lIght there is no appreciable l'eduction; so 
a certain volume of the reacting solution was exposed to bright 
slllJlight for a few homs earh day and Ihis procedure wa.s continued 
for several dal's and the mnount of lllercurous chlol'lde formed was 
estimated by the method all'eady described. 

Volume of solution used 

1) 25 e.c. ~ Potassium oxalate 

and 10 e.c. ~ mercurie chloride 

N . 
25 e.c. "5 Potassium oxalate and 

20 e.c. fa mercurie chloride 

25 e.c. ~ Potassium oxalate and 

10 e.c. ~ mercuric chloride 

Time of Mercurous chloride 
exposure formed in grams 

165' 0.12508 

2'2.0' 0.11854 

80' 0.06225 
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Volume of solution 

2) 25 e.c. ~Sodlum tartarateand20c.c. 
N 
10 HgC12 

20 e.c. fo tartaric acid and 20 e.c. 
N 
10 HgCI2 

3) 20 c c. ~ sodium citrate and 10 e c. 
N 
10 HgC12 

20 e.c. ~ dtric acid and 20 e.c. 
N 
10 HgC12 

4) 10 e.c. N sodium lactate and 10 e.c. 
N 
10 HgClz 

10 e.c. N lactic acid and 10 c c. 
N 
10 HgClz 

5) 10 e.c. Nsodium malate and lOc.c. 
N 
10 HgClz 

10 e.c. N malonic acid and 10 e.c. 
N 
10 HgClz 

6) 25 e.c. N malonic acid and 10 e.c. 
N 
10 HgC12 

25 e.c. N sodium malonate and 
N 

10 e.c. 10 Hgcl2 

7) 25 e.c. N glycollic;acid and 10 c.c 
N 1 
10 Hgc 2 

25 e.c. N sodium glycollate and 
N 

10 e.c. 10 HgCl2 

8) 50 C C N Mandelic acid and 10 e.c. .. 5 .. ~I \I \ 

N 
10 HgCl2 

50 N Mudc acid and 10 c.c 9) e.c. 5" 
N 10 HgCl2 

10) 50 e.c. N mono·chlor·acetic acid and 
N 

10 e.c. 10 HgCl2 

50 e.c. 3 N mono·chlor·acetic acid 
N 

and 10 e.c. 10 HgCl2 

Time of 
exposures 

t 90 hours 

! 88 hours 

t 20 hours 

t 88 hours 

t 40 hours 

! 45 hours 

t 40 hours 

t 45_hours 

t 50 hours 

t 60 hours 

t 50 hours 

t 45 hours 

I 88 hours 

t 90 hours 

! 68 hours 

I 70 hours 

Amount of HgCI 
formed In grams 

0.06562 

0.01065 

0.04248 

0.00944 

0.09865 

o 02974 

0.02874 

0.00515 

0.00952 

0.04532 

0.00854 

0.04234 

0.01254 

0.01354 

0.02238 

0.04578 
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Evidently the velocity of reduction of mercurie chloride by pot
assium oxalate is very rapid in comparison with other acids and it 
will also be seen that the amount of mercurous chloride fOl'med is 
pl'oportional to the time óf exposure. (See table p. 1126). 

Moreover it has been found out th at canesugar solution, hydroxyl
aminehydl'ochluride, hydrazme hydrochloride and fert'ous sulphate 
can slowly reduce mercurie chloride in presence of sunlight; in 
diffnsed daylight there is no appreciabie rerluction . 

. 
Volume of solution 

\ 

11) Cane sugar solution fo 50 e.c. and 
N 

10 e.c. tÖ HgCI2 

50 cc. Molar cane sugar and 10 c c. 
N 
10 HgCI2 

12) 50 e.c. hydroxylamine hydrochlo
ride 2N (factor 1 128) and 10 e.c. 
N io HgCI2 

50 e.c. hydroxylamine hydrochlo

ride : (factor 1.128) and 10 c c.~ 
HgCl2 

13) 50 e.c. 2N (factor 1.156) hydrazine 

hydrochloride and 10 e.c. ~HgCI2' 

50 e.c. ~ (factor 1.156) hydrazine 

hydrochloride and 10 e.c. ~HgCI2' 
, 

N 
14) 50 e.c. '5 Ferrous sulphate and 

N 
10 e.c. 10 HgCI2• 

Do 

50 hours 

50 hours 

55 hours 

80 hours 

95 hours 

90 hours 

85 hours 

25 hours 

45 hours 

Amount of HgCI 
formed in grams 

0.00752 

0.02684 

0.02175 

0.00435 

o 02375 

0.00463 • 

0.02512 

0.04987 

When a solution of mercuric chloride is boiled even for hours 
together with tartaJ'ic. acid, ciLric acid, Ol' any of these reducing 
agents, there is 110 appreciable reduction but ill (Jresence of sunlight, 
only the reduction takes place even at the ordinary temperatl1l'e. 

Since the velocity ot' these rednction pl'OCeSSeR ib ver,}' slow, these 
cha1}ges cannot be used in measuring the chemical illtensity of Slm
light and hence these mixtures canllot selTe a8 photometel's. 

73 
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam, Vo1. XVIII.· 
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_ Moreovel', it will be shown that these reductions are' markedly 
accelel'ated· by oxidizing agents (e.g. Kl\1n0 4 , :Na2S20 s' H20 2 etc.) so 
here light serves the same plll'pose as these oxidizing agents. 

It has been found out that in presenre _of sunlight a solution of 
sodium hipOSlliphIte can red uce capdc chloride to metallic copper 
but in darkness the cupl'ic saIt is rednced to the ~cuprous state onl)'. 

KAHLB.\.Ul\i'S pure sodll1m hyposulphire was dissûlved in oxygell 
NI 

free water and a - solutlOn was pl'epared. The observations were 
10 

caI'l'ied out at 30°. 
l) 5 c.c. cupric chloride conîaining 0.2194 gram of OuOl 2 and 

M ~ 

35 C.c. - sodium byposulphite were exposed for 90' minutes ro bright 
10 

suniJght; aftel' a few mmutes' exposure metallic copper began to 
separate out. The rednced ropper was estimated as 0u'0, which 
weighed 00277 gram ie. 28% of the cnpl'ic BRit is reduced to 
met~llic copper by 90 mmlltes' exposure to snnlight, whiisr in the 
dark no metallic coppel' was fOl'med in the same interval. 

M 
2) 5 c.C of ihe same cnpric chloride and 20 c.c. ~ sodinm hypo-

- ;),. 

'sulphite wel'e exposed for 25' minutes to bright sunlight. The amonnt 
of OuO obtamed from the redllced copper weighed 0.0123 ,gram i.e. 
90

/ 0 of the cnpric chloride is reduced to the Il1etallic- state. 
BENNET (Jour. Phys. Obem. 16: (1912), 782 has shown thar in 

presence of light a dllute ether soluhon of h~Tdrazme hydrate can 
reduce ammoniacal copper sulphate solution. Evidently It is clear 
that the effect, of light IS ~uperposed on the ~ffect due to the l'eduring 
agents' and thereby makmg possible reductions, which would Hot take 
place In the dark. . -

It has al50 been obsel'ved that the velocity of reduction of gold 
chloride (H Au 014) by oxalic acid, tartal'ic acid, éitl'Ïc acid, lactie 
acid, malie ~cid, forrmc acid etc. is gt'~atly accelerated bJ~light.· 

The reductlOIl by oxalic aCId takes place aecording 10 th~ foHowing 
equation: 

\ OOOR 
2 H Au 01 4 + 3 . UOOH = 8 H Ol + 6002 + 2 Au . 

l\1oreover V ANINO and SEElIfAN (Bel'. 32, (1899) 1968) have shown 
that hydrogen peroxide in alkalIne solution immediately precipitates 
gold 6'om gold chloride as finely divided mctal: 

2 H Au ,014 + 3 H20 2 + 8 KOR = 8 K Cl + 8 H20 + 3 O2 + 2 Au. 
Now it has been found that a mixture of gold chloride and hydrogen 

f , 
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peroxide. gl'adually separates -metallic gold and that in light the 
change is markedly accelerated. 

The gold chloride solution used in these observations contains 1,8 
gl'ams of metallic gold per Iitre of solution. 

As uSllal always blank experiments were mn:de in dal'kness. The 
following table is fOl'med from the mean of several observations 
cal'ried out unde!' exactly similal' conditions. The temperatllre of 
experiments _was 28° C. 

N 
1) 5 c.c. 10 oxalic acid and 5 c.c. gold C'hloride (containing 1.8 

grams of gold per litre); reduC'tion begins i.e. metallic gold appeal's afte!' 

Sunlight Diffllsed light Darkness 
"27" (seconds) 45" 65" 

(Deep-red I cololll'ed (Deep-red C'olomed (Yello\'IT colol1l') 
particles) particles) 

N 
2) 10 e.c. tartal'ic acid and 10 c.c. gold chloride; gold appeal's 

10 
aftel' 

Sunlight 
8'-56" 

Diffused light 
24' 

Darkness 
40' 

N 
3) 10 e.c. - citl'Ïc acid :tnd 10 r.e. gold ch}ol'ide; gold appears 

10 
aftel' 

Sunlight 
6'-25" 

NI' 5) 10 c.c. - ma ome 
10 

aftel' 
Sunlight 
5'-10" 

Diffllsed light 
20' 

Darkness 
45 

aCid :1110 10 C.c. gold chlOl'ide; gold appeal's 

Dlffnsed light 
10' 

Darknes& 
17' 

N 
6) 10 c.c. - fOl'lllic acid and 10 e.c. gold chloride; gold appears 

10 
aftel' 

Sunlight 
15' 

N 
7) 10 c.c. - lactiC' 

10 \ 
aftel' 

Sllnlight 
30' 

Diffnsed light 
40' 

Darkness 
95' 

acid and 10 ('.c. gold chloride; gold appem's 

Diffllsed light 
85' 

Darkness 
180' 

73* 
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N 
8) 5 c.c. gold chloride and 2 e.c. hydrogen peroxide; gold 

5 
appears after 

Sunlight 
10' 

Diffused ligh t ~ 

14' 
Darkness 

18' 
From the foregoing table it is deal' that the reduction of gold 

chlorIde is mal'k~dly catalytically accelerated by light. Moreover it _ 
has been shown that oXldlzing agents also act as positive catalysts 

in these reaetions. Therefore light and oxidizing agents play the same 
part of accelerators in these reductions. ' 

A solntion of platmie chloride (H2PtOl o) is not reduced by oxalic 
acid or tartaric acid even in presence of sunlight but it is slowly 
reduced by fOl'mie acid and formates 

H2PtOIo + 2 H . COOR = 2 CO 2 +' 6 HOI + Pt. 

This change is also found to be accelerated by sunlight. 
Metallic platinum begins to- separate aftel' 

Sunlight 40 IT' u N 
D 1 55 

10 c c ...... 7\ sodll1m formate and D e.c. - H2PtCIo al'mess ' 10 

Sunhght 75' t "" 3 87 N f' . -'d d 25 N PO' 
D 1 360

' D c.e.. ormlC aCl an . e.c. - H2 t 10 
ar mess 10 
It is wel! known that a solution of selenious acid ean be easiJy 

reduced to selenium. 
It bas been obsel'ved that reducing agents like oxalic acid, tartm'ie 

acid etc. even in large excess cannot reduce a solutlOn of sodium 
belenite in the dal'k" but in the presenee of snnlight the reduction 
takes plaee and selenium separates out. 

MERCKS' pure sodium selel1ite was dissolved in water and it was 
standardized by weighing the selenium &eparated in a GOOCH crueible 
when the solution is boiled with an exceSb of sulphurous acid. 

M 
An exact - solution' was pl'epared and the observations were 

5 
made at 310 O. 

1) 25 e.c. fo oxalic acid and 10 e.C. ~ sodinm selenite, selenium 

sepal'ates aftel' 40' minutes' exposure to sunlight. 
N M 

2) 10 e.c. - tal'taric acid and 5 c.c. - sodium selenite, selenium 
5 5 

separates aftel' 330' minutes' exposure to sunlight. 
N M 

3) 10 c.c. "5 citrie acid and 5 c.c'"5 sodium selenite, selenium 

sepal'ates aftel' 300' minntes' exposure to sunlight. 
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N .I.W 
4) 10 e.c. 5" malonic acid and 5 e.c. 5 sodium selenite, selenium 

sepal'ates aftel' 140' minutes' exposure to slmlight. 
N M 

5) 10 c.c, - malie acid and 5 e.c. - sodium selenite, selenium 
5 . 5 

sepal'ates aftel' 660' minutes' exposure to sunligh t. 
Here also it bas been shown that oxidizing agents (e.g. K Mn 0 4 , 

Na 82 Os, H2 O2 etc.) markedly ace el era te these l'eactions. Hence light 
and oxidizing agents play the same role of posrtive catalyst in these 
l'educhol1s of sodiurn selenite. 

Moreover, it has been observed that tbe oxidizing action of pot
assium permanganate on oxalic acid, tartaric acid, citric acid, malonic 
acid, malie acid, laclic acid, etc. is markedly accelerated by light. 

A. Potassium pel'manganate and o.mlic acid. 
_H 30°. 

N N' 
1) 20 e.c. 10 oxalic acid and 5 e.c. 10 KMn0 4 • Mixture becomes 

colourless I.e. J{.MnO 4 completeI." disappears aftel' 
8lmlight Diffused light Dal'kness 
2'-30" 3'-50" 8'--40" 
N N 

2) 20 e.c. 10 oxalic acid anel 10 e.c. 10 KMn0 4 

3'-20" 5'-30" 12-25". 

Tal'ta1'ic acid. B. Perman,qanate and 
N 

1) 10 e.c. "5 tartaric acid and D e.c. 
N 
- KMnO 4 becomes ro]our-
10 

less aftel' 
8unlight Diffused light 
4'-30" 5'-50" 

. N 
the clear mIxture 5 c.c. - KMn0 4 10 

Dal'kness 
8' 

was added in earh Then to 

bottle; becomes colourless aftel' 

2) 

aftel' 

Sunlight Dlffused light 
2'-30" 3'-50" 

Darkness 
5'-45. 

N N 
5 e.c. -5 tartar'ic acid and 5 e,c. KMn0 4 coloUl' disappears 

10 

3'-40' 4'-50" 7'-10'. 
C. Pe1'manganate and Cit1,ic (.lcid. 

N N 
1) 10 e.c. "5 citric acid and 5 e.c. 10 KlVln 0 4 ; eoloul' dISappeal's 

aftel' 

\ 
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Diffused light 
5'--45" 

Darkness 
13'. 

\ 

Sunlight 
3'-40" 

N 
Then 5 e.c. - LMn04 10 

added in each of tile bottIes ; colour dis-

appears aftel' 
2' 5'-20" 11'-30" 

N . . N 
2) 5 c.c. -5 Cltne acid and 5 c.c. - KMn0 4 ; colour disappears 

10 
aftel' 

2'-35" 4'-55" 12'-45". 
D. Pe1'11!an,qanate anel Malie aeiel. 

1) 10 c.c. N Malie acid and 10 é.c. N KMnO 4' COlOlll' di&appears 
5 10 

aftel' 
Slmlight Diffused light Darlmess 
6'-10" 10'-15" 28' 

2) 10 c.C. ~ malie acid and 3 e.c. ~_ KMn0 4 ; eolouqlisappearsafter 

Sunlight 
3'-5" 

Diffl1sed light 
5'-10" 

I 

Darkness 
9'-20". 

E. Pel'mangCtnate anel laetie ae iel. 

N N 
1) 10 e.c. -lactic acid and 7.5 r.c. - KMn0 4 ; coloUl' dibappeal's 

2 10 
aftel' 

8'-40' 25'-13" 54' 
. N N . 

2) 10 C.c. - lactie acid and 13 ce.c. - KMnO 4; coloul' dlsappears 
2 10 

aftel' 
10'-101

' 30'-15" 61'. 
F. Pel'man,qanate anel Jl1alonic aGiel. 

N N 
1) 20 c.c. -lVIalonic acid and 5 e.c. - K lVIn 0

4
; colOlll' disappears 

5 10 
aftel' 

Sunlight 
20' 

Diffnsed ligh t 
30'-40" 

Dm'knest! 
40'-10". 

N N 
2) 25 e.c. "5 Malonie acid and 2.5 e.c. 10 KMn0 4 ; coloUl' dis-

a ppears aftel' 
15'-20" 25'- 20" 38'-20". 

It is weil known that manganese ions (lVlnOO
) act as a positive 

catalys!' in the oxidation of oxalic acid by permanganate. 
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Now, in the 'prebent investigation it has be,en proved that manganese 
ions (MnOO) also act as a positive catalyst in the oXldation of tartaric 
acid, lactic acid, malonic acid etc. 

Thus light and manganese ions (MnOO) play tlle same role in these 
oxidaiions with KMnÜ4 • 

Since numerous chemical actions have been shown to be markedly 
accelerated by light, hence light rnay be I'egarded as (l po"litive 
catalyst of great generality. 

Pl'esiclency College Calcutta. lmpe7'ial Co~lege of Science, Lonclon. 

Physiology. " On the structw'e and cove7'il1g of the tl'unk-
clermatomes of thp cat". By Dr. S. DE BOEIt. (Commumcated 
by Prof. G, VAN RIJNBHRK), 

(CommuOlcated"in the meeting of December 18, 1915) . 
. 

The investigations of EOKHAHD' haye al ready pl'oved that two 
adJoming dermatomeb partly cover each other. Tbe meaSlll'e, iJl 
WlllCh this covermg takes place, conld up to the present moment 
only be ascertained by ca!rulatlOn It was not yet pObslble to do so 
experimentally, becatlse with OTle and the same al1lmal two adjoming 
del'matomes had nevel' yet been determined by physiologlcal methods 
of' invesligatlon, The method of iso!ation, lllthel'to most followf'd, 
by whlch towar(b the bead and the tall of one hind root two 
we re cut, excluiled, as a matter of cóu;L'se, the posslbihty of deter
mming two adjoining del'matomes. In 1911 howevel' DUSSER DIn B \RENNI!. 

invented a new method for the deteL'luination of dermatomes. Tlus 
method is fOl1ndeu on the fact (hat wlth local poisol1lng of tbe spmal 
cOld on the spot wh ere one !lllld-root entel's, the del'matome belongmg 
to it, shows a syndrome consistmg of three sorts of phenomena, to 
which belongs a, o. also hypel'l'etIexlOn. DUSSER DE BARFNNE moislened 
the spot where it entel's with a piece of cotton wool dl'enchecl 111 a 
colonred Rolution of strychnine (L %

) that had pl'evlOnsly been 
sqneezed out. He cOllld then easily limit (he hypel'l'eflectol'J tield 
of Rkin. Accol'ding to this method BAHI~NKlt. detel'milled a.o. the 
dermatomes of the hind leg with the dog, anel found in tlus wa)' 
fields of skin, cOl'l'esponding with tl}e dermatornes il\ tlle same kind 
of animal, e1etermined by WINKI,I~R anc! VAN RWm:ERK according to 
the isolation methoc!. KU~SSENS e1etel'lnined the clel'matomes wltll cais 
chiefly according to lbe strychnine-isolation-method. He applied the 
strychnine-method of DUSSEH DE BAÏU,NNE combined with the isolation
method. On both sicles of the mOlstened root he cut Ol1e Ol' two 
roots .. In this way he determined in a cat the root-field of thoracalis 
~ J 1 ,-J"" • J J. I 1 \J.J' ~ 
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This figul'e makes us_ already sUl'mise tbat part of each dermatome 
can be covel'ed br more than one. Fo!' this reason I have dete!'mined 
1'0WS of -adjoining' dermatomes with different cats. I found then, that 
three dermatomes from the thoraco-Iumbal l'egion have a l'ather 
large strip of skin in common; this strip '> which is ra ther narrow 
at the dorsal mediau Hne, ventrally increases in width. 

In this w~.Y I determined of the cat, repre~ented from the dOl'sal 
side in Fig. 2 and from the ventral side' in Fig.?, the de~'matomes 
of th'oracalis 12 and 13 and lumbalis 1, 2, 3 and .,1: I obtained 
the.se six dermatomes, by always cutting the hind-root of the 
indicated dermatome and then determining the adjoining dermatome 
according to the stl'ychnine-method. So I obtained a se'rÏes of lines 
on 'the skin' as bOllndal'ies of the del'matomes in such, a way that 
every time' both the antel'ior and the postel'ior boundary of each 
del'matome moved a little farther. At the ventral side (Fig. 3) I 
have made white a part that is cover~d by J dermatomes. ,In order 
to elncidate these figures .I haye made au onÜr~ly ·fin~~h.ed prepara
tion of that pal't of the skin on which these del'matomes oCCU!', and 
made a, sketch of the extended figul'e of the skin. This sketch is 

,repl'esented in Fig 4. I have indicated the anteriOl: and.the posteriol' 
boundary of each dermato~e on the di)J'sal si~e by thè 'figures that 
indieate the roots. If now we examioe the eovering' of. the field, of 
lumbalis 1, we finu the part that is "indicated by tl'ansversal dashès 
covel'ed by lumbalis 2 ,and 'thoracalis 12 an~ 13. The'piéce indicated 
by longitudinal dashes is only covered by thoracalis 1~., The othei' 
part of the dermatoI!-le of lumbalis 1 is partI)' covered' by one, 
partly by two del'matomes. ,-

We see likewise in this represenlation, that the dei'matom'~s of 
lumbaiis 3 ~nd 4 deviate especially in the ventral part considel'ably 
in a pQst€ll'ior dir'ection. fIer:e wè receive :indeed' : the '!mpl:~ssiQn as 
if 'tlll'ough the developrnent of the hindlegs these dermatomes have 
been dl:awn . backward .. (SHERIUNGToN). 1'he anterio~' 't>Ollndary of 
111l~bal.isr' 3 c'ûts', eonseqtielitly"the posteI'~Ol' boundaries' of l' mid 2 .. 
It is to be attl'ibuted to' Wis fact, tliat these two: del'matorriës cover 
in ,fIle vent1'al' part those lying~ in front óf them less completeI)': 

Moreovel' I fOllnd, that in the middle of the trunk the covering 
of the venti'al side is strongest. We see' ü; titis' figtll'e thát th'oracalis 
12'·and,lunibalis 2 ,have 'one' strip in' eommon beg'inning' at 'rhe 
laterai si de 'and" widening"' 'vEmtl'alwal'd. It' ap'pears 'éonsequeiltIy 
that' dermatomes' not :covel'ing ·èach 'other dorsally' earl do so io th'e 
ventral', :side. MeasUl:em'ents' of the" rrÏ.ütllal eovering" ·.or' these 6' root-
fields' taught me that· at thé dOl:sa( m'edianline:, ., 
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, 
the field of thoracalis 13 covers th at of 12 for about ~/3 
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At tlle ventral medianline the eoyering 1'01' the fir'st 3 fields was 
certainly mnch greater, not however fol' the 2 last fields. These two 
fields run in a strongly backward direction, as I commullicated 
already previoJ,.lsly. At tbe yentral side these two fields are neither 
entil'ely complete. The strychnine fields namely of ten show them
selves imperfectly at the ventral side. Jt seems to me that the so 

1\ 
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much stronger outgrow of the dermatomes at the venh'al side of 
the body has a special signification, and cannot be explained onIy 
by the differences in length of the dOl'sal and the ventral medianline 

I 

of the body. 
I think I must find the signification of tbis fa~t in the physiolo

gical relations existing in the ventral ,side of the body In opposition 
to the dOl'sal one. It is certamly clear, that each animal receives 
more stimula from the outside world at the ventral side than at 
the dorsalone. The most primitive functions of life as roition and 
buckling of animals occasion irritation at the ventral side. 

"Umklammerungsreflex" can during a certain period be easlly 
bl'ought about with the male frog by a blunt irritation of the 
sternal part of the skin. Resplration gives rise to oscillation 
of the thorax to the front; the intestines of the abdomen stretch 
the skin here and in this way reflectorICally give rise to atension 
of the abdommal muscles. The two extremities of the tractus in
testinalit, are at the ventral side. Consequently it IS clenr that exactly 
at the ventl'al side of tlle body the usual, normal physiological 
functions take place. 

But there is stIp more. The animal that attacks its prey or enemy 
jumps upon them with the ventral side, the mother animal encloses 
her young ones with the ven/ral side of the body. All vital func
tlOns are performed at the ventral side of the body, the dOl'sal sIde 
is of no account. 

Stimulants consequently always react onlyon tbis side of the body. 
For this reason the nervous and orgamc (l'eceptol'icaD tissue develops 
Itself here more ener~eticalJy, and we find here a greater extension 
of the dermatomes than at the dOl'sal side. The stronger anatomical 
development is here consequently a result of the increased physio
logical function. 

In order to be able to apply the method indicated b,r. me for 
the determination with one experimental animal ot sevel'al adjoining 
dermatomes, we must be qnite certain that the strychnine method 
is in every respect reliable. It might indeed be that the number of 
dermatomes obtained is too great, because the poison has, not 
remained local, aud an adjoining dermatome has for this re as on become 
entirely or partially involved In the hyperreflexion. The fact that the 
strychnine-dermatomes formd by DUSSER DE BARENNE for the hindleg 
of the dog corresponded with those of WINKIJER and VAN RIJN.BERK, 

found accol'ding to the isolation-method,' speaks strongly for the 
filet (hat the influence of tlle strychnine remains local. 
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This' is thérefore of gréat interest l;>ecause in this way the factor of 
vaJ'iability is excluded, which' certainly plays u. part, when we -use 
the separate del'matomes' .of different animals for it. We can also 

1 
apply this method to ascertain w hether there is any connection 
between the. pigmentation of the skin and the. dermatome-covel'ing, 
and . what cOllnj3ction there exists 'between these. The selection of 
snch animals as are fit for this purpose, must, in my ovinion, lead 
to areliabie s6lution. T4e connertion that might exist betwe~n the 
lines of LANGELo\AN and tlle arrangement of the dermatomes can 
now be studied mOl'e directly. 1\1y experiments prove with certainty 
what was al ready demollstrated by KLESSENS fol' one case viz. that 
not only two adjoining dermatomes cover each othel', but that there 
exists also covering between two that ,are sepa1'ated, from each other 
by a third o~e. I found even also a~ Jhe venh'al side co~eril1g of 
four derrnatomes. Now the question rises whelher these covering
~pots of more ~han two dermatomes rorrespond with thqse' parts, of 
the skin, wher~ under normal eonditions hyper~lgesy. ex~sts . 
. . This problem can now likewise be mo~'e dirertly studied .. 
. Fig, 5 gives a representation 'of the mutl!-al covering of the 1'oot-
~elds in the thoracal region. , 

The spinal-cord in the thora~al region of this cat was first 
laid bare to a large extent. First I moistened the spinal-cord behind the 
13th thoracal root with a solntion of slllf. strychnine,(1 %

)' The 
liyper~'eflectory field ,that I discove~ed, is fou:gd bet ween the lines 1 
and 4. Then I cut the 13th thot'acal-root through and determined 
the field of thoracalis 12 in ·the·samë way. I now cnt every time 
the root of the determined fiE'ld' ~nd, look~d for the field, that follows 
immediately in a fl'ontal direction accol'ding to the strychn~ne lllethod. 
In th is war I found the field of _ 

• l 

thoracalis 13 betweell lines 1 and 4 , 

" 
12 

" " 2. " 
6 

'11 
. 

:3 8 
" " " " 
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10' ''1 .. 1 J "} 
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" 
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" " 
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" " 
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Two fields viz. those of thoracalis ,1.1 and I 10 ~re re'presented h81'e 
with the covering of the adjoining !ields: Let us now malte 'a close 
inspection of thé field of thol'acalis 11. lts posterior boundary is 
constituted by line. 3, the anterior boundary by line 8, Line 4 is 
the anterior bou'ndal'Y of thoraéalis 13 and line 6 th at of thoracalis 12. ,. . 
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The lines 5 and 7 constitute 
in the same way the posterior 
boundaries of thoracalis 10 and 
9. Th~ scheme of fig. 6 is to 
l'epresent this dermatome with 
the coverings. The anterior 
boundaries of thoracalis 13 and 
12 and the posterior boundaries 
of 10 and 9 are indicated by 
the ordinal figure of these 
dermatomes. 

Now we find; that the der
matome-part c, e, cl, is covered 
by 13 and 12, likewise b, g.j 
by 10 and 12 a, It, k by 9 and 

10. Tbese 3 strips are consequently innerved along three hind-roots. 
Between those are two strips of innervation by 2 hind-root!). 

We found wIth tbe dermatome of thoraealis 12 equal relations. 
A dermatome of the th'oracal region contains consequently 3 strips 

that are innerved along th ree hind·roots. Two of these are found at 
the edges, whilst the third is on the ('entre of the dermatome. 

The nllmber of &trips that are jnnerved by 3 hind-roots is however 
equal to the number of dermatomes, for each of the covering strips 
of 3 fields lies on the centre of a dermatome, but likewise at the 
edges of two adjoinmg dermatomes. So the strip b, g, j, th at is 
innerved from the hind-roots 10. 11, and 12; in the centre of root
field 11, at the anteriol' edge of field 12 and at the posterior edge 
of field 10. 

The dermatomes determined here have most likely not appeared 
eompletely at the ventral side. At least I did not find here anywhel'e 
4 dermatomes covel'ing eaeh othel'. Often the strychnine-fields are less 
sharp and dlstinet at the ventral side. In many othel' determinations I did 
find tbis co vering of'.J: tields ventrally. If this had here also been , 
tbe case, c, e would have cut the line b,j and g, b the line a, h. 

Before'l had found the method of determining the covering of' 
the l'oot-fields desCt'ibed above, I had all'eady reflected on another 
method which bas only a theoretic~\i value. lf namely the skin is 
irntated on a detinite spot, action-clU'rents must flow to the central 
nervous system along more than one hind-root, in case there is 
covel'ing. Now we ought to registrate these action-currents by means 
of two string galmnometers. If now, when irritating on one definitè 
spot, we ean deduct action-currents from 2 sllccessive hind-roots; 
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toe' cqvering would likewise be demonstrated experimen1ally. This 
,however lias only v~lne as a theoretical method and could not 
experimentally be applied. For the action-currents flowing from one 
spot of the skin to tbe centra} nervous-system are certainly much 
too weak to be conducted to the string galvanometer. 

I have bowéver obviously proved by a circuitons way in my 
experiments dest!ribed abo\"e, that aftel' irritation of one part of the 
skin, action-currents mmt flow from each part of the skin to the 
central ner,'ous-system at least along two hind roots. For if I have 
determined with the cat of Fig. :1 t11e root-field of thoraealis IX, 
the hyperreflectory field disappears, aftel' tbe bind-root of tboracalis 
IX bas been cut. If tb en I moisten the spinal cord behind bind-root 
X part of the root-field of thoracalis IX becomes again hyperreflectory 
(this part has been hatched in tbe figure). Consequently action-currents 
will flow to the central nervous system from this hatcbed skin-field 
both along the bind-root of thoracalis IX 'and that of thoracalis X. 

* '* * 
If we isolate adermatome PJ', cutting on elther si de two or th ree 

hind-roots, how is then the division of the separate radicularia of 
whieh each bind-root consif1ts over tbe dermatome belonging to it. 

WINKJ,ER and VAN RIJNBERK found with regal'd to the hind-roots, 
that, if one bun die had remained intact, the sensibility continued 
over a field, that as to form and extent could not be distinguished 
from the field that had been fonnd aftel' isolation of the enth'e root. 
DUSBER m~ BARENNE mqistened tbe spot of entrance of' two fila radicu
laria of one dorsal root with a solution of strychnine (1%) and 
obtained then tbe complete strycbnine-dermatome. 

1 have stlldied this problem again for the strychmne-dermatomes. 
If we try to solve this question, we must dit'ect our investigations 
to root-fields th at äppear in thei1' full extent, and in the second 
place we must be sure that the stimulant applied can be applied 
strictly locally. The strychnine-isolation can, satisfy these two demands 
as mucb as possible. I pl'oceeded hereby first in a diffel'ent way trom 
that of DUSSER DE BARENNE and arranged my investigations into this 
subject in the following manner: Aftel' I had laid bare the spinal
cord for a suffieient length and opened the duraJ I cut cranially and 
caudally from one hind-root two or three hind-roots. rrhen I de ter_ 
mined according to the strychnine-method the root-field of the isolated 
root. When I had then obtained a shal'ply limited field, J cut at the 
anterior or the posterior side of this hind-root either some radicularia 
or all ,but one Ol' two. The result w~s then such, that a strip of the 

74 
Pl'oceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XVIlI, 
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the adjoining ones do not take part in it. Indeed if every root
bun dIe occupies t11e entire field of the dermatome, how can we 
then imagine, that by trauma of the spinal-cord or the hind-root the 
del'matome partly does not appeal'. Trauma of part of the spinal-cord 
or the hind-root would not be injul'ious, as the unimrt parls were 
sufficient to supply an entire dermatome. 

I am of opinion ~hat tbe advantage of my method hes in the fact 
that by the strychnine-method 1 obtain dermatomes that are most 
likely complete alld that by touching tlle hairs with a pencil I can 
entirely localise the stimulants. These two conditions must be sa.tisfied 
in order to obtain any certainty of the division of fhe radicularia 
in the dermatome. 

Aften'Val'ds I followed tbe method of DE BAHENNg, bnt then first 
I moistened that part of the bpinal; cOl'd that ,was lying behind the 

anterior or posteriol' fil. ra"dicnlal'e of a root, aftel' which the spinal cord 
behind the whole root was moistened. Pl'eviously towal'ds the head 
and the tail :l, 2, or 3 adJoining roots had been cnt. Ab an example 
I give here fig. 8. I moisiened wUh the cat of this figure of 
Thol'acalis 13 the spimtl cOId behind the anteriol' fil. radiculare with 
1 0

/ 0 sulf. strychnine .. The hyperreflectory field that I obtained lies 
between the lines 1 and 3. Therellpoll I moistened the spinal cord 
behind the whole root. The field then extended posterionsly as far 
as line 4. '1'he field I 'obtained had noV\'" become 11/3 times as large. 
Thereupon I cut all the radiculal'ia but one, I left tile most posterior 
one un,toncheci. The tield that I obtained now, is enclosed by the 
lineb 2 and 4. Oonsequently the central zone would here be between 
the lines 2 alld 3 and the edge-zones between 1 and 2 and between 
3 and 4. From this it appeal's distinctly that one exterior fil. radiculare 
covers a great part of a l'oot-field, and that the field that is occupied 

'by the central radicularia is mnch smaller. 
One condition that must be satisfied with the'le experiments, 1S 

certainly this, that we make our experiment on complete dermatomes. 
For even with the strJchnine-dermatomes we are not always fully 
certain of this completeness. Oaricature-formation often occurs here 
likewise. At the ven Lral side e. g. these dermatomes often appeal' 
imperfectly, and the edg,e-zone is vers of ten incomplete or absent. 
And it is exactly this edge-zol1e in which thc difference of extension 
is to be found between the field of the entire root and the mosi 
extel'ior radicl1lal'ia. 

At all events the results ()f my expel'iments seem to justify the 
conclusion that the dermatome is not a unity but that it is com
posed of separate l'egions of 1'00i-bundles, arranged in a cranio-

74'1< 
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Mathematics. - "On twisted quartics passing tltrough eight associated 
points". By Dr. CHS. H. VAN OS. (Communicated by Prof. 
JAN DE VRIES). _ 

(Communicated in the meeting of December 18, 1915.) " 

Let be given eight associated points Bk (k = 1, 2, ... 8), the base
point::. of a n.et [fP2] of quadrics fP2. Through these points pass 002 

twisted quartics (1\ the base-curves of the pencils (fP2) in this net. 
Of this system some properties will be in vestigated, which are 
analogous to the properti~s of the pencIls of plane cubics, investlgated 
by Prof. Dr. JAN DE VRIES 1). 

§ 1. A plan,e V intersects a pencil (fP2) of the net along a pencil' 
(Cf?) of conics ; the base-points of the peneil (rp2) are the interseetions 
of the pJane V with the base-curve (14 of the pencil (tP2

). Let us 
now choose for the plane V a stationary plane, i.e. tlle, osculating 
plane ~ in a point of injlexion I of the curve, (l. The' fOUf inter
s.ections mentioned coincide now: the conies\ of ~he pencil (ep2) have 
a contact of the thil'd order in the point 1. Oonsequently the twice-

I , , 

connted tangent t in the point I also belongs to tlns,pencil. One of the 
surfaces of the peneil (tP2

) is being intel'seeted by the pJane:lr along 
two coinciding stl'aight lines; this surface must therefol'e be a cone, 
having the plane :Tt as tangent plane. The ~tationm'y lIlanes of the 
curves Q' m'e therefore the tangentplanes of the cones of the net [tP 2

] ; 

the tangents in the points of injlexion are the associated ,qenemt1'ices. 
These tangents t form a congruenee (4, 12). For an al'bitral'y 

point P detet'mines a pencil (tP 2
); as tbe lat ter contains foU?' con es, 

four generatrices t pass through the point P. And the vertices of 
the cones of the net [epi] form a twisted curve Q8, of the si~th 

order; a pla.ne V consequently contains the vertices of six cones of 
t,he net, whirh are each intersected along two generatrices, 

Each of the plan es :Ir wIll osculate two curves (,J4 III points of 
i~flexirm I. For snch a plane intersects the net [q)2] along a net 
[rp2] of conies, which net eontains the straight line t counted twice. 
A point P of t detel'mines in the net [ep2] a pencil ((pJ) , of which I 

all figures touch in the point P, and in a second point P' of the 
straight line t. The pairs of points (P,P') evidently form an invo
lution P; th~ two double pomts of l' are the pomts of' inflexion 
wanted, as in each of them the base-points of a pencil ((p2) coincide. 

If the straight line t is drawn through one of the base-points Bk, 
1) These Pl'oceedings Vol. XVII, p. 102. 
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all conics of tbe net I rp2] pass through this point. The involution _ 
mentioned becomes then parabo1ic and the two double Boints coineide 
in the point B1c. 

~ 2. From this it ensues that any straight line t, passi.ng through 
a point B1c is tangent of a CUl'\'e Q\ which has a point of inflexion 
in B1c. These straight lines t ronnect the point Ble with the vertices 
of the cones of the net; as they lie on the cUl'\Te (>6, tho,se straight 
lines form therefore a cone of o1'der sia.'. 

Let now the ordet' be req llired of the surface t, formed by the 
points of inflexion of the curves Q4. This surface has multiple points 
in the points Bic; the tangent& in su eh a point are the tangents of 
the curves Q4, which have a point of inilexion in this base-point; 
so they form a cone of order six, so that the points Bk are setrtup1e 
points of the surface t. A Q4 mtersects this surface, besides 111 the 
points Ble, moreover in its 16 points of inflexion; so it is to be 
se en that this surfare is of order sixteen. 

Through an arbItrary point P of a straight lme 1 pass 4 con es 
of the net, which cut 1 moreover in 4 other points P'. The corre
spondence (4, 4) of the points Pand P' has eigllt coincidences, 
consequently there are e~qM cones that tourh 1, therefore also e~qltt 
planes 3"(, passing through Z. 

TM stationa1'y planes envelop tlterefore a su/face 0 f the e(q1ttlt class. 

~ 3. In the base-point Bi the osclllating plane may be laid to 
each of the curves (>4; this plane intersects the curve Ollce more in 
a point T, which we shall caU the tangential point of Bl' These 
points T form a surface 1:', of which we shall detflrmine the order. 

If the curve (>4 has a point of inflexion in Bl> the point T will 
coincide with Bl' The surface 't' consequently passes through Bi and 
the tangents in this point are tlle tangents of the curves Q\ which 
have a point of inflexion in Bi; Bi is therefore a sextuple point oh. 

A straight line 1 passing through Bi intersects 't' in the first place 
in this point. Let T be one of the other intersections. The curve 
Q4 passing through this point T has 1 as bisecant; it is hase-curve 
of a pencil (<Jj2). The sllrface <Jj2 from U, passing thl'Ollgh a point 
of 1, has 1 as generatrix. Now th ere is only one <Jj2 in the net [cjJ21 
for which this is the case, viz. the sllrface determined by two points 
of 1; consequently Q4 mUbt in any case lie on this <Jj2. 

All curves Q4 lying on one and the same <Jj2 touch in Bl the 
plane of contact V of <Jj2 in Bl' They interseet V moreover each 
in two points, lying oq the two generatrices of lfJ2, which pass 
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through Bl> conseqnently in the case considered on land on a 
second straight line l'. If one of these intersections is made to 
approach to BI along the associated genet'atrix, one curve Q4 is 
obtained every time, which oswlates the plane V In BI' The gene
ratrix mentioned is the tangent in this point, while the tangential 
point of BI lies on the second generatrix. In order to find the ~/ 
wanted, which passes through the point T we have to make the 
illtersection with l' to approach to BI' In this way one definite 
curve (>4 is found, consequently one point T. 

The straight line I intersects therefore the snrface 1:' outside Bl 
OJJly in one point, tbis surface is 'therefore of OI'der seven. 

A curve (>4 intersects 1:'7, besides in the point BI and the associated 
tangen ti al point, only in the other base-points B 2 .... Bs. From this 
it is easy to see, that these points are triple points of 1:7• 

From this it ensues at once: If we consider all the curves (>\ 

on which B 2 is the tangential point of Bl' the tangents of these 
curves form in each of the points B 2 .... Bs a cone of order tbree. 

A surfare ip2 contains thl'ee of these curves; fot' the plane of 
contact of c}:;2 in the point B 2 has thl'ee generatrices in common 
with the cone mentioned, and each (>\ which touches ~2 in one 
of the base-points lies entire1y on th is surface. From this it ensues 
at once that in consequence of this the tangents in the point B 
form a cone of order three, for of these tangents three he in the 
plane th at touches ip2 in the point BI' 

§ 4. Through the base-point BI nine other osculating plan es may 
moreover be laid to each of the curves (>4. The points of contact 
A of these planes we shall caU tbe antitangential points of BI ; 
they form a surfare a. 

If BI is a point of inflexion, one of these planes of osculation 
coincides with the one in BI so one of these points with BI' As 
above it follows that BI is a sextuple point of a. 

The surface a will also pass through the point B 2 ; the tangents 
of a in this point are the tangents of the curves (>\ on which Bl 
is the" tangential point of B 2 • It appeared above that they form a 
cone of order three; B 2 is consequeJ}tly a triple point of a. The 
same holds good for the other base-points. -

A curve (>4 intersects the surface a, besides in the point B 
moreover in the 9 points A lying on (>\ a is tllerefOl'e a surface 
of O1'de1' nine. 

§ 5. To each of the curves (>4 eight other osculating plan es may 
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be laid mOl'eover, passing through the tangenhal point T of BI; 
the points of contact C of these planes we caU the cotangential points 
of BI; they form a surface y. 

The surfaces T 7 belonging to the points BI and B 2 intersect along 
a CUl'\'e of order 49, whÎ{~h bas 18-fold points in the points BI and 
B2' 9-fold points in the other base-points. A f/J2 of the net inter
sects th is Q49 outside the base-points, moreover in 8 points, and 
consequently contain'! 8 curves Q\ on which BI and B, are cotan
gential. The tangents of these curves in B~ form therefore a cone 
of order eight, so that B 2 is an octuple point of the snrface y. The 
same holds good for the points Ba ... , Bs. 

As none of the cotangential points can coincide with BI' y does 
not pass through BI' 

From this we may easily deduce that r is a surf ace of o1,clm' sixteen. 

§ 6. Out of an arbitrary pomt P twelve osculating plan es may 
be laid to each of the curves Q4; the locus of the poi~ts of contact 
of these planes we eaU the polar sU1iace n of P in regard to the 
congruence [Q4J. 

This surface will again have multiple points in the base· points Bk. 
The tangents in the point BI are the tangents of the curves Q4; 

the osculating pJane of the point BI passes through P, consequently 
through the line PBI • Now we uave found in § 3 th at there are 
two curves Q4, which osculate in BI an arbitrary plane passilIg 
througb that point; there is further one Q4, which touches the line 
PB I in BI' An arbitrary plane passing through PB I contains 
therefore th1'ee of the tangents wanted, so they 'form a cone of order 
three. The points Bk are consequently i1'iple points of the surface n. 

From th is it follows that n is of order nine. 

§ 7. Each of the o'3culating planes con'3idered in the preceding 
§ intersects the Q4 to which it belongs moreover in one point; the 
lorus ~ of these points we caIl the satellite of the point P. 

The tangents of this surface in the point BI are the tangents of 
those curves Q4, in which one of the 9 osculating planes Iaid through 
BI passes through P, consequently through the line PBI. The order 
of the cone formed by these tangents is equal to the number of 
these (14, whirh are lying on an arbitrary f/J9 of the net. 

If we now project all the r/ lying on one and the same (/12, out 
of BI on a plane V passing through P, we acquire as projection 
a penciI of plane cubics. The base-points of this peneH are the pro
jE}ctions of the points B, .... Bs besides. the intersections of TT. wjth 

I 
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the two generatrices of c]:J2 passing through B 1• Any osculating plane 
of a curve ,;/ laid through BI intersects the plane Valong a tangent 
in tt point of inflexion of the projection. Now the inflexional tan
gents of a cubic penrü envelop a curve of the ninth class; con se
quently nine of the planes of osculation wanted pass through P. 
80 it is proved that 2 has the base-poinls B as nonuple points. 

From this it easily ensues that 2 is of order twenty-one. 

§ 8. Through an arbitrary point P passes one curve (14; let pi 
be the tangential point of P lying on this {/. As to each point P' 
of a (14 mne an ti tangen ti al points P helong, there exists a corre

_ sponden ce (1,9) between the points Pand P'. 
If P is a point of infle.vion of the (14 the points P aud P~ coin

cide; the surface of coincidence of this correspondence is therefore 
the surface t'16 found in § 2. 
" If P describes a straight line l, P' will describe a curve (pt. The 
latter has nonuple points in the base-points Bk; for every time P 
cornes on one of the surfaces aU found in § 4, P' will lie in one 
of the base-points. 

A surface lfJ2 intersects (Pt further m the two points, whicb cor
~espond with the two jntersections of tJ>2 and Z. 80 we find that 
epi is of order 37. 

If P describes a plane_ V, P' describes a surface ipv. This is 
illtersected by a </J2 along the locus of the points PI, associated to 
the points of the intersection of tJ>2 and V. As this locus is of order 
74, tJ> v is of order .37. 

A (14 intersects tJ> va, besides in the pOillts Bk, in the 4 points P' , 
associated to the 4 intersections of (14 and V; f/Jv~7, bas therefore 
eighteen-fold points in tbe points Bk. . 

If P' describes a straight line l, P wiJl describe a curve l"l, 

which has' septuple points in the base-points Bk; they correspond to 
the intersections of l with the surfaces 'l7 found in § 3. A tJ>2 inter
sects lfJt further m 18 points, corresponding to the two intersections 
of 41 2 and Z; lfJ too is therefore of order 37. 

If P' describes a plane V, P describes a surface lfJv. Just as 
this was done above for c/Jv, we find that lfJv is of order 37 and 
has fou?'teen:fold points in the points Bk. 

§ 9. If to each point Pare associated the eight points whirh Iie 
on the Q4 passing through Pand are cotangential with P, we get 
an involution P in space. 
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As no two cotangential points can coincide on a not-degenerate (14: 

thiS 1 9 has no surface of coincidence. 
\ 

If P describes a straight line l, the associated points P' describe 
a curve Xl. We easily find then that it has 16-fold points in the 
base-points Bk and is of order 72. ~ 

If P describes a plane V, the points P will describe a surface ~, 
which is of order 72, ánd has 32-fold points in the points Bk. 

~ 10. By the resnlts acquired here, we can also find the corre
sponding numbers for the bilinea1' cong1'uence of twisted quartics (/ 
which are formed by the intersections of the quadries of two given 
pencils (a 2

) and (b 2
). 

We first determine the locus of the ?loints 0/ injlexion of these 
curves. 

Let a2 be a surface of the pencH (a 2
). 1he (14 lying on a2 pass 

all through the 8 intersections of a2 with the base-cul'\ e fJ4 of (b2). 

They conseqJently form a system entirely cOl'responding to that of 
the (1\ which in th IS case lay on one and the same f/J2; the locus 
of their points of inflexion is therefore a CUlTe of order 32, which 
has sextuple points in the intersections mentioned. 

So it is to be EJeen that the locus wanted has the base-curves 
a4 and fJ4 as sextuple curves. A surface a2 intel'sects this locus now : 
1 along the (132 found just now; 2 along the sextuple curve a4

; 

the 01'de1' of the locus is therefore 28. 
In the same way we find: , 
The polar sU1jace of a point P with regard to the c0ngruence [(l4J 

has (é and {J4 as triple curves, and is of order 15. 
The satellite has a4 and W as nonuple curves, and is of order 39. 

/ 
~ 11./ If a point P describes the curve a4

, tbe tangential points 
of P will describe a surface 'te<. 

A surface a2 intersects 'te<, besides along a4
, in the locus ot 

the tangential points of the points of a4 lying on a4
• Now the 

curves (14 lying on a2 form a system entirely corresponding to the 
one which in the case of a net lie on one and the same f/J; the 
locus mentioned is therefore the same as with a net [tJ)2J th at should 
have the 8 intersections of a2 and fJ4 as base-points. Applying the 
results of ~ 8, we find, that ihis locus is a curve of order 4 X 37 
= 148, which has 36-fold points in the base-points mentioned. 
From th is it em,ues further that fJ4 is a 36-fold curve of the surface 'te<. 

A sUl'face b2 intel'sects 't,,) besides along {J4. in the locus of the 
tangential points of the 8 intersections of b2 and a4

• Accol'ding to 

\ 
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§ 3 they are 8 curves of order 14, which have a sextuple point in 
the assoeiated intersection and trIple points in each of the others. 
So we see that «4 is a 27-foJd curve of T". 

The intersection of 'T" with a quadl'ie is therefore of order 
148 + 4 X 27 = 8 X 14 + 4 X 36 = 256; 't'"isthereforeoforder128. 

The .:tntitangential points of P describe a surface A". It is inter
sected by a surface a2

, besideb along «\ in a curve of order 
4 X 37 = 148, having 28-fold points in the intersections of a 2 and 
(14; W is therefore a 28-fold curve of A". A sudace b2 interseets A", 
beSldes along W, in 8 curves of order 18, which each have one of 
the intersections of b2 and «4 as sextuple point and the remaining 
on es as triple pomts; «4 is therefore a 27 -fold curve of A". The order 
of A" therefore amonnts to: 74 + 2 X 27 = 8 X 9 + 2 X 28 = 128. 

The cotangential points of P describe a surface r". It is inter
seeted by a surface a2

, besides along «\ in a curve of order 
4 X 72 = 288, whieh has 64-fold points in the intersections of a2 

and {34; W is therefore a 64-fold curve of r". A surface b2 inter
seets n, besldes along {34, in 8 curves of order 32, each having 
8-fold point!'> in 7 of the 8 intersectlOns of b2 and a4

, a4 is therefore 
a 56-foJd curve of n. The order of n: amounts consequently io 
144 + 2 X 56 = 8 X 16 + 2 X 64 = 256. I 

§ 12. If a point P deseribes an arbitrary plane V, the tangential 
point P' of P describes a surface f/J v. This is interE.ected by a surface 
a2

, besides along «\ in a curve of order 2 X 37 = 74, which has 
18-foId points in 8 intersections of a2 and (14. Oonsequentl)' a4 and 
{34 are 18-foId curves of f/Jv, and the order of f/JT' amounts to 
37 + 2 X 18 = 73. 

The antitangential points of P descrlbe a surface 'Pv. This iE. 
intersected by a surface a 2

, besldes along «4, in a curve of order 
2 X 37 = 74, which has 14-fold points in the interseetions of a 2 and 
{34. Oonseq uently «4 and {34 are 14-fold curves of 1Jl'v, and the order 
of 1J'"v amounts to 37 + 2 X 14 = 65. 

The cotangential points of P descnbe a surface Sv. This is inter
sected by a surface a2

, besides alorlg «4, m a curve of ordel' 
2 X 72 = 144, whieh has 32-fold points in the intersections of a2 and [34. 
Consequently «4 and Ware 32-fold curves of Äv, aud the order 
of Äv amounts to 72+ 2 X 32 = 136, 
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Physiology. - "On the value of the sirnultaneous 1'egistration 0/ 
the plethysrnograrn and the psyclwgalvanic reaction. By Prof. 
E. D. WIERSMA. ) 

(Commuaicated in the meeting of December 18, 1915). 

The respiration causes distinct fluctuations in the length and height 
of the pulse, in the blood-supply of the hand and in the position 
of the diacrotism. These fluctuations disappear-under all influences 
which impel the heart to more labour, that i'3 to say they disappear 
owing to bodily influences, but also in consequence of psychi~al 

I • 

agents such as emotlOns. _ 
These emotions likewise bring ab out important modifications in 

the so-called cutaneous currents. If a zinc plate is taken in one 
hand, which is connected by a condllcting-wire with a stick of 
carbQn held lU the other, an inserted galvanometer will deflect. 
Thió electric" current which is pretty stabie at a quiet attitude of 
the subject is called the "rest-current". This investigation was first 
carried out by FÉRÉ in 1888, and subsequently repeated by TAR
CHANOFF in 1890. ,I shall pass by the many researches made after
wards. An important question '1\'as where the potential differences 
arlse. They may originate in ,the body, and then we speak of 
endosomatic electromotive force. If they arise ontside the body by 
the action of perspiration on the zinc, the electromotive force is 
exosomatic. 

Where the potential difference takes its origin, may be determined 
in the following manner. If It takes pI ace outside the body, an 
exchange of the hands will not affect the galvanometric deflection. 
Only by changing the conducting wires we can reverse fhe current. 
If the potential difference is found in the skin, the galvanometer 
will deflect as much in the opposite direction 1). It appears that in 
the method I denoted above, the exosomatic electromotive force 
preponderates to such an extent th at in these experiments it is the 
only factor we need take into account" 

The above-mentioned rest-current is considerably strengthened by 
every sensory stimulus and by every psychical labour. Now it is 
of importance to determine w~at causes this increase. When namely 
a Clirrent in the opposite direction IS made to counterbalance all 
electromotive forces, so that the galvanometer points to zero, not a 
single stimulus will produce a deflection of the galvanometer. It 
follows that such a stimulus produces no electromotive force, but 

1) A. GREGOR and S. LUWE. Zeitschrift für die Ges. Neurol. u. Psychiatrie p. 411. 
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that only all existing currtn t CM be 8!renglhentd by it, in othet 
words tbat tbe reeiSlance to thaI t u.rent ioN deerell5ed, or Ihal lilt 
polllrisation-CulTf:lll in 11", aki n grow, weaker, 1108 aplJl'lll'll from 11", 

IatelI im"elligalions of GI1.0UU'.8TU '). 

Now ir the respiraliOIl, Ihe 1'leth YlmOfl:ram aOO the gah'anic reacl ioo 
are aim ullaneotl~ly regislen'!d pbOlographirall,., Iht e!feels of bodil,. 
slimuli a nd of IlSyeh ical labour on Ihese Cll r VI)$ ma,. be eompan'!d. 
I" lile n"" plw;" i t ~I'l""'" Ihe" 111 .. 1 111., 11lodi /i~nlio". <a"oed by 
Ihem lire ch ieny depm,delll Dil emOliOll8 l\(!ling silllulli\!loously. This 
appelI" from ,he wookened I'ClICtion& of Iho pielhysmogrlllll Ilnd of 
lbc galvanomelrie deHeetion in COllllOXi"c ne<l of Ihe slimulus beilIg 
I1'IJellled. 

- - -. ----
i~l. I" 

This re&Ction Oll elnotiolla IU jJpl iM ua with a ,·ery reliable mMII I 
of di~lillgllishing organie lu nullu heeillt of lile $(l nscs from f"neliolH~1 

an lLllSl hesi...e II",J from aimulalion. Ever,. $(lnwr)" lIimlllna lIud ever,. 
l)ljychie labour elfeets I'(maidcrablo modiHcalion. in tbe jJlelhyslnogl'llnl 
and in the psychogllh'lIllie eu.,·e. Thia iJl\"<~$ligalion enabled me 

~·il. 2.. 

" Pntuu. Arcbi~. ad. IG!!, p. ' 89. 

",. 
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repeatedl y to idenlify organic dea.fness, and IQ demonstrale funelional 
or organic dea.fness \VIlere it lVouJd have been "ery difflenlt or 
impoosible 10 arri"e al resulls bl' olber methods. . 

Aftel' the stimulus the pulse (Fig. lil gro\Vs regular, its beight 
deereMes, Ihe dierotism is lower and the hlood-supply of tbe bnnd 
diminishes. Sometimes, ho\Vevc>', the~ mOOifica1Îons in the plethys
mograffi do not oec" •. In rases of hysleria , for inslallee, Ibe plelLl'S
mogram often does IIot undergo lhe slightest change, while the 
psychogalvanic re&Ction dearly manifesis itself. (See Fig. lil ). 

Respir.tion 

Pulse 
PSfchog.lv. reaction 

Fig. 3. 

The insensibilill' 10 stimuli, of lhe plelhysmogrnm Ilnds its e%pla· 
nation in the f&c1 that all changes otherwise effected by Ihe Slimuhts 
ha,'e already laken place. 'I'he heightened emOlionaJity of lhe hy&
leria has caused Ihem. The lines of the plelbysmogt'am enable us, 
tberefo1'6, IQ form an opinion on lhe uistanee of more permanent 
mental states. Wherever there is preoecupa.tion, witlt nOl'mal persons 
as \Veil lIS in pathologieal conditions, the I'llSpiration oscillalions of 
the plethysmogram have diminished or disappeared. fhe aOO"8 
curve originates {rom a palien! wbo had suddenly beeome denf. 
Tbis investigation, at wltieh the stimulus consisted in the ticking of 
an eleetric beU, proves distinctly Ihat Ql'ganie deafnesa was out of 
lhe qUestiOll, The ])atient showed, more::ll'er, a Humber of hysterie 
stigmata. Afler a treMment of some week, tbe deafness Jtad entirely 
disappea:-«l. AH orglLnie deafness, whieh is sometimes very difficult 
10 identify, ca" easily be discovered by tbis method. 

Tbe absence of the rol>Spirntory oscillalions in the plethysmogram 
is pretty regularly 10 he seen in tbe curves of melancholie or cata
tonic stupor·patienI8. Tbis suggests, therefore, that here we bal'e not 
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la deal witt. a ~ uEpcnsion of r,(msciousncSII, of wllich the patients 
vflen ~how Ihe oulward signa. but wilh [>reo<!cupatioll. 

l'r«Ierupalioo. 

n .. pir. tion 

1',,1 ... 
1"'1' hogol yat I nonet .... 

With these 8t"llOr·paÜcnts (800 lig. 4) the llOlychogah'anolltcIC I' 
mosth' dOOI! nOl re8[IOIId 10 $Iimuli, which must be auribllted 10 the 
facl thnt thcy Rre !IQ enlirel)' occllpied with thei, O\\'n emOlions, 
Ihal (he addilional emotion Ica"as ilO result. 

Op)"lO:Sed tO Ihese Slaleil of [>I"OOCCllpclion are psychic SlIspcnsiOIl S, 
!IS thcy normally OCCllr in dozing, slee ping, and in coma. These 
suspcnsions can immediRlely !Je rocognized by the extremely great 

R .. pirotion. 

Pul ... 
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Zoology. - "On lhe Occul"rence oj desmas 0)' clesmoids in 
Hyrneniaciclon sanguinea". By Prof. G. O. J. VOSMAER. 

(Communieated in the meeting of January 29, 1916). 

The term des m a was first applied bj' SOLLAS (1887, p. 416) to 
the well-known irregular spicules of LrrmS'l'IDs. A desma is com
posed of two distinct elements, the crepis and the prosthema I). The 
crepis is a spieule, tetraxon or monaxon in form, and produced in 
a single mother-cell. It soon undergoes an arrest of development 
and the axial filament is entirely shut in by spicopal. On the erepis 
as foundation secondar.y layers of silica are deposited. These layers 
are at first concentric with it, but subsequently grow ont into irre
gular branches, cladi, and tubereles which are altogether indepen
dent of it (SOLI,AS 1888 p. LIX). SOLLAS sometimes saw cells which 
resem bIe the ordillary scleroblasts situated in close contact with 
sucb a ere pis an~ feels inelined to eonsider them as the mother-cells 
whieh secrete the epirhi.lbd. MINcmN, whose early death we aU 

) 

learned with profound re151'et, was more definite. He wrote (1909 
p. 220) that the ('J'epis "is produèed in a single mother-cell. On the 
crepis secolldary layers of silica are deposited by other cells". This 
is plain enough. However, as far as r know, nothing has been published 
on the snbject aftf>l' SOLIJAS. The question is of impol'tance and it 
is highly desil'able that arguments should been given which either prove 
or disprove SOLLAS' snggestion. For the moment' it is not decided. 
Whether formed by the seleroblast of t1le crepis Ol' by other ('e])s, 
the pl'Osthema may at any rate be considered as a secondary for
mation of spicopal, since the axial eanal of the crepis is shut and 
normal pl'Ïmary growth of the spicule therefore exeJuded. The 
crepis is usually co~sidel'ed as 3 spicnle. If this is of a I tetraxon 
nature the desma will become tetracrepid; if it is a monaxon 
rhabdocrepid (monocrepid). In sevel'al cases the original axial fiIa
m~nt C'annot be seen; sneh desmas are called aerepid. 

The diagrams in tig. 1-3 explain the different parts. 
As a mIe the desmas are considel'ed to be charactel'istic of 

Lithistids. But SOHMIDT found similar spicLlles in ceriaiIl other sponges. 
The question is in how fal' these are reaI desmas. 

OSOAU SOHl\lIDT deecribed in 1862 two "new species" of &tbe1'ites, 
whieh he ealled 8. crambe and S. j1'UtiCOSltS. [ showed in 1880 

1) 7I'p 6 c:Jv!-, " what is added, any addition. I propose this term prosthema fol' 
seeondary additions of spleopal in genera!. In desmas the prostllt~ma ean l'epresent 
either the epirhabd or the epaetines of SOLLAS. 

75 
)Jroeeedings Royal Aead Amstcl'dam. Vol. XVIII. 
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I 1. that these sponges certainly do not belong to SubeJ'ite.r; and 
2. that the two "species" are ldentical. I believed a new genns had to 

Fig. 1. Fig. 2. Fig. 3. 

FIg. 1. Rhabdocrepid desma; ax. axial thread of the crepis, cr.; ep~ epirhabd. 
~'ig. 2-3 Tetracrepid desma, ax. and cr. as in fig. 1; epa epactines ; t. 
tubercles. The layers which form the prosthema are in all three figures 

represented by dotted lines 

ue esrablished fol' which I proposed the name Cmmbe. Because of 
the isochelae I discovered in type-specimens both of Subel'ites cmmbe 
and f7'ltticosus, 1 armnged the genus CI'rt1nbe under the Desmacidinae. 

Unacquainted with these statements, LENDENFELD (1894 y) once 
more identified the two "specie'3" and again coined a new generic 
n<1me VIZ. Tetranthella. Obviously this name is a synonym of Cmmbe 
and accordingly it has to be cancelled. 1) Whel'eas I considered the 
sponge 'undel· consideration to belong to the Desmacidonidae, LENDEN

l!'ELD brought it to the Lithistida. Now it is universally admitted 
that these two groups stand far from each other. flow then is 
this contradlCtion to be explained? 'The tact is that in SCH:mD'l"s 
spon ge, in addItion to the sty li, which form the gl'eat bulk of 
spirules and indeed chiefly compose the skeleton, two other sorts 
of spicllles are met with,_ viz. isochelae and spieules, which look like 
desmas. The former we know to be chal'acteristic of Desmacidon
idae, the latter of Lithistida. LI<:NDENFELD says (J 894 y p. 50): 
"Micl'osclere babe icb nichL finden können. Wohl beobachtete ich 
zweimal ein Ohel. Abel" es scheint mehl' als fraglich ob diese Ohele 
nicht von aussen her zufallig hineingerathen sind". LENDENFELD, 

the1'efo1'e, beheves the spon ge to helong to the Lithistida. My opinion 
was, on the contml'y, th at the chelae were of primal'Y importance 

1) It seems to me superfluous to enter into a discussion of the nomenclature ; 
enough can be found in the papers by TOPSENT and THIELE. The more so, as I 
will demonslrate later on that both names, Cmmbe as weIl as 1'etranthella should 
be cancelled. 
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allel that not too much value was to be attacheel to the OCCIll'I'ence 
of (he irreglllal' "Kieselkorperchen" (ScHMID'r). THIELE af te l' warels 
(1899 u) alTiveel at the same concillsion. It strllck him that the 
enigmatic corpuscles were very il'l'eglliar anel ver}' variabie in size. 
He rould never trace an axial thread in the prolongations ("Fol't
sêttze"); ooly 111 the centre he sawa "stel'nformige Hohlraum" in 
the fllll-slzed specimens, whereas jnvenile specimens resembie irregular 
aster& as occur e.g. m Thenea. "Du.rnach ist eb unmoglich, diese 
Kleselkorpel' ful' 'tetl'acrepide Desmen' zu erklaren, vielmehr werden 
Sle fUl' eigenartlg entwickelte A'3ter, also MicÎ'osclere, geiten mussen. 
Damit stimrut auch lhre absolut~ Grosse, die bedelltend hinter 
del:jenigen del' gewóhnIichen LithistJden-Desmen zuruckbleibt". And 
fllrther on TH IELE correcti)' remarks (1. c. p. 90). "Auch die Lage 
del' fraglichen Iüeselkorper, die LUêtn als DesmOlde wird bezeichnen 
konnen, ISt ja doch so ganz verscbieden von deJ:jenigen der Lithistiden, 
dass &chon diesel' U mstand ihre HomologIe ausschliessen muss". 
THmU'] nevel' observed that t11e extremities of the desmoids possessed 
many tnbercles by wluch lleighbourmg spicules were fixed together as 
LENDENFELD asserted havmg seen. TH IELE, consequently, sald : "Ich 
bin also der Ansicht, dass die DesmOlde von Cmmbe nUl' die 
Bedeutnng von accessol'Ïschen Microsclel'en haDen, demnarh fur die 
Stellung del' Gattung von untel:geol'dneter Bedeutung sind". Although 
I maintain my old opimon anel so far agl'ee with THIELE'S concluslOn, 
the following observatlOns ma}' be macle. 

THIELE uses the term "Desmoide" 1) 111 order to emphasize that 
the spicules under consideratlOn al'e different from the desmas of 
Ltthistids. He does so, on account of the fact that thc corpuscles 
often show more than fout' axes and are rather to be derived from 
asters. SOJ,LAS alld later MINCHIN del'Î \'e certain desmas fl'om 
calthrops, which, according to SOLLAS, are also a form of asters. 
And on the other hand SOJJJJAS says (l888 p. LX-LXI): "In one 
group of Lithistids.... (he desma does not form up on a cl'epis, 
at least not a spiclllal' crepis; it presents a massive centrum 
with what appeal's to be a large nucleus, aml wInch may in deed 
actually be the nucleus of a crepidial scleroblast, which has ceased 
to secrete its sclere; variabie nllmbel's of actines Pl'oceed from the 
centmlU, usually foUt' to twel ve; w hen, as is Llsual, only fom Ol' 
tive are pl'esent, they pl'oceed frorn one fa,ce of the centrum .... " 
It follows (hat there is no special reason so fal' for the new term 
desmoid. However, if the spicules are desmas, thls does not ll1volve 
t,he sponge in which they are found belonging to the Llthistida. 

1) cr. TOPSCN'f 1894 (J) p. 314. 

75* 

\ 
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Supposing the general structure of "Cmmbe" to be entirely different _ 
from tliat ofLithistids,thel'e remain evident!y two other possibIlities: eltber 
tlle desmas are formed by Crambe Hself Ol' they are not. In the 
former case the desmas would no longer ~e especially charaeteristic 
of Lithistids. In the latter ('ase "lhey are corpora aliena as occur 
so frequent!y in sponges. I hope to make it probable that this is really 
the case . 

.A mong the spong es I collected in Naplf's, th ere are several 
specimens in which such irregnlar spicules OCCUl' as found in 
Or a m b e. In wodöng out tlle Desmacidinae fol' thE' ~'Fauna !tnd 
Flora of the Bay of ~aples" I provided each specimen which 
is mentioned therein with successive numners. In the following I 
wm use the same numbers, so that everything can be checked and 
compared with the numerous illustl'ations, when the monograph is 
published. 

There are in the collection from Naples two specimens, 977 and 
1039, which form thin red incrustations on barnacJes. The skeleton 
is mainly composed of styli, with a few strongyla. FJ'om the sub
stmtum start more or less vertical bun dIes, generally beginning with 
a single stout stylus~ aroUIld which 5lenderer styli are situated. 
Such a bundIe may blful'cate and the two bl'anehes may bifllrcate 
again. At any rate the bundIe terminates lil a flat tuft of di verging styli. 
The shape and si ze of the styli vary slightly; tbe maxirnallength of the \ 
stout styli is 435 fJ, in 977 and 480 IJ. in 1039; the slender styli Yary 
between 200 fJ, anel 280 (J in 977, between 170 fJ, and 300 (t in 1039. 
A third specimen (1153) appeal's as a reel ernst on EZlspongia. No 
doubt the three specimens belong to the same 5pecies. In all thl'ee 
we find cheiae of the sort LI!'VINSEN (1894 p. 4) caUs "anchorae"; 
they are tolel'ably frequent in 1039, but mther scarce in the two 
other specimens. Externally in no wa}' disting'uishable from 977 anel 
1039 is specimen 1090. lt forms likewise a brig'ht red crust on 
bal'nacles. Howevel', here no chelae could be discovel'ed at all; on 
the other hand a few acanthostyli orcur. In six other specimens 
(967, 975, 1026, 1037, 1040, 1127), in which chelae H.l'e pl'esent, 
though sparingi)', I found Iikewisc some few acanthostyli. Specimen 
1040 is especially remarkable because distinct acanthosty li are exceed
ingly l'are, but on many sty les vestiges of spini are vlsible 1). All 
these sponges appeal' as scarlet crusts and most certainly belong to 
the same species, as their genel'al stl'uctme shows. If this be 80, the I 

presence or absence of acanthostyli or chelae ("ancol'ae") has no 
specific value in the plesent case. With l'al'e exceptions, chelae are - -

1) The illustrations are all ready for the mo;togl'aph. 
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not abundant; in some Cltses 'they are exceedingly scarce and 
only discovered aftel' looking through nJany sections. What we have 
said about the chelae likewise holds for sigmata. Ir microsclera are 
present, generally a few acanthostyli occur; but it sometimes bappens 
also that the lat ter are present, without any microscleres being 
fOllnd (1090). Ta,king everything together we get the impression 
that the sponges under consideration are descendants from forms 
with a full set of spicules: styli, acanthostyli, sigmata and 
isochelae. 

If the scarlet crusts mentioned above occasionally possess s\1rh a 
small quantity, of acanthostyli Ol' microscl81'a that these are only 
discovered aftel' long searching, there is a fair chance that we shall 
meet. with specimens in which the additional spicllies are entÜ'ely 
absent and in which the skeleton is composed of styli only. At 
any rate the absence of accessory spicules does not prevent us from 
identifying our specimens with already described sponges of which it 
is stated that they possess only styli; of course if they agree in otbel' 
respects. I do no thesitate, therefore, to recognise a close relation 
between our crusts and two sponges formerly described, viz. Spon,qia 
sanpuinea GRANT and Hymeniacidon Ca1'unculrt Bwk The former was 
subsequently likewise bl'ought to the genus Hymeniacidon and TOPSENT 
even advocated the identit,· of both. He writes (1900 p. 261): .... "je 
crois bien que l'Êponge désignée pal' BOWERBA1-.K SOl1S Ie nom de 
H,!/meni({ciclon sanguinea n'est pas différente de celle qu'il a appelée 
Hymeniaciclon camncula". Miss STEPHENS (1912 p. 37-38) 1 under-

I 

stand, arrived at the same l'esnlt and I can but agree with these 
dü,tinguished spongiolog·ists. 

Now there is among' the Sponges from the Bay of Naples a 
remal'kable specimen (16), wl}irh covers the rhizoma of Posidonz·a. 
In some plaees it is a mere th in crnst, in others it is thicker and 
exhibits lmobs and lobes and ridges. [n &uch places it looks rather 
massive, but sections show that in reality the whole sponge is hardly 
more than a ernst. Besides this sperimen there are seyeral others 
in my colleetion which possess sucll lobes and l'idges, whieh are 
prolongations fl!om the general encrusting base. In this connection 

·JORNsTON'S obsel'Vation on "Halic1wncl1'ia san,qninea" (= Spon,qia 
sanguinea Grant) is worth notieing. He says that the sponge occ\U's 
in Cl'usts; but he adds (1842 p. 134): "H. san,quinea orcasionally 
occurs in amOl'phOUR maSbes of considerable size and thiekness with 
very uneven Ol' ragged sUl'face". Further I drawattention to KÖLURER'S 
statement that some of the spicnles of a sponge whieh he determined 
as Halic1wnd?'ia sanguinea possess short spines (1864 p. 56). 
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We see thns that there nre speclmens of, Hymenictciclon sCl11g'ttlnect ~ 
which are only thin incl'ustations but tlutt othel's tend to grow out. 
Indeed I examined seveml such specimens and they gradually lead 
to really more massive ones. All these sl~ecimens doubtless belong 
to the same species, which I, therefol'e, all determined as H. sanquinect. 
Some of them show an unmistakable likeness to certain speeimens 
of SCHMIDT'S "Acanthella", e.g. specimens 607, 749, 1154. Now it 
must be remembered that SCHMIDT (1862 p. 66), in describing his 
8uberites crambe and 8. frutiC'osus, dra,ws attention to their extel'l1al 
l'esemblance to Acanthèlla. Of the former he wrote ~ "Diese Art 
würde man nach dem ausseren Habitus fur eine Acanthella halten, 
indem die Oberfläche des blattrig und lappig gefalteten K orpel's mit 
stumpfen Dornen besetzt ist" and about 8. frutt"cosus ScmHDT says: 
"Aurh die Gestalt diesel' Art erinnert an Acanthella obtusa." On the 
other hand TOPSl!lN'l taught us (1894 E p. XXXV and 1894 (fp. 314) 
that in BanYl1ls SCHl\IID'I"S 8ltberites fi'ltticosus 1) of ten occurs in thin 
Cl'usts. These red incl'l1stations were ah'eady known to TOPsENT and 
described undel' the name of StylirlOs breviC'uspis (1892 a p. X,X). 

So far for the extern al appearance. If we llOW examine the 
microscopir I strncture and the spicl1les we find the same variability 
as we found in the incrusting E>pecimens. 

A specimen which comes very neal' 16 is 749. In both the 
skeleton is built up chiefly of styli of val'ious dimensions, only in 
749 we find in addition some stl'ongyla. It is, howe\'er, evident 
that these strongyla are modified st)' li. TOPSENT fOl1nd in his 8tilynos 
brevicuspis that the styli were characterised by the shortness of the 
pointed extremities. TOPsENT proceeds (1892 Cl p. XX): "leur pointe 
(est) parfois réduite à l1n mucJ'on ou même tout à fait atl'ophiée". 
This is exactly what of ten happens in my specimens. In some there 
are more, in ot hers there are fewer strongyla, but a comparison of 
several specimens teaches us clearly that the presence or absence 
9f strongyla is of no specific valne. We have seen already that th is is 
likewise the rase in the inl'l"llsting specimens with l'egarcl to acan
thostyli, chelae and sigrnata. In the massive or pseudo-massive ones 
it is the same. The specimens 484 and 486 resem bIe each other 
most strikingly, bnt the relative number of acanthostyli and their· 
gmde of spination differ slightly. lVIol'eover I found, aftel' a long and 
careful examination, a few isochelae in 484, Again in anotber 
specimen (487) which nobody ('ould externally distingnish from 
486, there al'e no acan thosty li, bn t a few more isochelae than I 

in 484. Sl1rely all these specimens are ideniical with sperimen 16, 

1) TOPSENT eaUs it Crambe {rutico8US and afterwal'ds Tetranthella {ructicosa. 
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which in its turn is identical with the crusts. mentioned above 
and whieh I believe are equivalent to Spongia sanguinea Grant, 01', 
as its name should be now: Hymeniacidon sanguinea. 

In the foregoing table the va!'Ïability in spiclllation and in size of 
the spicules is conspicuous. The measlll'ements are given in microns; 
the sizes of the spicldes in Bowel'bank's specimens are eàlculated 
from his illustrations. In the specimens marked with aIl asterisk .. 
desmo'ids were found. 

Generally two sorts of styli can be distingnished: slender and 
stout ones. In such cases this is indicated in the above tabie; the 
uppel' numbers refer to the slender oneR. Often it is, however, 
difficult to make a distinction on account of the transitions. The absolute 
mininum in my specimens is 150 (.t, the maximum t$65 (.t; on an 
average they vary between 210 (.t and 470 [t. Of course the figures 
in the list do not prove much, for a much lal'ger material is wanted 
in order to draw conclusions of importance. But it is-sufficiently 
evident that the styli vary a good deal in length and that no specific 
distinction can be made on account of slight differenees in size of 
the styli. If, therefore, Ridley says (1884 p. 467) th at this H.IImenia
cidon agminata is near B. ca1'unczûa, "only the spieules are of a 
mthel' smaller average size" .... , this is fol' me no reason fol' a 
specific distinction. TOPSENT has already identified H. consimiUs and 
H. vi"idans with H. caruncula. I am of opinion that the differences 
between H. mammeatrt Bwk., .H. rnedius Bwk. and H. consimilis ' 
Bwk. are not of a specific nature; the more so since BOWERBANX
NORMAN (1882 p. 82) state that the "mammiforlll organs" are by 
no meal~s always present. 

As fbI' MAAS'S Axinella crista-.c;alli I suggested (1912 p. 316) that 
this sponge was not an Aa.'inella. AR fal' as can be judged from 
MAAS'S description A. crista-,c;alli is nothing but a synonym of the 
sponges mentionE'd above. In external appearance it agrees with 
su eh specimens from Naples as e. g. 388, of which I give a coloured 
illustl'ation from the living allimal in my monogl'aph. Among the 
hundreds of sponges from Naples I examined I never sawa single 
A.xinella with whieh it could possibly be identified; whel'eas the 
resemblanee with several specimens of Bymeniacidon sangztinert is 
very striking. "Der Sehwamm ist von ansehnlieher Grösse, bildet 
Krasten, die seitlich comprimirt und gewunden sind wie ein Hahnen
kamm. Die Oberfläche ist ulll'egelmässig wel lig" (MAAS, 1893 p. 338). 
The skeleton, according to MAAS, is composed of two 80rt8 of spicules 
which are said to be "fltecknadelföl'mig", but according' to the figures 
these spicula are styles with some strongyla. I examined a number. 
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of larvae and pnpae of H. sanguinea; I perfectly agree with M AAS'S _ 
statements; only in my specimens I discovered sometimes, thongh 
vet'y scantiIy, isochelae. And TOPSENT (1911 a p. IX) says about 
tbe larvae of MAAS'S sponge: "La ressemblance en est très grande 
avec celle qne je viens de déerire ... " (viz. -Hymeniacidon ca1'uncula). 

Taking everything together I believe that we may draw up tbe 
following list of synonyms of Bymeniaciclon sangltÎnea (Grant) B''9'k.: 

1826 ('tl). Spongia sangninea GRANT. 
1828. Halicbondl'ia sanguinea Fr.El\iING. 
1848. Halispongia sanguinea GRAY. 
1857. Hymeniacidon cal'unrula BOWERBANK" 
186~. Suberites cl'ambe SCHMTJ)T. 
1862. Snberites fruticosns SCRl\UDT. 

. 18ö6. 
1866. 

Hymemacidon caruncula BOWERBANK . 
Hymeniacidon consimilis BOWERBANK. 

1866. Hymeniaeidon mammeata BOWERBANK. 
1866. Hymeniacidon sanguinea BOWJmBANK. 
1866. Hymeniacidon viridans BOWERBANK. 
1874. Hymeniacidon medius BOWERBANK. 
1880. Crambe harpago VOSMAER. 
1882. Amorphina carnncula BOWERBANK-NoRl\IAN. 
1882. ,Amorphina consimilis BOWE.RBANK-NoRl\IAN. 
1882. Amorphina sanguinea BOWERBANK-NoRMAN 
1882. Reniera mammeata BOWERBANK-NoRMAN. 
1882 .• Reniera cal'Uncula BOWER13ANK-NoRMAN. 
1882. Reniera consimilis BOWF.RBANK-NoRMAN. 
1882. Reniera sanguinea BOWERBANK-NoRMAN. 
1882. Reniera virldans BO"VERBANK-NoRMAN. 
1884. Hymeniacidon agminata RIDLEY. 
1888. Amorphina vil'idans TO;PSENT. 
1892 (a). Stylinos urevicllspis TOPSENT. 
1893. Axinella crista-galli MAAs. 
1894 (E). Crambe frnticosns TOPSl!lNT. 
1894 (y). Tetranthella fruticosa LEND1~NFELD. 
1899 (a). Crambe crambe 'rHIELE. 

With tbis conception of Hymeniar:idon san.qztinea we may say 
that it is~a sponge which usually appears as a scarlet 1) ernst. In 

1) Of course the red colour is not always exactly the same; sometimes it is 
more blood red or coral-red, sometimes mme scarlet etc. On the whole it generally 
comes nearest "miniatus" of SACCARDO'S list. 
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some specimens this crust is only one or two millimeters thick and 
tIJen the surface is generally smooth and even. In others it is thiekel' 
and provided with smal! tIlbereles, lobes or ridges. Sueh specimens 
form transitions to more massive ones, albeit that they often ratbel' 
simtllate a massive mass, in reality being bnt incrustations In rhe 
former case they are described under the names 8pongia (Hymeni
aciclon) sangztinea and 8tylinos b1'evicuspis. Specimens like Hymeni
aciclon cal'uncula, consimilis, mammeata etc. form transitions to snch 
as are kn 0 wn as Axinella critita-galli, 8ube1'ites (Crambe) crambe 
and f1'uticosus. In the simplest condition, as thin crusts, the s~eleton 
is formed of vel'tical bundles of styli, branched or not, terminating 
in fan-shaped tufts. These bundIes are attaehed to the substratum 
by means of a thin layer of spongine, whieh forms eonical 
elevations in which the bundIes are firmly fixed with theiI' basal 
pal'ts. If the ernst becomes thicker, Iocalised or in general, the 
bundies of course grow hig'her; neighbouring bundIes may be united 
by spicules, with Ol' without the aid of spongine. This gradually 
leads finally io a sort of network of bundies, united by a very 
variabie amouni of spongine. Betweell the vertieal bundIes loose 
spicules may be found, often in a horizontal position i. e. parallel to 
the substl'atl.1l11. lVJoreover some acanthostyli occasionally occur; 
their typieal situarion is erect on the substratum. And finally, 
likewise in very variabIe numbel', sigmata and isochelae may be 
found. 

J.Jet us now return to the desmas. 
In six of the inCl'llsting specimens I found desmoids) viz. in ~53, 

977, 1026, 1037, 1039 and 1130. However, these organisms are 
never found regularly dispel'sed through the sponge, bnt only in 
cel'tain parts. More especially they occur at localised places of the 
base of the sponge, immediately against the sllbstratum or, if they 
are found higher up, they are more or less in C'ontact with the erect 
bundIes of styli. This situation sllggests that they are organisms not 
belonging to the sponge itself. Sllpposing this to be the rase, where 
do they come fl'om and what can possibly be thei1' trne nature? 
It is highly impl'obable that they belong' to some Lithistid, simply 
becanse I found I.Jithistids only twice or thl'ice in tlle Bay of Naples. 

It is à fact weIl known to everyone who has examined microsC'opic 
sections of sponges that they frequently contain foreign ob.jects. 
Leaving öut of eonsideriltion the nnmerous commensals we find in 
sponges, we of ten 1ind spicnles of other Sponges, Radiolarians, FOl'a
minifera etc. entirely incorporated in the parenchyma. Thus I fOllnd 
in some sections of specimen 975 spicules which had a gTeat 
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likeness to the micl'ocalthl'ops of Pla/cina t1'iloplza. 1'hey are for the 
greatel' part fOlmd in gyOllPS on the same substratllm as the sponge 
975. They are kept togethel' by traces of degenerated soft tissue. 
Now it is certainly of impor!ance that in sevel'al cases I found 011 

tlle same stone together with the red incruStations mentioned abo\'e 
crusts of Plakinidae. The majority of my specimens of Plakinidae 
came from the same grounds as the red Cl'uStS of B. srtnguinea viz. 
Posillipo, Pozzuoli and Nisida. The supposition that the irregular 
siliceouE> bodies are to be derived from spicules of Plaldnidae seems 
to me, thel'efore, not over fantastic. We know by F. E. SCHUl,ZE'S 
researrhes how variabIe the spicnles of Plakinidae are. The variol1s 
shapes of the desmoids we find sometimes in Hymeniacidcn sanguinea 
are all eaRily explained, if we admit that spicules of Plakinidae 
form the crepis. We might suppose that little crusts of these curious 
Porifera are overgrown by the stronger, expanding Bymeniacidon 
and are finally killed by it. In this way groups of spicules of some 
Plakina or other may be incorporated in the parenchyma of Hy
meniaciclon. But, these spicllles are not yet desrnas or desmoids. 

We saw th at, accOl'ding to Sor,LAs, MINCHIN and others, desmas are 
formed by secondary deposit of silica on [I, spiculum, which is early 
al'l'ested in growth, and by which process the axial thread uecomes sImt 
off from the surl'ounding cytoplasm of the scleroblasL Whether the 
spicopal, which wiII fOl'm the pl'osthema is secreted by the mothel'
scleroblast of tbe crepis or by others, is of no consequence fol' 
our suggestion. 

Is there anytbing to be seen in our Bymeniacidon which resem bles 
the development and structure of true desrnas ? I believe th ere is, 
as far as can be jndged from examination of objects no more In contact 
with their mother-cells. Every phenomenon we are able to observe 
in true desmas can be seen in the siliceolls bodies under conside
ration. If we apply the heating method and subsequent mounting in 
glycerine, in general in observing the spicnles in question in media 
of various l'efractive index, w~ get pie!ures which fully cOl'respond 
to SOLLAS'S statements abollt desmas. 80 far there seems to be no 
reason fol' a distinction between desma and desmoid, since it is not 
confirmed in any way that 1he secondal'y silica is deposited by other 
cells than the mother-scleroblast of the cl'epis. Oonsequently, if one 
wis hes still to make a distinction, it must be for other reasons. 
Such a reason might be found in the fact that the desrnas of Lithis
tids are spicuies normally secreted by the Sponge itself - at least 
as far as we know. But the desmoids of Hymeniacidon sanguineo, 
according to my views, do not belong to the Spon ge ; the crepis at 
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any ra te is foreign and tbis is essential. It iR unlmown how' the 
sureounding laJers of the prosthema are ÎOl'lned; but it seems to me 
very probable that the mothel'-scleroblast of ihe crepis is responsible 
for it. LittIe is known about surl! serondary deposits; still less than 
about the primar)' spicopal, which is in contact with the axial 
thread and very probably stands lUlder its intluence. A slight ir1'e
gularIty in the a:xial thl'ead is followed by the same il'l'eglllarity in 
the splcopal. One can convinre oneself easily of this fact by care
fuIly examining micl'oscopic preparations of spicules. Invariably 
some 'abnol'malities are faund. Take e.g. a preparation of styli; 
generally there are sorne which sbow slight thickenings in the axial 
thl'ead neae the base. The la.} ers of spicopal follow the thickening 
mosL minutely. Of ten between the nOl'mal styli, others are found 
whieh are obviously al'rested in growth sa that they do not te1'm1-
nate in a sharp point, but are rounded ofl'. In such cases one can 
repeatedly see that at that end the spicopal has formed exactIy 
the same cUl"ved lamellae as, normalIter, at the base. Such IaJers 
are thicker, the earliel' normal growth has stopped. These are patho
logical prodncts. We get the impression that the silica, which is still 
present in the scleroblast, is used up, also if the axial canal is shut. But 
th is secondal'y deposit is generally more irregular. We may suppose 
that similar proresses are going on in desmoids, onIy on stilllarger 
scale. The reason of snch abnormal development may be sought in 

, the pOOl' condltion into which Plalcina comes aftel' it has been over
grown by Hymeniacidon. We know of se\'eral analogous cases of 
serondary deposit of spicopal. As fal' as I am aware httJe attention 
has been paid to it., Examples we have e.g. in stel'rastel's, spherastel's, 
sterrospirae; but also, I believe, in the spines of acanthosty Ii. Ster
rasters and spherastel's are both polyaxon spicuIa ; the primary 
spicopal is deposited on the axial threads, with some form of 
oxyaster as result. If th en the axial canals' are 8hut, the secretion of 
siliéa goes on for a whIle, with the result that the centre becomes more 
and more one mass of spiropal. This mode of growth is fol' both 
kinds of spicules fundamentally the same; only in sterrasters it goes 
farther. For these spicules at least it has been pl'oved that the primary 
spicopal as well as the secondary is serreted bya single cello Ste1'1'o
spirae 1) on the otller hand are monaxon spicules. As in sterrasters 
secondal'y silica is seereted aftel' the closing of the centra1 canal, so it 
happens in sterl'ospirae, albeit in another way. Why the secondary 
spicopal in acanthostyli and spinispil'ue is deposited in concentric 
Iamellae alld finally as conical spines vertical on the axis, whereas 

1) Cf. VOSMAER 1902, p. 111. 
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in desmas or desmoids it happens as irregular knobs and tubercles, 
are ql1estions I am as little prepared to answer as why some spicnles 
are monaxon, others tetl'axon etc. I only wish to draw aUention 
to what I believe to be analogoLls phenomena. 

In describing the de\'elopment of desmas in jVeosiplwnia supentes, 
Sol/as says explicitly that cladi and tubercles are formed independently 
of the axial thread. But he continues (1888 p. 300): An axial 
portion, however, is still to be traeed through the twigs and branches. 
It consists of silica of different l'efractive index and diffeeent solu
bility in the outer coatings, and runs as a wide core ... " etc. This 
is, howevel', by no means peculiar to desmas. It has been long 
known that a lamellar st ructure is of ten met with in sponges. 
BÜTSOHLI demonstrated that different layers may show different 
refraction, an obseL'vation whieh WIJSMAN and I myself aftervvards 
confirmed. lJeaving out of discllssion the explanation, it may be 
stated that in most spicules the different layers not only have a 
different l'efractive index but also a different sol u bility. I have made 
in th is matter a number of obset'vations, which I hope 10 continue. 

These obsel'vations all point to the fact that we have to do with 
very romplicated, partly optical phenomena. c Roughly speaking we 
can say that the spicopal around the axial thread has a 10 wel' 
refractive index than the pel'ipheral layer or ll1ye1's· l

). Similarly is 
the solubility in hydrofluorie aciJ ofthe centra.llayel·s is stronger than 
that of the pheripberal ones, in so far as the former are easier dissol
ved. Anothel' difference between the layers is observed aftel' careful 
heating; the weIl known bl'ownish colou!' first appeal's in the inner 
layers and seldom OCCUl'S in the most extern al layer just nnder the 
spicule-sheath. All these phenomena are seen in desmoids ofD. sanguinea 
just as distinctly as in simple styli of this or other Sponges. 
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Mathematics. - A posthumous work of Dr. P. H. SCHOU'I'E. By 
Prof. J. CARDINAAL. 

(Communicated in the meeting of January 29, 1916). 

At the moment of Dr. P. H. SCHOUTE'S regl'etted decease foU!' 
sections of his gl'eat tl'eatise "Analytical tl'eatment of tbe polytopes 
regulal'ly derived from the regulal' polytopes" had been ins,el'ted in 
the works of this Academy (Verhandelingen XI 3 and XI 5). The 
fifth sectîon failed, which was the more to be l'egl'etted, as the 
all thor considered it aquite essential part of his researches and 
might weIl hope to complete the whole work in his lifetime. 

It was to be supposed that pad of this fWh sertion might be 
found amidst SCIIOUTB'S papers. Happily this supposition pl'oved to 
be tl'ue; the fifth pa.rt wa.s founrl neal'ly complete in manuscript. 
It is true, the manuscl'ipt bore the chal'a.cter of a first concept and 
had to be put in final form, but the clea.l'ness and accura.teness of 
expression, so eharacteristic of the decea.sed, l'evealed themselves 
in this concept. The results wel'e neal'ly all put down, so we ca.n 
fa.irly admit, tha.t it is SCHOU'l'E'S work that is now to be published. 

We wish to give some l'emarks relating to this publicaüon. In 
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1910 this Academy published a treatise of Mrs. A. BOOLE 8TOTT: _ 
"Geometrieal deduction of semireglliar from regular polytopes and 
space fillings". This treatise contains a method by which bodies 
having a eertain kind of semiregularity may be derived from regular 
bodJes, wIth applieation to any Ylllmbel' of-di~ensions. The methods 
we re essentially geometrie, 8CHOUTE resolved to give the analytical 
counterpart. The conception might seem simple, the execution 
proved to be very laborious. Many theorêms had 10 be tested for 
spaces of more than three dlmensions; we give the subdivision ot 
each of tlle foul' published sections as a proof. A. 8ymbols of the 
cool'dinates. B. The chal'actel'istic llumbers C. Extellsion numbers 
alld t1'l1l1cation in~egel's and fractlOlls. D. Expansion and contraction 
symbol5. E. Nets of polytopes. F. Polal'ity. G. Syrnmetry, con
siderations of the theory of gI'OUpS, regularity. The auLhor's analysis 
extends over four pl'incipal forms of polytopeb and man)' difficulties 
in the cOJlslderation of spare'3 of more than thl'ee dimension5 had 
to be conquered. 

The fifth section deals with polyhedron~ deduced from icosahedron 
alld dodecahedl'on and the forms of 84 deduced from 024' 0000,0120' 

The authol' had to apply a method vel'y closely connected with the 
geometrical generatIOn of tlle bodles as a consequence ofthe impossi
bility of applying some of hi5 former principles. The analysis of 
024 did not present insurmollntable difficlllties, but the number of 
cbaractel'istic numbers and cool'dinates belonging to 0 120 and C600 is 
very great. The reciproClty of 0 120 and 0600 howevel' allows to limit 
the considel'ations to 0 600 , 

Tt has been al ready hinted \ th ar subdivision and results were 
found in Dr. 8CHOUTE'S manuscript. The form was however very 
concise and a mark from hlS hand indicated some resuIts he had 
not yet soundly tested. The text was in Dutch, a final redaetion in 
English in harmony with tbe other sections was not Jet begun. A 
general reyision of the work which would haY!3 aUowed the author 
to gi ve to its methods that perfect UTI,ity at w hieh he aimed, had 
not been made. 

Now this became the task of the editors, a task which had to be 
fulfilled with all the piety due to SCHOUTl!l'S memory. The au thor of 
this commllnication ga\'e a fit'st redaetion in English. The great and 
laborious work llowever, consisting in the conh'olling and filling up 
of the chal'actel'istic numbel's and coordinateb and tbe ensuing fin al 
l'ednction is dlle to Dr. W. A. WIJTROFF, whose kind collaboration 
made it possible to publish SCHOUTl!l'S last wOl'k, a collaboraiion 
which will be thankfully remembel'ed. 
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Chemistry. - "In-, 11W11 0- ancl diva1'iant equilib1'ia". VI. By 
Prof. F. A. H. SCHRl'JINEMAKERS. 

(Communicated in th~ meeting of January 29, 1916). 

10. Relation between concentmtion- dncl P,l'-diagrams. 
We have geen in om pl'evious contemplations in what way can 

be dedl1ced the types of the P, T-diagl'am which may occur in a 
, I 

system of n-components and in wh at waJ the concentration-diagram 
belonging to each of those can be found. Now we sllaH consider" 
more in detail the correspondence bet ween the two dJagrams. 

Instead of 2 reactions, eacb between n + 1 phases, we consider 
2 reactions betweell the' n + 2 phases of the inmriant point. We 
write these reactions: 

(1) 
and blFI + b2 F2 -I- •.• + bn+2 Fn+2 = 0 . (2) 

We take al and bI always positivE', so that in each of these 
l'eactions one of the othel' coefficients at least must be negative. 
Further we sl1ppose that we have written the phases Fl F 2 ••• in 
(1) and (2) in sneh order of succession, that: 

!i > b2 > ba> .. > bn+2
• • • (3) 

al a2 as all+~ 

These wtios may all be positive; when one of the ratios e. g. 
bjl : al' IS negative: then in (3) going ti'om left to right also all 
following ratios are negative. When we multiply (1) with J. and 
when we subtract (2) from it, then we may wl'ite: 

( bI) (" b2
) (bI) al J. - al Fl + a 2 I.. - a

2 

F 2 + as J. - a, F3 + ... = O. (4) 

Rence we maJ deduce n + 2 l'eaction-equations, each between 
11, + 1 phases. When we put ). = bI : al then the eoefficient of FI 
becornes zero; it is apparent from (4) that the coeffieients F2' F3 ... 
have the same sign as a2 , a3 ••• We l'epresent this by the series: 

O+a2 +a.+a4 ••• +a'I+2" ... (5) 
-

When we equate ). = b2 : a2 then the coeffieient of PI has the 
opp05ite sign of all those of Fa, F4 • •• obtain the same sigu as 
aa' a4 • •• VVe represent this by the series: 

- al ° + a3 + a4 ••• + an+2 
Fo!' ). = bI : a3 V\ e obtain the 5eries: 

- al - a2 ° + a4 ••• all+2 
and at last fol' ). = bll+~: a7l+2 

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XVIII. 

(6) 

(7) 

76 
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- al - a2 - Cl 3 - a4 - an+l 0 . . . . (8) _ 

Tt is apparent from those series th at the removal of the 0 trom 
1eft to right causes a regular change of the signs. 

Now we have n + 2 reaction-equation~, so that we can easily 
find the type of the P, T-diagram. It is eddent th at th is type shall 
depend on the signs of a. aa . " (al is viz. positive); we could think 
now that those signs can be quite arbitrary, we can show however, 
that this is not the case for the sake of (2) and (3). 

Let us imagine that the slgns of al a • ... are represented by the series: 

+ + + - - + + - + - + + + +. . . . (9) 
This means that al a z aa are positive, a 4 and a 5 negative. a 6 

and ar positive, etc. We shall call a group of n equal signs follo\\ ing 
one another: an n-group; as case of limit n can also be = 1. 
Consequently we find in (9) til'stly a positive 3-group, afterwards a 
ne>gative 2 gronp etc. As al is taken positive, the first group 
therefore must al ways be positive. 

Now we can show: "eaeh series consists of three groups, at least". 
lt is apparent, without more, that the oceurrence of one single 

group only is not possible. The impossibility of two groups oceurring 
appeaJ's in the föUowing way. 

When we put in (3) bI: al = fLl' b.: a. = fL 2 etc. thell it follows 
from (1) and (2); 

and 
al + a2 + ... + ap + ap+l + ... + an+2 = o. . . (11) 

fL I al + fL. a. + ... + fLp ap + fLp+l ap+l + . ". + fLn+2 all+2 = 0 (12) 
in which 

fL l > fL. > ... > fLp > ... > U'z+2' . . . • (13) 

We take herein al ... ap positive and ap+l ... a l1+2 negative; as 
o regards the signs of fLl fL. , we take fL l ... fLq positive and fLq+l ... (tn+2 

negative; in this q may change from 1 towards n + 2. 
Let us take q = n + 2; tbis means that all vallles in (13) are 

posItive. As ap+l' .. an+2 are negative, we replace them by - ap+l, 

- ap+2 etc. Now (11) and (12) pass into; 

and 
[1,1 al + fL2 a2 -t- '" + fLp ap = fLJz+l a,+l + ... + [ln+2 all+2 . (15) 

The first side of (15) is smaller than fLl (al + a. + ... + ap) and 
larger than fLp (al + a. + ... + ap) ; consequently we may write for this: 

a (al + a. + ... + ap) in whieh fLl > a> fLlJ' 

We wl'ite for the serond part of (15) : 

t1 (ap+l + ... + an+2) in whieh fL,Z+l > {3 > fLn+2' 
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Consequent1y (15) passes into: 

a (al + a2 + ... +ap) = {J (ap+l + ... + all+2). . . (16) 

in whieh a > {J. I 

As neithel' a, nol' {J, nor the reaetion-coefficients may be = 0, 
(11) and (12) can, thel'efol'e not be satisfied. 
When we glve anothel' value to q, then we come to the same 

eonclusion. Henee it follows, therefore, that the occurrence of two 
group~ is not possible. As further we may easily prove that three 
and more groups may ocrur indeed, we may consequently conclude : 

"eaeh series consists of thJ'ee Ol' more grou ps". 
Now we take in (1) for al a2 ••• the series: 

This series consists of four positive groops, which are indicated 
by A, B, C, and D and of three negative groups, which are indi
cated by R, S and T; fol' the sake of c1earness these groups are 
separated from one another by vertical 1ine8. Going from the 1eft 
to the l'ight, we number in each group the CUlTes: 1, 2, ... , con
sequently A1A2 ... , B1B2" . 

Wh en we deduce from (1) and (2) with the aid of (4) the, 11 + 2 
l'eaction equations, then we find the series: 0++ ... - ... + ... - ... + ... - ... + .. . 

-0+... +... + ... - ... + .. . 
:..--0 ... - ... +... +... + .. . 

and at last: 

--- .. ·1+·· ·1-·· ·1+·· ·1-·· ·1+·· .1- ... 0 

These series l'epresent the signs of the coeffirients of the l'eactions, 
which may occur each time between n + 1 phases; they indicate, 
however also which curves are situated at the one and at the other 
slde of the curve, which is l'epresented by 0; the curves with the 
positive sign are situated viz. at the one side, those with the nega
tive sign at the other side of the curve O. 

,Now we find easily that the P,T diagramtype can be J'epresented 
by fig. 3 (V) and that with each gl'oup of signs in (17) a bun dIe 
in the P,T diagram cOI'responds, which contains ,just as many curves' 
as the group contains signs. We shall refel' to this later. 

We have assumed in series (17) an odd number of gl'OUpS, when 
we add anothel' negative one, th en at'ises the series: 

+~ .. I_~ .. I+~~.I ~ .. I+~ .. I-~.I t~ .. I-~.. (18) 
76* 
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Hence we deduce the type of the P, T diagram in tbe way indi
cated above. Although the1'e are in series (18) eight g1'OUpS of signs, 
:ret in tbe diagram not 8, but only 7 bundIes are found. We obtain 
viz. again fig. 3 CV), in w hicb we have, b~wever, still to draw tbe 
curves ~ U2 ' " and in such a way that they form with A1A2' .. 
one single bun dIe onIy, in which the order of succession fwm left 
to right is U1 Uz ... A1A2 .. ,. Consequently we find a diagram, 
satisfying also the series: 

, (19) 

--
Hence it is apparent: when the last group of a series is negath'e 

(series 18) then we may plaC'e tbis last group, aftei' l'evel'sing Hs 
sign, uefore the fb'st geoup and unite them to one single grollp 
(sedes 19).. I 

l Below we shall indicate in another way that a similar removal 
is possible and in wbat way we can carry it out.] 

From the pl'evious considerations follow at once the rules: 
in each P, l' diagram the number of bundies of curves is always 

odd :llld tb ree at 'least; 
in a P, T diagram al ways a same number of bundies of curves 

is sitnated at the righ tand at the left of each bundie of curves. I 

We ca,n also find in tbis way the types of the P, T diagram, 
which may occ'ul' in a system o( n com ponents. We have viz. to 
exanllne in how many and in what ways the 17 + 2 signs of a 
series can be divided into an odd numbel' of grou ps. TIIIS IS perfectly 
the same as the" way followed in communication V viz. examining 
in how many and in what ways n + 2 cnrves <:>an be divided into 
an odd number of bundies. 

Tbe following is ~pparent fol' the l'elation between the type of 
the concentration- and the P, T-diagram. I 

1. We kno\y 2 reactions betwecn the phases, whieh oèeur in 
the invariant point and we seek the C'oL'l'esponding type of the 
P,T-diagram. We write then those two reactions,just as the equations 
(1) and (2) viz. in sn eh a wa)' that condition (3) is satisfied. Now 
we take the set'ies of thc signs of reaction (1); when the last group 
is negative, then we combine it with the first in the way indieated 
above (C'ompare series 18 and 19). We may use the following pro
perties fol' drawing the type of the P, T-diagram. 

Witb each gl'OUp of the series a uundle of curves eOl'l'esponds, 
which contains as many curves as the gl'oup contains signs, 

These bun dIes succeed öne a,notliel' iw the same order as the 
gl'OUpS in the series, on condition that we follow it from 1eft to l'ight 
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and when we take firstly cOllsecutively tbe positive grou ps and then 
tbe negati ~e ones l conseq uently in series 18 the order of sucr~ssion : 
A BCDRSTU, th is is in arcordance with tig. 3 (V) J. 

';Ye can also take the order of sllccession of the gl'OllpS, without 
taJdng the si,gn into ronsideration [conseqnently in series 18 the order 
of 8uccet:sion: ARBS ... J Then we consider in the P,T-diagram not 
on Iy t 11e stabJe -, but also the metastable parts of t he bundIes 
[Consequently in fig, 3 (V) the order of sllccession of the bnndles 
is ARBS, , .. J Now we may say: in the P, T-diagl'am the bundies 
sncceed one another in the same order as the groups in the series; 
the positive groups indicate the stabie parts, the negative ones the 
meraslabie parts of the bundJes. 

In each of the bllndles the curves succeed one anothel' as in the 
corresponding groll p of the series, 

2. We know the type of the P, T-diagl'am and we seek the 
corresponding ty pe of the concentl'ation-diagram, the1'efore, two reaction
equations between the phases. 

Fol' this we first1y define the series of signs, wbich cOrI'esponcls 
with the P, T-diagram; this 'is' easil)' fOllnd aftel' the above con
sidemtions, As by this only the signR of the coefficlents 'of (1) are 
given, we may satisfy this reaction, therefore, in infinitely many 
ways. Equaüon (2) is also stIll to be chosen quVe arbitrarily, on 
coudition that (3) only is ·satisfied. COl1sequently we find an infinite 
nllmbel' of solutions, which satisfy aU, 110 wever, the same conditions 
and w hieh form together the type of the concentration-diagram. 
Consequently the type depends on the series of signs, so that we 
may consider the series of signs as a representation of the type of 
the concen tration-diagl'am and of the P, T-diagTam, 

We shall l'efer with an example to Ibis deduction of lhe type of 
the concentration diagram, 

We shall apply those general considel'ations to some definite cases. 
We ,have taken in commllnicati~n IV as an example (reactions 13 
and 14) of 2 reactions in a septuplepoint: 

and 

Q + 2R + 3S = T + U + 4 V 

2P -i-' R + l' = S + ~ U + V 

(20) 

(21) 

and we have found fOl' the corresponding type of the P, T-diagrum the 
symbolical, diagram 20 (IV) or fig. lel (V). We sball deduce this 
diagram foliowing the method indicated above, As in both the eqmt
tions (20) and (21) one phase is missing, we are not allo wed to 
apply to it without more our previous considerations ; fol' this l'eason we 
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ihall deduce from (20) and (21) two othel' equations, which contain ~ 

each the seven phases. We may obtain infinitely many of those 
equationR, which are however of course dependent on (20) and (21). 
When we multi(Jly e.g. (20) by 2 and wl!..en (21) IS added to this 
then we find: 

2P + 2 Q + 5 R + 5 S - l' - 4 U - 9 V = 0 .. (22) 

When we muItiply (20) by 3 and when we add (21) to this, 
then we find: 

2 P + 3 Q + 7 R + 8 S - 2 l' - 5 U - 13 V = O. (23) 

Now we have to ehoose in (22) and (23) the order of sueeession 
of the phase& in sueh a way that condition (3) is satisfied. 

As: 

i->i>f>V>f>t>i-
we must eonsequentIy write (22) in the form: 

l' - 5 S - 2 Q + 9 V - 5 R + 4 U - 2 P = 0 . . (24) 

Therefore we obtain the series of &igns: 

1'IS QIVIRIUIP +--+-+-
fol' whieh we can also write: 

P1'ISQIVIRIU. ++--+-t . (25) 

Henee it appears consequently that the P, T-diagram consists of 
the 2 twocllrvieal bundies (P + T) and (S + Q) and of the 3 one
eUl'vieal bundies (V), (B) and (U). Startlllg from (P) IS, therefore, 
in aecordance with (25) the order of snceession of the eurves: 
(P), (T), (V), (U), (S), (Q) and (B), whieh is in aecordanee with the 
symbolical diagram 20 (IV) and fig. iel (V). 

We assume that in a systeru with 5 eomponents the reaetions: 
P - 2 Q + R - S + T + U - V = O. . . . (26) 

and 2 P + 2 Q - 4 R + 2 S + T - 6 U + 3 V = 0 . . (27) 

oecur. We have to choose in those equations the order of succession 
of the phaRes in sueh a way that condition (3) is satisfied. As 

i->+>-i->-i->-ï> -t>-f 
we have to write, therefo't'e, for 26: 

P + T - 2 Q - S - V + R + U = 0 . (28) 

we obtain eonsequently the series of signs : 

PTIQ S VIR U , + + ___ + + . . . . . . . (29) 

The P, T diagram eonsists, therefore, of two twoeur\'ieal and one 
threecuryical bundie and it can be l'epresellted by fig. 2 h (V). 
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Now we 'shall se ek the eoncentration-diagram belonging to a P,T 
diagram. We take fig. 1 a CV); as eaeh bun dIe is onecurvieal, the 
series of signs beeomes: 

AIEIBIFIGIGID + _ + _ + _ + . . . . . . . (30) 

so that the type of the coneentl'ation diagram is defined. We ean 
find it in the following way. From (30) follows the l'eacti~n : 

a A - e E + b B - -1 F + c C - g G + d D = 0 . . (31) 
-

wherein a, e, b, ... are positive. YVe write for the second reactlOn: 

a' A + e',E + b' B +.f' F + c' C T g' G + d' D = 0 . (3~) 

.wherein the eoeffieients may have positive and negative values. 
Now we have the conditions : 

a-e+b-I-Ic-g+d=O 
a' + e' + b' t f' + c' + g' + d' = 0 

a' e' b' I ' c' g' d' 
and -;; > - -; > b > - 1 > ~ > - ~ > d 
by w hieh the type of the concentration-diagram is defined. It is 
evident that those condihons ean be satisfied in infinitely many 
ways. We may tal~e as example amongst othel'&: . 

A-2E+B-F+C-G+D=O 
and 6A - 7 E + 3 B .+ F - 2 G + 3 G - 4 D - 0 

Herein is viz.: 

6 >f>3 > -1 >- 2> - 3> - 4. 
Below the corresponding series of signs follow fOl' eaeh of the 

P, T diagram types in quinary systems [figs. 1, (V) and 2 (V)] 

fig. 1 a (V) + - + - + - + (33) 
fig. 1 b (V) + + + - + - + (34) 
fig. 1 c (V) + - - + - + + (35) 
fig. 1 d (V) + - + + - - + (36) 
fig. 2 e (V) + - + + + + + (37) 
fig. 2 J (V) + - - + + + + (38) 
fig. 2 g (V) + - - - + + + (39) 
fig. 2 h lV) + + - - + + + (40) 

Series 33 eontains seven, each of the series 34, 35 and 36 contains 
five and each of the series 37, 38, 39 and 40 eontains thl'ee gl'OUpS 
of signs. 

The reader himself can now easily deduce" the series of sigIIs fol' 
systems with 6 and more components. 

\ ) 

Above we have dedueed: when the last gl'unp of a series is 

- ---<'--------
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negative, then we may plaee this last group, aftel' reversion of its , 
sign, before the first group and combine them to one single group. 
'Ve have deduC'ed this by indiC'ating that from both the set'ies (18 
and 19) the same P, T diagram-type resul ts:.... 

Now we shall indieate that both series may be convel'ted mutnally 
and in what way this ean take plaee. 

We 'Yrite l'eaetion (1~ when we put n + 2 = l' for the sake of 
abbreviation 

al Fl + az F 2 ... + ax-1 FX-1 + axFx + ... + a,.J.;\. = 0 . (41) 

we as::;ume that ax-l is posjtive, and that ax . •. a, are negative, so 
that those last form a separate negative group, just as group Û in 
(18). We represent the ratios 'by [.tI ••• (1,., so th at -

(11) (-'2>' .. > (1x-1 > (la, > ... > (-', 
is satistied. Reaction (2) now passes into : 

(.tlalFl + ('2 a2 F 2 + ... + (1x- aX-ll!'X-1 -+ (.lxaXF:L + .. + (.t,a,F, = 0 (42) 

It follows from l41) and (42) 

«(.tl-x)alFl + ... +«(.t~-1-x)a.c-1F.1-1 +(l-lx-~)axF~+ . . + «(.t,-x)a1 F, =0 (43) 

w herein x is arbitl'ary. We ehoose x in slleh a way that 

(.tl > ... > (.tv-1> X > (lx> .. . > (.t,. • . . (44) 

is satisfied. 
The negatiYe coeff. of l!"'-c . •. F, from (41) beeome positive in (43) ; 

the coefficients of Fl ... F-r-l keep all the same sign. We plaee the 
pORitive, group Ex . .. Fr at the beginning of the series; then we obtain 

«(.tx-x)axF v+ .. ·+«(.t, -")a,Frt ([1.1' x)alFl + ... + (lIJ. .1-;:)aX -lF1.-1=0 (45) 

wherein tbe eoeffieient of the first term is positive [viz. (Ic -;: < 0 
and a-c < OJ. Now we take (.tx> 0, so that also x > O. We wl'ite for (42): 
- [1.x a:r Fx - '" -- (.trar P,. - tt l a l }\ - •• - (.lx-l a.'"C--l Fx-l = 0 (46) 

so th at also herein the first term is positive r viz. !lx > 0 and ax < OJ. 
~ow we shall show th at condition (3) is satisfied. We write this: 

).x> ... > )./ > )'1>' . > ).x-1· • . • • (47) 
wherein: 

-fL. -- = Às lö = 1 , 2 ... IV •• , 7'] . 
fts-~ 

Now we have: 

Àp _ Àq = fLp _ -f1q = ~(fLp-llq) (48) 
(.tp-~ (.lq- x (f1p_.~)«(.tq-~) 

I 

When we apply (48). eyery time for two values of )'p' and )'q 

whieh snrceed one another, eonsequently for À1 and ).2' for )'2 and ).3' 

etc. and a]so for ).1 en À,., then we find when we take (44) into 
consideration 

• l 
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)'1» ~ > .. . 1> )':1-1 ),,-1 < l.c ; }x> ... > Ir and )1 < )., 
so that (47) is satisfied. 

When we take (1x < 0, then we write for (46) in order to make 
the first term positive [viz. (lx < 0 and ax < 0J : 
(1:1, ax Fx + ... + tlr ar Fr + (11 al FI + ... + (1x-1 Ct,t_1 F t-1 = 0 (49) 

Consequently we equate now : 

Now we have: 

~ ~ ~~-~ (50) lp-).q=-----
(1p-x (1g - r. ((1p- x)((1q-~) 

As [1,:r is taken negative, r. Citn be in accordance with (44) as weU 
positive as negative; we now give to r. one of the many negative 
values, whic!l satisfy (44). With the aid of (44) and (50) we then 
find that again (47) is satisfied. 

Comequently we find: when the last group of a series is negative, 
then we may place this, aftel' reversing lts sign, befare the first one 
and combine tbem to one single group; also it is apparent in what 
way we can find the new eoeffieients. 

We can still put the question whethel' all pairs of reaction
equatiollS, which we can cteduee from (1) and (2) will have. the 
same series of signs. As a P,T-diagramtype is perfectly defined by, 
its series of signs and reversally the series of signs is pel'feC'tly 
defined by a P,l'-dlagl'am, eonselluently this must be the case. Wh en 
we deduce, therefore, from (1) and (2) anothet' pair of reaetion
equations, then the series of signs fol' this latter pair must, therefore, 
be the same as that fol' the first. Let the series of signs of the 
reactions (1) and (2) be given by (17), then this is also valid for 
each othel' pair of reaction-equations whieh can be deduced from 
(1) and (2). Of course it is possible' that this new sel'ieJ of signs 
begins with another group; the order of succession, howevel', remains 
the same. In (17) the series begins with group A; when a new 
series begins e.g. with the group S, then is the order of succession S 

I+~. ,I-~ .. I+~', .I-~ .. I+~ .. I-~ .. I+~, ,I 
or I + ~ .. I-~ .. 1 + ~ .. 1-~ .. 1 + ~ .. 1-~ .. 1 + ~ .. 1 

In the' first series the signs of the groups S, C, T, aud T are 
the revel'se of those from (J 7), in the second sel'ïes this is the case 
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with the groups A, R, Band 8. Both the series are, however, the" 
same a8 in (17); when we go in fig. 3 (V), starting from bun dIe A 
towards the right, then series (17) follows; wh,en we go. however, start- -
ing from S towards the righi Ol" the 1eft, then the above series follow. 

We can also deduce this property WithOllt using the P,T-diagram. 
Fo!' this we form from (41) and (42) the two new reaction-equations: 

«(tl -: x) Ctl Fl + ... + ((tIJ - r.) ay Fy + .. ' + «(tl - r.) ar F, = 0 (50a) 

(Ill -l) al Fl + .. :1+ (f.'y-l) ay F1J + ... T «(Jl-l) arFr= 0 (50 b) 

wherein we give arbitrary values to 1 and r.. As we are allowed 
to always take the last group in (41) positive, we suppose a, > O. 
We distinguish three prmcipal cases. 

1 0
, (Jr>x 11°. r.>(t1 1110

• f.'l>r.>f.'r' 

Principal ('ase 1. We may distinguish three cases: 

a, f.'l > land l> r. ; b. (tl > land l < r. ; c. l> f.'l therefore l> r. . 

Now we ('an show that the equations (50a) and (50b) satis(y con
dition (3), if we take them in the given or in opposlte order of 
buccession as it appears necessary. LThe reader, to whom we leave 
this dedu('tion, has to bear in mind that thGl coefticient of the first 
term must be positi ve in both equations ; in the case c this term is 
negative in (506), so that we haye to revel'se all signs of (50b)j. 

As all signs of (.JOa) are the same as in (41) the series of sIgns 
of (50a) is, therefore, the same as that of (4J). 

Principal case Il. We distinguish three cases: 

a) l> (tl' and l> x; b) l> f.'l and 1< r.; c) 1 < fII therefore 1 < ~. 
It appeal's that the series of signs of (50a) is the same as that in (41). 
Principal case UI. f.l l > r. > f.'r. 
We take r. between the two ratios {.ty-l and (ty whieh succeed 

one another, so that is satisfied: 

{.tI>'" >f.lx > .. >ttl/-1 >r. > f.Ly > ... >f.'z" ·>tJ,. 
We assume that in (41) the phases F:r . . FIj' . Fz belong to the 

sam~ ser~es of signs; ax •• a1f .. az are, therefore, all either positive 
or negative. We write (50a) and (50,,) in the order of succes sion : 

(r.~{.t.1j)ayFy + ... lr. -f.tz)a;.;Fz + ... (r.-{.tr}a,Fr + . . . ! 
., (%-f.'I)a1l?1 + ... (r.-{.tx}axF x + " . (~-tty_I)ay_l.Fy-l = 0 

(50 G) 

(l-(J!J)ayl?!J + ... (l-tt::)azl?~ + ... (l-ttr)a,Fr + . . . t (50d) 

... (l- {.t1)a1F1 ••• (Z-f.lx)axFx + ... (l-(ty-!)ay-1Ji'y-l = 0 I 
We distinguish again thl'ee cases viz.: 

a) l> (.ty and l> r.; b) ), > (.ty and 1 < r.; c) l < {.t1f therefore 1 < lt. 
'Vhen we take care that in all those cases the coefficient of the 
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th'st term is positive, then we can show that the two reaction
equations, taken in the given Ol' in opposiie order, satisfy condition (3). 

Considering the signs of tile phases in (41) and in (501.), then it 
is apparent ihat the phases form in (50e) tile same groups as in 
(41); only the group Fe' . F.1/ .. Fz makes an exception; tilis is viz. 
separated into two groups, of which the one viz. Fy .. Fz is found at 
the beginning and the other viz. F..; . . FY-l at tlle end of (50C

). As 
both those groups have, however, an opposite sign, we can again 
unite them 10 one gronp. Consequently we find in (4:1) aod in (50C

) 

the same groups and with respect to Olle another in snch an order 
of succession, that the series of signs of l41) and that of (501.) are 
the same. 

VVe could put the qnestion why in all considerations tlfe series 
of signs of the reaction-equation: 

alFl + ." + ap-l Fp- 1 + ap Fp + ... + a,+2 Fn+2 = 0 • (50 e) 

is used and not that of the equation: 

fL1aJli +. + fLp-lap-1F!J-l +fL"apFp + .. + fL/l+2all+2~!+2 = 0 (50f) 
We might just as weIl have used this, fol' both the l'eaction

equations have the same series of signs. In order to find the sel'Îes 
of signs of (50f), we must give anothel' order of snccession to the 
pllases, viz. in such a way that condition (3) is satisfied. Now the 
ratios are, however, no more: 

but 
1 1 1 , ... 

!1-1 fL2 fLll+2 

When we take fLl ••. [lp-l positive and ""p." fln+2 negative, th en 
we find: 

111 1 -> ... >->-> ... >-. 
fLp-l fLl {.tn+2 {.tp 

Hence it is apparent, the1'elo1'e, that we have to wl'ite the reaction
equations: 

!1-p-lap-1Fp-l + .. + (lla1Fl + fLll+2 all+2F Il+2 + '" -r !1-pap}l"'p = 0 (50q) 

ap -lFp- 1 + ... + alFl + an+2FIl+2 + ... + apFp = 0 . (50l!) 
When flp-l is negative, then we give the opposite sign to all 

phases. Considering the signs of the phases in (50a) and (50'7) then it 
appears that both eqnations contain the same grollps, 80 that both 
have the same series of signs. 

It is apparent from OLl!' considerations that with each concentration
diagramtype cOl'l'esponds a P, T-diagl'amtype and l'evel'sll;lly and thÇl.t 
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eaeh series of signs is a representation of both diagrams. Consequently _ 
a certain relation must exist between the two diagrams; we shall show: > 

a P,T-diagramtype ean be considered as a sehematieal reaction
diagramtYl)e of the corresponding concel!.tratio~-diagramtype; and 
reversally a eoneentration-diagramtype ean be considered as a 
schematical representation of the corresponding P,T-diagramtype. 

When we take e. g. the p, T-diagramtype of fig. 2 (lI). Henee it 
is apparent that the CUl'\'es (1) and (2) are sItuated at the one si de, 
curves (3) and (4) at the other side of curve (5). We may express 
this by 

(1) (2) 1(5)1 (3) (4). . . (51) 

'Fhis relation (51) expresses however also, that in the monovariant 
equilibrium (5) = 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 areaction occurs of the form: 

. . (52) 

This reaction expJ'esses that a complex of the phases 1 and 2 
can pass into a complex of the phases 3 and 4 and reversally, the 
quantitative proceeding of this reaetion, however, does not show 
itself in (52). 'Ve may deduce this quantitative proceeding from the 
concentration-diagram rfig. 1 (II)]; herein it is determined by the 

I ratio of the parts into which the diagonals :12 and 34 divide one 
another. As 52 l'epl'esents the proeeeding of the reaetion schematically 
only, we shall caU for this reason 52 a schematical reaetion. 

Now it is evident in wh at way we ean contemplate a P, T
diagram as a schematical reaetiondiagram. For this we th'st change 
the meaning of the curves; in the P, T-diagl'am a cur\-e, e. g. curve 
(Pj) represents the temperatures and pressUl'es under which the 
mono variant equilibrium (Fj ) = F 2 + ... ~+2 can occur; now we 
assume that this curve (F'j) represents nothing else but the phase 
Fl' [In fig. 2 (U) curve (1) l'epresents therefore, the phase 1, curve 
2 the phase 2, etc.J. Now the diagmm is no more a P, T-diagram; 
it is also not a eoncentration-diagram, for, although we represent 
in it t!le n + 2 phases, their eompositions do not show themselves. 

It is a schematical reactiondiagram only. 
Now H follows from the previoLls: each phase divides the other 

into two groups; each of those groups represents a complex of phases 
and in sllch a way th at ,both the complexes may be converted 
mutnally. 

In the reaetionequation tile phases of the one complex are situated 
at the one side, those of the othel' complex at the other side of the 
reu,ction-sign. 

Let us apply these considerations to fig. 2 (II), which we eonsider 
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now as a schematical l'eaction-diagram. From the position of the 
pha5es with resperi to one another, the reaetions folIow: 

2 + 3;: 4 + 5 1 + 5 ~ 3 + 4 1 + 2;: 4 + 5 I . (53) 
1+5~2+3 1+2;:3+4 \ 

Consequently we find the same reaciions as fl'om the conrentration
dIagram [fig. 1 (II)]; the dlfference is only that they may be deduced 
schematieally fl'om fig. 2, quantitatively from fig. 1. 

When we considel' also the othe1' P, T-diagl'ams of binary, tel'Jlary 
and quaternary systems, then we find perfect coneordance between 
those and the corresponding concentl'ation-diagrams. 

It is apparent fl'om ihe previous tha! we may deduce tbe sehe
matical reactions from both the diagram-types and that the eon cen
tration-diagl'ams haye tlle advantage that they indicate the reactions 
also quantitatively; the schematical reaction-diagI'ams have, however 
tbe advantage, that they ran be dl'awn in a plane for earh 
system of n eomponents; the concentration-diagrams, ho wever, are 
situated ,in a space with 11,-1 dimensions and consequently theyare 
difficult to draw fol' systems with ll1?re 'than four components. 

We can also obta,in schematieal l'eaction-diagrams in other ways. 
When we wish to know the L'eaetions quantitatively, tben the 

concentration-diagl'am has fo be Imown. A similal' diagram of a 
system of n components is l'epresented howeye1' in a space with 
n-1 dimensions and it is diffirult to draw it for systems with 5 and 
more components; but this is unrleCeSSal'y for OUI' purpose. It is 
viz. unnecessal'y fol' the dednction of the P, T-d i agl'ams to know 
the reactions quantitatively, but it is sufficient when we lmow them 
sehematieally. 

Conséquently we put the following question: is it possible to draw 
fol' each system with n eomponents without nsing a space with more 
than th1'ee dimensions, a diagram, which l'epl'esents all reartions 
schemáticallJ ? 

We shall discuss one of the different wt"tys, in which this is 
possib}e. We imagine an in variant point with the phases A, B, C, 
D, E, and F; suppose in the monoyal'ianl equililwluffi (A) the reaction : 

8 + C + D;::'E + F. . .... (54) 

oecm's. We L'epl'esent eaeh of the phases by a point on a closed 
curve, e. g. a cil'ele, in this we shal1 plaee at the outer side of the 
circle the letters Ol' figul'e-sig1}s, lJelonging to these points). 

First we draw in fig. 1 on the eÎl'cle the point A and we 
imagille through this point the diameter AAl whieh is not drawn; 

~~-- ---
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as the point Al does not repl'esent a phase, we shall draw it on_ 
the inner side of the circle. In order to express reaction 54, we place 
the points E and F at the one side, B, C and D at the other side 
of the line AAl' ~ 

Fig. 1 gi "es a gmphical repl'esentation of reaction 54 and in such 
a way that any error is excluded. When we had not drawn the 
point Al in it, the l'epl'esentation w6uld be indistinct, as v\'e could 
not know thm, 10 which monovariant equilibrium the reaction related, 
so th at we might make six suppositions. This doubt, however, is 
entire1v taken away by the point Al; thi8 means that the reactilJn 
.." l-

relates to the monoval'iant equilibrium CA). 
In this wa}' of repl'esenting the position of the points E and F 

at the one side and that of the points B, C and D at the other 
side of A is quite aL'hitl'al'y with respect to one another. Oonsequently 
it is not allo wed to deduce from fig. 1 the reactions whieh occu!' 

? -----

t 
Fig. 1. 

A 

C 
Fig. 2. 

in the equilibria (B), CC) etc. Suppose one wishes e. g. to l'epresent the 
reaction in the equilibrium (C), then for this another figure is wanted, 
in which we draw a point 'Cl within the circle. When this reaction 
happens to be A + B + E;::' D + P, we ean represent both reactions 
in fig. 1; then we obtain fig. 2. 

As 111 a system of n components n + 2 monovariant equihbria occur, 
we should want n + 2 diagrams for representing those 12 + 2 l'eact
ions. We can, however, giye to the pha~es with respect to one 
another Eluch a pObitioJl, that all reactions can be l'epresented in a 
same diagram. 

Let us take for an example a quaternal'y system with the phases 
A, B, C, D, E, and ]i'. We assume that he1'ein oecur the reactions : 

A + B + D;:!. C + E , A + F~B + C + DI 

B+C+D;:!.E+F , A+B+D;=E+F( 

A + F;:!.B + C + E and A + D + P;= C + E\ 

(55) 
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In order not to make those equations discord, they have been 
taken from tig. 3 (lIL). . 

We imagine that in fig. 3 pt'eliminary the circle is only drawn 
and on it the points E, El> F, and F l ; we take the points E and F 
arbitmrily. We take the first l'eaction in order to examine where the 
point A must be situated; hence it is apparent that A and E muet 
be situated on different sides of' the line FF!. It is apparent f'rom 
the second reaction that A and F must be situated on the same 
side of the line EE!. Consequently the point A must he situated in 
figure 3 on the arc FEl; now we draw th is in the figure and also 
the point Al' 

In order' to define the position of the point C, we take again the 
fh'st l'eaction, hence it follows that C must he sitllated at the same 
side of the line F])\ as the point E; consequently point Cis situated 

t A 
F 

:IJ D 
Fig. 3. Fig. 4. 

on the at'C FEF!. It appears from the second reaction that C and 
P mllst he situated on different sides of the line EEI ; consequently 
point C must be situated on arc EFlE!. It fol1ows from both these 
conditions that point C must be situated on arc EFl' As on this arc 
also the point AI is situated, we have still to determine the position of 
C with respect to Al' This follows at once fl'om the thil'd reaction, 
fl'Om which it appears th at we must take C and E on different 
sides of the Line AAI' Oonsequently the point C takes its place 
between Al and FI and the point Cp therefore, between A and F. 

When we detel'mine also in a similar way the position of the 
othe1' poiuts, 1hen we obtain fig. 3; this represents, as is easily 
seen, the six schematical reactions. Fo1' the deduction of this figure 
the six 1'eactions are not exactly wanted, this is not accidental; but 
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it is based on the fact that the reactions are dependent on one 
anothel' and tbat of course it is not allowed to take them in discordance. 

Now we have represented tile six schemMical reaction-equations 
by a schematical reaction-diagram; when these eql1ations wel'e given 
quantitatively and when we would also express them quantatively, 
then a represelltation in space would be neeessary; then we should 
obtain fig. 3 (lIl). [The six equations 55 are viz. taken from this 
figure J. 

Consequently lt is apparent from the preyious that we may 
draw a schematlcal reaetion-diagram in a plane for each system of 
n-components, while a space with n-1 dimensions is wanted for 
the corref>pondmg concentration-diagram. 

Now we shall givp anothel' form to fig. 3. For this we draw the -
diameter AIA and we prolong it through A; we dot the part A I .2If and 
we omit the letter AI' which is not necessary now. This line, which 
we shall also caIl A, repl'esents the ph ase A jllSt like the point, 
situated on tlns line. When we do the same with the lines BIB, 
Cl C etc., then fig. 4 arises. It is evident that we may find from 
fig. 4, just as from fig. 3, !he six l'eactions schematically. 

When we compare this diagram (tig. 4) with the P, T-diagram
type belonging to fig. 3 (lIJ), which is represented in fig. 4 (lIl), then 
we see that bath figures are perfectly in accordance with one anothel'. 
The only difference is that in fig. 4 the lmes represent a phase and 
in fig. 4 (lIL) the lines represent monovariant eqmhbria. 

Hence it is apparent, therefore, that a schematical reaction-diagl'am 
and a P,l'-diagrallltype are lepresented by the same figure and that 
the only rlifference exists in tbe meaning which we give to the lines. 

It might seem strange to tbe reader that we have deduced in 
the way followed above a schematical reaction-diagl'am, which is 
a perfect repl'esèntation of a PI T-diagram, withont having spoken 
anywhere 111 our considera.tions of temperatul'es and pressures. 
When we compal'e, however, the deduction of fig. 3 and 4 from 
the reaction-eql1ations 55 with the deduction of fig. 4 (111) from 
fig. 3 (lIl) then we see that this deduction is perfectly the same. 

From those considerations it is apparent on ce more that a PT
diagram can be considel'ed as a schematical reaction-diagram of the 
corl'esponding concentration-diagram. 

Tbe reader himself can deduce that a concentt'ation-diagl'am can 
be considered as a schematical l'epl'esentarion of the corresponding 
P, T-diagram. 

(Ta be cantinued). 
Leiden, fna7'g. Cltem. Lab, 
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Anatomy. "Conceming the nervus sympathicus of clomestic 
animals" . By Dr. H. A. V ERMEuriEN. (Comm unicated by Prof. 
L. BOLI<). 

(Communicated in the me(·ting of January 29, 1916). 

According to the researches of v. D. BROEK, there are three ganglia 
in the cervical sympathicus of all mammals 1). In animals whel'e 
these three are not pI'esent, the ganglIon cervical medium has merged 
into one of the other&; only in Ecbidna does it mE'l'ge into the 
ganglion cervical sllperius, in all ot her mammals hitherto examined 
with two cervical ganglia, it merges into the ganglion cervical 
inferius. VAN DEN BROEK believes he has proved this in the case of 
the rabbit, m wluch alllmal, by way of exception, a separate 
ganghon cel'vical medium occtu'S. We might therefol'e suppose a 
similal' condition in the horse and the rummating domestic alllmals, 
with the exception. of the goat, as these alllmals as a rule possess 
only a ganglion ceL'vical SUpel'lUS and mfel'Ïus; a,~ a J'ule, for although 
we shall find it every \Vhel e gl ven t bat the cervlCal sympathicus of 
the horse bas constantly two ganglia, I have twice found a ganglion 
cervJcal medlUm; and m both cases only iu the vago-sympathicus 
dextel' of this specIes. In both h01'se& tbe 1'Jght vago-sympathicus on 
the level of 2nd and 3u1 cel'vical segments, Vi'as thickened into an 
elongated spindie over u length of 13.5 and 11 cm. respectively, 
in both the greatest bL'eadth was 8 m.m.; in one horse a ganglion 
was present in the p1'oximal portion of this gl'owth 15 m.m. long and 
6 m.m. broad, while in the dlstal portion several smaller ganglia 
were to be seen; m tile othel' horse the ganglionic mass was more 
eqnally distl'ibuled over the whoIe; it was finely shown when, aftel' 
tl'eatment fiL'st with fûl'maline 10 % and alcohol 95 %, this portion 
was placed in eql1al quantities of glycerine and water. Unfortunately 
in both cases the si de ceL'vical l'egion of these h01'ses was in the 
stlldents' hands when J discovered the ganglia, so that I was not 
able to ascel'tain wh at branches we re sent out and whether they were 
connected with cel'vical nel'\'es by ram1 communicantes. The scatter
ed position of ganglia in the former ca&e led me to subject the 
rest of this portion of the cervical sympathicus of the horse to a 
microscopÎt'al examination, in which the pl'esence of ganglia every
where was evinced. This was \ a reason for me to make further 
research in this direction, and 1 exalllined the different parts of the 
sympathetic trunk of several horses a,nd dogs, of one cow, a cal f's 

1) A. J. P. VAN DEN BROEK, Untersuchungen über den Bau des sympatischen 
Nervensystems del' Sáugellete, Morpholog. Jahresbuch lnCl7 u. 1\)08. 

77 
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XVIII 

4 
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,....; and again nllmerous little groups 
1>0 of a few caIls one behind the 
rz other, in one ease even for a length 

of 1.5 cm. In the distal third part, 
beside numerons seattered small 
groups, large celI eomplexes occur 
(fig. 1). The ganglion ceUs have 
a maximum size of 50 (1, often 
shapeless or irregu Iarly round in 
form with a central nucleus at the 
blnnt end. They are snrrounded 
by a capsule consisting of flltt 
eells. Of the pars thoracalis, I 
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examined the portion between the 3rel and 4th and between the 12 th 

and 13th segments. In the first-named porti on very strong rad ia
tions from the 3"el than.cal ganglion into the sympat.hetic trunk could 
be seen, and beside them -scattel'ed cells, also sometimes little grollps 
of 6-8 cells, in the latter portion sepal'ate elongated masses of cells, 
pel'ipherallyas weIl as more centl'aUy. Of the nervus splanchnicus major 
I examined tlle middle pOl'tion of the free part and in a few~ series 
I was ab Ie to show a ganglion centràlly sitllaterl and consisting of 
8 cells (tig. 2). A ganglion splanrhnium Arnoldi <?ccasionally OCCl1Ï'S, 
and this I found also. In the pars lllmbalis (between the 3rd and .,tth 

vertebra) rows of ganglion cells and smal! gang'Ha were to be seen, 

~'ig. 2. EqllUS Nervus splanchnicus major. 

the largest collection of, small ganglia, however, exhibited the pars 
sacralis (fig. ~). In the plexus lienalis and the plexus mesenteriCllS 
cmnialis I met no ganglion ceUs, neither in the nervus vertebralis 

nol' in 

Fig. 3. 

thol'acal 

Equus. Nervus sympathicus. 

l'aI:ni comml:lnicantes; 

Pars sacl'alis. 

in a few lUJllbal 
77* 

rami 
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êo.mmimicantes very 'sparsely scattel'e,d cells were to. be o.bsel'ved . 
. ,Bos' tau'niS. Jn the calf's foetus Ïn the pro.ximal po.rtion of th~ 
cervical ,sympathicus a few srnall oval 0.1' rOUl1uish ganglion cells 

,co.,uid be seen, in the middle portion, at)t few, places 10::-12 cells 
eo.nsecutively and in the distal po.rtion, heside numero.us little groups.- ' 
co.nsisting 'sometimes o.f but a, few cells, a large elongated ganglion,_ 
co.nsisting o.f over 100 eeUs arranged ,pl'inc!pally in two ro.ws, \vhile 
a few ceUs also. 1 lay o.utside (fig. 4). In sections o.f 1.5 rm. 8-'10/ 
smal! ganglia may be met. with. The eells have á maximum size 

l<'ig. 4. Bos taurus. foetus 41/~ months,. Nervus sympathicus, 

Pars cervièalis, distal third pOl'tiOll. ' 

of 30' tt, hare no. eapsU:~e, 0.1' oJily an ,'undevelo.ped' o.ne, tho.ugh' in~ 
dicatio.ns· qf ane ean sometimes be Been. On ,the o.thel' hand, two. 0.1' 

mo.l'~ çells co.nsecllth;ely are fl'equently snrro.unded by eo.nneeting 
tisst1~, So. that the impression is Go.nv.eyed. as -if they Îie in a COln-

'mo.n capsule. . ,. 

Of an o.ld eo.w o.nly the distal third portio.ri o.f the eervical sym
pathicus' co.uld be examined. In this I ·fo.nnd onl)' two. ganglia, o.ne 

. periphei'ally ',o.f 25' 'to.' 30 .ceUs,: and a mo.re central olie consisting of 
10 celÏs.' In the ~ho.à1.Cal ,po.rtio.n an elo.ngated o.val peL'ipheral ganglion. 
appeared to., be present in th,e part between the 31d and 4 th seg'ments 
co.ntaini11g 45 c~lis, and in the last po.rtlo.n ,(12 th and, 13th segments) 

, a ganglio.n lyiug mo.re centra1.1y with, ± . 60 ceUs. lri the p.ars lum
balis, rnany pel'Ïphel'al' ganglio.n cells co.uid be seen and central 
o.val-shaped co.mplexes o.f .them, wh ere, ho.wevel', the cells were less . 
numel'OUS ano very spars~. Capsule ceUs were no.t, visible at all, 0.1' , 

Fig.,' 5. Bos taurus. Nervus Sympathicus., Pars lumbalis. 

\ , 

'. " ", 
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but indistinctly (fig. 5). In the' rami jnterganglial'es' of the pars 
sacmlis I found no gang'fion cells., 

Capl'a hi1'C·W;. The goat is the only rnmillating domestic animal 
in whieh a ganglion cervieal medi~m oecul's. In th'è pl'oxiinal portion 
of t!le cervieal ~Jmpathieus 'of this animal numJjers of periphel'al 
smaIl ganglia occnr", besides a ganglion lying more centrnlly and 
eonsisting of ± 60 ceIls and, in the distal portion, beside many 
smaller on es, a' vel'y large oval gang]ion. The goat is pOOl' in gang
lion ceÜs' in the porti?n pet ween the 3r c.l and' JtJ1 sègments I found 
only a few ceUs. in that between the 12th and 13th segments small 
gan'glia and a tew' series of nevel' more than 25: eells. In the"nervus 
splanchnicus major several ganglia OCClll' with 8-25 èeUs. The pai's 
lumbalis, on tlle con trary , is 1'ich in, large strong ganglia" in ,the 
pars' sàcrà,Jis n? 'ganglion ceUs could be se'en. " 

Sus scroja clomesticu8. Also the pig has a ganglion eervieal medium.: 
In the proximal half of t)le cel'vieal sympathicus I found á ganglion" 

, 1.38 m.m,. long, in the dis tal half. none, the thoracal portion of the' 
sympathetic trunk (3rd and 4th ' segments) large ,~anglia ,and whole 
1'OWS of eells, in its, caudal portion, on, the contrary, none.' Both the' 
pat's lumbalis and th.e pars sacralis are rich, in ganglia and in series 
of ganglion cells (fig. 6). 

, 
Fig. 6. Sus scrofa domesticus. Nervus sympathicus, Pars sucralis. 

Canis jamilia1'is. Likewise' in the dog a gallglion cervical medium 
is present. In the p{'oximal portión ,of. the eervical sympathicl1s 1. 
found ,only a. few scattered ganglion ceIls, in its, èlistal pbrtitm" 
besides several smaIl ganglia, a peripheral g;1nglion eontaining' +. 120 
l'ound cellp" most of' them 25 ~ in size, r.l'ranged in 'two 1'ows. In . 
the beginJling of the' tlioracal portion> series of' ganglion, eells OCCUl' 

'in tb'e ram] intergangÏiares, fl'equently 'also 'al'ranged 'Ü.1 two ,1'OW8, ' 

sometimes, howeve1', c'olleeted in small heaps; at the end' of" tbat 
, part, (sa~ nq gailglion eells at this place. In the, nei-,vus splanchni- . 
cus major" a smal! ganglion was to be observed I cojtsisting .of fiye,: . , 

.' , 
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cells. The pars Jllmbalis is. unusuaUy rich in eells (fig. \ 7), in tlle 
pars sacralis they are Ie ss numerous and more sparse. 

Fig. 7. Canis familiaris. Nervus sym pathicus, Pars lumbalis. 

The pars eel'viealis trllnci sympathiei of tlle horse bas been 
examined i'epeatedly by myself as to the presence of p~raganglia 

, ' and invl;tl'iably witb negathre results, although everywhere in the 
ganglion cells mneh pigment was found, frequently aceumulated at 
one pole of tlle cellR, sometimes at both poles. In oid animals con
stant eells we re also present whieh seemed to be in decay and 
remains of degenerated cells could be demonstrated. 

As regards the oecunence of microscopie ganglia in 'sympathetic 
nerves,. we have a few commnnications on this subject. BARABOSCHKIN 1) 
found them in the nervlU; vertebralis of the hllman body, MANNU 2) 
in tlle horse, in the nervus jugularis, a rammification from (he 
ganglion eervical superius which gives oft' ,threads to" IX, X, XI, and 
XII .. In the same exhaustive treatise, MANNU describes a ganglion 
aceessorinm in the ramus cartlicus inferior of the horse. A similar 
observation. was made by myself, the ganglion iu question was as 
large as a smalt pea. 

lt is known that in all animals there are many exceptions to 
what i~ considered the general mIe l'egal'ding the occurrence, Ihe 
fOl'm and the development of. the sympathetic ganglia. This is very 
strikingly demonstrated by the researches of BARABOSCHKIN which 
were made on 128 preparations of the cel'vical sympathicus of 
man. BARABOSCIIKIN th en found 52 times 3, 63 times 4, twice 2 
and 10 times 5 cervical ganglia in one case he describes a 

1) W. S. BARABOSCHKIN. 'Die Anatomie und Topographie des Halsteils der N. 
Sympathicus und die Opet'ationen am Sympathikus bei der Basedowschen Krank
heit und bei der Epilepsie. Doktor Dissertation der medizin. Fakultät zu Moskau. 1903. 

2) A. MANNU. Richerche anatomo-comparative sul Sympathico cervicale nei 
Mammiferi, Internationale Monatschrift für Anatomie und Physiologie 1913, Bnd. 
XXX, Heft ,4/6. 
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ganglion supremum that covered nearly the entü'e length of the 
ne~k, viz. 10, CID.. He likewise found' in 80% of all the cases 
a ganglion accessorium, w hich is situated on the level of the 7 th 
cervical vertebl'a, against rhe arleria vertebralis, and which hi).s a 
maximum size of ,5 mmo In the horse the so-c'alled ,segmental 
thoracal gang~ia are of ten smaIl alld indistinct: I recentI)'. fOllnd 
them not only strong'ly developed but al,so radia~ing in ,sllch a 
way on both sides that the whole thoracal 'portion of the sympathetie 
trunk consisted of a gigantically long, ahnost continuolls, nal'l'OW 
ganglion., The sacl'al ganglia of tlle horse are always elongated 
ovals; these mayalso radiate so that hardly any of the white rami 
interganglionm'es are to be ,seen with the naked eye. I have of ten 
seen a similal' radiation of the ganglion stellatum in the cervical 
sympathicus. These 09servations, besides those of BARABOSCHKIN 1'egard
ing the gigantic ganglion supremum, wh~ch otherwise, like acces
sOl'is gauglia and striking conditions in the cervical sympathicus, 
are regarded as cu1'iosit.ies, have more significance now that it 
appears that almost everywhel'e in the sympathetie trunk microscopie 
ganglia occur outside the already well-imown gangli!1' The opinion 
generally prevailing is that tile ganglia in, the trunk of the sym
patlwtie system, -with the exception of the cervical portion may be 
al"l'anged segmentaIly. [n the Leh7'buch del' Anatomie des J.11 msc!wn, 
by RAUBER-KoPSCH, VIII.' Edition, w~ read: "Am Hals kommen 
"jederseits in der Regel drei Grenzstrangganglien VOl', doch sind die
"selben dm'ch Verschmelzung aus acht seg'mentalen Ganglien hervo1'
"gegangen" . KEIBEl. alld MALL, in their Hanclbuch dm; Entwickhmgs
geschichte des Menschen, 1911 write: "G1'össtenteils sind die Gang'lien 
"segmental, nul' in del" Cervical- und oberen ThoracaIregion bleiben 
"die Zeilen, in grossen Klumpen beisammen und so entstehen doet 
Gallglien die zwei bis fünf Segmenten entsprechen". Considerin.g 
the ontogenesis this exception need' cause no wonder, if we share 
the opinion of the ~ajority of the embryologists w ho ha \'e made 
researches on this subject. (BALFOUlt, ONODI, BEARD, HlS and 'othel's), 
and who have stated that the sympathetic ganglia grow out from 
the- ventral portiol)s of t~he spin al ganglia aftm' the neuml list has 
segrnentecl. Meanwhile ] cannot 1'efrain from recalling whai OAJAI. 
published in 1908 in' his investigations on the hen, in which he 
comes to the concillsion that the cells which will build up the sympathetié 
ganglia ol'iginate in the motory area of tile spimi.l cord, and shift 
later towards the pe1'iphery. However this may be, in their shifting 
the ganglia cells accum111ate not only to the formation of the well
known ganglia but also shift in a sidewise direction along the fibres 
of the so-called rami intergangliares. 

" 
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In 112,11 ,opznwn, t!terefore, t!tm'e is na questzon of rt segmenta( 
armngen1-ent of the sympatlzetie ganglia in the syn/'pat{tetic trttnk. 

Tt was a matter of no small surprise to me that I was able to 
demonstl'ate so few ganglion eells iu the rami eornmunieantes, for 
they have pointed the way to the ol'iginal eeUs for theil' shifting; 
in a human embryo of 7 m.m, In length, they are still very rich ' 
in cells. (KEIBEL and MAU). 

Microbiology, - "F01'mation of pyl'uvic aciel f1'om malie aeid by 
l,ûel'obes", By Professor M. W. BETJERINCK and Dr. T. FOLJ'l\mRs. 

(Communicated in the meeting of January 29, 1916). 

Of the organic acids malie acid seems the most easily deeomposeu 
by microbes. Then chinic acid rnight follow in the readiness of 
this decomposition, whereas the other acids are more difficlllt to 
split up. 

The decomposition' can rake place by fermentation at exclusion 
of air, or by oxidation. Here oxidation wil! ooly be discussed. 

As to the malates their oxidatioo is commonly a complete con
version into water, earbonate, and carbonic acid; it can be caused 
by a number of microbes. But amon~ the bactel'ia numerous species 

. oceur which at the' same time produce a less complete oxidation of 
the malates, whel'eby especially pyruvic acid ib of impol'tance. 

The reaction evidently is: 

ü.HaOs + 0 
Malic acid 

Ol', as to calciummalate: 

08H403 + 002 + H20 
Pyl'uvic acid 

204H 40aOij + O2 = OaHaOaOa + Oa00 8 + 00 2 + H 20. 
With potassinmmalate the reaction has the same course. As a l'eagent 

on the pyruvic acid a ferl'ic salt is used, su~h as fen'ic chlorid or 
fen'ic citl'ate, gi ving an intensi ve and characteristic orange yellow 
colour, which by the action of dilute hydrochloric acid first passes 
into red, then disappeal's. 

The following experiment is simple and convincing. 
Ordinal'Y ag'ar ts diluted with once or twice its volume of pure 

2'% agar dissolved in water; to this mixture.is added 1 or 2 a/o 
calciummalate, which does not quite dissolve, and 11 little ferric 
cÏtrate or fen'ic chlorid as I an indicator. 1 

Aftel' poul'ing ont and solidification a plate is obtained, still tm'bid 
by the not quite dissolved malate, . 
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Oanal water is now flowed over the plate and the excess removed 
so that isolated colonies can develop; Ol' on the surfaee of the plate 
streaks of various species of bactel'ia are made and the plnte is 
then kept at 25° to 30°_ C. Aftel' a few days arolllld most of the 
colonies Ol' stl'eal\s the said reaction appears with great distinctneE;s. 
Tartrates, citl'ates, sueeinates, glycolates, salts of volatile acids, and 
sugars do not give the reaction. 

The experiment may be modified in different ways, for éxample, 
by Ilsing tnstead of broth agal' a cuLture medium of the composition : 
100 tap wate r, 1 caleiummalate, 0,1 ammoniumsulfate, 0.02 potassiurn
fosfate, with some ferric citrate as au indicator, alld fnrthermore 
treated as above. The lesl'l favourable souree of nitrogen is cause 
that on sueh a medium a smaller number of species of bacteria 
g'l'OW, but the reaction is a'3 distinct, and the propoJ"tioll of the aetive 
to the non-a('tive germs on the ammoniacal medium even greater 
than on the broth-agal' plate. 

The species tha.t cause the conversion may be al'ranged in the 
following order aecording to theiI· intensity of action. 

The most vigorous splittel"s are B. jluo1'escens, B. jl. liquefaciens, 
B. calco-aceticus and B. pyocya17eus. Then folJow B. ae1'ogenes, B. 
viscosuf! and B. ldvans, and some varieties of B. violaceus. 

A Jittle less active are B. coli, B. '}J7'oteus, B. p1'od~qiosus, B. 
kieliensis, and the vinegal' bactel'lllm Acetobacter rancens. Q,uite 
inactive are B. te1'17IO, B. pttnctatus, B. clevorans, B. ochraceus, 
and the luminous bactel'Îa; nearly inactive are the vinegar bacteria 
Ac. rnelanogenum" and Ac. pastetwianitm. 

Nor do the moulds and yeasts examined up to now prodnce 
pyruvic acid, ,although many of them l'eadily oxidise the malates to 
carbonic acid and water. 

As some bacteria sueh as B. pyocyanetts, B. ae1'ogenes, B. levans, 
13.. viscosus and some moulds and yeasts are able also to oxidise 
the PJl'U "ates themselves to carbonate and water, one rnight sllppose 
thai the species which appeal' not to produee pyruvic acid from 
malie acid, in fact do so, but only as a transition product, but what 
follO\"vs is in contradiction with this supposition. First, the pyruvates 
are less readily attélcked than the malates, so that [l,ccumulation 
anti not oxidation of the pyruvates would become probable. Secondly 
experiments prove, that the fen'ic salt solution enters the microbic 
ceUs. As now the oxidation of the pyruvates like that of the rnala,tes 
llndoubtedly takes place in the interiOl' of these organisms, the 
presenee. of the pyrnvic acid oug'ht to cause a colouring of them, 
which is not observed. 
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With the active microbes the reaction is caused by a certain_ 
portion of the living protoplasm, or in other words, by an endoenzyme 
Ol' an endooxidase, to which the name of malopyruvase might be 
given. It belongs to the complex of the dIfferent endoenzymes which 
togethee govern the l'espiration function, of whiC'h it is one of the 
factors in MENDEUAN sense. 

From the levogyric or common malic acid and the inartive malie 
acid pyruvic arid results with the same readiness; from the dextl'o- ~ 
gyl'ic malie acid, which we owed to Prof. BLANKSl\IA, it is pl'oduced 
with murh more difficulty. 

The said microbes which produce pyl'uvic acid ft'om the malic 
acids do the same ti'om fumaric acid: 

04H404 + 0 = 03H40S + 002 

but not from maleinic acid. We used fnmaric acid as lime salt, 
prepared from the fl'ee fllmarir acid aftel' its purificatiou'by washing 
with water. Hence, mnJate of lime was not present in our fumal'ate. 

That the ferric reaction is in fact eaused by pyruvic acid is 
corroborated by the following observations. 

The conversion of the malate can very vrell occur in a stl'ongly 
aerated culture liqllid, fol' instanee in an ERLENMEYER-flask containing 
a thin layel' of: 100 tapwater, 2 caleiummalate, 0.1 ammonium sulfate, 
0.02 potassium phosphate, \'vith or without fen'ic citl'ate as an indicator. 
By infection with B. .fluorescens and when cultivated at 20 to 25° 0., 
aftel' a few days the pyrllvic acid can be destilled with sulfuric acid 
and be recognised in the destillate, not only by the odour and ferric 
8~lts, but also by the two following l'eactions: with the sulfite of 
hydl'azin a characteristic phenylhydl'azon reslllts, and wirh ammoniac
al nitroprussidsodium a violet colouring is obtained, which hy 
acetic acid passes into bllle, with potash into red. 1) 

Indirectly the correctness of our diagnose was proved by the f'act 
th at as weU alanin as asparaginic acid with the fluorescent bacteriá, 
and besides with B. levans and B. ViSCOSl1S, produce the iron reac
tion, so th at also from these substances, in accol'dance with our 
expectation, pyrllvic acid results. 
. On the other hand, this acid cannot be obtained from aspal'agin, 
aminopl'opionic acid, and glycerin, nOt·, as has already been noted, 
from maleinic acid. 

1) ROSENTHALER, Der Nachweis organischer Verbindungen. P. 390, 1914. 
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Physics. - "The SY1711net1'y of tlte Rön~qen-pattl!1'ns of ~lonoelinie 
Crystals." By Prof. H. HAGA and Prof. F. M. JAEGER. 

(Communicated in the meeting of Jan. 29, 1916). 

§ 1. In the following pages we publish the re5ults, whieh were 
obtained by radiating through planeparallel plates of monoclinic crystals. 

As is weil lmown, the monoclinic system possesses three classes 
of symmetry. The cl'ystals of the sphenoïdieal class only have a 
polar binary axis as their single symmetry-element; those of the 
d01iwtie class only a single symmetry-plane; and those of the p1'is
matie elass are in possession of a plane of symmetry, a binary axis 
perpendicnlar to it and a symmetl'y-eentre. AccoJ'ding to the now 
adopted theory of the diffraetion-phenomenon here considered, a 
symmetl'y-centre is added to the eJements of symmetry ofthe crystal 
already present. A nd just because the simultaneous pl'esence of each 
pair of the three elements of symmetry here to be considered, 
necessarIly involves the presence of the third of them, the erystals 
of each of the three classes mentioned will thus behave with respect 
to the symmetry of their Röntgen-patterns, as if they belonged to 
the monoclinic-prismatic class: for here are the three elements of 
symmetry mentioned above, exactly cOpIbined. Thus, indifferently 
to which of the three said classes a monoclinic cl'ystal will belong, 
its I{öntgen-pattern for a seetion parallel to !100l or 1001l must 
always SlL~HV one sin,qle plane of synmwtry, while foL' a section 
parallel to 1010l only a single binary a,vis, perpendieular to the 
photographic plate will manifest itself. By the investigations described -
in tb:is paper, we have brought fuIl proof of ,the exactitude of these 
conelusions. 

§ 2. As rel'resentatives of the different classes of symmetry, we 
have studied the following crystals: 

a. Of the monoclinie-sphenoïclieal elass: dext1'ogymto1'y tal'tl'ie (J,('iel, 
eane-sugal' and cle,'lJt1'ogymtory 1'hmnnose. 

b. Of the rnonoelinie-elO1natie elass: seolezite. 
e. Of the munoelinie-)J1'ismatie class: gypswn, epiclote, mnphibole 

and aug~te. 
I. Monoclznie-sphenoiclieal class. 
Plates parallel to 11 OOI, !0101 and 1001 I were cut from some 

beautiful, transparent crystals of clext1'ogyratory ta1,t1'ic aciel: 0400HO' 
whose axial ratio is: a: b : e = 1,2747 : 1 : 1,0266, and ~ = 79°43. 
The crystal-plate parallel to (100) had a tbickness of 1,08 mm., 
that parallel to (010) of 1,15 mm., and the plate parallel to (001) 
of 1,18 mmo / 
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Although the obtained patterns were very l'egularly built, they -
appeal'ed to be toa feebie for immediate reproduction. However, in 
fig.l to 3 of Plate VI their stereographical projections are published. 

In a qllite analogous way crystals of ca1]e-sugcw: Ol~H2~Oll were 
stlldied; their parameters are: (l: b : c = 1,2595 . 1 : 0,8782, and 
{J = 76°30'. In the case of the crystal-plate pa-eallel to (100) the 
thickness was: 1,86 mm.; that parallfl to (010) was 1,88 mm., 
and that parallel to (001) was 1,81 mm: thick. The obtained photos 
are l'eproduced in fig. 1 to 3 of Plate I, and in stereographical 
projeC'tion in fig. 4, 5, and 6 of Plate VI. 

From an aqueolls sollltion of d-1'!Ullnnose, magnificent lnstrous~nd 
faultlessly shaped crystals were obtained, and here alsó plates parallel 
to the three pinacoides were cui out of them. T!Je axia! ratios of 
these crystH.ls, whose chemical compositlOn is : C6H1 20 S + H20 (mtpt : 
93° C.), were: a: b : c = 0,9998 : 1 : 0,8435, and (J = 84°35'. The 
crJstal-plate parallel to (100) had a thiclmess of 1,91 m.m. ; that parallel 
to (010), of 1,95 m.m., and that parallel to (001) of 1.93 m.ll!. The 
obtained patterns are reproduced in fig. 4 011 Plate I, ltnd in fig. 5 
and 6 on Plate TI; thei1' stereogmphical projections in fig. 7,8, and 
9 on Plate VI. 

B'rom all these experiments it can be clearly seen, that notwith
standing the fact, that these crystals possess oIl]y a single binary 
axis, thei1' RÓNTGl!]N-patterns parallel to (100) and (001), however, 
always manifest a plftne of symmetry, while that parallel to (010) 
shows a binary axis, manifesting itself in the 'image as a centre of 
symmetry. Thus it is proved, th at these patterns possess the same . -
symme'Ü'y, as if they were obtained with monoclinic-p1'ismatic ~rystals. 

§ 3. H. Monoclinic·domatic Olass. 
Aftel' many teniatives we wel'e able to get some crystal-plates 

from a smalI, simple scolezite-crystal from 'l'eiga1's!wm in lceland. 
> lt is very difficult to find crystals of this mineral, - whose com
position is: CaA1 2Si,Olo + 3H2 0, and whose axiaJ ratio is: a: b : c = 
0,9764 : 1 : 0,3434, with (J = 89° j 8', - which appeal' not to be twins 
Ol' multiplex cl'ystals. The thickness of the small plates was as [ollows : 
for that parallel to (100), it was 0,78 m.m., fol' that parallel to (010) 
0,76 m.m.) and fol' that parallel to (001), 0.83 m.m. 

lOf the l'esulting photogl'ams we have only l'epl'odnced here the 
image parallel to (001), in fig. 7 and Plate 1I, whiIe the cOl'l'espond
ing stel'eogl'aphical pl'ojections are l'eproduced in fig. 10 and 11 
on Plate Vi. 

Notwithstanding the clqse appl'oximation of the symmetry of this 

'\ -
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mineral to that of a l'hombic crystal, its monoclinic symmetry, how
ever, is shown very clearly in tbe resp. RÖNTGEN-patterns. Also in 
this case the symmetry of the RÖNTGEN-images is quite in agreement 
with the conclusions drawn from the theoretical views. 

~. 4. lIL J.l1onoclinic-p1'is7lultic Class. Three plates parallel to (100), 
(010), and (001) were cut out of a beautiful t'l'ystal ofgypsum from 
Bun Abis, 8. lTT. Af1'ica; their tllickness was resp. 0,71, 0,89 anJ 
0,75 mmo The parameters of this compound are: a: b : c = 0,6895 : 
1 : 0,4:132, and ~ = 81°2'. The obtained RÓNTGENogl'amme& are repro-

I duced in fig. 9 to 11 on Plate lIl, and in stereographical projection 
in fig. 12, j 3 and 14 on Plate VI. • 

In the same way three plates parallel to (100), (OJ 0) aJld (001), 
whose tlllckness was l'espeetlvely 1.02, 1,00 alld 0,93 mm., were 
cut from a beautiful crystal of epicltJte: Ca2 HAlaSiaO!3' The para
meters of this minel'al originating from Untel'sztlzbac1t, are: a : b : c = 
1,51:;07: 1 : 1,8057, and ~ = 64°36'. The resulting photos al'Ü repro
duced in fig. 12 on Plate III, and in tig. 1? and 14 on Plate [V; 
wbile in fig. 15, 16 and 17 on Plate VI their slereogl'aphical 
projections are given. 

In this case as weU as in both the foregoing, the patterns of cl'ystal
plates parallel to (100) and (001) only show a single plane of sym
metl'y; those cOl'l'esponding with sections parallel to (010), a single 
binal'y axis pel'pendlCular to tbe photograpbic plate. This is in full 
agreement with the theoretical expertatioJl; abo in these cases the 
observed symmetl'y of tlle RÓNTGEN-patterns thus appears to agree 
completeJ.r with the conclusions derivecl from the supposition. 

Finally we reprodlÎre here a pattern of heulrrnclite from l'eigm's
!tom on lee/anc! obtained with a cleavage-lainella parallel to (010), 
parallel to which' form this mineral, - whose composition is: 
CaAI~H4(Si08)6+3H20, and whose parameters are: a: b : c = 0,4035 : 
1: 0,4788,13= 63°40', is very perfectly cleavable. In tbe photo 
(fig. 8 on Plate IJ) the preseuce of a binary axis, perpellclicular to 
the photographic plate, is cleal'ly discernible. 

~ 5. In this connection a ca,se of climo1'p!ty may fin? ittl place 
H,t the same time, namely th at between'amphibole and augite (lJ.!Jl'o,vene). 
As is weIl lmown, according to the older conceptioll of TSCHEHlIIAK 

• and oUlers, tbe rIJombic, mOl1oclinic, and triclinic pyroxelles, alld 
the cOl'l'esponding rholll bir, monoclinic ancl Il'iclinic amphiboles, 
would be in the I'elation of polymel'ides, notwithstanding tlleir equal 
cl1lpil'ical chemical composition: to the ampltiboles according LO these 
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vi~.ws, a molecular formula of JOU?' times the single one, to the', 
pyl'o;renes suel! :of twice the single ehemical fOl'mula of the resp'. 
metasilicates wOllld have to be aitl'ibuted. FiIl'thermore the erystal: 
fol'~s themsé~ves of this' dimorphous· series are related to eaëh ot~er,: -
in a close and wen lmown way. 'Fhe composition of arnpltibole 
and aup.ite 'can be expressed as th at of mixed ·crystals.of Ca(Mg;F~)' 
(SiO a)2 and MgAI2SiOa ; their parameters are: 

Of amphibole:. a : b : c --: 0,5318' : 8 : 0,2936; [J --:' 750 2'. 
Of augite: a:' b : c =:1 ,05,8: 1 : 0,594; [J = 89°38'.~ . ' 
If now,fol: augite a somewhat different .choice ,of the a~~ê. lt than' 

the. one~ h~l:~: a.dopted is m~de, its para~etel's become.: ei :::b:. c =. , 
= 1,0921: 1; à,5893; [3 = 74°10'. In th is form_the ,analogy \yitl~ 
~tml)1tibole. immediately ,com~s to the fore: the v:alues for a and c 
in. t,he .. case of augite are evidently ~wice those of amphibole, while 
the angle of inelination.[3. is about the same. n· may be remarked 
f~lrth~rmOl'e, tl~at if the. e~)l1clllsions of BRAGG, according to whose 
invest.igátions the concept ion of "moleclllar' weight" for the solid 
cry~tal is losing' Üs significance, were right, appreciable differences ~ 
in the structures of the RÖNTGEN-patterns ~f amphibole and augite 
could hardly be expecte.d any more, if the above mentioned gi'eat 
analogy between the structure of the two minerals is taken into account. 

. lndeed, experiment shows this analogy in the RÖNTGEN-patterns of 
augite and arnphibole for sections parallel to (100). in a striking 
mannel' ; moreover ,it is quite weU diseernible for sections parallel 
to·' (001). It.is more difficllIt to distinguish in the patterns obtained .. ,' 
parallel to (010), whieh fact partially' may be explained by ,the not ' 
completely similar orientation of the two images with respect to ~ach, 
othel', and the aceompanying suppression of some ,spots and unequal " 
distributi,oI?- of. the intensities of the other ones;, a ,d~reet com parison' , 

) i.s -here' mueh more difficult than in cases,. wh ere' the images possess 
one Ol' more planes. of symmetry. _. , 

The plates of ampltibole ,had a thiclmess of respectively 1,08; 1,11, . 
and: .0,84 mm.; those of au,qite: of' 1,02, 1,08, and 1,00 mm.'. B.otli
mine~·ij.Is eame tl'om Bohernia; the photos are reproduced· in fig. 15 
and 16 of- Plate IV, and in fig. :17 ,to 20 on Plate V; the stereo
gTttphicaI projections in fig. 18 to 23 on Plate' VI: 

In every r.ase also these patterns show' a symmetry quite in 
concordanc~ with the conèlLlsións drawn from. the pl'oposed ,theory 
of tlJe diffraction-phenomenon. . . . , 

.' 1) In the fil'st choice of parameters, the pyramid' 0 had the symbol·11221. W~ 
simply' take 0 = 11111, which symbols are also given by NAUMANN-ZIRKEL, according 
tI) the measurements of VON KOKSCHAROW • 

. ( 
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I::iimilar relations as exist bet ween ampldbole and mt,qite, which 
are found with the mineI'als bronzite and anthopltyllite, we hope 111 

future to dlscuss jn defall. 
In addJtion we ~wlsh to make a remark on som€' RONTGENogrammes 

pl1blrshed here, wh ere a brlght ring IS visIble round the black 
central spot. This occurs In those cases, where by the crystal or by 
the glass, upon which in some cases the crystal-plates were fixed, 
secondary RÓNTGEK-rays are emItted, giving a veil of the photographic 
image; this veIl will be intensified of course by the action of the 
intensifyi.ng screen. Now tlns screen is perfol'ated m its central part, _ 
for reasons formerly explained; th us 111 this part of the photo tlle 
said veil will not be intensified by the action of the screen, and a 
bright ring will appeal' round the black central spot. From this 
it follows, tbat if the crystals must be fixed upon a glass-Iayer, it 
will be of advantage to keep this glass-Iayer as thin as po&sible, 
becal1se the secondary radiation of a thinner layer wilt be less 
intenSIve than th at of a thicker one. 

Labomtories of Pltysics anc! of General anc! 
Pltysical C/zemistr.1l of tlle Unive1'sity. 

G1'onin[Jen, Janual'y 1916. 

u Palaeontology. - "Some youn,q-pliocene Ostmcods of Tinw?'''. By 
Miss E. O. FYAN. (Oomml1nicated by Prof. J. W. Man). 

(Communicated JU tbe meetmg of Jan. 29, 1916). 

The Ostracods, whiclt wIlI be dlSCl1ssed in this essay, have been 
obtained from washings of tertIary clay of the left bank of the 
Mota Talau neal' Atamboea in Timor. This clay, which accordwg 
to the label which went with it, was formed in the latest part of 
the Pliocene, was collected by Prof. Dr. G. A. F. MOI)ENGRAAFF and 
Mr. F. A. H. WECKHERLIN DE MAR EZ OYENS m. e. on the expedition 
which took plare during 1910-1912 to the is Ie of Timor undel' 
the auspIces of the farmer. The leader kindly allo wed me the use 
of the material, for which kindness 1 expl'ess my thanks to him here. 

The rests of the different Ostracods have been pt'eserved excel
lently. Very of ten they are quite transparent, aften white, sometImes 
black and oC'casionally blue. 1his last dolour is very likely caused 
by vivianite. By a treatment with hydroC'hloric acid appeared, that 
the transparent ones consist also almast quite of carbonate of lime. 

This last kind of valves are particularly fit to mark the "Innen
rand", the "Verwachsung&linie" and the "randstandige Parenkanale" 
(10, p. 102 î 11, p. 2). 
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1. PARACYPRJS ZEALANDICA. G. S. BRADY. (Fig. 17). 

1880. Phlyctel1ophora Zealandica. G. S. BRADY, 5, p. 33, t. 3, f. 1. 

1912. Paracypris Zealanclica. G. W. MÜLL]!R, 11, p. 126. , ~ 

Of these Ostracods comparative!y few remnants have been pre
served ,iz. a few loose valves and one entire carapace. 

The th in valves are quite transparent, with a peady lustre or 
they are of a chalky white colour. 

The entire cara pace has a length of 0,73 mm., a height of 0,37 
~ mmo and a width of 0,35 mmo . 

The reasons for my classing these rests with Pa1'acyp?'is Zealan
clica, which accOl'dlllg to MULLER IS found alive near New Guinea, 
New Zealand and Austl'alia, though only the hal'd parts were at 
my dlsposal, IS, because in all llupol"lant points they are in accord
anee with the ilIustratlOns and the description which BRADY gives 
of this now living species. 

The height of the carapace is abollt half the length and as large 
as the width, so that lt is more Ol' 1ess cylindrical. The dorsal edge 
however is rather convex, the veIltral one slightly concave. The 
anterior edge, which meJ'ges impeJ'ceptibly into the dOl'sal and ven
tral ones IS rounded. The posterior part of the earapace ends in a 
fairly obtuse point. 
Th~ hinge lines conlain no teeth. The left valve shows on all 

ridges a furrow, while those of the right valve are shal"p e~erywhere. 
The calcified pa,rt of the inner sheet is narrow in the case of the 

hinge line and ot herwise rather wide. This is especially so. at tiJe 
anteriol' part, while it get& narrower along ihe ventJ'al edge towards 
the posterior end. ' 

1'he "Verwachs~lllgslinie" is not at aU parallel wUh the "Innen
rand" . The fil'Elt proceeds wlth large cunes. These lines approach 
each other prominently in the middle of the anterior, the ventral 
and the posterior edge. The result of this is, that the "Porenlmnale", 
which are \'ery much bifurcated and scattered and which are to be 
found in these plaees al'e vel'y long and much shorter in tlle parts 
that lie between. 

The peeulial' sClllpture which the nether part of the shell shows 
and which was sketched by BRADY is a result of the qnalities of 
the inner &beet, which we discllssed just now . 
. Accordmg to BRADY the carapace of the now living animals pos

seS6es dal'k strigae. [ have not been able to see these, but it iR 
quite possible tbat they have disappeared. On the other hand little 
round elevations are to be found on the outside of the valves in 
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my material of these Ostraeods just as Paracyp1'is polita O. SARS 
(4, p. 378) seems to possess. 

Espeeially the transparent valves have very elear musc1e impres
sions. In a vertica1 row there are four near to each other, and then 

-two more ean be seen behind. 
The measurements of the rests whieh I had at my disposal, are 

smaller than those of the carapaces desrribed by BRADY. The length 
of the 1argest valve of my materia1 is 0,82, while BRADY g'ives for 
the length of the shells 0,98 mmo 

2. NESIDEA MOLENGRAAFFI n. sp. (Fig. 3, 4, 5, 6). 

1880. 
1901. 
1912. 

Bairdia attenuata ft. S. BRADY, 5, p. 59, t, 11, f. 3. 

" "J. G. EGGER, 7, p. 425, t. 2, f. 9-12. 
N(esiclea) sp. G. W. MÜLLER, 11, p. 249. 

The rests of this Ostraeod are also rather rare. Only 100se 
valves occur. 

Of a 1eft valve the 1ength is 0,85 mm., the height 0,6 mmo and 
,the width 0,24 mmo while with a right valve these measurements 
are 0,92 mm., 0,55 mmo and 0, 23 mmo 

That these valves orï'ginate from a representative of the genus 
Nesiclea appears at ollce from their eharaeteristic shape (11, p. 241). 
It is directly shown that the hinge 1ine of the 1eft valve possesses 
a furrow and that the right valve is acute. 

I do not think the theory of BOSQUET (1, p. 19) quite correct, in 
which it is stated that in the case of Nesiclea (formerly called Bail'clia) 
a furrow occurs on the free ridges of the left valve in whieh the 
5harp edges of the right valve lay themselves down, when the 
valves are shut. At least I only find directIy behind the plaee, where 
the ventral edge is bent inwards, a raised ridge, which together 
with this encloses a fun'ow. Perhaps BOSQUET got confused by the 
presence of rests of a "Lippe". 

The space of the muscle impressions has also the qualities, whieh 
are given as characteristie of the representatives of the Nesiclea 
genus. (8, p, 167). 

Characteristic of this new kind of the Nesiclea genus is in the 
first place the sculptul'e whirh oecul's on the outer surface of the 
valves. This consists in the presenee of small, round, undeep pits, of 
which the diameteJ' diminishes towards the ridges of the valves, 
while at the same time they are here plaeed nearer to eaeh otheL' 
than in the middle. 

78 
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol XVIlI. 
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Then the muscle impressions consist of 8 more Ol' less roundish -
spots, which are alvvays situated in a fixed order with regard to 
each other viz. 2 are placed next to each other belovv and above 
respective1y, while betvveen them are four~ at the corners of a flat 
diamond shaped sllrface, of vvbich the Jongest diagonal is horizontal. 

At the extremIties of the side-parts of the hingement, t11e right 
valve has Ii/tie teeth, while the 1eft valve bas in' tbe ful'l'oW 8mall 
cross fUl'rows. 

Close to the extremities of the ventral line both valves possess 
some little teeth, VVhlCh hovvever have as a rule more or less 
disappeared by vvearing (11, p. 242). 

The calcIfied part of the inner sheet cal! be clearly distinguished 
in adults. With the hingement it is narrovv, wJth the free ridges 
rather wide especially in front and at the back. The "Verwachsungs
linie" cannot always be seen with certainty. At the wide parts it 
seems however, not to coincide with the "lnnenrand". 

From my material I think I may draw the conclusion, that the 
proportion betvveen the measurements of the carapaces are liable to 
rather great variations. For this reason I rlass the Ostracods which 
were wrongly described by BRADY and EGGER as Bai1,dia a tte71uata, 
also nnder this class, although they are of a smaller width. Recent 
representatives of tbis clasE: have been found at HonoIlllu, in the 
Arabic Sea a.nd in the lndian Ocean. 

3. NESIDEA MÜLLERI n. sp. (Fig. 1, 2). 

Of these only 100se valyes are to be found and in a smaJl number. 
It differs from the previous Nesidea species, with which it has 
many points of resemblance, especially, because the valves are larger, 
the sculptme on the outer surface consists of fine pressed-in points, 
and because the angle whieh is seen bebind, is drawn out to a 
greater lengtb. 

With old specimens the sculpture has disappeared for the greater 
part, on1y at the edges it has been preserved 'there. With a right 
va1ve I find för t11e lE'ngth 1,15 mm., t11e height 0,75 mmo and the 
vvidth 0,34 mm., whi1e in the case of a 1eft \'alve tbese measure
ments are respectively 1,5 m.m., 0,75 mmo and 0,29 m.m. 

4. LOXOOONCHA AUSTRAI.JIS G. S. BRADY. (Fig. 12, 13). 

1880. LO.'lJoconcha austmlis G. S. BRADY, 5, p. 119, t. 28, f. 5 a-f. 
1912." "G. W. MÜJ,LER, 11, p. 312. 
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The rather abundant maferial which r have at ffiy disposal consists 
of whole carapaces and 100se valves. We notice at once that it 
origmates from 2 forms viz. from a longer and a shorter one. 
A.ccording to BRADY' the form€'r is the male, the latter the female. 
With a cat'apace of a male I filJd a length of 0,58 mm., a height 
of 0,39 mmo and a widrh of 0,32 mm., whlle these measurements 
in the case of a female are 0,50 mm., 0,37 mmo and 0,29 mm~ , 

That these rests originate fl'om a representative of the Loxoconclw 
(8, p. 232, 9, p. 530) appeal's in the first instance at on ce fi'om 
their peculiar shape. This is more or less diamond-shaped, becnuse 
the ventral and hinge line are about parallel, just as the antèrior 
and posterior one. This last phenomenon is pal·tly caused bj the 
posteriol' line having a pl'ominence above the mrddle. Then both 
species have valves WhlCh are fairl)' tbin walled, at each extrenhty 
of the hinge line a slightly developed tooth is found, while the 
hinge line itself is thinly crenelated. The hingement of the rigbt 
valve has a ful'l'oW and th at of the left valve is acute. I find the 
same l'elation very clearly wIth tbe free ridges. The "Vel'wachsulIgs
lime" and the "Innenrand" coincide every where. The "Porenkanale" 
which are not bifurcated and whlch r aee wide apart are clearly 
visible. There, where the first hinge tooth IS to be fOllnd, both 
valves possess on the outslde a glassy globnlar tubel'cle. The outer 
sllrface of the vah'es has at the same time a sClllptut'e whièh.is 
caused by small pits. The distance between these varies conslderaply. 

Sometimes it IS so smalI, thac the sculptnre becomes more, or less 
reticulous. 

Especially as to shape and scnlpture of the carapaces, this Ostracod 
resembles Loxoconc/w austmlis BUADY so mUf'h, thaL I think, I had 
better class it among this species. Yet the sculpture does not agree 
in all respects with what BRADY says about it. He says, as a matter 
of fact, that it is on the outside "obscurely concentric" while in 
our remnants the pits are clearly placed In roncent1'ic 1'Ows. However, 
he remarks at the same time, that the pits are placed In fllrrows, 
so that probably th is difference does not exist. 

According to MULLER these Ostracods have been found aJive in 
A.ustralia, New-Caledonia, Funafuti and C€'ylon. 

5. LOXOOONOHA. ALATA. G. S. BRADY. (Fig. 14). 

1868. Loxoconcha alata G. S. BRADY, 3, p. 223, t. 14, f. 8-13. 
1880. 

" 
" G, S. BRADY, 5, p. 122, t. 27, f. 6 a-- f. 

1910. 
" 

" F. OHAPl\fAN, 6, p. 435. 
1912. 

" 
" G. W. MÜLLER, 11, p. 311. 
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Only one right valve and one left valve of this Ostracod are at ~ 

my disposal. Howevel', tbey show sa much resemblance to those of 
the pl'eViOllS mentioned Ostracod, tbat undoubtedly they a1so originate 
from a Lo.l'oconclla specIes. 

Especially the shape, the scnlpture and~ {he edges of tile \'alves 
resem bIe the othe1's very much. However they differ froll1 those 
directly, becanse the lateral parts of the valves show a prommenee 
on the posterior part above as weIl as underneatb, on wluch the sculpture -
with pits is present. Whereas the preceding Ostracods had a gIassy 
gIobular tllbercle, the valves of tbis kind possess a rather slightly 
conspicuous prommenee, on which the sculptlll'e is wanting. Moreover 
the prominenee, chal'acteristic of the species Loxoconclla, which is 
to be found on the posterior 1'idge, above the middIe, is somewhat 
more developed. 

On account of the qualities enumerated just now, I do not hesitate 
io draw the conclusion, that bath valves originate from the Loxo
conc/w alata G. S. BRADY, and that, because of their ~ompressed 
shape, they originate from one or two female specimens of th is kind. 

BRADY tells us, that the pits on the ventral side of the valves are 
placed in fu1'rows. In this case I have not noticed any sigu of this 
either. On the other hand, he -does not mention the pl'ominence 
which is situated near the postel'iol' ridge of the hinge line, but from 
the sketches it is apparent, that they are undoubtedIy there. The 
length of the right valve 1& 0.52 mm., the helght 0.36 mmo and 
the width 0.16 mmo 

With certainty th is Ostracod was found alive Hear Tenedos, in the 
Indian Ocean and near Funafuti. 

6. CYTHERIDEA SPINULOSA G. S. BRADY. (Fig. 7, 8). 

1868. Cytllmoidea spinulosa 
1880. 

1912. 
" 
" 

" 
" 

G. S. BRADY 3, p. 182, t. 13, f. 1-6. 

" 5, p. 112, t. 33, f. 6 (a-d). 

G. 'V. MUI,LER, 11, p. 328. 

Among the l'ests which have been lOvestigated by me, there are 
many of this species of Ostracods. Whole carapaces are more Ol' 

less cylindrical. In front they al'e laterally flatrened and while the 
width augments towards the posterior part, the section is circular. 
Seen from above, they are consequently, somewhat wedge·shaped. 
Seen laterally the carapaces are about elliptical. At the dorsal ridge 
they are somewhat con vex, ventrally al most straight and somew hat 
concave. The front part is more prominently rounded than the 
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posterio'r extl'emity. Witb the young specimens 1.he cal'apace is mllch 
higher in front than at tbe back, so that then the shape agrees. 
more witb th at wh'ich occurs most in Cythe1'idea. 

The outel' smface of the yalves which are always firm, show!:' 
faÏJ'ly large, somewhat l'ound plts, whkh are placed close together 
and which are in more or lese:; roncentrie row!:' towal'ds the edgE"s. 
Both valves have short teeth on the front edge, which end obtusely 
and are e:;omewhat buffer-shaped. At the lnnri-edge. on the othel' hand, 
the l'lght val ve has underneath a plate-shaped pl'otubemnce, fi-Jnged 
wIth a few small teeth and the left one a few small teelh wIthout 
aplate. 

The valves are unequal. The right one IS 'smaller and slenderer 
than the 1eft one and the latter 0\ edaps the fOl'mer on all sides. The 
hingement consists of two crests In the case of the rJght valve and 
m that of the 1eft in two furrows cOl'l'esponding to tlns wIth 
rross ful'l'ows. The "Verwaehsllngshnie" and the "Innenl'and" onl)' 
do not comclde In the front. TlIey run everywhere abont parallel 
WJth the carapace edge. In the place where tbe inner and outer 
sheet are grown togethel', are nllmerous "Porenkanale", wInch some
times Qifurcate. 1 rould notJce notlnng of muscle impl'esslons. Of 
an enti1'e campace the length IS 0 62 mm, the helght 0.37 mm. 
and the wldth 0.29 mmo 

I tIllnk I may safely mfel' from tlm, that these l'el:lts origmate 
from G.ytlw1·idea spinulosa G. S. BRADY, though there are pel'haps a 
few differences. 

First of all the left valve does not possess the fold neal' the front 
part of the hingement, whJCh accol'dll1g to the figul'es from the secoud 
of the above-mentioned pub1ications of BRADY are present 111 thlS 

species. However it is not to be found 111 the sketches of Ins first 
pubheation. 

Moreover the spines, which occnl' at the under part of jhe postel'iol' 
ridge of the vaIves, are more hlghly developed in the recent ones. 
However I do not considel' th is diffel enee sufficlen tly large to class 
these rests as a new species. 

ReceJltly this kind was found near the Fidschi islands, Mauritius, 
New Caledonia and the East Indian Archipelago. 

7. CYTHERIDEA TIMORENSIS n. sp. (Fig. 9). 
I 

The Cythe1'idea species which is on1y repI'esented by some loose 
valves and which np liU now I found nowhel'e deSCl'lbed, l'esembles 
the pl'eceding one in many respecis. Besides the rharaeteristJCs, from 
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,vhich it appeal's that i.t must be classed with the Cythe?'iclea genus 
and whieh bave referenee ia the hingement and the way in which 
the val \les are connected with each othel', it has still the followillg 
qualities in COl)1mon with it. The height of tlJe adult specimens is 
almost equally large over the whole length, ,vhereas with the young 
011e8 it is large!' in front than at the back. Towards the hind part 
t11e width of the ('arapaces augments, so that, viewed from above, 
they are also more or 1ess wedge shaped. Moreover bath kinds of 
valves possess along (he under part of the anterior edge and the 
front part of the ventral edge, short teeth flattened at the posterior 
end and on the under part of the posteriol' edge conieal teetl1. This 
Ostracod differs from Cythe1'irlett spinulo8fl bee3.use of tlle following 
points. The carapaces are smaller and firmer. As a rule the yalves 
have pits on the outer surface, but sometimes these are so indistinct, 
that they seem smooth. This is almost always the case with the 
middle part, while l'ound it are found pits which are eleady visible. 
Óften the edges of the pits are very much l'aised, by wbich the 
surface bE'comes more Ol' less scaly. A consequence of th is is, that 
the valves arE' flattel' in the midd1e and steeper at the edges. This 
is especially the case with the posterior edge, sa that the .gl'eatest 
width is almast at the anterior part. 

Then the l'O,;y- of ~pines, flattened tm..,-ards the end; extends fl1rthe~ 
on the front. part of the vel1tral edge, whi.le the sharp teeth on 
the under part of the posterior edge are more prominent here. In 
these Ostracods the plate-like part is also missing, which the right 
valve of the Cythe1'idea spinulosa has in the above mentioned place. 

The length of a right valve is 0.46 mm., the height 0.27 mmo 
and the width 0.11 mmo 

8. OYTHEREIS GOUJONI. G. S. BRADY. (Fig. 10, 1'1). 
, 

1868. Cythe?'e 
1880. 

" 
non 1901. " 
1912. Cythe1'eis 

Goujoni. 

" 
" 
" 

G. S. BRADY, 2, p. 78, t. 10, f. 9, 10. 

" 5, p. 96, t. 25, f. 7 (a-g). 

J. G. EGGER, 7, p. 43t, t. 6, f. 29. 
G. W. MÜLLEU, 11, p. 342. 

In my matel'irul I fOllnd that the entire carapaees and the 1005e 
valves of this Ostracod are by far the most numerous. . 

Easily two forms can be distinguished viz. a longer and a shol'ter 
one. According Lo BRADY the former is the male, the latter the 
female specimen. With a cal'apaee of a male the length was 0.68 mm., 
the height 0.38 mmo and the width 0.33 mm., while in the case of 
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a female these measurements are 0.6 mm., 0.35 mmo and 0.35 mm. 
That these Ostl'aeods belong to the c,'ljtlw1'eis genus is apparent 

from the follo'ving charactel'istics. Vieweel laterally, the firm cara
paces are long and squal'e, while the front part is higher than the 
poRtel'ior part. On account of the gl'eatet' length, the ventral edge 
is in tbe male ones almost parellel with the hinge line, 

The right \Talve has at eaC'h of the extremities of the hinge 1ine 
one tooth, while the left one has ouly one altogether, which is 
sitnated behind the cavity of the front 100lh of the right valve. In 
the place, where the fl'ont teeth are, each valve has a glassy globular 
tubercle on the outer surface. The right valve has a furrow between 
the two teetll; which is bounded by two raised ridges, of which 
the ontel' is highest. With the left val \'e howevel' the hinge line is 
sharp. while jt fits in the furrow of the right one. I have not been 
able to see, that the left valve also possesses a furrow on the 
hingement, of which the inner ridge is higher than the outer, as 
BOSQUl!.T (1, p. 50) remarks. The furrow on the IJingE' line of the 
right val\'e and the sharp hingement of the left one are both cut 
by cross furrowR. 

A liWe in front of the midelle the ventral eelge is with bath 
valves somewhat turneel inside. In that place the left valve overlaps 
the right one. This is undoubtedly the reason, why BOSQUI~T (1, p. 50) 
and LIENENKL<\US (8, p. 174) say, that the left valve is higher than 
the right one anel overlaps the latter a bale. Ho~vever I founel here 
and also in othel' Cythereis species, just as it is described by BOSQUET, 
that the right valve possesses a furrow on the remaining parts of 
its free edges, in which, when the carapaee is closed, the sharp 
edge of thE' left valve is laid. Thus t11e valves of the carapace are 
unequal, while the right one as a rule overlaps the left. 

The "Innenrand" rUIlS almost everywhere parallel with the edges 
of the carapace. With this the "Vet'wachsungslinie" coincides. As 
a rule the li~es are straight, sometimes crellelated. 

The "Pol'enkanàle" al'e numerous. Sometimes they are bifnrcated, 
a thing whirh, accOt'ding' to MÜU.ER (11, p. 336), happens ver)' 
seldom m the Cytlte1'eis species. The' four posteriol' musrle impressions 
can be seen distinctly. This is not the case, howevel', with those 
sit.uated in front. 

I think I mn)' accept, that the above discussed Ostl'acoos-l'ests 
ol'igînate ti'om representatives of Cythe?'eis GOZtJoni G. S. BRADyanel 
this for the following reasons. Frorn the descriptioll and the sketches 
which BRADY gives of this species it is shoWJl, thai the size anel shape 
of the male as weU as of the female specimens and theil' sculpture 
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agl'ee in the main. It is very chal'acteristic that the sculpture, con- v 

sisting of a network of frames that enclose angular .spaces, is wanting 
on the fron t part of the val ves. H is also very characteristic, that 
011 the sideparts of both valves, behind t~e middle, abont halfway 

_ the posteriol' edge and somewhat neat'er to the ventral edge than 
to the dOl'sal edge, a somewhat curved spine occurs which is turned 
slantingly towards the back. 

In the desclÎption. given byJ BRADY no mention is made of the -
fact, that in both yalves a posterior part of a "Dorsalrippe" (lI, 
p. 337) occurs, as is always the case with the remnants of Timor. 
Probably ho wever this is also found in the recent representatives of 
tltis species, since as a matter of fact, BRADY says, th at the dorsal 
eclge is concaye, as i& also clepicted in the figures. 

Recently these Osti'acods have been found 011 the coast of Aubtntlia, 
near Oaledonia, in the Chinese Sea and near Ceylon. 

9. OYTHERELLA SEMITALIS G. S. BRADY. (Fig. DJ, 16). 
I 

1868. 
j880. 

1912. 

Cytlterella semitalis 

" " 
~, " 

G. S. BRADY, 2, p. 72, t. 8, f. 23, 24. 

" 5, p. 17l'l, t. 44, f. (a-c). 

G. W. MÜLI,ER, 11, p. 395. 

This Ostracod ts only :represented by a few loose valves. F'rom 
the presence of (he following qualities it appears, that these valves 
originate from a Cytherella species (8, p. 262). The valves are very 
firm and possess a smaIl width, which augmeltts towards the back 
Oonsequently the carapares are laterally flatfened and seen from above 
wedge-shaped. Seen lateralJy, the valves are egg'-shaped, while they 
get higher towards the end. 

The 1eft valve as weIl as the right one has a furrow on its edges. 
With the first it IS indistinrt and of the ridges which bound this 
furrow, only the inner one can be seen very weil, whereas on the 
other hand in the right valve the outer ridge is more prominent. 
'Vith the closed shells therefore, the l'ight valve must have over
lapped the left one on all sides. Thel'efore the shells are unequally 
valved. 

The "Verw-achsungslime" and the "Innenrand" coincide. They run 
parallel with the edges of the carapaces and at a small distance from 
Lhose. The "Pol'enkanäle" are biful'cated and are at a considerable 
distance fl'om each other. 

The mnsc1e impl'ession, wbich is sometimes distinctl.r noticeable, 
is situated somewbat before the middle and closel' to the dorsal edge 

-------------------------------------
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than with the ventral ridge. It is aval shaped, while the longitudinal 
axis is placed almost pel'pendicularly to that of the carapace. 

By a line which is concave towards the end it is divided into 
two unequal parts. 

W"hile from this line towards the front as weU as towards the 
back crosslines originate, the muscle impression consists of two rows of 
oblong parts. Undoubtedly the valves which I have at my disposal 
ol'iginate from Cytllel'ella semitalz's G. S. BRADY, which appears at 
onee from the characteristic sculptures on the outer snrface. This 
shows small I'ound pits round ab out a braad smooth stl'ipe which 
runs lengthwise across tbe middle, as is reported and iIlustrated by 
BRADY. With 'the exception of the posterior ridge these pits are a1so 
missing' at the edges of the valves, except in the middle. BRADY does 
not point out th is but from the sketches which he g;ives of this 
species it appears that this is also the case with the recent animais. 
It is true that the carapace of the animal depicted by BRADY 

in fig. 2a is different, but that is no objection. BRADY tells 
us, as a 'matter of fact, that the iIIusfl'ations have been made from 
a specimen not yet fullgrown and there the height of the carapace 
l'emains the same along a great length, sa that viewed laterally it 
is elliptical. That can be distinctly seen in the smaller valves of my 
material. I 

The measurements of a right valve are: length 0,63 mm., height 
0,40 mmo and width 0,17 mmo while th08e of a left valve are 
0,62 mm., 0,37 mm, and 0,14 mmo 

Recent specimens of these Ostracods were caught in the East 
Indian Archipelago and near Samoa. 

From what is said above it is clear, that as a rule the same or 
related Ostracods are described by BRADY in the "Challenger report" 
and that these therefore still occur in the neighbourhood of Timor. 

1f we consider in the treatise mentioned above, at what depth 
this species is found, it appears, tbat it usually is less than 72 m. 

Finally I want to expl'ess my thanks to Prof. DI'. J. H. BONNElIfA, 

who has always sa willingly put his time at my disposal in order 
to assist me in the treatment of this material and to Mr. J. Bo'rKE, 
bio!. doctus, who was sa kind as to make the drawings for this essay. 
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EXPLANATION' OF THE PLATE. 

Fig. ]. 'Right valve of Nesidea Mülleri E. C. FYAN, from the outside, 50 X 
Fig. 2. Left valve of Nesidea Mülleri E. C. FYAN, from tbe öutside, 50X 
Fig. 3. Left valve of Nesidea Molengraa(fi E. C. I!'YAN, from tbe outside, 50 ~ 
Fig. 4. Left valve ot' Nesidea Molengraaffi E. C. I~YAN, from the inside, 50 X 

, Fig. 5. Right valve of Nesidea Molengraaffi E. C. FYAN, fr om the outside, 50 X 
Fig. 6. Right valve of Nesidea Molengraaffi E. C. FYAN, fr om tbe inside, 50 X 
Fig. 7. Right valve of Oytheridea spinulosa G. S. BRADY, from the outside, 50 X 
Fig. 8. Left valve of a,;,' . ;'. S. BRADY, from the outside, 50 X 
Fig. 9. Righl valve of • ., E. C. FYAN, from the outside, 50 X 
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Fig. 10. Right valve of a male specimen of Oythereis Goujoni G. S. BRADY, 

from the outside, 50 X 
l<'ig. 11. Rlght valve of a female specimen of Oythere~s Goujoni G. S. BRADY, 

from the outside, 50 X 
Fig. 12. Right valve of a male specimen of Loxoconcha australis G. S. BRADY, 

from the outside, 50 X 
l<'ig. 13. RIght valve of a female specimen of Loxoconcha australis G. S. BRADY, 

from the outside, 50 X 
FIg. 14. Rlght valve of a female specimen of Loxoconcha alata G. S. BRADY, 

from the outside, 50 X 
Fig. 15 Right valve of Oytherella semital~s G. S. BRADY, from the outside, 50 X 
FIg. 16. Left valve of Oytherella semztalzs G. S. BRADY, from the outside, 50 X 
FIg. 17. Right valve of Parac,ypris zealandica G. S. BRADY, from the outsider 50 X 
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Physics. "On the Additivity of the TTalues ol bant!, Va oj 
the Equ'äion 0 f State, and on the Fundamental TTalaes of 
these Quantities f01' D~ffel'ent Elements, in Connection witlt 
the Pe1'iodieal System". By Dr. J. J. VAN LAAR. (Oommunicated 
by Prof. H. A. LORENTZ). 

(Communicated in the meeting of Jan. 29, 1916) 

1. Introduetion. 

The aclclitive qualities of the quantity b of the equation of state 
have al ready been pomted out by Prof. v. D. WAALS 1), pal'tlrularly 
as far as the element& C, 0, Hand Ol are concel'l1ed. I have 
extended this research over man,}' other elements, in which remark
able regulat·itles· have come to light wilh l'egard to the fundamental 
values of b for the dIfferent elements in connection with the 1Je7'io
die system. 

In reference to the \'allles of a VAN DER WAALS mentions nine 
Papers by MATHEWS 2), adding that this wrItm' had come to "\'er,}' 
remarkable" relatIOns wlth respect to these values. "Remal'kable" 
MATHEWS' assertions decidedly are '- but in an entil'ely dIfferent 
sense, I am sorry to say, ft'om t11at pl'obably meant by VAN DE1{ 

W AAI,S. From the Cl'ltlq Ile whlch I have vent ured to gl ve Hl the 
followmg paper on MA'l'HEWS' treatises, it wIII be clear to the readers 
that MATHEWS' views and the mie at which he tl11nks he has al'rived, 
lack evet'y sound foundation. 

On the ot her hand 1 have found that also the values of Va are 
perfectly additive, and thaI here too we meet w!th striking reg ula
rities with regard to the periodic system. 

But there is more. In this I have found that in all cabes, in which 
the central atom - e.g. 0 in CH 4, U014 , OHOI 3 , 02H6 etc. etc., Ge 
and Sn in GeOl 4 and SnOI

4
, N and P in NRg and PHs - is entirely 

surl'ollnued on all sides by otlJer atoms or atom gl'OUpS, the attrac
tion of this central atom to the outside 011 othel' molecules enti1'ely 
vani<;hes. That namely the lines of force of the attractlllg (cohesive) 

1) These Proc. of Febr. 28 1914, p. 880. See also ibid. March 28 1914, 
p. 1076 and my treatise These Proc. XVll p. 598. This addittvity itself was 
already long known, bowever. Cf. among olher lhingc; GUYE Dissertation, Pads 1892). 
Afterwards BATSCHlNSKI lZeltschrift für physik. Chemie 82, p 87 (1913)) found 
at Tc. reduced to our unitles, H = fi7, 0 = 13!J, C = 114, all X 10-5. These values 
are, however - particulal'ly those for Hand 0 - qmte erroneous (set> om' 
table in § 3). 

2) ,Iourn. of Phys. Chem. 1913. 
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action ar'e totally abs01'bed by those sUlTounding atoms, and do not 
exel't any force whatever outside tbe molecule. 

This is, illdeed, in perfect harmony with what was found lately 
by EINSTEIN 1) with regard to the influenee of tbe molecules on eacl! 
othel' as far as thelr sphel'e of action is concel'ned (this would 
namely not extend any fnrtber tban to the sUl'l'oundin,q molecules). 
But now the same thing is found with regal'd to the at01ns in the 
molecule. Only the pe1'~Jhemt atoms take part in the cohesive 
attraction, the central ones - for 80 far as they are entireZlf shut 
oif by the SUIToLlllding atoms - a,re per:fectly inactive. H, however, 
these central atoms are prt1,tly free, as e.g. with the doubly and 
tl'ijily bound O-atoms, eitbel' balf the action or the full action lmme
dlately showó itself again. This is certaillly one of tbe most remal'k
able reóuIts to which our researches have led us. 

In wbat follows I shall con fine myself to what is indispensable 
as a support of my- contentIOn, resel'ving the fuller discnsslon of 
this subject for another occasion. 2) 

2. The calczdation of the values of Cl and b. 
As a and b are in gener'al functions of v and 'l' (fl is probably 

independent of v), it IS desirabIe to calculate these quantities fol' 
cor1'espondi71g states, and for this the c1'itical state IS fil'st of all to 
be taken into account. Also when we pay attention to tbe fact that 
tlre variability ot b with the volume is different for ever,}' óubstance, 
and tbat thel'efore somethlJlg special continues to adhere e, en to 
the critical state, tbis circumslance can yet be elimmated by the 
intl'Oduction of a new parameter. As I hav€' lately demonstrated 3), 
in tbe first place we maJ take for this the quantity y, i.e. tlte co
efficient of dJrectlOn of the '3traight joining line bet ween the densities 
De and Do in a D, T-diagl'am, whicb qnantity IS at the same time 
= 1/2 (bk: bo). We can then express all the quantities in y, whicb 
hencefol'th repl'esents the only independent pa:r.:ameter; thus tbe idea 
of corl'espondence wIII also have obtained a wider meanillg. 

Thus e. g. the quantity s = RTk : Pk Vk is always = 81' : ei' + 1), 
and tbe quantity r=v1c:Uk will alwaJs be =(y+1):1'. Fol' 
!' = RTl,;: zn (Cl. -bl,;) = 1 + (117. : }JlcVlc2) we ~lnd 81'. (jl 11:> the critical 
coefficient of pressUl'e fol' tbe case that a and b may be taken in
dependent of T at T,J Further 1'8=8, ./'(1'-1)=8, (t'1-1)1~= 

1) Bemerkung zur dem Geselz von EOTVÖ2. Ann. d. Ph. (4) 34, 165 (1911). 
2) In the Journ. de Chimie physique of Prof. GUYE at Genève. 
S) These Proc. of March 26, April 23, May 29 and Sept. 26, 1914, resp. p. 808, 

924, 1047 and 451. 
791' 
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= 27 : )" (f' -1) : .<;2 = 27 : 64}.. Compare moreover the table on 
p. 819 of the first of tbe cited artieles, and that on p. 1052 of 
the thil'd paper. 

FOL' the quantities Tk and pk we find ~)en perfectly accul'ately: 

r 8 ,ak 1 ale 
RTle=-A- - J 

27 bk Pk - 27 . bI/' 

at least for normal substances which are not assoaciated at Tk • In 

th is (see loc. cit.Î the factor i. is gi\'en bv J. = ~(_y_)2. For sub- . 
. 8')'-1 y+1 

stances with a particularly high critical temperature y has the 
limiting value j and J. becomes = 27/28 = 0,964. Fot' "ordinary" 
substances y = 0,9 and À beconles = 0,977; for argon, where y=0,75, 
J. becomes = 0,992; for H2 witb y = 0,6, ). = 0,999; while for He, 
where y = 0,55, l will be = 0,999. For ideal sllbstances, wh ere b 
is constant, y approaches 0,5 and J. approaches 1. 

We see ft'om this that the correction factor l deviates about 
2,3 0/0 ft'om unity for ordinarJ substances, so that in tbe second of 
the relations: 

1 RTk 27 (RTk)2 
bk=-- -- ale=---

8 Ple 64l Ple 

the value of ale must then be allgmented by this amount; and by a 
smaller amount when the critical tempemtul'e, as for argon, O2 , N2 , 

H.> etc., is particulady Iow. 'Ve haye always taken this factor 
into account. 

I 

When the substances at TIc are still associated, the above simple 
fOl'mlllae mUEt be replaced by rnuch more intricate ones. 1) For the 
few abnormal substances, however, which occur in the following 
tables, we have ca(clllated the values of pk and bic on the supposi
tion that these substances at'e normal at T7c and then added that 
the accurate \'alues are smalle?'. (Always in refel'ence to a single 
molecular quantity.) 

For R we have put the vallle 0,00366l8 = 1 : 273,09, so that 
the values ale ~tnd ble are expl'essed in tlle ordinary "nonnal" llnities, 

" i.e. b in the normal volume V o = 22412 cm 3 (Lhe volume of 1 g'l'. 
mol. of subbtance at 1 atm. and 0° C. in (he A VOGADRO &taté), anel 
a in atm., when 1 gr. mol. bas the volume voo 

Want of room obliges me to ornit the extenslve table of 74 sub
stances, in which Tic, plc, ble, ale. Vale, anel J. have been given; thel'e
fOl'e the values of Tl. and)J1e have been added in the following 
pal'tial iables fol' b,c, These vallles have been taken fl;om the best 

1) Cf. Arel!. TEYLER Hl08 and also These Proc. of Nov. 7, 1914, 'po 598. 
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and newest sOlll'ces (tables of ABRAHAl\l and SACERDOTE, Tables An
nuelles, values given by K. ONNES aud his collabol'ators, determina
tions of OARDOSO and others). 

3. The additivë qualities of b in connection with the 
periodic system. 

The values of bic found ean now be compo&ed additively from 
the following fzmdarnental vnlues for bic X 10·. 

I He < 105? 

H =48,5 C = 100 N =85 0 =70 F =55 Ne = 71? 
(34;14) (75) (60) (50) 

(Si = 155) P = 140 S = 125 Cl = 115 Ar = 144 

Ge =210 (As = 195) Se = 180 Br = 165 Kr = 177 

Sn =265 (Sb = 250) (Te = 235) I =220 X =228 
/ 

The regulal'ity is very striking. In every vertica/ column the increase 
is 55 units, wher'eas in evel'y h01'izontal row the decl'ease amollnts 
to 15 units. (Only Ol = 115 fits in better than 110), Hydrogen seems 
jo belong to the first beries, the nobJe gases evidently always pro
longing the horizontal rows. (The value fol' He still continues to' be 
very uncel'tain; nOl' is Ne qllite cel'tain), 

It must be further observed that C pl'esents two different values. 
In the an07:qanic eompounds and i"fI the alipltatic ol'ganic compollnds 
o is al ways = 100, but in the aromalic compounds, i.e. in the 
cyclically built èompollnds, the smaller value 75 should be taken 
for 75. (75 is somewhat greater than 100 X 1/2 V2 = 7 J). 

The same thing is fOllnd for N. Only for N2 itself clo we find 
the fnndamental value 85; for nU otlwr componnds of N on tbe 
other hand. the condensed value 69 (= 85 X 1/~ V2). 

As fol' 0, here the fundamental value 70 holds evel'ywlte1'e; only 
fol' 00 2 alld fOl' one of the two oxygen atoms of the organic acid 
group OO.OH (or of the gl'OUp OO,OX of the compound esters), viz. 
th at which j ust as both ",toms in CO~ is bound to' 0 through a 
double -bindillg, tile diminished value 50 (= 70 X 1/2 '/2) is fOllnd, 

Fur H t/u'ee "alne::; at'e found. The fundamental vallle 48,5 only 
fOl' H2 alJd HOI. In tlle ano1'ganic compound::; NHa (and also in the 
radicals NH

2 
and NB), PH., H.O, Bi;, H2Se H is e\'erywhel'e = 34 

(= 48,5 X 1/2 V2), whereas in the 01:CJrmic compounds, where H is 
diI-ectly bOllnd to C - both in the aliphatic and in tha arornatic 
sedes - the doubly condensed vall1e H = 14 [-= 48,5 X (1_1/~ V2)] 
is found. 
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Now the different tabIe& fol' the reronstructiOIl of the b-values 
may fol1ow. 

a. Elements, 

-

Found 
// 

Tk / Pk [/ 1 Tk 
\ 

Pk 

H2 
I 

= 2 X 48,5 = 97 I 97 (X 10-5) 31,95 15,0 He 5,20 > 2,26 0,9999 

N~ =2X 85 =170 172 126,0 33,5 Ne ±45 29 0,9976 

O2 =2X 70 =140 142 154,25 49,7 Ar 150,65 48,0 0,992 

P4 =4X 140 =560 535 968 82,8 Kr 210,5 54,3 0,989 

C12 =2X 115 =230 226 414,1 83,9 X 289,7 58,2? 0,988 

b. Anorganic Compounds. 

Found 
11 

Tk Pk 

(CNh = 2 X (100+60) =320 307 (XIO-5) 401,4 59,75 

CO = 100+70 = 170 172 133,4 35,5 

C02 = 100+2X50 =200 191 304,1 72,9 

CS2 = 100 + 2 X 125 = 350 343 546,1 72,9 

Ge CI4 = 210 + 4 X 115 = 670 663 550,0 38,0 

Sn C14= 265+4 X 115 = 725 733 591,8 36,95 

NHa =60+3X34 = 162 165 406,0 112,3 

N20 =2X60+70 = 190 198 309,6 71,65 

NO =60+70 = 130 114 (127) 177,1 71,2 (64) 

*N02 =60+2X70 =200 :(197 431,3 100 
ç 

PH3 = 140+3X34 =242 233 325,9 64,0 

*H2O =2X34+70 = 138 <141 638,1 200,5 

H2S =2X34+ 125 = 193 192 373,5 89,05 

SO~ = 125+2X70 =265 254 430,2 77,65 

H2Se =2X34+ 180 =248 2067 410,1 91,0 

HCl = 48,5 + 115 = 163,5 173 324,5 86,0 

OnIy H2Se devmtes considerably, but lt is velT wel! possible that 
the cl'itical pl'essul'e (~H atm) has been found too high. W Ith regard 
to NO it is known that the critical data of this snbstance necessarily 

\ 

-
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require reVISlOn. Indeed, with OLSZEW'3KI'S second \alue, viz. fJlc= 64: 
instead of the flest valne used by us (which glves better agreement' 
in other respects), we ShOllld have found bk = 127, in good agreement 
wIth the calculated \'alue 1) • 
• The abnormal H20 does not seem to be consideI'ablJ associated 
at Ihe crIticaL tempemtllre. (Abnol'mal bubstances are mdicated in 
the tables by an asterisk). From SCHEFFI~H'S researches we know 
al ready that N0 2 at Tk is hardly assocIated to N20 4 • 

CH4 

C2Ha 

C3Hs 

n-C4HlO 

~n-CSHI2 

(t-CsHI2 

n-CaHt4 

n-C7Hta 

n-CSH1S 

C2H2 

C2H4 

t-CsH lO 

c. Carbon-hydrogens. 

= 100 + 4X 14 

= 200 + 6X 14 

= 300+8 X14 

= 400+ IOX 14 

=500+ 12X 14 

= 500+ 12X 14 

= 600+ 14X 14 

=700+ 16 X 14 

= 800+ 18X 14 

=200+2XI4 

=200+4XI4 

=5OO+IOXI4 

= 6X(75+ 14) 

Found 

- 156 191 (156) (X 10-5) 

- 284 286 

= 412 377 

540 525 

= 668 652! 

- 668 641 I 
- 796 785 

- 924 919 

= 1052 1059 

= 228 229 

- 256 255 

= 640 627 

- 534 537 

=534+(100+2XI4)= 662 653 

= 662 + 128 = 790 789 

Cyclohexaan= 6X(75+2X 14) - 618 636 

C\(jHs = lOCH - 28 - 862 866 

190,2 

305,2 

370,6 

±424 

470,3 

460,9 

507,9 

539,9 

569,3 

308,6 

282,6 

464,7 

561,6 

45,6 (53) 

48,9 

45,0 

±37 

33,0 

32,9 

29,6 

26,9 

24,6 

61,65 

50,65 

33,9 

47,9 

593,7 41,6 

636,1 36,9 

553,1 I 39,8 

741,3 39,2 

The vaLne 191 fOllnd fOl' methane is p.'obably too high in conse
qnence of the too low value of pk, For this we have, namely, 

1) PI'of. GUYIJ is so kind as to mform me that In 1910 ADWENTOWSKI found 
Tk = 180,2, almost idenllCal wllh 177,1 assumed by us, but Pk = 64,6 atm 
Tlus IS l'eally the value, WhlCh glves the expected value fol' bk. 

Fol' f!12 PELLA'l'ON (Dlssel'ta.hon, Neuchatel 1915) found Tk = 417,1, Pk = 76,1 
These values would yleld bk = 251 X 10-5, Vak = ] 1,5 X 10-2, 
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assumed OARDOSO'S vaLue, wbieh is 45,6 atm., whel'eas DEWAR found ~ 

50, and Ür.SZEWSKY and v. 'VROBLEWSRI on an avel'age 56 atm. With _ 
pk = 53 156 would have been found for bic instead of 191, in perfect 
harmony with the Galculated value. 

In all cyclical componnds 0 = 7,15, i.e. iri the C01'e. But of courstl, 
o again = 100 in the substitution gl'OllpS OHs (in toJllene anci xyJene 
e. g.). Fo!' R we find everywhere 14. 

The fact that the values which have been found fol' bk fol' 
) 

n-pentane alld iso-pentane from YOUNG'S data differ as mLlch as 11 
units, suggests that the constitutive iJ~fluences ShOllld not be entÏ1'ely 
neglected, even though they do not make theil' inflnenre feIt mllch, 
compared with tbe so much stronger additive inflnenées. 

d. Other organic compounds. 

Found 
11 

Tc Pc 

CH3F = 100+ 42+ 55 = 197 235 ?(X10-5) 318,0 62,0 

CH3Cl = 100+ 42+ 115 =257 260 414,6 73,0 

CHCI3 =100+ 14+345 =459 456 536,0. 53,8 

CC14 = 100+ 0+460 =560 566 556,2 45,0 

C2H5CI =200+ 70+115 =385 386 455,6 54 

C2H4C12 =200+ 56+230 =486 484 562,4 53 

C3H7CI =300+ 98 + 115 =513 462? 494,1 49,0 

, (C2H5hO =400+ 140+ 70 =610 600 466,9 35,6 

(CH3 , C2H5)O = 300 + 112 + 70 =482 436? 441,5 46,3 

*CO(CH3)2 =300+ 84+ 70 =454 <444 505,9 52,5 

H.COOCH3 =200+ 56+ (70+50)=376 376 487,1 59,25 

CH3 .COOCH3 = 300 + 84 + 120 =504 501 506,8 46,3 

CH3 • COOC2H5 = 400 + 112 + 120 = 632 630 523,2 38,0 

CH3 • COOC3H7 = 500+ 140+ 120 =760 758 549,3 33,2 

CaHsF =520+ 55 =575 574 559,6 44,6 

CaHsCI :::::; 520 + 115 =648 648 632,3 44,6 

CaH5Br =520+ 165 =685 687 (670,1 ) (44,6) 

CaH5I = 520 + 220 =740 740 (721,1) (44,6) 

C4H4S = 400+ 56+ 125 =581 567 590,4 47,7 

The abnormal acetone seems already to be' nOl'mal at T7c. 
For ORaF, OaH7C1 and (OH8,O~HG)Ü we have had to be satisfied 
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with old determinations of Tk and plc; hence the critical pl'essures 
may be inaccurate. As we have already obsel'ved above, for the 
compound esters one 0 in COOX (of OX) = 70, the other (of CO) = 50. 
In the group CoH6 C = 75 as in benzene, whereas we find C = 100 
in thi<?phene. This is rathel' strange, as in cyclohexane (Hexame
thylene), also a cyrlical compound, U is very deridedly = 75, just 
as in C oHo. But it is verJ wen possible that the reduction of the 
value from 100 to 75 only takes place in the cyclical binding of 
six C-atoms and not of jOlt?'. 

e. Some alcohols and amines. 

Found 
11 

Tk 

, 
Pk 

*CHsOH = 142+ (70 + 34)=246 <300 (X 10-5) 513,1 78,5 

*C2HsOH = 270+ 104 =374 <375 516,2 63,0 

*C3H7OH =398+104 =503 <490 536,8 50,2 

*CH3.COOH = 142+254 =396 <477 594,7 57,1 

I NHLCH3 =128+142 =270 272 428 72 l NH,c,H; = 128+270 =398 312? 450 66 

NH2C3H7 = 128+398 =526 450? 491,1 50 I NH(CHJ, 
= 94+284 =378 356 436 56 

NH(C2Hs)2 = 94+540 =634 560? 489 40 

NH(CsH7h - 94+796 =890 814? 550,1 31 

I N(CH3)3 = 60+426 =486 484 433,5 41 

l N(C2Hs)s - 60+810 =870 812 ? 532 30 
-

~H2,C6Hs = 128+520 =648 611 698,7 52,35 

Ethyl- and propylalcohol SeE'lll to be about nOl'mal for T,c, but 
methylalcohol and acetll~ aeid are SI ill considC'l'ably a&sociated. In 
the group OH 0 = 70, H = 34, the fir8Î O-atom III COOH being = 50. 

With- aminefi we are struek with the remdl'kable phenomenon 
that always only (he lower members agree, the higher on es on the 
contl'ary deviate greatly. Thm; e.g. NH~CH3 is m gdod hal'lnony, 
but NH 2C2 H6 deviates 20 % and NH2U3H7 deviates 15 0

/ 0 , It is possible 
that the detel'minatlOns of VINCENT and CHAPPIUS, (who have also 
investigated the dh'el'gent OaH7C1) are inaccurate, and the critical 
pl'essures too high. If e.g, for NH(C2H6)2 we bubstitute '}Jk = 35 
atm. for 40 atm., for N(C2H6)3 plc = 28 atm. fol' 30 atm., and for 
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NH(OsH7)2 pk = 28 atm. for 31 atm .. all deviations vanish. And SllCil -

dimmntions of the critrcal pl"essures In later, more accurate experi- _ 
ments with pure)' substances are by no means rare. Histol'y even 
lmows more considerable dimjnutions. Thlls e.g. for ORaOI the oid 
and the new vallles are resp. = 73.0 and 65.9 atm.; a difference 
of alnlOst 11 %. In view of sllch facts it wonid be l'ash to attach 
too much weight to the deviation5 fOl1nd fol' some amines. The 
more so as the agreement for the many other substances in the 
fOl'egoillg tables i& almost perfect, or the devlations do not amount 
to more than 1 or 2 0/0 in the extreme cases. 

§ 4. The additive properties of the values of Va. 
As we have seen, the \'alues of b can be built np additively from 

a small number of fundamental values - those of the elements -; 
sneh an additivity is not found, ho wever, with l'egal'd to a, though 
it is wlth regard to Va. 

This is quite natura!. For a is always comp05ed of the product 
(or the sum of some products) of two values, one of which always 
refers to the fir;;t of two molecules that attract each other, the 
other to the second molecule. 

Thus e.g. when the "attracting mass" of a helium molecule is t.t, 
the total cohesion will be a = Cp.~, when C is a certain factor 
of proportionality, in which also the summation with respect lo all 
the molecules is included. (This sllmmation is the same for all 
substances, because a rE'fers to the same volume \ vo, and tbe 
molecules lie equally far apart therefore). If the attracting mass of 
a Ul-atom = (l, the cohesion of Ol 2 \vill be represellted by a = C. 4f.'2. 
Lastly, if (tl is the attracting mass of H, (l2 of Ol, the quantlty a 
for HCI wIlI be represented by a= C((l12+2f.'l(12+(l2 2)= C(1J.1+f.'2)~. 

Accordingly, the cohesion is not sQpposed "specific" (chemical) 
- so that e.g. the attraction of an atom H in anothet' molecule 
being gi ven by (tl X [.tl -= [tl 2, the attraction bet ween Hand an atom 
Ol (likewise in another molecule) is determined by (tl X (l2; i.e. 
the attracting mass of H wiJl l'emain the same, viz. l'l' independent 
of the fact whether H attmrts a second H 111 anothel' molecule, or 
whethel' it attI'acts an atom Ol. 

Henee we aSflume - and this assumptioll is pel'fectly cOTrfi1'mecl 
and jZlstijiecl by the found additi vity of Va - that the cohesion is 
of entirely pltysical nature, only depending on certain not yet 
sufficiently known cü'cllmstanCes roneerTiing the number, mass, 
velocity, path of t,he different electrons, of wlueh the atoms are built up. 

We may add that the above considerations come to this, that the 
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quantity a12 in (l = al + 2 au + a2 , in which al and a2 now refer 
to the attractions between the homonymous atoms of e.g. two 

molecules HOI, is always = Va l a 2 , so tbat a beeomes = Val + Va 2 )\ 

and the1'efore Va = Val + Va2
1
). 

It is now eIear that not the values of a, but those of Va must 
be fOllnd to be additive 2). 

WeU, we shall prove in the followmg tables that 1he vaIue" of 
Va can be built np additl\'ely from the following fundamental 
values for Va'e X 102

• 

He < 0,8? 

H=3,2 C=3,l N=2,9 o =2,7 F =2,9? Ne =2,0 
(1,6) 

P=6,4 S =6,3 Cl =5,4 Ar =5,2 

Se =7,1 Br= 6,9 Kr =6,9 

Sb =8,9 I =8,8 X =9,1 

As has already appeared from the table for the fundamental 
valnes of b ano is now again confirmed, H belongs genetirally to 
the series O. N, 0 ete., and does not stand separately somewhere 
(1bove Li in tbe periodic system Tbe monatomie noble gases again 
form the eontinuation of the different series. The value of Ne seems 
a little too gl'eat that of H too small to us. 

a. Elements. 

Found 
11 

H2 =2X1,6= 3,2 1.95 0,999 

N~ =2X2.9~= 5,8 5,2 0,992 

O2 =2X2,7= 5,4 5,2 0,992 

P 4 = 4 X 6,4 = 25,6 25,7 0,97 

C12 = 2 X 5,4 = 10,8 10,9 0,977 

1) Th€' relation aD = Vala2 will evidently have to hold for homogeneous 
mixtures of two substances 1 have always held to th!:> relation of BERl'HCLOl"S 

in different earlier papers. I am more than e\'er convincell, th at everywhel'c where 

a12 ~ ~/ ala2 has been fûund, associatwn or molec,ular compounds occm'. Whenever 

it is posslble to ehmmate thcse dis tm bing influences by calculallOn, al2 = Val a2 
will always be found back. 

2) WALDEN and SWINNE (Zeitschl'. fur physik. ah. 82, 289 (1913)) cursorily 
mention the partial additivity of tbe "specific moleclllal cohesion", i.e. of a or 
al v2 • They too - like MAl'HEWS - seek conneclion between the values of a and 
the sum of the effective valencies. On MATHEWS compare lhe paper folJowing this. 
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The valuet> found fol' H. and N2 are too low [) In the last column -

of the table IS the 
.. 27 (RT'c)2 
factor 111 ak = - --J. 

64). pk 
~ 

b. Anorganzc Compounds. -
Found /I' ) 

(CNh =2X(3,1 +2,9)= 12 12,5 X 10-2 0,977 

CO =3,1 + 2,7 - 5,8 5,35 0,992 

CO2 =3,1+5,4 - 8,5 8,5 0,988 

C52 =3,1 + 12,6 -= 15,7 15,4 0,975 

GeCl4 - 0+4X5,4 =21,6 21,5 0,975 

5nCI4 - 0+4X5,4 = 21,6 23,5 0,975 

NH3 - 0+9,6 - 9,6 9,2 0,977 

N20 = 5,8+2,7 8,5 8,75 0,988 

NO = 2,9+2,7 = 5,6 5,0 0,992 

~NO.:l = 2,9+5,4 = 8,3 <10,4 0,977 

PH3 = 0+9,6 = 9,6 9,8 0985 

"'H;P =6,4+2,7 = 9,1 <10,7 0,97 

H25 = 3,2+6,3 9,5 9,5 0,98 

502 = 6,3 + 5,4 = 11,7 11,7 0,977 

H25e =3,2+7,1 = 10,3 10,3 0,977 

HCI =3,2+5,4 = 8,6 8,4 0,985 

NO. and H.O 5eem to be still a httle associated at Tk. It is fUl'ther 
seen that H IS everyw hel'e = 3,2, except fol' H2' H,S and H,Se, where 
half the value 13 tound, as for all ol:qanic compounds. 

For GeCl 4 and SnOI 4, and also fol' NBs and PHs the attt'actlVe 
arÎlon of the elements Ge, Sn, N alld P is enti?'ely eliminatecl. In 
these compounds - and we 5hall find back the same phenomenon 
for C III ol'gamc compollllds - the central atom IS qllite mactive, 
becallse it IS symmetrl<.'.ally sUl'l'ollnded on 'all sidM by atoms H, 
Ol, etc. (or atom gl'OUps), which wholly absOl'b its attractIve action. 
(shadowing-artlOn): 

TI11S IS in pedect hal'mony wlth what EINSTEIN found alreadJ' In 

1911. OnlJ with liS the absOl ptlOtl of the lines of force takes place 
al ready in [he molecule through the surrounding atoms, whereas 
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EINSTEIN eonsldered the attl'acÎlve af'tlon of the molecules al' a w/tole, 
w hleh was Rbsol'bed by the surroundlllg mole('ulf's. 

A glanee at the values of Va7e fol' 0014 , Ge014 , and SnOl 4 IS 

all'eady snffICient to eonVInce US of the truth of what has heen 
said. They are namely almost equal, resp. = 20,0, 21,'5, and 23,5, 
yielding fol' Ol the mean vaIue 5,4, the same value as IS aIso found 
fl'om othel' compounds (e g. 01 2 itseIf). 

And the bRme thlllg is fonnd for NH a and PHa, where Vak is 
found resp. = 9,2 and 9,8, correspondlllg wIth H = 3,2 as mean 
vaIue, also again the same value as IS found for H In H20 and HOI. 

c. Carbon hydrogens. 

1 Found 11 

CH4 =0+4XI,6 = 6,4 6,7 0,992 

C2H6 =0+6Xl,6 = 9,6 10,4 0,988 

C3Hg = 0+ 8XI,6 = 12,8 13,3 0,977 

n-C4H1O = ° -r- lOX 1,6 = 16,0 16,8 0,977 

l n-CSH12 =0+12Xl,6 = 19,2 19,7 0,977 

l-CsH12 =0+ 12XI,6 = 19,2 19,3 0,977 

n-C6H14 = 0+ 14X 1,6 =22,4 22,5 0,977 

n-C7H16 =0 + 16Xl,6 =25,6 25,1 0,975 

n-CgH1g =0+18XI,6 =28,8 27,6 0,975 

C2H2 =2X3,1+2Xl,6 = 9,4 9,4 0,988 

C2H4 =2X 1,55 + 4X 1,6 = 9,5 9,5 0,988 

i-CsHIO = 2X 1,55 + 3XO + lOX 1,6= 19,1 19,2 0,977 

C6H6 =6X 1,55X6X 1,6 = 18,9 19,5 0,975 

C7Hg = 6 X 1,55 + I X 0+ 8 X 1,6 =22,1 22,2 0,97 

o-CgHIO = 6X 1,55+2XO + 10X 1,6 = 25,3 25,3 0,97 

Cyclohexaan = 0+ 12 X 1,6 = 19,2 21,1 0,975 

CIOHg = 10X 1,55+8X 1,6 =28,3 28,6 0,97 

-
We see agam at first slght that the values of Vak fol' carbon 

hydrogens OnH,nh are slmpIy p1'opol'tionrtl to the number of 
H-atoms frorn OH4 to OsH 1S' and tbat agam 0 = 0, just as Ge and 
Sn in GeOl 4 and SnOI 4 • For in these carbon hydrogens all the 
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U-atoms are again entirely surronnc:Ied by other alom::, or atom gl'oups. _ 
But for ethylene and iso-amylene, where double bonds are found 

- so that two carbon tetrahedra adjoin along a &ide lflstead of by 
the angnlar points - Îlalf the fnndamental value is found for U, 

i.e. 1,55. In eaeh of the compounds H2C - CI\ aJld CC~5>C = CH2 
2 5 

th ere are two sueh tetrahedra, whieh therefoJ'e fleely expose pa!'t 
of thelr surfaees - without shadowmg atoms or atom groups - to 
the attt'active (cohesive) aetIOn to the outslde. For the othe1' atoms 
of iso-amylene C remams thel'efol'e = 0, because the~e l'emain SUI'

rounded on all sides. (single bindings in the angular points of the 
tetl'ahedra). 

For acetylene there IS t1'iple bindmg, i.e. tbe tetrahedra adjoin -
eitch other by an entire si de plane, so th at llOW the 'lV/wie central 
body is exposed to the attl'ttctive action to the ontside. Aecordmgly 
we dnly find C = 3,1 as for the above consideted anorgal1lc substance&, 

For CaBa and its homologues we have 6 atoms with a double 
binding, so that here we have 6 X 1,55. But in the aliphatic sub
stilution gl'oups CBs with single bindmgs we find again dnly C=O. 
For naphthaline with 10 double bmdmgs we have al'3o 10 X 1,55, 
and for' cyclohexane with onIy sillgle bindings C 1'- again = O. 

From the above table it appears how close the agreement is 
between the calculated and the found values (fol' C2 R2 , U~H4' 

i-UsH10 amoug other cornponnds this agreement is even perfect), 
onl)' fol' C2 Rs and cyclohexane a dlscrepancy exi&ts of 8 à 9 0

/ 0 , 

proba"bly to be attribuled to inarcurately known critical data 1). 

Table d, see following page. 

The agreement is again satisfactory. Only CRaF deviate& in a 
simllar way as for ho which may be ascrlbed to inaCClll'acy In the 
critical data. 

In acetone the C-atom bound directIy to 0, just as 'that of the 
group COOX fol' the compound esters. is = 3,1 - in accordanee 
with CO, U0 2 , 08 2 etc. 

1) We should be careful not lo transfer in OUI thoughts the deviations in Va 
(calculated and found) doubled to a itself as a stamlald An error of 3% in Va 
would of course glve rise to an en or of 6% In a; but then we should overlook that 
(RTk)2 occurs in the formula fOt a, on the other hand RTk In that for Va, so 
that an error In Tk is transferred 10 Va zmenlarged, but doubled 10 a. Not tbe 
deviatIOns belween lhe values of a but between those of Va are therefore to be 
considered as standard of accuracy. lndced, rJ is always a product of two separate 
factors. And these sepamte factors must only be taken into account and are com· 
pal :tbJe with the quantJty IJ 
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d. O/her orgamc compounds. 

Found I1 

11 

CH3F' = 0+3X 1,6+2,9 = 7,7 9,7 ? 0,988 

CH3CI = 0 +3Xl,6+5,4 = 10,2 lt,7 0,977 

CHCI3 = 0+ 1 X 1,6+3X5,4 = 17,8 17,6 0,975 . 
CCI4 =0+ - +4X5,4 =21.6 20,0 0,975 

C2HsCI = 0 + 5 X 1,6 + 5,4 = 13,4 _ 14,9 0,977 

C2H4C1~ = 0+4X 1,6 + 2X5,4 = 17,2 18,5 0,975 

C3H7CI = 0 + 7 X 1,6 1- 5,4 = 16.6 17,0 0977 

(C2Hsh 0 = 0+ 10 X 1,6 +2,7 = 18,7 18,8 0,977 

(CH3 , C2Hs) 0 = 0 + 8 X 1,6 + 2,7 = 15,5 16,0 0,977 

*CO(CH3)2 = 3,1 + 6 X 1,6 + 2,7 = 15,4 < 16,8 0,977 

H. COOCH3 = 0+ 4X 1,6 +(3,1 + 2X2,7) = 14.9 15,2 0,977 

CH3 • COOCH3 = 0+6 X 1,6 + 8,5 = 18,1 17,9 0,977 

CH3 • COOC"H5 = 0 + 8 X 1.6 + 8,5 =21,3 20,4 0,977 

CH3 .COOC3H7 = 0 + 10Xl,6+8,5 =24,5 23,0 0,975 

C6HsF = 17,3 + 2,9 =20,2 20,2 0,975 

C6H5CI = 17,3+5,4 =22,7 22,8 0,97 

C6HsBr = 17,3+6,9 =24,2 24,2 O,9~ 

C6HsI = 17,3+8,8 =26,1 26,1 0,97 

C4H4S = 4 X 1,55 + 4 X 1,6 + 6,3 = 18,9 20,6 0,97 

CoHo being = 18,9 (see table c)), we have CoHs = :17,3. 
HC=CH 

In thiophene I > S all the C-atoms have a double bindmg 
HC=CH 

as in Benzene; thel'efol'e here agam C = 1,55. 
The abnol'mal substance acetone has evidently become abol'lt 

nOl'mal fol' TI.. 

Table e., see following page. 

Methylalcohol and acetIc acid are stIll pretty much assoclated at 
the critical temperature, whel'eas ethyl- and pl'0PJ lalcohol are almosr 
normal. ' -

In the alcohols is the gl'onp OH = 'l,7 + 3,2 = 5,9; hence 3,2 
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holds fol' H .lust as in H2 0 = H . OH, and some other organic cO-lD

pounds (se€' under c). The same applies to gronp OH in COOH,
C again being = 3,1 there. 

e Same alcohals and aiiiines. 

Faund 
11 

*CH3OH = 0+3X 1,6+(2,7 +3,2) = 10,7 < 14,0 0,977 

*C2HsOH = 0+5X 1,6 +5,9 = 13,9 < 15,6 0,977 

*C3H7OH =0+7Xl,6-1- 5,9 = 17,1 < 18,2 0,975 

*CH3 • COOH = 4,8 + (3,1 + 2X2,7 +3,2) = 16,5 < 19,0 0,97 

)NH2CH3 = (O+2X3,2)+4,8 = 11,2 12,1 0,977 

NHzC Hs =6,4+8 = 14,4 13,3 0,977 , 
=6,4+ 11,2 = 17,6 16,7 0,977 NHJC3H7 rl(CH,), =3,2+2X4,8 = 12,8 14,0 0,977 

NH C2Hs)2 =3,2+2X8 = Ig.2 186 0,977 

NH(C3H7)2 = 3,2+2X 11,2 =25,6 23,8 0,975 

IN(CH3)3 =0+3X4,8 = 14,4 16,3 0,977 

N(C2Hsh =0+3X8 =24.0 23,4 0,975 

NH2 • C6Hs = 6,4+ 17,3 =23,7 23,3 0,97 

For the arnines the agreement is bet tel' than with respect to the 
values of bk; we should bear in mind that in conseqneuce of VPk 
in the expression J,./ ale e1'1'01'S of Pk are transfel'red to V rtk for half 
the amount, passillg to the fnll amount to bl~. 

SUMMARY. 

If we summal'ize what has heen discussed above, lt may thel'efol'e 
be said that also the val ues of Vale can be built up perfectly additwely 
frol1l a few fundamental vallleE>. These fundamenta.l values have 
been given at the head of thIS paragl'aph, and roughly it ma)' be 
said that in the first i3eries of the periodic system (H incl nded) Vale 
is about = 3 ex 10--2); in the second series about 5; in tbe thll'a 
series 7, and III the fourth serIes 9. 

Aftel' thi!:, paper hao been wrilten we have seen that in the fourto 
series Sb = 8,9 qmte in agl'eE'ment with I = 8,8, anc! X = 9,1. 
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Further th at in the fifth series Hg = 11,0. Hence we have fol' the 
six horizontal principal series of the periodic system. resp. the 
fundamental vn,)ues (with He = 1 In the series zero) 

1, 3, 5, 7, 9, and 11 (X 10-2), 

so th at Va IS exactly 2 units greater 111 every succe'3siye horizonlal 
series. 

We may still remark that the proportion of the fundamen tal value'3 
of bl. of the last members in the first four hoI'Ïzontal series (of the 
balogen group) IS exactly as: 

1 2 3 4. 

a) For the application of the fllndamc-mtal table for Vale we should 
fllrther beal' in mind thai the atoms U, Ge, Sn, N, and P ha'/}!3 no 
7JClI't in t!te attmctioll, when (as 111 CH4 , CRCla, CC14 , C2Ho etc., 
GeCI 4 , SnCl4 , NHa, PH3) they are surrounded syn1 metrically on all sides 
by other atoms (or atom gl'OUps) WhICh absol'b the lines of force. 

b) Whel'ever a ca1'bon atom exhibits double bindll1gs (C2H4 , i-C.H lo • 

CoRn, C4H4S) C must be taken = 1,55, and fOI' triple binding 
(C2 H2 ) C = 3,1. The same full value 3.1 also oCC'Ul'S in CO, COl' 
CS2 etc., jllSt as in the group CO of the ketones, organic acids alld 
'compound esters. • 

c) Finally with rega,rd to hydrogen, the faU ,-a,]ue 3,2 is fonnd 
fol' all an01'ganic compound'3 (except H 2S and H2Se) and in the group 
OH of the alcohols anel. ol'ganic acide; wherea& !talf Ihe yalue 1,6 
is founel for H2S, H.Se anel for all ol'fjanic compounds, where H 

• I 

is elirectly bounel to. C. 

Physics. -.:.... "On t!te Validity of lVIATHEWS' so-called Valency Law." 
By Dl'. J. J. VAN LAAR. (Communicated by Prof. H. A. IJORENTZ). 

(Communicated in the meeting of January 29, 1916). 

It now rernains to say something about fhe so-called rule of 
MATHEWS 1) that namely a would' be = C CM X 1,)2/3, hence Va = 
= V C (~1 X vl/a, when J1f l'epl'esents the moleculal' weight, and v 
the total munber of effective valencIes. Thus e.g. foL' n-CóHI2 J11 = 72, 
1> = 5 X 4 + 12 X 1 = 32, hence lY(72 >( 32) = 13,2, and- ~/C = 
= 19,7 X 10-'2: 13,2 = 1,49 X 10- 2 • Anel fol' CaHóCl 11f = 112,5, 
v = 6 X 4: + 5 X 1 + 1 X 1 = 30, hence!Y (112,5 X 30) = 15,0, and 
VC = 22,8 X 10- 2 : 15,0 = 1,52 X 10-2, whi('h is al most equal LO 
1,49 X 10-2 • 

1) .Iomuul of Physicul Chcmistl y, 1913 (ninc :ulicles). 

80 
Pro('eedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam Vol XVIII. 
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UnfortnnateIy, however, in about 50 out of100 snbstances examined ~ 

by .3'fATHEws the l'ule does not hold good at all; while at least 37 
of tbe 7<:1: substances investigated by us, hence also about half of 
them, deviate conslderably. 

MATHlnvs determined the vallles of a chiefly in two ways, first from 
the sl1rface tension, redllced to the absolute zero-point, and secondly 
from the criticaI data. The two series of valuet, of a did not differ 
much, from which M" (IoC'. cito p. 160) dl'ew the conclusion that a 
is almost independent of the temperature. TYRER 1) came to the same 
conclusion. 

We fonnd, ho wever, by means of an accurate calculation that 
the two series of yalues do differ, indeed, and that the values of 
a o are abol1t 16°/0 higher than (lle (at least .when the critical tempe
ratm'e is not too low). 

We wil! not enter here into the details of the calculations (loc. 
cito p. j 54 et seq.), nol' jnto some theoreticaI considerations which 
seem very questionable to us (partiC'ularly those in the last Paper, 
loc. cito p. 603 et seq.) 2), but onIy mention that M has fonnd 
1,50Xl0-2 (loc. cito p.183) fol' VCas middle valne, whereas we 
find 1,47 X 10-2 as mean vlJine for t110se substances in our tables 
fol' which the rule is more or less valid. 

In the numerous cases in which the 1'ule does not hold, M aJways 
sncceeds in finding meaus to make his ru1e bó1d good. He either 
pronolmces the most nOl'mal substances to be associatecl (even still 
at the critical temperature, where water, ethylalrohol etc. are already 
almost normall), or he applies strange correc,tions to the yalencies, 
and e.g. declares chlorine to be trivalent in all the cases in which 
his mIe does not hold good, \Vhile tbis element again lillIs back to 
its monovalent róle Ül the cases in whicll his mJe does apply. 3). 

1) Z. f. ph. Chem. 87. p. 1.95 (1914). 
2) This will be mOre fully treated in my book on the Equation of state, which 

I hope, wil! be able to be published aftel' the war. 
J) In the same way M manipuJates some numerical factors, e.g. the constant of 

the formula of EÖTVÓS (resp. RA~[SAY and SHIELDS) in order to establish a non
existing identity of the two series of valups ao and ak. Fot' tbe same purpose aJso 
v. D. WAALS' factor 2710;' (or corrected by us to 27/00., in which À is = 1 for 

irleal substances, and for ordinary sub stances ab out = 0,977) was replaced by 
1 1 

[82-(8-2)] : 82(8-2) = --2 - -;;-, which is only correct in the limiting case 8 :::: 4. 
8- 8-

(for substance5 with very high critical temperaturel. and ~ B. does not conve)'ge 
to 27/ 04 rOl' ideal substances (8 = %), but actually to 87/04 ! In tbe correct expres
sion for !l7/W \' vjz. (('-1): 82 be namcly subslilutes for f'-1 the entirely faulty 
expression [82-(8-2)]: (8-2), whieh for 8 = BIJ would nol COllVeL'ge 10 3, but 
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'Ve shall now shortly pass in l'eview the different groups of 
substances, in which file little sC'l'upulous manipulations wil! be 
manifest with which M. gets rid of exceedillgly tl'oublesome 
dE'viations of up to 300%' 
~ a. Fo!' the vrdenceless noble [jrtses MATf!EWS' 1'l1le is, of course, not 
vl.1,lid at all. For if v = 0, tohen Va = 0 would also be = O. But this 
dlfficnlty the author entirely ignores. He simply assumes the formula 
to be vahd, and now simpI}' calcltlates the valencies of He from 
It etc. Thus he finds tOl' He v = 0,04 à 0,07, fOl' Neon v = 0,32, 
fol' Argon' v = :1 ,12 à 1,35, for v = 1,23, and finally for Xenon 
v = 1,80 à 1,95 (loc. cit p. 339 J. 

Hence He 1/20-valent, Ne l/a-valent, Ar. and Kr. 11
/ 4-Yalentand X 

vel'y nearly bivalent! 
And in order to justify these singulftl' b1'oken valencies (among 

which < 1), M assumes that these inactive gases are, indeed, 
~alenceless, but that they yet possess t""\vo "extra" -valencies, which 
are, howe\'er only pctrtially active. One of these two \'alencies in 
extraol'dinary service wOllld be positive, the other negative, but on1y 
for a pa?'t of the moIecnles present th ase \'alencies - which are 
neutralized in ol'dinary circumstances, -- would be "closed", as 
M expresses bimseJf' fi'ee and "open". And only tbese "open" 
valencies are l'evea1ed by M's rule. Thus 90% of tbe valencies are 
open for X, about 65% for Kr., 60% for Argon, :16% tal' Ne, and 
at last about 5%' for He (loc. cito p. 341). 

Aftel' this ingenious expJanaLion - we see OUl' wa}' to explain 
a way all discl'epaucies in the whole of Na.tllre in this wa)' - there 
is no need of anything furtllel'. 

~ TM otli,e1' elements. Where with us onI)' hydrogen departs from 
the rule with l'f'gard to Va, not rt 8inple element is found to conform 
to his "rllle" in lVIATHEWS. In order to make this l'ule va.lid also now, 
however, he decla/'e& tlle facto) 2 7/ 61 inaccurale by 60°/0 fo!' e.g. H2 

(though it happens to be almost perfectly accmate for H2' being 
.Ä. = 0,999); fUl'tbel' N and 0 to be monovalent jn N2 and O2, and 
chlol'ine t?'ivalent 111 01 2 , 

// \ y. I'he an01'[Janic compozmds. In OllJ' table all the normal com-
pounds (also 00 and NO aftel' cOl'l'ection of. ]Jlc - see bk in § 3) 
are in good H,greement. With lVIA'l'HEWS, howeve1', 12 of the 14 
sllbstances of OUl' table do not agree H,t all. Only H2 Se and 802 

to 92/ 3 ! l~or ol'dinal'y subslullces this singul::tr forlUula' gives all'eady errol'S of 
15% fol' the factor ~7/(lh alld th(' errors can me to more than 200% whell we 
appI'oach idcal substances. But bis pUl'(Jose is attamed: the vnllles of ct k 110W 

coinci(le wILh tllOsC of ct I (Cr. lhe bsL of Lhe eilcll papers). 
bO~ 
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(8e considered as bivalent, 8 as tetravalent) conrord weIl. The othel' ~ 
substances are "bopelessly aberrant", as M bimself remarks with 
respect to 00. (loc. cit, p. J 95). 1) 

To l'eell'ess this he assumes 0 and 0 jo be monovalent in UO; 
C and 0 bivalent (mark C bivalent) UI 002 ; 8 hexrwalent in 08~ aud H2S; 
N monovalent and 0 bivalent in N20; N anel 0 both monovalent in 
NO; :N and P pentavalent in NH3 and PH3 ; Ol t1'ivalent in SnC1 4 (l), 
but again monovalent in HOL In Ge014 three atoms Cl wonld be -
t1'ivalent, but thc fourth monovalent I I (loc. cit. p. 259), though M 
also pleads fol' the inaccUl'acy of the critical data fol' Ge014. 

And to furthel' the gooel cal1se 082 , NH3 , PH3 , H2S, HOI are dccIäreel 
to be associated at 'P'c (loc.cit. p. 190 et seq.). 2) Tlfen Ol can also 
be taken t1'ivalent in HOI. 

I should not have discnsseel all Lhese thingE. at such length, lf 
VAN DER W AA.I,S had not stated in his paper on the addüivity of 
the b-vall1es (cited by US in ~ 1), thaL .M had found "very l'emark
able relatIons" with regal'd to a. I tbought it therefol'e necessal'y to 
cl'iticize thebe papel'~ of :M. 

ó. The Cat bon hyd1'ogen. Here we find :13 of the 17 substances 
of anI' table in aC'col'dance Witll M's l'ule. But 0~4' OJHO' OalIg, U2 H4 

(important mem bers, illdeed, of the series) de\'late gl'eatly. Fo!' OH4 
MATHEWS again tries to save his cause by declaring the factor 27/04 
tb be taulty (camp. Footnote 3 on p. 1236) 3), and as fol' 02H4: one 
O-atom would be bivale71t, the o1her tet1'avalent I 

Tbe cause why M's ruie bappèns to hoid good for the higher 
members of the series, is th is that the values of Va are simply 
pl'opol'tional to the number of H-atoms, and that fol' compounds, in 
which aiRo 0, N, and 0 occur by the siele of H, the fzmdamental 
va lues of these elements cl~ffe1' little (resp. 3,1, 2,9, 2,7). But when
e\'er Ol OCCUl'S, tbe fllndamental vallle of w hich is about double tbe 
"alue, or 8 etc., the l'ule doeE. not hold gooel at all. 

E. Ot!W7' organic c07npo~tncls. As may therefore be expected 
CHaUl, OHOla' 001 4 , O2 H4C1 2 , 04H48 eleviate more or less consielerably. 

1) Instead of ~/ 0 = 1,5 X 10- 2 we find for V C X 102 resp, 1,4, 0,97, 1,2, 
1,8, 1,8, 5,8, 2, 1,24, 0',94, 1,7, 1,85, and 2. Deviations lherefore of on an 
average 45°1 u (for SnCI4. even 2900/0)' 

2) M. also asserls that H20 - because it departs more than 70% from his 
rule - is the most associated (at Tlc ) of all substances knoY>lll. We found HJO 
at Tic only slighlly associated, just as C2H50H elc. Much less lhan CHsOH and 
ace tic acid e.g" 

S) M even pr onounces the conviction that if only the factor 27/01 were c1ulyeor
l celcLl fOl" every subsLance, all Lhe discrepancies would Vc111ish. IllLleeLl. 

( 
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Fol' this reason Ol is pronollllced to be trivalent. Bnt in CaH701, 
where the ru1e ~oes ho1d good, - Ol i& sl1delenly again m017oválent. In 
041I4S S wou1d be Ite,wvalent. Beside&: bevel'al sl1bstances wbich 
more 0]' Ie ss deviate, are eleclared to be associated or slightly asso
ciateel (al Tic). 

Fot' the compound esters one of the O-atoms in OOOX iR declared 
tetravalent (except fol' rpethy l-isobutyl'ale allel methy 1 propionate, wltere 
it is ~mnecessa1'y), tile other 0 aLom bivalent. 

(p. Fol' the alcohols anc! the acetic aciel J11 {jnds the oxygen in 
OH tetravalent, the othet· alom 0 ll1 OOOH is 1Jivalent. Compal'e 
these. assertions with ours in § Junder e). We saw viz. that the 
caURe must not be found in the O-atoms, but that the G in GOOR 
has the nOl'mal funelamental vaille against 0 in othet' eompounds 
and that also Hand OH have the fuIl vaine, Vtz. 3,2, agaillst 1,6 
fol' the other H-atoms (bound 10 Cl. 

Fo!' the amines NH20Ha and NR~CoH, eleviate, which accordingly 
are declared to be associatecl witb N pentavalent, but fol' the otbcr 
amines, wbich do agree, association is utluecessal'y, anel therefol'e 
N may remain t1'ivalent. 

Aftel' these remarks, to whieh we shall not aeld anything (in my 
book to be published later 1 subject also some very singular the
oretical considerations from his latest paper to cl'iticIsm) the reader 
himself cau form an ielea of the vaille which he will have to attach 
to this remarkable "l'ule" of 1\1 athews. 

In § 4 we have sufficiently shown, that not on]y the valnes of 
bh, but a1so tbose of Valt. can be built up ped'ectly additively from 
a few fundamental values. With regal'd 10 these funelamental values 
themsel ves, we founel with respect to bk exceedingly l'emal'kable 
/regulal'i\ies in connection with the periodic system, anel also the 
fnnelamental values of Vale - which are aJmost equal fol' every 
hOI'Îzontal series - cel'lainly open up important perspeclives III 

connection with TnollIsoN'S anel NICIIOI,SON'S theo1'y about the atomir.. 
strllctllre. . 

But. to th is we shall revel't laler on. 

Cla7'ens, November 1915. 

, 
" 
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Pbysics. - "An optical method fol' cleterminin.c; the 1'Cltio between , 
tlte mean and ma.rimal veloeities in the tw:bzdent motion oj 
jl'Ltids in a cylincl1'ical tube. Contl'ibution to t!te e:cpe1'iment oJ 
FIZEAU". By Prof. P. ZElfl\lAN. 

(Commuaicated in the meetmg of January 29, 1915), 

1. In my experiments on tbe FRE8NEJ,;coefficient fol' different -
cololll'S 1) the mean velocit}' of the water-CUlTent was found by deter
mining the tota! volume tha~ had passed through the tubes. Thence 
the maxima! velocity near the axis of the tubes was derlved by 
division of this mean velocit)' by 0,84. This nllmerical coefficient 
has been ea!culated hom numerOllS and carefu! obsel'vations of 
American engineers. It seems ho wever not q uite satisfactory, that 
th is C'oefiicient bas not been measured under tbe same circumstances 
th at occnr in the experiment of FIZEAl'". Tbis is the reason I have 
made some measurements myself. The particn!arity of the method llsed 
was that no" measuring apparat us had to be bl'ollght into the tube 
in which we are going to investigate the motion. 

If POISEUIJ,LE'S law we re valid fol' the tubes used in PIZEAU'S ex
periment, the maximal velocity VII! might directly be derived fl'om 
the mean velocity vo' 1'1/1 being equal to 2t'o. In FIZEAU'S experiment 
however only veloeities occur fal' above the limit of the critica! 
velocity given by the crit~rion of OSBORNE B,EYNOWS. If POISEUlJ,LE'S 
law did hold, the distl'iblltion of the velocities in tbe tube would 
be represented by a parabola, so that neal' the axis the velocit)' 
would change rather rapidly. In the case of tlle great velocities 
occul'ring in our experiments tlle distribution of the velocities is 
much more uniform anel the interference fringes are much shal'pel' 
than else might have been expected. As the velocity is 110t evel'y
where the same, a curving of the wavefl'onts must occur, fi'om 
which a broadening of the intel'ference frillges wilt l'esult. At the 
inspection of the mterfel'ence fnnges we are struck by the fact, 
that the turbulence of the motio)'i leaves the interference frillges so 
sharp. This is also shown by the shal'pness of the photos added to 
my commullication of lVIay 25 1915. 

2. In FIZl<lAU'S experlment the water IS led into tlle tnbes through 
whieh tbe interfering beams pass, by symmetrieal connecting-pieees. 
In the expel'Ïments to be uescribed in this communication tlle watel' 
supply has been al'ranged in the same way. To the wall of the 

1) These proceedings 44ri, 17. 1914; 398, 18. 1915. 
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laboratory the ironpiece AB C:F is fixed which passes into the 
glas~ tube ED. By means of tbe minor S a stt'ong ligbt-beam can 
be thrown along the axis of the tube (diameter 2 cm.). The meaning 
of the window V wil! be given below (~ 10). Before the water 
l'eaches A it is mixed with small gas-bl1bbles. The pathfl of these 
bl1bbles bealltiflllly contrast with the c1ark back-gl'Ound, whielt 
enables us to pursue particulars of the motion of the fluid 1). 

3. The illnmination is arranged in sueh a way that a vertical 
plane through tbe axis of the tube ED is strongly\ illllminated. 

On the horizontal axis of a small eontinuous-curl'el1t motor, the 
speed of whieh ean be regulated, a vel·tical disk of card-board with 
a number of holes in it is fixec1; throngh these we look at the tube. 
At a proper veloeity of the disk the confuse image of the many 
entangJed stream-lil1es is c1ecomposed in/o simple elemcnts. _H E we 
then discern stmight Jille-elements, of which many are hOl'izontal, 
wh11e othel's show an inclined direction. It is by the latter that the 
radial motion beeomes visible, which has heen discovered by ORBORNE 
RJ!lYNOJ.DS. The further we go from E to D i.e. in the dil'ection of tbe 
streaming water, tbe sirbpler the image becomes, Illltil at a dis/ance 
of 20 cm. from E it does not change any longer. There are however 

J) The gas·bubbles ean be introduced into the fluid by pressing eompressed air 
through a fine opening. Beller results are reaehed however with an electrolytie 
developer as ZENNEOK uses in his method for demonstrating the stremu·lmes in 
the inner part of the fluid. (Berichte deutsch. phys. Ges. p. 695. 1914). In my 
experiments the eleetric CUlTent entered tlll'ough two co al plates. The behaviour 
of diflerent coal plates is not always the same. Tbe ga[,·bubbles had a diameter of 
0,1 to 0,3 mmo When of alle of the plates a pieee had been braken aft we taak into 
use a new pair. Then the gas·l.Jubbles proved to have become far toa smalI, sa 
that we took again the old plates. If Jhe bubbles are toa small the stream lines 
cannot be observed very weil, at least not in the mirror of § 4. In the experiments 
of ZENNEéK the bubblcs might be very smal!. . 
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still elements that are inclÏJled with l'espect to the axis of the tube, 
bnt the inclination bas decl'ea,sed considerably. 

4. Now we pass to a second experiment. Astrong lrght beam, 
which over a length of a few centimeterb has a diameter of 4, mm., 
ran easily be thrown along the axis of the tube ED. The velocity 
of the small gas-bubbles illuminated by tlns light-beam was 
measured by means of a l"otating minor the axis of ,,,hielt was 
parallel to that of the glass tube. 

If the minor is at rest we see- in a telescope, pointing to the 
minor, the streamlines principally in honzontal dil'ection. From the 
inclination which the apparent stream-lines assume when the mirror 
rotates with a knowIl velocity we can derive the value of the 
velo city in lhe axis of the tube i.e. the maximal velocity. It is evident, 
that this determination is most accurate when the velocity of the 
minor anu the dlstance from the glass tube are so chosen that 
the angle of inchnation a of the stl'eam-lines with the horizontal 
direction becornes nearly 45°. By reversll1g the Clll'rent in the electro
motor, by which the mirror is l'otated we can directly read lhe angle 
2 a. The velocity of the mirror was 1,052 rotations pel' second. The 
"effective length" of the distance of the axis of rotation of the mirror 
to the aXIS of the tube could be determmed within a fraction of a 
millimeter, attention being paid of course to the passage of tbe 
light through water and through glass. 

5. In a direction perpendicnl::tr to the tube tbe small gasbu bbles 
scatter less light than in a direction which makes a smaller angle 
with the water-current. 

In some experiments I have ohserved in an inclinecl direction, the 
greater intensity in which is adva.ntageous fol' the accl1I"aey of tile adjllst
ments. But then the observations mnst be reduced 10 the values thai 
would be found in a plane perpendicular to the axis of rota.tion of 
the minor. Instead of caleulating this l'eduction ft·om the a.ngles tha.t 
detel'mine the deviation I have pl'eferred to determine experime~LallJ 
by a separate experiment the rOl'l'eetions fol' the obset'ved vallles of a. 

For this pUl'pose I usecl a series of lllminolls points, which WC re 
moving with the velocity of the water-cUlTent, but exhibiting 
a gl'ea.ter intensity and a partieular' l'egulttrity. Thil'ty-six smalt steel 
balls were fixed neal' the circnmferenee of a copper disk of about 
20 cm. diameter. In this additional experiment the plane of the disk 
could be placed perpendicuJarly to the direetion in w hieh in the 
flow-experiments the light trom the tube feIl on the mirror; At 
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the same time care must howe"er be taken that in the lowel' 
part of their path the balls have the same direction as the water 
eul'rent in the middle of the tube. The distanee between the coppel' 
disk and the glass tube was made very small. Astrong light
beam is eoncen trated on the lowel' part of the disk, so that· the 
cleal' luminous points of the moving balls can be observed in the 
l'otating rmrror. The velocity of the eopper disk is thns regulated 
that it is approximately eqnal to the veloeity of the water in the 
tube. The observations on the disk with the balls are so much more 
acenrate than those on the water-current that the correction by w hieh 
observations in an inclined direetion must be l'educed to a plane 
perpendicular to the mirror becomes exactly kno WIl. This correction 
approximately amounts to 1 0

/ 0 of the angle. 

6. The result of the experiment for a part of the tube at a 
distance of about 23 cm from the point denoted by V is given in 
the following tabte. 

V T 'IJ 0 a' a Vm IIP=vo/vm 
0 0 

3001 2623 330.3 44.9 44.3 389.9 0.847 

1051 985 308.1 46.2 45.6 372.6 0.827 

1609 1479 314.1 46.2 45.6 372.6 0.843 

1286 1175 316.0 45.6 45.0 380.5 0.830 

1617 1501 311.0 46.0 45.4 375.2 0.829 

0.835 

Under V is given the water-volume, expressed in liters, which 
has flowed through the tube in T seconds. This amount has been 
eorrected fol' the error (-1,6%) of the "Ster"meter, as it was 
given to me by the Direetion of the munieipal water-works. 

Then _ Vo follows (in em./sec.) fl'om the transverse seetion of the 
glass tube, The angle a' is half the directly read angle, a the value 
eOl'l'eeted for the inclination. VIII = v/tang a gives the maximal velo-

4.1tl 4.1t'X31,85 cm 
city in cm./see.; V = 1 052 = 1,052 = 380,5 sec is the velocity 

whieh by means of the rotating mirrol' is arlded to the velocity of 
the water, wh ere I is the "effective" distanee from the axis of the 
mirror to that of the tube, 
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7. A second series of observations has been made for points of ~ 
the tube at distances bei ween 20 and 30 cm from the point TT. By 
using a stronger SOllrce of light, I cOllld now make ob&el'vations 
in a plane pel'pendicula1' t~' the axis of rotation of the mirror so 
that the corl'ection of af to a can be onutted. The "etfective" length 
l was 31.3 cm and v was 374.0. 

In the same way as above tbe measurements have been collected 
in this tabIe. 

V l' Vo a VII! I(p = 1'0/VIII 

1165 1067 315.2 45.4 368.8 
I 

0.855 

1757 1625 312.2 45 4 368.8 0.846 

1075 979 317.0 45.2 371.4 0.854 

1497 1383 312.5 45.3 370.1 0.844 

886 814 314.3 45.2 371.4 0.846 

762 696 316.1 45.3 370.1 0.854 

0.850 

8. Finally, a few observations have been made in the initial part 
of the tnbe, in the neighbourhood of E. 

With the effective leng th l = 31.8 cm and v = 380,0 cm, the 
meaSllrements gave the following l'eslllt: 

V T V o a VU! J (P=V o/V I1: 

1346 1267 306.7 45.8 369 5 0.830 

1038 956 313.5 44.6 385.3 0.814 

1358 1261 310.9 45.5 373.4 - 0.833 
I 

0.826 

9. As is shown by the experiment of § 3 the motion near E is 
more romplicated than that fl1rther away in the tnbe, so thàt the 
result of § 8 cannot direètly be compal'ed with those of §§ 6 and 7. 
The image obser\'ed in the rotating mirror is also less simple in 
the experiments of § 8 than in the othel' series of observations. 

In the latter expel'Ïments a dlstind principaI direction of tIle 

stream-lines ean be indicated; in the expel'iments of § 8 this is on1y 
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the case to a much less degree. Paths of particles which have high 
radial velocities and therefore exhibiting extraordinary inclinations 
are shooting again and again throngh the field of\'Ïew of the telescope. 
In tbe experiments of ~ 6 and ~ 7 the accuracy of the adjustment is not 
80 much Iowered by this pbenomenon, though even here snch 
deviating paths are visible from time to time. Summarising the 
reslllts of ~ 6 and ~ 7 by taking the mean of the values of cp we 
obtain 0,843. 1) 

If we assume tlmr over a length of 10 cm. a smaller value of 
<p holds, this bas na perceptible influence on the fin al result, as in 
FIZEAU'S experiment the whole leng th of the tube is 300 cm. For an 
estimate of the accurac)' of the determinations I give here as an 
example tbose l'efel'l'ing to the last obsel'\lation of ~ 7. 

V = 762 L T = 696 seconds. 
Reading of the di vided C'ircle. 
Direction of rotation of the mil'l'or: 

to the right to the left 

308.2 218.1 

307.0 217.5 

310.5 218.2 

309.9 218.0 

309.1 215.4 

308.2 219.5 

309.8 218.8 

307.0 218.9 

307.8 219.0 

311.3 219.6 

308 8 218.3 

Difference = 2a = 90°5, a = 45~,3. 
It is difficnlt to estimate the accuracy of t)1e determination cp=0,843, 

but we sh~lI not be far from the truth, if we cal! a deviation of 
more than 1 % Yel')' improbable. An effprt to increase the acC'nracy 
by an accumulation of observatjons would only then have sense if 
we were quite gure that the influence of the strongly deviating paths 
on the optical phenomena miAht be neglected, whicb is very probable, 
and if the measurements cOllld be made with the same tube that 
was used in FIZEAU'S experiment. This is not weU possible. lt is 
Itowever not necessary to jllstify an impOl'tant conclusion concerning 

1) The mean of all obsflrvations of § 6-§ 8 gives 0.839. 
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the absolltte values of the diiferences in phase, observed in FrzEAu's 

experiment. 
From the table in roy spcond communication on the experiment 

of FJZEAU (These Proceedings Vol. 18, 40~. 1915), I take these data: 

p = 2,14 lCoG /cm 2 
Vo = 465 cm./sec. Vmax = 553.6 em.fsec. 

J in AD.E. 

4500 

4580 

5461 

o 786 

0.771 

0.637 

!:.L 

0.825 

0.808 

0.660 

0.826 ± 0.007 

0.808 ± 0.005 

0.656 ± 0.005 

Under D.Fr en D.L the shifts of the interference fl'inges are given 
here without and with the dispersion term. Under D. exp are to be 
found the observed shifts together with the probabie error in the 
final determination. 

Now the values under D.L and D.pr have been calclllated witb 
the value cp = 0.840. For olher values of (jl the results are given in 
the followillg table: 

I.. = 4500 

D.F1 IJ D..L (P D.C3-P 

0.771 0810 o 856 

0.779 0.817 0.848 

0.786 0.825 0.840 o 826.± 0.007 

0.794 0.833 0.832 

0.802 0.841 0.824 

From this table it is evident that no plau&ibie value. of (p cttn be 
indicated for which the valnes tmder D.PI would agl'ee with the 
results of the experiment. With the theory of LOHENTZ, however, for 
the neigbourhood of <p = 0.843 the measLll'ed differences in phase 
are in extl'emely good agreement as to theiI' absolute values. Already 
in my above cited communication I came to the conclusion of tbe 
necessity of LORl!]NTZ'S dispersion term. This was based npon the ratio 
of the measllred shifts independently as weil of the valne of (p as of the 
lellgth of the whole tube. We may say ho wever that now the 
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_validity of that term has been pl'oved with' Rtill gl'eater certainty as 
to its absolute value. EspecmJly the meaSUl'ements in the blue part 
of the spectrum have here the gl'eatest ('onvincing power. 

F111ally I wish to express my thanks ro Miss O. ::.\1:. PEEREBOOl\1 
as"nstant at the Physical Ilaboratol'y, Amsterdam, for her assistance 
in part of the experiments and of the calcnlations and to Mr. J. 
VAN DER ZWAAL, mechanician of the LabOl'atory for hiE. asslstance in 
making the apparatus. 

10. In one respect the experiments can teach still something on 
the question whethel"the length of the moving water-column with whieh 
the calrulations have been carried ont, has been fairly well chosen. 

According to these Pl'oceedings (Vol. 18, 401, 1915) I took for this 
length the distance between correspollding points of inter'section of 
the axes of the O-shaped sllpplying-tubes with the axiE. of the ap
paratlls. With the apparatns debCl'ibed in § 2 I have been able to 
prove that tlns was the l'ight lengtll. Through tbe window V stream
l111es ('an be obsel'ved, if a vertical plane throue,h the axis of the tube 
is illllniinated. With an accul'acy of some millimeters we can indicate 
in which pomt the stl'earu-lines become rat hel' suddenly parallel to 
the aXlS of the tnbe ED, while on tbe left of that point the flllid 
is neal'ly at rest. There cannot exist any doubt whether the motIon 
must be reckoned from tbe point V indicated 111 the "B'igure. On the 
whole length of FJZEAU'S tube i.e. 302 cm. the inaccuracy of some 
millimeters in the determination of the place of Vis of no consequenee. 

Physics. - "The specific heat at low temperatu1'es. lIl. Measzwernents 
of the specific heat of solid nit1'ogen between 14° K. and the 
t1'iple point and of liquid nitl'ogen between the triple point 
and the boiling point." By W. H. KEESOM and H. KAMEHLINGR 
ONNES. Uommunication N°. 149a ft'om the Physical Laboratory 
at Leiden. (Oommunicated by Prof. H. KAj)1ERLINGH ONNES). 

(Communicated in the meeting of January 29, 1916). 

§ 1. The investigation of the specific hefltt of eondensed monatomic 
aud di-átomic gases appears of special interest with a view to the 
conclllsious, which may be dl'ttwn about the crystal stl'llcture from 
the comparison of the sjJecific heat in the solid state for these two 
grollps of snbstallces. In pal'ticldar the question arises whether for 
the last mentioned gl'Ollp of substances their di-atomic nature does 
or does not show itself in the solid state also. 

§ 2. Vi{ c uegan with (he investigation of lhe specific heat of 

'J 
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nih'ogen 1). We measured the specific hefLt of solid alld of liquid_ 
nitrogen with the aid of thè apparatus represented in Figs. 1 and 2. 

'rhe gas, which was first passed from the cy liuder B (Fig. 1) 

< 

Gl I 
:IJ 
rrl 

I 
::.1 

q<l 
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" 
1/1 
~'11 7< 

~ 

"lJ I :ll 

til 

l) While this communication was being printed we received the number of 
January 15th of the Verh. d. D. physik. Ge ... , in which EUCKEN publishes theresults 
of his measurements on specific heats etc. of compressed and condensed gas es, 
amongst which is also nitrogen. Om' resl1lts agree in generrtl with those or 
EUCKEN conc~rning nih'ogen. 

, 
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through the dl'ying spiral SPI cooled 
in liqnid air to the reservoirs R, was 
condensed in the calorimeter flask F 
(Fig. 2). The heat capacity of this 
flask (provided with heating and ther
mometer wires) with the condensed gas 
in ii was th en measured by the method 
of electrical heating in a high "acuum 
(cf. Oomm. N°· 143, these Proc. De-

~ cemher '30, 1914). 

f' 

I:>z 

I:>z 

F 
Fz 

F, 

I< 

The capacity of the steel reservoirs 
R (togethel' about 45 L., the same 
reservoirs which served for the mea
surement of the heat of vaporization 
of hydrogen, Oomm. N°. 137e), and of 
tbe connections as far as necessary, 
was accurately determined 'by the vo
Iumenometric method, using two glass 
bulbs (together 4.5 L.) calibrated with 
water. The quantity of gas, which was 
condensed in F, was calculated from 

. the pressures of the gas in R before 
and aftel', taking' into account the gas 
which l'emained in the connections. 
For a check aftel' the measure-

" 
ments the gas was collected from the 

I 

FIg. 2. calorimeter into Rand measured again. 
The spiral Sp21 which was cooled in liquid air, serves for retaining the 

last traces of ll10isture and other vapours. To pre vent a deposition 
of solid nitrogen in the glass inlet tube bi (continued by the copper 
tube dl> internal diameter 3 mm.), and to get the calorimeter pl'operly 
filled, the cooling was performed very slowly from below upwards. 
The condensation process was checked with the manometer Jl and 
fol' the measurements on solid nitrogen was continued until at the 
triple point the nitrogen, as calculated from the volume of the 
calorimeter and the density of the liquid, filled the flask F to a little 
below tbe~ top. For safety a second tube b2d2 was provided, by which 
the gas, if bi or cll SbOllld become obstrllcted, can escape through the 
safety tube v (pl'ovided with a strike-back saJety-valve VI for the 
mercnry nnd a U-tube V 2 cooled in liquid air for protecting the 
culOl'imeter fl'orn mercnry vapollr), or else be led back to R ~hrollgh k,. 

rrtn'ollgh t he bottom a chambel' is let 1n into P, into which the 
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co re 1(111 with heating and thermometer wires (Oomm. N°. 143, OcL 
1914, N°. 147a, June 191'5) is screwed. 

For the purpose of promoting the heat conduction in the condensed 
gas a quantity of copper gauze II is intl:..oduced into the flask and 
soldered to the walIs. Three copper rods 12 serve the same purpose, 
particularly also to prevent that, when the solidified gas melts again 
and vaporizes, that part of it which is nearest to the openings of 
the tubes dl, cl2 , should remain solid longer than the other part and
so obstruct the streaming oir of the liquid or the gas. MoreoveL' from 
the reservoir H a small quantity of hydrogen gas cOllld be introduced 
to convey the heat uetween the crystals or parts of the solid gas which 
might lie side by side thermally isolated, when the vapour pressure of 
the condensed gas is too small to prodde itself for the heat convection. 

The conduction' of heat in tIle nih'ogen appeared to be sufficiently 
rapid, to render the temperature uniform within a couple of minutes 
aftel' the heating in the calorimetrie experiment. On the other hand 
the heat conduction through tile glass tubes bI' b2 was sufticiently 
smalI, so that with a good varuum inside the calorimeter glass the 
temperature of the calorimeter showed befol'e and aftel' the experi
ment a sufticiently slow mte of change. As examples we give in 
Figs. 3a and b the galvanometer-curve in two measurements ~at 15.3 
and 61.7° K. respecti vel)', cf. table I). . 

5 ... 

". 
~4.... 

............ \0 ..................... . 

50\. 

'z- ..... 

![1. 28.. 

Z8.. 2 ... 

26.. 24.... 

22... 

2Z, 

~~ig, 3a. Fig. 3b. 

The capacity of the flask F is about 50 cmu. 
For the measurements we l'efel' fUl'ther to the descl'iption in 

Oomm. N°. 143 ~ 2, for the ('harcoal tube fol' keeping up the 
vacuum, which is left out in Fig. 1, to Oomm. N°. 143 Fig. 1. 

As explained in Oomm. N°. 1J7a (These Proceedings September 
1915, p. 485 note 3) the scale of the thermometer wil'e AUc3 in thc 

/ 
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region _ of liqllid hydrogen tempel'atlll'es was each time detel'mÎned 
at least at Lwo temperatul'es, VIZ, ,at abollt 20,3 and 14° K . .B'01' 

this purpose the vaponr pressure of the hydl'ogen in the cl'yostat bath 
was measured with the aid of a vapour pl'essul'e tube p. 'l'he vapour 
ple&Snre was read (the stop-coel\. l~ll being opened) on t he manometer jJl{. 

For tlle meas\lI'ement of t1le temperatln'es I) we refel' to Oomm, 
N°, 143 ~ 2 and 147a ~ 1. 

The heat capacity of the calorimeter flask lil (of copper) with the 
core ]{lll was detel'mined by special rneJ,Slll'emonts in liquid hydrogen 
all el in I iq uid ait', 

~ 3. The t1'iple point of nit1'ogen. 
TlJe nib'ogen was pl'epared anel tl'eatE'd in the same way as the gas 

whirh served fol' the rneaSUl'ements ofComl1J :No .145b, c anel cl (cf. Comm. 
N°. 145b ~ 2), so that we may l'ely on a high degl'ee of plll'ity. In fact 
the analysis with copper in ammonia (HKlIIPEL) as weil as tbat wLth 
pyrogallic potash yielded less than 0.1 010 for the ad mixture of oxygell. 

13'01' tbe temperatul'e of the triple point of nitrogen we found 63.06° K. 
This tempel'ature lie& higher than that found by FISCHER and ALT 2): 

- 210.50° on a hydl'ogen-thermometel' with Po = 96 cm., 10\"'I'e1' than 
tlJat derived by HOLST:;) fl'om the measurements of y. SIE:mi]Ns.4) 

1) We gladly record our cordial thanks to Messl's. P. G. CA'l'H and J. M BURGDRS 
for their aid in these measurements. 

2) K. T. [.'rsCHER und H. ALT. Ann. cl. Phys. (4) 9 (1902), P 1149. 
3) G. HOLST. Comm. N°. 148a (Sept. '15). 

. " 

" 

-JJ. 

':'31· 

" - 11" 

Fig. 5. 

-JJ" 

!' 

l) In order to see whether transfOlmation 
points occur III solid nitl'ogen, on cooling 
below the triple point the time·rate of 
the temperature was followed continuously. 
Originally on examining OUL' cooling curves the 
presence of a transformalion point had escaped 
us through a combination of fortuitous circum
stances. On a renewed examination, made in 
con~('quence of the fact that EUCKEN (p. 1248 
note 1) found a transformation point, it appcul'S 
that our obsel'vations confirm its existence. 

Tn fig. 5 (ordmutes: galvanometer readmgs, 
abscissae: mlllutes) we give a part of one of 
the cooling curves. Thl'ee different cooling cU!'· 
ves point ta a transformalian at 35 3 , 35,4 , 
35,3° IC, whereas in a temperature curve taken 
dul"ing heating an indication of the beginning 
of u tt'ansfol'mution occurs at 36.4° K. Down 
to 14.55° K. we did not find any indicati~n 
of lhe existence of a furthel' tt unsformatlOll 
point. 

81 
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XVlJl 
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~ 4. Atomie lwtt of solid nitl'ogen. 
In tuNe I the resnlts of tbe measurements concel'ning solid nitrogen 

have been collectecl. 

TABLE I. 

Atomie heat of solid nitrogen. 
I 

.. ..!. u1 I 0) \ Atomie c ... .... Heat eapacity Heat eapae. 

...... bIJ :::laJ heat of 
o C Mean 

.... rn of nitrogen + offlask and nitrogen in roro 
No. >,~ .... 0) flask and eo re coreKIII in 

~ m· temp. aJ .... eallSI o.u Km in joulesl joulesl I CbIJ ~.= degree K. 
o;l 0 degree K. degree K. , Cp :::l ... 1-< I 0'-

13 July I 40.3 15.27 1.438 20.63 1.32 1.60 

13 
" 

II 
" 

16.50 1.306 22.60 \.57 1.745 

13 11 III 11 20.75 0.904 32.69 2.64 2.49 

12 11 I 42.1 20.78 0.875 33.29 2.65 2.43 

0.8521 

(weight JIJ 

12 
" 

II 
" 

20.93 34.31 2.70 2.51 

22 June I 40.4 21.71 0.662 32.82 2.95 2.47 

12 July III 42 I 39 16 0.316 67.6 12.1 I 4.41 
. 

12 
" 

IV 
" 

39.40 0.310 68.8 12.2 4.50 

22 June II 40.4 45.88 0.696 73.7 16.5 474 

23 act. I 40.5 55.26 0.722 86.1 23.6 5.16 

23 
" 

1I 
" 

56.04 0.7315 86.5 24.{s 5.15 
I 

27 Nov. II 42.6 56.12 0.7025 88.4 24.1 5.05 

27 
" 

III 
" 

56.85 0.691 90.9 24.7 5.1.95 

27 
" 

IV 43.75 61.32 0.631 96.7 27.75 5.27 
I 

23 act. III 40.5 61.68 0.668 94.3 28.0 5 48 

The reslllts fol' ~) are l'epresented in fig. 4, togetber with those 
of ~ 5 concerning liqnid nih'ogen. 1) (See tig. 4 following page). 

In this figure have a1so been dl'awn the curves, whieh are obtained 
from DJmIJE'S formllla for Cv with 0 = 90 and wHh 0 = 100, with 
whieh the COUl'se of the atomie beat of bolid nitl'ogen agrees in 
its main features. 2) 

A closer eomparison with the theoretical formnlae wbieb have 

l) Our resulls are between 39 and 62° K. about 2% smaller than those of EUCKEN. 

2) Apparenlly the transformation of nitrogen (p. 1251 note 4) has not a great 
influence on Ihe value of (j. 
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been derived fol' Cv, is made difficult by the fact that the diffel'ence 
C:,- (Jv is 1I0t lmown fOl' solid nitl'ogen. 

If this difference is taken ft'om the relation gi"en by NF.RNST and 
LINDEMANN 1): 

T 'e -'-4. C 2 i'-(;V-~O- 11' 
T~ 

and if fol' AD the value 0,021 is chos'en as 
metals and fot· salts which behave as if they 
following val nes fOl C,,-Cv are found: 

T= 15,3 21 40 
c,,-Cv = 0,01 0,04 0,29 

found fol' monatomic 
wel'e' monatomic, the 

62 
0,50 

If these values ~'01' G,,-CL, are taken it appeal's th at 2) C~ devlates 
from" DEBfJE'S fOl'l11ula in the same sellse as sulphnr and graphite. 
Tllis woulcl lead to the ronclusion that tlle specific heat of nitrogen 
in the bolicl state doeq not change like thai of the monatomic bolid 
snbstances mentioned abo,'e. Bnt then tbe basis fol' the calcnlation 
of' G,J -Ct. 3) bt'eaks clown. 

1) W. NERNST and F. A. LrNDEMANN. ZS f. Elektrochem. 17 (1'911), p. 817. 
2) FOl' bolh part" ofthe clU've, which reJate lo the lwo modifications (p. 1251 note 4). 
3) That for solid elemenls which are' not monatomic a different vallle of Ao 

may occur in the t'ormula of NERr.ST [tnd LINDEMANN, becomes apparent if Op-Ov 
is calculated for sulphur and for phosphàrus al 200 C, fl'om lhe complessibilily 
according to RICHARDS •• L Amer. Chem. Soc. 37 (1915), p. 1644, and fiom lhe 
coefficient of expansion (comp. nlso RICHARDS Ic). From these data follows (for 
203 C.): fOl sulphlll' (l'homblc): Ao = 0.012, fOl' phosphorus (whitc): Ao = 0.026, 

81* 

\ ' 
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Meamvhile it is suffiriently cleal' that nitl'ogen deviates from the ~ 
behavioul' of mOllatomic solid sllbstances such as coppel', lead eie. 
In padielllar the specific heats aL tbe liquid hydrog'ell temperatllre'3, 
at whieh ~)-CV ver,)' pl'obably has still small vallles, point in this 
direetion. The same follows also when 0 -is caleulated fl·om LINDl.:

MANN'S formula (Oomm. N°. 147a ~ 5): !';L= 2,81 , 'Ps = 63 , ViJl = 
14,01 
-- aecOl-ding to DgWAR at - 252,5° O. give () = 120, i.e. a _ 
1,0265 

yallie w hieh i:, considerabIj too high. 
Hence p1'esumably nitrogen is in the solid slate also di-atomie 1), 

i.e. the crystal space lattJce 2) IS eomposed of 2 point systems placed 
one inside the othe1' in an aualogons wa.)' as fol' instance the space 
lattice of l'homlJic sulphlll' is bllilt up from 8 interpenetrating (rhom
bic) point systems, in sneh a way that a Hew frequency is intro
duced by the \ ibratlOns of the two point systems with respect to 
eaeh other. 

~ 5. 8pec~fic /teat of liquicl nit1'ogen. 
With the aid of tiie apparatus described in ~ 1 some measurements 

wel'e also made of the &pectflc heat of liquid nitL'ogen. 
W"hen the \'apour preSSlll'e of the liquid attains an appreeiable 

value, a cOl'l'eetion has to be apphecl fol' the evaporatlOn callsed by 
the tempel'ature inCl'ease.in the calorimetric experiment. For tbis 
purpose the incl'ease ol pressure was l'ead on the safety tube v. 
The quantrt.Y vi'hich bas vapot'Lzecl thell follows from the approximately 
known volume between leD' klO' the solid niÜ'ogen 111 F and the 
mel'Clll'y in the safety tube v. This C01Tection was al ways smal!: 
at the hlgiJest temperatllre it amounted only to 0.8 °10 of the heat 
snpplied. 

In table II the data coneerlling liquid mtrogen are given 3). 

1) This conclusion was already dlawn by NERNST and LINDEMANN, BerliD Sitz. 
Bel', 1912, p. 1170 from the low triple point of nitrogen in connection wilh its 
possesbing subsidiary valenci('s. 

2) For both tbe modifications (p. 1251 note 4). As accordmg to W. W AHL. Proc, 
Roy. Soc. A 87 (1912), p. 371, ZS physik. Cbem 84 (1913), p. 101, nitrogen 
below tbt> triple point at ni'st crystallizes in the cubic system, those point systems 
must be cubic for the modifkation whirh is slabie at the higher temperatures. 

3) Str'icUy speaking the value» given m lable II fOl' lhe specific heat and the 
atomic heat are valid for the liquid under the pressure of its saturated vapour; 
wJthm the degl'ee of accuracy of the measurements they may be considerecl to 
coinclde with cp, and Op respectively. 
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TAB LE Il. 

I Specific heat of liquid nitrogen . 

CIl . I >. ClI-- .5~ .... ClI ClI ......... Jl 
o <1l .... .... Heat capacltyl .- 0 <1l • .....ClI 
>.~E ::l ::lCll ~u;:;~ ca<1l c ..... ..... CIl of nitrogen + g.+.S,ClI Specific heat ClJ .... 

=~~ cae 
ca ca ..eM No. .... ClI flask and care of nitrogen in <1lCll <1l .... UO!>: s:: ~ u<1l s:: ........ ;:Eo.. 0.. u Km in joules! CIl·- M callS!degree K. ._"0 

ca;<::: M E E.5 ~.g ::::~ .,::-::lS:; degree K. 
_ lt) 

0' .5 <1l ClI I <1l :i2 0"':;-..... E-- I ::Co .....ca 
<Cu 

-
29 Nov. 

I 

Il 41.7 63.95 0.585 112.6 29.5 o 476 6.67 , 

III 
" 

69.15 0.564 116.2 32.8 0.478 6.70 

IV 
" 69.73 0.566 115.9 33.2 0.474 6.64 

I 
VI 41.6 75.465 0.727 121.9 36.4 o 490 6.87 

V 
" 

76.49 0.752 117.6 37.0 04625 6.48 
I I 

The values of the atomie heat of liqnid Tutrogen al'e also given 
in FIg. 4. 

The sudden innease of the atomie heat at the triple point appeal's 
to amount to 1.3 cal. 

The vaille found l>y us for the bpecific heat of liquid nitrogen is 
considel'ably higher than tllat given by AlJl' 1): 0.430 fol' the mean 
specifie heat between 65° and 77° K. 

Zoology. - "On tlte phylogenetic signijicance of tlte Wing-ma1'l,;in,ljs 
zn Hepial ids". B y J. F. VAN BBl\ll\LEJ.EN. 

(Commlluicated in the meeting. of January 29, 1916). 

My pl'evious investigations of the colour-mtl.l'kings on the wings 
of Lepidoptem have led me to rel'tain conclusioJls, which may be 
bl'iefly summarised here, as the.v are needed fOl" the bettel' undel'
standing of the phenomena on tlte wings of the primitive Hepialid 

// fam il,r. _ 
The th'st eonelusion IS that the COlolll'-pattel'l1 is to be looked UpOIl 

as a mixture of eomponents of different phy logenetir age, and con
sequently of unequal systematic valne. 

Of the facts on which this eonclusion is based, th ree may be 
mentioned hel'(': 

1. Dllring the development of t!te wings inside the pnpa\ sheath 

1) H. ALT, Ann. d. Phys. (4) 13 (1904), p. 1010. 
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ihe imaginal colol1l'-pattem al'ises l'ather sllddenly in the Jast days ~ 
of the chl''ysalid periad, bllt this pattern is preceded by a different 
one, which passes on Ij' pal tially into the definite pattel'll, and fol' 
the rest is oblitel'ated by it. ~ 

This preliminary, original Ol' pl'Ïmal'y pattel'11 is distingllished from 
the imaginal alle b)' its gl'eatel' l'egulal'Ïty, simplicity and at the 
same time completeness. Moreovel' it is identical in different nearly 
related species. 

2. On tbe wing sheaths of tbose pupae which are not simply of 
a bl'own 01' black Ime, but show an elaborate colour-pattel'n, these 
mal'kings farm a design, which cOlTesponds to the above mentioned 
pl'imitive pattern, and c1)nseqllently is similal' in a nllmbel' of related 
species. 

3. A comparison of the imaginal forms of the said related species 
shows, that the pl'incipal features of similal'ity from which this 
relationsh~p is deduced, arC' E'specially furnished by tbose elements 
of the primitive pattel'n, which have been retained in the definite 
pattern. 

The second conc\usion is, that the above mentioned simplicity, l'egu
larity and completeness of the primiti, e pattern depend on its con
nection with the course of the wing-veins, the mal'kings either fol
lowillg these veins, Ol' being' arranged in the interspaces between 
thelll, without transgl'essing their bonndaries. As a proof of this 
conIlection the {'act ma,)' be mentioned, that in many cases the course 
of veins which uecorne oblitel'ated dnring the developrnent of the 
wlllgS, still remains dsible in the colour-pattern. For it must be 
noted that the system of wing-veins Iikewise undel'goes a pl'ocess 
of metamorpbosis: the definite wing'-skeleton al'ises tl'orn t11e modi
fication of a provisional and more pdmitive one, whieh shows 
smaller differences between fore· and hindwings, and gl'eater similal'ity 
to a general gronnd-plan, holding good fOl' all different gl'onps of 
Lepidoptem. In those families, whirh for different reasons are con
sidered the most primitive, the imaginal óJstem of wing-veins shows 
the least degree of deviation fl'om Ihis general plan, and fol' tbe 
same reason the gl'eatest similarity to the distribntion of wing-veins 
in other inseet-orders nearly related to the Lepidoptera, sneh as the 
Tl'ichoptel'a. 

The thil'd ~onell1sion is connerted with the fact that in the bulk 
of imaginal patterns thl3 mal'ldngs on the upper side differ from 
those on the u:1derside, and those of the fore,ving frorn those of 
tlle hind one (especially on the uppel' sUl'face). This fact may be 
contrasted with the similarity existing', as remarked before, between 
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uppel'- and llndel'side, fore- and hindwing in the primitive pattel'll 
dnring the greatel' parr of the pnpal pel'iod, as well as on the wi11gS 
of a certain number of imaginal fOl'lllS in different families, wbich 
bear tbe character of primiliveness. The conc1usion dl'awn is that 
Lhe said uniformity of the markings in different wing-parts may 
depend on the preser\'ation of the pl'imitive pattern. 

Should these cOllclusions be well-founded, it may be fairly expected 
that the iÏlVestigation of the most primitive Lepidopterous families 
wil! pr'obalily contirm them. As SlIelt may be considet'ed the Micro
pterygids, Hepialids and Castniids. Of these the fJecolld family was 
invesligated by me, with regm'd to their imaginal Ol' definite colOl~r-
mal'kings. 

The Hepialids are a small family of moths, sharply delineated Ly 
definite 'chal'acteristics, which stamp them as a very primitive group 
of Lepidoptera, more intimately related to the Trichoptera than the 
bulk of the remaining moths and butle'l'flies. The family is cliviclecl 
into a number of geJlera, which for the gl'eater part are weIl cbarac
terlsecl by tbe general appearanre of the species composing them, 
though it might prove exceeclingly difficuIt to found th is diffel'ence 
on conslan t, sharply delineatecl features, w hicb coulcl be described 
in strict tet·ms. 

Some of the genera consist of one single species, otbel's contain 
only a very few, but there are also some, which are richel' ill 
membel's, and the species of these latter may be said to resem bIe 
each othel' very closely, the specific distinction again dependll1g more 
on the· general appearance tllan on cel'tain vl'ell mal'ked. constant 
features. I therefore pl'eSllme, rhat in many cases (e.g. the genus 
Charagia) a careful survey of lal'ge sel'Îes of specimens f'l'om different 
babitats will lead to a l'eduction of tbe number of species to a few 
types, each with its local races and const:1nt varieties. 

As to individllal modifications tlle Hepialids show an extraordinal'y 
degree of val'iability, especially with l'egm'd to the wing:;.maddngs, 
whicb provide tbe more obvious featnres fol' the identification and 
description of the insect. In evel'y species, where I lmd at my 
disposal a relatively large mImber of specimens, I f'ound without 
exception, that not two of tbem could be said to be even appJ'oxi
mately alike. 

Yet the differences may all be classed undel' the category of more 
or Ie ss : e. g. a larger or smaller number of' spots al'l'anged in the 
same 1'0W, g'l'eatel' Ot' less dimensions of these spots (Ieading to a 
greatel' Ol' less tendency to coalesce with their neighbolll'S, eitbel' of' 
the same row or with those of the next, by means of protrusions in 
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thaL direction), darker"or lighter bne of alle alld the same colonr, 
sharpel' Ol' 11l0l'e effaceel tl'aces of the same design. 

This phenomc'non is a necessal'y consequence of a general faet.
which I was able ta establish by compal'Ïson of the different inelivi
duals and sexes of the same species, as well as by that of different' 
species belonging to the name genus, Ol' by t he genera among them
sel ves, viz. that the colour-pattern of all Hepialids call be elednced 
from one ground-form, or, expreesing it in evolutional ferms, that
all Hepialid wing-markings have de\'eloped as modifications of the 
same original farm. 
- Now on l'econstructing tlle latter, it is fonnel to conform to the 
rules, formnlated for tbe ol'iginal colour-pattern of Lepidoplerous 
wings in genera!. It consists of a regular alternation of biconvex -
and biconcave markü1gs, filling up the interspaces between the wing
veins anel rigorollsly keeping within these bounelaries. Tbis al'l'ange
ment is nniformly I'epeated 011 fore- and hincllvings, upper- alld 
nnderside, ret thcl'e exists a cOllsiderable contrast between the 
up per side of the fOl'ewings and the rest of the wing-snrface, in so 
far as the former shows the mal'kings shal'ply delineated anel vividly 
COIOlll'eel, ,vhile. on the l'el1laining wmg-surfaces tbe}" are faint anel 
dilllted, aften al most effaced. This may go so far, that only by 
obsenation of the wing-sllrface undel' ft vel'y oblique a,ngle, Ol' by 
careflll inspection of photogl'aphs, the pl'esence of spots on an 
apparently unicolorolls sUl'f'are ean be eletected (in the same-wayas 
the charactel'istic pantbel'ine paLtern ean be distinguished on the 
skin of the blaek leopard by looking at it unelel' a very acute angle), 

I must acknowledge, that fOI' want of material up to this moment 
I have not been able to investigate the development of the Hepialiel 
wings in their pupae and so to give adelitional proof of the primitive 
character of theil' colonr pattem. N eithel' have I sllcceeded in dis
eovel'ing traces of mal'kings on tile pupal wing-sbeaths. 

In sorne species the above mentioneel pl'imitive COlolll'-design is 
present in its en tirety, in othe~'s it is more Ol' less modified and 
reduced to fl'agments. The modifieaiÎol1s al'e different in cbal'actel': 
sometimes the entire wing-surface has been unifol'rnly influenced by 
them, e.g. when the markings have elisn,ppeal'eel and one single hue 
pl'evails. In oLber cases part of the surface has deviated from the 
origina.l plan, while Ihis bas remained unaltet'ed on the rest of the 
wing, in which case the pl'oximal part usually shows the modified 
plan, the elista.l one the ol'igimtl design. Judg'ing by the complication 
or simplicity of the design, a distinction bet ween progl'essi\'e and 
regl'essive changes rnay be made. 
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The latter occur especially on the lower surface of the forewings 
and on bath sides of the hind wings, while the former show them
seIves in different aspects on the up per surface of the forewing. 

Now could these different types of modification be proved to 
correspond to the distinetions between the genera, they eertainly 
would be of irnportant assistance in tracing tile boundaries of the 
Jatter. As a matter of fad this seems to be the case to a eertain 
extent, aud undol1bterlly the fonndel's of the genera have been led 
amongst other features by the different eharactel' of the colour pattern. 
So for instanee I do not donbt that the author ofthe genus Oharagia, 
WALKER, has .. been infll1enced by the conspicuons green shade, which 
in the majority of species colours the npper stlrf"twe of the forewings. 
In the same way it cannot ue denied rbat Leto venus, the singJe 
species of the Sonth African genus Leto, is distinguished from all 
other HepiaIids by the large silvery blolches, more Or less regularly 
arranged in transverse 1'OWS all over the u pper side of the forewings. 

Again we might be led to sl1ppose that the members of the genus 
Dalaca might be easily l'ecognized by the exceedingly curious 
character of their wing-markings, looking like the letters of an 
antiqne insct'iption standing out in high relief upon the brown
grey background, with wbieh they contrast by thei!' ligbter shade 
as weIl as by the greatel' si ze and different shape of the wing-seales, 
wbieh enter into their composition. Finally to cite one more instanee 
the genus PiellIs seerns to differ from other groups of Hepialids not 
only by its special slender bllild and elegantly pointed wings, 
showing a cel'tain superficial similarity to Sphingidae, but. moreover 
by tbe longitudinnl whit~ streak of fantastically broken contours, 
running from base to tip over the middle of the wing-surface. 

Yet all these peculiarities as well as other special features of the 
colour-pattern can be sl10wn to be the ultimate degrees of moditi
cation of the ol'iginal design, occlIl'l'ing in a less grade in other 
genera or to be for othet· reasons lacking in importance 1'01' the 
determination of generic boundaries. 

The lat tel' case is illllstrnted by the g-reen shade in the majority 
11 of the Ohal'agia-species, for not only do we find this shade replaced 

by a bl'own Olie in othel's, but this may be even the ('ase with 
specimens of tbe same species (Oh. thermistis ,,"tud virescens). More
over in Oh.lignivorus rhe fore\viugs are partlJ' green, partly bl'own. 

As to the relation between these two shades, I think it the most 
probable supposition to eonsider green as a modification of bl'own, 
instead of the ('everse. For in a nnmber of families and genera 
of Lepidoptera a certain percentage of green forms OCCUl'S beside 
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a m~jority of differently coloUl'ed ones, and gives ri se to the supposition 
that this green has al'Ïsen as an adaptation to surl'ollndmgs, and in 
so -doing has obscured an older and more elaborate colour-pattem_ 
Trlls is a general rule, applicable not only to Lepidoptera, but 
Jikewise to other insects, and even to all groups of animals. Tnrning 
our attention to the silvery marks of Leto, we meet them in other 
genera of Hepialids as weU, though smaller in shape and number, 
e.g. Hepialus, PIlabsus, l'bassodes, Oharagia, Hepialiscus, Pielus. ~ 

For here they occur in corresponding plaees, and of ten show tbe 
same arrangement in transverse rows. lVloreover on cornparing the 
different species of the above-named genera and looking over series 
of specimens, we become con vinced th at the sih ery shine of these 
spots is not essen hal. It varies not only with the species, but even 
with the sex and in the individuals. Oh. ramsayi for instanee. 
especially in the female sex, shows a good number of well-developed, 
very conspiC'uous silvery spots, the most so in the mriety chryso
mallon, in which again the ground-colour is browJl instead of green, 
and devoid of all remaining primary mal'kings. But the male sex 
possesbes fewel' and smaller sih-ery markings, and this is also the 
case with Oh. mirabilis cf to an even greater extent. Yet the ten
dency to silvery lustre must be present there as weil as in the ~, 

fol' the smaller gl'OUpS of lustrous sC'ales occnr in ,just the same 
places as in the latter. 

In the female of mirabilis on tile contrary, this tendency seems 
at first sight to be altogether absent. Yet the place of the lustrolls 
spots is occupied by mal'ldngs of a special chararter, viz. dark spots, 
composed of. a deep-blue dumbbell-shaped cenh'e sitnated bet ween 
two brown rounded blotches. Perhavs the fact that the metallic blue 
gives a sharp white image on the photographic plate, and that the 
same is the case to a IeRs degree with the brown blotehes, is llOt 
withont deeper significance, as it gives evidence that these two 
COIOlIl'S emit active chemical rays. 

Sundry other species of Oharagia have the lustrous spots of 'some 
indidduals replaced in others by dark bt'own blotrhes (Oh. virescens, 
eximia). The same occurs in species of othe1' genera, as is ShOWll 
by the series: ' 

Phassus charnyli, purpuraseens, giganteus. 
Phassodes guthrei cf, odorivalvula cf, vitensis, l'ewaensis, nallsori 6. 
Pielns hyalmatns, var. lellcochiton 6. hyaliuatus ~ var. bursa. 
Trictena labyrinthica 6 & Q. 

Hepialus humuli iJ (totally lusrrous wbite), fllsconebulosns, hectlls, 
humnli ~. 
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As most of the remammg genera also contain many or at least 
some species, showing the lustrous spots to a greater or le8s extent, 
we come to the conclusion, that a hereditar)' tendency to the 
production of Il1st1'Ous spots over the whole fo1'ewing-smface must be 
present in all Hepialids, but by other factors is eithel' repressed 
(which leads to the diminution Ol' total suppl'ession of the silver
spots), or modified (blne or brown spots), Ol' l'estriêted to certain 
wing-areas. In other cases on the contra]'y, it is fully displayed, 
producing complete metallism. 

l'hese restraining factors must differ in charactel' as weil as in 
inte1l8ity of inflnenee, accordmg to genera, spepÏes, varieties, local 
forms, sexes and individóals. Yet as they lead to similar chains of 
modifications in different genera, it is obvious th at we may not 
found the sJ stem of the different features of om genera on the 
peculial'ities of the links in tbis chain. 

In order to jnslify (his conclusion, Jet us on ce more compare rhe 
species of one genus, and af te l'ward s this genus as a whole with 
others, taking as our starting point a form witb a wing-design of 
a primilive character, 

As sueh several species of the genus Charagia ma)' be chosen, 
fol' the npperside of theil' forewings shows that l'egularity and 
simplicity of pattern, which I take to be an ,indication of primiti"ity, 
The wing-design is composed of alternating biconcave and biconvex 
markll1gs, arranged in tl'ansyel''3e rows, parallel to the extemal margin 
of the wing. In Ch. mil'abdis 2 the pattel'n is seen in ils simplest 
and most complete form. Nowhere do the spots tl'espass on the 
course of the veins; in diffel'en t wing-al'eas they agl'ee with one 
another In shape as weIl [1,& in slze. It is only along the mazgins 
that inconsiderable deviations from these general rules occur, espe
cially along the anteriol' wing-bordel'. MOl'eoVel' the discoidal reU 
shows slight val'iations of the hOlll'glass-shapes and distul'bances of 
the regular al'l'angement, which latter thereby only strengthens the 
impression of its pl'imitivity, as the said wing-areas are those which 
have suffet'ed the stl'ongest modifications in their venOl1& system, 

This impl'ession i'3 furthel'more strengtbened by the l'epetition ot 
the same pattern on the underside of the fOl'ewings and both sUl'faces 
of the hindwings, diffel'ing only by being lesB sharply traced, and 
coloUl'ed in lightel' llUes, As all'eady remarked, this indistinctness 
without doubt may be ascribed to a tendency towards total dis
appearance, But besides, this pattem diffel's from that of the uppel' 
side of the fOl'ewings by its simplicity, all spots and blotches being 
alike in shade and hue, instead of the rows of darker and differently 

, 
____ ~)~L 
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stained markings, which alterllate with the lighter ones, the latter 
thereby giving the, impression of a background. These conspicuous 
rows constitute what 1 eall the secondary pattern, the same which 
in othel' species is still more promment by its sih-er lustre. In some 
of these latter, for instance eh. ramsayi 2, the contrast with the 
primitive markings is 1110reOVer enhanced by the silvery blotches 
obtaining jet-black borders and deviatillg in size and sbape both 
fJ'om eaeh othel' and from the general original type of the pl'imary
markings. This deformatiOl1 ma)' lead to the obliteration of some 
mem bers of a 1'0 w, or at least theil' red UCllOll to mere poin ts, the 
rest of them at the same time increasing in bulk to snch an eitent, 
that they coalesce with tllei1' neighbours: When these changes go 
hand in hand with the evanescellce of the primary markings by -
their immergence into the ground coloUl', a really unicolourous 
background is left, strewn with black-bordered silverblotches of 
different size and irregulal' shape, as in eh. ramsayi val'. chrysomallon .. 

A somewhat different modificatlOn of the same original alTange
ment leads to the coalescence of all the w hite or dal'k markings in 
one secondary row (principally the submal'ginal one), so that an 

( unbroken transverse band or bar ensues. 80metimes its originaJ 
composition from separate spots remains clearly visible, in other cases 
it is quite effaced. This modification occurs in dIfferent species, 
and is more developed in males than in females. 

A thi1'd differentiation is likewise ('omrnon to a number of species: 
it consists of a longitudinal lighteoloured bar, starting ti'om tlle 
forewing-root, and l'eachmg to beyond the middle of the hind mal'gin. 
By th is bar a tt'iangular narl'owbased hinder area is separated fl'om 
the rest of the wing. Probably ii passes along the demareation 
line between two wing-areas of diffel'en t constitlltion, which are 
distinct ti'om each othel' in several insect-orders, and have been 
jndicated by the names "folded part" (Faltenteil) and "spread part" 
(8preitenteil). Ab Llle bar nms nearly pàrallel to the hindmost wing
veins, it meets the above lllentioned transverse secondary bar at 
nearly right angles, and in so doing ciremnscl'ibes a proximal and 
anterior wing-area, which in its shade and markings often contrasts 
with the rest of the wing. Oh. lignivorus, lewini and splendens 
form instances of this "h'iangle"· modification , which again is more 
pronollnced in males tban in females. Yet some faint indications 
of it may be observed in the eolour-pattern of Oh. mir'abilis 2. 8'0 
charactel'Ïstic is this modification fol' Hepialids, thai it is spoken of 
as the Hepialid-triangle. 

On comparing with Charagia othel' genera, e. g. the very charac-
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teristic genus Phassus, the three types of colour-pattern descl'ibed 
above, can again be elistmguished, and the connection between 
(hem is se en to be the same. FOt" instance Ph. gigautells corresponds 
to Ohal'agia mirabilis s: in tbe l'egular alternation of bi('oncave and 
bicon vex markings over almost the wIloJe space of the wing-surface. 
Ph. chamyI is the counterpal't of Oh. ramsayi:;: in the OCCllrrelwe ot 
silver marking-s of different shape and size spread over tbe wingsurface . 
in an apparentIy irregulal' manner, and in the great contrast between 
these conspicuous blotches and the rest of the design, wInch fol' the 
greater part is indistinct, the mal'kings showing a tendency to coalesce. 

Finally several species of Phassidae, e. g. pUl'purascens, hel'zi' 
signifel', and also 111e just mentioned chamyl, pos se ss the Hepialid 
triangJe, in the same position as Oh. splendens, ligllivorus and lewini. 

The same is the ('ase in many species of t1le genus Hepialus, 
where it is of ten combined with transverse 1'0WS of secondarr twd 
primary markings. Nevertheless in H. bebrensi, the primary mal'kings 
have completely vanished, anel nothing is left of the pattern but 
two rows of se('ondal'y silver-mal'kings, strongly contl'asting with 
the uniform dark ground-colonr (ramsayi S? type). H. he('tus tends 
to tlle same type, but less perfectly, and witllin the specific limits 
of H. fusconebulosu~ a variety gallicus occurs, in which the l'edllC
tion of the mal'kings has led to al most complete unicolourism, 
thotlgh the type possesses a verJ elaborate pattern. Again in the 
male of H. huml.lJi all traces of pattern have given way to a uni
form coloration of siJvery shade, the female at the same time 
showing red markings on a yellow gl'ollnd, which by' careful ana
lysis can be dedllcecl from tlle general Repialid plan. 

Though a weil known fact, it nevertheless is wo1'th remembel'ing, 
that in the Shetland-islands a race of hllmuli is founel, in which 
the males agree in colour-pattern with tlle females. 

Pielus anel Tl'ictena are two Hepialid genera, whose cololll'-pattern 
is modified in the same l'emarkable way, leading to a ('lose simila
rit)' bet ween the two gt'OllpS, so mach so that I still doubt the 
validity of theil' sepa.1'ation. In all cases it is easily shown that also 
this highly cOll1plicated cololll'-pattel'l1 mny be deduced from the 
same grollndform as that of othel' genera, and has de\ eloped from 
it along similar lines. 

The characteristic longitlldinal white streak, running from wing
root to tip, with its fantastically crooked and vacillating con tours, 
is evidently tbe result of the defo1'mation, coalescence and partial 
oblitet'ation of spots, originally arranged in transverse 1'OW8 alld 
similal' to each otl1er iu form and size. 
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Though the most primitive typt', that which is preserved to us 
in forms like Ohara.gia mirabilis Ç!, Phassus giganteus and Dalaca 
assa, is not met with in the genns PieJus, yet stag'es cOl'responding 
to Ch. l'amsayi 0' and Oh, splendens, can be recognized among the 
different degrees of modification belonging to it, which culminate in 
a form like Pielus hyalinatus var. barcas, where tile above mentioned 
white bar stands out against an almost unicolourous dark back
ground. And even this characteristic bar is seen to OCCUl' as weIl 
in some forms of the New-Zealand genus Porina. 

The result, to which tbis comparison of the Hepialid genera leads 
us, is the independence of the colour-pattern in lts original form 
as weIl as in its val'Îolls modifications, of generic differences. -
For this fact no other expJanation can be found. in my opillion, 
than the assnmption, that phylogenetically the colour-pattern in all 
its manifestations 'is older than the division of the Hepialid family 
into genera, 01', othenvise expressed, that tlle whole complE'x of 
modifications of the wing-desi.gn belonged to the inherent properties 
of the ancestry of th~ pl'esent Hepialids. 

Supposing this conclllsion 10 be right, we are forced to a.:;sume 
that in all speeies of the different genera the hereditary factors fol' 
all these colour-modifications are present. Otherwise we shonld be 
obliged to believe, that in each genus, independently of the remain
ing ones, one and the Elame series of modifications of the common 
original pattern had developed, which means that as many. cases of 
parallel evol'ution had occurred as genera of HepiaJids exist. 

The latter supposition callnot· be said to appeal' vel'y pl'obable, 
even fol' the genera of one family, but it becomes decidedly absurd 
as soon as we realise, that also in other families of I;epidoptera, 
akin to the HepiaJids, the same types of modification, derivable 
from an identical groundform, are met with. 

lf, ho wever, our first assumption ShOllld prove j llstified, we cannot 
avoid the conclusion that also those specific forms in w hieh the 
original pattern demonstrates Hself with tue least amount of secon
dary changes (Charagia mil'abilis Ç!, Ph as sus giganteus, Dalacn. assa, 
Porina characterifera, Oxycallus fllseoneblllosns, Phassodes nausori) 
cannot fol' that reasol1 be considel'ed really to possess a more ori
ginal eonstÏ1ution than the farthest advaneed modifications. The 
predisposition fol' these ll1odificatiolls mllst be equally present in 
their hereditary outfit, as in that of the othel' formEl, whose outer 
aspect attains the highest degree of specia.lisation. or at least thiR 
hel'editary tendency must ol'iginally have bclonged to it. In cases of 
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total nnicolourism (albinism, melanisll1,xanthism, erythrism, cl110rism) 
nobody dou bts the ol'iginal presence of the factors for an elaborate 
cololll'-p~ttern, although it remains invisible. Why then should the 
same supposition be inadrnissible in the rase of otller deviations 
from the original pattern, and why should not the latter manifest 
itself, if the secondary moditications to which it is subject are 
suppresóed. 

The above mentioned pal'allelism in the series of 'Colour-patterns 
in different-Hepialid genera ma,)' therefore be comidered as a proof 
that these chains of modifications are phy logenetically olde1' than 
the genera tbemsel Yes. We may even push thei1' origin still furtbe1' 
back, to beyond the branching point of the Lepidopterous order into 
its different families. 

This supposition is supported by the evident rorrespondence bet ween 
the original colour-pattern and the distribution of the wing-veins, 
because tile regular arrangement of uniform spots along these "eins 
and along tbei1' interspaces may probably be ronsidered as a last tt'ace of 
the pl'imordial communication of neighbouring veins hy series of 
connertions, whieh' disappeared almost completely; the so called 
di'3coidal vein forming a last remnant. Sueh systems of transverse 
connecting veins OCClll' in the wings of primItive insects, e.g, Epbe
merids and Neuroptel'a, which fact certainly ótrengthens the hypo
thesis of their former presence in Lepidoptera. 

Nor are we restricted to, wing-veins when seeking connections of 
the original rolour-pattern (composed of a single motlve of decora
tion regularly repeating itself) with other organic structmes of the 
wings. lt might also be relaled to the branching of the nervous 
system over the wing-membrane, and tlle distribution of the sense 
organs which al'e situated at the end of these branches. For we 
know by the investigations of VOG)l]L, F. KÖHLJllR and others regarding 
scent-scales on th~ wings of butterflies, that these smell-producing 
dermal appendages are originally distriuuted between the veins in 
patches a.t l'egular distances, each patch being pl'ovided with a 
nerve-branch. In fTlany oUler grollps of I the animal ldngdom we 
meet with nnmerous instances of an original connection between 
colour-distribntion and that of sen se ol'gans with their nel've tl'aets, 
therefore the supposition that snch a conneclion pl'imiti vel}" existed 
in insect .wings also, cannot be qualified inadmittable. 
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Physiology. - "Resistanee, Pola1'isation and tlze Psyclw-galvanic_ 
R~fle,'IJ." By Prof. 1. K. A. WERTHEIM SALOMONSQN. 

(Communicated in the meeting of December 18, 1916). 

The phenomenon eomrnonly lmown as ~the psychogalvanic reflex 
(Ps. G. R.) and discovered about the same time by FÉRÉ and b.r 
TARUHANOFF has been the subject of exhauetive research by various 
writers. I shall only mention VERAGUTH, from whom we have the -
most complete monograph on this subject, and E. D. WIERSMA, wbo 
in this counü'y made a most careful study of it and showed its 
possibilities in psychiatric diagnosis. 

The reflex consists of a transitory increase of a weak gal\'anic 
current, passing through the human body, immediateJy following -
the application of a stimulus ta the senses or more genera]]y any 
psychic activity. 

'Ve know but liWe about the intimate canse of this momentary 
('hange in the cUl'rent-sfl'ength. Undoubtedly it is possible thai a 
reflex action may produce a slight endosornatic, or more probably 
episomatic eleC'tromotive force; tbe Olethod employed hy TARCHANOl!'F, 
who used unpolarisable electrodes alld carefully excluded any exoso
matie E. 1\1. F. proves this sllfficiently. 1\1oreo\'e1' most anthors are 
eonvinced that a momentary variation of the l'esistance of the human 
body also occnrs. They even eonbidel' tbis the more important part 
of the reflex. On the ot11e1' hand we must quote GU,DEMEISTER, who 
as l'ecently as 10 days ago pllblished a series of experirnents in whieh 
he made automatic graphical records of tbe Ps. G. R. togetber with 
the resistance of the body for sinusoidal alte?'nating Cllrrents. He 
found that the resistance fol' &uch currents does not change during 
the Ps. G. R. 

We are still in doubt about the bebaviour of E. M. F. of polari
satioll (the endosomatic and episomatic E. M. F. considered as one) 
and the resistance for di1'ect enrrent dUl'ing the Pb. G. R. At the 
same time we ought to remember that even the best unpolarisabJe 
electrodes only partiably pre vent episomatic polarisation and do not 
influence endosomatic polarisation at all. 

I have made a few experiments, in the endeaVOlll' to get a better 
insight into this mllch displlted question about resistance and polal'i
saiion during the Ps. G. R. 

In order to meaSllre the l'esistance for direct Clll'l'ent of tbe human 
body during the experiments, I \lsed u method whieh I fil·st described 
many years ago. The principle, which is closely related to one glven 
ol'iginally by OHM, includes ihe llse of u comparison reE>istance anel 
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of a galvanometet·, tlle deflections of which are propol'tîonal to the 
CUl'l'ents flowing through it. 

Let the current delivered by a constant external sOut'ce of elec
tricity , say a bingle accum ui atol', be passed through tlle body 
and cause a deflection of the galvanometer of 11 parts of the scale. 
If then the comparison resistance coil of Q Ohms be inserted inlo 
the circuit, the deflection will fal! oft', say to I 2 parts of the scale. 
If the unknown but constant E.M.F. be V; and Tl be the l'esistance 
of the body. we may state: 

V = Il a Tl and V = I 2a \.Q + B) 
a being the CUt'rent strengt~ ,,,,hich canses the galvanometer fo gi\'e 
a deflection of one part of the scale. 

From this we find 

I 2 R=--.Q. 
II-I2 

In this method the counter E. M. F. of polarisation is accounted 
for as it is incllld~d in V. 'fhe accuracy of the method largely 
dflpends on the rapidity of the gal \'anometer deflection, and will be 
greater if the time of deflection be smaller. With a' stringgalvano
meter in which the defle('tion time can easily be redtlCed to one.or 
a ~ew thousandth parts of a second, t1le accuracy is practically onl)' 
limited by the accul'acy wlth which t~e readings of the deflection 
are taken. For during file short time ol deflection no change iu 
the polarisation I OCC 11 l'S, the capacity of polarisation being very 
great. But even if this were not the case we might still find the 
real initial value of the Cllrrent by EIN'l'HOVI!:N'S method of correction. 
This complication p"oved to be unneressal'J'. 

By th is method it is an extremely simple matter to meaSllre tlle 
'l·esistance of the body contlllually dlll'ing; the whole experiment. We 
have only to connect the ends of the l'esistance !! to a short-circuit
ing key, which can be opened and shut several times per second 
lJ~ mealls of a small motor. III my experiments tllis was done about 
5 times pel'. second for about 0,1- second. If tlle lllovements of the 
stt'ing be photographically recol'ded in the llsllal way, we get two 
bets of points on the negative which together torm two distinct 
CUl'ves: the np pel' one cOl'l'esponding to the Clll'l'ent through the body 
only, the lowel' one to the Clll'l'ent throllgh the body and the com-

l pat'Ïson-resistance. At the beginning and end of the record the Clll't'ent 
is broken fol' a few seconds, in ol'det' 10 mark tbe zero-line. 

Afret' developing and drying the negative, the CUt'ves eau be 
measured and R ran &e cD.lcnJaled. At tJle same time we also caL-
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èulate the E. M. F. of po1aJ'isation which is E = HIla, in whicll E 
rneans the \'oItage of the battery used, genel'ally a uout 2 volts, and
a the galvanometer-constant, i. e. the C'llJTent-strength, causing a 
deflection of the galvanometer spot over one part of the Rcale.-

The resistance and polarióation being known at every moment of 
the expel'iment, we can draw curves showillg Ihe variation of the 
current, of the resistance and of the polarieation. In the curves 
reprod'lced in th is paper the verlical ordinates have a distance of
one second. The moment of the applicatiun of the stimulus is indi
rated on the basis-line, The originaI curves are ?f course much 
longer, as in the ruts below only tile pal'ts rontaining the pS.g. 
reflex es are gi ven. 
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Fig. 1 shows a typica1 normal reflex. -
The cUl'l'ent-strenglh incl'éases aftel' a 
very óllort negative wave, wbich is aften 
found to proceed the reaction. The deflec
tion gt'ew fl'om 49.9 to 57.9 millimerres 
(second curve of tlg. 1) aftel' a latency 
of about 2 seconds. Dnrin~ this change 
the resistance (upper curve) dimiuished 
from 16550 Ohm to 13420 Ohm. The 
polarisation (10wel' cnrve) first sank ~'rom 
0,200 to 0.J58 Volt to 1'1 se again imme
dtately to 0,338 VoLt. The highest point 
in the curve was reached somew hat Jatèl' 
than the highest pomt in the CUl'l'ent curve. 

Nearly the same val'iations, though with othel' absolute values, 
are reproduced in the sets of curves of the figures 2 anel 3. Fig. 2 
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shows three typical successive l'eactions, tbe second being the smàl
lest one. In every in'ltance the l'esistance diminished notably. Imme
diately fol/owing this may be seen the increase of the E. M. F. of 

" 
1- " ...... I t'-... " I I1 i' .-

- "'I- !-... " 
9000 

'","0 
I-- 7000 

O. ,. 1/ r.- ., 
1/ " Jr-- i." 1"'--1- ., 

""'" " 

Fig. 3. 

polarisation. The 81ight falling otf in the polal'isation immediatelJ 
before, is only clearly visible in the becond reflex. 

The set of curves iu fig. 3 dernonstl'ates the initial fall of the 
polarisation followed by an incl'ease. The short inflection of tbe 
curve immediately before its highest point is not equally weIl visible 
jn the curves of figs. 1 and 2. The resistance curve agrees i~ every 
respect witb the former ones. 

The Qrst change aftel' the application of t11e stimulus is visible 
in the polarisation cnrve and ma)' be taken to be callsed by a 
slight secretion-cul'I'ent of the skin. This secretion as weIl as a 
diIation of the bloodvessels in the skin account for the diminished 
resistance. Both tend to incl'ease the CUl'rent through the body. 
This last is attended and folio wed by an increased polarisation -
most likely of' both the internal alld the episomatic polarisation. 
Tpe vasomotol' innel'\'ation pulse dying away, the vessels contract 
again, tbe skin loses its mo~stl1ess either by evaporation Ol' by 
resorption thus causing the current to fall otf again. 'rhis is accom
panied -by a dirninisbed l!olarisattOn alld closes the cye Ie. 
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Mathematics. "Characteristic 1mmbers for nets oJ a~q~brai~ 
sur/aces." By Professor JAN DE VRIES. 

(Communicated in thp. meeting of January 29, 1916). 

§ 1. We ('onsidel' a general net of surfaees Wil, wilh n3 base
points B, repres~nted by tlle equation 

aa~ + I~b~ + '1c~ = O. 

For a base-poi~t B, with cool'dinates yk, is 

nnI " alf = 0, by=O anc cy =0. 

By the substitution f/tV7c = V7c + ),Z7c we find 

) n-1 n-2 2 , . 11-1 n-l 
a (n ay az +n2 ).2o,/ azT" +-J~(nl.by bz+ ")+'1(nÎ.cl,' c: + ... ) = 0 
If the point Z is takeJl on a stmight line, w hieh has in Y four 

coinciding points in common with a w", we have 
11-1 n-l 11-1 

aay az + ~by Oz + "ICy Cz -= 0, 

n-3 3 11-3 3 IJ-3 3 
aay a;:: + {1blf b;:: + yCy Cz . O. 

Eliminating a, 8, y we obtain from tbis tlte locus 0/ the tangents 
t 4' which have in B with a ipll (l /ozw-point contact; it is a con'e q/ 
o1'de1' site, whieh wiII be indieated by (t4)6. 

If to the· three equations just considel'ed is assoeiated the condition 

n-4 4 n -4 4 n-4 4 
aaif a;:: + fJby bz + "Ielf Cz = 0 

we have for the determination of the tangents with fi\'e-point contact 
in B 

n-l n-2 2 u-3 3 n-4 4 
a,! a;:: ay az ay az ay Oz 

Jl1= n-l b71
-

2 b2 bn
-

3 b3 b,,-4 b4 =0. by bz If z IJ Z 1f Z 

11-1 11-2 2 11-3 3 n-4 4 
Cl' Cz Cy Cz Cy C'" Clf c'" 

If the fomth and the thit'd column are l'es'pedively canceÜed, the 
equations thus obtained repl'esent two surfilees I), of tbe orders' 6 
and 7. To their inteL'section belOlIg tIle straight lines which are 
obtained by eg \lating to zero the matrix of the th'st t \'\'0 columfls. 
The number of those straight 1ines appal'ently amounts to 3~-2=7. 

1) The Ih·st surface is the cone (t'1)G already mentioned, th!:' s!:'cond has in B a 
sextuple point, is therefore a lllonoid. In order to see this, the sub!>titution 
QZk = YI, + p.:J:" may be done in the equation of the monoid; we thel1 find p.G = O. 
If a vertex of tue tetrahf'dron of coordinates is laid in B the monoid is replaced 
by a eone. 
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These straight linm; do not belong to the SUl faces, of which the 
equations a1'Ïse from ]lf = 0 by 'leaving out the first Ol' serond 
column; therefol'e we ha\'e fOllnd: 

TIl1'ough evel'Y base-point pass 35 tangents which have in that base
point a jive-point contact. 

So the lorus of the groups of (n-4) points 8, which ever)' t4 

with point of contact B has moreovel' iJl common with tbe COl'l'e
sponding . sUl'face 'c]Jn, has a 35-fold point in B. A plane passing 
through B contains 6(11,-4) points 8 on the generatrices of (t4)6 
lying in it; the loens in question is therefOl'e a twisted CUl've of 
oeder (6n+11). 

We can now find the nnmber .of tangents t~,2, which have with 
a $11 in B a four-point rontact and elsewhere a two-point contact. 
To that end we considel' the correspondence bet ween the pJanes, 
which project two points 8 and 8', Iying on the same slll'face $11 

out. of an arbitral'y axis a. Any plane (j passing tlll'Ollgh a contains 
(6n+11) points S, is thel'et'ore assoriated to ,612+11) (n--5) planes 
(j', which each pt'oject a point 8'. On a generatrix of the cone ll4)B 
which is intersected by /1. lie (n-4)(n -5) pairs 8,8'; the plane 
(rtt4) l'eplaces therefore (n-4)(n-5) coincidences of the correspondence 
(6, 0-'). The remaining coincidences arise app1tréntly ft'om' coinridences 
8 - 8< toeit' nllmbet' amonnts to 2(6n+l1)(n-5~-6(n-J)(n-5)= 
=(6n+J6)(n- 5). 

There are consequently (6n+46)(n-5) tan,qents t~,2, which have in 
B a Jour-point contact, 

The method followed here will, for the sake of brevity, be indi
cated as "pt'ocess (a)". 

~ 2. The straight lines t3 , which have in B three coinciding 
points in common with the sllrface 

- 11 n 11 
aax + [jb c + yc,? = 0 , 

are indicated by the two eql1ations 
,,-1 1/-1 11-1 

aay ax + {J b~ bx + "tOy ex = 0 , 
11-2 2 n-2 2 n-2 2 

.aay ax + fJby bx + ye.v ex = o. 
By elimination of a, ft, y ft'om these eC}nalionR we find, that the 

points Q, in which each s\lloface epn is moreover Întel'sected by its 
two pl'incipal tangents ta, are lJ'ing on a surface of order (n+3). 
As any l8 bectl's a group of (n-3) points Q, tlle smface (Q)'+3 has 
a sextnple point in B; the tangents in B apparentl,)' fOl'm the cone (t4)6. 

By a 'plane rjl containing 13, (Q)n+3 is intersected in a cnl've (pl1+3. 
We shall now;consider the pairs of points Q, Q' lying on the straight 
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Iines ta anel pay attelltioll to the correspondence bet ween the rays ~ 
7n, m', connecting them with an arbitrary point M of Cf. 

Any ray In beal's (11,+3) points 0" is thel'efore associated to (n+3) 
(n-4) rays m'. The straight line lIfB c0!ltains (11,- -3) (71.-4) pairs 
0" 0,', l'epresents tllel'efore (11,-3) (11, -4) coincidences m = m'. The 
l'emaining- coillcidences pass through points 0, = 0,'; theil' number 
amounts to 2 (n+ 3) (n-4) - (n-3) (n-4) or (n+g) (n-4). 

The method followed here will, for the sake of brevity, be indicated -
as "process (M)". 

From the result found it ensues, that the locus o} the tangents 
t3,2, wMch oscztlate in B, is a cone of orde?' (n+9) (71.-4:). -

We arri ve at the same l'esult by paying attention to the tangents 
of (pn+3, whieh meet in B. Since B is a sex.tuple point, the number 
of those tangents amounts to (n+3) (n+2) - 6.7 = n 2 + 5n
- 36 = (n+9) (11,-4). 

~ 3. On a straight line t passing throug'h' B an involution of 
order (n-2) is determined by the surf aces (pn, which touch tin B, 
and therefore form a. pencil. There are consequently 2 (n-3) snrfaces 
which touch t moreo\'er in another point. On a genel'atrix of the 
cone (t4)6 that second point of contact, B2' is united with B. The 
loens of the points R 2 has therefol'e in B a sextuple point and is a 
sllrfare of order 2n. 

The surfaee cpn, which touches t in R2' intel'sects that straight 
liue mOl'eovel' in a g1'oup of (n-4) points S. If S ·coineides with 
B, t is one of the straight lines t3,2 considered above, th~ locus of 
S has the1'efore in Ban, (n+9) (n-4)-fold point and is a sUl'face 
of order (n+9)(n-4) + 2(n-3)(n--4) , (3n+3)(n-4). 

We now lay again tlll'oug-b B a pLane (P; 5t inter~;ects the surf aces 
(R 2) and (S) along two curves of the orders 271. and (3n+3)(n- 4). 
We again apply the process 0\;1) to the pairs of points (B

2
, S) and 

find fol' the numbel' of coinridences R
2 
= S 

2n (n -4) + (3n+3) (n-4) - (2n--6) (n-4) Ol' (3n+9) (n-4). 

11/te straight lines t2,3, which have tlteil' point of contact R
2 

in B, 
f0l'111 there/ol'e a cone of ol'deJ' (3n+9) (n -4). 

If the same process is applied fo the pairs of points S, S', belonging 
to one and the same point lt, a co ne of orde1' (2n+6)(n -4)(n-5) 
is fo~tncl, of which the gcnel'atrires t2,22 have a point of contact in B. 

~ 4. A straight line t passing' through 13 is intersected by the 
net [(PIl] in the groups of an involution of the second rank /2 . 

11-1 

In eaeh of tbe 3 (n-3) triple points (lt 2) t is osculated by a tlJlI; 
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this sl1l'face intersects t moreover in a group of (n-4) points 8. Ir 
a point 8 com~s in B, t becomes a genel'atrix of the r,one (t2,3) found 
above; tue sUl'face (8) has thel'efore in B a (5n+2)(n-4)-fold point, 
and is of order (3n+9) (n-4) + 3 (71,-3)(12--4) or 671, (n-4-). If Ra 
('omes in' B, t has in th at point a fOlll'-point contact, is thel'efol'e a 
genet'atrix of (t4)6; the surface (Rg) is conseql1ently of order (3n-3). 
A-pplying the pl'ocess (M) to the pairs (Ra' $) we find now, that 
there ure (3n-3) (n-4) + 671, (n-o:1:) -- (3n-9) (n-4) Ol' (6n+6) (n-4) 
coincidences R3 - S. 

Tize tangents t4 , passin,q t/troztgh B, wMclt have thei?' point of contact 
not in B, fo?'m therefo?'e a cone of ol,der (6n+6) (n-4) .. 

Analogously it elJsues from 12n(IJ-4)(n-5)-3(n-3)(n-4)(n-5)= 
= (9n+9) (n-4) (n-.5), that the taugents t3,2 pf1~sinrJ throu,qh B, 
which luwe their points of contact not in B, fOl'm a cone of orc!fW 
(9n+9) (n-4) (n-5). 

§ 5. As an involution I!_l contains 2 (n-3) (n-4) groups with 
two double-points, there are as many surfaees of the liet, which 
touch the straight line t passing- through B in two points R 2 and 
R 2 ' and intel'sect it moreovel' in (n-5) points 8. 

If t is a straight line, oscl1lating a cpn in B, and touching it else
where, it wj)) touch the surface (R2) of the points R2' R2 ' in B. 
Oonsequently (R 2 ) has in B an (n+9) (n-4)-fold point (§ 2), and is 
of order (n+9) (n-4) + 4 (n-3) (n-4) Ot' (5n-3) (n-4). 

If 8 comes in B, t is a tangent t2,2,2) of whieh onfj of th€' points 
of contac~ lies in B. On the surface (8) thel'efore B is a (2n + 6) 
(n-4) (n-5)-fold point (§ 3); the order of 8 amOl1nts therefore to 
(2n+6) (n-4) (n-5) + 2 (n-3) (n-4) (n-5) or 4n (n-4) (11,-5). 

By means of the process (11!l) we find from the correspondence 
(R2, R'2) again the order (6n+6) (n-4) of the cone of the tangents 
t4 , passing thl'ongh B, which have not theil' point of contact in B (§ 4). 

If appliecl to the correspondence (R 2 , S), we find again the order 
(9n + 9) (n-4) (n-5) of t.he cone of the t3,2, passing thl'ough B 
without touching in that point (§ 4). 

We can finally appIy it to the .pairs ($, 8') belonging to the pairs 
(R

2
, R'2)' Frol1l Sn (11,--4) (n-5) (n-6) - 2 (11,- 3) (n-4) (n--5) 

(12-6) = (6n+n) (n-4) (n-5) ,n--6) we tlnd that the tangents t2,2,2, 
passing tlwoztgh B, fO?'Jn a cone of o?'de?' 2 (n+1) (n-4) (n-5) (n-6). 

§ 6: We found that tlÏe tangents t3,2' which osculate in B, form 
°a cone of Ol'del' (n+9)(n-4). On each of the 3;' straight lines which 
have a five-point contact in B, the point of contart R2 is united 

--I 

1 , 
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with the point of contact Ba. Consequently the locus of the points _ 
R, has in B a 35-fold point; as a plane passing throllgh B contains 
(n-9)(n-4) pomts R2> (R 2 ) is a CUl"ve of order (n 2+5n-l). 

Any t3,2 intersects the snrface <pil,' whieh it osculates in B, more
over in (n-.5) points S. If one of thesé points eomes in B, t3,2 
passes into a t4,2 with point of contact B4' The number of these 
tangents amounts to (6n+46)(n -.'); the order of the curve (8) is 
therefore (6n+46)(n- 5) + (n+9)(n-4)(17,-5) or (n 2+11n+10)(n- 5). -

Ta the CUl"ves (R 2 ) and (8) we now apply the process (a). A 
plane f! passing thl'ough a illtersects (R 2 ) in (n 2+5n-1) points R2' 
is therefol'e associated to the (n2+5n-1)(n-5) planes a, which 
project the correspondmg points 8 out of a. To a plane a (n2+11n 
+10)(12-5) planes Q evidently correspond. The axi& a meets 
(n+~)(n-4) generatrices of the cone (t3.2); in the plane passing 
throllgh a and snch a generatix lie a pomt R2 and (n-5) points 8 
associated to it. sa that tlus plane is an (n-5)-fold coincidence Q = (J. 

As the remaining coincidences muM arise from coincidences R2 = 8, 
it enSlles fl'om (n 2 + 5n-l) (n-5) + (n 2 + 11n + 10) (n-5) -
-- (n2 + 5n-36)(n-5), that (n 2 + 1in + 45)(n-5) t'U)ice osculatin,q 
tangents t3,3 have one of their points of contact in B. 

Jf the process (a) is applied to the pail's of points 8,8' of the 
stmight lines t3,2, we find from 2(n2 + 11n + 10) (n-5) (n-6) -
- (n 2+5n-36)(n-5), that the number of the straight lines t3,2.2 
osculating in B amounts to Hn 2+17n+56)(n-5)(n-6). 

~ 7. Let us now consider the locus (R,) of (he points Ra on the 
tangents t23, which have a point of contact B 2 • As we found that 
the.v fOl'm a cone of order (3n+9)(n- 4), and (11,,) wiII evidently 
pass 35 tunes tlll'Ollgh B, the ol'der of this curve is equal to 
(3n l -3n-1), On each tangent t3,3 with points of contact B3 and R3 
one of the points S is llnited with B; the curve (8) is ronseql1ently 
of order (n 2+11n+45)(n-5)+(3n+9)(n-4)(n-5) or of (4n 2+8n + 
+9)(n-5), 

BJ' means of the p,'ocess (a) we now find from (312 2-312-1) 
(n -5) + (411,2 +8n+9)(n-5)-- (3n2 -312-36)(n-5), that there will 
be (4n 2+8n+44)(n-5) stJ'(J~(/ht lines t2,4 with point of contact B 2 • 

And f,'om 2(4n2 + 8n + 9)(n-5)(n-6)-(311 +9)(n-4)(n-5)(n- 6) 
it ensues that (5n 2 + 19n+54) (n- 5)(12--6) tangents t2,2,3 have (J point 
of contart B2 • 

The &traight lines t2,2~ with points of contact B2' R2 and R'2' 
farm a cone of order 2(n+3)(n-4)(n-5), The points R2 lying on 
it farm a curve, which passes (6n+46)(n -ll) times through B 

/ 

\ 
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(numbel' of the t~,2), consequently is of ordel' (4n 2 +2n-2) (n-5). 
The pl'ocess (a) again produces now from 2 (4n2+ 211,-2) (n- 5) 

-4 (11, + 3)(n-4) (11,-5) the number of t2,4 with point of contact B 2 

found above. 
The locus (8) of the points 8 lying on the tangents t2.2,2, passes 

Hn~+17n+56)(n-5)(n-6) times thl'ough B, is therefore of order 
1 (5n'+13n+8)(n-5)(n-6). 

If the process (a) is applied to the pairs 8,8', we find from 
(5n2 +13n+8) (n-5) (n-6) (17,-7) -- 2 (n + 3) (n-4) (11,-5) (n-6) 
(11,-7) that -} (3n~+15n+32) (n-- 5) (17,-6) (n-7) tangents t 2 '2'2'2 have 
a point of contact in B. 

Extension of the::.e considel'ations on the cone of the tangents t4 

with point of contact R4 , whlrh tangents pass through B, and on 
the c01'l'e5ponding loci (R4l and (S) makes clear that thl'ough B 
(10n 2 -10n+55) (n-5) tangents t5 may be dl'awn, of which the point 
oJ contact Ró does not lie in B, and (14n 2 -2n+64) (n-5)(n--6) 
tangents t4 '2' with points oJ contact R4' Rz. 

Analogously the COIH' of the tangents t 3 '2' passing through B 
pl'OdllCeS the nurnbel' oJ (15n2 +3n+63) (n-5) (n-6) of the straight 
lines t3 '3 anel the number oJ i (19n2 + .11n+ 72) (n-5) (n-6) (n-7) 
oJ the stmigltt lines t3'2'2 passing through B, having no point of 
contact there. 

We finally find that tllrougb B t (L 2n + 22) (n-5) (n-6) (11,-7) 
(n- 8) tangents t2 '2'2'2 may be dl'awn, of which none oJ the points 
of contact tie in B. 

§ 8. The net L cP 'I] IS mfersected by an al'bltrary plane along a 
net of plane curves cp1!. Making use of the result& at which I have 
al'rived eh;ewhere for a simIlar net 1), lhe order of the cone formed 
by the tangents t4 coincidmg in an al'bitral'y poin't P, may be 
determined. 

Then it will be evident, that the tangents t4 J01'ln a complex of 
01'de1' 6n (n-3). 

Fot' a base-point B the cone of the complex degenel'ate::. into the 
cone oLOl'der (6n+6)(n-,*) on whose genel'atl'ices the pomt of con
tact R4 does not lie in Band the cone (t4)6 of the straight lines t4 , 

whieh have theü' point of contact in B; the latter is to be cOllnted 
four times. 

Tlte tangents t2,3 f01'1n a complex of 01'[[131' 9n(n-3)(n-4:). The 
eone of the romplex of B consists of three pal'ts: a cone of order 

1) See my commullication on "Charactel'istic numbers for nets of algebraic 
curves", (Proceedings XVII, p. 935). 
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9 (n+1)(n-4)(n-5), formed by the straight lines t2,3, on which 
neitller point of contact in B i~ Iying, the twi('e to be connted 
eone of order 3 (n+3) (n-4) with B 2 , and the thrice to be counted 
eone of order (n+9) (n-4) with Ba. 

Tlze t!mgents t2,2,2 farm a complex of o1'der 2n(n- 3)(11,-4)(11,-5). 
Hel'€' the eone with vertex B is composed of the twice to be eonnted 
cone of order 2(n+3)(n- 4)(n-5) on which B is one of the points 
of contact, and the eone of order 2(n+1)(n-4)(n-5)(n-6), for 
which th is is .not the case. 

§,9. We ean also determine the order and the class of the 
congl'llenCe, formed by the tangents with fhre-point eóntact ts' 

Any point P is point of contacr of eleven foar-point tangents. 
Fol' the sUl'fa,ces tfJn passing throLlgh P fo)'m a pencil of which the 
base-curve passes through P. Let the pencil be repl'esented by 

n n 
aax + pbx = 0, 

, 
the point P uy (;lJlc), then we find, analogously with § 1, that tile 
stmight lines t4 with the point of contact Pare indicated by 

b
n- 1 b bn - 2 l2 .1J;:: 'I);:: 

They are obtained as intel'seetions of a cubic eone with a monoid 
of order foUl', whi('h have tbe tangent at base-cul've in common; 
there are consequently 11 straight line8 t4 with point of contact p_ 

On the cone of order 6n (n-3), wbich the complex It41 associates 
to P, the points of contact R lie consequentlyon a curve of order 
(6n~-18n+11). 

Each generatrix contains moreover (n-4) points 8. The locus of 
8 has in- P a multiple point, the order of which is equal to the 
number of straight Hnes t4 passing thl'ongh P at Sllrfaces cpn of tlle 
pencil determined by P. An al'bitl'al'y point lies on (4n 2-6n+4) 
(n-3) straight lines t4 of tbat peneil 1

). As the 11 straight lines t~, 
which touch in P, are each to be counted fom times, P bears . 
(4n 2-2n+14) (11,-4) straight Iines t4 , which h~ve tlleir point of con
tact outsidè 'p. 

The above mentioned (,lll've (S) is therefore of order (4n 2-2n+14( 
(n-4)+6n(n-3)(n--4) or (10n 2-20n+14)(n-4). ' 

1) See my paper "On pencils of algebraic surfaces" . (These Proceedings VIII, 
p. 2\)). The class of the congrut'l1ce [t4J has been given w1'ongly there; the exact 

" number is found in another communication (These Proceedings VIII, p. 817). The 
same observatioll holds good with regard to the class of the congruence [tS,2J. 
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By means of the proress (a) we tind now thai (6n 2-18n+11) 
(n--4)+(10n~-20n+14)(n-4)-6n(n-3)(n-4) straight lines pass 
tbrollgh P, which have a five-point contact elsewhel'e. Tlte onle?' 
of the congruence [t5J amounts therefore to (10n2

- 20n+25)(n-4). 
We found above (~7) that the base-point B lies on (IOn 2-10n 

+55)(n-5) straight !ines t., which ha\'e thei!' point of contact li5 
not in B, :whel'eas there are 35 straight lines t6' on which lt 5 coin
cid es with B. From this it ensues that each of these 35 straight' 
lines must be counted five Omes. 

Tlte dass ~f the congJ'uence [t5J ag1'ees with the nnmbe1' of those 
curves cpn of a net, which possess a tangent t5 1); it is the1'ef01'e 
equal to 15(411.-5)(11.-4). 

§ 10. Through B pass (15n 2+3n+63) (n-5)(n--6) tangents ta,3, 
of which none of the points of contact lies in B, and (n2+11n+45) 
(n-5) straight lines t3,3, which osculate in B. As they must be 
counted thrice, we find for the order of the ccngnlence [ta,3J the 
number of (15n 3;-84n2+78n-243)(n-5). Tlte class amounts tv 2) 

~(n2+7n-9)(n -4)(n-5). 
In a similar way we find, that the cong1'uence [t~,2J is of onZer 

(14n 3-78n2+116n-112)(n-5) and of class 6(n2+ 11n-14)(n- 4) 
(n--5) 2), t11e congruence. '[ t2,2,3 J of 01'del' -H19n3-99n2+122n-120) 
(n-5)(n-6) and of class -~-(5n2+23n- 30)(n-4:)(n- 5)(n--6) 3), the 
congruence [t2,2,2,2J of orde1' t(18n 2 -4,J,n-1l2)(n-5)(n-6)(n-7) and 
of class (n-1 )(11.+4)(11.- 4) (n-5)(n-6)(n -7) 3). 

Mathematics. - "Tangential CU1'ves of a pelzcil of rational cubics". 
By Professól' JAN DH VRImS. 

(Gommunicated in the meeting of January 211, 1016). 

§ 1. We eonsidel' a pencil (rp3) of l'ational cu birs w hieh all hm'e 
a node in A; eaeh of the l'emaining base-points wil! be indicated 
l.y B or by C. 

The - tangent b in B at rpJ intel'sects the latter in the tangential 
point B'; the locus l' of the [Joints B' is called tangential curve of 
B. lt is generated by the proje<,tlve pencils (rfl3) and (b). 

One of the figlll'es of (fp 3) consists of the straight line AB and 

1) See the communication quoted above in volume XViI of these PrQceedings 
(p. 938): I 

~) L.c. p. 942. 
S) L.c. p. 941. 
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the conic passing thl'ough A and the four points C; from this it 
ensnes that the locus of B' is composed of the straight 1ine BA 
and a curve 1"3, which bas a node in B, and passes through the 
points A and Cl). We indicate this by the symbol 't

3 (A,B2,40). 

§ 2. There are consequently two curves rp3, which have a point 
of injle.vion in B. 

Any rp3 has t11ree points of inflexion I; they he on a straight 
line j. 

As B is point of inflexion on two curves, the straight lines j 
wül envelop a conic. The locus 't of the points of inflexlOn (curve 
of injle.~'Îon) may be generated by (rp3) and the system of straight 
1ines j, which has the index 2, and is evidentlJ pl'ojective with (rp'l 
On an at'bltrary strmght line the two systerns determine a (,01'1'e
spondenee (1,6), on a straight hne passing through A a (1,2). From 
this 1t is to be deduced that the locus of the points of mflexion, 
apart ti'om the five straIght 1111es AB, is a curve of order seven, 
which has a quadl'ltple pomt 111 A and noc/es 111 the othel' base
p0111tS. We may mdicate it by the symbol ti (A\5BJ). Olltside the 
basis it has no singu1ar points 2). 

On each of the twO curves rl, which possess a cusp in .t1, two 
pomts I have been taken up mA; from this it ensues that the 
tang~nts ~n the quadruple pomt of ti comclde lil pairs. 

§ 3. Let us now considel' the polar curve (antitangential curve) of 
B, consequently the locus of the points of WhlCh B IS the tangential 
point. It is evidently generated by (p3) and the pencil of the polar 
conics of B, consequelltlJT a iigllre of order fi ve. The polar conic 
of the p3, which is composed of BA and a rp2, contams tile strajgh~ 
line BA as component part; so the real lJolm' curve of B is a 
curve .n4

• It has nodes in A and in B; in the latter pomt it pos
sesses t11e same tangents as the tangential curve 't

3
• In A lt is 

touched by the tangents in the two cusps; these two lines form 
with AB the tluee coincidences of the (1,2) in WhlCh to each pair 
of llodal tangents of the cp3 the talIgent of the corresponding polar 
conie is associated. Symbol Jt4 (A 2, B2, 4U). 

1) Wllh an arbitrary (, 1I the curve ,,3 has lil common two points lying in B, 
the point B' and the four points 0; consequently two lIltersections lie in the 
node A. -

2) To a general pencil (\03), cOllsequently with 9 base-points B, belongs a curve 
of inflexion ,12 (9BS), possessing apart from the basis 12 nodes. being at the same 
time nodes of curves Ç'J\ 
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~ 4. Jf in the tangentlal point P' of a point P the tangent is 
drawn, the lattel' intersects the rp3 laid through P in the sec01ul 
tangential point P" of P. Going on in this way we ani ve at the 
definition of the nih tangential point p(nJ. The locus of the point 
B·n) is called tlle nih tangentiaL curve Til of B. lts order will be 
indicated by tn ; by ((,1/, b,,, Cn WLH be indicated how many times it passes 

. tilrough the points A, B, C, We shall now deduce four relations 
which the nurnbel'S tn, an, bn, Cn must satisfy. 

In the - fil'st plare we observe that two of the tangents coinride 
in B with the two stationary tangents of curves (p3, on which B 
is point of contact. Each of the remaining (b,,-2) tangents belongs 
to a rp3 on which B coincides with tbe nih tangentia,l point Bn) . 

. The curves Tn -1 and :Jl4 have, besides the base-points, only the 
(b,,-2) points Bn-l) in rommon, of which the tangential point, 
conseqllently BCn), coincides with B. In B they have (2bn- 1 + 2) 
points in ('ommon, becallse the tangents at n 4 aL'e at the same time 
tangents of Tu-i. As A is node of :Jl4 and tilis curve passes singly 
through the fou!' points C, we find the relation 

4t"_1 = 2an-l + 2bn- 1 + 4Cn-l + bn (1) 

Now we pay attention to the intel'sections of the TIl-1 helonging 
to B wIth the polar curve of tLl1othel' base-point C. Apart ti'om the 
basis tiley have only the Cl! points BCn-l) in common, fol' winch 
BCu) lies in C. In B we find bn_ 1 , in the l'emaining base-points 
(2Cn-l + 3Cn-l) intersections, consequently is 

. . (2) 

In order to obtain a thit·d relation we pay attention to the points, 
whicb Tn-l has in common with an ~rbitrary rp3. As apart fl'om 
,the base they can in tersect on Iy in the poin t B'I-l) Iying' on rp3, 

we filld: 
3t,,-1 = 2all_l + /ln-l + 4CII_l + 1.. . (3) 

A fom'th relation is produced by tbe pl'opel'ty th at the Clll've T n 

mnst be rational, because each point BC") may be associated to the 
straight line that touches the rp3 laid throllgh BliJ. Oonseqnently is 

(/ (tn-1)(tn-2)=an(an-1) + b,,(b,,-l) + 4cn(c/I-1) (4) 

Fl'om the first thl'ee relations we decluce 

bil = tn-l-bn- 1 + 1 

CII = tn-l-Cn-l + 1 
3tll = 2al1+ bil + 40 11 + 1 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

Fl'orn (5) and (6) it ensues moreovel' bil-Cu = - (bn - 1-CU-l); 

consequently is ' 
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(8) 
Starting from -the known numbers t1 =3, a1 =1, b1 =2,c1 =1 

we ean succ~ssively caleulate fi'om (4) to (7) the chal'aetel'istic nnmbers 
for> n = 2, 3, 4 ... Then it appears that the quadratic equation from 
which tn is fonnd always has one integer ánd one fl'action as roots. 
The following table is fOllnd. 

n tn I an bn On 

1 3 1 2 1 

2 9 6 2 3 

3 21 13 8 7 

4 45 30 14 15 

The numbers of the last column satisfy the relation 

<'n = 2n-1 (9) 

Starting from the supposition that it holds good for any n, WA 

find in the tit'st pI ace, on account of (8) 

. . (10) 

From (6) follows tn = Cn 1 + cll-1 consequently is tIl = 211+1 + 
+ 21/-3 or also 

, (11) 

Fl'om (7) foll?ws finally 
2an • 4(211 - 1)-1 + (_1)'1 (12) 

If now tn = acw 2a/l = 4cn -1 + (-1)n and bil = Cn - (-1)" 
are substituted in (4), th at relation appears to be identically satisfiedi 
thus the solution of the system is obtained and \,\'e have this pl'operty: 1) 

Tlte nih tangential' cw've of a base-point B is a CU'J've of 01'del' 
a (2 11 -'1), and !tas in A,13, C?TLzdtiple points oftlte on/m's 2 (211-1) + 
+ 1 [(-1)11 -1J, (211-1) - (-1)n and (211-1). 

~ 5. The curves t7 (A4, 5]3~) and 't 3 (A, ]32, 4C) have in ]3 the 
ti:lDgents in common; of their common points 4 + 6 + 8 lie therefol'e 
in the base-points. The remallling thl'ee are points of illtlexion and 
at the same time tangential points of 13, consequelltly2) sl3xtactic 

1) For a general pllncil (rp3) is 

tn = ~ (411-1), 9bn = 4'1+ 1 + (_-2)~+3_5, gen = 4'1+ 1 + (-2)n-5. 

These Jlumbers have been found by P. H. SCHOUTE (C. R. 101, p. 736). An 
extension on pencils of curves rprn (where each point bas then (m-2) tangential 
poinls) is to be found in my paper "Faiscea~tx de courbes planes", tArchives 
TBYL":R, sér. 2, tome 9, p. 99). . 

2) Cf, fOl' inslance SALMON-l~IEDLER "Höhere ebene K~trven", 2d edition, p. 173. 
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points, that is to say there are thl'ee (p3 which have a six-point 
contact with a conic in B. 
• From this it ensues that the locus (J of the sextactie points S is 
intersected by any ray s from A in 3 points, and has triple points 
in the fi ve base-points B. Between the plane pencil lS) and the 
peneil ((p3) exists therefore a (3,3); for any (p3 bears lh1'ee points S. 

Oonsefluently the "sextactie" CU1've (J is of order twelve. It has 
a nomple -point in A, and t'l'iple points in the five single base-points. 
Symbol (J12..-(A9,5B3). 

Other singuJar points it c~nnot have for in genus it must answer 
to (7; for to each point of inflexion I belongs one point S and the reverse. , . 

§ 6. A conic touching (p3 in B in five points, intersects it moreover 
in a point R, whieh I shall call the l'esidual point of B. Tbe locus 
Q of 1he points Tl has a quintuple point in B; the tangents fall 
along the tangents of the three conies, which have, a six-point 
contact in B, and along the two stationat-y tangents of the two p~, 
which ha.ve tl1eir point .of contact in B. 

The straight line BB intel'seets the cOl'l'esponding CUI've p3 in 
the serond tangential point B' I) .. Now the ClU'\'e T~ has in B a node, 

in G a triple point; on BG thel'efore lie moreovel' four points B", 
so tbat Q mnst pass four times thl'ough C. As B" fUl'ther comes 
thl'ice in' C, th ree points Tt lie on BG; but Q is then a curve of 
order tzpelve. Of its intersections with an arbitl'al'J ",3 5 lie in B, 
16 in the poims C, one in the l'esidual point of B; we conelucIe 
fl'om this th at Q has a septuple point in A, 

We can l'epresent it thel'efore by the symbol Ql\A7,J3 5,4C4
) 2), Jt 

ma)' sel've as confir~nation that the CLU've mnst be rational. 

Physics. - "Ful'ther ea:perimeltts on the. moment of momentwn 
e,visting in a magnet". By Dl'. W. J. DE H~AS, (Communicated 
by Prof. H. A. LORENTZ) •. 

(Communicatedoin the meeting of September 25, 1915). 

Int1'oduction, In a former paper on this subjeet 3) it has been 
remadted that the attempt to determine the sign of the effect had 
pl'ovecl a failure. New expel'iments were thel'efol'e desil'able. But 

1) Cf. e.g, SALMoN-FrEDLER, ibid. 
2) In my paper referl'ed to above (Areh. 'leyler) I have conside~ed the curve 

p for a general pencil (cpm); any conic associates then to a point of contact 
B (2m-5) residual points R lt has the symbol plOm+2 (BIG, OIO) 

1<'01' the sextactic curve the symbol (i24m-27 (BI2) was found there, 
8) A, E1NSTEIN and W. J. DE HAAS, These Proceedings, XVlII p. 696, HH5, 
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besides this the importance of the observed phenomenon for the 
theory of electrons and fol' oUt' knowledge of the natUl'e of magne
tism sufficiently justified a repetition of the investigation. Il!: the 
Berlin experiments the phenomena wel'e so mucll complicated, that 
I tl'ied to find a mOl'e elegant method, by~which part of the sources 
of error could be eliminated, 80 that it might surpass the fOl'mer 
method in clearness and convincing power. 

I have succeeded in rigorously separating the effect which I should -
like to caU the EINsTEIN-effect, from the secondary phenomena. This 
time again I have not had in view an accurate qllantitative deter
mination; yet it may be mentioned that the quantitati\'e agl'eement 
between experiment and theol'y is quite satisfactol'Y. At the same 

e 
time a way is opened for a later accurate determination of -. 

m 

§ 1. P1'inciple of the new met/wel. 
In the - former method a cylinder th at could perfol'In torsional 

vibl'ations, was brought into an alternating magnetic field of about 
the same frequency as that of the free oscillations of the cylinder. 

From the amplitude of the obsel'ved vibrations of the cylindE'r 
the existing moment of momenturn could be calculated. As we have 
seen the disturbing effects consisted in: 

1. the action of the static tel'l'estrial .field on the alternating hori
zontal êomponents of the magnetism iJl the cylinder; 

2. the action of the alternating field of the coil on the horizontal 
components of the statie magnetism in the cy lindei'; 

3. the action of the horizontal components of the alternating field 
of the coil on the alternating maglletization of the cylinder. 

As we remarked al ready, we !leed not fear any distmbance by 
effect 3, as it has double the frequency of the EIN8TIHN-effect. We 
must keep in mind howevel', that disturbances of this kind will 
appeal' as 800n as the dynamo gives e. g. an asymmetrical sinusoidal 
Clll'rent. A very small asymmetry alreadyo may reach the value of 
the remaining part of the telTestrial field (which is neVel' completely 
compensated). An asymmetl'y of the c\ll'rent may give ri se to a 
disturbing effect having the period of the free vibratiolls of the cylinder. 

The chal'acteristics of the new method are the following: 
lsc a very slow resonance, which enables us to investigate the 

diffel'ence in phase between the effect and its cause; 
2nd a complete elimination of the sources of error 2 and 3. For 

thie pnl'pose the iron cylinder is not placed in the rnagnetic field 
of a fixed coil, but tlle wil'e is wound on the cylinder itself, As 
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under these circumstances action and reilction are acting within one 
and the same solid body, the source of error 2 and eventually 3 
are wholly eliminated. We may iberefore concentrate our attention 
on the actions of tbe magnetic field of the e~rth. 

§ 2. DeSc1'iption of the appa1Yttus. 
Fig. 1 shows tbe apparatus schematically. The pl'opol'tions have 

not been indicated rightly. S is the soft-iron cylinder. Length 23 cm, 
thickness Q mmo Over a length of 21.5 cm it is wOllnd with ena
lllelled copper wire of the A. E. G. 0.08 mm thick. The whole 
resistance of this wil'e and the two wires p, q throl1gh which the Cl1rrent 
is led, is 320.9. pand 'q at'e silver hail' wiees of HARTMANN and 
BRAUN, thickness 0.015 mw. Preliminary expel'iments proved that 
they did not influence the torsion of the suspending wire 1'. The 
wii'e l' is fixed to a turning disk 1,;, which makes it possible to 
turn the cylinder about its \'el'tiral axis thl'ough an angle of 360°. 
Beside the cy linde!' the figul'e shows a pendulurn, consisting in an 
ivory balI I chal'ged with lead and suspended by a steel wi!'e eb'; 
'length a little below 1 m. and thickness 1/6 mmo Point ofsuspension g. 

Fig. l. 

If 1 oscillates, the steel wil'e alte!'nately makes contact with a 
and b, two copper wil'es represented in tl'ansvel'se section and 
placed about 12 cm below g. The distance between a .md b is 
about 1/3 mmo Furthel' cel and de are two resistanees ot 67.5 .Q each, 
through whirh the rurreni of a batte!'y of accumulators ~ows from 
c to e. The fUl'ther connections are evident fl'om thc figul'e. 

83 
Pl'oceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam, Vol. XVIII. 
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When dr makes contact with a, the <'Ul'rent flows along c,a,g,j,q, 
coil, p, i, cl to e; when, on the eonll'ary, dl' touches b, the eUl'l'ent 
takes the way cl,i,p,coil, q,j,g,b to e, circulating in opposite direetion 
about the <'ylinder 8, so th at, the pendnillm being in motion, the 
cylinder 8 is alternately magnetized in oné dirertion and the oppo
site one, synchronieally with the pendulum. The potential diffel'ence 
between c and d, cl and e has been chosen in sncb a way, that 
the cylmder is magnetized to a snffieient degree. ( . 

The torsional motion of the cylinder WitS observed with telescope 
and seale. 

§ 3. Compensation of the tenoest1,ial field. 
The following conbiderations show of how much imporrance this 

is. If the direction of the magnetization c1eviates 3' or 4' from the 
vertical, the ho~izontal component amounts 10 one 1000th of the 
vertical magnetization. Now a deviation of this amount may easily 
OCCllr as the suspension is not accnrately eeutred and the winclings 
are not laid quite regnlarlyl). 

If the field of the earth were not eompensated and the hOl'izontal' 
component of the magnetizatlOn were perpendicular to the magnetic 
meridian, the vibrations resulting fl'om the abo\'e mentioned rause 
would have an amplitude equal to 130 times that which we wlsh 
to obsel've, (for the period usecl in the expel'iments). 

We shal1 now descrlbe in what way a rather satisfactory compen
sation of the field can be reached. The compensation problem is the 
same as in the case of a sensiti~e galvanometer, wUh this diffel'ence, 
that here we have to cornpensate over the whole length of the 
cylinder witb that of the wÎl'es pand q in addition, so that the 
tel'restrial field has to be compensated in a space of bl'eadth 5 to 
7 mm and length 35 to 40 mmo 

In ol'der to make un estimate as to how far this may be done, 
I constrncted an apparatus, whieh made it posslble to lower or to 
draw up by a spider-thl'ead a light galvanometer mil'ror, to which 
two smaIl strong magnets from a spring of Wolfram steel (they 
were about 5 mm long) had been fixed; by this means the minor 
could be placed at any point of the field that had to be compen
sated. The spider-thl'ead was so thin, that the mirror was sURpended 
pl'actirally withollt tOl'sion, so th at only the terrestrial magnetic 
couple was acting. From the period of oscillatioll it is easy to deduee, 
in how far the field of the earth is eompensated. Starting from a 

1) In a repetition of the experiments more attention than was possible now 
would have to be paid to an accurate construction in these two respects, 
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period of 0,08 second in the unrompensated field we were able to 
reach over the whole lellgth of the cylinder and the leads periods 
ranging from 10 to 20 seconds. Frorn this it follows that a com
pensation i'rom 1 to 1/4 % has been reached. 

As to the arrangement used for the compensation a brief description 
will suffice. In fig. 1 R, and h are resp. a frame and a hoop wound 
with copper wire through which a CUlTent from. a battery of accu
mulatOl's was made to flow. The regnlation of the intensity of the 
CUl'l'ent was effected by means of resistance boxes with shunts fol' 
the finer regulation. 

Wh en in this way the greater part of the eal'th-field had been 
got rid of, the remaining part was compensated 111 the following way: 

At a distance of about 3 m. a rather large permanent magnet 
was placed at the height of the middlé of the cylinder S. This 
magnet was tllrned in the horizontal plane in which it lay till the 
above described apparatus had l'eached a perlOd of 20 seconds, so 
that the compensation near the middle of the cylinder could be 
considered as sufficient. The compensation at tbe ex!remities of the 
cylinder, ho we ver, was not reached at the same time and I had 
therefore further to effect it without distUl'bing that In the middle. 
For this purpose small permanent magnets of equal moment were 
placed in horizontal direction vel'tically above and beneath the cyhnder 
(not shown in the figure). These magnets could be turned about a, 
vel'tical axis and shifted in vel'tical dil'ection. To ensure the eqllality 
of their magnetic moment!;, they were made of pieces of a 
hardened and magnetized knitting-needle, ti'om which a bundie was 
formed. By taking equal 11l1mbers of pieces of equal length equi
valent rnagnets were obtained. 

§ J. Cornpensating a ltel'nating field. 
The compemation which was reached in this way alld which we 

shall denote by I was not good enough ho wever fol' sllfficiently 
eliminating the souree of erl'or to which attention has been drawn 
and fol' making the weak effect appeal' that was sought fol'. 

In Ol'der to neu tralize the "residual field" as it will be called, the 
following al'tifice was used (1I). To the Î1'on cylinder Sa sm all 
magnet M (magnetized piece of a watch-spring) was fixed in hori
zontal direetion and a horizontal coil (the "compensating coit") was 
placed with its axis along a line pel'pendicular to the magnet and 
passing through it. This coil cOllld be shifted in the dirertion of 
its length. The sarpe ClllTent that passed through the windings was 
also made to flow through this coi!. Tt is evident thnt 110W, with 

83l1< 
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proper connections and a rightly cbosen distance of the compensating 
roil, the altel'llating coupJe with whicb it acts on the transverse 
magnet wiJl always neutralize the farces, with which t11e "l'esidual 
field" acts on the alternating horizontal magnE'tization of the cylinder. 
To reach ibis the coil could be shifted ánd besides there was a 
shunt 8h, the resistance of wbich could be regulated, ~o tIJ at only a 
larger or a smaller part of the whole current passed through the 
compensating coil. - I \ 

Becanse of the small changes in the terrestrial field, which ga\<e 
ri&e to I"ather large changes of the residual field, the compensation 
II had to be changed continnally. It could howeyer be kept constant 
long enough to allow the obs~rvation of the EINsTBIN-effect. 

In the last experiment it was found necessary to put an Iron care 
in the compensating coil, as the latter could not be brol1ght near 
enough to the cylinder. 

§ 5. The cl~Ife1'ent e.l!ects. 
We shall call the effect we are seeking fOl" ~he ji1'St effect and 

the effect caused by the action of the resid ual field on the horizontal 
magnetization of the cylinder, combined with that of the compensat
ing coil on the transverse magnet the secO?ul. 

There is however still a tldnl effect, which like ihe first consists 
in aIternately du'ected impulses, acting on the cylinder at each lll

version of the current. Indeect, when the pendulum-wire leaves one 
of the two copper wil'es a and b there elapses a certain time before 
it makes contact with the other one. During that interval T there 
is no cu l'l'en t in the apparatus. The sllspended cylinder has its 
remanent magnetism, which like the magnetization existing hefore 
the bl'eaking of the currenL has a horizontal component and this 
component is acted on by the residu al field. This action is not nen
tralized in the wH,y described in II, as during the time T t11e com
pensating coil is without CUrr'ent, We shall call tlüs the thi1yl effect (I. 

Finally thel'e is a thi1'd effect b, the dil'ection of which it is 
difficult to indicate without fUl'ther examinalion. - It may as well 
have the sign of the effect 3a as the opposite one. 

In order to understand tbe nature of this effect, we must keep 
in mind that, at each change of the dil'ection of the CUI'rent tlle 
magnetization of the iron passes through a hysteresis-eycle, as IS 

l'oughly shown in fig. 2, where ihe abscissae represent the intellsÎty 
of the current i and the ol'diniLles tlle magnetization, OA Ol' 0 D 
corresponds to the remanent magnetism, whieh remains every time 
aftel' the breaking of the cnrrellt. 
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(If the figure l'efers to the whole magnetic moment, the horizontal 
one, on wbich the re&idllal tield acts ma)' be derived from it b,Y 
multiplication by a certain constant factor). 

Tbe magnetization passes through ABC or DEF in a cel'tain 
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Fig. 2. 

time 't'. 1) Now it is eviden ttbat, in the case of a perfect compeJ. 
sation Il, the forces exel'ted by tlle J'esidual field would be wholly 
neutl'alized, if the magnetization folIo wed the line oe. For then it 
would increase proporlionally to i and so lhe action of the residual 
field on the magnetic moment of t11e cylinder and that ofthe cm'l'ent 
in the compensating coil on the transverse magnet would also 
change proportionally to each othel'. They \ would neutl'alize ea('h 

1) We may imagine thc breaking of the cmrenL and thet'efore the change re
presented by FGA or CHD to take place in all extremely short time, so that 
the forces acting OIJ the iron during this time cannot have an appreciable in
fluence on its motion. The interval in question may be neglecled with respect to 
the time ,,' necessary for tbe changes ABC or DEF, which take place aftel' the 
above considered interval T during which the remanent magnetization GA or aD 
has existed. On account of the self·mduction it lasls an obsprvable time 'T' aftel' 
the closing of lhe Circuit bf'fol'e the CUlTenL has reached ils full jlltensity i 1 (OK 
or OL) alld the magnelic moment the corresponding value M1 (KC or LF). 
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other continnaIly, because they do so at the end, when the values -
i l and MI are reached. 

In reality however during the time 't' it is not the magnetization 
Af indicated by the straight line OC that exists, but the magnetir.ation 
M represented by the curve ABC. Conseql1ently the action of the 
residual field on the magnetization M-Af: remains. This action gives 

rise to an impulse proportional to (M - ;W) 't, if we denote by 

M-M' tile mean value of the difference during the interval 't'. If 
the negative values of J11--M' found between 0 and Q, surpass 
the positive ones between Q and C, the mean difference M-M' 
will have the same direction as the remanent magnetization OA, 
which existed a moment before ánd which gave rise to effect 3a. 
In this case the effects 3a and 3b have the same sign. In the case 
th at has been supposed in the figure the positive valnes M-M' 
are of more importance than the negative ones, so that here the 
two effeets 3a and 3b have opposite signs 1) 2). 

As it is desirabIe to make the third effect as small as possible, 
the experiment was arranged in such a manner, that the time 't was 
short. This is why I l1sed the pendulum. In order roughly to measure 
the time T, the wires a and b were now connected, so that one 
and the same conductor was closed by the contact of the steel wire 
with a and by that with b. The conductol' in qllestion was one of 

1) Here we may rem ark, that effect Sa would be preceded by au effect Sb of 
the same direction as Sa itself, if the disappearing of the CUlTent taak an appre· 
ciable time This follows from the circumstance th at over its whole length FGA lies 
beneath the straIght line OF. 

2) (M-M') or J(M-M') dt over the time ,,' might be calculated, if we 

knew. not only M as :J. funcLion of i (i. e. the exact farm of the curve in figure 2) 
but also for each value of i, the number of lines of induction N enclosed by the 
winding::., a llumber that might be represented by a curve similar to that in the 
figure lndeed, if l' is the resistallce of the circuit and E the electromotoric force 

or, since 

dN 
1'i=E-

dt' 

1'i1 = E, 
dN 

'I' (il -- i) = - , 
dt 

sa tha; we may write for f (M-M') dt 

lfM-M' N. - .. d , 
'I' '/,l-'/, 

The value of this expres sion might be derived from sufficiently accurate graphical 
representations. 
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the bl'anches of a WHEATSTONE bridge. If now the resistances in the 
latter had been reg111ated and the pendulum passed from one extl'eme 
position to the other, the breaking of the contact callsed a COl'rent 
to flow through the galvanometer during' the time T. Fl'om the 
sudden deflexion the length of the time T may be deduced. The 
result wa~ about iö sec. 

§ 6. 
Now 

Fig, 3 

The phase of the eff'ects. 
the phase of the different effects will be considered in details. 
may be of use' for th is purpose. It represents as seen from 

above the iron cylinder C, the 
small magnet AB fixed to it, 
the mirror E, the compensating 
coil K, the telescope Land 
the srale S. We sha11 call the 
direction of rotation shown by 
the arrow the positi \Te one. To 
this rotation cOl'responds a shift 
of the cross-wil'e over (he seale 
to the side marked with +. 

+ 5 
We shall speak of a positive 
l'eversal of the current, when 
it gives rise to a nOl'th pole at the 

Fig, 3. npper end ofthe cylinder. When 
all has heen 111'ranged it is easy to detel'rnine the direetion in which 
the pendulnm must move if sneh a pObÏtl\'e reversal shall take place. 

The molecular cmrents existing aftel' a positive reversal have 
a direction opposite to that of the arrow. If these CUl'rents ronsist 
in circulating negative electrons, t1le moment of momentum to 
which the reversal gives l'Ïse has the direction of the al'l'Ow. The 
couple acting on the cylinder must be opposite to this moment and 
we may conclude: At a positive reversal the first effect consists in 
an impulse in the negative direction. Of course it would be in the 
positive direction if we had ro do with positive electrons. 

We may rèmark here, that strictly speaking the effect we are 
seeldng fol' consists in two equal impulses, the fil'st of which 
(breaking of the cIU'l'ent) takes place at tlle beginning of the time 
l' while the second (closing of the cm'rent) begins at the end of 
this interval and lasts during the pel'Ïod T'. On account of the short
ness of Tand T' we may say however, that the two impulses coincide. 
It ought to be observed that, with a view to tlle appreciable 
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duration ,,/ of effect 3b, all attempt still further to shorten the 
time T would oe useless. 

COllnting the time from the moment of a positive revel'sal-we 
may represent the couple acting on the ~ylinder in virtue of the 
first effect by a line as ShOWll in fig. 4. The width of each of 
the peaks will be vel'y smaIl compared with the half pel'iod (! T) 

(', {\ 

o T 

lT z 

u u 
Fig .. 4. 

of the pendulum. Now in developing the value of the couple in 
a FOURIER-Series we may con fine ourselves to the ürst term 

S t 
- 4 - C08 23Z' -

T T' 

as it represents the only part of the couple whose action is inten
sified by l'esonance, whel'e S denotes the impulse of rotation 
produced by one l'eVet'sal. 

The thil'd effect (3a and 3b taken together) is also repl'esented 

t 
by a tl3rm with cos 2Jl" T' the amplitude having the same or the op-

posite sign aó that in tbe above expression, and we may therd'ol'e 
also use an expression of the form 

t 
P cos 2Jl" '1' (a) 

fol' tbe effects (1,3) combined. 
As to the second effect, we may repr'esent the couple acting on 

the, cylinder (the couple exerted on the magnet by the compen
sating coil being included) by fig. 5, whel'e h may be as weIl 

o -iT 

Fig. 5. 
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positive as negative. Developing in a series we are led to an 
expression of the form 

t 
q sin 2n'

T 
'with positive Ol' negative amplitude q. 

It is seen by this, that the serond effect is aiways a qn:ll'ter of 
a period in phase behind effect (1, 3). 

If all the three effects exist, we may replace (cc) and ((3) bya single 
alternating coupie, which determines the motion of the cylinder. 

lts amplitude is V p' + q2, while its phase lies between those' of 
(1, 3) and 2, 

We may use this to separate the effe cts (1, 3) and 2. When, in 
effecting the compensn.tion lI, we come - nearer and neal'er to 
the right position of the coil K, tlle amplitude q and at the same 

time V p' + q2 will- decrease. Aftel' the coil has passed \ thl'ough the 

position in question, V p' + q2 will il1crease again (i he resonance 
in the 2nd effect being f then caused by the action of the compen
sating coil on the small magnet, which now exceeds that of the 
residmlrl field on tlJe cylinder). If we sllcceed in reaching a minimum 
of resonancE', the effect (1,3) will be ti'ee fl'om 2 and this will be 
confirmed by the phase of the effect. Sll1ce the beginning when the 
second effect had the greatest influence till the minimum, when it has 
disappeal'ed, the phase must have changed by a quarter of a pel'iod. 

It remains to separate the effects 1 and 3 (a, b). For th is purpose 
we may change by 180° the azimuth of the suspension arrangement 
of tlfe cylinder. For the same state of magnetization tlle ('oupie 
with which the residual field acts on it will then change its sign 
and the. action of the compensating coil on the magnet fixed to the 
cylinder, if we leave the CUl'l'ent in tllE: coilunchanged, vvilllikewise 
be l'evel'sed. So the compensation, when it has once been reached, 
will remain. But it is evident that both the effects' 3a and 3b wlll 
be rcverbed. Both tile remanent ln'agnetism (OA 111 fig. 2) alld the 
diffel'ence J.lf -.:.11' (that is to Slly their horiz.ontal conlponents) are 
tllrned throllgh 180°, while the remaining field has not changed. 

It is élear that the change of azimuth does not influence the first 
effect. Thus we are able to make the effects 1 a,nel 3(a, b) act in 
the same Ol' in tIte opposite sense I). 

1) In reality the turnillg by 180°, by "'hich amollg other things the distance 
between the magnet AB and the coi! K was altel ed more or les,>, required so 
many changes in the apparatus that aftel' it a new compensatlon was necessary. 
This howevel' alters nothing in the above considel'atlOns on the change of sign 
of effect 3(a, b), with which we are here concerned. 
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A.s to j and 3a it is easy to find out which of these two cases~ 
OCCUl's. We need only consider the direction of the deflexion that is 
obtained, Wllen the current cansed by a positive reversal is senf 
through tbe windings of the compensating coil only and not through 
those of the cv linder. ~ 

" 
811ppose e.g. the deflexion to be to the positive side. Then before 

the positive l'eversal, t11e CUl'rent flowing through the coil has given 
1'ise to a couple in the negative direction acting on the magnet AB
by the compensating coil. But that cotiple served to neutralize the 
action of the residual field on the magnetism of the cy linder. This 
action the1'efore had the positive direction and the same may be 
sa,id of tlle action of the residu al field on the remanent magnetism 
aftel' a positive reversal. Tlms effect 3a has a direction opposite to ~ 
tbat of effect 1. 

~ 7. Desaiption of the expe7'iment.~. First different alterations of 
the apparatus were tried in pl'eliminal'y experiments, but though 
these gave clear indications of the effect we were seeking for, we 
dld not obtain perfectly satisfactol'Y results. Then however we suc
ceeded in making a series of experiments, by wbich the existence of the 
effect became qlllte evident. At least I should think it difficult to 
interpret in anotber way the result I am gOlllg to describe. I regret 
that tbese obsel'vations ('ould not l1e l'epeated, as they were made 
on the last day th at was at my disposal for this work. 

Tlle pel'iod of the pendulum was found to be 1,856 sec., that of 
the cyllllder 1,912 sec. The damping of the cylinder was so great 
that the amplitude dtmil1lshed to half üs orig~nal vaille in 39 half 
oscillations, while by means of an added known moment of lllel'tia 
I found 0,814 gl'. cmJ for that of the cylinder. 

The equation of motion of t11e cylinder for free vibralions is 

d2m dm 
dt' = -no','/] - 9 dt ' 

where ()) is the angle of deflexion, and g the coefficient of resistance 
divided by the moment of inel'tia, while no denoies rhe fi'equency 
of the free vibrations a'3 it would be without. damping. A solution 
of this equation is: 

if 

T _ 2~ 
0- Vn J_1..tl2 

ft 4 iJ 

Let us now introduce an extern al force which produces an accelera-
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tion -a cos nt. Then the fOl'ced vibrations ar~ determined by the equation 

lts solution is 

d2m dm 
_ = _ 12 2 lIJ - q - - a cos nt 1) • 
dt~ 0 • dt 

a 
m = - cos (nt + p), 

q 
(y) 

. if • 
n2 

- no 2 = q cos cp, ng = q sin (p 

From th is one finds 

and 
1 1 = 1.48. 
q V(n 2 _no2Y+u2g2 

If tberefore there is a canse, which prodnces au acceleration 
alternating with the freq uency n, the amplitude of tllis acceleration 
has to be multiplied by 1,48 iu order tû obtaiu the amplItude of 
the fOl'eed vibl'ation 2). 

If now the arceleration i5 represented by the curve of fig. 4, so 
that the area of each of the peaks is a measnre for the velocity S 
al'ising from one impulse, then on development in a FOURIER series 

the amplitude n of the first term is equal to 48 and thatofthe forced 
l' 

vibrations becomes 
48 

1,48 . 319 S . (ó) 
l' 

Vi{ e shaU nse this to determine the multiplication by l'esonanre. 
lf the cylindel' when at rest snddenl,)' l'eceives a velocity S at tlle 
time 0, the first deviation is (here' we ma)' lIeglect the dam ping) 

1'0 1,912 
-8=--8=0,308 
2.7t' 2J! 

The effeet is tl1erefore mnltiplied somewbat more than 10 times. 
In my experiments the period of the external force was smaller 

than that of the free vibration. As to the phase of the impressed 
vibrations, it might be sllpposed to be what it would have been 
without dam ping, Ol' if this exists, at a large distance from the equality 

1) h' . dm . 1 In t IS equatlOn x, -d etc. may be regarded as angle of rotatJol1, angu ar 
. t 

velocity etc. but also as deflexion, velo city etc. on the scale. 
2) If we wholly neglect the damping, we find 

1 1 1 -----= 1.5l. 
q 

431' ---n
2

-?lo2 (1 1 ) 
1'2 '1'02 

Thus the damping has an influence of a fcw percent on the amplitude-factor. 
\ 
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of fl'equency. Indeed, we can inter from the above value of cp, that 
the error made on ihlS assumption is about 11°, i. e. 1ess than -h 'P. 

The method, by which the phase was det81:mined, was howeve~' 
not so accmate, that a diffel'ence of this _ amount. could be obsel'ved. 
Wblle I followed the oscillations of the cross-wire over the scaIe, 
a second person looked at the penduhlID and gave a sign every 
time when it passed through the position of equilibrium in such a' 
,way th at a positive l'eversal of the cul'rent took p1ace. Now lob: 
served, where the wil'e stood' at these moments and in what dil'ec
tion it was moving. If we had to do with effect 1, the wire s_hould 
have its gl'eatest positive deviation at the moment of a sign. Fot' 
we have seen, thai at the in5tant of a positive revel'saJ, the fil'st 
effect produces an impulse in negative direction. We then found fol' 
the term in the FouRIER-sel'ies that IS of importance IJ,ere 

2n 
-acos-t 

T 
48 

(a = T being positive). From this and (y) we infer, that, if rp is 

neg1ecled, iG bas its gl'eatest positi\'e value for t = O. 
TllÏs resnlt is contil'med by a simple l'easoning. If external forces 

shall canse a body to oscillale more rapidly than it would under 
the action of the elastic force aIone, they must drive it towal'ds 
the position of equilibrium. Now' at the ll1stant of a positive reversal 
the e~ect we want to obsel've consists in an impulse in negative 
direction. If therefol'e I he cylinder shall be dri ven towal'ds t~e position 
of equilibrium, it lllUSt be on the positive side of it. 

As has been said al ready effect 3 (a, b) has the same or the 
opposite phase as 1; if in the latter case it excceded the first effect, 
we shoulcl see the cross-wil'e just at the negative end of its oscil

! 

lation at the moment of a siglJ. 
As to effect 2, this diffel's a quartel' of ft. period in phase from 1 ; 

if it exists a1011e Ol' pl'eponclerates, as was fLlways the case befol'e 
the application of compensation 1I, the wire wi\l be Ül Hs position 
of equilIbrium at the moment we consider, the clirection of its 
motion depending on cil'cumstances. 

[f all the effects exist at the same time an intet'mediate phase 
will be observed. 

§ 8. Desl'l'iption of the expel'iments of Sel!ternbm' 4th • lntensity 
of the current in the coil S 29,5 milliarnpèl·es. Evel'y time before 
the deiermmation of the deviation and the phase I waited during' 
80 io 100 ful! periods in order that all free oscillations mig-ht be 
extinct and the cylinder might perform its fOl'ced vibrations onIy. 
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At fil'st the effects 1 and 3a had {be same dil'ection. Before the 
compensating coil J( was put in action the amplItude amounted to 

\ 

several meters; but by means of compensation IJ this could be 
reduc'ed to a few centimeters. Continually changing the compensation 
I made several ueterminations, 50me of whiC'h are gn'en below. The 
straight lineó represent the distance over w hich the Cl'Oss-wÎl'e moves 
to and fro on the seale, the 1'ight hand side being the positive one. 
Beneath each line the length in em IS given. A always indicates the 
position of the wire at the moment of a sign and the arrow shows 
the direction in which it is then moving. 

Deviation 

fiA + 5 cm. 

II ~~ 3 
" 

A 2 à 2.5 " • III 

IV 7~ 2.2 
" 

V 4 
" 

Azimuth of the cylinder changed by 180°. Now the effects 1 and 
3a are opposite to each othel'. 

VI Af-• 15 cm . 

VII A(,-
qj 10.5 JJ 

VIII ~ 9 
" 

IX ~f-- 6.5 
" 

X A~ ., 4 
" , 

Xl ~: 3 11 

XII A 0.7 41 11 

XIII ~=7 5 11 
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§ 9. Conclusions ancl 1'em,a1'lcs. 
1. The wa.)', 111 WhlCh, botb in the figmes 1- V and VI-XIII, 

tbe phases succeed each other agl'ees wlth tbe foregoing considel'alion&. 
Simultaneously wlth the millllllum of the amplitude 1 observed tbe 
phase in whicIJ, at the moment considered the wire IS in its extreme 
position. The fUl'thel' we are away fl'om the minimum, the more the 
pIJase approaches th at of effect 2. 

2. Tbe change in phase that is obsel'ved at the passage tbrouglf 
the rnmimum (U and IV, XI and XIII) is cansed by oul' havinr, gone 
too far with the compensation 11. Aftel' hadng been neutralized, 
effect 2 l'eappears wIth opposite phase. It conslsted imtially in the 
action of the resIdual field on the horizon tal component of the 
magl1etlzatlOn, and finally 11l the opposItely directed action of the
compen&ating coil on the small magnet fixed to ihe cylInder. 

3. In tbe expel'Ïments III and XII a minimum IS l'eached whIle 
at the same time the phase is that of effect :1. Now in one of these 

I 

cases effect 3 must have had the opposite phase, so that we may 
conclude to the existence of the effect we were seeking fol'. As in 
XII tlIe amplitude (0,7 cm) was smaHer than in lIl, tl~is latter , 
experiment must have been the one in wbich 3a, band 1 had the 
same phase. It is seen by this that tbe total effect 3a, b has had 
the same phase as 3a alone. 

4. For the mll1l1IlUm amphtude of the oscIllation of the wire we 
ma.)' take 2 cm befol'e the change in azimnth (see experiments IIl -
and IV) and aftenval'ds 0,7 cm. Tbe {h'st value corresponds 10 the 
sum of effects :1 and 3, the last to the dlfference of these two effects. 
Therefol'e we may estimate the fil'st effect at half the sum of the 
measured dlstances viz. 1,4 cm and the third êffeet at 0,6 or 0,7 
cm. Of course tbe result 1,4 does not give much more than the 
order of magnitude. 

5. Taking this valne for the deflexion on the seale caused by 
effect:1 we may make an estimate of tlle magnetie moment of the 
cylInder. 

Aecol'ding to (d) half the distance over whieh the wire is seen 
to oscillate, is given by 

3.198, 
if 8 is the velocity prodl1ced by one sudden impulse. Hence 

0.7 
8 = -- = 0.22 cm/sec, 

3.19 

which must be cOl'rected to 

8 = 0.21 om/sec. 
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on acconnt of the inclined position of the scale. As the distance 
from the mirl'or to the scale is 315 cm, we find fol' the angular 
velocity due to one impulse 

0.21 ----,. = 3.3 X 10-4 I/scp, 
2)<'315 ' 

and (using the value 0,815 gr.cm 2 of thc moment of inertIa) 

3.3 X 10-4 X 0.815 = 2.7 X 10-4 

fol' the corresponding moment of momentllm. 
As th is is due to the change of the magnetization fl'om - S into 

+ S, the moment of momentum corresponding to the magnehzation Sis 

1.35 X 10-4 • 

TlllS 1) must be equal to 1,13 10-7 X tlle magnetic moment of 
the cylinder, so that we find for th is moment 

1.35XI0-
4 = 1200 . 2) 

1 13X10-7 

A rough experimental determination gave the vaIlle 

1400. 

6. Approximate evalnation of effect 3a. 
We observed that a deflexLOn of 9,2 cm 011 tbe scale was cansed 

by a current tbat dicl not pass thl'ough the w1l1dings of the lI'on 
cylinder, but only through the compensating coil and Hs shunt and 
the total intensity (C'lll'rent in the cOlI + current 111 the shunt) ofwhich 
was 124,5 m.A. Tbe resistance of the shunt was 30 .2, that of the 
coil 27 .2. The night befOl'e the cOll had been used for the com
pensation II in the same position and with Ihe same shunt, but tl1e11 
the intensity of the C'Ul'rent had been onIy 29,7 m.A. If therefore 
that Cllrrent had acted on the cylinder, it wouId have prodllced the 
permanent detlexion 

29.7 
-- X 9.2 = 2.2 cm. 
124.5 

'rhe Ivalne of the remanent magnetism follmvs from the curve of 
fig. 2, where OD: Uf( = 0.14. 

Thns, the remanent magneti3m is 0,14 time CK. 
The couJ-lle, witlt which thè residual field acts on the (horizontal) 

magnetization haE> the same magnitude as that whkh gives rise 10 

1) A. EINSTJ::IN and W. J. DJ] HAAS. loc. cito p. 3. 
2) The volume of the cylinder is 150 ems, so th at this calculation gives for the 

magnetization per unit of volume 800. 
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the deflexion of 2,2 cm. We may therefore say that there woûld 
have been a permanent deviation of 0,14: X 2,2 = 0,31 cm, if the

V 

cOllple with which the residllal -field acts on tbe remanent magnetisrn,-
had existfld permanentI)' . ' 

The angulal' acceleration which this coûple may pl'orluce is fOllnd 
by multiplication of the permanent deflexion by no 2 1). Thus we find 
fOl" the acceleration on the scale 

41. ~ 
n02 X 0.31 = l' 2 X 0.31 = 3.3 cm/spc.2• 

o 

Now tbe couple in questioll gives rise to effect 3a, wben it acts 
during 8

1
0 sec. It therefore canseR a sudden cbange of velocity of 

3,3 
80 = 0.04 cm/sec. 

As at each impulse the fil'st effect gives 1'i8e to a velocity 0,21 f'mj"ec, 

effect 3a has been abollt 5 times weaker than effect 1. 
7. It mnst be remarked that our conclusions are drawn from the 

following phenomenon. By eontinnally regulating eompensation Il 
tbe amplitude of the oscillation of the cylinder is made to pass 
thl'ough a minimum, while the phase is reversed. lf it is 0 at fil'st, 
it finally becomes t T, passing through t T when the amplitude is 
at its minimum. 

Now it might be thought, that this eould be caused by effect 2 
alone without the intervention of 1 or 3. Let us suppose, that the 
CUl'l'ent in the compensating coj] is first ° and then inc1'eases to a 
value fal' above th at which ü, reqnil'ed fol' thé compensatioll Il. Then 
it might be said, that there is initially a vibration 1., caused by the 
action of the residual field on the horizontal magnetism of the cylinder 
and. that gradnally a second vibl'ation f.t of opposite dil'ection, caused 
by the aetion of the eompensating coil on the magnet fixed to the 
cylinder, is added to J •. 

Now if it might be snpposed that the vibration tt had not exactly 
the opposite phase as )" but a slightly different one, the value 0, 
wonld not be reached, bllt only a certain minimnm and at that 
minimum the phase would difl'el' t T from that of J. or p. 

To this we may object that iu reality, whatever be the position 
of the magnet and the axis of the compensating coil witll respect 
to the hOl'izontal magnetism of the cylinder and the residual field, 
the actions, which canse the vibrations }. and I-' have exactly opposite 

1) Because if the deflection is x, the elastic couple causes an acceleration no2x 
(sec thc equation of motion). 
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phases. The obsel'ved phenomena ean only be undel'stood byassuming 
that besides }, and [.L there is another vibration (1 and 3), whieh 
appears when ). and [.L neutralize eaeh otber. 

(As, on account of the self-induction, the aetions giving rise to 
A. and (1, do not begin quite simultaneonsly, this is a cause for a 
smaIl diffel'ence in p!Jase. But this is just what we have called 3b, 
so that ir has been taken into account.) 

'rhese experiments were carrieà out in the physical laboratory of 
the TEYLER-Institnte at Haarlem. I readily express my thanks to the 
Direetol's of the Institute and to the Omator of the LabOI'atory for 
their so kindly putting at my disposal the necessary appal·atus. 

Physics. - "On the injluence of alternating cur1'ents of clecreasing 
intensity on the magnetisation of iron." By Dr. G. J. ELIAS. 

(Oommunicated by Prof. Dr. H. A. LORENTZ). 

(Oommunicated in the meeting of Jan. 29, 1916.) 

1. It is generally Rupposed th at magnetized iron is quite demag'net
ized when placed in a magnetic field of alternating direction, the 
intensity of which decreases to zero. It is ho wever desirabIe to inves
tigate this process more closety. As we must then necessarily use 
a definite representation about the magnetic state, we shall suppose, 
referring to the considerations of WEISS, that iron cOllsists of a very 
great number of "elementary erystals". Of each crystal we shall sup
-pose th at its magnetic moment ran be directed along one definite 
line only either in positive or in negative sense. We shall neglect 
the mutual actions of the neighboming erystals. FUl'ther we shall 
idealise the ('ase by supposing that there exists "complete" bysteresis, 
so that all magnetie moments keep their direction, when the 
magnetiziug force has vanished. 

In unmagnetized state the magnetic moments are equally distri
buted over all directions, so that the resulting moment of the iron 
is zero._ Let us now sllppose that an external magnetic force H is 
working and that a· magnetic force h in a sense' opposite to that of 
the magnetic moment of an elemental'Y cl'ystal is needed to let this 
moment change its dil'ection. Then all those magnetic moments that 

h 
are lying within a cone with a top equal to 2 arc cos fl wil! do so 

and tbe eorresponding elemental'y crystals contl'ibute to rhe magne
tisatioll of the il'on. 

84 
Proceedings Royal Acad. Am~lerdam. Vol. X VUl, 
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Let now the Iron be magnetized originally in sneh a way that the ~ 
magnetization is due to tbe magnetic moments lying within a 
definite cone. To demagnetise it, we shall then begin with a -field 
in the dil'ection of tlle magnetisatioll and of slIch an intensity whieh 
we shall denote with Hl that the magneti;ation caused by this field 
is gl'eater than the original. All mag'netic moments within the 

lz 
cone bg cos - vl'ill {hen form a sharp angle with the direction of Hl' -

BI 
The number of magnetic moments the direetions of which are lying 
between the eoniral slll'faces with tile half top-angIes a and a + cla 

may be repl'ebented by 2 In sin a . da, where n is a constant. If the 
magnetic moment of one erystaI is m', each of these magnetiC' moments 
gives a romponent of the Ipagnetization m' cos a in the dil'ection BI' 
Therefore the considel'ed magnetic moments rontribute to the magneti
zation in the dil'ection BI 2:JT1un' sin a cos a, da. Integrating tllis between 
o and a, we obtain for the magnetization in tlle direction Hl 

Tt 
M = 2:n;nm' (1- cos2 a). Now cos a = - and let us put 2 :n;nm' = 112, 

Hl 
which thllS represents the magnetization when all moments have been 

tipped over \'iz. at,saturation, so thät jJ11=m(1- ;:2). 1f aftel' 

the reversal of the current whieh produces tile extern al field, the 
magnetic foreé is H 2 (we shall snppose 8 2 < Rl)' pat't of the magnetic 
moments changes sign, the magnetization in positive sense dilllinishes 

thereby by m (1 - ;:2), while th at in negative sense beeomes 

21f2 = - m (1 - ;;:2} Aftel' the next chal1ge of direction of the 

current again part of the moments changes sign in positive sen se, 
the magnetization in negative sellse diminishes (in absolute sense) by 

m (1 - ~:2), wbile that in positive sellse increases by this amount. 

In this way we may proceed always decreasing the external field. 
On a continua! deerease of the field we shall obtain at the end 
H < h, 80 that no moments can change sign, any longer. If now 
H 2p is stiJl just > h, while R 2p+1 < h, the crystaIs that have been 
tipped over at the last moment wil! keep tbeir negatIve dil'ection. 
The sum of all magnetizations in positive sense is now given by 
jJfl -lJ1~ + 1113 ... - jJ12p , that of the magnetizations in negative 
sense by -lJf2 + .Ma ... - 2 1112p , so that tile resulting magnetization is 

"flf = jJ!JI - 2 11f2 + 2 M; ... -- 2M2p ' 
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2, Let us now suppose that the alternating magnetic force is a 
function of a certain parameter x; then the magnetizalions MlO M2" . 
too will depend Qn x. 

This qmmtity may e. g. re]))'esent the intensity of the cUt'l'ent in 
the circuit which produces the field H, the electl'omotoric force in 
th at circtiit or the resistance. Tlle expression of 11:[ may be written 
in this way 

kJ = (MI - 2 Mz + lvla) +- (.Ma - 2 l.vI4 + lvI.) + ... 
. _ .. + (.M2p- 3 - 2J12p- 2 + .M2p-tl + M 2p- 1 - 2 JJ12p ' 

If now we choose x as the independent varia bIe anp if its varia
tions, which we shall .8uppose to be all equal to each other, be 
denoted by ;, a development in a TAYLOR series gives 

1:2 dZ M 1:4 d4 JJi 
.M -2 JJf +M = ~(2Z-2) __ 1 -L::-' (":4_2) __ 1 .. + ... 

1 2 3 21 dlV2 I 41 d,'I)2 

Fol' M we now obtain 

22_2 _2,J-2 d2lVI2n+l 24;-2 1:4]1-2 d4 JJI2n+ 1 
M = -- S :2 --- + --!, :2 --- + ... + J.l12p - 1 - 2J12p ' 

21 0 d{l]2 41 0 d,'1J 4 

If g is very small, we may write approximately 

_ p-2 d2 JJ12n+1 
• Jl1 = ~2 :2 + 1112p- 1 - 2J1;hp , 

o d,7]2 

and replace furiller the summation by an integration. 
We may now distiIlguish different cases: 
a. We may assume the eleetl'omotoric force w hieh prod uces the 

current fol' the field H, tIJ be constant and the resistance in the 
circuit 10 be increased gradually. If the electromotoric force is E, 

E . 
the resistance w, we can repreRent the field by H = f. -. In this 

10 

case the l'esistance w must ge substitllted for the parameter :1: and 
the il1cl'ease w of the resistance for the quantity r This gives 

JJ12n+1 = m (1 _ :t2 

) = m (1 _ h::V2~1l~1) . 
EI 2n+1 j . E 

From this follows 
d2 111211+ 1 2rnh2 

dW221/+1 = - f2 . E2 ' 

while the hig'her derivatives become zero, so that we obtain 

2mh2 rnh 21022p_1 2 rnhhv22p 
M = - p . E2 . (p - 1) w - m - r. EZ + p. E2 . 

Let us now suppose that H 2p is 0111y very little gl'eater than It, 
RO that we may pilt H'2,J = h, then wo obtain finally 
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111=171 Iw) [1 + ~J. 
Hlwl W2p 

where the fact has been attended to that w is Ilmall with respect 
to the resistances with whicl! we are concerned. 

Thel'e l'emains thm'efol'e a lllagnetization in positi ve sense, which 
is smaller as the changes w in the resistance are smaller. If we 
bllppose however H 2,+1 to be only little smaller 1han h, so that we _ 
may put E~;+l = h, M pl"oves to be negative of about the same 
value. F01~ h = ~ (Elp + H2;+1) M wiJl be approximately equal 
to zero. In that case the magnetJzations of the different conical 
surfaces i ust 'neu tmlize eacl! othel'. 

b. We mayalso suppose that the electromotoric force E decreases _ 
wlth eqeal steps é. Then E must be sllbstitllted fol' te and é for ~. 
Leaving the reslstance constant and eqllal to w we obtain 

( 
h 2~V2) d2 ~}r rnh2w2 

M2.+1=rn l-p.E22n+l ,sothatdE~=-31 p.E4' 

d4lJtf rn/~ 2W~ 
--=- 51 -- ano so on. 
dE4 p.E6 

Now: 

M = - -- 3 (22 - ~) 1: 2 :2 ---- + mlt2w2 
[ p-2 1~ 

r 0 (El -- 2nl:)4 

p-2 I, ] mh~w2 2mh 3w2 

+5(24-2)1:
4 

:2 (E -2 )6 + ... - m - FE2 + j2E2 . o 1 nl: 2p-l 2p 

H, supposing I: to be small, we keep only the first of the terms 
between squal'e brackets, and replace the summarion by an inte
gl'atlOn, we finally obtain. aftel' having put again H2p = hand 
assllmmg that e IS also still sm all witb respect to E2p , 

lJtf= mf l:(3 _~) = m é. H~ (3 _~) 
hw H

1
3 El . h H l 3 • 

If we may no longel' eonsidel' I: as small with respect to E2p , the 
first tet'm between the brackets has still to be muItiplied by 

1- _é_. In earh case J.1!l can be made arbitrarily small by choosing E
2p 

• 

é smal! enough. Wh ere howevel' in the expression fol' ~~1 the factor 
H, 
- OCCUl'S, whieh wilt be a great numbel', é must be very small 

It 
w!th respect to El, in order to make Al smalL In the fil'st case 

l~ 
we have the fador -, so that th ere we need not choose w so 

Hl 
exceedingly small wlth l'espeC't to W I • 
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If the steps E are not infinitesimal, this simple way of calculation 
eannot be applied any longer. In that case we write tile series 

M = 2 (Ml - M2 + M3 ... - M2p) - Ml = 
= + + ... + -2mh

2

w
2 rIl 1 ] 

r JE l--E)2 (El -3E)2 !El -(2p-l)EI: 

2mh2w 2 
[ ] 1 ' 1 ] ml~2tv2 

- r E/ + (E
l
-21:)2 + ... + !El-2(p-l)EI~ -1/1, + r E l 2' 

By using the properties of the gamma-ful1ctions we ran ex pand 
El 

the sel'ies in square brackets 111 aseending powel's of -; as howevel' 
2E 

the result is rather eomplicated I shall not write it down here. 

c, ,We mayalso snppose the external !leId to be prod !leed by 
a CUl'rent which decl'eases as a damped oselllation, as is tlle case 
with the dlSehal'ge curl'ent of aeondensatol', Then we may write 
Hn = Hl . e-(n-l)k:·, if 1:" iE. the pel'lod and k the damp1l1g. This gives 

Mil = m [1 - ;2 e2(n-l)lc-:- J ' 
If now H2p is still just somewhat greater than h, so that we may 
put H2p = It, we obtain 

h2 

AI = - 2m - [1 - e2h + e4k-:- - ••• - e212p-l)7c-:] - m + 
Hl2 

m(1 +~) (e2h _ 1) 
h2 Rl2 

+ m - - -'-----=--'------
Hl2 - e~h+l 

For very small dam ping this beeomes 

J1J =mh (1 + ;:2)' 
If on the conkary H2p+1 ddfers onIy very liHle from h, so that 

we ean put H2p+1 = h, LvI becomes negative and equal to 

m (1 - lL
2 2) (p27c-:- ) 

M=- Hl 
e2/c,:, + 1 

For very small damping this beeomes ]f = - mkr: ( 1 - ;:2). If 
h = H2p + I12P+\ ]f is approximately zero. Generally however and 

2 
principally when rhe dam ping is rathel' great so that e.g. H2p is 
considel'ably higher than h, while H2p+1 is somewhat smaller than 
h, M will have a eertain value, either positive Ol' negative. In sueh a 
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~l1se the reslliting rnagnetization may very weIl be measUl'able. In this 
way most of the apparent contl'ftdictol-y ob~el'vations on magnetization, ~ 
cál1sed by dis('harge-cl1rrents of condensators must be explained; fol' 
the obtained magnetization is of ten just opposite to that which would 
be expected. 

3. Fnrther we may put the question, what the magnetization 
becomes when on a continuous Clll'rent of constant intensity we _ 
superpose an alternating current, the intensity of which diminishes 
to zero. Here too we shall hold to the conceptions of WEI ss 
111 the simple form given them above. Let the field cxcited 
by the continuolls Clll'rent be Ho and have a positive direction and 
let the field of the alternating CUlTent successi\'ely ha\'e ihe values 
Hl' H 2 • •• whel'e Hl, H s .!. may be positive, B2' H 4 • •• negative. 

lf Hand Ho have the same direction, we have ol'iginally a 
field Hl + Ho; aftel' 1:1, change of sign of the a,lternating cUl'l'ent, 
tl{e fields have the opposite direction and the resnlting field is 
--B2 + Ho; aftel' the second change they are again equally directed 
so that the whole field is Ha + Ho, and so on. The magnetizations 
corresponding to these fields are resp. (withont attending to the 

sign) Jl l =112 [1 - (Hl;2Ho
)2].Jf2 = 112 [1 - (fl2~Ho)2J, Ma = 11~ 

Now generally lhn+\ < IH21l 1. Ifhowever H2n+1 + Ha >IH2nl-Ho 
(where al ways 1 H2/11 is supposed to be larger than Il + Ho, as 
el se na sndden change of direetion of the cl'ystals would be 
possible) tlle cone which by the field IH2/11 - Ho had "changed 
sign" in negative dil'ection, wiJl again as a whole "change sign" 
in positive se~se by the field B21l+1 + B~. As long ;:ts therefore 
H21l+1 + Ho > IH2 ,,1 - Ho, or what comes to the samelH2nl
- H2n+2 < 2Ho, there wiII be no magnetic moments making an 
obtllse angle witl! the positive direction of the magnetic forces within 

lt 
the cone thc half top of which is given by cos a = ---.Within 

Hj+Ho 
this cone all moments must have been "tipped over" in positive 
sense, so that lhe l'esulting magnetization must cOl'respond.to that 
cone. Tbis changes howevel' when Ho becomes smaller and smalleL', 
because then from a certain limit the condition is no lOllger satisfied 
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that Ilhnl - H2n + t < 2Ho. If this is na longel' the case, th en 
aftel' change of sign of the cmrent part of the cone remains 
"tipped over" in negative sen se, which part wil! not be "tipped 
over" in pORitive sellse with the rest, as the magnelic force is toa small· 

Let us considel' this more closely and su ppose e.g. that the ten sion 
of the alternating CUl'rent remains constant, but that the resistance 

gl'aduaIly-increases. We may then put H=f.
E

, where the resist-
10 

ance W (in which the indl1ctive resistance is incillded) contillually 
incl'eases by the amount w. Then we iJave in gEmeral 

I 

j.E f·E f.E IH2nl=-- H 21l+1 =--= , 
W2n W2n+l W2n + W 

and therefore 
'f·E.w 

IH2n l - H 2n+1 = . 
W2n (W2n+W) 

We see that these differences always become smaller. Now the 
above mentioned condition is 

j.E.w < 2Ho' 
W2n (W2n+ W ) 

Let now Ho be so smaIl, that this condition is not satisfied. This 
f. E. w 

will be 1he case when > 2Ho, or appl'oximately, if 
(w l +w)(w1 +2w) 

the steps ware so small compal'ed with the resistance W l , that 
(.E W W 2Ho . > 2Ho, fol' which we mayalso write - > ~H . If this is 

W
l 
~ 10 1 1 

so, there will in the beginning remain earl! time part of the cone 
"tipped over" in negative (lense. From a cel'tain limit however the 
condition 

(.E. W <21-10 
~02n (lO2/1 + w) 

wiU be satisfied and from then the whole cone vvill l'emain positi
vely magnetized as we have seen aboye. Because of the smallness 

of w we may write fol' this limit-coi1dition f· ~. w < 2Ho. At the 
1O·2n 

(.E.(/) 
limit the resistance wiIl have a value given bJ . ~ = 2Ho, 

lOg 

.' Vf.E.w' . 
WhlCh glves w,q = 2Ho • Let W2p < Wg < W2p+l. 

I Now the l'esulting magnetization becomes 

M = MI - 2 M 2 + 2 MD - ••. - 2 .I.1I12p + 2 M2p+l. 
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and as W2n = W 1 + (2n-l) w, W2n+l = W1 + 2nw, 

89'- J.E 
.11 - -W-

1 
-+~(2-n--l )-w- , 

If the steps ware sm all , we ean replaee the sums by integrals 
whieh gives 

102p+l W2p+2 

mhJi w
2
dw ml~~ lO

2 
dw 

M=-- +- -
w (fE + Ho wY W (fE-lIolO)2 

tOL t02 

_ m r 1 - h
2

wl
2 

] + 2m [1 _ 1~2 W22p+l ] I). 
L (fE + lOL Ho)2 (fE + W21+1 HO)2 

Fol' the calculation of th is expression we shall suppose Ho to be 
small with respect to t11e magnetic fOl'ce of the alternating ('urrent, 
whieh must be the case as long as 2 Ho <IH2nl- I:l2n+1• where we 
suppose the difference of IH2n [ and I:l2n+1 to be small with respect 
to each of these quantitie5, In the expansion we therefore omii the 
terms with powers of Ho higher than tbe th'st. Further we sball 
neglect w with respect to the resistances 'W, 80 we obtain 

[' h
2

lO
2
2p+l h

2 Ho ] 
.lll = 11b L 1 - ,r E2 + wJa Ba (W

4
2p+l - W l

4
) • 

By introdueing the above derived boundary·eonditiol1, Wq = 
= V ~~, and by putting W2p+l = 'Wq, whieh is allowed, as the 

o 

error caused by it wiIi be ~- at the most, we find 
W2p+l 

1) Making use of the properties of gamma·functions we mayalso in tbis 

d th " d" f, E case expan e summatLons m ascen mg negabve powers of --, where the 
w 

steps r.J must be trealed no longer as infinitesimal. 
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M=m[l - h
2

w (1 + ~)J 
4: Ho Hl UJ t UJ42p+l 

If W 1
4 may be negiected with respect to 'W 42p+l, this becomes 

M=m(l- h
2

w ). 
4 Ho Hl UJ1 

These expressions show that A1 increases with Ho' If Ho lS so 
great that the mentioned boundary-condltion is satisfied by the 
resistance 'W l , so that 'Wq = 'Wv we may no longer negiect 'W l

4 in 
the first formula for J.1f. while at the same time 1{)2p+l beromes 

equal to ZIJl' Now the magnetization becomes fl1 = m ( 1 _;:t~:) 
as might be expected. 

The magnetic force Ra, howeve1', does not occur m t11is formula, 
becallse in the calculation the term containing Ho has been neglected 
with respect to the other terms with Ho where w occurs in the 
denominator, while in onr case these terms just neutl'alize each other. 

If now Ho continually decreases, the resistances for whirh the 
limit where 'W = 'Wg wiU be reached constantly, become greater, 
while J!l continual1y diminishes. This however cannot go on unli
mitedly. A second limit now lS given by this, tlHtt at the end an 
intensity of the field < Tt is reached, for which therefore the "tipping 
over" becomes impossible. If this limit g' is reached sooner than the 
othel' limit g, the series must be broken olf at the limit g', for 
which thel'efol'e Bq, = h. Let us snppose IH2p ! - Ba > H" > 
H2p+1 + Ho, while the limit ,q is not yet reached. We tben obtam 

j);/ = JJ;/l-2J1
2 
+ 2.i11s ••.•••• 2.i112p , 

Ol' making tbe same simplifications as above 

[ 

Jt2UJ22P+l h2HO ] 
M = m - 1 + + (UJ4":p+l-UJ41) • j2E2 Wj3E3 -

I }'J H. l·E,. f we put :Z2p+l + 0 = h, so that 'W2p+l =-' -- Ol' app1'OX1l11a-
h-Ho 

j.E 
;1 • tely, ~s Ho must be sm~l with respect to h, 'W2p+l = T we find 

M= m.HoIE(l_~)= mfIoHlUJl (1 _~). 
wh2 1D42p+l tDh2 W42p+\ 

If 'W l
1 may be neglected with respect to 'W 42p+l this becomes 

111 = mlioIIlwl . 
wh2 

Here must be remarked that these expressions only remain valiq 
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as long as Ho is smaIl with respect to h, as we saw above.· More
over, if Ho was of the same order as h, the limit g would be 
l'eached already much sooner at a much gl'eater intensity of the 
field, so that then this consideration woulcl be superfluous. 

From this last expresslOn follows now~that fol' Ho = 0 also M 
will be 0, which ag rees with what we found above (wh ere it must 
be taken into consideration that at the passage of the summation to 
the integration differences of the order w wiU be inevitable). As
long as Ho is very smaIl, .1I!l incl'eases pl'oportiontllly to Ho according 
to tile last formnla tiU Ho' reachE's snch a vaIue, that the limit g 
coincides with the limit g'. As lhe resistances by which the limits 
are determined must be equal to each other, we shall have in this case 

I /jEw JE 
V 2110 = 1~-110 . 

From this we obtain approximately 
wl~2 wh2 

H o=-=--; 
2jE '2.w l H l 

to wbich value of Ho belongs 

m 
01', when W J 4 may be neglected with respect to W 42p+l, M = 2' 

From this point the magnetization will be given by the formula 
on p. 1306, until Ho l'eaches such a value that wg = wl • If Ho in
creases still further, the magnetization will simply cOl'respond to the 
field Hl + Ho' 

Practirally this state wiJl al ready be reached fol' a very smaIl 
value of EL, a value much smaller than BI' We may therefore say 
that the magnetization is principaUy determined by Hl' unless Ho 
lies below a certain lImit. In a recent paper STEINHAUS and GUMI/TCH 1) 
describe interesting expf'riments 111 which iron and steel are magne
tized by a continuous CUl'rent and an altel'nating CLU'l'ent at the 
same time, in the way I have descl'ibed aboye. Now they ascribe 
the thus obtained magnetization to the field Ho exclusively, without 
mentioning the value of the field Hl' From the preceding consider
ations it is evidE'nt, that this is not quite l'ight. Nol' do I think it 
tl'ue that by proceeding in the above described way we should 
obtain a so-called "ideal" state, free from hysteresis. On the con
trary, just becanse of the hysteresis the final result will depend on 

1) W. STEINHAUS und E. GUML1CH. Verh. d. D. Phys. Ges. 17 p. 369, 1915 . 
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Bo as weil as on Hl' Now it is teue that we have also considered 
a somewhat "ideahsed" state, where no mlltual action between the 
elementa)'Y rrystals would exist and whel'e all the "tipped over" 
magnetir 1lI0ments would keep their direction, as long .as the extee
nal field did not place the111 in the opposite direction, and which 
thel'efol'e llJight be called a state of "perfect" hystel'esls; this does 
not change ho wever that also at "imperfect" hystel'esis the final 
state wil! depend ·on Hl and noi only on Ho. This would only be 
the case, when there was no hysiel'esis at all, but then every mag
neiization-cllrve woulq be free from hysteresis, also that for a con
tinuons CULTen! alone, wIlhout nse being made of an alternating current. 
Moreo\'er I have conviuced lnyself by some experiments that rea1ly 
the fin al state depencls on the original intensity of [he altel'nating 
current. The gi'eat<.>r this is fol' a constant field Ho, the stronger is 
the magnetization. lf au alternating CUl'rent is used we may therefore 
not say that the magnetization corresponds to t11e field lfo indepen
dently of the al1el'l1ating current. 

Jan ua)'y 1916. Physical' Laboratol'y of TEYJ.ERS Institute. 

Physics. - "On the ratio between the ZEEMAN-e,d'ect ancl the p1'esszwe
ei/eet in the spect1'Zt'fn of niclcel." By Dr. T. VAN LOHUIZEN. 

(Oommnlllcated by Prof. P. Z:KEl\IAN.) 

(Oommunicated in the meeting of January 29, 1916). 

It will be known, that generally a connection is supposed to exist 
bet ween the changes which spectmm lines undergo in a magnetic 
field and by an increase of pl'essl1l'e. In different spectra tbat are 
1'ich in lines the compal'ison between tile magnitude of these two 
etfec[s has heen investigated among others by ICING 1) fol' the spectra 
of Fe, UI' and Ti. 

As far as I lmow suclt' an Îlwestigation has never yet been made 
for the spectl'nm of llickel. Thel'efore it seemed 10 me of some in
terest to. determine also for this spectrum, which is so rielt in lines, 
the ratio betvITeen the two effects. In order to nse observations as 
equivalent as possible I took fOl' the magnetic derompositions 
exelusively the obsel'vations of MISS GRAl!'TDfJK 2), for the presslll'e 

1) A. S. KING The cOl'l'espondence between ZECMAN·EITect and Pressure-Dis
placement for the Spectra of Iron, Chromillm and TJtanium. Astroph. J. 31. p. 4B3. 
HnO. 

2) I. M. GRAFl'DIJIL Magnetische splitsing van het Nikkel· en Cobaltspectrllm en 
van het IJzerspectrum. Diss. Amsterdam 1 IJl 1 and Arch. Neer!. III A. Tome Il. 
p. 192. 1912: 
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shifts, those of BILHAM 1) as to the spark-spectrum and those of 
DUFFIEI,D 2) as to the arc-spectrum. 

In his above-mentioned paper the latter author has made a ~om
parison between his observatioIlS and those of BILHAM and th is 
-suggested the question to me which of the series of obsel'vations 
would agree best with the obsel'ved ZEEMAN-effect and whether per
haps in this spectrum a closer ronneetion . might be found. 

From the obsel'vation-material it is evident that there does not -
exist a simple proportionality bet ween the two effects. 

We may howevel' take togethfr large gtoups of lines and see, 
whetber we eau remark something about these groups. As most of 
the lines, whieh ean be taken into consideration fOl' the illvestigation 
give triplets in the magnetic field, wh,ile only a few quadruplets ~ 

and sextupIets are among them, a divi~ion into g~oups aceording 
to the magnetic deeomposition is not weIl possible. 

The different behaviour of the lines ar an increase of pressure 
ho wever suggests a division into groups. Oorresponding to GALE and 
ADAMS 3) we shall distinguisb: 

Group 1. Lines which are symmetrically reversed. 
Group IJ. IJines which are asymmetrically reversed. 
Group lIl. Lines which under pressure l'emain brlght and nal'l'Ow. 
Gl'OUp IV. Lines which under pressure remain bright and sym-

metrical, but whieh become wide and diffuse . 
. Group V. Lines whieh under pressure remain bl'ight, but which 

are widened asymmetrically towards the red side of 
the spectrum. 

In this divisiori of groups all lines will be taken up of which 
BILHAl\i has determined the group to which they belong and the 
illtensity (1) for the spal'k·spectrum; then also tbe difference in 
wavelength between tbe two magnetic components which vibrate 
perpendicularly to the lines of force, measured in 0,001 A. U. tZ). 
The following 4 columns eontain the difference in wavelength ex-

o ' 
pressed in 0,001 A.U. per atmosphere incl'ease of pressu,re. The 
first two (BI and B2 ) have been calculated from the observations of 
BILffAM for 5 resp. 10 atm. pressure-increase and the two ·next on es 
(Dl and D~) fl'om those of DUFFIELD for an increase of 10 resp. 
20 to 100 atm. 

1) E. G. BILHAM. Thc Sp ark Spectra of Nickel under Moderate Pressures. Phil. 
Trans 214 A. p. 359. 1914. 

2) W. G. DUl'FIELD A Comparison of the Arc and Spark Spectra of Nickel Pro
duced under Pressure. Phi\. Mag l6) 30. p. 385. 1915. 

3) H. G. GALE and W. S. AUAMS. An Investigation of the Spectra of Iron and 
Titanium under Moderate Pressures. Astroph. J. 35 p. 10. 1912. 
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Group I. 

I Mean 
Jo I Z BI B2 Dl Dil 

I 

Z z Z Z Z 
BI Bz Dl D2 BorD 

3446.41 6 350 1.7 206 206 

3453.06 4 391 1.3 301 301 

:1458.62 -10 300 1.8 167 167 

3461.84 10 386 2.5 154 154 

3489.13 10 362 1.5 241 241 
-

3510.52 8 210 3.4 2.2 2.6 62 95 81 79 

3515.21 10 346 2.8 2.7 124 128 126 

3524.69 15 409 2.8 3.0 146 136 142 

3561.92 2 390 1.1 0.7 355 557 456 

3566.55 10 356 3.0 2.0 2.1 119 178 169 155 

3609.49 2 369 1.6 2.9 1.0 231 127 369 242 

3619.54 15 393 2.6 1.8 4.7 2.6 151 218 84 151 151 

3624.69 2.(15) 455 0.7 3.4 0.8 650 134 569 451 

3739.38 2 487 1.0 1.2 487 - 406 446 

3783.67 5 523 2.4 1.6 1.3 1.3 218 328 402 402 450 

3831.87 2 286 3.6 3.2 1.8 80 89 159 109 

3858.50 8 441 2.4 2.1 3.9 2.1 184 210 113 210 179 

Mean: 1 380 
1

2
.
8

1 
1.9 / 3.2 /1.61143/245115813071 239 

Group II. 

3467.63 2 374 

3469.61 2 501 

3472.71 6 447 1.4 319 319 

3483.95 6 242 1.5 161 161 

3501.01 3 358 1.5 1.5 239 239 239 

3519.90 3 231 2.0 1.9 1.4 116 122 165 134 

3528.10 3 370 1.8 206 206 

3548.32 3 464 5.0 2.1 1.2 93 221 387 234 

3572.06 6 358 2.4 1.8 1.9 149 199 188 179 
\ 
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Group II (continued). 

I I 
, 

, Z Z Z Z Mean 
) 1 Z 

I 
BI B2 Dl DJ !}l B2 DI D2 

Z 

I 
BorD 

3588.07 2 218 1.4 1.1 199 253 226 

3597.86 6 499 2.1 4.9 2.1 238 102 238 193 

3602.44 2 559 1.6 3.1 1.8 349 180 311 280 

3610.68 4 451 2.6 2.6 64 2.2 174 174 70 205 156 

3612.91 3 317 2.8 1.6 4.4 1.4 113 198 72 226 152 

3664.26 3 3 6 2.2 4 8 1 7 

3669 39 1 330 1.2 3.1 1.3 215 107 254 212 

3670.59 2 0 2.5 3.9 2.1 0 0, 0 0 

3674.29 3 313 2.6 1.9 4.2 1.7 120 165 75 184 136 

3688.57 2 580 2.0 3.7 1.8 290 157 322 256 

3122.62 3 897 2.9 2.2 309 408 358 

3736 96 3 355 1.0 1.6 355 222 289 . 
3775.74 5 379 2.4 2.2 1.0 1.5 158 172 379 253 241 

3807.29 7 611 1.8 1.8 3.0 1 5 339 339 204 407 322 

Mean: I 405 I 2.8 I 19 i 3.911.711201226.511351251 \ 215 

Group Ill. 

3635.07 5.1 4.7 1.5 

3662.11 3.5 3.7 1.1 

3694.07 2 2 5 2.6 1.0 

3912.32 2 5.6 2.8 1.2 0.8 

4142.47 3.2 10.5 

4331.83 4 456 4.4 6.3 3.0 104 73 152 110 

4359 70 2 670 10.6 11.5 12 2 63 58 55 59 

4520 16 2 

4686.41 4 
I 

5137.23 4 

5424.85 4 

5436.10 2 -
I 
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Group III (continued). 

z I Mean 
). I Z BI B2 Dl D2 

Z Z Z Z 
BI Bz DI D2 BorD 

5518.98 2 I 
5588.12 2 

5709.80 3 

5712.10 2 I 
5748.57 1 

I I I 
5754.86 4 1350 

5893.13 3 

6116 34 4 

Mean: I 825 1 5.6 I 4.6 I 5.8 1
3 .3 1 I 84 I 66 1 104 1 85 

3454.29E. 

3471 50 E 

3576.91 E. 

3769.62E. 

3849.70E. 

3889.80 

4015.65 

40b7.20E. 

4600 58 

4855.59 

4904.57 

4980.36 

4984.30 

5080.70 

5081.30 -

5142.96 

5146.64 

5155.91 

5168.83 

5411.50 

5 

5 

805.45 

858.03 

2 

2 

6 

5 

5 

3 

3 

6 

3 

3 

6 

6 

6 

5 

5 

2 

4 

4 

4 

/ 2 

2 

3 

Group IV. 

506 1.5 

600 

425 10.2 '8.2 

549 11.0 7.7 4.0 

319 14.9 

450 5.9 

0 18.2 

463 

821 

740 

702 

483 

610 

740 

I 
337 337 

I 42 52 47 

1.4 50 71 137 392 162 

I 21 21 

2.5 76 180 128 

0 0 0 

I I 

Mean: 1529113.1/8.1 15.0 12 .0 1 31 198110712861 116 

\ 
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Group V. 

-
I Z BI Bz Dl D2 

Z Z Z z I Mean 
). 

_BI. B] Dl 
- z 
D21 BorD 

I 

3973.75 3 16.4 5.8 4.4 1.9 

4288.20 5 516 12.1 16.2 10.9 43 32 47 41 

4401.77 6 579 10.2 11.6 12.0 57 50 48 52 

4459.25 6 517 9.3 10.2 10.9 56 51 47 51 

4462.65 3 280 9.9 12.3 9.5 28 23 29 27 

4470.70 . 6 469 8.9 12.4 11.0 53 38 43 45 

4547.40 2 520 

4592.76 5 475 11.8 14.1 10.3 40 34 46 40 
-

4605.20 6 581 

4648.89 8 590 

4667.98 ij 605 

4714.59 10 666 

4732.66 3(13) 740 

4756.70 8 741 

4764.07 5 677 

4786.66 9 779 

4807.17 6 635 

4829.22 3 650 

4831.38 3 787 

4832.86 1 

4866.42 6 893 

4873.60 6 840 

4887.16 2 

4918.53 6 610 

4936.02 4 520 

4953.34 4 

5017.75 6 852 -
5099.50 3 560 

5100.13 3 
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Group V (continued). 

I I 

I z z z Z Mean 
Î. I Z Bl B2 Dl D2 BI B2 Dl D2 

Z 

I 
BorD 

I 

5115.55 6 680. 

5265.89 1 

5268.59 2 

5371.64 4 

5592.44 4 
I 

5615.00 3 1060 -
5715.31 5 1160 

5761 10 3 g90 

Mean: I 678116.41 9. 7 111. 61 9 5 r 'I 46 I 38 I 43 I 43 

The ratios given in the last column are sufficiently indicated by 
the &ymbols at the head. 

From the obsen ation-material given above it is evident that there 
are still many observH,tions to be made before we sha11 be able to 
compare ZEEMAN-effect and pl'essure-effect for each given spertnull
line. Most obsel'vations have been made for the groups I· and lT. 
For g'l'çmp Hl fewer. It is remarkable that just in this gl'Ollp nearly 
alL deterininations of a magnetic reRoIlltion are missing. Thollgh 
also in th el following grollps some investigations of this effect are 
missing, this lack is so conspÎruous iu the Ülll'd gl'Ollp that the few 
measurements occurring in column Z more resembIe exceptions. 
Already this phenomenon pl'oves the sl1itableness of a division into 
definite groups. Of tbe lines of tbib gl'OUp we migbt then say tbe 
following: 

These lines taken together in one grollp becaubc at an increase 
of p,'essure they remain bl'ight and narrow, shuw also the same pro)Jel·ty 
to be of so small intensity at an Ïlwestigation in a magnetic field, 
that they are not Ol' hardly observable. So Miss GUAFTDTJK gives 
for the three lines of whirh still a Z. E. could be detel'mined the 
intensities : 2, 2, 1, so that they belong 10 the weakest visible lines. 

Thel'efore the cÏL'cmnstanees undet, wbich in Miss GRAI!'TDIJK'S 

experiments the spark-specll'um was excited (wHIt an ordinary in
dnctor) I))'ove to ha\'e been snch, lhat the lines of gl'onp III together 

) cOllld not l'each a sntficienl Ol' onl,\' an eÀccedingly small intensity. 
85 

Proceedings RC1yal Acad. Amslerdam. Vol. X VIII. 
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It would be interesting to know, how these lines belmve in a_ 
magnetic field, if they haye been exciteel by othel' means e.g. by _ 
those of. which BILH'AM conld elispose. Evidently for this group the 
comparison of ZEEMAN-effect anel pressnr~effect can be only very 
incomplete. 

Still 1 thought it snitable to point to the reIparkabIe absence of 
the lines of this gl'onp in Miss GRAFTDIJK'S observations. Possibly 
this remark may stiJl be usefnl fol' an explanation of t11e ronnection 
which in all pl'ouability exists between the two effecis. 

The incompleteness of the groups IV anel V must principally: be 
ascl'ibeel to the want of qualltitative observations of the pressure
effect. For these groups the measurements of the ZEEMAN-effect are 
rather complete. 

Though BILHAM has qualitatively investigated the given lines, which 
has l'endered possible the di vision into gronps,\ he has unfortunately 
not made quantitative meaSUl'ements on them. Also iIl Dm'FIELD'S 
paper we miss most lines of these gl'OUps. 

I have still mentioneel all these lines, that in any case I might 
be able to say something about the yalue of the Z}]ElIIAN-effect fol' 
each of these groups. 

Let us now firstly consider the magnitude of t11e two effects 
separately and let us begin with the ZImMA1\-effect. 

Then we can dil'ec!ly eemark that the diffel'ent lines which belong 
to one anel the same gl'Ollp have not all the same ZEEMAN-effect. From 
the numbel's it is also evident that this will neithel' bE' the case with 

dA . 
the quantity: -, from which lt wil! be known that in spectra 

/)},2 

showing line-seJ'ies it is a, constant for the lines of tIle same series. 
Because of the different values of the ZEEMAN-effect it seems therefol'e 
for the moment impossible 10 find spectral series in these groups, the 
existence of which is sllggested by the analogons behavioul' of the lines. 

Still we can make some l'emadrs on the different grollps. ExcIu~ 

ding gronp Hl because there is too little observation-maleriaI, we 
can make up fol' each of the groups a mean vaine of the ZBEMAN
effed. From these "alues : 31;0, J05, 529, 678 we see directly that 
the fil'st two gl'OLlfJS give the lowest value of this effect. Fol' the 
g"OllPS II and I these valnes differ only slightly from each other, 
which behaviour we shall find back tOl' othel' quantities which we 
have calClllated fol' these two gl'OUps. From the five groups we 
have distinguisbed, these two are lhe least different ones. With' a 
single exception the lines of the groups IV and V show larg< 
Zl'mMAN-effects. 
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This is still more evidênt from fig. 1, where for eacll gl:OUp we have 
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65 
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60 
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.5 5iJ 
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~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 00 ~ ~ S ~ ~ ~ ~ 

Fig. 1. 

clearly indicated the pel'centage of the lines of each gronp that 
shows a Z.E. (expressed in 0.001 AU) from 0-50, 50-100, etc. 
From this we see that group I has a shal'p maxim um bet ween 350 
and 400 (73% of all lines). Furlher tbat also ~roup n shows a 
maximum in that same region tllough mueh less sharp (27 ° 0) and 
that this gl'onp shows all'eady distinctly sOIlle i~clination fol' gl'eate!' 
ZEEI\IAN-effects. The gl'onps IV and V have each two equivalent 
maxima viz. fol' gl'OUp IV bet ween 450 and 500 and between 700 
and 750 eacll of 21 °10 with a lowel' maximum (14%) between them 
and for gl'onp V bet ween 500 and 550 and bet ween 650 :wd 700 
both of 16% whlle uetween these lie still 2.,1,% of all the lines of 
th is group. 

Oonsidel'ing now the obsenations on the pressure-effect, then 
we dil'ectly remal'k that for the lines of one and the same gl'oup 
the magnitude of this effect is very diffel·ent. That 1'01' one and the 
same line obsel'vations of the arc or of the spark-spectl'urn wonld 
give somewhat different vallles was to be expected a priori, but 
that observations on the same line in the same spectrum give snch 
different values of the pl'essure-effect per atmosphere seems ,-ery 
stl'ange. 

Frorn the obsernttions of BILHAl\{ at 5 atmospheres ovel'-pl'eSSLll'e 
(Bil we find a highel' vaille for the pressure-effect thall frol\1 those 
of the same anthQl' at 10 atmosphel'es ovel'-pressure (B~). We may 
therefol'e dil'ectly conclude: 
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In the nickel-spectrum the pressure-effect is not proportioual to~ 
the increase of the pl'essure. 

A general study of the question IlOW then the pressul'e-effect changes 
with the pl'essnre call1lot be made frol!! tbe present observation
material. In general there is no reg'ularity to be seen, though for 
most of the lines Bl > B 2 which indicèl,tes that for astrong increase 
in pressnee the shift changes less, but LO this mIe there are excep
tions e.g. gt'oup I (i, 3524.69, w here Bl < B2' and grou p 11 (À. 3610.68 
and ), ~807 .29) where Bl =B2. 

Still it is remarkable that the groups land Il have tbe same 
mean value of Bl and B 2 (2.8 resp. 1.9). For group IV these values 
(J. 13.1 resp. 8.1) are in a ratio to each other which is a little 
greater than 2.8 and 1.9. O(the gl'OUpS IIl and V notbing ean be 
said beeause there are too few obsel'vations of Bl' 

That for a pressure-inerease of 5 atmospher~s we get a larger 
shift than for one of 10 atmospberes as is the case for J. 3548,32 
(Group I) (for 5 atm. 5 X 5.0 = 25 and for 10 atm. 10 X 2.1 = 21) 
will make the explanation of the preSSlll'e-effect still more difficult 
A similar case is found fo)' J. 3972.32 (Grou p lIl), for w hich Brr,HAM 

obsel'ved the same shift (28) for 5 and for 10 atmospheres pressul'e
increase, from w hieh it follows, that an increase of the pressure 
from 5 to 10 atmospheres does not shift tbe spectrum line. 

Let us now consider DUl!'FIELD'S observations. Here also we find, 
that the shift per atmosphere calculated from the lower pressul'es 
(10 atm.) (Dl) is generally larger than tbat caleulated from the 
observations at higher pressures (20-100 atm.) (D2). Exceptions are 
found in group I for J.3783.67, whiclJ line shows in the arc-spectrum 
a shift proportional to the pressllre-increase; further for J. 3775.74 
in gronp 11 wh ere at a stronger pressure-increase the shift increases 
more than at a pressure-incl'ease to 10 atm. Something similar, 
thOllgh in a less degree, is found in gl'oup IIl tor J.4359.70 and iJl 
group V for À 4401.77. 

Cases in which the differences bet ween the observations at low 
and high pressure are very pronollllced al'e found e.g. for J. 3597.86 
and ). 3610.68 of gl'Ollp Ir. 

As to the four first groups the ratios between . the means of Dl 
and D2 al'e then higher than those of the means of Bl and B2' as 
is shown in this table. Fot' the lines of group V tile ratio between Dl 
and D 2 for one and ihe same line approarhes more and more to One. 

The comparison between the columns, B 2 with Dl and D 2 has 
been made by DUFFIELD 1) already, who ha~ however not extended 

1) I. c. 
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Group 
I 

Bl/B2 I Dl/D2 
I 

I 1.47 2.00 -
, II 1.47 2.30 

III 1.22 1. 76 

IV 1.62 2.50 

V 1.69 1.23 

--
the comparison to Bl' In that case he would have found fol' 
J. 3619.54 (gl'Ollp I) a better agreemljlTl between BI and Dz than 
between Bz and Dz. By the comparatively smal! numbel' of obsel'
vations BI ho wever, this investigation would not have bl'ought much 
new light. 

If fol' H, moment we compare still the results for the bhift per 
atm. from the obsel'vations at 10 atm. ovel'-preSSlll'e in the spal'k
spectrum with those in the arc-tipectrnm (viz. B 2 with Dl)' we see 
that generally the shifts in the ?-rc-spectrum are larger than those 
in the spal'k-spectrum, though also here are exceptions found 
e.g. fol' }.3183.67 in gl'oup I, J.3775.74 in grOllp 1I, J.3972.32 in 
group III, J.3769.62 in group IV and 3973.75 in group V. 

(Must we consider it as a coineidence that these lines À 3769.62 
},3775.74:, J.3783.67) and (}.3972.32 and J.3973.75) lie neaL' each 
other in two gl'Onps? Is it possible that in the observations on the 
pressure-effecL a m u tu al intlnence can plélJ' a part here, as is some
times fonnd in observations on the ZI<lEl\IAN-effect ?). 

The ratio bE'tween the mean values of Bl and Dl is different.for 
the different gl'onps, as is evident from tbe follov\Ting tabIe: 

1.68 

1I 2.05 

III 1.26 

IV • 0.62 

V 1'.20 

Only in group IV Bz > Dl' but perhaps this may be aSCl:ibed 
to the small number of observations that have been made in this group. 

Let us now pl'oceed to the investigation, in how fal' there exists 
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a connection bet ween the two phenomena which we have now 
considered each sepal'ately. 

Thoagh, aftel' what we have seen of the different results fo~ the 
pressul'e-effect, we can dil'ectly say that there is no question of a 
direct peoportionality between the two effects, we may still make 
lip these ratios, as in an,)' case they wilt teach us something about 
the ratio of tlle magnitude of the two effects in the different gl'OUpS. 

As fal' as there existed observations of both effects for the same -
spectrum line, I have thel'efol'e calculated these ratios and put them 

Z Z Z Z . 
in the columns -, -, - and -. For eacll line I have glVen in 

BI B 2 Dl D 2 

the last column the mean of the nnmbel' occUl'l'ing m eaeh of the 
other columns separately. 

Even if we confine ourselves to Ol1e and the same column, a 
prelimlnary consldel'ation shows already that these ratios haye ver)' 
different values. The import of the e<Means" given below mnst th ere
fore be taken in a wide sen se. Fig. 2 cleady shows how the ratios 
are divided in tlle different groups. 

lil 
QJ 

;§ 
.... 
~ 5 
~ l.l 
§ :3 
Z 2 

1 

l<'ig. 2 

____________ Group I 
________ Group II 

--_Uroup IV 
_ -- Group V 

Gl'OUp I shows a maximum at ± 150 with which smaller 

maxima are connerted. In this gl'OUp thel'e OCCUl'S a maximum 
qnite separately at ± 450 where 4 lines al'e found which have 
nearly the same mean l'atio bet ween the ZEEMAN-effect and the. 
pl'essure-effect viz. 

Jo 3561,92 ; 3624,69 3739,38; 3783,67 with a ratio 
456 451 446 ·:U50. 

Witlt the exception of one value of a line which shows Pl'. E., 
but no Z.E., the rati9s of gl'OUp II val'y between 136 and 356, 
th at is between nal'l'ower limits ihan those of gJ'oup 1. Tht highest 
maximum lies at 230, 

As of geoup IU only two l'atios could be calclllated, this gl'OUp 
has not been taken up in the figure. From these two means: 110 
and 59 we can infer little. 
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Fl'om the figul'e is seen th at the l'atios of gl'OUp IV are distribu led 
over a wide region without showing anywhere a tl'ace of a 
maximum. 

Gl'oup V shows a \'ery small reg ion in whirh all values of the 
ratios are Iying, viz. between 27 and 52. Except for the first line 
for which no Z.E. has been detel'mined, the values of B2' Dl and I 

D, show here a ver)' great and rat hel' good agl'eement among 
each other. If therefol'e in any group there can be queslÏon of a 
direct proportionality between Z.E. and Pl'. E, it WIl! be fol' the 
lines of g90up V. Unfol'tunately BILHAM bas not extended his 
quantitative obsel'vations over more lil1es of this group; elbe we , 
might perhaps luwe been able to veri(y this ront;]uslOll still better. 

Aftel' this explication of the figul'e we may IIse still ful'ther the 

Z Z Z Z 
numbers given as "lVIeans." Assembling the means of - ,-, -, -

BI B, DJ D, 

and ZE (ViZ. the mean of Z ) in a tabJe, and reducing those 
DE BorD 

of the fil'st group all to oue, we obtain: 

Group 
I 

Z 

I 
Z 

I 
Z " Z 

1 

ZE 
BI B2 Dl D2 DE 

I 1 I 1 1 I 1 - 1 
I 

II 0.84 0.93 0.85 0.82 0.90 

111 
"-

0.34 0.42 0.34 0.36 

IV 0.22 0.40 o 68 0.93 0.48 

V I 0.19 I 0.24 0.14 
I 

0.18 
I I 

From this table it is ev iuent tltat in the study of the ratio of 
ZEEMAN' effect and pl'essure-effect the distinctlOn of the different gl'oups 
gives as pronollnced results as Ül the investigation of the pressure
effect aione. For Îhe gl'OllpS I and Ir this ratio IS greatest, wILiie 
gl'OUp V is characteJ'izecl by a very smal! ratio. Though the gl'OllpS 
I anel Ir show great agreement, so ihat Bn,HAM 1) feels inclined to 
combine them to one single gronp, we see here that in the com
parison of the two effects the dl.tfel'ence IS still considerabIe. As fol' 
these two grollps a sufficient lIumbel' of obser\'ations was at our 
elisposaJ, we can look npon this diifel'ence as being a "real" one. 

1) 1. c. p. 368. 
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The greatest diffel'ence in the different colnmns is shown by gro-np 
IV. Here the different nnmbel's 0.22, 0.40, 0.68, 0.93 point to the
facL that the lines of this gl'OUp (to which belong all so-called 
"enhanced Iines") are sensitive In very different degl'ees to the 
different ways in which Lhe pl'essul'e-effect' has been determined. As 
to the ZEEMAN-eifect these lines (except that one of them does not 
show a magnetie decomrosition) do llot show any pal'ticularity. 

Oomparing the cplumns with each ot her, we see that the column ~ 
Z U 
- agl'ees best with the column of the mean -. Also for the other 
B

2 
DE 

columns there mar be found partial correspondences. 
Though there is noL much observatlOn-material, we see from the 

above that a division into groups cftn still teach something abont -
the connection between ZEEMAN-effect alld pressure-effect. An investi
gatlOn, as KING 1) made fol' the spectra Fe, C1' and Ti, whk'h has 
given a great numbe1' of obsel'vations, could not be cal'riecl out here. 
Perhaps that later stIll more observations on tile pressure-effect anel 
also on thE' ZEl!.i\fAN-etfect wil! be publisheel wInch wonid give us 
the opportnnity to carry out tb is investigation more completely. 

Physics. - "'Plte 'Pheo1'y of the BROWN'ian llfovel1wnt". 'By Prof. 
J. D. VAN DFH 'VAAI,S JR. anel lVli&s AUDA SNJ~THLAGg. (00111-
municatecl by Prof. J. D. VAN DER WAAJ.,S). . 

(Communicaled in the mepting of January 29, 1916). 

~ l. In different ways it has been tl'ied to del'Îve a i'ol'IHula fol' 
the de,·jatlOn wbich a suspended patticle wiU present on an avel'age 
in a defimte time in cOJlsequence of the Brownian movement. In 1110St 

of these del'lvations the supposition is intl'Oduced that the particle 
wh en moving expel'iences a friction, i.e. that a force acts on the 
particle wilich can be represented by - pIJ, W hen b repl'esen ts the 
velocit)' of the pal'ticle and 7) a posit1ve consttl,nt. As far as is Imown 
to us the fit'st of the two fo~mulae deri veel by VaN SlIlOJ.UCHOWSKI J) 
1S the anI)' alle where this suppositlOll has not been made IIse of; 
in the del'i vation of this ft)l'ffiula kinetic considerations have been 
exclusively used. 

Tbe formuia elel'ived in this way, which we shall rail Sm. I, 
deviates • pretty ronsielerably 1'1'0111 the second ~) derived by VaN 

1) 1. c. 
2) VON SMOL UCHOWSKI. Ann. der Phys. 21. p. 769. Ann. 1906. 
3) VON SMOLUCHOWSKI l.c. p. 773. 
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SMOLUCHOWSKI (Sm. II). While according to Sm. I e.g. the mean 
square of the deviation is invet:sely proportional to the square of 
the radins a of the partiele, it is according to Sm. II inversely 
proportional to the first po,!er of a. Further according to Sm. I 
the mean square of deviation in the Brownian movement in gases 
would be inversely proportional to the pressure of the surrollnding 
gas, whereas aC'cording to Sm. TI it wOllld be independent of the 
pressure. According to VON SMOIJUOHOWSKI this does not imply any 
contradiction. He is, namely, of opinion that his formula.e are 
applicabie to different cases. According to him Sm. 1 will hold for 
the case that the free path I of the molecules of the medium is 
great compared witb a, Sm. IJ it will hold for tbe opposite case. The 
reason why according to VON SMÓLUCHOWSKI we get different formulae 
in those two cases is rhis, th at in the first case the veloeities of the 
sllrrounding molecules wil! be independent of the velocity of the 
Brownian partiele, whereas in the second case the surrounding 
molecules wiJl .join 'the movement of the Brownian partiele. 

Other writers (EINSTEIN 1), EINSTF:IN and HoPF 2), LANGEVIN 3)), who 
derive fOl'mulae, which just as Sm. II are based on the supposition 
of friction, do not give any information about the reason why they 
think that the motion of the partiele is damped by friction, but 
probably they start from tbe same "iewas VON SMOWCHOWSKI. For 
if the sUl'l'ounding liqllid (or gas) does not .join the motio!] of the 
pal'ticle, thel'e ean be no question of friction aecol'ding to the 
ordinary laws of liqllid friction. But at the same time it is clear 
that the opinion that the sUlTounding sllbstance should .join the 
movement is in flat contradictiol1 with the results of statistical mecha
nies. Gmns 4) e.g. proves that for statistical equilibrium tbe veloeities 
of the different partieles forming a sys/em, will be independent of 
each other, at least in the case that the kinetic energ-y is ft, homo
geneous quadl'atic fUl1ction of the velo'cities, with coefficients which 
are independent of the coordil1ates. And this is certainly the case 
for the coordinates which detel'mine the movement of a suspended 
particle and that of the molecules of the medium. 

But statistical mechanics teaches more. It also demonstrates th at 
we should aSSllme independenee between the distl'iblltion in velocity 
and in configuration 5). If we, thel'efore, assume that the molecula,r 

1) EINSTEIN. Ann. d. Phys. 19. p. 371. Ann. 1906. 
2) EINSTEIN und HOPF. Ann. d. Phys. 33. p. 1105. Ann. 1910. 
3) J.JANGEVIN. Uomptes Rendus. 146. p. 530. Ann. 19û8. 
!) J. W, GIBBS. Elementary Principles in Statisllcal Mechanics, p. 46-47. 
5) J. W. Gr!3!3s, I. c. eh. VI. 
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fOl'ces are detel'mined by the mutual position of the molecules, - it 
follows that also the I forces must be independent of the veJocities, ~ 
and that a formuJa of the form i = - Pl~ cannot be valid. 

Now it is true that it has appeared thai the laws of classical 
mechanics, hen ce also those of GIBBS'S statistical mechanics, are not 
applicable to all processes of nature. But we have nevertheless every 
reason to 'assume that for the heat motion of molecules and of 
suspended partieles these laws hold with tt sufficient degl'ee of approxi- -
mation, so that it seems to us that the reslllt that the forces acting 
on these particles, are independent of the veloeities in case of sta
tistical equilibrium, is beyond doubt. 

Yet at fil'st sight the supposition of friction see~s very plansible, 
and thel'e are different considerations which seem to show its vaJi- -
dity. We shall examine some of these considel'ations somewhat more 
closeJy. 

1. In the first place it is deal' that a moving pal,ticJe wiII more 
probably collide witb another partiele on its front "ide (tbe side 
beillg foremost in the motion) than on its back side, and that it 
then will be acted upon by a force opposite to the velocity with 
which it arrives. 

But it is just a closer consicleration of these collisions that is very 
suÏtable to give us a good insight into wh at i'eally happens. Let us 
consider a collision of a molecule against a wall. Before the impact 
the velocity was directed towards the wall. The force at the impact 
is opposite to t/ds velocity . But if we consider the force in connec· 
tion with the velocity existing simultaneously, we can divide the 
collision into two parts. DUl'ing the first part the velocity directed 
towards the wall is exhausted. The force is then directed opposite 
to the velocity. During the second part, however, the molecule 
obtains a velocity directed from the wall. Then the velocity obtained 
all'eady and the force haye the same direction. On an average the 
product of force and "elocity is zero, at least in case of perfectly 
elastic collision. If we finally consider t he force at the coJljsion in 
connection with the velocity afte?' the collision, we see that force 
and veJocity haye the same direction. 

For collisions of molecules inter se the same thing holds for the 
mean values as we saw here for collisions of molecules against a wall. 

Summarising' we maJ say that evel'y velocity l' has been brought 
about by a force which some time before acted in the direction of 
this velocity, hence e.g. -lt- Al = + q~l. At the momAnt ilself that t~le 
velocit.y t', exists, the force is independent of l't, so on an average 
zero i -lto = O. And aftel' some time a force will act which exhausts 
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the velocity in th at direction, so that then st+At = - (jUl' In eon
nection with this we may probably put: 

dJe 
- = - 8U • • (1) 
dt . 

Not the force, but its time del'ivative is opposite to the \'eloeity. 

From the foregoing it follows only that dSt and \.1 are opposite. That 
• dt 

the relation between these two quantities is l'epresented by the simple 
formllIa (1) with s = constant, cannot yet be derived from It. We 
shalI, however, find this confirmed in what follows. 

2. Another con sid eration , whieh apparently furnislles an argument 
in favour of the existence of a friction is the following: 

We eaU w the z-component ~f the velocity. Erery molecule has 
a certain w at any moment. and the amount of it increases by 

wót in the time ót. When the distl'ibution of the w's at first fol

lowed GAUSS' probability law, and the 'I.(;'S are independent of the 
existing w's, then it is clear that aftel' some intern!'l GAuss' law of 

I 
probability wiU again hoId, with continually increasing modulus, 
lwweve1'. lt seems, indeed, necessary now to assume a friction which 
reduces the inCl'eased avel'age velo city to the initial yalue, or ex
pressed better, which prevents the increase of the average veloeity. 
This is, in fact, the way folIo wed by EINSTEIN and HoP]!' in the 
derivation of theil' formula. 

BIlt yet we shaIJ prove that the eonclusioll that now a force 
st.:: = - pw must act, is er1'oneons. {i'or this purpose we consider 
the following analogon. In a gas there is a plane z = o. The mole
cules of the gas are subjected to forces rlirerted towards this plane 
according to the law je.:: = - fz. According to BOLTZl\IANN'S well
known fOl'mula t11ey will be distributed in space according to the law: 

- 1/2 fz2 

Uz = noe Rl' 

in wl~ich nz represents the density in a plane z = Zl' no that of 
the plane z = O. 

Now the z-coordinate of every molecule wiII inel'ease by z6.t in 

the time 6.t. The "alue of z is tiJen independent of z. Fol' in every 
plane z = constant the same distribution of velocity prevaiIs inde
pendent of the value of z. This wouId give rise to an increase of 
the modulus of the distl'ibution of the z's. That this increase fails 

to appeal' is a consequence of the existence of a z = - . f z, If m . 
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this z did not exist, the gas would l'cally spread unifol'mly in the, 
space, in which Z2 wOllld incl'ease. 

Exactly the same thing as we saw fol' the distribution of the z's, 
applies also to that of the 10'&. Hei'e too ;ve must assume that the 

iv's are ü1dependent. of the w's, but th at there is a iö = - pw, 
whieh bl'ings about that the distdbntion of the w's is stational'Y, If 

8 
we write p = -, we see that the siinple Rllpposition introduced into -

m 

equation (1) is exactly that which warrants a stationary distribution 
of velocity. 

dJ~ 
Of course this holds only fol' the mean force. - will con sist of 

dt 

two terms, one of which is - sw, and the other ean assume all 

kinds of values independently of zo and zo, eqnally probably positive 
ones as negative ones. Moreover the same holds in the analogous 

case of the distribution of the z's. Besides the z = -- Lz other z's 
m 

will exist there too, which are due to the collisions of the molecules 
inter se, and which can aSSllme all kinds of values independent of 

the z's and z's, eqnally probably positive ones as negative ones. 
In the calcnlus of probability it is proved that a quantity will 

be distl'ibuted according to GAUSS' law of probability, when its vaille 
is determined by a gl'eat many mul ually independent causes. We 
now see that in physies, w hen we considel' the many collisions . of 
the molecules as the many eauses, the existence of' these many 
causes is not &'1fficient to account fol' tbe actually existing stationary 
distribution according to the law 111 question. We must moreo\'el' 
assume th at th~ second time del'h'ative of the quantity distl'ibuted 
according to GAUSS' law is propol'tional to that qnant.ity, but of 
opposed sign. 

~ 2. In connection with the above sketched VIews we shall now 
try to find a fol'mula fol' the mean deviation of a suspended 
pal'ticle. We have not succeeded in finding a del'ivation of snch a 
formnla which satisfies high demands of accul'tlcy and certainty. 
We hope to have found a not too inaecurate approximation in the 
following calculation. 

We start from the relation: 

u = -- plt + q . (2) 

multiply both members by dt, and integrate with respect to t during 
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a time ~'), of which we sup)Jose that the integral J qdt, taken for 

different successive intervals {}, yields values which are independent 
of each other. We sha11 repl'€'sent the&e values by Ql' Q2 etc. lf 
we fllrthel' call the path passed over in {} Sn we find on integration 
over a nnmber of l' intervals : 

o 

J ~dt = 1~2-~1 = -PSl + Ql 

o 
20 

ftdt = 1t3-~.2 = -pSz + Q~ 
o 

,0 

fidt = U+l-~, = -ps, + Q, 
(,-1)0 

Summation of these eqllations yields: 

1;,+1-;1 = -p2s + ::SQ. 
,I 

By taking v large, the term~ of the righthand mem bel' increase inde
'finltely, whereas the lefthand membel', which C'onsists of two terms 
only, will not increase. We can, therefore, choose v so great that 
the leftlland mem bel' may be negl€'cted. '1'hen, if we l'epl'eSent !Js, 
the qnantity which we ' .. vish to determine, b'y 1:::., we get: 

1 
l::.=-2Q, 

p 

- 1--'1-- 1 -Q2 -1-,2 _ ('Ç'OQ)2 - 'Ç'OQ2 - V Q2 __ V U~ 
L.:J.--~ --.~ --•• -- •• 

p2 p~ p2 p2U2 , 

This followR from the sllpposition that the qllantities Q wiU be 
independent of each othel'. 

In order to get all estimatlOn of the value of the righthand member, 
we proceed as follows: 

- 1 1 lIJ 
U =- ~st:t =-lJ-st 

M 1.11 r-

In this Jl1 denotes 'the mass of the suspended particie; we sha11 
denote that of the molecules of the medium by m. st is the force, 
ano stx the .v-component of the force which a definite molecule exerts 
on the particie. The l1-sign refers to the different molecules which 
are at the same time in interaction with the particIe. If further by 
[1], y, z, u, V, IV we l'epl'eSent the coordinates and the compon~n'ts 
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of' velority of the pat'tide, by x', y', Z', u', v', 'LV' those of the v 

molecules, we have: 

.. 1 ~ dSt'x ( ,) aSt'x ( ,) d~x ( ) t -u=-:IJ -- u-u +-- v- v + -- w-w' 
M . a.ou ay ~ az 

aJrx 
because -::..

utC 

1 aJrx 
The term - :IJ-- u 

NI ax wi11 l'epresent - pu of equation (2), the other 

terms together yielding the quantity q. If we exclusively think of 

forces of collisiou, it is easy to see that daSt'x wiU always be negative. 
x 

If there are also farces of attraction, this ql1antity cau aJso assume 
a positive vaJne, but it will yet be predominantly negath'e. 1) TQ 

1 h 
(}Jrx 

carry ont the caleulation t le bettel' we shall assume t at -- is 
iJ.'IJ 

negative for all active molecules. 
d.R'x a sr,'!: -a- and -;:.- being equally probahly positive and negative, they 

y uZ J 

will be zero on an average, and the tel'ms with v and w wiU be 
smaIl compared with those with Z6. fIence these terms are neglected. 

Also the terms with ~t', v', and w' equally assume either sign, 
but u', v', and 'LV' on the other band being very large compared 
with u, the terms containing these qllantities, ma)' not be left out. 
As a simp)ification we equate the middle va.lues of the terms with 
~t', v', and w' with each other. 

, 
1) If e.g. we. think a numb€r of particles in a parallelepiped space, the density 

at every point wiJl be noe- RT, Erepresenting the potential energy of a molecule. 
as~' a2

1: 
We may further put ~ = - -a " . Jf we now form the integral: 

ux x· 

partial intr.gration yields: . 
;:" ;:. )~ € uI: --"luI: _-, 

-J-n e R'l dy dz - - {r - n e RI dm dy dz. a.v 0 Rl' J \. iJx 0 

The integrated term represents the extelllal pressure on the side-waJls of the 
parallelepiped, which are .L to the x-axis. If we disregard gl'avitation and such 
external farces, this. term yields zero, hence we see that the integral presents ::m 
essentially negative value. 
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If we now represent the number of molecules simultaneously 
exerting forces on the suspended pal'ticle, by n', we find: 

1 a St'x 1t a S'ex , 
pu = - M:2 am u = - M' am . n 

_ u2 (a Jt'X)2 p2 u2 = _. _ . n'2 
M2 am 

For q we find on an average the value zero. As middle value 
of the square of q we find: 

so that 

'1 2 - U'2 • n' - 3 - (a Jt'x)2 
~ - M2' . am 

q2 316'2 M 
--= = ---= = 3 -,
p 2tb2 n' u2 TI m 

For n' we shaJl now introduce the hypothesis that it is equal to 
the number of molecules contained in a spherical layer which Stll'

rounds the BRowNian particle and has the thiclmess of one molecular 
diameter a. [f we think that in a liquid the molecnles aJmosL touch 
each othel', this means that only the inner layer of liquid molecules 
wil! exel't forces on the partiele. Henre if we wJ'ite 12 fal' the number 
of molecules per ~ub. cm., we put :-.!f = 4 3'( (,i2 a n. If a = 100 a, 

hence of the order 10-G cm., then q2 = + 100, if a = 1000 a this 
p~lt2 -

ratio becomes ± 1000, at least if the density of the suspended 
particle and of the medium is almast equal. 

2 

Now th at we have thus fonnd an expression fol' q -, we shall 
I 't p2 u2 

also try to tind one fol' Q2. Fo)' .fhis pUl'pose we point out that q 
p2 u2 

consists of tel'ms which all contain a fador 1t', v' or 10'. Aftel' col
lision of the molecule the quantities 1t', v', and 10' have all assumed 
quite new values. If we denote by T the mean time between two 
collisions for a molecule of the medium, then n' molecules will on 
an average have undergone n' collisions in the time T. We shall 
now assume that in the time T the quantity q on all average revet'ses 
its sign once; or at least assumes all entirely new value, independ
ent of the value of the begillnillg' of the time T. If we choose the 
befol'e introduced integration interval {} now equal to· T, we may 

put Q2 = q2 T 2 by appl'oximation. 
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Thus we find finally: 

- 3.M"- 3M-
f).2 = -u' 1:'" V = _u2 Tt 

n'm n'm 

if we eall t=l'7: the time during wbich the deviation b,. is obtained. 
lf N represents the number of molecules contained in Ol1e gramme
molecule, we may a1so write: 

b,." _ 3 E'l' . T. t _ 3 ET. T. t 

--- N. n'm - 4na 2 • (J. Q • N . . . . (3) 

~ 3. In this formula T is certainly the quantity of whose válue 
least is known. If nevertheless we wish to make an estimation of 
its vaIue, it is obvious that we must have r~eouI'se to the eoefficients ~ 

of friction, of conductivity of heat, and of diffusion. Properly speaking 
7: is the time between two collisions of a molecule lying close to 
the surface of the BRO\\Nian partiele, w hieh can, therefore, coUide 
besides' with surrounding molecules, also with t he partiele. For 
liquid we shall, however, assume that this time does not differ 
mnch fi'om that for a molecule entirely smrounded by the solvent. 

For the three coeffieients mentioned abo, e MAXWELJ. has drawn 
up the following formulae fol' gases: 

1 1 I ~=- Qsl=- Q8 2T 
3 3 

1,6 1,6 " = - Qslcv = - QS2CvT 1) 

33\ 
1 1 

D=-sl= -S2't' 
3 3 

4) 

in which Q represents the density, 8 the mean velocity, and 1 the 
mean free path. He then determines 1 for the first two formulae 
hom: ). 

. (5) 

For the diffusion the value of 1 of course gets somewhat more 
intricate. 

If we now ask in how far thiA theory of MAXWELJ. is also "alid 
for Iiquids, we are of opinion that we are not allowed to apply 
equation (5). It seems to us that th ere are not sa many objecrions 
to the assumplion of equations of' the form (4), if only we assign 
the tme signifieation to l. 'Ve shalJ, namely, understand by 1 the 

1) The factor 1,6 has not been inlroduced by MAXWELL, bul by O. E. MEIJER • 

• I 
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path on an average passed over by a molecule in a definite direction. 
Aftel' it has been passed over, a new velocity wiJl have arisen, 
and a new path l will begin, which is independent of the prereding 
one. During the time that the path l is covered, the direction of 
thc velocity will therefore on an average turn 90°. Whether th is 
change of velocity is tben the result of the impact against a single 
other molecule, I or of fOl'res of attraction exerted by several SUl'

l'olmding molecules, is immatel'ial. In the same way we sball under
stand by T the tirne required on an average by the velority to 
change its direction 90°. The land T defined in this way we shall 
call the effective free path and the effective rollision time. And it 
is this effective coUislOn time which occurs in equation (3), as 
appeal's from the derivation, 

If we assign this meaning to land T, we thinl\:: that the consi
derations on which .MAXWELI:S deJ'ivation of the equations (4) are 
based, will also continne to be valid for liquids to a certain extent, 
and that it is to be expected that the T calculated in tbis way will 
be approximately equal to' the quantity T occurriJlg in equation (3). 

It is clear that this can only be the case to a certain extent, 
I 

Thus in ras~ of diffusion we always have to do with two substances, 
e.g. alcohol and water. We can, therefol'e, derive from the value 
of D, e.g. the 1 for alcohol molecules in water. But it is by no means 
Slll'e that we l1lay also use this t, when we want to lmow the l 
fol' alcohol molecules in alcohol or water molecules in water. 

But also the formulae fol' ~ and " are open to objections. In his 
derivation MAXWELL took, namely, only convection of quantity of 
motion and energy into ronsidel'ation. In a collision these quantIties 
are, how8ver, also ceded by one molecule to another. And it is 
clear that in consequence of this a cOl'l'echon must be applied, 
which wiIl be much greater for liquids than for gases. 

We shall now examine in how fa!', in spite of the objections 
mentioned, thE' qllantities T calculated fl'om the equations (4) yield 

a value which ean be \lsed for the calculation of b. 2. We then 
find fol' some ,substances : 

TI; TOl TV in water 

methy lalcohol 1,0,10-11 0,9. :10-12 ethylalcohol 1,6.:1 0-14 

ethy lalcohol 2,8 
" 

1,1 
" 

glycerine 1,6 
" water , 0,7 0,7 eanesugar 5,4 

" " " glycerine 2,3. tO-8 2,3 
" 

ureum 2,4 
" 

The index of t' indicates fl'om what qnantity it has been calculated, 
86 

Proceedings Royal Acad, Amsterdam. Vol. XVIIi. 
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Tbe val nes for tbe eonstants ;, " and D etc., from wbicb these 
't's have been calculated, are bOl'l'owed from tbe "Recueil de eon-, 
stantes Pbysiques" publisbed in 1913 by the Sociélé fl'ançaise de 
Pbysique. As mneb as pO::lsible the values have been taken at 
room temperature. 

We sball now examine what val ue T should have, if equation (3) is 
to agr'ee with tbe observations. If we take Rome deviations of gamboge ~ 
partieles in water measul'ed by PERRIN and CHAUDESAIGUl<iS 1), and If we 
suppose that tbe radins of a watel' molecule is equal to tbat of a 
molecule of watervapour, we filld the order 2.10-11 for T from 
equation (3). Rence we see that we obtain a better agl'eeIllent when 
we calclliate T fl'om tbe coefficient of friction or of conduetivity of 
heat tban fl'om the diffusion. The great diffel'ence in mobility of 
BRowNian pal'ticles in water and in glycel'Îne is in harmony with 
the great diffet'enee that Tç shows for these two substances. The TI\. 

and TD for glycerine does not show such great differences. 

§ 4. Por gases the supposition wbich we introduced for liquids, 
that, namely, the l for tbe effective molecules vvhic'b almost touch 
a sllspénded partirle, is tbe same as for a molecule whieb is in tbe 
rrJiddle of the gas or the liquid, wil I cel'tainly not agl'ee witb l'eality. 
Hel'e we shall sool1e1' be alIowed to disregal'd the mutnal coJlisions 
of the molecules, and only take the collisions of the molecules 
against the BRowNian plu,ticle into account. 

Bearing in mind that the quantity q in equation (2) consists of 
tet'ms proportional to u', v', and lO', the components of velority of 
the molecules, we see {hat q vvill cbange fOl' tvvo causes, 1. the 
collisions of the moleeules with the pal,ticle, 2. in conseqnence of 
tbe movement of a number of molecule:; away from the particIe, 
which molecules will thus get outside the "effective layet''', whereas 
olhel' molecules with other values of u', v'. and w ' will en ter 
this layer. 

We shaH be jnstitied in assuming that q has got an entü'ely ne,y 
value, when lil n' molecules, vvhose velocity was directed tovvat'ds 
the partide, have stl'Uck against tbe pal'tiele, and 1/2 n' molecules 
w bich possessed oppo8ite velocity , have 1eft the effecth e layer and 
have been replaced by others. ThllS T in equation (3) becomes 
the time in v .. bich the partiele has met with 1/2 n' eollisions. lf we 
derlOte t be time bet ween two collisions for the parti9le by T', then 
we get 1" == 1/2 n' T', and 

1) PER RIN and CHAUDESAIGUES. C. R. 146 and 147. 
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. (6) 

This expression is in perfect agreement with a formula, which 
has been derived by a purely -kinetic method by one of us.~) 

With MAXWEIJI. we may put for 'T' : 

1 1 1 VMm VN 
T' = 2" V2.1t (J2n 1J;f+m RT 

in which (J is equal to the sum of the radii of the particle and of 
the molecule, hence practically equal to a. 

On account of this equation (4) finally becomes: 

t:.2=~V1VRTm_t.. . l7) 
4 23l' N Qa2 

~ 5. The invalidity of STOKES' formula for pal'ticles with dimen
sions of the order of the lengths of free path of the medi.um or 
smallet·, has been pointed out by OUNNINGHAl\f 2). STOKES ,slIpposes 
that the surrounding molecules are carried along by the moving 
particie, so that on the surface of the partiele they have on an 

I 

average the same velocity as the particle itself. OUNNINGHAl\f takes 
the sliding into account and supposes that the partiele moving with , , 

a velocity t' impaJ·ts to the sUl'rounJing molecules a velocity of mass 
k \, an interaction throllgh collisions being added to th is, in which 
the veloeities of the molecules are independent of that of the pal·ticle. 
The \'allle k ean be calculated from the condition that under the 
action of n. constant force the veloeity \) will be constant, and 

k = (1 + ! V3
2
.1t ~)-1 

is found, in which 1 l'epl'esents the mean free path of the molecules. 
In this way OUNNINGHAl\f derives a force of friction: 

X = 6Jla;l\ (1 + ! V~.1t ~)-1 . (8) 

If we now ealculate t:. 2 in the way originally indieated by EINSTI!:IN, 

substituting, howevel', expresdion (8) for the value X = 6na;,.i, whieh 
the force of friction aecOl'ding to STOKES' formula would possess, we 

l 
get an expres sion which fOl' - = small, of course passes again into 

a 
l 

EINSTEIN'S formula, Fol' - = large it yields, howevel', a formula 
a 

J) A. SNETHLAGE. This kinetic derivation will probably shortly be published in 
another paper. 

2) CUNNINGHAM. Proc. Roy. Soc. Serie A Vol. 83 p. 357. 1910. 
86* 
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which if we afso introduce ; = 1/3 !!sl, becOlnes quite identical with~ 
our formufa (7). 

And this is not surpl'ising·. FOI' according to CUNNrNGH<\l\I the second' 
term wiL! prepondel'ate in equation (8), ~when onJy sliding ft'iction 
OCCUI'S, i.e, when the motion of the surrounding molecules has 
becorne qnite independent of the suspended partiele. On slleh a state, 
we have, however, also founded anI' considerations, At bottom 
OUNNINGHAM'S snppositions entirely ag ree with those of VON Sl\WJXCHOWSKI.~ 

l 
Accoeding to both writers it will dep end on the value of - whether 

a 
1 1 

1'01' b,.2 the formula with - or that with - is to be Ilsed. Our opinion 
a a2 

1 
is opposed to this. Aceording to us the formula with is always 

a2 

the correct one, 
In order to prevent misundel'standing we will state that we by 

no means intend to deny the validity of the formulae given by 
STOKES and OUNNINGHAM tor the friction of a small particle moving 
through' a resisting medium, We al'e only of opin ion that the appli
cation of the fOl'mulae should be confined to non-J'evel'sihle processes, 
in which friction actLlally appeal's. When a nal'ticle falls nndei' the 
influence of gravitation or when it is electl'ically chal'ged and moves 
under the influence of electl'Ïc fOl'ces, we think that the said fOl'mulae 
will give the true value for the friction. But in case of Bl'ownian 
movement, which is a phenomenon of thel'mal equilibrium, we think 
we have to aSbume independenee of the veloeities of the different 
pal'ticles on the gl'olll1d of statistical mechanics, which, as we demon-

- 1 
ótrated, leads to a value of b,.2 proportional to -. 

a2 

Chemistry. - "The P,X-fi,qw'es of Una1'y Systems, ACC01'di17g to 
the The01'y of Allotropy." By Prof, A. Sl\1ITS, (Oommnnicated 
by Prof. J, D. VAN DER WAALS). 

lCommunicated in the meeting of January 29, 1916.) 

1. Intl'oduction. 
I wil! begin this communieation by reminding the readers- that 

the theol'y of allotl'opy is based on tile hypothesis that in case of 
allotl'opy f01' an element 01' a compound every phase is complex, 01' 
in other wOl'ds, consists of at least two kinds of rnolec~des, between 
1~hiclt internal equilib1'ium prevails in case of una1'y belwviow'. 1) 

I) The words different kinds qf molecules are to understalld in a general sense. 
Jons also belong to the different kind of molecules, An internal equilibrium is a 
equilibl'ium of a unal'y system. -
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The tenor of this theory may be summarized under the four 
following points: 

1. Every allotropie substance belongs to a pseudo-system and 
the different kinds of molecules of this substanre are the pselldo
eomponents, which are more or Ie ss miseible in the solid state. 
'2, AD arbitrary thl'ee-dimensional spaeial figure of a unal'y Rystem, 

in which the concentration is plotted along one of the axes, cOllsists 
of a nllmbèr of internal equilibrium sl1rfaces, whieh are necessal'Îly 
sitl1ated in the corresponding spaeial figure of the eorresponding 
pseudo system, 

At the place 'Yhel'e these surfaces of intel'l1al equilibrium interseet 
the surfaces fol' the stabie and metastable heterogeneous eqnilibria 
of the pseudo system, coexistence takes plaee between different 
phases of thö unary system which differ fl'om each- other in concen
tration. Hence in the unal'y 'system the convel'sion of one coexisting 
phase to the other wHl always be attended w~th a chemical reaction. 

3, The phenomena of monotl'opy and enantiotl'opy appeal' hm'e 
in a new ligbt; they are closei", allied phenomena, and it appears 
at the same time that the difference in cl'ystalline form bet ween 
the modifications of one and the same substance are in causal con· 
nection with the dlfference in situation of the intel'l1al eq1lilibrium, 

4, The changes in properties whieh may be found nndel' cel'tain 
cireumstances when a Ulta1'y system is made to pass through an 
al'bitJ'al'Y process with a eompal'atively great velocity (val'iation of 
tempe)'ature, va1'Ïatioll of pressure, evapol'afion, soll1tion etc.) must 
be aseribed to a distm'bance of the intel'nal equilibrium of the 
considel'ed system. 

In the development of this theory use has been made of GmBs's 
principle of equilibrium, which says that every system ofsubstances 
at constant temperature and pressl1l'e tends to that state the thermo
dynamical potentialof which is a minimum, Whell applying this 
principle, we arl'i ,'e at the result that w hen e.g. the property of 
transformation illto each othel' is assigned to the eomponents of a 
system whieh was before thOllg'ht to be binary, in conseql1ence of 
whieh the system becomes unal'y, the thel'modynamie potentialof 
a cel'ta.in state of aggTegation, which is now a unary phase, mnst 
lie, at a definite ternperatllre and pl'ess/ll'e in the minimum of the 
;,x-line" which relates, to the binary mixtlll'es of the same state of 
aggregation a.1l the ulUu'y phase mentioned just now. 

This eau be eh~~idated in the following way: 
The total differentiat. of the thermodynamic potentialof a b,inary 

mixture is: 
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. (1) 

in whieh fLs J.112 and fLl fr/I repl'eseni the molecular potentials of the 
two components. 

If we assume now th at the two components can be tl'ansformed 
into each other, and that therefore an intern al equilibrium can set 
in, then in this state 

(2) 

fl'om whieh follows that: 

(~':)TP = 0 
(3) 

In eonnection with the weil known shape of I the ;,x-line this 
reóult means that the internal equilibrium is situated m the minimum 
of the ;,x-cnrve unrier considel'ation. 

When we consider th at the pseudo-components are eertainly 
miscible to a certain extent also in the soUd state, the unarJ' solidi
tication point tempel'ature will be a temperature in which a unal'y 
liquid coexists with a mixed crystal phase, and as the unary liquid 
lies in the minimum of the Ç,x-line of tbe liquid mixtu~es, the 
coexisting pbases mentioned will have to lie at the solidifieation 
equHibrium on a horizontal bi tangent, Le. also the ;,x-line fol' the 
solid mixtures will have to possess a minimum, so also a point 
where: 

(~!)T.P =0 

Ol' in ot hel' words in the coexisting solid phase internal equilibrium 
wiJl likewise prevail. 

We arrive at the same conclusion also by the followmg way 
for the intel'Jlal equilIbrium in the liquid phase holds: 

(fL2 M2)L = (tLI M1)L . . (4) 

fol' the heteroge11eOUS equilibrium between tlle liquid and the solid 
substance holds: 

(5) 
and 

(6) 
so that 

(7) 
) 

fo11ows from- the combination of (4) with (5)' and (6), or in wOl'ds: 
the solid phase whieh coexists with the liquid which is in internal 
equilibrium, is itself aIso in internal equilibl'illm. 

It has ful'ther been pointed out that in case of the appearance 
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of tWQ different soIid phases in the unary system (monotropy and 
enantiotropy), the ;-values for the dlffel'ent solid mixtures of tbe 
pseudo-binary sy5tem mllst present two minima at conbtant Tand P. 
Whether these two minima lie on the same continuolls ;,x-line, or 
on two different branches, which hal e • nothing to do with eaeh 
othel', is a question which, as lalready demonstrated before, is of 
minol' im portanee for"1 he theol'y of allotropy. 1) The prineipal thing' 
is that these two minima must exist, a!1d mnst lie on the same 
horizontal bi-tangent at the tramitioll point, 

All this was al ready fuHy explained and applied before, to indicate 
the sltuation of tile T,x-lines of the unal'y system in the T,x-figure 
of the pseudo-binal'Y sJ stem. 

We mayalso express this as follows we considel'ed tbe (T,X)p 
sections of the pseudo binal'Y P,T,X spaclal representation, whirh 
of conrse also contains the P,T,X spactal repr'esentation of the 
unary system. 

Now it is of' impol'tance with a VIew to investigations which are 
in pl'ogress, also to examine the P,X [-seetions of the spadal repl'e
sentation nnder discllssion, about which a few general remarks will 
first be made. 

2. P, T,X·spacial repl'esentation. 

The P,T,X spacial representation of the p"eudo-binary system 
conslsts, as is known, of a number of systems of two surfaces 
belonging together. At the plaee where two homonymous slll'faces 
intersect, three-phase coexistences al'Ïse, and at the plaee where 
three homonymous surfaees meet a fónr·phase eoexistence occurs. 

The P,T,X-spaeial figlll'e of the nnary system consIsts of a nllmber 
of surfaces of in te l'l1 al equilibrium, and where one of these smfaees -
meets a homonymous surface of the psendo-binary system, a two
phase coexistence of the nnary system occurs. Thus the smface 
fol' the internal liqllid equilibria e,g, intel'seets the llquid surface 
for the eoexistence lrquid.vapol11' in the pseudo-binary system. Hence 
every point öf this line of intersection repre~ents a liquid coexisting 
with vaponr in the 7tnary system. The intersection of the plane 
for the intemal vapour equilibria with the vapour surface fo}' the 
coexistence liquid-vapoUl' in. the pselldo-binaJ'y system equalI.,: yields 
a line of intel'seclÎon, evet'y point of which indicates a vapoUl' 
coexisting with' li'quid in the 'WW1'Y system, These vapolU' and 

1) These Proc, XVI! p. fi72, 

Zeitschr. f. physik. Chemie 89, 257 (1915). 
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liquid pomts of the nnar,}' system lie at anotheL' roncentration, -so 
that in the P,T,X-spacial figl1re of the unary system the equilibrium -
bet ween iiquid and vapour is indicated by two lines, the coexisting 
points of which dlffeL' in x-values, and the same of course also 
applies to every other two phase equilibrium in the unary system. 

It is clear th at the P. T .-projection j ust hides w hat is characteristic 
·in the unary system, because in this projection the difference in 
concentration of the coexisting phases cannot find expression, and 
every pair of lines for two-phase coexistences projects itself as one 
line in this represen tation. 

It is my pllrpose to dlSCUSS here some P,X-sections of the pseudo
binaL'Y P,T,X-spacial repl'esentation, and to point out the place of 
the unarJT system thel'e. 

To be able, howe\'er, to determine the plare of these sections 11 

is not necessary to draw the spacial repl'esentation ; the P,T-projection 
will sllffice, and this is the l'eason th at I wiII now pl'oceed to a short 
discussion of this projection. 

Beforehand it must be stated that two cases should be dlstinguished. 
First the case that the pseudo-components a and fJ are isomel's, and 
secondly the rase that {J is a polymer of a. 

In the first case the P,T,X-spacial tigure can possess a elltectic 
line, whel'eas as I showed already before, in the secOIld case a 
eutectic line will not occur as a rule. 

3. The P, T-pl'ojection of the P, T,X-spacial jigure of t!te pseudo
binal'y and of the U1W1'Y system JOl' the case a and fJ m'e isornm's. 

We shall now procee~ to' a ShOL't discussion of the P,T-pl'ojeC'tion. 
The thin continuous lines in Fig. 1 are the thl'ee-pbase lines of the 
pseudo-binal'Y system and 'the two-phase lines of the pseudo-eompo
nents, the thick continuous \ines referring to the two-phase lines of 
the pseudo-romponents, the thiek continuous lines referring to the 
two-phase lines of the unary s,}'stem. !i'or the greatel' clearness the 
phases of the nnary system are denoted by Su, Lu, Gu. (See Fig. 1 
following page). 

At the point where the vapour-tension line of the unary system 
KuD, more closely defined by' Lil + Gu, meets tl~e three phase line 
SPM + L + G, t.lle unal'y point of soliàification undel' the vapour 

p1'eSSUl'e is l'eached. This takes place at D; then two new !ines of 
internal equilibrium of the unary system appeal' in this triplepoint : 
the rneltingpoint line DE, more closely indicated by SU2 + Lu, and 
the line of sublimation DA', where SLIS + Gu coexist. In the point 
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B in this dl'awing the sublirnation line meets the tbree-phase line 
S;I + SPM + G of the psendo-binal'Y systern, which rneans -tïïä:t'it 
is sllpposed hel'e that a point of transition orcurs here under the 
vaponr pl'essure. Therefore besides the sublirnation line SUJ + Gu 

two more lines of internal equilib1'Ïnrn start from this triple point in 
the unary system, viz. the sublimation line of the new modification 
AB tOl' the coexistE'nce SLII + Gu and the trallsitiollline BC fol' Snl + Su' 

Whel'e the metastalJle prolongations of the vapour ten sion line 

Lu + GlI and of the three-phase line S"M + IJ + G meetl the loeta-
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stabie meJting point undel' tbe vapoul' pressure appears. This takes 
place in D'; of course two more metastable internal equilibrium ~ 

lines of the unary system must start from this triple point, viz. the 
meiastable melting-point line D'E' fol' the coexistence SUl + Lil and 
the sublimation line of the first solid modlficatioll D' A, which is 
metastable as far as the point B, and refers io the roexistence Su' + Gu. 

That here in this P,T-projeetion the theoI'y of alloh'opy has been 
applied, appears from this that tbe four three-phase lines meeting 
in the pseudo-binary system in the quadruple point e2 , are indi

cated by S"M:+L+G, S,3M+L+G, S"M+Sj3M+G and S"M+SPM+L, 
in whicb the index .M is llsed to state emphatically th at the solid 
substam'e here is a mixed cr,l/stat pita se. If this were not the 
case this P.T-pl'ojection would quite agree with that given by 
SOHOEVERSI

), but then it would be in conflict with the theo1'Y of 
allotl'opy. 

The P,T-pl'ojection diseussed here is in itself exceedingly little 
suitable for an illustration of the theory, because as lalready 
remal'ked, it quite hides the most important factor, tbe difference in 
concentrtttion of the different phases. Accordingly this figul'e will 
only be used here to indicate which P,X-sections of the spacial 
figure are in con.5ideration. 

3. (P,X)T-sections of the spacial jigU1'e. 

The (P,X)T-sections, jubt as the (T,X)p-sections ean of course be 
derived from the ;,x-lines. The only diffel'ence that appears is this that 

(a;) =-'1] 
aT l' 

follows fl'om the equation: 

d; = - "1 dT + vdp 

and that therefore at constant pressure the ~-lines deseend on increase 
of temperature, at least when '/1 is positi ve, while 

G!)1'=v 
which means that the ;-lines ascend with incl'ease of pressure at 
constant temperature. 

As, howe\'er, in the clerivatlOD we have only to do with the 
1'elative dlsplacement of thé ;-line'3, this is of secondaI'Y importanee, 
and we need not enter mto a special discussion of the thel'mo
dynamic del'i\'ation of the P,X)T-sections. 

l) Thesis for the doctorate, Amsterdam 1907, 
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Of more importance is the question what will be the shape of 
the internal equilibrium lines of the unary system in the l\X-section. 

We see then that according to PLANCK'S fOl'mula 

dlnK b.v 
-- --

dp RT 

this displacement will be detel'mined by the sign of b.v. 
Now we have supposed here that the pseudo-components are 

lsomers, which of course involveH that the P, X-line for the internal 
gas equilibdum runs vertical. This does not app!y, however, to the 
lines which relate to- the internal equilibrium in the li.quid and in 
the solid phase, because the b-values from VAN DER W AAJ,S'S equation 
of &tate for isomers, are not eqnal on the whoie. In the folJowing 
figures the P, X-lines of the unary system have, ho wever, been drawn 
vert~('al in all the phases fol' the sake of simplicity. 

Ph'st of all we shall now l'onsideL' the P, X-section at the tem
pel'atul'e tI' The thin lines again indiC'ate the pseurlo-binary figure, 
the thick on es the unary figure. 

p 

UUo Gvo 

1: P 1: r 
tt t2 

~'ig. 2. l!'ig. 3. 
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The line Guo G l1 l'epresent::: the internaI equilibrium in the 
gas phase. At Gn this line meets the vapour line aG of the pseudo
binary system, from which follows tbat when arrived at Gu we 
compress the gas further, and no metastable states occur, the mixed 
crystal phase Su, will deposit, WhlCh just as the gas phase G lt , in 
case of behaviour as a unary slIbstance. wilI be in internal eqnilibl'inm. 
Wh en all the gas has been removed by pl'essure, a furthel' com
pression will lead to an increase of pl'essul'e, and now the interJIal -
equilibrium m the solid phase can be indicated by the line Su, S'UI . 

If, ho wever, when we have arrived at Gn , the solId phase Su, 
fails to appeal' on fUl'ther compression, then tbe metastable pl'o]on
gation of the vapour line bG will be l'eached at G'n, whirh means 
that when no furtller retal'dations make their appearance, on fUl'thel' 
compl'ession the metastable solid phase S"2 WIl! appear, which in 
case of nna!'y behaviolll', will likewise be m intel'nal eqUllibrIllm. 

When the vapour has quite dl::lappeat'ed, fllrther compres&ion 
wiJl give rise to an incl'ease of pressure, and the internal eqmhbrium 
in the metastable slIbstance will be dlsplaeed along the line SII~ S'U2' 

A.t the tempet'ature chosen he1'e the unary solid phase SUl remains 
stabIe under all pressures, and Suo metastable. so that we may say 
that our system presents 1nonotl'oPY at thlS temperatlll'e. . 

Jl1st as It happells that a system is monotropic nnder the vapour 
pressure, and enantiotropIC lUider higher pl'essn re, a system that 
shows monotl'opy at lower pressure, can be enalltiotropic at higher 
temperatures. 

In the case under conslderation, where the phenomenon of enan
tiotrop,Y has been assumed nnder the vapour pl'essure, this is actualIJ 
the case. If we namely choose t

2 
as second temperatm'e (see Flg. 1). 

we get a section as is indicated in Fig. 3. 
Noteworthy is the change in situation of the unary system with 

respect to the pseudo bmary system on lI1crease of tempel'atul'e. 
The line for the internal equilibrium in the vapour has shifted to 
the l'ight with respect to the pseudo hinary figlll'e, which causes the 
meeting with the pseudo binal'y figuJ'e, which (hst took place on 
the vapour branch aG, to take place on the vapoul' branrh bG. At 
an intermediate tempel'ature the intermediate POSitlOIt must of rOlll'se 
be l'eached, in which the jllst-mentioned meeting took place exactly 
in the point G, Gn and G therefore coincidlllg. ,-

Hence at this tempel'ature coexiste.nce wiII be found in tbe unal'y 
system between two solid phases and a vapoul' ph ase, all thl'ee in 
intel'l1al eq mlibl'Îum, i.e. this temperatw'e wilt be t!tat of the transition 
point undm' the vapow' p1'esszl1'e. 
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The temperature t2 , which lies slightly above this temperatul'e, 
thel'efore, yields the P,X-sertIon Fig. 3, in which we see that the 
Iines for the intel'l1al eq11l1ibrlUm l[l the stab]e soIid modification 
SU2 and in the metastab!o modification SUl' meet the mixed crystal 
lines S.a~1. S' j3~f. and SUM S/"M: of the pseudo &ystem at S/U2 and S\II' 
which means that in case of unal'y behaVlOUI', a tl'ansition of the 
solld phase S'U2 into S/UI wil! take place there at constant pl'essure, 
pl'Ovided no l'etardatIOns occur, so tbat the modification SUl' whieh 
was metastable at 10 wel' pressnres, now fol' the first time appears 
stabie. If the phase S'U2 has been entil'ely cOI1\'erted, then on fUl'ther 
compl'esslon the pl'ef:,sure will again rise, I:Lnd now the intemal equi
librium of tlle stabIe phase wd! move along the hne S/UI , S"UI . 

ACco1'dingly at this tempemtzwe enantiotl'opy isjound witlt variation 
of tlte 1I1'essu1'e. 

Jut 1 
S~ 

FJg. 4: has referenee to tlle tem-
perature of the metastab1e melting-, 

s' 
~ 

pOiJlt D of the una]'y system. The 
on1y pecuJial·1ty presented by this 
P,X-section eompal'erl with the 
pl'eceding one is this th at the meta
stabIe pJ'o]ongation of the ]ine for 
the internal eqmltbrium in the 
vapour exactly meets the point 
where the meta&table prolongation 
of the vapol1r bl'anch aG in the 
psendo lJinal'y sy&tem intel'sects 
the vapour branch of the: meta
stabIe liquid-vapollr equilIbrium. 
This means, therefore, that in meta
stabIe state in the ul'!.ary system 
coexistence of solid, liqllid and. 
vapour, viz. SlIJ + G'Ut + LIl a}J
peal's, Ol' in oiher words that in 
this section the rnetastable melting 
eqyilib1'iwn undel' tfte vapo'ttl' pl'es
SZl?'e occW'S. 

e 

:r 
t3 
Fig. 4. 

is clear without fLlrthel' 

Fig. 5 con'esponds with t4 , a 
tempel'atme lying a little below 
the entertie' tempel'aiul'e of the 
pseudo binary system. In connec
tion wilh what precedes this fignre 

expll1nation. 
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Fig. 6 relates to tlle temperature tij' lying somewhat above the ~ 
eutectIc temperature of tbe pseudo binary system. The P,X·section 
of the pseudo system con5equently exhibits a l'egion for tbe stabIe 

s'" 
Ut S" otl1 

s'~ 

S'" " S" 
Ut O(M P-

S' U 

S" 
S' 

P 
U2 Ut· 

S' U. 

p 

Guo 
:x: ~ 
t.5. 

Fig. 5 Fig. 6 
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coex.istence of liquid (L' L) and vapout' (G' G), of S,,-mixed 'crystals
(S:tM S'''M) and liquid (L"1/) and of S,-mixed cl'ystals (S'foM SpM) and_ 

liquid ((I/' L). The unary tignre does not cal! for any furthef' ex
planation. 

'The higher the tempel'ature is chosen, at the higher pressure the 
transition point of course occurs; in order to red ure the dimen6ions 
of the fignre, howevel', I ha \'e not been able to observe this; the _ 
figures are, therefol'e, very schematical. 

The P,X-sections Fig, 7 and Fig. 8 (p. 1345) hold fol' the tem
peratures ta and t7' which lie slightIy below, resp. above the stabIe 
unary melting point D. 

Now these figures differ in this that in Fig. 7 the line fol' the _ 
internal equilibria in the vapour meets the vapour line 'b G of the 
pseudo bináry ~ystem, i.e. the line l'elating to the vapoul's coexisting 
with the ~-mixed cl'ystals, whel'eas the line for the internal vapoUl' 
equilibria - in Fig, 8 meels the pseudo binal'Y P,X-figm'e in a point 
of the vapoul' line indicating the vapoUl' phases which coexist with 
a series of liquids. 

At an intel'mediate temperature, viz. the temperatnre of the stabIe 
unat'y melting point, the said meeting takes place exactly in the 
point G, which indicates the vapour coexisting with the liquid L 
and the mixed crystal phase SPl\I' so tbat at this temperatUl'e these 

three phases coexist also in the unary system, from which follows 
that this temperature is the stable una1'y melting 7JOint. 

4. P, T-pl'ojection of the P, T, X-sprwial 1'epl'eSentation fOl' 
the case that ~ is a polymel' of a. 

When we again Sllppose that the unary system presents a point 
of transition under the vapour pressme, then the P,T-pro,jection is 
as indicated by Fig. 9. (See following page). 

With regard to the direction of the lines ,of internal equilibrium 
in the P,X-sections it may be obsel'Ved th at as ~ is now sllpposed 
to be a polymer of a, it is beyond doubt that tlte internal equili
brium in the gasphase shifts towttrds the side of the polymer on 
increase of pressure according to the equation: 

dlnK l:::.v - -"--
dp B'l' 

The dire<.'tion of the lines fol' the in/ernal equilibrium in the 
liquid and also in the solicl phase will depend on this wh ether the 
total molecular volume incl'eases Ol' decreases on splitting- np of tlle , 
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polpnel' P in a. No doubt we shall be allowed to assnme as a rule 
that the moleclllar volume decreases at the reaction: 

na~~ 

and that thel'efore: 
nb l - b2 = l;,. b = > O. 

In this case the lille fol' the internal equilibrium in the liquid 
and in the solid phas~ wiU move to the side of the polymel' on 
increase of pressul'e. 

This has thel'efore been assumed in the foUo\ving P ,X-figmes. 
We should not fOl'get, ho wever, that as Dl'. VAN LAAR I) has demon
stmted fol' the sub&tance water, the double molecules H402 seem to 
possess a greatel' lIIoleculal' volume than two molecules H20, 80 that, 
wlIen we sbould want to examine this substaure, the lines fol' the 
intel'llal equilibrium in t,he liqnid phase and in the solid phase shift 
jnst to the side of lhe single pseudo-component H20 on illcrease of 
pressUl'e. 

1) A rcb. 'l'EYLER. Serie 2, T. XI, Troisième padie 1908. 
Zeitsch. f. phys. Uhem. 31. 

87 
Pro"c.:edings' Royal Acad. Amsterdam, Vol. X VIll. 

2 
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.A t a tempel'ature tI' below that of the Ü'ansition point under the ~ 
vapour pressure B, the P,X-section is as indicated in Fig. 10. At 
this COnE,tant I temperatlll'e and variable pressu/'e the unal'y system 
exhibits the phenomenon of nwnotropy. Sl1l~ is the stable 1II0ditlcation 
undel' the VapOlll' prebSlll'e. At a temperature above that of the point 
B, e.g. t

2
, enantiotropy is found on illcl'ease of pressure, as Fig. 11 

shows. Under the VapOlll' pl'éssure Sll2 is now stabie. At the higher 
tempel'ature ts, above the metastable triple point DI and below the -
stable tJ'Jple point D, evel'ytbing' remains mOl'e Ol' less the same, 
onl:)" when we want to I'epl'esent the metastable internal equilibria 
in the unal'y fig'UI'e, the dl'awing becornes somewhat mOl'e intriêate, 

p 
p 

Uo 

1: r 
t.2, 

Flg. 10. Fig 11. 
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bilt the connection becomes elearer on somewhat closer examination. 
ThllS in Fig. 12 with reference to the unary system three 

more meta&table equilibl'ia occur besides the stabie eqnilibrium 
of SU2 + Gil and the transigon equilibrium of S'112 + S"UI' viz. the 
metastable equilibria G'u + T..JI1, G"u + SUl anel Vu + S'Uj' 

At a ternperature above the stabIe triple point D, coming from 
lower pl'eSSllre, as Fig. 13 shows very rlearly, we meet in the unary 
system tb'st the stabIe unal'y vapour point (Gn + IJlt), tIJen the 
metastable unary sublimation point for S112' viz. (G/u + SI12)' then 

~ 
'\ ...... 

\ " \ , 
, '\ S' 

\ ,U2 -\ \ 
\ \ 
\ \ 
\ 
\ , , 

p 
p 

Ot 1:: . r ex X p 
t.3. t.4. 

l~ig. 12. Fig. 13. 
87'* 
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tbe same for Su\, viz. (G"u + SuJ, th en the meiastable unary melting 
'point of S112' (S'U2 + Vu), the cOl'l'espondmg point for SUl' (S'\11 + L",,), 
and finally at a still higher pressure the unary transition point, 
(S·' + s" ) U2 UI • 

OBSERVATION. 

As is known it of ten oecurs that thongh the vapour tension eurves 
of two different modlfieatiolls do not interseet below theil' melting 
point tempel'atures, the melting point curves of the'3e two states do 
yield a point of interseetion. In this case the system is monot?'opic 
unde1' the VrtpOU1' preSS1l1'e, but ena17tiot?'opic undB7' t!te melting ln'essw'e. 
As it is illogical to appIy the terms monotropie and enantiotropie 
only to the case that the suhstanee is nnder the vapour pressUl'e, 
it is expetiient to state when mentioning these phenomena, under 
what eircumstances the system is eonsidel'ed to be. And just as we 
can now speak of monotropie and enantiotroplc for a system that 
is under constant pressnre, the same denominations can also be 
appJied, when the temperature is thollght to be constant, as this lias, 
mOt'eO\'el', been repeatedly done in thls rommnnieation. 

An01'!J' Clwrn. Lan01'. of t!te Unive?'sity. 
Amsterdam" Jan. 19, 1916. 

Physics. -" The Symmetl'y of the Rontgen-patterns of Tetmgonal 
CJ'ystal.~". By Prof. H. HAGA and Prof. F. M. JAEGER. 

(Communicated in the meeting of February 26, 1916). 

§ 1. Fol' the p\lrpose of flll,ther completing onr experiments on 
the specific symmetry of the dlffl'aetion-ima~es, which eau be obtained 
by radiating throllgh cl'yRtals by means of RONTGEN-rays, we pnblish 
in the following paper the results, which were obtained by us in 
the study of tetraqonal erystals. 

It appeared ro be rathel' difficult to study an object of all seven 
classes of tlle telragonal system, while many of the hitherto kJlown 
representations of the menhoned symmeky-classes could hardly be 
obtained in sueh a degree of pelfeetion, as is lequil'ed for Ihis , 
kind of experirnents. Moreovel', from toe tetragonal-bisphenoidlcal 
class no repl'esentatives are hitherto known,l) with certainty. 

1) lt is not yet cerlain, wh eiber tbe compound' 2 CaO. Al~03 . S~O~, mentioned 
by WEYBERG (Anz d. Akaû. d Wiss. in Kl'akau, 611- 616) (1906), may indeed be 
considered 10 be a representalive of llus symmelry·class. 
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Finally we were obliged to limit Our stndy to the following 
reystal-species' R~ttlle; Cassitaite; i-Erythrite; 8cheelite; .LV ickel'Jul
phate (6 f12 0); Nickelselenllte (6 H 2 0); Potassiurndihyd1ooplwspltate; 
Penta-e1oytlzrite; and Wulfenite. 

§ 2. The symmetry of' tbe RONTGENpatterns for definite sections 
of tetl'agonal crystals of dtffel'ent classes has been alt'ead)' deduced 
by us 1), and the results reviewed. We ean thel'efore re fe I' here to 
them, and begin witbout delay wIth dlscll&sing the different crystal
species studied by us. 

r. Ditetragonrd-bipyramiclal Class. 
a. Rutile: Ti02 , with axial ratio: a: c = 1 : 0.6442, OUI' rrjstals 

originated from Rart.de in .N orwl1y. They wet'e onIy imperfectly 
transIucld as weil as the sectIons of them, and fnll of very fine cracks. 
The obtained RONTGE~patterns were not very beauttf'nl, and unsuit
'able for l'eproduettOn. Thel'efore only a stel'eogl'aphi<'al prqjection 
is reprod Llced hel'e (fig. 1 on Plate IV) of the image obtmned in 
radlatwg thl'ollgh a crystaI-plate parallel to (001); its thickness was 
1.50 mmo The patteI'll evidently shows a quatemary axis, and four 
vertlral plan es of symmetry passmg through lt. 

b. Bettel' l'eslllts were obta.ined wtth C;'a'Jsitel'ite: 8n02 • I Our 
crystals, whose pal'ametel's were' a: c = 1 : 0.6724, originateci rt'Om 
Sclda,q.qp711vald in Bohenua. Of the resulting images of crystal-plates 
parallel to 10011, 11001 and 11101 only thai pal'aileI 10 10011, ethiek
ness of the plate: 0,20 mm.) appeal'ed to he l'eprodllceable (fig. 1 
on Plafe I); lt possesses, as can be seen from its stereogntphical 
projectIOn on Plate IV (fig. 2), also a Cjllaternary axis and four 
verttcal plan es of Rymmetry. Of' the images obtained wlth plates 
pal'allpl to 11001 and 11101 (d = 0,22 and 0,23 mm.) 8tereogmphical 
pl'ojectiolls al'e l'eprodllced m fig. 3 and 4 on Plate IV: tlley possess 
lWO perpendicuIal' planes of symmetry and a binary axis pel'pen
dlCulal' to the photogl'aphic plate, quite lil COIlcOl'dance with the 
theoretical deductions. 

1I. Ditetmgonal-pymmidal Class. Notwithstanding numel'OUS 
tentativE's we did not sllcceerI in obtaming any othel' object of this 
rlass than Penta-eryth1oite in a sllitable form The rrystals of SilvlJ1'
fbw1'ide were too hygroscopie, tbose of loc/o-succinicimicle too smal!. 

Howe\'er we were able to get very beautifuI, tl'ausparent crystals 
of Penta-erytlwite: CóH12 0 4 (= C (CH2 0 H)4)' ~pt: 2530 C. This 
compollnd, which accol'ding to MARTIN 2) must belong to this 

1) HAGA anu JAEGER, these Proceed. 18 543. (1915). 
2) MARTIN, N. Jahrb. f. Miner. Beil. Bd. 7. 18. (1!:i91). 
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erystal-elass (a: c = 1 . 1,0236), possesses a ,erJ perfert cleavability 
parallel to (001), which made it possible to pl'epal'e very beautiful, 
homogeneous plates parallel to (001), and of val'ied thickness; their 
accurate orientation could be controlled suftieiently in convergent 
polarized light. By means of' f'aultless prêparations of Ihis kind, 
which had a thickness of respectlvely 0,34 and 1,30 mm., we 
obtained yery good and agreeing RONTGENpatterns, of J hit'h one is 
reproduced in fig. 11 on PI~te lIl, and as 5tereogeaphical pl~ojection 
in fig. 17 on Plate IV. 

From these irna,qes it can be seen with ~ertaintJl, that' the crystals 
certainly possess rt quatemm'y pl'incipal aa::is, but not vertical planes 
of symm,etry. It follows immediately from this, that penta-el'ythrite 
cannot belong to this symmetry-elass, but that it is tetragonal-bipy
l'aI7lidal, just like scheelite, or, what is far more probable in respect 
to the hemimorphy found by MARTIN, that it bfllongs in the same 
symmetl'y-class as wulfenite, I:tnd th us must be considered to be 
tetragonal-pyramidal. ln any case the compound can be no Jonger 
rf'ckoned to be a l'epresentative of the ditetr:tgonal-pyramidal class 
of this system. 

IJ I. Tetragonal-bipyramidrtl Glass. 
a. From a crystal of i-Erythl'ite plates parallel to 1001/ and 11 OOI 

were cut with a thicknebs of 0,85 and 0,81 mm., and radiated 
through. The I:txial ratio of tbis compound, whose composition is: 
G4 0JI,.o, is: a:c = 1: 0,3762. The obtained RONTGENpattel'ns were 
too feebie for reproduction; however their stereographieal projeetions 
are reproduced in fig. 5 and 6 on Plate IV. Fl'om fIg. 5 it 
appears, that the pattern of a basal seetion possesses only a single 
quaternal'Y axis, but nu planes of symmetry; while from fig. 6, 
which because of' the very weak negative can be only comidered 
ab an approximation, it may be seen, th at there is only a horizontal 
plane of sjmmetry present. This faet also is iJl ful! agreement with 
the conclllsions dl'awn from the theoretical interpretation of the 
representative of this phenomenon. 

b. Other reslllts we re obtained in the case of Scheelite: Ga WO 4' 

whose axial ratio is: a:c = 1: 1,5359, and whieh according to the 
development of its limiting planes must be considered also to belong 
to this to symmetl'y-class. 

Ol'iginally we had at Out' disposition very beautiful plates, ent 
from a crystal, which evidently seemed to be a homogeneolls, single 
individual; this scheelite-crystal ol'iginated from Schl((g,qenwald in 
Boltemia, while later crystal-plates of a crystal fi'orn Schwa1'zen
berg, Gelbe BÏ1'ke, Erzgebi1'fJe were alsoinvestigated. Already soon the 
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very beautiful Röntgen-pattern obtained by means of a section perpen
dicular to the principal axis (d = 0,24 mm.) appeal'ed to possess 
not only a ql1aternal'y ·axis, but also four vertical planes of symme
try passing thl'ol1gh it. MOl'eover, also the images of plates parallel 
to (100) and (110), whieh had a thickness of resp. 0,19 and 0,18 
mm., showed the pr€'sence of two planes of symmetry pel'pendi
eular to eat'h othet·, and a binary axis. The original photos are 
reprodnced In figs. 2 and 3 on Plate T, while then' stereographlcal 
projections are' published in figs. 7, 8 and 9 on Plate IV. The men
tioned phenomenon may be observed therein immediately as weIl as 
the great number of spots; not the slightest indi('al1on ean be found 
pointing to El, 10wer degree of symmetry of these images. 

Tt IS natlll'al to gi ve an analogous explanation of this abnormal 
behavIOur in the same way, as formerJy was given in the case of 
q1wrtz, namely by supposing a twin-stl'llctl1re to be the cause of it. 
lndeed 8cAeeiite of ten shows a twin-formation, whlch cOllld be the 
cause of this strange behaviour: not seldom scheelite-twins are found 

fit 

with parallel axial-systems, which may be eonsidered to be penetl'a-
tion-twins wüh an apparent SJ' mmetry aftel' fOIl!' planes, passing 
through th€' "ertieal axis; the RÖNTGENogmms of sneh a penetl'ation
twin would indced show the symmetJ'y observed by us. But oUt' 
crystals showed ueither a stl'~ation of the pyl'amldal faces, nol' the 
OCCUl'l'ence of allgles, nor any further indication for the correcmess 
of tlle '3UppositlOn, thai l'eally sneh a penetratlOn-tw1I1 is present 
here. Of course al1 optical Investigation cannot _decide the questIOn 
here in any way. 

We tl'led to find out a]so the nOl'l1lal ease, bJ studying in the 
same way a numbel' of scl~eelzte·crystals of the best quality, and 
from all kinds of places: fl'om Travel'sella 111 Piemont, from Kal1W1lfJg 
)n Guttllnnen (Beme1' Ob erland) , fI'om Sc/iwal'zenbe,'f}, etc. In fig. 4 
of Plv,te [ we have again l'epl'OdllCed one of these photos, obtained 
with a plate parallel to (001), and 0,26 lIJm. thick, cut from a 
el'ystal of Gnttannen. But also here thel'e could be no doubt whatever 
abollt the fact, tha,t the RONTGEN-pattel'lls of all tbese sclteelite-el'ystals 
showed quite the same phenomenon. The image e. g. of the crystals 
from Traverse/la, altlJough not completely eentt'ically orientated, 
showed cleady the pl'esellce of planes of syIllmetl'y. 

We must thel'efoJ'e eonclude from thls, th at even extemally pel'
feetly single individllals, of scheelite, in l'eality must be polysynthetic 
intet'gl'owths of right- and left·handed erystals. We do not see th at 
anothel' explanation of the obset'ved phenomenon is possible in this 
case, if not aftel' all one wel'e inclined to doubt the essential correctness 
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of the flOW established general theoretical interpretatiou of the sym- -
metry of the diffl'action-phenomenon studied; and this wiII no longer 
be possible aftel' all proofs, which wer~ g'athered hilherto in favoul' 
of its COl'rectness. lVloreo\'er, - even th en it would be hardly pos
sible to understand, why the symmetry of ~hese RÖNTGEN-patterns' 
appeaJ's to be so remal'kably high. Thl1$ we are for the present 
rather strongly compelled to accept the snpposition of a polysynthe
tic twin-structure of all scheelzte-indi vidllals. 

IV. Tl3tragonal-tmpezohedrical Class. 
a. Nickelselenate: NiSe04 + 6H,O. This compound was prepal'ed 

from pure, cobaltfree colloïdal nickeloxide, by sol ving it-with an aqueous_ 
solution of pure selenic acid and evapol'ating the fillel'ed sollltion in 
vacuo. The beautiful green cl'ystals l'epresent pyramidal C'l'ystals with 
the forms: /1121, 11111. 0011. 12031, /1011 and /1001. and an axial 
!'atio: a: c = 1: 1,8365. The obtained RÖN'I!GENpatterns are reprodu
ced in figs. 6, 7, and a on Plate JI, while in figs. 11 and 12 on 
Plate IV their stereogl'aphical projections are shown. The image 
obtained with a plate cut parallel to (001), - th is being 0,72,rrml. 
thiek, - possesses evidently a quaternary axis and fom plan es of 
symmetry passing thl'ough it, while the images parallel to (100) and 
(110), (a = 1,11 mmo in both cases) manifest IwO plan es of symme
try perpendicular to' each other, their intersection tbns being a binal'Y 
axis. Tbe higher symmetr·y of the three patterns is thel'l"f'ore also 
in this case in full agreement witb the theoretical ~xpectations. 

b. Also to obtain a new case of Röntgenpatterns of isomor
phously l'elated substances, we in vestigated moreovel' tbe analogous 
Nicke1.'Jztlpluzte: NiS04 + 6H, n. At J'oom-tempel'ature we always 
obtained from aqueolls solutions the rhombic-bisphenoïdical slllphate 
with 7H~O, whose Röntgen-pattern parallel to /0011 appeal'ed 
generally similar to the corresponding one of zinc-sulphate. Between 
30° and 40° C. the tetragonal form is obtained, uetween 50° and 
70° C., howerer, the monoclinic form of the hexahydrate, which mono
clinic fOl'm e.g. in the case ,of the corrE'sponding, isodimorphous 
cobalt-stût appears to be the more sIabIe form even at ol'dinal'y 
temperatures. The tetragonal modificati'on is deposited ft'om solutions 
also at room-temperatures, if an excess of fi'ee sulphuric acid ls 
added before 1). The cl'ystals of J.ViS04 + 6H2 0 have an axial 
ratio: a: c = 1: 1 ,9061; they al'e pel'fectly cleavable parallel to (0011. 

J) It may remarked here howevel', tv.at in this case too, first monoclinic crystals 
are deposited, changing subsequently into the more stabie tetragonal modificatiun. 
Here thus the so-called mie of the reaction-steps lGAY LUSSAC, OSTWALD) is again 
illustrated in a rather striking way. 
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By means of sl1ch a cleavage~lamella, 1,65 mm. thick, we obtained 
a Röntgen~image, completely analogous to th at of tbe cort'esponding 
selenate, and which only manifested another distl'ibution of fhe 
intensities of the diffl'action-spots; th is last phenomenon will be 
discussed in the following paper more in detail. 

The obtained pboto is l'epl'oduced in fig. 5 on Plate II, and 
in stereographieal pl'ojection in fig. 10 on Plate IV. The Röntgen
pattem possesses a quatel'llal'y principal axis, and tour planes of 
symmetry ~ntersecting at angles of 45°, - just as was theoretically 
expected. 

c. Finally we im'estigated also a plate of St1'ychnine-sulplzate: 
(Cn R22 N 2 O2\ • B 2 S04 + 6 H 2 0, cut perpendicular to the optical 
axis. This lae"ogyratorJT substanre, whose parameters al'e: a: c = 
1 : 3,312, belongs to this symmetry-class too. 

Indeed the pattel'l1 obtained with sueh a plate parallel to 10011, 
and 1,76 mm. thiek, showed the aspect of the projection-figure 18 
on Plate IV. Here also the quaternal'y axis and the four plan es of 
symmetry passing through it, are imrnediately discel'nible. In con
nection with the l'elatively great ratio a: c, the principal spots appear 
crowded in a smaller distance from the centl'al part of the figure. 

On a former occasion. we have mentioned all'eady the very 
strongly dextl'o-, resp. laevogyratory T1'iethylenecliamine-cobalti-bl'o
mide (+ 2 H2 0), which also cl'ystnllises in the tetragonal system, 
alld which belongs eithel' in this class, or in the bipyramidal one. 
In every case it ran be seen ffam the approximative stereogl'aphical 
projection of: the Röntgenpatte1'l1 parallel (001), whieh is reproduced 
once more in fig. 19 on Plate IV, that notwithstanding the strong 
rotatory power of the cl'ystals, clearly fom planes of symmetry can 
be disce1'l1ed passing thl'ongh the pl'incipal axis. 

V. Tetra,r/onal-scaleno!tee!?'ica[ Class. 
a. The only substance belonging to th is class, which could be 

obtained in crystals suitable for our pUl'pose, was Potassium-cliAyd1'O~ 
O1,tlw-pha.'Jplwtl': KR

2
P0

4
, with the axial ratio: a: c = 1: 0,9391. 

The Röntgenpntterns, which were obfained witl! crystal-plates parallel 
to (001), (100) and (110), (cl = l'e"p. 1,20, 1,13 and 1,25 mm.), 
were só feebie, that with the excepfion of the imnge p~rallel to (110) 
(see fig. 9 on Plate lIL), theJ were unsuitable for direct repl'OdLlC~ 
tion. Thel'efore tbe eorl'esponding stel'eographical projections are 
given in fig. 13, 14 and 15 on Plate IV. 1'hey prove, that the 
image parallel to (001) possesses a qua!ernary axis and fom vertical 
planes of symmeb'Y passing through it, while bath the other patterns 
show a binal'Y axis and two pItmes of symmetry perpendicular to 
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eaeh other. Also in this case, therefore, the agl'eeme'nt between 
observed and expected symmetry appeal's to qe beyond doubt.-

.' Vl. Tetmgonal-p.1J1't'lmiclal Class. 
The oniy rep1'esentative of th is class at out' disposal was ~W~t1;fenite:,' 

PbMo0
4

; the results' obtained with it are thel'efo're l'evie~ed h,e1'e. -
The axiaJ ratio of this mineral is: Cl: G = 1: 1,5'777. The bealltiful" 
ol'ange-coloilrerl ' crystals': originated from' Ywna Co in A1'izona; 
'later-on we .investigated also yellow crjrstals of ,Má1nmotli ~Mine in 
the same coup try. , _ 

The Röntgen-pattem parallel to (001) (cl = 0,24 mm.) is reproduced 
, ~ 

in- fig. lOon Plate IU, and as a stereographical projeèti9n' 'in fig~ '16 
on' Plate'IVf Apparently, perhaps also really, tl~is'iÓlàge'shows' ~n 
analogolis 'lnc1'ease of the theoretical sym'tnetry, as was' found in-the 
case of scheeHte. Tlte' images parallel to (100) and (110)' also, al
though t~o féeble' to be' rep1'oduced here as proof, make the p1'e-' 
sence 'of tvvo plan es of sjTrnmetry, 'pel'pendicular to each other, very 
'pl'obable. Ho'wever; the, innermost cil'cles of spots show on' 1he 
negative parallel to' (001) a distribution of the intensities, as is 
indicated, also in t11e corresponding stereographical pl'ojection, and 
which might prove that alowel' s,rmmet1'y yet manifests iteelf in 
this 'Röntgen-image, alt.hough only in ,.a very feebIe degree: In' con-

'nection with the mentioned symmetry of the il!lages pat'alleI (0 (WO) 
and. (110) howevel'" this supposed lowel' symme~rJ may appeal' still 
rather doubtfuI 1

). And in ihat case here again the question must at'ise, 
what, the cause èan be of this increase of (he expected symrnetl'y? 
Here too, a 'possible explanation of Ihe fact, cOllld only be 
based' upon the supposition of a twinformation, wbich ho wever in 
the case' of. wulfenite has been observed rarely or not at all. The 
not' completely ad,jl!sted image of the crystal of Afam11'wth ",Mine, 
betrayed the 'pressure of planes of symmetl'y also. 

Of the t~t1'a:qonal-bispkenoidical claNS, thel;e à;'e, as alre'l1dy men
tjoned n~~' i;èpl~ésentatives lmowi1 with cel'tainty . 
• . , .i. : .::: . 

'~3.. If thus we review here tlle results obtained' in this invest
igatión, we can' draw' att'eittion to the fact, that fol') si~ of the 
seven' classes 'of the tetragonal system, a sludy of Ihe 'degl'ee' of 
symmétry of the RÖN'l'GEN-difft'action-images' was' mac!e; and that, 
with the exception of the cases Of scheelite, anel perltaps ,arso of 
imJJfenite, -: which' bath show an abnorrnal inc1'ease of theil' degl'ee 

1:) 'l'he partiêular shape of the spots in this case too makes it doubtful, ifreally 
no twin·structure plays 'a certain role here: , 
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of symmetl'y probabl,v by twinning, - we found in all rases an agree
ment between the actually obsel'ved and the theoretically pl'edlcted 
sym metr)' of the RONTGB.N-pattel'ns of the5e tetragonal cl'ystals. The 
prmClpal corrertness of the diffl'actlOn-theory is thus proved here 
sufïiciently for tetragonal crystals also. 

Furthermol'e it could be shown, th at penta-eryth1'ite eannot be of 
ditetragonal-pyralDldal symmeLry, as hith~l'to assumed, but that 
1t ean probably be onIy tetragonal-pyralDldal. 

Labomtol'ies fo?' Physics and fo?' lnorganic 
and Pltysical Chemistry of the University. 

G1'ol1ingen, February 1916. 

Mineralogy. - "On Rontgen-pattetns of [somol'ZJhous Crystals." 
By Prof. F. M. JAEGEB aI~d Prof. H. RAGA. 

(Communicated m the meeting of February 26, 1916). 

§ 1. In the following paper w~ wish to discuss the results, which 
were obtained by us in l'adiatlllg thl'ough the similarly ol'ientated 
planparallel plates cut fl'orn crystals, which are related to each other 
as direct "isomorphous" ones. To avoid unneeessary complreations, 
we used fol' this purpose crystals of inol'ganic snbRtanees of relatively 
simple chemical composltion, in whose analogously bml(-înolecules 
every ti.me one slllgle specIes of atoms was subshtuted hy anothel' 
closely l'elated speries. Thns In comparing one tel'm of a series 
with anothel' one, onIy one smgle of the stl'uctul'al elements is 
subshtnted by another one. 

§ 2. The isomorphous eomponnds, whose Rontgen-patterns were 
compal ecl with each other, were the following: 

a. The series of the rhombic-blpyramidaI, typÎ<'ally pselldo-hexagonal 
carbonates of c(dci~t1n, st1'ontium, bal'iu,m, and lead, whieh are found 
in nature us thc minerals . ar)'(lgonite, st,'ontianite, wit/zerite and ceJ'llssite. 

b. T/w carbonates of calcium md manganese, which are found 
as the ditrigonal-sc.tlenohedriral mll1ol'als cabte anel 1'/wdochrosite 1) 
in beau Llfnl rrystllis. 

c. The series of the rhomblt~-blpyramidal SU~J/lates of the 1rwtals 
cabitln, gtrontium, banit1n and lead, which are known in minel'alogy 
as the minerals anhy(l1'ite, coelestine, bm'yte ancl anglesite. 

1) Or dialogûe. 
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cl. The lze';alz,vcZrates of nickelsulplzate and nickelyelenate, which 
both belong to the tetl'agonal-tl·apezohedl'ical class. 

e. The IwptahycJmtes of the sulphates of zinc, magnesht1l~ and 
nickel, w hieh belong to the rhom bic-bisphenoïdical class. 
_ Some of these compounds were already stndied by us formerly, 

so tbat only the stereographical projections of the RÖlltgen-patterns 
wil! be repl'odueed in this paper fol' comparison, only of the new 
objects have we also repeodnced the oeiginal photogrammes, as far 
as possible. 

It may be remarked here, that also in thpse experiments the 
hal'dness of the Röntgen-l'adiation used, was kept constant almost 
completely by means of an osmotie palladium-regulator with combined 
micro-gasburnel', and by the nse of a milli-ampèee metel', which 
allowed us to keep the eUl'l'ent-stl'ength of (he tlischal'ges in t11e 
tube within vel'y narrow limits. The differences of intensity and 
hardness were thus reduC'ed to a minimal amount. In these cases, 
also a rotating gas-interruptor (improved "Cox" - manufacture) was 
rIsed, as weil as an intensifJing screen bel1ind the photographic 
film. 

~ 3. A1'l'agonite; St1'ontianite; JtVithB1,ite; and Ce1'ussite. 
A review of the parameters, specific gravities and calclliated 

topical axes of these rhombic caebonates may first be given here: 

Mineral: Compo-I Chemical 1 

sitlOn: 
Axial ratio: 1 spec.j Gravlly: Topical Axes: 

Arragonite CaC03 • a b:c=0.6228: 1 :0.7204 2.93 x:'f;:~)= 2.64:4.23: 3.05 

Strontianite SrC03 a : b : c = 0,6090 : 1 : 0.7237 3.70 x:'f;:.J = 2.73: 4.49: 3.25 

Witherite BaCOg a: b: c = 0.5949: 1 : 0.7413 4,30 x :'f;:OJ = 2.84: 4.70 :3.44 

Cerussite PbC03 a:b:c=(J.6102: 1 :0.1231 6.51 /.:'/':0) = 2.75: 4.51: 3.26 

Although these fou!' minerals doubtless must be considered to be 
isomol'phous ones, as is e.g. COnfil'ITled by thei!' ability to form solid 
solutions and by the complete analogy of their twin-formation, the 
above mentioned. review teachE's however quite cJearly, ihat only 
in the case of the three fi,'st named terms of the series the COl're
sponding distallces of the cl'y!:ltal-stl'ucture increase in a regular way 
with an inCl'ease of the atomic weight, and in all thl'ee axial dil'ections. 
In the case of cemssite, howevel', these distances again decl'ease to 
about the values charaeteristie ·of the stl'ontium-salt, lndeed, also the 
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diffraction-images of fhe lead-salt will show a somewhat different 
character, if c.ompared vyith the very closei)' analogous patterns of 
1he three first mentiolled compounds, as wen with respect to the number 
as to the pal'ticular way, in which the reIative intensity o~ the spots 
is manifested. However, just in the case of cerussite, the pseudo
hexagonal character of the crystal-structure remains manifested Yery 
clearl)', as is shown on comparing the stereographical pl'ojE'ction of 
the Rönrgen-pattern, obtained by means of a crystal-plate parallel 
to (001). (See fig. 9 on Plate IV). 

The Röntgenpatterns of a1'ra,qonite parallel to (100), (010), and 
(001) have all'ead)' been published by us 1). In improved form theit' 
Rtereographical projections are here reproduced onC'e more for the 
pnrpose of compal'ison, in the fig. i, 3, and 6 on Plate IV. Of the Röntgen
patterns of .~tl'ontitlnite and white1'ite, only the not absolutely centra
ted images of plates paràllel to (001) could be reproduced (Plate I, 
fig. 2 and 3), and of .~trontianite also t11e one parallel to (100). (See 
Plate I. fig. 1). The centssite, however, gave the magniticent patterns, 
provided with numel'OUS spots, reproduced in' fig. 4 on Plate I, and 
in fig. 5 and 6 on Plate n; the last' image is somewhat distmbed. 
Howevel' of all these minerals the snitable images are drawn on 
Plate IV in stereographical projection, thus a direct comparison of 
those fol' corresponding cl'}'stal-sections being immediatel)' made 
possible (vid. fig. 1 to 9, on Plate IV). 

The analogy in the general strl1ctllre. of homo10gous patteI'ns is 
undeniable, even where this structure ap'pears to differ not inconsi
del'abl)' in pal'ticulal's. This analogy doubtle8s can be considered an 
important argumentation in favour of the analogy in the tota] special 
arrangement of the space-Iattir.es of sueh isomol'ph011S crystal-species 
sllsjJected already long by cl·ystallogl'aphers. Doubtless this a.greement 
wOllld in man.)' cases be a~a.in more evident. if a greater certainty 
abollt the indices to be attribnted to the different zone-circles wel'e 
present, - especially to the circles with the greatest and with the 
smallest· radius among them. Because of the impel'fections of the 
photographic images, of the exact ol'ientatiû]1 of the cr)'stal-plates, 
and berause of an inevitabie llncel'tainty in fhe choice of the right 
value of the distance .l1 bet ween plate and cl'ystal, it is, howevel', 
hardly possible to attain this, and thus it is beyond an)' dOllbt, that in 
attributing the indices to some circles, the choire of them is some
what arbitrary. However, it is hardi.)' doubtfnl, that if ideal circum
stances were realised, the indices of cOl'l'esjJonding circles in the 

1) H. HA GA and F. Ivi. .TAEGER, These Proceed., 18, 559, ~HJ15). 
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images of sn eh isomorphous erysta!s, would appear to be quite identical. 
E"en if this supposition most favourable for the older eonception 

of the. struetul'e-analogy of isomorphous crystals were held up, 
_. a very remarkable phenomenon still_remains in these cases, 
whieh always and witb all isomorphol1s el'ystal-speeies hitherto 
investigated, was obsel'ved: i. e. the faet, that the distribution of the 
relative intensities of Iwmolo,qous spots in the co]'/'esponding pattems 
0/ such isomorphous Cl'ystals, appea:rs to be ve1'y different with the 
clUlerent members of eve1'y series; while also tlw total number ol the 
spots, whiclt appear in eve1'y c01'responding zone, seems to be v(t1'iable 
in the case of eve1'y substance in ZJct1,ticula1'. 

If now a close analogy iJl the stl'ueture of the space-lattices is 
supposed, it wil! appeal' hal'dly possible to explain thjs remarkable 
fact in an)" othel' way, than by accounting for t.he mentioned differences 
by the very different specific seconda1'y mdiation of the atoJlls, wbich 
in the spaee-lattices will be substituted fol' eacb otber isomOl'phously. 
If e. g. the lead-atom lmder the influence of the incident primary 
RÖNTGEN-rays will indeed mdiate in a specific way, different from 
the radiation of calcium-, Ol' barium-atOlDs unde]' the same eÏl'cum
stances, - than it is at least comprehensible, that even in the case of 
a completely analogous spacial arrangement of such atoms in the different 
space-lattiees of the studied cl'ystals, the Röntgen-patterns obtained 
can differ in the number as weil as in the intensity-distribution of 
the diffraction-spots as stl'ongly, as was l'eally observed. Further, 
that these peeuhtrities, whieh wel'e fOllnd by us in aU in vestigated 
cases, CaTlllot be accidental, is sufficiently proved thereby, bnt is 
in favoUl' of tbe supposition, that they al'e connected with the special 
nature of tbe atoms 'snbstituted for each ot hel'. . 

Tt seems llnneCeSsal'j' to illllstraie the mentioned fact by demon
stration of a particnlat' Rönlgenpattern or by discllssing special values 
of the indices: an immecliate' coq:tparison of corresponding stereo
grapbical projeetions can show th is in a sufficiently evident way. 

§ 4, Rlwdocl~?'osite and Crdcite, 
The used crystal-plates of 1'/wclochl'osite: MnCOa were cnt from 

a beautiful pink crystal from Colorado (Tlte Lake Cv). Tbe <:01're
sponding pbotogrammes are reprodllced in figs. 7 and 8 on Plate II, 
and in stereogmphical pl'ojection in figs. 11 and 13 on Plate IV, 
The Röntgen-pattel'l1s of calcite have already beeu deseribed by us 1), 

as regards tbose from plateEl cut parall~l to (1011») and (1210), w~ile 

1) H. HAGA and F. M. JAEGER, These Proceed, 18, 54.8. (1915). 
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the patterns corresponding wUh a section pel'pendicular 10 the optiCttl 
axis have been discussed already sevel'al times 1). Fo!' the pUl'pose 
of comparison tlle stel'eogl'aphical pl'ojeeLion of the image of calcite 

parallel tQ..(:i 210) is here l'eprodllced onee more. (Ffg. 12, on Plate 
IV); the image parallel to (0001) is very analogous to that of 
1'lwdoch7'osite, as can be seen from fig. 10 on Plate IV, this being 
a l'eprodllction of BRAGG'S photogramme. 

The degl'ee ofanalogy bet w~en the two minerals may be ,judged from 
t.he following data: 
Calcite: CaC03 , with a: c = 1: 0,8543; spee. gravity: 2,75; X=3,397. 
Rlwdoclwosite; J.lfnC03 , with a; c = 1 ; 0,8259; spee. gravit)'; 3.66; 

X == 3,254:. . 
Also in. this case the general analogy, at least of the images 

obtained parallel to (0001), cannot be denied; but the diff81'ences 
in the above stated respeets are 110 less evident. It can be eleady 
seen, that in the two patterns as weU the TIumber as the inlensities of 
corresponding spots are different in the case of each mineral ; the 

patterns parallel to ():ilO), Hltllough of similar eh arac ter, are even 
strongly different with respect to details. ln cases as these, where 
only, a single binal'y axis is present as an element of symmetry, 
the immedmte eompal'ison of the two patterns is ofteu found much 
more different, ~han iq. cases, were one Ol' more planes of symmetry 
are present too. 

~ 5. Nickelsulplwte and lVickelselenate. (+ 6H2 0). 
ln 0111' previous paper 2) Röntgen-patterns of thel:le tetragonal salts _ 

have been pnblished; thllS anI)' the stel'eogl'apbical pl'ojections of 
the Images pai'allel to (001) arc here l'epl'odnced once more fol' the 
pUl'pose of C'omparison (fig. 14 anel :15 on Plate IV). The degl'~e of 
analogy of the two salts ean be seen f!'Om the followillg data: 

Nickelsulplzate: NiS04 , 6H~ O. a: c = 1: :I ,9119; spec. gravity: 
2,065; X: (J) = 4,053: 7,749. 

Nickelselenate: NiSe04 ,6H2 0. a: c = 1 : 1,8364; spec. gravity: 
2,314:; X: (J) = 4,179: 7,673. 

The analogy betwee!1 the two images is hel'e a very close one; 
however in no less degl'ee the diffel'ence in intensity anc! the nUll1ber 
of the spots in the same zones. Also illl this case these diffel'ences must 

1) Vid. i. a.: W. H. BRAGG, Proc. Ray. Soc. A. 89. 248. (1913) Zeits. f. anorg·. 
Chem. (1914). 206. 

~) H. HA GA and F. M. JAEGER, these Proceed. 18. (1915). p. 1350. 
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be attribnted to tbe specifi~ secondary radiation of the sulphur-l and - v 

selenium-atoms, all othel' circumstances being the same .. 

: ; §:,~.; .AnhY,cl1'it~,. Coelestine and Ba1'yte. _ 
A~.',till now _- we .did·. not succeed' iJl get~ing slûtable patterns of 

angl~si~e:, !?bS04,; ,- le,sRecially becallse !l0 good crys,tals were·. at 
our .disposition, -- we wiI~ compare here 'onIy the ~~inerals anhy
drit~~:. CaS04, coelestii~e:. 8,1'/304, and bq,l'yte: BaS94 m?~'e in detail. 

Again.' the degree of análogy between these thl'ee ?ubstances ,can 
~e ,~~~~ f!'qrp' ~h,e ·fl?llo~ing .values ot' thei1': parameters::, ~rid tOl)ical 

. '.' .. 
axes:, .. " 

r ~.'. • , ,I ~ 

Anftyd1'Ûe: Ca804'. a: b,: C = 0,893~ : 1 : 1,0008; spec. gravity: 2,96; 
.. X :'tf.': ~ ==.3,~2 : 3,72 : 3,72. ; '.1 

Co~lestine: 8I'S04" a : b : c' 0,7790: 1: 1,2800; 'spec. gl'avity: 3,975; 
,. X: tIJ : w =.2;80 : 3,59: 4,60. ' 

Ba1'yte: BaS04. a,: b,:'c = 0,8152: 1: 1,3136; spec. grayity: 4,486, 
X: tIJ : w = 2,97 : 3,65 : 4,79. 

Evi(lently CaS04 cannot _ be considel'ed to be isomorphous with 
the Sr-, and the B0"salt in t11.e true sense of tlJe word, notwith
standing its close relation to them; indeed, also the comparison of 
the 'col'responding Röntgen-patterns will $how immedia,tely, that the 
anftyd1'ite gives images, which are strongly diffel'enf from those of 
both the oUler salts 1). (Vid. the projections 16, 19 and 22 on 
Plate IV). . I 

• Of baryte we got pattei'ns suitable fol'. l'eprodudtion only from 
pIat~8 pal'apel to (100) and (001), I'eprodnced in fig.,9 and JO on 
Plate 111. l\eithe1' the images obtained with coelestiné, nor those of 
bal'yte paI:aIlel' to (010), could be reproduced. Therefore fl'om 
th~se we' have published on Plate IV onIy the correspo~ding. stereo
graph,ical pl'ojections, side .Ijy. side with those of th.e plates of baryte; 
they' al'~ reprod I~t~ed . in fig. 17, 20; 18, 21, and 23 ~il Plate IV. 
: A'ith6l;gh~: the images of bm:yte and coelesti?Û3 parallei to '(100), 

and in' the same way those pal'aIIel to :(010), appeal' ia b~ highly 
analögotls; ; th'ese: also are diffel'Ïng in niinor details arid 'especially' 
in' the intensity-distl'ibntion of the spots. AIso in '·this case there can 
be given' hardly any other ex:planation, -- if tbe' si~il'arity of all 
other circumstances is' taken iuto accollnt, -: than th,at· it is the, 
svecific secóndal'y radiation of the mutllally substituting atoms SI' 

,and Ba, which p-"oduces these differences . 

. 1) In' our former drawings an interchange of the b· and c·axes bas occurred, 
as Prof. RINNE was kind enough to indicate. Therefore we have reproduced the 
figures once more in. tlie rigl!t positions, and witl! the cOl'l'esponding indices. 
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§ 7. Finally we will dl'3JW attention fol' a moment to the analogy 
of the eorresponding Röntgen-pattel'ns of the sulphrttes of magnesium, 
nickel and zinc, el'ysta,llising with 7 H2 V in the rhombic-bisphenoi
dien,1 class. The parametel's of these salts are ooubtlesfl immediately 
comparable: 

.Má.r;ne/:n:umsulpltate: MpS()4' 7 H 2 V; Cl: b : c = 0,9901: 1. 0,5709; spee. 
gravity: 1,677; X : tI\: w = 6,315: 6,379 : 3.641. 

.Nickels~d[J!tate NiS04 , 7 H2 0; a: b : c = 0,9815: 1 : 0,5656; sper. 
gl'avity :~1 ,955; X : tI' : w = 6,255 : 6,373 : 3,605. 

Zincszdp/wte : ZnS04 , 7 H2 0; a: b : c = 0,9804.1 : 0,5631; spec'. 
gt'avity : 1,976: X: 'tI' : w = 6,282 : 6.408 : 3,608. 

VVe were not able to get any of these patterlls in a form suitable 
for l'epl'oduetion: in the case of all these suJphates the images were 
very feebie, so that finally only some of tbeir stereogl'aphical projec
tions conld be obtained in a form, whieh was at least somewhat 
satisf'actory' fOl' the pnrpose of compal'ing them. 

They are reprodnced in fig. 26, 27, and 28 on Plate IV, namely 
as images only parallel to (001). ar,td in fig. 2.t and' 25 on Iy these 
parallel to (010) for the magnesium-, and the nickelsalt, because the 
images parallel to ro10) of the zincsalt were hitherto onl)' obtained 
in an abnol'mal 1

) form. 
Althuugh even in thig case a certain analog'Y of cOl'l'esponding 

patterns see~s to be 'undeniable, the differenees betV'ireen the images 
appeal' however to be quite appreciable, - whicll must dOllbtless 
be partially explained by the photos not ueing very bealltifnl, nnd fol' 
this pll1'pose sornewhat l'lldimentary, but which on the other hand is, 
without any dOllbt, pal·tially ('aused by the fact, that also here the 
dish'ibution of the intensities of the cOlTesponding spots in these 
patterns, is in ever)' eaóe dIfferent. It may ue rernarked here, that 
this fact, - although in a less high degl'ee, - appeal's also f}om 
the Röntgen-patterns of pY1'ite ancl /w,'lte1'ite, pl1blished by EWALD and 
FHlEDRIeH ~). 

§ 8. lf now we reVIew once mOl'e the resnlts obtained in Ibis 
investigation, we ean draw with some certainty from them the 
following ('on('lusions: _ 

a, Thé general structnre of the Róntgen-pattel'llS of analogonsly 
orientated sections of isomol'phous cl'ystals, appeal's to be a closely 
l'elated one. It is cónfil'meo by the pl'evions study, that 1.he view, 

1) Vid: H. HAGA anel F. M. JAEGER, these Pl'oceeel. 18. p. 570 lmcl 571. (l!1Hi). 
2) P. P. EWALD anel W. FRIEDRICII, Ann. der Physik (4.). 44. 1183. (1914). 

. ~ 

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XVIII. 

11 
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aftel' whieh slleh isomOI'phons CI'J'stal-stl'llCtlll'eS wOllld -p .... ,,"P'lS similar 
space-htttices, in wh}eh simpl'y a snbstitnLioll of one atom-speeies by 
another elosely l'elated one has ocelll'red, appeal's to be higbly 
probable and weIl jllstified. 

h. However it cannot be denied, thaL llnder Lhe same, Ol' at least 
extremei)' similal' cireumstances of the experiment, thel'e appeal' to . ~ 

be not onl,)' differences, bei ween t be cOlTesponding patterl1S in their 
minor details, but esperially in tbe nnmber anel in the ehal'aetel'istic 
relative clistl'ibution of the intensities of the spots, which can onl.)' 
be accounted 1'01' by assuming dUfel'ences in t/w spec~fic seconda7';t! 
melirttions, which are typical fol' every kind of substituting atoms 
especially. 

It is not impossible, 110 we ver, that e.g. the more Ol' less do se 
occllpation of cOl'l'esponding: reticlllar planes in those space·lattices, 
wil! moreover play a cel'tain l'óle in the whole pbenomenon. 

Labomtvries fol' Physics ancl fa?' G,eneml .. anel 
Inor.qanic Chemistry of tlw Unive1'sity. 

(honingen, Februal'Y 14th 1916. 

Physiology. - "On the fwwtion of t!te 112. obliquus supe1'i01' of 
t!te eye". By Dl'. C. O'l'TO ROIU .. OFS. (Communicated by Prof. 
pl'. G. VAN Rr.nmERK). 

CCommunicated ir: the meeting of January 29, 1916), 

The m. oblieplUs snperiol' takes its origin fit the forfimen opticum 
between the m. l'ectus superior and the m. l'ectns intel'nus. The 
muscle mns medially in the top of the orbita to tbe front, ove1' the 
m. reetus internns; nea,l' the tl'ochlea tbe ronnd tendon bends and 
is ihen dil'eeted posterionsly and towards the ternple. Then the 
tendon becomes flatte]', is continued under the extl'emity of the m. 
reetus snpel'iOl' to aHach iLself in the shape of a fan to the temporal 
superior qnadmnt of the posterior bulbns-balf. Tbe line of insertion 
rum; more or less from nasal postel'iol' to temporal anterial'. 

The dit'ectiol1 of the part of tlle tendon between the trochlea anc! 
the point of insel'tion inLo the sUl'face of the bnlbus is wit.h tbis 
muscle of great importance. fol' the mechanism of' the motion. 
Tbel'efol'e viTe musL know the exact location of tbc trochlea anel of 
the point of insel'tioJl into the bulbns. To FICK must be given 
credit fol' having first indicated, how we can detel'tnine by a system 
of coordinates t.he points of origin and insel'tion of the muscles of 

/ 
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the eye. FICK and -aftel'wards RUE'rE h~ve also executed some 
mensurations. Later on VOLKMANN made similar mensLll'ations much 
,more C'orrectly with more tha~ 30 eyes. 

VOIJKl\lANN imagined a ~rectal1gular system of coordinates the 
axes of whieh pass through the center of rotation of the eJ'l'. 
The axis th at conneets the ('entel'S of rotation of the IVi:O eyes is 
called the a:-axis, that is to say, positively from (he centel' of rotation 
towards the tempIe. The axis Vel'ticé"tlJy lhrough the eentel' of l'otation 

. is l'aJled tlle z-axis; whilst the part over tlle center of l'otation is 
l'eckoned positive. The axis perpendiculal' to the two former, the 
sagittal axis, is cailed y-axis, the part of whieb behind the ('enter 
uf rotation was taken positive by VOLKl\i.\NN; in aceorda,nce. wit!] 
ZOl'II anel VON KRIES in the hanel book of HELMIIOLTZ the part of tbe 
y-axis before the centel' of 1"otation will howevel' here be reckoned 
posi ti,ve. ~,.' I 

The position of the head is by no means insigllificant fOl"' the' ' 
rriensurations of the location of the points of oJ'igin anel insertion 
of the eye-muscles according to t!~is system of cool'dinates; the head 
is sllpposed to be kept erect. 

V01JKl\IANN admitted as point of insertiOJl of the muscles of the 
eye the center of tile line of insel'tion. lf 110W we call the COOl'
dinates for the insel'lion_ of the m. obliq lIUS superior Xl' yi and z! 
anel fot' the troch!ea :J.'o, Yo anel Zo then tbe resnlt of the measmement5 
made by VOl,Kl\1ANN prodnced the following averages : 

tlJi = 2.9 mm. Yi' - J.41 mmo Zi = 11.05 mm. 
Xo = -15.27 mmo yo = 8.24, mmo Zo = 12.25 mmo 

FOl' hls calcnlalions VOT,KlIIANN admitted, thaI the llormal eye 
cOl'l'esponds with a globe, the radius of which amounts to 12.25 mmo 
whilst the point of rotatiop would lie 1.29 mm. behind the center 
of this globe, as has been determined by DONDERS and DOYEH. lt is 
necessary, that (he point of rotation llas a consta,nt location not 
C!nly in the eye bllL also in the ol'bita, aR we detel'mine both ,the 
place of insel'tion and the place of the tl'ochlea vvith l'egard to the 
cpn tel' Qf rotatioll. Most likely tlwl'e exists nei Iher ilJ the OI'bila. 
nol' in the bulbus 0(~1I1i a rea! conslnnt centet' of l'otation. Tbc 
investigations of Ihn,l\IHoLTZ, DONDERf;, MÜLLl!m, VOL1\lIIANN, 'V-OINOW, 
BJmLIN and otllers have taught us howevel', that we are cel'tainly 
not fal' fl'om the ll'Uth, if we admit a constant point of rotation 
fOl' the nOl'me.l eye, so that consequently the regioll called by HEIUNG 

tbe intemxial space of tlle bulbus, is a!so \'el'y smal!. Thel'efore we 
slm!! not make gl'eat erl'Ol'e, jf we continne to make 11se of the 
data supplied by VOLKl\[A~N in tllis l'espect. 
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Some objections can hovlTever be raised against the results com
municated by VOLI{lIfANN and aftenval'ds reproduced in the literatul'e, 
namel)' : 

1. Too 1ittle attl'nl,ion is constantly paid -to the fact that rhe 
figures supplied by VOLIG\IANN al'e onl)' averages, anel that the 
extremes sometimes differ considerabI)' . These extremes are not the 
consequence. of errors made in thë mensnration or calculation, UH t 
originate in anatomical individnal oscilla!ions. 

2. VOLKMANN'S calcnlalion of Zz from Xi and yz is not exactly correct, 
aS he has not snfficiently paid attentiol'l to the fact, that the center 
of rotation lies 1,29 mm. behind the central point. The formula used 

by him Zz= VJ'2-,1h 2_yt2 ougln to have been Zi=VI'2-Xz 2-(yi-1.29)2 

in which l' is (he radius of the globe. 
3. The .cakulation of Vo is ver)' com!J1icate and is found by the 

calculation of ft g't"eat number of averageb, so tbat it is very (joubt
ful whetber great significalion ma.)' be attributed to a \'a1ne obtaiued 
in tllÎs wa)", even if the mensuratiolls are made in 30 cases. ' 

The first objec::tion may be met by taking 1ike",ise account of the 
extremes in the succeedillg calcn1ations. The secolld objection req ~lÏres 
on1y tbat the ca1culation is made a second time. The third oQjection 
can lilrewise be met in a clegree by introducing n, simpIer calcula
tion from tbe data supplied by VOLK1\lANN himself. VOJ.KMANN namely 
has measured with 33 different eyes the angle be!weell the y-axis 
alld the dil'ection of the telldon pl'Ojected upon the horÎzontal plane 
going througll the center of rotation. For this he found: 

minimum: 40°10', maximnm: 6t °3', average : 47°24' 

VOLKMANN remarks bere emphatically, thaL the probable eIT01' 
of his detel'minations amounts to onl)' 1/100 , and that conseqnently 
tbe important diffel'ence betweell the two extremes pl'oves. that 
tlle location of the m. obliquus snpet'ior and the mer!laniral opera
tions resulting ft'om it, are subject to ver)' great individual oscillations. 

lf now we know Xi, Yi and x o' then it is very simple to calcu
lale !/o by means of the menl,ioned angle, which we shall call hence
fOl'tll L q, accot'ding to the formnla Yo = (Xi-Xo) cot. q +,1h. 

'Vith the help of tbe minima, maxima and ayerages fol' Xi, y, and q 
we can now likewise calculate fol' Yo a minimum, maximum and 
avel'age. The reslllts of tbe mensllrations of VOLKl\fANN, somewhat 
moditied on account of my cOllsicleratiolls anel calcl1l~tiolls, are the 
followillg Ol1es: 

:ri: min. 0.5 mm., max. 5.5 mm.·, average . 2.9 mmo 
y,: min. -1.7J mm., max. -6.7J mm~, avel'age -4.41 mmo 
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Zz: min. 7.47 mm., max. 11.87 mm., avemge 10.45 mmo 
.uo: with only slight oscillations. average - 15.27 mmo 
Va: min. 2.0J mm., max. 22.90 mm., average 12.30 mmo (8.24 mm., 
Zo: with only slight osciUatiom, average 12.25 mmo 

From the location of the tl'ochJea and of the point of insel'tion 
of the m. obliquus sllperior we ean calclllate the position 'of the 
plane in which the couple lies that is formed by f'ontraetion of tllls 
muscIe. We shall caU th is plane the plane of motion. The axis of 
motion of this mnscle stands in the center of rotation perpendi
culal' to this plane of motion. Tbe pl~ne of motion does not entit'ely 
cOJ'J'espond with the mlls('\e-plane, which is defined as the plane 
going throngh the tl'ochlea, the point of illsertion of the muscle ,ano 
the central point of the eye. The plane of motion namely goes 
through the tl'ochlea, the tangential-point of the mu"cle and the 
point of rotation of the eye; by the tangential point we undel'stand 
the point wher~ the muscle fh'st touches tlle bulbus oculi. I shonld 
consequently be obliged first to calcnlate the loeation of the tangen
tialpoint; fol' simplicity's sake, howevel', I bave not uone, so nnd 
admitted as plane of motion the plane gOll1g through the tl'ocblea, 
the point of insertion qf the musf'le and the center of l'otation of 
the eye, as this ean occasion only an insignificant el'1'or. By rneans 
of this plane I bave calculated tbe location of the axis. 
~ow we can calculate the Jocation of the axis of motioH fol' the 

averages anel fol' all combinations of the different E'xtremes. These 
ealculations have been made by me fol' six cases; these ,cases we 
eall a, h, c, d, e and f. With a and b the averages have been used, 
only ,1/0 is in the two cases different. 

FOI' c 1 took /:. Cl as lat'ge as pos'::Iible, {Cz a,s hw ge a'S possible, 
Yz as small as possible. In this eye we ma)' expect: a stl'ong l'otatioJJ, 
a feebIe abdnction, a feebIe deorsnmdllction. 

For cl I took ~ q as large as possible, ,VI as small as possible 
!li as large as possible. In tbis eye we ma)' expect: a strolJg l'otatioll, 
astrong abduction, a feebIe deorsumduction. 

For e I took / q as small as possible, Xi as large as possible, 
Vi as sm all as possible. In this eye we may expect: a feebIe rotfition, 
a f~eule abductioll, a stl'ong deol'sumduct~on. 

Fo!' fItook ,( q as small as possible, ''Vl as smal! as possible 
:1Ji as large as possible, In this eye IVe mfiy expect: a feebIe l'otation, 
astrong abductioll, a stl'ong eleorsnmdllction. 

Just like' VOLKlIIANN I shall caU the al1gle of tbe axis of motion 
with the ,v-axis t:.~ J., with the y-axis L.. (.t and with the z-axis L v, 
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Now the axis of motion makes wUh each of the' coordinate-axes 2 
angles, whieb are each otl1el"s sllpplements. Therefore VOI.KMANN 

uses, in imitation of FIC'K, fol' his determinations the pal't of the axis
of motion, located at that side of the center of rotation, seen from 
whieh the rnuscle tlll'llS the eye according to the hands of a cloek. 
The angles ;, tt and 1', whicb I have calclliated for the 6 different 
cases, are consequenti,)' not el/nal for the l'ight and for the Ieft e,) e 
but each otlter's supplements, The follovnng tabie, which l'epresents 
the results of my caiculations, contall1S only tbe vèllues found fol' 
the l'lgh t eye. 

a b c d e f 

I 
xi 2 9 mmo 2.9 mmo 5.5 mmo 0.5 mmo 5.5 mmo 0.5 mmo 

- 4.41 

10.45 

-15.27 

8.24 

12.25 

--4.41,,-1.71 ,,-6.71,,-1.71 

Yo 

y 
L IJ 

11 10.45 

" -15.27 

11 12.30 

12.25 

10.53 

" -15.27 

" 

9.78 

12.25 

29° 6' 

IJ' 79°45' • 83°14' 96° 4' 

11 9.26 

" -15.27 

" 

" 

2 Ol 

12.25 

" 

" 
11 

10 53 

-15.27 

22.90 

12.25 

moment S. 080 KR 0.73 KR O. 87KR 0.72 KR 0.63 KR 

moment t. 0 57 0.68 0.47 0.49 11 0.72 

moment V. 0.18 0.12 -0.11" 0.49" -0.28" 

" 

11 

- 6.71 

9.26 

-15.27 

11.97 

12.25 

42°24' 

55°39' 

68°20' 

0.56 KR 

0.74 " 

0.37 . " 

If we eall the moment for the total eouple f( R, we can with 
the help of the p1ace of the aXlS separate tb is cOllp1e into th ree 
diffel'ent eouples, which move the eye l'espectively round a sagIttaI, 
a tL'ansvel'sa1 and a veL'ttcal axis, and caleulate the moments of these. 
The moment fol' the sagitta1 axis (moment s) is J( Tl cos [t, fol' the 
transvel'sal axis (moment t) is KR cos J. anel for the ve1'tiea1 axis 
(moment v) is J( R cos 1'. The l'esult of the calc111ations is likewise 
.indieated in the table aho,'e; the negath'e vahles with rnoment v 
indieate an adducmg moment. 

Conseqnently we see, not withstanding important individnal osdl
lations, rhat the m. obliquus superior serves in the vel'y fhst place 
for the l'otalion of tbc eye inwal'dly (moment s) 01', what means tltc 
same,' to compensate I'otating moments ontwal'd1y, that howevel' for 

" 
" 
11 

" 
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looking downward tlle m. obliquus superior is neither entil'ely in
significant, though, accol'Cling to Zo'rH, tlle moment, of the n1. reCÎllS 
infet'ior is three times larget' for looking downwal·d. Fol' t11e 
abductiol1, on the contl'al'y, the m. obltq 'lUS ~ sn pel'iol' bas only a 
verJ slight signification, and in coopel'ation with ot/lel' abducent 
forces it can, at best, support the abduction somewhat. 

Does the knowledge we have obtained enable us also to estimate 
in some degree the ma.ximal excnrsion of the eye by contt'action of 
the m. obliquus superior? B.r E'xcllrsion we must understand Ihe 
angle that t11e eye ma,kes, moving l'ound a consta,nt aXIS of motion, 
in this case Lhrough contraction of the m. oblIquus superior. 

VOJ,KMANN sllpposed that he conld give an affirmative answel' 
to Ihis question, by admitting that the maximal eXtlU'bion \vas 
reached, when the point of llIset'tion coinrlded with Ihe tangenlial 
point. Re adds to thl&, that with flll'ther Con tl'actlOll of Ibe muscle, 
no rotation would tH.ke place, but a l'emoval of the center of rotation. 
The maximnm found bJ him fot' the avel'age eye amounted to 
26° 55'. 

A few objections might be raised against Ihis conclusion : ' 
1. Beside the coupIe that moves the eye, there exists alwa,ys a 

force that tl'Ïes to remove the center of rotation. AR soon however 
as the point of lI1sertion bas reached the tangeutJalpoll1t, tbe fOl'c'e 
that tl'ies to remove the centel' of l'otatlOl1 will become pl'opol'tion
all)' greatel'. 

2. The calculated maxin1<"t of excllI'sion of the 4 mmo l'ecti do 
not cOl'l'eflpond wttb tbe size of the field. of ViS10Il. 

-
Caleulated maximal Size of the field of vision aeeording to I 
ofexcursion accord- I 
ing to VOLI(MANN I VOLI(MANNISCHUURMANN I AUBERTI KÜSTER,HERING INAGEL 

M. reet .• ~xt. 60°43' I 38° i 42° I 38° I 43° 43° I 50° abduetJon 

M. reet. lOt. 29°31' 42° 45° 44° 45° 45° 50° abduetion 

M. reet. sup. 41 °38' 

M. reet. inf. 41°43' 50° 

330 200 

440 I. 60° 

45° upward 
I 

45° I down
ward 

3. The maximal eXClll'SlOn fol' the two obliqlli ('tllcnlated accord
ing to VOIJKlIIANN would amOllnt fot' Iho m. obliq. sup. t~: 26° 55', 
fol' the m. obliq. inf. to: 78° 18'. TlllS l'elation is not probabie. 

4. If we calcnlate fl'om the maximal excLll'sion and the lengLh 
of the muscle-fibl'es (likewise measnred by VOJ,l(lIIANN) 1 he maximal 
abbl'eviation of the different tTIuscles of tl1e eye, then those would 
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os~tllate beiween 0.15 and 0.48. n~is eau neithel' be reasonably 
admitted. 

At last some doubt migbt ri se witb l'egard to the siglllfieation of 
this maximal excursion, as aftel' all an isolated contraction of the m. 
obliq. sup. does not OCClH' in the nOl'mal eye. I am however of 
opinioll, tb at the knowledge of tbe maximal eXCUI'SlOn can for all th at 
give us an impression of the signifiration of this ml1sele fOl' the 
nOl'mal motIOn of the eye. If we take mOl'eover into consideration 
that, aftel' hadng I'eached the tallgentIal point throngb t,he point of 
insel'tion, tlle muscle operates so unfavollrably, th at we cannot 
expect sueh an inappl'opiate constrllction in the nOl'mal !no,-ements, 
than VOJJK~ANN'S calculations are by no means insignificant. 

'fhel'eföre I have calculated fol' the avel'age eyes a and b the 
excUl'&ion that is reqUll'ed to bl'ing the point of insel'tion into tlle 
tangential point. At the same Lime 1 have added hereto two cases 
g and h in the following way g: Xl as large as possible, Yi as large 
as possible, L q avel'age, conseq uently excllrsion as large as possible; 

h: Xl as small as possible, y, as small as possible, L q avel'age, 
consequently ex.curöion as small as possible. 

'fhe l'esults were: 

For eye a: Xl = 2.9 mmo YI = - 4.41 mmo Yo = 8.24 mmo maxIm. excursion 22°27' 

" b: Xl = 2.9 mmo YI = - 4.41 mmo { q = 47°24' " " I 24° 8 
" "g:xI=5.5mm.YI=-6.71mm.LQ=47°24' " 46°9' 
" "h: Xl = 0 5 mmo YI = - 1.71 mmo I q = 47°24' ,,6°32' 

'file very important oscillations render it desirabie in suitable 
cases of par-alysis of the rut/se les of tlle eye tv investigate this maxi
mal exclll'sion more closely. In a case of oClllomotol'illS paralysis 
from the clinic of Prof. \VERTHEIl\l SUOMONSON I thought T might 
conclude from the field of vision, that thi& exctlrsion amollnted to 
± 30°. 

In the fUl1etions of the m. obliql1uS superior it is espeeially the 
position of the line of vision that reqnil'es OUl' attention. 'fbe lattel' 
is howeveL' indicated by different authors in a widely different way, 
and it 1s therefol'e necessal'y that ,in the first place we agree how 
we shall indicate tfle positIOn of the line of vision in our cases. 

HEumoLTz bas indicated, that witll el'ect head and looking forward 
in the distance the line of vision assumes a position nearly coin
cicting with the pL·jmal'y position "'of the eye, i. e. the position from 
WhICh' the eye moves in all dil'ections without rotating round the 
line Of vision, cOllsequently accol'ding to the law of LIS'l'ING. The 
axes of motion aL'e then always lying' in a frontal pIane,. goillg 
through the center of rotation (plane of LISTING). 
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We shall only then sreak of )'ota,tion in case the eye makes 
a motion Ol' aeSllmes a position that does not cOI'l'espond with tbe 
law of LI&TING. The rotation is then measured by tbe angle throllgh 
which the eye IUUSt rotate round the line of vis ion as axis to answer 
to the law of LISTJNG. 

By nbduction and rtclduction I shall nndel'stand the smailesL angle 
that the line of vision makes wlth the sagittal plane. 

By deol'sumcluction and /:'w'sumduction I shall llnder5tand the 
smallest ang)e that the line of vision makes witb the horizontal 
plane. 

The extent of the )'otation wiU depend upon the angle between 
y-axis anJ axis of motion and of the excursion that the eye has 
made L'ound the axis of motion. 

We can expre&s this in the fOl'mllla tg. 1/2 B = COS tt tg. 1/2 E, 
in wbich L. B = rotation, L tt = angle bet ween y-axis and axis of 
motion, ~ E = eXCllrsion. . 

Fot' the aûcluction hol ds' sin A = sin E cos v + (1- cos E) cos J. cos tt or 
sin A = 2sin2 1/2 E(cot. 1/2 Bcosv-cosÎ.cOS(1) 

Fol' the deorsumcluction holds : sin D' sin E cos À -(l-cos E)cos ,ttcosvor 
sin D= 2sin2 

1/2E(cot. 1/2 EcosÎ.-cOS~tCOsv) 
In these formulae A=abcluction, D=deonumcluction, E=excw'

stOn, whilst )" /1 and l' represent the angles of the aXlS of motion 
witb the x-, y- and z-axis. It' the aXlS of motion lies in the plane 
of LISTTNG (fl'ontal level) the formulae become much less complicate 
namely: 

sin A = sin E cos v 

sin D = sin E cos Î., 

In this case E indicates at the same Time the angle betweün line 
of vision and y-axis. If the axis of molion does nOL lie in the plane 
of LISTING, then the angle betwèen line of vision and y-axis (/ H) 
IS exprèssed in tbe formula: 

cos H = sin2 tt cos E + COS2tt 01' 

sin 1/2 H = sin (1 sin 1/2 E. 
Au isolated function of the lIl. obliq. sup. is inconceivable in Ho 

nOl'mal eye. SllCl! an ibolated fnnction is only I!ossible with definite 
paralysis of the muscles of the eye. 

We must 110wever eall the attentioll to tbe fart, that witb a para
lysis of the IDuscles of the eye tbe center of rotation is likely to change 
its place somewhat, as the constant location ot the center of-motion 
is a function, partIy of the tensions of the tissues, and the resistan
ces of the tissues partIy of the distnbntion of the tensions over the 
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different muscles. Tt is Iikewise the qnestion, whelher the eye wiUt'eaJly 
rotate l'ound a constant axis, a,s in l'eaJity the position of the eye 
does not only depend upon the strellgth of the contractiug muscle, 
bnt also u pon the elasticit.r and l'esistance of tlJe dlfferen t snrround
ing tissues. 

lf we dïst'egard these inaecllracies, thf" data sllpplied formerly 
\;vill I enabJe us 10 make tl, coneeptioll of the way that the Jine of 
visioll follows dUl'lI1g an isolated contt'a,ction of the m. obliq, sup. 
An inward l'otation and deot'snmuuction wiII prevail; the abduction 
wil! be only inslgnificant, but a little more important than we 
expert, as the center of the comea does not move downward along 
a lal'ge cÎl'cle. 

lf we 1mow the excul'sion and the 10catlOll of the axis, we ean 
calculate fJ'om these, according Lo the above-mentlOned fol'mulae, the 
rotation, the deorsumdncüon and the abduction. 

On the othel' hand, if we have detennined by investigation the 
rotation, the deorsumdnctioll and the abduction, we can calculate 
fl'om these tile location of the axis in the following way. 

(H = angle between line Ofvlsion and y-axIs) 

t,cHt = tg 1{2 H/11 l{J R 

cos J. = sm IJ / sin H (s in 1/2 R sm A + cos 1 12 R sin D) 

[jin l' = Sl1I/l/'1 I H (cos 1 2 R sin A - sin 1/'1: R sm D) 

If the m. obhq. sup. cooperates with one of the other muscles of 
the eye tiJen the rotating-moments of the different axes (.'1:, y and z
axis) ean either E>tl'E'ngthen or neutralise each othel'. If the m.obEl1· 
snp. coopel'ates with the m. rectns int'. tl1en the l'otating moments 
(for y-axis) can nelltralise each other; the l'otation down ward, tlle 
deOI'Sllmduetion, is stl'engthened. If the m. obliquus sup. coopel'ates 
with the m: l'eetus snp., then the moments fol' l'otation rOllnd the 
x-axis wiU be able to neutralise each other, so that the l'esult is an 
almost aeCllrate- l'otation l'ound the y-axis (l'eflectory cOllnter-rotation 
when the head is moved l'ollnd a sagittal axib). A coofJel'aLion with 
the m. obliq. inf. WIl! not easily oceul', except fol' fi.x-ation of the eye, 
as the planes of motion of these muscles almoE>t coincide. OlJly with 
abduction a not important cooperation may be expected. 

I wish to discuss a liltle mût'e elaborately the coopera,tlOn of 
tile m. obliq. sup. with til(' m. l'ectus exi. or wUh the m. reetus int. 
The view is often expressed tlmt with an abdurtion of sneh a nature, 
that the line of vision coincide5 neal'ly with the axis of motion of 
the 111. oblill. sup. a contraction of ihis mnscle wOllld merely l'otate 
the eye inwal'dly round a sagittal axis, with an addurtion on the 
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contral'Y of slIch fi 'nature, that t11e line of vision lies in the plane 
of motion of the lIl. obiq. sup., a contraction of tbis mnscle would _ 
move tbe eye downward without rotation. This view cannot 
be entireJy COtTeet. We may not first let an abducing or adducing 
f'Ol're opel'ate and aftenvards let the IrI. obliq. sup. opel'ate, as if 
nothillg had happened to the eye. We conld as weil th'S! let the 
m. obliq. sup. opemte and th en let an a,bducing Ol' adducillg fo)'ce 
inflllence. Tbe resuJt, the position of the eye, would then be quite 
different. In the t\ll'O cases the tensions of the mnscJes might be equal, 
the l'esultant of the tensions of the. tissues unequal; it is impossible 
that th ere could be equilibrium in uoth cases. We come nearer 
to the truth, if we ask oUJ'selves, what is the resultant of tbe two 
muscle-tensions, how is the plane of motion of this l'esultant located? 
Tbe eye wil! namely aSSlll11e a position, as if it had eome into this 
new position from its pl'imal'y position, thl'ough the resllltant of 
these muscle-lensions. For simplicity's sa.ke I let here the primary 
position coincide with the analomical position of rest of the eye. 

The axis of the resultant will be loeated in tlle plane going 
tilrough tbe axes of the two components. When the m. obliq. sup. 
cooperates with an abduring or adducing force, the plan es of motion 
of l'esultant and components will al ways rut each other in one line, 
whatever the 1'elation of tbe forces may be. With abdllction the 
y-axis is located over the plane of motion of the resultant, with 
adduction under it. A resuJt of this faCL IS, th at witll cooperation 
of tile lIl. obliq. sup. wlth an abdllcing force the deorsumduction is 
much less important, than wlth coope1'atioll with tl.n adducing force. 
If the tlbdllcing force = /(11, the adducing force = - IfJo the-resulting 

1'Ol'ce = IC and the location of th.e reslllting axis detel'lllined by 
the angles )., (with x-axis) (.1, (Wilb y-axis) anel v, (v,rith z-axis) then 
the following fOl'mulae hoId: " 

1(, = V [(~ h + ](20 + 2K,J(o cos v 

1(0 sin l' 
tg VI' = ----

](11 + Ko cos V 

sin 1', cos ). 
cos )., = ---,--

s~n v 
( 

SUl 1', cos It 
cos (.t, = 

sin v 

111 tlle nOl'ffit\l eye, it has t\Il'efidy been discussed, the cooperation 
of the muscles wiU always be sllch, th at the eye assumes such a 
position, as, if it had come into that position hy l'otation round an 
axis in the plane of LIS'l'lNG. This is no more true 1'01' the extreme 
Iimits of the field of visioll, and neilhel' with convergentiol1. The 
law of LISTfNG makes it necessary, that the resultant of the moments 
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of rotation for the y-axis is = 0, Ol', if necessary, compellsates a 
similal' moment of rotation in conseqnence of the tension of the 
tissnes. Oonseq nen tIy it cannot be cOl'l'ect, that tile m. obliq. sup: 
operates by preferenee wh en looking down in addllction. On the 
contl'al'y the signification of the m. obliq. sup. is to be fOllnd chiefly 
in tbe faét that, cooperating with Ihe m. reetlls inf., it is able, when 
looking dOWII, to satis(y, as mueh as possible, all the requil'ements of 
the law of LISTING, and of the binoelllaL' vision, even if the resist
ances of the tissues are somewhat more il'l'eglllar, or the relations 
fol' rendering binocular single visioll possible are somewlJat more 
difticnlt. The m. rectLIs inf. alone eould n~lVel' satisfy all these 
l'equirements. 

Chemistry. - "On Cathocle Scatte1'ing in Elect1'o lysis' , . Hy Dl'. 
A. H. W. ATEN. (Oorumnnicated by Pl'Of. A. F. HOUEMAN). 

(Communicated in the meeting of January 29, 1916). 

1. Introduction. In the f'leetl'olysis of aqneolls soilltions, deposition 
of ll1etal or generation of hydl'og'en takes place at the cathode, for 
so far as lhe discharge of positive iOlls is concerned. The two pl'O
~esses can also take place siue by side. Tbe hydl'ogen formed can 
arise throllgh dit'ect dischal'ge of the hydl'ogen ions present, (primarily), 
Ol' also in com,equence of this that metal ions pl'ese~t in tlle solutioll 
are dischal'ged, and the metal formed throngh this deeomposes the 
water (secondarily). Both in case of primary and of secondal''y 
generation of hydrogen the cathode ean nndel'go a change, which 
consists in this that tlle slll'fa.ee, whieb is smooth at fll'st, beeomes 
l'ough, or that the metal of the cathode seattel'S through the Iiq lIid 
in very finely di\'ided state. This Jatter phenomenon is indieated by 
the name of eatllode scattering. The ronghening of the eathode
surface is essentially the same as the cathode-scattering, and ditfel's 
from it only in intensity. 

The cathode scattering for lead, tin, and othel' melals was first 
observed by BREDIG and HABER 1). If one of these metaJs e.g'. lead 
is made cathode in a solution of potassium or sodium hydroxide, 
or in rlilnted sulphnrie acid, then fol' a not two small ClU'l'ent density 
a scattering of the lead takes place) which spreads thl'ough the 
liquid in black clouds. HABER 2) and SACK 3) explain this phenomenon, 

l)Ber. 31(898) 2741. 
2) Z. f. anorg. Chemie 16 (1898) 447, Z. f. Elektrochemie 8 (1902)1 245. 
3) Z. f. anOl'g. Chemie 34 (1903) 286. 
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for so fal' as the scattering in alkalies is concerned, in the foIlow
in g way. 

Dnring the electrolysis of a solntion of sodinm hydroxide with a 
lead cathode, an aHoy is fOl'med of the deposited sodium with tbe 
lead. Tbis is decomposed by tile water, under the formation of 
sodiulIl hydroxide and hydrogen, in which the lead is left btlhind 
in finely divided state, and is diRtributed in the liquid by tlle 
escaping hydrogen. 

That it is possible tbat a rnetal' as sodium, which is so much 
baser than hydl'ogen (the potentialof equilibrium of sodium with 
l'egal'd to 1 n. NaOR is - 2.66 V, that of hydrogen - 0.81 V) is 
deposited in electrolysis instead of hydrogen, l'ests on this: 1. (he 
potential at which hydrogen.is gcnemted with a somewhat consi
derable current density at a lead cathode is more than one Volt more 
negative than the potentialof equilibrium, 2. tlle sodium, alloyed with 
lead, is mnch more positive than pme sodil1ill. Aceording to HABl<;R 

and SACK tile potentialof an alloy of lead with 45 010 sodium is 
only little les5 neg[l,tive tlJan that of lead in sodiu111 hydroxide. 
With a sodium . content of more than 8 0

/ 0 the potential, however, 
becomes ml1ch 1110re negative. In accol'dance with this lead-alloys 
synthetieally pl'epared with less than 8 010 sodium reart slowly with 
W[l,te1', whel'eas alloys with more tban 8 % sodium quir.ldy decom
pORe water in which [l,lso the liberated lead seattel'S in tbe liquid. 

For the rest th'e scatterings luwe not been examined quantitati\'ely. 
The purpose of tbis research was to till up some of the existing 
gaps in our knowiedge, in the fil'st place with respect to tlle q uantity 
of lead which is seattel'ed undel' diffe1'ent cil'cumstances. The l'esults 
obtained ean be explained with the aid of HABTm'S opinion, as will 
be fllrther demonstl'ated. 

2. Mode of p7~ocedu1'e. As it had to he ascertained in what 
wa)' the quantity of scattered metal depends on the Cllrrent density, 
it was necessary to arrauge the cathode in sneh a way that it eould 
easily be weighed be1'ore aud aftel' the experiment, and tbat it had 
an aeeurately defined su dace. 

Fo!' this pllrpose a piece of ebonite was provided with an euonite 
lid that cOllld be serewed on. In the lid there was made a rOllud 
hole of 1.90 cm2 with a uevelled edge. Through au opening in 
the ebonite passed a stl'ong eopper wire, to which a eoppel' plate 
had been soldel'ed. On this a plate of' the cathode metal was put, 
and elasped by the serew lid. 

The copper wire was bent, so thai the calhode pJane was hod-
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zontal and directed llpwa1'd, and for so far as it passed 
through the liquic1, insulaled by a rnbber tube slipped 
over it. 

The liquid was continually strongly stil'red by a stir1'e1' 
of WITT, wbieh was a few ('lll. above the cathode. Tlie 
anode ,vas furmed by three gl'aphile rods fastened to 

\ ( the wall of the beaker. To keep the cathode and anode 
&pace separa,tecl, the cathode was at fil'st p]aced in a 
pOl"ons pot. lt appeared, however, lllat withont a pOl"OUS 
pot, the l'esults were the same, hence it w,'ts not usecl 
in later experimen tso 

When the deternnnations were carried out, the cathode 
Fig 1. ,,,Tas cleaned antI weigIJed,.and thell p]acecl in the bath; then 

tlle circuit was closed, tbe slrength of which was read on an accurate 
ampèremeter. TIJe quantity of electricity that had passed through was 
calculated from the time anel the intensity 0( the cmrent. Aftel' the expe
riment was over, the cathode was weighed. 'fhe dimiJlution in welght of 
the cftthode glves the qllantity of scattered lead . .Thi& expl'essed lil 

gramme equivalents, didded by the quantity of electrimty that bas 
passed, expressecl in FaradaJs, was used as measure fOl" the scattering 
power of the metal. This ratio is henceforth expressed by A. 

3. The power of scattel'i71g of lead in solutions of sodium hpeb'oxide, 
sodium cm'bonate, and soelium sulphatp jin' d~(j'(31'ent densities of 
CU1'1'ent. At the beginning of the research it appeared that the fOlmd 
values for the scattering power cou]d not very weIl be reproduced. 
ALternately high and low values were found without any l'egularity 
showing itself at first. 

On fmther im'estigation it now appeal'ed that nrst of all the pmity 
of the lead was of great intluence on the power of s(,Rttering. Thufl 
in Na200a w,ith a density of 0,64 amp. pel' cm. 2 lead of KAHLBAl'lII 

gave A = 1,60, pure lead of unlmowll ol'igin A = 1,52, and two 
kinps of technical lead resp. 1.00 and 0.58. The manipulation of 
the metal bas no inflnence: cast and forgecl Ol' rolled ont lead 
yield the same results. Fllrther, the values of the power of 
scattering were al ways smallest at the beginning of a series of expe
riments. Both a new electrode and tl fl'esh solulion gave a too low 
value at first, which aftel' 3 of 4 determinations g'enerally rose to 
a constant value. The cause of this 'has not been cleared IIp. As 10 

the intlnence of the age of the used solution, one might be of opinion 
that the too low values fonnd in a 1'l.'esh solntion are the conse
quenee of dissolved oxygen, whi('h is l'emo\'ed hy Ihe scu,ttel"edlead, 
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which easily oxicliz'es. This, however, is not the case. '\Vhen a used 
solution which yields constant vaIues fol' tbe scattel'ing, is shaken 
with ah' tiII all the lead has been oxidized, the true valne is fOllnd 
all the same in this oxygenous solution. 

Besides a too low "alne is found when the electrolysis is long 
cOlJtinned, and also when an electrode, which has sen'ed fol' an 
experiment, is removed from the bath, dried, r.nd used again. 

When all these inflllences wel'e known, it was easy to find pretty 
constant values fol' the power of bcattering, when tllf' experiment 
was made under the following cil'cnmstances: Electrodes of pure 
KAHLB.\Ul\l lead, surface sCl'aped oif befol'e every determination, short 
dllration of the electrolysls (it ne\'el' lasted more than three minutes), 
and :l. soilltion that had been llsed al ready a few times. 

In table I the vaIues fol' the power of scaitel'ing A in a nonnal 
solution of Na2COa have been given fol' dIfferent cUlTent densities 
D (in ampère per cm'.). t = 150°. 

Density of current. 

Duration 1 
of the 0.02 

electrolysis 
0.04 0.08 1 0.16 1 0.32 I 0.64 1 1.28 1 2.56 

0'30" - 1.3 1.50 I 1.61 1.66 1.66 

-- 1.2 1.52 1.62 1.68 1.68 

- - - 1.55 , - -

- - - 1.60 - -
mean - 1.25 1.51 1.60 1.67 1.67 

~ 

1'30" 1.07 1.20 1.43 1.50 1.63 I 1.62 

0.84 1.17 1.42 1.51 1.66 1.63 

- 1.23 - 1.47 - -

- 1.23 - - - -

mean 0.95 1.21 1.43 1.50 1.65 1.63 , 
"-

3'0" 0.13 
~ 

0.80 1.00 1.23 1.37 - - -
0.01 0.77 1.00 1.28 1.30 - - -

- 1.20 - - - -
mean 0.06 0.79 1.00 1,24 1.34 - - -

11 appeal's fl'Ohl these val nes that the gl'eatest deviation bel ween 
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the determinations inter se does not amount to more than 5°/0' so 
that we may, a&sume the mean to he accurate up to 2-3°/0' except 
fol' the 5maH cUlTent denslties, where the deviations al'e greater. 
Besides il appears fl'om them that even fol' the&e detel'minations of 
short duration tlle powel' of scattering in many cases decl'eases in 
course of the eXpel'lUJellt. The table fllrthel' shows that with great 
Cllrl'ent densitj fhe scattel'II1g power approaches a limiting \'alue 
of about 1.7, 

Other sodium salts, sodinm hydroxide and sodium sulphate yield 
vE'ry much the same value for A except fol' smalt CUl'l'ent density, 
when the determinations are llncel'tain. In figure 2 the value of A 
has been drawn as fllnciion of the curl'ent density fOl' nOl'mal 
solutions of Na2CO~ . Na2S04 , and NaOR, at 150

• 

A 

1 

--noOH 

110:.504 

D 

As on electrolysis NaOH is formed on the cathode, the solutions 
of Na2C03 and Na2S04 at the cathode are to be considered as 
mixtures of NaOR wUh Na2CO~, resp. Na,S04' 

4. lnjluence of the concentration and the tempel'at'lWe of the sol'lt
tion on tlte power of scatte1'ing. 

The power of scattering increases with decreasing concenteation, 
as appeal's trom the sub.joined tabie, which applies to a cm'rent 
density of 0,3~ ampère per cm. 2 and 150

• 

A 
2 
1,28 

NOl'mality Na2COa 

1 0.5 
1.41 1.46 

0.25 
1.50 

0.125 
1,5~ 

Likewise for decl'easing ternpel'afure. Fot a nOl'mal solntion ot 
Na,!C0 3 we found with D = 0,16: 
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Temperature 
30.°0 40.°5 46.°5 
1.13 l.U,* 0.93 

49.°0 
0.90 

It should be observed here th at the temperatUJ'e 'pl'evailillg at 
the cathode is higher than fhe temperature of the bath on account 
of the gl'eat intensity of the Clll'l'ent. As ho~evel' with higher tem
peratnl'e of the bath alRo the cathode temperature wil! be higher, 
the values -given here are yet sufiicient to prove that with higher 
temperature the scattering decreases. 

The heat-effect mentioned here also causes the experiments carl'ied 
out with constant temperature of the bath, to take place with dif
ferent cathode tempemtureR, when the denslty of the ~lll'l'ent is 
different. The higher the latter, the hIgher also the cathode tempe
rature. Hence strictly speaking the linet. in figure 2 do not hold 
fol' constant tem perat ure. 

\ 

5. Scattering in solutions of pota::.sium anc! calcium sa lts. 
J llst as in sodimn salts lead easily scatters in sollltions of potas

SlUm salts. The value of the power of scattering is somewhatlal'gel' 
for potassiu m salts fol' gl'eat cUlTent density t han fol' sodium salts, 
somewhat smaller fol' low Clll'rent .density. 

The subjoÏlled table gives tile valLles of nOl'mal-sollltions of 
K2CO, . KOH and K2SO 4' t = 15° 

Current density. 
0.16 0.6,* 2.56 

K SC0 3 0.80 1.41' 2.02 
KsS04 0.85 1.38 2.12 
KOR 0.80 1.51 2.16 

In solutions of calcium salts the lead-scattering is very slight, in 
a nOl'mal solution of CaClz A = 0.05 for D = 2.56. Fol' mixtlll'es 
of KCI and CaCI 2 we fonnd fol' D = 2.56 : 

100 0
/ 0 KCI A='1.97 

80 Oio KCI A = 1.95 
20 0

/ 0 KCI A=1.05 
0 0/0 KCI A=O.05. 

On addition of a lead salt to a potassium salt the scat tél'ing power 
diminishes, as was to be expected. Yet wlth a CUI'l'ent density 2.56 
scattering of the rathode still takes place even when the lead eOIl

tent is consideraule. 

The bllbjoineo valnes !lOld fOl' a 501lltioll of potassillll1 acetate fiI]{.1 

89 
-

Proce~àings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XVllI. 
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lead acetate, which is normal with respect to the two components 
together. D = 2.56 

% lead acetate A 
0 1.73 
2.0 1.53 
4.0 1.20 

12.5 0.53 
33.0 0.12. 

With a higher lead content the weigbt of the cathode increase~ 
in conseqnence of lead then depositing on the cathode. Then there 
will therefol'é be a solution with a content of lead acetate E'lightly 
above 33 °10' where for D = 2.56 the weight of the cathode does 
not decrease not' inCl'ea"e. In these cases tl1e solution becomes black 
throngh scattE'l'ed lead, whieh here does not origll1ate, or not exclu~ 
sivel,Yt from -lead of' the cathode, but fI'om lead which is as ion in 
the s~ll1tion. This is discharged at the cathode, at which also sodium 
is deposited. The fOl'med aHoy, howevel', scattel'S immediately, 80 

that the result of the electt'olysis is: no change of' weight of the 
cathode, formation of a certain qllantity of fineI)' divided lead in 
the liqnid and genel'ation of hydl'ogen. 

6. Lertcl scrrttel'ing in diluted sulphul'ic acid. 
Also in dilnted sulphul'ir acid lead sC'attel's in case of cathodic 

polarisation. The qnantity that scatters is of the same order of mag
nitude as in solutions of sodium and potassium salts. Fo!' the rest 
the scatter'ing' iJl sulphul'Îc acid is distingnished from that in solutjons 
of Na and {{-salts in this that fOl' acid' solutions the influenee of the 
concentratioll of ~he solution and of the dUl'ation of the electl'olysis 
are Inueh greatel'. Besides the scattel'ing only takes place for com
pal'ativE'ly large eurl'ent densities. 

The detel'minations are mueh less easils l'epl'odneible hel'e than 
in solutions of K and Na-salts. The following tables iIlustl'ate what 
has been said. 

H2S04 = 0.1 n. t = 15°. 
,Current density. 

Duration of the I 
elcctrolysis 0.16 0.32 0.64 2.56 

10 sec. 0 1.5 1.8 1.9 

30 sec, 0 1.4 1.6 1.7 

90 sec. 0 0.6 0.8 1.4 
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_ H2S04 = 0.01 n. t = 15°. 
Current density. 

0.08 

1.2 

0.16 

1.9 

1.7 

1.4 

0.32 

1.9 

1.7 

1.6 

On greater cOIl('el~tration of the sulphuric acid the scattering 
bC'cornes smaller. Thus we founel fOl' a Cl1l'l'ent density of 2.56 and 
a dLlratil)n of the electl'olvsis of LO sec.: , / 

Concentration of the snlphmic aeid 
0.1 n. 0.2 n. 0.3 n. 0.4 n. 

A = 1.4 0.8 0.3 0.1 

7. Discussion of the l'esu!ts. 

0.5,n. 
0.0 

It has appeared from the above thM both in alkalic and III neu
tral anel acid solLltion lead scatters cathodically when the current 
density exceeds a cel'tain valLle. It &eem5 thérefol'e possible tbat in 
all these cases the scattering wIII be .the conseql1ence of a primar)' 
generation of hydrogen, also in solutions of sodium salts so that 
it would not be necessary to aSSllme here the formation of a sodillll1 
alloy w hich scattel'S thl'ough tbe aetlOJI of the water. 

Yet thel'e a!'e reasons to absume th at the lead Rcattering in solu
tions of Na and .]( salts is, indeed. caLlsed by tbe fo!'mation of an 
alloy of these metals wlth lead. In the fi!'bt place the fact that no 
appl'eciable scattering takes ,place in calciull1 salts. Ir it were always 
lhe consequence of a pl'imal'Y generation of hydl'ogen, it wonld not 
be possible to undel'stand why this pl'Ïmal'y gene!'atioll of hydrogen 
does not gi\'e 1'ise to scattering in a calcium soilltion, whereas it 
does so in a sodiull1 or potassillll1 solution. lf on the othe!' hand it 
is assllmed that \in a solution of a calcillm salt primary caleillll1 is 
deposited which l'eacts with water before it h~"\'s appreciably pene
tl'ated into the lead, lhis acconnts fOl' tlle diffet'ence between calciulll 
and sodilllU salts. That a calcium salt is not able to prevent the 
'3rattel'Ïng by some act ion Ol' ot heL', as e. g. a chromate does, follow'1 
from this th at in a mixture of a calcinll1 and a potassium salt 
scattering does take place. 

'l.'he following experiment pl'oves fl1l'ther that the scattel'ing in 
Rollltlons of sodium sa'\ts has Hllot.hel' canse than 111 aeid solutiolls. 

8~~' 
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'Vith a current density 2.56 110 scattet'Ïng takes place in n.H2S0 4 • 

If 11OWeVel', sodi 11 m slliphate is added till the SOllltioll is aIso 110rmaI 
with eegard to this, we find witb the same density of cm'rent a 
seattel'ing of 0.3. 

The inflnenee of tbe sodium slliphate is now easily explained 
when we aSSllme (be fOJ'nlation of a sodium alloy, but not wh en 
we consider the scattel'ing as a conseq uence of tbe pl'iuHtry hydl'ogen 
genel·ation. 

Besides tlle formatioll of a sodilllTl alloy, there will also have to 
take place a pl'Ïmal'y hydl'ogen gCllemtion, which does not callse 
scat tering. Accordillg 1.0 tbe expeJ'iments by' HABElt and SACK men
tiolled in Ibe intl'oduction alloys of lead with more (han 8 0

/ 0 of 
sodiulll react fOI'cibly ,,,Uh water. We shall, therefore, ha~'etoa5sume 
that in tlle electl'ólysis no alluys will be fOl'med witb a gl'eatel' Na
con ten t, for befol'e I he Na-con tent has incl'eased so m ueh, the alloy 
will all'eady have reaeted wilh watel'. An alloy wilh 8% Na contains 
abont 2.5 aeq. Pb to 1 aeq. Na, hence when exclusiveI,r this alloy 
was formed ill case of eJeetrolysis, we ShOllld have to filJd about 
2.5 tOl' the scatterillg power of lead in sodillm salts. 

The highest value which was fOllnd, is 1.7, and from this follows 
that in elect"olysis partly Na-ions are discharged, partly H-ions, in 
which accordingly a prima!''y .hyäl'ogen genel'ation takes place with
out cathocle scat.tering. With smaller CLllTent density anel higher 
temperature the scattering power diminishes, i. e. the pl'Îmary hydro
gen gerael'ation incl'eases, [he fOl'matiol1 of Ihe soelil1tn alloy becomes 
sligllter. This is in good hal'lllony with the fact that for smaller 
CUl'l'ent e1ensit.r and higher tempel'ature the overvoltage fol' hydl'ogen 
genel'alion at à lead cathode decJ'eases. It. is d iffel'ent witb the 
nCl'ease of the scat tering' on iJlcl'easing dilntion of the salt soJulion. 
In a soilition of Na200a the concentration of the Na-ions beeomes 
smaller on increased dilu!iol1, tbat of the H-ions becolues greater. 
The primal'y genel'Htion of hydrogen wOllld thel'efol'e have to be 
pl'omoted at the expense of the dischal'ge of Ihe Na-ions. Of Ihis a 
sligbter scattering would have to be the consequence. A sIrongel' 
scaltel'ing is, howevel', ousel'ved. An expJanation of tbis conh'adiction 
is not to be gÎ\'en witbout furthel' hypotheses. ' 

Fot' solutions of sodium salts and likewise of potassinm salts, the 
cathode scattel'ing ean fOL' the gl'eatel' pHrt be acC'ounted for by the 
assumption of the fOl'lnation of a sodium- resp. potasr,illm a11oy; for 
the scattering in sulpllLu'ic acid, howevel', anothe1' callse mUi:lt be 
sOllght. Here the hydl'Ogen is primarily developèd; if tbis generation 
takes place al the boundal'Y surface lead-snlphuric acid there is no 

• 
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reason whatevel' why the' lead should be scattel'ed. If it is, howe\'er, 
assumed that the bydro!?,'en, befol'e it escapes as gas, penetrates into 
the lead down to a cet'tain depth, then with the formation of gas 
bubbles in the lead, the metal ~ran scatter. 

But this conception i,s not tenable witbont an}' fnrther hypothesis 
_ either. If namely the hydl'ogen se[.mratecl in tIle form in wbich it -

escapes lateI' on, so as molecules H2' it wonld be stl'ange that (he 
bydrogen does not escape at Ollee, uut th'st enters into the lead down 
to a cel'tain depth. alld does not escape nntil aftel' this. We shall, 
therefore have to assnme that tile hydl'ogen sepal'ates in anoth~r 
form than that in which iL aftenvards escapes, aud it is natural to 
suppose that tbis wil! be in the fonu of hydl'ogen atoms ol'iginating 
through the direct dischal'ge of tbe bydl'ogen ions. 

These hydrogen atoms wil! comhine to molecules H2 wüh a certain 
"elocit,)', and these wil! escape in gaseons form. When the atomie 
hydl'ogen is soluble in the metal, the hydl'ogen atoms wil! penetrate 
illto the metal to a certain depth and combine rherlj to molecules H 2 • 

If this molecnlar hydrogen is less solnble in (he metal, the hydrogen 
will again try to escape fl'om the metal. A kind of explosion takes 
place in the metal in conseq nence of which the metal is scattered 
in the solution in tinely divided state. 

Fot' the scattel'ing of a metal in cOllsequellce of pl'ima!'J hydl'ogen 
ganeration the followilJg' ronditions must therefore be Ratisfied. 

1. The hydl'ogeu atoms fOl'med by electrolysis must combine to 
molecules H2 with a l'e5tricted velocity . 

2. The hydl'ogen atoms must be 50luble in tbe metal, aud there
fa re with a cel'tain velocity diffnse into the metal in whieh they 
combine to molecules B 2 with a limited veloeit)'. 

3. The metal lUllst pl'obably not posi:iess' a too great Ila,l'dness, so 
th at the tension whieb al'Îses in consequence of an excess of h,rdl'ogen 
in the metal is also able to break up tlJe metal. 

The fil'St condilion incllldes thal~ the hydl'ogen genel'atioll at the 
metal req~uil'es a C'el'tain o\'el'vollage. 1"01' hJdrogen ean on]y be 
generated at tlte equilibrium potentialof the hydl'ogen when the 
comhination of 2H to H 2 pl'oceeds so q niéklJ (hat thel'e is continnally 
equilibrium between atomie and moleC'lllar hydl'ogen. If the cOJlcen
tl'ation of the hJdrogen aLOlllS iti gl'eatel' than eOl'responds with the equili
brium, the potentialof the eleC'tl'ode is mOl'e negative tban lhe potential 
of equilibrium. Apal't, thel'eforc, f'l'om ofher callses fOl' the overvoltage 
the slow combination of 2H to H{I gives l'ise to a certain excess of 
potential diffel'ence. Different metals and also different electrolytes 

'; 
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can accelel'ate Ol' l'e,tard the formation of Hl from 2H. This ma)' 
be l'egal'ded as the canse fol' the different beha, iou!' of snlphurir 
acid of diffel'ent dilution. As the scattering decreases on increasing; 
concentl'ation of the acid, a catalytic action 0.11- the reaction 2H ~ H2 

might be attributed to the H2S04 Ol' to one of its ions. Also the 
different behayioul' of dIfferent toetals may, at lea&t for a part, be 
put to the account Of' the promotion Ol' retardation of tbe fOl'mation 
of molecular hydrogen. 

As for the second condition, it is cleal' that onl)' when tlle atomie 
hydl'ogen penetrates into tbe metal, there can take place srattering. 
That in this case there is not al ways scattering, howevel', is 
apparent from the behaviollr of iron alld OIhe1' metals. CHARPY and 
BONNEROTl) obsel'ved, namely, that in case of electl'olytic hydrogen 
genel'atiol1 at a box-sbaped iron elèctrode, hydrogen of a pl'eSSlll'e 
of mor~ than 20 atmospbeJ'es was found inside the electrode. Tt 
will also have to be assull1ed in this case that the hJdrogen which 
penetl'ates into the metal as H is partJy converted illto H2 in the 
ll1etal. The re&ulting ten sion is e"idently not able in the hard iron 
to make the ll1etal scatter, Instead of tbis. the hydJ'ogen diffuses 
through the metal. That in ll1etals as iron and nickel, at which 
hydl'ogen is electrolytically developed, there are tensions present in 
consE'quence of Lhe dissolved hydl'ogen appears froll! tIJe curling up 
of thin plat es of these ll1etals on electl·olysis. In this tbe side at 
which hydl'ogen is generated or that which contains most hydrogen, 
is also the convex side. 

Arnste1'darn, December 1915. 

Chemica/ Lab01'ator'y ol t!te University. 

Chemistry, - "'}n-, mono- and divrt1,iant equilibria." VII. By 
Prof. F. A. H. SCHREINEMAKERS. 

(Communicaled in the meeting of February 26, 1916). 

11. Some geneml ]J1'opel'ties. 
In our previous considel'ations we have found some general pl'opel,ties 

of the curves and the regions of a P, T-diagram, for instance: 
in a P,T-diagl'am always a same numbel' of bundies i~ situated 

at the l'ight and at the left of each bundIe ; , 
in a P,T·diagram tlle number of bnndles is always an odd one 

and three at least; 

I) C R. 156 (1913) 394. 

, \ 
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each region angle is smaller tlian J 80° ; 
each region, wbich extends itself over the metastable or stabIe 

part of a curve (FjJ)' contains the phase ~)' 
Now we shall discuss still some óther properties and for this we 

iutl'oduce the idea "concentmtion-l'egion". ' 
In, a system of n-cornponents in the inv,l.l'iant point n + 2 phases, 

in the monovariant equilibrin, 17, + 1 and in the dival'iant equilibl'ia 
n phases occur; th/e concentration-diagram is situated in a space 
with n - 1 dimensions. 

We take from the divariant equilibrium: 

(F 1F 1 ) = Fa + F 4 .+ 1!\ + .. Fn+2 . 

a comlJlex X of the composition : 

X = aaF3 + a4F4 + '" + (l1l+2FlI+2 . 
wberein 

. (1) 

(2) 

as + a 4 + ... + all+2 = 1. . • . (3) 

Vve l'epl'esent this complex X 9Y a point X of the concentration
diagram. Wben we give to aa, ([4 etc. all possible values (of COUl'se 
only positive ones), which satisfy 3, then the complex X gets all 
possible compositions, whi('h are obtainable with the aid of the phases 
F3 ... Fn+2' As with eaeh complex X a definite point X in the 
eoncentration-diagram norresponds, we obtain in Ihis dw,gl'am, thel'efore, 
an assemblage of points adjoihing one another whiclt occupies a 
definite part of the diagram. We call this part the concentration
region of the bh"ariant equilibrium (F1F 2). 

In a binary system [fig. 2 (I)J the C'oncentration-l'egioll of the equi
librinm (Jj')-?2) =F3 + Jj'4' is, thel'efol'e the stl'aight line Jj'aF4; in a 

. ternal'y system [fig'. 1 (1I). 3 (II) and 5 (1I)] the concelltl'ation-l'egion 
of the eqnilibrium (1.2) = 3 + -l + 5 is Ihe tl'iangle 345; in a 
qnaternary system [fig. 1 (111), 3 (111), 5 (lIl) and 7 (lIl) 1 the eon
centration-region of the equilibrium (E. F) = A + 13 + C + D is 
tbe teh'ahedron AECn. In a systern with mOl'e than fOlll' cornpo
nents this region is situated in a space with mOl'e than three 

II dimensions. 
Now we take fl'om the monoval'iant equilibrium 

(1:\) = Ji'~ + Fa + ' .. + ~t+2 . (4) 

a complex .x of the composition: 

X = a2F2 + a3 Fa + ' .. + an+2 P~i+2' (5) 
When we gi\'e again 10 this complex X .all possible rompositions 

whieh may be obtained with tbe aid of the phases Jj'2Fa . .. , then 
the point X follows again a definite part of the concentmtion-
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diagram; we call this the concentration-region of the monovariant 
equilibrium (Fj ). 

In a hinary system [fig. 2 (I)J the region of (P\)' F2 +Fa + P'4 
is consequently the line F 2F 4 ; t'hat of (F2 ) = FI j- Fa + F 4 , therefole 
the line F I F4

, etc. In a lernary sy&tem this conrenh'àtión-l'egion is 
a t1'iangle Ol' aquadrangle. When we take e. g. the equilibl'inlTI 
(3) = 1 + 2 + 4'+ 5, then this is in fig, 1 lIl) the qlladrangle 1425, 
in fig. 3 (IJ) the tl'iangle 125 and in fig. 5 (11) also the triangle 125. 

In a quaternal'y system this concE:'ntl'ation-l'egion is a tetrahedron 
Ol' a hexahedl'on. When we take e. g'. the equilibrium (F) = A + 
+ B + C + D + E; in fig. j (lIl), 3 (lIl) and 5 (lIl) it is (he 
hexahedl'on A BGDE, in fig, 7 (lIl) the tetrahedron AEcn. 

At last we take a complex: 
X = alFj + a2 1"2 + ... + a,,+:J li~+2' . (6) 

of the invariant equilibl'inm. 'When we give to this C'omplex X all 
possible composirions, which may be obtained with the aid of the 
phases 11'1 ... P'l+2, then the point X tl'aces the concentration-region 
of tJle invariant equilibrium. 

In a binary system this is the line F j F 4 [fig, 2 ~I)J; in a tel'l1al'y 
system it is eithel' a quintangle [fig. 1 (II)] or a quadrangle 1253 
[fig. 3 (U)] or a tl'iangle 125 [fig. 5 (U)]. In a qnatel'llal'y system it 
is one of the solids, drawn in fig&. 1 (lIl), 3 (111),5 (lIl) and 7 (lIl); 
in a sJstem with more than tom CQmponents this region is situated 
in a space with more thall tbree dimensions. ' 

lt appeal's fl'om the previous thaI, in some cases the concentration
regions of an invariant, Illonovariant and bi variant equilibrium may 
be the same. In fig, 5 (U) e.g. tl'iangle 125 is not only the l'egion 
of the inval'Îant equmbl'ium, but 11lso Ibat of the monovariant equi
libria (3) and (4) and also that of the binal'y eqL1il~brium (3,4) = . 
=1 +2 +5. 

When we take a point iu a P,T-diagmtn, tben this point l'epl'esents: 
1. when it is sitllated between the curves, one or mOl'e bival'iant 

,..equilibria. 
2. when it is situated 011 a curve, a monoval'iant equilibrium 

with one or more bi"al'iant equilibl'ia or not. 
When we take e.g. in fig. 2 (II) a point between the curves (1) 

and (2), th en this l'epresents a Pand T: at which tlle bival'iant 
equilibria 134, 245 en 34:5 of fig, 1 (II) ean OCClll', When we take 
a point .on curve (1) then tllis point l'epl'esents a Pand '1', at whiclt 
the monovariant equilibrinm (1) = 2 + ö + 4 + 5 and the bi,'ariant 
equilibl'ium 134 of fig. 1 (II) may occur. [The region 134: viz, extends 
ove_!' curve (1)]. i' 
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Now we can &how: 
1. "the concentration-regiolls of the equilibria, wbich are repl'esented 

by a point of a P, T-diagram, nevel' coincide com pIete1} or partially." 
2. "the sum of the concentration-regions of all equilibria, which 

at'e l'epresented by a point of the P, T-diagram, is eq ual to the con
centration-region of the illval'iant equilibrium." 

We shall caU these pr~perties the rules of the concentration-l'egions. 
Before p!,ov jng those l'llles, we shall fiest elucidate them by 

SOlIle examples. 
Ju the P, T-diagram of a binary system [fig. 2 (J)J we find bet ween 

the curves (1) and (4) the bivariant eqnilibria 12, 23, and 3J:; the 
corresponding conrentration-l'egions FIF2' F2F g , and F3F4 do not 
cover one another, and together they are equal to the invariant con
centration-region FIF4' The same appears when we consider a point 
between two other curves. 

When we take a point on curve (2), then this represents, as no 
l'egion extends itself over this curve, the lIlonovariant equihbrium 
(F2 ) = FI + Fa + F 4 only; the concentration-l'egion of this equili
hrium is again the invariaJlt region FI F 4 • When we take a point 
on curve (3) then this l'epresents the equilibrlUm (F3)=F1+F2+F4 ; 

as the l'egion of tbis equilibrium is again the line FIF4' cOIl5equently 
no region is allowed to extend over curve (3). 

Over curve (1) indeed a region has to extend, this is apparent 
from the following. A point of this curve represents tbe equilibrium 
(FJ = F, + F3 + F., the concentration-region of wbich is indicated 
by the line F 2 F 4 • Conseqnently o\'er curve (1) anothel' region has 
to extend itself, the concentration-region of which is repl'esented by 
the line FI F2' therefol'e, the region 12. 

In the same way it is apparent that over curve (4) still the region 
34 bas to extend. 

Let us consider now tt ternal'y system, of which the concentration
and the P, T-diagTam are rept'esen ted by tbe figs. 1 (II) and 2 (II). 
The concentration-region of the invariant equilibrinm is herè the 
quintangle of fig. 1 ([1). A point between the curves ~L) and (2) 
represents the three bivariant equilibria 134,245, and 345. It appears 
fi'om fig. 1 (II) that tbose equilibria cover one anothel' neither com
pletely nol' partIy, and that they form together tbe quintangle. The 
same is true fol' I he points between the olher curves. 

It follows also at once [hat over eacll of the CUl'ves ~l region has 
to extend itself. A point of CUl've (1) represents viz. the monovariant 
eq uilibrium (1) = 2 + 3 + 4 + 5, the region of which is represented 
in fig. 1 (IJ) by quadrangle 2 5 3 4. As the sum of the regions of 
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all . equilibria in thi8 point must be the region of the invariant 
equilibrium, consequently the whole qnintangle, over curve (1) still 
the region 134 has to extend. 

In tlle same way it is appal'ent that over CJ.u've (2) still the region 
245 bas to extend itself; fol' equilibrium (2) is the qnadl'angle 
1453 and the whole quintangle is quadl'angle :J 453 + triangle 2-1-5. 

Let us take a tel'nary system, of wh~ch the concentration- and 
the P, T-diagram are l'epl'esented by fig. 3 (Il) and 4 (Il) [We have 
to bear in mind, as is al ready communicaled sevel'al times that 
figs. 4 (Il) and 6 (II) must be changed mUlually.J The conrentration
region of the in variant point is now the q uadrangle 1 3 5 2; the 
sum of tl~e regions, repl'esented by a point in fig. 4 (H) must, th e1'e
fore, be equal to quadl'angle 1;) 5 2. When we take e.g. a point 
between the curves (1) and (2), tbis"point l'epl'esents the equilibria 
124, 134, 2J5, and 345; we see that thöse equilibria do overlap 
in fig. 3 (Il) and that tbey form logether the quadrangle 1 352. 

Also we see at once that no I'egion is allowed to extend itself 
over cUl've (4); fol' the equiltbrillm (4) = 1 + 2 + 3 + 5 occupies 
already the vi'i101e quadrangle j 35 2. Also we see at once which 
l'egions extend themselvcs O\'er the other curves; let us take e.g. 
curve (2). As tbis cm've l'epresents the equilibrium (2)=1+3+4+5, 
consequently quadrangle 1453, tlte regiems :1 24 and 245 have 
to extend themselves oyer r,urve (2). It follows viz. from fig. 3 (Il): 
quadrangle 1 253 = qnadrangle 1453 + tl'iangle 124 + triangle 
245. 

We see also the confirmation of these rules with the applications 
of these considerations to fig. 5 (U) and 6 CU) and to the tigures. 
l'elating to q uatel'mtry sysiems (CommuniraHon III). In the P, T
diagrams of the quatel'nary sJstems the different regions are not 
drawn; the readel' may dedllce them howevel' easil)' in the way 
fOl'merly described. The P, T-diagl'am with .1ts· l'ëgions of fig. 6 (lIl) 
is l'epresented in Oommllnication IV by the symbolical diagram 3. 

We can pl'ove the fil'st of the rllles mentioned above in the follow
ing wa)'. We assume that a point Q of a P, T-diagram l'epl'esents 
the equilibria SI and S2' When the concentration-regions of SI and 
S2 coincide, then evel'y point within this coinciding region can 
represent as weIl the equilibrium 81 as 82 ; at the tempel'ature and 
under the pl'essure represented by the point Q conseqllently the 
l'eversion SI;: S2 may take place. As tempemtnl'e and pressure 
remain llnehanged with this re\'ersion, of the two equilibria 81 two 
and 82 the one is metastable with respect to the othel'. TJet us limit 
oUl'selves to stabIe conditions, then it follows that the concentration-
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l'egions of the equilibria, which are I'epresented by a point of a 
P,T-diagl'am, can never coincide completely Ol' pal'tly. 

It appears from the previons that this is l'eally possible, when 
we take also metastable con~ditions into consideration. When we 
take e.g'. a point on the metastable part of curve (1) in fig. 2 (II), 
then this point l'epresents the metastable eq nilibrinm (1) = 2345 
ánd the stabie equilibl'ia 124, 125 and 135. In fig. 1 (II) quadrangle 
2345 coincides part]y with each of the triangles 124, 125, and 135. 

Now we shall prove the second of the rnles mentioned above. 
We call the presslll'e and the tempel'atuJ'e of the invariant point 
Po and Ta, tbose of a point Q in the P, T-diagl'am p) and Tl' 
We cOIlsider of the phases occlll'ring in the invariant point, a complex: 

X = aJ [l) + aJ/2 + ... T all+2 J?'+2 

and we imagi~e this to be represented bj a point X of the concen
kation-diagram. When we change pressure and tempet'ature from 
Po and To to PI and Tl' tllen the complex X passes into a mono
Ol' bivariant equilibrium SI' When we change now tlle composition 
of tlle complex X, then we mày distinguish two cases, viz. the 
equilibl'ium SJ l'emftins Ol' a new equilibrium S2' is fOl'me4. In 
the fil'st case, howeyel', tlle ratios of the qnantities of the phases, 
of which S) is composed change. 

Now we change the composition of the romplex X in snch a 
way that the point X tl'aces the whole concentration-l'egiOlI of tbe 
invariant point; then in the point Q occur one or more equilibria 
SI82'" and no ot hers can exist. The snm of the concentrationregions 
of these equilibria must, therefore, be equal to the roncentration
region of the invariant point. 

In Olll' r.onsiderations we ha\'e assnmed th'at the phases in tlle 
invariant point and in the point Q have still the same composition, 
this is np more the case when gases, solutions or mixed crystals 
orcnr. Wh en this is the case, then those phases have no more tlle 
'same composition in the invariant point and in the point Q, so that 
also th~ points, l'epresenting those phases in tile concentration-dia
gram, are displaced a little. Also a same phase can be indicated 
by diffel'ent points, 'when it belonf!'s to different equilibria. All those 
differences are howevel' smaller, in proport.ion as the point Q is taken 
more closel)' 10 the invariant point. When we take into consider
ation those differences, then we have to formulate the rule a little 
qifferently. This is, however, not necessal'J fol' the application and 
we have to keep the same composition as ,in tlle invariant point 
fol' all phases in the point Q. 
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We take a point X in a coneentration-diagl'am, e.g. in fig. 1 (U); 
we imagine this point so close 10 the side 13, that it is sitnated 
within each of the triangles 143, 123, and 153. lt appears fl'om the, 
position of this point that it may repl'esent;.... t!le invariant equili
brium 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 Ol' one of the monovariant equilibria: 
(2) = 1J53, (5) = :14:23 and (4) = 1253 Or one of the bivariant 
eqnilibria: 143, 123 and 1.53. 

Now we may put the question: which of those geven equilibria 
wil! OCCIlI'? Before answering this question in general, we 8ha11 
first elucidate it by an example. 

1t is evident that the equilibrium 123-1:5 can only OC'CUl' at the 
temperatm'e Ta and under the pressure Po of the invariant point; 
the occnrl'ence of the othel' eC]uilibl'Îa follows fl'om the corl'esponding 
P, T-diagram [fig. 2.(lI)]. Hence it is apparent that the complex X 
is converted into tbe eq'llilibl'ium (2) = 1453, when we choose P 
and T in snch a wa)' that they are l'epl'esented hy a point of 
cmve (2); it is conyerted mto the eqnilibrinm (5) = 1423 when P 
and T are l'epresented by a POi;1t of Cllrve (5) anel into the eqnili
brillm (4) = 1253, when Pand T are .represented by a point of 
curve (4). 

We shall call the pad of the P, T-diagram, situated between two 
sl1cceeding C"Ul'ves a "space" ; space (1) (2) means, therefore, that 
part of the P, T-diagram which is sitnated between the curves (1) 

and (2). 

As is apparent from fig. 2 (I!) from the complex X the equilibrium 
143 wil! l'esult when Pand T are repl'esented by a point of the 
spaces (1) (2) Ol' (1) (5), It is cOllverted into 123, when Panel T 
are l'epl'esented by a point of space (4) (5) and into 153 when 
Pand T are l'epresented by a point of the sraces (2) (3) or (3) (J), 

As the eq uilibl'Ïum 12345 can occur only at 1'0 and IInder Po, 
we leave tb is further out of considemtion. Then it appeal's that 
the complex X can be convel'ted into three mono\'al'iant and thl'ee 
bivariant equilibria, and that the chosen P aJld T define which of 
those equilibria shall OCCUI'. 

We go in fig. 2 (Il) starting' fl'om ClH've (2) e. g. towards the left; 
""hen we wI'Îte the six equilibria mentioned aboye, in the order 
of sl1ccession, in which they follow one another in fig. 2 (lI), then 
we find: (2) 135 (J) 123 U1) 134 (2). 

It appears fl'om the position of the equilibria, that in the P, T
diagram: 

1. these equilibria do not cover one allother ncithel' completely 
nor partly; 
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2. the bival'iant l'egions 135, 123 and 134 occupy all spaces, 80 

that tbey form an anglel of 3600 aronnd tbe invariant point. . I 

3. the occurring' CUl'ves and l'egions belong to one another in 
surh a way th at the curves are tbe limits of the regions and thel'e 
occur as many curves as regions. 

These properties are not only valid for the example, dlscussed 
here, but in general we may expl'ess them in the following way. 

1. A complex X (represented by a pOInt X of the concentI'ation
diagram) ean be converted into several monovariant equilibria 
.M l M 2 ••• and into as many bivariant equilibrIa B] B 2 ••• ; it 
depends on the Pand 1', wlücb we give to the complex X whicb 
of these equilibria occurs; undel' each Pand l' only one of those 
equilIbria occurs. 

2. In the P, T-dlagram the bivariant-regions Bl B 2 • " do not 
coincide neithel' completely nor. partIJ; nor do they cover one 
of the curves ivIl 1112 ••• ; these CUl'ves separate the regions from 
one anothe1'. 

3. The bivariant-l'egions Bl 132 • " occupy togetber all spaces of 
the P, T-diagra,m, bO that they farm an an~le of 3600 rOllnd the 
invariant point. 

We shall call those properties the rules of the fields. 
In order to show this we draw in the P, T-diagram a closed curve, 

which smrounds the invariant point; this closed curve iurersects 
all fields and curves of the diagram, therefore also the fields 
Bl .B2 ••• and the cm'ves il!] 111

2 
••• When we change the Pand l' 

of a complex X in such a way that it follows the closed cu!', e, then 
consequenUy at this cycle all equilibria 1111 il!~ ... and Bl B 2 ••• 

must arise frolll the complex X in a definite order of succession. 
As, of course, in this case no otbel' equilibria tban those mentioned 
above, may oe fOl:med, the lÎelds .Bl B 2 ••• have 10 cover tbis closed 
CUl've completely, so that the fields farm a con tin uous figure round 
tbe invariant pomt. Also it appears that the conversion of a biva
riant equihbl'ium illio the next one does not take place dil'ectly, but 
first a mç)]]ovariant equilibrillm i'3 formed fl'om the bivariant one 
and ·t'rom th is the othel' bival'iant equilibrium. The properties 
mentioned above, followat ouce from those consideratiolls. 

In the different diagrams we see the eonfirmation of the rules 
mentioned above. Let us take e. g. a binal'y system [fig. 2 (1)J. 
A point .x on the liue AB, between the points Ft and F 2 can 
l'epl'esent one of the monovariant equilibria (F2 ) = Fl FaF4 ' (Fa) = 
:....: Fl F'21?4 and (F4) = P l F2 F J Ol' one of tbe bivariant equilibria 
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P l P2 , Pj Fa and Fl F4 • We see that the fields 12, 13, anel 14 
occupy all spaces in the P,T-diagram; the field 12 extends itse1f 
viz. over t wo spaces. Also we see that none of those fields co,"ers 
one of the CUl'Ve3 (2), (3) or (4). If this complex is made to de
scribe a cyc1e, th en consequently the conversions : 

(2) ~ 13 ~ (4) ~ 12 ~ (3) ~ 14 ~ (2). 
occur. 

When we had taken a complex, represented by a point bet ween 
F2 and Fs' th en we cOllld convel't it into four U1onO\al'iant and 
four bi variant equilibria. 

Let us take a ternal'y system, of w hieh tile concentL-ation-diagram 
is represented by fig. 1 (1I). When we take a point X within the 
quintangle, fOl'med by tbe points of m(gl'section of the diagonals, 
then this point can represen t one of tlle mono\. ariant el} llilibl'ia 
(1), (2), (3), (4) and (5) Ol' Ol':te of the bivariallt equilibria 123, 145, 
23-:1:, 125 and 345. When we eonsider those Cl1l'ves and I'egions in 
the P, T-diagram, then we see again tbe confil'mation of the rllies. 
The following conversions occur at a cycle of this complex: 

(1) ~ 345 ~ (2) ~ 145 ~ (3) ~ 125 ~ (4) ~ 123 ~ (5) ~ 234 ~ (1) 

It follows from the dedllction of the properties discussed above, 
that those are aJso valid, when, besides mono- aud divariant equi
libl'Ïa, also OCClll' trio, tetravariant ones, etc. We have to read in 
those l'ules instead of bivat'iant equilibl'Îa lor fields): bi, trio, tetra
variant etc. equilibria (Ol' fields). It ma)' occur howevel', as we shall 
see further, th at one single equilibrium occurs only; the number 
of monoval'Îant equilibria is then of course no more equal to tlle 
number of bi-, trio, tetravariant ones, etc. Yet this one region 
orcupies all spaces of the P,T-diagram. 

Before elncidating thQse rul es also for these cases with some 
examples, we shall first seek the trio, tetravariant etc.regions in 

I 

a P, T-diagram. 
Althollgh in om' P, T-diagrams onl)' the bivariant regions are 

indicated, yet we are able to find at on ce tbe other ones. Let us take 
e .. g a bivariant' region FlF2F3' in which, the1'efo1'e, exists the phases
complex Fl + F2 + F3' ,Now it is deal' th at in this same l'egion 
also the complexes Fl + F2' Fl + Fs and lJ'2 + F s can ocrUl' and 
a1so each of the phases F j ,F2 and F s sepat'ately. 

In order to find e g. i;\ fig. 2 (II) the tl'ivariant field 12, wè have 
only to take therefore, the fields 12111." in which 111 l'epresents an 
arbitral'Y phase, here these are the fie1ds 124, 125 allel 123. Oonse
quently tlle field 12 occupies in fig. 2 (11) the spares (3) (4) and (4) (5). 
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When we seek the trivariant field 13, then we finrl it in the regions 
123, 134 and 135; (:onseqnently It occnpies all the spaces of fig. 2 (II). 

In order to find the tetraval'iant field 1, we seek the fields 1 mn, 
in which mand n rep t'f'sen t arbitral'y phasf's; it appeal'S that this 
field 1 occupies all spaces in fig'. 2 (IJ). We find the same in tbis 
figure for each of the fields 2, 3, 4, and 5. 

Now we take in a binat'y system L fig. 2 (I)J a point X which 
coincides with the point F2 of the !ine AB. As it is apparent from. 
its positioll on the line AB, this complex X ('an represent six differ
ent equilibria, viz. either one of the monovitriant ones (F2)= Fl +Fs+ 
+ F4' (F3) = Fl + F 2 + F4 and (F4) = Fl + F2 + F3 or one of the 
bivariant on es F1Fa and lJ'l F 4 Ol' a tt'Ïva1'Ïant equilibrium, viz. the 
phase F2 itself. 

Now we see that the bivariant fields 13 and 14 and the11'ivariant 
field 2 oc:,cupy all spaces in the P,T·cliagram and th at none of those 
fields covers one of the Clll'ves (2), (3) or (4). 

Consequently in a cJcle of the phase F 2 occur the conversions 
. 2 ~ (3) ~ 14 ~ (2) ~ 13 ~ (4) --. 2 

or in l'everse order of succession. Hen('t' it is apparent that the 
phase F 2 may di vide itself directly into the equilibria (3j = 1 + 
2 + 4 and (4) = 1 + 2 + 3, but not into (2) = 1 + 3 + 4 or into 
14 or 13, those ihree last equilibt'ia may be formed only then, IV hen 
th'st sorne other ones ha\'e occul'l'ed. 

Similar considerations are true for the phase F" 
Totally different however, it is, when we let the point X coincide 

with one of the point~ Fl Ol' F4 • Whel1 X coincicles with Pil then X 
cannQt represent a mono- or di\'al'iant equilibrium, but nothing else 
but the phase Fl' The triv;ariant equilibrium 1 must, therefore 
occupy all spaces in Ihe P,l'-cliagl'am. In a cycle of the phase F2' 
ihis 're,mains, therefore, unchaJlgecl. The same applies to F

4
• 

No\\' we take in the concentration diagram of·a terna!')' system 
a point X on one of the diagonals, e.g. in fig. 1 (n) on the diagonal12, 
we choose the point in sneh a way that it is situated within the 
tl'iangle 134. ft appears from fhe situati'Ûn of this point that it can 
represent -six different equilibria, viz. eithel' one of the monovariant 
ones (2) = 1345, (3) = 1245 and (5) = 1234 or' olle of the bivariant 
ones 134 and 145 or file trival'iant equilibrium 12. lt appears from [he 
P, T-diagram that ihe l'egions 134, 145 and 12 occupy all spac€'s and that 
they do not extend themselves over one of the CUl'ves (2), (3) 0,1' 

(5). In a cycle of this complex .x OCCUl', therefore, the convel'sions+: 
12 ~ (5) ~ 134 ~ (2) ~ 145~ (3) ~ 12 

in this Ol' in the I'everse orclel' of succession, 
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When in fig. 1 (IJ) the point X coincides with one of tlle phases, 
e. g. wIth phase 5, then this point can onIy represent th is phase 5 
and nothing else, the tetravariant eqnilibrinm 5 has to' occupY, 
therefore, all spaces in fig. 2 (1I). The salue applies of course aIso 
to each of the othel' l'egions 1, 2, 3, and 4. 

Considel'ing the concentration-diagram of fig. 3 (II) we see 
al once that each of the legions 1, 2, 3 and 5 has to OCCllpy 
all spaces in the correspondillg P, T-diagmm. [We have to beal' in 
mind that the figs. 4 (II) and 6 (II) have to be ehanged mutually]. 
This is, howevel', not the case with the l'egion 4. It is apparent 
from fig. 3 (1I) into which equilibria the phase 4 Ca}l be divided, 
it follows from fig. 4 (II) In WhlCh order of succession those equi
libria will OCCllr in a cycle of the phase 4. We find: 

4 ~ 1 2 3 -.. (4) ~ 1 2 5 ~ (3) -.. 4. 

Previously we have shown that with each proper!y in a P, T
diagram a property in the concentration-diagrallltype corresponds. 

This appears a.o. also from tlle two {ollowing properties, which 
we have deduced in this communication, viz. 

J Tlle concentration-regions, which are repl'esented by a point of a 
P,T-diagram, occupy the whole region III the concentration-diagram 
and they do not coincide completely nor partIy; 

tlle equilibria, which are represented by a pomt of the concen
tration-diagram, occupy all spaces in tile P,T-diagram and they do 
not coincide compietely, nor partly. 

We take from the im'ariant equilibrium 

(F 1) =}I\ + F 3 + ... + Fn+2 
a complex X of the composition 

X = a2 F 2 + as F s + ... + an+2 FlI+2• 

Now we shall answer the question: if we bring this complex 
nnder ~§uch a p. and at such a T, that it becomes metastabÎe, into 
which other equilibrium will it then convert itself, when (while Pand 
T remain constant) the metastable condition passes into a stabIe one? 

In order to answer this q uestion, we consider in a P, T-d iagram 
the curve (FI) which represents the equilibrium (FI); when we 
bring thfl complex X under such a Pand at such a T that it is 
metastable, then it is repl'esel]ted by a point Q on the metastable 
part of curve (F'1)' This point Q is situated in tbe bivariant fields 
wbich are extended over the metastable part of curve (FI ). When 
the metastable conriition passes into a stabie one, then conseqnently 
one of the equilibria must be formed which are l'epresented by 
thoóe fields. When onl.)' olle single field extends itselt' O\'er the meta-
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stabie paJ't of curve (FI ), Lhen the complex X can also be eonverted 
mto one single equilibl'inm only, when more regions extend them
selves over it, then also more _eqnilibl'il1 may arise, Then it depends 
on the composirion of this complex X which of those equilibria 
shall be formed, Of conrse the concentration-regioll of those eqUIlibria 
occupy togetbel' tlle whole region of the inval'Ïant point. 

FOl'mel'ly (Comm, I) vve have sllown that each field whieh extends 
itself ovel' the stable or metastable part of a Clll've (li\) contains 
the pbase FI ; bence it follows that each equilibrium into vl'llicb 
the complex X can be converted, contains the- pbase FI' 

Consequently we find' when the equilibl'Îum (IJ,) ió converted 
from a metastable conditIOn inlo aslable one lUlder ec,nstant P 
itnd at a constant T, then a biyal'iant eqmlibrium is formed, in 
whieh always the phase FI occurs, wbieh' was not present in the 
equilibrium (l?J. 

At tbi:; conye1'Rion, therefore, the number of ph'ases is diminished 
with one. This does not take pI ace, howevel', on account of the dis
appeal'anee or one phase ft'om (FJ; l1S at ,tile same time a new phase 
l!'l is fOl'med, two of tbe phases, present all'el1dy, have 10 disappeal'. 

Pl'eviousl,v we have seen that each bival'lant field l'epl'esents at 
the same time some fields wnh more than two degl'ees of frcedom , 
uIldel' definite circumstances the eqnilibl'lllm (Fl ) may, tbel'efore also 
be cOJlvel'ted into a tri- or tetravl1J'iant etc. eqUIlibrium. Also those 
eq uilibl'ia al ways con tain the phase FI then. 

We shall elucidate this rLlle by some e.xamples, for thib we take 
til'st a binary system ffig. 2 (1)J. 

Wben we bring tbe eqnilibl'Îum (FI ) uIIder slleh a Pand at such 
a T tb at it is metastable, then it is l'epl'esented by a point on the 
metastab.1e pl11't of curve (1) in the l'egion 14. At the occnrrence of 
tbe stabie conditioll consequently (Fl ) = F 2 + F3 + F4 is cOlwerted 
into FI + lJ'4' As new phase consequently occurs Fl' while the 
ph ase:; F 2 and F3 disappeal" 

When we bring' (F2; under such a Pand at. such a T, th at it 
is ll1etastable, tben it is l'epresented by l1 point on t.he metastable 
part of CUl've (2), eonsequentl.v by a point of the fields 12 and 24, 
At the occUJ'l'ence of the stl1ble conditiOJl lJi'2) = FI + P3 + F 4 is 
cOllsequently convertecJ either into Fl + 1?2 or into F2 + F4 • In 
bot h case~, therefore, two of the pbases disappeal' from (F

2
) and 

the new phase F 2 is formed. 
Which of tlle two equilibria Fl + F J or F2 + F4 will be formed, 

depends on the composition of the complex; when this is situated 
on the line AB between FI l1nd l!'2' then only the firRt call be 

90 ' 
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam, Vol. XVIII. 
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formed, when it is sitllated between F2 and F4' only the seeond -: 
equilibrium can be fOl·med. 

We shaJl l'epresent in the following way the conversions, which 
may oceur in a binary system. 

Metaót. CF1) = F2 + Fa + F4 ~ Stab. ii't + F4 

" (F2) = Ft + Ps + F4 ~ " Fl + F2 Ol' Ji'2 + F4 
" (F:) = Ft + F 2 + F 4 ~ " Ft + Fa Ol' Fa + F 4 

" lJi'4) -= Ft + F 2 + Fa ~ " Ft + F 4• 

W' e see that the lllE''tastable equilibria (Ft) and (F4) ('an resuJt to 
the same eqnilIbria at tbeil' transition lnto a stabIe condition. This 
is always the case, when the metastable parts of the CUl'ves, whieh 
l'epresent those monovftl'iant equilibrIa, are situated in tbe same 
space of the P,l'-diagl'am. 

Let us now take a ternary system, of whieh tbe coneentl'ation
and tIJe P,l'-diagram are l'epl'esented by fig., .') (II) and 6 (U). [We 
have to bea\' 1J1 mind that. the figlll'es 4- (U) and 6 (Il) have to be 
changed mutnally]. Now we find for the convcl'sions of Ihe meta
stabIe mono\'al'lant equilibria iltto stabIe ones' 

Metast. (1) = 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 -'? Stab. '125 
" (2) = 1 + 3 + 4 + 5 -'? Stab. 125 
" (3) = 1 + 2 + 4 + !l ~ Stab, 123, 135 Ol' 235 
" (4) = 1 + 2 + 3 + 5 ~ Stab. 124, 145 or 245 
" (5) = 1 + 2 + 3 + 4.-'? Stab. 125, 

w hieh is in accordanee with tbe formet' l'ules. 
Hence it is apparent that each of tl~e equilibrIa (lî, (2) and (5), 

wbatevel' ma,)" be its composition, is eonvel'ted into 125; with the 
equilibl'ia (3) and (4), hOlheVel', it depends still on the composition, 
wbieh of the tl'ivul'iant equilibria shall oecut'. When the point X 
which indicates the compositlOll of' the equilibl'ium (3) is situated 
e.g. on the 1Ine 14 [tig. 5 (IJ)] then 123 is formed; when this poiut X 
is situated, e.g. on the line 45, then, dependeIJt on the position of 
X on this line, either 123 or 235 will be formed. 

When the point X happens to be situated on the line 23, then none 
of the eqllilibt'iá 123, 135 or 235 can be fOl'meel, but the tl'ivariant 
eqUIlibrium 23 is formed. Uonseqllently the three phases 1, 4 and 5 
disappeal' from the equilibrium (3) = 1 + 2 + 4 + 5, while 3 oecurs 
as new phase. 

When the complex X ShOllld happen to bave sueh a composition. 
that is was represented by point 3, then tbe equilibrium (3) = 1 
+ 2 + 4 + 5 would pass into the phase 3 only. 

When the complex X óhould happen to have sueh a composilion, 
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tbat it was represented by point 4, then the equilibrium (3) would 
not be converted into the phase 4, but into the equilibrium 123. 

The abo\'e considerations can also be applied to systems with 
more components; for this we have only to draw the different 
l'eglons in the P, T-diagrams or in tbeir symbolical repl'esentations. 
Hence it appears at onee whieh bivariant equilibria may oceur. 

It depends on the composition X of the monoval"iant equilibrium, 
which of those bivariant equiliLJria shall be formed from a definite 
complex X. When we repl'esent the compositions of the phases in \ 
a conrentl'ation-diagl'am, then, as we have seen above, tbis question 
may be solved at once. As thib represention reqnil'es, however, a 
spare with more than thl'ee dimensions for systems with more titan 
four components, we shall follow an~ther way fol' those systems. , 

Let ns take as an example t.he mono\'al'iant equiliLJrium: 

(R) = P + Q + S + l' + U + V 

of a system witl! five eomponents, m tbe invariant point of wbicb 
occur the seven phases: P, (2, R, S, 'T, U and V. We assnme 
that the l'eactions bet ween those phases are defined by the reaction
eq llations : 

Q + 2R + 3S = T + U + 4 V: . . . . . (7) 

and 

2P+R+1'=S+2U+V (8) \ 

As those al'e the same reaction-eqllations as (13) and (14) in 
communicatioH IV, the diagram is represented by the symbolical 
diagram 21 (IV). Consequently we find fol' the con vel'sion of the 
monovariant eqUIlibrium CR): 

Metast. (R) = P + Q -f- S + l' + U + V ~ Stab. (QV), (PU), 

(SV), (1' lJ) or (UV). 

It depends on the c0mposition of the equilibrium (R) whirh of 
tbose five bival'Ïant equilibria shall oceul' in a definite case; we 
take as ar: example a romplex X of the composition: 

X = 4 P + Q + 2 S + T +- fT + 2 V .. .. (9) 

Whell we brillg' in (7) and (8) all phases in the th'st term of the 
equations and when we add them 10 (9) aftel' having lTIulliplied (7) 
by À and (8) by, t-t, then we find: 

X = (4 + 2u) P + (1 + ).) Q t (21. + t-t) R + (2 + 3). - t-t) S 
+ (1 - J. + (.t) T + (1- À - 2t-t) U + (2 - 4). - (.t) V . (10) 

We have expl'essed in (10) the complex .Y in the seven phascs 
90'" c 
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of the invadant point; when we wi~h, however, to convert X into 
a bi "Hrian t eq uil! bl'iu 111 , tIJen fl'om (10) two phases ha\'e to disappeal'. 
lt is eyident that we ma,)' take fol' this two arbitl'al'.)' phabes; fol' 
this we choose Î. and ft in sneh a way that~ the l'eactiollcoefticients 
of these phases become zero in (10). Bnt herefrom it does not yet 
result that the remHll1mg Jhe phases form a bival"Ïant equilibl'Ïum ; 
for this it is viz. necessal'Y tbat Ihe coefficieJ1ts of the remaining 
phases al'e all positiv'e. 

In ol·der to examine now wbether the complex X may be con
verted ioto the bival'iant equilIbrium: 

(QV) = P + B + S -r T + U 
I 

we eqnate in (10) the coefficients of the phases Q and TT to zero; 
we find: 

and 2 - 4). - tl = 0 

consequeldly }.=-1 and (l=6. Equation (10) passes into: 

X = 16 P + 4 R - 7 S + 8 T -- 10 U 

bO thai the complex X cannot pass into the bivm iant equilIbrium 
(QV). 

When we act in the same war fol' the other bival'Ïant equilibria 
. ePU), (SV), (TU) and (UV) illto which the metastable eqntlitH'illm 
(R) may pass, Ihen we find tb at the complex X can only be con
verted into the equilibrium: 

(UV)=P+Q+R+S+'J' 
Then we find: 

X = 4t P + lt Q T 1+ R + 3 S + 4- T 

by which a/so is ~defined the ratio of the phases which occnr in 
this equilibrium. 

In this commulli~ation "\'I'e have deduced several general properties 
and we have elucidated them with the P, T-diagrams. We should 
have been able also, howe\'el', 10 decluce with the tl,id of those pro
perties a method to deduce the P,T-diagmmtypes from the concen
iL'ation-diagt'amtypes. As those types have been deduced all'eady in 
dIfferent ways, I have not followed thai wa,)' here. 

Leiden, An01YJ. C/W1I7. Lab. (1'0 be continued). 
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Anatomy. "On tlte brains of cyclops ancl monstm ?'elated to 
tltem". By Prof. C. WlNK1,ER. 

(CommunÎcated in the meetmg of February 26, 1916). 

In the Folia neul'obi610gica tbe detailed debcrirtion of the brains of 
a human Cyclops, whlch I wrote the year befol'e, will soon appeal'. 
Aftel' having finished tb is descriptioll I was enabled tO study' still a 
few suchlike monstra, At present I possess, thanks to Dr. VI!1RMEULEN, 
two rathel' vITell-preserved brains of cyclopld,n calves; thanks to 
Dl'. BARENTSI!1N from Bergeyk, the bmIn" of a cebocephaltc hnmau 
monstrum with nllcrophtallllla and palatum fissum, and thanks to 
Prof. KouwERasecollo cyclopian human ITIlbbmleling witb Illlcrophtalmia. 

The analogy iJl strllctUl'e of the braIlIs and the base of lhe skull 
in monstra, wbich belong to tbe long range of mutual related 
miscreations gathel'ed 11", GEOl!'.FROY Sl'. HILAlHl!1 and V ROLlK, have 
bl'Ollgbt all llIdependent 1J1\'estigatol's to a silllilar cOllclusioll on 
this problen!. 

All of them are convll1ced that an eal'l1est effort 10 explain those 
anomabes Ül developrnent can only be made aftel' an exact description 
.of a large l111mber of the brains of these bljll1gs. 

It IIlllSt be menllOned beforeband, that in t11e classification of 
GEOI!'FlWY ST. Hll,AIHE anel VROLlK (foL'ming tbe foundation for every 
later aL'rangement of sllch monstra) the cycJopia is tbe l'epresentatlOn 
of a more Ol' less expanbive medio-ventral defect in the fL'ontal part 
of brain and sleuJ!. 

When the ventral mid-part of the sknll is lost, then the ethmoidal 
bone is totally mibsing togef hel' with the llledial ,vall of separaholl in the 
nasal cavity. Then the Ol'bits come ('lo"e logether or unite to a 
single Ol'bit. When, as of ten happenb, the most proxlmal part of the 
f~'ontal bone develops 111 snch cases then a part of lhe nose gl'O\'lS 
out, and is seen as the snout Ol' the pI'oboscis of the c,)'clops monstrum. 

If the1'e exist two separate Ol'bltS, placed side by side, the 
proboscis is located eithel' above Ihem (cebocephalia wnb arhinen
cephaliat or hetween them (el1l10cephalia wiLh arhillencepha,lIa). 

If the ol'bits are fused and consequenti,)' one single Ol bit exists, 
the pl'oboscis, when it is present, is neC'essal'ily placed above the 
single Ol'bit (monorbitary 111lsblllldinl?,s). In some cases lt can be 
missing', when the gel'minali ve matter pl'oelllcmg tbe ventl'al pll.rt 
of the fronhl.l bone is destroyed by the defect. 

Tile contents of that single Ol'bit diffel's. In It can be found: 
1, Two eyes, well developed Ol' badly (IlI~crophthtl.llllic Ol' 

ánophthalmic cyclopia). 
\ 
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2. One eye, surely resuIting' fl'om the fusion of two eyes, 
because its strLlctme (8 shaped cornea, double lens, iris, chorioid~a 
or retina, finally two 5eparate optie nerves) betl'ays it immediately 
(incomplete cycJopia). 

3. One eye with one optie nel've, in which the insertion of ~ 
double set of eye-niuscles points to the possibility that it yet ran 
be formed by the fusion of two eye-vesicles (complete cyclopia). 

,A sample of complete cyclopia has been described in our country 
lJy Mis5 Dr. METMAN from 'the laboratory of Prof. W. M. Dil! VRIES. 

The greater majority howevel' of the described cyclopian mis
bllildings possesses in the single Ol'bit one e.ve with two optic nerves, 
with the proboscis located above it. 

I bring th is to the foreground in order to point out the meaning of the 
word cyclopia, as a ci1'cle-eye. The four eye-lids compose aronnd 
the orbit the circle, in whieh the two eyes, the double eye Ol' the 
single eye, are lying. The cyclops can be one-eyed, but need not 
be so. However the cebocephaJic, and ethmocephalic monstra, being 
arhinencephalic, are related to the incomplete and complete cyclopia, 
which also demonstrate arhinencephalia. Together they form the 
gradually proceeding range of related anomalities, descdbed by Sr. 
HILAIRE and VROLIK. 

Apart from the medio-vermal defect at the fl'ontal part of the brain 
and sknll, there is howe\'er still a second irnpoJ·tant deformation of 
the brain, appearing in all the monstl'a belonging to this l'ange. 

On examining the dOl'sal face of thei1' brains one always 11nds a 
thinwalled sac, fiUed with fluid, which is in some cases largel', in 
other smaller, which covers in some cases totaIly, in others pal'tially 
the brain matter, which does not seem to be divided by a sagittal 
fissure in two hemispheres and is Jying' at the base of the skul!. 

This sac has gi ven ri8e to much error. Generally the wall of this 
sac is adhaer'ent to the dura mater and is torn when one is not 
eareful in removing the latter, fol' if the thin membl'alle, fOl'ming 
the wall of th,e sac, is lost it iti only with ditliculty found back. 

For certain howevel' it can be stated that if the f:>ac is not found, 
a technical fault is made dur'ing' the dissecting. 

In all the cases which I examined, it can be pointed out, that tllis 
sac i8 the roof of the IIId ;'entricle, pushed dOl'salwards by the 
fluid, and prominating between the two hemispheres, which are bent 
lateral wards. 

I cannot approve of the quotation of SCHWALBE and JOS}4JPHY: (Die 
Morphologie der' Missbildungen etc. Teil UI, IXtc Lief. S. 211. "Das 
~'Vordet'hirn ist bei den Cyrlopen nie in Hemisphaeren geteilt, Es 

.. 
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"besteht vielmehr aus einer einheitlichen Massa, die oft die Form 
"eihes nach hin ten offenen H llfeisens hat", 

Indeed the massi ve bl'ain _matter of ten ha5 the form of a horse
shoe, but it results fl'om two hemisphel'es, altered in their natural 
direction and united at tbe fl'ontal pole, In all cases which I 
examined the1'e existed two hemisphel'es, 

On the other hand I can agl'ee with another quotation of the 
previollsly rnentioned in vestigators: 'dass die Blase tatsàehlich der 
"Zwischen-hil'l1decke entsprieht, geht aus ihren Anheftungspunkten 
"hervol'. Es sind dies Randbogen, Taenia Thalami und Commissura 
"poste1'Ïor" , 

With th is thesis, also defended by KUNDRAT, I eoneur in so far, that 
the dorsally pl'ominating sac is not al ways fOl'med by the roof of 
tlle IUd ventriele in its total extent, It not seldom oceUl'S th at only 
the frolJtal part of this roof forms the prominating sac, 

In the brain, desrribed in details in the Folia nellrobiologica, the 
inse1'tion of the sac 110we\'e1' could be fullowed fl'om the lamina 
terminalis, along the foramen MONRor on the taenia thalarni to the 
posterior eommissllre, Tn the case described by DAVIDSON BLACK and 
in the brai'n of the cyclopian calves the inseJ'tion of the sac begins 
on the lamina terminalis, bending witI! the latter J'ound the very 
wide foramen MONROl to continue afterwards on the taenia thalami. 
Tl1e11 howevel' the distal part of the roof of the mesencephalon rests 
unaltel'ed and does not partake of the promillation, 

In the case of Dl', METl\IAN toa the sac is present and although 
the insertion is not described, the excellent photos which are added 
to the paper, prove that Ihel'e toa tbe sac is protuded bet ween the 
two bemisphel'es, deviating \Videly and united together at Ihe frontal 
part. 

Not ill aceordance therefore is the Sll pposition that the ring- or 
hOllse-shoelike cyclopian bl'ain is formeel 'by an llndivided vesicle of 
the hemispheres, Bath the hR.lves of the hemispherie ,'esieles are 
present, but they are placed obliquely or even tl'ansvel'sally to earh 
other and they are nnited to each othel' in an nndivided pole, 

At the t'rontal pole the bulbus and olfactory tracL are missing, 
anti cel'tainly frontal al'hinencephalia exists, MOl'eover the anterior 
lw/'ns of the lateral ventl'Îcles have joined each olher, but dislally 
fl'om the fOl'amen MONHO! there appeal' in all my cases two totally 
sepal'ated hemispheres with more Ol' less well-developed walls, ,~n 

wbich ean be disting'uished a lateral ventricle wit h an infel'ior and 
a posterior horn, a hippocampal fisflUJ'e and a ralcal'ine fissul'e, 

I insist upon these facts, beeause they force me to join the effol't 

I -
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to explain this range of malformations, in the same "my as KUNDRA'I' did. 
Diifel'ent eiforts have been made to explain the designed monstra, 

and they can be di vided in to two gl'OUps. 
In the fit'st grollp those belollg try to interpl'et the monstrum, 

by acrepting a minus of gel'In matel'ial causing lt. 
If there was a developing embl')'o with insnfficient gel'lll material 

at the meclio-ventl'al end of the frontal pole, then the medio-ventl'al 
end of the bram (arhinencephalia) and skull would not Ol' only 
msuffiriently be de\'eloped. Then the latel'ally placed eye vesicles 
wiII appJ'oach each olhe\'; eventl1ally they wiIl even confluate (their 
medial parts being nndevelopecl). , 

This conceptioll accollnts for the fl'ontal arhinencephnJia and the 
missing of the sagittal Sep~l'alion at the frontal pole of the hemisphel'e. lt 
also accounts fOl' the possibillty of a gradllal range of the monstm, 
feom the eebocephalia to tbe complete cyclopia. 

The most difticnlt part in suel! hYPolhesis, is to give a plallsible 
intel'pretatton of the dorsal sac. F~r ifit may be granted, that a secon
dat')' hydrocephalus often arcompanies different anomalies of Ihe 
brain, the hydrocephc:tlus loealised at the roof of the IIId ventl'iele, 
and al ways tbere" is indeed extraol'din al''y . 

lt is necessaI'y to desü'e an explanation, why in cyclopiall monstra 
the hydroeephalus al ways -pt'ominates the roof of the III cl ven tl'iele, ~ 

ane! is often foune! only there Sneh a conception of the cyclopia 
does not need a fixation in time fot' itb commencement. There is 
no gel'm-materiaL lhel'efore the tendencies fOl" development are missing 
to form the medio-ventt'a1 part of the fl'ontal pole of the embrJo. 
This attempt of interpl'etatiol1 is mostI)' aeceptecl by inveRtigators, 
hoping, tbat the stud} of monstra ma}' tlu'ow sorne light upon the 
history of developments of partIJ insuffieient brains. The}' àl'e not 
inelined to make use of pathologie jnflllences in tel'atologic problems 
anc! avoid as long as possible to accept that surl! influe!lces may 
pla}' a 1'ole in theit' fOl'mation. 

The second gl'OUp of attempt" to intel'pl'et cj'clopian rnonslr'a gl'ants 
an influenee to pathologie instanees, Theil' defelle!el'S however differ 
in many ways, 

The deveJoping embrJ'o ma)" 10se in an early stage -- e. g., wheh 
j\je eye-yesicles begin theil' differentiation, the original pJ'osence
phalon being not Jet divided by a sagittal fissL1l'e - the medio-ventl'fll 
part of the frontal pole, BJT many expedments, e. g'. by cutting away 
pl'ecisely rnedially a small piece ou t. of the embl'J'onal shield in 
funduills, LEwrs sllcceecled in tJoansfol'ming the development of th is 
little fish into a eyclops mOI?stl'llm; also STOCKARD l'eached the same 
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efl'eet in this fish, b.r cnItivating the larvae in a solution of sulfas 
màgnesiae and SPEl\fAN caused cyclopian larvae of triton through 
putting a ligatm'e arollnd their "U rmund". 

This interpretation however has the same difficulty as fhe former. 
lt does not account fol' the intel'nal hydrocephfLlus. Moreover STOCKARD 
declar'es that the brains of these cyclopian buildings were normal. 
Therefore rha expel'imental cyclopin CallTlot be compared, without 
restriction, with that made by nature. 

This interpl'etation poinls to a certain period in the development, 
io tlle so-called pel'iod of termination, of cyclopia. lts development 
eommenced, at a time in which the eye-vesicles were differentiated, 
the telepbalon is not yet divided and pel'llaps even in an eal'liel' stage. 
In ihis interpretation tlle sagittal sepal'ation of the telencephalon is 
nol fOl'med because its venlro-medial end is ruined by tbe defert. 
The totally missing sagittaJ fissure in the telenrephalon would be in 
direct oppo'sition to the filets. It is only missing in ~he frontal poie. 

IJl all the eycloplan brnins of men and ralves, examined by me, 
the hemlSphel'es are distinrlly divided at the distal end, onIy at the 

, frontal pole they al'@ united. 
Another interpretation, sllgg-ested long ago by KUNDRAT, also appeals 

10 pathologie influenc«3s. It ma,}' be suPt'0sed that n prima!'y lesion 
in a localised spot in the brain can account as weH 1'01' the medio
ventral defect nl the embryonal fl'ontal pole, as for the origin -of 
the sac. 

I want to insist npon the possibility of this interpretation, because 
I think it agl'ees bettel' with some facts Ihan the two othel' abo"e
mentioned ways of illtel'pretation do. 

Suppose a pathologie process altel'ing the proxlloal part of the 
1 hin roof of the IIld ventricle fit an eu,rly period of the embryonal 
life, bilt not so eal'ly that the tel'lninfitiOIi-period falls bef'ol'e the 
sagittal division of the telencephalon. On the contrary, the tennina,tion
pel'iod 1l0W asks, thM the medial fissme, dividing the telencephalon 
into hemispheres, has al ready begllIl its formation. 

'rhe gl'eat amount of flllid, result of the pathologie pl'ocess, dilates 
in dorsal direction the roof of the IIId ventricIe. It pl'ominates in 
tbe fissul'e bet ween tbe two hemisphel'es, pushing the occipital poles 
of the hemispheres far aside, and pressing on the other hand Ihe 
fIoontal poles figainst each olher. As soon as the pl'eSSlll'e in Ihe 
yentl'icle becornes too intense, the brain vesicle wiJl bUl'st and 
pl'obably the burst will take place there, whel'e its resistence is 
smalI, i.e. through Ihe lamina terminalis, in' the dil'eclion of the 
preehol'dal part of tlle base of the ventricle, 
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The medio-ventral parI of the fronlal brain-pole is destroyed, the 
wounded medial faces of the ft'ontal brain matter pl'essed against each 
othel' grow together, and in a later period of development, there is 
found no trace of their union, as is also the -case in the embryo of 
fundulus, operated by LEWIS. The gel'rn-material destroyed by the 
burst if> the cause of a brain-defect. J ts result is a brain, arhinen
cephalic in its fronta1 part. 

The germ matel'ia1 1ying beneath it, the fl1tnre praechordal elements 
for the skn1l, is a!so destl'oyed. Their loss appears as a defect between 
the frontal and the sphenoid bone, which can always be demon
strated (if the skull must be spal'ed, the X-ray foto of the skuI! 
may be necessary in men, in animals it is often directly seen). 

To illustl'ate this view of the ol'lgin of the cyclopian brain it is not 
necessary to go back to the early period, in which the cyclopia 
probably begins. 

dNS. 

~'ig. ]. Scheme of the brain 01 a human foetus of 5-6 
months old. The rhinencephalon is slriped. The thick dotted 
lines l'oughly form the border of the baso medial brain' matter, 
which Ü, lost by the embl'yonal defect. 

/' 

'. It may be sl1pposed e.g. that there was \ Cllt Ollt of the brain a 
part of the fl'ontal base aml in the midline, which is bordel'ed 
distally by the chiasma, laterally by the lirnen insulae (Ihe thick 
1ines in fig. 1). 
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The defect limited in this way ma)' be l'emoved, the wounded 
medial walls may be placed against each other and aftel' nniting 
them, one obtains fig. 2 which represents tbe scheme of the brain 
of the cyc10pian monstrum, as it was found in the case published 
in the Folia neurobiologica. 

Fig. 2. Scheme of the" remaining part of the telen
cephalon. Bulb, tractus and trigonum olfactorii are mis;
sing. The gyri olfactorii posteriores lie side by side, 
alongside the fissura baso-medialis (f. b. m.). Laterally 
from it the InsuIa is found. 

The scheme in fig. 2 demonstmtes that in the midline, fI'ontally 
fl'Om the nerd optici, plared against each othel', a baso-medial 
tissme or apertl1l'e appears, which is bOl'dered on both sides by the 
posteriol' end of the gyri olfactodi posteriOl'es (g, olf. post.) which 
have appl'oached each olher as soon as the base of the brain 
between the two insulae is lost. The gyrlls oIfactol'ius posterior 
helps 1.0 form the limen insulae and thel'efol'e it is found latel'ally 
bordel;ed on both sides by the Insuia (INS). Most distinctly these 
relations are seen on the left hemisphere (cf. fig. 4). 

In fig. 3 and in fig. 4 a dl'awing is made aftel' a photogl'aph of 
the dOl'sal and of tbe ventral face of the bl'ain of a human cyclops. 

rfhe cytologic reseàrch of the pallium of th is bl'ain demonsttated 
[hat on both sides along' the fissura baso-medialis, in reality COl'l'e
sponded with the structure of the gyrus olfactorills posteriol'. In 
the 'convolution latel'ally fl'om it the cOl'tical stl'uctllre of the insllla 
was seen, with a claustrum bordering it. 
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This ryelopian brain' thel'efo1'e is arhineneephalie only· in its 
frontal part, not ilJ its temporal part. The neressity -of the frontal 
arhiiJeneephalia is suffieiently illustrated by the seheme in fig. 1 
and fig. 2. ~ 

It also illllstrates, that tbe eyestalks and eyevesieles lying much 
more laterally remain nnin.inred by the defect Ol' if they are touch6d 

FiS' 3. The dorsal face of a human 
cyclopian brain (diophthalmos monorbi· 
taris). 

a. Brain·matter. b. roof of the 3rel ven· 
tricIe. c. adhaesion to the dura mater. cl. 
entrance to the cavity of the sac. 

-jlJI 
- e.m. 

--NHI. 

FIg. 4. Ventral face of the brain of the 
same cyclopian being. 

{.b.m. = fissUl'a baso·medialis. G. alf'. post. = 
gyrus olfactorius posterior. INS = InsuIa Reilii. 
N. 11. = Nervus opticus. N. lIl. = Nervus ocu· 
lomotorius. c. m. = corpus mammilIare. 

by it, are only destl'oyed in the midline, in tbeil' mesial parts. The 
eyes are plaeed close together or. eventnally unite. 

The pl'aerhol'dal layel's, lying vel;t.mlly from the 11l'ain vesiele, do 
not develop. Consequently the matte I', c1estroyed b)' the burst which 
in a lafer stage is going to form the tissne, found between the os 
sphenoïdale and the os fl'ontale, will be missing and the ol'bits will 
appeal' close together or united in to one. In th is way the total range 
from the arhinencephalic cebocepllalia to the complete cyclopia is 
also understood. 

However it is obviollS, thaL tbe extension as weil as tbe place of 
tbe medio-basal fl'ontal blll'St alld probably also the pel'iod in which 

'it oceurs, can Yary between cel'tain limits. f" 

First its extension. A ver)' smalI, stl'ictly medially lying bUI'sLs 
wiII always cause fl'ontal arhinencephalia, but the loss in the 
midline of. tbe futlll'e pl'aeChOl'dal basal skull-elements are more Ol' 
less independent of tbe extension of (he brain defect. It may be 
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insignificant or large. On its extension, it will depend what place 
the future monstrum occupies in the range between adlinencephalia 
and cyrlopia. 

Still of, greatel' impol'tallre IS the 10cation of the burst, and still 
mOl'e, the Ime of c1irection, in whieh the bl'ain-vesicle bursts. There 
exist some details in different eyclopian monstra, whieh are not so 
weIl nnderstood in aecepting the othel' above mentioned interpl'etatiom., 
as they are by aecepling that a prima!'y lesion at the mesencephalic 
roof causes the burst in the base of bl'ain. 

H makes some diffel'ence for the future mOI'phologic development 
of 1he embryo whethel' th~ bnl'st goes thl'ough the medio-ventral 
vf'sicle-wall a little fill'thel' 01' a little less fal' fl'ontalwal'ds, whether ' 
it lies precisely in the midline or somewhat latel'ally from it. It is 
not even llnlikely, that place anel direction of the bUl'st are connecfed 
to a certain point with th~ time of termination. 

It is flat necessal'y that the burst forces tbe medio-ventral wan of 
the vesicle exactly ft'Ontally fl'om the plaee, where the cbiasma is 
going to de"elop, evell although tlle most freq nently oecurring farm 
of cyelopia is l'ep,'esented by the eyclopia inrompleta, in which, 
except the larnina tel'll1inalis, also the medlal half of the eye vesicle 
is destl'oyed, so that aftenvards the eyestalks are fOlmd as (wo 
optie ne1'\ es on Olle fl111y rleveloped eye, cornposed by two half 
eye-vesicles. 

lf the burst is supposed to begin mOl'e distally, e.g. even forcing the 
place whel'e aftel'wards the chiasma will appeal' and destroy ing at the 
same time the proximal part of the medial walls of ane or bath eyestalks; 
tben thel'e is no reason why - given the tendency of development 
of' isolated parts (the independent developed eyes of the anencephaIlls) 
- the two nnited eye-vesicles should not develop into one eye. 

In snch cases the optie nel'ves mostly united into one nene, ends 
blind, whel'eas there is not fOlll1d a chiasma, nol'. even a nlamillal'y 
body (e.g'. in the case descrilJed by DAVIDSON Br,AoK). 

Probably it is also of great importance, how the relations of 
developm~nt are between the ventl'al wn,Îl of the brain vesicle and 
the layers located ventmlly f'l'om it, which wil! produce the middle 
parts of the skull. 

Fl'om this point of view the bl'ains of the two cyclopian calves 
seemed important to me. 

They principally did not diffel' from those of the cyclopian hllman 
beings, which I examineci. But important is the difference of the 
details. 

In one, l'eprodnced iu fig. 5 and fig. 6 the sac (b) again is found 

I 
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on the dorsal face (fig. 5). Tbe vesicle is opened (d) and partially 
turned back. Tt is adherent to the dura mater (in c), and this ~lso 
is turned back, but o"e1' the cerebellnm. Here too two hemisphel'es 
aï:ë' found, united in their undivided frontal~pal't. 

Two sJnall optic nerves close to each other (N. II) 

1,~'mI· 

Ç1Iod~' '~ 
I 

fOl'm tbe 

Flg. 5. Dorsal face of the brain of a 
cycloplan calve (cyclopla incompleta). 

Fig. 6. Ventral face of this bram 

a. bram matter, b. roof of the 111<1 
ventricle, turned over to the front and 
to the back. c. adherence to the dura 
maler also turned back. d. entrance to 
the IIId ventricle. 

(Letters as m fig. 4). 

chiasma and the occipital parts of the two hemisphet'es are, notwith
standing the complication of hvdropically extended lateral "entricleb, 
relatively well developed. • 

The defect in the bone, of ten only small in cyclopian human 
beings, is in calves ,'ery important. In the proboscis of them is 
seen a fully deyeloped nose, divided into two halves, with a septum, 
conchae etc" fastened to a' bony piece, proximally ft'om the os fron
tale, as the X photo shows. 

Closer research will still have to prove whethel' thi~ piece of 
bone represenls the remaining part of the ethmoidal. One thing 
however is certain: a large part of' the praechol'dal tissue, out of which 
the middle-pal't of the nose will develop is not only present, it has 
reaC'hed a f'llll-grown development. 

In the second cyclopian calf still mOI'e intet'esting details appeal'. 
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There too the proboscis is a totally developed nose, with a: septnm, 
ronchae, and two balves, as it was in the former case. 

Thc figures 7 and 8 give the reproductions of the brain of this 
monstrum. 

Dorsally the sac (b) appear&, adherent to the dUl'a mater (c) and 
opened in d. Ventl'ally (fig. 8) the fissure in located more dlstally 
than in the former case, althollgh it IS placed frontally from the 
chiasma, and, what is of more importance the bmst i5 not 10cated 
precisely in the midline, but it is deviating and has also l'uptnred 
the base of the 1eft hemisphere. 

Fig. 7. Dorsal facp of the brain of a 
cyclopian calve. 

Letters as in fig. 3 and fig. 5. 

Fig. S. Ventral face of thls bI ain. 
f. sago = fissura saglltalis cerebri. 
X = ruptur e in the basal face of the left hemi

sphere. 
Fot' the rest same letters as in fig. -1. 

The fronta1 brainpole has not remained undivlded here. If the 
burst does not keep stricti)' to the midline and is passing through 
a more distal plan of the brain-base, as may be supposed in tlus 
case, then Ihel'e is no l'eason wh)' the eye-ol'igin on that slde shonld 
not be totally destl'oyed and a real monorbital'y clycopian being 
will develop, iu which the eye is not composed b)' two eyes, bnt 
results from the one l'e'maining eye-vesicle. Then too it is not necessal'y 
that the fl'ontal pole has to l'emain undi vided, for a part of the blll'st 
passes latel'ally f'rom the midline. !n this rase the sagittal fissnl'e becomes 
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visible at the frontal pole, aIthough it does not l'each the basa!' ~ 
lamina tel'minalis and, the bl'ain shows fl'ontal arhinencephaly_ on -
both sides. 

Those who accept as essenlial in cyclopia die loss of germ-matel'ial 
at the frontal pole, caused (eithel' uy a primary defective germ, Ol' 
by a pathologic moment acting Oll it dil'ectly), must not onl.1' account 
fol' the difficulty, which gives the interpretation of the dorsal sac, ~ 

rhe hydropic pl'0tl'uding roof of the IUn ven.tl'icle. They too have 
to make n,('ceptable: 

a. why of ten a total development an internal nose appears-in 
the proboscis ; 

b. why under certain cil'cllmstances, the sagittal fissure in the 
telencephalon, notwithstanding the arhinencephalia, still develops; 

c. whv there is, under eirCulllstances, a burst' at the distal base ..; 
of one of the hemispheres. The result of the rnpture through 'the 
frontal poles, whi.ch being pressed togethel', unite again, is obvious. 
But sometimes in Olle of the hemispheres also a rnpture in the 
base of the temporal and occipita,l parts is demonstrabie. 

In short, by the examination of different cyclopian brains pal'licu
larities appeal', whieh agree with the old coneeption of KUNDRAT. 

SCHWALBE'S verdict: "Mit dem Zeitpunkt der Bildung del' Grosz-
,hirn-hemisphären ist die teratogenetische Terminationsperiode del' 
.Nliszbildungen gegeben, die ein einfacltes VonlerMm haben" -
cannot concern the- cyclopian bl'ain. Oyclopian brains always possess 
two distinct hemispheres, they are only llnited to one undivided 
mass at 'their frontal poles. \ 

" 
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Physiology. - '~On inltibition proceedin,CJ jrom a jalse 1'ecognition." -
By Dr. F. Rl>ELs, (Oommunicated by Prof. Dr". O. WINKLER). 

(Communicated in the meeting of Jaifuary 29, 1916). 

The present publication del'ives its origin from a series of researches 
concerning the phenomenology of remembrance. The experiments ~ 
were eonducted in the following way: various kinds of stimuli 
were presented to the su~ject, who was asked to recall later on 
what he had seen. Eacb single and individual experiment was 
divided into three periods: the fore-pedod, in whieh the stimulus 
was exhibited; the after-period for reeollection, including the re
cognition of the stimulus; and the lllterval between them. In spite 
of the instl'llction given to the snbject to avoid as muc!J as possible 
any representation of the stimulus during the interval, it not in
fr"equently happened that images we re evoked similar to the prima!'y 
stimulns Ol' diffel'ing from it ilJ some way or ot her. In the latter 
case there was abAence of recognition in toe third pedod of the 
experiment; nay, the stimuli even arollsed a sensation of novel 
experience, a "conselenee de nOllvenu \'eun". Absenc'e of recognition, 
a fortiori rhe oecllrrenee of a so-calied "eonseience de nouveau venu", 
is undel' these cil'eurnstance&, by no means to be considel'ed as a 
matter of COllI'se, sinee from the fart that the experiencmg persOl1 
proves incompetent to faitbflllly eall up the stimulus, it does not 
follow, that he will fail to identi(r it when it is pl'esented again. 

The researches, bearing particlllarly on the analysis of these 
constantly recurring phenomena, were carried out in tl~e psychological 
Laboratory of Louvain, Prof. Dr. A. MICHOTTE ana Mr. G. PAPENS 

acting as subjects. 
The stimuli were meaningless, coloured figm'es of a somewhat 

eOlilplex pattel'll, painted on pieces of cardboal'd (10 cm. by 10 cm.). 
Twelve of them were shown to the observer in succession jn the 

first stage of the experiment. They appeal'ed in a slit of a screen, 
behind which a eal'dboal'd disc, provided with two open sectors ot' 
90°, was made to l'otate witI] constant speed. E'very time when one 
of tlle sectors flitted past the slit, one of the stimuli beeame visible 
and was exposed to view fo}' about 760 (J. Eaeh set was exposed 
five times with intervals of 3 minutes. A number Jf contl'ol-tesis 
showed us th at aftel' a fivefold impression t11e subject had got 
sufficiently familiar with the stimulns. 

At a second sWing, which took place exactly 24 llrs. aftel' the 
first, five stimuli were applied just as befol'e. They resembied more 
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or less some of the first set as to form, or colour or both. Next the 
observer was reqnired to image those original figtll"es of ,,,hich a 
fragment would be shown him, and to transfer his mental repro
dllctions to paper while l'eporting the variollb details of form and 
colonr as faithfully as could beo OUI' object in repeating the im
pJ"ession of some of the original stimuli was to see whether and 
how f,lr the recognition wa~ acted l1pon by them, and titus to secure 
a tOl1chstone by which~ to test the influence of tbe mental repro
dnctions upon the recognition. 

Both influences wel'e tbe object of an investigation at a thit·d sitting', 
which again took place 24 -[11'S. later. The primary stimuli were 
presented again to the observer, who was then l'eqnired to say 
whetber Ol' 110t he recognized them. The time needed fOI' recognition 
was registered by means of a chronometer. 

In order to ascel'tam the extent to whïch the recognition had been 
fuciJitated b)' tbc impl'ession of the fragments of the original stimuli, 
applied at the second sitting, tlle two ob'servers were subjected to a 
set of control-tests. Hel'e also our material was uniform and meaning
less. Aftel' famllmrizing themselves with twelve figllres of the kind, 
in the way indicated beretofore, the expeJ'imenter again selected five, 
of wbich ti.'agments wel'e shown lLt aserond sitting', the subject 
being agLtin called on to avoid, as mueh as possible, an)' reprodllction 
of the complete figul'e. Then again a third Ritting followed fol' the 
l'ccognitioll of the origlIlal stimuli. To thl'oW tlle observel' into 
confllsion, the intervals between the expel'iments proper, as weIl as 
those of thc cOJitl'ol-tests weee filled up vvith "Vexll'versuche", so that 
t he observer could 1I0t teIl bef'orchand w,hether the stimulus pl'esented 
lol' recognition, was Ol' was not OlIe of tbe famllial' series. 

Eaeh obsel'vel' was subjected io 180 experiments, 60 of which 
senred fol' compal'ison. 

The dl'awings made during tbe second sltting, feil into three groups 
upon ihe basis of their likeness to the primal'y figures, vi7i. accurate, 
fairly accurate and inaccurate drawings. A drawing was com:idered 
accurate, when it was in ever)' detail a faithful copy of the ol'iginal 
figure; fairI)" accmaio whell it diffel'ecl from the latter in certain 
delails as to position anJ extensions of 1,ho parts. Snch drawings as 
showed an essential departlll'e ti'om the prinC'ipal features of the primar)' 
srilllllJlls were caJled lllacC'nrate. Om C'riterion is, it is tl'lle, open to 
objection, bnt in our juclgment il is the on1)" one at Oul' disposal. 

In the follovl'Ïng table the dl'awings of our subjects are gronpecl 
undGr ihe 3 headings mentionecl above. Tbe colour-sensation has 
heen sublracted, sillce ap to coloul's the repl'oduciive iendencias are 

91~' 
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hàl'dly adapted to qllantitative analysis, owing to the fact that the 
experimenter exhibits the coloul' logether with the fragment of the -
figure, and that the omission of part of the drawing neressarily 
iI1volves the absenre of its colonr: 

TABLE I. 

I·~ I p 

Number of drawings 71 61 

Accurate drawings per 100 42 9,8 -

Fairly accurate drawings per 100 16 8,2 

Inaccurate drawings per 100 42 82 

The expel'iments upon P had fat' advanced, when we noticed that 
the inflnence of the reprodurtions of the second sitting npon the 
recognition val'ied l1Iuch accol'ding' as they were dependent upon 
memory or npon imagination. Vi e, therefol'e, requested lVI to report 
whether his drawings wel'e based on tbe one Ol' on tlle other. P 
could not furnish satisfactory in fOl'mation on this head. 

The recognizing process may be readily tl'acèd out along the fol
lowing 'lines : 

A. Becognition of tlte jigu1'es 1'eproduced in t!te interval, 
B. Beco,qnition of the figuJ'es alte1'ed objectivel.ll at t!t(l second' 

illlpJ'ession. 

'A. The recogmzmg process reveals the inflnence of the various 
kinds of l'epl'oduclions in two ways: 

1. the character of the phenomena 
2. the lengthening or the shortening of the recognition-time. 
As l'egards the effect of the repl'oductions upon the rharacter of the 

phenomena, which play some par't in the recognizing pl'ocess, we 
tabulated the relative frequency of- recognition and sensation of novel 
expel'ience eithel' for the entire figm'e or for one or more of its 
fragments. In my calculations I started from 100 'èxperiments for 
the sevet'al gl'Oups. (See table II p. 1415). 

a. Accurate 1'ep1'oductions. The fjgures constructed accul'ately, in 
the interval, are most times recognized directly. (With P only one 
exception in 9 ca~es, viz, a fragment of the figlll'e is not recogni,zeu; 
with M thel'e were only 2 depal'tUl'cs from the genel'al l'nlCf in 26 
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TABLE II .. 

Accurate Fairly Inaccurate I.naccurate 
reproduction _ accurat~ memorv-image. Image of 

reproduchon - Imagination 

Sensation of navel 'I M 3,85 20 I 80 15,8 
experience for the 

entire figure P-

Sensation of navel \ M .. 3,85 40 .- 10,5 
experience for a 

fragment I P 11,1 60 

R ecognition of the \M 92,3 40 20 73,7 

entire figure lp -
88,9 40 

cases: once a "conscÏence de nouveau venu" fol' the entü'e tigure, 
and another time there was a sensation of novel experience for a 
special fl'agment). 

In addition we must obsene that in M's case all accurate 
reprodllctions depend upon memory. 

b. Fai?oty acCtbrate reprocluctions. In this gl'Ollp the figure evokes 
far of ten el' a sensation of novel experience and in far the most cases 
observed, this OCClll'S especially with. those fl'agments, whose imaging 
and dl'awing at the second sittmg had been inaccurate; l'ecognition 
exiets fol' the fragments that had been l'epresented acclll'ately. With 
M as weIl as with Precognition l'esulted from an inacellrate 
reprodnction of a fragment in 2/6 of the cases; however, it relates 
rather to the "Gestaltsqualität" of the entire figure than to this 
particular fragment. 

c. Inaccumte 1'ep1'oc!uctions. It is of the utmost importance to 
distiuguish between the influence of repl'oductions that are to be 
considel'ed as the outcome of the imagination and the influence of sllch 
as originate from the memory. :;YI reported this diffel'entiation almost 
fro~n the olltset; what is said about the l'esults, thel'efol'e, refers 
to this observel' only .. 

a. Inaccurate ima,qes 0/ irnrt,qinrüion. In comparati vely few cases 
the subject reports a sensation of novel experience, pel'sisting, whole 
or part, in new imaginal formations. Only 5 out of 19 cases, Most 
times the entü'e figure is l'ecognized. at once (in 13 ont of 1J cases). 

[l Inacc'to'ate rnemo1·y-images. They are few and far between, 
on1y 3 h,wing heen repol'ted. The process of recollection di.ffel's 
essentjally fl'om the pl'oeess following u pon an image of imaginatioll 
in that a sensation of 11o'\'el experienee is the rule here, whel'eas 
recognition is the exception CIG of the cases). 

The cases here repol'ted, do not cornprise two in which the 
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remembrance, upon which the reprodllction depends, is of a more or 
less qllestionable nature. Wben stuelying the protocols of the recognition 
of these figlll'eS, we see tbat the sensation of novel experience, 
evokeel immecliately aftel' the incoming Rtimulus, is ousteel aftel' the 
a nalysis of the figllre by a "conscience de déjà vn", weak though 
this may be. In tbis respect they approximate tlle imagination type. 

It is plain then, that .the course of tbe experiment upon tho 
recognition of the primary figures val"ies consiclerably accOl'ding as 
the reproduction in the interval is tlJe l'esnlt of memory Ol' the 
product of imagination. TI~is accounts fol' the essenlial anomalies 
in the results obtained witb P, whose expel'i men tatlOll, as we 
allueled 10 before, was dl'awing to a close, when our attention was 
dil'ected to the di verse infl nences of memory-images anel of images 
of imagination. Figul'es reprodnced inacrurately, either as a whole 
or in part, are identiiied in one case, while in otber cases they 
arouse a sensation of novel experience. This anomaly may be unreal. 
However, being destitute of any knowledge of the' nature of the 
mental repl'oductions made in the interval, we are not in a position 
to assign the canse. 

The tahulated data lead to ~he following conclusion: recognition 
is inhibited by Ho more Ol' less inaccurate l'epl'eseutation, in 80 faL' 
as the latter evokes a complljte Ol' partial sensation of novel experience, 
the mOl'e so as the representation is farthel' l'emoved feom the 
primary stimulus. Tlie considel'able incremenl of the percelltage of 
the "consciences de IlOllveau venu" a,nd the rapid fall of the percentage 
of lhe reeognitions in the firsl threc colnmns I'einforce 0111' conclusion. 
The peculiar efféct of the inaccul'ate i ll1age.s of imaginàlion upon 
the l'ecognizing' pl'ocess, in contl'adistinclioJl to that of (he inaccurate 
memory-images induces us to attL'ibute the inbibition, affecting the 
later recognition, to the tolally Ol' pal'tially false l'ecognition - fausse 
reconnaissance - attending the fuore Ol' leas aCClll'ate and tlle 
inaccurate memory-images anel which is lacking with the image of 
imagination. Ir, mOl'eovel', we bear in mincl, that in the case of lVl
whose account is the only one we possess - all aCCl1ratc images 
are memory-images, and, tbel'efore, m nst be considered as tl'ue 
recognition-types, we are jnslified in ascribing' chiefly to the la1ter 
the favoul'able inflnence upon the later I'erognition. 

An analysis of ihe' times, l'equired fol' the l'ecognilion of the 
primary stimuli, lends support to this view. 

Amental reproduction, as has been obsel'\'ed, does not affect only 
the nature of the phenomena in tlJe l'ecog'nizing pl'ocess, but also 
the times needed for this proeess, 
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The following table Rhows for the several groups of repl'Odllctions 
the arithmetical avel'age, tlle median and the ayerage difference of 
the reaction-times of those experiments that resulted into a total or 
a partial recognition of the o1'iginal figures. 

TABLE lIl. (time, seconds). 

I Arithmetic~11 Median Mean 
mean deviation 

I 
Accurate reproductions !: 1,2 1,2 0,22 

1,9 1,5 0,64 

l: 1,5 1,4 0,46 
Fairly accurate 

" 4,1 4,2 1,47 

Inaccurate I: 1,7 1,6 0,38 

" 

An inaccurate reproduction made in the intervallengthens the 
recognition time· in proportion as it differs from the original fig'ure. 
M." l'epOl'ts only one case, in which recognition follows later on in 
spite of an inacclll'ate memory-image. We are, therefore, not enabled 
to publish any data illustrating the influence of a preceding false 
recognition upon the dilration of the sllbsequent recognizing pl'ocess. 

Whereas, on the one hand, an inaccurate reproduction occasions 
a slowing of the reaction, on the othe1' hand an accurate repro
dnction l'eveals itself in a quickened process. This is clea,rly demon
strated in the following tab Ie. Tt comprises the data regarding the 
l'ecognitioll time, obtained aftel' an accurate reproduction in the 
interval, by the side of those obtained aftel' a series of con trol-I ests, 
in which the intel'val bet ween the impl'es::;ion and the recognilion 
was the same, but without the pre-existence of areproduction. 

TABLE IV. (time, seconds). 

I ArithmetiCal1 Median 
Mean \ 

mean deviation 

Accurate reprodue- l: 1,2 1,2 0,22 
tion in the interval 1,9 1,5 0,64 

No reprodudion I: 1,4 1,3 0,41 

in the interva,,\ 3,8 3,8 1,57 
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These 1'esnlts confirm the hypothesis put fonval'd he1'erofore, that 
the accurate reproductions, which in iVI.'s case are invariably depend
ent upon memory, and consequently compl'Ïse a recognition of the 
reprodllctions, facilHate a later recognition, as áppears from a shor'ten
ing of Ihe reaction time. 

As it might be supposed, that the quirkening of the reactions in 
the case of an accm'ate reprodnction in tlle inten al, is dlle to a 
ueeper impression of that fragment of i11e fign1'e that was exhibited 
at the second sitting, with a view to facilitate a rep1'oclnction, w€ 

\ 

must observe that the1'e is no rea80n whatever, why it should not 
affect the more Ol' less inaccul'ate reprod uctions, as -weIl as the 
accurate. Moreover, our con trol-tests have proved that a qnickened 
reaction is undoubtedly dlle - anyhow chiefly due - to the effect 
of the accurate repl'oduction. This is borne out by the fact that in 
some of these tests the Ob5el'Vf'1' was shown, dUl'ing the interval, a 
fragment of the primary stimnllls, yvhile he was asked 10 avoid as 
rnuch as 'possible any l'epresentation of the specified stimlllus. We 
have calrulated the recognition, time fol' 25 of snch experiments 
upon each subject; we sllbjoin the l'esults together with the timeR 
needed for a preceding accurate reprodllction. 

# 

TABLE V, (time, seconds). 

I Arithmeticad Median Mean 
mean I deviation 

Accurate reproduction in l: 1,2 1,2 0,22 

the interval 1,9 1,5 0,64 

Exhibition of afragmen t l: 1,4 1,3 0,32 
of the figure, without re-
production in the interval 3,9 3,7 1,88 

The experiment llpon p, also sllo\vs, in rhe reactioJl times of the 
recognition with preceding inaccurate reproduction, the different 
effe cts of the inaccurate memol'y-image anti of the images of ima,gi
nation u pon the later l'ecognizing process. We wish to eaU partic
ular attention to the very considerable mean I dedation : 

Arithm. av, 4.7; median *.8; mean deviation 2.35. 
The avel'age time needed for l'ecognition is al most the sa,me fol' 

fairly accurate and for inaccmrate reproductions preceding the recog
nitioll, whel'eas the mean deviation is considerably larger here, This 
tallies, with our hypothesis that the calculated ti'mes constitute the 
average of two vel'y distinct gl'onps of data, whose differences, of 

"' 
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course, stand out cIeal'ly In the caiculation of the mean deviation 
of the l'eaction times. 

B. At the second sitting, the observer was shown, under the 
same IabOl'atory conditions as befol'e, a series of pictul'es, more Ol' 

less like the pl'evious set as to c'oloUl' and form. He had onI)' to 
observe them closely and to prevent an)' interfering assoriation with 
words, objects, Ol' familial' figl1l'es. Om object was 10 appIy the 
effect of this impression upon the recognition of the ol'iginai figures 
as a touch5tone by which to test the influence of the repl'odurtions. 

In rhe following table w~ illustrate the relative frequellcy of 
recognition and of sensation of novel experience, eithe1' for the 
entire primary figtire or for one Ol' more of ita fragments. I stal'ted 
from 100 experiments with objective alteration of the stimulus iu 
the interval; the numbers obtained by the experiment underwent a 
corresponding reduc60n: 

TABLE VI. 

Sensation of novel experience ~ 
for a fragment of the figure) 11,1 14,8 

Sensation ofnovel experience l 
for the entire figure ) 18,5 14,8 

Recognition of the entire 
figure 70,4 70,4 

The relatively slight effect of the second imp1'ession upon the 
l'ecognition is vel'y obviollS: with eithe1' subject recognition takes 
place in 70 0/0 of the cases, in spite of an objecti ve aItCl'ation of 
the stimulus in the interval. When comparing these data with those 
of Table lI, we will see at onee, that the effect of an objective 
a.ltel'ation of the figure upon its later recognition is very much like 
the influence of an illaccnrate image of imagination. In Table II 
the percentages of sensations of novel expel'Ïence wel'e with M 
I'espectively 15.8 9

/ 0 and 10.5 0/0 ; that of tlle recognitions 73.7 %> 

which vaIues agree fairly weIl with those of Table VI. H, in this 
connection, we take into account, that tile inaccurate image of 
imagll1ai,ion, llnIike the memory image, is nOL l'ecognized as identical 
with a l'epl'oduction of a pl'evions obsel'\'ation, we are most likely 
justified in ascl'ibing the absence of a distinct inhibition of the 
second impl'ession at work with the later l'ecognition, to the absence 
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of a false l'ecognition following upon tbe presentation of tbe altered 
figures. This hypothesis is based not onl)' upon the agreement of 
the quantitative data, but also upon the al'rang~ment of om experi
ments, the instruction being given to the obsel'\'el' at the exhibition 
of the altered figul'es to pl'cvent, if possible, any association, including 
those with figures previously impl'essed, in order not to exert any 
influence upon the appearance of a true or a false recognition. However 
tbis may be, our experiments do not throw light on the question, 
w hether a false recognition of the objecti vely altered stimulus affeets 
the later recognition of the primal'y stimulus in the same way and 
in the same measnre as it is influenced by the false recógnition of 
the reproduction. Before long we hope to deeide this point in a 
new group of experiments specially suited to the pUl'pose. 

The following times have been caleulated fol' the l'ecognition of 
the original stimuli aftel' impression of the objectively altered figmes 
in the interval. They are taken from the experiments that led to a 
complete or partial recognition of tlte primary figures. 

TABLE VII. (time, seconds) 

I Arithmeticall 
I mean 

Median 
I 

Mean 
deviation 

M 1,6 1,5 I 0,41 

P 3,5 3,4 'I 1,33 

From a compal'ison of these resu1ts with the data communicated 
. in Tables IV and III it appeal's, that, with M the 1'ecognition time 
shows an inerease of 0,2 sec. only; likewise that the 'effect of the 
second impression up on the reeognition is very sirnilar in intensity 
and direction, to th at. of an inaccurate image of imagination. In P's 
case a shortening of the recognizing pl'ocess is out of the question; 
on the contrary we note a slight \}llickening of the recognition of 
the original figures aftel' a second imp1'ession. 

The relatively short time needed for recognition again points to 
absence of a distinct inhibition of the second impression. 1\101'eover, 
the striking accordance, in M's cas/e, of the times obtained here, 
with those obtained with mac('urate images of imagination in tbe 
interval, corroborates our view th at the absence of a. distinct inhi
bition of the secOlld impression is I owing to the absence of a false 
recognition at the impression of the objectively altered stimuli, which 
absence is due again to the ~rrangement of our experiments. 
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1. A memory-image of the stimulus either entirely or partiallJ 
inaccurate, exerts "on it:l recognition at a later time an inhibitioll, 
revealing itself in a complete or partial sensation of novel expel'ience 
for the stimulus. 

2. In the case of an inaccnrate image of imagination the absence 
of a false l'ecognition reveals itself in the absence of this inhibition; 
the figure reproduced inaccurately is recognized at a repeated im
pression in a vast majority of cases. 

3. Presumably the absence- of a distinct inhibition to the recog
nition of the stimuli, which have' been altered objectively at theil' 
second pl'esentation, is to be ascribed to the absence of a false 
recognition in the intel·val. 

; Anatomy. - "The phylogenetic development of the cerebetla1' nuclei." 
By J. J. L. D. Baron VAN HÖEVELL. (Oommunicated by Prof. 
WINKIJER). 

(Communicated in the meeting of February 26, 1916). 

The problem of the· eerebellal' function, or functions, has of 
late years attracted a gl'eat deal of attention. lts solution is being 
looked for in the direction of co,ol'dination of movement and tonus, 
and both of these again in connection with somatic and !abyl'Ïnth 
stimuli. As regards the comparative anatomy, comparative morpho
logica! research fil'St drew attention to the connection between 
cerebellar development on the one hand, and bodily form and the 
accompanying muscu!ar funetions on the other hand, as has been 
demonstrated by BOLK 1), whose researches have been confirmed 
repeatedly by physiologists, recently by THOMAS and DURUPT 2). 
" Microscopical comparative anatomy also shows most elearly the 

'Connection bet ween the cel'ebellum aud the statie centra] organ; 
as has been pointed out, in particular by EDINGER 3). 

The result Of a comparative anatomical study of the cerebellar 
nuclei, which I conducted in the Institnte for Brain Research at 
A!Dsterdam, also pointed to a connection with the \'estibularis. Just 
as the cerebellum has_ developed in the lower vertebrates at a place 

1) L. BOLK: Das Zerebellum der Säugetiere 1906. 
2) THOMAS et DURuPT: Les functions cerebelleuses. VIGOT frères. Paris 1914. 
S) L. EDINGER: Ueber das Kleinhirn und den Statotnus. Deutscb. Zeitschr. f. 

Nervenheiik. 45 Vol. (1112). 
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adjoining the area vestibulo-Iateralis, I found th at the vestiblllal'is 
nuclei play an important part in the development of the cerebellar 
nuclei. 

Hitherlo a compaeative study of tbe ,cerebellar nuclei has never 
been extended to the lowel' verlcbrata; some of these nuclei we re 
even unknown in the lower animalo. Nevertbeless it appears that 
the nuclei cel'ebelli in the different classes of vertebrates exhibit a 
fairly reguJal' course of development in form, extent and position. 

My research was made chiefly among the lower vertebrata, ,iz. 
Petl'omyzon, some sharks and some l'epti1es. Fot' the amphibians I 
may refer to HERRICK 1). In the birds, which I aIso studied, I found 
conditions whicÏl have already been described by BRANDIS 2

), OAJAI,3) 

and SHIMAZONO 4), who agl'ee in the main with each other. I merely 
gi ve a sketch of a bird to facilitate a survey. 

The aspect of the nuclei cerebelli of mammals has often been 
illustrated, and I may assurne it to be sufficiently weIl known. In 
the 10 west ordel' of mammals that I was able to examine, some 
marsupials, I fou~d tbe m}clei cerebelh aJl'eady bigbly developed, but 
sligbtly different in -essentials from those of the big her mammals. 
The size of tbe nucleus dentatns, fol' instance, may differ gl'eatly 
and to a certain degl'ee be independent of the development of the 
hemispheres, but the cerebellar nuclei are in principle fairly a1ike 
in all mammaIs, at least a~ far as tbey may be compared witb tbose of 
the other vertebrate orders. I need not therefore give bere a separate 
description or repl'oduction of these nuclei in the mammals. 

Petromyzon jluviatilis. 

The cerebellum. of Petromyzon, wbich is found immediately orally 
of the area vestibulo-latel'alis, is not much more that a tbin plate. 
Tbough consisting chiefly of fibl'es, cells are al80 to be found scattel'ed 
in it, as was fil'st dèscl'ibed by SCHAPER 5). These are gl'amllar-cells 
and a few large cells which, according to him, JOHNSTON and SCHlLUNG B) 

1) G. JUDSON H"ËRRIOK: The cerebellum of necturus nnd other urodele amphibia. 
The Journalof compar. Neurol. l!'eb. 1914. 

2) BRANDIS : Untersuchungen über das Gehirn del' Vógel. Arch. f. mikrosk. Anat. 
Bd. 43, Vol. (1894). 

3) CAJAL: Los ganglios centrales del cerebeIlo de los aves. Trabajos del labo-
ratorio de Madrid. Vol. VI. 

4) SHIMAZONO: Das Kleinhirn der VögeI. Archiv. f. mikrosk. Anat. 80 Vol. (1912). 
ö) SCHAPER, Zur Histologie des Kleinhirns bei Petromyz~n, An. Anz. Vol. 16. 
0) SCHILLING, Ueber das Gehirn von Petromyzon fluviatiJis, 1907, Abh. der 

Senckenberg Naturfol'schende Gesellschaft. . 
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form the primitive homologon of Pnrkinje cells. Thc cells lie irregula1'ly 
about the Illiddle of the cerebellum under tlle molecular layer, which is 
lal'gely fOl'med by the fille neurones of the afferent systems. Regarding 
the connections of the cereb'ellum aTld of the nuclei lying in its 
proximity, little is lmown with certainty. 

Acco1'ding to SCHILHNG, the poorly developed tractus cerebello
lobaris runs out of the cerebellum into the mid-brain. According to 
ot her investigators, hOWe\'el', this is more probably an ascending 
tl'act. Caudally from the1'e, according to CMRK 1), there is a tractus 
tegmento-cel'ebella1'is (Ol' better, a tractus cerebello-tegmentalis) which 
may be identical with the tract described by JOHNSTON 2) as "arcuaie
fib1'es from the cerebellum". Wh ere, however, the cel'ebello-fugal tracts 
desel'Ïbed ol'iginate is nowhere exactly indicateu, not eyen on which 
level the hwestigator lost sight of them. SCHITJI,ING, in his drawing 
of a sagittal section, gives a brachium conjunctivium, but without any 
particulars. 

In a series of frontal sections coloured with haematoxyline which 
I examined, 1 found two groups of fibres which I must mention in 
1his connection. I have drawn one section of this series (Fig. 1). 

Fig. 1. Petromyzon fluviatilis. 
1) CLARK, The cerebellum of Petromyzon fluviatilis,' Journ. of Anatomy and 

Physiology, Vol XI, 1906. 
2) JOIINSTON, 1'he Bl'ain of Pell'omyzon, Journ. of comp. Neurol. Vol. 12. 1902. 
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On the level of the V. entrance, quite dorso-Iaterally, a group of 
ver]' large cells can be seen, the nucleus octavo-motorius frontahs 
of KAPPERS 1), also described by JOHN&TON as_ "f>pindle-cell nucleus." 
From these large cells the nearites go out in a ventral and also in 
a frontal direction to the mid-brain, whel:e they cross the raphé 
close unde!' the lIL nuclei. Collaterals of these seem to go, in my 
opinion, also to the enyirons of the III nuclei from the same side. 

There Ü, murh in favout' of KAPPERS' theory that these large cells 
are the homoioga, or at least the analoga, of the front portion of the 
nucleus Deitel's Ol' BECHTEHEW'S nucleus of the higher animais. For 
in reptiles one still finds the nco Deiters grouped into two portions, 
each of which fór a great part gi ves origin, the one to a tractus D~ilers 
ascendens, the othel' to a tractus Deiters descendens. In this respect they 
show much similarity with the separated ne. octavo-mot. anteriol' and 
posterior (KAPPJ<:HS). In some of the lower marnmals (Marsu pials) 
something of th is sepal'ation is still visible. 

Those large {'ells of Pett'omyzon, whieh lie on the border of the 
cerebellum, form with their nenrones still the only certnin connectlOlI 
of these regions with the base of the brain. CeUs lyillg immediately 
medially and dorsally thel'efl'om and of a smaller type, also send 
neurones venLrally and, what is of importance, also fl'ontally, hereby 
thus fOl'ming a system of frontally running fibl'ae arcuutae. 

Whether these smaller ceUs, or some of the large on es, give rif>e 
to Lhose fibres winch SCHILLING has called homologous to the 
brachium cOlljunctivmm, I do not venture to decide. I consider it, 
however, most probable that from this lateral group of reflex ceUs, 
large, smaIl, Ol' both, the development of the nuclei cerebelli of the 
higher vertebrates proceeds, nnd th at this takes the way as indi
cated in Selachians, where the primitive nucleus lateralis cerebelli 
alsq lies on the level of the entrance of the trigeminus root, laterally 
from the ventricle. 

Selachians. 

In Selachians (sharks) KAPPERS 2) bas described a cellgroup as nucleus 
latel'alis cerebelli. Regal'ding. this nucleus nothing but its position 
has been given. 

It now appears to me thn.t in all probability this is the forerunnel' 
of the nuclei cerebelli of the higher vertebrates. 

1) ARII:NS KAPPERS, The structure of tbe Teleo~tean and Selachian Brain. Journal 
of Comp-Neurol. Vol. 16, 1906. 

2) KAPPERS, I. c. 
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The nucleus lateralis is f'onnected with fibl'es from the rortex 
cel'ebelli and fibl'es w hicl! must be regarded as arcuate-fibres go Ollt 
from it ventrally to the mid-brain and bulb. This proves their 
similal'ity with cerebellar nuclei of higher vertebrates. They are 
however still in connection with the vestibularis and lateralis system. 

Flbl'es. WhlCh rome ft'om the lobus lateralis (the area-vestilHllo
latel'alts of most wl'iters) and go dOl'sally in the direction of the 
cerebellum, gh e oft' fibl'es which split oft' in the nucleus lateralis 
cerebelli. Tl!ese may be end-ramificatious of neurites as weIl as col
latemIs of fibJ'es "V hiel! send their terminals higher up. 

Especially in SelaC'he maxima it was cleal'ly visible that from a 
bundIe of Nv, vestibularis, fibres cUl'\'ed oft' to the Nc. lateralis 
cerebelli, as is also describecl by VOORHOl!lVE 1). Of the Fibrae al'cuatae, 
which proceed from the nucleus lateralis ccrebelli, some pass frontally 
to thc midbrain and decnssate the raphé there. Their endpoint is 
difficult to detel'mine, as they are lost to sight in tlle WEIGERT 

preparations in the basis of the aqueduct, some in the formatio 
l'eticlllaris, some in the en"virons of the liL nuclei. 

A r~d nucleus is hardly visible in sharks 2), 80 that this cannot 
be eonsidered as the main encJing to establish the homolog-y bet ween 
these fibl'ae areuatae of the Selachians and the bJ'achium eonjune
tivium of the mammaIs. 

Neverthele'3s the idea of th is homology fOl'ces itself upon us, the 
more so as in the higher animals the red nucleus is not the ol1ly 
end-point of tlle tI'. cerebello-mesenc. crue. 

It is important to be able to ascertain th at 1he two systems 

~'ig. 2. Scyllium canicu!um, 

1) VOORHOEVE. Not yet published, 
2) S. DE LANGE, The red nucleus in Reptiles. Proceedings of the Kon, Akacl. 

v. Wetenseh. Amsterdam April 1912. 
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of fibres that reach the nnc. lat .. from the dorsal and from . 
the ventral side are not the continllation one of the other. The 
two systems are seen illustrated in fig. ~ in Scyllinm canie. 

I was able to determine here that the principal masses at 
least of both syRtems send olf ramifications into the nucleus, , 
and do not simply pass this nucleus. 

The dOl'sal cOllnection is formed by fibres, some of which can be 
traced in Scyllium til! right below the molecular layer of tbe 
cerebellum. From tbe most frontal alld also ventral p-ortion of-'th_e 
nco lateralis cerebelli fine fibres go downwards and at the same 
time frolltally. The cells fi'om which they originate - lie togeth.er 
above the lateral angle of tbe 4th ventricle" some still in the 
caudal portions of the vellum (see fig. 5). They might form a 
separate nucleus. The fine fibres w bich origillate tberefrom run in 
a decidedly - more fwntal direction than is the case with the otber 
fibrae arcuatae of more caudal ol'igin, .as can be' seen esperially in 
sagittal seetions. They end apparently more dorsally in tbe neigh
bomhood of the III nuclei and of the central grey matter; tbe 
'exact end, bowever, is difficul t to determine precisely. These 'cells 
remind one of the nco brachium conjunctivium of mammaIs . 
. A group of faidy large polygonal cells below the-angle of the 

Fig. 3. Selache maxima. 

" .'," 
'. I. 

'- ~..; ':. 
" . 

.' 
~ '. - . .. ,.. .. 

'-

Fig, 4. Selac11e. max;ima. 
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4 th, ventJ'Ïcle anel in tlle basis of it, fig.' 5, 'we must' consjder fol' 
the presel1t as standing in no relation. to the nco cerebelli. Thèy are 
probably reticular eJements (perhaps the fore,m.nners oL the nr. loci 

, cerulei of the higher vertebrates). 
If now we examine t.lle nucleus cel'ebelli in its topogl'aphic 

conditions, it appeal"s that it lies in that part of the, cerebellum 
which passës oyer into tl)e oblongata, (fig. 4 represents a fl:ontal 
section thl'ough the, greatest bl'eadth of the nucleus), anel that its 
cells bOl'der irnmediately c,m the cells of the area vestibulo-Iateralis, 
onIy few of which al'e still to be ,seen in fig. 4, but ,which are to 
be seen bettel' in fig. :3 (the boundal'Y of the cL"ista cel'ebellal'is, 
indicates in both figlll'es' approxirnately the boundary between VIII 
anel V regions.) . 

• I 

. o,:~ : :.: 
.' ..... 

Fig. 5. Selache maxima. 

In this ell'awing a lateral group of' cells is to be seen' in tlle VIII 
area (fig. 3 o.c.) which' have a different axial position than the cèlls o.f 
the more medially situateel group., Th~y seem t0 be a ~er'y' i ven'tral 
continuation of the nucleus- cei'ebelli. "From there too arcuate-fibres 
go' out, w IJich run very pel'ipherally in tIJe oblongata. , 

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XVIII. 
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Finally it must be mentioned that the tractus spino-cerebei
laris vent1'. and dors. in Scyllium may be easily traeed as a 
compact bundIe, and that I cOllld finci no' fibres going from it to 
the nuclei lateralis ; they all end in the éorpus cel'ebelli. HERRICK 

also says of the Ampllibians that there is no connection between 
the tI'. spino-cerebellaris (which -ends in the cerebellu mitself) 
and the area aCllstico-lateralis; so in this respect too, the relations 
as found in shal'ks show a homology 10 those of the amphi
bians, since the spino-cerebellary tracts in the Selachians also 
end in the corpus cerebelli. 

Amphibians. 

HERRICK 1) bas made an exhaustive investigation of the cerebellum 
in urodele ampbibians, and I cannot ref"ain from mentioning snel! 
of his resuIts as are the most important fol' my research. 

The cerebellum of failed amphibians is formed by the tissue of 
the walls .of the l'ecessus lateralis of tile 4th ventl"Ïde, while the 
roof of tlle 4th ventricle is almost entirely ependymal and contains 
but litt1e nervous tis~he. 

Further forward, frontally, the recessus forms a tiny pocket, tbe 
diverticulum anterius. Nervous cerebellar tissue is found on every 

~ side of the diverticulum anterius, and cerebellar tissue is also found 
in the antero-medial; wall of fhe recessus lateralis and on its fiool'. 

The main mass of tbe cerebellum of tbe higher amphibians and 
the reptiles appeal's to arise in tlle mesio-frontal part of the wall 
of the recessu"s lateralis in the urodele Amphibians. For this reason 
HERRTCK names this part of the recess.us, even though it is very 
poorly developed, the corpus cei'ebelli. Tbe corpora cerebelli on 
both sides are joined by a dOl'sal commissllre. This commissure in 
the Amphibians forms, where the roof of' the diverticulum anterius 
is ependymal (instearl' of' nel'VOUS as is: tile case in Nectlll'uS), the 
only nervous porti on of the roof of the 4th ventricIe. 

The fiool' of the l'ecessus lateralis shows a curve which HERRICK 

has called eminentia ventralis cel'ebelJi. It lies on the level neal' the 
tl'igeminus entl'ance. The postero-1at!'lral wall of the recessus is also 
thickened, that is ,the lobus anterior of the area acustico-Iateralis. 

The tissue of the eminentia ventl'alis cerebelli now passes over 
into the corpus cerebelli. 

The uppermost edge of the lateral wall of the reces sus contains 

1) HERRICK: loc. cit. 
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a few cells which, according to HERRICK, are apparent1y l'educed 
Purkinje cells. 

Fibl'ae arcuatae internae proceed from the entire extent' of the 
area acustico-Iatel'alis; one pOl'tion crosses the raphé, another portion 
descends on the same side. 

Of the cauàal portion of the cerebellum similal' fibrae al'cuatae 
go olf; some of them go io the tegmentum, some to the formatio 
l'etirularis. Some of these fibrae arcuatae now -;- both of the 
cerebellum and -of the lobus anterÏol' of the area arcustico-lateralis
pass frontally into the mesencephalon. These bundies form the 
bl'achium conjunctivum. As faLr as the cerebellum i8 concemed, they 
all rome from the eminentia ventralis, none from the doraal portion 
of the cerebellum. Thus in many respecis there is great similarity 
with the conditions which I have desct'ibed in Se]achians. HERRICK'S 

preparations, however, enabled him to arrive at a more definite 
conclusion. He was able in some preparations to tl'ace the neurites 

J 

of the cells from the eminentia vf'ntralis cerebelli inio the brachium 
conjllnctivium. Since in mammals the brachium conjunctivium rises 
in tbe' nucleus dentatns and nncleus tecti ceJ'ebelli, HERR1CK, on ac
count of these facts, very rightly cOllsiders the cells of the eminentia 
ventmlis cerebelli as the pl'imordium of the Jlucleus tecti and nucleus 
dentatus. 

Reptiles. 

Of the nuclei cel'ebelli of the Reptiles but little is known. BANCHI 1), 
who admits a nucleus dentatus in Amphihians, denies this in the 
case of Reptiles. EDlNGER 2) mentions that as in bony-fish, sharks 
and Amphib.ians, so also in Reptiles a small gl'OUp of ceIls occurs 
latel'ally in the cerebellum, th at these little rell-gl'oupS will pl'obably, 
be homologous with the' nucleus den tatus of mammaIs, but that. too 
little is known as yet reganJing the connectlOns to ue able ta say 
anything about them with certainty. Regal'ding the medial nucleus 
(nucleus t!3cti) he says emphaticaUy that they do not OCCLU' in animals 
lowel' than bh'ds, eXI~ept in Uhelone nidas, a tm'tle. 

In a crocodile, Alig~tor sklcrops, I: fOllnd distinct cel'ebellar' 
nuclei, which I l'eproduce here in Figs. 6 to 9. We l'ecognise here 
two groups of ceUs, a medial gl'Onp of in general darkel' cells, 
which mar weil be called nucleus cel'ebelli medialis, and the cells 

1) BANOHI: Sll!le vie di connessione del cervellelto. Archivio di Analomia e di 
Embriologia. Vol. n. Fase 2. HJ03. 

2) ElHNGER: Bau der nervösen Zentralo'rgane lIBel. 1908. 
92~' 
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Fig. 6. Alligator sklerops. 
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Fig. 8. Alligator sklerops. 
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Fig. 7. Alligator sklerops . 
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Fig. 9. Alligator sklerops. 
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whi('h are lateral and ventro-lateral from them, the nucleus cerebelli 
lateralis, which reaches to the nucleus vestibularis. 

These fignres alone would lead us to form the opinion that the 
cells in the cerebellum are nothing but a continuation of the nucleus 
vestibularis, which in this animal would then reach into the tectum 
ceJ'ebelli. Before going fUl'ther into this question I shall say a few 
words about the VIII nuclei. 

In agreement wJth GORDON HOLMES 1) I distinguish in the oblongata 
3 distinct nuclei, in the octavus l'egion, viz. the nucl. magnocellularis 
dorsalis, which contains the greater part of 'the fibl'es of RadIX pos
tenor; further a nucleus laminaris, which may be regarded as being 
pl'obably a secondary cochlearis nucleus, and the nucleus ventralis, 
which cel'tainly is to be regarded as vestibularis nucleus. 

If I compare the descriptlOn and drawings of HOLMES with what 
I see in WEIGERT-PAL and VAN GU1S0N preparations, I come to the 
conclusion that the ventralis (HOLMES) consists of two portions. 

The large ce Us form one nucleus, the nuc!. Deiters (which again 
can be divided in some parts). 

The smaller celis frontally fl'om the Deiters nuc!. clearly form a 
separate group, to which I would give the name of nucleus vesti
bularis anterior 2). HOLMES has already noted that part of the ventral 
VIII fibres, i.e. the vestibularis fibl'es, bend in a longitudillal direction 
and pass frontally to this frontal portion. 

Whereas the cells of the nuc!. Deiters are strll strongly polygonal 
on a level immediately caudally fl'Om that shown in fig. 6, those 
of tbe nnclem:; antel'Ïor frontally gradually lose their distinct polygonal 
character. Added to this, the cells seen in the frontal sections fre
quently vary between two chief types, one approaching the egg
shape, the other more spindle·shape in form. 

These two eell-types, in the Alligator, seem 10 merge into one. 
. rhe farther frontally one goes, the more egg-shaped ceUs one 
finds, both in the Alligator and in Ohelone. The nucleus at the same 
ti me stretches out more dorsally, medially from the corpus restiforme, 
and gl'adually ~changes into cell-groups which, can no longer be 
counted as belonging to the oblongata. At this point we have reached 
the nuclei cerebelli. 

In the brachium conjunctivium, which is all'eady recognisable as 
such in Reptiles and is connected with the nucleus ruber, fibres run 

1) GORDON M. HOLMES : On the compal'ative anatomy of tue nervus acusticus. 
Transactions of the Royal lrish Academy. March 1903. 
• 2) It probably corresponds to the nuc!. vestibularis superior of Beccari (Areh. 
H. di Anat. Vol. X p. 664). 

\1 
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ft'om this nucleus cerebelli medialis as weIl as from the nucleuR 
cel'ebelh lateralis lying laterally from It. On these grounds alone 1 
consider we are jU5tJfied In speaking of genuine nuclei cerebelli 
in Reptlies 

On account of the close net-work of fibres th at is met with 
especially dorsally from these nuclei in the VI1 eigert-Pal prepal'ations, 
It IS extremely ditticult to dtscovel' with any certainty the further 
,COllnectIOn5 of the nuclei cerebelh. Nevertheless I believe I can 
can state that fibl'es rnn between the cortex cerebelli and these 
nucl81, fibres, some of whlCh run parallel to each other, while othe1's 
form a fine net-~vork. The latter ma) very weil originate 10 the 
Purkin,je cells, the miJ re so as the fibres running from a dorsal 
duechon to the nco cerebelIt convey the impression of being end
ram I ficatwns. 

I Both from the dorsal-latelal side and from the dorso-medial side, 
buudles can be seen which spht off to go to the nuclei. Of those 
from the medial side some can be traced to near thE' raphé qnd 
probably origlDate in inter'secting systems. As the neurites of the 
Purkinje cells wIlI not ltkely par:,s the median line in the cerebellum 
of fhe Reptties either, these fibres will probably come ti'om spmo
cel'ebellar and octave-cerebellar tracts. 

From the neighbonrhood of the vestibular nuclei in the Alligator, 
stl'Ong tracts go to the cerebelIn m; the fibres accllmnlate in tlllCk 
Ibundler:, which run partIy medially past the 4th ventricle, partly 
'upwal'ds through the nco cerebelli. I\t the level of the medulla, dorbo
Jateral a)1d dorsally from the nco cerebeIli a few fibres (,Ul've offfrom 
·these thirk bUlldies, with the concavity downwards, which fibres 
-go to the nco cerebelh and there scatter in rather fine end-raml
fications: 

Although 1 ca'nnot detel'mine the end of these si de fibres with any 
certainty, I believe I may assume that these fibres go to the cells 
of the nucleI cel'ebelli. TlllS would thus 'rnean th at the nuclei cere
belli are connected elther wIth fibres originatmg m the nucleus 
vestlbularis, wlth direct VII[ root-fibres, or with collaterals of vestlbulo
cerebeJlar Î1 bres. 

FrontaLly the nuclel cerebelli bordel' on 5malier cells lying at 
the corner of the ventrtcle and partly above it, WhlCh I take to 
be the forerunners of ihe nuclei bl'achii C'onj. of the marnmals 
(fig. 9). 

These cell gl'OUpS which first appeal' on th ic:; level, are connected 
fa:t:ther frontally with the central grey matter round the aquaeduct. 
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Bb,ds. 

BRANDIS 1) has made a very exhaustive investigation of the cere
bellum of dIfferent bh'ds. 

The ntldei eerebelh lias also been made the su~ject of research 
by CAJAL 2). 

The cerebellar nuclei are described by BRANDIS as consisting of 
eell-gl'Oups which are connected with each other by cell-bridges. 
He divides them into a nucleus lateralis and a nucleus medialis. 

The nucleus lateralis consists of various cell gl'onps which ven
tl'aBy cannot be sharply distinguished from the rells which lie in the 
erus cel'ebelli. The latter are called by BRANDIS nco crllris cerebelli 
(followtng STIEDA) but BRANDIS included in this nucleus a]so the 
large polygonal cells lying in the oblongata, which form a whole 
wtth rhe cells of the cruE.. SHIl\1AZONO 3) rightly terms this whole 
magno-cellular nucleus the Deitel's nucleus. 

In truth the Deiters eells in birds reach fal' dorsally mto the 
erns cerebelli, and border dit'eNly on' the nucleus lateralis cerebelli. 
According to SHIMAZONO the most lateral groups, which on the outside 

, 
~:. .. 
i - --,;;;-!-

Fig. 10. Oatharistes atratus, 

1) loc. cito 
2) loc. cit. 
3) loc. cito 
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lie against the nucleus Deitel's, still belong to the cerebellar nuclei. 
I pl'esume that SHJMAZONO arrived at this eonclusion because from 

these eens also fibres proceed whiéh join the bl'achium eonjunctivium. 
But not merely large polygonal eells form a connecting bridge 

between the cells of the eel'ebellary nuclei and the oblongata. Many 
othel' smaller eells, SOllle more nearly approaching the egg-shape, 
lie between the tibr~s of the crus -cerebelli. 

In fig. 10 I give a sketch of a frontal section through the eere
belI~lln of cl. vultul'e, Cathal'jstes astl'atllS. I think that it wiU show 
the topogt'aphic conditions sufficiently clearly 

I wilIonI,}' add that the lateral nuclei as weIl as the medial 
nucleus shows a relationship with the vestibu]ar region of crus 

, cerebelli and oblongata. 
Compared 10 the Reptiles, however, the birds have strongly 

dlfferentiated cerebellary nuclei. Althol1gh these do not rank exaetly 
between tlle nuclei of Reptiles and mamll1als, yet they exhibit in 
many l'espects an intermediary course of development to that of 
the latter. 

SU1nma1'Y· 

If now we cOll1pare the nuclei eerebelli of mammals with what 
is to be found in the lower animals discussed here, we shall see 
how these nuclei of the mammais, in propol'tion 80 mueh more 
highly differentiated and lying' entirely in the cerebellum, have 
graclually developed out of the more elemental'y forms. It appears that 
the cerebellar nuclei originate in connection with vestibularis nuclei 
and pJ'obably have clifferentmted themselves therefrom. Later in 
phylogeny they shift in a dOl'sal rlirection, partly by enlargement., 
but partly also by tihifting in toto, thus beeoming incorporated in 
the cerebellum irself. 

In the lowest animals the cel'ebellal' nucleI are still in closer 
connectioJl with the vestibulal' tl'acts, than in the higher vertebl'ates, 
whm'e they are connected in the tirst pJace with the Purkinje cells. 

The assllmption is clear that the dorsal shifting of the cerebelli 
nnclei takes place nncler the'influence of the axones ofthePllrkin,je 
cells (neurobiotaxis). 

_ r 
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Meteorology. "On the relation between jluctuations in the strength 
of the Tracle wincls of the .lV01,th-Atlantic Ocean in SU1nmer 
anc! depal't~tres f1'om th~ normal oJ the wintertemperature in 
EU1'ope". By P. H. GAUÉ. (Communicated by Dr. J. P. VAN 
DER STOK). 

(Communicated in the meeting of JanUfll'y 29, 1916). 

1. In a former investigation 1), the rel~tion was shown between 
the strength of the Northeast Trade of the North-Atlantic Ocean and 
the intensity of some hydrographical phenomena in the northel'll 
Ellropean seas; about three mönths elapsed bet ween cause and reslllt. 

Starting from tbis point it was obvious that it should be investigated 
if any rel at ion cOllld be rlemonstrated between fluctuations in the 
stt'ength of the 'l'rade wind in summer and those in the tempera
tllre of the ,succeeding winter in Europe. 

It is a widely-spread and generally received opinion that the Glllf
stream is one of the predominant, if not the most predominant, 
among the agents, responsible for tlle mild climate of Westei-n-Europe. 

The contrasting temperat1..u'e-anomahes of the Norwegian coaót and 
the North-American eastcoast and those of the northern and southern 
coasts of Iceland are brought forward as striking examples of Glllf
stream-infl uence. 

Thus, fluctuations in the intensity of this stream wIlI logically 
canse fluctllations in tempel'ature and in Enropean climatological 
conditions generally , 

The Gulfstream itself depending in a high degree upon the 
strength of the Northeast Trade, it is evident that a relation must 
exist between the Northeast Trade and the climate of Europe. 

MEINARDFS and KOPPEN 2) gave an excellent explanation of the 
way in which the Gulfstream-or rather the offshoots of the J:""orth
Atlantic Cm'rent, as the stream is called to the east of New-Found
land-cal~ses the mild winters in the greater part of Europe. 

The presence of the water of relatively high-temper'atul'e alone 
is not suflicient. 

1) Kon. Akad v. Wetenschappen te Amstel'dclm. Proceedings of the Meeting 
of Saturday March 27. 1915. Vol. VXIl. 

2) WILHELl1I MEINARDUS. Der Zusammenhang des Winterklimas in Mittel- und 
Nordwest-Europa mit dem Golfstrom. 

Zeitschrift der Gesellschaft 'flir Erdkunde. Bd. XXXlIl, p. 183. 
W. KÖPPEN. Wodurch ist die hohe Wärme Europas und des Nordatlantischen 

Ozeans bedingt? 
Annalen der Hydrographie und Maritimen Meteorologie 1911, p. 113, 
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As a first resuIt of the presence of this water they consider the 
well-known distribution of atmosphel'ieal pressure and corresponding 
air-circulation; and this is a factor of far gl'eater impol'tance. 

This pressure-distribution gives rise to the pel~anent Iceland-Fal'óer 
low and southwesterly winds are predominant over the greater 
part of Europe. 

The air transporled by these winds being relati "ely warm and 
highly-satul'ated, keeps up the onee exi&ting preósure-distl'ibution and 
the type of weather will show a rertain stability. 

The northwesterly winds in the rear of the depressions, being 
vel'y cold in Siberia and olf the Amel'iean coast, are howevel' not 
aecompanied by sn eh shal'p temperaturefalls on this side of the 
ocean, as, before reaching the Emopean continent, they travelled 
over relatively warm water. 

Society experiencing in all its stages the influence of severe or 
mild winters, it is not astonishjng, that it has been tl'ied more tban 
once, to investigate the possibility of making a prognostication about 
the coming winter. 

SABINE 1) was among the first that took an interest in this question. 
Ris attention was drawn by the remarkably mild winters of 

1776-1777 and 1821 -1822. In the autuml1 of 1776 FRANKLIN 
crossed the Atlantic; in January 1822 SABINE himself sailed as a 
naval officer in the Iphigenia to the Cape Verde Islands and by' 
these voyages he got at his disposal observations about the water
temperatlll'e of a part of the Ocean between the Azol'es, the Cape 
Verde Islands and England's South-coast. 

These observations generally showed a rather high waterlempera
ture; the positive departures from the mean ranp,ing between 3°.3 
and 5°.0 C . 
• The mean obtained in 1825 agrees within 0°.1 C. with the one 

_we determined in 1915; but the fluctuations caJcnlated for January 
of every year over the period 1898-1915 are small, the maximum 
not exceeding + 0°.56 C. and those small fluctuations furnish us 
with other facts, than the rather exaggerated deviations found 
by SABINF.. 

In both cases the scanty observations which SABJNE had at his 
disposal originated from one ship and in our opinion it is owing 
to this lack of material that he found these Jarge departures. 

WOhen we consider single observalions out of the great 1l1ass we 

, 1) LT. COL. SABINE. On the cause of remarkably Mild Winters which occasionally 
occur in England. 

Philosophical Magazine and JournaJ of Science. Vol. XXVlIl 1846, p. 317. 
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had at oUt' disposal, it is a)so possible to come to diiferences with 
the mean temperatul'e of 2.°0 and 1.°9 O. 

The winter of 1845-1846 being not only very mild, but resem
bling in more than one respect that of 1821-1822, he came to 
the conclusion, that it must be possible to make a prognostication 
about the coming winter, if at least he conld obtain observations 
about the speed of the Gllifstream propèr. 

If the Gulfstream was strong in summer this should be folIo wed 
in his apin ion by a large amount of warm water of Atlantic Ol'igin 
on the Elll"Opean coast5 in autumn and winter, and this warm water 
was the prime cause of mild winters. • 

In his dêLyS it was however not possible to asce1'tain the 1'ole 
performed by that warm water. 

The question how it was possible to have the current-observations 
at his disposal in time, SABINE meets with the words: 

"Ships sail faster than the water runs". 
Our methbd - though qnite independent of - starts from SABINE'S 

principle of 1846. 
OTTO PETTERSSON 1) and MEINARDUS 2), thougb not starting from. the 

Gulfstream, but from the watertemperature oif Norway, Iceland and 
the Fal'Öel', have demonstrated the l'elation bet ween the Gulfstream 
and the tempel'ature in Sweden and Uentral-Europe, To theil' 
method we have the objection that the watertemperatme in coastal 
waters is in no smal! degree aifected by on- and oif-shore winds. 
MEINARDUS found the largest correlation in the South of Sweden and 
the southern and western parts of the Baltic. 

From the waterternperature 9f the Norwegian Sea in December 
he draws his ('onc~usions about the temperature in Europe fol' the 
succeeding months. Without entering' into details it is impossible to 
say 'any more about these fundamental investigations. 

HANN 3) h~s demonstl'c1ted the mutual l'elation between weather
conditions in Iceland and the Northwestern part of ElU'ope. , 

Ful'ther investigations of lVIEINARDUS 4), BRENNECKE and othe1's enter 

1) OTTO PETTERSSON. Über die Beziehung zwischen hydrographischen und mete
orologischen Phänomenen. Met. Zeitschrift 1896. 

2) WILHELM MEIN.t\RD:JS. Über einige meteorologische Beziehungen zwischen 
dem Nordatlantischl!n Ozean und Europa im Winterhalbjahl'. Met.. Zeitschrift 1898. 

3) J. HANN. Die Anomalien der Wittemng auf Island in dem Zeitraum 1851-1900 
und deren lleziehungen zu den gleichzeitigen Wittemngsanomalien in NOl'dwest 
Europa. Sitzungsberichte der Wiener Akademie. Hd. aXlIl. Jan. 1904. 

4) MEINARDUS. Periodische Schwankungen der Eistrift bei Island. Annalen etc. 1906. 
MEINARDUS. Über Schwankungen der Nord-atlantischen Zirkulation und ihre 

Folgen. Annalen 1904. 
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into this queslion more or less fully and it appears that European 
climatologicaI conditions snbstantially depend upon the pressure
distribution over the nOl'thern parts of the NOl'th-Atlantic Ocean and 
adjacent seas. 

Since SABlNE the greatel' part of the investigations were made for 
the purpose of finding out the relation bet ween more or less sim ul
taneous phenomena in parts of the globe not too far removed from 
one another. 

It was CAMPBEJ,L HRPWORTH 1) who again took up the problem in 
aquite original manner, by investigating the relation bet ween changes 
in the strength of the Trade winds of the North- and Sonth Atlantic 
Oceans and those of the watertempérature in the North Atlantic. 

He comes to the concillsion that positive departures from the 
average in the strellgth of the Trade winds are a year aftel'wal'ds 
followed by positive depal'tures in the tempel'ature of the wat~r. 

Another study 2) deals with the relation bet ween the Gulfstl'eam 
and the temperatul'e of the air in Engeland. . 

The author demonstrates a rathel' feebie relation, with a lapse of 
twq monlhs, between the watel'temperature of the North Atlantic 
Ocean and the airtemperature of three stations in England. 

W' e find as the reslllt of both studies considered togetheJ'. that a 
relation is demonstrated thongh not numerically, between the N ol'theast 
Tl'ade of the Atlantic Ocean and the airtemperatme in Engeland. 

2. Our standpoint was explained in a preceding investigatioll, 
it was shown that the effect of an impulse in the region of the Trade 
winds (15°_25° N.j25°-45° W.) was traeed aftel' two or th ree 
months in some hydrographical phenomena in Northel'n Europe; 

, the supposition is obvious that the wintertemperature (December
February) of Westerll-, nentral- and N orthern-Eu1'ope, will prove to 
depend upon Tradewind-ngencies, having been active not later tban 
October. 

However this supposition alone is not sufficient. What we have 
to do, is to investigate over which period the Trade has to be taken 
into account to get the maximum correlation bet ween fluctuations 
in the strength of the Trade winds and the wintertemperature of 
Europe. 

1) M. W. CAMPBELL HEPWORTH. MeteoraloglCal Office 203. The Trade-winds of 
the Atlantic Ocean, comprising a comparisoll in the Changes of the Watertempe
rature of the N. A. Ocean and in the strength of the Trade·winds. 

2) The Gulfstream. Geographical Journal Vol. XLIV p 429 en 534; 
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This investigation was made over the period 1899/1900-1913/1914 
for a combination of five Dutch stations, Flushing, Maestricht, de 
Bilt,' Helder and Groningen, for three German stations togethel', 
Gorlitz, Ratibor and Posen anel fOl; a combination in the far NOl'th
West viz. Angmagsalik (Greenland ) , Akureyri and Sty kkisholm 
(lceland). 

The choke of these combinations has not been an accidentalone. 
Precursory calclllations demonstrated tllat tlle Iargest [lositive COl'

relation was found in East-Gerrnany, the largest negative in North
Iceland and East-Greenland. 

T ABLE J. 

I I a. Holland I b. Germany c. Iceland and 
1/2 (b+c) Greenland 

Trade-wind 

iC. factorl C. factor I C factorl f. f. f. C. factor 

+ I + -
1 March-Aug. 0.7641 /0.0725 0.6796 0.0937 0.1587 0.1698 0.4192 

2 July-Sept. 0.2791 0.1606 0.4732 0.1352 0.3801 0.1497 o 4267 

3 April-Sept. 0.7029 0.0881 0.7030 0.0881 0.4664 0.1363 0.5847 

4 Jan.-Sept. 0.6908 0.0910 0.6512 0.1003 0.1645 0.1695 0.4079 

5 Oct.-Sept. 0.6016 0.1110 0.5558 0.1204 0.0635 0.1735 0.3097 

6 Aug.-Oct. 0.3818 0.1487 0.6115 0.1094 0.4400 0.1404 0.5258 

7 June-Oct. 0.6043 0.1106 0.7865 0.0664 0.4775 0.1345 0.6320 

8 May-Oct. 0.6095 o 1094 0.7708 0.0707 0.5637 0.1188 0.6673 

9 Febr.-Oct. 0.6144 0.1084 0.7222 0.0833 0.4006 0.1462 0.5614 

10 Nov.-Oct., 0.5319 0.1249 0.6309 0.1048 0.2834 0.1602 0.4572 

11 Dec.-Nov. 0.6179 0.1077 0.6322 0.1046 0.1889 0.1679 0.4106 

12 June-Nov. 0.6948 0.0900 o 8127 0.0591 0.4299 0.1420 o 6213 

13 J/3 (3+8+12) 0.7032 0.0880 0.8033 0.0617 0.5084 0.1291 0.6559 

14 July-Dec. 0.3968 0.1467 0.4949 0.1315 0.0818 0.1730 0.2884 

These resuits partially agree with MEINARDUS'S conclusions, where 
he fOllnd the gl'eatest correlation to exist, between fluctuations of 
tile watel'temperature in the Norwegian Sea and those of the air
temperature in South-Sweden and the Southern and \Vestern parts 
of the Baltic. ' 
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When considering lhe table below the largest cOl'relation fol' the 
wllOle of Europe - 1/2 (Germany + Ieeland) - will be found between 
fluctnations of the Trade-wind over May-October and those in the 
temperature over December-Fel!>l'Uary. ~ 

When we consider tbe cOtl1uined cOl'l'elatiorJf'actol's fQl' Germany 
and Iceland - 1/2 (b + c) - with regard to the following periods, 
durmg which the Tl'ade-wind was taken into account, we get a 
cIeal' inslght into the march of tbe cOl'l'e]ation. 

March-Aug. 
I 

April-Sept. 
I 

May-Oct. 
I 

June -Nov. 
I 

July - Dec. 

0.4192 
I 

0.5847 I 0.6673 I o 6213 
1 

0.2884 

Witb the colJaboration of tbe Directions of the steamship eompanies 
alld of OIlI' staft' of volunteel'-obsel'vers, the observations about tbe 
strength of the Trade winds over May-October may be at our 
(hsposal about medio November and so it is posslble to make in time 
a pl'ognostication abollt tbe winter to come. From a closer exami- ' 
natlOn of the correlation factors in Table I we Jearn that tbe Trade 
~vll1d observations of A pril-Septem bel' provide an approximation, 
which may be improved wben the observations of October are at 
9ur disposal; for Germany we have to take the Tl'ade-wind obser
vations of Mayor June-October, fol' Iceland those of May-October. 
: FOl' Holland tbe obsel'vations over the periods March--August, 
April-September Or Jllne-Novembel' gi\'e a good I'esult, fol' EUl'ope 
we can make use of the mean 'nJue of the obsel'vations 1,'3 (April
September + May-October + June-November). 

Wben taking into account the Tl'ade wind of March or of December, 
the vaIlle of the correlation-factol' decl'eases rathel' fast. 

Table II contains the cOl'reJahonfactol's between depal'tul'es in lhe 
stl'ength of the Northeast Tl'ade over thl'ee periods and those of tbe 
temperatUl'es during the following winter in Europe for 135 stations 
or distl'icts. They apply to the pel'iod 1899/1900-1913/1914. 

In charts 1 and 2 the iso·correlates have been tl'aced, tbey are 
l'egular in thell' pl'ogl'ess and tbey folIow more or less the line of 
sepal'ation between tbe low-IJ ing plain anti the highlands as in the 
neighbolU'hood of 1he A1ps, the Oarpathian MouJltains and the Apen
nmes; chal't 1 applies to the Trade winds of May-October, chart 
2 to tJlose of June-No\'ember. 

Posltlve depal'tures In tile stl'ength of the Northeast Trade fiI'e 
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TABLE Il. 

I Trade-wind 
May-October I June-October I June-Nov. I 

Lat. N.!Long.Grw I ~~g' I f. I corr'j fact. f. I corr., facto f. 

1 Terschelltngerbank 53°27' 4°52'E 0.595 0.113 0.586 0.114 0.628 0.106 

2 Haaks 5258 4 18 0.403 0.146 0.448 0.139 0.424 0.143 

3 Maas 52 1 354 0.540 0.124 0.558 0.120 0.591 0.113 

4 Schouwenbank 51 47 3 27 0.595 0.113 0.551 0.121 0.638 0.103 

5 Noord Hinder 51 35 237 0.309 0.158 0.281 0.160 0.440 0.140 

6 Groningen 53 13 6 34 0.626 0.106 0.706 0.087 0.721 0.084 

7 Helder 52 58 444 0.713 0.086 0.662 0.098 0.748 0.077 

8 de Bilt 52 6 5 11 0.556 0.120 0.563 0.119 0.650 0.101 

9 Maestricht 50 51 5 41 o 428 0.142 o 409 0.145 0.534 0.125 

10 Flushing 51 27 3 36 0.585 0.115 0.494 0.132 0.653 0.100 

11 Borkum 53 40 6 45 0.716 0.085 0.715 0.085 0.774 0.070 

12 Sylt 5455 8 20 0548 0.122 0.593 0.113 0.620 0.107 

13 Wllhelmshafen 53 35 810 0.613 0.109 0.6631 0.098 0.716 0.085 

14 Kiel 5425 10 8 0.544 0.123 0.618 0.108 0.682 0.093 

]5 Hamburg 53 30 10 0 0.601 0.110 0.676 0.095 0.720 0.084 

16 Wüstrow 54 5 II 3 0.659 0.099 0.663 0.098 0.735 0.080 

17 Swinemünde 53 55 14 20 0.658 0.099 0.692 0.091 0.765 0.012 

18 Rugenwaldermünde 54 30 16 25 0.645 0.102 0.658 0.099 0.715 0.085 

19 Neufahrwasser 54 25 ]8 40 0.618 0.108 0.644 0.102 0.692 0.091 

20 Memel 55 45 21 8 0.693 o 091 0.606 0.110 0.673 0.095 

21 Trier 49 45 6 39 0.414 0.144 0.451 0.139 0.505 0.130 
~ 

22 Cologne 5056 6 5i 0.486 0.]33 0.529 0.125 0.599 0.112 
-23 Münster 51 58 7 37 0.554 0.121 0.624 0.106 0.673 0.095 

24 Karlsruhe (LB.) 49 1 8 25 0.475 0.135 0.505 0.130 0.577 0.116 

25 Hannover (i.W.) 52 22 9 45 0.585 0.115 0.629 0.105 0.696 0.090 

26 Erfurt 5058 11 4 0.636 0.104 0.703 0.088 0.739 0.079 

27 Pots dam 52 23 13 4 0.686 0.092 0.686 0.092 0.730 0.081 

28 Berlin 52 31 13 24 0.687 0.092 0.705 0.088 0.786 0.067 

29 Görlitz 51 10 15 0 0.736 0.080 0.791 0.065 0.816 o 058 
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TAB L E 11 (continued). 

I 
Trade·wind 

May·October I June·October I June· 

Lat. N·ILong.Grw. corr'l f. I corr., f. I Corr. I 
facto facto facto I 

-

30 Posen 52°25' 16°55'E 0.740 0.079 0.776 0.069 0.813 

31 Bromberg 53 8 18 0 0.683 0.093 0.703 0.088 0.743 

32 Rabbor 50 6 18 13 0.763 0.073 0.791 0.065 0.793 

33 Prague 50 5 14 24 0.728 0.082 0.802 0.062 0.795 

34 Krakau 50 4 19 57 0.733 0.081 0.738 0.079 0.760 

35 Lemberg 4950 24 I 0.682 0.093 0.648 0.101 o 715 

36 Vienna 48 15 16 22 0.630 0.105 0.735 0.080 0.714 

37 Salzburg 47 48 13 2 0.406 0.145 0.381 0.149 0.450 

38 Insbrück 47 16 11 24 0.323 0.156 0.369 0.150 0.392 

39 Graz 47 4 15 28 0.582 0.115 0.714 0.085 0.669 

40 Görz 4557 13 37 0.496 0.131 0.594 0.113 0.612 

41 Arco I , 45 55 10 53 0.466 0.136 0.580 0.116 0.564 

42 Fiume 45 19 14 27 0.610 0.109 0.616 0.108 0.668 

43 Florence 43 45 11 15 o 349 0.153 0.507 0.129 0.479 

44 Mamornita 48 10 26 8 o 644 0.102 0.597 0.112 0.689 

45 I Botosani 47 45 26 40 0.708 0.087 0.625 0.106 0.753 
I 

46 Falticeni 47 30 26 20 0.651 0.100 0.585 0.115 0.728 

47 Baia de Mama 45 0 22 50 0.513 0.128 0.519 0.127 0.591 

48 BucurestI (Filaret) 44 25 26 0 0.538 0.124 0.552 0.121 0.596 

49 Constanta 44 10 28 35 0.596 0.112 0.533 0.125 0.627 

I 50 Sofia 43 42 2320 0.441 0.140 0.445 0.140 0.486 
I 

-
51 Odessa 4628 30 44 0.724 o 083 0.510 0.129 0.726 

52 Kiev 50 26 30 37 lO.669 0.097 0.472 0.135 0.672 

53 Warsaw 52 0 21 0 0.733 0.081 0.713 0.086 0.753 

54 Moscow 55 45 37 37 0.349 0.149 0.201 0.167 0.340 

I 55 Riga 56 57 24 6 0.361 0.152 0.248 0.164 0.361 
I 
I 

I 
56 Petrograd 5958 3040 0.147 0.171 0.100 0.172 0.116 

I 57 Kuopio 6255, 27 40 -0.121 O.ln -0.123 0.172 -0.186 

I 58 Archangel 64 32 40 33 -0.214 0.166 -0.2131 0.166 -0.264 , 
I 
r 
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TAB L E II (continued). 

Trade-wmd 

I May October June-October June-Nov. 

Lat. N. )Long.Grw. corr'l 
I 

Corr. \ f. corr.\ f. f. facto facto fa ct. 

59 Vardö 70°22' 31° 8' E -0.257 0.163 -0.171 0.169 -0.230 0.165 

60 Alten 69 58 23 15 -0.330 0.155 --0.274 0.161 0.303 0.158 

61 Tromsö 69 39 18 58 -0.423 0.143 -0.361 0.149 -0.446 0.140 

62 Bodö 67 17 1424 -0.246 0.164 - 0.217 0.166 -0.192 0.168 

63 Bröno 65 2.8 12 13 0.031 0.174 0.064 0.173 0.113 0.112 

64 Kristiansund 63 7 745 0.147 0.170 0.304 0.158 0.355 0.152 

65 Bergen 60 24 5 19 0.157 0.170 0.251 0.163 o 284 0.160 
f 

66 Skudesnaes 5f! 9 5 16 0.262 0.162 0.306 0.158 0.339 0.154 -
67 Mandal 58 2 7 27 0.307 0.158 0.358 0.152 0.364 0.151 

68 Kristiania 59 55 10 43 0.433 0.142 0.589 o 114 0.480 0.134 

69 Lund 55 42 13 12 o 574 0.117 
I 

0.650 0.101 0.650 0.101 

70 Kalm ar 56 40 16 22 0.547 0.122 o 629 0.105 0.636 0.104 

71 Whisby 57 39 18 18 0.530 0.125 0.506 o 130 I I 0.565\ 0.118 

72 Karlstad 59 23 13 30 0.347 () .153 0.451 0.139 0.418 0.144 

73 Upsala 59 51 17 38 0.307 0.158 0.438 0.141 0.358 0.152 

74 stockholm 59 21 18 4 0.449 0.139 0.515 0.128 o 505
1 

0.130 I 
75 Hernösand 62 37 17 57 0.197 0.167 0.205 0.167 0.2411 0.164 

76 I Ostersund 63 11 14 39 0.195 0.168 0.241 0.164 0.253 0.163 

77 Umea 63 49 20 17 -0.078 0.173 -0.035 0.174 -0.032 0.174 

78 Haparanda 65 50 24 9 -0.109 0:172 -0.021 0.174 -0.084 0.172 

79 Copenhagen 55 41 12 136 0.588 0.114 0.612 0.109 0.660 0.098 

80 Skagen (The Skaw.) 5744 1Oe38 0.416 o 144 0.456 0.138 0.505 0.130 
-

81 Thorshavn 62 3 6~45W --0.386 0.148 -0.231 0.165 -0.284 0.160 

82 Vestmannö 63 26 20 18 -0.488 0.133 -0.379 o 149 -0.327 0.156 

83 Stykkisholm 65 5 22 46 -0.540 0.123 -0.398 0.147 -0.303 0.158 

84 Akureyri 66 34 18 3 -0.588 0.114 -0.456 0.138 -0.437 0.141 

85 Berufjord 64 40 14 15 -0.470 0.136 -0.349 0.153 -0.351 0.153 

86 Angmagsalik 65 37 37 34 -0.565 0.119 -0.502 0.130 -0.428 o 142 

87 Ivigtut 61 12 48 10 0.064 0.173 -0.024 0.174 -0.056 0.174 
I 

93 \1 
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. X\'IIl. 
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TAB L E IJ (continued). 

I Trade-wind 

May-October _I June-October I' June 

Lat. N.jLong Grw.j ~~~f.' i f. I corr.) fact f. I corr. 
fact. 

88 Godthaab 64°11' 51°44'W - 0.211 0.166 -0.260 0.162 -0.250 

89 Jacobshavn 69 13 51 2 -0.187 0.168 -0.145 0.171 -0.130 

90 Upernivik 72 47 56 7 -0.197 o 171 -0.130 0.171 -0.145 

91 Sumburgh Head 59 40 1 20 - 0.138 o 171 -0.023 0.174 -0.046 

92 Aberdeen 57 10 2 6 -0.079 0.173 0.020 0.174 0.099 

93 Valentia 51 56 10 15 -0.181 0.169 -0.056 0.174 -0.044 

94 Kew 51 28 o 19 0.214 0.166 0.202 0.167 0.371 

95 Falmouth 50 9 5 4 -0.086 0.173 0.068 0.173 0.124 

96 North Scotland -0.206 0.167 --0.115 0.172 -0.109 

97 I East Scotland -0.083 0.173 -0.063 0.174 0.025 

98 N.E. England 0.141 0.171 0.081 0.173 0.285 

99 East England 0.194 0.168 0.199 0.167 0.350 

I Central England 
. 

100 0.204 0.167 0.153 0.170 0.336 

101 S.E. England 0.151 0.170 0.138 0.171 0.320 

102 West Scotland -0.173 0.169 -0.162 0.170 -0034 

103 N.W. England --0.152 0.170 0.085 0.173 0.264 . 
104 S.W. England -0.015 0.174 0.034 0.174 0.149 

105 North Ireland -0.191 0.168 -0.151 0.170 -0.089 
~ 

106 South Ireland -0.176 0.169 -0.136 0.171 -0.022 

107 The Channel -0.149 0.170 -0.096 0.173 0.015 

108 Dunkirk 51 2 223 E 0.403 0.146 0.397 0.147 0.520 
, 

109 La Hève - 49 31 0 4 0.398 0.147 0.390 0.148 0.545 

110 La Hague 49 44 1 57 W 0.246 0.164 0.217 0.165 0.329 

111 Brest 48 23 4 30 -0.145 0.171 -0.055 0.174 0.016 

112 Nantes 47 15 1 34 0.179 0.169 0.235 0.164 0.354 

113 Angers 47 28 034 0.160 0.170 0.200 0.167 0.396 

114 Parig 48 49 229 E 0.327 0.157 0.313 0.157 0.425 

115 Besançon 47 15 559 0.328 0.155 0.397 0.147 0.473 

116, Nancy 48 42 
I 

6 11 0.365 O. J51 0.355 0.152, 0.447 
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TAB L E 11 (continue.d). 

I Trade-wind 

I May·October I June-October I June-Nov. 

Lat. N.jLong.Grw·1 f~~f: , f. I corr., jact. f. I corr., 
fact. f. 

Lyon 45°41' 4°46'E 0.261 0.1621 0.380 0.149 1 0.460 0.137 

Puy de Dame 45 46 258 0.278 0.161 0.360 0.152 0.460 0.137 

Bordeaux 4450 032 W -0.033 0.174 0.068 0.173 0.214 0.166 . 
Nice 43 43 1 18 E 0.305 0.158 0.409 0.145 0.431 0.141 

Marseilles 43 18 523 0.198 0.167 0.341 0.154 0.358 0.152 

Biarritz 43 29 134 W -0.042 0.174 0.117 0.172 0.215 0.166 

Pic du Midi 42 56 0 8E -0.013 0.174 0.039 0.174 0.148 0.170 

Perpignan 42 42 2 53 -0.008 0.174 0.175 0.169 0.201 0.167 

Tou!ouse 4337 1 27 -0.069 0.173 -0.013 0.174 0.149 0.170 

Basle 47 33 7 35 0.427 0.142 0.460 0.137 0.517 0.128 
I 

Zürich 47 23 833 0.376 0.150 0.449 0.139 o 509 
,0.

129
1 

Bern 46 57 7 26 0.352 0.153 0.397 0.147 0.467 o 136 

Neuchätel 47 0 6 57 0.379 0.149 0.447 0.139 0.509 0.129 

Altdorf 46 53 8 39 0.128 0.171 0.182 0.168 0.219 0.166 

Geneva 46 12 6 9 0.237 0.164 0.326 0.156 0.320 0.156 

Lugano 46 0 8 57 0.437 0.141 0.577 0.116 0.589 0.114 

Ona (Burgos) 42 44 330W -0.053 0.174 0.084 0.173 0.176 0.169 

Coimbra 40 12 8 25 -0.139 0.171 -0.020 0.174 0.115 0.172 

Infante Don Luiz 38 43 9 9 -0.198 0.167 -0.020 0.174 0.029 0.174 

accompanied with positive departures of the wintertemperatme in 
Holland, ,Belgium, France, Germany, Italy, Austria-Hllngary, the 
Balkan-States, West- and South-Russia, South-Scandinavia, Denmark , 
and the greater pari of Great-Britain; at the same time negati\'e 
temperatnre-departures occur in the North of Great-Britain, of Scan
dinavia and of Russin, fnrther in Iceland and GI'eenland. 

The l'egions of maximum and minimum positive and negative 
cOl'relation need no furthel' explanation, Tt lIas been mentioned before 
that CAlIIPBEIJL HEPWOR1'H has demonstraled a fee bie rounection 
bet ween the strength of the Trades and the tempel'atl1l'e in England ; 
we have also, f'ol1nd a rathel' small cOl'relation, OAlIIPBELL HEPWORTH 

93;1, 
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came to a phase-diffel'ence of about fourtflen months, whereas we 
found only two months. 

3. Oharts 3 and 4 contain a represenlation of the synchronous 
mean-pl'essure distribution and temperature deviations for the months 
Decembel'-February, for 1902 and 1910 when it was "too warm" 
on the continent; eharts 5 and 6 for 1901 and 1909 when the 
winter was "too eold". 

Horizontal shading represents positive temperatul'e-deviations, 
negative deviations are represented by vertical sbading, the widest 
shading ugrees with deviations ranging between 0° and 1°.4, the 
narrower respeetively with deviations fi'om 1 °.5 to 2::>.9, 3°.0 to 
4°.-1 and from 4°.5 to 6°.0 C. 

Attention is dl'awn by the following points in the isouarie-charts: 

a. relative low pressure in warm, relative high presslIl'e in eold 
winters; 

b. the centre of the Ieeland-Faroer-low bes in warm winter::; to 
the east, in eold winters to the west of Iceland; 

c. a rather sudden bend in the isobars in warm winters, whieh 
fails in cold on es ; 

d. the isobars are less undulated in warm winters than In eold 
ones; 

e. to tbe north of the Iceland-Faroer-low the reg ion of bigh 
pressure appears in warm win terE>, it faIIs in coId ones. 

These faets generally govern the tem peratul'e-distribution. 

-1. Finally the degree of certainty of a prognostieatlOn about 
the eharaeter of the coming winter has to be examined and also how 
far our knowledge abQut the numerieal vaIue of the standal'd-devi
ation is impl'oved. 

The gl'eatest succes::; of a pl'ognostication may be expected for a 
region where the largest cOl'l'elation-faetoJ' was found; In our case 
the part of Gel'lnany containing the Rrations Berhn, Göl'lltz, POE>en, 
and Ratibor (TabIe U, chart 2): For the tempel'atul'e-deviations 
over the period 1899/1900-1914/1915 with regard to the mean 
value over these 16 years and for those of the Tl'ade winds 
over the rnonths Jllne-November the following vallles were found, 
they are given in hundredths of a degl'ee Celsius and of' Beallfort
units, 
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I DevIatIOns /1900 jOl / 02 / 03/ 041 05/ 06/ 07 / 08/ 09 /10 )11 /12)13/14/15 

1 1 I . 
Temperature -103 -217 +123 -30 -33 +30 +93 ~200 + 7 -240 +193+100 -27 +87 +53 +167 

1 Tradewlnd - 43- 69+ 43-50+10+10+24
1

- 23+10-102+ 19+ 23+20+18+56+ 56 

Thus )' = + 0.8476 and f= ± 0.0475. 
In the following diagram the fun line reprf'sents the deviations 

of tbe Tl'ade wind to their fuU magnitude; the stt'oke-dot line gives 
those of the temperatllre, but redllced to 3/10 of their vaille, -

1& Ijo, '9 os '9 '0 19
'
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/-
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I \\ t---: V 
0 1\ : ''''\ I 
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8. \11 
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In 14 out of 16 cases the de, iations show -a corresponding sign, 
and gene rally it would have been possible in se ven ont of eight 
cases to máke a good fOl'ecast about the sigu uf the departure of 
the coming wintertempel'ature. 

Let 111 be the avel'age wintertempel'ature for the 4 Eltations over 
the period 1900-1915, the standard-tempel'atm'e deviation 0"1' 0", that 
of the Tmde wind. 

F1'om the observations the following nllmerical values result: 
M = + 0°.027 C., 0"1 = ± 1°.295 0., 0"2 = ± 0.438 Beau fort units; 
for the l'egression-equation we find: 

lUl = 2.508 :C 2 

where XI repre~ents the temperature-deviation, tV, the corresponding 
one of the Trade wind. 

The improved pl'obable error in the prognostication of the tem
perature, being: 

tv = '/3 0"1 V(1-1'~) = ± 0°.456, 

it is evident, that our know ledge about the value of the standard
deviation is improved by 

11-V(1-1'2)l X 100 ~46.93 0fo. 
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Over 1 !:J15 the strength of the Trade dllring Slimmer was abont 
3.27 Beaufort-units, the 17 years avel'age amollllts to 2.90; so that 
as fal' as the l'athel' smal I lUlmbel' of years permits to make a 
prognostication, the following forecast was made: 

A mild vi'Ïnter in Holland, Germany, Austria-Hungal'Y, Switzer
land, _ NOtth-Franee, BeJgium, Denmark, South-Scandinavia, East
England and Yvest-Rnssia; in Iceland, Gl'eenland, NOl'th-Seandina\ ia 
and North-Rnssia a cold winter. 

Generally this prognostication was a suecess ,:vith rather large 
departnres in temperature. 

I 

5. It is a well-known fact that foL' a number of yeal's more than 
once large, even lal'ger, C'ol'relationfactors than the above mentioned 
we re fonnd, between deviations of various meteorologieal ele
ment8, whel'eas during a following series the existence of a eorrelation 
('onld hal'dly be demonstrated. 1) This proved to be the case wh en 
elements were cOllsidered between ,:"hich not su eh a sll'ong physical 
relation could be expected as bet ween the Gulfstream and the 
EUl'opean eh mate and this justifies the supposition that a following 
series of years will C'onfirm tIJe result given above.' 

The best plan' wouJd have been to repeat tlle same im'estigation 
before the yeal' 1900 and indeed we tded to do so fol' Ihe period 
188-1-,1899, but had to give it up. _ 

As far as tem perature-ohservations we re concerned there was no 
difficulty at all; the nllmbel' of wind-obs~l'vations also was sufticient 
anel these obsel'vat.ions were extl'act.ed and compnted. They originated 
from salling ships ho wever and this was the re as on why they 
pro vod to be unfit for OUl' purpose. With feebIe winds a. ship 
l'emained fo!' a longer time in the region in ql.lestion, whereas with 
strong winds the l'egion was quick1y passed thl'ough. The result was 
a surplus of obRervations wlth 10wel' figures, a deficit of higher 
ones; and not only the force, but also the direction of the Trade 
wind was a factor not to be neglected. 

Till now we have not sllcceeded in applJi~g a correction to the 
observations of sailingships so as to make them equivalent to those 
of the steamships, which practically always spent the same time to 
pass through the l'egion and this was the l'eason why th,at part of 
the investigation, before 1900, was abandoned. 

1) SouLhern Hemisphere Seasonal Correlations by R. C. MOSSn!AN F. R. S. E. 
Repl'inted from S~MONS'S Meteorological Magazine Vol. 48 1913. 
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Mathematics. - "Circles CUttil1g a plane curve perpencliculal'ly." 1. 
By Prof. HK. DE VlUES. 

(Communicated in the meeting of January 29, 1916). 

In the "ProceedilJgs of tbe Royal Academy of Scienees at A mster
dam", section !' volume VIII, N°. 7, 1904, the present writet' pnblished 
a paper, entitled : "An wendung del' OyldogJ'aphie auf die Lchre van 
den eb enen OUlTen" 1), in which the cil'cles are investigated cyclo
graphically, which. eitlter toucb ane or more plane CUl'ves ance Ol' 
se\'eral times Ol' osclliate them. 

At the end of that paper the obsel:valion is made that by means 
of a slight altm'ation in the plan, Ihe eireles may a1so be illvestigated 
tbat cut ane Ol' mOt'e plane curves ol7ce or seveml times perpen
dicularly; tbe aim of the foliowing paper is to eal'l'y out that 
in vestigation. 

§ i, As befare we start ft'om a plane enrve !cp of order (t, class v, 

-yvith ó nodes, % ,ellSps, 't' bitangents, l stationary tangents, and whieb 
moreover passes ~-times through eacb of the two absolnte points at 
infinity, and (j times touches the stJ'fLight line n,t itlfilJÏty of its platte. 
In all aL'bitrary point P of tbe curve wc think the tangent t to be 
elrawn, anel consider ii as the locus of tbe centra of all the cil'des 
cutting the emve pet'pendiculal'ly in P; if we t11en bring 1 hrough t 
the vel'tical plane (thè p1ane (l of the curve il.self, t11e base, being 
supposeel horizontal), nnd if ,ve draw in it thl'ough P the two 
straight lines enclosing with tangles of 45°, the c)'clogmpltic image 
eil'cles of the points of those t\VO slmiglü lines m'e exacUy the abo\'e 
mentfoned cil'cles cntting the curve l.;p perpendicularly. 

lf we call the two 45°·lines b, a,nd if \Ve repeat the consil'nctiotl 
inclicated fol' all the points and langents of the cUt've, all tbe straight 
lines bare tbe genet'.a,ll'ices of ti non-de\'elopable l'uled sl1l'face .2, 
non-developable, bec~use the two systcms of circJes entLing the curve 
perpenclieulady in two infinitely neat' points, have na circle in 
common. Tbat S.! is symmetrical in regm'el ta the plane of the curve 
is to be seen at once, while na more proof need be gh'en that the 
eone of clil'ection is a cone of l'evolntion with \'el'tical axis, ancl 
whose generatrices with thai axis en close angles of 45°. This cone 
cuts the plane al infinity of space along a conie l.;~, vvhich touches 
the nbsolute' cil'cle in (he (wo absolute points 11 en' I~ en ,of the plane 
j3; fol' the point at infinity Zoo of the axis of the cone of direetlon 
is tbe po Ie of the straight lil1e at iufinity 1 en of the plane of 1.;/J, as 

1) HencefQrth we f>hall quote th is paper for the sake of bl'evity as "Anw. Cljkl,'l 

\ I 
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weIl wUh l'egard to k; as to the absolute cü'cle, and if both the 
('one of dil'ection and tbe isoü'opic cone are considel'ed fol' a point 
of this plane as vertex, they have the two isotropic l'ays in that 
plane and passll1g thl'ongh that vertex in common, so that 11 (Xl' 1 2 (Xl' 

lie on I.;~ as weIl as on the t'.bsolllte circle. 
Consequently the slll'face g may be imagined to have arisen 

more intuiti\"ely 111 the following way. 
Let the tangent t be dmwn in a point P of Icp , and the point at 

infinHy Ta:; of it be connected wHh Za:;; the conllecting line ents 
l.;~ in two }Jomts [(la:; and ]{2a:;' and If these points are connected 
with P, tlJe two genera,tl'ices bl> b2 , passing thl'ough P have been 
found. 

Fl'om ihis construction the order of .Q ensues at once and that 
in two ways, if we sllppose fol' the moment that the above meutioned 
llIunbel's d, u, l, T, 1:, (j are all zero. Fot', in the first place, the com
plete mtersection of n with the plane of kl' is easy to indicate, it 
consIsts of 1.;// itself, counted twice, as R/' is evident])' a nodal curve 
of [2, and fllrthel' only of such 45°-lines with l'egard to this plane 
as ma.r be esteemed to lie at the same time in this plane, Le. 
isotl'opic straight lin\3s. Throllgh each of the two isotropic points 
I 1 a:;' [2a:; of {J pass (1 (~l-1) tangents of this curve, and the plane 
passing tlJrongh sneh a tangent and Za:; touches k"w (as Zoo is the 
pole of loo with I'egal'd to k~), and conFieqllentl~' contains of .Q two 
coinciding generatrices, Ol' lather only one genemtrix, which in this 
phme itself, howevel', counts fol' 2, in an.y otheL' plane passing 
thl'Ollgh th at line, as fol' instanc~ (J, fol' one ; t/te orde]' of.Q is therefore 

m = 2fJ- + 2(1 (fJ--l) = 2fJ-2 Ol' = 2fJ- -+ 2v. 

We may, howevel', also efLsily determine the intersection of .Q 

wiLh the plane at infinity of space. If we suppose an al'bitral'y point 
I(r.; of /.;~ connected witb Za:;' !t(~L--1) tangent planes of kl' will 
tben pass through tbe connecting line; tbe lines c0l1l1ecting tbe 
points of contact with Kw tl,l'e the generatrices of .Q passing thl'ough 
this point; Ic~ is theTefore for !2 a ~(~l-1)- 01' v-folel CU1've. 

But I,;p possesses fnrthet' ~t points at infinity, whose tangents meet 
la:; in those points thernselves; the lines connecting those points with 
Za:; are tberefol'e edges of .f.! and th at nodal edges, becallse they 
cut k:" in two points. Q therefon} contains at infinity (1, nodal edges, 
viz. the lines connectzn,q Zoo with the points at infinity of ku , and 
fl'om this it ensues that we again find fol' order m: 2 lI(fJ--1) + 
+ 2 ~ = 2 fJ-2. At the same time we obse1've that Z~ as inte1'section 
0/ fJ- nodal edges is a 2 r-t-!old point of Q. 
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§ 2. We wil! now investigate the influence which have the 
singularities (I, ~ f, 1', E, (j provisionally supposed eqnal to zero in the 
preceding §; that it is necessary to consider them follows aÏnong 
otl1ers from tb is that already in the two &implest cases imaginable, 
viz. if kl' IS a straight !ine or a circle, the munber 2(.t2 appears to 
be incorrect for the order of Q;, for the straight line, ~ is evidently 
the vertical plane passing throl1gh that line, so 1n -= 1, alld fol' the 
circle Q is, as is known, the hypcrboloid of revolulion of one sheet 
with that circle as gorge, so 111, = 2, whereas 2 (.t2 would~give 2 
and l'espectively 8. The ditferences ai'e easy to explain in either 
case. The plane is apparently to be counted twice, as thl"ough each 
of its points two 45°·lines pass; for the hyperboloid of revolution 
the same holds good, but there the circle passes moreover through 
the two points Ila>' I 2 a>' so that E = 1, and consequently the influence 
of E must be investigated. 

Let us now suppose that a tangent t has been drawn out of 
Ila> to kl', we then have to connect the point of contact P with IJa> 
according to § j ; if, however, kl' itself passes through Ila>' and it 
t is the tangent in this point, then the line PIla> beromes indeünite 
in the pZane passmg through tand Za>' so th at the peneil with 
vertex Ila> Iying in Ihis plant" bl'anrhes off, and that twice, as rhe 
tangent t 1'e1>1'esents two coinciding tangents of l';/J; every time 
the1'efo1'e w hen Af passes through one of the cyclic points, a pencil, 
cOllnted twice, branches off from ~. In our example mentioned 
abo\'e, we found E = 1, consequently two planes, eaeh cOllnted 
twice, branch off from .f!.; the order of the complete sllrface was 
8, and is therefore reduced Lo 4, as the twice to be coullied 
hyperboloid of 1'evollltion reql1ires. 

Besides E the numbel' (J (the number of times th at /.;1' touches the 
straight line la> of (3) is also of intluence on the order of the "t1'lIe" 
surface 12, as easily appears from the following consideration. 

According to § 1 the base (3 can contain beside the nodal curve 
kl' only isotl'opic generatrices of J2; through ila> pass on1y v-2l:-Û 
tangents, no.t having their point of contact on la>' so only 2(v-2E-Û) 
isotropic generatires !ie in a; if we are therefo1'e able to prove that 
la> itself does not belang to the "t1'ne" snrface, it is l)j'oved by t/tis 
that tlte 01'Cler of Q zs: 

m = 2((.t + v - 2E - û). 

As to Zoo we may observe the following. We have to intersect 
earh tàngent t of klj with la>' to conneci the intel'section with Za> 
and to connect the two intersections of this connecting line and 
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k~ with the point of contact of t; if t now coincides with loo' the 
point of contact remains definite, the intersection with Zoo does not, 
and so we <:an connect the point of contact with any point of 7,;"00 
in order to find always a straight line, which does belong to the 
"true" surface ~l; this is the reasoll why loo not belongs to .Q 
either. To .Q does belong, however, tbe line connecting tbe point 
of contact of Zrf) and kp with Zoo' as is easily to be seen if the 
tangent t is macle to approach to Zoo' At the same time we are 
then convinced that at tue limit two generatrices coincide in this 
line, according to its t wo intersections with k~, so that it is a 
double generatrix ; bnt we should moreover consider that even as a 
double generatrix it is to be taken twice, as kt! has in common with 
Zoo two infimtely near points, and for one point the same obtains 
that obtains fol' the other; we may say that it is a double tOl'sal 
line, whereas the tangent-plane coincides both times with Eoo' 

This becomes still more evident if we jnst consider an ordinal'y 
intersection 800 of kp with Zoo' By causing a point P of ftf to 
approach to 8

00 
we are at once convinced that 8

00
Zoo is a double 

generatt'ix of ,S2, and again a double tOl'sal line, with a tangent
plane, however, that contains the tangent 8", at /"1'; if now two 
points 8 get to lie infinitely near, two double generatrices get to lie 
infinitely near. 

These considerations enable us rnoreover to con trol the order m 
of .Q arrived at above by means of the plane at infinity of space. 
The intersection of this plane with .Q consists viz. of the following parts : 

a. the 20' double generatrices lying in pairs infinitely near, arising 
from the a points of 'contact of kp with Zoo ; 

b. the fJ, - 28 - 2a double generatrices arising fL'om the simple 
intersectlons of kl' with loo; 

c. the conie k~. This is a (v -a)-fold cnrve of the surface, for 
jf an arbitrary point 1(", of k~ is connected with Z"" and the con
necting line is made to intel'sect Zoo, there pass through the inter
section v - (J tangents at leil , w hose poin t of ron tact does not lie 
at in~nity, consequently pass thl'Ough 1(00 v-a generatrices of .Q. 

By means of the plane at infinity of space we find therefore fol' 
the order of .Q: 

m = 4 (J + 2 (fJ, - 2 I! - 2 a) + 2 (v - a) = 2 (ft + v - ~8 - 6),-

As thc points Il"" I 200 lie on kil, even as 8-fold points, it might 
be expected that the two straight 1ine8 ZooIloo' Zoo1200 lay also'on.Q; 
this, however, is not SO, and that because these lines touch k~' instead 
of cutting it. If along one of the E branches of kp passing through 
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[Ia:; a point P with tangent t is made to approach to h en direct 
contemplation teaches that as the intersections with /.;~ of the 
line connecting Z <IJ with the point at infinity of t, simultaneously 
with Papproach to 11 a:; , the two generatrices passing throllgh 
Papproach to limit positions not coinciding with 11 a:; Zen . Through 
11en , '1 2 a:; pass therefore every time v-28-a generatrices lying in~, 
and 28 others not lying in ~ but neither passing through Za:;; together 
thel'efore v-a, as weIl as through any other point of k~. 

Of the ~-28 nodal edges passing through Za:; ~-28-2a lie iso
lated, while the 20 remaining ones coincide in pairs; this influence5 
the multiplicity of the point Za:;, considered as a point of the surface. 
As namely in general through a point where two noda] edges, or 
more generally two noda] lines meet, four sheets of the surface pass, 
and this point consequently becomes a quadruple point for the surface, ' 
there pass through the intersection of two infinitely near nodal 
edges only two sheets, viz. simply those two that touch along those 
edges; the conseqence of this is that an arbitrary straight line passing 
through Za:; does not cut the sllrface there in 2 (~--2(,), bilt only 
in 2 (~- 28 - 20) + 20 = 2 (~- 28 - a) p(lints, so that Za:; is for' 
OU?' szwface a 2 (fl-:-28-o)-fold point. The (j pail's of cOlnciding 
nodat ec(qes are to?'sal lines of .Q, and they a1'e to be coztnted twice, 
because two sheets of .Q touch each vtlter along eaclt of them. 

As the order of .Q is equal to 2[1. + 2v - 48 - 21i, and a straight 
line passing thl'ough Za:; has, in this point only, al ready 2fl-48-2rl 
points in common with JJ., only a number 2v l'emains for the inter
sections not lying in this point; they lie in pairs symmetrically in 
regard to the plane of kp , and are represented by the v-circles, which 
may evidently be described round the foot point of the straight line 
as centre in such a way that they intersect kIl perpendicnlarly. 

At fh'st sight it is somewhat striking that the order of the non
developable surface which is under present observation, corresponds 
exactly with that of' the developable surface in the treatise quoted 
in tbe Introduction, which surface we defined at the time as the 
common circumsrribed deyelopable snrface of kp and /.;~ ; the peclllial'ity 
of tbis phenomenoll disappears, howev~r, if we observe that we 
might have constructed this developable surfaee as weIl byapplying 
the construction which we 110W apply to the tangents of l,;p, to the 
nOl'mals of kp , which we have not done, however, as in that way 
its character as a developahle surface becomes less prominent. 

§ 3. In §:t we found that kf1 is a nodal curve for fl, and we 
will now investigate how the two sheets of the sUl'face passing 
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through this nodal curve cut each othel'. Through a point P of 1.;1' 
pass hvo edges bI, b2 , one lying on one sheet, the othe1' on the other; 
the, ta~gent plane in P at one sheet contains thel'efore bl> and the 
tangent t in P at ktJ

; and the tangent plane of Lhe othel' the lines 
b2 and t. Now, however, bl' b2 and t lie in one plane; in each point 
of kfJ tlte two sheets have consequdntly tlte sarne tangent plane. More 
may be said, however, viz. that the two sheets osczdale eaclt other 
along the whole CU1've k"j. Let us namely Sllppose the normal plane 
of kfJ brought in P, and this plane intersected with Q, we shall 
then see two curves having the same vel,tical tangent in Pand being -
each othe1"s l'eflected image with regard to tite normal 12 of kt' lying 
in the base {J. The circle of CUl'vatllre in P of one curve has its. 
centre on n, but as this circle is its own reflected image, it is at 
the same time circle of curvature of the other curve, from which 
it ensues that both curves osculate in P. And it may be further 
observed, as to the situation of the two sheets osculating along kt' 
that, at least in the neighbourhood of kfJ , both must lie on the con .. 
vex side of the cylinder whieh projects k'j out ~f point Zoo' 

In a node D of kIL meet 4: sheets of Q, intersecting each other 
in pairs in 6 branches of the complete noda! curve of Q; two of 
them belong, however, to kfJ , so tltat 4 1'emain belonging to the 1'est 
nodal curve, which a1'e in pai1'.~ eaalt o til el" s 1'eJlectecl image witlt 
1'eganl to {J and have all in D tlte same (ve1'tica~ tangent. As a 

twisted curve that has a vel'tical tangent in D Pl'ojects itself on {J 
as a plane curve with a cusp in D, and the 4 branches of the 
nodal curve lie in pairs symmetrically with regal'd to {J, tlte pro
fection of the 1'est nodal cw've on fJ in D will show 2 cusps, both 
lying in that pa?'t oj' the plane from which the convex sicle oj' the 
tUJO branclles of kfJ is to he seen. Each or' t1le 4 beanches of the 
pl'o,jection of the reRt-nodal curve, meeting in Dt. is locus of points 
from whel'e two equally long tangents may be drawn at /cfJ-, and 
these tangents always touch at botll branches, not at one and the 
same branch (from which the number 4 of the branches may he 
easily deduced); if lIamely two equally long tangents aee to t~)Uch 

at tlw game branch, the t;wo sheets of .Q, which pass thl'ough that 
branch, and which as we saw abo"e osculate each other along that 
branch, must have anothet' intersection in common, and this is only 
the case, as we shall see, in the neighbollrhood of the so-called 
ve'rtices of /cl', and these vertices are generally not sitnated in the 
immediate neighbourhood of the nodes. 

Let us now investigate the influence of the cusps of kl'. A CllSp 
f(' callses in .Q 2 cuspidal edges, one fol' each sheet, and lying in 
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the \Tel'tical plane passing thl'ough the cuspidal tangent, and of 
course at angles of 45° with regard to {J; the acute edg'es point 
both to the same side as the acute point of K. In order to disco ver 
1I0W the conduct of the rest nodal CUl'\'e of .Q in the neighboUl'hood 
of K, we just rep/ace the cusp by a node D with a little loop and 
then intersecL n. with a plane lying in the neighboUl'hood of D 
(but not on thë side of t11e loop), and fol' convenience, sake thought 
vertical. Let us suppose kp in the environment of D exactly drawn, 
the intersection of.Q with the plane is also easily and sufficiently 
exactly to be cOllstructed; two branches 1 and 1;J, are found lying 
symmetl'ically with regard to IJ, and also two others, 2 and 2~', 

The branches 1 and 2 intersect each other in 2 points, 1;J, and 2* 
in those symmetrical with regard to {J, and when the plane of 
intersection is moved these foUl' points describe two with regm'd to 
{J symmetL'ical branches of the nodal curve, which projeC't themseh'es 
on fJ in one curve with a cusp in D, as has been explained above. 
And the same holds good wi\h regard to the branches 1 and 2\ 
and 1 lf, and 2 l'espectively. 

If, howe"el', the node passes into a cusp, the branches 1 and 2 
join (and 1ll< and 2l1< symmetrically) into a cusp, lying on one of 
the two 45° lines passing thl'ough [(, mentioned above, whereas the 
second intersection l'emains arbitrary; by removal of the plane of 
intel'section in the dü'ection of 1(, one intersection describes the 
45°-line, however, 110 fal'ther than K, tlle other a curve ending in 
R, and that, as a simpl~ investigation will t~ach, with an arbitrary 
inclination with regm'd to {3; the continuous curve passing through 
D, which had a vertical tangent in D, has therefore passed into a 
curve showing a break in K, and composed of a true curve and a 
piece of a 45-line. And the branches 1*, 2'\ pl'oduce, it is true, of 
that curve the image, but as the tangent in 1(, as we shall see, is 
generally speaking not vertical, a break l'emain'3 in existence here 
as weIl. 

As, however, n is algebl'aic, every discontinllity is seemingly 
done away _ with again, and tlüs happens here whereas the curve 
with vel'tical tangent in the node passes, in the case of the cusp 
into a curve with a node in R, and of \V hich two branches, w hich 
al'e each othel"s image with regat'd to ft, are active, tile two others 
parasitic. 

Let us take as a simple example the curve y2 =- ,'1]3, which has 
the advantage of possebsing an axis of symmetry, so th at one of 
the branches of the nodal CUl'\'e passing through 1( (or more exactly 
two) gets to be situated in the plane of symmetry of' .Q. By means 

, 
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of differentiation' we find 2 yp = 3,v2
, so that the tangent becomes: 

3a:~ 
.Y-y =-(X-a:)j 

2y 

{IJ 

the latter cuts tbe x-axis iu tlle point X = -. The 1ength of the 
3 

tangent between the point. of contact and the intersection with the 

,v-aXlS becomes therefol'e V 1}.x2 + y2, or V ~ ,v2 +X3, and if we now 
take this lengtb as z-coordinate, and caB it b, and put thus: 

the point (g,;) is a point of the noda! curve. The equation of tbis 
curve becomes theL'efore: 

;2=4s~ + 27 S3, 

and tbis curve bas apparent!,v a 'node in 0, wbile tile noda1 tangents 
enclose with ~ an angle whose tangent is determined by 

lim ~ = ± 2. 
~=O S 

. _ 4 
BesideE> in 0 it cuts tbe x-axis moreover in the point 1: - • 

S - - 27' 

it consists therefore of two infinite branches and a knot, and now 
I the knot is parasitic i the l'ircles representing the points of this knot 

cyclogl'aphically are of course rea1 indeed, but they do not cut ihe 
curve y~ = x3 really, at least not really odhogonally. 

4 
~ 4. The point ~ = - 27 bas its meaning too, fol' this simpJe 

example a" weU as in the general case; w'e will just illustl'ate lt 

therefore. If the tangent 
3,/)~ 

Y - 'l( =- (X-a:) • :!.y 

3,'1)2 • f'. 

will become isotl'opic, - must be = z, consequentlr 3x2 = 2yz. From 
2y 

.' 
4 8 

this equation and y2 = x3 we find x = - 9' Y = 27i' and if the 

tangent in th i s point is intersected with the x-axis, we find x = -

i. i the point x = - ~ is thel'efore a focus of y2 = v3
, and the 

27 27 
parasitic Jmot of the nodal curve extends between the cu sp and the 
focus, 
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From this simple example we may now draw important conc!u
sions for the general 'case, Even then the sheets i and 2 cut each 
othel' on one sjde of {j in a 45°-line, on the othe1' in a curve, and 
the latter is completed by its image and a parasitic part into a 
curve with a node in K. With tbe sheets i ~nd 2· it is in so far 
dIfferent that they cut each other both above and below {j in branches 
of curves, both completed again by parasitic parts into a curve 
wirh a node in- K, and fihally the sheets iJ, and 2 of this last curve 
produce mOl'eover the image. AlJart fron! the two cuspidal eclges 
(45°-lines) tAel'~fo'l'e, the 1'estnodal CU1've of .Q possesses 3 nocles in 
eacA cUSjJ of klJ; alld as of the three curves in question here one 
is its <> w n image, whereas the two others are e ach 0 th el" s image, 
tAe /J1'ojection of the 1'estnoclal CU7've in tlte ne~qhbozt1'!wocl of K will 
consist of 3 branc1tes which a II touch at the cuspidal tangent. This 
may agam be easily perceived planimet1'ically. The projection 
of the two cnspidal edges is the cuspidal tangent of K, and the 
latter is the locns of the centl'es of all the cÜ'cles which cut the 
two branches of ll' meeting in J( pel'pendiclllarly in this point. The 
two branches of the rest-nodal curve, which stereometl'ically belong 
aceording to the considerations put down in the preceding §, to the 
cnspiclal edges, and complete them into curves with a break in 
them, project themselves mto a branch containing all the points out 
of' which two eq llally long tangents at kl' pass w hich are both 
tUl'ned away from K; the two other branches contain the points 
out of which one tangeJlt of J( is turned aWfty from, the other 
turned towards !(. 

Of the two 45°-1ines passing th1'ough !( we fOl1l1c1 in the preeeding 
§ so to sa~\ every time only one half, but the other hal \'es have 
their signification too. LE't us viz. to that pnl'pose consicler a node 
D with a small knot while the nodal tangents almost coincide 
already. If we follow thi'3 small knot f1'orn the node, to the node, 
we see the circle of CUl'vature decrease at first, but aftel'wards 
increase; it has been ft minimum in one point, and this point is 
fol' lel' a \'ertex, that is to say a point where the cil'cle of curvature 
tonches in 4: points; and it is eaby to see now that from tbis point 
a branch of the projection of the rest-nodal curve must start; for, 
if we sllppose the 4 points which the ch'cle of eurvature has in 
common with lcl', infinitely near, and then call them i, 2, 3, 4, 
there pass through the intersection of the linee i2 and 34 two 
tangents at kl', which at the same time touch the circle of curvature, 
and are thel'efore equally long. The two sheets of .Q nea1' a 
vertex of l,;v cut eacll othe?' consequently alon,q a with 1'ega1'd to {j 
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synnnet1'ical cW've, wldch in the ve7'tex itself has a ve1,tical tangent. 
And it wil! be cIear now without fUl'ther demonsü'ation that if 

ihe node D passes iuto a cnsV 1(, the vertex of the small knot gets 
to !ie in 1(, and the new branch of the rest-nadal cUl've jnst found 
passes into the two halves not yet accollnted for of the 45°-lines 
passmg through 1(. 

~ 5. The points of inflexion of ftf, as is easy to undel'stand, are 
not directly connected wIth the rest-nodal curve. The vertiC'al pIane 
passing through an inflexional tangent contains two bystems of 
generatrices, mutually parallel and with regal'd to {3 symmetricaI, 
lying infinitely near and they are evidently tOl'sal-lines of !2, but they are 
in no way connected with the nodal curve; on tbe othel" hand there 
are in {3 two groups of points that do belong to the rest-nodal curve, 
and which we ha\ e not yet discllssed in the p1'eceding~. According 
to ~ 2 the1'e pass thl'ough each of the two absolute points at infinity 
V-~8-tJ tangents at hiJ and earh of them meets kfJ except in the 

\ 

point of contact and the cyclic point in question, moreover in 
(1--8-2 other points; through the point of contact passes no other 
generatl'ix bnt the isotl'opic tangent itself, rOllnted twice, so that 
this pomt does not belang to the rest-nodal curve (it is a pinch
point of.2, of course an imaginary one, and along the isotropic 
tangent two sheets of the surface pass into each other); in each of 
the (l-E-2 othel' points, however, the sheet, to which that isotropie 
tangent belongs, cuts the two sheets which pass already throngh 
those othel' pomts, so that two branches of the rest-nodal curve 
appeal', which in such a point pass throllgh ~ with a vertical tangent; 
so wa find the following resuJt. fn each olthe 2((1--8-2)(v-28-0) 
points which the trmgents out of the two isotropic points of ~ have, 
besides these points and the points of contact, l1W7'eoveJ' in comrnon 
'With kp, passes t/te rest-noclal Ctt7've with two branches t/l1'ough ~, 

which branches osculate eaclz otller alon,Cf a ve1,tical tangent. These 
points are of ('ourse all imaginary. 

But we have further to cOllsider the points in which the 1,-28-a 
tangents out of tbe isotl'opic point 1100 cut the tangents out of 12 00; 

these po mts amount (0 (v-28-a)\ and among tbem are v-28-a 
reaI olies; they are the so-called foei of klJ 1). Through each of these 
points pass two single sbeets of the sl1\'face, and conseql1ently passes 
one single branch of the l'est-nodal curve; so we find: the (v-28-a)~ 
foci of lep. are single intersections of the 1'est-nodal curve witlt I~. 

1) Cf. Ann. Cykl p. 25. 
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As to the V-2E-0" 1'eal foci a peculiar phenomenon is to be 
observed here; through these points passes, as we have seen, one 
branch of the rest-nadal curve, and the tangents at those points are 
vertical, -consequently real, so that 110t on Iy tbe foci themsel "es, but 
also the points infinitely near to the111, therefore whole branches 
passing through those points, must be real, and consequently must 
have re al projections on {J. l\;ow it is a matter of course (thinl\: for 
instance of the comcs) that neither tbe foei themselves, nor ueigh
bouring points may be centres of circles cutting kl' twice really, 
60 that the branches of the nodal curve passing thl'ough the real 
foei are parasltic branches of the nodal curve, and there is nothing 
pal"ticular in this af ter all, for parasitic branches of the nodal curve 
separated from the "actlve" parts by pinch-points, are met wIth 
al ready in the simplest ruled surfaces, as the wedge of WALHS, the 

, cubic ruled snrfaces, the sUl'face of nOl'mals, etc.; the peculial'ity 
in our case i6 that the pinrh-points are lying at infin!ty, and so the 
branches of" the nodal curve passing through the foci nowbere reach 
the surface in facto 

That this is~ correct in deed is easy to con trol on the parabola and 
the ellipse. For tbe parabo)a y2 = 2 px the tangent is y'y = IJ (x' + .'u); 
nnd· consequentIy the abscissa of the intersection \,.rith tbe x-axis: 
,1] = - [C', whiJe the distance from this pomt to the point of contact 

~mounts to: V 4X'2 + y'2, Ol' ~/ 4X'2 + 2px' ; if this distance is extended 
vertically u pwards and down wal'ds in the interseclÏon of the tangent 
with the x-axis, 2 pomts of tbe nodal curve are evidentIy found, so 
that the· equation of that curve becomes: 

z~ = 4 x2 
- 2 lXc. 

. If the origin i6 removed aIong t1le axis of t!le parabola oyer a 
tlistance of t IJ, so that it gets to lie half way bet ween the vertex 
and the focus, and tC' becomes = x - t p, the equation becomes.: 

4 all - Z2 = t p2, 

and this is an hyperbola cutting the plane [3 in the points al = ± tIJ, 
I. e. in the _ yertex and the focus of the parabola. But it is evident 
that only the branch passing throllgh the vertex is l:eally lying' on 
the sUl'face, whereas the oue passing tbrougb the focus is parasitic 
as far as it extends. 

Of fmther importance is the obsel'vation that the directions of the 

asymptotes of the hyperboIa are determined by the relation z, = + 2, 
lIJ 

so that half the asymptotic angIe is greater than 45°; if therefore a 
point moves aIong the curve towal'ds infinity, the ~sso~iated cil'cle 

94 
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XVIJI 

" 
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elltting tbe parabola twice perpendieularly does not only beeome 
greater and greater, but it removes farther and farther from view 
and disappears at infinity, which proves th at the pal'abola does not 
possess double normal$. 

It is different with the ellipse. Here a calculation, as simple as 
the one just pel'formed produces as equation of the nodal curve in the 
.xz-plane: 

.v2Z2 = (.v 2 
_ a2) (.v 2 

- c2), 

a curve of order -! consequentl,r, cutting the pJane fJ in the vertices 
.v = ± a, and in the foei .v = ± c, and bf'ing real for I,-rl < c, and 
I:cl > a, while the points at infinity must be determined out of the 
relation iX2 Z 2 = .x4, gO .v = 0 twice. and Z2 = .x2

• 

The two branches passing throngh the yertices of the ellipse are 
much like an equilateral hyperbola and form the acth'e part, w hereas 
the points at infinity are represented by the minor axis, in fact 
therefore by .a double normal ;- the branches passing through the 
foci on the contrary, which in the finite are in no way connected 
with the surface and are parasitic as far as they extend, approach 
the z-axis on both sides asymptotically, and have both a point of 
inflection in ZfIj' as follows immediately f'rom the symmetl'y with 
l'egard to 13. In the vertieal plane passing through the min01' axis of 
the ellipse lies of course as weIl a nodal èUl've of order 0:1: of which, 
ho wever, only the hypel'bolieal bmnches are reaI. 

~ 6. According to the two preceding seetions the interseetions of 
the rest-nodal curve with (J consist of the following groups; 

a. the ó nodes of kp.; througb each of them pass 4 branches; 
b. the x eusps of k'p, through each of them pass 6 branches, 
c. the 5(.1. - 3v + 3t - 8E - 3a vertices of kp. 1); through earh of 

them }Jasses one branch; 
d. the 2((.I.-E-2) (v- 2E-a) points, in which the v-2E-a tangents 

at kp. out of each of the two isotropic points cut the curve; through 
eaeh of them pass 2 branches; 

e. the (v-2 E-a)2 foei of kp.; through each of them passes one 

branch. 
The order of the 1'est-nodal curve of Sl is therefore: 
d = 4ó + 6x + (5(J.-3v+3t-8E-3a) + 4 «(.I.-E-2) tv-2E-a) + (v-2E-a)2. 

For the parabola we find from this 5 fJ.- 3 v-3 a + (v_a)2 = 
=10-6-3+1=2, for the other conics 5(.1.-3v+v2=10-6+4=8 
lwhich is evidently correct according to what precedes), and fo!' the 

1) Anw. Cykl. p. 19. 
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circle 5 f!-3 v-S e = 10-6-S = - 4, which bears out that the 
formula may not be applied to the circle. In fact 12 consists in th is 
case of a twice to be counted equilateral hyperboloid of revolution 
(cf. § 2), and the nodal curve is cOllsequently indelinite. A certain 
con trol on the general case we find in the eircumstance th at the 
order of the rest-nodal curve must be e\ en, as it is, just as the 
surfaee on which it hes, symmetrical with regard to {J, and must 
therefore be rut by a vertical plane in an even number of points. 
It is true, sueh a plane contains the point Zoo, which is its own 
image with regal'd to {J; it wilI, ho~ ever, appeal' that the multi
plicity of Zoo is indicated by an even numbel', and as the finite 
intersections on account of their symmetry are also present in an 
even number, the complete ordernumber must be even. This now 
may be proved llldeed. 

According to the formulae of PLUCKER we have: 

x = t + 3 (f!-v) 
t = 3f! ((1--2)-6ó-6e (e-1)-S" 1), bO 

t = 3(1-'--6(1---6o.-6E (E-1)-St-24f.l + 24v, or 

6ó = 3(1-2_30f.l-6E' + 68-9t + 24v, and consequently 

4ó = 2f!'-20f!-4E~ + 4E-6t + 16v ; 

if these values are snbstitllted, we find for the order of the rest
nodal curve: 

2f!2 + 4f!~-Sf.lE-4Wj- 81'E + SE' + SEO'-i3v + 12e + 50' + 3[L + 
+ v2 + (j'-2vO' + 3t; even mue.t therefore be: 

3[L + 3t + v'-i3v + 0" + 50', or 
3 ((1- + t) + v (v-i3) + 0' (0' + 5). 

It stands to re as on that v (v-13) and (j (0'+5) are even, and 
furiher is 

t -I- [L -= 3[L' - 5[L - 6ó - 6E (E-I) - 8x j 

3,u2 
- 5t'. Ol'. [L (3f.l-5) is, ho wever, always e\'en again, so cl is aftel' 

all always even. 
The multiplicity. of Zoo as point of the rest-nodal curve\ we find 

as follows. Accordmg to § 2 the1'e pass through Zoo: 
i. (1- --- 2E - 2(j nO,dal edges (tOl'sal lines) of .2, aJ'ising from the 

single intersections of kp. with Zoo; 
2. 20' nodal edges, lying in pairs infinitely near (also tOl'sal linea) 

arising from the 0' points of contact of lp. with Zoo' 
Through the edges of the fil'st group pass 2 sheets of _Q, touching 

each other along the who]e of that edge, while the common 

1) Aow. Cykl. p. ] o. 
94*' 
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tangent. pla,ne contains' the "assoc.iated asymptote of kp.; and two ot 
those ~dges, give thel'efOl'e 1'1Se to 4 branches of the nodal curve, 
which ent 8"" in Zoo sing!y; the total nnmber of these branches 
ainounts thel'efore to: 

i (~t-28-2(j) (~t-~8-2û-'1). 4. 

Through the edges of the secOlId gronp coincidmg 111 pairs pass' 
2 sheets, which we can approximately reahze IC we suppose ma( 
two cylinder& of revoll1tlOn of WlllCh one hes insIde the otheL' .rest 
ón a tatle with the same edge. Let us suppose two pairs of such 
èy lindel's ; each cylinder of one group cuts each of the other gl'orlp 
along 'a curve with a node, because they have the same tangent 
plane; both the cylinders of one group anel both of the olher give 
rise to 4 curves of mtersection, each with a node, i. e. the sheets 
of .!1 passing thl'Ollgh the edges of the second gI'OUp,. give rise, for 
earh pair of these edges, to 8 branches of the noda! curve that 
each touch 8

00 
in Zoo' The total number of these-branches amounts 

therefore to 

~ û (û-l). 8. =-

Finally each sheet passmg through an edge of the first gL'OUp 
cuts the two sheets passing thl'ough an edge of the second according 
to 2 branches w hich both louch [00 in Zoo' m:, howeve'r, 2 sheets
pass thl'ough an edge of the first group, each edge of the first grollp 
gives wlth each p.air· of coin<}lding ~dgeè of the second rise-' to 4 
branches, which each tduch 8

00 
in Zoo; Ïll total therefore' -' . 

(~-28-·2-(J). û:"4. . , 
; If the th)'ee amounts found here are addea up, ,we find tltat Zoo 
: ~ ~ t ) ,.., 

ZiS f01' t!te 1'est-nodal cU?'ve of Q a (2~2_8,lt8-4~tû-2~+882+ 
+88Û+48+4o 2)-fold point. ' , 

And from this it is 111 fact tö be seen af once that the m ulti-
, I 

p!iClty of Zoo fol' the uodal curve is indwated by au even' number, 
of which we have already made u.se higher up. 
, For the general conic we tind ti'om 't!lis 2.2 2 

- 2.2 = 4, for the 
parabola 2.2 2 

- 4.2 - 2.2 + ..J: = 0, which ag rees with the results Of§ 5. 
1f the ordér of the rest-nodal Clln'e is dimlnished 'with the multi

plicity of Zoo' we finel the n umber .of' points that au al'bih'al'y 
vertical plane outside Zoo has moreover ,in common with that Curv!3; 
these pomts are symmetrical in paü's wlth l'egard to [3, so that (wlf 
of the number in ql1estion indiçate& ,the ördel' of the pl'ojection of 
the' }'est-nodal èurve out of Zoo aS centl'é on [3, and this projeclion 
is evidently the locus of the points that at'e centres of eir?!;es Quiting 

, " 
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lel' t\viée perpei1dicularly, the' locus thel'èfOl'e of the pöints out ,of 
whieh two equally long tangents may be drawn I;I.t l.;~. If the 
calculation is carried ont, we find: 

Tlte lOCZ6S of the points out of whic;" two equally long tangents 
lIwy be drawn at 1.;1' is a curve of order,' 

d* =~(4.ltv + v2 + 5/J, - 13v + 3t - 8m: - 2v(J - ~l(J2 + SI? + 5'(J): 

And acrording to the precedmg observations thi" cun'e has in 
earh node of k:J 2 cnsps, w hile tbl'ough eacb cusp of lol' pass ;) 
branches, w hich all three touch at the C'llspidal tangent. Throngh 
each vertex of 1.;1' and throllgh E'ach focus the curve passes ollre. 

For the hyperbola anel the ellipse we find; 
cl' = -1 (4.2.2 + 22 + 5.2 -13.2)'= 2, viz. the two axes, for t11e 

para bola : ~ (4.2.? t 22 + 5.2 - J 3.2 - 2.2.1 - 3.1 2 + 5.1) = 1, viz. 
the aXlS. 

We may obe.erve moreover that the ëurve found here is of course 
onIy partly active, anel for the rest pal'asitic, the pamsitic parts are, 
bowever, of two kinds: same parts of the rl1l've are centres of 
cÏl'cJes witb lmagll1al'y radius, othe1's on tbe other hand of real 
circles, which, ho wever, do no(, cut 1.;1'- perpendicularly in a real 
way, i.e. whel'e exactIy those póints, 'where the intersertion takes 
pIace pel'pendlCuIar!y, are imaginary. Sa as to the e!üpse the pal'ts 

\ 

of the major axis Iying outside the ellipse, are active (cf. § 5), the, 
parts between the vertIces anel the foci are centres of imaginary 
ch'des, whel'eas the part between tha two focl contains the centres 
of rea 1 ciL'cles, whicb, however, do not cut kj perpendlcnlarly in a 
rea! way. As the branches of tbe nodal Cll,rve wbieh pass through 
the foçi extenel to either slde of 11 as far as point ZrY:)' raelii of any 
greatness must be found in th~ cyclographlc representation of those 
branches, fl'om the zero circle, which cOl'responds with the focus, 
to the straight liné at infinity, whicb represents ZrY:) cyclograp!llcally. 
The circles represellting the points of the nodal Clll've in the close 
neighbourhood of the focus are Yery small and he the1'efore entil'ely 
wHhin the ellipse; but the1'e are also very great circles, and sa there 
must be a cil'cle that meets the ellipse l'eally fol' the fil'st tIme. This 
meeting must of comse be contuct, and t]11S contact will take place ll1 

the vertex neal'est ia the focus; the cil'c1e then tonclles n,t the ellipse in 
its vertex and cuts it pel'pendi~lllarly "in two jmagmal'j' points. The 
hvo ll1tel'sertions coinciding in the vertex clive1'ge noH', de8cribe the 
ellipse, meet again in the o(,be1' vertex, anel af(,el' that the ci!,c!~ 

will enclose the ellipse en tirel.)' . 
, " 

, 
\" : ~ L > - , , 

t "'. 

',\ 

..: 
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Mathematics. - "k,simply infinite system o} twisted eubies". By 

Prof. JAN DE VRIES. 

(Communicated in the meeting of February~26, 1916). 

§ 1. Ey the equations 

aax + {Jbx aa'a + {Jb'x aa"z + (Jb"'j; 

ex c'x c'::r 
. (1) 

a simply infinite system of twisted cnbics (>3 is determined, whirh 
have in common the point C mdICated by ex = 0, c'x == 0, c"x = O. 

These equatlOns may be replared by the system 

aax + {Jbx + rex = 0, 
aa'x + ~b':I, + rcx = 0, . . (2) 
aa"x +. (Jb"x + re"x = O. 

From this it is eVident that the system in question is lying on 
the cubic surface l/1\ indicated by the equation 

a:l, bx ex 
a/x b'x c'x 

al/x b"x e"x 
=0 . . . (3) 

Through any point of rfJ3 passes one curve Q3 with the exception 
of the singular point G, in which all the curves meet. On a straight 
line rest in genera) th1'ee curveb (/. 

§ 2. From (2) it ensues tha1 (/:;3 may be generated by three 
projective bundles of plan es ; any point is then intersection of three 
homologous planes. If three' homologous planes are colli~ear, they 
determine a straIght line lying on l/1 3

• 

If we write for the sake of bl'evity aax + {Jbr + re;= 2aax etc. 
the collinear situation is dependent on tbe identity 

).2aax + ).'2aa'x + }..' 2aa"x = 0.' 

The four eq uations 

).2aak + t2aa'k + }.."2aa"k = 0 (k = 1, 2, 3, 4) 

must be satisfied and therefore the four equations of the system 

=0 (4) 

If in these a, {J, y are considered as coordinates of a point the 
number of solution<; of this system corresponds with the number of 
intersections of four cubics, lying in aplane, the equations of which 
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are obtained by leaving a cohlmn out of the matrix of (4). As 
each matrix arismg fl'om two columns becomes zero for three points, 
the number of solutions of the system is six. 

On cp3 lie thel'efore six straight lines gx, which are component 
parts of clegenerated jigw'es (,>3; they form a sextuple. 

The numbel' of the ~3 composed of a straight line and a conic 
may aI&o be detel'mined by using the invariant of the six linear 
forms of the matrix 1) 

I PJ: p'x prIx 1-_ 0, 
I 

where px = aax + fJbx, etc. 
Ox o'x <,"x 

We find that the invariant disappears fol' six values of a : {:/, so 
tbat thel'e WIlt be six degenerated figul'es (,>s. 

~ 3. Let (11 2 be the conic forming with the straight line gl a 
figul'e (,>3, /1 the straight line, which cp3 has moreover in eommon 
with the plane 01 of (,>1 2• As, with the exception of C, any point of 
cp3 bears only one curve (,>3, the five straight lines gk (k = 2 to 6) 
will rest on /1; the line /1 will moreover be intel'sected twice by 
any (,>3, consequently be a singulm' bisecant. On the other hand a 
singular bisecant can onJy be situated in the plane of a conic (,>~k. 

The si,7] singula1' bisecants /k form evidently a' bisextuple with the 
six straight lines gk. 

The remaining 15 straight lines of cp3, whieh we may indlcate 
by hpq, are intel'sected by all (,>3, on each come {lk2 rest ten straight 
lines hpq (p and q =1= k). The lmes ft might be called singular secants; 
fol' an arbitrary line interseets only t/tree curves (Ja. 

~ 4. The system (1) may be l'eplaced by 

2). (aa't'+~bx) 
aa'x + ~b'::r aa"x + fJb"x 3 ----

2).cx o'x o"x 
3 

So the biseeants of the curves (l3 are indicated hy 

). (aax+~ba;) + t (aa'x+~b'x) + À" (aa"x+fJb"x) = ° t 
).ox + ).'o'x + ')."<,"x = ° 

If X and Y are two points of a bisecant, the system 

a2 ),ax + ~2 ).ba, = 0, :2 )..ox = 0, 

a:2),ay + ~:21by = 0, :210y = 0. 

lS satisfied. 

. . (5) 

1) Cf. M. STUYVAERT "Invariantologie de la cubique ~auche" (BllIl. de l'Acaq, 
Royale de Belgique 1907, p. 515), 
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By Blimination of J., ;",;." we find from this 

. a I axcxc~ I + (J I bxtJ:tcy I = 0, a I aycxcy I + I~ I b~c.rc~ I = ° j 
for bl'evity each determinant of the form :Ear;c'xC"1f is represented by 
its fil'st column. Elimination of a; IJ produees now the relation 

1 axCxCy 11 b yCxIJ/,1 -:- 1 aycxC~ 11 bxcxcy I,. .. (6) 

from which it enSlles that the bisecants of the curves Q3 form a 
cztbic tine complex, to be indicated by [lJ. The point C is evidently 
ZJl'incipal point of r 3, the planes of the six conies Q2Jc are J?1'incipal 
planes. 

As a straight line passing through C is bisecant of t~o curves 
Q3, the comple,'1J cones of r 3 are rational; the edge ,pa,ssing through, 
C is the double line of the eone. 

The qztartic co12e formed by the tangents out of C at lJJ3 is evi
dently the locus of the ITertiees of the complex eones with a cusp
i.dal edge. 

For a point P of,lJJ3 the complex eon~ clegenemtes into the qztaclmtic 
co12e, which projects the curve !;l3 laid through Pont of that point, 
and a plane pencil, formed by the bisecants, whieh the l'emaining 
curves send through P. ' 
. If P lies on a sinpztla1' bisecant /I., the plane peneil consists of 
chords of the conie Q2k, whereas f7c is common bisecant for the 
l'emaining curves. 

For a point of Q2
k the complex cone consists of th1'ee plane pencils. 

§ 5. From (5) it ensues th at the pJane n of the pencil formed 
by the bisecants which the curves Q3 send through the point P (not 
situated on an /Ic), eontains the point C, wh.ich was to be expected~ 
This plane may be eaJled the mdl-plane of P; its intersection with 
cp3 wil! be indieated by :r 3

, 

'rhe complex curve in n consists of fhe pencil with vertex Pand 
. the twice to be counted peneil with vertex C, for any ray passing 
through C meets jl3 moreover in two points wbieh belong to 
two different curves Q3. 

I.Jef, 1.~: be tlle intersection of l/13 with the arbitrary plane 'lJ:". By 
the cnrves Q3 the points of t/'3 are arranged in the triplets of an 
involntion ]3, whieh has the ('omplex curve of r 3 as curve of 
in volution. This in volution is genel'ated by the intel'section of three 
projective pencils of quadrirs, 'j"hich have as equations 

a (aJ.c'x-a',tc'IJ) + {J (bxc':r;-b'a,Cx) = 0, etc. . " (7) 

Every two pencils produce a figure of order four, composed of 
the slll'face lJJ3 and one of the planes, c, .c"l c", The base of ea;r.q 
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pencil consists of the intersection of two of tJle planes c, c', c" and 
a cubic lying on CP3. SA the P on tp3 is determined by a pencil of 
conics (J~, of which three base-points SI' S~, S3' lie on t~3. A qua
dratic transformation with prineipal points Sic tmn'3fol'ms t!J3 mto a 
curve XJ passing through Sk and the peneil ((J2) into a plane peneil, 
of whielt the vertex SI lies outside X3 • The 5ix tangents sent by XJ 

throngh IS"'" are the images of six conics (J2 touchmg at 'l~3; thc 
plane tp is therefore touched by si.')] curves Q3. The congmence [1'J 
of tlle tangents at the curves Q3 has therefore the class six. 

If a plane tI' is laid thl'ough the singular point 0, the involution 
P degenerates into an involution T, the pairs of whieh are com
pleted into triplets by C. Of the six tangents l' four pass through P; 
the remaining two are replaeed by the straight line touching the 
curve n 3 in C. 

§ 6. Tbe eongruenee [1'J has the planes (Jk of the conics Q2Jr as 
singula1' planes. The tangent plane (Jo in C at cp3 is also sinfJula1', 
for every' straight line of the pencll (0, (Jo) is tangent at a QJ. ° is 
of course at the same time singulal' point of [r J. 

Throllgh a point P of w3 pass five tangents 1', viz. the four tangents 
of n 3

, having P as tane;ential point, aud the straight line 1', whieh 
touches the Q3 laid through P; this tangent must be eounted twice. -
The ol'de1' of' [1'J amounts therefore to si,v. 

The straight line f1 is intersected in the pairs of an P by the 
curyes Q3; it is therefore tangent for two of these curves, sa that 
the oseulating plan es ro of the two points of contact pass through f1' 
The line f1 flll'ther bears the plane (JI> which must be considel'ed 
as osculating plane of the conic Q/. As each of the thl'ee planes 
mentioned must be counted twice, we may eonelude that the osculat
ing planes of the curves Q3 envelop a sU1:face ,Q of class sim. 
- For the tig'ure (Q1 2, gl) the straight 1ine hl> touching Ql ~ in its 

intersection with gl> is triple class axis, ,Q contains consequently the 
si.v st1'a~qltt lines ltk. 

Pathology. --=:.. "Tlte infhtence of feeding and of stal'vation on the 
development of polynew'itis ,qallinantm". By Prof. Dr. O. 
EIJK1I1AN and Dr. O. J. O. VAN HOOGENHUYZE. 

(Communicated in the meeting of Febl'uary 26, 1916.) 

As communieated by me in 1896 Dr. A. G. VORDERi\1AN undertook 
an investigation, into the re1ationship of the natnre of a rice-dieL 
with the OCCllrrence of beri beri in the pl'isons of Java. These 
researches had been suggested by my studies of polyneuritis galli-
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narum, a disease that bears a close resemblance, clinically as weU 
as patho-anatomically, to beri bed and could be developed in fowls 
and pigeons through a diet of polished rice. If the animals were 
fed on unhuskcd rice (gabba) or undermilled rice, i. e. rice denuded 
o11ly of the coarse outer skin, not of the so-called "silrerlayer", the 
inner layer of the periearpium, the disease did not decIare itself, 
nay, diseased allimals could even be cured by snch a diet. UIlder
milled rice IS still the staple food of the Javanese, especially in the 
country-distl'icts, where instead of modern machinery, pl'imitive 
implements are used for husking. VORDERMAN'S investigation showed, , 
in accordance with my researches on polyneuritis gallinarum, that 
bed bed occurred frequently in those prisons wh ere polished rice 
was the staple artiele of diet, and r~rely in those where nnder
milled rice was the ordinary food. 

Thenceforth many researchers have oecupied themselyes with the 
experimental study of this bird's disease and have also applied 
theil' reiSults to the ben beri problem to good purpose. 

As we intend to contine ourselves, in th is paper, to the etiology 
of polyneuritis gallinarum, we wish to point out beforehand that 
students of the diseaE.e are still dlvided in their opinion about the 
influence of diet in its causation. The pl'esumed existence of a 
poison, operatmg in the diet, has already by some been assigned as 
the probable etiologie factor, just as heretofore in the case of beri 
beri. This VIew implies that the protective and cnrative effeet of 
l'ice-poHshings and other iSimilarly aeting natural products, such as 
katjang idjo, yeast, egg-yolk, meat and the like, proceeds from a 
constituent th at aets as an antidote. Over againElt the poison-

\ 

hypothesis, whieh still has many snpporters, is anothel' "iew, first 
clearly fOl'mulated by Dr. G. GRIJNS 1), viz. that the constituent 
alluded to does liot act as an antidote but as a so-called acres
sory food-stuff, which together with protein, fats, carbohydrates and 
salts is essential for the diet, to meet the physiological requirements, 
and thttt the disease develops itself when tlle said constituent is 
adminisrered more sparingly than is reqnired by the organism. Tt htts 
not yet been defined ehemically with suffjcient certttinty, nor has 
it been made out whether we have to do with 011e or with more 
substances. This must be remembered when we use the sy110nyms 
"curative", "protective" or "antineuritic" sllbstttnce or substanees. 

Also other diseases, sueh as SClll'vy, Bar]ow's disease, pellagra 
and the like are with more or less probability caused by a deficiency 

1) Geneesk. Tijdschr. v. Ned. Tnd. Deel,41, p. 47, 1901. 
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in special unknown accessory ,food-stuffs, which FUNK 1
) has included 

under the general name of vitamins, while the diseases themselves 
are classed as "deficiency diseases" or "avitaminoses". 
_ rhe foundations on which the deficiency-hypothesis has been built 
were furnished by the evidence of my own experiments, showing 
that not only rice-polishings of themselves, but also an extract from 
them, possesses prophylactic and l'emedial properties again5t polynen
ritis gallinarum,2) and showing also that neithel' deficiency of protein, 
nor of fat, or salt produced the disease 3). This, however, did not 
eject the poison-hypothesis, w hich, aftel' all on the basis of the 
facts had also to as&mne a deficiency in the diet, notably a diet 
defective in a substance (or substances) that rende red a poison 
innocuous or prevented its formation. Oonsidering the poison
hy po thesis to be merely a basis for further researches I suggested 
in my earlier publications 3) tbl'ee possibilities, viz. a poison ingested 
with the food, or a poison evolved from the food in the alimentary 
canal (through the agency of micro-organisms ?), or a poison produced 
by a disturbed metabolism in the tissues. Elsewhere 4) 1 have 
demonstrated elaborately why the first possibility may be rejected as 
clashing with indubitable facts, and also that though the sec(}Dd and 
the third could not be excluded, positive evidence could not be 
addllced. It is the analogy to the neuritis, incited by common poisons, 
su eh as lead, arsenie, alcohol, ergot and some bacterial toxins, 
that proves fOl' an intoxication; however the qllestion cOllld not be 
settled as in spite of numerous attempts no one lIas succeeded 
as yet in aSbigning a poison as the etiological factor of polynelll'itis 
gallinarum, . 

'rhe following may serve to illustrate how interpretations of 
experimental data, obtained in this field, vary with the view-point 
of the experimenter. 

FUNK 5) and likewise BRADDON and OOOUR 6) believing the 
detlciency-hypothesis to be correct, arl'ive at 1,he conclusion that it 
is especially the cal'bohydrate metabolism that causes a more 
abundant consumption of antineuritic matter. By increasing tbe 
content of carbohydrate in a mixed diet, they succeeded in. hastening 

1) J ourn. of State Medecille, Vol. 20, p. 341, 1',)12. 
2) Arch. f. Hygiene, Bnd. 58, S. 150, 1906. 
3) Gen. Tijdschr. v. Ned. Indië, Vol. 36, p. 213, 1896. Virchow's A.rchiv. 

Bd. 148, S. 523, 1897. 
4) XVIIth Intern. Congress of Med. London 1913, section XXI. 
6) HOPPE SEYLER'S Z. f. physiol. Chemie, Bnd. 89, S. 378, 1914. 
6) Journ. o. Hyg. Vol. 14, p. 331, 1914. 
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the outbreak of the dlsease. This eaIls to mind my old experiencè 
that fowls, suffering from polyneuritis, l'ecovered aftel' the admini
&traiion of meat on1y, whi1e healthy annuals, fed on meat and 
stareh, developeel tbe disease, from which I c6ncluded then that its 
Ol'igin i& associalec1 w!th a starch (het. OASPARl and lVIOSZKOWSRY 1) 
al&o found that pigeol1s fed on 11en's eggs, dextrose anel salt 1'emaiuee! 
healthy and gamed in weight, bnl were attacked by polyneuritis 
wllen this diet was supplemented vi'ith pohshed rice; howeve1', they 
declal'ed it to be intoxwation, emanating from the 1'lCe ancl even 
attached to these tests the vnlue of an experunentmIl crllci& in 
support of theil' view. 

Aftcl' what has been said above it is neediess to add th at we 
('annot accept lhis view withont furthel' consldel·ation. We, therefo1'e; 
sOllght for an expel'imentum cl'ucis relatIve to the questioll: 1I01son
hypolhesis or deficiency-hypothesis, in anotber du'ection, and sup
posed to have detected it in abnndantly drenching the stal'vmg 
ol'ganism with water. 

lf the neuritis were caused by a poison, the disease couid not 
be expected to manifest Hself, ingesüon 9f poison being exclnded 
in stal'vation, whil~ an occasional endogenous poison (product of a 
distnrbed meta,bolism) wonid most hkely not accumulate in the 
body, but would be removed together wJth the water along the 
intestine and olher excretory ol'gans. For the same renson, howeve1', 
the body wonlel to some degree be deprived of viLamins, and if 
polyneuritis wel'e associated with tl1lS dcficiency alone, t11e disease 
woule! p1'esumably break out. 

Our d1'enchin~' experiments Vi'el'e rondllcted in tIle following way : 
Fowls had the crops filled w ith water, instead of food t wice daiIy; 
besides this they weJ.'e given subcuLaneously three times a day 
10 c.c. physiological salt solution (or RINGER'S fluid without glucose). 

lt now appeared that fasting in conjnnction with dl'enc11ing 
prodnced polynellritis, as established clmically by 0111' diagndsis as 
weU as thl'Ollgh micl'oscopical examination of tbe nerves that had 
beell tl'eated aftel' MARcm's method. It was remal'kable thai, jllSt 
as wilh a l'ice diet, the crop when filled vI,ith water, did not empty 
dllring tbe last days oej O1'e the onset of the disease, so that the 
supply of watet' bad to be discolltinued. Af tOl' all the ttspect of the 
disease was in every rcspect like tbat appearing aftel' a one-sided 
cliet, only in the latter case the emaciation is nót so considerabie. 

A positive result was also achieved in the foll~wing' experüu<2nts, 

, 

1) Derl. Klin. W. Bnd. 50, S. 1515, 1913. I I 
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tending to show sepal'ately t11e intluence of dl'enching and that 
of subcutaneous iujection upon the development of the disease in 
starving ani mals. 

Onl' researches were controlled by simple starvation expel'iments. 
Befol'ehand it is desiraule to observe that such eÀpenments have been 
cal'ned out by many previolls workel's, who apparently had all been 
struck by the fact that with a monotonous diet (e.g. pohshed l'lce) 
most fowls showed a dlsinclmation to eai and lost gremly in weigh t. 
Several observers al'gued that the animals under dlScllssion do not, 
in some cases, show the typlcal dlsease conditions, but sllccumb 
throllgh pure manition. Likewise tbe special starva.tion experiments 
of a nnmber of experimenters on polyneuritis yielded, till recently. 
only negative I'esults. (EIJKMAN l.c., SAKAKr 1), Ho IJST 2), SHIGi\ and 
KUSAl\f \ 3), FRASER and S'l'ANTON 4), BRADDON and COOPER l.c., FUNK 5), 
TASAWA G), l\1ASAYO SEGAIVA 7) 

Years ago already GRIJNS l.c., in view of my experiments, 
accounted fol' the non-appearance of polyneu1'itis in consequence 
of deprivation of food by asserting that starvation callses the protem 
of the m~lscles to be katabolized and that, togethér wlih this pro'tein, 
pl'otective sllbstances are liberated fol' the benefit of t11e nerves. 
Feeeling, on the other hanel, prodllces a higher degl'ee of metabolism, 
alld exalts the consnmption of the said snbstances; lf, therefo1'e, the 
food is pOOl' in snch substances; lt càimot meet tbe greater demand 
and the disease consequentl)' declares itself. 

Om drenching experiments rested on the statement cOl'l'oboratec1 
by many researches, that mel'e deprl\'ation'lof food does not lead to 
polyneuritis. N evertheless, when entering upon OUI' investigation, 
we unc1ertook some contl'Ol-expel'iments. This, aftel' all, _tul'l1ed Ollt 
to be all the more l'equisite as, iu the meantime, I hacl taken 
('ogniza~n(.e of' the ~'es~arc~les of CHAlIIBERtJATN, BLOOl\~BImGH and 
rÜr,130URNE 8), \vbich 11ad escapèd . my notice t1il'ougli having been 
published . in a periodiöal rlifiicult to get hold of. Contrill'y to 
the experiments _refe~'l'ed to above, theil' researches yicldeel some, I 

- : \ . \ - \ -
1) Sei-i·Kwai, 31-q-1903. 
~) Journ o. Hyg. Vol. 7, p. 619, 1907. 
S) Mllteil. d. Beriberi:Sluche~-KomI?issiol?' Toky?, 1911. I.' _ , , 

'1) StudIes from the Iustilute for medic. research Federated MaTay States NO. 12, 
Smgapore, 1911. 

5) Z. f. physiol. éhemie, Bud. 89, S. 378, 1914. 
n)' Z. f. expo Path. u. Ther., BmI. 17, S 27, 1914. 
7) VIRCIIOW'S, Al'chiv, Bud. 215, S 404, 1914. 
8) PIIILIPP. Jouw. of Sciencc, Sect. 13, vol. 6, p. 177, 1911. 
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positive reslllts. Two of their fow]s fed on gradnally smaller quan-
tities of unhllsked rice, developed po]yneuritis. Eight fow]s, snpplied 
with water only, not with food, presented three positive, two 
dOllbtful and th ree negative cases. 

The resnlt, flOW, of Dur control-expel'iments was that out of eight 
fow]s that had been gi ven drinking-water only two died of typical 
inanition, the othel' six de\'eloped polyneul'itis. There was no mista
king the symptoms, and the diagnosis cOllld be sllbstantiated by the 
exumination of the nel'ves. We are not able to say why previously 
only negative !'eslüts were obtained. CHAl\fBERLAIN c. R. attribute them 
to the circumstance that the symptoms manifest themselves onI}' a 
very short time before death and, at this juncture, escape Dur notice 
in consequence of the general weakness. I cannot enter in their view, 
first of all becallse, in my previous cases no degenerath'e changes 
were found in the nerves. 

MOl'eover the weakness and emaciation, which occur frequently 
with a one-sided diet (emaciation being in this case even sometimes 
detected by (;HA)1BERLAIN c. s: in as high a degree as in stal'ving 
animaIs) do not prevent the detection of pal'eses and paralyses. 

The following tàble gives the l'esults of our stal'vation and 
drenching expel'iments: 

A 

B 

C 

D 

E 

TABLE J • 

.... 1/) 

Mean Mean CIJ-.0::: Polyneuritis a.g original loss of Particulars 
::: weight welght I), after 
z't; 

4 1459 grOl. 42.9 proc. 14-27 aver. 19 d. 2Xd. 125 e.c. water in the erop, 

3Xd. 10 e.c. phys. water subc. 

3 1497 
" 

35.2 
" 

18-28 
" 22 " lXd. 125 e.c. water in the erop, 

injection as above. 

2 1670 
" 

44.3 11 18-34 
" 26 11 2Xd. 125 e.c. water in the erop. 

4 1740 
" 

43.8 11 28-33 
" 31 " 3Xd. 10 e.c. phys. water subc. 

6 1656 " 44.7 
" 

18-43 
" 30 11 only drinking·water 

I) From the beginning of the experiment till the outbreak of the disease. 

The5e figures seem to justify the conjectllre that the drenching 
and especially the fOl'ced supply of an abundance of water in the 
crop has qnickened the olltbreak of the disease. However, it is 
difficult in Ihis case to dl'ttw a positive conclusion from them, 
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considering }he marked individnal deviations exhibited by the animals 
even wh en treated similarly. One of the factors causing these 
differences seems to be the body weight. The greater ihis is at the 
beginning of the experiment the longer the period of incubation 
will generally beo 

Aftel' the statement that polyneuritis gallinarum can be /produced 
apart from an)' dietary inflllence, the poison hypothesis has to be 
for the greater part relinqui5hed as being incompatible with our 
evidence and we may be justified in concluding that the influence 
of the diet according as its composition varies, plays a principal 
part in tlle I p1'evention of the disease, but an inferior part in Us 
development. A similar view has all'eady been put forward Iby me 
with regm'd io beri-bel'i in an earher publication 1). The supporters 
of the poison hJ' pothesis could at best still adhere to an endogenous 
poison as resuItmg ft'om a distUl'bed metabolism, admissible in star
vation; still, the results of the drenching experiments do not support 
this view of the poison hypothesis either. 

As regal'ds the influence of diet in the causation of polyneuritis, 
th ere is some reason to suppose that its deficient composition aids 
tIle onset of the disease indirectly in the manner first expounded 
by GRIJNS, as stated before. 

On the other hand it 5eems hardly permissible LO ho1d with 
OHAMBERLAIN (' .s. on the basis of tlle positi ve findings in their star
vation experiments th'i:tt not partial but general inanition is answerable 
for the disease. We are ab1e to furnish direct evidence for the view 
that, aftel' fasting just as wel! as aftel' a defective diet, polyneuritis 
depends llpon a parlial deficiency, as has been shown in a number 
of cases in WhlCIl the stal'\'Îng animaIs, dil'ectly aftel' the detection 
of the disease, were given 8 LO 10 grms of yeast for two or three 
consecntive days and in which the symptoms of polyneuritis we re 
seen to recede despite a p1'og1'essive loss of body weigltt. The fi:tvouJ'
able effect of yeast, then, pl'oved the same as in the ('ase of poly
neuritis produced aftel' a vitamin-poor diet. 

When we consider the neuritis in starved fowls relative to the 
neuritis developing through a {ree one-sided diet, we shall see that, 
in the latter case, in consequence of the 10ss of appetite allllded to 
before, a condition may be evoked approximating the condition 
reslllting from fOl'ced fasting. They agl'ee also in th at the disease 
OCCUl'S less regularly than aftel' a forced one-sided diet, in which 

1) Neet Tijdschr. v. geneesk., 1898, I p. 18ti. 
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case we may reasonably assume with GRIJNS' that a larger 'qu'antity 
of pl'otecti ve substances have been consumed. 

With a view to its more constant results we had reCOUl'se to 
fOl'ced feeding, whenevel' the appetite decreased appreciably. However, 
fr om my lndian experiments, with a feee diet of polished rice Ol' 
stareh, it appeared that, unlike the expel'ience of OHAl\IBERLAIN c. s. 
the 108s of weight was nevel' so considerable (28 0/ 0) as with 
depl'ivation of food (40-53,7 0/0)' As could be expected, a still 
gl'eater difference with our starvation expel'iments is found when 
fowls are fed fOl'cibly (with 50-60 grms of polished rice daily), 
viz. a loss of weight on the aYel'age of 18.2 0/0' -as against 
44,7 percent wUh our starving animals. Some bil'ds lose weighi 
ahnost fl'om the beg'inning, also when fed forcibly; others however, 
maintain their weight, or even increase it, befol'e, towards the end, 
a retrogression reveals itself in consequence of the digestion being 
intel'fel'ed with, when thö Cl'Op does not readily discharge itself. In 
this case the disease eau break out, when the body weight is about 
equal to or greater than that at the beginning of the experiment. 
This was [the case with 7 out of 57 fowls, weighed at regular 
intervals, all being fed forcibly with polished rice, and Iikewise 
with 5 out of 44 pigeons fed in the same way. Other researchers 
(VEDDER and CLARK 1), GmsoN ~), TASAWA 1. C., MASAYO SEGAWA l.c.), 
report similar cases. ' 

For all this, the onset of the disease is not infreqllently preceded 
by considerabIe emaciation, especially with a free diet of polished 
l'ice or simple starch, whereas, on the othel' hand, beri-beri 

. most often attacks people, apparently in a favourable conelition of 
nutdtion. As early as 1890 I pointed to this, as it seemed, character
istic difference betwe~J~ beri-beri anel polyneuritis gallinal'um 3), 
which also attracted the attention of later observers. In my sub
sequent reports, however, I 'was in a position to point out that 
emaciation is not an essential feature of expel'imental polyneuritis, 
as it was shown that, wheri snpplementing the rice with a quantity' 
of meat, or of rice-polishings, not sufficient to prevent the ontbl'eak 
of the disease, but sufficient to retard it, at the same time a favour
able nutritive conditioll was maintained. This has, evidently, escaped 
most investigators who still stick to emaciation as a constant symptom 
of polyneuritis gallinarum. Only in recent years have othel' writel's, 

1) PHILIPP. Journ. of Scienee, Seet. B, vol. 7, p. 423, 1912. 

2) PHILIPP. Journ. of Scienee, Seet. B, vol. 8, p. 351, 1913. 

3) Geneesk. Tijdsehl'. v. Ned. Ind., Dl. 30, blz. 295, 1890. 
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TZUZUKl 1
), TASAWA l.C., COOPlm 2

), also l'ecorded a similar experience. 
Nor must it be forgotten that in the case of developing beri-beri 

the diet is nevel' so exclusive as the food (l'ice or sago) from 
which in fowls and pigeons generaIly emaciation ensues. If, therefore, 
we wish to make a compal'ative study of beri-beri anel polyneuritis 
gallinarum, we_ are flllly justified in watching the neuritis, as developed 
in animals that have been given some accessory diet, rather than 
the aspect of the disease as prodncecl in animals aftel' a simple diet, 
say polished rice Ol' sago. 

OHAMBERLAIN and VEDDER 3) have pointeel out that, whel'eas starving 
fowls are liable -to develop polyneuritis, beri-beri, nor anything 
like it was never observed in long-fasting men. 'l'hey maintain, 
however, that th is does not go against the conception that, etiologi
cally, the two diseases are on a par. They argue that the period 
of incllbation in beri-beri lasts at least 87 days and th at it is contrary 
to all reasonable expectation for a man to live without food 1'01' 

that length of time. In addition tb this argnment we should also 
like to caIl attention to the undeniable fart that it is far easier to 
produce polyneuritis in bircjs than in mammaIs. Birds al'e evidently 
far more pl'eelisposeel, which, accol'ding' to some, is due to their 
higher metabolism, and, consequently, to a severer drain llpon their 
vitamin store. Howevel', Ihe hJPothesis propoundeel here, is in Ollr 
opion inconsistent with the fact, that fowls, for such' small animaIs, 
can persist in fasting for a remarkably lo.ng time. 

Pursuing my Jine of research, a numbel" of investigatol's have 
endeavoUl'eel to produce expel'imentally polyneul'ites in monkeys by 
the aelministration of a one-sideel eliet (commonly polished rice). Some 
of therp., as MARCHOUX and SALll\1BENI 4), SCHAUMANN 6), GmsoN l.c., SHfGA 
anel KUSAl\fA l.c., TSUZUKI l.c., NAGAYO and FUJIl 0) succ~eeled in some, 
but by no meant> in all cases. TSUZUKI, for instance, failed with Japanese 
anel Singapore monkeys and arcOl'eling to N AGAYO the \ occlIrt'ence of 
a beri bel'i-like affection in monkeys on l'ice is ver)' !'are. Others, 

. as NoË 7), also OH Al\lBERLAIN, Br.OOMBERGH allel KILBOUHNE 1.('., moreovel' 

FRASER and STANTON l.c., obtaineel, like rn)'self, onl)' negative l'esults 
in spite of expel'Îments extended over a series of months. The only 

1) Mitteil. d. Beriberi·Studien·Kommission, Tokyo, 1911, S. 289. 
!) Journ o. Hyg. Vol. 12, p. 436, 1912. 
S) PHILIPP. Journ. of Science, Sect. B, Vol. 6 p. 177, 1911. 
.t) Bulletin Soc. Patl!. exot. 31 Oct. 1903. 
Iî) Transactions Soc. trop. Med. and Hyg. Vol. 5, No. 2, p. 59, 1911. 
G) Verhandl. d. Japan. pathol. Gesellsch., H Tagung 1913. 
7) Bulletin Soc, Path. exot., p. 315, 1911. 

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XV lil. 
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case of polynellritis in a monkey, observed by me and for which 
1 am indebted (0 VORDl~Rl\IAN, I repol'ted as long since as 1888 1

). 

The animal had, indeed, been fed chiefly on boiled rice and bananas, 
but it moved about among suffel'ers from bel'i-bel'i. This experience, , 
therefore, did not yield decisive evidence to establish the inflllence 
of feeding. 

Man also is natllrally lesR liable to polynellritis than bÏt'ds, so th at, 
besides the diet, other unknown, or insufficiently known, f[t('tors 
generally come into rlay to produce beri-beri. Nevel'theless it has 
been shown, by othel' experimenters also, th11t thel'e is Sllffirient 
likeness in polynellritis gallinarum to beri-bel'i, to apply with dlle 
calltion the results obtained in the study of the one disease 111so to 
the other. 

We next have to consider the qllestion in how [[tl' the feeding 
inflllences the consumption of antinelll'itic slIbstances, and, in ronse
quenee of this, also modifies the demand for theRe substanres in 
the ol'ganism. As al ready stated, FUNK, as well as BRADDON and 
COOPER al'rived at the conclnsion that it is especially t11e carbohydrates 
of the food [hat heighten tile demand for a sllpply of vitaminE. in 
the body. N ow it is a fact, as we observed befol'e, that _an increase 
of carbohyd!'ates in the food helps on the olltbreak of the disease. 
The question, -h0wever is, whether an increment of the amollnt of 
fat or protein, without a propol'tionate increase of the amollnt of 
vitamins, does not eqllally pl'omote the outbreak of polyneuritis. In 
view of his experiments on this head, FUNK believes that, in this 
respect, the effect of casein and of fat is less unfavourable than 
that of starch and sngar; if, however, we look at his data, and if 
we consider the lllarked individllal diffel'ences, occlll'l'ing with the 
S!lme food, we can accede to this view at the fal'thest for the fat. 

Ovel' against FUNK, SCHAUMANN~) obsel'ves that polyneuritis ean be 
produced throllgh food, rich in protein and pOOl' in cal'bobydrate, 
provided there be not any or hardly any vitamins in it. 

We have made feeding-experiments with aleuronat, ä powderlike 
protein prepal'ation, a waste-product fl'om wheatstal'ch factories. 
The Pl·ocednre of its pl'epal'ation involves a thorollgh washing' ) 
with water, so that it may be expected to be vitamin-pool', if not 
vitamin-free, as for all we kllow about them, vitamins are highl,)' 
soluble in watel'. Our pl'epar ation stiJl contained some amylum; 
howevel' 90 % of the dry subs(ance was made up of protein, as 

1) Geneesk. Tijdschr. v. Ned: Indië, Dl. 28, 1888. 
2) Arch. f. Schiffs· u. Tropenhyg. Bnd. 19, S. 393, H1l5. 
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eomputed from the nitrogen-content. Ta two hens, weighing 
respectively 1110 grms and 1960 grms, 30-40 gl'ms of aleuronn.t 
was passed into the erop daily, exeepting the Jast days, wh en the 
erop did not discharge itself reg lllarly, The one showed, al ready 
on the 17th day, unmistakable signs of the disease, its body-weight 
feIl 29,7 %

; the other only on the 37111 day, with a loss of 33,7 % 

in weight, 'l'he compaeatively long period of incubation i':l the 
latter case, may be assoeiated again with the considerable original 
body-weight. As to tlle first case, howevel', the resnlt ean hardIy be 
deemed less unfavourable than with a polished-riee or with a starrh-diet. 

FUNK'S interpretation (in our opinion somewhat one-sided) that 
vitamins play an aetive part in the carbohydrate-metabolism, a much 
more important part than in the metabolism of othel' foodstuffs, is 
perhaps best refuted by the starvation experiments, During starvation 
the bQdy is thrown upon its ovm resources fOl" fat and fol' protein, 
the stOl'e of carbohydrates being soon exhausted, Now, if \l\Je bear 
in minel that starvation may pave the way fol' polyneuritis gallina
rum, we ean realize that the consumption of proteetive snbstauees 
may be gl'eater than can be met by the shl'inking fat- and muscle
tissues, so that the organism is g..adually getting poorer in these 
substanees not only absolutely, but al80 relati vely, 

Next we wish to report some experimenls eanied ont wilh a view to 
ascertain whether the emaciation that, with a one-sided diet aften pre
cedes the outbreak of a disease, is, like the disease itself, attributable 
to a deficiency of special substanres, or to an unfavourable ratio of the 
principal food-stuffs: protein, fat, and earbohydrates, For protein wus -
given ovalbumin siccum, fol' fat oleum olivarum, and polished rice or 
marantha-starch repl'esented the carbohydrates, The oil had been pl'evi
ously shaken np ,'vith a dilute soda-solution, the albumin dissolved 
in an excess of salt-solution, preeipitated with alcohol and evaporated 
to dl'yness, all which was done to remo\'e oceasional proiectÎ\'e con
!:ltituents in these foodstuffs. 

The l'esults of these experiments have been brollght togethel' in 
Table I1, (See p, 1478). 

The l'esnlts al'e ineonelnsive. Whereas those wit.h a simple rice 
diet and with a simple amylum mal'anthae-diet ag'l'ee fairly weIl 
- which is sumewhat surprisin/1; eonsidel'ing the fal' simplel' compositioll 
of the latter - the otber data seem 10 teach us that, when pari 
of the rice is exchanged for all appl'oximately iso-dynamie quantity 
of alhllmin Ol' of f~ü, the period of in~ubation l'emains about lhe 
same, but the l'elative loss in body-_weight fllightly decreases, On 

~5~' 

/ 
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TABLE II. 

.... en -.... Mean Cl)- I::~.c .0::= 
E<E 

(Ij._ b.() loss of Polyneuritis af ter : Diiily food (forced). Cl) b.()'-

::I .... :a c ~ weight 
Zo 0 

4 1506grm . . 24.4 proc. 
I 
14-22 gem. 18 d. 70 grms. of pol. rice 

5 1533 
" 

25.6 
" 

14-'--23 
" 17.8" 60 

" " " 
+ 10 grms. of lactose 

4 1395 
" 

18.3 
" 

18-19 
" 

18.5 JI 60 
" " " +10 " 

albumin 

4 1365 
" 

18.8 
" 

14-20 
" 17.5 " 60 

" IJ ., +5 " 
of ol. oliv. 

~ 

5 1550 
" 

23.7 
" 

14-23 
" 18.8 " 70 grms. amyl. maranthae 

3 1377 
" 

23.5 
" 

24-25 
" 24.7" 60 

" IJ " 
+ 10 grm.ofalb. 

3 1430 
" 

27.4 ,,' 23-26 
" 24.7 " 60 

" " " + 5 " 
01 oliv. 

-

tbe other hand the same exchange in the arnylum-diet ex erts only 
little influence upon the percentage of the 10ss in weigIJt, but 
lengthens ihe period of incubation. 

Anyhow, it is evident that the deficiency alone of fat Ol' of 
protein in the polished rice and in the starch camlot exclnsively be 
responsible for the 10ss in weig-ht dnring the period of ineubation. 
As observed before, there is no mistake about it tbat an important 
factor in this procE'ss is tlle incidental distlll'bance in the mechanism 
of the digestion viz. the retarded and ultimately checked discharge 
of the Cl'Op j also, as far as freely-fed animals are concerned, tlle 
loss of appetite. Now the former can be set, to rights again by 
supplying rice-polishings, yeast and the likE', as we and many other 
investigators have made out. In so far the emaciation is indirectl)' 
dependent on a deficiency of antinel11'itic substances. 

Regarding the possibility of any chemical anornaly of the digestion 
we noticed the fol/owing. We found that uncooked polished ri ce was 
digested badly !'rom t.he very' beginning. A microscopical examination 
made out that tile faeces of the animals contained much undigested 
stul'ch and consequently, when stained with iodin, exhibited, even 
for the unaided eye, au intense bll1e coloration. It did not bbcome better 
when finely ground l'ice was given j cooked 1'ice contrariwise yielded 
starch-poor faeces. This was the case also, when the fowls wel'e fed 
on l'aW unhusked rice or on raw l1ndermilled rice j macroseopicallJ~ 

the faeces did not then show any starch-l'eaction with iodin j mÏCl'os
copically no or hardly an)' starch was detected. The question, thel'e
fore, arose whether the defective digestion of' the uncookecl polished 
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rice was to be ascribed to its small content of cellulose, or to its 
deficiency of vitamins. The fiest seemed to be the case, as starch
rich faeces again resulted from _ a mixture of ground polished l'lce 
and an antineul'itic extract of rice-polishings. lf tbe ground rice 
was mi.xed with washed rice-polishings, saw-dust, or ground filter
paper, tlie digestion was, on the othel' hand, very satisfactory, the' 
faeces, just as in a simple diet of raw undel'milled rice, being then 
mostly a white mass Ol' a mass coloured pale green by bile, which, 
however, appeared to consist for the greater pat't of paper-ti bres. 

We now tabulate the reslllts of these experiments: 

TAB LE lIl. 

, - I Polynou'itis aft", 

1-00 bI).J:: 

~~ 
.- bi) Mean S'ä) 

E..E Os:: ~ 1055 of Daily food (forced) 
::l CIl- weight Zo Q)o:! 

::E .S 

4 1439grms 20.1 perc. 17-41 mean 27 1/4 d. 50 grms ground, polished rice 

6 1503 11 13 
" 

15-24 
" 19.3 " As above + 3 grms. ground paper. 

Th-ollgh the admixtUl'e of cellulose seemed to have acted favourably 
with respect to the loss of weight, this did not retard the ol1tbreak 
of the disease, it l'ather accelerated it. This again favoul's the view that 
polyneuritis gallinarum is not a consequence of general inanition. 

SUMMARY. 

1. OUI' experiments lend sllpport to CHAl\IBERLAIN, Br.oOl\fBERGH and 
KILBOURNE'S expel'ience that general deprivation of food may fllrthel' 
a developrnent of polynel1ritis. The ol1tbl'eak of the disease is then 
ql1ickened by abundantly drenching the organism witb water. 

Starvation-polynel1ritis, j ust as feeding-polyneuritis is engendered 
tbrongh a det1ciency of "antineuritir" substances, or so-called vita
mins. An addition of the latter exerts a cul'ative effect upon eithero 

2. Etiologically there is in feeding;-polyneuritis no direct relation 
with the i,nanition that often attende it, in sueh a sen se that the 
former should result fJ'om the latter. In oue sen se, indeed, the 
l'evel'se is (he case. Loss of body-weight may occhr from the begin
ning of the experiment w1Lh a one-sided diet; however it OCClll'S con
stantly only towal'ds the outbl'eak of tile disease Gin consequence of 
a motol'Ïal distUl'bance in the digestion) and may even be pl'eceded 
~by an inet'ease of bodyweight in spite of the one-sidedness of the diet. 

II is doubtflli l whetlwl' a, tavolll'Çtble effect on (hé congitiQl1 Qf 
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nlltrition and the period of incub::ltion is produced by ralsmg the 
protein· and the far-content or the diet that evolves polyneuritis. 

3. On the gl'Ollnd of the {h'st concillsion the hypo thesis of a
nenritic poison in the cliet, or a toxin, originating from the food in 
the inlestinal canal, as probable callsative factors of feeding'-poly
neuritis, must be abandoned, while probably na endogenous neuritic 
poison is in opel'ation. 

4. A.ccording as the food is composed it plays the principal part 
in preventmg, but an infel'Ïor part in pl'oducing tlle disease. 

5. Feeding, most likely causes an incl'eased consumption of anti- ~ 

neuritic substances. It seems hardly permissible to con~1 ude with 
BRADDON and COOPER and with FUNK that carhohydrates promote the 
katabolism mllch more than, for instance, proteins do. 

6. 1'he rligestion of polished rice in fowls is aided throngh the 
admixtllre of cellulose to the food, not however, thl'ough the nddition 
of the antlnellt'itic extract from rieepolishings. The admixture of 
cellulose ma)' exel't a favourable influence upon the condition of 
nutrition; it would seem, on the othel' hand, that the outbl'eak of 
the disease is accelerated by it l'ather than retal'ded. 

7. The ('onclusions l'egardillg the causative Ol' the prophylactic 
agency of certain factors in polyneuritis gallinal'llm, are, in so far 
as they al'e based upon a shortening or a lengthening of the l'el'iod 
of incubation, more or less doubtful on account of the considerabie 
individllal differences, exhibited by the animals expel'Îmented upon, 
even with a uniform treatment. 

Utrecht, Januarj' 1916. The Instihtte of Hypiene of the 
Uü'ec/d University. 

PhYsics. -- On tlte B1'ownian ~Movement in Gases" . 'BJ Miss A. 
SNBTHLAGE. (Commnnicated by Prof. J. D. VAN: DER WAALS). 

(Communicated in the meeting of February 26, 1916). 

Among the different derivations of the deviation which a particle 
sllspended in - a gas or liquid obtains in a time t, there is one of 
VON SMOIJUCHOWSKl 1

), in which only kinetic considerations al'e made 
nse of. L\.ccording to VON Sl\IOWCHOWSKI this deri vation wW onJy 
hold for gases, and th at only wh~n the climensions of the pal'ticle 
are smal! with respect to the mean free path of the surrounding 
molecules. As the Wl'iteL' himself observes, there is still something 

1) VON SMOLUCliOWSl\I. Ann. der Phys. 21 p. 769 (1906). 
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wanting in tbe arcuracy of his calculation. Among otber tbings be 
assigns equal velocity to all the mole,cules. I wIlI, therefore, del'ive 
by a somewbat different course an expl'ession for the mean deviation, 
wbicb only diffel's from the above mentioned one in numel'ical 
coefficient, bui in which Maxwell's distribution of velocity is taken 
into account. 

IJet us suppose that a spherical "Brownian partiele" with mass 
Jl executes elastic collisions with a number of spberical molecules 
with mass m, tlle MAXWELLIAN distributlOn of velocity prevailing. 
We will cal! the partiele shortly Jf. 

Fig. 1. 

If we l'epresent by PA and PB (fig. 1) the velocities of tbE' 
particle and the colliding molecnle befOl'e the collision, and bl'ing 
a plane W through Q, tbe end point of the velocity of tbe 
centl'e of gravity, parallel to t11e pla,ne of collision, we shall find 
the veloeities PA' and P B' aftel' the collision by' reflecting the 
velocities relative to the cenh'e of gl'avity witb respect to ·W and 
by adding them to the velocity of the centJ'e of gravity. Wh en W 
changes its position, A' moves on a sphere round Q with radius 
QA. MAXWELL 1) showed that all the points of tbis sphel'e have equal 
probability for A', so that the mean \Taille of QA' fol' all the 
collisions of .M in evel'y dil'E'ction is O. The velocity of the cenh'e 
of gl'avity, however, has all an avel'age a projection in the dil'ection 
of PA. From this JEANS 2) del'ives tbat a molecule on coIlision with 
other similal' ones on an average l'etains a part Os of its ol'iginal 
velocity s. Fo!' collisions bet ween pal,ticles of different mass (J 

assumes ft value which I have calclllaied, and whicb has all'eady 
been communicated by Prof. KUENEN 3). Q 

1) J. C. MAXWELL. Phil. Mag. 4, 19. p. 19 (1860). 
2) J. H. JEANS. Phil. Mag. (6).8 p. 700. tl904). 
S) J. P. KUE~E~, The!;le P\'oe. X.Vll, p. 1Q68. 

I 

11 

! 
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Fo!' a particle M, in 5tatistical equilibrium with molecules m, 
this factor amounts to: 

OJyj=+ M_+l. J112_, / m l09(1+2m~+ 2m 
I /M"+"!!:.) 

II M +m 4 m (1I1+m) V lv[+m Af MV rn 

M 
If - is large (and in tbe case under consideration tlIis is so) we 

m 

m 
may develop 0 to the first power of -, which causes the above 

M 
expression to become simplified io 

. (1) 

Let us now eaU tbe velocity of the partiele at a given moment 
St (ztl VI '1,01)' Wben during a time 'tI it has travelled with tbis velocity, 
it collides witb a molecnle with \'elocity S'l (U'l V'l W'l)' and gets 
rhel'efol'e itself a velocity 8 2 , This again consists of 2 parts: 

1, Tbe velocitj of the cenü'e of gl'avity, on an average = fJMs l , 

2, A component that can have all possible dil'ections, is 0 on 
m 

an avel'age, and whose valne = -'{ - Vp wh en VI represents the 
.Ll + rn 

l'elative velocity of the particle and the molecule before the 'collision 
(AB of fig', 1), 

For Zt2 we ean JlOW on an average draw up the relation: 

m 
u2 = () 11 UI + VI COS ).1' • (2) 

.I. M+m 

),1 is the angle bet ween the .v-axis and the relative movement aftel' 
the collision. 

In 'l'1 a distanee along the ,v-axis is passed over: 

in 't'2 

" 
In a time t = :2 't1c this distance amounts to: 

1 

J " 

b:. = :2 B1c = :2 Wc TTc • 
1 1 

" If we now suppose th at al ways a time T passes between two eolli-
sions, we ean bring this quantity outside the J$ sign, and wl'ite: 
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We further follow the method applied by EINs'rEIN and HOPF 1) to 
aIwther problem, by Mrs. DE HAAS-LoRENTZ 2) 10 tbe Brownian 
pIovement, but with a slight abbreviation. We substitute RI fol' 

m 
--- VI COS À. I and write equation (2) in the form : 
M+m 

lt, - &1Uu] = Bl 

Uz - ()lvl u , = R 2• 

This gives on summarion over v intel'vals T, when t = vt' : 

"+1 J v 
:EUk - OM:Eltk= :ERk 
2 1 1 

or 
b. v 

- (1-&M) + U+l - UI = ::EEk. 
T I 

If we inCl'ease t, the absolute vaille of the first term of the fil'Sl 
member inereases in general, 'ltv+' - 'lt, however, does not. If t is 
sufficiently long we may negleet these tel'ms and wl'ite : 

v 

:ERk 
1 

T -l-&~t" 

If we raise both members to their square and take the mean fol' 
a great numbel' of t's, this beeomes.: 

The R's are independent of one another, hence: 

(:ERy = VR2 

· • . (3) 

R~ is still unknown, but eau be ealculated, in the following way. 
We raise both mem bers of eq nation (2) to thei!' square, aftel' we 

have first written it in t11e form: 

Uk = &111 ltk-l + Rk-I' 

If we now also take the mean for a great number of times TJ 

we have: 

u' = &'Jl1U' + 2 &MUlc-l Rk-l + R2 

'ltk-l and Rk-l are ffilltually independent, and equally of ten positive 
as negati ve, henee 

'ltk-l R7c-l - 0 
and 

1) EINSTEIN and HOPF. Ann. der Phys. 33 p. 1105 (1910). 
2) G. L. DE H.A.As-LoRENTZ. Die Brownscl1e Bewegllng. (1913) p. 51 et seq. 
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R 2 = u' (1 - 02.V1 ) (4) 

This value introduced into equation (3) gives: 

- 1-8'.l[ - 1 +OM--=:' 
b..' = V1:'2 It

2 = u2 'l: t . 
(1-8ilJ)~ 1-8J.J1 

If we now substitute the value (1) tor 0 and put the value 2 
fol' 1 + 0, we get finall.v : 

. (5) 

-
This formula differs from that of VON SMOLUCHOWSKI only in J1ume-

l'ical coefficient. Wh ere we find -t, v. S. puts gi or with a somewhat 
different derivation 3. 

Another calculation 1), which was not founded on purely kinetic 
considerations led to qllite the same expl'ession as equation (5). It 
was asserted th ere that there was no reason to confjne the validity 
of this formnla to those cases in which the dimensions of "Af are 
small with respect to the mean fl'ee path of ihe molecules. 

If with 1\IIAXWEU 2) we now substitute the vallle 

. 1 1 VMm VN 
t' = 2V2n (JO"/, M+m ET 

for 'l', iu which (J represents the sum of the rays of the particle and 
a molecule, and therefore may be replaced by a, the radius of the 
particIe, while n denotes the number of molecules per cern., (5) 
l'educes to: 

- 31VRTm 
t:.~ := 4V2n Qa2 Nt. (6) 

in which Q = 12, m = the density of gat:. 
b.. is the projection of fhe path passed over in an al'bitl'ary direction. 

To filld the mean square of the total path passed over we must 
multiply (6) by 3. 

1) J. D. v. D. WAALS JR. and A SNE'l'HLAGE. These Proc. XVllI, p. 1 :322. 
2) J. C MAXWELL. 1. c. 
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Chemistry. - "Tlte Application of the The01'Y of Allot1'OPY to 
Elt!ctromotive Equilib?'ia" IV. By Prof. A. Sl\fITS and Dr.l 

A. H. W. ATEN. (Oommunicated by Prof. J. D. VAN DER WAALS). 

(Communicated in the meeting of Feb. 26, 1916). 

1. Int1'oduction. 
-

In some fOl'egoing papel's 1) it has all'eady been demonstrated that 
th.e phenomenon of passivity can be explained in a simple wny by 
the application of (he theory of allotropy to the electromotiye equi
librium metal-electrolyte. 

Accol'ding to this theot·y the meta) is complex, and with this 
complexity many different cases can present themsel ves. It IS possible 
that the complexity only eonsists in this that in the metal we have 
to do with an ionimtion-equilib1'ium of the meta!, exp,'essed e.g. by 
the eq uation : 

(1) 

lt is, ho wever, also possible, and this wiJl occur in the metals 
of which jons are known with different valency, that there exist 
side by side more such ionisation equilibria, and that just aR many 
as there are differently charged metal ions. 

Ij of the metal 111 there exist the ions J.11·· and ~1-", the two 
following ionisation eq nilibrIa wil! orclll' in the metal: 

.Ll1~J}r· + 2 () I 
and .lid;: Jir" + 3 () I (2) 

lt has further been pointed out that it is pORsible that the metal 
contains different kinds of ions, which have the same charge per 
!I.tem, but which diffeJ' in size, <:tS e.g. the ions JIJ.. and lJ12 ••• 

In this case the meta] is still more complicated, because then we 
must assume the following ionisation and dissociation equilihria: 

J.11 ~~r + 2 () 
Ji1

2 
~ M

2
:: + 4 () (3) 

~12~2jJ1 

BefOl'e we examine more closely the phenomena of polarisntion 
and passivity it is desirable to show to what new points of view 
the assumption of an ionisation equilibl'ium in a metal leads. 

We shall begin with showing this fol' the simplest rase, indicated 
by equation (1), and not until the conclusions to which this case 

1) These Proc. XVI, p. Hll j XVI, p. 699; XVII, p. 37. 
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gi ves ri&e, both vl'Ï th l'egard to the reactions w hich can take place 
between a metal and an electl'olyte, and to the 'potential diffel'ence 
metal-electl'ol),te, have been derived, will the phenomena of polari
sation and passivity for this ~implest case be discussed. 

Thus the whole will C'onstitute an introduction to the more thorol1gh 
ü'eatment of the other cases, indicated by equations (2) and (3). 

2. Solubility product of a metal. 

The new views which will be developed here, are based on the 
assumption that the electrons in a metal pliase and in the coexisting 
electrolyte behave as ions, so that the laws ,\ hich hold- fol' mole
cules and have been successfully applied to ions, can al'3o be t1'allS
ferred to the electrons. 

Let us now consIder the simplesl case, namely this that excluslVely 
the ionisation equilIbrium 

M;:'M" + 2 () 
exists in the melal M. 

If we now imrnerge this metal in pure water. uncharged atorns, 
metalions and electrons will pass info the water with the resl1lt 
that an ionisation equilibriurn is also established in this liquid. 

lf we apply the law of chemIcal mass act ion to the above ion
isation eq uilibrlUm, which exists in t!te liq'Ltid, we get:, 

]{ == (M~1;()Y (4) 

Now the liquid is in contact with the solid metal, so th at the 
liquid wil! be saturate with respect to the non-electric component, 
the uncharged metal atoms. The concentratlOn (11) IS, therefore, a 
constant, hence we may write: 

(5) 
ThiA product, which is, therefo1'e, a constant quantity for constant 

tempm'ature and pressure, we shall calI the solubi!ity p1'oduct o} 
tlte metal. 

The sllpposition that the complexity .of a metal exists in the 
, occurrence of metal atoms, metal ions, and electrons, which in case 

of unary beha\'Ïour of the metal, give rlse 10 the existenee of the 
ionisation equilIbrium l'epl'esented in equalion 1, leads therefore to 
an important idea, namely that of the solubility product of a metal, 
by means of which a number of electromotive processes can be 
sUl'veyed from one and the same point of view and can be accounted 
fol' in a plausible way, 
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3. EJJplanation of cl({fe1'ent electl'omotive p1'ocesses by the appli
cation of the idea: 

"80luóility p1'ochict of a metal" . 

a. Dissolving of metal~ by halo.1en. Suppose a metal to be 
immel'ged in a vessel of pure water, and then a halogen e.g. chlo
rine, to be added, it wi1I qnite depend on tbe sitnation of the two 
following eqUIlibria 

what wiJl happen. 

J1f;::' M" + 2 fJ 

and 2 fJ + Ct2 ;::. 2 Cl' 
(la) 

(6) 

If the concentration of the electrolls in the ionisation equilibrium 
(la) of the metal is greater than that in the equilibriUlU (6), the 
chlorine wiJl take away the electrons, which canses the homo
geneous equilibrium (1 a) to shift to the l'ighthand side, and the 
heterogeneou'3 eqllllibL'Ïum between : metal and electrolyte is broken. 
The metal will then send metal atoms, metal ions, arid electl'ons 
into solution, and so the metal can entirely go mto solution on 
sufficient addItion of chlorine. 

It now follows from what precedes that it will depend on the 
concentl'ation of the electrons emltted by the metal whether with 
the pl'evaihng chlorine concentration a shiftmg of (la) from left to 
l'ight is possible. 

The electl'on·concentration mentioned here wiU depend on the 
valne of the solubility prodnc\. of the metal, and it may, therefore, 
be predicted that metals with a relati\'ely large solubility product 
will dissolve in ehlorine water, whereas metalE> with a E>mall soln
bility product will not be attacked. It is. however, the question 
whether there is a metal so noble that the concentratio.n ot' tlle 
electl'OllS whi('11 ensnes thl'oug'h the iOJlisation of the metal is smaller 
than corresponds wlth ef'JUlhbrium (6). 

lt follows al1'eacly f1'01n t/tis that the base metals possess a 1'ela
tive{y g1'eat, ancl t!te noble metals a 1'elative~l/ smal! soZ,ubility p1'ocluct. 
'û. Dissolving of metrds in pure water. Now we might a180 

an8Wel the question why one metal dissolve'3 In ,vater and why 
another does not. 

Fot' this purpose we have to consider the equilibria: 

M;:' .l}[" + 2 fJ (la) 

and 2 fJ + 2 BOH;:' 2 OH' + H2 (7) 

lf we now have a metal with a great solubility product, then 
(fJ) is comparatively gl eat iJl (la), and the ,'eaction (7) can pl'oceed 
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from 1eft to l'ight. As the hydrogen then continually escapes, it 
will continue till 1he metal has entirely disappeared. 

1n t!tis way we come to the conclusion that _ the metal.'J wlzich act 
most stl'ongly on water, a1'e the metals with 1'elatively great solubility 
product. I 

c. Dissolving of metrds in acids. If we now consider the phe
nomenon that some metals give hydrogen generation with solutions 
of acids as Hel, B 2 804 , and othet·s do not, we see In the light 
of these considerations th at this phenomenon is entirely controlled 
by the equilibria: 

M;:'~1·· + 2 (J 

and 2 (J + 2 R· ;:. B 2 

(la) 

(8) 

from which we see that the metals with a relatively large solubility 
product wil! generate hydl'ogen, w'hereas the othel' metals do not 
do so. lVIetals as copper and silver etc. or in other words the noble 
metals, do not di~solve, because they luwe a too smal! solnbility 
prodnct. 

cl. Dissolving of metals in t!te solution of a mixture of a jeI'1'0-
and a je1'1'isalt. 

We can now easily give all exphtnation of the different conduct 
of the metals with respect to a solution of a mixture -of a ferro
and l;t ferrisalt. In tbis case we have to consider bèsides thc metal 
ionisation equilibrium: 

A1;:'M·· + 28 (la) 
~lso the equilibrium: 

Fe·· ~ Fe··· + (J. (9) 
If the electron-concentration of the equilibrium (9) in the solution 

nnder q,onsideration is greater than that which corresponds with 
the solllbility product of the metal, the electrol1s from the solution 
pass into the metal, and at the salDe time tbe ionisation equilibriUl'n 
(ia) shifts !rom rigbt to left both in the metal and in the solution, 
and metal deposits from the solution. Tbe metaJs th at be have thus 
are, of course, again metals with. a small solubility product, hence 
tbey behave with respect to the said solution of a mixture of ferro
and ferrisalts as an unassailable electrode. 

If on the other hand the metal possesses a relatively large SOlll
bility prod.uct) electrons wiII be withdrawn to the equilibrium (la) 
both in tlle solution and in the metal, and the metal goes into 
sollltion, the conVel'SiOll repl'esented by equation (9) proceeding from 
right LO left, in whie.h the fel'l'i-salt is therefore l'edtlCed to ferro-salt.' 

l'hi& tnkes place inter alia when 111 is the metal Zn. 
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e. Solution of the metal by withclrawal of ?rI,etal ions. 

We have 5hown here that a metal will dissolve when electrons 
are withdrawn from the homogeneous equillbrium: 

JJ1;: M .. + 28 

Of course th~ same thing happens when we succeed in diminish
ing the concentl'ation of t11e metal ions M ". Fol'. ihis pnrpose we 
sholtld have to tey to add a substance which yields a ('omple~ with 
the ion ~~1", the clissociation constant of which is exceedingly smal!. 
lt wil! be discussed latel' whether this is possible. 

4. .N e1l) 1'elations fol' t/te ·potential dUle1'ence metal-electrolyte. 

If in the derivation of the potential difference metal-electrolyte we 
take into account the ionisation equilibrium in the metal and in the 
coexisting ele(' tl'oly te, we get what fo11ows. 

For the simplest case for unary behaviour the equilibrium 

JJ1s ;: . .11 S + 8 s . ~10) 

wil! pre\'ail in the metal; the following correspondiIlg equilibrium: 

ML ;::. JJI L + 8 L . (11) 
in the coexisting liquid. 

The equilibrium bet ween melal and electrolyte can now be repre
sented by: 

Ms;:Ms+8S 
tt 
JJ1L;:' JJ1 i + 8 L 

hut this equilibrium is as a r111e accompanied, with a potential 
difference. . . 

For this potential difference we nov\' get., m contrast with the 
earlier view, the two following equations: 

anà 

fJ, M S - ~J.lIL 
~=----

F 
. . . (12) 

(13) 

I In the fh'st place we have therefol'e arelation (12), in which 
OCCU1'S the difference between the molecu/m' potentials of rhe melnl 
ion in the metal and in the solution, and in the second place a 
similal' relation (13), it:! \",hich instead of Ihe molecnlal' potentials of 
the metal ion, those of the electrons OCClll'. 
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'Ve shall now follow the method applied by VAN LAAR 1) in the 
derivation of NERNS'I-"S formula. 

Let us now execute the uSllal splitting up 0i the molecular ther
modynamic potential: 

(J = (1' + R T ln C. (14) 

in whic h (11 fol' dill1 ted states is only a fn nrtion of the tem perature ; 
we then get starting from (12): 

[L' - (1' '1 + RT ln (Ms' ) - RT ln (ML' ) 
.11 8 1, L 

1:::..=- ]i' (15) -

if we put in this: 

(16) 

we get 

b. = - - III K'111"+ln--RT[ (MS)] 
]i' (Mi) 

. (17) 

or 

RT [ l('.IL"' (M s)] 
b. = - F ln (M!,) ..... (170) 

lf we now start from the equfttion (13), we arrive in quite the 
same way at the eql1ation 

I:::.. = RT [zn 1('0 + ln (88 )]. . . . . . (18) 
]1 (8L) 

or 

6 = RT [zn [('e. (&8 )] . . . 
F (fiJ,) 

. (18a) 

When by a thel'filodynamic way tlle formula fur the potential 
diffel'ence bad been derived by VAN LAAH, it was demonstraled by 
Sl\lITS 2) what the physical meaning is of the quantity 1(, which 
occurs in VAN LAAR'!:; final formula instead of the Lösungstension P. 
Now we can find in the same way the physical meaning of the 
produets KIM (Ms) and 1Co (Os) in eql1ations (17a) and (1 Sa). 

It follows from eq u.ttion (17 a) that 

f:::..=0 
when 

In this case aIso 

J) Chem. Week bI. 41, 1905. 
Lehrbuch der theoretischen Elektrochemie (1907). 
2) 'I:hese Proc. IX, p. 2. 

. • (23) 
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(.till" = f1-JI[ 
S L 

(24) 

according to equation (12), from which follows that in this case the 
metal ions in the metal are in equilibrium with those in the solutioll, 
no po tenti(f,l difference existing between me(al nnd solution. Tbis 
eqnilibrium is therefore an equilibrium of sn.turation and the concen
tration of the metal ions in the salutions will therefore be a concen
tI'a/ion of saturation. Thel'efore the product 1C.v (Ms) represents 
the saturation concentration of the meial ions at definite temperature 
and pressure. 

That under the said circl1mstanres this product is really a con
stant follows from this that not only 1ClI, but also (Ais) is a 
constant quantity in case of unary behaviour of a metal at the 
same temperatul'e and pressure. 

If we now represent this concentration of satura6011 of the metal 
ions or in other words the metal ion solubility by ](M', then 

1C 111' (jJis) = Kl.l1 (25) 

and th en equation (17a) becomes: 

RT KilJ' 
1::.=--ln--. 

F (Mi) 
. . (26) 

, .. This is NERNST'S equatioll, in whirh instead of the Lösungstension 
P, the metal ion solubility ](.11' occurs. 

On purpose we have followed this course 111 order to show tbat 
the wen lmown relation for tlle potential difference is found when 
we only take tlle metal ions into account, whereas the role of the 
electl'ons is at least eql1ally important. 

Aeeordingly we get a much deeper insight when we also take 
the electrons into account. 

For this we must also make use of equation (18a). In this equa
tion first a simplifieation can, however, be applied. Just as we have 
been able to demonstrate just now thai the product 1('.u (Ms) 
repreE>ents the concentration of satllration of the metal ions, we ean 
show in entirely the same wa,y that lhe prodnet 1C 0 (Ob) indicates 
the eoncentrátion of saturation of tlle electrons. 

If for this qnantity we again introduee a simple symbol e.g'. 

]('0 (Os)=J(o ... (27) 

equation (18a) is simplified to: 

b. = Hl' ln ](0 • 
F (OL) 

. (28) 

We see from this that fol' a base metal ((hJ is g1'eatel' than lG. 
It is here the plaee to drawattention io an exceedingly remal'k-

96 
Proctlcdings Royal Acad. Amst~rdam, Vol. XVIII. 
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able phenomenon, VIZ. this that thongh e.g. for a base metal the 
solubili1j' of the metal ions is very great and those of the electrons 
very smalI, the solubilitj' product of a base metal possesses a com
paratively large value. 

The case we meet with here, is quite independent of all others, 
because in the solubilitj' product of a metal, metal ions and electrons 
occur, which influence each other and carry each other along, so 
th at they neutralize each other electrically except t'or a very small 
fraction. 

It is now clear that where the solubility of the metal jons is 
very great, and that of the elecrrons very smalI, the metal ions will 
not go info solution so mnch as when the electrons did not check 
the action, and that reversely tlle electrons will go nW1'e into solution 
than when theJ we re not attracted by the metal ions. Thu3 the 
e,'Cceedingly 1'ema1'lcable case presents ilself that the liqmd coexisting 
with a base metal, is unsatUl'ate as far as metal ions are concerned, 
but supersatllrate wit!! respect to the metal as far as electl'ons are 
concerned. This is accordingly the reason why the metal is negative 
with respect to the liquid. Fol' a noble metal exactly the re~erse is 
found. Thus we see thai accol'ding to these conslderations a much 
clearer idea of the elertromotive equilibrium can be obtained than 
was the caE>e with the old view. 

The equation (28), which waE> as onesided as equation (26), which 
was used up 10 now, can ~e of great service to us in many cases. 

We have already seen that· a noble metal, so a metal with a 
very smal! solubihty product, immerged in a eolution of' a mixture 
of a ferro- and ferri salt, is not attacked. With regard to the said 
solution the metal is an unassailable electrode, and electl'ons of the 
equilibrium 

Fe" =; Fe'" + fJ • . (9) 

pass f'rom the solution to the metal, while the ionisation equilibrium 
of' the metal shifts. 

Here where the two homogeneous equilibria in the solution have 
only one component, viz. the electrons, in common, the application 
of om' electron equation (28) immedlately gives the potential difference, 
when we consider that from equation (9) follows: 

hence: 

[( = (Fe"') «(h) 
(Fe" ) 

(29) 
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so that according to equation (28) 

RT [ 1 (Fe"')] 
J::,. = -~ ln J(o + ln--- . . . (30) 

1/ K (Fe") • 

from which it therefore appeal's that oul' formula differs from the 
I 

older one: 

RT 1 (Fe"') 
J::,.=-ln-~ 

F K (Fe") 

in th is that here the term In J(o is wanting. 
Tltis term, lwwever, is vel'y important because it appears fr01n it 

that d(ffe1'ent unassazlable elect1'odes vet cannot give enti1'ely tlw same 
potential d~!fel'ence, the electron solubility j01' the metals be,in,q different. 

By combmmg equations (26) anel (28) we now get a l'elation for 
the potential difference, in which botb the metal ions aud the electrons 
are taken into acconnt. 

When we add these equations we get: 

A __ RT[ln ]((J -ln (fh)] u . . • . , (31) 
2F KM- (ML) 

That th is new equation gives us a much better insight into the 
electl'omoti ve equilibriu m than the old one follows al ready fl'om this 
th at it enables us immediaiely to derive the equation fol' the potential 
difference for the case that a metal is immerged into a pe1fectly 
pZt1'e solvent. 

In this case too metal atoms, metal ions, and electrons of course 
go into solution, and as in the metal and in the liquid' the metal 
ions and electl'ons practically neulralize each othel' ever)'where except 
in the border layer 

(fh) = (Mi) . . . . . . . . (32) 

for this case where the metal ions and electrons originate excIusi vely 
from the metal, so that, the equation for the potential diffel'ence 
becomes in this case: '\ 

R'l' 1(0 
J::,. = - ln -. , . . . . . , (33) 

2F KM 

It follows therefore from th is that the potential difference between 
a metal and e.g. pure water can be shal'ply detined and possesses 
a finite value which is entirely determined bJ the solnbility of the 
electl'ons and by that of (he metal ions. 

Ij the sohtbility oj the rnetal ions is g1'eate1' than that of the 
elect1'ons, t/te metal wilt be cha1'[Jed negatively witlt 1'espect to the water, 
and positively in tlw opposite case. 

96~ 
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n. Introduction of the solubility product of tlte metal in t/le equation 
oj the potential dijf'e1·ence. 

It has been shown in chapter 3 that the solubility product of a 
nobie metal must be smaller than that of a base one. from whirh 
it follows that the potential difference metal solution must be a 
function of tile solubility pro~uct, and that su rh a one that for a 
greater value of the solubility produrt the metal gets a more negath'e 
potential. 

In the following way the solubility product is easy to introduce 
'into the equation for tbe potential difference. FOF: 

(.tos -(.toL 
1:::.=----

F 

we may write: 1) 

(los -(lOL - (lll{L + (.t.M L 

1:::.= F 

If we write (l = (.t' + RTln c we get: 

(.to S (.t1.11'L _(.t',U L - (.tloi + ET tn (ML) - Rl' Z'n (M L)(fh) 

I:::.=F+ F 

I 

(.te S f.L 0 L Rl' . RT 
I:::. = F -]i' +]i ln (ML) - F ln(ML)«(h)· 

The last term of this equation contains the above mentioned 
solubility product of the metal, which is indicated by L.ll, hence: 

. (34) 

Beside8 the solubility product of the metal and the metal ion 
concentration, also the thel'modynamic potentialof the electrons in 

(.t'e 

the metal and the term - F
L 

occur in this equation . 

. The last is independent of the concentration of the elertrons, and 
only dependent on the temperature and the nature of the soh'ent. 
Hence thi8 term has the same value for all metals. 

(.tos 
The term -- bas values fol' different metals whicb differ little 

}i' 

inter se. 

1) Here for shortness' sake we suppose the melal univalent, so v == 1. 
\ 
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(-to S - (10 S. 
The difference 1 2 is, namely, the potential difference, which 

F 
OCCIll'S when two metals come in contact, and which is always 
small in comparison with the potential difference metal-solution 

Though equation (34) is little s!1itable to indicate the potential 
difference between a metal and a solution, it gives a very simple 
relation for the potential diftèrence between ,two metals, e.g, Uu 
and Zn, which are each immel'ged in a solution of their ions. 

In this case we get, name!y, 

L.l. 1-L.l. 2 _-1n - t-n -" ,,_ RT (L.I12 ) Rl' l (111/ Ll) 
vF LiJI; vF M~ 

(35) 

tt'o L I (-to s 
because, _J and - are practicall \1 equal fol' the two metals. In 

F F J 

this it has been assumed that the valency v is the same for the two 
\ 

metals. 
When now tne concentration of both metal ions in solntion is 1, 

we get: 

(36) 

lt follows fl'om this that the diffel'ence between the normal potentials 
of two metals is equa! to 0.058,10 log of the ratio of the solubility 
produrts. , 

If the valency of the metal ions is diffel'ent, then 
Rl' R'l' 

1:::. 1 - 1:::. 2 = -" ln (LJl2 ) - -ln (LMJ (37) 
v/! vlF 

in general fol' (~IL) = 1. 
If we take the hydrogen electrode as zero point, tlll'Ollg'h which 

1:::. 2 becomes = 0, then: 
0,058 , 

1:::.. 1 = 0,058 10/og (LH2 ) - -v -IO/og (Lllli> . (38) 
I 

The nOl'mal potenüal of a metal with respect to H 2 = 0 is there
fore, exclusively determined by the solubility product of the metal 
and that of the hydrogen. By this lattel' we then understand the 
value which the prodllct (H') (fJ) has in a solution-which is satl11'ate 
with respect to hydrogen of one atmosphere. 

W'hen the solubility product of a metal was known, then by the 
aid of the known normal potentials we should be able to calculate 
the solubility products of all other metals. This, is, however, not 
the case. We may, ho wever, say that the most negative metall Lil 
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must have the geeaLest solubility product. Now' the COll('entration ot 
the metal ions and electrons can cel'tainIy not be greater in a 
solution than in the pure metal, when tbis is totaliJt ionized. The 
atomic weight of Li = 7, and the sp.g!'. about 0.6. Hence 1 litre 
of metallic Li weighs about 500 gr, and contains not quite 100 
geamatoms Li. Hence the concentration of the Li-ions cannot be 
greater than 100. The soIubility product of Li can, therefore, as 
(Li) = (0), not be greater than 104

• 

This vaIue, which is cel'tainly much too Iaege, on1y indicates a 
maximum vaIue.' The soIubiIity product will therefore alao be 
smaller than thi& vaIue, because the concentrations of the ions and 
electrons are smaller in the coexisting soIution than in the metal. 

By t11e aid of it we cau indicate an upper value for all other 
metals. For hydrogen we find e,g., b.Li - b.B2 being = - 3.0 : 

LH2 <10-48 

for silver, for which b.Lz - b.A ,! = - 3.8 becomes LA'! < 10-61
• 

It appears therefore from this that the ':iolubility produets of most 
metals have very small values. Even for a metal so strongly negative 
as Na LNa must be < 10-4

• -

Now it appears also from these values that a direct determination 
of the solubility products ls impossibie. 

As a metal that decomposes water, with formation of .hydrogen 
is more negative than hydrogen and L H2 < 10- 48

, only those metals 
are not attarked by water for which LM.< 19-48

, a value which 
is still lOuch smaller than th at of the least solubIe salts. 

6. Pola1'isation ancl Passivity. 

We shall now examine if it is possible thai a metal in which in 
case of nnary behaviour the ionisation equilibrium 

M~M+O 

exists, will allow of polarisation, resp. pa&sivation. For this purpose 
we consider the equations (:17 a) and (18a) 

b:. = _ Rl' ln ](lAr(Ms) . 
F (M'L) 

(17a) 

and b. = !!.!. ln ICl1(O~r.,), . . • . , . (18a) 
P (OL) 

From these relations follows: 

RT ln Klo(Os) = RT ln (M~ 
l/ (OL) F IC1l{.'(M's) 
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(8s)(M s) = J( . 

(fh)(Mj,) 

Now it should be stated here that the equations (17a) and (1Sa) 
always hold whether or no the coexisting metal and liquid phases 
are in internal equilibrium. 

Equation (39) says therefore that whf\ther the coexisting phases 
are in internal equilibrium or not, the quotient of the products of 
the concentrations of electrons and metal lons in the metal and in 
the coexisting liquid is a constant quantity at constant temperature 
and pressure. 

This equation (39) is of me to us III answering the question what 
\ 

wIl I happen when the metal is anodically dü,solved and the reaction 

jf~M'+8 

does not proceed quickly enough. so tbat thl'Ough the electrons being 
led off and the metal ions going into solution, the metal becórnes 
pooJ'er in both electric components. In this we must keep in view 
that these processes take plaee in such a way that the metal ions 
and the electrons in the metal al ways electrically neutralize each 
other with the exception of an exreedingly smaIl f,'action. 

We may, therefore, say that when the electron concentration (Os) 
hecomes n-times smaller, the same thing will happen with the metal
ion-concentration (M;~). It is fllrther clear that the circumstances 
may easily be chosen so that the metal-ion-concentration in the liquid 
(MI.) rernaills practically constant, from which then follows in con
nection with equation' (39) that the electron-concentration in the 
liquid lOL) must become n~-times as small. 

Thus we arrive at the conclusion that a deC1'ease of the electron 
concentration in t!te melal is (lttended with a still gl'eatel' decrease 
ot the elect1'on concentration in the coexisting liquid. 

Now that this has on ce been established, we can, with application 
of the equations (17 a) and (1Sa) immediately give an answer to the 
question in what way the poten.tial diffet'ellce will change when the 
concentratioll of the metal ions and electrons .diminishes in conse
quence of the ionisation proceeding too slowly as has been supposed 
here. It follows from (17 a) that w hen the concentration of the metal 
ions in the metal (.1118) beCOlnes smaller, the potential difference will 
become less negative or positive. 

The influence of a change of the electron concentration follows 
frorn equatiun (1 Sa). If the electron concentration in the metal 
diminishes l th en as we saw bef'ore l the electl'on concentration in the 
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coexisting liquid wiII diminish to a still greater degree, so that In (~~) 
I 

wiII become smaller negative or greater positiye. It is evident that 
the two eljuahons, if they are rOl'l'ect, must gi\Te the same l'esult, 
as is really the case here. 

Henre we have come fo the rOIlclusion in this way that a metal 
with the most simple cOIlstitution can exhitnt the phenomenon of 
anodic polal'isation, resp. passivity as weil and in virtue of the same 
cil'rumstanre as a more complicated metal. The said phenomena will 
present th~mselves for ever)' met al when the removal of metaI ions -
and electrons from the metal takes place mOl'e rapidly than iheir 
formation in the metall ). It is dear that a passivity brought about 
by chemical action, might be explained in exactly the same way 
when we considel' th at iOllS and electrons react chemically more 
quickly than nncharged atoms. We have not mentioned cathodic 
poladsation here, but it is cleal' that this phenomenon is to be expected 
here roo, and can then be explained according to the same principle. 
In a following communication the cases will be treated l'epresented 
~b.v the equations (2) and (3). 

The views given here are new, as far as we have been' able to 
ascertain. In our subsequent study of the literature we have only 
in one place come across statements which suggest that tlJe wl'Îter 
had views tending in the same dirertion in which the pt'oblem is treated 
here, bnt the thoughts were not elabol'ated. We allude here to a 
paper by HABEH and ZAWADSKY~); this paper ends with an "Anhang", 
and in this the statements above referred to are found. 

('1'0 he continueel). 
An01YJanic CTwmical Lahomt01'y of 

Amsterdam, Februal'Y 24, 1916. the University. 

Chemistry. - "On t!te ollotJ'opy of tTze ammonium Italides". II 3). 
By Dr. F. E. C. SCHEI!'FEH. (Communicated by Prof. A. F. 
HouEMAN). 

(Communicated in the meeting of Feb. 26, 1916). 

10. The tmnsf01'mation heat of ammonium c1dol'ide at the tran
sition point. 

I have detel'mined the difference of energy of the two modifi('a-

1) From this must ensue that thc superficial electric conducLivJty of a metal 
must be smaller in the passive state than in the active staLe. 

2) Zeitschr. f. physik. Chem. 78, 2:28 (1 HU). 
3) First commuoication. These Proc. ~ VIU p. 446. 
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tions of the ammoniumchloride by a series of calorimetric expel'i
ments, in which Mr. G. MI!:YER assisted me; I gladly express my 
indebtednesi3 to him here. 

A numbel' of glass tubes was -tilled with ammoniumchloride and 
fused to; the qllantity of glass and ammoniumchloride was deter
mined by weighing. The tubes were successi\-ely heated to 156° 
(boiling point of bromo ben7.ene), 177° (ol'tho-c1ichloro benzene), 194° 
(dimethyl aniline), and 212° (nitl'obenzene), and quickly conveyed to 
the calol·imeter. The two first-mentioned temperatures lie belo"", the 
two others aboye the transition point. When we com'eyed it to the 
r,alorimeter the glass broke sufficiently tlp'ough the Budden cooling 
to bring about a "ery rapid dissolving of the ammoniumchloride. 
Rence in these experiments the heat of solution was always inrluded 
jn the measurement, and in order to avoid corrections for the beat 
of dilution we have always chosen the quantity of water in the 
ealol'Ïmetel' so that the obtained solution contained one gramme 
molecule of NH4CI to 320 gmmme molecules of water. In consequence 
of the rapid solution the temperature had generally established itself 
already aftel' l or 2 minutes, and the time, over which cOl'l'ections 
ha,'e to be applied for radiation, was, thel'efore, only smal!, which 
enhances tbe accuracy of 1he determinations. Tbe specific heat of 
the glass was determined b.y separate experiments by heating up to 
156°, resp. 212°, and on tbe assumption that the true specific heat 
cbanges lineady with tbe temperatl1l'e between 156° and 212°, the 
mean specific heat between room temperatul'e and a temp61'atUl'e 
lying between the two said tempel'atUl'es could then be found by 
linear interpolation. In every experiment with the tubes of ammo
niumchloride the heat which the glass alone yielded, was therefore 
lmown; if we subtract this heat from the fOtll1d amount, we keep, 
in the experiments of 156° and 177°, the heat which a-NH4Cl yields 
wben it is cooled down from the said temperatures to that which 
t he calorimeter pORsesses aftel' tbe experiment, and tben dissolved 

- isothermically. From these values the mean specific heat of ammo
niumcblorid,e between 156° and 177° can, tberefore, be calcnlated, 
and by extrapolation to the transition point (1R4°.5) it is also to be 
found wh at heat a-NH4CI would yield when it was cooled down 
from tbe transition point. 

The experiments in whicb heating above the transition point took 
place, yield, aftel' cOl'rection fol' the heat of the glass, the heat which 
i~-ammonium chloride gives oft' when it is cooled down to the transition 
point, transfol'ms isotbermicalIJ' to the a-form, and this then faIls 
to the calorimeter temperature and goes into solution isothermicaIly" 
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Ft'om these experiments the mean specific heat of the ~-form can 
therefol'e be calculated, and besides extrapolation to the transition 
point yields the heat which is liberated when ammoniumchloride is 
tl'ansfol'med at the transition tempm'ature and thén cooled. The diffel'
ence between the two values found by extrapolation yields the 
l'equired heat of transfol'mation at the tl'ansition point. 

TABLE 5. 

Tempera-I Tempe-
I Heat of Heat Weight Heat 

N°. ture boH- ratur.e Heat per gramme 
ingjacket calorl- the glass NH4Cl NH4C1 - NH4C1 meter 

1 157.7 13.5 127.7 187.8 - 60.1 3.600 -16.69 

2 158.25 13 55 115.0 171. 7 - 56.7 3.487 -16.26 

3 158.9 14.5 116.7 174.3 - 57.6 3.603 -15.99 

4 159.25 15.75 115.9 171.0 - 55.1 3.456 -15.94 

5 157 95 16.7 105.6 169.2 - 63.6 3.879 -16.40 

6 158.7 16.0 111.3 166.6 - 55.3 3.556 -15.55 

7 178.35 17.6 170.4 194.7 - 24.3 3.771 - 6.44 

8 179.1 15.45 187.3 206.9 - 19.6 3.186 - 6.15 

9 179.25 15.35 203.8 227.5 - 23.7 3.471 - 6.83 

10 179.55 15.5 191.0 212.8 - 21.8 3.620 - 6.02 

11 195.2 16.1 321.8 250.5 + 71.3 3.742 +19.05 

12 195.5 15.7 327.6 256.6 + 71.0 3.714 +19.12 

13 195.5 15.75 297.9 231. 7 + 66.2 3.424 +t9.33 

14 211.45 16.35 382.5 280.0 +102.5 4.080 +25.12 

15 211.55 15.95 348.8 259.8 + 89.0 3.742 +23.78 

16 211.7 16.3 359.3 260.2 + 99.1 3.931 +25.21 

The tables 5 and 6 yield the l'esults obtained; in table 6 the 
mean yalues have been recorded of the experiments, which have 
been carried out nnder nearly comparable circumstances. For the 
extrapolation to tbe transition point also the tempel.'atul'e of the 
calorimeter bas been extrapolated. 

It is cleal' that a eorrection ean be avoided in this way whieh is 
difficult to determine expel'imentally. If namely in two experiments 
the tempel'ature of heating is the same, but the temperature, of the 
calorimeter diffel'ent l Q., correction is to be applie~ fol' th is difference 
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T ABLE 6. 

I Tempera-/ Tempe- Heàt 
Extrapolation to the 

transition point 
NO. ture boiling ratur~ perGramme column 

jacket calon- NH4C1 I meter 2 3 4 

1, 2, 3 158.3 13.85 -16.31 l 184.5 16.55 - 3.75 
7, 8, 9, 10 179.05 16.0 - 6.36 , 

4,5,6 158.6 16.15 -15.96 ! 184 5 15.95 - 3.80 
7, 8, 9, 10 179.05 16.0 - 6.36 

11, 12, 13 195.4 15.85 +19.17 l 184.5 15.6 +15.45 
14, 15, 16 211.6 16.2 +24.70 

1-10 I 184.5 15.6 - 3.83 -

of temperature, multiplied by the difference in specific heat of the 
soIution and of pure water. This is clear as follows: Let us eall 
tlie temperature at which the tube is heated Tl> the temperature 
of the calorimetel' aftel' the experiment Tc and Tc', then the libem
ted heat in the two cases (aftel' correction of the heat of the glass) iE> : 

1'1 T, 

JYdT - Qc resp. f Ydl1 
- Qc', in whirh Q denotes the heat ofsollltion. 

Tc Tc' • 
Tc' 

The difference, therefore, amounts to fYdT + Qc' - etc. 
Tc 

Hearing in mind that: 

Qc'- Qc = (Tc -- 'l'e') (y + "lH2 0 - Yopi.) , 

it is clear that in this rorrection the specific heat of the am monium 
chloride disappears, and the difference in specific heat between the 
solution which contains 1 Gramme of NH 4CI, and tlJe water of ihis 
solution remains. This difference could not be determined except as 
the difference bet ween two murh largel' values; it appears, however, 
from table 6 that this difference has hardly any inflnence on the 
transition heat. ln the experiments' 1, 2, and 3 the calorimeter 
temperature is on an average 13.850

, in 4, 5, and 6 however 16.150 
; 

in the transition heat this difference yields only a value of 0.05 
gramme calorie per gramme of ammonium chloride as appears from 
the last column of table 6. If therefore, the calorimeter had been 
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15.6° just as in the experiments ·11-16 the heat would have been 
-- 3.83 gramme calorie per, gr~mme of ammonium chloride. 

The heat of tranbition pel' gramme of NH401 amounts therefore 
to 15.45 + 3.83 = 19.28 gramme calories or 1:'03 1cilog1'am calo1'ie 
per gmTnme molerule. 

In table 5 the differences in the last column are partly to be 
attributed to, the said diiference in specific heat between water and 
soIution. It can be del'ived fl'om the data of the literature that this 
diffel'ence for our solutions arnounts to about 0.2 calorie pel' Gramme 
of NH40l. The values of the last column of table 5 are nol dil'ectly 
compal'able eithel' on account uf tile difference in . tem pel'atul'e of 
heating. Through tbe mode of calculation followed these cOl'l'ections 
have heen eliminated, as has been said. 

In table 7 t11e mean specific heats for the (t- and' ~-modifications 
in the neighboUl'hood of the transition point have been recorded. 

TABLE 7. 
--

Limits of the Heat per Temperat. Heat Mean 
NO. Gramme specific temperature NH4Cl difference difference heat 

4,,5,.6 16.15-158.6 -15.96 ! 20.45 9.60 0.469 
7, 8, 9, 10 16.0 -179.05 - 6.36 

11, 12, 13 15.85-195.4 +19.17 

t 
16.2 5.53 0.341 

14, 15, 16 16.2 -211.6 +24.70 
I , 

In these calculations the above correction fol' the difference in 
specitic heat between solution and water has been put zero; this 
will give rise to a sm all errOr here, because the diffeJ'ence in calori
meter temperatUl'e is only small in the experimen ts of table 7. This 
table yields the conclusion that in the neighboul'hood of the transi
tion point the specific heat of the IJ-modification is smaller than that 
of the a-form. The difference of energy between the two modifica
tions, wQich amounts to 1,03 kilogram calOl'ies at the transition 
point, wilJ thel'efore become smaller at higher temperature. 

11. The vapou1' tension 0/ (b'y ammwniU1n chlO1,ide. 
The determinations of tbe· transition point (§§ 5 and 6) and of 

the heat of' transformation (~ 10) in connection with Prof. SMITR'S 

recent researches on- the "apou!' pressure line of ammonium chloride 
and on the degree of dissociation of the saturate vapour 1) open a 

1) SMITH. Journ. Amer. Chem.-.Soc .. 36, 1363. (1914); 3'1. 38 (1!H5). 
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possibility to a discussion of the remal'kable results of JORNSON (§ 2). 
In his cited paper Prof. WEGSeREIDER stated that he considered 

polymorphy as the most probab!e explanation for the evaporation 
phenomena. He expresses himself as follows: 

"Es kann z. B. zwischen Zimmertemperatur und der Temperat UI' 

der Verdampfungsversuche ein Dmwandlungspunkt liegen. Die bei 
Zimmertempel'atur stabile Form könnte liber 3000 unbeständig sein, 
abel' bei Abwesenheit von Feuchtigkeit erhaIten bleiben. Wasser
dampf wäre dann ein Katalysator, der nicht bloss die Dissociation 
der gasfórmigen NH 4CJ-Moleklile, sondern auch die polymorphe Dm
wandlung del' über 3000 unbestandigen Form des fes ten Salmiaks 
sehr stark beschleunigt. Hieraus ergibt sich dann die Ersrheinung, 
dass die unbeständige feste Form undissociierten Dampf gibt und . 
die hestàndige Form dissociierfen Dampf." 1) 

It has appeared from the experiments of § 5 and 6, that there 
really lies a transition point at 184.50 between room temperatnre 
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and the temperatUl'es of JORNSON'S experimenls. WEGSCHEIDER'S ex
planation comes to this. In tig. 3 AB and CD represent tbe vaponr 
tension lines of the ~- and a-modifications of ammonium chloride 
in ordinary (somewha.t humid) state; these lines interseet in the 
transition p~int O. The vapours are partly dissociated in NH3 and 
HCI. If for both lines we draw the partial pressUl'es of unsplit 

1) WEG SCHEIDER. Zeitschr. f. physik. Chem. 65. 102. (HlOS). 
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NH401 in the vapour, we get two Iines A' B' and C' D', which 
would hold resp .. tor, the evaporation without dissociation of ~- and _ 
a-NH 40I. These lines intersect again at the tl'ansition temperature 
If with WEGSCHEIDEH we, thel'efore, assume tlfat the a-form stable 
at the ordinat'y tempel'ature could continue to exist above the 
tl'ansition point, we should find the' line 0 D, if the homogeneous 
dissociation continned to exist; if, however, the dissociation in the 
vapoul' phase does not set in. the realizable states !je on 0' D'. 
Accordingly the vapour tension values of JOHNSON'S experiments lie 
on 0' D', the vapour pl'essure detel'minations of ordinal'y (somewhat 
humid) NH4CI on OB. It is clear that the equality of the presslll'es 
in humid and in dry state o\'e1' an appreciable range of tempera
ture becomes a coincidence, and that strictly speaking equality of 
pres5ure could only OCCUl' in a point of intersection of OB'and 0' D'. 

300 toy. p 

.80 

" 
2.60 

2.20 

200 

180 

+ 
A 

160 ~---:"::----:"~---:";;::-----:-:-::---~:;-----:T.:----:-7.:;---
195 190 185 180 1.;5 1.,0 1.65 1.60 

Fig. 4, 

If we should wish to accept th is explanation, we shaH have to conclude 
from the ,results that the differences in vapour pressUl'e over the 
examined temperature range are only smal! and lie within the 
errors of observation. It is, therefore, now the question whether 
the in vestigatiolls mcntioned allow of such .an explanation. 
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In fig. 4: I have indicated the experimental results by drawÎllg 
the logarithm of the vapour pressl1l'e as ordinate, We reciprocal 
value of tbe absolute tempm'ature as aoscissa. This way of 'repre
sel1tation has the advantage that the vapour pressure lines thus 
obtained are almost straight, and interpolations and extrapolations 
are more easily and more accurately executed graphically tban with 
curves as in fIg. 3. That the lines become almost straight with the 
indicated mode of representatioll, follows from: 

d log P = _ T2d log Pand dlog P =.~ 
d llT dl' dl' Rl'2' 

which lattel' equation holds fOl' substances which evaporate without 

dissociation. Hence the slope of, the lines amounts to -~, and is 

tllerefol'e constant, wh en the Ileat of evaporation does not ('hange 
with tlle temperatul'e, which is often true in a first approximation 1). 
If, namely, the change of Q with the temperature or in othel' 
,vords the diffet'ence in specific heat between solid and gas is not 
too great, the influence of the temperature is generally small in 
pl'opol'tionl to the great heat of evaporation. This even appears to be the 
case in the observations of somewhat humid NH 40I, which have been 
cal'ried out by SMITH, and which are indicated by asterisks in fig'. 4, 
though here a degl'ee of dissociation varying with the temperature 

. d log P Q. d log P Q 
G,hanges the simple equat.IOn ----a:r- Rl'2 mto dl' - (1+a)Rl'2' 

and the change of a with the temperature wiII therefore also cause 
a deviat~on from a straight line in fig. 4. The vapour. tensions of 
somewhat humid NH401 have also been measured by JOHNSON and 
are indicated by trial1gles in fig. 4. These two series of observations 
con'espond therefore with tile line OB of fig. 3. There appears to 
be a discrepancy between the observations of S~IITH and JOHNSON, 

which for the greater part will no doubt have to be ascribed to 
inaccuracies in the temperature measurement.. Besides the results of 
the remarlmble experiment with dry ammonium chloride have been 
indicat.ed by squares in fig, 4; they belong, therefore, to the line 
0' D' of fig. 3, 

When we compare figures 3 and J:, the given explanation seems 
already littIe probable; fig. 4, namely, Soonel' makes the impression 
that the observations of dry NH401 coincide with those of humid 
NH 4Cl than that intersection of the vapour pressUl'e lines wOllld take 

1) The common logarithm has been used in the figm'es and taiJles; lhe modulus' 
has thel'efore been taken into account. (R = 4.571). 

'1 
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l'lace. So the question l'emains whethet' two lines OB and 0' D' can 
be dl'awn 80 that they show a point of tl'ansition at 184,5°, that 
the heat of C'onversion of § 10 corresponds with the angle between 
the lines, and th at tlle ouserved points depart from these lines within 
the errors of observatIon. As when we use the mode of represen-

tation of figs. 4 and 5 tlle slope of the lines is indicated by - Q, 
R 

it is cleal' that tlle ang]e between the lines 0' B' and 0' D' of fig. 3, 
tl'ansferl'ed to figs. ,4 and 5, wil! be a dIrect measure for the differ
ence in heat of evaporation . and will, therefore, have to amou 11 t t 0 

1 03 
- -'-, the difference in heat of evaporation at the transition tem

R 
perature beiug equal to the heat of tl'ansformation of 1,03 kilogram 
calories determined in § 10. 

TABLE 8. 

t P C( log p 103.!. 
T 

280 135.0 0.668 1.429 1.808 

290 185.3 0.660 1.579 1.776 

300 252.5 0.652 1.726 1.745 

310 341.3 0.644 1.869 1 715 

320 458.1 0.636 2.008 1.686 - , 
330 610.6 0.628 2.145 1.658 

In table 8 the two first columns give the corresponding tempera
tures and pressures according to SMITH; they cOl'l'espond therefore 
with the line OB of fig. 3 and with the asterisks of fig. 4. In the 
third column tlle degrees of decomposition are recorded of the satm'ate 
vaponr, which SMI'rH has calculated fi'om hiB obsermtions as the 
most probable. The fOut'th column gives the value of log p, in which 
p repl'esents the pal'tial pressure of the unsplit part in tlle vapoul'. 
It is cleal' that the relation 

holds between pand p, 

I-u 
p=--p 

l+a 

These values of prefer, thel'efore, to the line 0' B' of fig 3. 
The la,st column gives the value fol' T-l. In fig. 5 the calculated 

valnes of colnmns 4 anel 5 of rable 8 are gl'aphically l'epresented 

- ) 
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Fig. 5. 

It appears that tl1l'0ugh the points founo thus a straight line can be 
drawn of the eqnation: 

4770 
log P = -: -y- + 10.055. 

If ihlS line is extrapolated to the transition point (t = 184.5 ; 
1003 1'-1 = 2.186) we find log p = -0.371. This valne is also given 
in fig. 5. If the explanation given is correct, this point must be the 
poinl of mter5ection of the lines 0' B' alld 0' D' fig. 3. Hence in 
fig. 5 ihe line 0'))' mnst therefol'e be <1rawn lhrough tillS latter 
point, allel the points which are found fol' el'aporating dry ammonium 
ehlol'ic1e, and whieh are again indieated by squares in fig. 5. It 
appeal's fl'Om fig. 5 rh at this is impossible. If we draw straight lines 
thl'ûugh the point of transition and the three obserl'atioIlS, the elevia
tions of the two olher observatiolls become very large, as appeal's 

97 
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I P (observed) I 
, 

t 

184.5 0.426 

256 57 57 

284 156 274' 

332 540 2880 

i608 

TABLE 

P (calculated) 

0.426 

37 

156 

1340 

9. 

0.426 

22 

80 

540 

o 
+ 118 

+2340 

Error 

- 20 -35 

o -76 

+800 0 

from table 9, in whieh the three obsel'\7ations with dry NH 4Cl have 
been given. But at the same time the heat of conversion is rnueh 
too' great. Then the angle between 111e lines thus traced and the 
line through the partial pressure (fig. 5) corresponds wItb 11.1, 8.2, 
and 4.8 kilogram calol'ies, thOllgh it must ue 1.03 kilogram calories. 
The line that correbponds with the last heat has been indieated 
dotted at the transition point in fig. 5. These calculations and 
fig. 5 wiIl in m)' oplllion make it sufficiently clear that the expla
nation which Prof. WEGSClUilDI<iH eonsidered the most pl'obable, is 
untenable; the only objection that can be made against the executed 
caleulations is th at experimental errors in the quantities _used, and 
also the wa)' of extl'apolating may perhaps appreciably change the 
result. To obviate this objection I wiJl add the following eonside
rations. 

12. Possible eJ'1'01'8 in tlze calculations of § 11-
To deteet all possible I':OUl'ces of error in the calclllations we 

shonId lmow in the first place the accUl'acy of the data used. The 
determinations of the vapol11' presslll'e carried out by Prof. SMITH, are 
withont doubt very accurate; the observations Ii€' very well on a 
curve with a J'eglllar COUl'se, as is also clear from figure 4. The 
errors in these observations (tabIe R, column 2) can have only Iittle 
influence. l\1uch more weight is to be attached to the el'l'OrS of 
observation in the rate of dissociation (tabIe 8, columm ~). To 
examine the intluence of tbis the values found for log!( have been 
drawn as function of T-l in fig. 6, and besides tbe curve bas been 
given which SMITH cOl1bidel's the most pJ'obable. That tbe obsel'ved 
points deviate comparatively Innch frOIll the curve, is easy to under
stand, when we consider that' the expel'imental errors in a appeal' 
gl'eatly enlarged in 1(. This is cl~ar, as: 

----------

a2 p 
](=--

] _l/2 Rl' 
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a8 

0., 
a6 

Q5 

0.4 

0.3 

+ 
a2~------~------~~------~-------6~--1.85 1.80 1. i5 1. ,0 1. 5 

Fig, 6, 

allll :;ts thel'efol'e the change in nUIDel'atol' and denoniinator ('aused 
by a,n error in lt, changes the value of f( in the same direction, 

SI\U'I'H'S line has cel'tainly been c1l'awn souwwlHlJ arbitrarily throllgh 
the observed points, In order to examine the influence of a chang'e 
in this line on the calClllations of § -L J I have indicated a second 
1ine in tig. 6 doUed, whieh has a steepel' slope than that of SMITH. 

97=1. 
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1t is clear that a steepel' course is favourable to the explanation 
given in § 11. If namely J( decreases more quickly with the tem
peratnre, the rate of dissociation will become smaller at the tran-

'sition point, and A' appl'oaehes more 10 0; th is favoul's the coin
ciding of 011 and O' D', (see fig. 3). The eqnation of the line 
dotted in fig. 6 is: 

3770 
lO(l K= - -- + 4.274. . l' 

If from this we calculale the mInes fol' lo.g J( at !he lempel'atl1res 
of table 8, and from tbis the ratio of dissociation we find tp.e val nes 
recorded in table 10. 

T ABLE 10. 

P " J log P 103~ 
T 

280 135.0 0.652 1.454 1.808 

290 185.3 0.647 1.599 1.776 

300 252.5 0.641 1.7212 1.745 
~ 

310 341.3 0.638 1.878 1. 715 

320 458.1 0.632 2.014 1.686 

330 610.6 0.627 2.146 1.658 

4610 
The cUJ've log p = - T + 9.790, whieh satisfactodly represents 

the observations of the columns 4 and 5 of table 10, yields lot! p 
= - 0.287 for t = 184.5°. This "alue is given in fig. 5. It is seen 
thb.t the modification is much 100 small to make a satisfactory 
solution of this question possible. 

A line of still greater slope in fig. 6 mUflt be considel'ed impro· 
bable in my opinion. It is t1'ue that the obsel'vation at the 10wesL 
temperature lies appreciably lower than the lines drawn, but then 
this is Ihe least accurate, and must cerLainly be omitted when the 
most p.robable line is dl'awn. Besides the angle at the point of 
transit ion would become mnch too large, if we wished to take ihis 

() observation into account. I have al ready dernonstl'ated before that 
1 

the line which repreRents log J( as function of l' can pl'esent IlO pel'-

ceptible departure from a stl'aight line-I shall come back to Ihis 
in a following papel'--at1d besides Ihe eun'alurc if it were percep-
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tible, would render the deviation of the lowest point still greater 
instead of smaller, beeause the specific heat of the products of 
dissociation NHa and HOI will certainly be greater lhan that of 
unsplit molecules of ammonium chloride; hence the heat of disso
ciation will inrrease at higher temperature; therefore the curve in 
fig. 4 will tUl'l1 its convex side to tbe T-l-axis. The points for log p 
in fig. 5 can therefore undergo but little modifiration. 

There further remains an objection possilJle against tbe wa)' of 
extl'apolation. Decidedly the extl'apolation can cause here pretty 
great inacclll'acies, and the infl uence of this should therefore also 
be studiecl. / 

I 
In the extrapolatioll a straight line has been dmwn through the 

points of fig. 5, whereas in reality Lhe line will be curved, though 
probalJly exceedillgly little also here. Tbe straight line 

a 
log p = - '1' + b 

supposes thar the heat of evaporation (4.571 a) does not vary 
with the temperature. This is onl)' the case wh en tbe specifJc 
heats of gas and solid are equa!. The cnrvature is determined in 
tbe, representation of fig. 5 by the difference in these specific heats, 
tor: 

d lo.g P Q 
d 1jT R 

and 
d2 log P 1'2 dQ 

d (ljT)·=+Ji: d'T" 

When we bear in mind that ~~ = C"as-CbOlit/, in which C r~pre· 
sent specific heats, it is cleal' th at the curvature wiII be positive, 
if Csolid < C!las' Now the specific heai of solid ammonium chloride 
at the point of transition is 0.34 or molecularly about 18 a;ccording 
to table 7; th is value will increase with the ternperature. The 
specific heat of HOI and NH a amounts about to 15 Ol' 16 calories ; 
the specitic heat of g-aseous NH 4 Ol will be smallez', hence the CUl'

vature, if it is pel'ceptible, wil! lowel' the poin t of transiiion in 
tig. 5 instead of ra.ising it. The point drawn therefore gives indeed 
the highest value fol' log p at the tl'ailsition point. 

Now the question remains whether we can draw a curve rhrough 
the points of' the dry ammonillm chloride (sqllares in fig. 5) with 80 

great a cUl'\'ature, that it aUains the indicated value at the transition 
point. For this the curvature wiII have to be negati,-e, hence in 

., 
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virtlle of the above Csu11el> C gas . We ""iJl take 15 for tbis difference, 
which wil! probably be high ellollgh. The curve which corresponJs 
to this bas for equation 

a 15 
taft p = - - -- - [aa 'T + C • 

• 7 T R·1 

In or'der to l'each this purpose as weil as possible, I shal! draw 
the C'lll'Ve through the two most fa\ unrable observations (211d and 
3lel of table 9). We til en find a = 6390, c = + 34.415. From tItis 
we find fol' tile point of transition log IJ = + 0.344 (tJee fig. 5). This 
is therefore the lowest value that can be reached, all allowances being 
made. From this calculation and fig. 5 . we see clearlj the slight 
intluence of the term with the specific heats. 

Even with lhe most fa\'ourable assumplion of errors of obsel'va
tion antl of the data that are little or not known, it appears impos
sible to explam JOHNSON'S experlmellts by the above assllmption. I 
have ascertained by determination of Clll'ves of healing and coolmg 
that between 1800 and the temperalures of tile experiments of eva
poration there is no second transition point to be found. 

13. If JOHNSON'S experi ments are correct, the difi'erenre in t11e1'
modynamic potelliial of the solid NH 4Cl in humid and dry state is 
still to be explained. There is no explanation to be found iJl Ibe 
phenomena of allotropy dlscussed in ihis paper. 

Befol'e the cited investigation by Sl\fl'l'H it was pretty generally 
acrepted' that ammonium chlorIde in gas form pt'actically splIts up 
entirely into NHs alld HCl. lf thls were sa, the partial ten sion of 
the llnsplit pari could only be ver.}' slight. lf dllt'lIlg the drying the 
homogeneous dissociation did not Lake place, we silould have to 
find a vaponr tension which is verJ smal!. YeL BAlum has cm'l'ied 
out vapour density detet'minations with non-dissociated vapoul' at 
atmosphedr pressure ! 

Now it has appeared in Sl\fI'1'H'S investlgation thai the dissociation 
is fal' from perfect; the partial tensioll has therefol'e a pretty grettt 
value. From the calculations uf ~ 12 it appeal's that the value of 
the vapour tensioI1 of p-NH 4Cl on the nssumption (hat the homo
geneoLls dissociatlOn does not take place, is indicated by: 

4610 
log p = - -- + 9 790, . J' 

and the pressure of a-NH 40I, the tl'ansition heat mentioned In ~ 10 
being taken into account, by: 

4835 
logp = - T + 10.281. 
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If from this the vapour pressure is calculated at 3600, we find 
440 mm., so far below the atmospheric pressure. 

BAKER'S vapour density deterrninations are caT'l'ied out in boiling 
merrury (360°) both according to VICTOR l\1EYEH'S method and accord
ing to DUMAS. That th~ substance would have han such a small 
preSSlll'e in the first detel'minations is, indeed, little probaule. Pro
fessor BAKER informed me that the DUMAs-bulb entirely filled with 
water aftel' the experiment; the absence of ai .. proves that the yttpOUl' 
pressUl'e was not smaller than Olle atmosphere. Accordingly I am 
of opinion that BAKER'S experiments cannot be explained by the 
CUt'l'ent theoretical considerations either. 

So we have here two series of experiments, those of J0HNSON and 
those of BAKER, wlüch are both still unexplained. lt is desirabIe in 
my opinio!\ that the "apour tension detet'minatLOns of dry ammonium 
chloride are carefully repéated. -H can then appeal' at the same 
time wIlether thee vapoUl' tension lines (lf dry and humld NH 4Cl 
coincide or intersect; the latter is in my opinion the more probable 
according to the theoretical views. 

Petrography. "On the post-ca1'bonifel'ous age of granites of the 
highlands of Paclang." By Dr. H. A. BROUWER. (Commu
nicated by Prof. G. A. F. MOLbNGRAAFF). 

(Communica.ted in the meeting of March 27, 1915). 

The OCClll'l'enCe of young granites in th~ East Indian Al'chipelago 
has first been stated by MOIJENGRAAI!'F 1) as a distinct contact-meta
morphism was observed by him at the contact of granites with rocks 
of the mesozoic, probably jurassic Danau formation. 

Of late, me&ozoic granites have been stated by W"lCHl\IANN 2) to 
OCClll' also -In the Moluccas, (Taliabu, Sula-isles). 

r 
In Sumatra, till of late all the granites have been considered as 

precal'bonic ones, but the researches of these later yeal's by SCRIVENOR, 
TOBLER and VOLZ have proved or made probable the occurrence 
of mesozoic granites in Sumatra and in the neighboUl'ing Malacca 3). 

I 
1) G. A. l!'. MOLENGRAAFF. Geologische verkenningstochLen in Centraal-Borneo 

p. 458. Leiden 1900. 
2) C. E A. WICHMANN. On some rock::; of the isLtnd of Taliabu (SuJa IsJands). 

Proceedings Royal Acad. of Sciencés. Amsterdam. Vol. XVIl (1914), p. 226. 
S) J. B. SCRIVI:NOR. The Rocks of Pulau Ubin and Pulau Nanas (Singapore). 

Quad. Journ. Geolog. Soc. 66. 1900. p. 429. A. TOBLER. Voorloopige mededeeling 
over de Geologie van de Residentie Djambi. Jaarb. Mijnw. Ned. Indië over 1910, 
p. 18-19. W. VOLZ. Oberer Jura in West-Sumatra. Centralbl. f. Min. 1\H3, 
p. 757. 

\1 
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In connection with the pre.3l1pposed pl'ecal'bonic age of all granItes, 
the OCCUl'rence, in the Highlands of Padang, of rocks wlth contact
minerals (crystalline hmestones with gamet and vesllviane-garnet
rocks, sIlicified marly cIaystones, a. 0.), which often -oCCUl' in immediate 
contact with grallltes, has been expIained as a consequence of the 
lntt'uslOn of yonngel' ba.sic rocks (diabases, gab b 1'0) , and soluhons 
that at the same time caused the formation of dIfferent ores, were 
~upposed to have CIl'(,lllated at the "ery con tact of the gralllte w!th 
the adjacent rocks, 

In the following pages examples wIlI be cited, from which I( IS 
eVIdent that the metamOl'pIllSm at the contact of granites and ('al'bo
niferous - pal,tIy perhaps yonngel' - sedlfnents, agrees with that wIuch 
is aIways considel'ed as a proof for the )'ollngm' age of the grallltes. 
Tbe very intel'esting mineealogicaI charactel'i'3hcs of this ('ontact
metamorpblsm wIlI form the subject of a paper dealmg more parti
cuIarly with the matter, onIy the clllef characterlstics belllg mentioned 
hero, I shall tl'eat sllbsequently a grcl,lIite-limestone-contact to the 
West of Kota Tua on the northel'l1 foot of the vol('['.no SinggaIan, 
a gl'amte contact near Pamllsian on the Sl11amal', al ready mentioned 
by VERBEEK, and the contacts of the Siboumbolln mOllntains (to the 
East of the Lake of SUlgkal'ah 1), eql1ally mentlOned by VERBEEK, 

Contact to the "West of Kota '1~ta. 

On the left wall of the riveI' Sianog, befol'e the mouth of the 
Sm Liman originatmg "on the "olcano SmggaIan, and close N.N.E. 
of the bl'Idge along the road to l\Iatol1l' OVOl' the Iatter l'iver, I fonnd 
in a landslip a contact of granite and limestono btl'ongly meta
morphosed at the contact (fig. 1). As a matter of course, in con-

Fig. 1. Contact between granitE' and limestol1e, exposed In a landslip to 
the W. of Kota 'rua (k = cOl1taclmetamorphic limestone, garnet-rock etc.). 

1) R. D. M, VERBEEK. 'ropographische en Geologische Beschqjving van een 
Gedeelte van Sumatra's Westkust. Batavia 1883. p. 160, 242, 250, 254 etc. 
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nection with the metamorphic r.haracter no fossils were found in 
the limestone, but I can point to the fact that tbey appeal' just 
under tbe covel'mg of younger volcanic material in the north
western continuation of tbe granites, diabases, gabbro, cal'bonic 
limestones, marls etc. in the regions of the Siboumboun mountains 
and of the Buklt Pandjang, where VI~RBEEK bas been able to state 
the cUl'boniferous age of tbe limestones by the discovel'y of fusulines, 
schwagerines, trilobItes and other Permo-carboniferons fossils. Again, 
in other places as where these oldel' rocks are expobed between 
younger volcanic products of the Singgalan and the Manindju area, 
hmmifones orcur together with gl'anites and basic erllpttve rocks. 

At a short distance up the river from the landslip, porphyritir 
gl'ê1ll1tIC rocks with very large porpbyrihc crystals of fels par are 
exposed on the left wall, the rocks near tbe contact in the land
slip showing a much less distinct porphYl'ltic structllre, the ground
mass bemg much fin er granular, and the porphyritlc cl'ystals smaller; 
larger, macroscoplcally vlslble quartz-crystals only occasionally occur , 
in these rocks.' Even mlcroscoplCaIly the lat ter rocks appeal' to contain 
but comparattvely httle quartz and to approach to quartz-diol'ites ; the 
quartz-crYbtals are often enclosed by a large seam of a granophyric 
mixture. The felspars conSIst for the greater part of plagioclase; 
zonar strllcture with alternative more basic and more acid zones, often 

, occurs; some central felspars were determined to be labradore
bytowmte. In the gl'oundmass, along with quartz and felspars, calcite, 
mllscovlte, chlorite, ore, titamte. apatite and epidote are found. In 
connection with the compamtively smalJ percentage of qual'tz, and 
the high pel'centage of plagioclase there is the possibility of the 
gmnites being endomorphically metamol'phosed near the contact. 

As to the limestones which microscopically have not yet been 
examined more closely 1 may state here that rocks which are rlch 
in contact-minerals (a. o. gamet) and garnet-rocks, occur near tlte 
contact. Somewhat higher up, above the landslip, we again observe 
gl'anite in contact with grey crystalline limestone, in whirh macros
copically no contact-minel'als were observed. 

The contact-relations mentioned above, ma.y be plainly explained 
as a normal contactmetamorphism of tbe limestones by tbe adjoining 
eruptive rocks, the granites possibly being endomol'phically met~
mOl'phosed near the contact. 

Along the road fl'om Kota ,Tlla to Matour, not far beyond the 
waterbhed, I found similar rocks rather pOOl' in qnartz, 11ear the 
contact with gl'ey crystalline limestone; pel'ilaps varions rocks which 
VERBEEK brings to the diabase& of the Manindju area, and in 

'\ 
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some of which orthoclase OCCllrs with plagioclase and quartz, may 
be in genetical connection with granites. _ 

Although the limestones wiIl provisorily be regarded as of car
bomferol1s age, we must point to the fact that~V 0I,7, 1) has found in 
limestones of this area a MiIlopol'ide, Myriopom Vel'beeki, which 
cOl'l'esponds to the Stromatopora Japonica which has alt'eady been de
scribed by YAB(t) 2), and' has been fOllnd in intel'mediate strata between 
the jnrassic and cretaceous fOl'mations in Japan; thus various lime
stones of Sumatra, the age of which had hithel'to not been deter
mined, may be mllch yonnger (late mesozoic). 

The COllstitlltion of the rork between Ahour alld Tampouroungo, 
described by VERBEEK as a quartz-diorite, also contains far more 
plagioclase than orthoclase; although elsewhere occm some veins of 
quartz-dioritein granitite, still of ten the two rocks graduate insensibly 
into one another, which points to abollt equal age. In C'onnection 
with a small seam of a malacolite rock occllrrÏng Heat' Ahoul' at 
the contact of the quartz-diorite wUh cal'boniferous limet:>tone, VERllEEK 
eonsiders it possible tha,t this qllartz-diorite is post-carboniferolls. 

Contact nea?' Parnusian. 

The kampong of Pamusian on the Sinamar ean be I'eached by 
various footpaths from the road Pajakombo-Blla, e. g. from Halahan. 
One passes the Sinamar over a vet·y primiti"e swillging bridge of 
rottan. Neat· this bridge, down the l'iver, contacts of gmnite with 
various metamorphic sedlments are exposed on bath sides of the rÏver. 

A. Lelt side of tlte SinarJW1'. Between the kampong and the 
bridge of rottan, when the water-level is not too high, the contact 
of granites is plainly nneovered on this side of the river. Up the 
river from the kampong, we find at the contact a complex of often 
banded, compact to fine-crystalline slliceolls rocks, among whieh 
occnrs dark-coloured tine-erystalline hornfels containing much biotite. 
The macroscopically compact rocks also show clear signs of con
tactmetamorphism; from a pl'elirninary examination pf some samples 
on 7 or 8 metres from the contact. ligbt-coloured parts turned 
out to consist of a mixture of qllal'tz with gt'ains and short crystals 
of augite, or of a mixture of qnartz and feebly-coloul'ed amphibole 
with or without flakes of bl'own biotite. Occasionally also calcite 
occurs in these rocks. In the dat'ker roloured parts the biotile can 
sometimes be se en wüh tbe naked eye. 

1) W. VOLZ, l.c. p. 755. 
~) H. YABE, On a mesozoic Stromatopora, Journ. Geo1. Soc. Tokyo 1903. 
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At a short distanee farther up the river, the left wall consists of 
geanites. Here groups of sediments oecur altered into hornfels, some 
of which appeared microscopically 10 consist of a quartz-biotite mixture 
witb tourmaline, farther up the river ligbt-coloured rocks containing 
gamel and hornfels containing mica being fOl1lld on tbe rontact 
with the granites, at some meters from the river-side. Downstream 
from the 1'0ttan-bridge, very near to it, a romplex of strata is exposed, 
tbe hardel' rocks of whieh are stl'onger weathel'ed ont, tbe softer 
layers being wasbed away. The hard .rocks pI'obably are partly 
siliófied marly rocks, crystalline to a small degl'ee Ol' not at all, 
sometimes bhowing light-colol1red circl1lar or elliptic sections that 
look mueh like those of tbe c1'Înoid-l'ocks and -marls of TImor. I 
am strongly inclined to snppose the metamol'phosed rocks of tbe 
contact above the kampong of Pamusian not to be older thal1 carbon i
ferou1:i. Similar contaclmetamorphic rocks are of large extent in 
the Siboumboun monntains and there too the)' may easily be explained 
by contact-action of the gl'anites. 

Down the river from the kampong, at the fil'st turn of the river 
to the rigbt, rocks of granite emerge from the water when the level 
is not too high, on the left bank coarse-crystalline white limestones 

I 

being exposed near tbe granites; macl'oseopically no contact-mine-
rals cOl1ld be obsel'ved in these limestones. At a short dI'3tance 
farther up the river on the left side, weathel'ed granitic rocks with 
bard nnweathel'ed nodnles are exposed, this !)ell1g a cbaracteristic 
aften shown by these rocks also elsewhel'e in tile Highlands of 
Padang. 

B. Rlght side of thc Sinamrt1'. Near the rottan-bl'idge on the right 
bank gmnite is exposed in a steep wall. Fartber down the river, tbe 
l'ight bank lies thickly stl'ewn with hnge blocks of dark fine-crystal
line homfels, in some blocks the very contact with the grailite being 
visible, whereus in othel's irregular gmnite-apophyses oeclll'. Here too 
granite and its contact rocks are accidentally exposed as solid 
rocks. 

This fine-cl'ystalline dar!\: hornfels macl'oscopically much resembles 
the felf,pal'-hornfels deseri?ed by the allthor at the contart of the 
granitic . area of the Rokan-regions 1). VmmEEK 2) already ll1enti~ns 

felspar hornfels of Pumusian; he descri bes them as dal'k~grey, fine
crystalline very hard. roekB, whieh macroscopically appeal' to consist 

1) H. A, BROUWER. On the granitic area of Rokan (Middle-Sumatra) and on con
tact·phenomena in the surrounding schists. These Proc. XVII (1915), p. 1190. 

2) R. D. M. VERHEEK. 1 c. p. 179. 
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of qnartz, brown and green mica in very nnmel'ons flàkes and long 
cross-sections, plagioclase, opaque felspal's and iron ores. The 
laminated gmnite-apophyses aJternating witb tbc felspa1'hornfels neal' 
the contact of Rokan, were not found here. 

Contact., of the SibOUl1l,bottn mountains. 

In the geologict\lly and petl'ogl'aphically vel'y interesting Siboumboun 
monntains, to the east of tbe lake of Swgkal'ah, tbe coutact of / 
gramtic rocks and of sedimeuts described by VImBEEK 1) as cardoni
ferous, appears clearly, especially so in the 1'iver TimbLllollll, where 
it forms a small waterfal], partly over' contact-metamorphic limestone, 
partly O\'e1' the adjoining granites, opposlte the Bl1kit-Tambang. 

The granite cOlltains dal'k-colollred inclusioIJs; they are often shal'p
edged, and their nllmbel' illcreases near the contact. Ju close contact 

./ 

with the granites varions rocks orcur, being partIy massive rocks of 
gamet, partly rocks containing much epidote, or apparently not very 
crystalline grey rocks wIthout macl'oscopically vIsibie contact-minerals 
and with veins of rocks 1'ich in gamet Ol' epidote. The plane of 
contact is sometimes very irregulal'. In the rocl,s contaimng much 
epidote and in the r'ocks w bich apparently are not very cl'ystallme 
calcite-ci')'stals of large size enclosing other minel'als, sometimes are 
1'ecognizable from lnstrolls cleavagB-planes. 

A few meters from the contact the charactel' of the metamorphic 
rocks is less varying. First, we see a zone of some meters thick
ness 'of a white crystalline limestone with many bl'ownisb-1'ed 
crystals of garnet bands which are very rich in gal'net, alternate 
with bands which are verf pOOl' in them; farthel' from the contact 
massive garnet rocks are found, still farther white crystalline lime
stones appeal', containing again garnet c1'y5tals, which occnr in different 
layers with more or less frequency and which emel'ge as warts on 
the weathered sUl'face. 

In the neighbourhood, garnet-rorks are fOllnd in sevel'al p]aces 
in close contact wiLh granites; and crystalline limestones with 
or without contact-minerals very often occur, the contact with 
garnet-l'ocks being e. g. clearly exposed further down the l'ive1' on 
the right walt of the river Timbuloun, close up the riyer from the 
left tribntary Nibong. The garnet-rocks are often impl'egnated with 
copper- and iron ores. 

Elsewhere in Sumatra the copper ores appeal' to be bound to 

1) R. D. M VERBEEK. 1. c. p. 242, 249. Id, Geologische Beschrijving van 
het Siboemboengebergte. Jaarb. Mijnw. 1876. Il. p" [,1. 
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the eruption of diabases, and to be deposited from cit'culating solutions 
during or aftel' the el'uption. However, there is no reason for attribllting 
the formation of the contact-rocks found everywllere in the Siboumboun 
mountains, to contactmetamorphism by diabases whieh are not 
exposed; in the nOl'thern part we find gabbro, and everywhere 
else granitic rocks exposed at the very contact. The latter rocks 
al'e of great extent in the Siboumboun mountains. 

The summit of a smal] hilt on the eastem s10pe of the Bukit 
Tambang consists of cl'ystalline limestone, in which bands rich in 
gamet and vesuvianite alternate with others containing 1ittle or none 
of these minera1s. These bands are vertica1 and rest immediately 
up on a weathered granite, which is crossed by the footpath from 
Timbnloun to Dammer. These contact-limestones are bealltiful rocks, 
with excellent contact-minel'als on their weathered sUl'faces. Also 
siliceous rocks, showing clear signs of contact-metamorphism in the 
neighbolll'hood of granites (and gabbro) occur in 11UmerOllS places in 
tbe Sibonmboun lllountains (sul'l'oundi.ngs of Batu Mendjulor, of 
Liman Purllt, of Timbnloun etc.); they will not be described mOl'e 
clo~ely in this pl'evious paper. Sometimes these rocks much resem bIe 
those mentioned above, occnrring at the contact of grauites near 
Pamusian on the 1eft side of the Sinamar. 

The age of the qUa1'tz-po1'phY1Y of the Siónumboun mountains. 

Quartz-porphyries occur along with the granites, the rocks gradu
ating into each other. Probably they are different facies of the 
granites, and of about the same age as these rocks. 

Near the confluence of the river Silaki and its tributary Kapn 
these quartz-porphyries, in immedin,te contact with the limestone, are 
exposed. Occasionally this limestone, by the deve10pment of 
garnet and other contact-minel'als, a1so shows clear signs of contact
metamorphism, this fact inducing us to suppose the quartz-porphyry 
also to be of post-carbonifel'ous age. 

It appears from the fOl'egoing that at the contact of various 
granite rocks of the Highlands of Padang a distinct contactmetamor
phism cOllld be stated, and that a carbonifel'ous (Ol' latei') age may 
be taken as certain at least fol' a ,part of these metamorphosed 
rocks. Thus part of the granites is post-carboniferous of age .. 

From the examination of the many rocks wbich I have collected, 
intel'esting reslllts may be expected concerning the nature of the 
exomorphic and endomol'phic contactphenomena, and tlle mntual 
cOllncction of the different ty pes of el'upti ve rocks. 

, , 
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Part of' the gl'anites and of' similar rocks of' .the Highlands of 
Padang may \'e1'y possib)y bo pre-cal·bonif'erous. But tho mi&sing 
of contactphenomena in adjoinillg limestolles cannot eount as a proof 
of a pl'e-('arboniferous age, if part of these liÎnestones is mesozoic; 
moreover the walls of limestone eontinuing sometimes llninterrupt
edly without transgression,conglomerates and without veins of granite 
or eontactphenomena over the limit of gl'anites and the surrounding 
sediJJ,1ents, mar possibly be brought into contact with the granites 
by overthrusts, aftel' the intrusion of these latter rocks; so that 
still these granites could very possibly be youugel' than carboniferous 
limestones resting upon them. 

As to the rocks of upper-t1'iassic limestone, which on the isle of 
Timor give to the land5cape a similal' pecnliar character as many 
limestones of Sumatra and the "Klippen" of the Alps and the Car
pathian mounfains, MOLENGRAAl!'F 1) and W ANNl!;R 2) suppose them 
to be the erosion-rests of' an overthrust sheet. For Djambi TOHLER ') 
has al ready suggested that the carboniferous rocks 'of Sangir-Pulall
Bajor, together with the mass of the Pulasian-Plepat-gL'anites, is to 
be considered as an overthrllst sheet. In the Highlallds of Padang 
too there are signs which make possible a geologie al struc(ure eha
racterised by large overthrusts; ho wever, to bear out this supposi
tion we want further information concerning the age of the different 
rocks (for a good deal mesozoic and originally taken tógether as 
"old slates"), and concerning different facies of the eal'boniferous and 
these mesozoic sediments. 

Physics. -- "Tlte c!uste1'ing-tendency of the molecules in the c1'itical 
state and the p"vtinction of light causecl thereby". By Dr. F. 
ZERNIKE. (Communicated by Prof. LORENTZ). 

(Communicated in the meeting of February 26, 1916). 

1. In a former paper by ORNSTEIN and the anthor 1) an impL'oved 
fOI'mula was derived for the seattering of light bj a single substance 
in the neighbomhood of the critical point. In that paper the inarcuracy 
of former appl'oximate f'ormulae, which gave an infinitely strong 

1) G. A. F. MOLENGRAAFF. Overschuivingen in overschuivingshIaden op de 
eilanden Timor en Leti Voordracht gehouden in de Bestuursvergadering van 
] 8 Januari 1913. Tijdschr. Kon. Ned. Aardt .. Gen. 2. XXX. p. 273. 1913. 

2) J. WANNER. Geologie von West-Timor, Geologische Rundschau Bd.lV. Heft 2. 
3) A. TOBLER. l.c. p. 29. 
1) These ProcecJings XVII, p. 793. This paper will here he indicaleu by 1. c. 
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scatrering for the ('ritical state, had been cOl'l'ected by exactly taking 
into' accollnt the influence of tlle arrangement of the molecules in 
space, aftel" a new'probabihty-method. In fact, the intensity of the 
scattered light could be gi ven fol' the critical point itself. 

'file fOl'met' dlfficulty however has not quite disappeared in that 
way. Fo!' when we compute from the given formuIa the total 
scattered enel'gy, in order to find in this way the extinction of the 
incident lIght, th en à logarithmic expres5ion arises which still 
becomes infinite in tlle critical point. 

The performance of a better approximation a)so appeared of 
practical importance, becanse it has all'eady been shown l.c. that 
the magnitude of the sphere of attraction might expel'imentally be 

.found from measurements of the opalescence. Therefore a theol'eti
cally aCl:urate fOl'mula fol' the extinction is of great importance. 

Tt could be seen beforehand that the inaccul'acy of the ~iven 
del'ivation l)ad to be ascribed to the optical treatmenf, which was 
far too rougl1. Presentl)' I have succeeded in finding a better value 
of the eÀtinction, by deriving it· dil'ectly from the tbeory of electrons. 
To th is end it appf'ared nocessary to calculate explicitly the fOl'merly 
intl'oduced fUllctioll g, which indicates the course of the mean 
density of the moleculal' clusters. I will start with this calculation. 
The l'esult thereof is by itself interesting, as I think the problem 
of the "Neigung zur Schwarmbildung", which S~:lOJ;UCHOWSKI 1) posed 
in 1904, is solved definitively by it. 

, 

2. Two different fUllctions were introduced l.c. : the first,j(:v,y, z), 
represents the influence which a known deviation of density in the 
point x, y, z has on th~ mean density in the ol'igin, if the mean 
density obta.ins at the same time at all othel' points of the neigh
bourhood. The second .cl (tr, y, z) represents tbe mean density in 
(:r, y, z), when it is onIy known that tbere exists a certain deviation 
of density - in the ol'igin. or these functions it has been shown 1. c. 
that they are conneeted by an integral-equation, which ean be put 
in the following rórm 

+00 
g (,VpYpZl) -.fJJ~ (iV I -·'lJ'YI-y,.ZI--:;;)/(·u,y,z)dmdydz=f(m1'Yl>:;;1) (1) 

-00 
From this integral-eqnation we aIso del'ived a simple relation 

between the volume-in.teg'l'als of ,lJ and J, fol' which we l'espectively 
write G and Ji': 

1) M. SMOLUCllOWSKI. BolLzmnnn-FestschrifL 1904. 
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1 
1+G=-

1- F 
(2) 

It wUl be seen from the meaning of f and g Jhat these functions will 
not depend upon the direction of the radius-vector 7' = V.2)2 + y~ + Z2. 

It gives, ho wever, no simplification to introdnce this in (1). Now I 
develop gunder the integral sign,. according to powel's of iE, y and z. ) hl' 
The ditferential quotients of ,1 ean then be brought before the integJ'al- 1V" 
sign, and there remain integl'als of the general farm 

+00 
JJfaJ1YSZt!(.v,y,Z) d.vdydz 

As ! only depends !ipon T, these integrals will vanish when Otle. 

or more of the numbel's 1', s, t are odd; and their value will remain 
unehanged by transposition of T, s and t. If we onIy go to terms o.f 
the &econd order, besides the value F for l' = 8 = t = 0, we also 
meet the integml with l' = 2 s = t = 0, wbich has aJready been 
represented 1. c. by ES. (The funetion! will only differ from zero 
fol' the smal] valne of T, for which the molecular attraction is yet 
sensible. Therefore we could eaU nie magnitude V3.E, in analogy 
with the "mean error", the mean radius' of the sp here of attraction). 
The just mentioned manipulation makes the integral-equation pass 
into a ditferential equation for g: 

, /;2 (a 2
,cJ (}2g a2g ) 

g(aJllYl,Zl)-lig--
2 
~+~+-a 2 =!(,vllYl,Zl) 
u.v) UY1 Z1 

or, when we now introduce l' 

2 (l-F) 2 
---=----'-- 9 = - - f . . . . . (3) 

E2 • E2 

1'he general solntion of the equation (3) without second membel' is 
-l(r "9' 

A9·-1 e + Br-1 e 

in which 
2 (l-F) ,,2 = and from this we easi]y find by variation ,,2 

of constants the solution of (3). The two constants in this solution 
may be detel'mined from the two following .C011~itions. In 1he first 
plaee g must remain finite for l' = 00, a condition V\~4ieh was all'eady 
required with the integral-equation (1). If we take for the second 
condition, that ,q remains finite also for l' = 0, then we shall find 

-xr r • • ~ 

2e f 2 slllh Y.1} -"s g=-- s!(s)sillhx.~ds+ sf(s)e ds 
t:2 X1' E'r.9' 

. (4) 

u r 
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It may be vel'ified that the second conditioo has been well chosert 

by integl'ating this expression (4) ft'om ° to 00. Redncing the integral 
by pal'tial integration, it will be found that the condition (2) is 
accnrately ~atisfied. In the critical point F becomes 1, as found l.c., 
whence ?~ • 0. We have ('bosen the form of (4) in such a waJ' 
that in it we can easUy take ~ = 0. Thence 

9 = 2 T-1J~2 f (8) ds + ~f: f (s) ds 
ë 2 ë 2 

o j' 

a solution which we Illight bave written down directly from (3) 
aftel' well-known theol'ema of the potentiaI-theory. Now nearly all 
the simphfications whirh al'ise fol' ~ = 0, ('ao also be llsed appl'oxi
mately for small vallles of ~. Besides, we must keep in mind that 

the eqllation (3) is aI::io but an approximate one, which holds the 
mOl'e accUl'atel.\r, as will be ~eell by a closel' consideration, as ~ is 
smaIJet·. Therefore I lIsed the followillg fOl'mu]a fol' tbe fUtther 

ca1culations 

• 2 ~ 2f~ 
9 = --;; 1,-1 e-l1js~ f ds + -;; sf ds. 

ë" • ë" 
o 

. (5) 

lf' we caU ó the radins of the sphere olltside which f = 0, then 
(5) gives for l' > ó 

It appeal's cleal'ly fI'om this form that the function 9 is sensible 
over a Ütl', grealel' distance than f, anel that outside the sphel'e of 
attraction lhe way in which 9 vanishes fol' increa&ing l' no longel' 
depends UpOI1 the course of f. 

3. The considel'ations from the theol'y of electl'ons to be given 
now, ma,y be undel'stood as an extension of tbe tl'eatll1ent whi('h 
LORENTZ 1) gave fol' the scatteJ'ing of lIght by an ideal gas. In the 

fil'st place it appeal's that this tl'eMmenr may be applied llnchanged 
to OUt' case, if lt is allowed to considel' sepal'ately a space wUh 
dimensions small with respect to the wa ve-lellgth, surrounding a 
given molecule (and especially if we may assume the mean density 
in the space outside). Ac(,ol'ding to the above caJculation, this wiJl 
be the case if the quantity x, and thel'efol'e also the distance from 
the critical point, is not too smal!. In the final fOl'mula of LOlmNTZ 

1) H. A. LORENTZ, These Proc. XIII, p. 92. 

98 
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XVIlI. 

'\ 
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there appears in the damping'-term a coefficient which represents 
the excess of the mean number of moleeules in the small space con
sidered, if ,it is known th at one molerule lies within that space. 
This number is 1 for a random distribntion, but in our ease it is, 
as wiU be seen easily, 1 + G. Thus this way also' leads to the 
known formula for the extinction, according to which th is qnantity 
is inversely proportional to dpjdv. 

Thence it is clear that we must take into acconnt the' influence 
of the molecule considered on the density of its surrollndings, even 
at distances comparable with the wave-Iength. To this end it will 
no longel' be possible to use the developments in power-series, which 
LORENTZ applies repeatedly. In order to make tbe calculation possible 
withont tbat, I intrq.duce the following simplificaiion. 

Tbe electrons which are brought info vibration in the moleeules 
by the incident light, (for simplicity we imagine one electron in 
every molecule) wm in reality perform a sornewhat irregular vibra
tion, with an amplitude not al ways equal for e\'eryonc. I neglect 
these diffel'enees in calculating the resistance wbieh tbe neighbouring 
oscillators exert on tbe electron particularly considered. LORENTZ 

also makes use of this approximation at a later point. Of course thi& 
is much more ê:1cceptable, I?owever, for (a diluted gas than for the 
mther dense nearly critical state. 

First eonsider one molecule in tbe origin of cool'dinates, which 
beal's a variabIe moment in the dil'ection of z: 

pz = Po sin let. " 

With the aid of well-known formulae for tbe potentials 
we then find for a point (tC, y, z) at a distance l' 

arp Po 
az - 4n 

_ = - _0 _ sin k t - -ä P k~ ( 1') 
IJ 4:r e2

'l' e 

. (6) 

rp and a 

The slim of these two expressions with the negative sign gives 
the z-component of the electric force. Now if the incident light 
comes from the negative x-axis, the phase of the variabie moment 
of a molecule in (x, y, z) will be so much in advance of oue fol' 
which a; = 0, as cOl'l'esponds to a differenee of way ~(,~', in whjch [.t 
is the refractive index of the material. Thus 

px,y,z == Po sink (t - [.tea) 

The electrie force whicb Ihis moment exel'ls in the origin is evi-
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dently equal to the already calculated one in (x, y, z) from a moment 
in O. Terms with sin let in that force wIll not yield a resistance 
to the motion (6). Thcl'efo1'e_ we further only need conslder the 

le1'111S with cos kt. Fol' the eoefficient of Po cos ld we nnd 
4JL 

- - --+ --. - sin -(tUIJ + r) - cos-«(1.a: + 1') [ 
Jc2 1,2_ZZ r~-3z2J k k 1,2_3z 2 Ic 
()2 1,3 9" () C 9,4 C 

(7) 

4. We might now add the expression (7) for every molecule, 
exeept (he one in tlle ol'igin. We ean also find at Ollce tlle mean 
value of that sum, by multiplying by the mean density in (x, y, z) 
~l.l1cl afterwal'ds integl'ating througlt the whole Apaee. But here the 
difiiculty at'ises tbat the integTals do not converge. Therefol'e we 
make use of the known faet that 110 extinction arises, and no resist
anee against the motion of the electrons, if the oscillators are quite 
l'egularly distriblltecl thl'ougll the whole spare. 'fhe phenomenon 
wllich we want to ealeulate ean thus only be r::wsed by the devia
tion fIom the homogeneol1s distl'ibl1tion, as it is eaused by the action 
of the molecule ill the origin. The mean devialion of density at a 
distance r is exactly g(1'). So we multiply (7) by g and by the 
element of volume ela: cly dz and integl'ate through the whole space. 
To this end we introduce sphel'ical eool'dinates, slieh that 

.IJ = 9' cos :Jo '!J = 9' sin {) sin (p z = 9' sin :Jo cos lP 

then the integra~ion over (p may ba pel'fol'mecl without diftlculty 
and th ere remains 

<Xl 

-JL.Isin :Jod~r gel/' 

o . 0 

+ ~ (3 cos:Jo - 1) cos ~~(l + (1. cos:Jo) l' IJ (8) 

In this I put fol' g the value (5) and then performed the inte
gmtions over' r. About the rathel' complieated calculations I wIl I 
only mention that (he integnttions fl'om 0 to ó - tbe region for 
wbich tlle integrals appeal:ing in (5) are variabIe - were sepa.rately 
pel'formed, and that appJ'oximate values for a small (J cOl1ld be 
used fol' the integrals from ó 10 00, whicb are of Ihe type of the 
eosine-integral. 

The expression in cos:Jo thus obtained, conlains 'many tCt'ms which 
vanish a.fterwards by the integmtion with respect to {J, The other 
terms can be redl1ced to an integrul of a rational fl'action in ros .:t, 
and these give finally the following' resnlt fOl' (8) 

98*' 

'I 

-- -------------------------------
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. (9) 

The form (9) yields the force of resistance by multiplying hy 

Po cos kt and from this we fllrther find tlJe energy used up. The 
47 
quantity po, however. still remains llnknown. We can find this by 
considel'ing that the refractive index fJ, also depends upon the ,ibra
tions performed by the electrons. Thus we find e.g. fol' the cntical 
!Joint whel'e a = 0 and F -= 1 : 

h = ~ «(t
2
_1)2 [- 4 _ 4,,-2 ..L 2 (IJ, + 01J,-1 + It-3) l IJ. + II 

7\7 ~ Ol 16 r I \' I ~ I 
J.v€ ,. [.L [.L- _ 

being an extillction proportional to ),2, aml depentling direetly upon 
the quantity 8, just as was found 1. r. for the opalescence. Now I 
especially wanted to find tlle way in which the extinction-coefticient 
increases on approaching to the critical point. Fol' this it wiII sufficc 
to consider the variability of the expl'ession bet ween square brackets 
in (9). The quantity 

may be used as a meaSllre of the "distance to the critical point." 
For large values of a2 we may ex pand the logarithm in that 

expression into descending powel's of a2, On reduction it is seen that 
the term with a-2 is the fil'st that has a coefficient differing from 
zero, and .that for large values of a2 we can take for tbe whole 
expression 

(10) 

Only preserving the fil'st. term, this will dllly give an extinction 
inversely proportional to 1--F. 

In my thesis I have graphically l'epl'esented extinction-meas
uJ'ements of a Iiquid mixture, by plotting the l'eciprocal vallle of h as 
a function of 1'-1', •. The points lay rathel' accl1l'ately on a straight 
line, wh.ich cut t11e tempel'ature-axis below 17c. Using thi5 same' 
method with the quantity (10), we find for the development of thfl 
reciprocal value of (10) 

------------------------------------------------------------------'~ 
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3 3 
- a + - ((J- + (J--l) + 
64 64 

(11 ) 

This is a straight line which cnts the axis fol' a = - ((J. + (J--l). 

If tbe difference of temperatllre which cOl'l'es}Jonds to this value 
is found by extrapolating from obsen ationt>, the qllantIty E can thus 
be deduced. The expansion used in (10) and (11) would nearly 
always be sllfficient in practice. This appears from the following 
values P of the expl'ession in (9), èomputed l'igorously with (J = 1,1, 
which ib close to the trae value fol' many substances. In Ihe next 
column the recipl'ocal valne has been inserled; and in the fourth 

Extindian P (arbitrary unit). 

a 
I 

p 
I 

10 I lOX 
P farm. (11) 

0 18.58 0.54 1.88 

0.05 12.34 0.81 1.93 

0.1 10.38 0.96 1.98 

1 4.244 2.36 2.82 

2 2.871 3.48 3.76 

3 2.213 4.52 4.70 

7 1.186 8 43 8.45 

110 0.885 11.30 11.26 

1

20
, 

0.483 20.72 20 63 

column the same qllantity, as it would· be deduced from tbe straight 
line (asymptote of the curve). Ir ne('essary one could, of COlll'se, 
also use tbe rigorous value fol' comparison with experiruental data. 

GJ/'oningen, February 24, 1916. 

ChemistrY. - "Ghttacordc acid." (U). By Dr . .P. E. V1<JRKADE. 

(Oommunicated bJ' Prof. J. BÓl~SEKI';N.) 

(Oommunicated in the meeting of February 28, 1916.) 

In the first commllnication 1) of th is series I have shown that in 
all the known methods of preparing glutaconic acid (and these are 
very divergent) ea:actly the same acid is obtained; hence tbis acid is 
distinguished ft'om possible isomel'ides by an extraordinal'y stability. 

1) These Proc. 18. 981 (1915). 

.. 

11 
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As a similar difference in stability has nevel' been noticed in any series 
of cis- and tmns-isomerides and, in fact, is not 10 be expected, tbis_ 
result supports to some ex tent tbe n01'11lCll configuration of glutaconic 
acid as figured by THORPE: 

~.-- ----....... --". .... -----....... 
HOOC - é-H - ëH - ~H - COOH 

...... .......... -_ .. -~ 
............. H·-

If now in gilltaconic acid snch a floating double bond is l'eaUy 
present, this acid (as lalready observed in my previolls communi
cation) wiU, as regards its properties, not be absolutely connected 
eithe1' with the gellUine' cis-acids or with the tmns-acids. We are, 
howeyer, in a position to predict tlle following with a fairly high 
degree of certainty: 

a. as regards its physical propertïes this acid will occupy a fairly 
isoláted place; 

b. when applying the reactIOns in whichagenuine cis (respectively, 
i'. trans) passes into its tmns (respectively, cis) isomeride, no change 
will take place here as a rule; 

c. THOHPE has succeeded in obtaining fl'om several of t he "nol'mal" 
alkyl-substituted glutaconic acids, and also fl'om aconitic acid Iabile 
modifications (according to THORPffi generally real cis-, in two cases 
tmns-forms).l) Also in glutaconic acid itself these isomerides will 
be eapable of existing, though tlley are Sllre to be exceedingly labile. 
We may now expect that lhe ordinary (nol'mal) glutaconic acid, 
when exposed to some chemical action, is fil'st con verted into tlte 
labile rnoclijication most favou1'able f01' this 1'eaction and reacts in 
th is labile form. 

Fot' the purpose of compm;ing the proper ties we, of comse, want 
instanees of pure cis-t1'ansisomerism. These we possess in the clas
sical isomerism of fumaric and maleic acid, mesaconic and Cltraconic 

1) COURTOT, for instance, has recently obtained (C. r. 160. 523 (1915» from the 
only known benzylindene in which, on account of lts mode of preparation and 
properties THIELI: (Ann. 347. 249), in my opinion, rightly assumes the presence 
of a "floating" double bond, a labiIe isomeride which is reconverted very readily 
into the well·known ordinary form (for instancc, under the influence of aJcohohc 
potassium hydroxide.) 

of 
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acid etc., but particularly important fol' our purpose are the three 
pairs of aa-dialkyl-sllbstituted glutaeonic arids (aa-di-Me-, aa(3- and 
aay-tri-Me-aeid), whicb are fuIly described in the literatUl'e; for here 
is wanting the mobile hydl'ogen atom of the methylene gl'onp and 
tberefore notbing but gelluine cis-tmns-isomerism is possible. 

a. Physical p1'opel'ties. 

1. jfeltin.c; point. 
Glutaconic acid meUs cVTnpletely 'l..lnclecomposed at 136-138°; not 

before ± 180° a sligbt decomposition sets in. From tlle situation of 
tbe melting point "fe ean dedllce nothing, fol' as shown from the 
subjomed tabie, the melting pointE: of the cis-trans-isomerie gluta
eonie acids (contrary to tbose of the fumarÏc and maleic acids) 

Cis Trans 

""-dimethylglutaconic acid 134 -1350 172° 

""p-trimethyl IJ 

t/7·:1- IJ IJ 

IJ 

IJ 

148° 

150° 

diffel' comparatively but lIttie. On the other hand cis-aa(3- and aay
trimethylglutaconic acid melt with elimination of water 1), also the 
mono-alkyl-maleic acids 2), wbel'eas tbe maleic acid itself commenees 
to decompo'3e al ready a, few degrees above its melting point (into 
anhydride, water ancl fuma1'ic acid). 

2. Solubility. 
As far as solubility in different media is coneerned, ghltaconic 

acid behaves almost like its cis-homoIoglles. Not altogether so, 
however, for whereas the lfitter are, for instanee, hardIy solllbJe 
in concentrated hydrochloric acid (also beeallse a transformation into 
tmns-acid may occur here) the glutaconic acid is l'eadily soluble 
thel'ein; the cis-aa and -aay-alkylsllbstituted acids are also readily 
soluble in benzene and chloroform 3), wbich is not the case with 

. glutnconif' acid itself. 

l) PERK IN nnd 1'HORPE: Soc. 71. 1182 (1897); PERKIN and SlIfITH: Soc. 85 
155 (1904). As to the ""'acid, nothing is said as to tbe elimination of water 

2) In the solid condition the dialkylmaleic acids are only known in the form of 
anhydrides . 
• S) PERKIN and SlIfITH: Soc. 83. 8 (i903); 85. 155 (1904). 

" 
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3. Electrical Concluctivity. 
The specific conductivity of a glutaconic acid soIl1tion of al'bitrary 

concentration (determined directly aftel: dissolving the acid) was, 
aftel' remaining for three hours at 25°, still quite unchangecl, even 
if to the soll1tion had been added a small quantity of hydrochloric 
acid or aql1eous sochl1m hydroxide. Hence, there was 110 question 
of i&omerisation in these circl1ll1stallces. 

The dissociation constant of the acid was determined by rhe 
method described elsewllere I). Sl1bjoineu are giv~n the reslllts obtained 
with acicls of cl~ff'erent ol'~qin. 

A. At 0°. 
{too = 239. 

ti FV " KO 

24.894 15.04 0.0630 1.70X 10-4 

26.359 20.46 856 1. 73 

49.788 21.10 882 1. 71 

92.118 28.52 0.119 1. 73 

99.576 29.09 122 1. 70 

199.15 40.18 168 1. 70 

370.87 53.22 223 1. 73 

398 30 54.61 229 1. 71 

741.74 70.46 295 1. 72 

1483.5 93.31 391 1. 70 

1593.2 96.14 402 1. 70 

Mean 
KO = 1.71 X 10-4• 

B. At 25° (see table p. 1531). 
The mean from th is and two other series is: 

f(2G = 1.76 X 10-4 • 

WAWI~N 2) found fol' an acid of OONHAD m.p. 132° : J(2ó=1.83 X10-4 

((.too = 379.5); his constants incl'ease somewhai on diluiion. 
The disRociation constant of glutal'ic acid is 4.72 X 10-5 ; by 

l) Rec. 35. 79 (1915). 
~) Ph. ah. 8. 501 (1891), 
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rhe intl'odllction of a double bond (P) into ihis acid, this constant 
becomes 3.7 times greater. A.. same increa~e is also given by the 
two alkyl-sllbstituted glutaconic acids which thus fal' have been 

f-t co = 380. 

'V I' 
'V 

IX K25 

35.204 28.78 0.076 1.78 X 10-4 

38.638 30.35 798 I. 79 

70.405 39.81 0.105 1.76 

77.276 41.97 111 1.78 

140.81 55.01 145 1. 75 

154.55 58.01 153 1.78 

281.62 76.03 200 1.78 

309.10 78.95 208 1. 76 

563.25 102.6 270 1. 77 

618.20 105.8 279 1.74 

704.06 111.6 294 1.75 

n26.5 136.0 357 1. 76 

1236.4 141.2 371 1.77 

investigated (and which both contain the mobile H-atom) as is 
visible from the sn bjoined tab Ie: 

M.p. K25 Ratio 

(Iabile) ~ Me-glutaconic acid 116° 1.39X 10-4 

(norm al) 
" " " 

1490 1.29X 10-4 ± 2.3 : 1 I) 

r; Me-glutaric acid 86° 5.9 X 10--5 

qdi-Me-glutaconic acid 146 -147° 1.29X 10-4 

! ",-di-Me-glutaric acid 140-141° 5.8 XlO-5 ± 2.3 : 12) 

11 " " 127-128° 5.2 X 10-5 

1) FICHTER and SCHWAB: Ann. 348, 251 (1906); ANNA DORN: Dissertation Zürich 
pag. 19 - WALDEN: Ph. Ch. 8, 486 (1891). 

2) SZYSZKOWSKI: ibid 22, 172 (1897). On reduction ofboth x'Y·dimethylglutaconic 
acids cis ",,-dimethylglutaric acid m.p. 128° is formed exclusively (THORPE and 
WOOD: Soc. 103. 276 (1913». 
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The vel'y slight difference between the constarits of the two (J
methylglutaconic acids makes us already suspect that we are not 
dealing. here with an ordinary pair. of GÎs-tralls-isomerides. 

Oompared with the unsaturated acids belonging to the succinic 
series the influence of the double bond is but ver)' slight; for in
stance, the ratio between mono-alkylfumaric acids and their cor
responding alky lsuccinic acids is + 10.: 1 and so far as has been 
ascertained still considerably higher with the maJeic acids. In these • 
acids, however, both carboxyl gl'OUpS are attached to the donbly~. 

'linked carbon atoms, whereas in the gIlltaconic acids this is only, 
the case with one. This influences no doubt in a considerable degree 
the dissociation con8tant. 

I deemed it of importance to determine the dissociation cOllstant 
of th is acid a1so at a still higher temperature; for, a p1'io1'i, the 
possibility . was not excluded that at a higher temperature isomeri-' 
sation wOllld set in, which wou1d then be' recognisable by an abn or: 
mal and falling dissociation constant. . 

The measurements. however, showed that there was no qnestion 
of isomerisation; the constant was perfectly normaL They were 
execnted at 45°.0 in a cond.uetivity-vessel fllrnished with a ground 
glass stopper, so as to prevent the- evapqration of the soIution. Still 
the bridge-reading was not yet quite consta~t. (.tc/') wa~ determined 
by interpolation from. the values dedllced by LU:NDÉN I) fol' other 
temperatures. . 

The reslllts were as follows: 
{too = 486. 

V P- I 
Cl 

I 
1<.45 v 

31.379 33.44 0.0685 1.61 X 10-4 

34.691 34.97 720 1.61 

62.758 46.40 951 1.59 

69.381 48.97 0.101 1.63 

125.52 65.00 133 ".63 

138.76 67.92 . 140 1.64 

251.03 90.73 186 1.69 

277.53 94.11 194 1.68 

Mean: [(45 = 1.64 X 10-4 , 
-

1) Samml. chem. und cbem..techn. Vortr. XIV l/s pg. ] 1. The relation between 
1-'00 and the temperature is fairly wel.Ï a linear one. 

u} 
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From _ the dissociation constants fOllnd' at thë different temperatures, 
it f01l0ws that this constant attains in this acid a maximum be(ween 
o aud 45°. 1

) 

4. Heat of combustion. 
N either from glutaconic acid itself, nor from one of its homologues 

the heat o_f combustion is, already known: We possess, however, 
tl'ustworthy comparison material for aconitic aciel (m.p. 191° with 
decomposition) 2) 

HOOO - OH - C (OOOH) - OH'- COOH 
........ 

.... 
""""""'H"'" 

. ............ . 

and tricarballylic acid. We find in the Iï'teratnre: 3) 

for tricarbal1yJic acid:, Vm = 517.0 resp. 517.3 Kal. 
fol' aconitic acid: 476.5 " 481.5 " 

40.5" 35.8" 

The mean of these values fouud by STOHlUANN and his co-wol'kers 
and by LOUGUININE; l'especii vely (and of w hich tlle first, fol' various 
reasous, is very probably the most trust worthy oue) is + 38 Oal. 
The usulll di,fference in enel'gy between a saturated aHfatic acid and 
the correlated unsatul'ated (trans) acid is about 37 Oal. 4), wh!3reas, 
accol'ding to iu vestigations of ROTH and W AU.ASCH 5), the heat of 
combustion of the cis-acid is al ways aboltt 6 Cal. greater than that 
of the trans-acid. 

The heat of co~bustion of "normal" 'aconitic acid is, theref'ol'e, 
about eqllal .lprobably it will be somewltat smaller) to that, whicIJ 
starting' from tricarbal1ylic acid, we calculate f'or the trans-acid., 

From the above we notice that glutaconic aciel is connecteel V87'y 
closely but not completely with t/te trans-acids. It thus stands nearest 
to the most stabIe of the twq "Iabile" isomerides which, theoretically, 
was, of course, to be expected. 

b) JJ1utuq,l transfm'mations of cis-trans-isomeJ'idJs. 

BUCHNEIt G), starting froIl}. the ordinary glutaconic acid, lIas tried 

, 1) For the position of these maxima see JONES and WHITE: Amer. chem. Journ. 
44, and further. 

2) Of this acid is still known a "labile" modiikation m.p. 173° (BLAND and 
THORPE: Soc. 101, 1490 (1912)). 

s) For these heats of combustion compa~'e table 198 OfLANDOLT-BöRNSTEIN-RoTH. 
'4) WALLASCH (Dissertation' Greifswald 11:l13) accepted 45 caI;' this value, 

however, is surely too high. 
6) Ber. 46 260 (1913). 

, 6) Bel'. 27. 881 (1894) 
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to prepare an isomeride th ere of : 1 st by repeatedly ev/tporating the 
acid witb coneentrated hydrochloric or hydrobromic acid; 2nd by 
fusion with potassium hydroxide. Both. methods, however, gave 
negative ?'esults; as could readily be expected there were formed, 
p-halogenglutaric aeids, malonic and ace tic arid, respeetively. 

This also follows from my first communication ; it made no diffel'ence 
whetber the compound started with was saponified with baryta, ' 
aqueous canstic potash or with hydl'ocblol'ic acid. 1) 

In the literature we find a, numbel' of comrnunications conceming 
tbe conversion of tile maleic acids into the more stabie fumaric acids 
by treatment with purely chemical agents. S) SO far as I arn able 
to .judge, the application of these methocls does not cazlse any charige 
in the glutaconic acid; hence, there is no sense in further discussing 
these methods here. 

OIAMWIAN and SILBER 3) could isolate from solid maleic acid that 
had been illuminated for 12 months, 12.5 % of fumarie acid. This 
transfol'mation also took place in aqueous solution ; aceording to 
WISLIOENUS 4) this reaction eau be considerably accelerated by addition 
of a traee of bromine. 

The homologues of maleic acid are, according to the researches 
of FITTIG 5) and others, converted exceedingly readily and rapidly 
into the cOl'related alkylfumaric acid, by iIlumination in an ether
chloroform solution aftel' addition of a Jittle bromine. 

Convel'sely, the stabie isomerides eau be converted into the labile 
(cis) modifications by illuminating in diffel'ent solvents with ultra
violet light. 6) 

I now thought it intet'esting enough to ascertain hów glutaconic 
acid would behave in these photo-experiments. Fot' tbis the following 
expel'Ïments were carried out 7) : 

1. A quantity of gilltaconic acid was spread in a very th in layer 
on white glazed papp.l' and, aftel' co vering with a glass plate illumi
nated for some months. Each rnonth the melting point of a few 
specimens was taken; aftel' six months this was still totally unchanged. 

2. 1.5 gram of acid (m.p. 134-136) dissolved in 30 cc. of water 
was illuminated in a tube of uvioI-glass from 14 Sept. 1915 to 17 

1) Also compare GUTHZEIT and BOLA1I: J. pl'. l2) 54. 372 (1896) j 58. 407 (1898). 
2) Compare MEYER-JACOBSON I 2 p. 4.17-418 
3) Bel'. 36. 4267 (1903). 
4) Bel'. 29. R. 1080 (1896). 
5) Ann. 304. 119. 149 t1899).' 
6) STOERMER. Bel'. 42. 4870 (1909). 
7) I have again to heartily thank Dr. W. D. COHCN for the assistance given 

during the execution of the two last experiment:;]. 

'I 
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Februal'Y 1916. The acid then extracted from the solution wUh ether 
still had - without any purification - the same melting point. 

The remaining aqueons Iiquid yielded, aftel' carefnl ~evaporation 
in varuum, na residue. 

3. Glutaconic acid was dissolved in as little dry ether as posbibie. 
\ 

Ta this soIution was added so much pure -chloroform that na cry·s-
tallisation took place as yet, and a trace of bl'omine. Also here na 
cl1ange had occl1rred aftel' 14 day~ exposure to sunlight. 

The two last experiments are still being continued. 
4. 1.5 gram of acid, dissolved in 15 cc. of water was illuminated 

in a quartz testtube for a month in front of the quartz-lamp. 
The liquid slow!y tUl'ned red; this colûl'ation persisted even aftel' 
l'emovaI fl'om the vicinity of the quartz-Iamp. Elimination of carbon 
dioxide did not take place during the exposure to light. '['he acid 
extracted with ether aftel' the iIll1mination proved on investigation 
to be unchanged, whilst the aql1eous solution did not contain anr 
residue. Hence, no {3-oxyglutaric acid had formed. 

5. The resistance of a glutaconic acid solution contained in a 
conductivity-vessel was determined at 34°.5-34°.52; this was 
967.9 Q. Then the quartz-Iamp standing just in front of the 
glass wall of tlle thermostat was ligbted and during the l'adiation 
the l'esistance of tbe soilltion was continllally controlled. Tbe reslllts 
were as follows: 

o 
aftel' 411 

60' 
74' 

967.9 Q 

967.9 
967.9 
969.6 

aftel' 94': 971.2 !.! 
141' : 971.2 
160' : '973.6 
197' : 973.6 

Tbe change of the 1'8sislance is only ± 0.6°jo and in a direction 
contrary to wh at might have been expected; it must, therefore be 
attributed to extern al cil'cumstances. 

The predirtion made in the introduction th at glutaconic acid wOllld 
bebave indifferently towal'ds the transfol'mation methods of the cis
transisomeric acids is thus perfectly justified by the facts.-

c. Some l'eactions of glutaconic aciel. 

1. BILIJl\fANN l) ]Jas caret'ully studied the behaviour ot' a 
number of ullsatul'ated acids towards mel'curic oxide Ol' acetate. He 
came to the concIusion that of each pair of cis-t1'(tnsisomel'ides, the 
stabIe (tmns) acid gave a normal mercul'y salt (for instanee cinmtmic, 
fumal'ic, mesaconic acid) wbereas tlte !abz'!e (cis) aeids caused t!te 

J) Bel'. 35, ~571 (1902); 43, 573 (1910). 

" 
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f07>rnation 01 compounds whm'ein cal'bon-cornbinecl rnel'Czwy occu1'red 
(for instance, allocinnamic-, maleic-, citl'aconic- and itaconic acid). The 
way tbe mel'cury is combined may be typified as follows: 

I I 
-0 OH -C-QH 

11 + I ~: (X = O.OOOH3) 

-0 HgX -0 -HgX 
I ! 

Most of tile isolated componnds had, nowever, a more complicated 
stl'llctUl'e; so for instance the HgX-residue Qas frequentI)' entel'ed 
into l'eaction with an adjacent cal'boxyl gl'oup: 

I 
-0 - OH 

I +XH 
-C - Hg 

I I 
00-0 

The correctness of these formulae is a!so shown by the fact that 
these Hg-compounds, when decomposed with hydl'ogen sulphide, do 
not yield the ol'iginal unsaturated aeids, bnt a (1-oxyacid. 

The complex salts of the above dibasic aeids all contain, however, 
also normally combined mel'cury. 

It was now sllspected that the normal glntaconic acid would reaet 
with mel'curic acetate witlL fO)'1}wtion of comple;r/ salts as there exists 
here the possibility of a transformation into a "labile" cis-modifi
cation, before the real reaction takes place. rrhis sl1s.picion prO\"ed 
to be correct. 

To a warm soll1tion of 5 grams of glutaconic acid iJl '50 cc. of 
, watel' a solution of 7.5 grams of mel'curic acetate in 300 cc. of 

water was slowly dropped. Aftel' 12 !10111'S the preeipitare formed 
was collected at the pump, washed with water containing some acetic 
acid, then with alcohol and ether and finally dried in vaCUllm over 
phosphol'llS pentoxide. (Prepamtion I). 

To the warm filtrate 10 grams of Hg-acetate dissolved in :1 00 cc. 
of water was onee more added. Tbe preeipitate formed was nowat 
once collected and treated ~s before. (Preparation lI). 

Both specimens are white powders insoluble in water; they dissolve, 
aftel' a temporary yellow coloration, without any separation of mer
curic oxide in dilute alkali and th us contain e;cclusively complex
combinecl mercU1'Y. Just like the compounds obtained by BIUlIIANN 

they are soluble with a fairly neutral reaction in potassium chloride 
l1nd with a faint alkaline reaetion in potassium iodide solntion. 

The mel'cury determination gl1ve tbe following results : 
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Preparation l. 
0,1992 gem of substance gave 0,1502 grm H~S : i?fi,O oio Hg 

0,4329 "" " "0,3279,,,,: 65,3" " 
Preparation Il. 

0,2885 grm of:tsubstance gave 0,2227 grm BgS : 66,5 °10 Hg 

0,5167 "" " "0,4000,,,,: 66,7 " " 
Ordinary mercuric glutaconate ought to contain 62.05 oio Hg. 
With the ester reaction (strong sulphuric acid + alcohol) it eould 

be shown that no aeetyl gl:OUpS were present in the molecule. 
A porti on of the substance was dJssolved in dilute aqueous sodium 

hydroxide and the solution satmated with hydrogen sulphide. Aftel' 
addition of a small excess of bydrochloric acid, the precipitated mer
curic snlphide was tiltered oif and the solution (aftel' passing a 
CUlTent of air for some time) concentrated in vacnum. Traces of 
gilltaconic acid were removed by extraction with ether and 
the aqueous solntion was then evaporated to complete dryness. The 
l'esidnal mass was extracted with warm absolute alcohol. Aftel' 
evaporation of this alcohol a bl'own syrup was left uE'hind which, 
by the following l'eactiöns was identified as ~-oxyglutal'ic acid: 

a. a porlion of the syrnp was heated with a solutioll of copper 
acetate anel the precipitated Ou-salt, aftel' collecting and washing, 
decomposed with .H2S. Aftel' evapol'ating the filtrate, I obtained smaIl 
wlJÏte needies m.p. 95°. 

b. The remainder of the syrllp was converted according to the 
directions of VON PEORMANN and JENISOH 1), into the diphenylhydraziele 
by means of phenylhyell'azine. From glacial acetic acid I obtained 
this substance in the form of small white crystal-unndles, which on 
heing heated rapidly roelt at 236°-237°, bnt decompose when heated 
slowly. 

I 1 did not think it of any importance to make a complete analysis 
of the complex mercuric salt; hence, no definite formula can 
be given. As, however, the substance' contains exclnsively complex
eombined mereury and as a fl'ee OOOR-group callnot be assnmed 
because the ~llbstance dissolves in dilnte potassium chloride solutioll 
with a neutml 'I'eaction; the following formula is about the only 
possible one: 

OO-OH-OH(OR)-OH-OO 
I I· I I 

O-Hg Bg-O 

When crystallising with 3 mols. of H20 (which is also the water 

1)' Bel'. 24. 3250 (1891). They give the melting point as 234-2350 . 

. , 
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content of the eitraconic and itaconic acids complexes) the mercury 
content of th is compound9 is 67.0 %' 

Hence, in the molecnle of the cis-"labile" glutaconic acid, one of 
the mobile H-atoms of the methylene group would be substituted 
by mercu!'}' ; this can very well be so, for also from the malonic 
ester and from the malonic acid itself (whiéb also possess a very 
reactive OH2-group) similar simple mercurised derivath es have 
been prepal'ed by BILLMANN. Moreover, according to the investiga
tions of HENRICH, the H-atoms of the methylene group in the glu
taconic ester are l'eplaceable by metals. 

2. In the aa-dialkyl-substituted glutaconic acids there exists a great 
diiference between the cis- and trans-forms as regarcls the velocity 
of the bromine addition. Accordmg to the researches of l'ERKIN 

and his co-workel's the formation of the corresponding dibromo
glutaconic aCid proceeded very readily with the cis-aclds; when 
exposed in a thin byer to the aetion of bromine vapour the absol'p
tion was complete in a few homs. On the other hand the tI'ans
acids were either not ,,1.1 all or but very slowI}' attacked in 
this method. 

If now the "normal" glutaconic acid is exposed to the action of 
bromine we can expect here via the cis-labile fO'l'?n a rapid assimi
lation of bromine. 

This expectation was not doomed to disappointment. Finely pow
dered glutaconic acid spread out in a very thin layer on a watch
glass and placed in a desiccator at the bottom of which was placed 
a layer of bromine, had practically absorbed the theoretical quantity 
of bromine in a few hours. 

The powder thus obtained was recrystallised from a little fOl'mie 
acid (D 1.21) or from chloroform. 

a,~-Dibromoglutaric acid forms a white crystalline mass m.p.152° 
readily soluble in water and ether, less '30 in chloroform and very 
sparingly in petrolellm ether or benzene. The titmtion of the acid 
gave the following result: 

0.3040 gram required 22.23 cc. 0.0947 n. baryta.: M = 289.2 

0.1954" " 14.26 cc." " 289.7 
theory : M = 290.0 

A bl'omîne detel'mination gave:' 
0.:1632 gram of substance yielded 0.2:1 21 glom. AgBl'. Found : 5.~.30° 10BI'. 

theory : 55.15%131'. 

In aqueous Sollltion, gllltaconic acid also takes up bl'omine fn,irly 
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l'apidly, on the othel' hand very slowly in glacial acetic acid or 
chloroform 1) j the reaction may, howeveL' be accelerated under the 
inflt~ence of daylight. 

:.vlaleic acid behaves in qnite an anaIogolls manner j the velocity 
of absorption, howevel', (as might be expected ti'om the constitution) 
is g1'eatest with glutaconic rteid. 

From the materiaI commnnicated in this treatise I belIeve it may 
be safely conclllded th at the symmetrie fOl'mula of THORPE is in deed 
a fi1irly proper intel'pretation of the properties of glutacoJlIc acid. 

In the following communication, I hope to eluCldate this formula 
wIth a model. 

Delft, Febrnary 15, 1916. 

Chemistry. -- "1n-, 11"wno- and dival'iant equilibria." VIII. BJ~ 

Prof. F. A. H. SCHR.I~INI~lIIAKERS. 

(Communicated in the meeting of March 25, 1916). 

12. Furtlwr considemtion of t/ie biOClriant 1'egions; the tuming lines, 
The diffel'ellt properties of the curves and the eegions, w hich we 

have deduced' in the pl'evious commumcations, are onIy trne undel' 
some conditions, which we have up to now assllmed sIlentl,}'. They 
are valid viz. not only in the ümnediate vicinity of tbe invariant 
point, bnt stJiI also at some distance, viz. llnder the conditions : 

1. the points under considel'ation must not be sitnated in the 
P,T-diagmtn too faL' from the inyariant point j consequent]y lhe P 
and T of the equilibl'ia under consideration must not differ too 
much from the Pand T of the invariant point j 

2. the compositiolls of the occllrl'lng phases must not differ too 
much fl'om the compositions, vvhich they have in the invariant pvint. 

~l1rther we shall indicate somewhat. more exactIy what is the 
meaning of "not too ftl.l'" and "not too mnch" in these conditions. 

A 'l long as those condItions are satisfied, the deduced properties 
remain vahd j when thèy are not satisfied, deviations may occur. 
• Wben all phases have a constant composition, the latter condiiion 
is ahvays satisfied j this should be the case in fig. 1 (II) fol' instanee 
when one of the phases l'epl'esents \yatel'vapour and the others 

1) The bromination in chloroform in sun·light is the best way of prcpal'Îng t!Je 
"~·dibl'omoglutarlC aCid. There are always formeu, however, smulltq uantitIes of by 
produets lprobably higher brommated ones). 

99 
Pl'oceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. 'XVUl. 

/ 

, \ 
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salts or tbeir hydrates. Bowever aIso phases wit11 variabie com
positioll may occur e.g. a vapollr, which contains two or more of
the components, soluiions or mixed crystals. 

Let us take in fig. :1 (TI) the simple case th at the phases 1, 2, 
3 and 4 ha\'e a constant composition, e.g. th at they are salts; we 
take a solution for the phase 5. 

Now we take the bivariant equilibrium 235 and we go in fig. 2 (IJ) 
from the invariant point towards a pomt of the region 23;). As the 
Pand T of the eqnilibL'ium 235 have changed now, the solution 5 
will ohtain, therefol'e, also another composition j consequently point 5 
alters its place in fig. 1 (TI). 

Henee it is appnrent that in each point of the region 23!'5 the 
phabe 5 has no more the composition, l'epresented by point 5 in 
fig. 1 (TI), but I t lias al10l hel' eomposition; it appeal'b also that ihis 
compositIOn changes from point to point. Of course tbe same is also 
true for other phases with changeable composition. Hence it is 
apparent, Ihel'efol'e, th at the composition of tbe ('hangeable phases 
in fig. 2 (II) changes fl'om pOlllt to point, genet'all)' so much tbe 
more in PI'Of)ûl'tion as we J'emove further fi'om the invariant point. 
Only Ül Ibe ill\'ariant point ltself, all phases have the same com: 
position as is' expl'essed in fig. 1 (II). 

Tbese changes in the composiüons of the phases Il}ay aJso cause 
radical altel'ations in the partltion of the regions. 

Let us take again tbe case that in fig. 1 (II) only tbe phase 5 
has a changeable composition. Now we ma)' ll11agine th at in fig. 1 (IJ) 

point 5 takes its place on the lille 23, e.g. between 2 and 3; then 
between these phases the reaction 2 + 3 ~ 5 may Occur. 

On fmther change of Pand T point 5 ml:ty come 1I0W within 
the tl'iangle 234. This ill\ ol ves that the reaction hetween the ph ase 
changes in some of tbe monoyariant equilibria. 

Let us take as an example the equilibrium ,(L) = 2 + 3 + 4 + 5; 
ab long as the point 5 is sitnated ontside triangle 234. the phase
reaction in this equilibrium and tbe partition of the regions are.: 

2+3;::4+5 

234 245 ~l 

235 345 
As sa on as the point 5 comes however within triangle 234:, we find : 

2+3+4;:5 

234 
235 
245 
345 

(2) 
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When i~ fig. 2 (H) the equilibrium (1) = 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 traces CUl'\'e 
(1) starting from the invariant point, then conseql1eiltly tbe pal'tition 
of the I'egions is th'st indicated by reaction (1). Therefore, as is 
also drawn in fig. 2 (lIJ, lowal'ds the one side the l'egions 234 and 235, 
towards the olhel' side Ihe regions 245 anel 345 start from curve (1). 

When 011 curve (1) we remove further ft'om tbe invariant point, 
then instead of reaction (1) now l'eaction (2) may ocrul'. The region 
235 will no more go now from this part of t1le curve (1) tOl'ml'ds 
the right as is drawll 111 fig. 2 (U), but it wiJl go towal'els the 1eft. 
Oonsequentl.)' this l'egion will show a peculial'ity, Lo which we shall 
l'efer later. 

When the eq llilibrium (l) tra ces curve (1) in fig. 2 (U), then 
poillt 5 traces in the concelltmtion-diagram a curve, whiC!h we shall 
caIl curve 5(1); wllen the othel' phases have also a cbangeable com
position, then each of them also follovvs a curve. The phases 2, 3, 
4: and 5 of the eqnililH'illm Cl) follow in fig. '1 (U), therefore the 
curves 2(1), 3(1), 4(1) and 5(1). By this the quaelrangle 2345 may be 
eleformed hl diffel'ent ways, so that the l'eaction in tbe equilibrium 
(1) can change in many Ivays. 

When the eq uilibl'wm (2) = 1 + 3 + 4 + 5 follows in the P, T
diagram curve (2), then each of the points 1, 3, 4, anel 5 follows 
a cnrve 1 (2), 3,2), 4(2) anel 5(2) in the cOllcentration-diagram. 

As the same is also true for the other equilibria (3), (4) and (5), 
fom curves start, therefo1'e, from each of the points 1, 2, 3, 4 anel 
5 in the concentration-diagram. Hence it is apparent, therefore, that 
at some distance from lbe in vl1riaut point in the P, T-diagram, several 
changes in form of t he q uaelrangles of tbe conl'en tmtion-diagram 
may OCCUl', by which the parti~lOll of the eegions iu the P, T-diagmm 
is changed. We caJl this the deformation of the regions. 

In order further to elncidate those conc;iderations, we take a 
simpte eXê:tmple viz. a temmy system in the invariant point of whicb 
tbe phases: ' 

watervapoUl' = G, 80~ution = Land the salts ZIl Z2 and Za occur. 
We nssume th111 I hose phases are sitllated with respect to one " 

""\ anothel' as in tig. 1. Nmv 'we have the monovl1riant equilibria: 

(Z)=Zz+Za+L+G; (Z2)=ZI+~+L+G; (Za)=ZI+Z2+L+G 
(L)=ZI+Zz+Za+G; (G)=ZI+ Z2+Z:'+L. 

In fig. 1 only th ree of these ~qnilibria are cll'aWll; Clll'\ e La 
repl'esents (Za) consequently the satnrationcmve of ZI + Z2 11l1der 
its own \'apour-pl'essure; CUl've Lb represents (ZI) anel curve Lc 
l'epl'esenls (.2'2)' Oonscquelltlj' curve Lb is the saturationline of Zz+Za 

99* ' 
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Md curve Lc, the saturatioi1line of ZI + Za under its own VapOlll'
preSSllre. As Jong a~ those curves do not come too close to the -
triangle ~ Z2 Za, the vapom-pl'essnre of those eqnilibl'ia ·inCl'eases 
with the tempet'utlll'e; we shall assume th is also- here. 

~ '" - - - - - - - -/., Z 
I I , / \ ~ 

"-I "- / \ 
I/... , / , 
I~"" /'- , 
p ~ / 

Ivf<......... x~ 
I~, ' .. ~ "-

lP,., ........ " "-
...... ~... '" I ~ V' ~ ,na-

IV ,/'0 \ 
I R./',iL ~ ~ 
t?" ~'y ~ 

I rv ~" 

, , , 

\ \ \ Ir 

i I / - "-- \-e. \ ~ '" \ 
M'_ '- \ 'IV 
• C It \ \ f 

Fig. 1. 

p 

T 
Fig. 2. 

The P, T-diagl'am is drawn in fi,g.. 2; we may deduce it easily 
in different ways. Of course it satisfies also the rule of the diagonal 
order of sl1ccession. The phases form viz. in tig. 1 a monoconcave 
quintangle [as in fig. 3 UI)] witIt the sides G.z." z.,~, ~~, ~L 
and La. \Vhen we trace this quintangle in diagonal dil'eetion, then 
we find the same ol'del' of snccession as Ihe Cl1l'ves in fig. 2. 
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It. appears from a comparison of figs. 3 (11) and 4: (lIl [we have 
to bear in mind that the figs. 4 (U) and 6 (IJ) have to be inter
changedJ that (ZI) and (Za)' and also (~) anel (G) must form a 
bundie. 

Now we draw in the P, T·diagrarn only the regions whieh contain 
liquid and \'apollr. The region ~ L G is situated between Hs 
limiting-cUl'ves (Z2) and (Z3); thè region Z2 L G between (ZJ and 
(~); the l'egion Z3 L G between lZI) and (Z2)' 

Now we draw a vel'tieal lil1e in the P,T-diagram; this is dotted 
in fig. 2. As far as this line is sitnated in tlle regiol1 ZI L G, it 
l'epresents the equilibrium ZI L G at constant temperature, conse
quentl)' all the solutions which are saturated with solid ZI at th at 
temperatm'e nnder their own vapourpressure. In the concentration
diagram (fig. 1) these solutions are repl'esented by a curve, "the 
saturationeurve of ZI under its own vapourpressure". [For a 
fullet' examination of these curves 'confer the commnnicatlOns I-
XVIII over "temary equilibria"]._ 

In fig. 1 curve fa represents the solutions, which are saturated 
at the ternperature Ta, curve dl the solutions which are saturated 
at Td, curve Lp the solutions satnrated at TL with solid ZI under 
their OWI1 vapoul'pl'essul'e etc. All dotted curves, which proceed in .. 
fig. 1 startillg from cL and La towards the left, are, therefol'e, saturation-
curves of ZI under thei1' own vapourpressure. All dotted curvE'S 
betweell Dl and Lb are satlll'ationcnrves of Z2' uncler their own 
vaponrpressure for instance the curves agb and dm. All dotted 
cnrves, going to (he l'ighr starting from cL and Lb are satllration
CUl'ves of Z3 nnder its own vapour-pressure, In fig. 1 the bivariant 
region ~LG is sitnated, therefol'e, at the 1eft of tlle curves cL and 
La, the bivariant region Z2LG, theref'ore, blVtween the curves 
La and Lb; the bivariant region ZaLG at the I'ight of the curves 
cL _and Lb. 

The l'egions ZI LG and ZaLG exist, lheret'ore, in stable condition, 
as weIl above as below the temperalure TL of the invariant point.; 
lhe region Z2LG, however, only above this tempemtnl'e. This is 
also in accordance with the P, T-diagl'am; hel'ein a !ine pamllel to 
tbe P-axis, intersects at temperatul'es below 1~ only the l'egions 
ZILG and ZsLG; at tempel'atnres above li besides those also the 
l'egion Z2LG. ~ 

Pl'eviously we have dedllced that a satul'ationcurve nncler its own 
vapouI'-pl'essllre shows a point of maximurn- and a point of minimum
pt'essure; these points al'e situated on the conjllgation-line solid
vapoUl" On the parts of these curves, drawn in fig. 1 only points 
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of maximum-preAsure oeCllr. [Oom pare tbis figllre with fig. 1 in 
Oommunication XV on "Equilibria in termtl'y systems"]. The satu
ration-cnrves undel' theil' own vapom-pl'essme of Z3 have, thE'l'efol'e, 
their point of maximnm-pressure on the line GZ3 • COJlseqllently -on 
curve bK the pl'essme bas to jncl'ease in the direction of the Iittle 
arrows and it mnst be a maximnm in h. The same applies to the 
other eurves of the region Z3LG. On enrve cn, ho\\'ever, IlO maximum 
of pl'essure occurs; th is is metastable hel'e. As it must, however, be 
situated on the line GZ3 , it follows that the pl'essnre !la,s to increase 
from 'U towards c. 

In the region ZzLG the curves must have their point of maximum
pressure on the line GZ2> in the region ZI LG on the line GZ1 ; 

hence it follows thaI the pl'essure increases along the cmves in the 
direction of the arrows. 

Let us consider now the region Z2LG. At a change of '1' aml P 
in fig. 1 the phases Z2 and G remain unehanged in pI ace, tbe 
solution L however traces the region between tlle ellrves Let and Lb. 
Triangle Z2LG may, therefore, Ila\'e Hs angle-plIint L sometimes 
on the one side, sometimes on t he othet' side 01' t he line GZ2 and 
casually on this Jine. 

In the P, T-diagram (fig. 2) this sn,me region is situated_ between 
the curves ia and ib; in fig. 3 tllifl regio)) IS dl'fHvn onee mOI'e wilb 
its limiting curves (ZJ = ib and (Z:~) = itl. We take in this figlll'e 
a point m on ib and on ia a pOlllt cl cOl'l'esponding with tlle poinls 

(111) 

tz,J 

l~ig. 3. 

mand cl of fig. 1. As Td = ~n, in fig. 3 the line dm must be 
p~ral1eI to th~ P-axis. The same applies fo the line ab, when a and 
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bare the same ',points in fig. 3 as in fig .. 1. In general viz. each 
saturation-curve under Hs own vapour-pressure from fig. 1 is represented 
in the P, T-diagl'am (tigs 2 and 3) by a line parallel to the P-axis. 

Now we take a temperatlll'e Ta: between TL and 1"d = Tm. The 
saturation-curve under its own vapour-pressure of Z2 is situated at 
this temperature T" in fig. 1 between point Land curve dm. When 
we follow this curve, starting from a point on Lb, then the pl'essure 
increases, as is apparent fl'om fig. 1. This is in accordance with 
fig. 3, in which CUl've id is situated above curve im. Rence it follows 
that each point of the region Lehn of fig. 1, must be situated in 
fig. 3 within the region idm. Region Ldm of fig. 1 is, the1'efo1'e, 
1'epl'esented iu fig. 3 by region idm. 

Let us now take a temperature Ty, higher than 1:1, for instanee 
Ty = Ta = TIJ = Tb (fig: 1). On curve a[jb the pressure increases 
as ,weU if we start from a as from h, it reaches its maximum in g. 
In fig. 3 the point g must be situated, therefore, not only abo\'e 
point h, but also above point a. The region ~LG co\'ers in fig. 3, 
therefore, not only the line ab, bilt also the Jine a,Cf; consequently 
it extends over the point a. It appears from fig. 1 that a similaJ' 
extension occurs for each temperature 1~1J higher than 1~1. 

Starting. from CUl've mb (fig. 3) the region Z2LG finish es, there
fore, not ar once in cu ne da; it extends viz. th'st o"e1' this curve 
da. up to a cm've dg, then it hU'ns to curve da, in order to finish 
in this curve. We calI dg the turning-line of tbe region Z2LG. 
We may. imagine, therefol'e, the region Z2LG between the parts pf 
the curves 1nh and dg, as consisting of two lea\'es, the one of which 
stal'ts from mb and the other from da~ they pass into one another 
in the turning-line dg. Between the curves da and dg those leaves 
cover one anothel'. In order to represent this revert::ion of the region 
in fig. 3 some lines h,we been drawn which unite a point of cla 
with a point of mb and which tonch the turning-line. 

The region Z2 LG starts, tbel'efore, from iel towal'ds the right, from 
da 110wever towards the left, aftel' ha ving l'eached the turning-Jine, 
it goes, howevel', again towul'ds the l'igbt. 

The turning-line ((Ij ti'om. tig:. 3 cOl'l'esponds of course with the 
line dg fl'om fig. 1. In the c.ommunicatiOJls on equilibria in tel'l1ary 
systems several of these lines have been discussed in detail under 
tlte general name of Jlf-cul've. I only mentioH here, that it touches 
curve ia in cl and continues further, but th en in metastable condition. 
. When we consider the equilibrium Z2 LG in its whole \ extension, 
viz. without taking into consideration which parts are stabie or 
metastable, then each leat' of this region extends Hself over the 
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curves (~) and (Za). The tlIrning-line of this region has'a form, 
as cune :tyzu in tig .. 5; we imagine tlle C'urves ia and ib entirely 
'YHhin this tuming-line and the point of contact cl from fig. 3 between' -
:t and y in fig. 5. 

In fig. 3 we now have an example of that which we have called 
above' the deformation of a' region; we see th at it is connected here 
with the occurrence of point d, in fig. 1 tbe point of intersection 
of curve ~a with the line GZ2 • 

In the invariant point, and a1so as long as the liqnicl qf the 
equilibrium (Za) = ~ + Z2 + L + G is represented by a point of -
C1l1've Ld, t~e reaction in this equilibrium (Za) is: 

Z+L~Z.+G 1 +- 2 

When, ho wever, the liquid is l'epreRented by the point d, then 
the reaction is: 

L;:Z2 + G 
af!d when 'the liquid is represented by a point of da: 

L~~+~+ G, 
When the equilibrium (Za) therefore follows, the curve La, then 

the phase:reaction gets another form in the point d. As it. appears 
from' fig, 3 in the P, T-diagram the deformation of the region begins 
in the point cl. 

Previously we have deduced: eaC'h l'E'gion, which covers a CUl've 
(F;,), C'ontains the ph ase FI" In fig. 3 the l'egion Z2LO covers,' 
ho wever, the curve (Z3) [viz'. the part daJ and yet this regjon does 
ndt contain the phase Za. '''hen we bear in mind th~ fil'&t condi-; 
tion, viz. that we are aJlowed to consiclel' l'egions onIy, which are 
situated 110t too far from the invariant point, then this l'egion Z~La
does nöt cover the curve (Za)' 

We may imagine the point cl indeed in the vicin~ty of i, but not 
coinciding with it. Fol', in this case in fig. 1 the point L would 
coincide with point cl; th1'ee of the five phases of the invariant 
equilibrium, viz. G, Land Z2 should then be sit llated on a stt'aight 
line, so that the invariant equilibrium should show a pal'ticnlttri(v 
which we have excludecl up to 110W. Fo!', in the tIlree types of 
concentl'ation-diagl'ams which are l'epresentecl 111 the figs.1 (IIk3 (II) 
and 5 \.II), no rhree poin~R are situated on a straight line. When 
tb is is the case, then we have a transition-type, to which we sha11 
l'efel' later. 

We sha1l also show that a1so the second condition, mentioned 
above, has a meaning in SOIDe cases. 

,Fo.r this \ we consider the bival'iant regioll Z3 LU. In the P, T~ 
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diagram (fig. 2) this I'egion is situated between the curves ie and'ib 
and it extends over the curves (G) and (Za). In tig. 4 this region 
is drawn once more with its limit-curves; the othe1' curves have 
been omitted. 

Now we take a temperature T", higher than Te (fig. 1). When we 
take T.1: = Tb then the saturation-cul've uIlder its own VapOlll'
pressure of Za is represented in the concentration-diagram (fig. 1) 
by curve Mk and in the P,T-diagram (fig. 4) by the line hM, 
parallel to the P-axis. It is apparent from fig. 1 th at the pl'essUl'e 
in the point lz is higher than in b, in fig. 4 h must, the1'efo1'e, be 
sitnated higher than b. Whsn we take Tx = TL = ~, consequently 
the temperature of the invariant point, then the saturationcul'\'e 
under its own vapollrpressure of Za is represented in fig. 1 by curve 
Lvq, in fig. 4 by the straight lille viq. As it is apparent from fig. 1 

-..... 

'" .$ 
Fig. 4. 

that the pressnre is higher in v ihan in point L, in fig. 4 the 
point v must, therefore, be sitllated higher than i. As this is va1id 
fOl' each temperature Ta-, higher tlntn Tc, the region Z3LG must 
have, tl1e1'efo1'e, a turning-line which is represented in fig. 4 by 
curve el,h. 

Now we take a temperatme Ty, 10wer than Te e.g. '1; = Tc. In 
fig. 1 the saturation curve under its own vapourpressure is I'epre-' 
sented by cu; henee it is apparent tbat the pl'essnre decreases stal'ting 
from e, so that in fig. 4 the point u must be situated below e. 

The bivariant region ZuLG has, therefo1'e, quite another form 
above Te than helow Ta. Below Te it faUs viz. starting fJ'om .its 

/ 
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limit-curve [consequently from the part ee on curve (Zs)l; above 
Te it rises starting from its Iimit-clll'ves fil'st up to its tllrning-line 
evh and afterwul'ds it faUs. This is represented' again in fig. 4 by 
some lines, which touch the turning-line. BeIow Te the region 
consists, therefore in stabIe condition of one single leaf only, above 
,Te, howevel', it consists of two leaves. The oue faIls starting from 
the tnrning-line and it finishes in the cur\'es ei anti ib; the other 
falis aIso starting from tbe turning-line, but it extellds moreover below 
the curves ei and ib. 

When we consider the l'egion ZaLG in its whole ex!ension !hen -
we may again represent the turning-line by curve xyzu fL'om fig. 5; 
we imagine the curves ib and ie in fig. 4 witbin this turning-line 
and tbe point of contact anywhere on branch xy of the turning-line. 

Here we have a deformation of a region, more important than 
in fig. 3. The reg ion covers here, viz. its limit-curves (Zl) and (Z2) 
al ready in the vicinity of the invariant point, which is not the case 
in fig. 3. Also we see that this region does not occupy in fig. 4 
the whole space between the curves (ZI) and (Z2)' but a part only. 
Consequently th is is different to that which we" should mean io be 
allo wed to deduce from fig. 2. Also severaI other properties seem 
to be no more yalid now. When yve take e. g. tbe rule: each region 
which covers a curve (Fp) contains the phase Fp ; the region ZaLG 
covers bere viz. the curves (ZJ and (Z2) and yet it contains neither 
the phase Zl nor Z2' Also the property: a regionangie is al ways 
smaller than 180° seems to- be no more true now; the region 
ZaLG extends itself viz. in fig. 4 over the invariant point i, so 
that the region-angJe is 360°. 

All those contradictions disappear, howevel', when we take into 
consideration' the conditions 1 and 2. 

When we considel' viz. in açcordance with the first condition, 
only pressures and temperatul'es, which diffel' a littie only from 
those of the invariant point or in other words, when we take from 
the curves (~) and (~) only parts in tlre vicinity of the point i, 
then the region ZaLG occupies indeed the space between the curves 
(Zl) and (Z2)' 

The other contl'adictions disappeal' when we take into consider
ation the second rondition ; this is apparent from the following. 

When we take away from fig. 4 tbe leaf eev1dcqsu, so th at tbe 
leaf evMi remains only then all contl'adictions have disappeared. 
The region-angle is then smaller than 180° and tile region ZaLG 
covers no more its limit-curves (Zl) and (Z,). 

The Iiquids of the remaining l'egion e v h b i in fig. 4 al'e l'epl'e-. 

....---------- ------
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sented in fig. 1 by points of evhbL; hence it is apparent that all 
properties are true again now, as long as the liquid of the equili
bl'hlm ZaLG is represented by a point of e v ft b L. 

Uonsequently the liquid is allo wed to change its composition only 
starting from L (fig. j) np to the line eZ3 ; correspondingly Oll this 
line the equilibrinm shows something pat,ticnlar; here the triangle 
Za L G passes viz. in to a straight line. 

In our lH'evious considerations we have assumed everywhere that 
<"ach point of a region (F1Fz) l'epl'esenls one single bivariant equi
librium (F1Fz) only. This is also the case ,vhen we take in fig. 3 
a point of the region Z2LG between the Cllrves ia and ib; no more, 
howevet·, when th is point is sitllated between cia and (Zg. Then it 
represents two equilibria Z2LG, wbich differ from one anothe1' by 
the c~mposition of the liquid L. The liquid of the one equilibrium 
is situated in fig. 1 at the one side, that of the other equilibrium 
at the othel' side of the line dZz ' 

In fig. 4 each point of the region ZaLG, which is situated within 
e v h b i represents two equilibria ZaLG; the liquid of the one equi
librium is situated in fig. 1 at the one side, that of the other equi
librium at the othel' side of the line eZ". AIso, however near to 
the point i we take this point within e v h bi, yet it al ways repl'esents 
two different equilibria. The 'point i itself represents still two 
different equilibria; in the one equilibt'ium the liqnid has the com
position, indicated by point L in fig. 1; in the other equilibrium 
the liquid is situa,ted somewhere on vg. 

Hence it is apparent' that this property is trl1e again when we 
take into consideration- in fig. 3 the first condition and in fig. 4 
the second. 

Aftel' this discl1ssion of some examples, we shall now consider 
the general case. For tltis we take the field 

(F1F2) = J?3 + J?4 + ... F,1+2 
first in Us whole extension, conseqllently without taking into con
sideration which parts are stabIe or metastable. W hen all phases 
have an unvariable composition, then nothing particulal' can take 
place on change of Pand T; tbis is the case, hov,rever, when one 
01' more ph as es with variab1e composition occur. We take from the 
eqnilibrium (F1F2) a complex X and we change the pressure at 
constant T Ol' the temperature under constant P. Now t11e phases of 
tbis complex change their composition; we may imagine th at at a 
certain moment between them a phase-reaction becOllles possible. 
This is [he case e.g. when in a binary system two points coincide 
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which are first situated separated from one another; wben in a 
ternary system thl'ee points, which first form a tl'Ïangle, take their -
place on a straight line, when in a quaternary system four points, 
which fiJ'st form a tetrahedron, faIl in a plallé; in genel'al when 
bet ween the phases of the equilibrium areaction: 

. (3) 

ean occur. 
[We might icmtgine the phases of (FJ)~) also in sueh a way that 

they satisfy (3) in the in variant point not al ways, bu t casually. In 
both cases the phases have then already 80mething pal'ticuJal' in 
the invariant point. The cOl'responding P,T-diagram forms then a 
transition-type, to which we shall re fel' later]. 

When between the phases of the complex X l'eaction (3) can 
occur, then at constant T the pressure -, and under constant P the 
temperature is for this complex a maximum or minimum. 

When the temperature is a maximum (minimum) under constant 
P, then the complex X no more exists above (below) this tem
perature; below (above) this tempel'ature then however at each T 
two equilibria X' and X" may ocrur, in which the variabie 
phases have different éompositions. When the pressUl'e is a maximum 
(minimum) at constant T, 1hen the complex .x no more exists 
under higher (lowel') pressures; under lower (higher) pressures how
ever two different equilibria .Lr' and X" orcur again. 

Rence it is apparent that the bivariant field (FJ)'~) is limited by 
a curve (M) which is defined, because in the equilibrium: 

(M) = (F1F2 ) = F3 + F4 + .. ". Fn + 2 

reaetion (3) oecurs. 
Each point of this region (F1F 2 ) repl'esents, therefo1'e, two different 

eqmlibria (Fj F 2)' and (F1F 2 )" whieh pass' into one anotber at the 
limit of this field. Curve (.Af) is, therefore, the tnrning-line of this 
field. Oonsequently the field consists of two leaves, which cover one 
another anc! whieb we shall calI leaf (FJf2Y and leaf (F]F2 )". 

In fig. S c~q is the tUl'1ling-line of the field Z2LG; each equilibrium 
ZzLG has on this tUl'l1ing-line at constant T a point of maXÎmnm
pressLll'e and under constant P a point of minimum-temperature. 
The same applies in fig. '* to the equilibrium ZsLG. 

In our pre\ iOlls considerations "Eqnilibria 'in ternary systems 
I-XVIII" we have full)' 'examined different ternal'y tllrning-lines 
undel' the name of Jlf-eurves. They may have different forms, we 
find one of those in fig. 5 which l'epl'esenrs a general form of the 
turning-lines dg (fig. 3) and alt (fig. '*).' .. J 
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As the field (FI F 2 ) consists 
of two leaves, each point of 
this field represents two equi-

Z libria (FIF~)' and (FIF2)"; both 
equilibria consist under the same 
Pand T, but they differ from 
one another by the compositi
ons of the variabIe phases. 

Fig 5. We imagine in fig. 5 the 
curve (F\) to be dl'awn. As the equilibrium (FJ contains all phases 
of the equilibrium (FI F 2), CUl'\'e (FJ cannot rome ontside the field 
(F'I F2), tberefore, also not outside the tllrning-line. When Clll've (FI ) 

meets therefore the turning'-line &omewhere in a point cl, then cl is 
not a point of intersection. but a point of contact of those curves. In this 
point of contact curve (FI ) passes from the one leaf into the other. 

When we imagine in fig. 5 a CUl'\'e within the turning-line, then 
we see that Ihis curve must have points of maximum- or minimum 
pressure and temperature. 

Fot' the ded nction of the P, T-diagl'am types and of the properties 
of theil' fields we have nsed the following properties [deduced in 
communication IJ:' 

each point of a field (Ft F2 ) represents one single equilibrium 
(FI F2 ) only; 

the stabie part of a field (FI F 2) extends itself bet ween the stabIe' 
parls of Us Iimit-clll'\'es (FI ) and (P2 ) without covering them; 

a field-angle is smaller than 180°. 
Now the question al'isesin how far those properties are still valid now. 

For this we imagine in the field (FI F 2) a point i on the leaf (Ft F 2 )'. 

The curves (FI ) and (F2 ) al'e situated, starting from this point, th'st 
in the leat' (FI F 2)'; in their point of contact with the tUl'ning-line 
they pass into' the othe1' leaf. 

When we deduce the properties mentioned above, ju st as in 
Oomm. I, then it appears that théy are valid, when we leave out 
of consideJ'ation the leaf (Ft F 2 )". 

When the invariant point i is sÎtllated in the leaf (FIFS, then 
we shaH say that the equilibria of tbis leaf are situl1ted within. and 
those of the leaf (PIF 2 )" outside the turning-line. We do not SI1)' 
thM with respect to the Pand T of those equilibria, bnt with. 
respèct to the .compositions of their phases. In order to convert viz. 
an equilibrium (P)12)' continually into I1n equilibrium (FI P2)", the 
first one must pass sinrting f!'Om a point of the lel1f (P1PS tlll'ongh 
the tUl'l1ing-1ine inlo the lel1f (F)?j'. 
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Then we ma)' say: the properties are valid, as long as the equi
libria (Fl ), (F2 ) antI (Fl F 2 ) are situated within the tUl'ning-line of -
the field (Fl F 2 ) 

A" in a P, T-diagram sevel'al. fields are situated around the in va
riant point, we have to take into consideration the tUl'l1ing-line of 
each field; th en we may say: the properties are valid as long' as 
we consider those parts of the rurves and the fields, whieh are 
&ituated within the cOl'l'esponding turning-lines. 

We have to bear in mind that "witbin the tllrning-line" means _ 
here "belonging to tbe same leaf on which the inval'Îant point is 
situated" . 

The meaning of "not toa far" and "not toa much" in the con
ditiollE 1 and 2 is consequently indicated here sornew bat more exactl,)'. 

Above we have already stated that we may' imagine that tbe 
phuses of the equilibrium (Fl F 2 ) satisfy reaetion (3) casllally in 
the invariant point; then the point i is situated in fig. 5 accidentally 
on tbe tllrning-line. Then tlle t\\'o curves (Fl ) and (F2 ) co me in 
contact with one another and with the turning-line in this point i. 
The cOl'l'esponding P,T-diagram forms then, as we have already 
mentioned, a transitiontype, to whieh we shall refer later. 

Leiden. lnorg. Chem. Lab. 
(Ta be contimted). 

Physics. - "On t!te Symmetr.z; oJ the Bö'ntgen-pattems oJ Pi'iclinic 
and same Rlwmbic Crystals, anc! same Remarlcs on the Diff1i(fC
tion-Images oJ Qual'tz". By Prof. Dl'. H. HA GA and Prof. 
Dr. F. M. JAEGER. 

(Communicated in the meeting of March 25, 1916). 

~ 1. In the following paper we wis1i to communicate in the 
first place tbe results of the experiments, whieh a.s a sequel to 
our previous studies, were made with crystals of tbe triclinic 
system. Tbe crystals of each of the two syrnmetry-classes of this 
system: ~those of the triclinic-pedial and those of the t?'iclinic-pina
coïdal class, -of w hich rrystals the fil'st mentioned are wholly 'ttn

syrnmetrical, while the second possess only centn'cal symmetl'Y,
will of course necessarily beha"e in the same way, as far as the 
diffl'action-phenomenon of Röntgen-rays is concel'ned. But because 
the cenh'e of symmetry cannot manifest itself in the stl'ucture of 
the Röntgen-images in any way, all obtained Röntgenogl'ammes vvill 
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appear completely unsyrnmet1'ical, with every 'orientation of the 
in vestigated- crystal- plates. 

Of the tL'iclinic-pedial class we had no representatives at our 
disposal; of the triclinic-pinacoïdal class we investigated 0111y the 
crystals of coppe1'Sulp!t(fte (5B 2 0), and of potassiumbichromate. 

Coppe1'.mlplthte: CuS04 + 5H2 0, possesses the following para
meters: a:b:c=0»721:1: 0,5554; a=. 82°5'; ~=107°8'; y= 
= 102\1:1'. Potassiwnbiclu'omate: ](2 Cr'2 Op can likewise easily he 
obtained in gooel, homogeneous crystals. They have the parameters: 
a: b: c = 0,5575: 1:- 0,5511 ; a = 82°0' ; ~ = 90°51'; y = 83°47', and 
a perfect cleavability para,llel to j0101. Of both crystals planeparallel 
sections were prepared, parallel to the three pinacoïdes 11001, j0101 
and 1°011; th ase of coppenulpltate had a thickness of resp.: 1,08, 
1.03, anel 0.94 mm., those of potassiumbic!z.rornate of: 0.68, 0.67., 
and 0.65 mmo 

The obtained Röntgen-patterns are reproduced in figs. 1, 2 and 3 
on Plate I, and in figs. 5, 6, and 7 on Plate IT. The unsymme
tri cal structure of these six diffraction-images is immediately discem
ible; it may be remarked, that in all six cases the superficial 
habit of tlle images is closely similar to those of monoclinic cl'ystals, 
as fur as those images are characterised by a single plane of sym
metry. However, the distribution of the spots and of their intensity 

\ is such, that there can be no doubt whatever about the lack of 
symmetry in the diffraction-images. 

The concOl'dance of theory aud experiment thus is proved suff!
ciently also for the case of triclinic crystals. It is of no importance 
to investigate mOl'e repl'esentatives of this kind anel in the same 
way; thus o UI' systematicaL expel'iments in this direction bave reaclled 
an end here. 

§. 2. Only as a completion of our previous investigations we 
wish to publish however here again some results obtained with a 
number of 1,hombic minerais, namely with b1'onzite, diaspo1'e, man
ganite, antimonite and o livine. 

Aftel' thttt we will again draw aUention for a moment to tlle dif
fmction-images of dextrogyratory QUa7'tz, and this with respect to 
the anomalies of them formerly stated by us l). Some l'emul'ks on the 
RÖNTGEN-pattet'n of b1'ucite, and, - as a completion of OUl' pt'eYious 
investigations on monoclinic ct'ystals ~), - of lithiwnsulpltate, will 
end this papet'. 

B1'onzite is a rhombic PY1'oxene with the composition: (~fg, l?eMSi 03)2 
1) These Pl"oceed., 18, 550. (Sept. 1915). 
2) These Pl"oceed., 18, 1201. (Jan. 1916). 
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and 'the ptll'ameter5; a: b: c = 0,9702 : 1: 0,5701. Three plates parallel 
to (100), (010) and (001) and resp. 1,09, 1.10, and 1.06 mmo thick; 
were cut froUl a beautiful cl'ystal of Kupffjrber,q, BaY1·euth. Tbe 
plate parallel to (010) showed a slight deviation ti'om its nOl'mal 
orientation; the RÓNTGEN-patterns are l'eproduced in fig. 9, 10, and 
11 on Plate lIl, and in stereographical pro,jection in fig. 1, 2, and 
3 on 'Plate V. The symmetry with respect to two perpelldicuJal' 
plan es is immediately discernible. 

For the purpose of comparison of diaspo1'e and manganite, also 
from these minerals sections parallel to the th ree pinacoides were 
cut and radiated thrOllgh. In the case of diaspo1'e: AlO( OH), wirh 
the parameters' a: b: c = 0,4686 : 1 : 0,3019, and originating fl'om 
Emery Mines (Jllass.) , only the image parallel to (010) was suitable 
for direct repl'oduction (fig. 4 on Plate I); the corresponding stereo
graphical pro,jections, also for an image parallel to (001), al'e repro
duced in fig. 4 alld 5 on Plate V. The thiekne5s of the used plates 
of diaspo1'e was resp. 0,96, 0,93 and 1,02 mmo In. the case of 
manganite (from Ilfeld, i/d Harz) patterns were obtained, showing 
instead of spots, long radiating stripes. This fact was also stated by 
us in the case of göthite; it seems to be connected partially with 
contusions of the material, and with intergrowths and twinning of 
fibl'e-shaped individualsr in these crystals. Hitherio we were not ab Ie 
to get undisturbed diffraction-images suitable for clear interpretation. I 

Of manganite: llfnO( OH), whose parameters al'e: a: b: c = 0,8441 : 
1 : 0,5448, orlly a somewhat reliable pl'ojection could' be made fol' 
the image obtained parallel (100); the thickness of the cl'ystal-plate 
used was here J ,04 mm., and the figul'e is shown in fig. 6 
on Plate V. 

Of antimonite: 8b2 8 3 , with its parameters: a: b : c = 0,9844: 1 : 
1,0110, we had the very beautiful crystals of 8l1i/coklt Japan, at 
our disposal, the same, which were formerly used in the invAstiga
tions of Ol1e of us 1), on the illfluence of the light-l'adiation upon the 
electrical condllcti vity of this in so many respects l'emarkable mineral. 
We studied a lamellH, obtained by cleavage parallel to (010), whieh 
was not thicker than 0.43 mmo Notwithstanding the presence of a 
nllmber of folds parallel to the sliding-plane (001) the ûbtained 
difl'l'action-image yet appeared to be perfectly undisturbed; it is 

\ 

l'eprOdllced in fig. 16 on Plate IV, and as a stereogl'aphical projection 
in fig. 7 on Plate V. This fact eould be used as an argument in 
fayon!' of the corl'ectness of the view, aecOl'ding to which such 
sliding along' perfpct sliding-plan es, does not alter the intel'nal arran-

1) F. M. JAI:GER Zeits. f. Kl'yst. 44. 45. (H~08); these P!·oceed. 9. 809. (1907). 

I
II 
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gement of the molecules, these layers evidenti)' remaining parallel 
to theil' original position. 

Fl'orn a beantiful, colourless cl'ystal of o livine, originating from 
Boltemict, a rl'ystalplate parallel to (010), and 1,33 mmo was prepared, 

.. 1nd thell rautated throngh. The ve!'y nice RONTGEN-pUUel'll of this 
silicate, whose composition is: n J.lfg~ 8i04 + m Fe3 8i04 , and wbose 
parameters are: a: b : c = 0,46!.J7 : 0,5865 is l'eprodueed in tig. 8 
on Plate H, and in stereographical projection in fig. 8 on Plate V. 
Also in this case the normal sJ'mmetr,v ean be diseerneà immediately, 
so that (he l'esults here obtained with these rhombic crystals can be 
cOIl&iderecl to be a welcome completion of OUl' pl'evious expel"i
ments IJ, when we were abJe to prove the corl'ectness of the theo1'e
tical deduction also in the case of rhombic cl'ystals. 

~ 3. Already pl'eviously we have dl'a~n attention 2) to the remark
able abnorrnalrty, which was observed bJ' us in the case of the 

dIifl:aetion-image parallel to (1210), obtained witb a crystal of qUCl7'tz 

from St. Got!w1'd; it consisted in 1.he image not only pos&essing a 
single binary axis perpendicnJar to the photograrhic plate, but nlso 
two planes of symmetry, perpendicutar to each other. On that 
occasion we expl'essed the sUl'mise, tbat tbis abnorma,lity could be 
explained by the fact, that tlle smdied plate was pl'epared fl'om a 
pol~'synthetic twin of quartz, according to the so-called bra&ilian 
law of twinning. Indeed, on this supposition the apparent increase 
of the symmetry of this image ('an be easily explained. But at th at 
time we were not able to give an)' proof of the correetness of this 
view, becallse of the fact, that the ratber imperfect Röntgen-image 

obtained with a plate cut parallel to (1010), seemed to be likewise 
symmetrical aftel' two planes of symmetry. However since that time 
we ha\'e studied some othel' plates orientated with tlJe utmost care 

parallel (10TO), and have rndiated them throug-IJ during very diffel'ent 
time!; of expositioJl. By these experiments we got absolute certainty, 

11 that the _images are only symmetl'lcal aftel' a veJ'tical'plane, perpen

dienIar to (1010). The photo in fig. 14 on Plate lV, and its stereo
gl'aphieal projection in fig. 10 on Plate V ean pl'Ove tbis. By 
shortening more and more the time of exposition, we &ucceeded e.g. 
in making only the most intensive spots -appem': it could be cleady 
seen then, tbat in the direction of the c-axis at the upper end there 
were two, at the 10wel' end thne of sneh intensive spms on the 

1) These Proceed., 18. 559 (Sept. 1915). 
2) These PL'oceecl., 18. 550. (Sepl. 1915) 

100 
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XVIII 
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great circ1e, whic,h IS drawn in fig. 10. So with this fact also tlle last-
impedimen t to tlle fOl'merly gi ven explfl.H~'\,tion of the abnol'malit.y 
of qual'tz has been i'emoved; tlms the relllarlmbie deviaiion of the-

,image pal:allel to (1210) 'can now l:ie~explaï"n~d withoilt difficulty as 
a l'esult of ihe mentioned twill-structure of the miuel'al. While we -
moreover formerly did not succeed in obtaining good images of a 
quartz-plate cut parallel la (0001), we have now again made a'seI'ies 
of systemaLical expel'iments' with qua1'tz-plates of' different",thickness; -' 
it wàs found that fol' the pUl'pose of getting well reprod~.lCible nega
tives it was necessary, to radiate through l'êI,ther t!Lick cry,staI.:.plates. 

'The Röntgen-pattern, whi/-:h is l.'epl'oduced 'in fig. 13 Oll Plate IV, 
and in stereographical projection in' fig. 9 on Plate V, was obtaüied 
by means of a qZla1,tz-plate of 3,7J5 mmo thickness. In this wa,}' the 
Rönlg'en-pattel'lls of qUCt1'tz have now become complete, and the 
exactnesl:l of the theory is ~'\,lso here pl'Oved fol' qUct1'tz, - at least 
in nOl'mal cases. , 

A beautiful crystal of a pale green bJ'ucite: Afg( 0 H)2' from Hey
daZe,' S/wtZand [slands, Scotland, enabled us to get also an j'mage 
of a basal section of this minel'al, which bas so simple a chemica! 
constitution" and the axial ratio: a: c = 1 : 0,5208. It is reprodur.ed 
in tig. 15 on Plate IV, and in stel'eographical projection in fig. J 1 
on Plate V. A study of the influence of hearing basal sections of 
this minel'al in tlle fm'nace fOl'merly descl'ibed by ns, on the Röntgen
image, is now planned. 
, ,Finally we have published in fig. 12 on Plates IU and V also 
the l.'esnlts of radiating t1l1'ongh a basa} 'plate, 1,09 m.m. thick, of 
the illc)JJoclinic-sphenoidical lit/tiumsulphate: Li2S04 + 8

2 
O. This 

s.ubsta~c.e, with the parameters: a: b : c = 1,6102 : 1 : 0,5643, and 
fl = 87°29', is yet an object of ,the said symmetry-class, Jlot showing' 
an opti,c!1! activity ,in solution, as was the case in the formerly 
investigated cases 1): cane-sugar, tarh'ic a~id, etc.. Therefore this .. 
experiment lll[LY be considel'ed a welcome completion of the re-
~searches~ regardlng sneh monoelinic erystals. [n tbis case too the image ., 
parallel' to (001) appears to possess a single vertical plane of aym
metl'J, notwithstanding the fi.-tct, that the crystals thernselves have 
onIy a single binat'y axis. Also this fact proves once more the gene-
ra! justification of the conclusions dl'awn in that paper. I) 

Labomtories fol' Physics ancl JOl' In01'flanic and 
Physical Chemist1'y oj the Un-iversitfi 

G1'oningen, 15 Febl'uary 19J 6. 

1) These Proceed. 18. 1201 (Jan. lUIS). 
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Fig. l. 
Stereographical Projectioll of the Röntgen-pattern of 

Bronzite. Plate paraJlel to (lCD). 

Fig. 5. 

• 

. . 
" , 

" 

Stereographical Projection of the Röntgen-pattern of 
Diaspore. Plate paraJlet to (001). 

. . . . . . 
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Fig. 9. 
Stereographical Projedion of the Röntgen.paltern of 

dextrogyratory Quartz. Plate parallel to (COOl). 
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Fig. 2. 
Stereographical Projection of the Röntgell-pattern of 

Bronzite. Plate parallel to (010). 

, . 
: ... ~. 

.. 

Fig. 6. 
Stereographical Projection of the Röntgen·patlern of 

Manganite. Plate paraJlel to (tOD) 

.' .' .- .. •.... 
~: • . 0. ',' I . ': ~ . 
..:./.:~ .. 
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.... 

c'l, 
Fig. 10. 

Stereographica( Projedion of the Rüntgel1ipatt~n of 
dextrogyratory Quartz. Plate paraJlel tc< (1010), 

Proceed. of the R. Acad of Sc. Amsterdam, Vol. XVI!!. 1915/16. 

Fig. 3. 
Stereographical Projection of the Röntgen-pattern of 

Bronzite. Plate parallel to (001) . 

. .... 

Fig . .? 
Stereographical Projection of the Röntgen.pattern of 

Antimonite. Plate paraJlel t9 (Oto). 

• .. 

Fig. I!. 
Stereographical Projectioll of the Röntgen-pattern of 

Brucite. Plate paral1el to (0001). 

Plate V. 

" 

Fig, 4. 
Stereographical Projection of the Röntgen-patlern ot 

Diaspore .. Plate paraJlel to (010). 

Fig. 8. 
Stereographical Projection of the Röntgen-paUern of 

Olivine. ! Plate parallel to (010). 

., . 
· ... . 
• •••• Cl. :..... . ... . . , 
• • t r · " ~ ". ".,. " 

Fig. 12. 
Stereographical P,~ojection of the Röntgen·pattern of 

LithillmslIlpllate. Plate parallel to (001). 
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Zoology. ';A c01zt1,ibution to the lcnowl/3lye of the phylo,qeny oJ 
the wing-pattem in Lepidoptera". By J. BOTKI<'. (Comrnunicatfd 
Prof. by J. [I'. VAN BEMMELIWl. 

(Communicated in the meeting of Mal'ch 25, 1916). 

'rbe lHunber of: investigations atout the eolour-rnal'kings on the 
wings or Lepidopterft are not few, and among them the Butterflies 
anel the Hepialids have ahvays attl'aeted special attention. The latter 
family, which in man,}" features shows a prirnitive eh aracte 1', was 
lately tbe snbject of a paper in these Proceedings by Pröf. J. F. VAN 

BEMMELl<]N, 1) 
AlmosL without exception tbe object of these investigations was to 

distinguish beiween older a,!d Jounger phylogenetic features, to deduce 
tile latter from the former and thereby to fix the familY-l'elations. 
But the study of ihe colour-pattern was almost exclnsively under
taken with a view to the degrees of relationship between species 
Ol' genera within the precincts of the same order. 

Except fol' a few allusions or vague indications, next to _nothing 
is to be met with in literature conC'erning the significance of the 
colour-patterl1s fol' the elucidation of the phylogenetic relations_ 
between the different orders of insects. 

Prof. DE MEYERE 2j, the well-lmown dipterologist, in the summet'
meeting of 1915 of (be Dut('h Entom. Society, discnssed the wing
design of Diptera anel Lepidoptel'a, making a kind of compal'ison 
bet\'\'een these orders, by indiC'ating certain 1lI0tives of decoration 
wbich they possess in eomrnon, and trying to geL an insight into 
the evohltion of· the colollr-pattern in the Iasl-named order; I cannot 
howevel' in mOSL l'etipects agl'ee with hi'3 COIJclllS!Ons. 

Being occupied with the illvestigation of the wing-mal'kings in 
pl'illlitive families, I turned m}' attelltion to Tl'ichopterl1, and was 
sUl'pl'ised by the l'emarkable similal'ity between Ihe ('olollr-design in 
some membe1's of the order and that whieh I had met with in 
seveml Cossicls. 

A sumrnar,r of the principal points of cOl'l'espondence is as follows: 
1. The markings along' the anterior margin 3

). 

-- 1) -J. l~ VAN BC~IMELEN. On the phylogenetic significance of the Wing mal'kings 
in Hepialids. Proceedings Kon. Ak. v. Wet. Amsterdam N0. 8 Vol. XVIII. 

2) J. C. H. DE MEî'ERE. Verslag van de Zeventigste Zomervergadering del' 
Ned. Entom. Vereeniging, 1915. 

'I) 1'0 prevent confusion, I wish to remark, lh at in fore- as well as in hind· 
wings, I distillguish three margins : anlel'ior, extel'llal. and postel'ior. By extern al 
margin I indicate that border, which by some authol's, e. g. J. TH. OUDE MANS, 

De Nederlctndsche Insecten (fig. 40, p. 54) is calleu hilldmurgin, while I prefer 
the Ilame postel'iol' l11al'gill lo theîl' "intel'llal mal'gin ", 

; ''T"'r 
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In Oossids, as weIl as in ofhel' grollps of moths and butterflies, the 
anterior border of the forc-wings is ornamented by a series of short 
transverse striae of various bl'eadfh and arranged in different species 
at va1'Ïol1s distances from eaC'h othel'. They stretch from tlJis border' 
to the subcosta Ol' pass oveL' it up fo the radius and its branches. 
In doing so, they often show their composition out óf as many 
components as the number of internervural spaces they stretch over. 
This is shown eithel' by the imperfect correspondence of two sue
ceeding parts, produC'ing the impression of a disloC'ation, Ol' bJ' a slig'ht ' 
difference in dil'ection, Ol' in bl'eadth, 

This design of the fl'ontmal'gin is not l'estl'icted (0 Cossids, but 
occurs as well in Hepialids, Nymphalids, TOl'tricids, Dl'epanids etc. 
thel'efore in the most divergent families of Lepidoptel'fi, bui also in 
different Trichoptel'a e. g. New'onia, Phl'yganea etc. and in just the 
same waJ ,as described above for rhe former order'. 

2. T het e l' min als pot sof th e vei n s alo n g th e 
out er m a l' gin. 

At the extremities of the longitudinal veins, whel'e they louch the 
external margin, spots are found in different families of motbs and 
buttertlies, which often stand in intimate connectioll with the design 
of the distal wing-area, but in otheL' cases appeal' independent of 
th is patteL'TI, their colour sometimes corl'esponding to the general 
hue, in other in stances diffE'l'ing from it. 'rhese spots again return in 
some Tl'iC'boptel'a e. g. the beantiful .N eU1'onia imperialis, Val'. ngina. 

3, T het r a n S ver s e mar Ir i 11 g S a n cl t hel' e tic u I a l' 
des i g n. 

In Oossids especially the reticl1lal' design ió developed to pel'fection. 
The interneJ'vural spaces in this gl'OUp are filled up by a frame
work, cOlJsisting of dm'ker lines, containing lighter spaces of \'ariable 
size. In some places the mazes of the network are broadened at 
the CORt of the enclosed areas, which arc thereby diminished Ol' 
who11y obliterated, A second motive, which likewise plays an impol'
tan t part in Oossids, :1S weIl as in othel' groll ps, is fOl'med by the 
ioternel'\'lu'al transverse bars, standing perpendiculal'ly 10 the long'i
tudinal nerVllres, and limited by these, so as to keep within the 
preeinets of a single internervural space. This moti ve therefol'e 
cOl'responds to the markings along the antel'iol' margin, buL on 
special reasons may be separately tl'eated. 

J nst the same thing OCCUI'R with great clistinctness in Trichoptera 
e, g, the indigenous Phl'yganea varia, and the Japanese lVe~t1'onia 

impel'ialis. Even the Iransformation of uoth these motives is similal' 
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in the two ol'ders, as is shown by the median longitudinal bars or 
striae in P!tJ'y,qanea gmndis and different species of Cossus. 

4. T h e l' e I a i ion 0 f pat ter n i nfo l' e- a n d h i n d w i 11 g. 
In the two orders the patteens of fore- and hind wing are often 

extremely different, the former showing a rich JJattern, while the 
uppel' sud'ace of the hindwing often presents a uniform aspect. Yet 
on closer inspection the latter likewise shows traces of a pattern, 
similar to that of the forewing and either restl'icted to a few spaces, 
Ol' bpJ'oad over the whole Ol' neady the whole wing-surface, but 
only faintly indicated. 

This l'emarkable condition, exhibited 80 weil by Gossus 'cossus, 
shows itself no less clearly in our Phryg'anids. 

The likeness between eerLain molhs and a nnmber of Phi'yganids 
may indeed be called striking; the wing of the former looking like a 
copy of that of the latter. Yet a differenre - seerningly au impor
tant one - exists: in motbs the eolonr is Iocated in the seales, in 
Trichoptera on the contrary the wing-membmne is the bearer of the 
pattern. Tbis diffel'enee however is not really so important as it 
looks at {Ïl'st sight. For in Tl'iehoptera, not onIy the wÏIIg-mem
brane, bui also the hail's which are spread over it, at'e pigmented, 
either in a light Ol' dark hlle, aeeording to iheir being inplanted on 
a lighter Ol' deeper tinged wing-part. Therefore we are jllstified in 
saying, that tbe hairy eovering of the wings in Trichoptera and the 
sealy coat in Lepidoptera possess eolour-designs which often COI'l'e
spond down to the minlltest details. Now as we undoubtedly l1Iay 
considet· seales to be transformed hait's, the difference is l'edueed -to 
very sJight dimensions. 

This great similarity bet ween the two orders, so remal'kable in 
itself, mOl'eovel' justifies eel'tain importêlnt phylogenetic eonclusions. 
Befût'e mentioning these bowever, lt is desil'able to eonsider which 
markings should be l'egarded as the most (Jrimitive in Lepidoptera. 

By diffeI'~nt obsel'vations I have come to tbe concJusion, that the 
system of the internel'V lll'al transverse stl'ipes ShOltld be eonsidel'ed 
as sueh. ~ 

These obsel'vations whirh 1 have to describe fuIl)' in apapel' 
L1mt will be published in a few months, are as follows: 

1. This pat,tem of intel'nel'vUl'al sit'ipes OCClll'S in a great llllluber 
of cases in tbe more primitive fn.milies; especially in Oossids, but 
no less in MicI'optel'ygids ánd. a few Hepialids e. g. the newly 
discovered Sumatran Pltassus nige1' VAN EECKE, Dalaca assa, Zelotypia 
stacyi, etc. 
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2. 'Vithout stl'aining the comparison the other motives can be 
easily deduced feom tbis motive of maddJlg; e.g. the dumb-beIl 
motive of many Hepialids e.g. in Clwl'a.qia mimbilis 52 - (whieh, in 
combination and reglllar aherHation wlth (he system of aval markings. 
was taken by VAN BEl\Il\ll<lUm as (he original groundplan of tbe different 
genera) - can be explained as arising through a very ~sligbt modi
fication of the transverse stripes. 

Moreover a great lluruber of transverse winglines, either straight, 
zigzag Ol" unduJating, ~tl'e composed of units, whieh in l'eality arc 
on1y nnmodified or slightly distm'bed internervural stl':pes. The same 
applies. to tIle metallic dark spots filling tbe middle paet of the 
intel'spaces between the Jlervures in Zeu:;em py?'ina, as pl'oved by 
the many intermediate forms which are fOllnd in comparing different 
specimens of this species. 

Even the highly speeialised ocellns on (he hilldwings of Smel'inthus 
ocelIata, Ol' the Ioop-shaped and Jongitndinal stl'Ïae on tbe fore\vings 
of Dicramwa vinula can be brougbt into l'elation with tbe above 
mentioned primitive design by a study of the many existing inter
mediate farms. 

More installces might casHy be adduced, but are better postponed 
l1ntil the pllblication of my paper in full, which wil! contain more details. 

3. The system of tranS\'erse striae I'eappeat's in all diiferen t pal'ts 
of the order, in the most diverging families of moths }1,nd butler
lJies. Whoevel' looks over a C'ollertion of Lepidoptel'8. containing 
l'epresentativE;s of the different families, wilt get a stl'ong impression 
of the ten acity , with which fol' instance the design of the anteriol' 
mal'gin maintalns itself. Even when on the whole l'emaining part 
of the wing-snrface the pattel'll is strongly modified as e.g. in manJ' 
of anI' Vanessas, this mal'gin may still show the primiti ve 01'11a
mentation w1l11 l'emal'kaGle c1eal'ness. 

4. Tbe pl'imitive motive is fOlmcl on the wings (so-called wing
sheaths) of diffet'ent j)l1pae e.g. Papilio podali1'ius, i.e. on wings 
representing a phylogenetict1,lIy older stage than that of the imago, 
as PoumoN 1) has shown in the case of moths, whieh h,we lost 
their wings eithel' totally Ol' pal'Lially; w!lile rheir pnptle still possess 
considerable l'enmants of them; and as VAN BEJlI.MI!:rJJ~N 2) has made 
arpeal' probable wUh l'egard to their coloul'-paltern. 

I) E. B. POULTON, The extern al MOl'phology of the Lepidoptcl'ous Pupu: ils 
H.e1ation to that of tbe otber Stages and to the Ot'Ïgin and History of l\1clamor
phosis. PUI'ts IV-V. Transaclions of the Linnean Society of London, 18Ç)1. 

2) J. ~.,. VAN BIi:I\IMIi:LEN, Die phylogenetische Bedelltung der Puppenzeichnung bei 
den H.hopaloeel'en und ihre Beziehungen zu del'jenigen der Raupen llud Imagines. 
Vel'hand~. d. Deutschen Zool. GesellsclJ., 23 Jhrvers. Bremen, 1913. 
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5. Tt also oceurs in Tl'ichoptel'a, whieh, being less rieh in motives 
of deeoration, are 1ess liable to ambigllity on the qllestion of p1'imitivity. 

6. It appears in cases of r.berration in forms whieh normally do 
no(, show it. BHYK 1) eallgbt a very remarkp,ble abnormal specimen 
of Goneptery.v I'lzamni at Myllykylä, whieh on its 1eft forewing bore 
a few rows of oblong markings, to whieh he ascribes, in my opinion 
eorrectly, gl'eat phylogenetic importanee. 

7. It is ealled fo1'th, or at least st1'engthened by abnol'mal tempe
rat\ll'es 10 which lepidopterous pupae are exposed, ('omp. the splelldid 
figures of Vanessa atalanta in MEItRIFIELD'S 2) paper on the inflllenee 
of lemperature on Ihe. pupal stage. 

S. It stands in neae relation 10 the COL1rse of the veins. 
We may now cOBsider tbe ql1estion of the origin of this pl'imitive 

pattern. . 
Fil'st of all \'I'e ma,y state with cel'tainty, in my opinion, that the 

co10nr-patterns did not arise aftel' the diffel'enliation of Lepidoptera 
from a 10wer order of inseets; for on the sllpposition that the first 
Lepidoptera springing frOin Ibis oldel' group possessed llnieolourous 
wings, and gl'adually ehanged tbis monotonons dl'ess for a more 
elabol'ate pattern, the pamllel development of Triehoptel'a would 
remain llnexplained: we eould onl)' ascl'ibe it 10 convel'gence, whieh 
in this case is highly improbable. 

The faets inevitably lead us to Ihe cone1usion, that dIlring their 
clevelopment from lower forms, Lepidoptera were already provided 
with wing-ornamentation, as a herituge from these ancestral forms. 
Thc latter aecordingly must have bome (he same wing-markings, 
but here IOCl;tted in tiJe as yet unmoditled hairy eovering and pro
bably also in the wing-membrane itself, viz. in the same parts where 
we &til! fincÏ them at pl'esent in Trichoptera. 

If the eolom-pattel'n were the onl,)' fi:tetol' which we hud to 
eonsider ill determini:hg the phy 10geJlelic relationshipti, there would 
ue no l'eason why we should not l'egal'd Lepidoptem as modified 
Trichoptera.. 

Bnt tbis is not tIte case; in trying 1,0 make out the aneestr)' we 
are obliged to pay attention to as man)' features as possible. On 
tbis account HANDJ.IHSC'H~) thinks H impossible tbat Lepidoptera 

1) F. BRYK, Ein Citl'onenblatt mit einel' Ut'spl'iinglichen Weiszling-zeichnung, 
Zool. Anzei~er, 1914, 

2) F. MEHRIFIELD, The efl'ects of lemperature in lhe pupal stage all lhe coloul'ing 
of Pietis napi, Vanessa atalanta, Gh1'ysophanus phtoeas, anel Ephym punGtaria. 
Tmnsact. Entom. Society. Lonelon, 189:3. 

s) HANDLlRSCH, A" Die fossilen lnsekten und die Phylogenie del' rezenlElU Formen, 
Leipzig, 1908. 
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ShOLlld have been del'ived from Trichoptera, as he cannot imagine 
that a gronp of insects possessing polypode land· living lal'vae could 
possibly ol'iginute fl'oll1 forms with hexapode aquaLile larnte. 

He thel'efore iuclines Lo the view, that we may trace their ol'igin 
from the Panorpata, the lal'vae of which are caterpillarlike, and in 
fact ani)' diifer from those of Lepidoptera by 'the eoalescence of 
two pl'eanal segments. 

In ally case, the order of Panol'pata is l'egarded as nead)' l'elated 
to boih the above mentioned oues. And amollg this order we find 
the genus 8ittacus, in whieh tbe wjngs likewise beat· intel'lIervural 
stl'iae of eoloured matter, but wherc mOl'eovel' each one is pl'o\'ided 

'with a tn"tns\'erse nerVUI'e, or in otller wOl'ds, in which in eompao 

1'ison with the two othel' ordel's, the nllmbel' of the transverse 
nel'vural connections being still relatively large, each of these cono 
nectiug veins is pl'ovided with smokeoC'oloLll'cd margius. 

SLlpposing thesé veins to disappear aud the eoJollred seams to 
l'emain, a pattern of traJlSVel'se striae nt reglllar intel'vals would be 
the reslllt, i.e. the primitive pattel'll of Lepidoptera and Triehoptera. 

And this is in fact the rea I course of' the evolution in Panorpata, 
for there in mall)' cases we find transverse veins redllced to vesiiges 
while tbe colomed bands have been preserveel in undiminished 
intensity. Occasionally on a BittaCltSowiIlg .I fonnd the ncrvul'al 
eonnection present on one side, while on iüe othel' tlle correspollel
ing vein had totally disappeared. 

So tbe thl'ee above meJltlOned Ol'ders pl'Ovide u& with a sucecssion of 
stages thl'ough whirh the prüuitive eolomopattern of Lepicloptel'a has proo 

nably passed in its evolntion, and whielt may be fOl'l11ulated as follows: 
1. The membranolls wings are proviàed wiih seven"tl transverse 

veins, Iying between smokeocoloured margins. 
2. The transverse eonnectmg veins elisappear, tbe margins persisi 

and so f01'111 transverse coloul'omarkings, tbe hairs on the wing
lllernbranes aeq,uire corresponding markings. 

3. Tbe bairs beeome transfol'fned into seales, in whieb the colollring 
matter beeomes aecllmulated,' while the membrane loses it, being 
shLlt olf fl'om the ligbt by the broadening of tlle scales. 

Supposing thi~ to have been the real eOUl'e,e of t1J8 evollltion, we 
al'e led to asel'ibe the ol'namentation of the antel'iol' mal'gin in the 
same manner to a gl'eatel' Ol' less llumber of tl'anSVel'se veins. 

In fae\', althollgh tbe majol'ity ot' Panorpaia only possess a 
small nllmber of these \'eins, thel'e are genet'a to be founel mnongst 
them in which the number of transverse veins is more considerable 
e. g. llfel'ope (Comp, HANDLIRSCH, pI. V, fig. 18). 
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Moreover, as every entomologist is aware, a great number of 

insects, especially in pl'imitive gl'OUpS, both among tbe recent and 
the an~ient ones (for carbonic Insects see HANDLIRSCH, pI. VIIl
XXXIV) possess a stately array of transverse veins along the anterior 
margin ; thus lending greater probability to tbe conclusion to \\Thich 
we were fOl'ced by tbe compal'ison of the thl'ee orders, 

One more point desel'ves consideration, 
Where we assumed a close connection between the original wing

design of Lepidoptera and Trichoptera and the nervural system of 
their ancestors, Ol' rathel' the coloured margins, which accompanied 
the nervures, the question rises: may not tbe reticulate coJour-pattern 
found in both orders (as weIl as in a fe\'\! Diptera) and especially 
developed in Cossids, point 10 a fOl'me~' l'eticular al'l'angement of 
nervures, snch as is still found in many Neuroptera and other 
plimitive orders? 

In that case the reticular colour-pattern would have a primitive 
character, still more so than the system of transverse striae, and 
point to au even more lemote ancestol'. The occurrence on one and 
the same wing of motives of different ancestral age is in itself by 
na means impossible: our Vanessas and a great numbel' of other 
buttel'fIies supply striking examples of this combination. 

Nevertheless I am inclined to consider the reticular coloUl'-pattern 
as a derived one for the follo\ving reasons : 

1. It is only fOl1nd In Cossids, not in othet, primitive families. 
2. It is almost wholly absent in the higher families of Lepidoptera. 
3. It is easily tl'ausformed inta the pattel'll of internervl1l'al trans

verse markings. 
4. We should be obliged to go back to the oldest insects, the 

Palaeodict.lloptera, to meet with forms, with which it ~ol1ld be brought 
into ronnecLion; because the fffegasecoptem, whieh are generally 
l'egal'd6d as the ancestral forms of the oldest Pttnqrpata, wel'e already 
in possession of a regulàl' sysfem of transyerse nervures. 

To sum up, we must regard the pl'imitive cololll'-pattem of Lepi
doptera as a relic of the more complete system of nervures which 
their ancestors possessed; a j'emnant of the lI11meroUS, colom-bordered 
transverse nervures, whieh later on became obliterated. Though this 
heritage in some later forms lIas totally vanished, swept, so to say, 
fi'om 'the sUl'face of the wings, in otbers it has acquired an even 
greatel' prominenee, ~)eing susceptible to different adnptations, not 
ahvays in its original simple form, but modified in different, ways 
and val'ïous directions. 

Groningen, 11 Mar'ch, 1916. 
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Physiology. - "Furtlter ObSe?'Mtions on t/ze ?'elation between the 11ms
cula?' tonus anc! t/te amount of /.;I'eatin in t/te muscles." By 
Prof. Dl'. O. A. PEKBLHARING and Dl'. O. J. O. VAN HOOGEN~UYZffi." 

(Communicated in the mE'eting of M~rch 25, 1916). 

Ou!' previous inquiries showed us that the tonus of the musrles 
is attended with an incl'ease of the quantity of kl'eatin. For ful'thel' 
obsen'ation we obtained through the kindness of Prof. l\1AGNUS a cM 
that had, for some time been depl'ived of fhe tonns of the mnsc1es 
of the 1eft foreleg. 

Thu, had been done in the fol1owing way: 
On the 27 th of A pril 1915 .. M.r. STorm VAN LEEUWEN bad perfol'med 

an extl'adural transection of the posterior roots of the 5tb , 6th , 7th 

and 8th een ica! and the 1·t , 2nd and 31d thoracic posterior roots. 
Aftel' the wound had been sewn the left foreleg appeal'ed to be 
insensible; the animal rould nevertheless move it. The wound healed 
SOOl1. The leg rell1ained insensible and limp, but ('apabIe of "01 un tal',)' 
movements. In walking the toeb were doubled up undel' the weight 
of the body &0 that the dorsal side of the rarpus I'ested on the 
ground, which gl'adually caused a slight decubitus. In every other 
respect the cat was in a normal condition. 

On the 15th of September the cat was killed by chloroform. 
Immediately the left and the right Mm. tricep5 and biceps brachii 
were excised, cut- into pieces, and put in tlasks of ft. lmowJ{ 
weight; then weighed and boiled fol' five honl's with ten times theü' 
volume of 1 % HOI, evaporation being prevented by means of a 
reflux cOndelJ50l'. TlIe fhud in wbkh tlte muscles lJad by this time 
been broken up altogether, was tl1en bolled under neutralization. 
Aftel' being cooled the volume was measured and filtered. Of this 
filtra te a measured portioJl was evapoJ'ated down to a definite 
volume. 

10 c.c. of this tluid togethe1' wilh 20 cc. n01'111 al HOI was heatcd 
to and maintained at 115° O. for half an hour in the autoclave in 
order to effect a complete tranaforrn'ation of the kreatin into kreatinin. 
Subsequently the content of kreatinin was determined aftel' FOUN. 

Thé result was: 
Tri c e p s. 

I{ight 13.50 gnn. Left 1517 gl'm. 
2.133 " 1.953 mgrm. of kreatinin per j grm. muscle 

13 ic ep s. 
Rigbt -l.9 grm. Left -l.R grm. 

2.310 " 2.140 mgrm. of kreatinin pel' 1 grm. muscle, 
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It was evident, then, that in the biceps as well as in the triceps 
the amonnt of kl'eatinin had been redured in default of rhe tonus, 
slight though the redLl:ction may beo This l'esult confil'fued our pl'e
violIS experience viz. that reinforcement of the tonus was followed 
by an increase of tbe am ou nt of kreatin. 

This expel'iment by itself can hardly be said to yield conclnsive 
evidence. We should not ~even have communicnted it, if it lutd not 
led us 10 extend our inquil'ies in a somewhat different direction, as 
we wel'e ötruck by the taft that also the two normal muscles of 
this cat contained only a relativeJy snmll qnantity of kreatin. Our 
earliel' estimations showed that the triceps bracilli of the cat con
tained in 5 rases an average of 3.397 mgr. of heatlllln per 1 gr. muscle 
(max. 3.902, min. 2.963). 1t has been demonstrated by several ob
servers that, in general, the amount of kreatin in cOl'l'esponding 
muscles of the same species, so long as the animals are under 
llormal eonditions, is not subject ta considerable tluctuations. 

W" e conld hal'dly suppose that, with oUt' cat, the amount of kl'eatin 
in the musrles of the right forel eg should be lowel'ed in consequence 
of the cutting of tlle rcntripetal nene roots at the left side. We 
may still add that the nntritive condition of the animal had left 
nothing to be desil'ed up to fhe day of its death. 

aln' attention wa.:; tben al'rested by a circumstanre which pel'haps 
would furnish some explanation. For C'crtaüi re as ons, irrelevant to 
thc matter in hand, the cat, whieh had always been free in its 
mo\ ements, had been locked up iJL a hntch dlll'ing Lhe last tWD 
weeks of its life. This hindrance to the animal's movements might 
have occasioneel a weakel1ing of the musculal' tonm, in genera'! al1d 
consequenti)' a Iowel'ing of the content 'of kl'eatin also iI1 the normally 
innel'vated m'u~rles. vVith a rabbit this l'estraint may be altogether 
ignol'ed, because a rabbit usually "sits" in lts narl'OW hutch and 
tlllIS, no doubt, keeps man.)" of its tnuscles in tension. The cat, 011 

the other hand, being accu::itomed to move about freel)', lies down 
quietly aftel' a ShOl't pel'iod of l'estlessness and relaxes its mnsrles, 
even when awake. Now though it must be admitted, th at the study 
of the mnscular tonus is still in its initütl stage and though we 
do not yet fnlly understand the collaboration of tonus and rapid 
contl'action, we may take it fOl' gl'anted Uwt most likely the altel'
nate COllLl'actions are accompanied by a reinfoJ'cement of the tonus, 
eitheJ' in the coutracting muscles or in the antagonists, Ol' in both. 

We, thel'efore tl'ied to ascertain the content of lu-eatin in the 
mllscles of cats which for some time had been lmmpered in their 
movements, 
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rrwo cats were locked lip eaeh in a hutch, while another was 
free io move about in the same room. Aftel' some time an estimation 
was pel'fol'med fol' each of them of tlle content of heatin in the 
1eft and the right M. triceps brachii. 

The determinations were eonducted as de5cl'ibed above. 
The result was as folio" s : 

I free to move about for a week, Left 3.400, Right 3.460 
1l loeked up for two weeks, ., 3.730, " 3.660 

III " "., tl11'ee " " 3.502, " 3.446 
The values are expressed in mgl'ms. kreatinin pel' 1 gl'IIl. muscIe. 

Tiley taUy satisfactortly witll the avel'age amonnt i'ound in cats 
examined before. The quantity of kreatin in the muscleb had not 
decreased aJter the animals had been confined to a nal'l'OW space 
for a couple of weeks. 

ThlS howe\'er did not disprove our hypothesis conclu5ively. One 
factol' had been 1eft out of calculatIon, whieh lIJight perl?aps be of 
prime importallce, viz. the temperature of the sUl'l'onndings of the 
cat. The cat first examined, whose left foreleg had been dépJ'ived 
of tonus, had been h ving 111 the h utch in the fil'st half of September. 
The hutch had been dep05ited ln a pal'tition of t11e basement of Ihe 
laboratory, of' which tlle window was sllUt dUl'lI1g the night, but 
was kept open all day. The tempel'atul'e, thel'efol'e, did Jlot ~iffel' 

much fi'om that of tlle ol1tslde all'. The secolld experiment, that 
, upon the normal eats, was cal'l'ied out in October, when the air was 

l'athel' cooler. The readings, of the i\1eteol'ological Instltute at De BIjt, 
l'ecol'ded the mean temperatl1re of 15°.5 C. (max. 19°.5 - min. 9° C.) 
from 1-20 Sept. 1915, wh~reas that of October was 8° O. (max. 
12° - min. 4° C.). Now it is well-known, and iL ha~ been pl'oved 
by PFI;(Jm:R's extensi ve researches u pon animais, that, as 800n as 
the1'e is any dangel' of cooling, the organism of homoiothel'mic 
animals is apt to make up for the fall of body-temperature by a 
cOlTesponding l'ise of heat-pl'Oduction, H/3 etfecLed involuntarily by a 
higher metabolism in the muscles. Sin ce visible movenHmts, alternate 
contraction df val'Îous Jnllscles, need not rome into play here at nll, 
it is not aitogethet' improbable that an exalted mllscnlaJ' tonicity has 
something to do with it. We now had to aseer/ain whetlrel' fhe 
amount of kl'eatin in tho H1l1scles keeps constant, if not only the 
animal is limiteo in. its movements, but aIso the heat production 
is not exalted by the sur1'oundings. 

The experiment was) therefol'e, l'epeated. The room was heated 
by rneans of a gaf:l-stove and adeqllate1y vellLilated through an open 
windQw the whole day. 
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The tempel'atul'e of the room was now maintained at about 15° O. 
night and day. One cat was walking freely about the room; the 
otber animals were locked up in tbe hutches for some time. Wben 
a cat was killed an estimation was made in the usnal way of the 
amount of ln-eatin (expressed as an amount of kreatinin) in the l'ight 
and tlle 1eft triceps brachii. 

The results were the following: 

IV. moving about 10 dH,Ys, I.Jeft 3.348, Right 3.282 mgr. 

V. locked up 1 week, " 3.150, " 3.200 " 
VI. " ,,2 weeks,. " 3.118, " 2.902 " 

VII. " "2,, " 2.870, " 2.830 
" 

VlIl. " ,,4- " 2.~30, " 2.740 " 
It being obdous, then, tbat the enforced rest, at least aftel' the 

lapse of a fortnight resulted in a fal! of the amount of kreatin, one 
of the cats of which the amount of ln'eatin migIJt be supposed to 
have beên reduced in consequence of its having been in the hutch 
for two weeks, was set free, in order to see w hether unrestl'ained 
movement would mise the amount to its nOl'mal degree. When the 
animal had been walking about for niM dttys in t11e room maintained 
at 15° C., it was killed. An investigation of the 1eft and the l'ight 
triceps bl'achii )'ielded the following results : 

IX. Left 3.620, Right 3.680 mgr. 

Three more cats wel'e examined. They had been living in the 
hutches, while the tempel'ature of the room bad been maintained 
at ± 23° C. The he::tlth of the animals was nOl'mal also at this 
temperature. In each case the body-weight bad augmented. 

We found: 

X. locked up 2 \Veelts, Left 2.900, Right 2.990 mgr. 

XI." 3" "2.670,,, 2.620 " 

XII. J' 4" " 2.530, 
" 

2.570 
" 

from wIndl we see that the content of kreatin, obtained from the 
museles of cats that had been living in a hutch fol' some time, at 
a constant tempel'ature, was on an average : (Lef!): 2.879, (Right): 
2.R36 mgr. kreatinin, while the muscles of the cats that had been 
walk.ing about, or had been locked np in a narl'ow space at a low 
temperatnre of the olltside air yielded the averages : IJeft: 3.520 
and Right· 3.506 mgr. of kreatÏJlÏn pel' gram muscIe. 

These means, derived fl'om 5 .cases (I, 11, lIl; IV and IX) differ 
very littIe in deed frolll the avel'age 3.397, \V hich we found previ
ollsly in 5 oLbe!' cases. 
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We wish to point out also that, taking into account the inevitahle 
SOUl'ces of expel'imental errors, we see a stl'iking concordance in 
the resll1ts regal'djng respective1y the left and lhe rigbt tI,jeeps of 
the same animal. On1y in ca5e VI there was a marked diffel'ence; 
it shollld not be fOl'gotten, however, thai in this case we had to do 
with a cat tbat had been undel' the unfavourable intlllence of con
finement. 

We venture io assume that the observatiolls eommnnicated above 
COnfil'lll our pl'evious hypothesis based on varjous experimenrs, \'iz: 
whel'eas a rapid contraetion of the mnscJe is aceompanied by a 
metaboJie change of non-llitrogenous slIbstanees, with anothet' aetion 
of the muscle fibres, the tonus, nitrogen-contailling substn,nces are 
katabolized, from wbich material kreatin originates. 

Physics. - "Un the second vil'ial coefficient /01' 7'igid splle7'ical 
molecules Cal'7'.1!ing quadJ'uplets". By Dr. W. H. KEESOiU and 

lVliss O. VAN LTmuwEN. f3upplement N°. 39c to the Oommn

nications from the Physiea1 Laboratory at Leiden. (Commn

nieated by Pl'Of. H. KAl\IERTJTNGH ONNES). 

(Commullicated in the meeting of March 25, 1916). 

§ 1. In Rllppl. N°. 39a (Sept. '15) formulae weL'e given which 
make it possible to deveJop into a seL'Ïes of ascending powel's of 
T-l the seeond vil'ial coeffieient fOL'l'igid spherical qlladl'uplets (mole
cules whose mutual attraction is eguimlent to that of zona1 guadru
plets placed at theil' centre). Of this series, which at the lower tem
peratures is but slowI)' convergent, a number of terms was caleu1ated 
snch, that the vil'ial coeftieient Ilndel' consideration CB) e0111d be 
derived witb an accuracy of about :1 °10 (of BrfJ) for temperatUl'es 
down to r./4 lin';(p=oJ. Subseql1ently these resllits wel'e eompal'fd with 
the expel'imental data concerning hydl'ogen, down to about 1500 K. 

We have now calenlated some more terms of the series, 80 that 
it eun 1l0W be llsed down to about 1/~ l~'llU(p=O), Ol' for llydrogen 
down to abol1t 960 K, with an aceuraey whieh can be put at J °10 
of BrfJ' Th~ whole region above the BOYLg point is therefol'e ineluded. 

~ 2. Adding the new tel'ms to those of egllation (18) of Sl1ppL 
N°. 39" we obtain 1): 

1) FOI' lhe notalion we l'efel' to Suppl. N°. 39a. 
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B = ~ n. t rrÛ
3 (1--1.0667 (lw)' + O.lUI (lLv)8 -

- 0.4738 (//V)4 + 0.6252 (lLl,)á - 0.2360 (lLV)8 + 0.1355 (lw)7 -

- 0.10 I 9 (lw)8 + 0.05934 (hvY - 0.03579 (hv)l° + 0.01910 (/m)ll -

- 0.00993 (hV)12 + [0.0048 (lwf3 - 0.0022 (lm) I 4] ... 1· . (1) 

The coefficients as fal' as that of (ILV)12 wel'e calculated witb the 
aid of thc formulae given in Suppl. N°. 39a. Those of (lw)13 and 
(Iw)14 are only pI'eliminaey vaInes, alld are therefol'e pIaced between 
square brackets. As a matter of fad we found in calcuJating ibe 
preceding coeffirients that the ratio of the witole coefficient to the 
sum of the two lal'gest tel'ms of which it is built up according to 
equatioJl (11) of Suppl. N°. 39a, was only changing \"el'y littIe. For 
the coefficienis of (ltl,)9 to (lw)12 tbis ratio amonnls to: 1.287,1.289, 
1.275, 1.277 l'espertively. Accordingly fol' the coefficients of (lnly3 
aad (hv)l4 we assumed a ratio of 1.275. The calcnlation of the sum 
of the two lal'gest tel'ms, wbich are furnished br the th'st two terms 
of equ~tion (11) of Sllppl. N°. 39a, n1ay be shortened appreciably 
by m~"king use of the fOl'mnla: 

1 
[A 1n-2B/l = 6(n--l) [.A~ J, . . . . . (2) 

[A/J lJemg derived from [A 17l-1] witb tbe aid of eqnation (15) of 
Suppl. N°. 39a. 

Ey the addiLion of the new terms eq uation (20) of Suppl. Na. 39a. 
beCOlnes: 

B = B", \ 1- 0,3539 t-:-2 + 0,03327 t- 3 -0,05215 t-:-4 + 1 (mv.) (wv.) (lIlV.) 

+ 0,03964 t(ble) -0,00862 t;l~.) + 0,0(1285 f(i.:~.) -

0,00123 t-:- 8 + 0.0004l4 t -:-9 -0.000147 t-10 + 
(mv.) (t/!1'.) (mv.) 

+ 00000442 t-:-11-O,0000132 t- 12 + 
, (mv) (mv.) 

+ [0,0000037 t(-lIJ)-O.0000010 r-:-14J" .. L . (3) 
1111 (l1IV) J 

'fhe last tel'm in (3) becomes = 1/50 B", fOl' t(il/v) = 0.49. Down 
to that temperature we may pilt the accuracy at 1% of Boo' 

To table I of Suppl. N°. 39a we ean now add tlle following 
Ogures: (see tabl€' p. 1570). r 

In calclJlating B18(1;) fOl' the doublets equation (21) of Suppl. 
N°. 39a W:1S supplemented by (he tel'm -0.0000123 t(-:-8) between 

mv. 

the 11. 
H appeal's thel'efore, th at the values of BIBoo fol' quadruplets :1nd 

fol' ooublets begin (0 elivel'ge more allel more below 0,75 ~'/lv(p=O) • 
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BIBoo 
T 
Tinv. (p=O) 

quadruplets I doublets I v. D. WAALS I CLAUSIUS-
(aw and bw const.) BERTHELOT 

0.5 - 0.105 - 0.471 0.000 - - 0.333 

0.6 + 0.147 + 0.011 5 + 0.167 + 0.074 

The values calculated according to OLAUS/Us-BERTHELOT strll lie
between them. 

§ 3. Hyd1'ogen. In Fig. 1 the experimental data concerning B fol' 
hydl'ogen (comp. Suppl. N°. 39a § 5) are compared with the values 
calculated fOL' quadl'uplets and fol' do~blets. As before the different 
curves are ma;de to agree at the inversion point for the JOULE-KELVIN 
effect at small densities. 
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At the lower temperatures the experimenfal valaes of B appear 
to lie between the curve for tbe quadruplets and that for the 

- doublets 1). This is (comp. § 2) also the case with the curve which 
follows from the assnmption CJ"AGSIUS-BERTHELOT (dotted curve in 
Fig. 1). Fo/' ascending values of BIB at equal TjT ( 0) the 

mn mi p= 

order of succession is: doublets, CLAUSIUS-BERTHELOT, hydrogen, 
quadrupJets. 

§ 4. Tlw BOYLE-point. For the ratio of the temperature TB, of 
the BOYLE-point CM which B = 0), to that of the inversion point for 
the JOULE-KE1.vIN-efi'ect at small densities we obtain: 

aw and bw independent 
quadrIlplets 
hydl'ogen ~) 
OJJAUSIUS-BERTHEWT 

doublets 

TB /T21lv (p=O) 

of temp. 0.5 
0.539 
0.552 
0.577 
0.592 

In these figlll'es the same ordet' of succession appears as that 
mentioned in § 3. 

Anatomy. - "The jissura simialis in embryos of semnopitlteci". 
By Dr. D. J. HUT.SHOF]' POL. (Communicated by Prof. 
C. WINKLER.) 

(Communicated in the meeting of February,26, 1916). 

The interpretation of wbat is meant by the ape-fissure has of ten 
changed in the course of years, however, the sulei interparietalis ~) 

(l + e), parieto-occipitalis lMcl'alis (m + m') and parieto-occipitalis 
medialis (w), have always played an important part in it. 

FLATl!!AU and JACOBSON 4) tbought the apefissure (fissura simialis) 
to be identieal witb tbe suleus parieto-oecipitaJis lateralis (m + m') 
and called it the most rharacteristic in t11e ape braÎl1. It shOl1ld 

1) In the series of values of B given by KAMERLINGH ONNES and BRAAK that for 
t = -139.85° (t(mv) = 0.685) forms the only exception to tbis rule. 

S) TB = 107.4 uccording to KAMERLINGH ONNES and BRAAK, Comm. NO.I00a § 22. 
TlllV(p=Ol = 194.5 uccording to Suppl. NO. 39a § 5. 

S) ln tbe DomencIature I followed, af ter KOHLBRUGGE and BOLK, the one used 
by KÜCKENTHAL and ZIEREN. In KOHLBRUGGE'S reference "Die Variationen" etc. 
Zeitschrift für Morph. u. Anthr. Bd. VI, 1ÇJ03, the whole nome~clature is given. 

4) FLAT AU U. JACOBSON. Hll.ndbuch der AnaLomie und vel'gl. Anat. des Centr. 
Nervensyst. del' Säugetbier~. Bel'lin 1899. 

101 
Pl'oceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam Vol. XVIII. 
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sepal'ate the parietal from the orcipital part, should slightly cut into 
the mesial brain mantle and should go lateralwards nearly unto 
the edge of the hemisphel'e. 

Where this sulcus approaches the medial-edge it is divided dlCho
tomically into two parts, thus givmg an opportumty to form the "premier 
pli de passage mterne supérieur" of GRATIOLET. Nasalof this diCho
tomic dlvision one finds in their drawing (Plate II fig. 2 sub 16) 
tbe sulc. parleto-occ. med. (zo), which does not cut into the lateral 
face. A.ccordingly they do not bring this zo suIcns In connechon 
with the ape fissure. 

CUNNINGHAM 1) on the other hand tiJinks this sulcu'l_principally 
formed by the sulc. parieto-occ. med. (zo). wlnlst KUKENTHAL and 
ZIEHEN 2) deem lt necessary that the uifferent sulci (l + e + 'In + mI) 
together help to compose the' ape-fissure. 

Nevertheless these last investigators were those who th'st of all 
eonsidered the fissura simialis (their J( sulcus) to be taken fol' a 
separate sulcus. 

KOHLBRUGGl!1 a) however points out, that the labt investigators were 
not al ways consistent in their description of the J( sulcus (ape 
fissure) as they regarded this sulcus alternately to be equal with 
the zo or the m + mI sulcus. 
- Thanks to KOHLBRUGGE 1) a cleal' differentiation has been maue 
between the fissura simialis and the three already of ten mentioned sulci. 

On page 241 he' explains his pomt of VIew and wrltes: "Wenn 
ein Teil der Gehlrnobertlache sich in dIe Tlefe sankt, muss ein 
grosser Spalt entstehen; in diesem FaJle wird dann del' Spalt dm'ch 
das sich starkel' entwickelnde Operculum bedeckt". 

KOHLBRUGGE thel'efore thinks, that a deep fUl+OW IS formed, and 
according to the comparison which follows what'precedes, it should 
occur in the same way as with the Fossa-SYLvIJ, anti so, secon-
darily be covered by an operculum. ' 

KOHLBRUGGE therefore accepts primariIy a' cm'ving of the brain 
mattel' and secondarily the forming of an opel'cu'lurri over the deep 
furrow, which is the result of it. 

Also concel'ning the relation bet ween ,suIc. interparietalis (t + e) 
and sulc. parieto-occ. lat (m + 111/) he shares the view of KUKEN'l'HAL 

and ZIERI!!N. On page 222 he objects to the conception of CUNNJNGHAM, 

that the m sulcus could be interpreted as: "lhe incision which 

1) KOHLBRUGGE: Die Variationen an den Grosshirnfurchen der Affen u. s. w. 
Zeitschrift f, Morph. u. Anthr. Ed. VI, 1903, S. 242. 

2) ld. P. 217. 
S) ld. P. 240. 

• 
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is "lado in Il.o "ppcr ,"II..gi" of Iho hcm;8phoro! by tI,c irotorll.1 
I"'I'iCICH)('t'ipilal fi ss"ro". Thi~ obj""lio" 10 CUS" NalU'S opi"io" 
i, abso1111(1)" "1;(,1. 0" 1100 "n,c, 1,,,,,,1 wl,en 1-:"",."",,,,0. w,il"" 
011 page 22:.1, " Ihrllm "On man "n, ""f die WOI"lO Z .. ".s'. 
aciolCII , d,\ig , .... <>tler Illil dom ; . inlerparictali, llvel, ",il dor 
F;ssllra 1'''''' (1(;<:. ,nedialis C1WM w ..,1",ITclI Imlle", ho is WI"O"S' 
Wc . I,an ",e la'er 011, II.al th e • . illl0'"l'nricinli s a",1 s . p"r, <>ce. 
Jalcmli ., \)"g ill 'os 0110 oillg lo fi s.nrc, w IIoAi Ihc cOllccplioll of 
C"SSI~·"" .,~ AA weil ai Il,al of I(n~".'TII ,,,~ZI""~S "lid 1(01l1.~.rnGr. 

aro wrollg . Al lO Ihe Ol'illioll 110,,1 Iho al'" fl SI! lIrc lJ.o.og;n" "s a fossa. 
ha. IQ 00 ~'(Irn:ded. 

W(lI' ki"S 0111 lloe 111RI Oria l ') which I\"a. al "'y di! J'OI'8l, Illoo"ghl 
il "oe flll I" Iry 10 wh'o 1hrcc ye\ ""MSWCrc<J 'llleSl;ollil. 

Th .. nr<' ,. whOlh .. r 11,9 "I'" fl ,," ro ;0 fO.lIloo dl,,;,,!; ,ho foe'al 
lifc or aftel' i!. T ioc _olld in ... hlll ",a"ner i, con""OIIC,,", 1100 
1hit<!, ",hore Iho fissllrtl 8imiali8 ha. '0 bo IlOlIgh'. 

Co"('Cnling 1~C fi nll qllcOIioll, i, is kno ... n IIo" t n,e "I .... fl ,*" ,,'I! in 
lloe majority 6f lloe 10wo I' pri ... "lcs, ;11 1100 ad,,11 ;11\10. eX i"IS, 10,,' 
Cl'" 00 mi ilS ing in " large """, loer of ca9C8. 

Tloo al>e·n S<!!IInl 100 i8 'lOl ,,1\Vlly. "l"ally weil de,'dol>ed. Al o,,~ 
lime Ihe 11"10 01. areu o l",ricto-occiriIAli~ is lost in \I, al ""Oill or the 
latter ""'1II"ino lor 1\ largo pa.rl 0" Ih o . "rla~e. 

.'i~. 1. 

--

111 Wlolll loeriod of life thc tissu", 
s imialis is fOI'mC'li, i ~, l\lI fa" u.s I 
kno".. 1101 .rel J.,nll~d. 

'flo u c",I".,.,,,,i., ", . ,~ ";a l lI"i(( pa,·Ij. 
all)' wl ,'e Iloi~ 'p,e.,l;' n_ 

Figllnl ! "'proSCIlIl tI,o hrain ofan 
" ,nllr,'" O of 24 CIII. ' ) le :ogl1o. ~J " weight 
of 255 g"""" lu fig , 11 IIIe ""oorn 
",O!,key wcigl,cd 3n sralllSlllld 'nc/I' 
ij urco.l 25 CIII. I" tig. 111 llooll LII"t><!1'\I 
wore '''''I'''''li''o l)" 26 Cln. and 341 
gr1l1ll8_ 

Kll o,..i ng II,e IOllglh of " ncwly 
oor" sc"'''ol'ilhccIIs ",,,,,r,,o 10 00 

0) Tbc "",k,-;.I ol 'hç .. "'"op;tl,ew. "'.,,,u, ' '''"'10 I lood 'bc 8""" "PP"'" 
hmity IQ g.,t. ... during Ihe 1 .. 1 1 . . .. of my 11., in 4"'""1 (E. J . .. ), in It.e 
wood. on Ihe oio",", or Ho. T""g« "",,,ut.in •. 

.ti T!.. I."gtlo io m .. ,u~ (,om Ib" mio:/dJe Q( lb. Jo.ad '0 lh ... "-no. """",,,,,' 
o( 11 .. lail. 
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27 CliO. willl a weiglol (lf 3~JO gram., 11,0 lIoI'Ce lloovo,rnClllion",1 

c"'brYOI OOlollg '0 1110 In.sl foolnl locriOlI 
Kow (me M:e' ill ng_ I lloc s"kus ilnorpa.ietuli, (/ + 0) '"'' illio 

" 1""'::0 ,·m"f"r,...,w, i" wloielo ,Ioe call.lal 1'''rI of Ihe ar('". pa.ic'o· 
"",,,il'i'ali. is ,,~arl ,l' "Im,," "ut>",,,rged, wloi!.;1 lloc i""i""" I~"· . oc,'. 
(,!'llow; ,")1 ",1001 1." ,1i"'I'pea,-od i" i,. depilo. A"co"lill!; 1011oe ,,,,, .. 1 
'c,.", i"oIO',;y lloi. Crm-l·fllrl\)\\, <A' ) wloi,'l0 comai,," ollly a pa. ' of Ihe 
"pli ,Ie I!II',",!;"'" . llO,lid 00 c"lIed 1111 illcOIIII,lele al"'·'i"'"'o. 

I" lig. 2 we "'-'C, . Iont 11,0 "" I,.,,~ ill!e"l'Mie lllli s (1+<) ,,,,,"illloa 
cl'<MS-flll'I'OW { K } alld Ilo, .. lloe "'~'IIS 1,,,ioIO-O<·". h.., 101811,\ ,Ii,_ 
apl",a reJ. T h .. K li ,,"re ill lloi. IIIonkcy·cmb,·,1·o Ihcrdore i, ""0111_ 
1,lele de'·e lol....J ,,,IcIIs oi", i"l i._ 

Fig. ~. 

Fig. :l demOIl;;lrRlC. " I<"" IIJ' difterCII' "~I>eel. Ii ere 'Ol' tI,e sul"lIs 
ill le'I",.i~ lai is {I+o} i. eI"",I.,· .i.ihle. 111 ,Io i. clWJ Ioowe.>·e. il r""s 
illl .. " f,u'i''''\\' , wh ich .. lw, l1S i" Ill,;: . 2 ,,,,d lig . cro,...,. ,he 
.",·race .. r ,Ioc b .... ill (", + m' ), blll ill re"el-:;t) of lIoe laller. docs Ilol 
CII ' ,he o<lg" of Ihe ,,,,,,,tie. Ii iil iiCp" .... t~~1 01' " ",,.n,del'clol,,,,l 
gyr"iI. ,\l o.-.;o, ·~r il is sec". 1108' Ihe illd""111 ]\ar. 0l'C. "'0<1. rm) ;$ 1101 
0111." 10lany "i"ibI6, 1,"1 "lw ohnl Ih~ [,,'C1I~ p",rioIO-O<:" . (Ihe l,l'r,," 
aro,,"d lIo~ Ii .. ure) i. I,,,i,,\; 101all.\' On Ihe ;,,,f"l"C. 

0 1"'l'Culis"lio ll has 1101 lakelI pJa"e he re, "" lhal Ihe f'll'n,,,, ill 
",Ioi"h 11,,, s"Ic" , inle rp"ri",alis 1',,"" i. "ot , lw " I'" n",,,re, I"" il 
is tloe wlc"s 1'''-'' occ . lal. (", + ",' j. A liSSilra ~ill,i"lis tloc. 1101 
"PI"'''' ill Ihi. embryo. 
W~ mn)' Ihe",fo,,, ,,,,,,dude f",", lloeselloroocmhryo"icl1loe-brnill., 

-110,,1 Ihe "Ioe-n",,, ... , {.,,,, tom pl ,,'ely <lol'elol' dllrillg foet,,1 life (I;~_ 2), 
blll "lw lloal ill ol l, er SIIC<'iIlI CIIS it.s 101,,1 " hsellce ""n loeSl ul O<I. Tioc 
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(ornmtion of tlo~ fl """rn . i""aH. there(om il. w .... t on ti ... "Iloer 
ha,,<1 WIl' RI~~d~' k""\\·,, . f", f",,,, ,'On.lntl!. Witl, "1;~'" IQ ",hnt 
Ii, ,, """""I 'Iuc>-li"" 10 he R""",,, .... d is h",i"S 10 ICAeI, " '. ho"'~,'~'. 
i. i. ,Ics i,·"hl .. . n ,I""", ""CO mo,.., spcc;AI mlc,n;on til il. 

Fm", th e f"cl thnl ,h .. RI..,.fi .., ,,~ ",,,, """,pletal,' d""el0l' "11';"0: 
fOClnl lif... ;1 "'''.I" ;",1000.1 "ol I., c" nd"d<)ll. II,at ;IS d""cl"I',,,cnl, .. fier 
I~rlh ;" aloooh,tcly ...... d"d"'l. 11,,1 \l'llc" OlIe k"o"'~. Ilo", eu~t l~' 

.he """Je i,lIPg.3 wh it" i. fOll .. " i .. ' heoe c,nbr.,''''', i. al.., ~" i" 
",IIIIt ",,,,,, i "K!n~ ,,,,,1 whe" "'e .I.p ll I lc"'O"~ r,,le .f.e rw .. nJ • . • hR' 
. Ioe "1"·· Ii .. ,, rc ,lcI'd",," ,,,to n I'c.~~I . in ,,"h i,·Io ti ... , .. lIi",,, I,/IS ' 001 
h." fRr "'I\I'heo.l j o. f,,11 growtl, ""d .hcrcf"r<l i ... ill " ,I"I;'·cl." c"".I" 
'0 nlter. i" ""Icl' 10 fo,"", "c,,· SI".i. Ihc" I fc;o l I .. ", righllo('O",e 
to Ihe '·ol ... I "~ ic,,,. '/",1 If,t " e,'c/o/",,..,,I IJ! Ih~ "/* )ix.,''''''' ,,,,,/,.,, "~, ·,,,,,I 

eil"C""'tI,,,.r,·~, "'''''' !J' r"j'e. 1"'''<'( i" ; "_I.,{ 10,.,. 
The """",,,I 'I" .... " " ". ,,'I,id, loM '0 h~ """'·e ... ~1 "" IlOw i. Ihe 

"1""r...,,,.., f.;mlled;' 

. .... 4 

""li • • "I'crior •. I'ROII,·U". 
,I ho,'c Ihe ""Icr . "I,·"s 

FI'O'" Ihe "",tw.,o"je h .... i " . , wlt .. -" 
I"OIIClèl"'l. il i~ I'ro,.,~". ,hal for Ihe 

fi n;! ,i,,,,, i" n ;.c""'''I'"hClè''" o( 1;1.5 
cm. hJ' n \\' ci~hl of (;~ gr. (fig. ol) Ihe 
for"'''Iio," " r ~ "I"i IJ" d,e ""'ipi ,,,1 
Io""i" 1',,,., i. j"., ,·i.iblc. 

("'u _ QU ,10., I,,\\'cr . "rf, ... r. 
" ..... ' 'ho ho" ... "'!~c of Ihc . k"lI. Ihe 
li .. "r .. '; , lvi , (-"j. ".I,id, .. ri_ in ~" 

rM l ier foeMI l"'rÎ<"IIl . ,Ilom ,·a". I.II,. " 
f"r"!I" .. I'I .... N. "~nlOn ,.{mble bJ' • 
• Iighl ;"d .. "" I" j. i.C. Ilo" ~"'""s 'e"'llI)-

"" c fiml ;, ,J,e 1l .. 1 i"<li('l\Iio,, of " ("rnl .... 
.. " . ~ 10,,1( ,·i"' III .... . "Ic". (I + _). whil'l, "(jn,i"""" r"'"H"'.'· ..,"',,_ 
wh,,, f,,,.,h .. r Ih"" ,he ",,,lof Ihe 11"""", .ill·ii ~,,,t c"",'allJ' '0 
I~'" lI.e 8. le mll()rllli~. It hc,,,I. ro,,,,,1 i. , .. "I "o"Ii,mel "111"",11.1" 
c I'cn ""Ilocr fllr ,Iu\I""w"nJ~ {mI. 

Fro", 11'1,8' ,,"c _ ill tig . 5 ,,,,,lil . il "'~ ... he deri"",1 ,ha' ,I,;. 
h"lf ... i...,,,I,,. r"rrow. whi,'I, , ... ill .. c,,. " 'I",rf"'ÎRI . ;" ,I>c proli", i" • • ,. 
."k,,~ i"Ierpll ri,,'.'i. {/+,\. ,,,,i,,,,t 'Q ' hc j",,, ... 1 1",.1 ('H) of lI,c 
."ku~ I", riel'" ",~' . lal cral i$. 

M",liall.l· f""" d, e Insl I'"rt '". 0"" fl,,,I ~ '>t, ,loc t.omi"·. "rr ... ,,, "" 
i"d. i"". whi,." i ~ Ir"'i"g '0 <lcl'clol' lole" on ,,~ Ilo" ",...Jinl l.alf (lil' ) 
of Ihe 8. pnr. (X'C. InL 
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'B n~I"" ~, <)'11 P" ~ ,'" + ,,, a'i! .~ + 1 a'l ' " 0 ', 

'""'1,0 'IJV~ JO a ,,!! a'lI .\'1 <).J ·"I p" "o] ..... " '''"'''''''!I'OO'' 0'1' 'll'A' 
"O!'UI'" "! "1:1"",'1 ua"'l uaU" "" a.''''1 'I~"I ·\\ 'I~ I";; aa·"11 "'IJ, 

' (.,,) '''''' ;;! ''''! Ol" 'HL ~Wj-"'~ I~ " "'''I 
"'i' ''0 "",,.,,, I,I ~ p"" Pa<.lol"""P X,l1"(IJ, ii '! 00 , (,,,) '1"" " '''.>0 'IW 
'1 o'lJ, ,(" " + ,/I j 'IUI '.1.'" ·"",1 .• a,1' 'P!." alo'I ." " " ... 10) 'P"I ." 
(_+1) ' !IUla!",,,I.'al"! ' ",'1''' a 'lI "·,"Uap "a,,", "" " '. ".11'" u (l1'" 
1""'''la.,ap ' '''1 ""1.' ~'" tI",, 1' "'11 " 10'1." ,( .• jo) UI "I ~ ''' '\\ . ou.) B]. 
J<) 'pil""1 ()J"I"'J) !I ' ;l!1 'Ol lla.\Owl S! S!'II ·\1I·1I'!"!I ' <).JO'" II!'I'; 

S!I" !I"' ''' · ... 0 ... "' "' 1'" ""p u'O}.') I"""·I\"I~ 
"'11""" .... u 1'"''' ,"I}.,"'l . "(1} ,'" ~""."""'O" "','1"" " '/ .:,;,t, ' ol~,>. ,,~l 

/' 111' "'iI""'.' .Uiol.'.'I",> '>" /"'" ,"11 1"'/1 ".,.>0.," ",' I! ~,,, ·f~·'~'11 <; -h'!1 "I 
'1""" '.'.-.:) .,,,,, 's a 'l ' 'AIO'""J 11"'''' I"!"!I''''-''' " " I"'u "U!'"'' 

- ]U" ''''''i'!! "'p JO ""!" " ' '' 11 '''-! ,,"'US! !! a~!I'''' ;; ti "<O]IU;) "!"o<l ,,<.>a 
'''''!'' ~I'J~ a,], '''wJ -'I ,' O!,,, ,,o< l""!' ''J'' ! " 11" "1' a 'p 111 'a,'''J I"!' o,,, ~'I I 

'"0 SP"!I ",'" ""'p · ,.,~~I" "'11 "1"'"'' "''''' 'I,I'''''J'I " '11 s ''''''I ' """.11 
·"llp" I"!!"'''' "'I' '"wJ ,'" 

S<>,,"'K!()o< '1"!'I." .(+ ,Î'l p.,~,u", "' ~! , ' 0'11 ,,'j " 1)," ,1 01' Ol :I"!",,,fuo, ' ! 

IIU.\\" ,'" '''Cl'J "II"!I'''"' ""11 , .... 'il!1 " '11 ,1" 1 1'~" o,,1 ~, " _'a.'(XW'I( 
'~JI , ,;s !l '{a~ 1' u "",I).""l ' '''1 ,'''+''' +J+I " '11 JO 

a,l)'l" "'11" UO '-'I"('\\ '1'''lUJ'I'''' )1)(1 >I ("'+ "+ 1) I"'" " 'I' p"" '''' ''~.!J 
,{",,!' " "'''! j,JoiJ0I"'''P w 'l 'lU] ';)JO · , .. ~I ' ~ 0'11 JU (,(lil IJ"J IU!!'."" 
J'I' .'1"0 t uI) 'U 'II .~ ! .-"'0J"'Oll1 'i Pil" t 'll!1 ",....",.111 ".'''O'''JI!I' 
O'IJ, '1"1 ' ,l.)(I '""J ·s 0 '1' JO (w ) 1"",1 1".''-'1''1 '-" iI JO P!I/;! "'1 .... ,u 
"".l'jJ!'I ,\\ ·." WJ") "g""1 ,,""!' " " 'UO'''''1 SU'I S!IUIO!" ",I,,,,,,! 'S "'IJ, 

'~"!I"",o.lJ" . ,W']l '''OJ.! 
P'''I,!"lllll,<t1' ·\I"'''IJ "'1 "" .• • "'U >-! !I 1"' '''''I""", -n·''''l u 0'11 " 0'11 (',jj' 

\) ~! .l .~ '!!.{ 

~ II l'lll!o.\\ "u'"' '" oJ"I]"''' a'll JO '1Ill"" IJ " -;l il I" S ~OOI 0 110 JI 

U! 'i $ 
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Th" ("()",.( ",;'-.". 'u ",(,id, " ." "0'" "' .... ''0'''''. i • • h"...,ro"" , 
L ,ha •• "1' 10 Ihi< I",riud ur ,l cl'<!I0I''''''''I. ,I,,,,,, i. 110 'IUM;,ir", 

or "" " 1",'li '.",, ·: 
2, ,IIa,. aJ! I nh""dy "'CI,iOIlO<.1 I'ro\'i,,"~I,I', i" 0I' IOO$i,ioll '0 !I,Q 

"l'ill'Oll "r I\ C .Y.~T "" ,. Z","Y.' ",,,, 1\ "",."""",, •. ,he ,"Id ill' c', 
I",rielnl" (/ +~) ,,,,ol 1"\1', ",·tc. 1:11. (!ij + /ol ') ''1}II,,,,enl'C '" 0llc8illll'Io 
rllrn)\\,. 

Ir ""e I ..... k .. IInellli ..... h - '" foll'. ,;. ,heli i, i. p.-o'·",1 ,1,," .... ' ,Ioe 
\\,1 .. ,1 .... r ,I." ' ...... i" ,he lil'" of ,I", ,lIld lic d,_1 "gai,, ;;, ,,:, ... h 011 .. , •. 
e~'"'!pl 1I"-"<'!. 1"I!lo"~,,,~ '0 ,I." ' . IO/Iri~,,, "'~' . lalernli. ( ... + 'H' ) 

",I"d, "'" '''':111,' """"Ieol. \\'hi"h ",'" I .. ,·"""",1 ~,I' ,he !(I"" "'" 
,le'-cl"I''''''''' of 11,,, himl.lil'" " ,,,I ... 1,,," 'Io,,~· lire higher ",i.e<! . 

!,j ~. Î (""""'."" Ic,,~lh ItUi ,'11 ' .. \\' ci ~h, 1" \1 ~r.) i. or ,,,,,d, 
ill'I"-"""""" ,,, ,,~, Wc Ioere """ "~,, i ll . th", ,Ioc hi," l1i l' uf ,ho I, 

I"lr iet .... , • ..,. In' .. I',o'm'"" .,i ll "'u"": 1I,,'roo" Cr , Iml in ,he 1 .... ,C. i<I • 

fil' 1. • 'g. 8. 

I"" ur ,10" "n'"'' 1""'_ ",~'. " (.""',, "1'1"'''''', (." ,he rigl. , ,1;'IIIA·llr 
"i,ilol" ,,' +~ . TI. " .'''''''"0'''''''''''''' ,I, c.-cr"", or 11, .. allC·r" slIre, 

1\.\ lig. ~ (,·".1'1',1'0 ICII"lh 2:1.5 "111 .. w~ighl 2',] ge.j 'h .. nl lC·fS>!,,,,· 
i. "ill ''''''"<= ,1 0"01"1""'1. W here i, i~ "1",,,,·,1 ,ot ,ho lef, "i.lc. (0"" 
di, li""lIy ... '<è' ti"" i, '"I''''''''' '''' " r,"· ........ . ,\, ,ho ,igh l ;i,le I opc"cd 
tlo" li"'"I''' , i",i"li ..... "'0 ... 1,," " ,q", ,,, ,ol 'wo ;"'IlOl't'"'' ,hi,,~'9 "'" 
"""" '" il . Fi .. , ,h ,,, ,he!H + w' r" r...,\\' lic rqr ,h" g ..... 'e r I"'" 
""aU." ~III",rn" i"lIJ mul 110101 II,e m' . uk·". i8 ~,ill ""1"rIl'e<1 I>." .. 
,10,,, ('1}II"ol",ioll f.-olll ,,'" """,Iial r~ • .., . Sco'1}",Uy il i~ Iiee" "'111 ,I,e 
I,.>-Ieei". I"'" of ,I", ...... ,,~ 1''''. O<~' . (I " I'li .tc 1"'0t!"~,." or GUTIO, .t:T) 
j, 1,,,,I.eol i",o ,1'0 ,Iepth (<IJ, ",,' ,10", " i~ ~1Î1I 'o'all~' i",,,,,', The 
""'c. i ..... 1"'1'1 "r 1100 i" ':II, "ill lie. "u ,Ioc ""..r""" (""j. 'l1,c ",,1..
"ifre"'II~o 1"" ... et!1I lig. 7 a ,, " 8 i. 1!'Crer .... e ,Ion, ,he 1H)$IC"u' 1"'1" 
ol Ihc " ... "., illclll"i.,o ,1'0 i"ci~",,,, I",s pc"clra'cd f,,,,hc, 10 'he 
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del"I, i" 8 .ha" ," ~II. 7. Tbe al' .... r. ..... "' ... I,id, is more dc'·~k>I""l. 
11, ... dore. Ol!' i! ~Ioo ... ". ,Ioe- '101 nn, ~I<:>"g IIoc wlool., of Ihc 
ij " I"u8 1000riCIO·0I~·. 1 .. 1. Ir, + "'·l. h"l il ,·om" ... cs alo"!;" m. f"rll,er 
.. 1""11 l1"u 1""'1 ,,( ,I,,· n,'C"~ pnr, Ol" ' . (u) "lIid, i. 1",,1 .. ,,1 do", .. "'nnlo, 
",,<I alo,,!; IIo~ ju,·,.u,' .. Iklr. ()(',', 'O"'''nl. Ihc 'ueo.li,,1 fa"e ...r,Ioe hrai .. 

A (".tloer I'CriOlI of <le"elol""c,'" wloid, I w,1I d~"'O""r.lIC ",ore 
,,,,,,,,·c .. i .... ,I)' Q" " ",,,~Iy ho ... "'o"k,·~· . ng,!) I""glh 27 ,·m. ,,~igl, ' 

:1..10 gr.:,. lea('i.Cl! ". \\'h81 rollow$ 
Ih, lloe rigll1 Ioc".i."I", ........ I"'r(! lloe '"'' ... ftll~ I""'t toe.e" ,Intwn 

.... "Ic. "'C óIlIl UI IIoc dCjuIo. 11~~1 i" 11", I"."en,,,, I"''' of Ilo .. "",,,g 

1",'; .. 10-00:'" '.e. Ihe "Ii ,10 I"'-~-e. 8 ,.1""';'"8 10 ... lk·~"". 1"" ... 1I~ ,I 
ii. "" il were, d""IOII ""OI\\'O 1"'''''''"1. ~,oel, I,~r' ~!,c(·",'ely 

IIlRrkcd tJ~· + ,,",1 o. 

' -... 9. 

1Ic, ... ,..,,, Ihe", ",I<' .... " a d;" 'k >",nll (IIrm ... , ".1 . ... 10 "Ol f""I,er 

0l"''''''g of tloc "I"-'·n"" .... I'ro\'(~", 10 Ilo .. olloi,,:.: eloe 11,,, .. " .Iccp 
.. " ",',""re , .\1 mw\ u' 1100 111 + ,,,' . ,01,'"'' wl"d, i. '<>Inll,. rc",,,,,,'tl 10 
Ihc 1 ... 110'" is ""',s,IoI!!. W I,il,l "''' ,·,n, .t,1I ..cc " 0 .. fo ll. 8. I."illl! 
'''' I!,e 1\O'1". ior hl' of IIoc "pe·n"'u .... ;1 i! " UW l04all~' 1'".10("01 '0 
11", 100IIQI1I I)f IIoc ."1,·,,. ,,11 lil!, !). 

FiS. 10. '"k,·" (rQ'u 'u, ",I"h ",i\('"",,~ r) ,oo",013:" '. ~'oo\\'. "'" 
,1o.'i."" "'1",,1 of " \\'.·II.de,·.,lo,lI'<.l "I""r,,..,,,,,,. 4 ,,, ,Ioe Tighl .... e 
,·Ieotrl.,· ~ .I,,~ ~"k,,, I""'''';; fr,,,,, tloe " .. ~IiIl.I'(I,ho b'e .... ' <".r,~: 
0" ,10 .. lof'! Ih~ 01",,..·,,10 .. ,, i~ "x"i"",1 a",1 011" looh "1100' ,100 (rom 
f",-.., of 1100 al",·li,.,."",. The jut ""MI I.~r. Ol";', 'C.' "lila oI"'io,,,I) '" 
Il,c RI .... · li ~,,"'. 1'106 o" l~"s i"'erp,,,,;clnli, (I + ~) 0 .. lI,e f'''ri~lnl a"r· 
face 100 ~'Q", i"uC\l i.. 1100 nnlerioJ' I.~rt I)f II,Q "loe·IlIj1j"..e. The ,,,+,,,' 
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sulcus, the caudal part therefore of the s' interparietalis, is found 
back on tlJe bottom of the ape-flssme. This aspect in a brain of a 
macacus, totally agl'ees with that, which KOHLBRUGGE (l.c.) repI'odnce5 
in fig. 1, plate V of a semnopithecus maurus. 

The figm'es 4 to 10 give us a view of the war in which the 
ape-fissme is developed. 

When the different stages are combined to a whoIe, the fol1owing 
ensues: 

In the embryonal life of the semnopithecus mam'us, the principal 
fissul'es in the first place are formed on the sUI'face of the pallIum. 

Aftel' that there are two possibihties. Either tile lobus occipitalis 
grows further in the same tempo as the lobus parietalis, in wLich 
case na ape-fissure is formed (fig. 3) or the development of the 
occipital part fake& a qllicker tempo 1), and then the ape-fissure 
indeed is formed. , 

In th is case one sees in first instance (fig. 6) that the hind lip 
of the SUlCllS p[Lrieto-occ. lat. protrudes o\~er the front1ip. If the 
extent of the occipital part still angments, then this posterior part, 
finding no was-out, wiII grow over the pal'letàl part, lying in front 
of it, pressing thiS downwards. I 

The bridging con volution between the parietal and occipital part: 
bemg between them, is bent down. (fig. 7). If the process develops 
fllrther, then thiS bridging convolution will lje pushed still more 
into the depth whlle the \ s. par. ocr. lat. (m + m') is still found on 
the surface (fig. 8). lf the occJpital part becomes larger, then conse~ 
quently, also the preceding parietal part will be pushed downwards 

\ 

in the fUl'row jt makes. In this case the m + m' sulcus and a part 
of the 11) sulcus (the incisure), will no longer remain on the 
surface, but will be found on the frontal lip of the ape-ti&sure, whirh 
has been formed (fig. 9). The examination of adult monkey-brains 
bas :taught that the development of the ape-fissure in this period 
can come to a stop, in which case one speaks of an imcomplete 
ape-fissure, because still a part of ihe bridging convolution (near w) 
is found on the surface (fig. 1 and 9). If the occipital pole enlal'ges 
still more, then Lhe preceding parietal part will be pushed still more 
down wal'ds and the entü'e arcus par. oce. disappears.' In this last 
case one finds therefol'e the incisnra par. orc. as weIl as the sulci 
illterparietalis (l + e) and par. occ. lat. Cm + m') In the frontal lip 
of the ape-fissllre (fig. 10 on the left). One speaks in that case of 
a complete ape-fissul'e (fig. 2 and 10). 

Is the meaning right, that the ape-fissure develops through the 
~TlÏis possibility has already been suggested by KOHLBRUGGE on p. 243. 

I I 
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enlargement of the occipitttl part, th en the nomenclature of incom
plete and complete ape-fissllre is of course irrationaI, as the _ape- -
fissure itself, in that case, is totally secondary, depending on the 
enlargement of thè occipital lobe. It is howevel' advántageóns 
to keep to these names, if one wants to point out whethel' a smaller 

'Ol' a larger part of the first plio de passage is pushed downwards. 
But one shonld be aware of the fact that tJle cause of the ape- -
fissure bas to be lookedf or in an enlarged growth of tbe occipitallobe. 

I repeat herè once more with emphasis, that if the development 
of the parietal and occipital lobes takes plaee l'egularly, thel'e,is no 
question of the for'mation of the ~pe-fissure. Fo!' tha( reason, aIthongh 
it is often done, Ihe fissura simialis can nevel' be compared with 
the fissUl'a sylvii. TOhe lat ter, it must be said, develops secoI:ldal'ily, 
but the fOl'mation of the insl1][t is' a normal thing. The fissura sylvii 
therefore belongs to the constant sulci, while the .ape-fissure bas to 
be reckoned to t11e inconstant ones. 

Further it is distinctly proved by the different periods of develop
ment, that a primary cavity as is supposed by KOHLBRUGGE, which 
is secondarily opercu!ized by the sUl'l'ounding matter cannot be ex
pected. Just the reverse has to be expected, that is to say, pper
culisation as a primary process, the ape-fissure as the result ~f it, 
otherefor~ secondarily formed. 

The third ql1estion, which I have put to myself, is tbis: whel'e, 
on which spot, is the ape-fissnre formed? . 

This qllestion is of importance, becallse several investoigatol's in 
their description of tlle fisslll'a simialis, have alw~J's tried to -prove 
its existence, eog. through its p!ace in regar'd to the othel' Sll!Ci. It 
is therefore of much impol'tance to see· whether this place is so 
constant, that it may be expected aso a proof, that a cel'tain SUlcllS 
is the ape-fissure, or not. 

We shall see, that this view is on!y partly right and has gi ven 
rise to a great nflmber C?f mistakes. 

When° I in first instance take the se,mnopitheci, then we know 
that the occipital part is separat~d from the parietal by a cross
furrow, the sulcus par. occ. lat. rn + 112' (fig. 6 and 7). 

lf the °lobus occipitalis develops very st1'ongly and tt'ies to opel'
clllize the preceding part, ihën it is natura!, that it takes i)lace in 
the neighbourhood of the m + m' sulcus. The snrface of the brain 
has there, through \ th is sulcus, a cross furl'Ow 0 and the1'efo1'e on that 
spot becomes a locus minoris resistentiae, and thus it is pl'edisposed 
to be bent in and to be pushed down wat'ds. 
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W e ma)" therefore AA)" , thai wilh all semllOflÎtheci and re1ate<.1 

m(lIIkeys. which ha"" On Ihe )losterior 1101" only Onc larg<'l, \\"1111· 
de ,'clopetl ~ross· s"le" s (lhe ,,, + 111 ' s lIlcus) thiOl 1,1!lee ;:1 I'redi spo6ed 
10 form ,he a[IC,fissll re . 

Howe,'cr from lhi s ,'annot be condude.1 lllal ""dc ," all ci rC""'SUlllteS . 
exa~ lIy lloa same I",rl of lloe bmi" ~"rf",.e ",i1l 00 pushed <1011'11"'11.,<1,; . 
0" the co ntrnry , we sllal l di reelt)' sec. Ihn l ; lil 1101'1"" I , I ilTCNlltes O\'t:II , .. 

For jnS1RIH"<l, ir we look a l fil;. 1 1, The ,+ e + '" + ",' sul,,; 
nre drawIl. Th" front Md hj"dlil' fl re I'is l!>I". The frolltlip hclo" b'B 
10 (ho I'nr;ölnl 1000, th e hindlil' 10 Ihe o<"(' ;l'il,,1 1000. Morernndal1y 

~ fronl race 
__ • lorro,,'. l loe 1 .. 1., 

r, • . ,in,; .. lis. 

~ 
.~ur' I"'.{ 

Fil_ IJ. 
. "",Iip = f,ont lip, acl\lerlip _ hirnl lip. 

pool = pol. 

Ihe ol.:e;r;11I1 pole al'IJe<l I"$. SUI'I>O:><l lVe tako IheCOHtre ofth e g''j!alesl 
growll, Iyi,,!; rar baá, to say "ca,- +. 

Ir Ihis hinll p.1r1 e"larges greatly, thcn Ihere will nppenr juat '" 
front of it a f"rrow, d,o laler fi i!S"ra simialis, e_g. 0" the le,'el of 
Ihc dol1oo line , 

All th .. t is. Iyi,,::: in rront will 00 placcd 011 Ihe ,,"ter;or snrraee 
of tho are Hssute. All tha t i~ lY ;"Jl: 

Z~CHUANDL. 
Fig. 12. 

, , 

oohind it, will 00 fo""d 0" its IlOstcrior 
8u,faee. 

This aspect is ,Ic",o"straled, accord. 
i"Jl: 10 the deiiCrifltiou of most of Ihe 
in,·estig9.l<lrs, in 11' (1 I .. rgcst ,,,,,,,ber 
of N\SeS e. g. , ZU(;nH~A ~lIl, 

lf 0,,(1 1\()"CriI 1100 hi"d surf,..;:" 
(lhe ope rcu lum) of II,e IIlle- fi s.u,'e, 
i"dood the ca"dal part of I + ~ (8. 
i"l~fj)arielalie) aud lil + m' (flg. J 2) 
appear on t!te fronl 5urface. 

Oue 800S therefore Ihat what I 
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descl'ibed in fig. 11 is found back in ZUCKERKANDL'S dravving. From' 
th is ma}' be concluded, that in all these cases the curved line was -
Iocated behind -the s. parieto-o~c. lat. (m + m') on the occipital 
surface. The result of this again is, tha:-t on the f1'o11,t - snrface 
of the ape-fissul'e two different parts of our bl'ain-mantle are 
found, i. c. anteriol' to the sulcus m + mI the parietal, posterior 
to it the occipital surface. 

'Vhat is indicated 011 fig. 12 1) with 1 and 2, lying behind the 
s. pal'. occ. lat., beJongs all to the occipital face, and has been lying 
primary on i ts surface. • 

A totally opposite aspect is shown to us in fig. 13. In tb is case 
it is assumed th at the centre of greater gl'owth is not lying on the 
occipital pole, but more to the front, e.g. next to the hind lip of 
1n + m', neal' +. _ 

The curved line is natnral)y located much more in front (dotted 
"line) anel -the1'efore the ape-fissure wiJl be formed anteriorly of the 

SUIC11S 1n + m'. The direct l'esult of tbis is, that the caudal vart of 
the I + e (s. interpar.) and also the In + m' wiJl not he Iying on 
the front face of t he ape-fissure, but on the' Mncl face of it. 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . J Anterior surface of the ape-fissUl'e. 

\IQ. . - - - - - - - - - Curved line ape·f1ssure. -

'VI'\. CA. ~ f\1.'\. t 1 Poste!'Îor surface of the ape-fissure. 

+ ' 

voorJip = front lip, achterlip = hind lip, 
pool = pale. 

Fig. 13. 

That this conception is not pure]y theoretical, but rellects reality 
is demonstrated in fig. 14, taken from the paper of ZUCKERKANpL 

in which we cleady see, that the ? + e sulcus (i on :fig.' 14) 

. 
1) I added the letters l + e and m + mI to the figure. 
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sulcus no doubt has to be intel'preted as a sulcus simialis, yet na 
operculising is found. 

Here we see a sulcus, crossing the lobus occipitalis, which for 
the greater part does Jlot reach the medial~ edge, in which no sulei 
end, in wbieb no operculismg is found, but which, notwithstanding 
all this, yet should be an ape-fissure. 

This proves most rlearly thai in ateIes, which belong to quite -
another fami1y than the catarrhilli, tbe ape-fissme is represented in 
a totally different manner. 

In Nycticebus tardigradus again the ape-fissure demonstrates itselt' 
in another form. 

BRODl\fANN 1), who describes the brain of this monkey, points out, 
that in contrast to others, he found in a specimen wllicb he examined, 
a fllrrow that could be nothing eIst' but the ape-tissure (pg. 327). 

In this monkey the sulcus interparietalis was missing, and the 
ape-fissure appeared as a cross-sulcus over the posterior part of the 
brain-surface. In this case there should be an ape-fissure, even 
without the sulci which in the semnopitheci enter into it, and which 
are found there on the brain surface. 

'L'herefore this case too proves, that the appearance of a sulcus 
simialis is totally independent of whether certain sulci are present or 
not on the brain-surface. 

in slW1't I may say, that altlwugh tlle ape-fissw'e in ce1'tain species 
may be fo~tnd at tlle same plrwe, tltis place in different species can 
change. 

OONCI..JUSION. 

1. The sulci interparietalis (l + e) and parieto-occipitalis-Iateralis 
(m + m') appeal' in foetal life as one SUICHS. 

2. The ape-fissul'e only appears aftel' the othcr principal fissures 
have been formed. 

3. If a smaller or lm'ger part of the lobus occipitalis develops more 
stl'ongly than the preceding part, through which tlle latter is pushed 
downwards, then a sulcus appears; the ape-fissure or fissul'a simiali's. 

4 The operculum occipitale tlierefore is primary, the sulcus 
seeundary. 

5. If the developmeut of the lobi takes place proportionally, in 
whieh case the occipiial part does not develop quieker than the 

1) BRODMANN, Beitrage ZUl' histologische Lokalisation der Grosshirnrinde. 'V. 
Journ_ f. PJ'ych. u. Neurol. Bel. VI, S. 296. 
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fronial part and therefore does not f'o~'m an operculllm, then no 
formation of (;lU ape-fissllre OCCU1'5. 

6. 'The ape-fissllre is a seeondary ful'l'ow, whieh eannot be placed 
ou the same line with the development of other sulei. 

7. 'The ape-fissure, under normal cirellmstanees is formed dnring 
foetal life. 

8. The ape-fiSSlll'e will be formed in monkeys of the same 
species nearly always at tbe same place. In the different monkeJ 
spedes, provided that they are not in close relation, they will be 
formed in differents places. 

• • 
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Phys~ology. - "A study of tlte hea1'tmuscle according to the 
pl~a1'1naco-physiological metlwd." By Dr'. S. DE BOJim. (Com

munirated by Prof. G. VAN RIJ~BERK),~ 

(Communicated in thr meeting of March 25, 1916). 

lntroduction. When studying the funetion of the heart we ran 
do so in the tirst place according to the usual physiological methods. 
In tbe second place we can examine the heart aceording to the phar
macological method by making poisons exert inflnence upon it. We 
del"Ïve the lmowledge of tile dlsturbances of the heart-rhythm espe
cially from the use of sucb poisons as incite the heart-muscle to 
greater acti vity, ronseqnently the poisons of the groups digitalis, 
antiarine and vel'atrine. All these poisons, if not applied in too great 
a dose, cause an increase of the dirnension of the systoles, aftel' 
which suddenly hal ving of rhythm can occur. This was shown by 
BOEHl\I (1) fol' digitalis, by v. BEZOJ,D and HIRT (2) and also by 
BOEHM for veratriue, by HEDBOM (4) and STRAUB (5) for antiarine. 
ThlS halving of the rhythm was caused by au /increase of the dura-, 
tion of tbe refractOl'y period and at the same time of the a-v-interval. 
It took first place at the ventricle and aftenvards at the aUl'icle . 
.A t last the heart stood still in maximal systole. I l'efer for my own 
investigations into the modificatlOns of the heart-rhythm to the list 
of literature at the conclusion of this communieation (6, 7, 
and 8). ' 

Besides these physiulogical and pharmacological methods the com
bined pharmaco-physiological method can, in my opinion, be of 
gl'eat use fol' tbe study of tbe general physiology of tbe heart. I 
lUIderstand by this the application of the usual physiological methods 
to the poisoned heart, in consequence of which the irl'itability, 
conductivity and contrartility have changed. I applied this method 
already previously, when by l'efrigeration of the sinus venosis I 
reduced the ventricle of a frog's heart, plllsating, nfter being poisoned 
with veratrine, in the halved ventdcle-l'hythm, to the normall'hythm. 
At the same time I made some investigatlOns into frog's hearts 
poisoned with vel'atrine by means of extra-stirnlliation. In tbis way 
I cOllld red nee a ventl'Ïcle, pulsating in the hah'ed rhythm, to the 
normal twice as rapld rhythm, by an extra-stimlliation at the end 
of the diastole. 1 have no\" systematically applied this method, i.e. 
the application of extra-stimlllations during the different time-moments 
of the heart.period of heart13 poisoned with veratl'ine, and oblaüied 
in this way a l'ich materml of curves. I arranged my experiments, 
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.as I described al ready previously, and irritated by means of opening
indllction strokes (movement of the signal upward) whilst the closing 
strokes were blended. 

Every frog's heaL't was examined before the injection of veratrine 
by extra-stimulation, whilst aftel' the poisoning this method was 
continued for a few houl's. The number of experiments made in 
this way ambunts to more than 200. 

1. Extra-stimulation of t/ze heartpoint. 
I succeeded in bringing about artificially by extra-stimulations 

the modifications of rhythm, occurring spontaneously, previously 
described by me. As in these transitions the duration of the refract
ory-period plays an important part, it is of importance to know 
how it behaves aftel' the poisoning. A great number of experiments 
made in this respect have taught, that Hs duration increases aftel' 
poisoning with veratrine. I found even, at a certain stage of the 
poisoning before the hal ving of the ventricle-rhythm began, this 
ventricle refractory till far in the pause. ...(fter the halving the ven
tricle-muscle was then irrltable again already during the diastole. 
This fact can only be explained, if we admit 2 components of the 
refi'actory stage aftel' the poisoning. 

j. Tlle periodical refmcto1'.lJ-stage i.e. that part that is contributed 
during a special heart-period by the contraction of the ventricle-
muscle during th is heart-period. .... 

2. Tlte residue refractory-stage; this second component is caused 
by the fact that, at the beginning of each systole, the heart-muscle 
is not entirely restored. 

The farther the poisoning advances, the more this 2nd component 
increases, till the hal ving of the ventricle-rhythm is completed. The 
latter occurs as soon as: 

the duratlOn of the refi'actory-stage 
the duration of a sinus-period surpasses 1. 

I called this the relative dttl'ation of t/te rejmctory-stage. 
As soon as the relative duration of the refractory 5tage is abollt 1, 

I can discretionally modify the rhythm of the ventri('le by an extra
stimulation. Evel'y modification of l'hythm that can OCCUl' spontane
ously, ('an also be obtained by means of an extra-stimulation. 

As an example of my material of curves the followlng experiment 
may serve.' 

On t1le 30th of Aug. 1915 (cllrvesheet 60) I suspended a frog's 
apex ventricllli in the way I described alt'eady. First I noted down 
about 100 systoles ot' the unpoisoned heart. By extra-stimulation ofthe 

102* 
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-apex [I Wa.':! (ouod -to be perfect!)" irr,table duriug tbe enlÎ~ diastole. 
Afterw3rd. I injected 5 drops of ti solu ti on of \'eratrine 1'/, onder 
Ille skin of tha thigh. 

During the diMtole the irritability gl'lwually dee~lLS(',s, so that in 
the end, Will, an equlIl Sl~nglb of Ille stimulalion liS before Ihe 
injection, I earl onl)' doring rhe J}l\use oblAin Htr&-lIyswles ",hieh 
are mueh smalle~ Ihan Ihe systole~ of the n0.rml\l rhylhrn. Tht 
frequency of the -systQles dirninishes somewhat. Abo", hl\lf au hour 
af ter the injoction halving of Ihe venl ricle-rhylhm begins. ~fteL' rbe 
hear! has e:tecuted a few sy$toles in fhis halved rhythm, I apply 
an induclion stroke at the end of the diastole. Ry Ihis stroke the 
Dormal, twice as rapid rhythm is re810red (vide fig. 1)'1. 'This cau 
be explained as follows. 

rig. 1. 

Whilsl the ,'enlric!e is pulsating in the halve<! rbylhm, the pauses 
betwecn the ventricle-systoles have beeome mueh longer, Thiseaul!eI> 
the residue reIl'aetory-stage 10 de<:rease, .berause the ven tricJe-muscle 
can better restore itself during lhe lengthened pauses, Yet tbenormal 
rhylh m does not return, beeause the periodiClll refmclory-stage has 
increased in dumtion, The lengll,ening of the periodieal reIractorl' 
stage is 11 direct oonsequence of Ihe enlsrgemenl of the sysloJea, 
Tbe resull Is then, that tba tutal refl1lCIOrY'~I"I!~ h>O.lj uul y~ l tlimini.hoo 
in durslion, as long lIS the halving of tha ventricle-rhythm laste. 
I expressed Ihis in a previous OOlllmunication by observing, Ibatthe 
incre&sc of sire and dumtion of Ihe systolea in tbe hah'ed rhl'thm 
captivatea Ibe veIltricIe in its nwn rhytbm. Ir no,,,, at tbe end of 
the diastole, lappil' an extra'8limulatlon (at 0) an e~tra-systole is 
caused, whieh is llIueb smaller, OOeause Ihe pause thM immedialely 

'l Aa figure; h," been rt;u~, Th. figuru 1 10 6 included, belooging 10 
the .. me boarl, bu. Dot been rtduced in Ih • • &nI. ".tuu"" Tb. dislanee belween 
lhe .Ii",ulali .. "·li~nal al>ll lb. lime·sî,II&I, whic:b ;" equol in tilt ~,iginal rOW. ol 
"" ..... i. uO"(lool in lhese fiKure!l, This allo,"" us la judll" of thedifl'erenl dog' ... 
ol reductioo. 
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pr«:edet, ;~ conliderahly reducOO. Colleequentll tbe periodielll refracl. 
ory-srage of tlriB e~ I""'Bysrole i. umclr ."'aller tir an will> ,b" lyBtolt8 
of rb" Irall'ed .hJ'th", . For Ihnt reaeon 11,,, tot.al rerractory-&tage 
duri ng Ihi$ utra·period hllll be<:o",o mud, 11,0rler tlilm durilO8 Ihe 
periools of rl,o hah'ed rhytl"", 

After rhil one precl'ding, Ihotter 1 .... "86 lire residu. re fraclorJ' 
8tagO h", of eou"", not rer Ilmngly o;Ieyeloped it8elf. lt inerta8el 
only b, accu"' rl huioll, whell Ihe ven lrid" hu uec"led. fe w , ,.iIOlell 
in tlre " ormlll rh,. thm. Consequenlly il il dellr t ha r IIr .. ror61 I'f!fracro.y_ 
stage duriug the 6J;t .... y8tolo is !:Ihor1er tirAn d uring rlr .. sy8tolea of 1 he 
." ..... "di .,,:! hah'oo . hlli m. And Iherofore tiro ""xl followinr no.",,,1 
"Erreg" ng", co'" ing Fm", I he lIu "ide, C""8err " ~y.lol" in r I,,, """ I.ide, 
H"I I hi. IY810le il aioo IIgain 8",,,1le.' u ",le. Iho inti ""nce of 'he 1"''''0011'15 
shorl pauie, eo Iha! alilO afte. tlli l sY8toio tlle uexl following i"' llillse 
ooming from the ,,, .. ide NlUsei a. .Y3101e of Ihe ve'l1ricle, 'I'h". Ihe 
notmal, twiee u rapid rlr~'lhm eQnlinIH· ... , till, by increa.se of dnralion 
or the reeid ue-refraclOry-slage, tho tOlal refraclorY'Stage Ir", been' 
lenglhened eo mndl, Ih"t Ihis rh)'lh", ean ilO Ionger be maintaineo;l. 
111 ou ' preeent CAM! Ih" nonnal rlrylhm rorllimleddllrirlg 16.,..tol"., 
and Iheu ehllnged inlO bigemilOlll-gro"f'I allemllri,,!,: wilh lrigilmi,,". 
onflll, Th is bigil",iny 1_ inlO l ire h"h'ed rhylh"" Hl' Iln i"dlletion
sirokc III 1100 end of 11.e dillSlol" I ,'onl'Crl II, i5 1".h'~d rI,ytlllll in lO 
bigemiuy, W h"" Ib i$ bigemi"y hOU! l..;slc" ror aooui IWO ", i""IC8, r 
"pply 'UI <"x trAoSti mul1'lion 10 Ihe allex I'C"lriell l; iU51 !.cfore Ilicend 
of Ibe di6510lo of Ihc fil'1u large Cll rl'O of A bigernin" .. grollp (fig. 2) 'J. 

~'i" 9:, 

T he esl ra-tl.Ulole thlll is OI:c/U!ioned tI,cn, ie " little smaller Ihan 
Il 2"" 'J'ilole of Ihe bigemill us-groufll', ,uKl Ibll JIA"se afler il il a 
lilde Ionger Ih&n Ib" pau&eS bet,. ocn lil" bigemillUl-jl;roufII'. T he 
nest rollowing 'y'lOle i. thereby 8O",,,II'h,,t enl&rged, 80 11",1 now 
Ih .. iralved rhJlhm en!ues, Now Ihe tollll rcfr&ctOr;,- pol'riod ofeach 
&y slOle il of 100 10llg a dUnLlio" for "nOlber syslole 10 follow .ner 
il witb Ihe i"tervAI of Iho IIor m,,1 rhyth m, as is Ihe Ca8e willt Ihe 

'J In Ilo . ".ure. !. ,. 7 aDd g the ,iral·_malien, indieati"l Ilo. Ilil1lullllon 
is • liule 100 IJIllU. Dy Idding In Imf" (fl l hne ~ ,dicaled mor. ouetlr th. 
DltIrL>t'III, wb ... lbo ltiaoulolion . 'a. appl;ed. 
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bigem'"I1&-groul'S. Dunng Ihi. hlll .. eJ .b,.lhm Ibe IOla] refraclor," 
period i. IIWI or a longe. d"rtllion Ihan dunng ~h first .,.-,ole 
of Ihe bigeminu&-grolll'S. AI Ihe end of lhe diall,ole of ,he 4'· c"" 'e 
in lbil bah'ed .h,-Ibm I elfa-' lIIn ellrtl .. ,-Irole bJ" all urra·Slin",I.'Ó<m 
(vide Hg. 3 at 0). This url"ll'IJ"~lole i. followed 10,. A norm .. 1 

t1" 8-

,,.llole, 1.0111 Ihe Ihen follow,"g im]lulae of Ihe .. unele. ".hen reaching 
Ihe .. eninde, i, nol lIIMwered 10,. rha 11IIIIe • . 

Tha Ihen following impnl8e occallionl, il i. mie, again a "er,lnde-
1,lItole, bil ' Ib il Iyltola is a lillia Imalle. and ot shorie. du raliorl 
tI .. n lha p~iDg ,,,"oles or Ilie IUII .. ed rb,. lhm. The following 
au nd&<:u r .. e de$C<lnda a liula deellel' down from Iba rop of Ihe ftrsl 
' yllole<! of Iha bigerninu&-groullS Ihlu lu e IlOW following. Ihl" wit h 
the 1,.1101.,. of Ibe hlll .. ed rh,.tl"". ('()IH1e<:lllenll,. wa ha\"O~8horlened 
rhe 1011\1 rofra.:lOry pe.iod of thi . '·entricle·l,.alole, ~'Om]lllred wilh 
Ihe dnrati en of Iha rofrneto<j",poriods of Ihe lIah'cd rllythm. T he 
eon8«Jnenee of tbi. i. Ihat Itill IIIIOlh<:r 8y810le can folio ... , lifter 
... hieh one .. entricle-8y$tole fall. 0111. 50 Ihat bige", i nIl8'!l:r'mps al'l>ear, 
among whieh oc<:urs a"."e idelllall,. ,. t.igcminll8·groul" Ir I had appl ied 
the U lra'l,imlllarion Mrlie. in the dialltnle, Ibe normal rbrtbm 
wOllld hll'l'e appeared. T ha eSlra ... y&lola wOllld dien, proJlOfl ion.Jlr 
IQ the gruter di mim' lion of Ilie I'~ing intef\"al , ha"e been 
I rn.lla. , 10 Ihal ju.sl all in r.g. I tbe normal rlI)" IIIIn ... ould I .... a 
rollowed. This appears disti " Clly, Ir dIlri ng Ihe 6 .a. gro"l1 afler Ihe 
IalJI of Og. 3 (,' ide fiJt:. 4) I lIPpi)" .11 as lnt.,ltimulation at an Mrli('. 

~"i, . ,. 
I'eriod Qf the dirulole of Ille firlll rU",'1!a or the bigeminn&-groU]l 
(al fl. The e~tnt.-<!y8tole is .hell am.IL, .nd tlLe no<,nlll .hy lbm i. 
re6lored , ronlillues dunng 15 IJltolet, Md changtoS Ihen i"IO torne 
bigeminu &-grouJlII and .fter .... nli iu lO ,he h.h·ed rhrthrn. 
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Two ,ro"[18 (I~~ io".ly I had .. ppliet! all u tm'l li mulatio" a linie 
late. ; the eJilnwy,lole i8 .. oW I .. rg<>', blll lI.e .>exI BySIOl1I il Itill 
large •• tll'l'tlr1!ully, boctlu!Ml the I' receding a·~i"lc"·1I1 has IMloIln 
Icng.he llcd. "lid eoll llO.."(]ucntly !he 8Y8101e OlOC"'" Illlet (~ i,le fig . 4). 
A more Iltellrll!O III C II~IIrntiOll sho\\'~ liS IIIRI in realil.\" Ihi ~ systOle 
begi lIs lil 1\ 11\10" momelI" Thi s f .. c t ospel'illily also CO""IOr/IC18 
Ihe (JCC11 . ",nce of Iho 1I0rmai .hylhm. 

Whon now lbe reblored no.mal rI'J,I,," of fig. 4 hu p~ "Saill 
inlO Ihe hah'cd rh,.,l"n, I excclltc here aner Ihe 6'\ !'y51OIo of Iho 
hal~ed rhylll111 a ~l1d melhod ofoollvertillg from Iho bah'ed rhyll.m 
inlo Ibe IIorlllal onc (~ide ~g. tol. 

1 described alreAdy Jl~.' ionsly, how Ibe hlllvcd rhylhm CIII1 be 
oon~erted i"IO Ihe IIorlllal oli e til' au ulm·etimullllÎOII at lho end 
of Ihe diwHole. I had then 10 IIl'pl)' Ihe Oxlrll_Blimul!uiOtl 111 1\ 

special momenl of Ihe diu tole \0 ",ake Ihe con.'ention Bncceed , So I 

applied , 111 80 willo Ihis Ioeart, in Fig. I (a t Q) 1110 ex lril-sti ,"ullllion 
loward8 Iho end of Ihe t1iulOle. Ir I had al,pliet! Iho ulnHlimn
lalion al lin ea.lier moment of Iho dil./llOl0, il would eilher b".'o 
had 110 efl'ccl, and oon!IeQue .. tly h .... e permilled Ihe hal,'ed rbylhm 10 
conl inue undisturbed, 0. it w()I,ld ha"e produeed .. still Bmlllltr 
ulr .. ..sysl0Ie. TIoe nexl impulse hO\\'ever wou ld lI,cn, afler 11';1 

InlflUC' utr.-S1 81010, luwe produced later A 81$1010 whid. would 
for Ihis I"8IL$OrI ha,'e borom .. 100 large 10 lOl Ihe "0' mal rhylhm 
CQrlti""e. Ir I hAd "" Iho COllI rat)' al'plied tho etlm-8timulation 
l&ter. d.e ~~tnwJ" llolc ilsel f \\'onld bll.'e l'rtlVcd 10 bec larger, a"d 
wo" ld Io""e Ilocome 100 III.ge for the resl(lrll,ioll of Ihe normal 
rI'.V lto ,Q. Tho hah'cd "'," Ibm " '()IIJd ha,'e ronli,..,ed (Vide fi g. 8) /)f' 

loeart-bigemiu,!' might 1I11"e IX'\'IIrred a l ill ~ïg. 3. 
h is Iherefore olo,·iolli . wh!' I h,\d to i.ritato the ve ll t rielll61UI~lly 

al .. sl oeci,,1 mOlllenl in order 10 obt,,;n relt10r .. lion of Ihe normal rhJ" Ibm. 
TuaaSTKOT. SlRij)tI!~,"" ""d E~(] K' .",~ ~ ('{I"ld ,\180 b.ing "bout ft 

Iwiee l\$ >Irong freqllcncy of Ihe 1",1811Iioll' by ... 11 c~,,,.~timIlIQlio n 
duri ng Ihe dialllOle in Ihcir experitllclllI 011 Ihe 8inll8 "e,,08U8 IUld 
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heart-veins. These mvestlgators have not been ab Ie to explain 'this 
phenomenon. 1t is certainly peculiar that 1 myself, in the beginnmg, 
fonnd this conversion of rhythm only b)- extra-stimulations applied 
I;I.t a special moment of the diastole. 'I'he- ranse of tbis ronformity 
-for in the beginning I niade these experiments without being 
acquainted with the inve'3ttgatlOns of tile abo\'e-mentlOned authors
we must eVIdently find 111 the fact, that we are always accustomed -
to apply the stimulatlOns d uring the diastole Ol" shortly afterwards, 

, but with few exceptions onIy in the end of the pause and certainly not 
of the long panses that occur with the halved rhythm. And af tel"
all there is a 2nd moment. of the heart-pel'iod in which 1 can apply 
an extra-stimulation with as much success 111 order to restOl'e the 
Jlormal -l'hythm. - 1f -I apply namely in the latte?' part of tlte 
pause, Ol' in t!~e beginning of t1~e auricle-systole aftm' t!le pause, an 
extra-stim//ûation eithel' to t/te apex ventl'ic~ûi 01' to the base, the 1w?'mal 
rhytltm 1'estOl'es itselJ also frmn tlte Italved one (vide Fig. 5 at 0). 
The extra-stuJlulatIon now causes an extra-systole, which happens to 
be rather lal'ge. lts great height may be explained by the fact that 
we register Ilowat the same time a shortemng of the ventl'icle
and the auricle-musculature. The fact that the ventriele }s 1ess fuIl 
may perhaps 1ikewIse cxercise some inf] uence. ThiE. extra-systole 
occurs now at an eal'her moment than (he normal ventt'ICle-systole 
of the halved rhythm would have appeared. Wüh the systoles of 
the halved l'hythm the second aUl'lcle-systole falls at the end of the 
systolic p1ane. Wlth this extra-systole the Jle:xt aurie1e-systole occurs 
at the end of the diastole, and can for Jhis l'eason be s,)Jcceeded by 
a ventrirle-systole, whlch is small on account of the short pre
ceding interval, and introdllces for thls reason the normal l'hythm 
as in Fig. 1. 

Here in Fig. 5 the nOl'mal rhythm is infl'odnced by the normal 
phYSlOlogical "Erregung" at the end of the diastole of a large extra
systole. The two experiments cau be:executed equally easIly. It is con
sequently evident, that, in two llldicated pJaces we can, dUl'ing the 
period of the hahred l'hythm, b'y extl'a-stimulatioJl of the ventricle
muscle convel't this hal\'ed l'hythm into the normal one. This restored 
nOl'mal l'hythm passed aftel' twelve systoles into bigeminy, which I 
convel'ted again 'into the normal rhythm during the third gl'onp 
by an extra-stimlliahon, which was applied a httle eal'lier in fhe 
diastole. Aftel' twelve systoles this normal l'hythm changed again 
spontaneously into bigeminus.groups (as in Fig. 4). Aftel' about 
3 minutes 1 convel'ted these bigeminlls-gt'OUPs into the normal 
l'hythm by an extra-strmu1ation, which was applied towards the end 
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of the diA!!tole of the Oret 8y810le of II group (~ide ,"'ig. 6 aIO). 
This ~tored norm/ll .hyllun conti ll ue. IIOW duri"g 95 syslole., 

IInd pa$iICS then /llllIin inlO bigeminy. "' Oe. abont one minllte 1 

fil. 6. 

cO)m·crt thi. bigcmillY lIga;n illto tlto lIorm/ll rh,III1", a/j I did ill 
Fig. 4 and ti. This II ormal rhylhm 00'11;'111« II0W for o,'cr hllif >In 

hOll ' , whilill Ihe ,Iimensio" of thc systoleagmd,mllydocrca.ses. Thcll 
the experiment i. stnl']Jed. 

Con$(!(]"ently with Ibi. frog's bea'l anc. the poillOning wilh ,·era
t.ine wil bavlI oon,·crle(i: 

I. TIII\ halvecl .h,llIm in IWO ws, . into the normal one by /In 
induction-8II'okll (Fig. I ,and Fig. :ilo 

2_ The lu.lvcd .hythm into bigemin, Wig. a). 

3. lJigemin,. into tho hnh'cd rl'yth", Wig. 2). 

4. Big""';"y into thl} lIor'l\IIl rh,. !l"n (l'ig. 4 ""d 6). 
Con$(!(]ueutly wc r"" di!jCI"Clionally ... ith /I heart lho ,·entricle of 

whiel, p"ISIIte6 ill Ihe hIlIve<I .hyll"", convert II.i s '''Ylhm eilhc. 
illlo thc nor",al I""ee AS .... p;d rhylh", o. ill1" higemi"u:I{!l'OI'ps. 
Thcrefore Wil 1"' ''11 10 roegulale Ihc d imellsionl of Ihc ,yslOle8 hJ" illlc .... 
roring ftl ~IJeCi/l1 m011101l 1$ of Ihe hellrtllCriotl with Ihe slim" i/l"t . 
These ,limcusiO lls .lopcml On H,c JU.III;OIl of the p'ec<l<ling .. a"&e. 

Con$(!(]ucntly if we obillin Ihe no .... ,,\ Th ythm, /lnCr ha";ng ftl'plicd, 

"I " spce;al ",ome"t of Ihe diastole. t!u.iug Ihe I'/lh'et! rh,.I""', "" 
e~lra·sti n",llItion , Ihe" wO Can obllli" ,·cnlricle·bigcminJ bJ' 1I1'1'1)"i,,; 
lbe 6.'<lta.$ti",,,latio,, a little lale •. 

1'11e u[HI.i mcnll, in whieh I oouvcrlOO "cnlricle-bigemi"y illlO 
Ihe normal .IIJlhrn by IJl u l ..... 'lotimul.tiOIl in 1111\ di&!llole or the 
& ... t clI"'e of a group, whîd, . OO"&eqllcnll" produeeI\.u ulra
.,stole, bero", lloe 2'" Cll r '·e would 10"'·11 beg,," , .. '" enli..,l)" in 
wnfo.mity wit" lhis view. 

The di/Tcrtlnce ill d ;",ellsioll betw~n Ihe "Clltric1o-systolcs ofthe hah·ed 
rhJll .. " /Iud Ihose of the II ormal one ill VCTJ" greal. The dimension of lhll 
n ... t 8)"stolc of Ih ~ bigc",illul·gn::mps i, 11 mcd i"", betWOOII th_. 1t 
is always sl11f1olle . th .. " the "entriclt-lyslOlee of the lalest hllh'ed 
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rhJ'lhm. Thi, appea~ dis'inc' ly {,om Fig. 2 IInd 3. Tlii8 diminUlion 
is likewise IIPlmrenl in Fig. 7. 

. . - ~ 

_ .~o, ' . .. . . ..... . . 
- -- - ----

Fi,. 7. 

!l~, .... I al'I,lied 10 a rrog's hell'l, pulsl'lling af ter Ihe poisoning in 
the Iollh'ed ,.]'JII"n. Ril eXl ra'Slimulalion (lil f) al Ihe end of Ihe 
diastole •• he COllseqn~nee of which wIlS all cxl""'-$y slol~. Tho "exI 
following 8y8l010 and r"rlher Ihe lir'SI systoles of Iile bi~min"s
gronps are lh~n ,- isibly r.-dn('.-d. Af.el' IIVO min",1OS III i8 bigcminy 
;,r","lftn"""sly (·hange. inlo I he halvefl rhythm. If now a littl .. Mrli~ r 

in Ihe diastole. I ~lInse IIn ~xtr"'syslole. (,'ide Fig. 8 al t i Ihe 

Fig. 8. 
following sy$lole is nol ~nfftcienl \y rednced 10 oblain bi~minn s IInd 
Ihe hah-oo rhyll"n C{ln.i"nC8. But al tl,e same time Ihe exl rl\8yslole 
is no, linie enougl , '0 reslore Il,e normal rhytl"ll. 

As in Ihese serip.s of experiment" Ihe "limnlant wa« placoo near 
t.he ~'rio-\·eo lri~ul"r.lirni. , IhA r",,\\h~ <1~\,illl" Mrn"whnl r ..... m those 
Ihal hM'e been deseribed ahol'c . I sbllll ill"slrlllc Ihls ti)" 11 tew 
examples. In Fig. 9 I ba\'o c"uood al 1 all exlra-rauS<! wil bont 

Fig. 9. 
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extra-systole of the ventricle by an extra-stimulation (the stimulation 
that I applied thl'ee systoles earlier, and th at took place at an earl i el' 
moment of the heart-period, evidently reaehed the aUl'iele dUl'ing 
HR re.fractory stage). )'ll'e 0 stt'ongly incl'eased posteompensatol'y systole 
fixes the rhythm of the ventriele in the hahred one. At 2 1 applieu 
an extra-stirnulation at the E'nu of the diastole, whieh eaused a 
rathel' large extra-systole wlfhout compensatol'y panse. lf on the 
contI'ary - I apply the extl'a-stimnlaiion at 3 earliel', a smaller extra
systole follows, so that the normal rhythm is l'estored. During the 
26th systole of this restol'ed nOl'rnal rhythm I convert this in the 
llsuaI way again into the halved one. The Jlh systole ofthis l'bythm 
yet pal'tially is to be seen~ at Fig. 10. At 1_ the nOl'mal rhythrn 
is not restol'ed, at 2 it is indeed. Aftel' whal has been said before 
this is obviollS. At 3 1 cause an extra-pause withont ventl'icle extra
systole, but I pl'event the retmn of the halved rhythm (as at 1 of 
Fig. 9) by stimulating again in this extra-panse at 4; by doing so 
I make· a new extra-systole occnr, whieh is smallel' than the post
compensatory one would have beeome. For this reason and likewise 
beeause ir COlnes earlier the norrnal l'hythm is l'etained. The next
following 'impulse, co ming fl'om' the apriele, conseqnently, l'eaches 
tbe ventriele later aftel' this extra-sysiol~, than it would have arrived 
aftel' the post-compensatory systole, if I had omitted the stimulation. 

A place may still be given in this series to Fig. 11. In th is heart 
(curvesheet 104) ventricle-bigeminy oecurred half an hour aftel' the 
poisoning. Aftel' a few minutes I convert at 1 of Fig. 11 this 
bigeminy into the normal l'hythm by an induetion-stroke at the end 
of the pause bet ween 2 groups. The pl'oportions nnder whieh this 
conversion is brought about, are not so simple here. 

The extra systole comes here in tbe place of tbe first systole of 
a bigeminusgroup. But now the Rystole, following aftel' the extra
systole, is wider than the second systole of a group, ~nd has 
consequently a gl'eater pel'iodieal refl'actory-stage. Oonsequently we 
should not expect aftel' it another systole with a short interval. Yet 
this happens, the nOl'mal rhythm is even promptly restol'ed. We 
find the cause of this phenomenon in modifications of the a-v 
interval. A -liltle nleasurernent teaehes US nameIJ~, that tbe a-v
intel'\ral' 'of Ihe systole', sucreeding the extra-systole is 'collsidel'ably 
abbreviated namely abollt 1/~ second. The sligbt IE'I1gthening of the , 
duration of tbe venti'icle-systole by no meaus eonntel'-balances 
th is abbreviation of tbe a"':"'v-interval,) so' that the am'iele·systole, 
sneceeding this ventricle-systole, can easily be followed by' a new 
,~entricle-systole. 
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AI '2 of Fig. ·11 after 1116 i"dlH::: liOIl·Sl roke (here OC<.:IIn! all exlmpauSll 
wilhollt extrnay510le of Iho vClllride. MIer which Ihe \"clltric!n
bigcm;"y Ilppelln! aga;" . 

3. fJrlr(Nlimul/.llilJII o/ Ih. /.lurkie. Wig. 12). 

Of Ihis !'Ow follows here a 6gure in whid. I red"ee(\ " frog'. 
hea.1 (cu.n~15heet 99) pul$ll.l;ng in thc halve.:! rhythm to thc nonna! 
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twit<'! M I'lIpid onll, llnd the laller agllÎ n 10 the hah'cd rhrth",. 
Ancr Ilie preceding .... m .. rks Ihc e.plrmatioll of Ihis facl i .~ ob,-;oos. 

A short remark "boni the a - v-inrcnal ma)' sHIl follow hcre. In 
m)" lhirtl eo'n",,,,,icatiOIl a\lonl ~he heIlTI-rb)'rlnll [ have a \ready 
shown 0.' [lerimcntally , I har the ,,- v-jute,,',,1 cOll sisrs of 2 [IIIr18 Vi1 .. : 

1. Timo of CO,,,1116Iion "long th sysleons of CO llIICCliou. 
2. pcriooJ of lalent .lÎmnlarion of Ihe \'(~"Irjcle. 

Th" eX[Klrimcnls descriOOd !>erom gi ,"o .ogni" an cntire nAinnation 
of Ihi s rnet Ir nnmel)" I ~an com'crilhe halve<! "enlride-rhythlll ;1110 
the normal Olie, h)' all jnduc tiOll .troke, it i ~ rertai" lhat dnring the 
halve<! rhythm ,,!'ler every auricle</lystole tloe " t;rreg",,!:" reacl\oo tho 
ventriele, but ever)" 2"" 8y~tole roeoiled. be<:ause Ihe ,-enlride wM 
then refril.C\(Iry. We r,nd "OW du rjn~ the ha1,'cd rhyt hm Ihe <l,.·.iulerv/ll 
shorter Ihau duriug 1100 1)ormal ~"e. T he caU!;e of thi s (IInnol be 
found in 11 ditrereul"<l in the times of conduction along Ihe s)'stems 
of I'On"""lion. ~'or in 00111 rh)·t lom8 tloe eti mnlation Mw. e"er)" 
/luricle·systole i$ COtulucled It.lou!; these sySlems. The shorter a·v
interval consequent!y originale8 in Ihe fp.ct. thai in lloi . rlo1'llom Ihc 
duralion of lloe Inlenl stillluialion is shortcr Ihan d''''ing lloe normal 
twiC<l B$ rapid rhylhm. Af ter tloe lon!!cr p.~"ses oftl'e hah'ed rhythm 
lhe dnralion of lloe IMenl stim"lation is couS<!<:I"ently abbl"<l,·ialed. 

Tloe higcminusgro"ps 111110 di'linolly OIplain thi. queslion. With 
Ihese every norrna! I'hysiological "Erreg'mg" is conduoted 10 the 
"entriclc, for I Clln converl these gro"ll!! into II,e normal "enlricle
rhylhm. The (I.v-inlerval oofol"<l the 20<1 syslole ho,,"o"er is cousiderably 
longer thau lhal befol"<l lloe firsi Bys\(Ilc. lIere Ihis di Ifel"<lnce is Ii~e,,"ise 
caused by Ihe di Ifel"<lnce of duralion of the slage of Ihe Inleut 8l irnnlalinn. 

L1TER.\ TURK 
I. 800H'', Studien 0""" Ilencine. WQ"burg 1871 
t. A. ,·o~ B~WLO omd L. H'RT, U.ber die pby.iolociscl,en Wi,knDllen dOl 
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4. K. HEDBOM, Beitràge ZUl' Kenntniss der WirIwngen des Antiarins. Arch. fdr 

experim. Pathologie und Pharmakologie, Band 45. Seite 317. 
5. W. STRAUB, Ueber die Wirkung des Antiarins am ausgeschnittenen suspen

dirten Froschherzen. Arch. fdr exper. Patho!. und Pharmakologie. Bd. 45.-
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6. S. DE BOER, On the heart-rhythm I, IÏ and III KoninkIbke Akademie van 
Wetenschappen. Proceedings' of the Meeting of Saturdd.y February 27, March 
27 and April 23 1915 Vol. XVII and XVIIl page 1075, 1135 and 34. 

7. S. DE BOER, SUl' Ie rhythme Jû coeur. Archivés Néerlandaises des Sciences 
exactes et natUl'elIes série III B. Tome 1I p. 525-593. 

8. S. DE BOER, Rhythmiek en metabolism van de hartspier, Public lecture held 
at the opening of his lessons as a private-lecturer at the University of 
Amsterdam on 21 act. 1915. Nederl. Tijdschr. v. Geneeskunde Jrg. 1915 IId 
half pag. 1927. 

Astronomy. - "S!W1't account 01 some wo1'lcs by BENSAUDE upon 
t/te 1cnowle(~qe of asl1'onQmy anc! navigation in Portu,qat at 
tlte time of t!te great discoveries in t!te 15tlt anc! 16tlt cent~tries, 
presented to the Academy by tJte aut!w1'." By Prof. H. G. ~AN 
DE SANDE BAKHUYZEN. 

(Communicated at the meeting of March 25, 1916). 

During the 14th and 15th centuries, the POl'tuguese, as is weil 
known, made a number of jmpol'tant voyages along the west coast 
of Afl'Ïca. They had reached the Canary Isles before 1336, and 
theil' sea power is demonstrated by the conquest of Oeuta in 1415, 
In j 462 they undel'took a voyage to Gllinea, yisited St. George del 
Mina in 1481, and some years later JOSEPH VIZJNHO accomplished a 
number of determinations of latitude' in Guinea. In 1487-88 
BARTHELOl\fEU DrAz made his voyage to the Cape of Good Hope, and 
in 1497 VASCO DE GA MA undertook his expedition to the Indies ronnd 
the Oape. . 
, In some of their first voyages they probably kept pretty close to 

. the shore, and made nse of a few maps, and the compass. But, 
when the voyages became more extended, astronomical detel'mina
ti ons became necessary, and it was pl'obably befOl'e 1-183 that JUAN 

U, to whom his fat her had entl'usted the administration of the Por
tugllese coloJlies in 1474, although he did Jlot succeed to the Cl'own 
until 1477, called togetl~el' a Oommission Ol' Junta, to examine into 
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the problems of navigation, According to the historian BARROS th ere 
sat in this commission two royal physicians, Don RODRIGuJt]Z and Don 
JOSEPH VIZINHO, who had taken part in several voyages, as wen as 
MARTIN BEHAIM from Bohemia, who had come to Portugal in 1484, 
and who styled himself a pupil of the celebl'ated astronomer REGIO
l\IONTANUS, who had lived in Nuremberg from 1471 to 1475, .. . 

The lack of facilities at that time made a proper determination 
of longitude at sea impossible, but for latitude, which the Portuguese 
needed most in their voyages, the conditions were more favorable, 
Fol' places north of the equator, they could make use of the altitude 

J 

of the Po Ie Stal', from which, aftel' some correctlOlls, the latitude 
'j 

could be deduced, but in places south of the equator this star was 
no longer visible, and the position of the stars in the southern 
hemisphere of the heavens were too little known to serve for the 
determination of the latitude, The celestial body in those parts most 
suitable for the purpose, was the sun, but as the distance of the 
sun from the celestial pole changes from day to day, it was necessary 
to know bef01'ehand its position fOl' every day of the year, Ol' rather 
its distance from the celestial pole, 

REGIOMONTANUS, while' in Nuremberg, had made known the position 
of the sun forl a number of years, in a wOl'k which he pnblished, 
en tÜled "Epheinerirles ab anno 1475 ad annum 1506", and' it has 
always been supposed that BEHAIM communicated these tables to the 
Portuguese j qllta, th us enabling the POl'tuguese mariners to determine 
the latitude by means of the sun, Moreover BEHAIl\I is supposed to 
hM'e been ot further use to them by introducing into Portugal the 
astrolabe, which was said to have been invented by REGIOMONTANUS, 
and to have been made in the work-shops in N ul'emberg, 

Upon these grounds HUMBOLDT has attl'ibuted to MARTIN BEHAIlIf 
and to, REGIOMONTANUS a predominant influence upon the discoveries 
of the Portuguese (in which he has been followed by many other Ger
man scholal's), ZIEGLER for instanee writes: - "Although Gerrnany 
did not take a direct part in the great geographical dJscoveries of 
the 15th and 16th centuries, yet it was German scientists who, both 
by the construction of instl'uments and by theil' theoreticall'esearches, 
rnaterially contributed to these discoveries. In this mannel', OUl' 
compatriots REGIOMONTANUS and MARTIN BEHAIM have the merit of 
being precursors of OOI.UMBUS in the discovery of America," Another 
German even suggested that the name Behaimia should be substituted 
fol' that ot' A merica, 

A Portuguese schol ar, JOAQUIM BENSAUDE, has lately institut~d a 
tl1orough illvestigation of the achievements of the Portuguese in 
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the field of navigation, and pnblished the l'esults of his imyestigations 
in a work entitled "I' Astronomie nautlque au Portugal à l'époque 
des grandes découvertes", (1912) to which later on he added the 
testimony of three photográphlC l'eprodnctions of very rare books 
published in Portugal. 

In this book BENSAUDE .come& to the following conclnsions. 
Tbat REGIOMONTANUS cafmot be regarded as the inventor of the 

astrolabe, a fact which many Gel'man writels readily aclmowledge; 
is shown by the existence of several Arahian astrolabes fi'OIll a much. 
eadier date, amongst others, one in the Blbliothèque natIOnale III 

Paris dating from the year 950, which in its essential features 
corresponds to the aSÎl'olabes nsed in Portugal towal'ds the end of 
the 15th century, and only differs slightly from those made in N uremberg. 
As these astrolabes were used in Portugal for astrology, which, 
th ere as eIsewhere, wa3 mueh pl'actised in the beginning of the 
15th century; there are no snfficient gl'ounds for supposing that the 
knowledge of the arabian astrolabes shonld have been lost in Portugal, 
and that these instI'nments should have -been re-introduced later 
from Nuremberg. As a matter of fact the astrolabe was nsed by 
DIE GO D' AZAMBUJA as earl.)' as 1481 on his voyage to Gmnea. 

Further BENSAUDE deals wlth the tab les which were useg. in 
Portugal to find the position of the sun, and in- particlllar its 
distance from the celeshal pole for each day. It is usually su pposed 
that these wer~ the tables given by REGIOMONTANUS in Ins "Ephemel'ldes". 
In these tables, however, are only found the longitude of the sun, 
and its place in the \larious signs of the 'Zodiac and if from this 
the distance of the sun from the celestial pole is to be derived, it 
must be done by means of formulae, a lmowleàge of which could 
certainly not be expected from the mariners on board those vesseIs. 
In anothel' work "Tabulae directionum" aIthough REGIOMONTANUS 
gi ves the distance of the sun from the celestial pole, it is not for 
every day, but only for the different posltions which the sun occupies 
in the zodiac, so that the mariner who only needs the distances 
fl'om the pole for his determination of latitude, would still need 
to take both these books of REGfOMONTANT:S with him, which wOllld 
be a somewhat elabol'ate 'method. 

Through his researches BENSAUDE has discovered a small Portuguese 
work, which is much more suitable for the u&e of rnarinel's. It 
consists of two parts, 1. directions for the llse -of the astrolabe 
and quadrant, and 2. a tl'eatise upon the celestial spheres. 

Of this work, a copy of which is to be fOllnd in the Munich 
library, BENSAUDE pubhshes a ph 0 togl'llpbic' repl'oduction, the title-

,I 
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page is somewhat torn, so that the date of publication and the 
name of the printer are megible. 1t JS presumably printed hy HRRMAO 
DJ~ CAMPOS, whose oldest known work was pubI1shed in 1509 at 
Setubal. The copy found in Munich appears not to be a first edition, 
but a reprint of an earl iel' one. 

'rlus little book contains dil'ections for detel'mining the latItude in 
different places, and how the latitude may be found by the Pole 
Star; there is further appended a hst of the latltudes of various 
points along the west eoast of Africa, the way in whieh the conrse 
of the ship ean be followed on tbe map, and finally a ealendal' in 
which the longitude and tbe declinatlOn of tbe sun are given for every • 
day in the yeal'. In these tab les it IS assurned th at a year contains 
366 days, so tbat the data are not qUlte coneet for the years tbat 
are not leap-years, but eonsiderllJg the flmount of aC('Ul'acy which 
at that time could be attained in the determination of latitude, the 
error is not great, and (m this case) the accuracy of the data is 
bacl'Jficed to sImplic'ity in use. The book is therefol'e ObvlOusly 
al'l"anged as a simple hand-book tor the ensy use of mal·inel's. 

It might be thought that the values of the declinatïon of tlle &lIn 
had been bOl'l'Owed fl'om REGIOlVlONTANUS' "Ephemel'ldes" and 
"Tabulae directionum", so that these works although not directly 
made URe of by the Portugue5e Ulal'Îner~, wet'e at any l'ate indirectly 
applied to by {hem, H appeal's, höwevel', that the incJinatlOn of 
the EcIiptic upon which the Portuguese tables are founded i'3 23°33', 
while in rÜ1GIOMONT.A~US' tables the incIination IS taken at 23°30', 
so that aconneetion between the t", 0 tables IS out of the questlOn. 

Besides thIS copy of the "Directions" found m Munich, B~NSAUDE 
also provides a photogmphie repl'odl1ction of another rare Portugnese 
work, namely the "Almanach pel'petuum" wl'Îtten, byl ABRABAlIl 
ZACUTO, who was Professor iM Salamanka fl'om 1474 to 1492, This 
work was originally written in Hebrew, but was tt'anslated into 
Portuguese by JOSEPH VIZINHO, mentioned above as a membel' of the 
commission instituded by King J tlan II, fol' the promOlIon of the 
science of navlgatlOn. 'rhe copy of this Portugllese tl'anslation is 
printed in Leiria in 1496. I 

In tbis work we find mm'e complete tables fol' the positions of 
the sun according' to a cycle of four Jears, thl'ee ol'dinary alld one 
leap-y~al', and there is even a small conectlOIl intl'oduced fol' the, 
u'ansÏtwn fl'Om one cycle to the next, as tb ell the position of the 
sun would have slightly changed, 

These tab/es by ZACUTO, which are also calculated upon the basis, 
of an inclination of 23°33', in all probability form the source of the 

103 
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tables in "Directions for the use of the astrolabe", some simplification 
being intl'oduced to enabl€' it io be used for every year, leap-year 
or ordinary year alike. 

It is most pr'obable that the copies of the "Directians" and of 
ZACUTO'S tables wbich have been faund we re preceded by oldel' 
editions. In a letter written on May 1st 1500 by PEDRO Al,VAREZ OABnAJ:S 
mate, l'eference is made to a determinatian of latitude in Brazil at
south latitude 17°, which, as he writeó, is made according to the 
rules of the astrolabe, and of which the results corl'espond entil'ely 
to the data, in the tables of the Munich cOjJy of the "Directions". 

It cannot be ascertained with certainty ti'orn what souree ZACUTO 
borrowed the tables referred to above, but BENSAUDE quotes a number 
of manllscripts, revealed by the researches of STEINSOfINElDER, which 
were written aftel' the preparation of the Alphonzine tables in 1252, 
upon astronomieal snbjects and instrurnents in Spain, Provence and 
Portugal, principally by Arabs and learned Jews of the 14th and 15th 

centurIes. ZACUTO follows tiran these writers, so th at lJe was pro
bablJ enabled to compile his tables from the data which theJ supplied. 

It may therefol'e be concluded wüh the greatest pl'obability, that 
the Portuguese owed their knowledge of the selence of navigation 
at the time of their great discoveries, not to German scholars, but 
to the high scientific attainments of their own compatriots. 

Zoology. - "C?'itical and theol'etical considerations ltbout the ol'~qin 
of the p1'ima1'Y foetal me1nbrane.~ in Vertebrates." By Dl'. 

DAN. DE LANGE. (Uommunicated by Prof. J. F. VAN BEMMELEN). 

(Communicated in the meetmg of MaJ'ch 25, 1916). 

The presence of pl'imary foetal membl'anes in Saw'opsida and 
Mammalia has been considered for a long time as a characteristic 
of great systematic value and /Jas led to the division of Vertebrates 
in Amniota s. Allantoidea p1'ovided with pl'imary foeial membl'aneó 
and Anamnia s. Anallantoidea without these membranes. Members 
ol' the last group (Cyclostomata, Pisces and Ampltibirt) are also 
named IcMhyopsida, sin ce they live wholly Ol' partly (as larves) in 
an aquatic environment whel'e they breathe by gills, gill-bJ'l(athing 
never being present in the first gl'OlIp. Of course the1'e exist Amniotrt 
which have become adapted to an aquatic life (turtles, marine 
Saul'Ïans and especially Oetaeeans), but as in them lungbreathing 
has always been presel'ved and nevel' been substituted by gill-

--------- -
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breathing, even in pelagic forms which never come ashore, this 
adaptation may be l'ecorded as, a secondary one. Thus we safely 
('an suppose, as has been done by the majority of investigatol's, that 
the appearance of primary foetal membranes is to be considered as 
an adaptation to terrestrial life, an adaptation which makes it 
possible, that elI,lbl'yollic development takes place in liquid surl'onnd
ings, though outside the water 1). 

Now the question is whether ovipal'ity in Sauropsida may be 
deduced di1'8Ctly fl'om ovipal'ity in A mphibians, tbe holoblastic 
cleavage-type of the last group being changed simuItaneously by 
accumulation of y?lk in toe meroblastic one of the first, the .folk
poverty of Mammalian eggs consequently being secondal'Y, or whether 
the evolution has proceeded in a revel'se direction. Most of the 
older and some modern iD\'estigatol's have declared in favou!' of tb: 
fil'st alternative. AccOl'ding to them the mode of development of 
foetal membranes by folding up, so typical for ihe Sauropsldan egg 
is to be considered as primitJve and the varions modes of amnion
formation in Mammals are to be derived from this orre. It is not 
my intention here to go into all the abortive attèmpts to explain the 
phylogenetic ul'igin of the amnion, published before the Jear 1895, 
sin ce HUBRl!:CHT has cl'iticized them sllfficiently in his weIl known 
tr'eatise on this subject ~), but It will sl1ffice to summal'ize the con
ception of SELENKA 3), which combines the two older explanations. 

SELENKA believes the amnion to be composed of two originally 
independent folds, gl'owing together by chance, thel'eb)' closing the 
amnion.cavity and sepal'ating the embl'Yo from its 5lU'l'oundings. 
These two folds are the heudfold ana the tailfold. The precocious r 
segregation of bmin and head, and the cUl'ying of these ol'gans 
caused by this cil'cumstance, push the head into the yolk, and in 
this way the headfold al'ises passivelj'. ft usually is at first a pro· 
amnion i.e. it consists of ectoderm and entorlerm, the last being 

1) I wish without delay to lay stress upon !he fact that in my opinion Ihe 
importance of the development within au amnion·cavity fol' terrestrial forms chiefly 
lies. in the circumstance, that in this way the deveJopmg embryo is exposed on all 
sides to uniform pressure, while most wt'Îters thmk of protection against mechanical 
injUl'ies from the olltside. Tertiary e g·covel·ings, alJ'eady abundantly present iu 
Amphibians, supply sufficlent pro te ct IOn against these injuries. If mechanica! 
pressure 'or shock can penetrate a bil'd's eggshell and glaircovering, they certainly 
will he abll' to pierce the thin chorion and am/llon 

2) A. A. W. HUBREeRT Die Phylogenese des Amlliolls uml die Bede .. llung des 
Tropltobiastes. Verband. Kon. Akad. Wetensch. Amsterdam. 2e Sectie. D IV, N. 5. 

S) Vide E. SCLENKA. Sludien ZUl' Entwicklungsgeschlchte der TIere. Bd. I, Heft 5, 
1 C)!J2: ~Ul' Entstehungsgeschichte des Amnions. p. ] 86- J 89, 

103*' 
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sûpersedea afterwards by f ingrowing mesoderm. SEI,ENKA eiplains' 
this phenomenon in a subtle manner by supposing the proamnioó 
to 'have originally possessed mesoderm and bloodvessels. By the 
folding pl'ocess' the respll'atory fllnetion~ of this pàrt of the area. 
vasculosa is in' danger of bemg injl1red "and therefore the mesoderm 
1'et1re8 1

). We shall I'evert' to tlle subject later on, but the mere 
fact th at in many Anamnia a proammon-area is present in fl'ont
of the entei'on, without any folding proce~s taking pI ace, makes this 
explanation rathel' improbable. 

According to the opinion of SEIJENKA the olltgrowth of the tail
fold js eal1sed by the powel'flll growth of the allantois. The suppression 

/ 

of the free lal'val period and the development of the embryo within 
the eggshell render the emptying of the excl'etory pl'oducts into 
the eggchamber impossible without at least serions mjury to the 
normal metabolism of the embryo. Thel'efore the embryonic UI'ine
bladder tallantois) expands and pm,hes b'etween somato- and splanchno
pleura of the yolksack. By tl11s circumstanee the respIrator,}' function 
of the yolksack, all'eady dimmlshed by the liquefaction and shl'mking 
of thIS organ, will be Jal'gely impair·ed. The alla.ntois, If sufficiently 
provided Vlitli bloodvessels, can take over thls fllnctlon and the 
outgrowth of the tailfold is onl)' a. mea.ns 1'01' surface-increasing jn 
connection with this new function. 

Aga.inst both 'views sel'ious objectIOns may be raised. W tthout 
laying sh'ess 1.1pOn the l'ough mechamca! conception of the sinking
down-hypot,hesis, we can state the fact th at, along with theformation 
of the proamnion, no real sinking-in of the headregion OCCUl'&, but 
th at principaUy the ectoderm a.nd in seeond instanee the entoderm 
actively grow over the embryo. Besiues I ne\'el' have found it 
mentioned that the proa.mnion foId contains yolkma.terial, a circum
stance that seems to me a conditio sine qua non for the sinking-down-
hypothesis. , l' I 

The explanation of the outgt'owth of the tailfold by the sllpposed 
téndency .to f surface-increasing of the allantois' is eo ipse inóre 
plau"ible, but ontogenetic facts do not agree with It. The tailfold does 
not l!-rise as an outgrowth of the allantois, but develops llldependerrtly 
of, this organ, and conflists originaUy of ectoderm and mesoderm 
only, the true entoderm al alla.ntois following long afterwards, usually 
preceded by a so-called mesodel'mal.one. lVIol'eovet· the fact that the 
tailfo~d is wanting in many Sanropsida with a primitive type of 
dèv~lopment (Spl~enodon, Chelonia) makes this expla.nation rather 
improbable. 

1) SELENKA, l.c. 1892, p, 187. 
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Now against this point ?f view HUBRECRT opposed in the above 
mentioned treatlse (11;95) his owd widely different one, which 
caused asensation amongst the ranks of embryologists, and may 
be summarized m the following points: . 

1. If the real slgmfication of the amnion is that of a protective 
watel;rushion; it bhould origmate as a closed bladder, otherwise one 
cannot understand its phy,logenetic evolutIOo. " 
J 2. ThlS mode of development OCCllrs in fact in certain Mam
mals (Erinaceus, Galeàpithecu~, Ptel'Optt~, Cavia, perhaps Primates) , 
while the development by a pl'ocess of folding, as most Saul'opsida 
show it', dlffers very wldely from it. Therefore it is obvious that 
the last method must be considered as a secondary ooe, Ibllt then 
we are obhged at the same time to derlve the meroblastic yolkladen 
eggs of Saul'opsida from the .holobla'3tic yolkle!ls eggs ~f Mammals 
and the (secondary) ovipal'ity of the \ first group ~from the more 
primitive vivipal'lty of the last one., ' ro 

3. The trophoblast 1. e. the ectodermal co vering of the exembl'yonic 
frmtbladder, to wbieh the pel'lphel'al ectodermlayer of tbe embryonie 
region sometimes may be added, plays an important -part in the 
formation of foetal membl'anes and m the, implantation of the 
embl'yoIllc ver,icle mto tbe wall of tbe maternal genital dllCtS. 
HUBRECHT considel's tbe trQphoblast as tbe most vrimihve of foetal 
membraneó. In amphiblan larves, especially in tadpoles, it presents 
itself as the co vering ectoderm-Iayer (Deckschicht), in Mammals with 
decidnous placentation it dev~lops enormously in connection with 
its mtensitied nutritive fllnctIOn. 

J4. Originally the amnion bladder develops· as a ranty between 
trophoblast-co,\-el'ing anel embryonic lmob. 'In ordel' to secure vascula
risatlOn ,the primitlve amnion iE. dlvided by lI~growing vasocondnctl\'e 
mesoderm mto two layel's: the onter chol'lon and the inner amnion. 
In this w,ay, the amnion Ctwity is\ separated definitively from the 
outer trophoblast-laj er and can increa~e along with the developing 
embryo, so that in later stages it tills up the gl'eatel' part of the 
fruit bladder. 

5. In some rases (most Rodentia WWl inversion of gel'mlayers e.g. 
Mtwidac) the m~sodel'mfolds do 11.01 penetrate tile pr!mitive amnion, 
dividing it mto two layers, but gl'OW into the primitive amnion 
ca\-Ïty, and divide this cavity Înto the so-called false and true amnion 
cavities. TJllS mode of development forms a transition towards tbe 
folding process \~hich appears in all Saw'opsicla and m many Mammals 
with postponed attachment of the embrJ:onic vesicle In this cac:;e 
a merely ectodermal primitive amnion; i&l U(}Vel: present, .but the . 
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definitive amnion I) develops immediately by out.growth of mesoderm
containing folds . 
. The great merit of HUBRECHT'S theoretical considerations in this 

question is to be sought partiJ in thé searching criticism exer
cised on established ideas. e. g on the axiom ,that amnion-develop
ment is eo ipse more pl'imitive in Saul'opsida than in Mammalia, partly 
in the widening of 0111' men tal horizon by opening new and unex-
pected perspectives which incite to new investigations. The1'ef01'e I 
feel obliged in hononr of the memory of the great Dutch embryolo
gist not to shrink from equitabJe cl'iticism or from neressary correc
tion alld supplementation of his fertile ideas. 
I The premise melltioned sub 1 w0111d be correct if the amnion
ca\Ïty really served in young stages as a )Jrotective watel'cllshion. 
But this is by no means the case. In young mammalian foetera 
protection is furnished by what I wil! call here provisionally 
the trophoblast-bladdel' and the p1'imitive amnion (art~hamnion 

RESINK) is onIy a means of pushing the embryonic knob i.nto this 
protective watercl1shion. Therefol'd I am inclined with RESINK 2) 
to considel' amnion-formation by entypy as primitive, whether this 
appears as a hollow invagination Ol' as asolid ingrowth. I will 
rèvert to this point later on. . 

In a second question the significanee. of the tt'ophobJast, I also 
have a somewhat divel'gent opinion. I wiJl not deny Ihe important 
pal·t played by this embryonic appendage in the amniogenesis of 
all Amniotes, but 1 am not convinced that it is al ready present a& 
a larval envelope jn Anamnia, or that it is represented by the 
co vering . layer 9f the epidermis (Deckschicht) of amphibian larves. 
It" is true that HTJBRECH'r has altered his opinion on this point in his 
later publications to a certain extent, but nevertheJess he proposes 
to divide the Vertebrates in Ac1w1'ia (Cyclostornata and Selachii, 
Vertebrates without trophoblast) and CIW1,iata (all the I est, possessing 
this larval envelope) 3). In my opinion therefore I am fully justitied 
in making some critica I remarks on th is point. -

Of course the trophoblasL of Mammals must have al'isen from 
the ectodermal co vering of anamniote lal'\'ae, one therefore is 
j ustitied in saying that it is present potentially in the larval 

1) I use the term' amnion in this case in a wide sense i.e. amnion s.s. + chorion 
resp. se rous membrane. 

2) A. J. RESINK. Die Stalllmentwicklung der embryonalen Organe. Tijdschr. 
NederI. Dierk. Ver. D. VUl, afl. 3, 1903. 

s) A. A. W. HUBRECHT. Ontogenetic phenomena in MammaIs etc. Quart. Journ . 
. Microsc. Sci. Vol. 53, 1908, p. 81-83. ' 

, -' 
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epidermis, but HUBRECHT considel's the onter ectoderm al layer 
(Deckschicht) sucb as especially anuran lal'vae show it, as a 
separate organ, a rednced Ial'val envelope, If this view were correct, 
we should expect this lal'\'al envelope to he developed in an obYious 
way in Gymnoplliona and primitive taHed Ampltibians such as 
Ampltiumidae (Me.qalobatmclws, Cryptobranclzlts) and P1'oteiclae 
(Nectu1'us), whose eggs pass mOl'eo\'el' thl'oug'h a long embl'yonic 
period, -and this is in no way the case, In these forms the two 
layers of the epidermis bear exactly the same hibtological character. 
The solid ingl'owth of cerebl'al ganglia seems to originate out of 
the deepel' nerVOIlR 1ayer onIy, but even this may be delusive, The 
invagination of the neural plate takes place before the dift'erelltiation 
of the two layel's, or both participate in it, 1.'he extraordinal'y 
development of tile "Deckscbicht" in tadpoles may be partially 
ascribed to the fact that in these forms this layer forms a nuruher 
of temporary organs possessing great importance for the subsistance 
of tbe 1arva, stlch as the suckers ventral io tbe gillregion and 
the lal'val sllcking-mouth with its borny teeth, while pel'haps the 
outgrowth of the operculum requires more material from the epi
dermis than ill Ul'udelan larves without this cutaneous fold, 

Another weakness in HUBRECRT'S theol'y is the fact that it gives 
no conclusive explanation of the differentiation of the holoblastic 
Amphibian egg into the embryonic lmob and the exembryonic fruit
bladder of MammaIs, As HUBRECHT starts ft'om e~gs without or 
with a small amouni of yolk 1), this important question remains 
unsolved. HUBRECHT has paid littIe attention (0 th is point. On p, 36 
1. c, 1895 he writes: 

t 

"Nun lässt es sich denken, dass Formen welche in diese zweite 
"Kategorie gehöl't haben mögen, nebenbei eine stal'ke bruchsacl<artige 
"Erweiterllng der Bauchwand erlitten haben, nnd dass die Bildung 
"des Bruchsackes mit der eben erwàhnten ringförmigen Einpflanzllngs
"linie des pl'imitiven Amnions zusammenfiel". 

p, 56: "Es ist viel wahrseheinlicher, dass die Pl'otamniot~n \'i\'Ïpare 
"A.mphibien gewesen sind, bei welchen, dm'ch Flussigkeitsansammlung 
"zwischen den Hypobiastzellen eine prall gefüllte, pseudomeroblastische 
"Keimblase zu Stande gekommen ist". 

1) 1 wiJl remal'k on ihis point that in HUBRECH'J."S writings the tel'ms "dotter
arm" and Ildotterreich" are often used, when he really means holoblastic and 
meroblastic. Of course lhe existencc of holoblastic eggs with an enormous amount 
of yolk such as in A'Yi~phiumidae, Gymnophiones, Necturus, Dipnoi, Ganoïds 
etc. and of mel'oblastic eggs with tt rathel' sm all amount of yoIk, such as pelagic 
Teleoslean eggs, was known to him, but these eggtypes only play a subordinate 
part in his theoretical reasoning. 
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These are his only words upon the subject in' his fil'st great 
theoretical study. lt cannot be denied that they contain in no way 
sufticient arguments fol' such a radical transformation and that iJl 
this respect the old-fashioned ex.planation is more conclusi ve than 
the modern one. 1) The older conception starts from a J olkladen 
meroblastic egg. The exembryonic yolksack only sel'ves to resorb 
the feedmg material of the yulk and is shed aftel' birtil. Thus it is 
conceivable that a great amount of difference arises between the 
embryonic shield and the exembryonir part of the egg. With tile 
transItion of the sauropsidan oviparity into the mammalian viviparity 
the yolk material is lost, but the wall of the yolk-sack remains as 
the exembl'yonic part of the germbladder. 

I wiJl not enter here into detailed objections to this reversion of 
\ the evoJution. I think it improbable that the \!ellbuilt germbladder 

of Mammals should hëwe ol'iginafed out of the amorphous yolk-mass 
of Saw'opsida and later on I hope to demonstrate that the yolksack 
of Amphibians, the yolkmass of Saul'opsida and the exembryonic 
germbladder of Mammals are not quite bomologous organs, but I 
wiU pass on to the more syntbeticaI part of my treatise in whieh 
I will try to obviate by some slight aItel'ations the above mentioned 
objections against BUBRECHT'S theoretical conception, 

Like 'HuBRECHT and his school, I am inclined to del'lve rnammalian 
ontogenesis directly from fhe amphibian one ,vit/JOut the inter
mediary of the mel'oblastic saUl'flpsidan way of development, the 
latter being in my opinion fa I' less pI'imitive than the way in some 
~lammals. I therefore admit tbe seroJldal'y ovipal'Hy of Bh'ds and 
Reptiles to have al'isem out of a more primitive vivipal'ity of the 
Protamniota, whicb of course is to be det'Ïved in its turn from the 
primary oviparity of anamniote ancestol'8. In opposition bowevel' to 
HUBRECHT'S views I start from a yolldaden, holoblastic eggtype, 
surh as is pI'esented by the eggs of Gymnopldones and Ampltiumidae. 

Fig, 1 repl'esents a median section through a diagl'ammatic embryo 
of thi8 type. The large yolksack completely di\'ided into cells 
passes gradually into the entoderm of the intestine and shows a 
continuous ectoderm cover'ing. The mesoderm layer of' the yolk, 
which ot'iginates chiefly frorn the ventJ'al blastopornl lip, the 80-
called ventral roesodel'm, ,has not yet reached the venh'aI and tbe 
anterior side of the yolksack. The latter part of the surfa.ce of the 

1) It seems to me that lhe introduclion of the term archomphalon by RESINK 

(a sOlllewhat modIfied notioll_ of the yolksack) does not give any better solution 
of these difficulties. 
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yolk&ack which forms the anterior (resp. superior) waIl of the liver
invagination, appears as a distinct ol'gan, a crescentic area which 
I bave called in connertion. with its topographie, situation : praecere
bral Ol' terminal entodermarea. I bere prefer using the term proam
nion-area anticipating by tbis name its significanee in Arnniota. 

The fact th at the proamnion-area remains for a long time [ree 
from mesoderm is probably caused by the peculiar allogenetic growing 
eÎl'cumstances which prevail in tbe de\'elopment of tbe yolkmesoderm, 
but it may be due to an autogenetic, morphological cause unknown 

\ 

(0 me. We have already mentioned the separate centre of proli-
fel'ation of the yolk-mesoderm. This so-called ventral mesoderm 
arises in a slightly different way from the true somatic mesoderm. 1

) 

Now the fore-side of the J'olk l'eceives its mesodermal co\'ering 
for the greater part from tILe ventral mesoderm, which arises on 
the hind side and for the lesser part from the cephalic mesoderm 
resp. from the pericard. The rapid outgrowth of the bead region 
consuming a great mass of the eephalic mesodermal material, the 
~rentral mesoderm beilIg obliged to grow over the wbole yolksack 
before reaching the fore-side, the' consequence is. tbat this side of 
the yoIk will reinain for a long time without mesoderm al covering. 
What howevel' may have been the real cause of the appeal'ance 
of the proamnion-l11'ea, it may suffice here to state the presence 
of this organ in pl'imitive Amphibians. 

Now let us Lry to retrace the changes, which the amphibian 
ovnm undergoes if the eggs are laid outside the water and the 
free lal'val state is consequently abbrëviated or wholly abolished. 

lt may happen in this case th at a more Ol' less intense, intel'nal 
nUl'sing lS pl'ovided, the embryo remaining during its whole 
development or during part of it in protective clltaneous folds or 
pits of the female (Hyla goeldi Boul., Notot?'ema, Pipa americana 
Ilaur., R/Ulcoplioms 1'eticulatus GÜnth. etc.), in the buecal cavlty Ol' 

in tile oral sars of tile male (Rltinode1'lIla) Ol' in the genital ducts 
of the fe male (Salamandm, Spele1pes, Typhlonectes, Del'mophis 
t/wJllIJnsis Boc. etc.). In the serond place the pal'ents may sUl'l'ound 
the synoion wlth a mass of froth, which dries up to a hOl'ny sheet 

1) The ventraJ mesodelm does not al'ise as an ,epiblasLic ingrowth hke the 
somatic mesoderm (dol'sal p~ate), but it proliferates fJ om the ventral border of the 
blastopol'e (somatoporel, where yolkcells pass into the epiblastic ones, grows in 
between the yolk and, its epiblastcovering, and increases probably partly by 
delamination of peripheral yolkcells. It never divides into segments. lts character 
and development Lherefore ree all, that of the protochonial plate and that of the 
anterior head mesoderm or .. peaking generally that of the cephalic mesodel'm I 
shall revert latel' on. to its great importance i~ the mammalian frutthladder. 

\ 

" , 
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and 'attach them to leaves or stones, in this way pl'eventing or 
reducing evaporation (Phyllomedusa; HyloclQs rJla1,tinicensis Tschudi; 
many species of the genus Rhacoplwrus, Rrma opistlwclon Boul. etc.). 
In the thit'd place the synoion may be "deposited in damp, snbter
ranean holes, the female cUl'ving around it for protection (many 
members of the family of GY1Ttnopltiones as: SipZwnops, Hypogeopltis 
lchthyophis etc.). 

In all these cas~s even in so-called vivipal'OllS fOl'ms the embryo 
remaills surrounded by tel'tial'y eggmembranes of colloid consistancy, 
the intel'llal one liquefying in order to form an eggchamber, or by 
tbe fosing of many eggchambel's a central cavity, filled op with an 
aqueolls li(}.\.lÎd. In this simple way Amphibians, which do not lay 
theil' eggs in the water, provjde liquid sUl'roundings for the developing 
embryo. It need not be said that these deviations from the normal 
way of de\'elopment with a long larval period must be considel'ed 
in most cases as tbe consequence of Ol' as an adaptation tó a non
aquatic life of the pat'ents (usually to a burrowing life: GymnopMones, ~ 
and to an arboreal life, in the other examples) 1). 

Wherever free larval life is supplanted by an' embryonic period 
within tertial'y jelly-membl'anes, we may rem ark t'wo characteristic 
phenomena; the presence of a large amount of yolkmateriaJ within 
the egg and the enOL'mous de\'elopment of respimtory Ot'gans. Both 
phenomena may be consiclered as necessary adaptations to the changed 
conditions of life of the young Amphibians. 

lf an aq uatic larva capable of nourishing itself, is set free aftel' a 
short embryonic period, fhe egg does not need to contain much 
reserve-material. If however development takes place wholly or for 
the greater part within tertiary eggmembranes, provision must be 
made, fol' a more extensive vietuaUing of the developing embryo. 
This explains the fact, so strange at first sight, that viviparous, ter
restrial forms as Salan/'andm atj'{'(, Lanr. (and to a certain degree 
also as S. maculosa Laur.) possess eggs much heavier laden with 
yolk tha~ the closely allied aquatic 'rritons, which deposit their 
eggs into the water. 

The considerable development of respiratory organs rnay be easily 
explained in the same way. In forms with a short embryonic period 
which is also passed, it is true, withilI tertiary eggmembranes, but 
where the greater part of the developing period is spent in the form 
of a free aquatic lar va , the difiiculties with which respiration meets, 
are far less serious than in forms where development takes place 

\ 

out of the water sometimes within foIds, holes OL' internal cavities 

1) An exception must be made for Pipa, a thorollghly aquatic frog. 
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of the parents. As in viviparous Amphibians the jelly membrane 
is pl'esel'ved, thel'e is no question of direct gas-intel'qhange between 
paren tal and foetal blood and respil'ation must take place' between 
the ai!' in tbe pal'ental bl'eeding eavity (Ol' the paren tal bloodi and 
the foetal blood passing thl'ough the jolly membranes and the.liquid 
contents of the eggchamber, not exactly a short way! 

If development takes place out of the water, but not within 
pal'ental bl'eeding cavities, precautions have to be taken to l'educe 
evaporation, which necessarily will limit the other intel'cllanging 
pl'ocesses, In all cases l'espil'ation is sel'iously impede'd and in con
sequence of this cil'cumstallce .respiratory organs increase enol'mously 
in size. Extel'nal gills may act as such and acquire a mu('h larger 
ex tent than 'in aquatic lal'vae l GYJnnophiones, Srtlamandra fltra 
Laur etc.), but thè tail also 'may gl'OW in length and show a very 
abundant vasculal'isation, in order to facilitate gas-intel'changing 
processes (Hylodes, Pftr,l/nürrtlis, jJlantophl'Yl1e etc.), while in rare 
cases (Rflna opistllOdon BouI.) the whole skin and especially 
cntaneous folds on the side of (,he body supel'sede the other, l'espi
ratol'y organs. We may conçJude from these examples that widely 
different parts of t,he body may assume respiratory functions. Usually 
these organs possess at the same time a nutl'itive function the 
Jiquefying and absorption of the albnminous jel)y membl'anes (hence 
the name allantoidean gills). 

Now in my opinion anamniote anccstol'S of Amniota may have 
peen vivipal'ous in a mannel' sneh as I have sketched above, but in 
this case the yolksaek ma)' have assumed arespiratory fUl1ction. 
The fact that the yolksack is always abnndantly vascularized in yolk
laden eggs, sin ce haemopoiesis chiefly takes place on the yolksmface 
and bloodvessels play an important part in absorbing and cal'l'ying 
olf the reserve-material to tlle embryo proper, faVOlll'S this pl'oposition. 
The yoik::mck wilt show the same tendency to incl'ease its surface 
as the above mentioned respiratory organs, but the less plastic yolk
cens wiU oppose. The consequence will be that somatopleura and 
splanchnoplellra of the yolksack sepal'a,te, the fir:lt carrying off pal'[ 
of the bloodvessels (allantoidean vessels) and exclusively taking care 
of l'espiration, while the splanchnic sheet will retain the umbilical 
blood vess~s, bloodformation and yolkabsorption being restricted to it. 
~rhe somatic sheet which may be called pnellmatoblast, once free 
fl'om the impeding yolkmass, wiU rapidly enlal'ge its size and try 
to incl'ease its sl1l'face by foldillg-u pand by p.roliferating. Between 
somato- and splanchnopleul'a all extensive cnvity: the exocoeloma 
will a!'ise. The pneumatoblast also will aSSllme. a nutl'itl'ive fllnction : 

I 
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the resorption 'of the jelly eggcoverings, and therefore we may use 
here without ,restrictions the term diplotl'ophoblast of HUBRECHT to 
which this organ answers morphologically and physiologically. 

But evolution 1) does not stóp at this point: 
Aftel' resorptioll of the tertiary eggmembranes direct os'motie inter

change of gasses and dls&ol ved materials between foeta1 and maternal 
blood becomes possible and thiE> method of respiration wiJl be much 
more intense Wan the interchange between tbe aereal content of the 
oviduct and tlle foetal blood, which is obliged to pass the eggmem
branes and the liquid of the eggchamber, Development therefore will 
show a tendency to secure as soon as possible the contact of diplo
trophoblast and utel'ine wall. Thus this respiratory embryonic append
age wiU be precociously segl'egated 2) and the tertiary eggcoverings 
will show a tendency to be rednced' and to disappear. But then 
the eggchamber los es its slgnificance as protective watercushion in 
which the embryo may develop nnder uniform pressure and it wil! 
be necessal'y to transfer this functiop to another ol'gan. 

Before treating this question furthel' I must call the attention to 
the fact that by the precocious segregation of the diplotrophobla'Jt 
the conditions of the fruitbladder, in a hypotheticq,l protamniote very 
much resemble those of the early mamrnalian fl'uitbladder (see tig: 2). 
On tbe ;entral &ide of the vesicle a large waterrllshion is present; 
the wall of which &hows all sorts of folds and proliferations and 
possesses respiratory and nutritive functions, 'whi1e the still srnall 
embl'yoJlic aren, is situated on the dorsal surface of the fruitbladdel'. 
The comparahvely large yolksack is. attached to the ventral slde 
of the ernbl'yonir area and is connected with the surface of the 
exembryonic fruitbladdel' by the pl'oamnion-al'ea. 3

) 

As the diplotl'ophoblast has only ,significanee as all embryonic 
organ fol' respiration and nutl'ition, it is shed Ol' resorbed at birth 

1) For convenience sake I use in this paper the Neo·Lamarckian mode of 
expression, without assuming the Neo·Lamarckian mode of explanation with all its 
inferences, ' 

2) The mesodcl'mal covering of ~the diplotrophoblast arises out of the ventral 
mesodel'm. In consequence this also will show a tendency to precocious segregatioll. 
Sometimes it appears even before there is question of mesodermformation in the 
emhryo proper. In some orders of Mammals (SCHLATER Anat. Am; .• Bd. 30 and 
31, 1907) e.g. in Primates, but especially' in polyembryonic armadillos (PATTERSON, 

Anat. Anz. Bd. U, 1912) thic; phenomenon is most striking. 
3) Since the proaJ;Ilnion.areal does not possess a mesodel'maI covering, it canno\ 

perform any respil'atory function and it cannot be divided' into a soma tic and a 
splanchnic yolk sheet. Hence the yolk sack will be connecled with the surface of 
the fruitbladder at this ,spot, 
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just as cotnmonly happens with othel' embryonic respiratory organs 
of Amphibians. The differentiation of the amphibian embryo or 
larva - built \lp of more or less equivalent cells - illto a small 
embl'yonir sbield forming exclusi\'elr the young animal and a,large 
exembryonic frllltbladder, being shed at birth, may be sufficiently 
explained in this way. 

This situation once obtained, it wiII suffice for the protertion of 
the smal! embl'yonic area to invaginate the Jatter into the large 
tl'ophoblastbladder and in tbis mannel' a frllitbladder with entyped 
embryonic area has arisen. As the pl'oamnion area is situated at 
the foreside, invagination of this part of the fmitbladder does not , 
reduce' the respiratory surface and one can Ilndel'stand th at this 

\ 

process wil! take place chiefly at this side, setting aside the con-
sideration that tbe precocious development of tbe headregion may 
set've as an ontogenetic (not ns a phylogenetic) causa!' moment for 
this phenomenon. 1). j 

At the backside the entypy will take place exactly at the spot 
where ,the ventral mesoderm grows out i.e. at the spot where from 
the beginning the connection between 'embl'yonic and exembryouic 
mesoblast and between embryonic and exembryonie bloodvessel
systems aJ'e present. Now entypy wtthdr~ws at this point a part of 
the respiratory uiplotrophoblast from the surfaee of the fruitbladder, 
but on the ot!1el;- side the connection between embryonic and ex
embl'yonic vesselsystem is thus maintained in a very illtimate way. 
I thmk that in this manne .. the pecuEar circumstance that the con
nective stalk (Haftstiel) of so many mammalian germbladders (e.g. 
in Primates) is always found at the caudal side of tbe embryo is 
concillsively ~ explained. I therefore cannot agree with RESINK, who 
supposes the arpnionstalk to be originally uniformly vascularized and 
1 think I have d€'mo}}strated that important al'gllments can be brought 
fOl'ward fol' considel'Ïng the appeal'ance of the eonne('tive stalk at 
the c;:tt:!dal "side ol. ~he embryo ,and, at tqe back of the archamnion 
as a primitive ~hal'acteristic. 

1) HUBRECHT considers the pro amnion a formation without morphological Siglli
ficallce (see p. 79. 1908, note) and ascl'ibes the lack of mesoderm and bloodvessels 
to the rapid growth of the headregion. His arguments on this point are however 
somewhat contradictory and the fact th at the proamnion is present in nearly all 
gl'OUpS of, Amniota and IS espècially weil developed in archaic Sauropsida 
(Sphenodon, Ohelonia) makes it rathel' improhable that Ihis organ should not 
possess an important morphological signification. Moreover its presence in Amphibia 
strengthens my opinion in this matter. Thus I consider strong development of the 
proamnion as a primitive feature. In Sauropsida it represents the last remainder 
of the original entypy. 

--- -----
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Now if the germbladder remained free in Ithe llterine cavity 
the growing embryo would soon evolve the original entypy, 
a phenomenon whieh is realized in some lVIammals (e.g. in Tupaja) 
under somewhat altered conditions. Wlien howeyer osmotic inter
change between maternal and foetal blood has been settled, it is 
plallsible that the embryo tries to profit from this relation as mnch as 
possible, and that foetal and maternal blood vessels approach eacn 
othel' very closely. Trophoblast-outgl'owths therefo1'e attack the 
mucous membrane of the ute1'ine wan, penetrate into the latter and 
piel'ce the wall of the maternal vessels so as to fiIl up the gaps 
and ca\'ities of the trophoblast with maternaJ blood. Tbe COl'1'osion 
will chiefly take place at the embt'yonic pole of the ge1'mbladder 
i.e. at the spot of the original entypy since in this manner the 
connection between foetal and maternal circulation by way of the 
connective stalk becomeR as intimate aR possible. The maternal 
tissue will answer to this attack of the foetal veside by o vergrow
ing it in all' dü'ections, enveloping it totally in order to avoid 
bleeding to deatb. Now in the attached frllitbladder, totally enveloped 
by maternal tissue the1'e cannot be que'stion of evolving the ol'iginal 
entypy. 

We mar imagine the original entypy as a hollow jnvagination 
and may then caB the cavity with RESINK al'chamnion-cavity and 
its wall archamnion. On the other hand no sel'ious objection can 
be made to imagining the stalk which pushes the embryonic knob 
into the tl'ophoblastvesicle to be originally solid. In the firsî case 
the archamnion cavity vvill pass continually into the definitive am
nioncavity. The ectodermal archamnion vvill become separat~d from 
the tl'ophoblast by ingl'owing mesodel'wfolds as I have already men~ 
tioned in explaining HUBRECHT'S theol'Y. This happens in most 
Roàents with 80 called invel'sion of germlayel's. In the second case 
the amnion cavity arises by delamination in the tissue of the 80Jid 
amnionstal~ and forms from the beginning a' closed watet'bladder 
above the embryonic l'egion. This mannet' of development, occnrl'ing 
in EJ'inaceus, GaleopitAec'Us, Pte1'OpltS, Cavia and pel'haps in f1'ilnrttes 1

), 

has heen the starting point, of HUBImcHT's theOl'etical ronsidel'ations. 
I 'hope to b~ve made it clear that in my opinion 'this diffel'ence ib 

1) The occurrence of the so called tubes of Selenka in Primates (RESINK, I. c. 
p.179; H, S'fRAHL und R. BENECKE, Ein junger menschlicher Embryo. Wiesbaclen 
1910; O. GROSSER. Über hypothetische Frühstadien menschlichel' Entwicklung. 
Zentralbl. Phys, Bd. XXII, 1908) which may be considered as l'emains of an 
open archamnion·cavity, makes it douhtful whethel' they do not belong lo tlle 
fil'sl .gl'OUp. 
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not of great importanre. The main fact is that the embryonic knob 
is pllshed into the protective trophoblastbladder, either by in vagina
tion or by solid proliferation. Moreover in how many cases do not 
these two processes take each other's place, without it being possible 
to settie which mode of developrnent is the more primitive one? 

Aftel' being definitely separated from the diplotrophoblast the 
amnion cavity may increase along with the growing embryu, without 
being impeded by lts connection with the surface of the fruitbladdel'. 
Gradually the room of the latter win be fiUed up for the greater 
part by the amnioncavity and in this way the lattel' takes upon itself 
the protective function exercised in the beginning by the tl'ophocoel 
or by the exocoeloma. 

In this paper I wil! not digress on the changes in the method 
of development of the prima!'y egg membralles within the c]ass of 
MammaIs, sin ce 1 should be obliged to repeat many things, which 
have been set fOl'th in so excellent a mannel' by HUBRECHT and his 
pupils. 1. eannot avoid howevet· making a few remarks upon the 
other foetal appendages: ~ 

1. A llantois. We have seen that in early stages of (phylogenetic 
and ontogenetic) development the conneetion between the embryonic 
area and the respiratory and nutl'itive diplo,h'ophoblast is secured 
by the caudal conneetive staik. This stalk arises at the ventral side 
of the blastoporus and tUl'ns dorsal to the surface of the germbladder. 
As the amnion-cavity gl'OWS ventral, it is, turned also to the ventra~ 
side and may be called with Hls ventral stalk (Bauehstiel). 

If the connection between maternal and- foetal circulation is very; 
intimate, the osmotic interchange bet ween ,these systems is intense 
enollgh to remove obnoxious excl'etory produets out of tIle foetal 
circlliation, aeondition realised e.g. in .Primates. If the connection 
bet ween mother and fruit loosens Ol' if implantation takes pJace at a 
later period, the excretol'y produets must be stored up in a way, 
that wiIl not cause inconvenience to the embryo. For this purpose 
the embryonic urine-bladder, the allantois increases. As this organ 
is situated neal" the point of attachment of the connective staIk 
to ,the embt·yo, it is plausible that it will grow along tlle staik' 
in order to remove as soon as possible from the embryo and gaill 
the sm-faee of the ti'uitbladder where the opportunity for osmotie 
interehange is gréatest. In this way the allantois will come in l'ontact 
with the bloodvessels of the connective staBt and the diplotrophoblast 
(allantoidean "esseis, see above) and wil! assume a respiratol'y and 
nutritive function. The fact that in most cases the so-called meso
dermal allantois (in my opinion a' l'elic of t11e connecti ve staIk) 
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gJ'OWS out mllch earliel' than the trlle entodermalone, the lattel' 
penetl'ating into the former, is_ar. indlcation that the evolution of 
the allantois may have taken place in the way olltlined above, 

2, The yollcsaclc. Ollr starting point bas been an organ con'taining 
a large amount of yolk but dlvlded completely into ceUs, such a5 
occurs in' many Amphibian larvae and embryos. If viviparity has 
led to the attachment of the germbladdet· to the uterine~wall, tbe 
deposition of reserve-ma,terml in the cells of t11e yolksack bf'comes 
sllperfluous and thus the amount of yolk will diminish in the COU1'5e 
of evolution aud final1y dlsappear. The yolkfree umhllical bladder 
wlll retain howevet' some importanee as a haemopoietJc organ, whlle 
in sorne cases l'espimtory and nlltritive functions may be a1so retained 
to a certain degree. This condition leads m some cases to omphaloid 
placentat~on (Marsupials, young stages of horse). Though I have 
not been able to l'ernove all diffirulties encountered in tl118 point, 
I' am inclmed to conslder the micl'ornphaloJd germb1adder of P1,imates 
as primitive and the macromphalon especially if connected with 
omphaloid placentation, as a serondal'y phenomenon. 

Now as the teophoblast bladder increases in size and thus the 
11mbilical vesicle relatively diminishes in extent, two posslbilJties 
present themselves. The wall of the umbiIical vesicle may separate 
on the whole sllrface ft'om the dip10trophoblast, with exeeption of 
the proamnion-area (the entyped [orewall of the germbladder). In 
this case the typical fl'llitbladder of Pl'im.ates appears, where !he 
embl'j'onie rudiment with the sm aH and free yolksack is suspended 
in the la,rge trophoblastbladdel' bJ an archamnion-5talk. If bowever 
fhe umbilical vesiele remains altached fo the diplotl'ophoblast at 
various points, lts wall, being outdlstanced in growth by the latter, 
will be torn to pieces as the wall of the fl'uitblàdder incl'eases in 
extent. This happens in Rodents with inversio'n of ge'nnlayel's, where 
the yolk-entoderm rernains' in connection with th'e trophoblast-layer: _ 
In this case it presents a continlloUs layel' below the embryonic 
shieId on1y, but it is not able to coat the wall of the whole germ
bladder on tbe inner slde 1). Uonseq uently the cavity of tbe yolksack 
opens into the trophoeoel. 

I think we rnay start from similar conditions, if we wish to 
understand the phylogenetic evolution of the sauropsidan egg. We 
have only to imagine that in the common 11mbo-tl'ophocoeI yolk
materiaI is deposited, as the primIti ve vi vipal'ity of Protamniotes 
changes into the secondary oviparity of Prosauropsida, that furthev 

1) See esp. Sr:LENKA, I.c. H. I, 1883, p. 16, T. I and TI and H. lIl, 1884, T. Xl nnu XII.' 
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Proceed. of the Acad. of Sciences Amsterdam. Vul. XVIII. 1915116. 
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the reduction of the yolk-entoderm at tbe anti-embryonic pole is 
continued and is followed by tL at of the tl'ophoblastcells, the latter 
losing for the greatel' part their respiratory and nutrlti, e fllnction 
anel the scheme of the Sallropsidan egg is l'ealised. Even In Rodents 
there is already an indication of this redurtion of trophoblast cells 
at the anti-embryonic pole 1). 

EX P L A NAT ION 0 F TH E P LAT E. 

Common abbreviatlOns. 

A. anal aperture. Am. amnion cavity. Da. mtestine. Dz. umbilical vesicle resp. 
yolksack. Emb. embryonic area. Ex. exocoeloma. Lb. liver-outgrowth. Fr proam
ni on-area. SM segmE'nted body mesoderm (somatic mesoderm). Som. somatopleura. 
SpI. splanchnopleura. Tr. ti ophoblast. Vm. ventral mesoderm. 

FIg. 1. DJagrammatic medtan section through an amphibJall larva with large 
yolksack. 

FIg 2. Hypothetic transitional form between a yolkladen amphibian larve and 
the germbladder of viviparous Plotammota (medmn sE'clion). 

Fig. 3. Diagrammatic medtan section through a germbladdE'l' of a Primate with 
ectoplacental prohferations on all sides. 

In all the figures ectoderm is shown in black whtle mesoderm is dotted and 
entoderm hatched. 

Chemistry. - "Chemical actions in the subsoil of the dunes." 
By Dr. J. VERSLUYS, M. E. Oommunicated bJ Prof. J. BOESEKEN. 

(Communicated in the meeting of March 25, 1915). 

In the dunes and the sub-soil thereof water contammg the principal 
ions of sea-water IS as a rllie found at a shght depth but in quite 
a different pt'oportion, as the ions Oa and H003 are very predomi
nant therein. 

Still, the concentration of the Ca-ions, which in proportion to the 
ofhel' ions OCCUl' In very large quantities, is smaller ther'em than in 
sea-watel'. At a greater depth water is generally found in which 
the ions occur in about the same concentration and the same mutual 
proportion as in sea-water. 

The wafel' of the first class will in future be ralled the normal 
fresh water, the othel' the nOJ.'mal salt water. 

As chièf ions may be mentioned 

Na, Mg, Oa, Ol, HOOa and 804 , 

In the normal fresh water, the concentration of all the ions is 

1) See SELENKA, l.c. H. I, 1883, Fig. 21, 24 and 25, rr.U, and H. IlI, 1884, 
Fig. 9, T. XI, l"tg. 13, T. XIII, Fig. 30, T. XIV anu 1"Jg 44, T. XV, 

104 
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. X VIII. 
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but sEght, but of the cations the principal matter is Oa, and of the 
anions HCÛ a• 

In the normal salt water, on the other hand, the concentration ~ 
of all ions is much larger ;~the cations are principally Na, the anions 
Ol. The demarcation bet ween these types of water is not sharp and 
there is a gradual transition. 

This transition, howe\'er, cannot be explained by a simple mixing 
phenomenon. Tbe elaborate analyses of a great munber of samples -
of underground waters, which at the request of the Government 
Board for W" ater Supply wel'e made dUl'ing the last few years in 
the Central Laboratory on beha!f of the Sanitary Authorities at 
Utrecht, rende!' possible a more accurate study of the phenomena 
occu!,ring therein. 

Near the transHion zone, whel'e the chlol'ine content still quiie 
corresponds with that of the fl'esh water, an important change is 
perceptible in (he concentration of the ions Na, Mg and Ca and in 
such a manner that these ions are present in about the same mutual 
relation as in the normal salt water. 

lf the figures giving the concentl'ations of the ions Na, Mg and Ol 
are divided by the atomie w~ight of sodium and, the half-atomie 
weights of magnesium and calcium, respectively 80 that the concen
trations of the chemical equivaLents are obtained, it appeal's that so 
long the concentration of the chlorine ions corr'esponds with that 
of the normal fresh water tbe concentration of the sum ·of the 
equivalents Na + Mg + Ca also correspol1ds wIth that of the normal 
fresh water. 

The ratios 

Na 
eq. = 0,886 

Na + lVIg+Oa 

lVIg 
eq. -= 0,058 

Na+lVIg+9a 

I Ca 
eq. 0,056 

Na+Mg+Oa 

however, already approach those of the norm al salt water. 
In some dune regions we may accept for norm al fl'esh water the 

foliowing value of the l'atios. 

eq. Na = 0,251 
Na+lVIg+Oa 

Mg 
eq. = 0,224 

Na+Mg+Ca 
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Oa ° ~25 eq. N M 0 = ,0 
a+ g+ a 

-
and for nOl'mal salt water (sea-watel') 

eq. N ~a 0 = 0,787 
a+ g+ a 

Mg 
eq. N lv. C = 0,178 

a+ !lg+ a 

Oa 
eq. N 0 = 0,035 

a+Mg+ a 

Hence, neal' the transition zone whel'e the concentl'ation of the 
chlorine ions and that of eq. Na + Mg + Oa are still the same as 
these of the fresh water, the mutual proportion in which Na, Mg 
and Ca are present is already about that of the salt water: 

We ma)', therefore, imagille that in the normal fresh water 
- neal' the border to salt water - an exchange has taken pI ace 
between equivalent quantities of Na, Mg and Oa and chiefly in such 
a way that Oa has been removed ti'om the water and Na has been 
introduced. 

The phenomenon might be explained as follows in connexion 
with the way in which the fl'esh water has arrived into the sub
soi1. The sand of the dunes rests on an oid sea Lottom and before 
the formation of the dllnes this local land was submel'ged by the 
sea. The soil might then have been pel'meated by sea-water to a 
great deptl1. 

Since the formation of dunes thel'eon precipitant water has pene
trated into the soil and displaced the salt water. 

Where fl'esh water is fOllnd now, there has conseqllently fOl'merly 
been salt water. The normal fresh water must th en be looked 
upon as the penetrated precipitant water which contains carbon 
dioxide and bas in consequenee dissolved calcium carbonate from 
the shells present in the soil. 

The normal salt water is the sea-water still present. If in the 
soH are present solid substances sueh as amol'phous silicates of 
aluminium with sodinm, magnesium or calcium, or maJ' be alumi
nium silicates which like the zeolithes possess the power, ". hen in 
contact with a solution of salts, of mutnally exchanging the last 
th1'ee elements, the ~aid phenomenon might occur. 

So long as the soil was still pel'meated uy water in w hich Na, 
Mg and Oa were dissolved in about the pl'oportion in which they 
OCCUl' in sea-watel', and pal,ticllla,rly if this water cil'cnlated and 

104~' 
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was constantly being replaced by new sea-water, there will have 
formen in a long pel'iod a chemica I equilibrium between tlle ions ~ 

Na, Mg and Oa in the sea-water and the atoms Na, Mg and Ca in 
the silicates. ' 

'Vhen this sea-water became displaced by water in which the 
ions Na, Mg and Ca were present in another proportion, namely 
in that of tlle above-mentioned fresh water, the chemical equili
brium was upset and an exchange was bound to take place. 

Whereas, as has been observed, in the normal salt water the 
sodium is very predominant, the calcium predominates strongly in 
1he normal fresh water derived fl'om pl'ecipitant water. In conse
quence of the e;~change the proportion of the ions Na, Mg and Oa 
in the penetrated fresh water will agl'ee more with that of sea-water, 
and only when the fI'esh water has circulated fur a certain t!me, 
the proportion of these ions wiJl, as has been observed, get again 
nearer to th at of the normal fresh water. 

By assuming that the solid matters in the soi! endeavour to form 
a chemical equilibrium with tlle cations of the underground water 
it is possible, in connexion with the penetration of the ft'esh caJca
reous water to explailJ the formation of water 1'ich in sodium but 
with a sm all chlo1'i1le content. For in the normal fresh water the 

, Na Oa ' I 

ratio eq. Cl is about 1.38 and the ratio eq. Ol about 2.38. If now 

Na 
the greater part of Ca is replaced by Na, the ratio eq. Cl be-

comes very great and approaches more and more to the sum of eq. 
Na Oa oi + Ol = about 4. 

If such fresh water rich in sodium is evapol'ated to a smaIl volume, 
the Oa is nearly all precipitated as norm al carbonate, also the greatel' 
part of the Mg. In the solntion thus remain principally Na, Ol and 
OOs with a littJe Mg. 

For that reason snch water bas been called "water containing soda" 
or water containing an excess of sodium cal'bonate. The name 
"alkaline water" is also applied, presumably becanse the residue 
wben redissolved in water has a strongly alkaline reaction. 

This alkaline water is often met with in places wh ere. we may 
expect that the salt water has been displaced.latterly by fresh water. 
Oonseqnently it is found there wbere at a greater depth, the fi'esh 
water borders on the salt water, but also in the midst of the fresh 
water near beds of loam and clay. 

Thi!:l fact is apparentlJ in conflict with the above -explanation of 

t 
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tIle formation of fresh water rieh in sodium, but Jnot 80 in reality 
if we consider th at in the beds of clay salt water is usually still 
present when it has al ready disappeared from the surrounding sand 
layers, because in the beds of clay tlle water circulates much less 
rapidly than in the sand. In and neal' beds of c]ay,just as anywhere 
else neal' the border of salt and fresh water, the expulsion of 
the salt water has taken place later than if far away from the 
beds of clay. 

A second circumstance, which would pl'omote tbe presence of 
water with an excess of allmlis in the vieinity of beds of clay or 
loam, is probably this, that clay and 10l1m contain more solid sub
stánees th at take part in the reaetion than sand, so that the chemical 
equilibrium therein is less rapidly repaired. Hence, even aftel' the 
salt water has already been quite leached the exchange bet ween Oa 
and Na will take place still longel' in beds of clay and loam than 
in beds of sand. 

Finally it sbould be pointed out that, where the fresh water has 
got into the soil without expulsion of salt water, the diluvium still 
being above the sea le\-el snch as in the islands of Urk and Texel and 
the ti'esh water is moreover less calcareous, the phenomenon that 
the sodinm content is large in the fresh water in proximity to the 
salt water, is not noticed. 

In the above only sodium and not potassium has been mentioned, 
because analyses involving tlle separation of potassium and sodium 
have been but occasionally executed. 

Hence, when sodium has been mentioned tbis l'ea)]y means the 
joint sodium and potassium. 

It has been obsel'ved that in th'e arabIe soils thel'e are present colloidal 
substauces possessing the power of assimilating ammonia and potas
sium and parting with this again on addition of lirne. These substances 
mayalso be present in the subsoil of the dunes both in the beds of 
Ioam and clay and in the mud wbieh most sands contain. It is 
probajJle th at these substance'l efiuse prineipally the mutllal reaction, 
.and they may have a composition resembling. th at of the so-cal1ed 
artificial zeolithes of GANS. 

:\'I01'eover, amorphous sodium aluminium silicates are employed to 
substitute sodium fol' calcium in water intended fol' boilers. 

Summarizing, we rnay l'epeat: 
1. that the fl'esh water l'ich in sodillm has not a larger content 

in eq. Na + Mg + Oa than the norlÎlal fresh water, s_o that the 
incl'ease in Na-ions bas been accompanied by a dccl'ease in other ions j 

Il. that the ratio NaOI in the water rich in sodium is greater 

" 
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than in the nOl'mal fresh water and also greater than in the normal 
salt water, so that a mixing of these two types of water cannot' 
cause the larger sodilllll content. 

lIl. That in places where the diluvium still rises above the sea I 

level and where the fresb watel' has collected wIthout expulsion of 
Na 

sea water, the proportion eq, N M C does not increase neal' / 
a+1. g+ a 

the border of salt- and fresh water; 

IV. th at the proportion eq. Na C in the water rich in 
Na+Mg+ a 

sodium approaches about to that in the norm al salt water so that 
the assumption of a rerersible chemical action being the cause is 
au obvious one; 

V. that certainly tile proportion eq. Na is by way of 
Na+Mg+Ca 

exception gl'eater than in normal salt watel', but that, 100king at 
the fact that Mg 'aIso takes part in the reaction, the expJanation 
gi\'en does not become invalidated thereby. 

The formation of wa,ter with an excess of aIJmlis may thus be 
explained by assuming that the sea-watel' has ceded alkalis to the 
soiI and that those, when the sea-watel' was being displaced by 
calCal'eOllS fresh water, have in turn been exchanged for calcium. 
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Chemistry. - "The Do'uble1'efmctive Sol of Vanadium Pentoxide" . 
By Prof. H.R. KRUYT. (Communicated by Prof. P. VAN ROl\fBURGB). 

(Communicated in the meetmg of March 25, 1916). 

1. In the. Jubilee Edition for ELS'l'ER and GmTETJ DmssELHoRST, 
FREUNDLICH and LEONARDT 1

) have made high!y interesting communications 
'as to the V20 ó sol. When dispersed colloidally in water, this snbstance 
gives a clear sol which, varying witb the concentration, is ti'om yellow 
to brown in transmitted light. If this sol is stirred, there are noticed 
in the lJquid, particularly in the case of specimens tbat have been 
kepf for some months, pecnliar, twinkling diifusions, which might 
lead the observer to think that a finely divided crystalline sedimeut 
were stirred up hom the bottom. Onriollsly enouglJ, tlle turbidity 
does not disappear m the direction of the bottom of' the vessel but 
it often ceases to be visible just aftel' it has still been noticed in the 
middle of the cllvette. Moreover, a deposit is always absent. 

If the sol is examined hetween crossed nicols, stil'ring seems to 
cause a clearer ilIumination of the fjeld of dsion; a continued 
inveótigation now taught that the sol when fJowing in a definite 
direction behaves like a plate from a doublerefractive crystal. 

In the cal'dioid ultra-micl'oscope, the sol appeared to consist of 
elongated rod-shaped particles. The above-cited observers now arrived 
at the following explanatory hypo thesis : by currency, the particles 
get in the position which causes only the slightest friction with 
othel' liquid layers name1)' with their longitudinal axis parallel to 
the direct ion of the Clm·ent. Thü:: ranses an orientation which brings 
about the doublerefraction. 

They have made a &eries of expel'iments to state whether all 
phenomena were really in hfl,l'ffiony with this sUl'mise. Ourrency, 

,magnetic field and' galvanic cm'rent would presllmably origina1e a 
ranging of the partieles and indeed all the experiments which they 
carried out and in which they val'ied in all possible ways the vectors 
of the Jight-vibration and of the force applied to the system, seemed 
to lead to a light or dal'k field, just according to what was expected 
fl'om the hypothesis. 

In a second paper 2), DmSSEI,HOHST arid - FREUNDI,ICH could even 

1) Dn:SSELHORST, FREUNDLICH and LEONHARDT, Arbeiten aus den Gebieten der 
Physik, Mathematik, Chemie, JULIUS ELSTER und HANS GEITEL gewidmet, pg! 
453-478, Braunschweig 1915. 

2) DIESSJ!)LHORST and FREUNDLICH, PhysikaI. Zeitschr. 16, 419-42b (191~). See 
also Zeitscbr. f. Elektrochenlie ~21 27 -33 (1916). 
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state that the analogy with a doublerefl'active crystal goes so far th at 
one notices the typical a:xial cros~ when the sol is examined iiî 
con vergent polal'ised light, while the liquid moves in a direction 
coinciding with the microscope-a:xis. 

A Isimilar behaviour was exhibited by old Fe2 0 S sols. 
These experiences gave rise to intel'esting views as to the crystalline 

condition ; they are principally of great importanee for the theory~ 
J 

of the liquid crystals; fol' the analogy with these substances is 
particularly striking. 

2. In April 1915, I prepared a not very concentrated V20. sol. 
according to the method gi ven by Blmz 1) It absolutely did not 
e:xhibit, on stirl'Îng, the dark diffllsions, neither cOllld lobserve a 
light-phenomenon between crossed nicols either by simply placing 
them before a planepal'allel cu vette or in the polarisation microscope. 
When in December I onee again took the specimen in hand 
both phenomena were exhlbited with manife'3t intensity. With this 
preparation the experiments now to be described have been made 
in January, February and March 1916. 

The object of the research was to verify the above hypothesis 
with the ultramicroscope. lt appeared to me that by means of the 
microsrope it could be aócertained whether, indeed, ~the particles in 
the circnmstances indicated range themselves in the way e:xpected. 

8. Obse1'vatioll in tlle cal'dioid-ultmmicl'oscope. The specimen was 
strongly diluted to a faint yellow liquid; a drop of this was put 
into the instrl~ment. 

Source of light: W.F.UJ,E arc-lamp. Objective: Special apochromatic 
(ZEISS). Compensation oenlar 18. 

The intenf'erence images are highly peculiar: long pale blue streaks, 
certainly 20 times more in lengt h than in width, ~ are seen in q niet. 
BRowNian mm'ement, between these, smaH round discs in vivid motion. 
The apparent size of the l'ods is about 1 cm. They are elongated 
supple particIe&, which move about like little serpents, bend to and 

fro and take the form J eridently under the influence of molecular 
thl'usts in opposite direction neal' the termini. Fllrther, V-shaped 
twin combinations are again moving more slowly, also some cOllplings 
of th ree and more rods to spiderlike eomple:xes. 

On the slide and co vering glass larger complexes have deposited 
as Uttle flakes; therein may be still observed plainly the single l'ods 

1) W. BILTZ, Nachr. Göttingen 1904, 8. 

( 

\ 

i 

I 
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sometimes straight, sometimes bent, so that they resembie bundies 
of sea-weed as found on the shore. 

The preparation has a sh'ong inC'lination to deposit sueh flakes; 
aftel' a few hOO1'S all movement bas ceased. This is not astQnishing 
at all. If we assume that the breadth dimension of the partieles lies 
just at the border of the ultramicroscopic visibility, this, accordmg 
to ZSYGMONDI 1), must (for metallic oxides) be judged at 30 11f.!, the 
length dimension will, therefore, lie in the order of 500 f.!fl. If we 
eonóidel' that the dü;tance between the two quartz glasses only 
amounts to 1 Ol' 2 fl it wiIL not cause any surprise that the par-
ticles do not keep on moving fol' a long time. I 

In-connexion with what now follows it may be obberved that the 
particles lie in the field of vision in completely arbitral'y directions. 

4. Obse1'vations in the slit-ultramic1'oscope with a Bn,Tz Clwette. ) 
Source of light as above. Objective Zeiss Dl!-. Ocular HUYGENS 3 
Now also we notice beside the round images which are in vivid 
motion elnngated slowly mov!ng _ partieles. But a remarkable 
differellce is shown: we only notice partieles in a position 
perpendicular to the axis of the illllminating beam 
with deviation of at most 30°. Partieles with their axes parallel to 
that of the illuminating beam are not tob e se e n, IlO more than 
those tbat exhibit deviations th~refrom up to about 60°. 

As it could not be supposed that in these circumstances the par
tic1es were already ranged, it became obviol18 that there should' be 
an optical reason why tlwse particles are invisible which are situated 
more Ol' less parallel to tlle direction of the souree of light (we 
shall in fut ure call the position of these pat'ticles "sagittal" in, con
tmst with th at of the visible ones which lie "fl'ontally"; fol' the raJ 
of light arl'lVeS straight at the observel'). This surmise was in 
agreemenf with the above-mentioned fact that with a cardioid con-

J densor (which causes an all-round illumination of the preparation) 
the paL'ticles were seen in qnite an arbitrary dil'ectioD.. 

I/ Subsequently, I have observed the preparation while it was 
passing slowly through the cuvette. A capillary exit tube which 
cOllld be placed higher or lower by means of an elevator made it 
pO'lsible fo regulate th is velocity of currency at will. If indeed the 
partieles al'e l'anged 'by sueh ft, currency parallel to the direction of 
the CUl'l'ent, the invisible sagittal particles should be rendered visible 
by the frontal flow. As a eounting of the partieles in a running 
liq\lÎd "was very difficult, tlle clearing up of th~ field of vision was 

I) Kolloidche,!Die, Leipzig' 1912, blz, 11. 

'l 
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only watched wjth a sol that had been brought to a suitable dil u
tion for this purpose. Indeed the field of vision becomes clearel' 
when flowing takes place. But to the value of this l'esuIt as I:t 

conclusive proof we may offér an objection because 011 account of 
the aftel' images of the eye, the moying particles appeal' more elon
gated. More convincing would be a weakening of the light-cone by 
sagittal currency, but it is very difficult to realise a cuvette suitable 

! 

for this purpose (See, however, the end of § 6.) 
It should, however, be remarked that at these very small currency 

~ velocities the pal'ticles do not range themselves quite frontaIly. 

5. SVEDBERG Cuvette. 
Therefore we followed a course which gave more chance of 

a satisfactory reslllt. We have verified whether under the influence 
of the electl'ic cataphoresis, tLe particles range themselves parallel 
to tbe direction of the electric CUl'l'en t. For this was constructed a 
cuvette·1

) as indicated in fig. 1. 

g~,g 
o v" 0 

Fig. 1. 

On a microscope slide two glass plates g were fastened; round these 
plates platinum foil was beaten (tbe striped part of the figure); a part of 
the channel formed betw~en the glasses was filled with piceine, wbich 
was then covered with a covering glass d. Befol'e the' remaining 
part of the channel was a little pane v cut f'rom a coveriJlg glass 
whilst, finally the littie cu vette thus formed ('ould be closed with a 
fitting glass lid. On the platinum foils the CUl'rent of two accumu
lators (4 volts) could be brought by rneans of two roppel' springs, 
which are pushed up sideways and to which were soldered con
dl1cting wires. 

The cuvette was pasted on a little table resting on the cardioid 
condenser and henre could be moved upwal'ds and downwal'ds by 
meallS of the accompanying screw (in these experiments the condenser 
itself was not used and therefore coyered with a small copper rap 
to protect it from injury). 

The beam of light now could enter through the pane v, the 

1) Vgl. THE SVEDBERG, Nova Acta Reg. Soc. Sc. Upsaliensis [4] 2 No. 1, 
blz. 149 (Studien ZUl' Lehre von den kolloiden Lösungen). 
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observation in the microscope took place through the covering glass 
plaeed over the ehannel (not drawn in Fig. 1). 

When now the cu vette was filled with V~05 sol in suitable dilu
tion, r saw when closing t.he eleetric em'rent, the partieles move 
frontally through the field of vision iowards the anode. The orien
tation of the J'od-shaped partieles was unmistakable, though not 
complete. The majority lies ql1ite fromaI, but a few move about, in 
a more slanting position with deviations of about 10°, more rarely 
of about 20°. 

The orientation would, of course, be strengthened by bringing 
about a greater potential differenee between the electrodes, The 
greater velocity of thë'motion and (he rapid, romplete eataphoretié 
accumulation of the partieles at the anode then ho wever, impeded 
the observation. Rence we proceeded to the altemating rurrent 

. which was furnished by a small RUlIIKOREF coil sueh as is used 
in the deterrnination of th~ electrie condl1ctivity of electrolyte solu
tions. Fot' COTTON and MOUTON 1) have observed that a colloidally 
dispersed particle follows the impulses of the current and thus gets 
illtO vibl'ation owing to an alternating cm'rent. lndeed, the little 
rods now ol'ientated purely frontally and exhibited themsel ves as 
elongated rays of light in eonsequenee of the af ter-images of the 
eye; these rays often reached from one side of the light-cone to 
the other. The field of view was mueh cleared up on closing the 
current, a phenomenon that may be valued in the same manner as 
indieated in ~ 4. 

It should be noticed that sometimes, besides the vibration a one
sided cataphor'etic motion oecurred whieh caused a movemen1" some
times fl'om the left to the l'ight, then ag-ain from the l'ight to the 
left, occasionally even right across the field of yision. Partieularly 
during the first moments aftel' starting the inductor, such anoma
lies now and then oecur. They cOl'respond to the anomaliE's observed 
by DIESSEI,HORST, FRl~tTNDIJIOH and LEONARDT in similar Cil'Cllmstances 
and are probably to be attributed to leakages in the circuit in 
conuexion with the not yet stationary aetion of the RUl\IKORF.I!' eoil 
when just put in a.ction. 

6. klodijied cuvette. Much more striking however, is the image 
wllen the cataphoresis is brought abollt pàrallel to the illnminating 
bearn. For this was constructed a euvette as shown in Fig. 2, 

It differs from the first in so far that oue of the platinum elee-

1) Journ. de Chim. phys. 4, 365 (1906). 
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Fig. 2. 

trodes is placed behind the front palle, the other before the piceine 
wall of the cu vette-space. The first electrode is perforated !:l0 that a 
smaH opening for the entering ilIuminating beam is at disposal. 

If in this cuvette the current (either ordinary or alternating) was 
'closed all elongated partieles disappeared from the 
ii e 1 dof v i s ion. If the current was again broken, the normal 
image reappeared. 

About a minute aftel' the circuit was closed the field of vision was 
so obscured that a sharp contour of the light-cone could no longel" 
be distinguished. A few pointed images and a single flake still 
indicated the êataphoretic motion; aftel' breaking oir the cmrent, the 
cone becomes again recognisable aftel' about half a minute; aftel' 
a minute a single elongated pal'ticle is again noticed; aftel' two 
minutes the previous image has almost entirely returned. 

This ohservation confirms the hypothesis of the German investi
gators as weIl as our assumption that the elongated particles would 
be invisihle I when situated with their longitudmal axis parallel to that 
of the ilIuminating beam. Aftel' these investigations had been closed 
there came to 0111' knowledge a }Japer by SnmENTOPI!' \), in which 
he discussed the same for particles which have microscople dimen
sions in one direction and ultl'amicroscopic ones in the two other 
direclions. Althol1gh the linear dimension of the V2 0 6 particles 
remains pel'haps below the microscope demarcation and the theory 
of SnmENToPF may, therefore perhaps not be applied here wühout 
modification 2), the cause of this remarkable phenomenoll is pointed 
out in th is paper all the same. 

IncidentaI1y, a remarkable observation has been made with this 
cu vette. Once, by mIs take the first platinum electrode was connected 
with the outer wan of the front pane. On closing the current there 
still took place an obscuration of the field of vision ; on closer 
examination the contact appeared to originate as follows: from that 
outer electrode, via the wateL' immersion drop (which c0I?-nects 
objective anq co vering glass), through acrevice between covering 

1) SIEDENTOPF, Zeitschr. f. wiss. Mikroskopie 29, 1 (1912). Also compare 25, 
424 (1908) and MAEY, 29, 48 (1912). 

2) See p. 38 of his first-mentioned treatise. 
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glass and front pane, through the sol to the postel'iol' electrode. 
The motion now proved to have more the character of an electro
endosmotic process than that of cataphol'esis; the narl'OW ere vice 
between tbe two glass plates acted as a capillal'Y opening. Wïth a 
few flakes which are permanently luminous it could be ascel'tained 
that, on llltel'l'Upting the cUl'rent, the hquid flowed bark. Hence, we 
have been able to incidentally make here an observation as to 
sagittally flowing hquid; the result corresponds witb tbe expectation. 

7. The fact of the disappearing of intenfel'ence images can also 
be observed without ultramicroscope. The fact stated cau also be 
explained ll1 tbis way that particles situattd with their longitudinal 
axis parallel to the 1l1umination direction do not disperse any, or 
but very little, light sideways. The TYNDAJ,L phenomenon must, 
therefol'e, differ strongly with a V20 fi sol when this is submrtted 
to cataphoresis, first with thc electric field parallel, then wIth that • 
field perpendiclliar to the lnminous beam. 

In a planeparallel vessel with square borizontal section was sus
pendç,9, ,on each wal! a r,trip of tin foil. Two foils placed opposite 
each - rther were, at an equal height, provided with a small round 
openmg, tbl'ough which could pass a beam of light. As illuminating 
beam I used that of the slit-uItramicroscope aftel' removing the back 
condensel', the objective AA (ZEISS). The tin foils were now connected 
with a commutator, which rendered it possible to let the current 
of a RUHl\IKORF.I!' coil (of) a somewhat larger type than tbe one 
discl1ssed previously) pass at wiIl between each pair of opposite tin 
electrodes. With this now a strong fading, or else a fierce flashing 
of the TYNDALI, cone, appeared if th is was observed by looking 
through the vessel from above. \ 

By way of a "check", this experiment was l'epeated with distilled 
water, with a red gold sol and with a Fe~03 sol lalso with a sol 
three years old, respectively one th at had been heated 1) fol' 20 houl's, 
at 100°); in those liquids, howe\'er, the phenomenon did not occur. 

DtreeM, March 1916. VAN 'T HOFF-Laboratory. 

1) See the artiele cited from the Jubllee.Edition ELSTER and GEITEL. 

t:: 
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·Palaeontology. - "On a Trilobite Fauna of p7'esunwbly Devonian 
age in the Dutch East Indies neal' Kalooé' (Tamiang dist7'iét, 
S. E. Atjeh)." By Dr. W. O. KLEIN. (Oommunicated by 
Prof. MOI;ENGRAAFF). 

(Communicated in the meeting of January 29, 1916). 

In the sOllth eastern part of Atjeh (Tamiang district, chief settiement 
K wala Simpang, I s~)Uth of Langsar) the present author dlscovered at 
a few hours' distance west of the military encampment Kalooë on 
the Simpang Kid I'i\'er, when investigating limestone mountains in 
that locality, a probably devonian fauna, contai!1ing among other 
things trilobites, bl'achiopods, cOl'als and crinoids. 

A Iocal in vestigation, not extending over the more distan t environs, 
led to the following statements. 

When following the Aloel' (small rivet') Kalooë, which a Iittle 
above Kalooë joins the Sim pang Kid rive1' on its western bank, one 
meets aftel' a walk of about an hour and a half a 1eft (western) tl'ibutal'Y, 
the k<\.loel' Boenji, the mouth of whi9h is chal'actel'ised by terraces of 
limestone (trare1'tine). About a hnndred metres beYOIld tbis tribuütry 
there is on the same western bank a little used footpath, which at 
first has a south western, furrher on mainly a western direction and 
which aftel' half an hour's walk, aftel' a fairly steep rise, passes through 
Iimestone rocks that seemed to me to belong to the younger, probably 
early tertiary, limestones, which in this region are very frequent. They 
are very weU seen e.g. in the Sim pang Kid valley when tra:velling 
in a sampan (smaJl boat) from Kalooë to the moutb of the Serba 
l'iver. These limestones from wfiich I cpipped here and there frag
ments did not seem to me to belong to any particula.r type. 

Aftel' this the road deseends in a northern dirertion and on the 
cleavage-planes of one of the rocks lying OlT this sIope I lh'st found 
the pygidium of a tJ'ilobite. On searching further a whole fauna then 
came forth from tbe dispersed blocks, which appal'entIy consisted -
. of clayey, l'eddish brown fine-grained sandstone. 

Eastward ot th is path, which descends to the north lies a small 
valley, sloping down towards the north east. When examining the 
western bank I could state the following se7'ies of stmta between 
this rivulet and the highest point of tile patb, where the rocks of 
limestone occur. 

I Reddish g1'ey ma1'ly limestones, alternating with grey soft shales, 
occasionally containing fossils; sometimes harder shales; total thickness 
about 50 m., position fairly wen horizontal. In a cliff of 6 m. height 
the upper portion of these marls is weIl exposed, in banks of 1/4 to 
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1/3 m. thiclmess, dipping 20 to 30° N.N.W.' and striking N. 80° E. 
with vertical joint-planes. The thick banks have weathered into 
round-edged blocks, a finer stratification in places being observable. 
This fil'st examination did not yield any fossiTs from these rocks. 
'Ilte upper edge of the hard marls forms a small platform aod 
above this begins the limestone mentioned above. 

Tbis lime'stone presents the following section from below upwards 
to the west of the platform: 

A bout 40 m. grey or white dolomitic limestone, sometimes sugar
grained, mostly ver)" fine-grained, sometimes slightly stratified, with 
a "ery l'ough, sharp-edged snrface of brecciated appearance, some
times with undulntions on the joints lilm ripplemarks, i. e. the 
ordinary aspect of limestone rocks. The lower 20 m. are fine
grained, grey, with lndistinct veins of white calcite, the uppermost 
20 m. are dolomitie, brighter and sometimes a littJe sugary in ten
ture. On the slope next to this limebtone lie the blocks wÎth the 
trilobites. Still highel' when aseending along tha path fine-gl'ained 
limestone of 2 m. thiekness 'oceurs, greyish white with fine white 
streaks, further two metres of grey limestone and then again about 
ten me tres of greyish white fine-banded limestone and finally about 
15 m. of unstratified Iimestone with a rngged surface. 

Above the highest point of the path where the dip of the strata 
is 20° S.S.E. still thrther oeenr when climbing in a W.S.W. 
direction ab out 15 m. of fine-grained dark grey limestone, which 
a little higher appears to aIternate with a rock containing the 
t1'ilobites, although "this could not be clearly staied without digging. 
The uppel'most bank eonsists of a greyish white dolomite, at least 
4 m. thick. and is uuderlain by l'ather thin banks of reddish limestone 
eontaining crinoids. The trochites have become entirely crJ'stalline. 

Above the uppermost limestone shale was found of a grey colour 
and this seems to prevail untiI the top of this mountain, 25 m. 
higher. The strata with trilobites and brachiopods appeal' to be 
enti1'ely absent above the limestone. 

Follow~g up the footpath from these limestones one reaches at a distance of 
mor~ than one hour furtber the great Aloer Karangpoetih (?), the whole bed ofwhich 
is fil!ed with gravel and boulders of rocks of a dirty white to milky white Sl1gar
grained and fine·grained dolomite, the latter resembling vein quartz. Af ter a 
long march through this river an old footpath on the right bank was found 
leading upwards to a northern foretop of the Goenoeng (mountain) Karang Poetih 
in a southel'11 direction. Along this path a limestone wan of at least 100 m. 
thickness is found, apparently horizontally stratified and containing (at any rate in 
the highest zone) many grey or grey-black, much fractl1red nnd weathered cudgel-

. 
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shaped flints, sometimes one to two decimetres in diameter., 1flints occu!' m.9reover 
in the whole section. The rock is corrugated eveqwàerc into sharp edges by 
weathering. In the aloer Karangpoetih near the 110rth east point of a )imestone 
mass of the same name which is from a long dlstance visible from the military - ~ 
road east of Kalooë in a westerly dircction as a bare cliff. beds of limestone occur 
ani! ne~t to these beds of a lustrous s!ate, which is of bJack grey colour and 
contains particles of carbonaceous matter. Also a conglomerate composed of 
fragments of slate or shale is found here. The position of these layers and thei!' 
mulual relation has not become deal' to me during my short visit. 

Sumrna1'ising the sequenee of strata from below upwards is: 
± 80 m. reddish grey ma1'ls and grey sAales; 
± 75 m. limestone, grey, fine-gl'ained, sometimes dolomitic; 
± 10 m. limestone as before, alternating wUh thin 1ayers of crinoid 

limestone of reddish colour and wüh one or more altel'nating layers 
of grey marl with p,'obably clevonian t1'ilobites anc! otlte?' fossils. 
Thi8 ro('k weathers inte a red-bl'own sandy claystone. 

::!:: 25 m. grey sltales, 
The rocks are gentJy joldecl and the strike is N. 800 R, which 

is. 11Owevel" of Uttle importance on account of the small extent of' 
the area, where the rocks are weB exposed. 

FAUNA. 

The entü'e fauna has been obtained from one horizon in the upper 
pOl'tion of a series of strata, about 190 Metres in thickness, appa
rently occul'l'ing in conformabie surcession. Moreover the fossils only 
oecnr in the beds of marly lirnestone, in the purer hmestones I found 
na fossils as yet, except stems of rrinoids. Rence the fos::,ils collected 
only offel' a pOOl' representation of the entü'e 'fanna, which e.g. 
in the cl'ystalline limestone might Jlave had another .cnaracter, but 
has entü'ely disappeal'ed by the processes of recrystallisation and 
partIy also dolomitisation. 

The number of specimens of the fauna found in the marl is lm'ge, 
but the number of species is small. A l'apid eJramination, made on the 
spot without ha\ring any litel'atul'e at hand, gave the f'ollowing 
species: Acantlwcladia sp.) Stroplwmena sp.? ZapJu'entis sp., Melo
c1'1,'n'ltS (Ctenocr1,nus) typus Bronn., Actinocrinus sp,? and a calyx of 
a crinoid, probably belonging to tb.e order of Cal'viformia, besides 
nume?'OUS Trilobites, pl'obably of the genus Proetus and possibly 
also a ])almania sp. and finally a form belonging to thc N autilidea. ~ 

Excepting the cOl'als and same of tpe bl'achiopods the lirne of the 
shells has entirely disappeared, the casts being difficuit to detel'mine. 

\ 

The casts of the tt'ilobites have been pl'esel'ved best of all, as is, 

u:\ 
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generally the case in sueh faunas. The 60ft weathered rock is verJ' 
suitable for preparing the organisms, the harder unweathered COl'es 
of the large blocks being unsuitable for this purpose. 

Throrlgb the kind assistance of the milital'Y commandel' at Kalooë, 
Captain VAN GaEEL GrLDEMI<.:ESTI')R, I was able ta collect some hund
red t'ossils. An expedition undertaken especially for this 'pul'pose 
will yield much more; I had only a single day at my disposal. 
The just-named officer wm be pleased to Pl'oeure a guide for geolo
gists who should wish to visit the locality. 

T1'ilobite faunas ozttsicle the Duic!! Ea'Jt lndies. For comparisons 
we must look outside the East Indies. The carboniferous fauna of 
the limestone of the P~dang Uplands, discovered by VERBEEK 1) and 
described by F. VON ROEM1Ut ~), is of a more recent date and has scarcely 
~ny species in common with the fanna found by me: as far as I can 
judge at present. FOl' the rest only younger faunas of permian 3) or 
more recent date beéame known from the East Indies and the fauna 
found by me is problably the oldest as yet known in these islands. 

Fl'om B1'itish Tndia however and from Australia we know a180 
de\'onjan as weH as silurian faunas wlth trilobites. In N. E. Burmah, 
in the nOl'thern Shan States, NOETLING and LA TOUCHE 4) found 
silnrian and devonian strata east of Mandalay; tbis fauna has been 
fu lly descl'ibed by COWPER RElm 5). It originates from a coraI reef, 
the Padankpin reef, situated amid a large rnas8ive of "lowel' plateau 
limestone", fol' the greatel' part dolomitised and for the rest contain
ing no fossils wllatever, except a emaIl fauna of nncertain stratigraphical 
position, in the Wet win Sbales. The Padankpin fauna is mid-devonian. 
Oalceola Sandalina is very llUmel'OUS in it. These li.mestones, as 
Dr. NOETLlNG lately wrote to me, extend from 2()O to 14~ North. Lat. 

1) R. D. M. VERBEEK, Topografische en Geologische Beschrijving van een gedeelte 
van Sumatra's Oostkust; Batavia, Landsdrukkerij, 1883. See p. 247. 

2) F. VON ROEMrm, Ueber eine Kohlenkalkfauna der Westkrlste von Sumatra, 
Palaeontogl'aphica, Bd. XXVII, 1880; leprint in Jb. van het Mijnwezen in N.O. 
Indië 1881. deel I, p. 289-805. 

S) The tl'ilobites described by MARTIN from tbe Lorentz·river in New Guinea 
have only the pygidia preserved They probally belong to lhe genera Proetus and 
Phillipsia but are unfit for au excit determination of the age of the rocks in whieh 
tney occur. 

K. MARTIN, Palaeozoische, mesozoische und kainozoische Sedimcnte aus dem 
südwestlichen Neu Guinea. Samml. des Geol. Reichsmuseums in Leiden IX, p. 92. 

4} T. H. D LA TOUCHE, Geology of tbe NOl'tbern Shan States, Memoirs of the 
Geol Survey of India, Vol. XXXIX. part 2, H113, Calculta, See p. 182. 

G) T. R. OOWPER REED, The Devonian Faunas of the Northern Shan Stat es : 
Palaeontologia [ndiea, New Series, Vol. 1I, Memoir NO. 5, 1908. 

105 
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XVIII. 
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The elements summed up above for the Kalooë faüna do n_ot 
occur in the British Indian devonian, which yielded only .a few triIobites 
with wbieh I cannot ideàtifjr my species. Melocrinus, wbich accordirig 
to- IDy preliminal'Y examination appears to occur at Kalooë, is accord
ing to the palaeontologicaI handhooks- of ZITTEL, NICHOLSON and 
LYDEKKER a, silurian-de,'onian genus and the species Melocl'inus typus 
is typical fol' devonian strata, but the exact uetermination of species 
being impossible on the spot no certainfy as 1,0 the age of the fossiIs 
has as yet been obtained. I have sent the fossiIs to Prof. Dl'. JONKIi:R 
of Delft, w~o pl'obably later will publish fuIl details. 

Also in Soutlb Yimnan (China) devonian is known, the fauna of 
wMch has been described by v. Loczy ~n "Reize des Gmfen Szechenyi", 
Bd. I, p: 682. In North Yunnan VON RICHTHOFEN coll~cted devoniarr 
fossils, more fully descl'ibed by KAYSIlJR (v. RlCHTBOFEN, China, Ed. IV, 
p. 75). From the Himalayas only an insignificant devonian fauna 
has become lmown. I Jeave it to palaeontologists to make more 
elaborate comparisons base4 on more extensive lists of fossils. 

lt is desirabIe to study tbe stmtigraphy of the strata neal' Kalooë 
weU and tlms also to determine the position of the white dolomites. I-have 
found those chie{ly as bonidel's in the Aloet' Karangpoetih, although 
they_ occur in situ in I:;ome places of the river, alld therefore 11 am 
of opinion that" the Goenoeng Karangpoetih partlJ:. rests on them. 
A li~estone ,with gl·ey-blo.ck flints, as OCCUl:S on the nOl'thern fo,'etop 
of this mountain, I did not find mentioned in any of tbe descrip
tions of limestones of othe1' pat·ts of Sumatra. Mr. J. B. SCRIVENOR 
wrote to me th~t he did not lmow tliis type of rock in Malacca either. 

The authol' hopes in a snbsequent paper if circumstances permit 
to be able to deal more fully with this trilobite lime of Kalooë, 
the discovel'y of which he only wished to announce in this first 
comm nnication . Pangkaltln BJ'andan, N ol'th Sumatra, Aug. 1915. 

prof. MOI,ENGRAARl!' made sorne l'emal'ks in addition to the preceding, 
al'tjcle. 

Mathematics. - "On tlw nature of t!te limiting sU1jace f01' 1n'ul
tiple space tmnsf09'mations.~' By Dl'. K. W. RUTGERS. (Oom
municated by Prof. JAN DE V R~ES). 

(Communicated in the meeting of February 26, 1916). 

1. If 7'+ 1 su rf aces of order pare given by means of the 
equations f1 = 0, ... ,' fr+l = 0, an r-fold infinite linear system S,. 
of surfaces, determined by these l' + 1 sUl'faces, is repl'esented bJ 

').Jl + 1>2/2 + .... + ).1+1'.t:+1 = 0. 

• 
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On any surf'ace ib of S,. an (r-1)-fold infini'te system of twisted 
curves is 'produced by thé intel'section of the remaining ones, of 
whi~h 'system of twisted curves we will suppose thal any of them 
is of the genus one. 

Jf we take r' > 2 a net of elliptical twisted curves ari~es at 
least, on each surface CP, so that any surface of Sr is l'ational, i.e. 
may be_ represented point for point in a plane 1); in such, a repre
sentation the system of twisted cnrves wi1l l1ave to correspond to 
the' likewise (?'-1)-fold infinite system of plane elliptical curves 
(1' > 2). Suchlike lineal' systems of plane elliptkal curves may always 
be reduced by means of bil'ational tl'ansformation to a system of 

~ cllbics with ft single base-points (O? ft ~ 7) or to a system of quartics 
with two two-fold base-pojnts.~) 

If n is the number of free intersections of two curves (at the 
same time the nllmber df points in which three surfaces of S,. meet 
mOl'eo\'er apart from the base-curves and base-points), tile dimension 
of the system of curves in eac~l of the cases proves to be equal to 
n; the dimerision of the system of surfaces Sr is therefo1'e r=n+1. 

.' , 

2. Between two spaces 2 and 2' a (1, n)-fold transformation 
is achieved, if we establish a collineal' correspondence between the 
planes' of a space 2' and the surfaces of a triply infinite linea1' 
system S3' of which the elements intersect, apart from the base-
curves and base-points, moreover in n points. -

If Sr is chosen out of an I'-fold infinite system, as has been abo\'e 
Etupposed, !lny surface cP is to be l'epresented in a plane in such a 
way, that the oo~ iritersections with the other surfaces (~orrespond 
to a net of cu bies or of quartics. 'Ve exclllde the lattel' case and 
assume moreovel' that all tile base-points of the cs-system are different 
fot' the representation of rp. 

3. For the space transfol'mations are now of importance: tlte 
8u?iáce ol JACOBI, c/l.T, in the space ~ and the limiting sU?iace' 
(/)'., in the space ~' corresponding with it point for point. 

Taldng into consideration the above mentioned suppositions we 
shall prove that the lim,itin,<J sU1iace (/)'.T 1nust always be a cone. 

lts ordel' may be detel'mined in the following way. . 
The curve of intersection ;of a slll'face (/) of S8 witll (/).) COl're-

1) M. NOETHER, "Ueber Flächen, welche Schaaren rationaler Ourven besitzen", 
Math. Ann .• 3, p. Uil, 1871. r 

2) G. B. GUCCIA, UGener'àUzzazione di un teorema d'l Noether", Rendiconti 
del Cil'colo Matematico di Palermo, lomo I, fase, 3, 1886. 

105* 
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sponds in the repreberiiation on a plane to 'the curve of JACOBI of the 
net of I curves Cs i tbe Jatter i's of order 6 witll (.l nodes in the (.l 
basé.points of tbe net (tbe genus IS consequentJ)' 10-(.l) and is more· 
over intersected by an arbttrary Ca iÏÎ 18-2.u Ol' (as (.l = 9 - n) in 
2u points. The mtersection of two snrfaces of rSs has" the1'efo1'8 '2n 
free infersections with ifJ.T, a straIght Hne, in 2' touches the' Iimiting 
surface cp'ol In as many points, so that the limiting surface is of 
order 2n. 

The genus of the cUl've of heom of the 03·net cOl'1'espónds to that 
of the intersectIOn of a surfuce of Sa with ifJ.T, and t11is curve -C,or· 
responds' again point fol' pomt to the p1ane mtersection of cJi.J. The 
lattel' toa has therefore the genus 

10 -- (.l = n + 1. 
, The rank of (]J'.T too is easy to determme. Ä surface of Sa with 
a node D corresponds in 2' to a tangent plane at ejJ'.T in the corre· 
spondmg point D'. The curve formed by the points of contact of 
'the tangent planes drawn at ifJ'.r out of a point Pi, cOl'responds to 
tlÏé ]ocj 'of the nodes of the net of surfares of S3' determined by 
the pomts PI>"" Pil correspondmg lo Pi, i. e. to the curve of 
JAeoBl ('.Tof this net of surfac-es. , 

('.T is intersected by a surface cl> of Sa in as many points as there 
are ,curves with a node in a pencIl of the ca-net, consequently in 
12, i.e. t!te mnk of ifJ.T is equal to 12. 

4. Frorp wh at has been melltioned above it ensues that the plane 
inlersechon of cj:J',T is of order 2n, of genus n + 1 and of class 12, 
by WhICh the remaining nurubers of PLUCKER are -known ; it appears 
inter' alia th at t111s intersectlOn must possess 30-11,' bitangents. 

A bitangent of ifJ,J happens to be the representation of the inter· 
section of two sllrfaces of 8 s, which possesses two nodes, in other 
wotds is degenerate. 

In order to determine, the class and the orde1' of the congruence 
of bitangents of ifJ'" we investigate how of ten the curve of inter· 
section of a surface ifJ wIth tile l'emaining surfaces of Ss is degenerate, 
and hoW; of ten such a degeneration wil! pass throllgh one Ol' more 
of n coupled points Pl , ••• , Pn (which determine a net out of Ss), , 

15, From the repl'esentation of ifJ in a plane it appears that the 
degenerate curves of intersection are represented in different ways, 
~.~: ' 

I a, a CS\ possessing a node in one of tbe (.l base-points of the ca-system. 
Number p.t = 9--'}1 .. 
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b. a Cal which has degenerated into a straight line passing through 
two of the base-points and a conie passing through the (.L --2 remain
ing ones. , 

Number (L (~-.;1) (9-n) (8-n) 

2.1 

c. a ca, WhiCh has degenerated mlo a straight lme passing through 
one of the base-points and a comc passing through the (L-i 
remaining ones. 

Number n-2 for each base-point. Total amount (9-n) (n-2). 
cl. a C3 , which has degenerated mto a straight hne passing through 

none of the baE.e-point::. and a conic passmg through II base-points. 

Number (n-:-2) (n-3) 
2.1 

The total amount therefore IS 30-n, rorresponding to 30-n 
bltangents of the plane mterseetion of (/)'.T, and on account of the 
supposed difference of the base-points those of the a ('ase give rise 
to (9-n) (8 -n) of t11e 1 st elasb, those of b to t (9-n)(8-n) of the 
1 st class, those of c to (9-n) of the (n-2)nd class, those of cl to 

'(n-2) (n-3) 
one of the class . 

2.1 

6. For each of these the ordel' iE. to be determined now. In the 
a case, the part of the degenerate intel'section, repl'esented in the 
plane by a base-point, has o12e free intersection with any surface 
of Sa. Such a rUl'va cau only occur a~ part of a degenerate curve 
of interBection of two sUl'faces of a net determined by the n points 
PI' ... , P,U if it passes througb one of these points and eonseqllenfly 
has no free intel'section any more with a surface of the net of 
surfaces. 

This, however, leads to an impossibility as in that case a surface 
is always to be obtaiJled passing through two curves of the same 
kind, which does not occur. , , 

In the ó case tlle same is the case for the parts repl'esented b.r, 
the straight Ene. 

For c, the C1U've, l'epl'esented by the straight line, has two free 
intersections with any sUl'face, and is only to be taken as part of 
a degenerate intersection, if it passes through two of tlle points 
Pl,··,Pn. 

That this Jb also impossible ensues from the fact that on a snrface 
no two equaL curves '(repl~esented as a straight line pa'3sing through 
two points) will inttll'sect in a point. 
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I For d we find the same impossibility: now, the part repres~nted ~ 
by a straight line must pass through 3 of the points Pr, ... ', Pn. 
while here on the same surface cp no intersection in tUJO point,s -
can occur. 

It is therefore evident t!lat of none of the degeneracies a part can 
pass through one of the hase-points Pr , ••• , Pil' Through an al'bitrary 
point Pt' in 2 1 no bitangent of ,p'.T passes. All the bitangents 'are 
therefore lying, in l30-n) separate birangent planes. 

The surface itself must be a cone. 

Chemistry. - « Tlte plwto-o,vidation oj rtlcohol with the co.-ope?'ation 
of ketones. Gontribution to tlw Icno'Wledge of the plwtocltemicaZ 
phenomena." Il. Ey Prof. J. BÓRSRKEN and Dr. W. D. OOREN. 

(Communicated in the meeting of March 25, 1916). 

At the meeting of 31 Oct. 1914 some particulars were commu
nicated by us as to th is reaction; since then we have made a closer 
study of the same and a few important results thereof are found in 
the dissertation of one of us 1). • 

The reaction scheme: 
2 ketone + alcohol = pinakon + aldehyde-(ketone), 

deduced fl'Om comparative velocHy mea'sut'ements with in~l'easing _ 
quantities of alcohol could be confirmed jn various ways. 

Flrst of all it was demonstrated that in this reaction the 
aliphatic alcohol was cOllvel'ted quantitatively into aldehyde (ketone, 
respectively) and not into the corl'elated aliphatic pinacone. . 

Tbe acetone obtained in the reaction: 

2 OoH.COCoHG + CH3CHOHOHa = rCCOHÓ)20(OH)]2 + (OHa)zOO 
was th us weighed in the form of the p-nitl'opbeny lhydrazone and 
the cyclohexanone formed in the reaction : 

2 OaHóOOOoHó + CoHuOH (cyclohexanol) = [(OaH6)200H]2 + OOH100, 
was detelmined by the "oxime method". 

That, in the photo-oxidation of aromatÎc alcohol!:>, the said reaction 
scheme was also correct was proved as follows: 

lf the reaction had taken place according to the equation: 

CaRGCOOoR. + ORHGOHOHO~H5 = [(OaH.)2 G(OH)]2 
~hich also would have been in harmony with the unimolecular 
COUl'se of the reaction, then when taking the two following mixturefl: 

1) Disserta,tion W. D. COllEN, Delft 1915. 

..,1 
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CICsH4COCaHs + CaHsCHOHCaHs and 

CaH5COCaH5 + Ol . CaH40HOHOaH. 

'S 1 " 

one and the same monochlorobenzopinacone ought to have been 
fo1'méd. 

If, on the other hand, the reactions we1'e as stated above, very 
differ~nt products ought to be obtained in each case. 

Indeed there was obtained in the first case a chlorine containing 
pinacone) the chlorine content of which certainly was not so high 
as that calculated for a dichlorobenzopinacone [this, howeve1', 
is self-evident because the benzophenone obtained in the reaction 
from the benzohydrol must be converted together with bome unchanged 
benzhydrol into the orJinary benzopinacone] but still much hIgher 
than that calculated for the monochlol'o compound. 

In the second case a pinacone mixture containing but little chlorine 
was obtained; this also is in full agreement wIth what was to 
be expected, as first the chlorobenzophenone formed is at the 
start present in small quantities only and, secondly, it is converted 
into the correlated pinacone slower than the benzophenone itself. 

From the progresslve change of the reaction, as proved by different 
ways, it thus follows that both hydrogen atoms of the alcohol are 
rendered active. \ 

A fortunate incident sl1bseql1ently enabled us to fl1rther elucidate 
the course of the reaction. 

During the illumination of solutions of terephthalophenone and of 
isophthalophenone in different alcohols a very distinct yellow colo
ration wa~ observed. In the beginning this colonr dü:.appeal'ed on 
shaking the tube. When the colOl'ation pel'sisted on shaking, the 
liquid could still be decolorized by allowing the air to enter into 
the reactiol1 mixture. Hence, it was obvious to attl'ibute the decolo
rization to oxidation; that in this case the oxygen played indeed 
an important role could be shown by placing the mixture (freed 
from oxygen by boiling) in a space fiUed with oxygen-fl'ee nitl'ogeni 
on exposure to ordrnary day-light the contents of tile tube turned 
immediately yellow; if now a trace of air was admitted, the liquid 
got again decolorized. 

In order to bhow the oXIdation still more distinctly, the saturated 
soIution of terephthalophenone with a slight excess of the 1\:etone 
was placed in a vessel furnished with a doubly bent tube whicb 
dipped into merCUl'J; the space above the liquid was filled with air. 
On illumination, the merC!nry gradually rose and tbe small excess 
of terephthalophenone did not perc~ptibly dissoJve. This only took 

, . 

5 r::r S' 
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place aftel' the oxygen had' been consnmed and the colour had 
almost completely faded. 

Aftel' some time, beside the residual/terephthalophenone another 
non-coloured substance began to deposit; this went on up.til the 
originaI terephthalophenone had entirely disappeared and the liqmd 
again Wa'l al most quite decolorlzed. 

To judge from the moleclliar weight, the colonr reaction with 
potassium hydroxide (to which we will refer later) and tlIe decom
position on heating the new product consisted of the terephthalo
phenopinacone. 

When we place the yellow soIution in the dal'k it keeps unchanged 
for months i if, howevel', all' is admitted it is also very rapidly 
decolorized. , 

Fmally it should be remarked that if an inert solvent but no 
alcohol is present, no yellow coloration sets in, so that the alcohol 
is a necessary condition for this colour reactIon. Taking into con
sideration our previous reslllts we may conclude ti'om the foregoing: 

1 bt. The ketone absorbs a part of tile violet rays. 
2nd• The fol/owing photo-reaction takes place: 

terephthalophenone + alcohol + httle lIght = yellow sllbr 

~tance in which the two hydl~ogen atoms forming part of the 
alcohol molecule are ('endered active. 

This substance is permanent m the dal·k but IS decomposed by 
oxygen as follows: < 

yellow substance + oxygen = terephthalophenone + aldehyde 
(ketone) + H~O. 

3rd . If the yellow substance is further illuminated It IS converted 
accordmg to the reaction: 

yellow substance + much 11ght = terephthalophenopinacone + 
+ aldehyde (ketone). 

Aftel' this elucidation it was on]y natural to ascertain whether in 
the case of the other ketones, where the J ellow colour is not so 
pronounced or could not even be' observed, the progressive change 
was the same. 

lndeed it could be ascertained that if reduction to pmacone did 
occu!', tbere could always be noticed absorption of oxygen should 
this gas be pres en t. 

To demonsh'ate this, a little appal'atus was employed ronsisting 
of a vessel of 20 cm. capacity in which ""as placed a hollow stil'rer 
with T-piece and opening. By the rotation of the stirrer the gas 
from the gaseous space was forced throllgh the ]jqu1id and kept this 
satUl'ated with air. The stil'rer was also connected. air.tight with the 
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axis of a mereury seal that eould be l'otated with a little motor 
whilst the gaseous space- was eonneeted with a mereury manometer 
by means of a eapillary. 
,ln this manner:, not onIy the oxidation could be asrertained but 

aIso its ve!ocity could be measured. 
A small vertical plate placed pel'pendicularly to the wall and 

pl'ojecting just above the sllrface of the liquid served to keep the 
sllrface tranquil; a, similar little plate was also found in the small 
mereury reservoir of the seal causing the mercury surface to keep 
in the horizontal position. 

The redu('tion to pinacone and the oxidation of the' alcohol io 
aldehyde and water seem to be inseparately eOJlnecred with each 
other; a pri07'i this is not lleceE>sarily so. We may conceive that 
the H is rendered aetive)n sueh a manner that it combmes with oxygen 
without being yet capable of attacking the ketone, and conversely. 

As these two reaetions probably take place together, the action 
of the OO-gl'OUp' on the H of the alcohols, which leads to an activity 
towards the 0 af the air as weIl as t~ that of the keione, must be 
attributed to a same cause. 

Only there is a diffel'enee and that is that the oxidation reaction 
can pl'oceed further without the assistance of light, seerningly becrmse 
tlLis is a catalytic reaction, whel'eas the pinacone formation requires 
the continuo us assistance of the light energy. 

From ouI' pl'evious eommunication it appeal's that there are a number 
of ketones, whieh, although they pqwel'fully absorh the light, are 
not at all, or at least not perceptibly, capable of activating the 
aleoholic hydrogen. 1) 

Many of these ketones may, however, be conveniently l'educed 
by other pIeans, the non-occurrence of the photo-reduction must, 
therefore, be looked for in the particularly unfavollrable condition 
of the OO-group in connexion with the influence of other gl'OUpS 
in l'egal'd to the light. 

'rhe conditIOn of th~ OO-gl'OUp in the !retone molecule as deter
mined by all surrounding molecules will regulate the power, of 
rendering active alcoholic hydrogen atoms. Moreover, a reciprocal 
reaction between two !retone molecules and one alcohol molecule 
must be able to take place. 

The catalytic alcohol-oxldation with the co-operation of the 00-

1) lt is presumably a quantitative diffel'ence; o-methyl'benzopheuolJe does. it 
blówly so that we have Just been able to show it by means of the oxidation 
reaction; fluol'enone acts much slower still ' 

" ," I 
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group rendered active 'by exposure tv light, as found by us, now 
enables us to obtain a series of aldehydes in a perfectly neutral 
medium. 

Bere, however, it must be observed that the alcohol should not 
cause a hindrance. 

It appeared for instance that citronello!, although a primary alrohol 
with a double bond far removed fl'om the OH-group was not 
oxidised; thlS now must be attribllted to a disturbing influence exerted 
by the alcohol on tht' active light. 

If we place th is alcohol in the jacket of the- mantle tube (see 
previous communication), it also retal'ds the reduction of benzophenone 
by ordinary alcohol in the inner tube. 

Even with strong sun-light in the spring the velocity of the l'eaetion 
is but smaH: tbis can only be remedied by enlargmg the surface 
iUuminated. 1f we wish to become independent of the sun-light 
powerful mel'cury lamps wil1 have to be used with the reaction 
mass in a jacket l'ollnd the arc light. 

For practical purposes w,e do not consider the photo-reaction to 
be of much importance just yet, but from a theoretiral point of 
view it is so all the more. 

This now may appeal' from the following points: 

1 st. It has been shown that, among a.Il other primary and secon
dary, satllrated alcohols, the methyl alcohol occupies a special place 
because reaction with benzophenone and its derivatives takes pJare 
mllch slower (see pl'e\rious communication). 

ThiR is based on alesser activity of the H-atoms of the alcohol 
towards the oxygen and not, as in the case of citronellol, to an 
absorption of active rays. 

Thel'efore, we can understand that also the physiological action 
of this a1t~ohol must be different from that of its analogues. This 
diffel'ence has been found with the hUmaJl being aR weIl as with 
penicillit61n glaucum. 

2nd . When we consider the sllccession of the photo-rea('tions which 
from the mixture of aromatic ketone and alcohol lead to pinacone 
and aldehyde we find some resemblance to the assimilation process. 

Of the lattel' we can very roughly conceive the following image: 

1. (chlorophyllogen + protoplasm) + little light = (chlorophyll + 
protoplasm). 

Il. (chlorophyll + protoplasm + carbon dioxide) + more light = 
~" (chlorophyll + protoplasm + formaldehyde) + Oio "', , 
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lIl. chlorophyll + protopla&m + formaldehyde = chlorophyll ? + 
protoplasm + sugar etc. 

The assimilation process is undoubtedly much more lntrieate than 
the one studi~d by us for instance on account of the not as yet 
surveyable endo-enzymic aetion of the Jiving protoplast, but here 
also we have first (I) a tl'ansformation of a definite system by means 
of a slight light intensity into anoth~r photo-aetive condition, sub
sequently eI!) a photo-reaetion requiring more light. 

Part (lIL), the formation of s~gar or amylum is a synthesis 
which is caused presumably by other enzymes and has a purely 
('atalytie eharaeter. 

The fact that here are formed opticallr aetive compounds from 
carbon dioxide will presumably be due more to the asymmetrie 
construetion of the protoplasm tilan to that of tile chloropilyll. Of 
the asymmetry of the chlorophyll nothing is lmown. It is possible 
because phytol, tha unsatul'ated alcohol in the ehlorophyll, is probably 
built up asymmetl'ÏraIly, out as the generation of sugar from for
maldehyde is more of a protoplasm fllnction than an accelerating 

\ 
effect of chlorophyll, it is more l'ational to also look to the proto-
plasm for the rause of the asymmetry of the amylum obtained. 

In the photo-process studied by us lies, llloreon~r, the possibility 
for tile realisation of a simple asy mmetrically-proceeding photo-l'eaction. 

Stal'tlllg from tile system: 
optically a~tive ketone + racemw alcohol = pinacone + aldehyde, 

we may expect that one of the optie antipodes will be oxidised to 
aldehyde more rapidly than the other. Whether this view is correct 
wiJl have to be settled experimentally. 

31d• The significance of the catalytic oxidation of the aleohols for 
the better undel'standing of the ratalytic reactions partieularly amounts 

,to this, that we get here very plainly the impression that there is 
wanted a rontinuous, though it may be a smalI, supply of energy 
to keep the catalysis going: _ 

Only the ketone-alcohol mixture energetically activated by the light, 
namely tbe just mentioned yellow substance i,S capable of taking up 
the oxygen and if we wish to proceed with the alcohol oxidation 
we must eontinnol1sly take care to pl'omote this activation. 

Thè reartion: 

alcohol + oxygen = H~O + aldehyde (ketone) 

is thus kept active by a photo-action in the CO-group of the aromatic 
ketone. 

If we compare this with the effects of platinum or palladium this 
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rail' be explained, acrol'ding fo the investigations of WIELAND, in a 
perfectly analogous manner. , I 

Palladtum is capable of withdrawing hydrogen trom an alcohol 
and th is absorbed and activated hydrogén is then attacked by the 
oxygen. 

In tbe phota-reaction tbe case is in reaJity still simpIer and purer. 
With the ro-operation of definite I'ays of light, the ketone is~ 

capable, if not of actually withdrawing the H, of modifying the same 
(in some cases pel'ceptible by the yellow colour). 

Which practically wiJl amouni to the same thing, for as soon as we want to 
get a conception as to the chánge of the H, a form must be given to it in which 
either the position of the atoms or that of the electrons must be considered as 
modified. 

Thel photo-active H can now form water with the oxygen ,just 
like the Palladium-active hydrogen can do this. 

We have tried whether the element H, might also be rendered 
"-

active by means of the system Ketone + light, but th is did not surceed. 
From the experiments of CIAMICIAN and SILBER and also from Dur 

own we must, however, conclude that a large variety of hydrogen 
compounds is certainly capable of it. 

In consequence of our observations as to the artivation of the 
alcohoIic .hydrogen the following question still arose, in connexion 
with the catalytic phenomena. 

We can conceive ethyl alcohol to oe built up of ether and 
watel: and there are indications that in the system: 

the alcohol_ at the ordinary temperatUl'e is more stabIe than rhe 
mixture of ether and water. 

If this is so, the fOl'mation of alcohol under tbe influence of defi-
1 ' 

nite catalysts ought to be capable, of demonstration. r 

Now, we have first of all tried ihe effect of illumination on benzo
phenone in absolutely dry ether; no action had taken plare in the 
time that it was converted with absolute alcohol, completely into 
pinacone. 

We remind the reader th at water exerted a very retarding influencé 
on the photo-rea.ction. I -
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- On illuminating a solution of benzophenone in maist ether a liberal 
fOl'mation of pinacone and aldehyde was noticed. 

40aH5COOaH5 + (02R5)20 + H20 = 2r(OaH5)200HJ2 + 202H40 
Hence, the photo-reaction has here induced the alcohol formation 

and thlS notwAhstanding the l'etal'ding action of water which at 
the -commencement was present in considerable quantities. 

The experimental details will be published elsewhel'e. 

Chemistry. - "The ltydl'ogen-ion-concentration of some complex 
po lyltydroxybora te solutions," By Prof. J., BÓI~SEKEN and 
A. H. KERSTJENS. 

(Communicated in the meeting of March 25, 1916). 

The l'elation found by one of us between the inflllence exerted 
by a number of polyhydroxy-compounds on the electl'Ïc condllctiviLy 
of bodc acid, (rendering it possible fo get some more information 
as to the configuration of these componnds) mad~ it desil'able to 
further trace the cause of the change in conductivity. From what 
was found (which, moreover, ,'\ as already known from observations 
of other workers) borlC acid frequently becomes a more po~er,ful 
acid, and the increase in the concenh'ation of tbe H-ions milst, 
therefore, be considered as being the most Important cause of the 
exaltation in conductivity. 

Slight decreases in conductivIty; have, however, a]so been noticed 
which may then be attributed on the one hand to the formation 'of 
complexions with small migration constants, on the other hand to a 
greater viscosify of the medium'. 

We ha\'e now in the first place made it 0111' task to determine 
the H-ion concentration of a few diverging cases and to compare 
these values with those whieh could be calculated from tbe determi
nations of the conductivity. 

The H-ion concentration was deduced from the electromotoric 
force of a concentJ'ation chain whirh was deterrnined \ according to 
the compensation method of POGGENDORE' with the capillal'y electro
meter of LIPPMANN as- zero-instrument. 

J The complex bode acid solution investigated by us formed part 
of the concentration chain: 

( . H, (p = 1 atm.) I OH· I satnr. KOl I Hg,CJ, in 0.1 n. KOL I Hg. 

In view of the small H-ion concentration the vesseI, containing 
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the liquid of whieh tbis concentration was measUl'ed, was s~lected 
as small as possible. 

Scale 

The following sketch gives a survey of the arrangement of the 
determination. 

RT VPH 
Tbe EMF. of this chain El = F ln C,/ +- E,aZomel eell 

lf the pressUl'e of the hydrogen is kept ctt O?1e atmos1?here then 
V'PH2 =1. 

The EMF of this chain EI is compal"ed with that of a standard 
. norm al eeH E~; if the readings on the scale are al and a21 th en 

El = E2 ([1/a2 • • 

From the d ifferen ce in potentJal H 2 Cp =1)1 CH, which thusin rega~d to 
, RT 

tUe norm al hydrogen electrode = - -ln Cn, the known potential 
F 

djfference of the calomel electrode (also caJculaieà with respect to the 
normal hydrogen electrode) = 337 millivolt and the fonnd electra
motoric force of the coneentration chain, the concentration of the 
S' ean be calculated. 

The normal ceU employed was compared with a 'standard instru~ 
ment and had an EMF of 1.0177 at 18° . 

• The hydrogen used for deterniining the potential differenceB2/CH was 
very carefully purified, the phttinum wire was fi'eshly platinised and 
was only superficially plunged into tbe electrolyte. 

This part of the concentraiion chain was placed in a thermostat 
at 25°, because the CR had to be compared with that calculated 
from the conductivity measurements which were earried out at 2bO. 

As the caleulations in regarct to the normal hydrogen electrode 
l'elate to 18° and as this is sensitive to the temperatUl'e an error is 
made of a few millivolts; this, howevel', is within experimentl11 errors, 

\ 
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Notwithstanding the use of a saturated solution of KOl as inter
medJary electrolyte and the emv10yment of capillary connexions ot 
the latter with the hydrogen- and with the calomel-electrode, the 
readings in the zero-instrument, when dealing with little CH , seemed 
to become either indistinct (owing to the great resistance), or 
inaccurate (presurnably owing to diffusion). 

As our intention was mainly to ascertain whether the change in 
condurtivity of the borie acid by the polybydroxy-compounds was 
due to an increase of the concentration of the hydrogen ions, and 
as we, therefore, could be satisfied with an approximate value, we 
have provisionally contented oUl'selves with the resuIts obtained. 

The calculation of the CH' from the conductivity detel'minations 
took plare from the relation' 

" = Y'tl (J.H t J.X') 

'tl = gram equivalent per Litre. 
r = dissociation degree. 

1000 " 
GEI =Y'tl X 1000 = . 

ÀH·+J.X' 

N ow, the sum of the migl'ation constants PB + .Î.x') of the com
plex boric acid compounds is not known; assuming it to agl'ee with 
that found fol' acids with a not too small numbet' of carbon atoms, 
we have put it at 380. For bOl'ir acid itself, this value is pl'esurnabJy 
too high. 

Example: 

Insertion 

" 

!fyd1'ogen-ion concentl'ation of 0,5 mol. ILB03 • 

of the normal ceU; reading on the scale = 511.3 
concentration c'hain; " ,." ,,= 287.0 

287 
EMF = 511.3 X 1.0177 = 0.570 v. 

E of the calomel electrode = 0.337 " 
EMF of H2 Cp = 1)1 CH' = 0.233 v. 
RT E 

Fl'om E = - -- In CH follows loq CH' = - --- = - 3 95 
F L 0,059 ' 

CH = 1.1 X 10-4• 

Oalculated from the specific conductivity ,,= 28.5 X 10-0 

1000X28.5X10-a 

G H' = = > 0 75 X 10-4 < 380 ' ,. 

With bodc acid these readings were not sharp, by way of con trol 
we have also determined the CH of N/10 sllccinic acid and caIcu
Jated the H··ion concentration fl'om tbe known dissociation constant. 
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Bydrogen ion concentraiion 0 J N /10' succinic acid. 

lnsertion of the norm al eell; reading on the scale = 502.4 
" " coneentration ehain;" "" " = 240.1 

240.1 " _ 
EMF = 502.4 X 1.0177 = 0.487. From this, see above 

0,487-0,337 
log GH = - 59 = - 2.60 = 0.40 - 3 

0,0 

GH = 2.52 X 10-3
• 

The dissociation constant of sllccinic acid at 25° = 6,3 X 10-s ; 

from th is follows, for the dissoriation degree of a N/JO solution, 
from the relation 

---=" (l-a)v 
, a = 0.0248 hen ce GH' = 0.00248 = 2.48 X 10-3

• 

lIyelrogen-ion concentmtion oJ mannitol (0,5 mol.) 

Insertion of the normal ceU; reading on the scale = 513. 
" "eoneentr!1tion ehain;" "" ,,= 30~. 

302 
EMF = 513 X 1.0177 = 0.599. 

0.599-0.377 
log GH' = ") 0.059 = - 4.443 = 0,567-5 

GH' --= 3.7 X 10-5
, 

The speeifie conductivity of the mannitol was higher than eould 
be expeeted from a polyhydl'oxy-eompound, namely - in the case 
of a 0.5 mol. solution - = 32'.4 X 10-6• 

If we suppose this 'to be.in eonsequence of its aeidic properties 
we get by' ealculation 

32.4 X 10-3 
G H' = - 8 X 10-5

• 

380 

This is undöubtedly too high; presumably the mannitol was con
taminated with smal! quantities of acidic 'electl'olytes. 

Byd1'ogen-ion concentmtion oJ 0.5 mol. mannitol + 0.5 mol, 
boric aciel. 

lnsertion of the normal cell; l'!3ading on the scale = 511. 
I' 

" " " coneentration chain; " "., " , 241. 
241 

EMF = 511 X 1.0177 = 0.480 v 
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0.480-0.377 
log CH' = - 0.059 = - 2.42 = 0,58-3 

CH' = 3.8 X 10-a• 

The specific conductivity of tbis solution = 700 X 10-6 • 

FJ'om this 

700 X 10-3 

CH' = / = 1.9 X 10-3
• 

380 

Hyeb'ogen-ion concentmtion of N jlO lactic ac iel. 
242 

EMF (see above) = - X 1.0177 = 0.479 v 
514 

log CH' = - 2.40 and CH' = 4.0,X 10-a 

t Tt 11 7 ."1ftItfmti W 

1426X10-a 

Cond, ofthis solution = 1426Xl0-6; CH' = 380 3.75XI0-a• 

Rycl1'o,f;en-ion concentmtion of Nj10 lactie aciel +0.5 mol. B,BOg , 

232,7 
EMF = 513.9 X 1.0177 = 0.461 v 

log CH' = - 2.10 and CH' = 7.94 X 10-3 

Calculated ti'om the specific condllctivity = 2632 X 10-8 we get 

2632 X 10-a 

CH' = = 6.92 X 10-3
• 

380 

Although the agl'eement in these complex boric compounds is 
certamly not perfect, It may, ('onsidering the relatively smal! sensi
tiveness of the capillary-electrometric method and the uncertainty 
as to the value (380) for lH + 'Ix', be called satisfactory. 

in any case, t!te znC1'ease in conductivity of bOl'ic aeiel by mannitol 
anel by lactie (wiel is to be attributeel to the f07'11wtion of (l complex 
mannito-(lacto)-norie aeid w!tich is 11101'e st1'ongly cliHsociatecl than one 
of t/te cornponents. 

Quite different we re the results of the \measurements executed 
with solutions of pY1'ocatec!tin, pY1'ogallol and hyd1'oxy-ltyd1'oquinone. 
The following resllits were obtained here: (see table p. 1652). 

Not only was thel'e \lot found any agreement bet ween the \'alues 
obtained accOI'ding to the two methods, but the duplicate de term
inations also showed enormous differences. 

1t is certain that the values according to tlle capilhtl'y-electro
metric method were found fal' too high. 

Hence, thel'e mnst be a sonrce of error in this method wh en 
npplied to the polyphenols as electrolyte. 

106 
Proceeding-s Royal Acad. Amstel'dam. Vol. XVIll. 
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I eH' -
System 

-Calculated I~ Remarks 
from spec. Capillary 

conductivity' Electrom. 

0.5 m. pyrocatechin 0.4 X 10-4 1.4 X 10-4 The data as to 
the specitic con-I 2.51 X IO~ ductivity are 

0.5 m. pyrocat + 0.5 mH3B03 0.15 X 10-2 6.4 X " 
taken from ob-

8.0 X /I servations pu-
10.0 X 

" 
blished in the 

Recueil 30,' 403 
12.57 X 10-2_ (1911) and from 

0.5 m. pyrogaIlol+0.5 mH3B03 0.16 X 1O~ 1.8 -X " a few measure-
6.0 X " ments mention-

ed bel ow. 
0.5 m. hydroxy-hydroquinone+ 0.104 X 10-2 11.37 X 10-1 

+0.5 m. HaB03 . 1.41 X 10-1 

0.25 m. hydroxy-hydroquinone+ 
+0 25 m. HaBOa 

0.51 XlO-g 3.12XIO~ 

We have found the cause of this deviation as follows. 
When the vessel witb the lJydrogen-pyrocatechin-bol'ic acid e1ectro

lyte had stood fol' a day, the volume of the hydrogen had pel'cep
tibly diminisbed and aftel' a week the gas had almost entirely 
disappeared. 

In connexion with the presence of the platinum rod in the pyro
catechin solution abovEl which is found an atmosphere of hydrogen 
and the consequent possible catalytic hydl'ogenation of the pyro
catechin, we may no doubt attribute the disappearance of the 
hydrogen to the reaction: 3 H2 + 0aH/OH)2 = OaHlO(OH) . 

Consequently there is no eql1llibrium at the hydrogen electl'Ode 
and as, owing to the l'eaction, hydl'ogen is removed from the 
platinum, the hydrogen pregsure ma)" no longer be &upposed to 
be equal to one atmosphere but must be smaller and dependent on 
the velocity with which the loss from the gaseous space ean again 
be repleni&hed. I 

. If we wrongly put tbe hydl'ogen pressUl'e = 1 atm. we will, in 
consequence thereof, find inconstant and exaggerated v .. 'tIlles for the 
hydrogen-ion coneentrations. 
. .' RT VPHJ 

For In the relation E = - In -- In V PllJ may no longer be 
F GIl 

put = 0, it becomes negative and E is tims found too smalI. Bence, 

th~ ab~oIute value of the negati~e quantity log CH = --~ 
r 0.059 
beeomes too small and the concentl'ation itself too large. 
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Oonverse1y, we might make use of this method to ascertain the 
occurrence of a cata1yti~ reductIOn, 

The electric conductivity of hydroxy-hyclroquinone and of the 
rnixtu're hyd1'oxy-hydroquinone + 0,.5 HaBUs. 

In a previous determinati/)n, carried out by one of us with the 
co-operation of Mr. BRACKMANN, th ere wa5 found with this ortlwdlhy
droxy-derivative of benzene a small negative influence on the electric 
conductivity of borie acid (Rec. 34, 277 [1915J). 

As we mistrusted this nnexpected result and had reason to suspect 
that rhe tI'ÎhydJ'oxybenzene was not sufficiently pure, we have repeated 
the determination laking care to purify by repeated recrystallisation 
from ether the polyphenol prepared ft'om the quinone VIa the tl'ia
cetate (B 31, 1248 [181:)8J: Rec. 34, 277 f1915J. O~ shaking the 
ethereal sollltion, while cooling, with ammal chal'coal it could be 
obtained almost colourless: M.p. = 140°.5. 

The eonductivlty was deiermined in the manner fl'equently descl'Ïbed. 
C = Capacity of the resistance vessel = 0.276; 7 = 25°. 
Specif. conductivity of 0.5 m. HsB03 = 28 X 10-6 K.Hb. 

Conductivity X 106 = K _ Conductivity increase I 
a= System R Readmg on scale _ CX(lOOO -a) IJ. - Kmixtures - K( C6H3(OH)3 

aXR +KH3B03) 

I 

5000 I 531.5 48.1 

0.5 m. hydroxy- 6000 481.0 48.5 
hydroquinone 

7000 449.1 48.4 

500 580.8 399.6 

0.5 
" 

700 496.7 399.5 ~22.4 
+0.5m.H,B03 

, 

900 435.4 397.6 

1000 588.1 192.8 

0.25 
" 

1500 488.3 192.8 ±155 
+0.25m.H3B03 

2000 417.2 192.8 
\ 

If we compare the value of the condl1ctivity of the 0.5 molar 
hydroxy-hydroquinone + 0.5 m. H8BOa sollltion with th at of the 
cOl'l'esponding sol utions of PYl'oratechin and py l'ogRllol (399.6 with 
555.2 and 608.9, l'espectlvely) Ih IS is cert,ünly somewhat smaller 
bilt positive and of the same ol'der of ql1antity, so t!tat tlte !tydl'oxy
lt'!;dl'oquinone is connected quite nm'mally with the otlle?' ol't/wdi!ty-
di'o,l'ybenzel1e (/fl'ivatives. Delft, Mal'ch 1916. 

106'1< 
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Chemistry .. - "TJw configumtio'(t of Cf.·galactose and a:f1'uctose.'~ 

By Pl'OJ. J. BÖESEKEN, A. H. KERSTJENS and O. E. KLAMER. 1) 

(Communicated in the meeting of March 25, 1916.) 

, 
In a previous ar·ticle one of us !las used the intluence of the 

polyhydroxy-compounds on the conductivity of bodc acid to determin~
the confignration of the u- and of the ~·glucose, Starting from fhe 
assumption that a positive influence is caused by the formation of 
complex acids and that this is promote~ by a favourable position 
of the hydl'oxyl-gl'oupS, it could be expected that -cane sugar and 
raffinose should exert no' positive influence; on the othel' hand their 
clea\'age products might do 80. 

In the non·reducing polysaccharides the h}dl'oxyl groups attached 
to adjacent O-atoms wlJieh form pal't ofthe fllrane'l'iugs are nowhel'e 
situated at Lhe same side of those rings; in the reducing cleava,ge 
products: glucose, fructose and galactose this may, ho wever, be 

J the case, name!y in one of the mutarolation isomel'ides of each of 
those three sugars. In the olhel' mntal'otation isomeride, the position 
of the' hydroxyl-groups is certainly. more unfa\'ourable. 

Hence; we cOLlld expect: 

, 1 st: that the two mutarotation isomerides should exert a different 
intluence on the conductivity of boric acid; 

2nd • th at that influence wouJd change in aqueous solution and 
would decrease with the one isomeride and increase with the othel'; 

31d • that this phenomenon should run quite parallel to the muta
rotation, i. e. that it would proceed under the same circumstances 
(in pl'esence of bOl'ic acid) nnimoleclllarly and with a same 
reaction -constan t, 

With the glucoses these demands have been completely fultilIed 
and as the a-glueose exerted a greater influence on the bOl'ic acid 
than the ~-glucose, we conld take the sub.joined symbols as'proved. 2

) 

We have now also cal'ried out this in vestigation with the a-galae-
. - tose and the a-fructose (the ~·galactose and the ~·fructose have not 

yet been obtained in a snfficiently pure condition). Fl'om the symbols 
of the two mutarotation isomerides of the galactose we notice that 
they al'e constructed quite analogous to the glucose, only the tail 
OHOROH

2
0H occupies another position in regard to the furane·ring. 

1) Some of the measurements described here have been executed by Mr. W. STUR![ 

JI) In the Proceedings of the Meeting of Sat. June 29. 1912 pag. 2n these symbols. 
are give~ incorl'ectly. 
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C~OH 
OH 

CH:;.OH 

• 0( GLUCose. ;'3. GLUCose . 

Cl/OH CH OH 

I _ GALACTOSES - -IJ 
.Fig. 1. 

We may, therefol'e, expect here a same phenomenon as with the 
glucoses; the nnmel'ical values it is true wil! not be equal to those 
of the glucoses but still not ditfer much therefrom. 

We have prepal'ed the a-galactose fl'om milksngar by hydl'olysis' 
with dilute acids and repeatedly recrystallised the same from alcohol; 
although the l'otation was nOl'mal, the electric conductivity remained 
somewhat too high, namely 32 X 10-6 KHb for 0,5 mol. solution. 
The mutarotation WilS now determined successively in conductivity 
water and 'in a solution of 0,5 molar HaBOs; th en the change in 
the condnc~i\'Ïty for J 0.5 mol. a-galactose + 0,5 mol. HsHOs was 
determineà. The latter had to be done as quickly as possible so as 
not to Iet the range of the slider on the scale turn out toa small. 

Fl'om. these measurements it follows: 
1 st ,Th at the mntal'otatiol1 constant is not or but little atfected 

by bodc a('id. ' 
2m1 That the mntarotation constant is equal to the constant of lhe 

condllcti vity change, both considered as reversible ünimolecular 
reactions seeking an equilibrium. 

31d That in the a-galaetose the hydl'oxyl groups are situated more 
favourably than in the t1-galactose for the conductivity influence 
derreases so that it claims the cis-form (symbol I) .. 

4th ,That the influence of the galactoses on the conductivity of 
boric acid is but trifling, still more ,sa than that of the glucoses. 

From the obsel'ved exalta.tions of the conductivity of the {I- and 
j1-glucose, as weil as of the a-galactose and of the equilibrium mixture, 
it follows J th at the ~glucose as weIl as the ~-galactose ca.use an 

r 
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exaltation in the conduc!ivity of the boric acid, thongh only but 
little. 

In view of wbat bas been found with çanesugar, raffinose and 
a-methylglllcoside, th is was not to be expeeted. 

For these cause, in flecOl'dance with the unfavourable position of 
the OH-groups a slight depression .of the conductivity. 

The position of the OH-groups in j'1-g1ucose and {3-galactose is 
( 

equally unfavourable so that tile positive infll1ence must be connected 
. wiih the greater mobility of the molecule of the redl1cing sugars, 
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Tt is not improbablf' that the mobile hydroxyl-group receh'es some 
support from the side of the furane-oxygen atom say in the sen se 
that to this O-atom is still bonnd a molerule of water so that the 
number of hydroxyl groups is greater here and the chance fol' 
the fixing of borie acid is more favourable 1). 

In the non-reducing sugars and in the glucosides the furane-oxygen 
atom IS present, but the mobile OR-group has disappeared, so that 
here the cause of the borie acid combination is cancelled. 

If the explanation of this favourable influence of the furane-oxygen 
atom is correct, tbe fructose [10 which the cÎl'cumstances are still 
more favoul'able, because to the O-atom that carl'ies the furane-oxygen 

H OH F'g 2 

C~OH 

j9 ~ FRUCTOSES ~ a 

Fig. 2. 

and the mobile OH-gl'oup (Fig. 2) al'e stIll attached two other OH
containing groupsJ will have to cause a mnch more powerf111 
exaltatlOn in the condllctivitJ than the two illvestigated aldoses. 
This, indeed has now been proved to be correC't. 

For the iJ1CJ'ease in conducti\'lty of the equihbrülm mixtures of 
the glllcoses, galactoses and fructoses we re found the following figures 
(T = 25°; the frllctoses at 0° to 3°). 

Mol. Ca and /-1) glucose + 0.5 mol. H3BOa = 95 X 10-6 K.Hb. 

" + 0.25 " ,,- 60 X" " 
" + 0.125 " ,,- 38 X" " 

0.5 mol.(nand,3) galactose + 0.5 " ,,- 25 X" " 
mol. (a and (J) fructose + 0.44 " " = ± 900 X ,. " 

., + 0.22 " " = ± 680 X" " 
" + 0.11 \ " " = ± 480 X" " 
" + 0.02 " " - 110 X., " 

AltlIOugh a considel'able exaltabon in conductivity, as indicated 
above, might weIl be expected the amount of it was strikingly large. 

On closer examination of the fructose molecnle we notice, however, 

I) E. F. A.aMSTRONG (Die einfachen Zuckerarten und die Glucosiden" pag. 22-
27) caUs the oxygen atom of the furane·ring, when taking up one molecule 
water, quadrivalent and thu~ considers the sugar hydrates as oxonium compounds. 

m' 
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some resemblance witJt an a-hydroxy-acid and as these acids cause 
an enormous inc'rease of the conductivity 1), the considerable increase 
caused by the fructose is not so strange. 

'Moreover, the formation of a comparatively strong fructose-bork 
acid, even at very weak boric acid concentrations i'S a fl1rther proof 
that boron must be considered as an important element in nature's 
household. 

In consequence of these stl'ongly acid properties and the cir'cum
stance that the muüwotation is accelerated by H-iol1s, great ddference 
was found here in the vallles of the mutarotation-collstant determined 
with and without addition of boric aCId (with glucose and galactose 
this difference kept within the expel'imental errors). 

This great diifeJ'ence with the fructose, moreover, cOI'J'oborated the 
probabihty of the entu'e hypo thesis, as tlle constant of the reaction 
at which tbe a-fructose-boric acid was transformed into the (a + (J) 
fl'Uctose-boric acid mixture, agreed with this increased mutarotation 
constant. In order to determine this constant, dllute borie acid solu
tions had to be used and the temperature had to be kept low (0°). 

With 9, molar-a-frl1cfose + 0.44 m. bOlic acid solution, the con
ductivity at 00 altered so rapidly that the equilibrium was already 
practically attained aftel' a few minutes. 
- A solution of one molecule of fructose in 0.22 mol HaBOa exhibited 
the following change of the speciflc conductivity (t = 0°). 

R;= 200.Q ; Cap. resistance v. = 0.1661. 

121559.5 

16 552 

20 548.5 

25 545.5 

30 544 

40 543 

00 541.5 

658 

678 

687 

695 

700 

702 

709 

0.0541 

0.0456 

0.0442 

0.0405 

0.0308 

Mutarotation 5010 fruct. sol. + 0.22 m. H3BOJ. 
\ 

fRot. 

o 
7.5 -32.4 

9.5 -31.5 

11.5 -30.9 

13.5 .:-30.3 

16.5 -29.6 

19.5 -29.2 

24.5 -28.5 

00 -27.5 

K-+K' 1 l ro-roo = 7" og -rt.=...----"r 00"-

0.044 

0.040 

0.040 

0.038 

0.041 

0.037 

The change in the conductivity was still difficult to follow; for 

1) Rec. 36 211 and 313 (1915). 
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a soll1tion of one molecule of fl'llctose in 0.11 m. HaBOa the following 
result was obtained' 

R = 400.f2 ; Cap. = 01661. R = 400 Q ; Cap. = 0.1629. 

f 1 Reading I 
scale l<XJ061 K+K' 11 

f 
1 

a 
1 10<10

6 ! K+K' 

10 511 400 10 504 403 

14 493 429 0.040 14 488.5 429 '0.036 

18 481 450 0.041 18 476 451 0.039 

23 472.5 465 0.039 23 466.5 469 0.041 

30 464.5 481 0.042 30 461 480 0.039 

35 462 486 0.041 '40 455 491 0.042 

CQ 460 490 CQ 452 496 

Hen~e, there is a fairly satisfactol'Y agreement between the con
stant of tbe mutarotation and that of tlle conductlvlty change; both 
are still conslderably higher than that of the muta-rotation of the 
IX-frurtose at 0° in pure water. (Found = 0.01'24). 

0.5 mol. f1'uctose in 0.02 mol. RaBOa gave as constant for the 
conductivity change 0.032. 

From OUl' mE'asurements it will be seen that the condllcti, ity at 
the transfol'mation a~,~-fructose rises; from this it follows that in 
the ol'dinary frurtose the distribution of the hydroxy I-groups is less 
favourable than in its mutarotation isomel'ide. With this the configul'ation 
of the two frllctoses is now known:; it i" indicated in the above symbols. 

Delft, Mal'ch 1916. 

Physics. - "The viscosit!J of liquefied gases. 1 V. Appamtus anc! 
rnetlwd. V. Prelimina1'!J measurements on liquicl mi,vtu/'es of 
o,'cygen anc! nitrogen." By Prof. J. E. VERSUHAI"FEIJT and Dr. OH. 
NICA.lSE. Uommunication 149b from the Physical Laboratory 
at Leiden. (Uomml1nirated by H. KAl\1l!]RLINGH ONNl!~S). 

(Communicated in the meeting of March 25, 1916). 

IV. Apparatt~s and 1netlwd. 
1. Intl'oduction. 
In the thl'ee pL'eceding communications of this series (Oomm. 148b 

c and cl) one of us has developed the theory of the l'otational oscil
lations of a sphere in a viscous liquid, with a view to an expel'Î
mental investigation concerning the viscosity of liqmd gases at low 
temperatures, especially of liquid hydl'ogen, which we have under-
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taken on the suggestion of Professor KAMERI,INGH ONNES. Since the 
apparatus which we have designed for the purpose 1) has been fOUJfd 
to work satisfactorily, we can now proceed to its description. We 
shall add the preliminary resuhs obtained with liquid air and three 
other mixtures obtained from áir, one of which was almost pure 
oxygen, the other consisting chiefly' of nitrogen. 

\ 

2. Desc1'iption of the apparatus. 
The two principal parts of which the apparatus consists are the 

oscillating system and the vessel. in which it is suspended and 
which contains the liquefied gas. 

The main part of the osciIlating system is a carefully turned hrass -
sphere B (cornp. figure). Careful measurements proved it to be a 
faiotly flattened ellipsoid of revolution, the equatorial radius Re being 
1.927 ems. and the axial radius Ra 1.923 cms.; Hs mass rns was 
250.8 grms. The sphere is suspended from a wire D of phosphor
bronze, thickness 0.17 mmo and length about 60 ems. The wire is 
soldered to a small piece of copper which is screwed into the knob ](; 
]( can turn in a coni'cal hole in the thick plate P, which is attached 
at l'ight angles' to a slide St; the latter is fixed to a vertical wooden 
board, whirh in Hs tum is fastened with iron bands _to a stone column 
standing on a stone slab, which lies on a pillar built into the ground 
and is Ihus entirely independent of the building. By means of a 
micrometer,scl'ew Ms the slide, and thus also the sphere, can be 
moved up and down, so that the centre of the sphere can be exactly 
brought to a desired level; moreover as the plate P is adjustable 
in two directions at right angles, the centre of the sphel'e can also 
be moved horizontally to any desired point. 

The wil'e is not immediately attached to the sphere, but 10 a 
smaH glass tube BI about 25 ems. long, which at both ends is sol
dered into a smal! coppel' tube. The lower one carries a steel pin 
St (length 7 cms, thiekness 1 mm.) to which the sphere is screwed ; 
into the upper tube a piece of coppel' is sCl'ewed, into which the 
lower end of the wil'e D is soldel'ed 2). This tube also carl'ies a small 

1) The apparatus was entirely constructed in the workshops of the cryogenic 
laboratory. ' 

2) The chief reason why the sphel'e is not directly suspended from the wire is 
that the latter must remain at the same temper~ture as much as possible, in order' 
that its elastic properties may not undergo any change; it must therefore not 
reach ·down into the cold liquid. The only parts of the suspenuéd system which 
are immersed in the liquid are the sphere and a part of the steel pin St, which 
is naturally taken as thin as possible, in order that ils fl'iction may be neglected, 
as it would be difficult to take it into account. 
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disk S on wbirb rests the cylinder (] (of aluminium or ropper; see 
Jower down). The whole system Jllich fqr~s the oscillating-part 
was wqrked on the lathe as exactly as possible to a body of revolution. 

The sphere B is surrounded by an-almost completely closed copper 
spherical shel[ B' of in(ernal ritdlUS 2.92 ems. and tbiekness 1 mm.; 
tbis shell consists of two separate' balves (an upper and a Jowel' 
half), which fit exactly and are forced together by means of small 
spl'ings. 'rbe lower half is at the bottoro provided with a sm all -
hole for admitting the Iiqnid; the npper half bas at the top a largel' 
drcular hole (radius about 1 cm.)' and carries a ('opper tube B" 
which is provided with two pairs of opposite windows; the tuLe 
with the spherical vesseJ attached can be moved up and down on 
a coppet' ring R, whièh is soldel'ed to a gläss tube B. and can be 
fixed at a suitable heigbt by means of a clamping band with screw. 

The system of concentric spheres is pJaced inside a pal'tially sil
vered vacuum-glass G, which holds the liquid gas. The glass is 
mounted in a copper fitting which by means of copper rings with 
rods is attached to a metaL cap resting on a thick copper plate by 
means of levellillg Rcrews; tbis plate is fixed to the same wooden 
boal'd as the slIde mentioned above. 

The cap is constructed on the same plan as in the oLher appal'fttus _ 
used for similar purposes in the cl'yogenic laboratory. It consists of 
two parts: a conical part made of gel'lIlan sÜvel' with a tube for 
poming in the liquid gas and a tube fol' conveying away the vapou\'; 
this part fits over the rim of the vacllllm-g!ass and is conneeted to 
it air-tight by means of a rubber band, the second palt bemg 
a cylinder of ropper provided with two opposite side-tubeb, which 
are closed by disks of thick plate-glass; th is cylinder is fixed in a 
copper ring whirh cal'ries the levelling screws on which the ('"ap 
rests. The two parts of the cap are separated from each other by 
a partition with a circular opening, which is ,just wide enollgh to 
tt'ansmit tbe glass' tube BI witb the lowel' glass tube; moreover 
to the lower end of the cylindet' a roppel' co ne is soldered which 
ends in a tube, into whirh the glass tube 1 B8 is soldered 1), 

At the top the copper cylinder is closed by a ring-shaped disk, 
on the top of which a long glass tube B(' is seaJed 2

); this disk has 
l} By this means thc part of the apparatus above the partition is practically 

separated fr om the part below, where tIle low t€mperatures are; this space with 
the cylinder 0 contained in it therefore remained practically at tIle temperature 
of the room, as shown by the readings of a thermometer which was immers eu "' 
in water poured into the smal! hay formed by tbe lid of the cap (cf. figure). 

2} The wire D is almost complelely enclosed in this tube and thus remains 
practically at room-temperature. ,,- - _. -.. - -- ',-- ,-
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a pl'ojecting edge, which fits the cylinder accuraiely and is connected 
to it air-tight by means of a rubber band; moreover it is forced 
down on the cylinder by means of screws. At the top the tube B4 
is 'somewhat narrowed down and connected air-tight with the knob 
J( by tbe aid of a thin-walled rubber tube of a few centimetres 
length 1). 

Thc small disk S hangs a few mms. aboye a ring R
2

; this ring 
is suspended from three rods, which are screwed into the lid of the 
cap; by screwing the slide dovmwal'ds it is possible to make S rest 
on R2 by which means the tension may be taken off the suspension
wire, whereas by moving the slide upwards the oscillating system 
may be again released. 

The plate P IS provided with two small hooks to which the 
tube B. may be hooked by meam, of a band with exelets. 

If the slide is th en moved up, the oscillating system can be lifted 
out of the cap to beyond S; by supporting the ring R 2 by means 
of a small plate placed underneath, the wire can then be scre\\ ed 
out and the cylinder C may be replaced by a different one; or else 
the small rods which cany R2 may be unscrewed and the tube B4 
with the lid attarhed lifted higher, so that the srnall tube Bl may 
be ,taken out. In this case the sphere B must be first detached; 
this is done, while the cap is still closed and the disk S still leans 
on \ R

2
: the lower half of the spberical vessel is first removed and 

the upper he!llisphere shifted up, by whicb means tbe sphere B 
becomes completely acce~sible and may De screwed from the steel 
pin. In mounting the apparatus the same opera.tions are performed 
in the Opposlte order. 

The levelling of' the apparatus is performed by means of the 
levelling screws by which the cap is sllpported. Aftel' the apparatus 
had been mounted, but before the oscillating system was introduced, 
a plumb-line was attached to the knob ]{, which passed through 
the small hole in the bottom of the lowel' lJemisphere; by adjusting 
the screws it was possible to make the wire, while coinciding exactly 
with the axis of tlie tube B. (for this purpose the tube was rlosed 
at the top by a small cap with small hole at the centl·e), also pass 
freely thl'ough tlle lower opening. When th is was attained, thin 
rnetal wires were soldered in fl'ont of the windows in the copper 

1) This air-tight connection did not prevent the knob from being turned through 
a moderate angle, or from being shifted sideways, or the slide from being moved 
up and down, at least over a small dlstance. In order to prevent the rubber tube 
from collapsing on the apparatus being exhausted a small copper spiral spring 
was puL inside, which did not interfere with lhe mobility. 
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tube B~, so th at the plumb-line was seen exactly half way between 
them; these wires were to serve afterwardb for bringing the pin St _ 
accurately into the aXlS of the apparatus and th us ensul'ing, that 
the centre of tbe sphere B lies on th~ same vertical as the centre 
of the spherical 5hel1. The two centres could fUl'thel' be brought 

. to the same level by making use of a mark which was made on 
the smal! pin in the form of a notch, wbereas the tube B was 
provided with a divided scale; the exact position of the mark with 
I'espect to the scale in order that the sphel'es might be rentred was 
ascertained by a few yertical measurements 1). 

The
l 

osclllating system is bet in motion by -tu'rning the knob 
J[ through a smal! angle. In order to keep this angle within suitable 

Ólimits a lever is attached to the knob carrying two screws at Hs 
extremities; thE'se screws come up against the plate whJCh carl'ies 
the knob, and are so adjusted that in the one extreme posltion of 
the lever the oSèlllating system assumes a desired position of equili
brium, whereas in the other it is turned throngh a sl.utable angle. 
By turning the level' from the posItron of equiIibrmm into the other 
and back again, the swings about the equilibrium are of the desired 
amplitude. 

3 The cletermination of the loga1'itlanic deC1'ement of the swings. 
The oscilJations were observed by mil'ror-reading. For this purpose 

the oscillating system at the level of the glass windows carl'ied a 
small ring with frame into which was slid a flat minor Sp. The 
reading-arrangemeut was' of the special form uséd in the physical 
laboratory at Leiden~) consisting of telescope, glass scale divided into 
mms., illumination-Iamp and uollow cylindl'ical mil'ror, and was 
mounted at a distance of' about 1.5 metr~ from the apparatus on a 
separate stolle column. " 

The decrement of the oscillations was deduced from the obsel'vation
of the maximnm-deflectio,ns on both sldes of tbe position of equilI
brIUm, which was in the middle of the seale. The gl'aph of the loga
rithms of these deflections in the successfu1 observations ga, e au 

1) It was unnecessary to give very minute care to the centring of the sphere 
(similar so that required in ZEMPLÉN'S experimenls: Ann. d, Phys, (4),19, p, 783-1906), 
as the presence of thc outer sphcre at tbe most gives rise to a smal! correction 
(comp. previous papers) and tbe latter being obviously a minimum for ccntred 
spheres a smaU excentricity could not IJave an appreciable influence. The inner 
sphere could be centred by eye to a few tenths of a mmo and tbis accUlacy was 
more than sufficient. 

~) Comp Communications n~. 25. These PlOceedmgs April 1896, 
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almost perfectly straight Hne, the inclination of which determined 
the logarithmic decrement. 

The angles of deflection wel'e ne~er taken greater than 4° and 
thus the deviations on the seale 20 ems. at rhe most 1). The obser
vations were interrllptéd, when the amplitude of the swings bad 
fallen to abollt 7 ems. 2) 

4. Tlie rneaSU1'ement of tlw time of swing. 
The time of swing was measured by graphical registration. 
At right angles to the telescope through which' the scale was read, 

a second telescope was mounted, which was also pointed at tue 
swinging mü'ror thl'Ough the intermediat'y of a glass plate placed at 
an angle of 45° in front of the fil'st telescope in such a manner 
that both telescopes were a~ways focus~ed on the same point of the 
scale. Through ,this telescope the times wel'e obsel'ved at which the 
middle of the scale passed through the axis of the telescope, this 
point which corresponds to the position of equilibrium of the mirror 
being made visible by means of a conspicuous mark. These moments 
were registered by means of a morse-key and th us electrically trans
ferred to a strip of paper which travelled over a l'egistering dl'llm 
with a practically uniform ,speed of about 1 cm. per second. The 
registering pin! was a glass tube with a fine drawn ont point and 
filled with ink; it was attached to' the extremity of a spring which 
cOllld move between two small electromagnets. On pressing down 
the morse-key a temporary current passed throllgh one of the electro
magnets and the pin was deflected thl'Ollgh a .small distance, so that 
the fine !ine drawn by the pin on the paper showed a shal'p nick. 

In order to measure the times elapsed between t11e marks obtained 
a short CUlTent was sent every second through the second electro
magnet, so that the lme drawn by the pin showed a series of 

1) WiLh longer deflections the readings became too difficuIt on account of a too 
I'apid movement of the scale. In how far the theory is applicable with the velocities 
which occurl'ed in our experiments, is a point which we intend to investigate by 
working with an ordinary liquid under corresponding conditions (Comp. for this 
question: G. ZEMPLÉN, Ann. d. Phys. (4) 49, 39, 1916). 

2) lt is easily seen, that there :is a lower limit for the amplitude, which it would 

he unprofitable to exceed. This optimum must be reached, when ~ becomcs a 
n 

minimum, E being the absolute error of observation which can be made in the 
logarithm of the amplituae and n the number of swings. ~'rom this it may be 
inferred that when the experiment starts with an amplitude a, the series of obser-

d 
. a 

vations must not be extende beyond the amuhtude -. • e 

)' l 

• I 
I 

1 
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l'egulal'ly spaced nicks to the ot hel' side, The secondE:. were auto
matieally l'egistered by a second-pendlllum which had been pl'eviously 
compared by means of the same registering-appal'atus with the clock 
which serves as the time-instrument to the whole laboratol'Y 1). 

Relatively to the second-marks the times of passage could be read 
with an accuracy of about 0.01 of a second. On account of the 
pel'sonal error of observation fhe aCc.llracy was however smaller, 
but it was found to be possible aftel' bome pl'actjce to keep the 
error at the moment of passage through the zero below 0.1 of a 
second. Fl'om a series of obsel'\'ations which usually contained 
abouL twenty complete swings the time of swing could thus be 
derived with a relative accul'acy of r,Joo. 

5. The J1'ictional couple p7'oduced by the liquicl. 
From the values of the decrement ó and the t~me of swing T 

thus found the moment of the frictional farces acting on the oscil
lating system may be derived. From the observations it appears 
that the motion of the system is a damped harmonie one and thl1S 
corresponds to the equation: 

d2a da 
K-

d 
+ L- + JtIa= 0 2

) • • 0 (24) 
t2 dt 

whel'e K is the moment of inertia of the system, Ma the tOl'sional 
da 

couple and L dt the moment of the fdctional forces, We have also 

found before 3), that in second approximation (whieh is sufiiciently 
accurate in our experiments) 

L' 2d' 
- 0 0 0 0 0 (28') 

J( T o ~ 

where To is the time of oscrUation of the system, when there is no 
friction, .and L' the I'eal part of L; fol' the imaginary part L"i the 
equation 

L" 0 4n 4n T-T 
J( = T ", = ']" oT . 0 0 (28') 

o 0 Q 

holds also with sufficient approxlmation. Fl'om the equations 28' L 
can thus be ralculated. 

This is, however, not yet the quantity L ocru1'l'ing in the formulae 

1) The agreement between the two instl'uments was such that the time·measure· 
ment could be determmed with a relative accuracy of one tenthousandth. 

2) Comp. Communications N°, 148b, p, 7F .. , 
3) lbid, p. 778. ' 

l .. 
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of Oommunieation 1486 w hich only refers to the fl'iction of the 
liquid. For the system experiences, besides fl'iction from the liquid 
on tbe sphere, a1so frictIOn from the vapour on the parts not immersed 
in the liquid; finally there is the intern al friction In tbe wire The 
couple of the frictional forces thus com,ists of th ree parts, whJCh are 
indepéndent of each other, so that we may wl'ite: 

L=Ll + L 2 +La 

where Lp L
2 

and La refer to the frIction of the liquid, of the 
vapoUl' and of the wire respectively 1). From the total coeffiCIent 
L found the part Ll must thus be extracted and tlns is possible 
by determining separately the sum L 2 + La, namely by making the 
system with die sphere removed swing in tbe vapour; tbe determ
ination of ö in these circumstances (the1'efo1'e of ó2 + (8 ) leads to 
tbe knowJedge of L 2 + La, by means of tbe same equations 28' 2). 

It must, however, be l'emembered, that for a gÏ\'en apparatus, 
swinging In a given liquid, L is not necessal'i!y a constant quantity : 
this eoefficient still depends on l' and on ó (comp. equation (30) in 
Oomm. 1486); this is certainly also the case with L

2 
tLs on the 

othel' hand seems to be a real constant for a given wi1'e); it follows 
that it is neressary in dete1'mining L 2 + La to give the bystem the 
same time of swing, as in tbe determination of the total friction al 
couple 3), i. e. aftel' 1'emoving tlte sphel'e, the swinging system must 
retain its moment of inel'tia 4). This may be attained by replacing 

1) It was theoretically proved that the moment of the frictional forces exerted 

by the liquid on tht: sphere may be written in tbe form L1 dd
a

, but tbis is not the , t 
('ase for the two other moments; it may however be considered as very probable, 
and the experiments are in agreement with this supposition that these components 

f h l e.·' I I lb" f L da da o t e tota lrIctJona coup e may a so e WrItten In the orm 2 dt and Ls dt 

(comp. ZEMPLÉN, Ann. d. Phys., (4), 19, p.786, 1906; a. E. GUYE, Arch. d. Ge
nève, 37, p. 222. 1914;. 

21 By making the system swing in vacua L~ may be determined sepal'ately; 
hut for our experiments this knowledge is of no importance. 

J) Properly speaking tlle damping ought also to he tbe same, but tbat is of 
course impossible; tbis is, bowever, of less importance, as the whole dam ping is 

in any case small (the ratio X = 2:' on which the influence of the dam ping depends, 

was in our experiments less than 0.01) anti with the degree of accuracy aimed 
at in our exper;ments the mfluence of a change of it on L2 + Ls will not make 
itself felt. 

4) When the moments of inertia are equal in the two cases, th is is also true 
, fOl' Tu, but not fol' 'I (in the vapoul' T practically coincides with To). The small 

107 
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XVllI. 

hl 

I. 
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the sphel'e by a dIfferent mass. In this the shape of the part 
swinging in the vapour must not be rhanged; for this reason we 
have added a free mac:;s to file sw~nging system which CQuld be 
l'eplaced by a djffelent one of exactly the same shape, but made of 
adenser substance. As such we have used hollow cylinders (S in 
the figure) one of aluminium (density (.tI = 2.72), the other of brass 
(density [.12 = R.45). The difference of the moments of inertia [(1 

and ](7 of these cylinders had fo be equal to that of the sphere 
(Ks) , so th at, when RIJ, and R l'epresent the external and internal 
radiI of the two rylinders and h their heIght, the following equation 
had to be satisfied: -

t ,7 (R,,4 -R! 4) lL ([.12-{ll) = Kb l = t mb Re2 = 372,5 1). 
The constants for the alummium cylinder were in C. G. S. units 
Ril = 1,744 , R.= 0,525 , lt = 4,42 , \m l = 104,4 , K, = 173,2, 

for the brass cy Iinder 
Ril = 1,747 , Rz = 0,524 , lt = -:1:,42 , 1n2 .327,6, [(7 -= 545,0. 

In ordet· that with the exchange of the cyhnders besldes lhe 
internal frIction of the wire also particu lady the fl'lCtional couple 
M should remain the same, as a change of it would aIso have 
brought abont a change of the tIme of swing, it was necessal'y 10 
arl'ange that with the removal of the sphere the tension of the 
wire should remain unaltel'ed, so that the difference of the masses 
'In I and 'I1l, had to be equal to the mass of the sphel'e 2). A further 
condition had therefore to be satistied in designing the c,rlinders, 
name!y 

~ (RI,2_Rz 2) h ((.t2-(.t1) = m', 

error resultmg from this does not come into account, however, as the difl'erence 

. T-T o • I1 h between Tand To is very small in our experlments (I), = --y- IS sma er t an 
I 0 

0.01). Moreover it is here only a questIOn of the detel tnmatlOn of a correct ion ; 
it is true that the corre<ition was found to be considet'able (lo about of the total 

amountl, but the desired accuracy could still be secured. 
1) When the sphere is at a low tèmperature Re and thus also Ks become 

smaller; properly speaking the difffrence of the moments of inertla ought lherefore 
to have been taken a httle smaller, but again, in view of the degree of accuracy 
aimed at, the equation need not be satisfied wJth minute exactness and thus in 
the construction the cylinders the variability of Ks could be disre{!arded, 

2)' ZEMPLÉN (I. c.) also used interchangeable cylinders for the same purpose . 
~ ..' at the same tIme he only made the ten sIOn of the Wlre equal In the two cases: 
the moment of inertia of the vibrating system changed Consequently he measured 
the moment of the retarding fricllOnal forces with a tnne of swing which difl'ered 
from that at which the whole moment was measured, and m these circumstances 
it was not aHowable to take the moment in question equal 10 the difl'erence of 
the two measured ones. 

• 
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where, in \'iew of the upward pres&ure of the Iiqnid, m' represents 
not the tl'ue mass of the sphere, but this mass diminished bJ that 
of the liquid displaced. 

As it was our intention to work wlth different liql1ids, it was 
origillally thought that it wouJJ be necessary to have a series of 
sets of cylinders made, it turned out that thlS was unnecessary, 
however, and that one set .sufficed 1) because tlle rigidity of the wire 
changed onIy very littie with the tension. This IS provèd by the 
foIlow~ng tabIe, which gives the times of swing 17

0 of the system, 
measurerl in air at the normal temperature and prest;ure, at dIfferent 
loads on the WJre (i. e. dIfferent masses of the swingmg system) 
and the cOLTesponding values of the torsional moment jtJ. 

m To It/ill K }.IJ 

I 104,4 + mg 12,406 3,899 201,0 51,56 

II 250,8 + mo 17,517 7,773 400,3 51,50 

In 250,8 + 104,4 + /no 20,979 11,149 ' 573,5 51,44 

IV 327,6 + rno 20,968 11,136 572,8 51,43 

mo l'epresents the mass of the system without sphere and cylinder 
(mo = 56,2), the corresponding m'oment of inertia being 27,8 2

). M 
WIl! be seen to undergo a small dimmution with increasing ten sion 
of the wire, about 0,0005 per gramme 3); the modification of M by 
the upward pressure of the liquid (amounting to about 30 gl'ams 
in water or liquid Hir) lies insIde the limits of accuracy of the 
obser\'ations. 4) 

1) See no te 1 p. 1668. 
2) The moment of inertia was derived from the time of swing (Ta) fT = 4,611 

of the unloaded syslem and the value of M at m = ma (51,63) i as lhe moment 
of inertia has to be known in determining M, its value had to be found by succeSSlVC 
approximation. 

S) Even wilhoul actually calculating M the change of M wilh the tension appears 
from the measurements I, 11, and Hl. If M were independent of the ten sion the 
following relation betwel'n the various times of swing (To}1, (To)Jl. (To)I11 and 
(To) fT would hold: 

(To)/[/ - (TO}172 = [(To)/ - (TO}v
2] - [(To}Il -- (TO)2vJ. 

The deviations from this equation on the assumption of a linear relation bel ween 
Mand m lead to the value of the coefficient 0,0005. 

4) Even when the load remained the same, the torsional moment was found to 
undergo small changes j fl'om one day to the next the time of ~wing showed 
small changes amounting to a few hundl'edlhs of a second, evidenLly through 
small modificalions in the ·condition of the wire (mainly changes of lemperature), 
A systcmatic invesligation on this point was 110t carried oul, as in any case Ta 
wac; determined separately in each expel'Ïment. 

107'1< 
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V. P?'eliminary measztrements on liquid mixtw'es 
of otcygen and nit?'ugen. 

1. The viscosity' of liqzticl ai?'. 
lt was }'esohed to begin by a detel'llünation of the viscosity of 

lilluid air, in Older to test the woddng of our appal'atus in a tech
nically simple case. 

The liquid, freshly pt'epal'ed in the laboratory, was introduced 
into tbe vacuumglass up to tbe desired level (about the mark on 
the steel pin), the vacuumglass being sUl'rounded by a second one, 
which was a150 fiIled with liquid air up to a somewhat higher 
level. Owing -to the radiation from the cap of the appal'aLUS 1) some 
evaporation taak place at the surface of tbe liquid, by which the 
proportion of nitl'Ogen diminished and the boiling point rose a little 
in tbe course of a dar; during one expet'iment the change was 
howe\'er, imperceptible. A. more serious in ron venienee arose from 
the convection-eurrents wbich aecompanied .the evappration giving 
iJ'l'egularities in the ,ibrations of the sphel'e; the distm'banee was 
avoided by stirring the liquid immediately befare an experiment: 
this was eifected by operating a band suetion-pump attached to the 
tube whieh cart·ies oif the vapour, by whieh meallS bubbles were made 
to' rise tln'ough the liquid from à syphon~tube whieh l'ea.ched down ' 
mto the bottom of the liquid. 2) This operation produced a small 
fall of temperature (a few hundredths of a degree), which recovered 
itself dUl'ing the experiment, as shown by a small diminution of 
the logaritlunic decremenr during the experiment. The mean of the 
temperatUl'es before and aftel' the experiment was taken as the 
temperature corresponding with the mean decrement. 

The temperature was measured by means of an o:xygen vapour
pressure-thermometel'. A small vessel of about 1 re. of the shape of 
a small tube 7 ems, long was placed at tbe level of the swinging 
sphere, between the spherical envelope and the wall óf the vacuu!ll
"essel (see figure) and by means of a glass rapilla.ry, a german silvel' 
tube soldered in the cap and a steel capillary was connected to a 
ma.nometer T which is of murh the same desigr. as that descl'ibed 
by BRAAK 3). The thel'mOmetel' was filled with pure oxygen, the vapoUl'-

l) This radlation we bope to be able in future to obviate almost completely 
hy the introduction of screens inside the vesseI. 

\I) This tube which caD be seen in the figure is used iu emptying the apparatus 
aftel' the experiment; dUl'ing the experiment it was connecled with a smaJI open 
gauge (Ma in the figure) which indicates any excess of pressure of the vapour in 
the apparatus ahove atmospheric pl'essul'e. . 

S) Comm. l07a, The modifications intl'oduced in its construction since then will 
be descrihed on a different occasion. 

• 
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pressUl'e of whieh was read to half a millimetre on a scale attacbed 
to the manometer; from this reading the temperature was calculaied 
by means of the formula 

369,83 
1:= , 

6,98460-log P 

which as shown by HOLST 1) accurately represents the temperatures 
on -the ahsolute scale aceording to the tempel'atul'e-measurements of 
KAMERLINGH ONNES and his collaborators. Tn this manner the tem
peratm'es eould be determined acurrately to within a few hnndredtbs 
of a degree. 

The density of the liquid air was measured by means of a 
suitably designed hyd['ometer of constant weight, the submerged part 
of which could be read with an aecnracy of a thousandtb, so that 
the densities became known with the same degree of accllracy'). 

The composition of the liquid was not measured by direct 
analysis 3), bnt del'ived from its density and that of the component 
substances at the tempel'àture of observation 4), by assuming that 
no appreciable change of volume is produced by mixing the liquids ó). 
An estimate of the proportion of argon in the mixture was obtained 
by assuming th at lts mass-ratio to that of oxygen is not appreciably 
modified by condensation or evaporation, an assumption which is 
based on the fact that the boiling point of argon (87°,25 K.) does 
not differ much from that of oxygen (90°,12 K.), at any rate mnch 
less than from the boiling point of nitrogen f 77°,28 K). It is pro
bable, that this assumption gives somewhat toa high a \'alJle for 

1) Comm. 148a. 
2) !<'ollowing the example of BERN and KIEBITZ (Ann. d. Phys., (4), 12, 421, 19031, 

who used density bulbs fOl' their density-measurements of liquid air, a 
series of determinations was carried out, starting from freshly prepared liquid ait' 
which by evaporation gradually became richel' in oxygen. In this mamler it was 
found that from 'T = 79° up to T = 83° 

fL = 0,886 + 0,042 (t' - 79) - 0,002 (1: - 79)~ , 
T being the normal boiling point The values obtained in this mannel' differ littIe 
fl'om those arrived at by BEHN and KIEBITZ. 

3) Analyses of liquid air and of other mixtures of oxygen and nitrogen al'ising 
from it we re carl'Îed out by BALY (Phil. Mag. 15), 19. p. 517. 1900) who givel> 
a table containing thE' proportion of oxygen cOl'1'esponding to diffet'enl boiling 
points; the proportion of at'gon was not delermined by him. 

4.-) li'or the densities of oxygell, comp. Comm. 117, fol' those of nitrogen Comm. 
1450, for argon l31a. 

5) The deviations ft'om this rule are not likely to amount to more than J %, 50 

th at we may consider this a)so as the deg ree of aCCUl'acy of ~ the determinations 
of the composition. 

, ' 
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the proportion of argon, but the propoJ,tion of oxygen obtained 
agrees welJ with BALY'S analyses. 

The results obtained with liquid air (from five series of obser
vations) are contained in the following tabIe: 

I 
II 
I1I 
lV 
v 

Mean 

1: 1) d 2
) 

o 
79,52 0,03960 
79,55 0,03957 
79,60 0,03994 
79,60 0,03980 
79,59 0,03989 

79,57 11,03976 

T 

21,028 
'21,030 
21,028 
21,026 
21,028 

21,028 

To the temperature of 79°.57 corresponds a density of 0.909 and 
a composition : 35% O

2
, 63% N

2
, 2% Ar. 

For the calculation of the coefficient L' by means of equation 
(28') the time of swing To of the system is needed when not 
subjeeted to any friction at all; this time of swing is not identical 
with that given in the last line but one of the table in IV § 5, 
because in that meaSUl'ement the sphere was at normal temperature, 
whel'eas here To refers to tbe system with the sphere at the tem
peratul'e of liquid air and must therefore be smaller on account of 
the smaller moment of inertia of the sp here 3). It would have been 
possible b~· a reduction of ths moment of inertia to 80° K. (which 
wiJl in any case be needed presently) to calculate from the former 
value the value of Tc corresponding to tbe actual experiment, but, 
on account of the changes referred to in the time of swing fl'OJIl 
one day to the next, this result would still have been comparatively 
uncertain, especially with a view to the smallness of T-To ; it 
thus seemed preferabIe to determine T--To dil'ectly. We have tried 
to do this by th'st making a determination of T with the spher'e 
submerged in the liquid air and then drawing out the liquid, until 
the sphet:e wa'l just above the liquid sUl'face, and in that condition 

J) The temperatures as given are noL the observed temperatures, but the boiling 

points reduced to norm al pressure (taking : = 0°,012 per of cm. mercury) ; the 

correction applied in th is manner was inside the limits of the possible erl~ors of 
observation in the measurement of thc temperatures. 

2) From a cal1se which is not fully expJained yet the values of J in the different 
sel'Ïes of observations mutually differ by more than was 10 be expected from thE' 
degl'ee of accuracy of each measurement. 

S) It is true that the times of oscillation as given in the table are not the same 
as they would be in the absence of friction, but to all probability the differcllces 
are inside the limits of accuracy of the observations, 
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making a second determination; Dy this procedure a reduction of 
the moment of inertia of the sphere to the temperatnre of liquid 
air was avoided. In this manner we found T--To = 0.090. 

Afterwards accol'ding to the value of fJ which was uItimately 
arrived at, this difference appeared to be still about :JO% too smalI; 
this may be E'xplained by considering that probably the friction of 
the spbere in tbe vapoul' close to the liquid may have given a small 
but -appreëiable increase of the time of swing 1). we have there
fore thought it pl'eferable to calculate the difference T -To by meant> 
of the second eql1ation (2~'), substituting fol' L" the \'alue obtained 
fl'Om the second equation (30) b.r means of the approximate value 
of 'I'j which is found by taking T = To 2). In this manner we found 

T-l' 
L" = 1,72 tfJ = T = 0,0050 

° and hence 
T-To = 0,105 T o = 20,923. 

In caicillating L' a:nd L" the morne~t of inertia must be used 
which tbe dbrating system possesses, when the sphere is at the 
temperatul'e of liquid air (800 K.). Taking accol'ding to HENNING'S 

measurements 3) as the mean coefficient of expansion of brass between 
l'oom-temperature and temperatul'e of liquid air (a diffel'enre of ab out 
200°) the value of 0,00001644, the radius of tbe sphere át 800 K. 
becomes R = 1.921 4), ano thel'efore J( = 370.0 and J( = 173,2 + 
370,0 + 27,8 = 571,0. 

With ó = 0.03975 it follows according to (28') that 

U = 2,170. 

This quantity, as explained (IV § 5), refers to the complete friction 
experienced by the oscillating system and from it the coefticlent L', 
corresponding to the friction of the liquid by itself has yet to be 
derived. For th is purpose further experimeuts were made wüh the 

• 
.. 1) As the sphere was lowered to take the tension off the wire and came into 

contact with the liquid air, the Jatter boiled up with 'great vigour showing that 
the temperatul'e of lhe sphel'e had l'lsen considerably above that of the liqmd air. 
Very likely this is au additional reason, why T-To wa" found too smal!. 

2) This wil! be seen to be the opposite procedure to that indicaled in Comm. 
148b (p. 784). 

~) Ann. d. Phys., (4), 22, 631, 1907 
4) This is the equatorial radius (comp. V, § 2); in view of the preponderailce 

of the friction on the equatorial parts of the sphere it would be incorrect to take 
a mean betweeJl the two radiI. A more exaèt treatment of the probJem in wbich 
the very smaJl deviation from the sphel'Ïcal shape w@uld be taken into account 
could be considered as altogether s}lperfluous for the present purp'0se. . 
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sphel'e removed and the aluminium cylinder replaced by the bl'ass 
one; for the rest the exiernal conditions were taken as much as 
possible similal' to those in the experiments with the ,sphere : the 
l~quid was abollt at tbe same level, - so th at all tbe parts of the 
swinging system were surl'ounded by vapoul' of the same tempera
ture and density as before, and tbe part of the steel pin wbich was 
immersed before again reached down into the liquid, so that even 
the smaH frir-tion due to it was taken into account. The results of 
the exp~riments were as follows. 1) 

T = 79°.90 ó2 -+ Ós = 0,00445 

80 33 439 

80 ,83 419 

so that at 

T= 79°.57 

whence, according to (28') 

Ó2 + Ós = 0.00460, 

L'2 + 7/. = 0.251 j 

so that finally 

Dl = 1.919, 

giving, by means of equatiori-- (a) of Oomm. 148b 

'fl = ° 001678 2
). 

2. The viscosity of other mixtures of o,xygen anc! nitrogen. 

By allowing a quantity of liquid air fresbly prepared to evaporate 
fl'cely in an open vacnum-vessel fol' a whole day a liqu.id mixture 
of oxygen and nitl'ogen (and al'gon) was obtained containing about 
600 loof oxygen. With this mixture a series· of similal' experiments 
was caI'ried out j tbe results were as follows .. 
T -..: 82°,34 , d = 0,fl4325, ó2 + óI = 0,00430, T = 21,028, (L = 1,003 

'fl = 0,01865. 

1) Tbe conditions of these experiments were not quite the same as in the experi
menis with the sphere, as the room-Iemperature and atmospberic pL'essUl'e were 
slightly different. We have not inquired into the question, in how far this involves 
a correction to be applied; later on, when pUt'e substances will be used, th is point 
will have to be specially examined. 

2) By POISEUILLE'S metbod CARL FORsca (Phys. Zeitschr., 1, 177, 1900) found 
tbe very different value v = 0,0033. 

Tbe value obtained for y is so smal!. th at the equations for au infinitely extended 
liquid may he applied without correction (Comp. Comm. 1480 § tI), 
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The composition of the mixture was found to be 61 °10 O~, 36°/0 N2 , 

3°10 Ar. 
A mixture containing less oxygen than ordinary liquid air was 

obtained by cólIeeting the produets of eomhustion of an ail'-hydro
gen flame. This mixture was eondensed, tile unburnt hydrogen 
eseaping' in the proeess. and yielded tile following result: 

T = 77°,91 , Ó= 0,03797 , ó2 + óB = 0,00490 , 7' = 21,020 , ft = 0,841 

"l = 0,001599. 

The composition was found to be 9,5°/00i,89°/oN2,1,5%Arl). 
FinaUy a sen ot' observations were taken with nearly pure oxygen 

obtained from the "Nederlandsehe Maatschappij voor zuurstof- en 
stikstofbereiding" at Velsen. These gave as results : 

T "'89°,62, d = 0,04633, ói + Ó, = 0,00470, T = 21,035, ft = 1,143 . 
1] = 0,001895, 

the composition being 96% O2 ,1°/0 N2 , 3°/0 Ar 2). 

The results communicated bere regarding mixtures of oxygen and 
nitrogen ean only be looked up on as preliminary ones on account of 
the admixture of argon; it is our intention to repeat the observations 
with pure substanees. For this reason we do not wish to diseuss oUI' 
results in the mean time. 

1) In this case the proportion of Argon was determined by taking the ratio 
to Nitrogen the same as in air. 

2) _ The proportiou of oxygen given here is ,the result of an analysis of the gas 
before condensation; the proportion in the Iiquid may be assumed not 10 have 
been much higher. . 

Starting from tbis oxygen by admixture of liquid air mixtures poorer in oxygen 
were prepared, the densities of which were measured as before. These measure· 
ments I ag reed weil with the density of pure oxygen at the boiling point as deter
mined in the Physical Laboratory of Leiden ( .. = 90°,12, p. = 1,14.7; liquid argon 
having about the same density as oxygen, this figure does not change much by 
a small admixture of this substance) and were found to be properly represented 
up to 84°)ly the relation : 

ft = 1,146 + 0,008 (T - 90) - 0,0015 (T - 90)~ - 0,00002 '(t' - 90)8 

The statement made by BERN and KIEBITZ (I. c.) that in the neighbourhood 
of pure oxygen the density does not change appreciably with the boiling point, is 
thereby proved to be incorrect. 

(# f 
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Chemistry. - "In-, mono- and diva1'iant equilibria." IX. By Prof. 
F. A. H. SCI1REINEMAKERS. 

(Communicated in the meeting gf April 28, 1916), 

13. Tlte di1'ection of tlw curves in the invariant lJoint. 

In, the p'revious communications we haye deduced the P, T-diagram
tYVes without knowing the changes In volume and entropy 'which 
occur at the reactlOns. When we know those also, however, then 
we may not only find the P,T-diagramtype, but also the diagram 
itself, viz. the direction of the curves in the invariant point. 

We know that all reactions which may (Iccm' between the phases 
of an invariant point, are completely defined by two reactions, 
Wh en we know also the changes in volume and entropy, which 
occur at those l'eactions, then those changes are known also for tbe 
other reactions. 

Let one of the reaction~equations be: 

llF! + l:F2 + .. . ln+2Fn+2 = O. . . . . , (1) 
At the proceeding of this reaction a change in volume and a 

change in entropy occu)'; we represent the first by 6. VI, the second 
by Àr/l, 

Where these changeR present themselves we wdte them behmd 
the reaction-equations and first the change in volume, aftel'wal'ds 
the change in e1!tropy. Oonsequent]y we write for (1): 

IJ?l + ... + ln+2ff!!+2 = 0 6. Vi ; 6.111 (2) 

Berein we may express A Vi and 6111 by: 

A VI = 11 Vl + lsv2 /+ . , . + IpVp + ... 111+2 V,1+2 • (3) 

6.1// =[1111 +1211s + .. +lp11p+" .lll+21111+2 • (4) 

Berein vp nnd 11p represent the volume and the entropy of the 
unity of q uantity of a phase Fp' We take as second reaction
eqnation: 

mlFl + ... + 'lnn+2 Fn+2:= 0 6 'V;11 ; A1'I1II' .' , (5) 
When we deduce fl'om (2) and (5) an al'bitrary othel' reaction: 

(Kll + m,)Fl + (I(l2 +ms )P2 + ... = 0 RA Vi + 6. VIII ; K6.1]1 + A1'I1II • (6) 

th en the change in volume is 1(6. VI + 6. V mand the change in 
entropy 1(A'11 + 6."11/1' , 

When we give to f{ such a vallle, that [(11 + m l = 0, then (6) 
represents the reaction, which may occur between the phases of 
the equilibrium (FJ and the change in volume and entropy uelonging 
to this reaction. Hence follows: 
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KD..111 + D.. 'YJ7Il 
KD.. VI + D.. Vm 

j ti î t è ... ti ~jf]6t.>''''tM 

by whieh is defined the direetion of ('mve (F1) in the invariant 
point. In the same way we find the directions of the other curves. 

Between all re.actions in whieh n + 2 phases take part thel'e are 
two special ones, viz. the isovolumetrical and the isentropical 
reaction (conf. eommunieation I). At a l'eaction bet ween the phases 
In the nrst the volume remains unehanged, in the second the 
entropy remains unchanged; in tb IS' latter ca~e, tberefore, heat is 
llelther added nol' withdrawll. We can easily deduee those reac
tions from (2) and (5). In order to find the isovolumeirical reaetion 
we subtraet the rea('tions from one another aftel' having multiplied 
(2) by D.. V;1I and (5) by D.. VI; in order to find the isentropical 
reaction we subtract the l'eactions from one another, aftel' having 
multiplied (2) by D..'YJm and (5) D..'YJI. Let us write the isentropical 
reaction : 

alFl + a~F2 + .. ' + an+2 ~1+2 = 0 

and the isovolumetrical reac'tion: 

D.. V ; 0 • . (7) 

blFl + b'JF2 +- '.' + b1l+2 f~+2 = 0 0 D..'YJ . (8) 

Hence folJows: 

().a l +bl) Fl + (Aa2 + b,) fl'2 + ... = 0 ).D.. V 

When we give to l sueh a value that lal + bl = 0, then (9) 
represents the reaction which may occur bet ween the phases of the 
equihbrlllm (FI ) and the change in volume and entropy belonging 
to this reactlOn. Rence follows: 

(
dP) D..'YJ al D..'YJ . bI (dP) D..'YJ 
dT 1=).,1:::.. V= -bil:::.. V of al dT 1=-- I:::.. V· . (10) 

In the same way we find: 

b, (dP) I:::..'YJ ba (dI') b'Yl 
a

2
' dT 2=- bV j as dT s=-bV j etc. 

Hcnce it appears rh at between the direction-coefticients of the 
tangents to the curve (Fl ) ••• in the invariant point the following 
relations exiót: . 

bi (dP) _ b2 (dP) ba (dP) b'YJ 
al dT 1- a

2 
dl' 2=;; dJ' 2='" = - b V' . . (1l} 

Fl'orn (11) follows the direction of each of the curves in the 
invariant point; th is is howe\'er not yet sufficient to find the P, T-

dlag~am. When (~} is e. g. positive, th en this ,means that the 

" 
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pressure along eurve (]J I) increases at rising temperature, decreases 
at lowering temperature. Curve (FI ) may go, therefol'e, starting 
fl'om the invariant point, towal'ds higher Pand T, or towal'ds lower -
Pand T, consequently in opposite-direetion. In order to define 
the P,T-diagram we have to use therefore still otber properties. 
For th is we take: 

1. the equilibria which al'e formed at an isentropical reartion 
with increase of volume, go towards Jower plessures, starting from 
the invariant point; those, whieh are fOl'med with deCl'ease of 
volume, go towards higher pressures. 

2. the equilibria, which are formed at an isovolumetrical reaction 
with inerease of entropy (consequentlyon addition of heat) go towards 
higher temperatures, starting ti.'om the invariant point; those, whieh 
are formed with deerease of entropy (consequently on withdmwing 
of heat) go towards lowel' temperatures. 

We now write the isentropical and isovolumetrical reactions (7) 
and (8): 

\ 

al FI + a2 F, + ..... + an+2' Fn+2 = 0 D. Vj 0 (12) 

f.ll al F 1 + f.l, a2 F, + ..... + ILn+2 an+2 ]i~1+2 = 0 0 ; D.lj (13) 

in which we take the coefficients of tlle phase FI positive; further 
we assume that in both the equations the phases are written in 
sueh order of suecession, that the conditlOn: 

f.ll > f.l, > ..... > up > ..... > 1111+2 • • (14) 

is satisfied. 
Now we mas write for (11): 

f.ll (~:} = f.l2 (~~} = ~t3 (~:} - .... - - ~;. • (15) 

When in (14) all the values of [1. are positive, then it follows from 
(15) that the direction-eoefficients of the curves in the invariant point 
are either all positive or all negative. When we take into considera
tion absolnte val nes only, then follows: 

(dP) < (dP) <.... < (d~) .... (16) dT I dT 2 dl 11+2 

When ~1'" (1.Jl-l are positive and ~p. , • (-'11+2 negative, tben lt 

follows, when we take mto consideration absolute values only: 

(dP) < ..... < (d~) and(dP) > ..... > (ddP1') (17) dT I dl p-l dT p n+2 

In this (dP) may be as weU larger as smaller than (dP) , dT p-l dT p 
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D. V may be in (12) as weIl positive als negative; this depends 
on the dil'ection, in whirh reartion (12) proceeds. When D. V is 
positive in the one direction, then it is negative in the opposite 
direction. Now we assume th at D. V is the change of volume, when 
the reaction proceeds ÎJI sueh a way th.ü the phases, which have a 
neg'ative sign in (12), are formed, and that consequently the qnantitiee: 
of the phases, which have a positive sign, dimimsh. We raIl this 
direction : the "direction belonging to D. V". When we let reaction 
(12) proceed in opposite dIrection, therefo!'e in such a way that the 
quantities of the phases, which have a negative sign, dllninish, then 
the change of volume is - D. V. 

In (13) we assume the same; conseqnently D.l] is the increase of 
entropy, when reaction (1ö) proceeds in snch direction, that the 
phases, which have a negative sign, are formed. 

For fixing the ideas now we shall assume that the series of signs 
of I'eaction-equation (12) is represented by: 

+ ~ ... I _RI + ~ .. 1_ S I +.~ .. I 1 
. (18) 

In each group we give to the phases.Jrom left to right the indices 
1, 2, ... ; in gl'OUp A : Al' A2 .... , in group S: So S2' ... , etc. 

When all ratios are posihve in (14), then all phases have the 
same sign in (13) as in (12); when some of those ratios a"e negative, 
for instance beginning with [.lp, then in (13) the phases Fl ... Fp- 1 

have the same sigo, but Fp ••• ~l+2 the opposite sign as in (12). 
Then we obtain the two series of signs: 

A R Ba Bb S C l' 

+ ... - ... + ... + ... - ... + ... ". D. Vi 0 (19) 
+ ... - ... + ... -'" + ... -." + ... o ; D.1j (20) 

The upper one represents the series of signs of l'eaction (12), the 
lower th at of (13). With this we have assumed th at the phase Fp 

is situated in group B; in the Jowel' series of signs this gronp is 
divided tben into two parts Ba and Bb with opposite sign. 

'Ve now let the isentropical reaction (12) between the phases 
of the invariant point occur in the direetion ~elonging to D. V. As 
with th is l'eaction the quantities of the phases, which have a positive 
sign in' (12) Ol' (19) diminish, from the invariant equilibrium, a 
monovariant equilibrium is formed, which we shall eaU (X+), Hel'ein 
X+ represents, therefore, a phase with positive sign, consequently 
a phase from one of the gronps A, B or C of (19). 

Wh en we let the iselltI'opical l'eaction go in opposite direction, then 
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the quantities of the phases, which have a negatÎ\'e sign in (12) or 
(19) are diminished. Now from the inval'iant equilibrium a mono
variant equilibrium (X_) is formed, in which X_ repl'esents a jJhase 
with negative sign, therefore, a pnase from one of the groups 
R, S Ol' T of (19). 

With the aid of the first of the properties mentioned above, 
which defines the direction of a curve from the sign of the change 
in volume at the isenlropical l'eaction, we find: 

la. 6. V> O. Starting from the il1\a~'iant point the curves (X+) 
go towards lower- and the curves (X_) towaJ'ds higher pl'essul'es. 

Ib. '6. V < O. Starting frolD the invariant point the curves (X+) 
go towar'ds higher- and the cnrves (X_) towards 10wer pressures. 

When we let the isovolumetrical reaetion -(13) oecur between the 
phases of the invariant equilibrium and w hen we apply the second 
of the properties mentioned above, then we find: 

Ila. 6.'rJ > O. Starting from the invariant point the curves .(X+) 
go towards higher- and the curves (X __ ) towards lowel' temperatures. 

[jó. 6.rJ< O. Starting from the invariant point the curves (X+) 
go towards lower- and the CUl'\'es (X_) towards higher temperatnres. 

TABLE J. 

A R o T 

+ .... - .... + .... + .... - .... + .... - .... flV;O (a) 

+ .... - .... + .... , - .... + .... --. ... + .... Oi6~ (b) 

l:::.P - .... + .... - .... - .... + .... - " .. + .... I l:::.V>o (c) 

l:::.T + .... - .... + .... - .... + .... - . ... + .... 
I 
6~>O (d) 

6 P + .... -- .... + .... + .... - .... + .... - . ... ll.V<O (e) 

/::,T - .... + .... - 0.
0

' + .... - .... + .... - . ... t.r,<O (f) 
I 

I::::..P - "' ... + .... - .... - . ... + .... - . ... + .... 6V>O (g) 

ll.T - .... + .... - .... + .... - .t_ . + .... - . ... 1::::..1,<0 (h) 
, 

l:::.P + .... -- .... + .... + .... - .... + .... - .... 6V<O (i) 

I::::..T + .... - .... + .... - .... + .... - . ... + .... l'lr,<0 (k) 

, 
dP 
dT 

) ( (l) 

J 
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Now we apply the rules Ia' and [b to the series of signs (19) 
and the rules lIa and 11 b to the series of signs (20); viz. (1~) j's 
the series of signs of the isentropical-, (20) that of the isovolume
tdcal reaction. In the foregoing table the resuIts are summarised. 

In table I !ine (l represents the series of signs of the isentl'opical 
l'eaction and !ine b that of the isovolumetrical reactlOn. In order to 
indwate that a curve goes, starting from the invariant point, towards 
higher or lower pressures, we write at the beginning of a rule I::.P 
and fm·ther under each group a positive or nega~ive sign; a positive 
sign indicates t,hat I::.P is positive, or in othel' wörds that the curves 
go towal'ds higher pressures; a negative sign indicates that I::.P is 
negative, therefore, that the curves go towards lower pressures. 

The lines, heginning with I::. T, indicate whether a cun egoes, 
stal'ting from the invariant point, towards higher or lower tempe
ratures. A positive sign indicates that I::. T is positive, therefore) that 
the CUl'ves go towards higher temperatures; a negative sign indicates 
that I::.T is negative, therefore, that the curves go towards lower 
temperatul'es. 

When we take I::. V> 0 [rules c and gJ then, in accordance with 
Ia the curves of the gwgps A, Ila, Bb and C go towards lowel' 
pressures, those of the groups R, S and T towards higher pressures. 
This is expressed bJ the signs in series c and g. 

For I::. V < 0 [rule e and iJ we find with the aid of 1 b the series 
of signs e and i. 

It is evident th at in the rules c and g [viz. I::. V> OJ all signs 
are 'the opposite and in the series e and i [viz. I::. V < OJ all signs 
are the same as in the series of áigns a. 

With the aid of IJ a and lIb we find from series b the series 
d, j, h.. and k. The series d and k [viz. 1::.11> OJ have the same 
signs, the series j and h [viz. 1::.11 < OJ have the opposite signs as 
the series of signs b. 

As it follows from (17), the arrOWS in the lower line of the table 
. . dP 

indicate the direction m whlCh the absolute value of - increases 
dl' 

for the different curves. Consequently it incl'eases from curve (Al) 

to the last cnrve of group Ba; it decl'eases from the first curve of 
gl'OUp Bb to the last curve of group T. 

'l'able I l'epresents tbe four possible cases, viz. I::. V> 0 and 
1::.11 > 0 in series c and d; I::. V < 0 and I::.'YJ < 0 in sel'Îes e andj; 
I::. V> 0 and I::.'JI < 0 in sel'Ïes g and 7t; I::. V < 0 and I::.'YJ > 0 in 
series i and k. The last l'ule l is true fOl' each of those four cases. 

:Now we can easily deducE' the P, T-diagram for each of those cases. 
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!::. V> 0 and !::.'YJ > 0 [series c and dj. It appears at once from 
series c and cl that the curves of group A go stal'ting fI'om the 
invariant point towards 10we1' pressures and higher temperatures. 
In the P, T-diagram [fig. 1] of this gl'OUp A the curves (Al)' (A 2 ) 

and (A 3 ) are dl'awJl. The position of those three Cllrves with respeçt 
to one another follows at once ti'om the dil'ection of the arl'OW in 

dP 
table I; hence it appears viz. th at the absolute value of - is for

dT 

(R) (R,~) 

(R,) 

(rJ 

(e) 

Fig. 1. 

Fig,2. 
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curve (Al) smaller than for (A2)~ for (A 2 ) smaller again rh~n' for 
(As), etc. ) 

Further it appears from table 1 that the curves of R go toward,s 
higher pressUI'es and Jower temperatures; of this group the curve~ 
(RJ. (R,) anel (Rs) are drawn. 1t appears from the direction of the 

• dP arrow in tabJe 1 that the absolute value of - for the curves 
dT , 

A1A2As ... R1R2Rs increases from Jeft to right. The curves of group 
R are- situated, therefOl'e, witb respect to one another and to rhe 
curves of group A, as is drawn in fig. 1. 

Wh en we draw with the aid of the sel'ies c and d and the direc
tion of the al'rows, also the curves of the other gl'OUpS, then we 
find fig. 1. Herein is only one curve drawn of each of the groups 
Ba, Bb, S, G and T. 

Uonsequently we find a P, T-diagl'am with fi ve bundIes of curves j 

each of the groups of signs R, B = Ba + Bb, S and G of the series 
of signs a produces a bundIe of curves in the P,l'-dmgl'am, the 
groups of signs A and T produce togethel' one single bundIe only. 

h. V < 0 and h.'YJ < 0 [series e and'/J. We obtain the same P,T
dIagram as in fig. 1, with this great 'dIif~rence, however, that we 
have to change mutually the stabIe and metastable parts of the 
curves from fig. 1. Consequently we have to draw the doited lines 
in fig. 1 and to dot the dra wn lines. 

h. Tl > 0 and b.'YJ < 0 r series g anä ltJ. It follows at once from 
series g and II that the curves of group A go, starting from the 
invariant point, towards Jower presslues and temperatul'es, it is 
apparent from the dil'ection of the arrow in table I that those curves 
must be situated with respect to one another as the Cut'ves (Al)' 
(A,) and (A 3) in fig. 2. Further it appears from series ,q and h 
that the curves of group R go rowards higher pressures and tempe
ratures, it appears from the direction of the arrow in table I that 
those curves must be situated with respect to one another and to 
the curves of group A, as the curves (Rl)" (R,) and (Ra) in fig. 2. 

When we draw, bowever, in the P,T-diagram also the curves of 
the otbe1' groups, then we find fig. 2. Herein. only one curve is 
drawn of each of the groups Ba, Bb, S, G and T. 

Now we find again a P.T-diagram with fi\'e' bundl/;'s of curves, 
each of the groups of signs R, B = Ba + Bb, S and G of series a 
produces ~again a bundIe of curves; the groups of signs A ana T 
produce again togetber one bundJe. 

108 
Proct:edings Royal Acad, Amsterdam, Vol. X' IU. 
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b. V < 0 and b. 1] > 0 l &erws i ànd kJ. We obtain the same P, T-
diagram as in fig. 2, again with this great difference ho wever, that 
we ha-ve to change mutnally the 'stabie and metastable parts of _ 
the curves in fig. 2. 

In the four P, T-diagrams which we have deduced now, all 
curves, which belong to a same group l viz. group A, R, Ba, Bb, 
S, C and TJ always go in the same direction of prt'~sure and 
temperature. The curves of group A go, viz. starting from the in-
variant point in fig. 1 all towal'ds lower Pand higher T, in fig. 2 
all towards lowel' Pand T, the curves of group R go 1Jl fig. 1 
viz. all towards higher Pand lower T, in figr'2 towards higher P 
an.d '1: etc. It appears from table 1 why this must be the case. 
, As the groups C, R, and S in each of the P, T-diagrams form 
each a bundIe of curves, the above mentioned is also true for those 
bun dies of curves. 

/ This is however no more tle case for the bundles of curves A + T 
and B = Ba + Bb; the l'HrVeS of bun dIe A + T all go in the same 
direction of temperature, bu t not in the same direct ion of pl'essure, the 
curves of bundle B = Ba + Bb all go in the same dil'ection of pressure, 
but not in the same direction of temperature. We caU sueh bundies 
"divergent"; bundle A + T~ is then divergent in direetion of pressure, 
bundIe Ba + Bb in directioll of temperature; in fig. 3 bundle A + T 
is divergent in both directions. We shall examine further under 
which conditions a similar divergency of a bundie may occur. 

Deducing series of signs (20) from ~19) we have assumed that in 
(14) fJl •.• (1p-l is positive and flp ••• fllZ+2 negative; in the two 
sedes the phases Ft'" Fp- 1 have, therefore, the same sign and 
the phases Fp • .• FIZ+2 therefore the opposite sign. Further we have 
assnmed that the phase Fp is situated in group B; for this we have 
divided th is group into the two groups Ba and BQ. 

lt may, ho wever, also be the case that the phase Fp is the 
th'st of a group in the series of signs (19), consequently also in 
series a of table 1. We shall assume that it is the first of group S. 
Then in table 1 we need no more divide grollp B into the sub
groups Ba and Bb, for the whole group B obtains then in all series 
ot table 1 the s~me sign as gl'OUp Ba. The two arrows in Hne 1 
of table 1 must then reach the vertieal line, whieh separates the 

. Band S from one another. 
Now we obtain again -four P,T-diagrams, which we may repl'esent 

\ by the figs. 1 and 2 and by two other tigures which we obtain when 
we mutually change rhe stabie and metastable parts of the curves in 

l \ 
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figs. 1 and 2. There is a great difference, howe\rer, in the position of 
the bundie of curves B. In the P, T-diagramEl bf'longing to table 1, the 
bundIe of cur\es B IS \ iz. divergent in direction of tempera.ture; this 
is no more the case in the four new diagt·ams. In each of the new 
diagrams viz. the whole bllndle B goes in the same direction as 
group Ba; m figs. 1 and 2 (and the two other P, T-diagrams) we 
have Jo turn the group Bb so far towards the group Ba until bundie B 
diverges no longer. ' . 
. Let us' now take the case that all values of EL are positive in 

(14); Uie set'ies of signs a and b in table 1 then become the same. 
Table 1 then passes into table 2, so that we obtain again four 
P, T-diagrams. Let us cOllsidel' only the case t::.. V < ° and D..1) > 0, 
consequently series i and Ic of table '2. Tt appears at once from 
those series that the curves of the gl'OUpS A, B, and C all go 
towards higher pressures and temperatures, startmg from the invariant 
point, and that those of the groups R, S, and T go towards lowel' 
pressures and temperatul'es. It appears fl'om the direction of the 

dP, 
arrow in table 2 that the absolute value of dT increases from the 

T ABLE ~: 

A R B s 

+ .... - .. , . + .... - •• z • + .... - . , .. AV,O a 

+ .... - ... . + .... --.. .. + .... - .. , . 0, A., b 

AP 
, - + .... I - + .... - + .... AV>O c .... o ••• o' o' 

A1 
1 -

1 

+ .... + .... A'1>O d T"" ... . .. - .... 

AP + .... - . . . . + .... - ... . I + .... - .... AV<O e 
I 

Al' - ., ... + .... - .. . , + .... 
I 
- '" . + .... A.,<O f 

( 

\ 

/lP 
, +. - + .... - + .... AV>O q . , .. .. ... . . ... 

AT - .... + .... - ... .. + .... - ., .. + .... Ar,<O h 

AP + .... - , ... I + .... - .... + .... - .... AV<O i 

AT + .... - . ... I + .... - .. + ... - . ... A.,>O k 

, j 

dP , 
dT ~ 

0 
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6r8t curve of group A to the last curve of group T. This direction 
of the art'ow is in accordance with (16). 

The cOl'l'esponding P, T-diagl'am is easily found now; it is drawn 
in fig. '3; three curves are drawn of gróup A, of each of the ot hel' 
groups on1y one curve is drawn. The P,T-dlagl'am shows this 
peculiarity that all curves are sitllated within two of the four 
quadrants ; it follows from table 2 that thi8 is the case fol' each of 
the foUt' P, T-diagrams. The bun dIe A + T shows here the peculiarity 

'(T) 
li'ig. 3. 

. . 
that it is divel'gent, as well in the dil'ertion of pressure as of tem-
perature, and that it contams two succeedmg curves, which make 
with one anoiher an angle which is larger' than 90°. 

In all our c'onsiderations we have supposed up to now that the 
last group of the series of signs (19) is negative; it may of course 
aIso be positive. In order to consider this~ case we omit' the gl'OUp 
T from (19) and therefore also from (20) so that it disappears also 
from the tables .. 1 and 2. Now it is evident th~t again we obtain 
the same P, T-diagrams which we haye above, but that in those 
the curves of group . T are, missing. Oonsequently: in the figs. 1 
and 2 there is no more a bllndle which is divergent in dil'ection of 
presRure, and in" fig .. 3 no bundIe which' is divergent as weil in 
direction of pressure as of temperature. 

.... ... \ J .... I 

We represent the isentropical -reaction, which may occur between 
the phases of an invariant point, by: 

a1F1 + a 2F 2 + ... + apFp + ... + tln+2FII+2 = 0 AV ; 0.' (21) 
and the isovoJumetrical reaction by: 
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fLlalFl + fL2 a2 F 2 1- ... + {J}JaI'F'p + '" + {Jn+2an+2F,+2 = 0 0 : 1::..'Yj (22) 

'Ve take at and {Jtal positive and we assume that the order of 
succession of the phases is chosen in sueb a way that tbe condition 

{Jl > {J2 > ... > {Jp-l > {J" > .' > (1n+2 " (23) 

is satisfied. 
Now it appears from om' preVIOllS considel'ations that we know, 

the P,T-diagram completely, VIZ. tbe directions of the CUl'ves in the 
invariant point, etc., when we know, besides the reactions (21) and 
(22) also the changes of volume and entropy I::.. V and 1::..110ccurring 
with those r'eactions. 

I The isentropical reaction (21) alone is not suffieient to find the 
P,T-diagram, it is indeed sufficient, however, for defimng the P,T. 
diagramtype ; th is follows VIZ. at once fl'Om the series of signs of 
this reaetion. ft is apparent from our pre\'Ïous eonslderations, thai, 
when tbe last group of th is 5eries of signs is negati ve, we have 
to eonsldel" it as fOl'ming with the fit'st a sin~le group only. In 
the series of signs (19) the phases of A and T fOI'm, therefore, one 
single group only, which consists of the sub-groups A and T. 

It is' apparent from tbe following that tbe series of signs of the 
isentropical reaction, deRnes tbe P, T-diagmmtype. Above we have 
fOlln9 viz. that the number of blwdles of curves is equal to tbe 
number of groups of signs and {hat each bundIe eontains as many 
curves as the group of signs eontains phases. FUt,ther it was apparent 
that the bundies in the P,T-diagram lmd the grollps in the sedes 
of signs have the same ol'der of succeSSIOn, If only we take in the 
series of signs, going from left to right, first the positlve -. and 
afterwards the negative gt'OUp'3. [In the' sedes of signs (19) this 
order of succession is, therefore A + T B, G, Rand S, whieh js 
in aecordance with the figs. 1, 2 aud 3J. 

The series, which indicates the signs of !:::. P has always either 
the same or the opposite signs of the series of signs of the isen, 
tt'opical reaction. Hence it follows that all curves, that Have the 
same signs in the isentl'opical series of signs, also go in the same 
direclion of pressure. In Reries o~ slgns (19) the phases of groups 
B, C and the SUb-gl'OUp .4 have aH tbe same sign; the corresponding 
curves must go, therefore,' all in the same direction of pressul'e, 
stal,ting from the invariant point; in figs. 1 and 2 they go towards 
10wel' pl'essures, in fig. 3 towards higher pressures. The same \ is 
true fOl' the CUl'\'es of grOllps R, S and' the sub-group T. It is 
apparent ft'om al{! this thai- the 5el'ies of signs of the isentl'Opical 
l'eaction (21)' dt:fines still eomewhat more than onIy the 'type; of 

------~ ~,..:.-_------~ 
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,the P, T-diagram; it defines viz. al~o which curves go in the same 
direction of pressure, starting from the ~nvariant point. 

When in (23) all values of (1 are positive, then all phases jn 
(21) and (22) have the same sign; when (.Ll ••• (1p-l are positive 
and (.Lp ••• (.L1l+2 ~egati"t', then in (22) FI ... Fp have the same sign, 
but Fp ••• Fn+2 the opposite &ign as ,in (21). ; ~ 

. Now we shall' examine which changes OCCUl' iJli a P, T-èl i dg ram, 
accordmg to the position of Fp in the series of signs. Jn both 
reaction-equations (21) and (22) going from left to right, F'p may 
be the second or tbe third or tbe fourth phase, etc._ and at last the 
(n + 2th ) phase, consequently the last. When in (23) all values 
of tt are pösitive, then this phase Fp is missing. 

Let us assume, fol' dixing the ideas, that the series of signs of 
réaction (21) is- l'epresented by series a of table 1 or 2. Then the 
P, T-diagram consists of the bundIes of CUl'YeS A + T, R, B, S and 
C. rConfet' eg. figs 1, 2 and 3J. · 

When in (23) all values of (.L are positive, so that the phase Fp 
is mIssing, thelt series b in table 2 l'epresent& the series of sign& ot' 
the isovolumetrical reaction. When Fp is the' (n + 2)th' ph ase, there
fOl'e the Jast phase of the subgroup 1: then in series b of table 2 
the last phase obtains the opposite sign; when F;, is Jhe ((n +' 1 )th 

pbase, then in series b of table 2 tbe two last phases obtam the 
opposite sign, etc. 

When Ep is e.g. the fil'st phase of group S, then in series b of 
table 1 all phases of groups S, C, and T get tbf> opposite sign. When 
Fp is situated within the group' B so that this group is divided into 
two sub-groups ~ Ba and Bb, then the series of signs is represented 
by series b of table \ 1. When-:Fp is the phase A~, then In serIes b 
of table 2, all phases, flxcept the first one," get the opposite sign. 

It is evident that th is change of signs in series b has no influence 
on the series, which indicate the signs of b,P; tbe series which 
de fine the signs of b, T undergo howe\'er similar challges. 

Let us I10W take fol' the isentl'Opical l'eaction b. V < 0 and for 
the isov~lumetrical reaction b.'YJ > O. When the phase 1!~1 is missing, 
then we find, as we have seen abo\'e, for the signs of b,P anä b. T 

I 

the series i and k of table 2 and 101' the P, T-diagram fig. 3. 
We divide this diagram into four quadl'ants by two lines which 

p;o through the invariant point. We imagine the one-line parallel to 
the P-axis, the other' parallel to the l'-axis. Those four quadrants 
are indicated in tig. 3 by the enrircleä figures 1, 2, 3, and 4. Con
sequently in fig. 3 all curves are situated withill the quadrants 1 and 3. 

I 

) 
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: When 1{~) is the last phase of group T, then the last sign of 
series lc (tabIe 2) changes. Tbe last cur'>e of group T no more 
goes then towards 10we1', but towa1'ds higher temperatures, it does go 
howeve1' still towards Jowel' pl'essures. Tbe cOJTesponding curve of 
t11e snb-group T, consequently the curve, which is situated the closest 
to (Al)' turns therefore, in fig. 3 within the second quadrant. The more 
the phase Pp goes towards the left, the more curves of the sub-gronp T 
turn within the second quad~ant, when Pp coineides with the first 
phase of group T, the,n in fig. 3 this whole sub-group T takes its 
place within the serond quadrant. 

As soon as the phase Pp comes within ,the group C, a part of 
bundIe C turns within tbe fourth quadrant, when Pp coinc'ides with 
the fh'st phase of group C, then the whole bundIe C is situated 
within Jhe fonrth quadrant. , 

At furthel' }Dovement of the phase Pp first some and at }ast all 
curves of bundIe S come within the second quadrant, afterwards 
some and at last: all ('urves of bundie B 'Yithin )the fourth quadrapt; 
afte I'ward s some and at, last all curves of R within the second . . 
quadrant. When FI' coincldes with As, thell curve (As) goes towards 
the fourth qnadl'ant, and when Fp eoincides at last with A~, then 
also ,curve (AO!) goes within ,this ql1ad'rant, I 

The displacement of Pp from right to 1eft involves, therefore, that 
the P,T-diagram changes; the curves tUI'Jl viz. from the third qua
drant towards the seeond and from the first quadrant towards the 
fom'th quadrant. Only the curve (Al) remains in the liret quadrant. 
In' ~ll there al'ise, tbm'efol'e, 1~ + 2 different P, T-diagrams, w hich 
belong all, however, to the same type. 

Consequently it is apparent from the pl'evious eonsiderations. the 
serjes of signs of reaction (21) defines the P, T-diagramtype; viz. 
the number of bun dIes of curves and thE'~r order of succession ; the 
number of rur,ves and theÏl' order of surce6sion in each bnnàle. It 
de~nes ~16q whieh c~rves go in the same dirE'ction of p~'essur~ shtrting 
from the invariant point. This series ofsigns does not define, however" 
tbe, pal'tition of the bundIes over the different quadrants and thel'efore 
also not which of the n + 2 -aiiferent P,T-diagrams, beloJlging to 
the type, wiII oceUI'. In order to define th is, we have to know 
also tbe. series of sJgns of reaction (2'2). I I • 

I I \ . 
In our prevlOus considflrations we migbt have taken instead ot 

the' series of signs of the isentropical reaction' a1so that 'of the iso
volumetrica.] l'eaction. Tbis is as we have shown in communication 
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VI for an arbitrary pair of reaction-equations, however 'the same as 
that of the isentropical reaction. lt causes, tberefore, which stands 
to reason, tbe same P,T-diagramtype. 
, The only difference is, that tbe isentropical reartion still defines 
at tbe same time which curves go in the same direction of pressure, 
and the isoyolumetrical reaction defines wbich curves go in the same 
direction of temper'ature, 

1 J, Another deduction of the P, T-diagramtypes, 
In previous communications we have ah'eady deduced in different 

ways the P,T-diagramtypes. A new deduction follows from the 
previous cOllsiderations in chapter (13), 

U sing the proper'ties 1 and 2 we fouud: 
the series of signs of the isentl'opical rearlion defines the P, T

diagl'amtype and 'besides which curves go in the same direction of 
pressure ; 

the series of signs of the isovolumetl'ieal reaetion detines the P, T
diagram type and besides whieh curves go in the same direction of 
temperature, 

Rence we ,may deduce now, that the series of sIgns of each other 
reaction, whieh oecurs between the phases of the ill\'al'Îant point, 
deftnes also the P, T-diagramtype. 

In order to show this we take the arbit1'ary reactions: 

, (24) 

?nIFI + m2F 2 + ... + mn+2Fn+2 = 0 . (25) 

Herein ti and mi are positive, both a1'e wl'itten in sueh order of 
suceession, that we have: 

.i >~ >, "> lll+2 
mi m 2 mn+2 

In each of those reactions a detinite change in volume and entt·op,V 
occurs; we may, therefol'e, deduce from them the isentropical and 
isovolumetrical reaction, as is shown in the previous chapter, We 
write them: 

aJI\ + a2F 2 +, " + a'+2Fn+2 = 0 b. V ; 0, (26) , , 
"laIF\ +- t-t~a~F2 +. . + l'n+2all+2FII+2 = 0 0; b.'Yj (21) 

In communication VI we ha\'e seen that all pairs of ['eaction
equations, which we 'ean deduce from a glven pair, have the same 
series of' signs; (24) has, theref'ore, the s,ame series of' signs as (26). 
As tbe P, T-diagramtype is defined by tbe sel'Îes of signs of (26), 
it is, therefore, also defined by tbe series of signs of, (24), 
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Consequentl)' -we find, in aêé;;;dance with our deductions in the 

Pl'evious communications: 
• l 

tbe series of signs of each reaction bet ween the phases of the 
mvariant point defines the P,T-diagramtype, viz. the number of 
b~ndJes of curves and theil' order of snccession, the mimbel' of 
curves and th81r order of succession in every bundIe. 

This series of signs does not define, however, whlch curves go in 
the same direction of pressure (temperature); this is ouIy the case 
with the series of signs of the isentl'ppical (isovolumetrical) reaction. 

Leiden, Inorg. -Cltem. Lab. (To be continueel). 

Physics. - "A Test of tlte Dispersion Tlteol'Y of Solw' Plwnomena, 

derived from, 1l1easurernents by Adarns and St. JoAn on the 

Displacements of Fraunlwfe1' Lines in the Spectra of tlte 

Sun' s Limb and of Sun-spots". By Prof. W. H. JULIUS. 

(Communicated in the meeting of February 28, 1914, and published 

in: Vers!. Afd. Natuurk. XXII, p. 1243-1265). 
~ t { 't"1 

This paper was not inserted in"'-.:mese Pl'oceedings, because its 
principal contents had already been cornmunicated by the writer in 
the following English publications: "Note on \ the General Shift of 
the FRAGNHOFER Lines towal'ds the Red, and on the Distortion of 
the Lines in the Spectrum of Eccentrically Located Sun-spots", The 
Observatory, Vol. 37, p. 252, 1914, and: "Radial Motion III Sun
spots?", The Astrophysical Journal, Vol. 40, p. 1,1914. - A French 
translation of the whole paper will appeal' in the Archives néerlan
daises, 1916. 

Physics. - "Anomalous DislJersion and Fraunlwfe1' Lines. Reply 

to Objections". By Prof. W. H. JULIUS. 

(Communicated in the meetings of October 30 and November 2'i, 1915 

cr.: Vel'sl. Afd. Natuurk. XXIV, p. 678 and 865). 

This paper has also been published in extenso in the Astl'ophysical 
JOUl'nal, Vol. 43, p. 43, 1916,' and will therefore not appeal' in 
these Pl'oceedings. 

I I 
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ERRATA. 

In the Proceedings of the Meeting of Sept. 25, 1915, Vol. XVHI, 

p. 506 line 15 from the bottom : fOl' 119b § 5 read j19 § 5b 
0.001028 

11.2 
" 13" " " "0.000128,, 

" 9" 'r " " 56.1" 

" 
" 

8 " 
7 " 

" 
" 

" 

" 

" 2 % or 0.02 " 3 % or 0.05 

" smaller than" of the order . 
o~ magnitude of 
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